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Vanda Hrívëo. 

Frontspiece: Winter's Road. 
 

"Once upon a time, there were four creatures that lived together in a wood. There was Summer, 
she had a laugh like morning and a smile like afternoon, and her hair was like sunlight on sand. 
Then there was Spring, with his earth-stained hands and solid strong legs. Autumn had golden-
brown skin, and she shook the leaves off trees to watch them dance on the wind. 

 

“Yáressë, tanomë ëaner canta ëalar ya omarner tauressë. Eänë Lairë, 
haryarë lalaterya ve arin ar hendu ve sinyë, ar findesserya né ve árë 
or litsë. Ar ëanë Tuilë, as cemenvárë máryat ar tulca, tulunca 

telquiryat. Yávië haryanë laurëa-varna helma, ar rinceneryë lassi 
aldallor tirien le lilta súrinen.  

 
"Lastly, there was Winter. He was as smooth and cold as new snow, and wore a glittering icicle 
around his neck on a silver chain. 
 
”Métimavë, ëa Hrívë. Eänero pasta ar ringa ve vinya lossë, ar collë 

rilya helcenasta os yaterya or tyelpë angaino. 
 
"They lived, these four, in a fork in the road that ran through the wood. It had been a hard road 
to follow, and so afraid were they of losing each other again that they tied their toes together 
with silvery yarn from Autumn's sewing box. Every connection had a different hue to it, even 
though they'd all come from the same skein. 

 

“Marnentë, cantar sine, peryalessë vandassë ya lendë ter i taurë. 
Enies nauca vanda hilië, ar sinavë rucinentë atahehtië yúyo ya 

nuntentë tálentar sindë lianin Yáviévar.Ilya lia harya véra quilë, 



ananta utulientë ilyë mine nómello. 
 
"Spring and Winter were tied with a deep blue, for loyalty and devotion. Autumn and Spring 
had red, the colour of heart's blood, for romance and passion. Autumn and Winter's bond was 
yellow as daisies, for they'd both been adventurous dreamers until they'd discovered that 
excitement didn't agree with them as well as sunny afternoons did. 
 

“Tuilë ar Hrívë nér nutinë as luinë, voronden ar vorimen. Yávië ar 
Tuilë haryaner carnë, ve sercë hónello, melmen ar íren. Nútë Yáviéva 
ar Hrívéva né malina ve nénur, an yúyo nér huorië olóri sintentë 

tenna úmintë melë fëafelmë ve árinqua andúni.” 
 
"Little Summer was tied to Spring with the brilliant green of fatherly love, and her bow from 
Autumn was the blush peach of motherhood. Lastly, Summer was tied to Winter with a knot of 
brightest purple, the colour of the berries he'd feed her when her mother and father didn't seem 
to notice, spoiling her like the loving uncle he was. 
 
“Lairellë né nútina Lairenna as i wenya atarmelmë, ar núterya 
Yáviello né culuina amilmelmë. Metimavë né nútina Hrívenna as 

nútë helina, i quilë piuccor mataro senen irë amilerya ar atarelya 
úmer seyanë cenë, mella se ve nilda toronatar néro. 
 
"Everyone who saw the four of them living in the fork in the road was sure their threads were 
going to tangle, that it would all end in a mess. But the four knew better, and never so much as 
got twisted around. 

 

“Ilquë i tirnë i cantë marila peryalessë vandassë né tanca liantar 
fastuvar, ya ilya neuva natsë. Nan i canta sinter ammára, ar ú oio 

rícië. 
 
"But there was a weight in Winter's mind, because he knew that some day they'd have to keep 
walking down the road. There were two paths to take, the righthand one, that was sunny and 
lively and led to a lovely land, and the lefthand, which was misty, and difficult to see down. 



Winter knew that Summer, Spring and Autumn belonged on the sunny road, and hated to see 
them waiting at the fork without their happy ending. 
 
“Nan tanomë ná lungalë órë Hrivëo, an sintero ya ilaurë nauvantë 
nautë vantëa vanda. Tanomë nér atta tier mápien, i forya tië, ya né 

árinqua ar cuilëa ar tulya vanima nórenna, ar i hyarya tië, ya né 
hísëa ar úcénima. Hrivë sintë ya Lairë, Tuilë ar Yávië nér árinqua 

tien, ar tenvë marentë peryalessë ú alassëa mettanta. 
 
"As well as the purple and blue and yellow threads, though, Winter had another string tied to 
him. It was as black as midnight, and stretched from far back down the difficult road they'd 
already walked. It led down the lefthand road, into the shadows, and was wrapped around 
Winter's neck so tight he knew he'd never be free. 

 
“Ve i helina ar luina ar malina liar, Hrívë harya cantëa lia nútina 
son. Nés morna ve lómë, ar rahtanë haira nan i nauca vandallo 

avantientë. Tulyanes hyarya vandanna, huinellor, ar né vaitana os 
yat Hríveo tunga sina sintero neuvaro ú oio mirima. 
 
"Now, Summer was just a baby, and Spring had done his best to protect Winter from the black 
thread for so long that Winter just didn't have the heart to tell him it was still there. So Autumn 
knew it was up to her to do something. 
 

“Sí, Lairë né lapse, ar Tuilë acárië rimbë sina andavë sina varien Hrívë 
morna liallo ya Hrívë úmë huorë nyaren son nés er tanomë. Tanen 

Yávië sintë nés sen cárien nat. 
 
"She had a little pair of silver scissors, from her sewing box. Winter stole them sometimes, and 
tried to cut the purple and the yellow and the blue cords, so that Summer and Spring and 
Autumn could skip away down their bright path and not worry about Winter anymore. The 
threads would never sever, though, they were too strong. 
 



“Haryanerë tyelpë sicil. Hrívë mampes merien hocírië helina ar luina 

liar, ar Lairë ar Tuilë ar Yávië poluvar nornoro calima tienna ar ú 
sananë Hríves. Nan liar ú oio racuvar, néntë acca tulca. 
 
"Autumn set about working away at the black thread, wearing it down day by day. Sometimes 
it was terribly hard work, for the black thread was at least as strong as the colourful ones, and 
wrapped so tightly around Winter's neck. Sometimes it made Autumn so tired she couldn't 
make her leaves dance, but still she kept at it, cutting away. 
 

“Yávië yestanë ristala morna lia, yeryaneres aurë apaurë. Nés nauca 

mótalë, an i morna lia né tulca ve linquilië liar, ar vaitima tunga 

sina os yat Hrívëo. Carnes Yávië suhtaina sina úmirë pole lasseryar 

liltië, nan hemperë cares, risties. 
 
"Because one day, she knew, the black thread would break, and Winter would be free, and the 
four of them could walk the bright road together." 
 
“An minë aurë, sinterë, morna lia terhantuva, ar Hrívë nauva 

mirima, ar i cantë poler ovantië calima vanda.” 
 

 
Pretty Good Year, “Winter’s Road” 

By Mary Borsellino 

Translated into Quenya by Gilly 
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Right now it’s the 16th of March, 2013. The last time I wrote one of these for Pretty Good Year 

was 30th of July, 2003, a whisker shy of ten years ago. That original foreword follows this one in 

this new collection.  

What’s remarkable about that foreword, reading it a decade later, is that it doesn’t mention 

“The Storyteller”, a 1988 show created by Jim Henson and written by Anthony Minghella.  

Maybe the reason I didn’t highlight it as an influence was because I didn’t want readers to clue 

into the fact that in truth, Pretty Good Year was as much a love-letter to, and pastiche of, “The 

Storyteller” as it was a fanfic based on Lord of the Rings. 

Watching that show as a child didn’t just make me love stories, it made me love the art of story-

telling itself. It taught me that ways in which rhythms and language and morality and justice 

and bravery and inevitability all work within the unique medium of a tale told by a storyteller 

to an audience.  

If you haven’t seen “The Storyteller”, please check it out.  

While we’re on the subject of groundbreaking fantasy TV, I should offer a little bit of 2013-era 

historical context and mention the biggest landmark on the swords-and-kings-and-dragons 

landscape right now: HBO’s “Game of Thrones”, based on the Song of Ice and Fire book series 

by George R R Martin. 

If I was in a slyly mocking sort of mood right now, I might mention that Martin strongly 

opposes fanfiction about his world... a world in which one of the heroes, Jon Snow, has a 

mischievous friend named Pyp and a fat-and-anxious-but-actually-really-heroic-when-things-

get-down-to-it friend named Samwell, who is in love with a girl whose name is that of a flower. 

Fanfiction, homage, tomayto, tomahto.  



But the real reason I bring up Martin’s series is because he recently explained the inclusion of 

sex scenes in his work in the following terms: 

As much as I admire Tolkien — and I do, he was a giant of fantasy and a giant of 

literature, and I think he wrote a great book that will be read for many years — you do 

have to wonder where all those Hobbits came from, since you can’t imagine Hobbits 

having sex, can you? Well, sex is an important part of who we are. It drives us, it 

motivates us, it makes us do sometimes very noble things and it makes us do sometimes 

incredibly stupid things. Leave it out, and you’ve got an incomplete world.1 

Now, it’s obvious to anyone who has read Pretty Good Year that I disagree with Martin on 

whether one can imagine hobbits having sex. I also believe that Tolkien would disagree with 

him too, albeit probably not in the same explicit fashion that the Pretty Good Year stories offer.  

In a 1951 letter, he stated the following: 

I think the simple 'rustic' love of Sam and his Rosie (nowhere elaborated) is absolutely 

essential to the study of his (the chief hero's) character, and to the theme of the relation of 

ordinary life (breathing, eating, working, begetting) and quests, sacrifice, causes, and the 

'longing for Elves', and sheer beauty. 

Which, when you translate 1951-ese into 2012-speak, actually says that exactly the same things 

were important about Tolkien’s world as about Martin’s: “begetting” is “absolutely essential”.  

The whole point of hobbits is that they aren’t Elves. Poetry and high-fantasy language and 

elegance and grace and immortality just aren’t their thing. Instead they sing simple songs, and 

talk like country folk, and have giant hairy feet, and burst into tears or into laughter at the drop 

of a hat, and for all that they put off official adulthood until 33, they don’t have lifespans very 

different to those of modern humans (Bilbo being a remarkable exception rather than the rule). 

And that’s what’s important about them. That’s why the Ring is ultimately destroyed, because 

it was Sam and Frodo who saw the task through to the end, a task that no other race could have 

accomplished in their place. Because they’re fundamentally just ordinary everyday people:  

breathing, eating, working, begetting. 

If Martin had said he couldn’t imagine Elves having sex, the quote would be perfectly sensible. 

But not being able to imagine hobbits having sex is just a failure to understand hobbits 

properly.  

                                                           
1"Great Quotes about Writing from Game of Thrones Author", Dec 27, 2012, http://io9.com/5971432/great-quotes-
about-writing-from-game-of-thrones-author-george-rr-martin 



Anyway, back onto the topic at hand: Pretty Good Year. Here are some of the things people 

have said about it: 

Mary Borsellino's sequence of AU stories Pretty Good Year has become the hub of a whole 

subset of the fandom, complete with its own canon, art, songs, and AUs. 2 

~ 

One fic centering on Sam, Rosie and Frodo in a menage a trois, "Pretty Good Year" by 

Mary Borsellino (March-May 2002) created a little subuniverse unto itself. Other fans 

started writing fics based on the same premises, filling out the original narrative or 

creating stories loosely inspired by it. These have been gathered in the "Storytellers" 

archive.3 

~ 

Perhaps the most unique and interesting phenomenon in Rosie Cotton fan fiction is the 

development of the "Pretty Good Year" series. Begun by Mary Borsellino after the debut of 

Peter Jackson's The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring film in 2001, "Pretty 

Good Year" follows a polyamorous arrangement between Rosie, Sam, and Frodo over the 

year following the end of the War of the Ring. In this universe Rosie loves Sam and Frodo 

and takes both as de facto husbands. Children follow from this union, and friends and 

neighbors react differently to the alternative lifestyle Bag End represents. At the core of 

the series is not the sexual experimentation implicit in the three-way marriage, however, 

but rather Rosie's daily challenges of raising the next generation, renewing Sam and the 

Shire, and restoring the health of Frodo. The series dwells to a surprising degree on 

domestic concerns and emotional conflicts. In the sequel "West of the Moon," Frodo 

chooses to stay with his family rather than depart for the Grey Havens, thus permitting 

the saga to continue. 

Mary Borsellino's productivity with this series is impressive. To date she has penned in 

the "Pretty Good Year" canon alone one prologue, forty-three stories, and two sequels 

with their forty-seven related stories. What possibly is even more compelling, however, is 

the resonance that this Rosie-centric series has found with other fan fiction authors. At the 

current time, "Pretty Good Year" has spawned sixteen sequel stories by a total of five 

guest authors and seventeen contemporary stories, one in six parts, by a total of ten guest 

                                                           
2
 Fan Fiction And Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet: New Essays  edited by Karen Hellekson, Kristina 

Busse, 2006, McFarland & Company Publishers 
3
 The Frodo Franchise: The Lord of the Rings and Modern Hollywood by Kristin Thompson, University of California 

Press, 2007 



authors. The sequel "West of the Moon" has inspired thirty-seven contemporary stories by 

a total of eight guest authors, seventy-nine "next generation" stories by a total of nine 

guest authors, and six related stories by a total of three guest authors. The sequel "East of 

the Sun" has led to four contemporary stories by a total of two guest authors. 

Additionally, the series as a whole also has prompted seventy-seven other related fictional 

works such as fairytales, poems, and parodies written by a total of eleven guest authors 

and set in the "Pretty Good Year" universe. The aforementioned works, along with a 

related visual art gallery and links to foreign language translations of "Pretty Good Year" 

material, all exist on the "Pretty Good Year" website. Yet other spin-off works by "Pretty 

Good Year" fans published online remain uncollected. 

At the heart of "Pretty Good Year" is Rosie's unusual and un-Shire-like dismissal of 

provincial attitudes and behavior. She finds herself facing a reality unlike any she has 

been trained to meet--a post-quest, post-war world in which the heroes are wounded and 

uncertain, and the only weapons against ruin are love and life--and therefore she devises 

new strategies to meet these challenges. Loving two men instead of one and bearing both 

of their children follow from this approach. In a sense, Rosie is rebelling against the 

received Shire wisdom that she cannot do or have it all. Though her lifestyle proves far 

from easy, Rosie accepts the consequences of her choices and creates a strong family unit 

in the process. In Mary Borsellino's "Pretty Good Year" story "Proper," Rosie most clearly 

explains her philosophy (and the main theme of "Pretty Good Year"): 

 "Sam," Rosie said after a short quiet. "When Frodo's stronger, in a few years perhaps, can we go 

away? Not forever, a year maybe. Just the four of us, and any more babies I have between now and 

then. I want Elanor to know there's worlds outside of Hobbiton, that this is one way to live but that 

Big People and Elves and Dwarves all have their own ways too. Then, even if she never leaves the 

Shire for the rest of her days, at least she'll know what's out there, that she's allowed to live in 

whatever way make her happiest. That there's nothing wrongwith fairy tales, and no such thing as 

proper." (Borsellino, "Proper") 

The series ends with Mary Borsellino's story "East of the Sun," which tells of Rosie's death. 

In the tale Rosie's daughters Elanor and Goldilocks, or "Elly" and "Goldy," consider the 

ending Tolkien leaves his readers in The Lord of the Rings: an aged Sam following Frodo 

across the sea, and a deceased Rosie buried in Hobbiton, forever estranged from the other 

two hobbits of Bag End. Goldilocks despairs at this final exile for her mother, saying, 

"She's not with them, Elly, not now and never again" (Borsellino, "East"). 

"East of the Sun" rescues Rosie from this fate, however, and offers her an inexplicable but 

assured reunion with her loves, her equals, the two Ringbearers. As Elanor tells her sister, 



"I don't know how I know it, Goldy, but the story's all played out in my head. My heart 

knows it, and it's a happily ever after." At Goldy's insistence that "Nobody gets a happily 

ever after," Elly replies with the following: "Well, this is so close the difference can't be 

told, anyway. And that's enough" ("East"). Elanor's pronouncement summarizes the series 

as a whole: though Rosie's world is not ideal, her love and patience and skill make it seem 

as close to perfect as possible, a fairytale ending to an epic legend. 

This Rosie identifies and exercises her right to choose her own destiny, and she often 

decides to blaze a new trail rather than follow an easier but less challenging direction. In 

this unapologetic independence she is the equal of her male companions, and quite often 

their leader. At the end of the day, she has it all and does it all despite the Shire and its 

conventions.4 

~ 

"To the non-fan, or to fans of different shows, [some works] present another level/layer to 

be traversed, because they require competence both in the source and in a specific fan 

artifact, which is a (Tolkenian) sub-creation. This calls to mind Mary Borsellino’s Lord of 

the Ring AU, Pretty Good Year: an alternative reading to the book finale, which 

problematises sexuality and coupling norms, the status of women and the treatment of 

mental illness (pointing at yet another source in the title, the Tori Amos song). Pretty 

Good Year became a fandom in its own right, with other fans programmatically writing in 

that universe. to add yet another layer of complexity."5 

Considering how heavy-handed the foreshadowing/metaphor work in the Pretty Good Year 

stories (and one could argue, in Tolkien’s novels themselves) is on the subject of ‘sailing into the 

west’ equating to an afterlife, I think it’s a little off-based to say that the reunion is 

“inexplicable”, but that’s neither here nor there. What’s truly important about these references 

to the story in books and essays is that they all highlight the fanfiction written by others in 

response as being the key point of interest and noteworthiness about Pretty Good Year. 

Prior to this collection that you’re reading the foreword to right now, the only book/zine/pdf 

version of Pretty Good Year which existed collected only the original stories which made up 

Pretty Good Year, plus the two endings “West of the Moon” and “East of the Sun”. This meant 

that the later stories written by myself in the universe of “West”, and the huge body of 
                                                           
4
 Reimagining Rose: portrayals of Tolkien's Rosie Cotton in twenty-first century fan fiction. By Amy Sturgis, 2006, 

Mythlore http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Reimagining+Rose%3A+portrayals+of+Tolkien's+Rosie+Cotton+in...-

a0146063135 
5
 Battlestar Redactica: Visual Revision of Narrative Error comment by Mafalda Stasi, 2009, 

http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/imr/2009/11/17/battlestar-redactica-visual-revision-narrative-

error#comment-1641 



fanfiction work by other writers stemming from the stories, was not available in any format but 

somewhat hard-to-navigate online archives. 

Which led to a lot of guilt on my part, believe me. When the most important thing about your 

story is the stories it inspired from others, to only have the original story available in an archival 

format is absurd. It made it look like I thought the original story was somehow special in its 

own right, instead of being important only because it inspired others. 

Of course, you only have to look at the impossible-to-print size of this collection to see that the 

alternative to the original pdf/book/zine turned out to be at least a little bit absurd as well. But 

that seems fitting, considering that the characters who inhabit this world are all a little bit 

absurd in their own unique and charming ways. If you wanted something streamlined and 

sleek, you’d be reading about Elves instead. 

So, here it is. Pretty Good Year. And also fanart for Pretty Good Year, and also my West of the 

Moon stories, and also fanart for my West of the Moon stories, and also an extremely varied and 

expansive fanfiction collection by other writers, and also fanart for this fanfiction collection, and 

also translations of sections into Quenya and Finnish, and a full translation into German.  

I started writing about hobbits when I was nineteen years old. I’m thirty-one now, and a “real” 

writer with a bunch of novels to her name. Ten years is a long time, in some ways. The next 

book I have coming out is a fairy tale, called “Ruby Coral Carnelian”. It’s about two boys, one 

fair and one dark, and a curly-haired girl. It’s hard not to be reminded of the Pretty Good Year 

story “Stone Soup”: Two boys and a girl named Jasper, Garnet, and Ruby. (For the record, the kids 

in the novel are named Del, Nicholas and Kelsie.) 

I’d actually completely forgotten about the “Stone Soup” story until I sat down to put together 

this complete collection, because I haven’t gone back and re-read these stories since I first wrote 

them. But that fact just makes it even more obvious how incredibly formative telling these 

stories was in making me the storyteller I am today. Ten years isn’t all that long at all. 

 

With love, 

Mary Borsellino 

16th March 2013 

 



Foreword to the original pdf/book/zine: 

Chronology is a strange thing.  

For instance, most modern children who are ushered into the world of Narnia read the books in 

the order the things in them happen. CS Lewis didn't write them that way, the progression of 

authorial skill and thedevelopment of themes gets confused if they're treated in that fashion.  

Another series this is true of is the Anne novels of LM Montgomery. The first time I read them 

as a child, I followed the chronology of Anne's age and found the end fitting but very sad. The 

last Anne book, if you follow the ages to pick the order, is called 'Rilla of Ingleside' and is about 

the sweethearts, wives, and sisters at home during World War One.  

It's perhaps not surprising that I ended up being so fond of Rosie Cotton, considering the stories 

I raised myself reading.  

But 'Rilla' isn't the last book about Anne and her family that Montgomery wrote. The year 

before her death, in 1939, another war was looming. It was a dark time, and her health was 

failing. That year the true finale of the series was published, 'Anne of Ingleside'.  

'Anne of Ingleside' is a strange book, looked at on its own. There's almost no sorrow, hardly any 

of the everyday pain and grief of life that crops up in the rest of the stories. It's a story of 

children, children who thereader knows will grow up to be scarred and killed in war only a few 

years later. If 'Rilla' hasn't been read first, 'Anne of Ingleside' seems curiously candy-coated, but 

if it's given its rightful place at the end of the saga it becomes a love letter to the characters who 

have been through hell.  

There's a scene right at the very end of the book, where Anne looks in on her sleeping sons and 

daughters, and the fact of the impending tragedy is explicitly stated - 'The moon was shining on 

his pillow through the bars of the leaded window . . . casting the shadow of a clearly defined cross on the 

wall above his head. In long after years Anne was to remember that and wonder if it were an omen of 

Courcelette . . . of a cross-marked grave"somewhere in France." But tonight it was only ashadow . . . 

nothing more.' 

The end is going to come, and cannot be stopped.  

But, and this is the important part that leads into the actual point of this foreword, it's not there 

yet.  



'Anne of Ingleside' taught me a very important thing: sometimes the happy ending isn't at the 

end of the story.  

After all, there's a reason our language has different words for plot and narrative.  

I had become acquainted with hobbits as a young child, as almost anybody who likes to read is. 

The only strong memory I have of my reaction is that I would no  longer swim in the deep end 

of my grandparents' pool,  for fear that Gollum would be lurking. But, when I was almost 

twenty, that glorious New Line movie was released. I must confess, my first reaction was a 

desire to write Boromir/Aragorn/Arwen, but then I went home and picked up my brother's 

copy of the book and began to re-visit this world that had so terrified me as a child.  

It was somewhere between hobbits being called good-natured rather than beautiful, and Sam's 

tearful reaction to the prospect of seeing Elves, that I completely forgot about the tortured 

angstful manly men and their fey girlfriends and instead fell madly, irrevocably, totally in love 

with the hobbits.  

I began posting messages in my online journal that were mostly inarticulate noises of adoration 

and the like.  And then I began posting stories - just little things, random ideas that popped into 

my head.  

Chronology is a strange thing, and memory plays tricks. I was sure, before I sat down to write 

this rambling memoir of the story, that I made references to 'Anne of Ingleside' in my journal 

just before I began writing the stories that would become Pretty Good Year, but in fact it was a 

short while later. But maybe it was the 'proper' (ah, that word Rosie becomes so terribly fond of) 

beginning in many ways, because some of the things I wrote that day were: 

(spelling errors have been left as a punishment to myself for not knowing how to spell Gardner)  

'Anybody ever read the Anne Shirley books? the first one's Anne of Green Gables and then there's like, a 

lot and the last one's called Rilla of Ingleside? Anyway, I'd like a see a hobbitfic done in the style of the 

later books, the last two where it's all about Anne's brood of children  

climbing trees and being apple-cheeked and eating good home-cooked food. Because hobbits, in case you 

haven't noticed, make me happy. I wanna read about the Gardener children, with Elanor as the bossy 

older sister and Merry and Pippin living up to their namesakes' reputations.  

'Argh! Get the bunnies off me! No! No time to write this! Aiiieee!'  

We'll pretend that the factual errors and the random  stupidity aren't there, shall we?  



And then, less than an hour later, I posted again with the thought:  'In fact, I think I really, really 

wanna write fluff about  the Gardener family. But I want Frodo there tooo, because I lovehimso. But it's 

wrong to change the end of  Return of the King, because it has to end like that.'   

Of course, it's easy to see the seed of the 'West of the Moon' ending in these rambling thoughts, 

but I believe that they're equally a testament to the mindset I was in when I wrote what my dear 

friend Hope has occasionally termed 'oldskoolpgy'. I wanted a happy ending, I wanted these 

poor battered people to have a reason to smile.  

And, well, Elanor goes from being born to being half a year old with nary a word, and that's just 

asking for trouble when there's a fanfiction writer around.  

I suppose I should talk more about the readers, and the small cult that's sprung up around this 

story - there are t-shirts and aprons and underpants. Sections have been translated into Finnish, 

German, and Quenya. There are gorgeous artworks and fan-poems and stories where  the 

characters and vampires and werewolves and soldiers in world war one (I think Tolkien and 

Montgomery would both be especially bemused by that particular  disregard of allegorical 

distance) and on one memorable occasion, pirates.  

But I think most of those rambling thoughts would be better suited to an introduction to a 

collection of thesethings themselves. Because it's almost a franchise now, but in the beginning 

Pretty Good Year was just three hobbits, a baby, and a brief bright happy ending.  

People were so worked-up and worried about how I was going to end it, while it was being 

written. Would I break the sacred order of canon, or would I destroy the small sweet family I 

had coaxed out of the tale? Ofcourse, now everybody knows that I did both and neither. But 

before the 18th of May, 2002, when 'Bonfire night' and the two offshooting paths were posted 

publically, it was a huge cause for debate. People threatened, pleaded and persuaded to try to 

influence the ending.  

They missed the point.  

Sometimes the happy ending isn't on the last page.   

'They all start laughing, and that makes Elanor laugh too because she likes to see them happy, and that 

makes them laugh even more. Everything is perfect, just for a moment. And a moment's all they need, for 

now.'  

- Pretty Good Year  

Mary Borsellino 30th July, 2003  



P�etty Good Ye�r 
Prologue: Fourteen twenty  
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Most days she wakes up and lies perfectly still, letting the sun kiss at her bare arms and the 

warmth of the patchwork quilt keep her halfway to dreams. Frodo and Sam breathe softly, 

inside their memories that are forever beyond her reach. Their lashes flutter like strange skeletal 

insects, black against the blue-grey shadows under their eyes.  
Sooner or later, they're going to leave her. She bites her lip and crosses two fingers and wishes 

for later to never come at all; but there's a place inside them, perhaps more obvious in Frodo 

with his stillness and his scars but there in Sam just as surely, a wound that won't heal. Such a 

little space, a tiny emptiness.  

She kept all her father's ledgers in order for him when she was still a tween, she can sew a hem 

faster than any other hobbit she knows. Sam sighs sometimes and says he wishes people could 

see what Frodo did for them, and she wonders if he can see what she's doing even now. The 

darkness is still there, after all, and still needs fighting. It's not over until the cleanup's done, as 

Sam himself says, and there's so much inside them that needs repairing even now. 

Rosie knows that they have reasons upon reasons to leave, pains that don't lessen even in sleep. 

But every day she searches out new reasons for them to stay, and perhaps someday the scales 

will be balanced again. 

Her parents don't like the fact that she leaves her bed at night to go into the room where Sam's 

staying, but marriage is a question of when, not if, so they don't go so far as to actually scold 

her. Nothing happens, anyway. She just likes to watch him through the dark hours before 

dawn. And Frodo and Sam have been sleeping together for so long that they've forgotten how 

to do it apart, it seems. 

Sleeping together. That says a different thing to what it means, usually, but Rosie's never been 

one to mince words, and sleeping's all that's being done in that room. When Rosie hugs in close 



and breathes the smells of Sam, he shifts without waking, making extra space for her. He's far 

too good at sleeping with people, no unwelcome arms across her waist when she wakes or 

stolen covers. Sometimes, when the nightmares are especially bad, Frodo cries out, or kicks, but 

apart from those moments Rosie can hardly tell she's sharing a bed at all. Even with the two of 

them so close, it's a lonely way to rest. 

Sam's away now, planting and building and making things new and whole. Rosie stands by the 

front gate, watching the early morning traffic of carts and wheelbarrows along the lane, and 

wishes he was there with her. Make me new and whole, Sam, she wants to say to him. Wants to be 

selfish, wants him to be selfish too. Haven't they earned that, just a little? It seems she's been 

waiting for her life's journey to begin forever, but it just treads the same old paths in a circle. 

With Sam gone, Rosie keeps to her own bed, the same bed she lay in all her girlhood with 

dreams of husbands and babies and fairy tales, and Frodo stays in the one her father provided 

for him. She worries that he'll be cold, but Frodo's not the same as Sam. Sam she can boss, 

because she knows him backwards and forwards and inside out, has done for years. Frodo, 

though, is a different creature. Rosie doesn't even know where to begin with puzzling him out, 

and doesn't have the faintest whether he'd mind her needing closeness after goodnights have 

been said.  

There's a swirl of blood in the egg yolk when Rosie cracks the shell open on the edge of a bowl, 

and she can't remember if that's an ill omen or not. It hardly seems to matter. She puts the kettle 

on to boil and goes to see if Frodo's awake yet. The door's ajar, and her Dad's sitting by the bed 

as Frodo's fevered hands grasp at the cuffs of his sleeves and at the gem at his throat. 

"It is gone forever," the words tumble out in a mutter, breathless and whispered. "And now all 

is dark and empty." 

"Quiet now," Rosie's father says in a slightly uncomfortable voice, the same tone he used to use 

when Rosie asked about hens and roosters or new lambs. "You just rest, Mr Frodo." 

"I'll look after him if you like," Rosie offers before she realises she's going to speak. But oh, it 

hurts to see Frodo so pained. "I've got the morning spare." 

"Don't know that he needs much looking after. He's more asleep than awake." With a shrug, 

Rosie's father leaves his daughter to play nurse. He's never really known how to deal with his 

girl-child, wants to take care of her as if she's a baby still. Sons are an easy matter, you just raise 

them as you would an apprentice, but daughters require all kinds of rituals best left to 

womenfolk.  



"Frodo?" Rosie asks, slipping her hand between his as she sits down. The room's all shut up and 

shadowed, but seeing how grey the sky outside is it wouldn't do much good to open the 

curtains anyway. 

"Sam?" Frodo's eyes are half-lidded. 

"No, it's Rose." 

His hands are trembling, heartbeat like a frightened bird under his skin. At the sound of her 

name, Frodo seems to wake a little out of his delirium, and gives a dry chuckle. "When you 

were small, you used to creep into the gardens of Bag End when you thought we couldn't see 

you, and steal the blush roses when they were still buds. Bilbo thought it was adorable." 

"Well, we don't have any roses half as nice here in Bywater," Rosie teases back, gripping Frodo's 

clammy fingers tighter as another spasm of illness or pain ripples through him and makes him 

gasp.  

"But you never waited until they were fully grown. It used to perplex Sam. 'Roses are nicest 

when they've bloomed, why can't she wait?'" Frodo keeps his tone light but can't hold in a small 

whimper. 

"I'm not the patient type," she touches Frodo's forehead and finds it clammy and cold. He's 

running chills and fevers all at once, and there seems no cure but to wait it out. 

"Merry... Merry said that coming back was like waking from a dream," Frodo says, wetting his 

lips with his tongue. "But I feel as if I'm falling into one. Nothing... nothing quite feels real, 

now." 

"Don't talk if it hurts you." 

"No, I want to talk. I have to, it makes it real." Frodo forces himself to sit up on the bank of 

pillow behind him, shifts to make room so Rosie can sit on the mattress cross-legged. "Why 

didn't your father join up with the rest, Rose? Almost all the other hobbits with a bit of money 

did." 

"He's a good sort," Rosie offers eventually. She's never thought about it before. "They'd've made 

him richer, but... he would have ended up poorer, if that makes any sense." 

"Everyone's got their price," Frodo says, but Rosie doesn't take offence. She knows he's not 

talking about her Dad anymore. "Their breaking point." Frodo sounds utterly lost. 

"I wish I could understand what you and Samwise went through," Rosie admits. "But I can't. It's 

all as unreal as piglets flying or fire burning cold." 



"You're not meant to. Strider... I should call him King Elessar, I suppose, but he's still Strider in 

my head, spent years of his life protecting the Shire, in order that the hobbits would never have 

to know all the work he did for them. Do you see?" 

"You're a hobbit, and you know it." 

Frodo gives her a small, tight smile, but it's more like a grimace and it's obvious that the pain's 

terribly bad for him. It's a while before he can even speak again, and Rosie tries to remember if 

there's ever been another sickness like this in the Shire before that would give her clues to 

remedies. 

"Perhaps someday you'll see the white city, meet its ruler," Frodo says. Rosie wrinkles her nose. 

"Maybe. I'd love to see other lands, but there's grander things than kings. In fairy stories they're 

always the ones who get their heads chopped off or their castles knocked down." 

Frodo laughs a little, and the sound makes Rosie's heart a little gladder.  

"You'd make a good princess, Rose," he says, and she smiles politely even though she doesn't 

agree. 

"Do you think you could eat a bit? There's broth if you can't manage anything stronger."  

"No, there's no point." 

"Please?" She doesn't mean to push but he's so frail, which is doubly sad seeing as how healthy 

and fair he used to look. It's as if all the years he's held off have fallen down on him at once.  

Frodo nods, and Rosie goes to get him something to warm him, feed him.  

The worst part is, she thinks as she hunts for a clean spoon, the worst part is that she's all pulled 

in two directions. She loves Sam, but she spent so long worrying about the journey he was on 

that it all got tied up together in her head and now she loves Frodo too. And it doesn't take 

more than two good eyes to see that Sam's stuck in much the same dilemma.  

The worst of the worst, though, is that there's no real dilemma to it, because Frodo's not... 

"Save your breath to cool your porridge, Rose Cotton," she chides herself, even though she 

wasn't speaking out loud. There's no sense in moping about like a wet kitten, somebody needs 

to buck up and do what needs doing. If Frodo's taught her anything that hobbit's don't 

generally know, that's it.  



He seems to be dozing when she goes back in, it's hard to tell after the way he was earlier. But 

the lines are smoothed on his face, breathing more even. Rosie remembers one of the stories she 

grew up playacting, the story of the princess who couldn't wake. 

"Pricked her finger on a spindle," Rosie whispers, looking at the terrible scar where Frodo's 

knuckle ends abruptly. "And fell asleep, and nobody could rouse her." 

It seems painfully apt, and a few hot tears fall from Rosie's cheeks into the broth. It isn't fair. 

But there's always a way to make things right, in the stories. The soldier traps death in his sack, 

the youngest son defeats the dragon, the sister doesn't speak and turns her brothers back from 

ravens. 

A kiss cures the sleeping beauty, if you can cut through the thorns. 

Rosie leans over, putting the bowl on the nightstand where Frodo can eat it later if, 

miraculously, he's hungry. His breath is sickly-sweet and damp, hot little puffs of air. He barely 

stirs as she brushes her lips against his and then stands again.  

"Sleep well, but not long. I'll wake you soon," Rosie tells him, closing the door behind her as she 

leaves. 

Wasted a year 

You've wasted a year, I tell him. He keeps his peace, doesn't correct me. 

Of course I know he didn't waste a year. But I don't want to understand the adventures he had, 
and the best way to do keep him from explaining is to play that I don't care. They're not mine to 
know, they're his and Master Frodo's. 

Bag End's a good, solid place to grow a family, and I'm much thankful for the kindness shown. 
If Master Frodo can give me so much, I can offer that small part of my Sam for him and him 
alone. 

Wake up 

"Rosie, dear, do you think you could -" 

"No, I most certainly do not 'think I could'!"  



Sam ducked his head to avoid the thwap of the teatowel.  

"It don't help him, you know that." Her tone was soft but exasperated. 

"It's just a bite to eat. I'll make it myself if you feel so strongly about it." 

Rose rolled her eyes up towards the kitchen ceiling, holding her palm out to stop her husband's 
stride as he tried to step past her. 

"Don't you snap at me, either, Sam, not when you know I'm right. I'm here carrying a baby 
halfway to birthing and I keep the rooms clean and the dishes washed. Mr Frodo was so 
insistent you and I eat at the big table, and I'm saying the same goes for him. No more 
breakfasts in bed." 

"He's not strong in the morning -" 

"And he never will be if you coddle him so." 

"Keep your voice down, lass, he'll hear." 

"Samwise Gamgee, if you take that tray into that bedroom I will put you over my knee like a 
faunt and jolt some sense into you that way!" 

Sam's brow furrowed. "His journey tired him out, and no wonder. He needs to rest. You know 
that." 

"Yes." Rose rubbed her hard little thumb against the worry lines tracing Sam's face. "But not 
forever, dear heart. Even the most bone-deep sleep ends with waking at some stage, and it's 
high time you roused him." 

"Sounds like something an elf would say," Sam said with a small, wry smile. 

"Wouldn't have been able to catch your eye if I didn't have a bit of that in me - oh, feel the 
kicking!" She pressed his palm against her belly. After a moment there was another flutter of 
movement and Sam's eyes widened in delight. 

"I can feel it. So strong!" 

"It's a boy, I'll wager." Rose smiled. "Wants his turn to kick and fight, can't wait to get out." 

"A little longer, lad." Sam addressed the bump with a serious expression, shaking one finger as 
if scolding. "Grow big, don't come rushing out before we're ready for you." 

"Everything all right?"  



Rose and Sam both looked up at the question. Frodo was leaning against the doorframe, dark 
bruises under his wide eyes as if he hadn't slept in a week. 

"Frodo, you shouldn't be up, I was going to bring your breakfast in." Sam ignored Rose's 
warning glare. 

"I heard raised voices. Nothing wrong, I hope?" 

"The babe's kicking, come feel." Rose beckoned him over. Frodo's hand was light and cool as it 
touched the soft fabric of Rose's dress. "Strong little fellow in there." Frodo smiled. "Sit down, 
Rosie, put your feet up. Sam and I can do anything that needs to be done today." 

"No, Mr Frodo -" Sam protested as Frodo's hand covered his own. 

"Don't worry about me, I'm not a child." 

Rose raised one eyebrow in a clear 'I told you so' gesture, and with much aplomb sat herself 
down in the high-backed chair closest to the window. 

"Well, if I'm to be waited on by the pair of you, you'd better bring my breakfast over on a tray, 
then," she grinned. 

Little flower 

The faint silvery light of a sickle moon threw blue-grey shadows over Frodo's skin as he crept 

down the hall, silent as he could manage. His hands were shaking, a tremble that became 

almost nothing in daylight and went away close to entirely when he laughed or smiled. But this 

late, in the quiet, his palms were clammy and his bones shivered with old tensions. 

Usually when rest eluded him, Frodo read a little by candle light, or sat by a window and 

watched the Shire slumber on outside. On his way to the haphazard pile of half-finished books 

in the corner, he paused, noticing a flicker of firelight from the kitchen. 

Rosie sat, breathing softly in her sleep, in front of the lit stove, Elanor burbling happily to 

herself in the cradle of her mother's arms. Seeing Frodo in the doorway, the baby squealed 

happily, reaching her chubby fingers out towards him. 

"Shh, little one, don't wake your mother," Frodo whispered, picking her up carefully and 

leaving Rosie to rest in the warmth. "Come watch the night with me." 



Elanor squealed again, reaching out to grab at the fine chain around Frodo's neck and pulling 

on his hair instead. 

"Ouch! Well, you've got your father's strength, that's for sure." 

Her tiny fingers closed over his, patting at the scarred stump that was yet to fade from pink to 

white, wide infant eyes looking up at him as if to question where his finger was hiding. 

"I gave it up, little flower. I gave it up for you, and for your father, and your mother, and all the 

other hobbits, and the Men and the Elves and Dwarfs. And most of them will never know any 

of it, but I'm glad of that." He sighed. "One day, you'll be grown enough to dance and laugh, 

and Sam can teach you to read and write, and you can make a beautiful story for yourself." 

Elanor patted the corner of Frodo's absent-minded frown until he smiled again, bouncing her 

on his thin hip as he settled down in the rocking chair overlooking the garden. Her tiny eyes 

closed, her gummy mouth yawning widely as she drifted off. 

"I gave up so much, but it was worth the price," the hobbit holding her gently whispered as she 

slept. "No ring in the world is more powerful than you are, Elanor. I hope you know that all of 

your days." 

None of them had moved when Sam woke up shortly before dawn, smiling at the sight of the 

rest of his household curled in chairs, the warmth in the stove little more than a memory, and 

the early sunlight chasing the blue-grey dark away with bright gold. 

Carefully, so as not to rouse them, Sam carried them one by one to their beds, Rosie and Elanor 

and Frodo, kissing their foreheads gently as he laid them down, as if he could somehow protect 

them in their dreaming. 

All they need 

There's planting to be done today, like every other day, the Shire regaining its rich green life 

thanks to the diligent work of Sam and his little box of earth. The sun's bright but not too hot, 

and it's one of those days that makes all the other sorts of day seem worthwhile.  

Rosie's chasing the spiders out of the corners of one of the cozy little bedrooms, dominated by a 

heavy oak chest against one wall and currently containing the owner of the residence, who is 

trying to burp a baby and keep out of the way of a dozen dispossessed arachnids. It's one of 

Frodo's good days, fewer now than a year ago, perhaps, but still common enough to give Sam 



and Rosie hope that he'll mend eventually. He jumps away from a particularly large spider, 

laughing as Elanor protests the sudden movement. 

"You don't want to get bitten by any of these, little one, trust me. It's no fun," he tells the baby, 

pulling a face that makes her giggle. 

"If you've energy to play with the babe you've got energy to help me," Rosie scolds, handing 

him a pile of linens. "These need airing." 

"Yes ma'am," Frodo says, wearing a very serious expression. 

"None of your cheek, either, Mr Frodo. Sam may treat you like you're an Elven king, but I 

survived a family full of brothers who thought they could lord over me, and I'm not going to 

start paying attention to rank now." 

"Come on Elanor, your mother's in a mood," Frodo whispers to the little girl loudly. "We'll go 

outside and leave her to it." 

"You'd be in a mood too if you had to clean out so much dust! It's only been three weeks I 

haven't been able to do it, with this terrible cold and Elanor getting sick as well. The whole time, 

I tell Sam to keep things tidy, nothing big mind you, just enough so I don't have to catch up 

when I'm well. Yes, Rosie wife he says to me, gentle as a new lamb. And then I find this! If it's not 

growing out of the dirt or boiling in a pot he doesn't know what to do with a thing." 

"It'll still be here tomorrow, Rosie. Come into the garden with Elanorelle and me and enjoy the 

sunshine." 

"Well... I should see to airing those sheets. You'll only make a botched job of it anyhow." 

"Exactly. I'll leave them in the briar patch, won't I?" Frodo asks the baby, tickling under her 

arms and making her squeal. 

"Don't let Samwise hear you saying there's a briar patch in the garden." 

"He won't know I said it if you don't tell him." 

"Why Mr Frodo! Are you suggesting I keep secrets from my husband?" Rosie drops the broom 

and wipes her brow with a smile. "Come on, let's pack a lunch and go find where he's run off to. 

I heard him say he was going to be nearby this week to make sure we were both feeling right 

enough to be left alone." 

They take a basket full of early fruit and some seed-cakes left over from breakfast and a bottle of 

fresh milk for Elanor, and set off down the road. Frodo's cheeks flush in the fresh air, and 



Rosie's glad to see he's looking healthy. She's kept away from him lately so as not to pass on her 

cough, but now it seems safe enough so she hugs him with the arm not holding the baby, 

hoping that soon enough she'll feel soft flesh on his sides and not fragile ribs. 

"Sam! We've come to kidnap you!" Frodo calls when they spy him down in one of the fields. 

They wave hello at each other and sit down on the soft damp grass, watching the pale yellow 

butterflies flit between the wildflowers that seem to grow no matter how hungry the land gets 

for attention. 

"We've surrendered Bag End to the spiders for the time being," Frodo explains between bites of 

apple. "But we'll stage a counterattack after lunch." 

"Leave it, if you're not up to it," Sam says with a worried frown. "I can see to it when I get 

home." 

"You've one child, Sam, not three," Rosie scolds. "You want to save the whole world, I think, but 

if we were the half-wits you suppose us to be we wouldn't be worth saving in the first place." 

"There's logic you can't argue with." Frodo's smirk is hidden behind another mouthful of food. 

Elanor notices a furry caterpillar climbing up a blade of grass, reaching out to touch it and then 

pulling her fingers back sharply as soon as they come into contact with the little creature. Her 

wide eyes turn to the three grown-up hobbits around her, as if they'll make the situation plain 

simply by being there. They all start laughing, and that makes Elanor laugh too because she 

likes to see them happy, and that makes them laugh even more. Everything is perfect, just for a 

moment. And a moment's all they need, for now. 

Dirty Water 

Lately, Elanor was crying more than she had previously, waking everyone twice or more each 

night with her screams, refusing to be calmed. Sam was worried but Rosie just told him not to 

fret, she'd been a crotchety baby herself and it was nothing to get worked up about. They all 

slept in one room, because if it wasn't the baby yelling it was Frodo choking in his sleep, wailing 

wordless and unearthly cries softly and fluttering his hands up around his neck in restless 

patterns, and if it wasn't that it was Rosie's nightmares that Sam had left again without telling 

her where, and Sam couldn't bear to sleep where he couldn't comfort them all. 

The crib was against one wall, the closest to the outdoors, that retained the warmth of the day 

through the night, and in the centre of the room was the soft double bed used by Sam and 

Rosie. Frodo slept on a smaller mattress on the other side of the room. Sam felt that this wasn't 



right at all but Frodo assured him it was perfectly fine. He never seemed relaxed when he slept, 

though, and often Sam wondered if there wasn't a more sensible way of doing things. 

Elanor began to whimper and Sam sighed into the pillow, finding the energy to get up and see 

to her. Rosie patted his back gently, stroking her fingers through his hair. 

"Go back to sleep, Sam, I'll see to her," she whispered, slipping out of bed and picking the pale 

bundle out of the cradle, rocking the child. The cries grew louder, and Rosie cast a quick glance 

over at Frodo as he shifted in his sleep. 

"I'm taking her outside until she quiets," Rose explained, slipping out of the room and closing 

the door against the noise of Elanor's turn. Sam sighed and tried to settle back into his dreams. 

"Sam?" 

His eyes flicked open at the word. "Oh, Mr Frodo, I'm sorry the baby woke you." 

"It's all right. Those dreams are better ended anyway." Frodo sounded very old in the quiet, 

lonely and still and sad. 

"Is that all there is behind your eyes at night?" Sam said into the darkness of the room, trying to 

make out shapes in the blackness. "Don't you have bright thoughts as well?" 

"Do you remember the old water barrel the Bracegirdles used to have? They left it full and it 

stagnated, went green with scum. And they washed it out for hours, and filled it with clear, 

new water, but you could still see the marks where the dirty water had been, and the new water 

went foul almost as soon as they poured it in?" 

"Don't you compare yourself to some rusty bucket." Sam's voice was hot with a melancholy sort 

of anger. Rosie's voice singing to Elanor drifted in. All the king's horses and all the king's men 

couldn't put Humpty together again.  

"I'm sorry Sam. Go back to sleep," Frodo said in the long wordless quiet that followed Rose's 

song. 

"I wish I could follow you in your dreaming, Mr Frodo. I can't keep you safe there, and it leaves 

me at a loose end." Sam paused. "Come over here, there's room in the bed enough. I'll keep you 

as safe as I can while you sleep, and maybe your dreams will be better for it." 

Frodo laughed softly. "Rosie might have a thing or two to say about me taking up space in your 

bed." 



"Well until you've a wife of your own she'll just have to share me with you," Sam said lightly. 

Frodo drew in a breath and didn't reply. "Mr Frodo?" 

"Sam... I'm not going to marry." 

"Don't be so sure about that. I didn't think I was going to either, until Rosie all but ordered me 

to ask her. She knew I'd never do anything I wanted for myself unless somebody else told me to 

do it first. Some lass'll catch your eye and you'll feel like a tween all over again." 

A long quiet from Frodo's side of the room, then "Sam, that water barrel... when they poured 

the dirty water out, it was empty. Drained. There wasn't anything left." 

"Time will fill you up again. I know it will." Sam had to know that. If it wasn't so, what had it all 

been for in the end? 

"No. The..." Frodo choked a little, as if he was trying not to cry. "The ring sort of made me forget 

how to want anything but it, how anything but it could ever feel nice or good. I can barely taste 

food, even when you cook for hours, and my body... I'm all but dead, Sam." 

Sam felt his own eyes sting. It wasn't fair. When he lay with Rosie it helped him forget all they'd 

been through, it was like coming home after a hard day in the field. To think that his dear Frodo 

would never have that broke his heart.  

Swinging his feet over the side of the bed and doing his best to find his way through the dark, 

Sam stepped over to the side of Frodo's bed, pulling the coverlet back and lifting the smaller 

hobbit as carefully as he could. 

"Sam, what're you-?" 

"Hush, Mr Frodo, it's all right. Just thought you'd be more comfortable in the big bed."  

He put Frodo down and climbed in beside him, slipping his arm around Frodo's thin chest, 

pulse thudding through the nightshirt fabric. Frodo sighed, curling in against Sam and inhaling 

the warm smell of outdoors off his skin. Sam kissed his forehead gently, then trailed his lips 

lightly down over Frodo's temple and across his cheek. Frodo sighed again, eyelashes fluttering 

and his lips parting with a puff of breath. Without hesitating Sam shifted so their mouths met. 

Frodo made a small startled noise and tried to pull away but Sam wouldn't let him, holding his 

head in place just as he steadied Elanor when he held her. After a heartbeat Frodo melted 

against him, tongue slipping out to brush against Sam's. There were tears on his skin but they 

were hot and Frodo was cool, so cool, so Sam supposed they must be his own.  



He unbuttoned Frodo's nightshirt, slipping it off slowly, letting his fingertips trace over the 

thick, angry scars that marred the soft flesh. Frodo tried to pull away again but again Sam held 

him still. 

"Beautiful. So beautiful," Sam whispered in a voice that was suddenly hoarse, kissing the old 

wounds lightly. Frodo whimpered in the back of his throat, arching into the touch ever so 

slightly. It was enough to make Sam move his hand down and stroke the elegant line of Frodo's 

hip, palm sweaty against the silken skin. 

"Sam, oh Sam." Frodo gasped, burying his face in the crook of Sam's shoulder and letting out a 

fractured half-sob.  

"Hush," Sam whispered again, sliding his leg between Frodo's and pressing in for another kiss. 

They were almost silent after that, as if they were afraid to even breathe, afraid to break the 

spell. Frodo shivered and shook, crying quietly against Sam's skin, hands gripping at his back 

and scrabbling frantically, searching for some tether to keep him from losing this moment. Sam 

held him, worshipped him, touching every bit of flesh he could with his mouth and hands, with 

as much care as if he was holding fine china.  

Frodo fell back against the pillows, boneless and damp with perspiration, breathing in short 

gasps.  

"Now dream, and I'll protect you," Sam ordered him, one hand resting over Frodo's heart, for 

fluttering hands to find, should they seek comfort there in sleep. 

Bag End Morning 

He didn't have nightmares. The dreams he had weren't happy, rather grey and damp and 

desolate, but they weren't nightmares. They didn't burn. He woke to find his good hand 

entwined with Sam's, and for the first time in living memory he felt warm all the way down to 

his feet, sleepy rather than tired. 

The events of the night before came into focus and Frodo sat up abruptly, a dull blur of a 

headache threatening retaliation to the sudden movement. Sam shifted, turning over without 

waking. There was nobody else in to room. 

It was mid-morning, later than either Sam or Frodo had slept in months, and the main hallway 

of Bag End had a soft yellow light to it. A smell of eggs and an old song shared the air, wafting 



through from the kitchen. Lavender blue, dilly dilly, rosemary green. When you are king, dilly dilly, I 

shall be queen. 

Rosie was at the stove, Elanor playing around her feet with a slightly worn rag doll. Frodo's 

warmth fled as a cold lump of fear formed in his stomach. They'd all been so happy, or near to 

happy in his case, and now it was all changed and ruined.  

"That cot-bed of yours is mighty uncomfortable," Rosie said breezily, looking over at where 

Frodo stood, half behind the doorframe. "My mother used to tell me tales of a princess who 

could feel a pea through her mattress, but I'll wager you're hiding pumpkins under that one." 

"I'm sorry -" Frodo started to say, but Rosie held her hand up and shushed him. 

"My Samwise isn't the only one who's been concerned for you. When he asked me to wed him, 

he said 'now, my dear Rosie, I should warn thee before your heart's all set. Mr Frodo's more 

important to me than air or water, and that's not a feeling that can be put away in a box'. Do you 

want tea while I finish these eggs?" 

"Oh, yes, thank you," Frodo said, a little stunned. "But aren't you angry?" 

"Oh, I like you well enough to share him." Rosie laughed, stepping around her daughter 

carefully and handing a mug of hot tea over. "From what I've heard there are ballads about the 

pair you being written in every corner of the world. I've always liked songs that had a bit of 

romance to them." 

"You're no ordinary hobbit, Rosie Cotton," Frodo said in wonderment. 

"That's Rose Gamgee, thank you very much. And there ain't been an ordinary hobbit living in 

Bag End for as long as I can remember." She sat down at the table. "I'll leave those eggs to cool. 

My bones are tied up in knots from that rock you call a bed." 

"Here, let me." Frodo rubbed the kinks out of her shoulders. "Better?" 

"Mm, yes. When we were young, Sam and the other boys used to chase the girls all up and 

down the hills, playing catch and kiss. I used to think it was terribly awful when one of them 

caught me, they were so sticky and smelly and rough. You were bigger than us, and so serious 

and quiet, you seemed like a different breed altogether. I told Sam that I wished there were 

more hobbits like you, and he said he did too. I felt all firey with envy at the way he talked 

about you, and realised that I didn't mind kissing Sam so much after all." 

"That's a lovely story." Frodo smiled, pressing his fingers into the tense muscles on Rosie's back. 

"They should write a song about it." 



"You could put it in your book," Rosie said with a smile, settling back against him as he 

continued the massage. Frodo gave a quiet laugh. 

"No. It's not a happy tale. You and Sam deserve books of your own, full of summers and babies 

and laughter." 

"And you, Mr Frodo. You do too." Rosie stood, turning to face him. 

"Perhaps. I think I'd like to see it begin, at least," he agreed.  

Rosie lent in and kissed him lightly, her mouth a little tart from a mandarin she'd pulled off the 

tree outside earlier, her lips sweet and warm, and when she pulled away she trailed her hand 

down Frodo's cheek. 

"It wouldn't feel like a proper home or a right story without you in it too. And nobody should 

sleep on that awful cot when there's a big soft feathery one so close by." 

She scooped Elanor up off the floor and put her in Frodo's hands. 

 

"Now, do you want tomato with your eggs?" 

Simple 

There were two sorts of people, Rosie decided. There were ones who slammed doors when they 

were angry, and there were ones who closed them gently, a soft snick as the latch fell into place. 

The second sort was worse. Sam had always been the second sort, and Rosie didn't entirely 

approve of it as a way of reacting. If you didn't have a chimney for smoke, the whole room 

ended up filthy and hard to breathe in.  

So when she was hanging her hat up in the hall and finger-combing the wind tangles out of her 

hair, the sound of a door closing gently from down the hall made her sigh and roll her eyes up. 

What a wonderful way to start an evening, with some melodrama or another. And after such a 

nice day, too.  

"Rosie? Where's Elanor?" Sam asked, coming up to give her a greeting hug.  

"Tom and Marigold took her for the night. They're bickering about babies again, and wanted a 

loan of one to settle the argument." Rosie hugged him back. "Either you've been crying, Sam, or 

we're having onion pie and onion soup and onion salad for supper."  



He nodded, pulling in a shaky breath. "I know it don't do any good, but I wish there was 

something more that could be done for him. He seemed so cheered this morning, but he's cold 

and weak again now. When I tried to get him to come outside and do his reading in the 

sunshine he said it hurt his eyes, but if he never gets any air how can he grow well again?"  

"I don't think it's that simple, Sam." Rosie said sadly, tracing the curve of his eyebrow with her 

thumb, smoothing his hair back.  

"Why not? Why can't it be? I don't understand." He began to cry again. "I carried him up a 

mountain, Rose, and now I can't even get him out of his room."  

"Of course you can. What else can you do? This is worse than the mountain, you know that. You 

stayed by him then, and I know you wouldn't give up now just because it's not so clear what the 

right path is." She patted his shoulder. "Chin up. You Gamgees are made of stronger stuff than 

this. I wouldn't want you to father my babes if all you could do is wail and cry."  

"You're my backbone, Rosie."  

"Oh, I know that. Glad to be acknowledged for it. Now, do you want a bite to eat?"  

Sam shook his head against her palm. "No, I'm going to go for a walk. Get away from thinking 

for a while."  

"All right, I'll warm something for you when you get back." Rosie nodded. "And Sam?"  

"Yes?"  

"I love you. More with every day, if that's possible."  

"I love thee too, Rosie-wife."  

When he'd left, Rosie sat down at the kitchen table and put her head in her hands, rubbing the 

start of a headache away. She loved mothering, but she'd only one child so far, and felt more 

every day that she was keeping three. Sam worried about Mr Frodo so much that he hardly ever 

put his hands on her lately, and Rosie didn't think that was fair, because mother and wife were 

words that went together and she was only getting half her due.  

Everything was complicated, she cared for Frodo like a brother and a son and a lover all at once, 

and Sam was her husband and her best friend and the father of her child, and the two of them 

were locked in some old moment that wouldn't end. Sam was right to wish that things could be 

simple for once.  



Rosie pushed her chair back and stood, nodding to herself as the decision was made. The past 

was a bleak thing for her, too, but the future was theirs to shape and own, and she wouldn't let 

them fritter more away with melancholy.  

Frodo was in bed, not reading or sleeping or writing, just staring down at his damaged hands, 

flexing the fingers slowly. Rosie climbed in beside him, taking his hands in her own.  

"You mustn't let dark thoughts haunt you so," she said, stroking the delicate lines of his wrists. 

"For when they hurt you, it hurts Sam, and me as well, and I know you don't want that."  

"It isn't like I can choose to stop remembering, Rose." Frodo sighed, his fingertips stroking the 

pad of her thumb. "It's not that simple."  

"Yes it is," Rosie whispered against his cheek, kissing his mouth before he could reply. Frodo 

made a small mew of surprise. Rosie doubted he'd known any touch but Sam's in his life. He 

wasn't as comfortable with her yet, but that was important and good. He needed to become 

better at doing things that made him uncomfortable, like going outside and laughing at jokes. 

She ran her hand up his thigh, wishing the muscles were stronger and firmer against her touch.  

"You must promise me," she said, nipping at his earlobe with her teeth and guiding his hand to 

push up her skirt. "To come outside more. There's a gaggle of children from all around who've 

never heard a hero-story, they never knew Bilbo's wondrous tales. You have to promise me 

you'll sit with them in the fields for a morning and tell them of your adventures. If you don't, I'll 

climb out of this bed right now and set about doing some baking."  

"I-" Frodo's breath hitched as his hand slid up under her petticoat. "I promise."  

Rosie smiled against his skin. "I knew you would."  

Storyteller 

Rosie loved watching children's games. They'd play all the same old ones she and her brothers 

had grown up with, hide-and-seek and statues and tag. Childhood went by so fast but 

remained forever, because there were always new small feet to flatten the grass, and tiny hands 

to pick the freshly-grown flowers.  

Nobody was playing at the moment, though, a dozen small faces held in rapt attention by 

Frodo's words as he recounted stories more fantastical than any Rosie had heard as a lass. They 

sounded like much happier and less painful adventures in this version, and the children were 



cheering at almost every pause. Frodo had Elanor on his knee, and was bouncing her as he 

spoke, making her clap, a gummy smile on her mouth. 

"It's good to hear him laugh again," Sam said beside her, and Rosie nodded. It was, it was as 

good as good had ever been, better than fresh cream with breakfast or a new melody to sing. 

Frodo's laugh was wonderful, and hadn't gone the least bit rusty with disuse. 

Sam's hand slipped around her waist, pulling her against his side in a half-hug as they stood 

and listened. His arm felt good and solid and warm against her, and Rosie felt as if she might 

burst for being so alive.  

"Come on." She smiled a secretive smile, pulling him across to a small circlet of trees she'd used 

many times for hiding games. "That tale's a long one, nobody will notice us gone." 

He pressed her back against the rough bark of an old tree, she didn't know what sort it was and 

even though she was sure Sam would have the answer she didn't ask, too busy pressing her 

mouth against his hungrily, hooking her ankle behind his knee. They could still hear the muted 

lilt of Frodo's voice, the liquid-joy sound of his laugh. Rosie wished that the quest had been just 

as he was telling it. Stories needed to end happily, after all. She'd known that all her life. 

They adjusted their clothing and emerged from the trees as the conclusion to the tale was 

reached, the children all running off at full speed to play at being dwarves and elves and 

hidden kings. Adjusting Elanor in his arms, Frodo came over to stand with Sam and Rosie. 

"There, I did as I promised." Frodo smiled. "Though I doubt you heard enough to know for 

sure." He reached over and plucked a twig, complete with a small green leaf, out of Sam's hair. 

"I'm shocked. What if the children had seen you?" 

"They were too busy hearing about blood and fire to pay attention to any earth and love that 

was going on," Rosie shot back with a grin, pulling the leaves that littered her own hair loose. 

"Don't think you would have liked it, Mr Frodo. We can be mighty ungentle when the mood 

takes us." 

"I'm not made of glass, you know." Frodo's smile became a smirk as he passed Elanor back to 

her mother. Sam looked shocked at the remark, which led Rosie to mess his already haphazard 

hair affectionately. 

"I like him better when he's shocking you, Sam, than I do when he's making you fret and 

worry." She turned to look at Frodo. "Though I must say you look exhausted to the bone now, 

as if you might fall over where you stand and sleep on the ground." 



"Then I must look exactly how I feel," Frodo admitted. Sam supported him as much as he could 

without actually carrying him as they walked back to their home. 

"There now, is that more comfortable?" Rosie asked when Elanor and Frodo were both tucked 

in their respective beds. Frodo nodded. 

"Much, thank you. I'm not sleepy, though, could you pass me one of my books to read?" 

"Only if you read to us." Rosie smiled. "I'd like to hear your voice for a while longer today." 

"All right." Frodo nodded. "Climb aboard then, and I'll begin." 

It was almost like being a faunt again, Rosie thought, curling up on the pillow and listening to a 

story in the early afternoon. Sam's hand found hers atop Frodo's concave stomach, twining their 

fingers together as Frodo began to read. 

"Here, Sam, you'll like this one, it's from an old Elvish text. Ye have spilled the blood of your kindred 

unrighteously and have stained the land of Aman. For blood ye shall render -" 

"Oh, blood and blood and blood. I'm bored of blood," Rosie muttered, freeing her hand from 

Sam's and playing with the buttons on Frodo's loose sleeping shirt.  

"- blood, and beyond Aman ye shall dwell in Death's shadow. For though Eru appointed - Oh, Rose, 

stop, I can't concentrate when you do that - to you to die not in Eae, and no sickness may assail you, 

yet slain ye may be." Frodo's words faltered as Rosie replaced her hands with her mouth, 

breathing hotly against the fabric across his chest. He swallowed and tried to find his place in 

the paragraph again. "And slain ye shall be: by weapon and by torment and by grief; and your homeless 

spirits shall come then to Mandos." 

"This isn't the cheeriest of texts, I must say." Sam pointed out. Frodo didn't answer, his head 

tipped back as Rosie reached the open collar of the shirt and lathed her tongue against the curve 

of his neck. With a wicked grin she looked up at him. 

"Well, go on then with your horrible story. Keep reading." 

"Uh." Frodo did not look capable of doing anything of the sort. She leant over him and planted a 

long, lingering kiss on Sam's mouth, locks of her long curling hair brushing against Frodo's face. 

"Keep reading," she repeated, moving her mouth back to his throat. 

"There long shall ya abide - you two are the most beautiful creatures this world has ever seen -and 

yearn for your bodies." Frodo's voice got lost as his mouth felt thick, yearning to press against 

Sam's as he felt breath against his cheek. He didn't dare turn, because he knew if he stopped 



then Rosie would too, and she was halfway to his navel now, opening the shirt as if she had a 

lifetime to unfasten six buttons. 

"And find little pity though - mmphmph." Sam put a decisive end to the narration, kissing Frodo 

as Rosie finished her painstaking work removing Frodo's single item of clothing.  

"Good. Couldn't abide all that moaning and groaning," Rosie said, tossing the book off the bed 

and pushing the covers out of the way. "I have an affection for your voice, Mr Frodo, but there 

are better uses for it than reading out such gloom." She moved her mouth down and Frodo let 

out a short cry against Sam's mouth, putting practice to her theory.  

"Not made of glass, eh?" Rosie scolded. "Could have fooled me. You need some meat on your 

bones, and no mistake. It's not right to be so thin at your age." She paused. "At any age, for that 

matter. We'll have to remedy it." 

Frodo's hand flailed to find her, his eyes shut as the kiss with Sam went on. He beckoned her up 

to where they were and pulled her in so her mouth was against the both of theirs. Rosie decided 

that hearing Frodo's laugh wasn't quite better than everything, perhaps, not when there was this 

to be had as well. 

"What did it mean, anyway?" she asked when they were through, lying boneless and warm on 

the big soft bed. Sam was already asleep, and Rosie and Frodo were halfway there. "That piece 

you were reading." 

"It's about a land over the sea, where elven spirits go when they die. Sometimes they sail there, 

too." 

"Why do they sail there, if they're bound for it eventually no matter what?" 

Frodo was quiet for so long Rosie supposed he must have fallen asleep before he finally spoke. 

"A person's life doesn't always end at the moment their heart stops. They might have been 

exhausted. Their loves and families might be dead and waiting for them already. Maybe they 

had no choice." 

"Well, I don't think I'd like to go there. Not if I knew that was where I was going regardless. My 

family and loves could just sit tight and wait until I was finished here, as far as I'm concerned," 

she declared sleepily, trying not to yawn. "There's always more reasons to stay than to go, I 

figure." 

There was no answer; Frodo was already asleep. Rosie curled against his chest and dreamt of 

sunlit forests. 



Dusk 

"Here." Rosie put a tall glass of slightly opaque brown liquid on the bedside table, giving the 

spoon resting in it a final stir. "It's milkthistle, which is for drinking the morning after too much 

ale, but a headache's a headache after all, and I expect it'll do you more good than harm. 

Nothing else has helped, so perhaps this will." 

She smile as she said it, but there was a twist of desperation in the corner of her mouth. 

"Thankyou, Rose." Frodo sipped the drink and made a face. "If the taste's anything to go by, it's 

sure to work wonders. Nobody could stomach this without the promise of miracles." That got a 

laugh out of Rosie as she sat herself down on the edge of the bed beside Frodo. 

"I'll get you a honeycake to take away the bitterness when you're done. I hope it offers you some 

relief." She brushed along his hairline with the back of her fingertips. "I hate to see pain on your 

features." 

"I'm sorry, I know you wanted us to all go to the market today." 

"The market can wait, it'll still be there when you're better. I wish I knew how to mend you; I 

fear there's some deep infection in your scars and I don't know how to draw it out." 

"I don't think there's any way." 

"Oh, don't you start with that talk again, half the fight to getting well's in your head. And if you 

give up now, well, Sam and I are such healthy hobbits, we'll live nearly forever at my guess, and 

you'd have to wait in that elven country from your books for years without company, until we 

died and came to join you." 

"I could use the time to learn to knit." Frodo took another quick swallow of the sour liquid. It 

wasn't having any affect on his head. "Or play the harp." 

"Seems more sensible to stay and raise a brood of lovely little ones, and then all go to our rest 

together. You spoil Elanor twice as much as Sam or I do, you can't leave and deny her that." Her 

tone stayed light but her hand was on his shoulder, as if she was strong enough to keep him 

pinned in reality. 

"Elanorelle doesn't need me, she'd got the best mother and father the Shire's ever seen." 



"And if you'd had your mother and father, I suppose you wouldn't have cared at all about 

Bilbo, then?" Rosie raised one eyebrow. "Come on, outside into the sunshine for you, best 

headache cure I know." 

"That's ridiculous." Frodo couldn't help but grin, despite the pain he was in. "Light isn't good for 

headaches at all." 

"Well, it's dusk anyway, so most of the sun's been spent. I won't get your honeycake if you don't 

get out of bed." 

"That's bribery and blackmail, and I won't stand for it!" Frodo laughed. "All right then, help me 

up." 

The setting sun threw a deep gold wash over the world, heavy and warm as a kiss. Sam was 

tidying the edges of the front path, a smudge of dirt down one cheek. He looked up and 

grinned when Rosie pulled the door open and forced Frodo outside. 

"There? See, wasn't the view worth getting up for?" 

"Yes. It's lovely. It's so beautiful," Frodo nodded, and Rosie's heart hurt with wanting him to be 

well. A flock of noisy birds flew overhead, breaking the serenity of the moment, and she wasn't 

entirely upset about that. It was too easy to be sad and quiet, lately.  

"Are we going to the markets tonight after all, then?" Sam asked, wiping sweat off his brow and 

leaving another smudge of dirt in his hand's wake.  

"Maybe tomorrow, Sam," Frodo suggested. Rosie didn't know if he meant his words or not. "It'll 

be the twenty-fifth, Elanor will be four months old. We can put her in her prettiest dress and 

make all the other babies envious of her beauty."  

"She'll like that. She loves preening." Sam's smile at the thought of his daughter was even more 

wrenching than the sunset to look at when the world seemed so fragile. 

"Let's go around to the back." Rosie's voice sounded husky, like she'd been crying the tears that 

had been held in all day. "We should spend a while in the fresh air." 

Frodo rested his back against a small hillock of grass. Rosie could feel his eyes burn on her skin 

as Sam unlaced the bodice of her dress and slipped the soft muslin sleeves off her shoulders. 

Frodo hardly seemed alive at all, except for those eyes, but when she began to undress Sam she 

saw a little colour come into his pale lips, his chest move with rapid shallow breaths.  



They could make him live again. They would make him live again. If his heart ceased beating, 

they'd give him theirs. If his breath stopped, they'd breathe kisses into him. Love was strong 

enough to fight any sickness, Rosie promised herself.  

And nobody ever went back on their promises to Rose Gamgee. 

Talk 

"That's no normal child, mark my words." 

"Of course it isn't normal, ordinary babies have two parents and she has three, all of them 

touched in the head if you ask me." 

"She looks more elf than hobbit." 

Sam kept his head down, bent over the fruits on sale as if they held his attention completely, 

one ear listening to the faintly disapproving tones of the two older hobbit women as they stared 

at Rosie and Frodo playing with Elanor. The baby was tucked into a basket, white blanket 

pulled up to keep her warm. Rosie had her favourite red cloak on; she said it made her feel like 

a character from the stories she'd grown up with. She told those stories to her baby girl for 

hours, not caring in the least that the child was too young to understand them yet - never the 

princess tales, not Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty or Snow White, Rosie found them boring, and 

didn't think it was proper to tell of a human lady living with so many dwarves, but yarns about 

girls who took baskets to grandmother, and girls who went exploring for porridge that was just 

right, and pigs who built houses that couldn't be huffed or puffed away. 

Frodo was shaking a brightly painted rattle from one of the stalls in front of Elanor's face, 

pulling it away whenever she reached for it. 

"Don't tease her," Sam heard Rosie scold, a smile in her voice. One of the gossips chattering 

beside him clucked her tongue, and Sam had to bite down on his lip to keep from laughing. He 

picked out a handful of fruits that the soil at Bag End couldn't sustain, paying for them and 

adding them to the weight in his satchel. They didn't get out on a regular basis, so it was worth 

buying everything when the chance was presented. 

The markets always smelt like an adventure to Sam, had since he was tiny. There were dishes 

being cooked and sold on every side, hot fried potato chippings and crunchy carrot sticks, and 

jars of all different flower water perfumes, the peach smell Rosie liked to wear and the lilac that 

always made him think of his mother. The animals didn't smell as inviting, of course, but their 

earth-scents were part of home to Sam, and he was glad to have them there as well.  



The day had turned bright and hot unexpectedly, the morning had been grey and damp, just 

right for huddling under heavy quilts and cuddling in close to sleeping loved ones. Now the 

sun was overhead, if there had ever been a day for freckle-growing, as Sam's sister had termed 

it despairingly years ago, then this was the day. Sam bought a wide paper parasol from one of 

the vendors and tucked it under his arm, manoeuvring through the crowd back to where his 

family stood.  

"Here, this should give us a bit of shade," he offered, holding out the umbrella. "What else do 

we need while we're here?" 

"Ink," Frodo offered, holding up his splatter-stained fingertips as proof that most of their supply 

had been used for writing.  

"And thread," Rosie agreed. "You tear your clothes like a boy stuck in a thornbush, Sam." 

"Ah, it's not my fault the ground's stronger than the hems of my sleeves," he shot back breezily. 

"Better a ripped shirt than a messy flowerbed." 

"According to you, perhaps." The muttered grumble was coupled with a sunny smile.  

"And some new water jugs, as well. There's a leak in one of the ones at home," Frodo 

remembered. 

"Can it be mended, do you think?" Rosie asked, bouncing the basket holding Elanor a little to 

keep the baby from crying. "Seems a shame to get rid of one of those lovely old pots if there's a 

way of saving it." 

"I'll have a look at it when we get home. I'm sure the break's not as bad as it seems," Sam 

promised. "I don't know about you two, but I'm ready for lunch. Will we head off home now, 

getting the things we need on the way, or eat here and spend a while longer with shopping 

afterwards?" 

"Let's stay out." Rosie looked around. "People keep looking at us as if we're the strangest things 

they've ever seen, and I'm quite enjoying it." 

Frodo looked around, surprised at the words. He hadn't noticed the gazes on his at all. 

"They always thought you were a queer one, Mr Frodo, and now they think it of me and Rose as 

well for living with you." 

"And what do you think of them thinking that, Sam?" Frodo asked with an amused smile.  



"I don't think anything about it at all. People can think what they like and it won't matter to us 

one way or the other." 

"And you, Rose?" 

"Better to be strange than boring, if you ask me. Which you did, so now I'm saying it. I'd rather 

be 'that queer Rosie who lives with Samwise Gamgee and Frodo Baggins' than anything else in 

the world." 

"What about you, Mr Frodo?" Sam asked, looking over at the two women he'd heard talking 

earlier. They were still watching every move the three of them made.  

"I can't imagine anything better than for people to look at us and wonder. It means we've got 

something more than they can ever understand." Frodo smiled, his face looking cheered and 

healthy in the bright sunlight. 

Excuses for celebration 

Often, Sam dreamed of the ocean just before dawn, the way the waves were almost nothing 

more than shadows in the night, the grey coolness as the stars faded back into the sky. In his 

dreams he felt as if a part of him was lost forever, leaving him in a world without colour or 

morning. The last time he'd had such a dream he'd woken to find his face pressed against 

Frodo's skinny chest, gentle hands in his hair. 

"Hush, Sam, you were crying in your sleep," Frodo whispered. "What were you dreaming 

about?" 

"I'd lost something important, and I couldn't even remember what it was. I knew I'd never find 

it again," Sam admitted, glad to be able to put his arms around Frodo and feel the solidity of the 

real world through that. But it was hard to hold him, lately; Frodo would pull away as if the 

lightest touch hurt his brittle bones.  

"It was just a dream. Rosie's asleep beside you, and Elanor's in her cradle. Everything's safe and 

close by." The words were soothing and low. "Now go back to sleep." 

"Mm, I feel good and protected with you here." Sam's own hand reached up to find Frodo's 

curls. "We'll keep each other safe in dreaming." 

"Yes." 

They stayed awake for hours, each thinking the other was already asleep.  



Sleepless nights made for hard waking, so Rosie was already up and about by the time they 

emerged. She was baking a cake, mixing the pale lemon icing in a bowl twice the size she 

needed so that there was room to add extra if she felt so inclined. There was no such thing, as 

far as Rosie could see, as too much lemon icing. Elanor was in her basket on the table beside her 

mother.  

"Here's your Dad and your Frodo, Elanor, awake at last. Just when I was going to go and pour 

cold water over them, too." Rosie tapped the baby's nose with her finger and grinned at Sam 

and Frodo. "I'm baking her a four-month birthday cake, even though it was yesterday. We need 

to start finding more excuses to have celebrations around here." 

"Do you want me to make some other food? We can have a feast," Sam offered.  

"All right, I'm not saying no to help in this kitchen. Too many nooks and crannies to hide in, if 

you ask me. Easy to lose the things you need the most with so many cracks and shadows about. 

If you don't mind me saying so, Mr Frodo, I think you should consider having most of these 

shelves and cupboards replaced." 

"Sounds like a good idea," Frodo agreed with a nod as Sam went to try and find another mixing 

bowl. 

"Want to try some of the icing?" Rosie asked, offering the big wooden spoon. Frodo smiled and 

shook his head, so Rosie shrugged a dabbed a blob of it onto the end of his nose. Elanor giggled, 

clapping her hands. Putting the second bowl down on the table, Sam smiled at the scene 

unfolding and leaned over, swiping his tongue out to catch the icing off Frodo's skin and then 

pulling back as if he couldn't believe what he'd done. 

"Oh, don't look so abashed, Samwise. You two need a little less protecting and comforting and a 

lot more silliness, if you ask me." Rosie stopped stirring. "Now, how does it taste?" 

"Hm, didn't get enough to rightly know." Sam's smile grew wider and a little wicked. "Better let 

me have the spoon to check, Rose."  

She handed it over, only to get a long line of lemon confection down her cheek as Sam 

brandished the spoon like a sword. Frodo laughed, jumping over and licking it off, making her 

squirm away. 

"Ugh, your tongue tickles, don't!" She ran around to the other side of the table in escape, leaving 

Frodo to end up with blotches of icing on his chin and forehead as Sam waved the impromptu 

weapon around. Rosie grabbed at the edge of the bowl and put it aside carefully, to protect 



what remained of the icing, before running back over and tackling Sam to the floor, pulling 

Frodo down with her. 

"Don't do that, you'll ruin your shirt! Look, now you've got icing everywhere!" 

"Best if I take my shirt off then." 

"Well it doesn't matter now, it's covered anyway." 

"So are you saying you don't want me to take it off?"  

"Nothing of the sort." 

Elanor rolled onto her side in the basket and decided to go to sleep for a while. Grown-ups 

could be so silly sometimes. 

Dictation 

Sometimes, they spent the whole day in bed, getting up only for food and to tend to Elanor, 

diving back under the covers as soon as possible. It was often said that the moon was made of 

honey for newlyweds, but that seemed like a poor consolation prize compared to the feast of 

stars and suns they found in the soft secret skin of each other. 

They'd done all the work that needed doing, and weren't expected anywhere, but Frodo was 

having one of his days, which was a real pity. Rosie tried not to feel bitter about the situation, 

but lying on the bed beside him stroking his sweat-sticky hair off his brow, all she wanted to do 

was twist all Frodo's pain into a tight little ball and drop-kick it out the door, and make his skin 

glow with another sweat entirely. 

"I'm sorry, Rose. You and Sam should be living a different life to the one I force you to have 

here in these musty rooms." 

"Musty? I'll thank you not to insult my cleaning like that! And don't you start with that garbage, 

either, or I'll give Elanor two saucepan lids to bang whenever a headache takes you." 

Frodo's smile was wan and loving. "I wonder if you're real, Rose, you and Sam. Sometimes I 

think there's no way you could be." 

"Oh, we're real, Mr Frodo, and so are you, but this sickness isn't. It's just aftershocks and 

memory, and we'll beat it yet," Sam put in as he entered the room, putting Elanor in her crib 

and joining them on the bed, spooning in behind Rosie. 



"I don't think you'd stand for anything else," Frodo pointed out. "I want to touch you both so 

much right now, but I can barely lift my arms." He sighed. "My blood's made of ice." 

"Doesn't feel like that to me." Rosie put her palm on his fevered cheek. "Just you lie back and 

rest, and tell me and Sam what you'd like to see, all right?" 

Frodo nodded, hoisting himself up against the pillows and then panting, the effort of the 

movement had exhausted him.  

"Undo the lowest button on his shirt," he ordered Rosie in a soft voice. "And then the one above 

that." 

Her fingers were nimble, revealing Sam's soft gold-brown skin inch by inch.  

"Kiss his stomach." Frodo's voice was barely more than breath. Rosie bent her head down and 

tongued below Sam's navel, holding her laugh in at the muted gasp she heard from one of 

them. "Now open the next button." 

Her fingers weren't as sure and quick this time. Without waiting for more instruction her hands 

slipped over the skin she knew as well as her own, the occasional freckle and scar accenting 

rather than detracting from the smooth expanse.  

"And the next button, too." 

She didn't even bother to try manipulating the eyelet, wrenching the shirt open with such force 

the button flew aside with a pop. 

"Careful! I won't have any shirts at this rate." 

"Maybe you shouldn't wear them in the first place, then," Rosie growled, letting her breath 

ghost across his chest in the same path her hands had taken, raising gooseflesh. "What now 

then, Frodo?" 

"Kiss him." Frodo's whisper was almost a hiss now, and it sent a shiver up Rosie's spine. She 

turned to look, but it was no scary phantom, just Frodo with his tired and burning eyes, his 

fragile and lovely face. 

Rosie had spent many hours of her young life daydreaming about Samwise Gamgee's lips, and 

it never ceased to amaze her how much better the reality could be than any childish fantasy. 

Summer lived the whole year long in his mouth, hot and humid and alive, like all the laughter 

in the world was contained and waiting to be released through him. 



"Oh." Frodo's eyes rolled closed and his breath evened out, the knot of worry caused by pain 

softening a little between his eyebrows. Rosie broke her kiss with Sam long enough to plant a 

lingering goodnight on Frodo's mouth, then turned back to her husband, and carried on with 

undressing him without the aid of instructions. 

Proper 

When Rosie announced that her mother was visiting for afternoon tea, Sam and Frodo suddenly 

remembered a very important meeting with Merry and Pippin, apparently planned for half the 

week. 

"Fine with me," Rosie replied breezily. "I don't want you here any more than you want to be 

here. I've had enough male company to last me lifetimes, I want a chance for women's talk." 

They hadn't yet left when Lily Cotton arrived, though, Sam watering the vegetables and Frodo 

playing peek-a-boo with Elanor. 

"Where's the flower baby? There she is!" 

Elanor scrunched her face up in delight. 

"Off you go, and tell Merry and Pippin I said hello." Rosie took Elanor from Frodo and shooed 

him out the door.  

"Here, I'll hold her," Lily offered when they were alone. "Come to your grandmother, little one." 

Elanor's eyes went big with worry, chubby hands clinging to her mother's hair as Lily tried to 

take her. 

"She gets pensive with people she doesn't see regular," Rosie apologised, taking Elanor back 

and walking through to the kitchen.  

"She'd know me better if you came by more often. I feel like I never see you, Rose." 

"You know I can't go out much, Mam, Mr Frodo needs looking after more days than not, and 

this hobbit hole's not the easiest place to clean." 

"It's not your duty to look after that eccentric old bachelor." Lily sat down at the table and 

picked up one of the small pies Rosie had made. "You're married to Samwise, not Frodo." 

"What's that supposed to mean?" Rosie gave Elanor one of her knuckles to suck on to keep her 

quiet, standing across the table from Lily with a stony expression. 



"It means there's talk. That your marriage isn't proper." 

Rosie looked down at her daughter's tiny, perfect face and gave a bitter laugh. 

"Were you and Dad ever in love, Mam? Did you ever watch him sleep and ache with love for 

him so much you felt like singing and crying all at once? No, you don't have to answer. I know 

you love him in your way, because he's given you a good life and healthy children, but that's 

never been what I've wanted." 

"It's those fairy stories I told you as a girl, they've filled your head with nonsense." 

"When Sam was away, I got three offers to wed that I never told you about, because I knew 

you'd make me say yes. And some of those offers were from much richer folk than a Gamgee 

from Bagshot Row, but I didn't care at all. There's never been anything so proper in the world as 

my marriage, and that's that." 

"You never think rationally, never consider what might come of a thing before you do it." Lily 

threw up her hands in exasperation, knocking a small vase of flowers off a shelf behind her. 

Rosie dived, reaching out, upsetting a plate of sandwiches but catching the vase before it hit the 

floor. 

"Careful! You almost broke it." She scowled at her mother, putting Elanor in the baby basket on 

the table and replacing the vase on a higher shelf, where it couldn't be knocked. A few drops of 

water had fallen out of it onto her hand, Rosie sucked the nectar-sweet liquid into her mouth 

absent-mindedly and turned back to the argument. 

"You're not a tween anymore, Rose. I tell you these things because I don't want to see you come 

to grief. You're not the princess in a story, you have to be sensible." 

Rosie thought of the sheaf of loose papers Frodo wrote on every day. "No, I'm not the 

princess." I'm the happily ever after, she added silently but didn't say.  

After she'd walked her mother to the end of the lane, Rosie wandered down past the lake to the 

field where the children were playing in the late afternoon light. 

Sitting on the low white fence by the road, the same place she'd daydreamed years away, Rosie 

rocked Elanor in her arms and watched the village games, thinking about her mother's words. 

By the time she got home it was almost dark, Sam and Frodo outside waiting for her. Well, Sam 

was waiting, with Frodo asleep on his thigh. He smiled comfortingly at Rosie as she sat down 

beside him with a sigh, taking the pipe he offered her gratefully.  



"Sam," Rosie said after a short quiet. "When Frodo's stronger, in a few years perhaps, can we go 

away? Not forever, a year maybe. Just the four of us, and any more babies I have between now 

and then. I want Elanor to know there's worlds outside of Hobbiton, that this is one way to live 

but that Big People and Elves and Dwarves all have their own ways too. Then, even if she never 

leaves the Shire for the rest of her days, at least she'll know what's out there, that she's allowed 

to live in whatever way make her happiest. That there's nothing wrong with fairy tales, and no 

such thing as proper." 

Ridiculous behaviour 

"Blast this weather!" 

The kitchen was a disaster area, shelves and cupboards all emptied out, the contents strewn all 

over the floor in a jumble of pots, pans, jars, knives and ladles. Elanor was dozing in her basket 

while Rosie, Frodo and Sam attempted to sort out what utensils they actually used out of the 

mess. The rain outside, alternating between drizzle and downpour throughout the day, did 

nothing to help with the general mood. 

"What about this?" Frodo held up a colander. Rosie shook her head. 

"We do need it, but not often. It can go somewhere out of the way." 

"And these?" A pair of ridiculously bent tongs this time. 

"You've got eyes, don't you? Don't ask me about every single thing you pick up!" Rosie 

snapped, then softened. "I'm sorry. I just hate having to throw so much aside, it feels wasteful." 

"Everything is garbage eventually," Frodo pointed out philosophically. Rosie just glared in 

reply. 

"Here's that broken water pitcher." Sam held it up. "I see what you mean, it'll never hold liquid 

with that big crack down the side." 

"Onto the junk pile with it then," Rosie said with a sigh. 

With a sudden smile, clutching the jug in one hand, Sam ran from the room. 

"What's he up to now?" Rosie followed him down the hall. He'd run outside, around the corner 

and out of sight. She stood in the doorway, hesitant to go out into the grey weather. 



"Sam! Samwise! You come back in here!" she shouted. Frodo came to stand beside her. He never 

moved anywhere fast anymore. A gust of wind made them both step back into the relative 

warmth of the entryway. 

"What's he doing?" Frodo asked.  

"I don't have the slightest clue, but whenever he's finished with whatever it is I'll give him an 

earful. This is not the weather for ridiculous behaviour." 

Frodo didn't respond, smiling at her exasperated face and then dodging the smack she aimed at 

him. After a few minutes Sam became visible again, coming back from where he'd been still 

holding the broken jug, now filled to the brim with rich black soil, a cluster of bright yellow and 

red flowers planted neatly in the centre. He put it down beside the front gate, along the edge of 

the newly-neatened path. It looked as if it had belonged there forever. 

"There, see? There's life in it yet. Things can still have another round left in them, even when 

they look done for, in my experience," Sam said, looking extremely proud of himself and also 

extremely drenched. 

With a laugh of delight Frodo ran out of the front door, launching himself into Sam's arms. Sam 

spun him joyfully, and if their faces weren't covered in raindrops Rosie might have thought 

they were crying.  

"All right," she called. "That's very nice, now come inside! You'll catch your death if you stay 

out there!"  

They ignored her warnings for a long time, kissing happily in the wet garden, the little jug of 

flowers soaking up the rain hungrily and growing stronger for it. When Frodo finally sneezed 

from the cold, Rosie dashed down and pulled them both inside, scolding with about as much 

threat in her voice as a small fluffy kitten could muster.  

"You're as bad as each other, the pair of you. I hope you're happy with your foolishness, 

because you'll pay for it with sniffles and red eyes tomorrow." She sat them down in front of the 

fire and made them strip off their clothes, wrapping a blanket around their shoulders and 

rubbing their hair until it dried in damp curls. Frodo pressed a chilly kiss against her cheek, and 

Rosie couldn't help but smile. 

"I hope I only ever have girl-children, that's all I can say. Boys never have any sense at all." 

Break 



She'd thrown up her breakfasts for almost a week, and felt the lazy, heavy knowing feeling, the 

same that she'd gotten when Elanor began to grow. But then she'd started to bleed, and fallen 

over in the garden, and her stomach had hurt like knives and stings and whipping. 

She didn't tell Frodo, who was getting worse with time when it should have made him better, 

and she didn't tell Sam, who had enough on his strong shoulders as it was. She brewed herself 

pennyroyal tea and lay still until the pain passed, and then washed the marks out of the 

bedclothes as carefully as a good wife should.  

Rosie wondered whose eyes the baby would have had, what smile.  

Now she was washing up, the water slicking her already pruned hands, icy against her hot 

wrists. The residual food on the plates made her stomach lurch, but there was nothing left to 

bring up. She was hollowed out, empty.  

Once the tears started to fall, she couldn't stop them. She hadn't cried so long and hard for 

years, since she'd had half of one of her back teeth knocked out when she was thrown off a 

pony. It had taken almost a month to fall out, and during that time the exposed nerves had 

made her feel as if her whole mouth was dying.  

Rosie curled up in a ball on the floor, sobbing and sobbing until she had no energy left to do 

any more. She didn't even know what she was crying for, really. It wasn't like she wanted 

another baby just yet, and Frodo would surely get better some day. Sam would have time to 

notice her troubles, and rub her back like he did for Frodo when Frodo was feeling poorly.  

Standing up, Rosie tidied her hair carefully, and washed her face clean, and put her smile back 

in place, as carefully as a good wife should. 

- 

Frodo heard a muted thudding sound as he tried to concentrate on the books in front of him. It 

was hard to think about the world of stories when he could barely stay fixed on the one in 

rooms around him.  

Relieved to have an excuse for leaving his books, Frodo padded down the hallway to the 

kitchen. Rosie was slumped on the floor by the soap-filled sink, a dark stain on her skirt.  

"Rose?" Colour drained out of Frodo's face. "Rosie?!" He ran to her side. She was breathing but 

her eyes were bruise-dark, shadowed with illness and exhaustion. He cradled her on his lap, 

stroking her hair off her face. 



"Sam! Sam!" Frodo's voice cracked with panic as he shouted. Elanor began to scream at the 

sudden noise. Frodo looked over at her grasping little arms, visible over the sides of her basket 

atop the table, "Hush, Elanorelle, hush," he said softly before shouting for Sam again. 

Breathing heavily from his dash through the garden, Sam rushed into the room. 

"My Rosie, Rosie-girl, what's wrong?" He reached at her face and shoulder and stomach lightly, 

as if afraid of hurting her simply by touch. "What happened?" 

"I don't know." Frodo shook his head, trying to stay calm. "I heard a thud, and came in to find 

she'd fallen. I don't think she was feeling well today, I heard her lying down for a while this 

morning." 

"Sam?" Rosie said muzzily, twisting her head from side to side. "What happened?" 

"I'm not sure. You had a spill, my darling heart. Are you feeling all right?" Sam lifted her out of 

Frodo's arms gently. There were bloodstains on his legs from where she'd been lying.  

"I didn't want you to know." Rosie's voice was soft and sad. "I suppose I wasn't strong enough 

to carry another yet, so soon after Elanor." 

Sam carried her in to the bedroom and cleaned her off, lying her on the bed as carefully as if she 

were a newborn baby herself. 

"I'm sorry, Samwise." She was crying again. "You make the gardens grow so beautiful, and I 

can't even keep the seeds you plant in me." 

"Oh, Rosie-girl." Sam kissed her forehead, hugging her so tightly she wasn't sure he'd ever let 

her go. "It's all right. The worst is past, you'll feel better in the morning." 

He stayed with her while she slept, watching her dreams flicker uneasily across her features. 

Frodo cleaned up the kitchen, and played with Elanor out in the garden for as long as he could 

stand the glare of the sunlight. Sam came out to join them, sitting down with an expression as 

tired and sad as any Frodo had ever seen him wear. 

"She wanted to be alone for a spell," he explained in a voice devoid of his usual sunniness. He 

took Elanor into his arms and kissed her feather-light on her temple.  

"I'm sorry, Sam," Frodo whispered, knowing the words would never be enough. 

"It happens to a lot of lasses after they have their first. It seems as if she's none the worse for it, 

thank goodness." Sam tried to smile, still clutching at his daughter. They sat in silence, until 

finally Frodo couldn't bite the words back any longer. 



"Do you think it was me? Maybe I'm more changed than we think, and it poisoned her 

somehow." 

"No, Mr Frodo, no." Sam blinked more tears back, shifting so he could hug both Frodo and 

Elanor at once. "I'm sure it was nothing of the sort. Don't entertain such ideas." 

"It's hard not to." Frodo looked off into the air at some sight in his mind's eye. "When I came in, 

and saw her lying there... I thought we'd lost her. I thought you'd lost your Rose, and my heart 

broke in two. There was only a little blood, but she was so still..." 

"Everyone's all right, don't go thinking of all the things that could've happened. You can care 

for her as she cared for you, and read her some of those fairy stories she likes so until she's 

rested. And then we'll all be a family again," Sam promised.  

Winter's Road 

"How do you stand to lie around all day?" Rosie threw her needlepoint aside in frustration, the 

thread knotted and tangled yet again.  

"Well, I don't stand. That's sort of the point to lying down." Frodo picked up the discarded 

embroidery off the floor. 

"Oh, very funny. I'm going mad here." 

"Good, that means you're getting better. Three days ago you were sweet as honey and twice as 

docile, and I was rather worried. Would you like a drink of water?" 

"No. And I don't want milk or tea either, before you ask." 

"All right. One of your stories, then?"  

Rosie sighed. "I've heard them all a hundred times already. Can't I just go for a little walk in the 

garden? I'm sure Sam would say that was all right." 

"I've got strict instructions to see you stay in bed until he's home, and you're far less terrifying to 

defy the wishes of than he is." Frodo sat down beside the bed with a laugh. "I could sing for 

you, if you wanted." 

"My ears don't need wounding on top of all my other troubles," Rosie teased. "I could make up 

a story for you, though, that might keep me occupied." 



"Yes, tell me a tale." Frodo fluffed her pillows up and crawled beside her, laying down as she 

began to speak in a clear, even voice. 

"Winter's Road. 

"Once upon a time, there were four creatures that lived together in a wood. There was Summer, 

she had a laugh like morning and a smile like afternoon, and her hair was like sunlight on sand. 

Then there was Spring, with his earth-stained hands and solid strong legs. Autumn had golden-

brown skin, and she shook the leaves off trees to watch them dance on the wind. 

"Lastly, there was Winter. He was as smooth and cold as new snow, and wore a glittering icicle 

around his neck on a silver chain.  

"They lived, these four, in a fork in the road that ran through the wood. It had been a hard road 

to follow, and so afraid were they of losing each other again that they tied their toes together 

with silvery yarn from Autumn's sewing box. Every connection had a different hue to it, even 

though they'd all come from the same skein. 

"Spring and Winter were tied with a deep blue, for loyalty and devotion. Autumn and Spring 

had red, the colour of heart's blood, for romance and passion. Autumn and Winter's bond was 

yellow as daisies, for they'd both been adventurous dreamers until they'd discovered that 

excitement didn't agree with them as well as sunny afternoons did. 

"Little Summer was tied to Spring with the brilliant green of fatherly love, and her bow from 

Autumn was the blush peach of motherhood. Lastly, Summer was tied to Winter with a knot of 

brightest purple, the colour of the berries he'd feed her when her mother and father didn't seem 

to notice, spoiling her like the loving uncle he was. 

"Everyone who saw the four of them living in the fork in the road was sure their threads were 

going to tangle, that it would all end in a mess. But the four knew better, and never so much as 

got twisted around.  

"But there was a weight in Winter's mind, because he knew that some day they'd have to keep 

walking down the road. There were two paths to take, the righthand one, that was sunny and 

lively and led to a lovely land, and the lefthand, which was misty, and difficult to see down. 

Winter knew that Summer, Spring and Autumn belonged on the sunny road, and hated to see 

them waiting at the fork without their happy ending. 

"As well as the purple and blue and yellow threads, though, Winter had another string tied to 

him. It was as black as midnight, and stretched from far back down the difficult road they'd 



already walked. It led down the lefthand road, into the shadows, and was wrapped around 

Winter's neck so tight he knew he'd never be free. 

"Now, Summer was just a baby, and Spring had done his best to protect Winter from the black 

thread for so long that Winter just didn't have the heart to tell him it was still there. So Autumn 

knew it was up to her to do something.  

"She had a little pair of silver scissors, from her sewing box. Winter stole them sometimes, and 

tried to cut the purple and the yellow and the blue cords, so that Summer and Spring and 

Autumn could skip away down their bright path and not worry about Winter anymore. The 

threads would never sever, though, they were too strong.  

"Autumn set about working away at the black thread, wearing it down day by day. Sometimes 

it was terribly hard work, for the black thread was at least as strong as the colourful ones, and 

wrapped so tightly around Winter's neck. Sometimes it made Autumn so tired she couldn't 

make her leaves dance, but still she kept at it, cutting away. 

"Because one day, she knew, the black thread would break, and Winter would be free, and the 

four of them could walk the bright road together." 

Frodo started crying when Rosie finished speaking, but his mouth was curled in the widest 

smile she'd seen him give in forever, so that was worth a thousand tears. 

Perfectly Well 

"Home again!" Sam's call roused Rosie from her doze. "How's my beautiful girl?" 

"Woefully bored," she answered as he came to the bedroom door. "Let me up, Sam, please. I'm 

perfectly well." 

"Are you sure?" His tone was doubtful. "I don't want you worn out." 

"Let her up Sam!" Frodo shouted from his study. "I'll never hear the end of her complaining if 

you don't!" 

"Now you have to let me up, so I can beat the stuffing out of him." 

"Oh, all right. Let me help you into the kitchen." Sam insisted on supporting nearly all her 

weight on the short trip down the hallway. 



Frodo came and joined them as they were about to enter the room, exchanging a smile with 

Sam. Rosie didn't have the chance to wonder at that before she stepped inside and saw the 

beautiful dress laid out over a chair. 

It was made of a dusky pink silk, with dark red roses curled out of ribbon around the skirt and 

neckline. A choker of the same ribbon lay beside it, a soft velvet circlet waiting to rest around 

her throat. It was the loveliest piece of clothing Rosie had ever seen. 

"Hardly suitable for laundry and dusting," she managed wryly, blinking back the warm sting in 

her eyes. 

"Then you'll have to dance more, and get wear out of it that way." Sam pressed a kiss against 

her pillow-tangled curls. "We miss your smile, Rosie-duck." 

"Tom and Marigold have Elanor for the night, and Sam and I were wondering if you would like 

to go to the inn for a feast and a party, Mistress Rose?" 

"I'd love to." Rosie smiled. 

The dress fit like a dream, falling in soft gathers almost to her ankles, furling out when she 

twirled. The spin left Rosie feeling a little light-headed, but she breathed in deep until the dizzy 

spell passed. Nothing was going to ruin her evening. 

They went to the Green Dragon, and it was so good to see all her friends again, and laugh and 

smile and make silly toasts with good ale. Frodo and Sam were persuaded to recite some of the 

poems they'd learned on their journeys, and got a loud and long applause for their trouble. 

Rosie had always loved the way Sam danced, his face so nervous and his body so sure. Frodo 

watched them, and laughed and clapped. 

Between songs Sam and Rosie crept out the back, like they'd done years ago, before they were 

old enough to think about settling down. They'd liked each other even then, in a fumbling, 

timid way, teeth-click kisses and clumsy hands. It seemed right to go back there now, let the 

night sky and air see what the young lovers had grown into, how their story had ended.  

"Perhaps he felt tired, and went home," Sam said when they went back inside and Frodo was 

nowhere to be seen. Asking a friend or two confirmed yes, Frodo had gone, and had left a 

message for Sam and Rosie to stay as late as they wanted. 

They danced for what seemed like hours, around and around the room in a whirl, before finally 

Rosie lost her footing and stumbled. Sam caught her before she could fall, and they decided to 

leave before she overtired herself. 



There were no lights on in Bag End as they approached, which was an odd enough occurrence 

for them to wonder at it. Even if Frodo had gone to bed already, it was usual for a candle to 

burn in the window until they were all home safe and sound. 

"Mr Frodo?" Sam called hesitantly, swinging the door open. Rosie gasped, stepping back against 

the wall as they walked inside and saw the shambles everything was in, illuminated by the 

silvery light of the moon. Walking staffs snapped in two, hats and cloaks strewn on the floor, 

chests upturned and emptied. 

"Lost, lost," a thin rasp of a voice whispered. "Thieves! Where is it? Lost!" 

Frodo crept out of the shadows near Rosie, grabbing at her skirt with one hand. His three 

fingers and thumb were hooked into claws, catching one of the decorative roses around the hem 

and unraveling it into a crimson streak on the floor. Rosie bit back a scream and fell against 

Sam, who moved to pin Frodo down, holding him as he struggled. 

"Thief!" Frodo's voice was almost a shriek, legs flailing and kicking as Sam tried to calm him. 

"Frodo, please, it's your Sam, please just stop and come back to yourself."  

Frodo's eyes narrowed, glaring up at Rosie. It made her shiver, there was nothing of the hobbit 

she knew and loved in that gaze. Lifting her skirt out of the way of his kicks as she stepped in 

closer, Rosie raised her hand and slapped Frodo's face as hard as she could bring herself to. 

Reason flooded back into his expression, the snarl softening as his limbs stilled. Nobody said 

anything for a long moment, until Frodo gasped, and began to sob. 

"I'm sorry," Frodo cried. "I'm sorry, I'm sorry." Sam rocked him gently. "I'm sorry. Oh Rose, I 

ripped your beautiful dress, I'm so-" 

"Hush." Rosie crouched down to hug them both. "It's easily mended." 

Best 

Rosie was the last to wake up the next morning. It had been a restless night, full of half-dreams 

and worried thoughts, and she didn't feel very rejuvenated by the experience. She splashed cold 

water onto her face in an attempt to wake up some, but all it did was send shivers down her 

back. 

Still, she wasn't going to let anything ruin her day. She'd convince Sam and Frodo to come 

down to the river, and the sun would hit the surface and make it diamonds, and everything 

dark would be washed away. Rosie was more than tired of shadows, and she wasn't going to 



stand for it. She'd thwap the nasty little spiders of the past with her broom and then sweep 

them out into Sam's garden, where they'd feed the soil and make the plants grown even nicer. 

Frodo was sitting in front of the fire, Rosie's new dress spilling across his lap, needle and thread 

in hand. 

"I wanted to repair the damage before you woke up," he said with what could almost have been 

called a smile. "But you didn't have any red yarn." He'd sewed the ribbon back on with neat 

stitches of black wool, delicately enough so it couldn't be seen unless it was looked for specially. 

Three more stitches and he was done, and it was closer to good as new than Rosie had dared to 

hope it could be.  

"You didn't have to do that!" She hugged him. Frodo wouldn't meet her eyes. 

"Yes I did."  

"Don't dwell on it," Rosie scolded. "Come and help me make breakfast. I miss the kitchen." She 

paused for a beat. "Usually you wouldn't let a chance to tell me I don't cook as well as Samwise 

slide, Mr Frodo." 

Now he looked directly into her face, and Rosie wanted to cry for the pain in his eyes. "How can 

you stand to talk to me, Rose?" 

"You silly creature!" She wrapped her arms around his neck and kissed up and down his face, 

covering every tear-track with her lips. "If I didn't talk to you I'd have to talk to myself, and I'm 

not good conversation before I've had a morning cup of tea." 

Frodo didn't speak again as they made toast and piled it high with sweet jam, and Rosie cooked 

porridge with cinnamon just the way she knew he loved it. She called Sam in from his early 

morning pottering about; he was no use to anybody before his first cup of tea either. 

"I won't carry Elanor anymore, or sleep in a room with her," Frodo informed his plate, still not 

meeting their faces. "That's best." 

"Don't be stupid," Rosie answered when it became clear Sam was in no condition to speak. "If 

you don't sleep in the same room as her, you won't be in the same room as us, either." 

"I know. Perhaps that's best, too." 

"I've had enough of this." Sam dropped his spoon against the china with a clatter and stood, 

walking over to Frodo's chair and kneeling beside him. "We knew what we were in for before 

we came here, Frodo. I hate to remind you of it, but I've seen you in far worse states than you 

were last night. If I thought for even a moment you were a real danger to my Rose or my 



Elanor, well, we wouldn't be here, no matter how terrible that made me feel. So stop with your 

sad eyes, because the turn's past and you've come back to us, same as I know you always will." 

"I've put up with far too much from you to give up now," Rosie added, smiling to cover how 

much she felt like crying. "Oh, Frodo, don't you love us as we love you?" 

"What?" Frodo's voice cracked on the word. "How could you doubt it? I'd cut my own heart out 

if I knew that was a way to keep you safe and happy." 

"But it wouldn't, that's the point of the matter." Sam's worn palm cupped Frodo's cheek gently. 

"You make us safe and happy, and we want you in our room and in our bed. And we want your 

heart safely in your breast, if it's all the same." 

Frodo laughed then, throwing his arms around Sam's shoulders and knocking them both onto 

the floor. 

"Careful! You'll upset the porridge!" Rosie scolded. 

Just the sort 

"Can't we go home, Rosie? Please?" Sam begged. "I don't like this." 

"Nobody's asking you to," she retorted, flicking a long arc at the bank where Sam and Frodo sat. 

Rosie stood in water barely waist-high, but they'd staunchly refused to come out even that far. 

Her wet hair hung in dark half-curls past her elbows, she loved the feeling of the small current 

lapping against her bare skin. 

Elanor kicked up a small splash, tilting her face down to blow bubbles. Rosie held her tightly 

and laughed to see such a happy moment from her baby. 

"Come on! It'll make you strong and quick." 

"In that case I'll stay weak and slow," Sam declared, resting his arm across Frodo's back, rubbing 

small circles with his thumb on the fabric over the bony shoulder. "And you'll catch a cold if 

you stay in." 

"Shan't. That water's warm. Elanorelle seems to like it just fine." 

"Why are you so adamant that she learn to swim, Rose?" Frodo asked as he tucked his feet away 

from the shoreline.  



"No baby of mine's going to grow up with silly ideas about what hobbits can and can't do. 

Swimming's good fun. My Elanor's going to have a big, wide, open brain, not one shut up like a 

dusty box." 

"I suppose you still want to go away for a year, then?" 

"What?" Frodo was startled by Sam's question. "You're going away?" 

"With you as well, of course," Rosie added. "Don't think you can escape us that easily!" 

"Oh, I thought you were leaving me." Frodo sighed with relief. Sam kissed his forehead gently.  

"No, never. Rosie wants us all to go live in other parts, so Elanor grows up with more of a sense 

of the world." 

"Let's go soon." Frodo grinned. "It'll be the right sort of adventure, a happy sort. You can see 

real kings and queens, Rose, just like in a story." 

"Steady on!" Rosie laughed. "She's too little for it to do any good yet. And you're in an awful 

hurry to go on such a journey when I had to plead to get you out the front door today." 

"I think she's right, Mr Frodo," Sam agreed. "Best take things slow. You've talked about going to 

see Bilbo for his birthday in a few months, see how that trip agrees with you before you 

undertake a longer one." 

"Yes, you're right." Frodo's smile was tight and a little sad. "Silly of me." 

"Not silly, just impatient." Rosie climbed out of the water, wiping Elanor dry and stowing her 

safely in the little basket before flopping down on the grass beside Frodo and Sam. "The world 

will still be there next year, after all." 

"Put your clothes on, Rosie, you haven't been well," Sam chided. 

"I'm comfortable as I am." She stretched her arms up above her head and smiled lazily. "You 

should join me, it's just the sort of day for sunbathing, and I have the feeling that the closest I'll 

get to either of you bathing in the river today." 

"What if someone comes along?" Sam's voice was wary. 

"Unless they're blind, they know what a naked hobbit looks like, and if they don't then they 

won't be able to see us anyway. Come on! Frodo?" 

"No, thank you." He shook his head, but Rosie had guessed the reason. 



"A tan will make your scars fade faster, they won't be so pink-on-white anymore. You'll look 

healthier, and feel it too. Hobbits need sun, just as plants do. Now, off with your clothes." 

Laughing, Frodo and then Sam obeyed the order. The three of them kissed and made love on 

the lush green riverbank, lazy warm bodies on the cool grass through the afternoon and into 

twilight.  

Sam had a length of twine in one of his pockets, and with that and a bent hairpin and a worm 

they dug up they managed to catch a fat silvery fish, scales glinting like chainmail in the fading 

light.  

They dressed and walked home, Elanor still burbling from her swimming adventure. The fish 

was cooked and served with lemon and baked potato, and they ate it out under the night sky, 

singing old songs they often forgot the words to 

Afternoon light 

Sam often told Rosie she was more like an elf that a hobbit. She chalked this up to flattery, and 

Sam's own peculiar tastes. But Frodo was most definitely not without a touch of the 

otherworldly in him. 

After all, it wasn't like it was just another of their lazy days that they could waste with silly 

projects. Merry and Pippin were due over for dinner in half an hour, and there were still a 

million things to do, and Elanor had been windy and irritable all day, and of course this was 

exactly the environment Frodo decided to take up painting in. 

"Try to look like you're completely in love, Sam." 

"I'm completely something, that's for sure. Annoyed at this hat, perhaps, more than in love." 

The hat in question was a floppy dark blue thing, with a long peacock feather drooping out of 

the brim and ticking at Sam's face every time he moved even an inch. Rosie was having a hard 

time maintaining her own expression of ethereal calm when he sneezed on her regularly. 

Frodo had posed them in the front room, Sam down on bended knee gazing up at Rosie, who 

was standing on a chair. They were supposed to be Beren and Luthien, but with the smell of 

boiling cabbage and the sound of a cranky baby and a ridiculous hat in the equation it was hard 

to keep the mood. 

"Can't this wait?" Rosie asked for what seemed the thousandth time. 



"The afternoon light's best for working in, and if I get started now it'll be easier to come back to 

it another day." 

"Why not just start another day, then?" 

"Be quiet, Luthien, and try to look serene." 

Rosie sighed and tried to hold her pose. Sam sneezed again. What sort of stupid name was 

Luthien, anyway? Might as well call your baby Cinderella or Snow White. Nobody could have 

fun with a name like that, they'd have to sit and sigh and wait for their prince to arrive. Rosie 

thought it was much more sensible to name children things like Thumbelina and Goldilocks 

and Rose Red - then they could have the adventures they wanted, and if a prince came along, 

well, that was nice, but not any nicer than any other husband. 

Elanor gave another cry from her crib in the next room and Rosie climbed down off the chair. 

"I can't leave her any longer. This will have to wait." She left the room, giving the peacock 

feather a flick with her thumb and forefinger on the way. 

"Shall we leave it, then?" Sam asked, standing up. 

"No, I can do detail work on your face. Come sit close by." Frodo mixed two of the paint 

pigments together carefully, trying to match Sam's skin tone.  

"Why this story, Mr Frodo? Why do you want to paint it specially?" 

Frodo smiled, swirling a dollop of bright blue for the hat. 

"Their love was so powerful they were willing to give up everything for it. It meant more to 

them than anything else in the world possibly could."  

"Not to be unkind about the story, because it's a story that's pretty as anything, but I think it's 

better to have a regular sort of life, and love somebody when they're boiling cabbages and 

getting in tempers and curling up beside you in bed every night. That's a much better kind of 

love than a pretty one that ends in sad and lovely paintings," Sam mused, trying to keep his face 

still as Frodo copied his features onto the canvas. 

"You're right. And that type's even more precious, and worth giving up everything for twice 

over," Frodo agreed, then sighed. "I think too much of the light's gone to do any more." 

"We've still got a while before Merry and Pippin arrive." Sam smiled, kissing Frodo's cheek.  



"Be careful of that feather!" Frodo laughed as it trailed in the blue paint. "Now that's going to get 

everywhere. Look, you've got some on your cheek." He rubbed at the smudge with his thumb, 

but it just made the mess worse. 

"You could use it for a paintbrush," Sam suggested. "Why do you have a hat like this anyway?" 

"I've no idea. It was Bilbo's, though I never saw him wear it." 

"Can't imagine why." Sam moved his head and got a swipe of paint across his nose from the 

lolling feather.  

"I can hear you in there! If you're not working on that picture, you can come and help me!" 

Rosie called. "But leave that hat in there, if I see it again I may chop it into pieces and feed it to 

the crows!" 

Stealing another quick kiss, the two of them went to help her, and to put the hat on her head 

when her hands were full and she couldn't shift it.  

Merry and Pippin brought bottles of sweet, light wine, and a loaf of herb bread as well, and 

teased Sam and Frodo mightily about the blue paint all over their faces. Rosie had wiped hers 

off carefully, but there were still bright flakes of dry paint in her hair, and she vowed revenge.  

Watching everyone he loved best in the world laugh and sing and drink, Frodo decided that 

although afternoon light was good for painting, candle-lit nights were just as wonderful for 

their own reasons. 

Dreamer 

There was only one dream Frodo had that wasn't terrible. Only one that didn't put hot acidic 

tears in the corner of his eyes for Sam to kiss away upon waking, only one that didn't end when 

Rosie shook his shoulder and begged for him to come back for the dark places he went in sleep. 

He couldn't say how many times he'd had it, if it ever changed at all.  

It wasn't a vivid dream, just hazy half-thoughts mixed with memory. The ground underfoot, 

hands clinging to branches in childhood climbing games. Keeping silkworms in a wooden box 

and touching their fat white bodies with berry-stained fingers.  

"Frodo!" a young voice called to him, and he hid in the long grass, not ready to share his strange 

exotic new pets. "Frodo, Dad says you've got to come wash for supper." 



His father had died before he could get any siblings, so Frodo knew this dream was more 

imagination than memory, and this detached knowledge seemed to split the scene in two. Now 

he was an observer, standing in the evening field on his shaky legs, eyes misty from sleep, 

watching the small hobbit child hide from his sister. 

An older sister, at that, hair pulled back in exasperated plaits, one hand on her hip and one 

playing with her hair ribbon in a gesture so like Rosie it was impossible not to smile.  

"Frodo! I know you're there, you're playing with those stupid caterpillars from the mulberry 

tree. Rose and Merry will steal all your bread and dripping if you don't come quick, and Pip 

and Goldy want a story." The girl brought her foot down in a stamp on the front step. "You're so 

annoying." 

"Not so annoying as you!" the boy shot back, jumping to his feet. "You smell like the mess the 

ponies make, and you look like a squashed toad." 

"Oooh, I'll get you for that!" she chased after him, giggling. A tiny child, only a few years old 

and still wobbly at walking, stood in the doorway wearing a pretty green pinafore and a blue 

hat three times too big for her, with a paint-smeared feather stuck in the brim.  

"Elanorelle, Mummy says you left the onions cooking and now they're all yucky."  

"Oh, spit," the older girl sighed, slowing in her pursuit. "Tell her I'll be there soon, Goldy-Goldy-

Goldilocks. I have to dunk Frodo's head in the rain barrel first." 

"Doing that to me won't fix your face!" The boy had scrambled up a tree by this stage, high 

enough to avoid people on the ground. "Elanor the fairly revolting, that's what they should call 

you!" 

The dream faded as the real Elanor cried from her crib, making Frodo start awake with surprise. 

Extricating himself carefully from the tangle of Rosie and Sam, he walked over and picked the 

baby up carefully. He hadn't held her since the night he'd ruined Rosie's dress, and there was a 

buzzing swarm of fear in his stomach that next time it happened Elanor wouldn't be at her aunt 

and uncle's house.  

"Was it you I dreamed of, beautiful?" he asked her softly as he bounced her tears away, 

wandering out of the room and down to one of the front windows. "Are you really going to be 

so lucky, so happy? I hope you are." 

She grabbed at the stone around his neck, her fascination with it never seemed to wane. Frodo 

moved it out of her reach and wondered about Elves and future-sight. 



"Am I there? Do I sit you all down and tell you stories, read you poems like I used to for Sam 

when he was small? Does Frodo-lad know the one he's named for?" Frodo paused. "Do any of 

your brothers and sisters have my features?" 

He didn't want to risk any harm to Rosie, and even though there was no true way of knowing 

whose baby she had lost, Frodo felt in his heart that it would have been his. But even with that 

knowledge it was hard to hold back the hopes for the future. 

"It's one thing to save the world, and bring everyone you love great happiness," Frodo informed 

Elanor. "Even so, I'd love to give you a sister, Elanorelle. I'd love to see you and her grow 

together in the world I saved." 

Elanor just smiled gummily up at him, and tugged at a lock of his hair. 

Three of a kind 

The winds that came in the late afternoon this time of year meant the garden got uneven rain, 

but it was nothing that a watering can and a few hours of work couldn't fix. That was 

something Sam liked about plants, they were beautiful and complicated but at the same time 

easy, simple. It wasn't hard to make them flourish if you knew the basics. 

As he bent over some seedlings that needed guiding as to the right way to grow, a hand tapped 

his shoulder. A boy, no older than twelve or thirteen, with tears on the knees of his trousers and 

grass marks on the elbows.  

"Hullo. What's your name?" Sam asked, putting the watering can aside and rocking back on his 

heels. 

"Jacky." The boy's tongue seemed to trip over itself. "Is... is it true? All the adventures people 

say you've had?" 

"Aye." Sam nodded with a smile. "Most all of it, anyway. People like to add their own spice and 

flavour at times." 

Jacky's eyes grew big and round. "Elves? You really saw them?" 

Sam laughed and beckoned the boy to help him with the watering. "You're old enough to know 

a swede from a turnip, so if you don't mind doing a bit of work while I talk, I can tell you a 

story or two." 

"Do your hands have to get so dirty just from watering?"  



Sam laughed again. "No, 'cept I want them to be. The earth's alive, same as you or I, only 

difference being you can hold a piece of it in your hands and feel as it breathes and grows. If 

you're not afraid of dirt, the ground can tell, and takes it as a compliment. No sense in getting 

off on the wrong foot with the ground." 

Jacky smiled. "You're funny. Did you ever see a dragon? Or a battle? Are the Elves as wonderful 

as people say?" 

"Do you know, I think you'd hear better stories from Mr Frodo than I could give you. He's 

working in his study, but I'm sure if you went and knocked on that green door there and asked 

in your nicest voice to hear a tale or two, he'd oblige."  

"My Dad says he's queer," Jacky admitted. "Not a proper hobbit. He says you're three of a kind 

here, all a bit touched in the head." 

Sam was glad Rosie wasn't near enough to hear that, she wasn't fond of the word proper at all. 

Neither was Sam, when it came to it. 

"Your Dad should teach his children how to speak to folk politely. I've work to do now, if you 

want to hear the stories come back tomorrow and listen to Mr Frodo." Sam tried to keep his 

voice friendly, and the boy scampered away with a nod. 

After dinner, as Elanor settled down to sleep in her cradle, Sam and Rosie and Frodo sat around 

the fire, puffing on their pipes and enjoying not doing much at all. It was nice to just be like this, 

nobody to impress or worry about, just family and home and comfort. 

"Let's go to bed," Frodo suggested, standing. 

"I'm not tired," Rosie replied absently, watching the flames flicker and dance. 

"No, neither am I." Frodo's answer was coupled with a wide grin. Sam was more than glad to 

see that, he'd been especially worried about Frodo these past few days and it was good to see 

him playful. 

Sam doubted he'd ever tire of seeing Rosie undress, the careful way she'd slip her skirt down 

her legs and put it out of the way, lithe brown skin all the way up her thighs from her 

swimming and sunbathing. Her small, firm breasts were like ripe fruit, Sam could never resist 

putting his mouth there and savouring the taste of her skin. There were wavering, pale lines 

above her hips, where her belly had stretched with Elanor inside, and Sam loved those faint 

marks more than he could find the words for, because they were good scars, happy scars.  



Frodo was just as lovely, in his own way, far too thin for a hobbit and such old, sad eyes, but 

when he did smile it could light a room up bright as midday. His scars were happy scars too, in 

their way; he'd gotten them protecting things that deserved to be saved. Sam was glad every 

day that they'd survived to come back and enjoy it all again.  

Even when he wasn't tired, Frodo tended to just lie back, watching Sam and Rosie more than 

anything else, keeping his wide eyes open as if he wanted to sear the image of them into his 

mind. He let Rosie kiss him but didn't make any move to hold her close, to keep her body 

pressed flush against his. She pressed Frodo down against the bed and moved his hand up to 

the nape of her neck, lifting her curls aside so his palm cupped skin. Then, abruptly, she moved 

away, sitting on the edge of the bed with a wide and wicked smile. 

"I want to watch the two of you together," she ordered. "You're prettier than anything I can 

think of to compare you to." 

Sam loved kissing Frodo, loved the taste of safe-warm-home hiding in the corners of that 

mouth, the delicate softness of his lower lip. It was always surprising, the memory fading and 

slipping away when he wasn't right there, in the moment, so it never became familiar to him. 

Sam wouldn't be happy if it did, it was a gift he had the chance to receive for the first time over 

and over. 

He moved down to lick and suck at the pale throat, knowing Rosie liked the sound of Frodo's 

voice and liking it himself as well. His hand moved down, the thumb stroking at velvet-smooth 

skin in small and constant circles. Frodo arched up into the touch, one knee bent up, the foot 

pressing down into the mattress, the other leg turned out so the soft underside of the knee was 

visible. Sam shifted around until he could lick at it, lapping his tongue out as Frodo bucked up 

again. 

Rosie joined them, never able to stay away for long, tracing the delicate point of Sam's ear with 

her fingertips, learning every piece of him off by heart before moving on and doing the same to 

Frodo. It was easier than easy to get lost in the feeling, the movement of skin on skin and breath 

on breath, and after a while Sam let himself fall under the spell, not thinking or learning but 

simply being, locked together with two of the three things he loved as much as he loved the 

earth.  

"It's your birthday soon, isn't it?" Rosie asked Frodo when they were a boneless puzzle on the 

bed, halfway to sleep and halfway to melting into one being. 

"Mhm. A little under two months." Frodo nodded. "Bilbo's, too." 



"You don't have to share everything with someone else. You can keep some things as yours 

alone," Sam pointed out, breathing in the old-paper smell of Frodo's hair. "It's all right to think 

of yourself first on occasion." 

"In Gondor, when a person has a birthday, other people give him presents instead the other 

way around," Frodo said conversationally. 

"That makes no sense at all, and doesn't sound like much fun for the person with the birthday." 

Rosie snorted. "Don't hold your breath for any gifts from me, let me tell you that right now." 

Frodo just smiled, closing his eyes and drifting off to dreams. 

Sometimes 

When he couldn't sleep, Frodo would go to his study and write. The desk still had scratches on 

it, swirls and stars he'd put there with his pen knife when he was a child, long afternoons when 

he'd been bored with studying, and wanting very much to go out into the garden to play with 

sweet-natured little Sam, the gardener's son. 

He traced his fingers over the marks in the wood, smiling to remember those hours where 

learning mathematics seemed like the worst torture life could offer. The desk had a pile of loose 

papers strewn across it, as well as two thick books for writing in, several pots of ink in various 

states of dryness, and a thick white candle for light. It was one of the ones Rosie made, a faint 

vanilla scent in the smoke, the flame bright and steady.  

One book was the history the world needed written, the dark red cover worn at the corners, the 

pages crisp and neat. The other, smaller and thinner, less tidy and more haphazard with style, 

was the story that gave sense to the longer adventure. This book was where Frodo recorded the 

parties of the Shire, with fireworks like exploding stars and games for children, with paper 

donkeys filled with boiled sugar to be hit at with sticks while blindfolded. This book was where 

Elanor's handprints and footprints were pressed against the pages with the same blue paint that 

had ended up everywhere on their painting afternoon.  

He was writing it for her. He didn't know if he'd give it to her himself, when she was old 

enough to appreciate it, or if it would be left to Sam and Rosie to hand it over in his stead. 

Either way, she needed to have it, needed to understand. 

Sam is troubled, Frodo wrote. He hears what people say about me, the way I make them ill at ease. I 

might as well be invisible sometimes, but it doesn't bother me. Better they dislike a wounded hobbit than 

serve a dark lord. 



Sometimes I find myself saying goodbye to the Shire, looking out at the view the same way as I did before 

leaving the first time. That seems so long ago now. But at other times I feel as if I'll never leave again, I'll 

be here to teach you your numbers and letters, queer Uncle Frodo with his stories and his songs.  

He had nightmares, of dead faces in water and icy fingers around his neck. He'd wake to find 

them true, his own betraying hand clutching for a precious prize, finding only a silvery-white 

jewel in its place. Sometimes he feared to touch Sam and Rosie and Elanor, in case he polluted 

them with the infection that made him feel hollow and rotten - of course, they never stood for 

this behaviour for long. When his hands opened and closed and shook for want of a lost ring, 

Rosie would be there with vegetables to chop and nappies to fold and knots to untangle.  

When he got lost inside his head, Sam would touch their foreheads together, a wordless 

reminder that anywhere Frodo had been, would ever be, he wasn't alone. 

You were banging your rattle against the over door today. Frodo smiled as he wrote. It make a terrible 

din, and when your father scolded you, you just smiled at him and touched the rattle to his nose so gently 

it barely touched. 

I bought him new pans, when he married your mother. He'd lost his old set on our travels. Thrown them 

down a crack so they couldn't be spoiled by Gollum. The first thing he baked with the new set was a 

sultana cake for the Cottons.  

He says he still misses the old pans, though, even with the new ones so shiny and nice. Your father's got 

such a big heart he never wants to leave anything out of it, when he has to, it tears him up. It's lucky that 

the four of us in our happy little life fit there so snugly, isn't it? 

Frodo yawned, covering his mouth with the back of his hand, his eyes heavy. The candle had 

almost burned down to guttering; if he left it he'd have light to find his way to bed by before it 

extinguished. Instead, he blew it out with a puff, walking carefully in the dark, leaving enough 

wick to light it again another time. 

Play 

Hobbits can move as quietly as the breeze when they want to, sturdy feet as light as elfsteps on 

the ground. Playing hide and seek can last all day, because as well as silence they have stillness 

in their blood, even the most active can be a statue when they try.  

Rosie was up to her elbows in suds, the dishes slippery and clay-warm between her fingers, a 

temperature retained from the steaming stew they'd held earlier. When she'd been young she'd 

had a small loop of twine her father had made her, that she could dip in the soapy water and 



blow huge iridescent bubbles through. She'd have to see about making something similar for 

Elanor when the girl was older.  

Sam and Frodo were being as still and quiet as only hobbits could, standing near the doorway 

and taking turns in creep up behind Rosie, slipping the satiny ribbon that laced up the back of 

her dress out of the row of eyelets as slowly and methodically as any task had ever been done. 

She was whistling faintly to herself, moving her head slightly in time with the tune and making 

her steam-damp curls bounce. Frodo took his turn to sneak across the kitchen floor and tug on 

the ribbon, which was halfway down her back by this stage.  

Frodo was halfway back to where Sam was chuckling silently at the door when Elanor gave a 

little cry from her basket, banging her rattle against the wicker weave. Rosie turned to see what 

the trouble was, and her neckline slipped down over one shoulder. Freezing where he stood, 

Frodo gave a sheepish grin and made a break for the door, fleeing the scene with Sam before 

Rosie could do more than look bemused at her sudden state of half-undress. 

"You've got silly daddies, don't you?" she asked Elanor, picking the baby up and pretending to 

toss her in the air. "I'll wager that before too many years have passed you'll be more grown up 

than they are. Now, how are we going to get them back for their prank?" 

Rosie decided not to do anything, this time, because it was good to hear Sam and Frodo 

laughing like children, hiding in one of the storage rooms down the hall in the hope she 

wouldn't find them. Finishing the washing up and then playing pat-a-cake with Elanor, it was 

hard not to smile as the giggling gave way to quiet and the occasional muffled thump. If they 

wanted to skulk around in the dust like a pair of tweenagers, Rosie would just let them do it. 

No sense in dreaming up punishments for people who got themselves into their own 

predicaments.  

She made afternoon tea, hot buttered scones that filled the kitchen and the hallway with a 

lovely baking smell, and tea with sugar, and then sat down to count how many seconds it took 

before they gave in and came out of their hiding place. 

It took one hundred and thirty ticks on the clock before there was a dusty sneeze and the creak 

of a door opening, and two bashful hobbits outside the kitchen. 

"Hello Rose," Frodo said, trying to hold his smile in. Sam crossed his arms and tried to look 

serious and mature, and failed completely, largely due to the smudge across his nose and the 

tangles of his hair. 



"Find anything interesting in the store room?" she asked, keeping her own laugh in check and 

quirking one eyebrow. "I thought there might be a few bottles hiding down there, I was 

wondering if you noticed any." 

"Can't say I saw any. Maybe you'll come have a look yourself next time?" Sam suggested. Rosie 

had a sudden flash of memory of one summer when she and Sam had been small, hiding 

behind the band stand at a party and watching all the grown-ups dance. Frodo had been 

cornered by a gaggle of flirty hobbit lasses, and Rosie had felt very sorry for him, stuck with all 

that boring stuff when there were so many adventures to be had at a feast like that. She'd poked 

Sam in the stomach and raced off, just fast enough so he wouldn't catch her, but slow enough so 

he thought he could. 

What she hadn't known then, and still didn't in the bright kitchen years later, was that Frodo 

had seen the pair of them playing from his prison of tweenaged females, and had found his 

own eyes crinkling up and mouth curving into a smile at the sight of their fun. He had hoped 

that one day he'd rediscover that, the simple joy of nothing much at all. 

Common story 

Rosie often found herself thinking of Frodo as two people. One was frail but smiling, with 

clever if imperfect fingers and a laugh as full and rich as any hobbit's. The other, the shadow-

Frodo, was quiet and sad and still, and didn't like to be touched. On rare and worrying 

occasions this mood would end with him grabbing at her or Sam and leaving bruises on their 

skin, then cowering away from them when he came back to himself and saw what he'd done.  

At first, she'd wished that there could be one Frodo without the other, just as she wished that 

Sam's eyes wouldn't have so many worry lines at the edges so early in his life, that there weren't 

scars from stabs and stings and bites on their skin. But she was coming to realise over time that 

one couldn't exist without the other, that there would be no such thing as hot without cold. 

He was reading to Elanor again, as he did whenever he had the time and energy. Sam had joked 

on more than one occasion that Frodo was getting as much storytelling in as he could before 

Elanor was old enough to interrupt.  

"'Caspian, dear,' said Lucy. 'You knew we'd have to go back to our own world sooner or later.' 

'Yes,' said Caspian with a sob. 'but this is sooner.'" 



"I remember that story from when I was a lass," Rosie said, coming up behind Frodo and 

rubbing his shoulders. He sat in the rocking chair with the baby on his lap, a blanket over his 

feet. "Why can't you read her happy tales? That one's too sad." 

"There are so many different versions of it, have you ever noticed? It's a very common story. A 

girl or a boy goes on a magical journey with strange companions, and then, at the end, they 

have to say goodbye and go back to their ordinary lives." 

"I can't imagine that you'd find something of yourself in those boys and girls." Rosie's voice was 

teasing. "And common or not, it's still sad. Lucy and Edmund are going to miss Caspian terribly 

in their ordinary lives." 

"Have you heard all the stories in the collection? They do see him again eventually." Frodo put 

the book down beside the chair and spoke in whispers, Elanor's eyes closing. Rosie snorted. 

"Yes, after they die. If it's all the same, I'll stick to my tales where the youngest son slays the 

dragon and the princess guesses Rumpelstiltskin's name at the end. Much happier than dead 

reunions, in my opinion." 

"Not for Rumpelstiltskin and the dragon," Frodo smirked. "Now, help me stand without waking 

Elanor, and we'll go see if Sam's done for the day." His face was as sunny and gay as any 

hobbit's, and Rosie felt she knew why people wrote happy endings for tales so often. They were 

the best things in the world. 

Always music 

Sam and Rosie talked about Frodo on occasion, compared worries and thoughts. He wasn't all 

they talked about when they were alone, of course, but they loved him like they loved their 

hearts, and knew it was up to them to fix him. 

When Sam told his wife that Frodo has requested knitting lessons, she chewed on the corner of 

her lip until it was ragged and pink, a half-forgotten worry twisting in her belly. She told Sam 

about the book Frodo was keeping for Elanor, full of fond advice and random anecdotes.  

They didn't discuss Frodo's dreams, because they didn't know about them. The nightmares 

were plain as sunrise, the way he'd thrash to and fro, crying out wordlessly from inside his own 

dark universe. But the other dreams, childhood afternoons playing house in the old chicken 

coop and making bark boats to float on the river, those were still his secret. 

He wrote about them to Elanor, addressing the still-distant future as he would a letter.  



Dear Elanorelle;  

Today is the last day of July. Don't fight with Sam's Gaffer so, you mustn't be so hard on him, he doesn't 

know how to react to a child like you. Learn all you can from him, from the age he knew, and forgive him 

the things you can't understand. I know he infuriates you, but try to see through his eyes. 

Set a good example, Goldy looks up to you as her hero. You're the only hobbit she knows with hair and 

eyes as light as her own. My uncle Bilbo used to say that babies with blue eyes would see the sun in any 

weather. 

If he tried to write for too long, though, Frodo's head would ache, and his hands would spasm 

painfully. Sam kissed the calluses and bitten nails with soft lips, rubbed the tremors away in 

sure strokes. Rosie would run her palms over his curls, which weren't as thick or lustrous as 

once upon a time. Rosie still considered Frodo's hair as pretty as Sam's windblown locks and 

Elanor's baby down, fair and crinkly on her tiny brow. 

It was evening, the lights of Hobbiton dotted across the dark hills visible from Bag End, candles 

flickering in the mild breeze. The air smelt like pipe weed and wet soil. 

"It's such a lovely night. You two should dance," Frodo decided. 

"Either my hearing's gone, or your brain has," Sam replied, laughing. "There's no music to dance 

to." 

"Oh, there's always music, if you listen. Go on, Rose, make Sam dance with you." 

"Only if you dance as well. I'm not behaving like a lunatic for an audience. Come on." She 

pulled Sam and Frodo to their feet and spun them in a ring-a-rosy, faster and faster until it 

seemed certain they'd fall to the ground. They didn't, instead collapsing against each other in a 

waltz for three, to a tune only they could hear. 

The twelfth of never 

"Home again," Sam called from the front door, walking through into the kitchen. Frodo was 

seated at one end of the table, papers and notes fanned out in a pale aura in front of him. Elanor 

was rolling happily on a blanket on the floor, and Rosie sliced and peeled apples by the 

window. 

"Ran into Fatty Bolger, he invited us to dinner tonight. Said he told Mr Frodo last week." 

"Oh, so he did," Frodo muttered in an absent-minded voice. "Sorry, I forgot." 



"Well, that's perfect." Dropping her knife, Rosie tossed the ribbons of apple peel back into the 

bowl with the pale pieces. "Looks like the ponies get a treat for dinner too. You've got a brain 

like a colander, Frodo Baggins." 

"Sorry." Frodo's tone made it clear he was still not even halfway concentrating on the 

conversation. Rosie picked Elanor up with an exasperated grimace at Frodo. 

"Well, come on then, we shouldn't keep Mr Bolger waiting." 

"There's been gossip lately, Fatty's been ordering enough food to feed a banquet," Frodo mused 

as they walked down the road. "I wonder if this is related to that?"  

"If you're finding time to gossip, you should be helping me more." Rosie handed Elanor to Sam, 

who kissed her on the nose. "But I have to admit, I was wondering similar myself." 

"Hullo! Hurry up, we want to eat!" a voice called as they started on the final stretch down the 

road. It was Merry, and he walked up and down the length of the fence, balancing carefully as 

he waited for them to arrive. Fatty and his sister Estella were at the table already, along with 

Pippin, and a girl with soft, kind eyes, Diamond at birth and Dinny ever since. 

"Sit, eat, before it cools," Estella ordered them with a warm laugh. Dinner was bean ragout with 

chicken and tomato and piles of mushrooms, hot and delicious. 

"Hurry up Fatty, before the bottled news makes you burst." Diamond bit into a buttered roll 

and smiled a secret smile. 

"Well," Fatty began. "I was talking to Merry here, despairing that between him and Pippin being 

so happy as they are, and Frodo swearing bachelorhood, and my Stel living with Dinny here 

these last few seasons, I don't expect I'll ever have the chance to be in a wedding party again. 

Not that I'm not happy for you and your lass, Stel -" 

"Oh, shut it, before you dig your hold any deeper, and get to the point," Estella said, winding a 

long string of cheese around her fork.  

"You have managed to collect quite a strange group for friends, I'll agree there." Sam thought of 

his own wedding, the flood of light and joy he'd felt when he realised that this meant he'd have 

his Rosie near him forever, that nothing could ever break their bond. Frodo had been first in line 

to kiss the new bride and groom, his eyes shining with happiness as deep as Sam and Rosie's 

own. 



"Anyway, we sat down with Stella and Dinny." Pippin took up the story. "Because weddings 

are great fun, and eventually somebody's going to expect me to have an heir. Merry's good for 

lots of things, but as far as I know birthing's not one of them." 

"Oh, haha, Pip." Merry cuffed him over the back of the head. "What this lackwit's trying to say is 

he's marrying Diamond, and I'm going to wed Estella. That way, Fatty gets his weddings, and 

the family tree records won't have so many half-rubbed-out lines between names where the 

writers don't know what to put." 

"I saw one that said I was Din's servant." Estella snorted, then blushed. "Not that there's 

something wrong with that state of affairs, mind," she assured Sam and Frodo. 

"So, will you all share a house?" Rosie asked. 

"I expect we'll have seperate ones, with the lads in one and lasses in another, under general 

circumstances." Pippin shrugged. Suddenly, Frodo laughed. 

"Do you have a calendar, Fatty? I want to check if it's still Afterlithe, because I have a clear 

memory of a much younger Peregrin Took declaring that he'd get married 'on the twelfth of 

Summerfilth, this is to say, never'." 

"You certainly are fond of your cousins, Merry," Sam said, hiding his laugh behind his hand. "So 

when's the wedding day, then?" 

Rosie excused herself from the table to check on Elanor, who had fallen asleep on a pillow by 

the fire. 

"Oh, not for forever. I just wanted my brother to stop whining," Estella explained. "It'll keep the 

gossips quiet for a time, too... So, is there any truth to the things they say about what goes on up 

at Bag End?" 

"Stel!" Fatty looked horrified. "You can't ask that!" 

"Why on earth not?" 

"Oh, you know Frodo better than that." Merry shook his head. "He probably thinks Elanor came 

from a cabbage patch, and that Sam and Rosie sleep in twin beds." 

Sam was blushing as red as the fried tomatoes they'd eaten. Rosie and Frodo exchanged a 

glance and then raised their cups in a toast, to save him further embarrassment. 

"To the happy couples," Frodo said. "Whatever combinations those couples may, in fact, be." 



"Hear hear," Diamond chimed in, and soon they were all drinking in honour of two of the 

oddest engagements the Shire had seen. 

"I think it's nice," Rosie said later, leaning against Sam in the middle of their bed, playing with 

Elanor. Rosie had cared for her share of small cousins and the children of friends, and never 

ceased to be glad her own baby was so good-natured. 

"Yes. It's the beginning of a good age, in my opinion," Sam agreed. Elanor gurgled. 

"She thinks so too, from the sound of it." Rosie rested her head against Sam's shoulder with a 

contented sigh. "I can't quite believe how lucky I am, Samwise." 

"Nor can I, Rosie-heart. Nor can I." 

They drifted off in the warmth of the firelight, the happy sleep of those who have been tired by 

a day of laughing. 

Sam woke several hours later, Rosie breathing softly beside him with Elanor safe in her arms. 

Frodo hadn't come to bed; it was often his habit to stay up writing. The papers on the table were 

undisturbed, though, and Frodo wasn't anywhere to be found. A muted sound from outside led 

Sam to open the front door to check. Frodo was crouched by the bushes, vomiting quietly and 

shivering. 

"I think I'm all right," he said shakily to Sam, making no move to stand. "Perhaps I should avoid 

mushrooms in the future. It doesn't matter, I never especially cared for them anyway." 

Sam crossed his arms at that, knowing the statement for the lie it was. 

"I'm sorry I made such a good night end on a bad note." Frodo wiped his mouth with the back 

of his hand, pointedly ignoring the faint tint of pink on his spit, an edge of copper in the taste. 

"Can't be helped now, Mr Frodo. Come on, you'll feel better once you're safe and tucked in bed." 

Frodo's skin was icy, and seemed to cool even moreso at Sam's touch, but the tension seeped 

out of him as he let Sam half-carry, half-help him into the bedroom. Rosie shifted over a little to 

make room, never really waking up, and Sam climbed back in beside her. Frodo curled in 

against Sam's side, his heartbeat like a fluttering caged bird underneath his chilled skin. 

"It was still a good night," Sam said just before they fell asleep. "That's not changed by how it 

ended." 

Another day 



The air was warm, the wind mild, and the sunlight not strong enough to hurt the eyes. Morning 

in Bag End had begun as it often did, with Sam waking first and seeing to milking, coming back 

inside to find Frodo putting the kettle on. Frodo put his arms around Sam's neck and kissed him 

hello, and if there was a better way to greet a morning Sam didn't know it. 

They made Rosie breakfast in bed, because she did the same for them as often as she could and 

it was nice to return the favour. 

They'd all started in their daily routines when Elanor awoke in a stormy mood. She was, for the 

most part, as sweet a baby as three parents could hope for, but when the fancy took her she had 

a set of lungs to rival a dragon's. Frodo had taken her out for a walk, to save Sam and Rosie 

from the noise for a few hours. 

Nestled safely in a carry-sling, Elanor soon got bored of crying and began to babble in her baby 

language, chattering away happily as Frodo walked. 

A group of girls painting a wagon a bright poppy colour waved as he passed, one of them 

daring to shout that if he'd wait about until they finished she'd give him a ride he wouldn't 

forget.  

"I'm too old for you!" Frodo called back, laughing. The girl, so freckled she was almost evenly 

tanned, ignored the jeering of her friends and twirled around. 

"You've got enough years left yet for me," she retorted. "Anyway, tales I've heard say Bagginses 

are long in more than lifespan. Is there truth in that?" 

"Lila!" one of the other girls shrieked, horrified. "You'd get a switch across your rump if Dad 

heard that!" 

Blowing a kiss to the cheeky Lila, Frodo continued on his ambling path. There seemed to be 

flowers of every shade, shape and size in bloom, blanketing the ground with rainbows. The 

whole day felt like a warm, sunny laugh. 

"Ow, Jacky, stop, my feet hurt and you go too fast!" a young voice complained loudly. Frodo 

paused to watch as two boys, one a few years older than the other, came down the road. The 

one in front, Jacky, paused when he saw Frodo. The smaller boy jogged up, then grinned when 

he noticed what had caused Jacky to stop. 

"Can I see your baby?" he asked. 

"Yes, of course." Frodo smiled. "But careful, she's very small." 



"She's not yours," Jacky cut in. "She's your gardener's. And she's not a proper hobbit baby, I 

heard my mother say so, she's got queer yellow hair." 

Frodo's eyes narrowed. "What's your name?" 

"I'm Jacky Fairbairn. Is it true you saw elves? I asked your gardener but he was rude to me, he 

wouldn't tell me stories. You should put him in his proper place, my dad says." 

"Seems your parents know what I should do about everything," Frodo said dryly. "With all their 

advice, did they teach you how to be polite?" 

Jacky sniffed, then glared down at the smaller boy. "Come on slowcoach, keep up!" Running off, 

he shouted something, but it was impossible to understand. The smaller boy sighed, looking 

back at Elanor. 

"Don't listen to my stupid brother," he said to Frodo. 

"That's all right. I've dealt with worse than him." 

"Yuck." The boy made a face. "I shouldn't like to meet worse than Jacky. My name's Fastred, by 

the way. She's a very pretty baby. Yellow hair's nice." 

"She's going to be beautiful when she grows older," Frodo said with a soft smile. "People will 

fall in love with her wherever she goes." 

"How can you possibly know something like that?" 

"I just know it in my heart. And I'm pleased to meet you, Fastred. We were just on our way to 

the pond, would you like to come?" 

"I caught tadpoles there once," Fastred enthused. "Can you skim stones? I want to know how, 

could you teach me?" 

"I'm afraid I don't know myself. Maybe we can learn together." 

They went to the water, and played at skimming stones, and Fastred tickled Elanor and made 

her squeal. It was great fun, but thoroughly muddy, and by midday they were brown from foot 

to head. 

"I had a good time. Can I come visit you on another day and hear your stories?" Fastred asked 

as they parted ways. 

"Any time," Frodo promised. 



Sam and Rosie were highly amused by the dirty state of Frodo and Elanor when they got back 

to Bag End. They poured heavy jugs of warm water into the copper bathtub, collecting fluffy 

towels and thick bars of soap. 

"I think you've made it too hot." Frodo shrank back. Rosie rolled her sleeve up and tested the 

temperature on the inside of her wrist.  

"That's never hot! And Elanor seems happy as anything." She flicked a bit of water at the baby. 

"Your body holds a chill too deep. The heat will be good for you, and if it's too much for your 

liking you can just sit and wait for it to cool." 

Of course, clothes ended up wet and hair sudsy, and it was more an excuse to splash than any 

actual cleaning. But none of them really minded that. 

Stone soup 

Rosie believed in stories. The ones her father had told her when she sat on his knee as a lass, the 

adventures Bilbo recounted whenever the children begged him. The romances her mother held 

dear because they were so different to the life she'd known herself. Stories, stories, Rosie ate 

them up like ripe berries off a vine.  

There were some stories that didn't have words, too. The story of Frodo's breathing when he 

was kissed. The sweet, full taste of Sam's skin was a fairytale, so was Elanor's pink little mouth 

when she yawned. The tale of the flutter of her hands on their arms when she traced the pulses 

there. 

She wished there was a way to tell those stories, to pin them down like butterflies and study 

their form. But for that matter she'd never liked it when her brothers caught butterflies; they 

were far prettier flying on the wind than trapped behind glass. Rosie supposed it might be the 

same with stories, they were better left to float about in the air and change with time. Once 

something was written down it was still and flightless.  

Sometimes she took old stories, ones she'd grown up with and her parents before her, and 

changed them slightly, because there could be new meanings found in them now, new fables. 

Frodo and Sam would lean against each other and listen to her speak, caught up in the world 

her words created.  

"Once upon a time, three children lived in a cottage in the wood with their father, who was a 

kindly old shepherd. Two boys and a girl named Jasper, Garnet, and Ruby. They were good 

and happy, and loved each other more than anybody could fathom. 



"One day Jasper and Garnet were out playing in the hills when Jasper found a small box made 

of shiny red wood that somebody had left there by accident. The boys raced home to show it to 

their father, but the kindly old shepherd drew back in horror. 

 

"'That box belongs to the wicked queen who lives on the edge of the wood. You must take it to 

her castle and throw it in her oven, so it will burn to ash,' he said to Jasper and Garnet. 'Take 

these gifts for your journey.' And he gave them each nine slices of fresh bread and nine small 

rocks. 

"The boys didn't want to go, but knew it was not their choice to make, so they kissed Ruby 

goodbye and set off walking. 

"Down along the road they met a sparrow, who had a nest of lovely little eggs and a song that 

made their mouths turn up in smiles.  

"'That's a sweet song,' Garnet told the sparrow.  

"'Thank you,' she replied. "But I sing because I'm sad. My babies will hatch soon and I have no 

food for them." 

"'Here.' Jasper handed over his bread. 'Your little ones can eat this.' He turned to Garnet 

expectantly. Now, Garnet liked bread, especially the good, warm bread Ruby had baked them. 

But he knew Jasper was right to give the sparrow food, so Garnet offered up eight of the slices, 

keeping one in his pocket to share with Jasper later.  

"Just then, a fat black crow flew down and tried to steal the sparrow's food. Garnet grabbed the 

rocks in his pockets and threw them at the crow, shouting for it to go away. Jasper did the same, 

and after all of Garnet's rocks and all but one of Jasper's, the crow flew away once more. 

"As a thankyou gift, the sparrow showed them where a knife lay in the grass, which somebody 

had left there by accident. The boys stored the knife in Garnet's pocket and continued on their 

way. 

"They were almost at the castle when suddenly the shiny red box grew and grew and grew into 

a cage, trapping Jasper inside it. A group of fierce wolves came out of the castle to carry him 

inside, and even though Garnet had turned white as bone with fear he followed them, because 

he couldn't leave Jasper. 

"The wicked queen had enchanted the box to drain the life out of whoever was trapped inside 

it, so that she could take the life into herself and grow stronger. Garnet stayed hidden in the 

shadows for three days and three nights, waiting for a chance to save Jasper. Every day, the 



wicked queen would grab at Jasper and feel for his heartbeat, tossing him aside angrily when it 

became clear he still lived.  

"The cage was doing its terrible work on the boy; every day he grew paler and thinner. On the 

third night, Garnet crept out of the shadow and over to the shiny red prison, giving Jasper the 

last piece of bread he had saved so that the boy would have some strength. They cried, because 

they were afraid, but knew what they had to do. 

"Taking out the sparrow's little knife, Garnet cut off one of Jasper's fingers, weeping all the 

while. Then they waited for morning, Jasper in the cage and Garnet beside it. 

"When the wicked queen grabbed at Jasper, he held the severed finger out for her to feel. It had 

no heartbeat, and with a whoop of triumph the wicked queen threw open the cage. Garnet ran 

up behind her and pushed, pulling Jasper out at the same time. Together, the boys slammed the 

door and locked it, then tossed the cage, with the wicked queen inside, into the oven. 

"Screaming with outrage and defeat, the wicked queen shook her fists at Jasper. 

"'Curse you! you may think you have won, but it will be a bitter victory indeed. From this 

moment you will eat nothing but rocks and stones and pebbles, and even in a banquet hall you 

shall starve and waste away!' 

"Of Garnet the wicked queen said nothing, for she'd never even known he was there. 

"The two boys fled the castle, running back to their cottage. Their father had gone away, but 

Ruby was there to kiss them both hello and put salve on Jasper's wounded hand. 

"All was not well, though, for when Jasper tried to eat his dinner he couldn't keep it down, even 

the sweetest foods made him ill. Garnet wrung his hands and fretted for his brother, telling 

Ruby what the wicked queen had said. 

"Ruby drew the last rock out of Jasper's pocket and put water on to boil in a big brass pot. She 

dropped the stone in and stirred.  

"'If that's all you can eat, then so be it. I'll make soup.' Ruby declared. 'Now, we have to let it 

stand for a while, to draw the flavour out.' 

"They sat and waited, Garnet and Jasper very puzzled, for how could their sister make soup out 

of a stone? After a time Ruby lifted the lid off the pot and took a taste, nodding to herself. 

"'Yes, yes, almost done, just needs a pinch of salt.' she muttered to herself, adding the salt in. 

Stirring it through, she took another taste. 'Hmmm... nearly right. I might as well use up those 

carrots, though, since I'm cooking and all.' 



"They sat and waited some more, and this time Garnet tasted some of the stone soup. 

"'Not quite yet... I wonder if there's any lamb left from supper last night? Seems a shame to 

waste it if there is.' In went three thick slices of lamb. 'And that potato will spoil if it's not used. 

Even if it's only stone soup, which will be foul as muck no matter what we do, better the scraps 

be used for this rather than nothing.' 

"They sat and waited another while, then Ruby took the pot off the stove and spooned the soup 

into three bowls. Sure enough, the stone was still in the bottom of the copper pot, and Jasper 

was still cursed to eat nothing but rocks and stones and pebbles, but they had added so many 

nice things to the mix the children could barely taste the bitterness.  

"In fact, the way Ruby and Garnet made it, Jasper could live happily on stone soup forever, and 

beat the wicked queen." 

Role reversal 

"Stop, I don't want to hear any more!" Fastred wailed, covering his ears with his palms and 

shaking his head from side to side. "I hate this part!" 

Frodo smiled softly and nodded. "All right, I've stopped. Hey, little one, it's all right." He 

touched the boy's shoulder gently. "I've stopped." 

"I hate that part." Fastred sniffed, sullen. "It's sad and scary." 

They were on a bench in the garden, the afternoon sun dappling everything with green shade 

and bronze light. Frodo looked over as Sam carried an armful of leaves and twigs to the 

compost heap. 

"But you know it ends well."  

"Doesn't matter. I still hate it. Gollum's awful." He hugged his legs to his chest and stared at 

Frodo with a pout. 

"He wasn't awful. It wasn't his fault, really, that he was what he was." 

"Mum says that about Jacky. She says he has growing pains." Fastred wrinkled his nose. Frodo 

caught Sam's eye and couldn't help but smiling. Sam dusted the dirt off his hands and came 

over to crouch beside Fastred. 



"Mark my words, that brother of yours is going to meet real trouble one of these days. Too 

much sauce by half. If you're done with the story for now, you can come see to the garden beds 

with me. Lots of slithery worms in the soil there." 

Fastred grinned and scampered off. Sam inclined his head, wordlessly asking if Frodo wanted 

to follow. Frodo shook his head and watched the two of them walk over the hill together, tilting 

his head back with his eyes closed, the sunlight making red-pink patterns behind his eyelids. 

Rosie was in one of the store rooms, putting some of Elanor's outgrown baby clothes away until 

they were needed next time around. The little girl was growing so fast, it seemed to Rosie she'd 

be walking and running in the blink of an eye. Frodo came up behind her and rubbed at the 

back of her neck, just at the spot where she always got the sore knots after lifting.  

"If you promise to keep doing that, I might just have to marry you," Rosie sighed. 

"Hardly seems fair to Sam." 

"Oh, he can marry you too, I don't mind." With a smirk, Rosie swatted at Frodo's wandering 

hand that was cupping at her hip. "Not right now, go dunk your head in the waterbucket if 

you're feeling in that sort of mood. I've got too many things to do." 

"Come out into the garden? Just for a minute. It's a lovely day." 

"No, be off with you before I find some mouldy old trunk for you to scrub."  

Frodo laughed, hugging at Rosie and spinning her in a giddy half-twirl. "We've had a sudden 

role reversal, Rose. Usually it's you trying to get me to come out of the gloom into the fresh air." 

"I'll come out later, once I've got this confusion of a room a bit more sorted," she promised. 

"Shoo! Go back into the sunshine." 

Frodo did just that, pausing on the way to check on Elanor in her cradle. She tried to reach up 

and pull on the chain around his neck, then settled for kicking her blanket off and burbling 

baby talk. He tickled under her arms and then wandered outside. Sam was sitting on the bench, 

smoking a pipe with a mug of tea beside him. 

"Fastred gone home, has he?" 

"Aye. Wanted to go boast to his brother that he climbed to the top of one of those tall trees 

down by the road. I doubt he'll mention that I gave him a boost up, mind." Sam smiled. Frodo 

went and sat down beside him. They rested there, happy to exist in the quiet together. 



"Our story certainly has ended well, hasn't it Mr Frodo?" Sam said contentedly, sipping at his 

tea. "Better than even I wished for, and my sister Daisy always used to say I had a head for 

wishing." 

Frodo leaned up in the afternoon stillness and kissed Sam gently, tasting the light sweet herbs 

of the tea on the warmth of his tongue, the tenderness and strength that went hand in hand in 

making an excellent gardener.  

"Any story can have a happy ending if you know where to stop it," Frodo suggested when he 

broke away from Sam.  

"There's only a lucky few who get a happy ever after without the stopping, though." Sam's 

careful hands pulled Frodo close again, opening the top two buttons of his shirt and skating 

across the pale skin with rough thumbs. "And if I've any say in the matter, we shan't ever stop 

for anything."  

"Not even dinner?" Rosie cut in, leaning on the doorframe with one hand on her hip. "Come on 

you two, you look very pretty out there but I doubt the rest of the Shire would agree with me on 

that point. We can eat and then go out the back garden, a little more private than this." 

"Oh come on Rose, let's give them a show." Frodo smirked. "We could set tongues wagging for 

years if the right people walk past." 

"Folk might want to join in, and we'd have to turn them away. Doesn't seem polite," Sam 

pointed out. Frodo laughed and the three of them headed inside.  

"Oh, blast it!" Rosie grabbed a vase of flowers and dumped it over the stove, dousing flames 

that had been licking up far higher than they should have been. "One of these days I'll leave a 

candle burning and burn the whole place down, I just know it." 

"I heard a story that you once set your brother's hair alight." Frodo carried plates over to the 

table. 

"Well, not really. Singed it a little, perhaps," she admitted. "Nick likes to make a fuss." 

"My firebug." Sam laughed, picking Rosie up and dancing her around the room. "If it's all the 

same to thee, lass, I think you might want to leave the cooking to me and Frodo after this." 

"Hmph." Rosie rolled her eyes. "A fine bit of gossip that would make. That Rose Gamgee, can't 

even keep a house in order and cook for her men." 

"Better that than actually cooking us," Frodo put in, then ducked as she went to smack him 

across the head. 



Dusk and dawn 

Evening. Rosie could hear a group of tweens playing in the twilight outside, breaking all sorts 

of rules and laughing about it. The laughter abruptly turned to yelps of surprise as another 

smattering of rain came down. It had been showering sporadically all day, a soft quick pitter-

patter and then the clouds passed and the sun came back.  

The interior of Bag End was bathed in honeyed light from the candles and lamps placed 

around, illuminating every corner and cranny and chasing the shadows away. Rosie couldn't 

abide dark corners in pretty rooms. Sam was playing with Elanor, reciting little rhymes and 

clapping her hands together gently, and Rosie was doing some mending; rose bushes were very 

nice to look at, but the thorns were murder on clothes. Sometimes Rosie wondered why people 

bothered planting and tending to the difficult flowers, when there were so many easier ones 

that looked just as nice. Other times, it would make the most sense of anything in the world to 

her. 

Frodo was lying on the couch, watching them. He was in one of his sad moods, even if he 

hadn't said anything Rosie would have been able to tell but he'd warned them anyway. "I won't 

be much fun tonight, I'm sorry," he'd said, as if they'd begrudge him a little bit of sorrow. 

"What's your brightest memory?" she asked him now, setting her sewing aside. Better to light a 

candle than curse the darkness, as her father always said.  

"My..." Frodo paused, lost in thought, then smiled. "This, of course. Right now." 

Sam looked over at him sceptically. Frodo's eyes were bruise-tired, hair so limp it had almost 

lost its wave. He didn't exactly look the picture of robust joy. 

"Pardon my saying this, but you don't look very happy at all."  

"I am, Sam, I am. When you've had a long and exhausting day, there's nothing so nice as falling 

into a comfortable bed and drifting off to sleep. And I've had such a long day." 

"Oh, enough of that!" Rosie shook her head, forcing her mouth to smile merrily. "I don't want 

any more bellyaching or being poetical. You tell me a nice moment now, Frodo, or I'll come over 

there and tip water on your head. That'll wake you up right quick." 

Frodo chuckled. "All right, all right. There was one... about five years ago, now." 

"Oh, no, don't tell that one!" Sam cut in, covering his face with his hands and laughing quietly.  



"I think I will." Frodo's smile grew wider. "What happened was, Sam was going to bake a carrot 

cake, but when he went to crack one of the eggs open there was a chick inside. It looked rather 

put out at being woken so rudely, by someone banging it against the edge of a mixing bowl. 

Sam fell utterly in love. What did you name her, Sam?" 

"I don't know if I remember." 

"Yes you do, I'd bet all of my toes on it," Frodo grinned. Sam mumbled something under his 

breath. "What was that? Didn't catch it." 

"Rosie. I named her Rosie. You remember that as clear as I do, you just wanted to force me to 

say it." 

"That's true enough." With a laugh, Frodo continued the story. "Now, Sam's gaffer wouldn't 

have a chicken in the house, of course. And Sam couldn't bear to part with her, so I said he 

could keep his Rosie-chick here in Bag End, in the old coop that isn't used anymore. There has 

never been a bird more spoiled, in all of history. Sam kept a jar beside him whenever he was 

weeding, to collect worms for her. Then he thought she might get lonely, so he put a rooster in 

with her. Rosie-chick decided she was going to crow at dawn every morning, same as her new 

husband, but she never quite got the hang of it. Every evening when the sun set she'd puff her 

feathers up, proud as anything, and cock-a-doodle as loudly as she could. So Sam tried to teach 

her the correct way, and one morning I was woken by the harmonious sounds of a chicken, a 

rooster, and a sleepy gardener all crowing at the dawn. Naturally, I did the most sensible thing, 

and joined in." 

"You were best at it out of all of us," Sam smirked.  

"Then people started coming to the door, to see if we were all right. They thought something 

must be terribly wrong, because of the awful noises we were making." 

Rosie shook her head, shoulders shaking with laughter. "You two... I don't even know words 

strong enough to call you. Mad would be the easiest of course, but it runs much deeper than 

simply that." 

"That's what you like best about us, though, isn't it?" Frodo pointed out, and Rosie had to admit 

he was right. 

Easy  



"Mmm... I'm never moving again. I want my story to end right at this moment, so I don't have 

to get up." Frodo stretched out, catlike on the bed, then curled against Sam's back once more. 

"Seems a shame to end it when everything's going to well," Rosie murmured, scooting in closer 

to inhale the old-paper smell of Frodo's hair. He didn't answer, matching Sam's sleeping breath 

rhythm, but Rosie could tell he was still awake. 

"It is going well, isn't it? You're getting stronger, for the most part." 

"Sam and I once talked of stories, and we decided it's better for everyone involved if they don't 

know how their own story ends." 

"I'll agree to that." Rosie slipped her arm around Frodo's waist, still too thin for her liking but 

rounder than it had been. "There's no fun in the telling if you know the finish." 

"Have you ever noticed that you can sometimes guess at the ending, when you're nearly there? 

You might not know the details but you can see the shape of it." Frodo curved into her touch, 

tipping his head back and to the side so her chin brushed his shoulder. She looped one leg over 

his and pressed in against the line of his back, feeling the spine shift under the skin. 

"Don't go counting chickens, or I'll make you crow at dawn every morning," Rosie teased. 

"Nobody knows how the story really ends, not yet. There's still so much left of it. Blank pages 

stretching off to forever." 

"Those pages might not be for me, though. It's almost September." 

"And what of that?" Rosie propped herself up on one elbow and stared down at Frodo. "Yes, it's 

almost September. And then it'll be October. And come Yule we'll make the whole Shire look 

beautiful, because it'll be Elly's first. Don't make milestones for no good reason, you'll just put 

worry in Sam's heart." 

"What about you, are you worried?" 

"I'm too angry at you to be worried. Why can't you ever let things be easy? Why can't you sit 

down by the tavern on market day and show off your scars and argue about grain prices, and 

come home and bounce Elanor on your knee? Why aren't Sam and I enough to make you 

happy?" 

"It's not that simple." Frodo shook his head, rolling over to face her and raising one hand to 

stroke a lock of hair away from her cheek. It was the damaged hand. Rosie thought he'd 

probably chosen it deliberately to remind her of the wound. Well, she was used to that game. 

Her brother Jolly had lost two toes to a sickle one year, and it had never stopped him doing 



anything, though he'd complain like anything about his sore foot when it was his turn to do 

chores. 

"If you think I'm going to sit by and watch you shut yourself up in the dark, you're mistaken. 

You're my kin, Frodo, by heart if not by blood." 

"I love you, Rose." Frodo's fingertips trailed across her lips. Rosie bit at them playfully. 

"Of course you do. And when I'm old and vague you'll make sure I've got a scarf on before we 

go out walking." 

Even in the dark, she could tell his smile was sad. Rosie sighed, and reached over to shake Sam 

awake. 

"Hm, what's wrong?" He sat up abruptly. 

"Nothing, Sam, nothing. Just wanted to hear your voice." 

"And you've the cheek to say I'm the mad one," Sam mumbled, turning over. "Go to sleep, you 

two. Leave the fighting until the morning." 

"We weren't fighting," Frodo replied, but Sam just waved him off and buried his head in the 

pillow. 

"If you want to make it a fight, go ahead." Rosie kissed Frodo on the shoulder. "I reckon I could 

beat you in a wrestle, and if that's what it takes to make you start living again, I will." 

Season's turn 

Autumn seemed to sneak up overnight, carpeting the roads and gardens with copper orange 

and brass brown leaves, putting a bite into the morning breezes. Autumn meant raking, taming 

the copper and brass back before it overran the green entirely. Frodo sat on a log and watched 

Sam, the afternoon sun complementing the rusty shades of the season. It was an odd log, very 

old and half eaten away by unseen insects, but dry and clean and solid. 

"Are you feeling well?" Sam asked, readjusting his grip on the handle of the rake. "You and 

Rose were bickering again, that happens when you've taken a turn for the worst, as a rule." 

"I'm fine." Frodo sounded distracted, as if there were other things taking the majority of his 

attention. "We weren't bickering, anyway. It was just a conversation." 

"She's worried about you, she don't show it but it's eating at her like anything." 



"What about you, are you worried about me?" 

"Somewhat," Sam admitted. There was firewood chopping to be finished but the monotony of 

moving leaves into neat piles was lulling him into a complacent daze. 

"Don't be." With a grin, Frodo kicked some of the leaves up into a flurry. "You two spend all 

your time telling me I should cheer up and stop feeling sorry for myself, but I'm having the time 

of my life. I'm the luckiest hobbit in the Shire, and I don't need reminding of that to know it." 

Sam didn't say anything, but his expression suggested that he would be more likely to believe it 

if Frodo said the sky was turning red. 

"Don't give me that look, Sam. If Rose is right, and this is an argument, then it's one we've had 

to death." 

"There's a reason for that, and it's not the fault of me or Rosie. I'll believe it's true enough that 

you're happy, but it ain't a happiness that moves and grows as it should. You hold joy so tight it 

chokes to breathe." 

Frodo shook his head. "I don't know what you mean at all." 

"Well, when I eat a good cake, I enjoy the eating of it, but I know there's another one on the 

cards for tomorrow. You seem sure there's no tomorrow-cake, so you nibble the one you have 

so slow the tea's growing cold. When are you going to see that we're home, it's over, there's 

naught left expected of us but long lives?" Sam's voice was close to pleading. Frodo blinked, as 

if seeing Sam clearly for the first time in weeks. 

"You've really blossomed, haven't you, Sam? Once upon a time you were timid and meek as a 

scared little bird. Now you're father and husband and hero. You've found parts of yourself you 

didn't even know you had." 

"I didn't do nothing special, Mr Frodo, only what all folk would have done in that position. 

You're the one who carried the burden." 

"No, don't go shrugging all you've done off on other people. You bore it too." 

"Then pardon my asking, but shouldn't we both be blooming or wilting together?" 

Frodo just smiled his sad smile in response. They stayed there a while longer, until the light 
faded and became no use at all, and then set off back home. A set of swinging ropes tied to a 
sturdy branch stirred listlessly in the wind and the small swing, inexpertly made by little hands 
out of a plank and two ropes, creaked as it settled after a day of use. 



"Fancy a push?" Sam asked Frodo, and the two of them climbed onto the abandoned play 
equipment and set about working themselves in broader and higher arcs into the air. They fell 
off, laughing, and Sam noticed how beautiful Frodo looked with his hair out in a dark halo 
around his face, caught through with metallic-shaded leaves and tangled in unruly curls. Laugh 
lines traced out in thin spiderwebs from the corners of his eyes, and for a moment Frodo looked 
as unreal as an Elf or a dream. Then he was just Frodo again, who tried to look dignified and 
worldly as he brushed leaves off his vest. 

"You're getting a bit of grey in your hair, there," Sam teased. "When Elanor's grown I'll tell her 
she put them in your head, that she was a terror of a baby." 

"You'll do nothing of the sort. You're going to spoil her rotten, and we both know it," Frodo 
retorted, wincing as he rotated his shoulder. It was his bad one, and he'd fallen hard on it. Sam 
noticed the movement, even as Frodo tried to hide the pain with another smile, and went to rub 
on the sore spot. 

"Poor Rosie will have to play the wicked mother, then. Elanorelle will complain like anything - 
'but Mum, Sam-dad and uncle Frodo let me eat berries before supper'." 

"But Mum, Sam-dad says I'm old enough to smoke a pipe," Frodo put in. 

"But Mum, uncle Frodo gave me a pretty new dress and I want to wear that, so I can't do 
cleaning," Sam added to the list. "Oh, she really will be a terror if she grows like that." 

"She won't. She's going to be as lovely and sensible as her parents," said Frodo. "My heart 
knows it." 

Gifts 

Eowyn was in the habit of sending random packages and gifts to her hobbit friends, never 

anything hugely useful but always trinkets that made them smile. Merry was the recipient on 

this occasion, though of course he divvied the horde up with everyone else. Stel, Dinny, Merry 

and Pip came up to Bag End for dinner, because if Frodo wouldn't go out into the Shire, the 

Shire would come in to him. They planted themselves in comfortable chairs around the fire and 

started to go through the gifts. 

There were delicate carved ornaments, birds and dragons and butterflies, made out of wood 

and iron. A soft doll for Elanor, almost as big as the baby herself. Rosie, Diamond and Estella 

each got silver-backed sets of a comb, brush and mirror, and, because Eowyn knew that these 

alone were a pathetic present, the pretty little cases also contained thin flutes that gave clear 



notes, a pair of mugs with flowers etched along the handle, and a matching tinderbox. 'Firebug', 

Sam said as Rosie squealed in delight. 

There were piles of creamy thick paper and pots of shiny black ink, beads and yarns and exotic 

seeds, and package after package of fine new clothes. Merry and Pippin kept most of these, 

because the extra inches in the legs and arms made a welcome change from their usual troubles 

with outgrown winter coats that had fitted well once and now left ankles and wrists freezing. 

Pippin especially seemed loathe to admit that his favoured jackets of old were no longer any 

use. 

"Mittens, scarves... what's she think we're going to do with these, then?" Merry snorted, holding 

up the thick woolen socks that matched the gloves. "They're never going to fit." 

"They might. They look stretchy." Pippin grabbed one and tried it on. It didn't even fit across his 

toes. 

"See, I told you so. Anyway, I like your feet, I don't want them hidden." Merry jumped at 

Pippin's foot, pulling the sock away and tweaking at the big toe. 

"Careful!" Pippin shouted as his chair overbalanced and he fell backwards, pulling Merry with 

him into a chortling confusion of limbs and packages on the floor. 

"That's my future husband you're handling there, careful!" Dinny giggled. Merry cast a wicked 

grin in her direction. 

"You'll have to share him with me, though, as Rose shares Sam with Frodo." 

Estella snorted behind her hand, her head a little worse for wine after dinner. Rosie was still too 

overjoyed about her new tinderbox to do more than roll her eyes at Merry's comment. 

"None of that." Frodo laughed. "I remember when your aunts used to box your ears for being 

cheeky to me, and I think I could probably manage a fair imitation of their actions." 

Sam was red as anything at the teasing and Merry noticed, but a warning glare from Frodo kept 

any further remarks from being said. 

"Hush, Meriadoc," Estella put in, not seeing the look exchanged. "You know as well as anybody 

that gossip's not worth the air it takes to say." 

"Here's a use for the socks, anyway." Pippin jammed his hand into the one that had been on his 

foot, keeping his thumb in the heel as he bent the fingers, so that it curved in like a mouth. He 

repeated the action with the other sock on the other hand, picked himself up off the floor, and 

went over to where Elanor sat on Sam's lap. 



"Hullo, duck. Let's pretend these two funny fellows are your Dad and Frodo. Have they been 

up to anything that your uncle Pip should know about?" He made the socks pounce at her, 

tickling at her tummy. Elanor screwed her face up, looking very puzzled and worried about the 

talking fabric worms at the end of Pippin's wrists. She raised her new doll and slapped it 

against Pippin's arm, then burrowed in against Sam's shirt with a squeak of fear. Sam pushed 

Pippin's arms away and curled his arm around his daughter tightly. 

"The sock puppet Sam and Frodo can just clear off, now, thank you," he said firmly. "Elly 

doesn't like their kind, and I can't say I blame her." 

Pippin grinned apologetically and patted Elanor's head.  

"You used to be so clever and funny, Pippin. Did you forget how?" Rosie cut in with a grin, to 

take the edge of Sam's scolding. Pippin poked his tongue out at her, looking for all the world 

like a child himself for a moment. 

They were all like that, Rosie mused to herself later as she tidied the mess, all four who'd been 

away. Part of them was old, and part was young and free in a way most hobbits lost as they 

grew up. Nobody but the four of them could ever really know what it was like; she and 

Diamond and Estella could just attempt to understand. 

Sam and Elanor were both in bed already, and Rosie was just about falling asleep on her feet. A 

crack of light still seeped out from under the door of Frodo's study, scarcely enough to see by, 

much less write to. 

Rosie rapped her knuckles against the old wood of the door. "Come on, it's well past the hour 

when sensible hobbits sleep." 

"Can't stop now, oh no, so much left to write. Have to get all the words out before they slip 

away, put it down on paper." The mutter was almost below Rosie's range of hearing, but she 

caught enough of it to feel chills in her spine. 

"It's time for bed." Her voice was firm. "I'm coming in now, so finish your writing if you don't 

want me to see."  

She cracked the door open, spilling more thin light into the hallway. Frodo was scribbling away 

at a feverish pace, his other hand opening and closing in an absent-minded twitch. Dark heavy 

beads of blood were leaking out between the fingers. 

"What have you done to yourself?" Rosie ran to grab his hand but Frodo pushed her away, still 

murmuring to himself. 



"Have to remember it all, have to write it, tether it down so it can't follow where I go. Have to 

leave it, so much left to do, no time." 

"Mr Frodo, I need to see your hand, put your writing aside now," Rosie ordered, cursing the 

lack of real light in the room. Abruptly Frodo stopped, sitting still as she uncurled his clenched 

fingers. There was a shard of mirror embedded in the palm. 

"I looked so real," Frodo said in a vague sort of voice, staring down at his hand as if he hardly 

recognised it. "In the glass. My reflection, it looked so alive. I wanted to ask him if he was 

happy. Sometimes I can't tell for sure, so I thought he could help. Then the glass broke, and I 

wanted to see if I bled."  

"Oh." Rosie bit back her tears and eased the mirror out of the cut, pressing her thumb on his 

fragile wrist so the blood didn't flow too strongly. "This needs to be bandaged, come inside 

where there's more light." 

"It's autumn now," Frodo said in the same eerie, airy voice as she led him down the hall. "Have 

you heard that story, about Autumn and Winter and Summer and Spring? I think I used to 

know it but I've forgotten." 

"Hush now, let me bind the wound." Rosie's hands shook so much she had to stop and breathe 

before she could wind the cotton strips evenly on Frodo's hand. 

"Why are you crying? Was it your mirror I broke?" 

"Yes, but I don't care about that any more than I care about a torn dress. This isn't just your flesh 

to hurt, it's Sam's and mine as well, and I know you don't want to cause us injury." 

 

"Sam." Frodo smiled slightly. "Is Sam here? I'd like to see him." 

"I'll get him for you." Rosie nodded, her eyes bright and stinging. 

"There's still so much to be done. I have to get back to my writing now." 

"All right, all right, steady on. Sit here until your Sam comes for you." 

Rosie stumbled down the hall and shook Sam awake. "Samwise, Sam, wake up. Frodo's having 

a terrible turn; I think you'll have to sit with him until it passes. He's asking for you." 

Sam nodded without a word and climbed out of bed. After a few seconds Rosie heard soft 

voices down the hall. She picked Elanor up out of the crib and curled under the still-warm 

covers, burying her face in the soft baby hair and sobbing until her heart was dry. 



Little heart 

She found Sam sitting against the wall of the study, just below the window, Frodo curled 

against his chest. Rosie doubted that Sam had gotten any more sleep during the night than she 

had, but Frodo was dozing lightly.  

Catching sight of herself in the round unbroken mirror hanging in the hallway, Rosie stopped 

and stared. She looked like a mother and wife, in her sensible nightdress with her hair in a 

haphazard braid, Elanor burrowed in against the crook of her arm. It took her aback for a 

moment, because inside her head she was still young and free, it had never occurred to her that 

somewhere along the way she'd grown up.  

Sam's expression was a mix of care and sorrow, one hand resting gently against the bare angle 

of Frodo's pale shoulder, where the collar of his shirt had slipped aside. Rosie came and sat 

beside him, kissing him lightly and nuzzling at his cheek, coaxing a wan smile out eventually. 

She'd loved Sam's smile since before she could even remember. He pressed a kiss to her 

forehead.  

Elanor leaned over and tugged on a lock of Frodo's thinning hair, making him shift and grunt in 

his doze, eyelashes fluttering. Sam stroked his cheek until he settled back into sleep, face so full 

of love and sadness that Rosie's heart hurt.  

There was a bit of mess to the room, papers torn and books knocked to the floor, split-spined in 

a heap. Sam was crying quietly. Rosie took his hand and squeezed it tight, wishing there was 

something, anything she could say. 

Later, when Sam had carried Frodo in to bed and was doting on Elanor to soothe his nerves, 

Rosie decided she had to get out of the house or suffocate under the misery of it all. They 

weren't doing Frodo any good, sitting around and sighing and fixing up the damage after it was 

done. 

She was almost at her parents' house when she met her father coming along the road, leading a 

dappled pony.  

"Hullo Rose, I was just on my way to the smith's. The Rumble pony here's thrown a shoe again. 

Want to come along?" 

Rosie walked alongside her father, glad of the simple solidity of his conversation. At heart, she 

was like that herself, a personality type she'd heard referred to as Shire-bred, as if most hobbits 

were bred somewhere else. She liked her dreams and her songs, no mistake about that, but they 



didn't put food in her daughter and husband, they didn't get Frodo out in the sunshine with his 

cheeks red from the wind.  

Rosie smiled to herself. She really had grown up, after all. 

She sat off to the side in the forge, watching the heat and the noise at one remove, distracted by 

tiredness and worry. 

"When you were a lass, Rosie, you liked nothing more than seeing horse shoes made. What's 

wrong?" her father asked, sitting down beside her. "Who's hurt my little girl's heart?" 

"Dad, what can you do for a person who just doesn't get well? Who should be healed and whole 

a dozen times over by now but isn't?" 

"This is Mr Frodo you're speaking of, then?" 

"Aye." 

Farmer Cotton sighed. "Be careful, something about his manner tells me he's never going to 

heal. You and your Sam can make him happy and comfortable, but beyond that I don't think 

there's anything to be done. Sometimes you have to let go." 

Her eyes stung with tears, she wiped at them with the edge of her apron and tried to smile. 

"Do you love him, Rose? There's talk amongst the womenfolk. They say you dishonour your 

marriage." 

"Never." Rosie shook her head. "I'm not unfaithful to Sam, I never could be. I'd sooner pull out 

my heart than hurt him. But I do love Frodo, I can't deny it. I've never loved anything in my life 

as I love him, except for Sam and Elly. I see how he hurts, and I know he just wants to give up 

and slip away. That might be the only way for him to be free, but I'm selfish and demanding 

and I just want him with us, and happy, forever. Why can't things be easy, like when I was 

small?" 

"They never are when you're grown." Her father patted her shoulder. "But chin up, lass. I could 

be wrong about the whole thing. Perhaps, come summer, he'll be right as rain." 

Rosie nodded, and leaned against his touch, wishing she were still young enough for that alone 

to make her feel better. 

It was mid-afternoon by the time she walked back up the hill to Bag End. Frodo, Sam and 

Elanor were all in the front garden, Elly was playing with some of the recently fallen leaves, 

gathering up fistfuls and shoving them at her dad. 



"I was beginning to wonder if you were ever coming back," Frodo called, teasingly. His eyes 

were hollow and dark, and his hand still bound, but otherwise he seemed himself again. 

"I wasn't, but then I remembered that neither of you can give Elanorelle milk as I can, and 

thought it only fair to her to come back," Rosie retorted. Frodo laughed, and met her by the gate 

with a warm hug. 

Her father was wrong. Rosie knew it in her heart. Frodo would be all right in the end, even if 

she had to pull him into the light by the tips of his ears. 

Once upon a very long time ago 

1391 

"Blast it, Rosie, go home." Tom scowled at his little sister. "You're too small to come with us." 

"I am not." She folded her arms across the bib of her pinafore. "You took Jolly last time and he's 

not seven yet. I'm halfway to eight." 

Tom glanced over at Sam and made a face. "I bet Marigold never asks Sam to take her with 

him." 

"Marigold's a boring old pigeon." Rosie scowled right back, stamping her foot against the front 

path. "All she does is play tea parties. I want to play with you boys instead." 

"Come on, go play with Marigold. You'll have more fun, she's a sensible lass, not a ninny like 

you." Tom pushed Rosie's shoulder. "Shove off and leave us alone." 

"If you like Marigold so much, maybe she should be your sister. And Sam can be my brother, 

he's much nicer than you! You let me come, Tom, or I'll tell Mummy it was you who upset the 

milk all over the tablecloth, and not Nick at all." 

"Rosie." Tom groaned. "Don't be such a pain." 

"It's all right, she can come along," Sam put in, squinting up at the sun overhead. "We should be 

off, if we want to catch Mr Burrows." 

"If we've missed him because of you..." Tom scowled at Rosie. She poked her tongue out at his 

back and then ran to catch up, the ribbon on one of her plaits coming loose. 



They hadn't missed Mr Burrows, who made a trip out as far as the crossroads halfway between 

Hobbiton and the Brandywine bridge every fortnight, with a cart full of things the families out 

that way had ordered from the village. Sam and Tom had begged permission to ride along, as 

long as they were back the same day they left. Rosie secretly hoped they wouldn't be; she'd 

never slept away from her own bed before.  

Tom ignored her the whole trip there, hours on the back of the cart between sacks of flour and 

fat coils of rope. Sam was nicer, he showed her how to chew on the long stems of grass that 

grew for miles, to get the sticky-sweet juice out. He pulled the ribbons off her plaits and made 

her hair curl out around her face, and she giggled and blew a dandelion at him.  

Tom wouldn't talk to either of them when they reached their destination, stalking off without a 

word. Sam just shrugged, and Rosie tapped him on the nose and said he was It for tiggy. 

It was one of those days where everything was so pretty that Rosie's toes curled and her heart 

felt like a big bubble, all shiny and floaty and wonderful. There were flowers everywhere, 

crawling up over fences and strewn across the ground, and dark green leaves, and bright green 

grass, and big trees to climb in. 

They scampered and explored, keeping the time in mind so they wouldn't miss their ride home. 

They frightened the birds off an old scarecrow and flopped down, laughing and breathless.  

"Never been this far from home before," Sam mused, looking up at the sky. 

"Ha! I've been further than you, then!" Rosie boasted, getting up and taking long strides out into 

the field. 

"We should go back." Sam sat up. "With Tom in the mood he's in, it would pay to tread careful." 

But Tom and Mr Burrows and the cart were gone. 

"The wee boy said you two had found another way home, that Milo didn't have to wait about," 

a farmer explained, hefting one of the sacks of chickenfeed over his shoulder and walking off. 

Rosie sat down by the side of the road and burst into tears. Being so far away had seemed a 

great adventure, but now she was tired and frightened and wanted to go home. 

"Hush, we'll think of something," Sam soothed. "You ought to stop crying, you'll make your face 

all blotchy." 

"But now we won't get home for days, and Jolly will steal all my pretty things, and Dad will cut 

my hair off for disobeying again." 



"Well." Sam paused in thought. "I reckon you can steal your things right back, then. And your 

hair's pretty as anything, no mistake, so I'm sure your Dad will let you keep it." 

"Aren't you scared, Sam?" Rosie sniffled. "You must be terribly brave." 

"I'm not. But somebody has to keep a clear head, and you're just blubbing like a big wet hen." 

Sam ruffled her hair. "Cheer up, we'll find a way home. And then I'll put cow dollops in all of 

Tom's pockets for leaving us in this mess." 

Rosie giggled, despite herself. Sam plaited her hair back into the two long tails she'd set out 

with, as carefully as he could. They were quite good, as far as Rosie could tell. 

"We'd better get walking, it's a long way." She smoothed her skirt and stood up, trying to look 

fierce and strong. Sam nodded, taking her hand. Rosie was glad he offered, because she didn't 

want to seem like a baby but it was all as scary and as strange as anything had ever been. 

They walked for what felt like forever, until the sun had slipped down low and Rosie thought 

she'd fall asleep on her feet for sure. She'd stumbled twice now, fallen on her hand and torn the 

skin, and her dress was dirty on the knees. She didn't cry though, because she was nearly as big 

as Sam and he was brave as a character in a story, a prince or a warrior. 

Eventually they were too tired to go further, lying beside the road and trying to sleep. But 

everything was noisy and shadowy, and Rosie imagined there were trolls and monsters all 

around, even in the middle of the Shire. She heard a clip-clop noise, and thought for sure it was 

something come to eat them, but it was just a pony pulling a carriage, the sort hardly ever seen 

in Hobbiton. Sam sat up at the sound too, and then cried out with joy and waved to the people 

inside as the carriage drew up alongside them. 

"Why, it's little Samwise! What're you doing here?" the hobbit inside asked. 

"Begging your pardon, Mr Bilbo, but we're lost. Could you see to driving us home, if you've got 

the room to spare?" 

"Oh, I think so." Mr Bilbo's eyes twinkled. "Come on up. And who's this delicate little Miss?" 

"Hullo," Rosie said shyly, chewing on the end of one of her clumsy braids. "You're Mr Baggins 

that Sam's Gaffer works for." 

"That's me, all right. Climb up, child, this night's too cold to stand about it." 

"How was your visit to your cousins, Mr Frodo?" Sam was asking the other occupant of the 

carriage as Rosie climbed in. It was a boy, younger than Mr Bilbo but older than her or Sam, 

with nice blue eyes and a big smile. 



"Great fun. It seems every time I'm there they've grown bigger. Baby Pippin's crawling all over 

the place already." The boy grinned. "What adventures have you been up to, Sam?" 

"We were lost, we might never have been found," Rosie piped up, her confidence returning. 

"But we weren't scared at all, even when I fell and hurt my hand." 

"Ouch." The boy held her palm up carefully. "I bet that smarted. Shall I kiss it better for you?" 

"Yes." She nodded. "I'm Rosie." 

The boy kissed her scrape so lightly it felt like a butterfly's wings. "Pleased to meet you, Rosie. 

I'm Frodo." 

"I fell too, but I'm not sooking about," Sam grumbled, nursing his hand as if it were twice what 

Rosie had suffered. The big fibber! Rosie had seen his hand and it was hardly anything at all. 

Frodo laughed and kissed Sam's hand, too, and Rosie bit her tongue to keep from poking it out. 

Sam had been very nice to her when they were lost, and Mr Frodo's kisses were lovely things to 

get no matter what whopping lies you told to get them. 

"It's too late for small ones like you two to be awake. Lean against me and get some sleep, and 

we'll wake you when we get there," Frodo ordered. Rosie rested against his side, meeting Sam's 

eyes as he snuggled under the offered arm. Tom could just go jump in the river for his trick. 

She'd had more fun this way anyway. 

"Never fear," Frodo whispered when Rosie was almost on her way to dreamland. "People 

almost never get so lost they can't be found again." 

Birthday party 

1401 

"Hello, anybody home?" 

Sam hurried through to the front door and pulled it open. 

"Mr Frodo? Didn't expect to see you here, today of all days. Many happy returns!"  

"Thank you." Frodo grinned. "I just stopped by to give you your present, then I have to get 

ready." 



"You shouldn't have -" 

"It's my birthday and I'll do as I like. Anyway, it's nothing much, it just seemed something 

you'd appreciate." 

Sam unwrapped the small cloth parcel Frodo had put in his hands. It was a knife, fork and 

spoon set, with leaves etched into the handles, and a small painted spinning-top. 

"That's because I'm too old for toys like that now, I have to be wise and serious from today on." 

Frodo's eyes crinkled up, showing a few tiny laugh lines at the corners.  

"It's very kind of you." Sam ran his fingers over the little gifts happily. "But I have to get back to 

cooking, I've only just started on the stew and me Gaffer and sisters get home soon." 

"Just started? The party begins soon, you'll be late!" 

"Not to worry, I wasn't invited." 

"What..." Frodo's eyebrows shot up in surprise. "Of course not! Parties aren't even half as fun 

without the sneaking in. Why, if it wasn't my own and Bilbo's I'd try and not be invited myself, 

just so I could creep about without permission. I never meant for you to think you weren't 

welcome, Sam." 

"Oh..." Sam furrowed his brow. "No, it wouldn't be right, it would be disrespectful. Thank you 

for my present, and have a nice time." 

Frodo snorted. "Perhaps I'm not the one too old for play after all." He pushed Sam down 

towards the kitchen. "Come on, I'll help, and then you'll be ready faster." 

There were several potatoes waiting for peeling on the table. Frodo picked one up and flicked a 

knife along the skin deftly, pulling a long scroll off the white flesh underneath. Sam felt a blush 

warming his cheeks. Everything was going topsy-turvy, it was Frodo's birthday and here he 

was helping Sam make stew and inviting - sort of inviting, at any rate - him to the party 

tonight.  

"Rosie won't miss a dance and a drink," Frodo said slyly. "She's probably fixing ringlets in her 

hair and knotting a ribbon at her throat right now. A lass of seventeen's not going to want to 

spend time with all Bilbo's ancient friends, and I fear my evening will be spent fending off 

suggestions that it's time I married. You have to come so she's got somebody to dance with." 

"Do you fancy Rose? As a wife, I mean." 

Frodo had to bite his lip, because Sam might think it was laughter at him and take offence.  



"I think she has her sights set elsewhere. And I'd infuriate her before a week was out, I'm not 

very easy to spend time with." 

"Yes you are!" Sam cut in. "I mean, if you were willing to wait until she's grown, Rosie'd be 

lucky to have you." 

"I think you're giving me more credit than is due, but thanks all the same," said Frodo. "Your 

Rosie might object to hearing you pair her off, though." 

"She ain't anybody's Rosie but her own, especially not mine." Sam shook his head. 

"But you'd like her to be, wouldn't you?" Frodo pressed. Sam didn't answer. "Then come to the 

party and spend time with her. You can give her the bangle I bought her for my birthday, if you 

like." 

"I still don't know if I should come at all..." Sam trailed off meekly at seeing Frodo's droll 

expression. 

"Yes. You should. Go wash your face and brush your hair and we'll walk down together. Hurry 

up!" 

It wasn't quite dusk, the light hazy from an earlier drizzle, softening the lantern lights on the 

party field into a flickering blur. Everyone they met on the road stopped to wish Frodo a happy 

birthday, clap him on the back and joke about having to be grown-up and sensible. Sam smiled 

despite himself, because for all Frodo's excellent qualities he was never going to be a properly 

sensible sort of hobbit. He'd need somebody like Sam around, to remind him of things like 

eating and sleep.  

A little boy, plainly up to no good whatsoever from his cheeky smile, was being piggybacked 

along by a slightly older and equally mischievous looking friend. 

"Merry, look, here's Frodo now!" the younger lad called, pointing. "You haven't given me a 

present yet, Frodo!" 

"I will, Pippin, later. The wait won't do you any harm," Frodo teased back. "Merry, don't carry 

him like that, he's far too big." 

"Am not!" Pippin retorted, wrapping his arms around Merry's neck tightly.  

"Argh, Pip, don't, I can't breathe... I was starting to wonder if you were ever going to get here, 

Frodo. We were on an expedition to come find you." 



"Well, I'm found. I can tell you two are up to something, you're never this cheerful unless there's 

half a dozen flustered aunts waiting to give you a thick ear." 

"That's not always true." Pippin sniffed haughtily.  

"Yes it is," Merry reminded him. "Come on, Frodo, come say hello to everyone. Fatty's already 

upset the custard everywhere." 

Frodo turned to Sam, who'd hung back through the short conversation. 

"Here, give this to Rose. And have a good time!" Pressing a small silver bracelet into Sam's 

palm, Frodo ran off with his cousins.  

Sam cast one last glance back towards Bagshot Row, to the oven-warm kitchen where his family 

would be sitting down to dinner. Then he looked down at the bangle in his hand, and 

remembered how much he liked to watch Rosie dance, and set off down the road towards the 

celebration. 

Wind and rain 

Wind and rain in the night usually passed the inhabitants of Bag End by completely. Thick 

walls and snug covers meant that they'd oftentimes wake the next morning none the wiser of 

the storms they might have missed. 

On this night, though, the catch on the window wasn't quite clicked into place, and blew open 

with a crash and a gust of icy air. Frodo woke with a shout, clawing at his neck for the white 

gem hanging there, and Elanor began to cry. 

Rosie raced to shut the window against the chill, and Sam, after checking Frodo was himself, 

went to comfort Elanor. Lighting a little fire in the grate and putting her palms close to it to 

warm them, Rosie rolled her shoulders and smiled sleepily. Rain outside when you were inside 

was always a lovely situation. 

"Bring her into the bed here, Sam," she ordered, climbing back under the covers and drawing 

them up to her chest.  

"She didn't wake fully, it were just a muttering in her sleep. She'd been keeping good hours 

lately," Sam explained, snuggling in beside Rosie.  

"Yes, she's growing up fast." Rosie and Frodo said at the same time, then laughed at the jinx. 

The firelight painted their faces with autumn colours and shadows, making their eyes shine as 



they watched the flames. The bed was warm, they were comfortable but not quite sleepy, and 

the sounds of the rain were heavy and loud. 

"Were you having a nightmare before you woke?" Sam asked Frodo, who simply nodded. Rosie 

moved forward and lapped her tongue along the small red welt Frodo's blunt fingernails had 

left at the curve of his throat. His breath caught when the warmth and wet touched him, and 

Rosie smiled against his skin.  

Sam's hand moved down the line of her back, slipping between the soft curves of her thighs, 

touching her with the careful strength that defined his nature. She couldn't help but arch into 

the feeling, tipping her chin up as she rolled her head back. Frodo whimpered at the loss of her 

lips on his skin but then got his own back, enmeshing his fingers into her hair and nuzzling at 

the pulse in her jaw below her ear.  

The steady drum of the rain outside drowned out the soft cracking sounds of the fire; the world 

seemed a very large and dark place around their bright little room. 

Rosie rolled onto her back, pulling Sam so he lay half-atop her, squirming until her hand was 

pinned against the pillow under Frodo's shoulder blade. Her nails weren't much longer than 

his, kept short by hard work and smooth by vanity. Still, they were enough to tease along the 

planes and edges of his ribs and spine. 

One of Sam's hands lay palm-flat across her breast, moving just enough to make Rosie wish for 

more. The other cupped at her buttocks, lifting her up. Frodo rained feather-kisses across their 

shoulders, down Rosie's arm to where her hand clutched at Sam's solid side, then up the faintly 

sweat-salty body to the nape of Sam's neck.  

Sam, breathing guttural and fast, moved his hand down from where it rubbed at Rosie's nipple 

and pulled Frodo up to where their mouths could meet, sleep and warmth and home and 

happy endings on the taste of the slick slide of their tongues together, loss and pain and despair 

and gentle cleansing autumn storms. 

"Sam," Rosie said again and again, the word spilling over itself and into nonsense, sometimes 

becoming 'Frodo' and sometimes no word at all, matching the movement of their bodies.  

Lightning outside and low in Rosie's belly, flickering shots of brightness that felt so good they 

hurt, the dull ache of being filled and warm and pressed against clean linen sheets. 

Frodo was biting at the lobe of Rosie's ear now, suckling at the skin and worrying it between his 

teeth with enough pressure to nip. 



Sam could remember every time he'd been filled up to bursting with love, whether it be out in 

the orchards with mud between his toes all cold and full of growing, or in terrible stone towers 

better forgotten. He'd never found a thing as filling as this, though. 

A little of the rain had come down the chimney, making the fire smoke, but it had a nice herbal 

smell to it and tickled at the throat like a laugh. 

Sam moved away a little as Frodo snaked his hand down to rub against Rosie. She hissed at the 

clever cool fingers, bucking up against the heel of his hand as Frodo moved again, now using 

the same clever fingers to make Sam arch and groan, slicking his length with Rosie's wetness. 

Rosie and Sam kissed again as Frodo moved to position himself on Sam, Rosie's teeth gnashing 

together with a sharp sucking breath as Frodo's hand returned to its earlier task. She imagined 

how his fingers would taste, the flavour of soap and ink still strong under the ripe earthy scent 

of herself.  

Sam's mouth was bruise-hard against hers as Frodo slid onto him. Rosie rocked with the 

movement of them, Frodo's hand still making teasing little pinches and strokes. The rain 

outside was pounding down hard now, the fire and smoke and humidity inside making the air 

as lush and heavy as in a jungle. 

They looked so opposite, Sam golden and glowing with health, Frodo almost silver-white, 

luminous with an unreal kind of grace, yet they fitted together like they'd been made as a 

matched set. Rosie knew with astonishing clarity that she'd kill anyone who so much as tried to 

hurt either of them. 

Sam was lost inside the feeling of Rosie's body against his side, the way Frodo looked with his 

head tipped back and his mouth open slack. His Rosie. His Frodo. Everything that had 

happened in the world since time began had happened to lead them all to this moment, this 

place, the overwhelming familiar heat of it all. 

Rose and Sam kissed and kissed, their mouths sharing secrets without words. Frodo's own lips 

flushed with the want of them, the wish to be part of that kiss.  

It was his kiss even without him though, for every part of them was his. Rose's unimaginable 

heat around his hand, Sam pulsing and hard and strong inside him. 

Their voices moaned and gasped and choked together, closer and closer to release with every 

breath, like the edge of a dark warm cliff looming before them.  



Then, with a final arch and press and push they all tumbled together, voices in choral harmony 

as they all vowed 'mine' at the same moment, eyes spilling over at the depth of love they felt in 

that instant, the promise and the threat and the truth one little word could hold. 

'Mine, mine,' they said again between soft kisses, until speech faded to whispers and then to 

sleep. The rain pounded on, a lullaby to send them into dreaming. 

The storm had passed by morning, leaving the world scrubbed clean and fresh. They sat on the 

bench by the front door, Frodo sipping on hot sweet tea, Rosie feeding Elanor, Sam raking up 

the wet leaves that had been blown about. Out in the sky, arcing down to the limitless green of 

the fields, was a rainbow. 

Fair 

"We used to play with these when I was a lass, my mother and I," said Rosie, making one of the 

pegs walk across the grass to tap Elanor on the nose. "You draw a face on the top, here, and 

wrap a handkerchief around the middle, and the peg part acts as legs." 

It was a windy day, an orange-and-yellow day, and now that the washing was out Rosie and 

Elanor rested under the big tree near the line, Sam and Frodo beside them. Frodo was dozing, 

his head on Sam's knee, and Rosie had taken the chance to wind small white flowers through 

his dark locks. 

"Do you remember that party down at Bywater, it must be almost ten years ago now. It started 

raining and everybody hid under the big tent, but that wretched Olivia Boffin knocked the 

support beam over and brought it down on our heads?" 

"Aye. The Gaffer called me a blue streak of names when I came home with my best clothes all 

mudded." 

"Mmm, my Mam wasn't what you'd call impressed. Said I'd end up with my face in the dirt if I 

didn't keep my feet on the ground, then told me I'd best find some dusty old hobbit with more 

money than sense to keep me if I intended on ruining my clothes so frequently." Rosie laughed. 

"And she was right enough, really." 

"Weren't our fault that Livvy had feathers where her brain ought to have gone, anyway." 

"She fancied you something fierce." Rosie made the peg-doll kiss at Elly's nose again. 

"Whenever the two of us were dancing together she'd stamp her foot down on my toes and try 



to steal you, and you'd yelp and scurry off to see if your dear Mr Frodo needed helping. If he'd 

been a girl you'd have hidden behind his skirts and cried for Mummy, she scared you so." 

"You were just as bad with the lads who tried to court you, don't think that's forgotten," Sam 

teased back. "You jumped if they so much as put a hand on your arm." 

"Well," sniffed Rosie. "They weren't gentlemen. I wasn't going to have people whisper about 

me, and I knew they would if I gave dances to all the boys." 

"They whisper about you now," Frodo pointed out, waking up and rubbing his cheek against 

Sam's knee sleepily.  

"The dances I get are worth their whispers," Rosie declared. "Now, I should get a stew started 

for dinner. Can I leave Elly out here with you two?" 

She could hear Elanor's squeals and giggles from the kitchen as Frodo and Sam put on a peg-

puppet show. Singing to herself as she worked, Rosie chopped potato and carrot and pumpkin. 

She spilled the salt and threw a pinch over her shoulder for luck, then rolled her eyes at her 

clumsiness and silliness. It began to rain and she called the others inside, not really surprised 

when they dallied. It was shaping up to be rather a wet season, perhaps they'd have a dry 

winter as a result. 

Roads go ever ever on 

Under cloud and under star, 

Yet feet that wandering have gone 

Turn at last to home afar. 

Eyes that fire and sword have seen 

And horror in the halls of stone 

Look at last on meadows green 

And trees and hills they long have known. 

It was one of Bilbo's songs, and Rosie's favourite. Happily-ever-afters always made her heart 

feel nice. Humming to herself, she looked up at the painting hanging on the far wall, the one of 

the star-crossed lovers that Frodo had painted not so long ago. 

Sam, clothes damp from the wet outside, crept up behind her and wrapped his arms around her 

waist.  

"Looking at our picture, then?" 



"It's silly." Rosie cocked her head to one side, then shook it. "She's supposed to look like the 

most beautiful thing there ever was, and she just looks like me trying not to laugh at you in 

your stupid hat." 

"Then she's the most beautiful thing, no mistake." Sam blew on the curve of her neck, making 

her squirm at the tickle. 

"Look at the newlyweds," Tom said, leaning in the doorway with Marigold beside him. Rosie 

silently cursed the fact she'd let it slip that they'd all be home today.  

"We're not newly wed, it's more'n a year past now," Sam pointed out.  

"If you're still playing games in the kitchen and saying sweet nothings for no reason, you're 

newlyweds." Marigold smiled to take the sting off the comment and moved over to help with 

the cooking.  

"Where've Frodo and Ellyelle got to?" Rosie asked Sam, who shrugged.  

"We're here, Rose. She needed changing." Frodo came in, nodding hello to their guests and 

sitting down at the end of the table with Elanor still in his arms. Sam went over and took her off 

him, leaving Frodo to his writing. 

"What do you think, Mr Frodo? Are these two a pair of giggling tween newlyweds?" Tom 

asked, ignoring the writing Frodo was attempting to get done, plunking down into the nearest 

chair. Sighing, Frodo shut his book. 

"I think they're in love, yes." He nodded, smiling softly over at where Sam had an arm around 

Rosie's shoulders, Elanor cradled between them. 

Marigold snorted. "A house full of dreamers. Love don't put clothes on baby's backs or food on 

the table. You three don't have a cup of sense to share between you." 

"Don't take that tone with me, Marigold." Sam shook his head with a grin. "I remember how 

you and Tom here used to look at each other down by the Dragon at night. You know what love 

is well as I do." 

"It passes, Sam, it passes." Marigold sighed, adding carrots to the boiling water. 

"Not if I have any say in it, it won't," Rosie said.  

"What makes you think you do?" Tom shot back. 



"So much bitterness ain't the right mood for dinnertime, so you can just shut your mouth and 

leave Mr Frodo to his papers," Rosie informed her brother, handing him Elanor. "Play with your 

niece now and stop being such a wet blanket." 

"That goes for you, too, Marigold," Sam agreed. "I've seen enough misery and the like to last me 

forever, so I think it's only fair that I get all the happiness I could ask for in return." 

"'Fair' isn't what life's -" 

"It is in this house." Frodo cut Marigold off. "And they're the fairest pair of lovers the world has 

seen, so that's the end of that argument." 

Tom and Marigold rolled their eyes, but said no more. 

Tinker, tailor, soldier, 

Feverfew and vervain, crushed peppermint and ground hypericum. Rosie had learned more 

about herbs to heal the mind than she'd thought possible, and Frodo had sipped at more 

woody, spicy teas than he could remember. Sometimes they helped a little, too. 

He was wearing one of Sam's shirts, thicker and warmer than the fine lightness of his own 

clothes, better for keeping out the grey wind of the weather. The sleeves pooled at his wrists, 

the collar gaping at his neck, and it made Frodo feel rather small, and young, remembering 

times long past when Pippin had covered his own clothes in mud or something equally filthy 

and draped himself in Merry's much larger articles quite happily. 

It wasn't the best sort of day for walking, a mackerel sky in the early morning slipping into a 

promise of heavy rain by early afternoon, but Frodo didn't mind. Rosie had insisted he take an 

umbrella with him on his stroll, but he'd left it down by the stile at the edge of the Proudfoot 

property, continuing on with his hands in his pockets and face turned up to the sodden sky. 

It was an apple-stealing, hide-and-seek, adventure sort of day, half a dozen children romping 

and galloping for every parent harvesting and working. 

There was a group of them down by the water's edge, sailing leaf-boats out onto the river. 

"Addie, you cheat! I saw you toss that stone at mine!" a little boy shouted at an equally small 

girl, stalking away angrily. She poked her tongue out at him and turned to her friends. 

"I never did. You saw, didn't you? I don't cheat."  



The other children shrugged, the spell of the game broken, and wandered off, leaving only 

Addie and a slightly older boy whom Frodo recognised as Jacky Fairbairn. 

"Hello there." Frodo walked in close to them. 

"Fastred said he climbed your tree. Did he really?" Jacky asked, wiping mud off his hands onto 

the sides of his pants. Despite the cloudy day his nose was sunburnt. 

"Yes. You can come by and try as well, if you like," Frodo offered.  

"Fastred's so strong," Addie said with a happy sort of sigh. 

"Here now, I'm stronger," Jacky objected. "He still gets scared by storms, but I hardly ever do. 

And I can swim twice as far as him." 

"Nobody's doing any swimming while the water's so choppy," Frodo put in. "You're old enough 

to know better than that." 

Addie pulled one of the late-blooming flowers up out of the ground, pulling the petals off on 

each beat of her rhyme. "Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor." The little yellow tear-shapes fell onto the 

shoreline in a bright rain. "Rich man, poor man, beggar man, thief." 

"I'm going to be a rich man," Jacky told the little girl. "I'm going to be a lawyer when I grow up. 

I'll wear a smart suit and you'll have to call me sir. Do you want to be a lawyer's wife?" 

Addie snorted. "No. I'm not going to be anybody's wife, I'll live by myself for ever and ever." 

"That sounds rather lonely," Frodo said as the three of them walked along the riverbank. 

"You're not married, and you're not lonely, are you?" Addie asked. 

"No, but I don't live on my own." 

"Fastred says your home is always wonderfully happy, that it's like a storybook," said Jacky. 

Frodo smiled at that. "Yes, I suppose it is, rather, since I'm writing it down like a story." 

"You mean all of this, living in Hobbiton and sailing boats on the river and climbing trees, is all 

part of your big story with the elves and spiders and battles?" Jacky's eyes were wide. Frodo 

laughed. 

"A very important part. I write it all down, every word, on bits of paper, and then I copy the 

important parts, or the parts that make sense of the rest, into my red book. That way people 



who want the whole story can find it, and those who only care about the core tale can know 

that." 

"So we'll be in it? You'll write down this talk today?" Addie clapped her hands. 

"Yes. But it won't get in the book, only in the sheaf of papers, for I finished the book this 

morning." 

"Really? It's all done? The adventure's over?" 

"Finally, Jack, finally. And I'm not that sorry to see it completed, for it was a difficult journey to 

live through." 

Jacky shrugged. He'd heard the stories from Fastred, and it all sounded like grand fun. 

"How does it end, then?" Addie wanted to know. 

Frodo tilted his head back, letting the first light drops of rain fall on his eyelids and cheeks. 

 

"The only way it ever could," he said in a quiet voice, smiling at the children. 

Outside 

"Hullo, Marigold. Didn't expect to see you again so quick," Sam greeted his sister, ushering her 

inside. His cheeks were red from the effort of lifting and carrying; he'd been shifting furniture 

around in one of the bedrooms to make it nice for Elanor, when she was old enough to want a 

space of her own. 

The little girl liked more light than most hobbits did when it came to indoors, so Sam had put a 

window box on the sill and planted all the bright flowers he could think of, snapdragons and 

sunflowers and nasturtiums, to make the room seem airier. 

"Where's everyone else?" Marigold asked, pulling her bonnet off and fluffing her hair out. When 

they'd been children, Marigold had taunted Rosie with that hair, for Marigold's was warm earth 

colours all through and springy and thick, fat brown ringlets on her cheeks, while Rosie's had 

tended towards unruly waves and coils that had to be roped back into place with ribbons, and 

frizzed up when the weather was dry. 'My ears are prettier than hers, though,' Rosie had sniffed 

more than once, and that much was true. Elanor had inherited Rosie's ears, but her red-gold 

curls were unlike any hobbit before her. 



"Let's see... Rosie and Elly have gone over to see Bella Grubb's new baby, a boy complected 

almost as pale as my Elanor from what I hear. And Mr Frodo's in with his writing as usual." 

"I still don't know why you married her, when so many better lasses would have had you. I 

once saw her spit at Billy Ferny's feet when he asked for a dance, without saying so much as 'no 

thankyou' first. Sally Birchwood wanted you to speak for her, you know she did, and she's to 

have her Dad's farm when she weds." 

"Bag End's twice the place the Birchwood farm's ever going to be, and that Sally's a flighty little 

complainer who couldn't cook water if it heated itself up. I'm not going to tolerate you coming 

into my home and saying things about my Rose, Marigold, and if -" 

"It's not your home!" Marigold interrupted with a shout. "And from the talk I hear and what I've 

seen with my own two eyes she ain't your Rose, neither. Don't tell me you're too half-wise to see 

it, Sam. Mr Baggins has you living here because he's bedding your ugly little wife. I always said 

that Rosie Cotton was a hus-" 

"Now see here." Sam's red cheeks were white with rage. "I've never raised my hand to you or 

Daisy or May, but that don't mean I won't if it's warranted, and if you finish that word it will be. 

Rosie's a Gamgee now, and you'll respect her as your sister-in-law. I thought you better than a 

gossiper, Marigold." 

Marigold's jaw was clenched tight, one eyebrow raised with cool anger. "I don't need gossip to 

see the truth, not when it's clear as water. Mr Frodo had flowers through his hair when Tom 

and I visited, like a tween fresh from a roll in the fields. Don't even try to lie and say that 

weren't her work. And he changed Elanor when she was soiled, which leads me to thinking 

maybe her strange looks have a simple reason to them. Why else would he care, unless she's 

his?" 

Suddenly Sam laughed, a sad and sharp sound. 

"Your life must be such a grey place for you to hate love so. Rosie is my wife, Elly my daughter, 

and I don't reckon there's a word yet for how I feel about Frodo but, whatever it is, he's that. 

And if Rose were Frodo's wife and Elly his daughter I'd love them just as I do as things are." 

It took a second for the blow to sting after Marigold slapped his cheek. Her eyes welled with 

tears. 

"What happened to you, Sam? I don't know you at all anymore." Her gaze flicked over to the 

study door behind Sam and she glared. 

"I think you'd better go," Frodo said in his most polite, even voice. 



"Come with me," Marigold begged her brother. "Leave them to their life and have a proper one 

yourself." 

Sam didn't reply, and Marigold finally nodded and walked away. Frodo hugged Sam, stroking 

his hands through his hair and kissing gently where a livid handprint was rising on the skin. 

"I'm sorry," Frodo whispered. "Oh, Sam, I'm sorry." 

"No." Sam shook his head. "Stop it with the sorries, for we've nothing to be sorry for, and saying 

it makes it seem that we do. Marigold don't mean half of it, at any rate, she only says it because 

she's unhappy in her own life." 

Frodo nodded. "I know. Come sit with me for a while? I'm going to drown in words if I keep at 

it for any longer, revising's even harder than the writing was." 

Dust danced on the sunlight in the air as they sat together, blowing lazy smoke rings and 

talking about nothing much. 

"There's talk of having bonfire night early this year, the trees grew so green in summer that 

there's more leaves on the ground now than folk have room for. I've heard people say they want 

it close as this coming Sunday." 

Frodo shook his head in amazement. 

"Time does get on, doesn't it? Seems like only yesterday we got home, and the day before that 

we left." 

"Yet at the same time it's as if we've been here, living with Rosie, forever. I feel like there's a pair 

of Sam Gamgees, one and adventurer, and one just a plain ordinary hobbit." 

"Yes." Frodo smiled, lapsing into thoughtful silence. Then, with a small nod to himself, as if 

some decision had been reached, he spoke again. "It will be Bilbo's birthday on Thursday, Sam, 

and he will pass the Old Took. He will be a hundred and thirty-one!" 

Sam remembered Bilbo's party twenty years before, how Rosie had kissed him on the cheek and 

then run away, her own cheeks pink with blushing. She still had the silver bangle he'd given her 

that night, kept stored away for Elanor to wear in time, Rosie's own wrist too grown for it now. 

"So he will!" Sam laughed to think of Bilbo growing so old when he'd always been so young at 

heart. "He's a marvel! And your birthday, too, don't think we'd forget that. Rosie will want to 

make it a party to remember." 



"Well, Sam, I want you to see Rose and find out if she can spare you," Frodo pulled a pile of old 

maps out of one of the bookshelves. "So that you and I can go off together. You can't go far or 

for a long time now, of course." His voice sounded a little sad, wistful.  

"Well, not very well, Mr Frodo." Sam agreed. "Nor can you, with your health being what it is, 

though I suppose a spell in Rivendell will do more good than harm, and we'll muddle through 

until you come back. Elly and Rosie can't be left on their own for too long, though, otherwise I 

wouldn't dream of leaving you." 

"Of course not. But never mind." Frodo grinned, holding Sam's hand in a way meant to be 

comforting, the gesture slightly marred by the scarred nature of his own hand. "You can see me 

on my way. Tell Rose that you won't be away very long, not more than a fortnight, and you'll 

come back quite safe. And she's not to fret about me, either, for I'll be happy and safe myself, 

though I'll miss my little family."  

Frodo blinked a few times, as if the smoke had clouded his eyes, and squeezed Sam's fingers. 

"I wish I could go all the way with you to Rivendell, Mr Frodo, and see Mr Bilbo... and yet the 

only place I really want to be in is here. I am that torn in two." 

"Poor Sam." Frodo smiled, eyes still overbright from the smoky air and the light of the fire. "It 

will feel like that, I am afraid. But you will be healed - you were meant to be solid and whole, 

and you will be." 

"I reckon my healing's all bound up in your own, though. So when you come back to us happy 

and strong, both the Sam Gamgees in my head, hobbit and journeyer alike, will be complete as 

anything." 

"Don't say that." Frodo shook his head. "Take the words back, Sam. It might be that day never 

comes, and you deserve a joy not tied to a wounded old cobweb like me." 

"They're not wounds anymore, they're scars," Sam corrected, skating his fingertips over the 

stump where Frodo's hand became a knot of tissue. "And I love them as I love the rest of you. 

Don't dwell on old things that can't be changed with wishing, look ahead to what comes next in 

our story. We've still got an inkwell or two's worth of tales between us." 

Frodo rested his head on Sam's shoulder, watching the fire burn down to embers, thinking 

about stories, and happily ever afters. 

Inside 



"Room at the table for one more?" 

Rosie looked up at the voice, smiling at Pippin and motioning for him to sit down. Elanor was 

being doted on by three of the young waitresses, leaving Rosie to enjoy her afternoon tea in 

peace. She offered Pippin a scone, which he bit into without a moment's hesitation. 

"I didn't know you were coming to Hobbiton. Is Merry with you?" 

"Aye, and Stel and Dinny besides. We're staying here, as a matter of fact, though the others are 

out causing some sort of trouble at the moment. We're here for the bonfires tomorrow night, 

you've got far more leaves to spare round here than anywhere else does." Pippin took the mug 

offered to him by one of the serving girls with a nod of thanks and drank deeply before 

speaking again. "What're you doing out and about anyway, Mistress Rose? I'd heard that those 

who lived up at Bag End never came outside anymore." 

"Very funny. We've been visiting, Elly and me. Seeing the new Grubb baby." 

"Ah, he'll probably end up having his heart broken by her some day, you know. That girl of 

yours is a pretty little one." 

"I'll bet my last biscuit any child of yours will be twice the heartbreaker of the pick of my brood, 

Mr Peregrin." 

"We'll just have to wait and see, won't we?" Pippin said with a smile, munching on his second 

scone. Rosie covered her mouth with her hand as a wide yawn escaped her. Pippin's expression 

grew sympathetic. 

"Ah, that's a look I recognise, sad to say it. Seen it in the glass on my own face too often." 

"Merry has nightmares too, then?" Rosie asked in a quiet voice. Pippin nodded. 

"Terrible ones. I do too, at times, and I'm sure Sam's no different. But Merry and Frodo... it hurt 

them more, I think. They're not the same hobbits they were a few years back." 

"None of us are, Mr Pippin, none of us are," Rosie said sadly, then sighed. "But anyway, let's 

talk of happier things. Do you remember years ago, you can't have been very old at all, when 

Gandalf came to bonfire night and put different colours on the flames?" 

"I can remember it happening in quite a few occasions. He did love to see the parties we had." 

Pippin's small grin at the memory was sad and pinched, and Rosie wondered how someone still 

in their tweens could look so weary. "He came to see Merry and me last week, you know." 



"Really? I'm surprised he didn't stop by Bag End, then. Frodo and Sam would have loved to get 

a visit." 

Pippin hesitated. "I think he knows he'll see them soon enough. Now, Rosie, there's a few things 

I want to tell you, and I only say them at all because I think our dear Frodo would kill me if I 

tried to put more worry on Sam about him, but one of you deserves to know at least. If it were 

Merry..." Pippin paused, then roused himself and started speaking quickly, letting all the words 

free in a tumble. "Sometime very soon Frodo's going to go away, he'll say it's to see his uncle 

Bilbo in Rivendell. But he won't be coming back from the trip. He's planning to sail with the 

Elves. That's why Gandalf came, he thought we should know to see them all off." 

"Oh," Rosie said. Someone dropped a plate to the floor by the counter, it landed with a clatter. 

Elanor cooed under all the attention she was getting. The scones and jam and cream on the table 

suddenly smelt too sweet, like rot. Rosie felt as if she was going to be sick. 

"Oh," Rosie said again.  

"When I was young, I used to sit and annoy Sam when he was trying to work whenever I 

visited Frodo. I'd make him teach me about the garden, and some of the things he said have 

never left me. Even when all the plants are pulled from a bit of earth, it's still good for growing. 

The only time it's done with is if somebody puts salt down, and then there's no way to remedy 

it. Sa... Sharkey's voice was a dangerous thing, and I think he made Frodo believe there was salt 

in his heart. Make him see that flowers can still grow there, Rosie. It's up to you, because when 

he looks at Sam he can see the dark times if he chooses to, but all you mean to him are good 

bright things." 

"Is that why you and Merry latched on to your Miss Diamond and his Estella?" 

Pippin nodded, smiling softly at the thought of the two lasses. Before he could say anything, 

though, the door opened and Marigold marched inside. She didn't have a hat or bonnet on, and 

her hair was wild around her face. 

"Want to join us, Marigold?" Pippin offered, pulling another chair over. She noticed them and 

glared, then spoke coolly despite her obviously worked-up state. 

"Why Rosie, Peregrin, so nice to see you. And Elanor's looking well, she's got that queer-shaped 

face like all Baggins children but I suppose that can't be helped." 

Rosie's head jolted back as if she'd been stung, the malice in the words sharp enough to cut and 

entirely unexpected.  



"You should go live in Bree. The Men there wouldn't notice how loose you are, on account of 

the size difference," Marigold hissed. "You and Ferny deserved each other." 

Silence fell like the swing of an axe, everyone pausing and turning to watch the scene. Pippin 

moved to stand but Rosie stilled him, putting her hand on his arm, then pushing her own chair 

back with a deliberate and long scraping sound. 

Pippin's eyes flashed with anger, the weariness in his face revealed as strength, and knowing, 

and a steely kind of love that wouldn't bend or waver under any onslaught. 

Rosie stood up, half a head taller than Marigold, her jaw clenched. Stepped forward and 

Marigold flinched back, eyes suddenly showing a sheen of fear. Then Rosie shook her head, and 

turned to pick Elanor up. 

"I've exactly what I deserve, Marigold, and the same's true for you." 

Head held high, Rosie walked out of the still-open door, Pippin beside her. She made it all the 

way around the corner and down the lane before she sat down in the dirt and began to sob. 

Pippin rubbed her back gently as she cried. 

"Nothing works, Pippin, nothing. Not Black Hellebore or Ginger or even Kingsfoil, and that 

used to help him at first. I want him to stay, but for what? So he can be in pain all the time, and 

listen to ridiculous talk from folk like Marigold?" 

Pippin didn't say anything, just kept up the small soothing touches and pats. 

"She's wrong, anyway. El's as Gamgee as she is, more so even if you're judging by nature as 

well as blood. I don't know where the fairness came from, but it wasn't Frodo. Elanor isn't his 

baby, though..." Rosie hesitated. "There was a brother or sister for her that was lost, and it might 

have been." 

Pippin nodded. "I thought so. We heard about your troubles and couldn't help but wonder. 

Rose, Sam's going to heal in time, and so will I, and every day I'm surer Merry will too. If we all 

can, so can Frodo. You can make him see that." 

"Yes." Rosie dried her tears on the hem of her skirt, nodding to herself. "I can." 

Bonfire night 

"Bonfire night, the stars are bright, every little hobbit all dressed up in white. Can you eat a 

biscuit, can you smoke a pipe? Can you go a-courting at ten o'clock at night?" 



"Fastred, stop singing this instant." Rosie stuffed a sausage in a roll into the boy's mouth to 

quieten him. "You'll wake Elanor." 

"Mmph mmphfth mm." Fastred pulled the sausage out of his mouth. "She shouldn't be asleep 

anyway, she's missing her first bonfire night." 

The air was smoky, shot through with tiny sparks from the crackling leaf-piles. Sausages 

cooked outside tasted very different, and much better, than the ordinary sort, and everyone was 

tucking in greedily. 

"Come on El, wake up." Fastred tickled her, she just grumbled and swatted his hand away. 

"Leave her be, lad," Sam chided. "Come on, I'll pig-a-back you down close to the big fire if you 

like." 

The two of them galloped off, leaving Rosie, Elanor and Frodo on the hill, faces lit by the 

spotted fires on the fields below. 

"It's an early party for your birthday, since you won't be here come Thursday," Rosie said after a 

time of quiet. 

"Don't, Rose." Frodo put his hand over hers. "Let's not talk of it yet." 

"All right, but you don't get off with that forever," she warned. "I've got a lot to say on the 

subject." 

"I'm sure you do." Frodo kept his face as serious as he could, then hugged her. "I hope, in the 

interests of poetic justice, that Elly grows up as thorny as her mother Rose." 

"You're terribly funny. I mean that," Rose said dryly. 

Some clever hobbit decided to throw a handful of little squib crackers onto one of the fires, 

sending up a popping line of sparks. 

"It'll end in tears if they keep mucking about like that." Rosie paused. "Oh, no, I've turned into a 

responsible mother, like my own before me. Whatever can I do? I'll go jump in the millpond, 

wash all the logic off." 

"What's this about the millpond?" Merry asked, climbing up the hill to flop down on his back 

beside Frodo, shortly joined by Pippin and Diamond, Estella wandering up a few moments later 

and sitting down on Merry's legs. He grunted in protest but she paid him no heed. 



"I hear the four of you were causing trouble at the bakery yesterday," Frodo said. "You were 

adding extra bits to the gingerbread men, and stealing all the currants out of the buns when old 

Rondo Softolive's back was turned. I think you've managed to find the only two lasses in the 

Shire as wicked as you." 

Diamond laughed. "The history books will tell of Thain Peregrin, hero of the free peoples, and 

the floggings he got for making all the gingerbread men excited." 

"Rondo wouldn't flog me. Used to have me run messages for him, whenever I stayed with 

Frodo. Said I was the best helper he had." 

"That's just because he doesn't know about the chocolate cakes we used to sneak," Merry 

pointed out diplomatically. 

"Have you decided on a wedding day?" Rosie asked, rubbing Elanor's back as the little girl 

began to stir. Estella shook her head. 

"No, it won't be for a while yet. We're all still too silly to settle down and be married. Anyway, 

they haven't made a bed big enough for us, yet." 

Pippin threw a handful of grass at Estella and called her a few choice names. Merry threw more 

grass back, with the same names. 

"Rose here is a living testament to the fact married folk are capable of silliness, too." 

"That's quite enough from you, Mr Baggins." Rosie handed Elanor to him. "She's fretting, you're 

the only one who can calm her in these moods." 

"It's the gem, it fascinates her." Frodo touched the white stone on its chain. "You're too little for 

it yet, Ellyelle, but when you're older it can hang around your pretty neck. Your mother will 

mind it for you." 

"Don't you need it though, Frodo?" Merry asked. Frodo shook his head, stretching his legs out 

and curling the toes. 

"Not anymore." 

"I want more sausages," Pippin and Dinny declared at the same moment. 

"Yes, rather," Estella agreed, climbing off Merry. "Want us to bring you up any?" 

"We'll come down soon," Frodo told her, resting back on his elbows and watching the 
silhouetted figures run around the fires, their calls and cries to each other indecipherable at this 



distance. Elanor settled in against the crook of his shoulder, still talking in her baby-talk. He 
reached out, playing with the tips of Rosie's long curls, tracing the line of her ear. 

"If we were in a picture book, I think this would be the last page," she said, her voice tight, soft. 
"Here on the hill, watching Sam play with the children he helped build homes for, burning the 
leaves of the trees he tended. I love him like I love sunshine and air." 

Rosie turned to Frodo then, blinking tears out of her eyes, shining tracks in the golden light. 
"And you, I love you like stars and water. I would talk a thousand hours if I thought it would 
do any good, but there's nothing I can say, is there?" 

"Yes, Rose." Frodo nodded. "One thing. You can say good-bye." 

He didn't cry, his face calm and smiling, as if his eyes had seen secrets Rosie couldn't dream of. 
Kissing away her tears, Frodo moved so that her head was resting on his lap, his palm 
smoothing her hair down as they watched Sam chase Jacky and Fastred around the fire. 

"It isn't fair," Rosie said. "It isn't fair you gave so much and fought so hard just to lose it anyway. 
It isn't fair that the hero doesn't get a happy ending, doesn't have a reward when the journey's 
done with." 

"I don't think I've been cheated, Rose," said Frodo, stroking his hand down her back. "I've had 
you, and Sam, and El, haven't I? But nobody can live at the crossroads forever, and it's Winter's 
time to walk. Shh, don't cry. After all, I had a pretty good year." 

~ 

From here, there are two paths to choose from: 

West oR the MooS 
Or 

ETU oV �h� SWŋ 



West of the Moon 
They didn't argue, that last day. Rosie was going to, but she woke up cold and sad, Frodo 

already out of bed and Sam curled in on himself, and she knew there wasn't a point to wasting 

these hours with fighting. They'd be off too early the next morning for any sort of real goodbye, 

so this was the time that had to count. 

She cooked all the breakfast foods they'd eaten together, a little bit of egg and a few small 

pancakes and bacon on fresh bread. She kissed them both good morning as they came to the 

table, then asked them to watch Elanor as she ran out to the tree near the washing line and tried 

to stop her tears. 

Sam tried to do odd jobs to keep his hands busy, but there was nothing that really needed to be 

done and the sky felt heavy above them, raining for a while every so often. 

Eventually Frodo thought he'd be smothered by the density of emotion in the cosy little home, 

and went out for a walk. It was wet and cold and windy, but it didn't seem fair to the Shire he 

loved so much to rug up against it, to hide from what it was. 

He was lost in his own thoughts when he heard the first scream, down near the river. The water 

was slate-grey and fast flowing, utterly wrong for any sort of swimming or boating. The shout 

came again, and as Frodo drew closer he could see a child submerged up to his neck, splashing 

out near the middle of the widest stretch. Breaking into a run, Frodo raced down to the bank, 

looking around for a way to get closer. There was half a cut-down tree lying in the mudflats, 

mostly covered by the current but with some branches still above the tide. Frodo held onto 

them as he lowered himself into the water, ignoring the shock of the cold, and moving towards 

the boy. 

It was Fastred, his heavy clothes weighing him down as he struggled to stay afloat, teeth 

chattering together and chopping all his words apart. 

"Jacky," he managed to gulp out as Frodo got him back to the shore. "Jacky's still there. We were 

in the boat and it tipped..." Frodo ran back to the river, gasping for breath, a stitch burning up 

his side, and dived in before he could think twice about it. 

The water bit deep, a chill knife through to the bone, washed to the Shire by the storms from 

colder parts. Frodo kicked down, moving with the agonising dreamlike slowness of swimming. 

It was grey, it was freezing, murky and difficult to see, and for just a moment it seemed like the 



simplest thing in the world to let go and drift, let the river decide all the things too confusing to 

face on the surface. 

Then Frodo caught sight of the upturned boat on the river bottom, Jacky's waist and arms 

tangled in the cord he'd been using to fish. Shaking the wheedling promises of oblivion out of 

his skull, Frodo redoubled his kicks. Jacky's eyes were wide and scared, freckles like dark 

splotches against his white skin in the roaring blackness of the water. He had struggled so much 

that the cord around him was impossible to untangle, without hesitating Frodo grabbed the 

lines that connected the boy to the ruined rowboat and bit down hard on them, snapping the 

strong black threads. He caught the edge of his tongue in the bite too, and tasted hot copper in 

the cold silt. 

Frodo turned to see if Jacky's legs were free enough for him to kick, but Jacky's eyes were half-

lidded now and bubbles were escaping his blued lips. Ignoring the fire of his own lungs, Frodo 

grabbed Jacky by the collar of his shirt and kicked up, trying to reach the branches above again. 

The undertow wasn't as strong as it might have been, which was lucky because Frodo certainly 

wasn't up to fighting anything more powerful than the slight current. It was a small mercy, but 

enough to get him to the surface. 

As soon as he saw the pair of them Fastred ran to the water's edge, dancing from foot to foot in 

worry and fear, as Frodo inched his way along the branch back to the bank. Jacky's nose was 

bleeding, and there was a little watery blood seeping from his ears as well. He didn't breathe. 

"Come on, Jack, wake up," Frodo said, in the same voice he'd used to scold his cousins when he 

was a child himself. He pulled the cords off as quickly as he could, leaving long bruise marks on 

the skin of Jacky's arms and legs. "Jack, Jack, come on, breathe." 

"Jacky, Jacky," Fastred sobbed. Frodo rolled Jack onto his side, ignoring the angle his head lolled 

with the movement. His skin was waxy and waterlogged, hair caught with twigs and dirt. After 

a terrible, eternal second, Jacky coughed a gulp of filthy water out and gasped wetly, eyes 

springing open as he vomited up half the river. 

"Jacky!" Fastred shrieked, throwing one of his arms around his brother's neck, holding the other 

at his side carefully. Frodo fell back against the ground, suddenly the softest thing he'd ever felt. 

Softer than a bed, softer than skin. Soft enough to sleep on, and never wake up. 

When he did wake, he was wrapped in a blanket so tightly it felt as if he was a caterpillar in a 

cocoon, stifled by the warmth. His hair was still damp. For a moment, everything was fuzzy 

and comfortable, a hazy memory of rain and water, Elanor's coos from where she lay in her crib 

lulling him back towards sleep. Then Frodo sat up sharply, the memory coming back. 



"The boys, are they going to be all right?" 

Sam and Rosie were both sitting beside the bed, looking relieved that he'd finally stirred. 

"You saved them, no mistake," Sam assured him. "Their father couldn't decide whether to beat 

them or hug them when I got them home." 

Frodo sighed with relief. "Oh, thank goodness... so they're not hurt? Jack had blood in his ears." 

Rosie nodded, biting on her lower lip. "He's lost his hearing, the force of the river made 

something tear. One of his eyes might be hurt, too, they can't tell as yet. And Fastred's broken 

an arm. But they're safe, at least, and well apart from that." 

"Oh," Frodo said softly, sinking back with a shuttered expression on his face. "I didn't pull him 

out fast enough, then. He won't be able to do so many things, now. He'll miss half the fun of 

being alive." 

"Better half than none," Sam pointed out diplomatically. "If you hadn't happened by when you 

did, I don't reckon he'd have that." 

Elanor's burbling turned into irritated little mewls, the sound she always made just before one 

of her crying fits. Rosie went over and picked the baby up, singing nursery rhymes under her 

breath and bouncing Elanor against her hip. 

Frodo sighed. "Well, I'm glad they're safe, but I wish I could have saved Jack's hearing and eyes, 

too." His fingers plucked at a loose thread on the hem of the blanket, unravelling the weave. 

"But there's no reason for me to be talking about it now, is there?" 

Sam shrugged. "We've nothing else to do, it's too early in the day to sleep and no chores need 

finishing." 

"You used to tell me there was no sense in dwelling on things, that I'd never forget them if I 

kept talking about them. I try not to." 

Sam rubbed at his forehead with an exasperated sort of smile. "You know I'd never speak a 

word against you, Mr Frodo, but you take what others say without minding what was meant by 

it. There's no logic in walking old paths time and again, that's right enough, but there's no harm 

in telling people when you're wounded by life." 

"How could you ever think Sam doesn't like to talk about his troubles? Never met anybody so 

prone to bellyaching," Rosie put in from the other side of the room, earning a small chuckle 

from Frodo. "Come now, tell us what you're thinking." 



Frodo was silent for a long pause, then spoke softly while his fingers continued to pull on the 

wool of the covers. "When I was living in Brandy Hall, I used to tell myself that if I'd been out 

with my mother and father the night they died, I could have saved them. But today, at the 

river... I did all I could." His voice caught in his throat and he looked up at Sam, eyes shiny with 

tears. "I did all I could, and it wasn't enough." 

"Oh..." Sam touched at Frodo's shoulder softly, and then pulled him into a gentle hug. "It were 

more than enough, never doubt that. Nothing turns out perfect, but everything's far closer now 

thanks to you." 

The tears turned into crying and the crying into sobs, Frodo's hands shaking like the falling 

leaves outside as he clung to Sam's arms, face against his shoulder. 

"It turned out to be three times what anybody ever could have asked of you, and enough. It's 

finished and done," Sam whispered. "Please believe that." 

"No, no," Frodo choked out. 

"Yes." Sam's voice was firm; he held Frodo's face carefully between his palms and met his eyes. 

"Don't you leave us, Frodo Baggins. Don't you dare. I walked the world with you, and all I'm 

asking now is that you don't walk at all. Time will heal you yet." 

"Sam, I-" 

"Don't say anything." Rosie shook her head, climbing back onto the bed beside them and 

putting Elanor in Frodo's arms. "Unless it's a 'yes, dears, I won't go anywhere' promise. We've 

all talked ourselves a hole in the ground. Home and hearth's got more healing in it than a 

lifetime in -" she stopped for a fraction of a moment, blinking three times fast. "- in Rivendell." 

"Frodo," Sam said, then didn't say anything more, kissing Frodo's tear-salted lips as lightly as a 

breath. 

Frodo began to cry again, then. Rosie couldn't remember ever hearing anybody cry like that, 

much less Frodo, who always seemed so wise and tired. He cried, holding them both as if he'd 

drown if he let them go, and despite the early hour fell into a deep sleep when the tears were 

used up. Sam sat and cradled him, and Rosie kissed them both gently, and went to unpack the 

bags they'd meant to take on the journey. 

Merry and Pippin turned up in the late afternoon. 



"Didn't expect to find you here, we heard you were going away," Pippin said to Frodo, 

exchanging a furtive glance with Rosie. She nodded her head once and his mouth curled up in a 

wide and happy smile. "We were on our way to see you off." 

"Decide to stay, did you?" Merry guessed. Frodo nodded. Sam knew what it was that nobody 

was saying, but seeing as how it wasn't happening anyways there didn't seem to be a reason to 

talk of it. 

"And here I was, thinking I'd get a few weeks' peace." Rosie refilled everyone's tea, pausing to 

drop a kiss on the top of Frodo's head. "Though I can't say I'm sorry to have lost that chance. 

This place would be right lonely without you." 

"To staying, then," Pippin toasted. 

"To staying!" 

 

 

1423 

"At this rate, Frodo-lad will talk before she does," Fastred said with a sigh, holding Elanor with 

the careful earnestness of one child rocking another. 

"She's only two and a half, May didn't say a word until she was four," Sam pointed out 

diplomatically as they lazed under the shade of one of the sturdy fruit trees. 

"Yes, but for all your sister's good qualities, she's not the brightest twig in the kindling," Rosie 

teased gently. "I think Fastred's right, it's about time she started talking." 

1422 had been as good as the year before it, and this year seemed to be following suit again. 

There were still bad days, but they were somehow more tolerable, not as wrenching on the 

heart. Sam supposed it was because now they all knew that a good day would follow the bad 

one eventually. 

Frodo-lad was a bonny little baby, with warm hazel eyes and sturdy legs that invariably kicked 

off any blankets. It was almost a joke that they'd named him Frodo, because he looked so much 

like Sam. 



Elanor loved her little brother, she'd chat to him for hours in her cheerful baby talk. She was 

very clever and quick, getting in everywhere underfoot and patting the soil down around the 

yellow flowers Sam had planted for her. But talking seemed to be something that held no 

interest for Elly, and whenever anybody tried to teach her she'd just giggle and put her hands 

over her face. 

"Can you say Fastred?" Fastred asked her. She wrinkled her nose and giggled. "What about 

Mummy? I bet you can say Mummy." 

Elanor shook her head with a contrary grin. 

"Dad. Say Sam-dad, Elly," Rosie coaxed, but the little girl would have none of it. Frodo took her 

out of Fastred's hands and threw her up in the air, catching her gently. 

"You'll talk when you're good and ready, and once you start you'll babble on until we long for 

the silence. You're going to love words, Ellyelle, but don't feel you have to hurry to them. 

There's all the time in the world." Frodo tossed her again, not as high as the first time. 

"No, Fo, up, up!" Elanor squealed. "Up!" 

 

 

1428 

Sam-dad was crying. Sam-dad hardly ever cried, and when he did it wasn't like this, big sobs on 

the bed while Mummy rocked him. Uncle Frodo had made all the little ones come into the 

study, Frodo-lad sitting with little Rose on his lap by the window, looking out at the garden, 

baby Merry making grumbly noises and banging his rattle on the floor. 

"I'm not too small to understand," Elanor insisted, tugging on her uncle's sleeve, even though 

she was a bit too small, really. She didn't quite see why Sam-dad's Gaffer was gone for ever and 

ever. Nothing had ever changed without changing back eventually, in Elanor's memory. 

Summer always came back after winter. 

"Shh, Elly, hush," Uncle Frodo soothed her, stroking her hair. Everyone liked to touch Elanor's 

hair; it was all soft and shiny. "Your dad's very upset right now, you don't want to disturb him 

when your mother's almost got him to sleep. He's been sitting up in a vigil for two days, he 

needs to rest." 



"I was mean to Dad's Gaffer last week, I called him a stupid old goat and stuck my tongue out 

at him, because he said I shouldn't be playing wrestling with Frodo-lad. I was going to say sorry 

the next time I saw him, because you always tell me I should try and understand him better. 

How am I going to say sorry now?" 

Then she started to cry, she wasn't exactly sure why but she felt terribly, terribly sad, and she 

wanted to see her Sam-dad's Gaffer again and pull on his hair and ask for a story. "Is everything 

going to go away? Will all the trees die, too? And the stars?" 

"No, Elly, no. The stars are still there." Uncle Frodo kissed her forehead, and held her until she 

fell asleep. 

 

 

1430 

That summer was a fertile one, for crops and for children. Estella and Diamond gave birth 

within a month of each other, boys named Boromir and Faramir. If people thought these queer 

names for hobbits they didn't say it, because everyone knew that with parents like that no child 

could expect an ordinary name. 

Rosie fell pregnant too, but lost the child, and nearly her life as well when she fainted while 

swimming. Frodo sat by her bed, and thought of his mother and father. 

To console Rosie, and cheer Frodo out of his guilt, Sam went and got one of the litter the 

Rumble hound had recently sired. A puppy coloured grey as storm clouds, it romped from 

room to room and then sat down decisively on the floor between Rose-girl and Goldy's beds. 

"What's his name, Dad?" Frodo-lad asked. 

"That's for you to decide between you, though I don't recommend anything you can't shout 

across a field." 

"Ark ark arky." Merry piped up, toddling a few steps towards the small dog before falling on 

his backside. 

"Yes, lad, that's near to the noise he makes." Sam agreed. 

"Arky, then." Elanor said happily. "Arky Gardner of Bag End." 



 

 

1432 

When she was eleven, Elanor liked to spend her free time (of which there wasn't much, because 

with her new brother Hamfast taking up her parents' time it was often left to her to see to the 

other five) down by the mill, watching the wheel turn in the water. She had several good 

friends, and was well liked by most people. Her favourite playmates were Dora Bracegirdle, 

Goodwill Whitfoot, and Fastred, who loved reminding her of her strange exploits as a small 

child. Elanor's worst enemy in the world was Adaldrida Boffin, who would talk loudly about 

how ugly tall pale hobbits looked whenever Elanor was in earshot, about how Gardners had 

even more queer blood than Tooks. 

Adaldrida liked Fastred, and hated Elanor because it seemed Fastred had eyes for no other. 

Elanor considered this the stupidest thing she'd ever heard, because Fastred was silly and loud 

and had once rubbed a cowpat in her hair when she'd stolen his red whistle. And even if 

Fastred did like Elanor (which he most certainly did not), that didn't mean he couldn't like 

Adaldrida as well (except she was a mean smelly witch who deserved to fall in the river). After 

all, Elanor's Mum and Dad and Uncle Frodo all liked more than one person at once. 

She had a cut on her hand, because her uncle had taken one of his turns and Pip had been so 

scared and had screamed for Ellyelle to save him. Not knowing what else to do, Elanor had 

knocked Frodo over the head with a nearby vase, which had shattered and cut into her palm. 

She'd felt horribly guilty for a week, Frodo wouldn't meet her eyes and Elanor hated herself. But 

then one day he came and sat on the end of her bed, and said how very, very sorry he was that 

she'd had to do that, that she and her brothers and sisters should never hesitate to protect 

themselves from him. He'd been crying by the end of it, and Elanor had scrambled in close to 

him and thrown her arms around his neck, and called him Fo, like she had when she was small. 

Everyone else called her Elanor the Fair, but Uncle Frodo called her Elanor the Brave. 

 

 

1434 



Sam paced back and forth because he didn't know what else to do with himself. Even at the 

worst moments in his life, there had always been something required of him, and that made 

things simpler. Now he couldn't fight or walk or help, not even sit beside the bed and wish like 

he'd done in Rivendell so long ago. 

Rosie's ninth pregnancy (if the two that were lost weren't counted) had been different from the 

start. Where the other babies had plumped her pretty face up and filled her eyes with a happy 

glow, this time left her pale and tired and cranky. She wasn't entirely well from one month to 

the next, and in their darker moments Sam and Frodo almost wished the whole thing over, 

though they never said a word to that effect out loud. 

"I hope it's a girl," Rose-girl declared whenever anyone would listen. "With brown hair, like me. 

It's not fair that Ellyelle and Goldy and now Daisy all have golden hair and I'm just mud-

coloured like the boys." 

"Oh, hush, Rose-red, you'll wake your mother if you complain so." Sam pulled her onto his 

knee. "You're as pretty as your sisters, and I reckon you know that. 'Sides, when you're a mite 

older I fancy you'll find that many a hobbit is more partial to dark than to fair." 

"I hear the women talking when they're picking fruit and reaping fields. The say Oh, those 

Gardner girls, heart-breakers the lot of them with their yellow hair, but I'm a Gardner girl and 

my hair's not yellow." 

"That makes you special, silly," Elanor chimed in, coming into the room with fat little Daisy in 

her arms. "You're different to the rest." 

"Not for long! Just you wait and see, this baby's going to be as dark as I am!" 

The months wore on, and Rosie seemed to be losing life rather than growing it. Whenever 

Frodo tried to say what he and Sam were both thinking, Sam would shake his head and walk 

away. 

Lily, Rosie's mother, and Marigold and May, two of Sam's sisters, came to stay in the final 

month. Elanor wanted to help with the midwifery but Sam and Frodo forbade her. It seemed 

unlikely things would turn out well. 

And now the fateful night had come, weeks early, and Sam paced to and fro, and Frodo sat by 

the bedroom door with Goldy and Hamfast on his lap and tried not to despair before anything 

had happened. They flinched at each cry of pain from inside, each panicked remark between the 

three nurses, and wished the shouts would stop. Then they did stop, and the silence was a 

thousand times worse. 



Finally, as dawn broke, the children all dozing in a heap in the corridor, the soft mewl of a new 

voice came from inside the bedroom. Sam and Frodo nearly fell over themselves in their hurry 

to get the door open. 

The first thing Sam saw was Marigold's face, dark as thunder, eyebrows knit together in a hard 

v-curve. For a moment he faltered, fearing the worst, his blood going cold in his veins. Then he 

saw his Rosie, lying sweaty and worn out on the bed, the sheets marked red in places and 

crumpled under her. She smiled at him, and Sam's heavy heart leapt with sweet relief. 

Rosie held a tiny bundle in her arms, smaller than any other had been at birth but otherwise 

perfect, little face screwed up in confusion, fingers grasping at the air. 

Lily and May were just as stony-faced as Marigold, but Sam and Frodo didn't notice at all as 

they gazed at the little boy. He had a shock of black hair already, and delicate points on the tips 

of his ears. Wide and impossibly blue eyes and a tiny bow of a mouth. 

"He certainly didn't come out without a fight," Rosie said, offering the baby up to Sam and 

Frodo. "I think I've earned a good long rest, now." 

"Yes, Rosie-sweet, you certainly have," Sam said with a soft laugh as Frodo took the child. "I 

thought I'd lost you." 

Rosie snorted. "What, leave you two to raise the brood? I wouldn't wish our children such a 

fate." 

"What's he called, then?" Lily snapped, arms crossed and a scowl in place. 

"Sam," Frodo said, stroking a lock of babyfine hair off the small forehead. "His name's Sam." 

May stormed out of the room, slamming the door only to have Lily and Marigold open it again 

as they left too. There would be a wildfire of gossip all over the Shire before long, but Sam and 

Rosie and Frodo couldn't have cared less. Awoken by the slammed door, the children ran inside 

to see their new brother. 

"Not another boy!" Rose-girl wailed in dismay. "Oh well, at least his hair's not just brown like 

everyone else's." 

"Hullo Sam," said Frodo-lad, taking the bundle from his namesake. "I hope you like us." 

"Of course he will!" piped up Merry. "We're the best family in the whole world." 
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Rosie recovered from Sam-lad's birth fast enough, and in the following autumn Rose-girl got 

her dark-headed sister; named Primula but always called Primrose so they would match. Estella 

had a beautiful daughter that she named Molly, and Diamond gave birth to an equally lovely 

girl called Meli. It was a good harvest year. The only dark spot on that season was Arky, who 

grew thin and listless and then lay down on the hearth and didn't get up again. 

"There now, don't cry," Sam comforted the children. "He had a few good summers and all the 

scraps he could eat, and you lot threw sticks whenever he was in the mood for a play. That's as 

much as any pup could want from life, and more than most get." 

 

 

1441 

When Elanor was invited to stay in Gondor for a year as a maid to the Queen, she was so happy 

she climbed to the top of the tallest tree she could find to whoop with delight, realising too late 

that she had no easy way of clambering down. Her brothers had to help her, and she tore her 

skirt on one knee when she landed. 

"She wants to go with all her heart, and that's a fact," Sam mused as he sat drinking with Frodo 

and Rosie that evening. "But she's still young in her head, I don't know that I'm happy to see her 

go off for so long alone." 

"Well, why don't you two go with her? Go have a holiday." Frodo had recently started another 

book, this one a story about a king who drew a sword from a stone, and his fingers were 

splotched black and purple from the ink. 

"What about you, thought? And the other children?" Rosie asked. 

"Don't worry about us, we'll be fine. And Tolman could take a turn as mayor while you're away, 

Sam, you know he's had his heart set on it for years." 

"I don't know..." Sam shook his head. 



"Come on, we've been talking about you showing Elanor the world since she was a baby. Rose, 

don't you think it's a good idea?" 

"I do. But it's a long way to go, and a long time to be gone." 

"Not that far, and not that long. Elanor will be pleased to have you there." 

"Your brother Tom has had his eye on governing for a while," Sam conceded to Rosie. "If you 

want to, Rose-flower, we will." 

Rosie sat for a moment in thought, taking a gulp of her ale and then nodding. 

"All right, then." 

 

 

1442 

"Uncle Frodo?" Rose peeked her head around the edge of the doorframe. "Are you busy?" 

"No, no, come in Rose-girl. How're you?" Frodo paused for a moment. "You smell like an 

orange tree." 

"Lemons, actually." Rose looked down at her feet. She was wearing a dress she'd owned for 

years, it was a little short in the length but still fitted well enough across the bodice, for 

compared to most hobbits Rose was slim as a willow switch. Unfortunately for any pride she 

may have felt, Elanor was far thinner still, and though in the last few months Rose's blouses had 

begun to fill out with the same round swelling curves her mother had, Goldilocks was 

obviously going to be rounder and curvier. There was a bright tree stitched onto the fabric of 

the skirt, when Rose had been younger she'd loved nothing more than stories of Ents and 

Entwives. Now the only time she climbed trees was to see if she could do it better than any of 

her siblings. 

"And why," Frodo's mouth quirked up at the corners. "Do you smell like lemons?" 

"Sweetpea Chubb told me that putting lemon juice in your hair makes it turn fair if you sit in 

the sunlight. But it's just made my head itch." Rose sighed. "I'm never going to be pretty." 

"If you're ugly, 'pretty' must be an amazing sight indeed." 



"Oh, I know I'm not hideous." Rose curled up in a chair, resting her chin on her knee. "But I'm 

not special. There's nothing about me to set tongues wagging." 

"Get your foot off the cushion, or I'll tell the gossips what a great clumping brute you are. 

You're never content; if I'd behaved as you do when I was young my uncle Scattergold would 

have ducked my head in the water barrel. For a whole month last summer you wouldn't eat 

crusts because you wanted your hair to go straight as an ironed shirt. That's not behaviour for 

someone of your age. Come on," Frodo patted her shoulder and guided her to the door. "I've got 

an idea." 

They went along to one of the back storerooms, where things unused from one year to the next 

were kept. 

"I knew this was still here." Frodo held up a long case, a sheen of polish still visible through the 

dust. "This was my mother's, your sister Primrose takes her real name from her." 

"A fiddle?" Rose eased the lid open with an intake of awed breath. "For me?" 

"It's going to need tuning, but yes. Unless you'd rather improve your embroidery skills until 

people talked about that, instead." 

"Blow embroidery! Any boys who care about that are too stupid for words. I bet you and Dad 

don't care at all if Mum can sew." 

"Ah, so that's it. I thought it might be." Frodo smiled softly. "Why do you want a boy so badly? 

You're still so young." 

"Because soon enough Goldy will be big enough for them to notice, and Elanor's going to come 

back even more lovely than she left. This is my only chance." 

"Rose," Frodo hugged her. "You silly, silly creature. One day you'll fall in love with someone 

who loves every hair on your crazed little head, and he'll think you twice the beauty of your 

sisters." 

"When you say it, I almost believe it," she whispered. "Now come on, I want to show the others 

my fiddle." 
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"Isn't my fault," Daisy said, chin stuck up half in defiance and half in a pout. 

"Oh yes?" Goldilocks raised one eyebrow, curls bouncing haughtily. Daisy's own hair, brushed 

so carefully that morning, was a tangle of disarray, ribbons halfway pulled out. Her nose had a 

smudge of icing across it and her pretty little lip was spilt and bloodied. Her white muslin party 

dress, however, was spotless. Daisy was always careful of her clothes. 

Sam-lad's good shirt and pants were less uninjured, a tear at the collar and dirt on the knees. 

One of his eyes was purpled and shut. 

"Isn't," Daisy said again. " 's Jeremy Tunnelly's fault. He called Sammie a runt and a changeling, 

and a dozen worse names too. I don't care if it's his birthday, no hobbit talks about my brother 

like that. I just wish I'd gotten more hits in before they pulled me off him." 

"From what I hear, you got quite enough in. Young Jeremy's lost two teeth and cracked a 

finger," Rosie said, coming in with a cold cloth to put on Sam-lad's eye. "And what were you 

doing attacking him, either of you? First Daisy jumps him and then little Sam enters the fray. 

You're as bad as each other." 

"He didn't have the right to say those things." Daisy sniffed at the same moment that Sam cried 

"He punched her! I had to get him for that!" 

Even Goldy couldn't hide her grin as she cleaned Daisy's lip. 

"In future, just laugh at the stupid things people say, all right? You end up less damaged that 

way." 

"He's a nasty so-and-so," Daisy grumbled. Sam-lad leant over and kissed her on the cheek. 

"You're the best sister ever, Daise," he said quietly. She hugged him, mussing his dark hair. 

 

 

1449 

There had been bad winters before, like the year Ham and Merry and Goldy all caught a cough 

within two days of each other and didn't recover for three weeks, or when the damp made 

everyone ill and tired. But 1449 was worse than any before it, and seemed to stretch on forever. 



None of the Gardner children would ever forget that year, not even Tom, who was only seven 

at the time. 

The year began well enough, with Fastred proposing to Elanor and Primrose winning a contest 

with her baking. Then, in March, Frodo fell ill. This happened quite often, but this time he 

couldn't shake free of the sickness. Through April and into May he kept to himself, not 

interested in anything, books left to gather dust, his ongoing chess game with Ruby unplayed. 

Sam and Rosie did what they could, but nothing roused him out of the darkness he was caught 

in. 

Though Frodo's mood picked up a little as June began, his health failed, leaving him pale and 

feverish. 

"Are we going to be sent away?" Robin asked Frodo-lad, trying to ignore the sounds of their 

mother crying in the hallway. "Like my friend Catrie was when her mother was sick?" 

"No, Catrie's mum had scarlet fever, what Uncle Frodo's struck with can't be passed by 

breathing or sharing food. It comes from inside him," Frodo-lad answered. 

"Is he going to die?" 

"I don't know, Robin, I don't know." 

In July Elanor overheard her parents talking softly, watching Frodo as he slept. They spoke of 

elf-ships sailing, of the three of them together over the sea. But the children weren't all old 

enough to be left, not yet, and time might not give them the same chances later. 

"I'll stay," Rosie said, stroking Frodo's hair off his forehead. "You and Frodo go, Sam. Let him 

heal. I'll raise our babes, and tell them all our stories." 

"No!" Elanor cried, running in to hug at them, careful not to wake Frodo. "I can raise the little 

ones, Mum. You know I can. Me and Fastred." 

"No, duck, you have a life of your own," Rosie said. "This should have been your year, El, for 

dreams and planning. I'm sorry it turned out as it has." 

"Frog-spit. Fastred's not my family yet, and Fo always will be. So this year is just as I'd want it, 

with all of you most important in my heart. Though, of course, I never would have wished him 

this illness." 

"None of us would have, El," Sam said in a tired voice. 



It became a treat for Frodo to sit at his place at the table's end at meals, Daisy and Prim would 

put vases of flowers and the best spoons and forks out for him. Nobody would bicker and 

they'd act as sweet as kittens. August and September were almost peaceful, in their way. 

But as the weather grew colder Frodo slipped into a fever that kept him half-asleep. The 

children went to stay with their Aunt Marigold and Uncle Tom, which didn't please any of 

them. 

"She says I'm skinny as a dead pony," Elanor groaned. 

"I have to help with hammering and sawing and whitewash," Hamfast grumped. 

"They never give us second breakfast," wailed Merry. 

"They pinch Sammie," Daisy implored. 

"Let us stay, Dad!" they chorused together as he walked them down the hill. 

"Hush. You'll be back in a month, things will be decided by then, for good or no." 

Robin hugged Sam. "We'll be strong, Daddy. Tell Mum and Uncle Frodo that we love them, and 

you as well. We want him to get better." 

"I know, Robin, I know." 

They all endured the visit as best they could. Primrose and Hamfast made sure that one or the 

other of them was with Daisy at all times, so she didn't have the chance to go spare at her aunt 

and uncle. The way they treated her Sam rubbed at her like anything. 

Marigold's vitriol at her brother's family had mellowed slightly over time, and she did love a 

good number of the rabble that called her auntie. Sam-lad, though, and Elanor, and Daisy, felt 

the sting of her dislike, and the weight of the chores she found for them. 

Goldy contented herself with flirting with the uncle's apprentice, then felt guilty and spent long 

hours writing soppy letters to the half-dozen suitors she was stringing along like beads on a 

necklace. 

Merry, Pippin, Frodo and Bilbo, with Robin and little Tom in tow, spent the days as far away 

from their cramped little room as possible, venturing out to see what adventures they could 

find. Ruby kept to herself and always seemed fresh from a long cry, her eyes red and sore. 

Rose would sleep late, ignore the names her uncle called her like lazybones and layabout and 

goodfornothing, and then stay up into the night staring out at the lights of Bag End on the hill. 



Her brothers and sisters would join her for a while, then go to bed, but Rose never seemed to 

tire of it. 

Then, in the third week they were there, no lights could be seen up at Bag End. All the children 

stayed up that night, pacing and fretting (but quietly, so they wouldn't wake their aunt and 

uncle). 

"What does it mean, El?" 

"I don't know, Robin, I don't know." 

In a voice soft as a kiss, Rose began to sing an old lullaby their father had soothed them with 

from time to time. 

"In western lands beneath the Sun 

the flowers may rise in Spring, 

the trees may bud, the waters run, 

the merry finches sing." 

Primrose came and sat beside her, and took up the harmony. 

"Or there maybe 'tis a cloudless night 

and swaying beeches bear" 

 

Now Ham, Daisy, Sam-lad, Bilbo and Elanor were all singing too. 

"the Elven-stars as jewels white 

amid their branching hair." 

All the children, even those who weren't children anymore really, sang together in hushed 

voices. It was something they never would have done usually, but on this night in this room it 

somehow felt right. 

"Though here past journey's end we lie 

in darkness soft and deep, 

beyond all towers strong and high, 



beyond all mountains steep, 

above all shadows rides the Sun 

and Stars for ever dwell: 

we will not say the Day is done, 

nor bid the Stars farewell. 

 

Still we sit and think of you; 

We see you far away 

walking down the homely roads 

on a bright and windy day. 

It was merry then when we could run 

to answer to your call, 

could hear your voice or take your hand; 

but now the night must fall. 

And now beyond the world we sit, 

and know not where you lie 

O Frodo, will you hear this call 

and answer to our cry? 

 

Though here past journey's end we lie 

in darkness soft and deep, 

beyond all towers strong and high, 

beyond all mountains steep, 

above all shadows rides the Sun 



and Love for ever dwells: 

we will not say the Day is done, 

nor bid our Heart farewell." 

 

There didn't seem to be any more to say, so then they slept. 

Daisy was the first one awake in the morning. She thought about getting as much extra rest as 

she could before everyone woke up, but her curiosity won out in the end and she decided to 

wake Sammie and get some extra breakfast, because Marigold was always stingy with them 

when it came to food. 

She shook him awake, putting a finger to her lips so he'd know to be quiet. Bilbo stirred too, 

and they beckoned for him to follow. 

They found dried apple pieces in the pantry, and each grabbed two handfuls, heading out to the 

front step to eat their spoils. 

"Dad!" Bilbo shrieked, dropping the fruit slices as he ran down the path to meet his father. Sam 

obviously hadn't slept in a while, his eyes dark and skin pale, but he was smiling as he caught 

Bilbo up in his arms. 

"He's awake," he told Daisy and Sam-lad before they could even ask, and their hooray-shouts 

were enough to rouse the whole household. 

"What is it?" Marigold asked, running to the door in only her sleeping dress. 

"Frodo's awake!" the children cried. Marigold let out a huge breath and hugged her brother so 

tight Bilbo had to squirm out of the way to avoid being crushed. 

They didn't want to wait about for a moment, running home in their nightclothes, shawls 

around shoulders slipping down over and over in their haste. 

"Frodo! Frodo!" The smaller children jumped onto the bed with him, covering his face with 

kisses. 

"My precious darlings, I've missed you all so much!" Frodo kissed them all back, beckoning the 

older ones to sit on the bed too. 

"We sang for you last night, did you hear us?" 



"I don't know, Robin, I don't know. Perhaps. I was very lost. I didn't know if I could ever find 

my way back. But your Mummy Rose and Sam-dad made me promise long ago not to leave 

them, so I kept looking for the path home until I found it." 

Elanor's eyes stung and her heart hurt at the sight of Frodo, so exhausted, face lined and cheeks 

sunken. He kissed her and stroked her hair, and smiled to show it wasn't so bad. 

Winter barely came at all, the weather sunny and a little cool. Frodo stayed in the big bed, and 

that room became the hub of household activity. Tom learnt to read sitting beside the window, 

reciting bits of stories and poems for Frodo and whoever else was nearby at the time. It seemed 

the season would never turn. 

Then, on the last night before Old Year's Day, the whole Shire was blanketed in snowy white. 

The children tumbled outside, building forts and starting wars. 

"You haven't been out of bed for weeks," Sam pointed out with his arms folded when Frodo 

wanted to join them. "You're not going out in that cold, no mistake." 

"Come on, Sam, one snowball fight. You, me, Rose and the children." 

"Oh no, you're not getting me out there," Rosie cut in. "Anyway, I've got a feast to cook. Go have 

your play like the overgrown faunts that you are, I'll have mulled wine and hot chocolate ready 

to warm you when you come in." 

"I'm not playing war," Ruby sniffed. "I'm making snow babies. Holly and Ivy, pretty little ice 

girls." 

Bilbo threw a handful of slush at her then, and with a scream of outrage she chased after him. 

There were two teams, the girls and Sam in one camp, hiding behind a hastily constructed half-

wall to avoid the onslaught from Frodo and the boys. Marigold and Tom arrived, Elanor and 

Goldy and Rose followed them inside. 

"I'm going to go have a nap by the fire before lunch," Tom declared, tipping his hat to them as a 

hello. 

"Layabout," Rose-girl said softly. Uncle Tom gave a big jolly laugh and handed her a toffee as 

she ran to join the others outside again. Marigold went to help Rosie with the food preparation, 

but when Elly and Goldilocks tried to do the same their mother thwapped them with a tea 

towel. 

"Out! Too many cooks spoil the broth." 



"Broth?" Goldy made a face. "I don't want broth. I want pumpkin pie, and leg of lamb with mint 

sauce, and strawberry jam tarts." 

"Then clear out and let us work," Marigold snapped, and the girls remembered that their aunt 

was more than capable of being sour, and they shouldn't take the sweetness for granted. 

The two of them went to the front windows to watch the snow games. 

"Look! Here comes Meli and Molly and their folk!" Primrose called as Merry and Pippin herded 

Estella and Dinny and Boromir and Faramir over the hill, the two girls running ahead in their 

half-matched coats of red and green. 

Sam and Prim ran down to meet them, and Frodo called 'strategy meeting!' and beckoned all 

the girls to huddle into the discussion too, planning a full-scale attack on the approaching 

visitors. Goldy sighed, and turned to Elanor. 

"He'll never be well, you know." 

"He's well enough." 

"Or strong." 

"He's strong enough." 

"Or happy." 

Now Elanor grinned, tearing her gaze away from where Frodo spoke in earnest tones with the 

children. "He's happy enough, Goldy. And loved enough. You can't deny that." 

"All right, he's happy and loved. That doesn't give him his health back, or put more years in his 

future. You can see as well as I can he don't have long to live." 

"Long enough," Elanor nodded, fingers playing with the thin chain at her throat. "I don't know 

how I know it, Goldy, but the story's all played out in my head. My heart knows it, and it's a 

happily ever after." 

"Nobody gets a happily ever after." 

"Well, this is so close the difference can't be told, anyway. And that's enough."  

  



ETU oV �h� SWŋ 
They didn't argue, that last day. Rosie was going to, but she woke up cold and sad, Frodo 
already out of bed and Sam curled in on himself, and she knew there wasn't a point to wasting 
these hours with fighting. They'd be off too early the next morning for any sort of real goodbye, 
so this was the time that had to count. 

She cooked all the breakfast foods they'd eaten together, a little bit of egg and a few small 
pancakes and bacon on fresh bread. She kissed them both good morning as they came to the 
table, then asked them to watch Elanor as she ran out to the tree near the washing line and tried 
to stop her tears. 

Sam tried to do odd jobs to keep his hands busy, but there was nothing that really needed to be 
done and the sky felt heavy above them, raining for a while every so often. 

Eventually Frodo thought he'd be smothered by the density of emotion in the cosy little home, 
and went out for a walk. It was wet and cold and windy, but it didn't seem fair to the Shire he 
loved so much to rug up against it, to hide from what it was. 

Fastred and Jacky were playing with marbles down near the riverbank. Frodo called out to 
them not to get too close and they ran up to meet him, asking questions about adventures and 
places as they always did. They came back to Bag End for afternoon tea and then scampered off 
to play more games. Rosie and Sam and Frodo spent the rest of the day and the evening playing 
with Elanor, peek-a-boo and round-and-round-the-garden and all the other games she loved, 
and when she drifted off they sat up late into the night, later than they should have with such 
an early start before them, and talked of unimportant things, and then went to bed together. 

In the morning they set off, Rosie waving goodbye at the gate after kissing them both. 

"You come back to me, you hear?" she said to Sam in her sternest voice, then turned to Frodo. 
"I'm not going to say it, though I've been thinking and I do see the good in this goodbye. But it's 
not a goodness I want, or want for you, so I won't say it." 

"I love you too, Rosie," Frodo said, and kissed her, and then left. 

Sam and Frodo met up with Bilbo and the rest, and somehow Sam had forgotten how lovely 
Galadriel was, and realised it all over again. 

"Well, Master Samwise," she said. "I hear and see that you have used my gift well. The Shire 
shall now be more than ever blessed and beloved." 



He couldn't find the words to answer. Frodo and Bilbo were talking of birthdays, and a journey 
to come. And suddenly Sam realised that his worst suspicions were true after all. Frodo was 
leaving, and he couldn't follow. 

"No, Sam. Not yet anyway, not further than the Havens. Though you too were a Ring-bearer, if 
only for a little while. Your time may come." Frodo smiled. "Do not be too sad, Sam. You cannot 
always be torn in two. You will have to be one and whole, for many years. You have so much to 
enjoy and to be, and to do." 

"But I thought you were going to enjoy the Shire, too, for years and years, after all you have 
done," Sam said in a defeated voice. 

"So I thought too, once," Frodo said softly, looking down at his hands, curling and uncurling the 
remaining fingers. "But I have been too deeply hurt, Sam. I tried to save the Shire, and it has 
been saved, but not for me." 

He didn't say any more for hours as they rode on, and neither did Sam, who understood now 
that Rosie had somehow known what was coming, and had kept the terrible knowledge to 
herself. It made him love her even more, and wish that he had been able to comfort her hurt. 

As night fell and everyone made to stop for the night, rolling out bedrolls in a routine as 
familiar as breathing, Frodo spoke again in a whisper. The words were not meant for anyone 
else to hear, and they were pleading. "It must often be so, Sam, when things are in danger: 
someone has to give them up, lose them, so that others may keep them. But you are my heir: all 
that I had and might have had I leave to you." 

Tears slipped from his eyes, and still Sam didn't move, letting Frodo finish what he was saying. 
"And also you have Rose, and Elanor; and Frodo-lad will come, and Rosie-lass, and Merry, and 
Goldilocks, and Pippin; and perhaps more that I cannot see. Your hands and your wits will be 
needed everywhere, they weren't meant to be just for me as much as they have been. Somehow 
I know in my heart that you and Rose still have a place in the story I'm following, and I'll wait 
forever to see you again if it's true." 

Sam, unable to bear the sad speech any longer, silenced Frodo with a kiss, undoing the buttons 
on his shirt in the same way as he had a hundred times before, on nights when Frodo's hands 
were too sore or tired to do it for themselves. Crying and kissing and touching, and it didn't 
matter anymore who saw them. It had never mattered. 

"You will be Mayor, of course, as long as you want to be, and the most famous gardener in 
history," Frodo went on as Sam kissed his shoulder where the skin puckered in a jagged line. 
"And you will read things out of the Red Book, and keep alive the memory of the age that is 
gone." His voice choked and he clutched at Sam's hair. "So that people will remember the Great 
Danger, and so love their beloved land all the more." 



Frodo slept curled against Sam that night, and it was warm and comfortable, and their dreams 
were full of love and softness. 

"And that will keep you as busy and as happy as anyone can be, as long as your part of the 
Story goes on. The last pages, and the happily ever after on them, are for you," Frodo said in the 
pre-dawn light, as Sam lay beside him, apparently asleep. Punctuating his promise with a kiss, 
Frodo got up, and never saw the tears that slipped from Sam's eyes. 

Rosie sat by the window and looked out at the Shire as dawn broke, and hoped against hoping 
that two ponies would ride up the lane with two small riders, and Frodo would hug her up and 
say 'I'd never leave you, silly!'. But she knew it wouldn't be so, and that it was, perhaps, better 
this way. That was the hardest thing to realise, really. 

The bed had seemed huge and empty, and it made Rosie's heart hurt to know it would never be 
properly full again. On October the sixth Sam came to the door and knocked three times, two 
short and one long, just as he always had. Rosie had cooked chicken and potatoes and peas for 
dinner, and it was all laid out and hot. Bag End was too big for three, but there would be more 
voices to fill the silence before too long. 

Sam sat down, and bounced Elly on his lap as she smiled to see him. 

"Well," Sam said with a deep breath. "I'm back." 

They didn't cry. It felt as if it would be wrong to cry. They just held each other through the 
night, and smiled at the memories their hearts held, and waited for the first morning of their 
new life. 

1436 
Evening in Bag End was just about the cosiest thing in the whole world, the fires lit and dancing 
merrily, children running about and complaining that it was too early for bed and never time 
for baths, exasperated shouts from older siblings who got in the way of stampedes, and the 
relative quiet of the study, where Sam and Elanor both hid from the tumult. 

Elanor had never learned to wait for anything patiently, and now was no exception. She kept 
making subtle coughs, glancing over at where her father was working at his desk. Eventually 
she rolled her eyes. 

"Don't write any more tonight. Talk to me, Sam-dad. Tell me about Lorien. Does my flower 
grow there still, Sam-dad?" The firelight made her face look older than it was, or maybe that 
was just the fact that it was uppermost in Sam's mind that she was growing up. Fifteen years 
old already, her eyes so wide and fair and knowing. Elanor seemed to feel it too, and had ended 



almost every phrase and question with 'Sam-dad' or 'Mummy', depending on whom she was 
talking to, all day. She was in no hurry to grow up yet. 

"Well dear, Celeborn still lives there among his trees and his Elves, and there I don't doubt your 
flower grows still. Though now I have got you to look at, I don't hanker after it so much." 

"But I don't want to look at myself, Sam-dad. I want to look at other things." Elanor scowled, 
because Rose-girl had been at her all day about how pretty she looked, and it had become 
exceedingly boring. "I want to see the hill of Amroth where the King met Arwen, and the silver 
trees, and the little white niphredil, and the golden elanor in the grass that is always green," she 
sighed "And I want to hear Elves singing." 

Sam patted her arm, the childhood plumpness already smoothing into adult curves. "Then, 
maybe, you will one day, Elanor. I said the same when I was your age, and long after it, and 
there didn't seem to be no hope. And yet I saw them, and I heard them." 

"I was afraid they were all sailing away, Sam-dad. Then soon there would be none here; and 
then everywhere would be just places, and -" she bit back on her words, sighing again and 
gazing into the fire. 

"And what, Elanorelle?" 

"And the light would have faded." 

"I know," Sam nodded. "The light is fading, Elanorelle. But it won't go out yet. It won't ever go 
quite out, I think now, since I have had you to talk to." He paused, as he always did when he 
was trying to find exactly the right words to explain something to her. "For it seems to me now 
that people can remember it who have never seen it. And yet even that is not the same as really 
seeing it, like I did." 

"Like really being in a story?" Elanor scratched at the side of her nose, screwing up her mouth 
and chin as she thought about it. "A story is quite different, even when it is about what 
happened. I wish I could go back to old days!" 

"Folk of our sort often wish that," agreed Sam. "You came at the end of a great Age, Elanorelle; 
but though it is over, as we say, things don't really end sharp like that." He smiled softly. "It's 
more like a winter sunset." They sat together in the quiet for a while, thinking thoughts they 
didn't venture to share with each other. Then Sam spoke again. 

"The High Elves have nearly all gone now, with Elrond. But not quite all; and those that didn't 
go will wait now for a while. And the others, the ones that belong here, will last even longer. 
There are still things for you to see, and maybe you'll see them sooner than you hope." 



Elanor rested her chin on her hands, eyes fixed on some distant point beyond the warm little 
room. 

"I did not understand at first, what Celeborn meant when he said goodbye to the King," she 
said. "But I think I do now. He knew that Lady Arwen would stay, but that Galadriel would 
leave him... I think it was very sad for him. And for you, dear Sam-dad, and for Mummy, for 
your treasure went too. I am glad Frodo of the Ring saw me, but I wish I could remember seeing 
him. I wish I could remember what things were like when the four of us lived here together." 

"It was sad, Elanorelle," said Sam, kissing her hair. "It was, but it isn't now. For why? Well, for 
one thing, Mr. Frodo has gone where the elven-light isn't fading; and he deserved his reward. 
But I have had mine, and your mother hers, too. I have had lots of treasures. I am a very rich 
hobbit." Sam stopped for a moment, and dropped his voice low. 

"And there is one other reason, which I shall whisper to you, a secret I have never told before to 
no one, nor put in the Book yet. Before he went, Mr. Frodo said that my time maybe would 
come, and that there's a place for our Mistress Rose in the story still to be written. I can wait. I 
think maybe we haven't said farewell for good. But I can wait," Sam said again, and Elanor 
thought maybe he was reminding himself more than he was telling her. "I have learned that 
much from the Elves, at any rate. They are not so troubled about time. And so I think Celeborn 
is still happy among his trees, in an Elvish way. His time hasn't come, and he isn't tired of his 
land yet. When he is tired he can go." 

"And when you're tired, you will go, Sam-dad, and Mum. You will go to the Havens with the 
Elves. Then I shall go with you. I shall not part with you, like Arwen did with Elrond." 

"Maybe, maybe," Sam kissed her hair again, and tickled her as he had when she was smaller. 
"And maybe not. The choice of Luthien and Arwen comes to many, Elanorelle, or something 
like it; and it isn't wise to choose before the time. And now, my dearest, I think that it's time 
even a lass of fifteen spring-times should go to her bed. And I have words to say to Mother 
Rose." 

Elanor stood up, and passed her hand lightly through Sam's grey-flecked hair. "Good night, 
Sam-dad. But-" 

"I don't want good night but," Sam smiled, pushing Elanor gently towards the doorway. "Even 
birthday girls need sleep." 

"But won't you show it to me first? I was going to say." 

"Show you what, dear?" 

"The King's letter, of course. You have had it now more than a week." 



Sam sat up, surprised, then started laughing. "Good gracious, how stories do repeat themselves! 
And you get paid back in your own coin and all. How we spied on poor Mr. Frodo! And now 
our own spy on us, meaning no more harm than we did, I hope. But how do you know about 
it?" 

"There was no need for spying," said Elanor, with a cheeky grin that showed how far she still 
had left to grow up. "If you wanted it kept secret, you were not nearly careful enough." 

Sam showed her the letter, proud of the ease and quickness with which she could read. They 
chatted for a little longer, about queens and kings and adventures, and then Elanor moved to go 
to bed. He stopped her, reaching into one of the heavy bottom drawers of his desk. 

"This was meant for your twentieth, but I reckon I'm not doing anything wrong by giving it 
early. This here's your book, Elanorelle, written by Frodo of the Ring, as you call him. He 
wanted you to have it. Happy birthday." 

Elanor took the slim volume out of her father's hands, awed and surprised. "Thankyou, Sam-
dad. I'll go read it now." 

"No, now you'll go to bed. You can read it tomorrow," Sam corrected. 

"All right, all right," Elanor agreed, with a breeziness Sam knew meant she'd do nothing of the 
sort. Shaking his head with a smile, he watched her skip down the hallway, then went to find 
Rose out by the front door, watching the stars. 

Elanor lit a candle, glad to have a bedroom all to herself, and settled down to read her 
unexpected present. There was a marker tucked near the back, a faded blue ribbon. She opened 
it to that page, finding handprints on the paper. Two of them, one small and obviously her own 
from when she was a baby, the other delicately shaped and missing a finger. She placed her 
own palm over it, wondering at the touch that had left the mark years before. 

On the next page was a letter, addressed to her. 

My dearest Ellyelle, 

Happy birthday! So, twenty years old. How lovely you must be. You're lying in your basket on 
the table beside me as I write this; you keep pulling on my hair. Doubtless you've broken 
yourself of this habit by now. 

Your parents have probably told you a thousand stories about me, all of them good I hope. 
Now I have a story for you, a fairy tale. Your mother loved fairy tales, perhaps she still does. I 
hope you do. 



Once upon a time there was a garden. It was a magnificent garden, full of every kind of plant 
and tree, perfect weather from one year to the next. 

In this garden lived a race of people as happy and kind as any in the world. One of these people 
was named... well, let's be plain and call him Frodo, for although this is a fairy story you are 
clever enough to know it is based on the truth. 

Frodo lived in his garden with his Sam, and loved his Sam dearly. They were as full of joy as 
any two beings could be without bursting from it. Everything was perfect. 

The owner of the garden was a jolly man who loved to sing, and all the people would sit and 
listen and sing along with the parts they knew. 

But one day Frodo sat under an apple tree, and noticed that one of the fruits was not red and 
plump like the rest but black and small and hard. 

A sleek shining snake, scales a beautiful white-gold, slipped down the tree to where Frodo sat, 
and spoke to him. 

"That apple will make the whole garden rot, if you leave it there." 

Then the snake took Frodo down to the edge of a nearby river, and told him to look into it. He 
looked in and saw the whole garden filthy and burning, his beloved Sam weeping and beaten. 

"What must I do?" Frodo asked the serpent. 

"The apple must be eaten, contained within a person. Then the spread will stop." 

"But what will happen to me? Will it turn me as dark as it would have the garden?" 

The snake nodded sadly. Frodo cried, because he didn't want to leave Sam. But he knew what 
he must do, even if he was afraid to do it. 

The snake coiled around him, but it was not a comforting embrace. 

So Frodo ate the apple, and felt the rot bubble inside him like a black swamp. He would have 
died then, but Sam wouldn't let him go, nursing him through a night longer than any before it 
had been. 

The garden was safe, and it seemed Frodo was too. Sam sobbed for joy, and wed a girl named 
Rosie who was pretty as cherry flowers. It worried Frodo when Sam and Rosie kissed him, 
though, because he knew there was poison in him, and didn't want them tainted. 



The apple grew evil grasping vines inside Frodo, wrapped around his heart and squeezed it 
iron-tight. 

Sam and Rosie had a baby, named for a flower that resembled a star, and this baby glittered as 
bright as the night sky. Frodo held her, and choked on the taste of apple, and knew his sickness 
was worth the pain, that the garden was more valuable than even he had imagined. 

One day the happy laughing owner of the garden came to Frodo, and Frodo knew it was time 
for him to leave. And he kissed Rosie and Sam and their baby goodbye, and walked out the 
gate. 

The point of this tale, Elanor, is that sometimes people have to give up what they love so other 
people can keep it. If Frodo hadn't eaten the apple, the garden would have been lost to him 
anyway, but at least this way I know you and your parents can stay there. 

1439 
Elanor at eighteen was slim by hobbit standards, her skin creamy-pink and her hair showing 
every single one of the hundred brushes she gave it before bed. When she went out dancing, in 
her mother's party dress with the ribbon flowers at the hem, there wasn't a hobbit that looked at 
her who didn't fall in love. 

She knew this, and if she ever forgot it her sister Rose would be quick to remind her, but she 
couldn't bring herself to care very much. People told her she was beautiful, but all she saw in 
the mirror was her own familiar face, her mother's eyes and her father's mouth. 

For all her envious complaining, Rose loved to watch as Elly got ready to go out, the way she'd 
use a pumice stone until her feet looked almost as soft as her hands. They were chatting about 
nothing much at all when Fastred arrived, joking in the way they sometimes did. They bickered 
less as the years went by, growing more alike with age. 

Once she'd listened to Rose tell Prim and Daisy a bedtime story, the same tale Elanor herself 
had been told and had passed on to Rose and Goldy in turn. It had changed a little with time, as 
stories do, and Elly wondered if one day she'd meet it again and not even recognise that it was 
the same one. 

"So the two brothers pushed the wicked queen into the fire. They wanted to leave a trail behind 
them as they walked him, so that they could come back later and take all the gold and jewels 
with them. But they'd used up all their stones, if you remember, so all they had left to mark the 
way were bits of bread. And a little sparrow hopped down and ate the bread up, and the boys 
never found the treasure." 



Elanor was sure that wasn't how it had finished when she'd heard it, but couldn't quite 
remember how the end was supposed to go. 

Often Elanor would get home from dancing after everyone was already asleep, but they always 
left a lamp burning to help her find her way home. She could never bring herself to put it out, 
though, because it seemed to be lighting the way for someone else to safely come back through 
the gate and up the path. 

1442 
Pressing the palm of one hand and the back of the other on the glass, lining up thumbs and 
forefingers, Elanor created a rough frame, resting her head against her arm as she peered 
through. 

"What are you looking at?" 

It was Queen Arwen, her luminous face worn a little by time but still lovely beyond compare. 
When Elanor had first met her it had been hard to feel comfortable -- Arwen was a regal and 
cool ruler, apart from everything despite her mortality and love. 

"My Mum and Dad." Elanor looked out at the garden again, the manicured lawns so different 
from the controlled riot of the plants at home. 

Sam and Rosie were lying on the grass together; he'd tucked one of the big red flowers from the 
snaking vines behind her ear. She was laughing, swatting Sam's hand away as he tickled at the 
soft inside of her elbows. 

"They act... all squishy. Lovesick, like they must have been when they were my age. I heard 
Mum giggle the other day... giggle, like a little girl. They're very happy here, she's going to have 
a baby before long I think." 

"Do you like having so many brothers and sisters?" Arwen asked with a small serene smile. 

"Yes. We're our own little world. But sometimes I feel like I don't fit in with them completely, 
because I look so strange. My sister Goldy - her real name's Goldberry but everyone calls her 
Goldilocks - has light hair too, and so does Daisy, but they still look like hobbits are supposed 
to. My Dad says that when I wear the long dresses everyone wears here, and my feet are 
covered, I look more like one of your daughters than one of his." 

"Yes, you look like my grandmother, you have the same shaped face, and your hair is almost as 
fair." 



"Milady, you know more about love than anyone else, I should think. I don't know anything 
about love, but I have a question. Maybe you can answer it?" 

"I'll do my best." Arwen sat down on one of the high-backed chairs along the wall. 

"Do lovers have happy endings outside stories? I don't know if I believe in them anymore." 

"It's got a lot to do with what you consider a happy ending." As always, Arwen's voice was soft 
and a little sad. "There are no free rewards in the world, Elanor of the Shire. For my own 
definition, I would say love is anything you are willing to lose everything for. I love Estel, my 
husband and King, enough that I would trade a thousand thousand years for his company. 
Your father and Frodo the Ringbearer had a love for your home. To have felt a love like that at 
all is a gift few come close to having." 

Elanor rolled her eyes, but not so Arwen could see. "I beg your pardon, but I'm sure now that 
I'm a hobbit at heart and not as Elvish as my Dad supposes. Just being able to love isn't a happy 
ending, and nor's saving what you love unless you get to enjoy it. You love your husband 
enough that you'd give up your life, but here you are with a life as lovely as any could wish for. 
And my Dad, he has all he wanted, or nearly so... this gem I wear at my neck, it used to be 
yours, didn't it?" 

"Yes." 

"And now it's mine. But for a little while it was Frodo's, Mr Baggins. I don't remember him, 
though my mother says he adored me as if I was his own. Why didn't he get a happy ending? 
He deserved one as much as anybody else." 

"You seem so sure that the story's done with." Arwen tilted her head to the side slightly, 
studying Elanor. "My husband has a saying, that we leave more behind than memory. I believe 
that's true. Perhaps in a way you're his happy ending, as well as your father's." 

"But I'm not Dad's happy ending, he's got his own right there." Elanor waved her hand towards 
the window. "And I can't be Frodo's, either, not when he's not here to see it. And my Mum and 
Dad miss him, and they're never going to see him again, and no matter what you consider a 
happy ending that's not it." 

Arwen's smile grew even more beautiful and sad. 

"They may yet. We leave behind more than memory, but some things we take with us when we 
leave this world. Perhaps they'll find each other again beyond these lives." 

"Well, I certainly hope so." Elanor put her hands against the glass and made her frame again. 
"Because this ending's so happy for some, and so empty for others, and it doesn't balance right 
at all, if you ask me." 



"Perhaps fate should consult you next time." Arwen couldn't hide her smile. Elanor considered 
being offended for a moment, then smiled back. 

"I'm going to have adventures, you know." Elanor sat herself down in front of Arwen. "Like my 
Dad. I want to explore the world, to build houses and start towns. Places that are already settled 
are like warm pudding, all heavy and sticky in the stomach." 

"The Shire doesn't have anywhere left to settle, though, does it?" Arwen asked. Elanor sighed 
and shook her head. 

"No, it's all full up of homes and farms already. But I don't really want to leave it, not forever. 
I'd miss it too much, I think." 

"Perhaps the borders of the Shire could be extended, and you could settle the new area?" 

"Now that would be fun," Elanor agreed. "And there'd be nobody to say I wasn't normal, 
because I'd be the only one there and that would make me completely usual." 

"Unusual doesn't mean bad," Arwen reminded her. Elanor shrugged. 

"Yes, well, neither does 'clean' but my little brothers never listen to that, either." 

1443 
They got back to Bag End mid-morning on a sunny Treowesdei. Rose and Merry were the first 
to meet the returning party, running down the hill like children half their age, followed by 
Goldy and Frodo at a slightly more dignified pace. 

Goldy and Rose cooed over baby Tom, with his thatch of rusty brown curls and freckled snub 
nose. The boys were more interested in the stories their parents had brought back, second-hand 
adventures. So many welcome-back hugs were exchanged Rosie and Sam felt sure their arms 
would fall off if anyone else wanted to say hello. 

Elanor sat down on her bed with a bounce, sneezing at the cloud of dust that flew up. 

"I still can't believe none of you took my room while I was gone." She grinned over her shoulder 
at her sisters as she clambered over the bed to open the windows wide. "I've got so many stories 
to tell you. Real Kings and Queens, Goldy, just like in our games. And all the most beautiful 
women there have dark hair, Rose, they thought me quite wan and plain." 

"Did you bring us presents, Elly? Did you bring us silk fans and shiny hair slides?" Ruby 
jumped up and down with excitement. 



"Yes, yes, I've got things for all of you." Elanor's year away was faintly audible in her voice, 
mostly on the r's and vowels. "I want to hear about what you've been up to, though. Primrose, 
Daisy, you're both so big! I feel as if I've been away for ten years." 

"Adaldrida Boffin and Jacky Fairbairn are married," Goldilocks said with a conspiratorial tone. 
"And your friend Dora is working at the tavern now, they say she dances pretty as a sunbeam 
on water." 

"What of Fastred? And Goodwill?" Elanor prompted. Goldy's smile slipped a little, but she 
rallied quickly. 

"Now that Jacky's wed, Fastred's the one all the lasses are chasing. He wanted to be seen about 
with me, to throw them off, but Farry Took said he'd sooner Fastred ate rotten fish." 

"You and Faramir, Goldilocks? For all your princess dreaming, I must say I never expected 
that," Elanor teased, making her sister blush. "What about Goodwill?" 

"Elanorelle..." 

"What? What's wrong?" 

"Goodwill's been dead these past six months." 

"Oh." 

It was hours before Elanor came out of her room, going to her parents' bed as she had when she 
was tiny. Sam and Rosie held her as she sobbed, stroking her hair and letting her cry. 

"I feel like my heart's ripped in half," she choked out after a long time. 

"Yes. It is, for a while," Sam said, rocking her like she was still a baby. "But the pain gets easier, 
like. You start to see the sweetness in things again." 

"You'll laugh harder, because you'll laugh his share too." Rosie's voice was thick with her own 
tears. "Perhaps one day you'll have a son, and name him for the love you lost." 

"I don't even know if I did love him. I'll never know." 

"Yes, Elly, you did." Sam kept rocking her, soothing her into a grieving sleep. "It don't hurt like 
being ripped in two except when you love with your complete self. But some day you'll wake 
and find yourself whole again, whole and healed, even as you love him still." 



1448 
"Rose? Are you awake?" 

"Well, I am now, stupid," Rose snapped at her older brother. "Fro, it's the middle of the night." 

"I know, but I wanted your help. I want to bake Mum and Dad a cake." 

"Get El to do it. She's a better cook than I am." 

Rose hid her head under the pillow and tried to go back to sleep. 

"I like your cakes better, you're not all persnickety about getting the icing just right and the 
slices all the same like she is." 

"Really?" She perked up at the compliment. "All right, then. But why now? It isn't a birthday, or 
their wedding anniversary. It's not even one of their sad days when they sit about and sigh and 
tell us how much we should appreciate everything, those come in March and October." 

Frodo shrugged. "It's a just-because cake. They're the best sort." 

"Go out to the coops and see if there are any fresh eggs, they mix up better. I'll go stoke the 
oven," Rose took charge. The two of them crept down the hall, Frodo opening the door as 
quietly as he could and sneaking outside. Rose went into the kitchen and checked there was 
enough milk and cream left in the jug from supper, reaching up on tiptoes to get the sugar bowl 
down. She was taller than Goldy but still smaller than her mother or Elanor, and sometimes 
things were put far too high by arms that didn't know what it was to be ordinary-sized. 

When Frodo hadn't returned with the eggs after a good quarter hour, Rose went out to see what 
the trouble was, stubbing her toe on the tin water barrel in the dark. With a yelp and a muttered 
curse, Rose kicked at the rusty bucket in annoyance. 

"Ouch," said Frodo. "That clanging noise hurts my ears." 

"Where have you been? It doesn't take this long to look for eggs." 

"I got distracted. Look at the stars, Rose, look how lovely they are." 

"Yes, they are beautiful, aren't they?" Rose agreed, tilting her head back so she could look up at 
the whole sky. 



"What on earth are you two doing up at this hour?" their mother asked, coming out to stand 
beside them with a bright blue shawl around her shoulders, some of the lacing gone to moth 
holes thanks to Merry and Pippin's failed attempts at seasonal clothing storage. 

"Looking at the sky, Mum. And baking cakes," Rose answered, dodging when Frodo tried to 
kick her in the shin for giving the game away. 

"Well in that case I shan't scold you." Rosie laughed. "Do you want help?" 

"It was supposed to be a surprise present," Frodo admitted regretfully. "For you and Dad." 

"Oh, then I'll just go back to bed. I'm sure by morning I'll think all this a dream, and be 
wonderfully surprised," Rosie promised, turning. "Don't stay out here too long, those cats you 
lot insist on feeding scraps will get inside and into the cream." 

"Yes Mum," they chorused dutifully. 

"And ducklings?" 

"Yes?" 

"I love you. Always know that." 

Rose smiled. "We do, Mum. We're your happily ever after, after all." 

Rosie shook her head. 

"Nobody gets a happily ever after, blossom. But sometimes you make all make me so happy I 
forget that, and get so close to one the difference can't be told." 

1454 
Little Bilbo, not really little anymore at eighteen, had a habit of sitting on the hill just above the 
front door, feet hanging down to get in the way of anyone who wasn't paying attention. Sam 
would tug on his toes and pull him down, at which point Bilbo would grin and run around to 
climb back up. It annoyed Primrose and Ruby like anything, who were closest to Bilbo in age 
and hated being lumped together with him as scallywags. 

Primrose could usually be found down in the cool dampness underneath the bridge, watching 
the water rush past, playing with a small shell she'd found and scratching at the sandy ground, 
listening to the sounds of a distant sea. 



Tom, youngest of the Gardner clan, was twelve, but almost as soon as Sam and Rosie stopped 
having children the grandchildren started turning up, Rose-girl finally doing something before 
her older sister had a chance and giving birth to a bonny little girl named Lillian, which was cut 
short to Lil by all and sundry. It had been a hurried wedding, the bride and groom didn't know 
very much about each other except that there was perhaps a shared tendency to have too much 
ale at parties, and when he didn't return home from a trip to Bree one day Rose simply 
shrugged and moved back to Bag End. There were rumours she was romancing Dorian 
Applegate from Michel Delving, but none knew the truth of that save for Rose and Dorian 
themselves. 

Little Lil was almost as tall as her young uncle Tom, and the two of them got up to more trouble 
than most could believe. 

Frodo-lad, who lived over the hill with his bride Firiel, was expecting a son or daughter before 
the year turned, as were Elanor and Fastred. They had settled in Westmarch, an area of land 
gifted to them by the King, far rougher and less tamed than most comfort-loving hobbits would 
be happy with, but Fastred and Elanor adored it. 

Firiel sometimes joked that she'd only married Frodo-lad because her name was too queer for 
any other family to want her. She was named for a lass in a song, a sad poem about not being 
able to join an Elven ship as it sailed. Elanor had always had a fondness for the tune but never 
sang it, because it made her mother cry. 

1482 
They'd said everything that needed saying long ago, in happier times, so they didn't speak as 
Sam sat on the edge of the bed, holding one of Rosie's hands between his own. Eventually her 
eyes closed and she let out a long sighing breath, like that of a traveller finally returning to 
home and hearth. It was another long while again before Elanor came into the room, leaning 
past Sam to kiss her mother's forehead, long curtain of hair tied back in braids. 

Night had fallen, the sweet heavy smells of the garden wafting into the room as Elanor pushed 
the windows open. 

"Look, Dad," she sounded almost surprised. "The stars are still there." 

1483 
It was a mild summer afternoon, Goldilocks' eldest daughter Rowan chasing bees from flower 
to flower as Goldy and Elanor sat together and missed their parents. 



"Farry thinks his Dad's planning to go away with uncle Merry, to Gondor perhaps. They only 
stayed to see Ro grow up from a babe to a lass, it seems likely, and now that she's eleven and 
can remember them, they'll be off." 

"I used to wish that I could remember Frodo, but lately it's occurred to me that I all but can. He's 
been in my life are sure as Mum and Dad were, in tales and stories they told us. Maybe he's still 
alive, out over the sea," Elanor said in her soft voice. 

"Well, I hope for Dad's sake he is," Goldy snorted. "Though how Dad was so sure he would be is 
a puzzle." 

"I don't think it matters in the end, if Frodo's still alive or not. I think things are different over 
there, more different that we can dream, and nobody's really alive or really dead anyway. Just 
happy. And I think Dad's boat pulled up on the beach, the sand white and hot under his feet, 
and Frodo and Mum were there to meet him. They smiled at him and said 'Hullo Sam, you 
haven't hurried, have you?', and now they're all lying under a tree somewhere, daydreaming 
and telling fairy stories." Elanor smiled. Goldy shook her head. 

"It's a pretty dream, El, but we put Mum in the ground. Remember that song that used to make 
her cry, about the earth-born maid who couldn't sail with the Elves? She's not with them, Elly, 
not now and never again." 

"No." Elanor shook her head, fingers playing with the thin chain at her throat. "I don't know 
how I know it, Goldy, but the story's all played out in my head. My heart knows it, and it's a 
happily ever after." 

"Nobody gets a happily ever after." 

"Well, this is so close the difference can't be told, anyway. And that's enough." 
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Not so much a sequel as a following of loose threads, West of the Moon is comprised of the tales 

by Mary Borsellino dealing with the characters after the end of Pretty Good Year. 

This is a collection of the disparate stories which together make up the West cycle, plus related 

fan artwork created by readers.  

Stories are posted in order of being written, not in chronological order, and contain spoilers for 

the 'Pretty Good Year' sequence of stories. 
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Splash 

"Your feet are prettier than mine." Daisy mused, stretching her legs out in front of her and 

wiggling the toes. Sammie shrugged, wet hair sending tiny rivers down the hollow between his 

shoulderblades and along his spine onto the wet wood of the pier. 
It was that endless time between afternoon tea and dinner, hot and lazy winds stirring the trees 

along the riverbank. They were trying to dry off before getting dressed again, their underclothes 

sticky and sodden on their skin (because Sammie had decided in one of his earnest moments 

that nine and ten was far too old for naked swimming in mixed company).  

"Not really." he answered after a while, turning to press the soles of his own feet against his 

sister's in comparison. "Your big toes are nicer shapes, see? Mine are all blunt at the ends." 

They were both a bit quiet, a bit sad, but they didn't want to talk about it, so instead they just sat 

and watched the fish dart about in the water below them. Uncle Frodo had tried to make them 

breakfast, which never meant anything good because he wasn't the best cook the Shire had ever 

seen, and tended to leave even things like buttered rolls tasting somehow funny. Rose-girl had 

helped, and cooked up a big lot of yummy hot muffins, but her eyes were red and swollen and 

she kept going into the big bedroom and coming out again all pale. 

Uncle Frodo had hugged and hugged Sammie, and kissed his forehead and hugged him again. 

Daisy wanted to go see Mummy and Daddy but Rose said no, no, Mummy's resting and 

Daddy's looking after her. Rose and Merry and Pippin made all the little ones walk down to a 

field far, far away from home and sit and listen to stupid fairy stories all morning. Sammie just 

sat and listened like he was told, his face all sad and squinty like uncle Frodo's got when he 

wasn't wasn't wasn't crying.  

Eventually, after a pitiful picnic lunch that barely filled up the corners of a healthy hobbit's 

tummy, Daisy decided she'd had enough of this moping and being all weepy, so she'd grabbed 

Sammie's hand and told Rose-girl that they were going swimming, and then ran away before 

anybody else could ask to come along too. 

Swimming was nice, because swimming was always nice, but she couldn't make Sammie giggle 

even when she duck-dived all the way to the bottom of a really deep bit of the river and found 

lots of lovely flat stones to put in the garden at home. 



"Do you think it would have been a boy or a girl, Daise?" Sam asked in a teeny tiny voice. Daisy 

scowled. 

"Oh, who cares anyway? Mummy and Daddy have lots and lots of both already. Don't be such a 

sour grump." 

"Why do you get so angry whenever I try to talk about it?" Sammie folded his legs under 

himself and tossed a stone down into the water. It broke the surface with a plopping sound. 

Daisy flopped down onto her back, hanging her legs over the edge to the knee.  

"We both know why, you snotty lemon drop." Daisy flicked water from her hair at Sam's arm, 

which was lightly pink with burn. He was three shades paler than her all year round, even 

though they spent the same amount of time out and about. "Because you're sitting here thinking 

that you should be a hushed whisper between our aunts and a day where Daddy doesn't 

garden, too, like the babies that don't get born. Well, muck at that." she reached out and 

wrapped his fingers in her own. "You're here, you're my Sammie, and that's that." 

"You've been listening to how Mummy scolds uncle Frodo when he's sad." Sam said with a 

small grin. Daisy nodded. 

"Uh-huh. Should I keep going? I could make you eat sprouts, like she did when he wouldn't 

come to the fair with us." 

Sam giggled. "His face went all green." 

"Just like the sprouts were!" Daisy shrieked, laughing. "I thought he was going to be sick all 

over after that, and Mummy just stood there with her hands on her hips and made him eat it all 

up. And Daddy just laughed and laughed." 

"And then Mummy made Frodo have a spoonful of codliver oil." Sam lay on his back beside 

Daisy, watching the clouds above them.  

"If you're too sick to take the brood to the fair, you need a good dose of this. Fix you right up, it 

will." Daisy imitated her mother, then chuckled. "She never lets him get away with being a sad 

sack, and I'm not going to do any less for you." 

"Not today, though. He was sad as anything today and she wasn't there to cheer him." Sam 

pointed out in a quiet voice. 

"Yes, because today Daddy and uncle Frodo are going to cheer her up instead. It happens to lots 

of people, Sammie, you know that. Uncle Tom and aunty Marigold don't have any babies at all 

because it happened to them over and over, I heard Elly and Goldy talk about it. That's what 



folk grow Pennyroyal and Bloodroot and Tansy for, to make it quicker. There're no whithertos 

and whyfors to fret over." 

Sam just looked at Daisy without saying a word. She groaned in frustration. 

"You really are just like him, you know. You both look like somebody broke all the biscuits in 

the tin and dropped them in your tea more often than you don't." 

"It's usually you, you're a great big biscuit glutton and you hog all the proper ones." Sam 

muttered. Daisy hooted in outrage. 

"Oh ho ho, really, so that's how it is, is it? Well you can just bellyache to the trout then!" she 

pushed him as if she was going to roll him off into the river. Sam screamed, giggling, and 

kicked out at her. 

"What's all this commotion, then?" a new voice asked them, making them both stop their 

wrestling game and turn to look. It was Mummy, her eyes all dark and shadowy and her hair 

pulled off her face in a way that made her look worn out like an old toy. She had a big warm 

shawl around her shoulders despite the heat of the day, and was leaning against Daddy as if 

she was very tired. Uncle Frodo was with them, too, carrying the big red book that usually lived 

in the study and wasn't to be touched by small curious hands. 

"Hullo, Mum. I was going to push Daisy into the water and then laugh at her." Sammie 

answered. Rosie laughed softly. "What're you doing here, anyway?" 

"I wanted to come sit by the water and hear a story. That room was sending my reason in 

spirals and loops."  

"Where's everyone else?" Daddy asked. Daisy shrugged. 

"Still up listening to Rose's stories, but she doesn't tell them right. She gives everybody happily 

ever afters, even the ugly sisters and the wicked queens." 

"There's nothing wrong with that, lass." Daddy said in a quiet voice. Daisy shrugged again.  

"Do you want to stay and listen to this story, then?" uncle Frodo asked. "Almost everybody gets 

a happy ending in it, but that's not the same as a happily ever after." 

"No scary bits." Sammie said with a serious expression. "No bits in the dark with things that 

slink and stink. I hate those." 

"I agree." Mummy nodded, sitting down on the pier and opening her arms. "Come sit with me, 

my darlings, and let's listen to your Sam-dad and uncle Frodo tell their story." 



"Are you better now then, Mummy?" Daisy asked, snuggling in under the shawl.  

"Nearly, duckling. Soon and nearly." she kissed their foreheads. "Now hush." 

"Do you want to go first, Sam, or shall I?" Frodo asked, smirking.  

"Oh, you first I think, Frodo dear. You tell the start of it better." 

"All right." Frodo cleared his throat and opened the book. "When Mr. Bilbo Baggins of Bag End 

announced that he would shortly be celebrating -" 

"It doesn't start with once upon a time." Daisy whispered to Sammie. "Stories are supposed to 

start with once upon a time." 

"And a certain little missus is supposed to mind her parents when they tell her to hush." Daddy 

replied, catching her in one of his big snugglehugs. "It starts as it started, and it ends as it ends, 

and the middle all gets us from one to the other." 

"How does it end, Mummy?" Sammie whispered, because the story had always worried him a 

bit and he could never stay listening long enough to know the finish. 

 

"Well enough. Not perfect, mind, but perfect's boring and plain compared to most other things." 

Mummy assured him. "Don't fear, my baby bird. It ends just as it's supposed to." 

 

 

Season's Eve 
"They're nearly here, then?" Estella asked, a smudge of flour along one cheekbone, hands 

working steadily at kneading the fruit-laden dough. Molly and Meli, who had romped into the 

kitchen seconds before, ran over to kiss her cheek. 

"How could you tell?" Molly asked, her wide habitual smile firmly in place as she stole a spoon 

to lick from the mixing bowl, handing a second one to Meli. 

"Get out of it!" Estella batted the girl's hand away. "I could tell because there's only one time you 

look as you do right now, Miss Molly, with your hair all flown about and your eyes starry, and 

that's when Pip Gardner has been telling you how pretty you are." 



"You should marry him tomorrow, Molly, then it only has to last a year and a day if you get sick 

of him." Meli suggested, spinning around and around in the cavernous kitchen until she got so 

dizzy she almost fell over. 

"Fifteen's much too young for marriage, even of the May Day sort. You have to wait that many 

years again before I'll even consider it." Estella cut in firmly, leaving her bread to push Meli 

down into a chair before the girl lost her footing. "How long 'til they get here?" 

"The little ones and Rosie were riding in the cart, we were too but we jumped off and ran ahead 

down by the big well. The rest were still a good way behind." Meli answered. "It was good fun, 

we played chase and everybody joined in, even the grown-ups." she turned as Diamond came 

into the room, carrying wine from the store rooms. "Mummy, you should have come. You're a 

good chaser." 

"There was more than enough to do here. We'll have plenty of chances for silliness tomorrow." 

Diamond answered. "So everyone's going to be here soon?" 

"Nearly everyone." Molly said, giggling behind her hand. Meli giggled too, clapping excitedly 

and smiling at Estella and Diamond. 

"We saw Farry kissing Goldy Gardner. He had his hand in her hair and everything." Meli 

informed them.  

"Well, I'm hardly surprised. They've been writing to each other since Yule." Estella answered, 

going back to her kneading.  

"What? You didn't tell us!" Molly and Meli cried.  

"It's rare anyone keeps secrets from you two." Diamond answered, ushering the pair over to the 

sink and handing them each a washing-up cloth. "I've never met such a pair of gossips." 

"Anyway." Meli went on, ignoring the implied scolding. "Molly and I reckon that Goldy and 

Farry won't be home for a while yet. She's a gardener's daughter, after all, and you know what 

they say about May's eve." 

"That's more cheek than I like from you, my girl." Estella tried her best to look scandalised. "I 

don't want to hear such rubbish when everyone arrives. I can only imagine what they'd think of 

it." 

"They talk worse than us." Molly shrugged. "I heard Robin and Tom planning to replace the 

custard with cat-sick tomorrow." 



"I'd like to see them try." Diamond said in a wry voice. A thunder of footsteps came down the 

hall, Rosie Gardner and half her children all tumbling in smelling of summer afternoons. 

"Prim has to sit on the front step all night, for luck!" Daisy declared, picking her sister up 

around the waist and making as if to carry her back outside.  

"Not so fast, you." Rosie stopped the game. "We're going to use indoor voices, you hear? No 

shouting and squealing while we're guests." 

"Don't be silly," Diamond laughed. "Our lot wouldn't know an indoor voice from a turnip 

anyway. Shout away, little ones. How are you, Rose dear?" 

"Old. Terribly old. Tomorrow's my thirtieth wedding anniversary, you realise that? I'm ancient." 

Rosie pretended to hobble over to the table before springing back up to her usual carriage and 

coming over to help with the baking. 

"Tell us about it, please?" Meli begged, jumping up and down and nearly winding Primrose 

with her elbow. 

"All right, all right, steady on." Estella raised both hands. "Everyone except me and Dinny out of 

the kitchen, go sit in the front hall and wait for the others. Rose can tell you the story out there." 

Molly and Meli, glad to be free of chores, raced ahead of the rest and sat down on the worn 

floorboards, ready to listen. The others all jumped down on top of them, resulting in a tangle of 

arms, legs, and outraged hobbits. Rosie waited until they were quiet and then started to talk. 

"My wedding day was the prettiest May Day there's ever been, the sky the same blue as my 

dress. Everyone made such a fuss of me; I got so many posies and presents before I'd even left 

the house that I thought I'd be smothered by the pile of them. We were still growing back the 

trees at that time, and all the saplings had ribbons and paper lanterns tied in them, oranges and 

pinks and yellows and greens. You couldn't walk ten steps without meeting a tween looking all 

mussed from a roll on the grass - don't think I didn't see that smirk, Meli Took, your brother 

and my Goldy can do as they please without you being a sniggering little spy about it. As I was 

saying, the whole Shire was alive with dancing and play. Frodo was mayor at that time, while 

poor Will Whitfoot regained his strength... or perhaps they'd already switched back, my 

memory isn't what it used to be." 

"You always remember when I haven't done my jobs." Sammie pointed out. Rosie nodded with 

a bright smile. 

"Ha, that's true, lad, you caught me out. Whoever the mayor was, anyway, chose me for May 

Queen. Samwise was my King, of course, and we wore garlands in our hair and chose the 



winner in all the games. We danced so much I thought my feet would fall off by the end of it. 

Every May Day is lovely but somehow I know none is ever going to be as perfect as that one." 

Molly sighed happily. "Oh, I hope I can be the May Queen some day." 

"I'm sure you will be, lass. You'll be pretty as a picture." 

"Hullo!" a voice called as the door swung open. "We made it, eventually." it was Frodo-lad, and 

all the rest with him. Everybody tried to hug hello, even though most of them had seen each 

other just an hour or two beforehand, but the hallway was too small so they moved into a 

sitting room. Diamond and Pippin kissed hello, and so did Estella and Merry, but when 

everyone sat down Estella and Diamond squashed up in an armchair together and Merry and 

Pippin comandeered two cushions on the floor at their feet, holding hands. Faramir and 

Goldilocks were, as Molly and Meli had guessed, nowhere to be found. 

Suddenly, watching Molly beg Boromir for a try at his pipe, and Meli ask her father if she could 

wear a garland in her hair for May Day, Bilbo made a face. Sam noticed. 

"What's that look for?" 

"There's only eight of them, and two huge homes to share between them. Yuck, how lonely." 

Bilbo answered. Ruby rolled her eyes and made a small grumbling noise in the back of her 

throat. 

"It might be nice to be lonely for a change." she said in a quiet voice. Primrose grabbed her in a 

hug and wouldn't let go, even when Ruby tried to squirm away and cried 'Mummy!'. 

"No scowling faces on anybody, I don't want to hear complaints." Frodo ordered Ruby, pulling 

her onto his lap. "They aren't allowed." 

"If you smile for us, Ruby-blue, I'll draw a picture for your wall at home." Frodo-lad added. 

Rosie had told him time and time again not to bribe his sisters but he never paid any attention, 

and his delicate sketches were a highly sought-after prize.  

"Really? For me?" Ruby said with a small pout before breaking into a grin. "Thankyou!" 

"This is the last time I'll be one of the children at a gathering like this." Elanor said with a 

philosophical sort of sigh. "I'll probably be a wife by the time next May comes around." 

"It's not as if it's something out of your control." Merry pointed out. "If you want to leave it, just 

tell Fastred. You're not even of age yet, it'll take more effort to wed than to put it off." 



"I didn't mean for it to sound like that." Elanor shook her head. "I do want to get married, more 

than anything in the whole world. I'll just... miss this." 

"There's room for your family here too." Diamond pointed out.  

"Yes, I'm sure we'd squeeze them in somewhere." Pippin joked. "I doubt Frodo and Sam and 

Rose would let you get away even if you wanted to, anyway." 

"Quite right." Sam said with a nod. "I put up with too much from you when you were small to 

let you go so easy now that you can make it up to me." 

"I wish this could go on forever." Elanor admitted, shrugging.  

"Well, it can't. Nothing does." Frodo pushed her hair behind her ear, trailing his knuckles down 

his cheek. "But it's not finished yet, Ellyelle. Nowhere near. And when it does, there's going to 

be other things just as wonderful. Your own babies to snuggle and love, and nieces and 

nephews to spoil. It's not the end of anything, it's the start of so much." 

Elanor smiled at Frodo, kissing his cheek and then Ruby's. Tom gave a wide yawn as Sam 

picked him up.  

"To bed, now, or it'll be May Day before we're ready for it." Merry declared.  

"Can I dream about Queens and Kings, Mummy?" Primrose asked. 

"Ah, that's not up to me. You'd have to ask the sandman that." 

"Sandman?" Ruby asked, halfway asleep in Frodo's arms.  

"A story for another night." Rosie promised, pushing the door open on the bedroom. "Sweet 

dreams, now, my lovelies. You're always going to be my little darlings, even when you're not so 

little anymore. Always and forever." 
 

Golden afternoon 
"Pease porridge hot, pease porridge cold, pease porridge in the pot, nine days old!" 



"Ruby." Fredegar Bolger crouched down in front of the small girl. "That's a beautiful song, and 
your voice is like a lovely bird call, but do you know what will happen if you distract us?" 

Ruby shook her head, biting at the end of one of her braids. 

"Well," Fredegar said. "We won't get these walls properly fixed up, and one night while you're 
dreaming of sugarplums or revolting old porridge or anything else besides the roof will fall in 
on top of your head and squash you flat as paper." 

Ruby's eyes went big and round as hazel saucers and she redoubled the damage she was doing 
to her rust-red hair. 

"Hush, Fatty," Merry called before finding the two of them in the sitting room. "You'll scare the 
wits out of the poor mite." 

"She's not scared, are you Ruby?" 

Ruby's eyes miraculously managed to get even bigger and rounder as she shook her head 
silently, looking up at her father as he came into the room. 

"Don't worry, we're going to mend it up right proper, there'll be no squashed girls in this smial," 
Sam, shirtsleeves rolled back and cheeks flushed from work, assured the terrified Ruby, smiling 
at Merry and Fredegar and tipping his head back towards the room where the work was being 
done. "Come on, back to it, stop giving my lass nightmares." 

"Go back and find the other girls, Ruby," Merry added. "Make sure my Molly hasn't caused too 
much havoc." 

Ruby nodded, running back outside and around to where her sisters sat on the grass. The 
younger boys were playing some sort of hero-game a little way down the hill, Bilbo, Hamfast 
and Sammie were knights with Daisy as their damsel in distress. She didn't seem very 
distressed, however, and kept breaking character to steal a wooden sword, brandishing it high 
with a whoop. 

Primrose and Robin had been trying to read a book together, but Robin was much faster at the 
task and Primrose felt that this was most unfair, considering the age difference, and was 
sulking. Ruby thought this was stupid, Ham had begged and begged to help his older brothers 
with the house-mending but hadn't complained when he'd been deemed too young. There were 
better things to do than grouch. 

Rose-girl and Elanor were cooing over pudgy little Tom and baby Lillian, the toddlers looking 
bemused at the attention. Goldilocks, fanning her face with her wide-brimmed hat, watched as 
her older sisters doted on the pair. Tom was the youngest of Sam and Rosie's children, and Lil 
was the oldest (only, so far) of their grandchildren, Rose-girl's daughter. 



Truth be told, Goldilocks loved them more than most anything else in the world, but knew that 
the rest of her family would tease her like anything if they found out. She'd spent far too much 
time in her own babyhood telling everyone she was never, ever going to have children. To be 
revealed now as adoring her dual roles of big sister and aunt would be disaster. 

When hobbits were born to very young mothers, the baby was raised by what was almost a 
roster system of family and friends. It wasn't that tweenaged parents were disapproved of 
(though some of the local historians clucked their tongues and made pious noises), but that it 
was widely thought that the lass deserved to finish her own growing up before overseeing 
someone else's. So baby Lil lived in Bag End some of the time, and with her great-aunt Marigold 
and grand-uncle Tom occasionally. Sometimes Brandy Hall's inhabitants cared for her, and 
other weeks saw Lil in Tuckborough. The little girl delighted at the arrangement, as it meant 
lots and lots of adoring attention and a million new places to explore with every move. 

It also meant that Lil Gardner was aware, even at her early age, of what Meli Took and Molly 
Brandybuck were capable of. Ruby had found them, like Merry had told her to, but hadn't had a 
chance to talk to them yet due to the tandem scoldings they were getting from Rosie, Estella, 
and Diamond. 

"Of all the scrapes you get yourself into..." 

"...have to repair the latches on all four gates, now..." 

"...and to tell such a wicked fib to old mother Boffin like that..." 

"We didn't lie," Molly grumbled when the three paused to breathe. 

"It was as good as a lie, and you know it," Rosie retorted, but the girls had spotted the spark of 
merriment in her eyes and knew they were safe from punishment. For a little while, anyway. 

"We didn't say a single untrue thing." Meli maintained. 

And this much was indeed correct. Meli and Molly, one was hardly ever seen without the other 
unless a practical joke was in the planning, and Daisy and Sammie (likewise joined at whatever 
part of the body was chiefly responsible for troublemaking), had spent a very enjoyable 
morning sitting with the old farmers down on the main street, taking little puffs from offered 
pipes and listening to gossip and old tales. 

Gammer Boffin had arrived on the scene as midday approached, Sammie and Daisy had 
wandered off to go look at the new clothes at the tailor's with a promise to come back soon. Meli 
and Molly were having a wonderful time pretending to be crotchety old things, and when Mrs 
Boffin asked if their mothers knew that they were smoking pipeweed, Molly and Meli piped up 
quickly that "Rosie is the one who told us to come here". At breakfast time the four of them had 



been mixing salt in with the sugar, and Rose-girl, in a fit of exasperation, had told them to go 
out of the house and not come back until lunchtime. So it wasn't a lie, not really. 

And if Frodo Gardner hadn't walked by at just that moment and heard the not-lie, the two girls 
might have gotten away with it all, too. 

The saga of the gate-latches was another matter entirely, and nobody could get a straight 
answer out of the pair as to what exactly had happened, save for the fact that whatever it was 
wasn't their fault. Estella and Diamond and Rosie gave the girls as much of a telling-off as they 
could bear and then sent them down to play the hero-game with the others. 

Ruby sat down with a sigh, feeling all stuck in the middle with no special accomplice to play 
with. Then Bilbo saw her on her own, and shouted for her to come and join the game. 
Goldilocks watched the girl's face light up, and smiled behind the brim of her straw hat. It was 
amazing what a small kindness could do for the temper at that age. 

Goldy considered herself very old and regal. She missed it, sometimes, being young. It seemed 
she hadn't really appreciated it enough, worrying too much about the state of her dress or 
whether the boys could see her pretty curls. She knew that her sisters expected her to spend the 
whole afternoon lying there being all swoony, daydreaming about Farry Took or some other 
young hobbit. For the moment, Goldy found that idea uniformly dull. 

"We want to go down to the river, Mum," Molly said to Estella, puffing from running up the hill 
with her three usual accomplices. Meli went over to tuck flowers into Lil's dark mop of curls, 
and Daisy flopped down on her back to watch the clouds drift by above the Shire. Sammie was 
offering to help Primrose with her reading, he had a natural knack for teaching and liked to 
help people learn things. 

"Oh no, you'll all end up covered in mud if I say yes to that." 

Goldilocks sat up, the wind ruffling her skirts and making the yellow flowers all around her 
sway gently. 

"I'll take them," she offered, not knowing exactly why the impulse had struck her. "Make sure 
they stay clean." 

Daisy grumbled under her breath, something about boring spoilsports who didn't know how to 
have fun. Rosie grinned, nodding. 

"All right, Goldy, you keep an eye on them," she told her daughter, winking slyly and turning 
back to her conversation with Diamond. Sammie had caught the unspoken communication and 
raised his eyebrows quizzically. Goldilocks just smiled, and put her hat on her head. 



Nobody seemed particularly shocked when the four children and their babysitter returned from 
their walk soaked through, Goldy's curls caught with sticks and leaves and wind-knots in a way 
that meant she'd have frizz for a week. It was plain that this fact didn't trouble her at all, and 
Rosie smiled to see her daughter behaving like the little girl she still was. 

"Bath time for silly sausages," Rosie ordered. "That includes you, Miss Goldy. Into the tub with 
you, and then I think you can all go to bed. I don't want you catching a cold or anything like 
that." 

Everyone was sleeping in one of the biggest store rooms while the bedrooms were 
strengthened, and as far as the children (and the adults too, though they were less inclined to 
admit it) were concerned it was a wonderful treat. Daisy, Sammie, Meli, Molly and Goldilocks 
all changed into their night clothes and snuggled under a big blanket with blue flower-
patterned patches all over it. 

"Sing us a song, Goldy," Meli begged. "You have a pretty voice, my brother says so." 

"Hmm?" Goldilocks said sleepily, exhausted from laughing and play. "Oh, all right, I suppose. If 
you're going to be a flatterer like that, you wheedling little toadie. Let's see..." 

Goldilocks thought for a little while, then sat up, her voice high and clear and soft in the quiet. 

"Meli, Molly, Daisy and Sam  
Went to the river and opened the dam.  
Baggins, Gardner, Brandybuck, Took  
Lent over the edge to get a good look.  
Fair hair, black hair, two for dark brown  
Smiled at each other before they jumped down.  
Four little hobbits, all in a row  
covered in water from head-top to toe.  
Crow, canary, sparrow and lark,  
They are my candles that light up the dark." 

"That's a nice song." Molly's words were broken by a wide yawn. "But you shouldn't say that, 
the bit about Sammie being a Baggins. Daddy says that only gossips with nothing better to do 
care about that at all." 

"I'm allowed to, Gardner's have special permission. Don't we, Sammie?" Goldilocks asked. Her 
younger brother smiled and snuggled in against the already-dreaming Daisy. 

"I'm going to be a Gardner someday." Molly declared. Meli made a hmphing sound and said 
she was going to stay a Took for ever and ever because it was the best thing to be, but before an 
argument could start in earnest they all fell into a contended sleep. 



 

Baby stories 

Sammie likes paper. Likes the smell of it, the texture of it. Sometimes, when he was small 

enough to fit on Frodo's lap comfortably, he'd sit and watch as paper and ink (he likes the smell 

of that, too, but not so much as paper) came together and trapped stories down like pinned 

butterflies. 

Dozens and dozens of story books spill off the shelves in the bedroom he shares with Bilbo and 

Hamfast. Mummy Rose and Sam-dad and Uncle Frodo write them to order, so there are a lot of 

dark-haired princesses who bewitch princes with their beauty for Rose-girl, and faithful horses 

who carry heroes on long journeys for Merry. Worn-out, much-loved old copies of tales about 

little boys who kill orcs and little girls who meet Elves from when Frodo and Elanor were still 

small enough to demand themselves written into tales.  

And family trees, too, there's a big sheaf of them shoved on a lower shelf. Hobbit children are 

expected to respect and know their lineage. Sammie likes to trace the lines with his fingers; they 

remind him of delicate cobwebs. He draws them upside-down from the usual way, so that the 

children are above the parents on each generation, stretching up in branches supported by 

where they've come from, rather than hanging down like roots buried under the past. He can't 

understand why anybody would design them like that in the first place; it seems utterly 

illogical to him.  

The way his family tree overlaps and tangles at the top makes him happy, all laced together like 

a net that stops anybody tumbling down from such a height. Sometimes he sits with Daisy in 

their secret hiding spot down by the brook and engages in very earnest discussions on the 

subject; though these discussions always end with Daisy romping about and calling Sammie 

Old Mad Baggins. Daisy hopes her hair gets darker as she grows up, so that the two of them 

will match better, but it seems unlikely. Goldy and Elly are as fair as they ever were, and they're 

practically grown-up now. 

Sammie doesn't know why he decided the line between the big children and the little ones is 

drawn between Goldy and Ham, since they're only a year apart, but Ham still likes to play with 

his small brothers and sisters, while Goldilocks would rather spend her time making sure she 

looks exactly her beautifullest, and helping Mummy Rose with the sewing and cooking. 



Sammie thinks that's a bit sad, because when he was little it was always Goldy who would 

teach him the names of the stars and flowers outside. He wishes there was no need for anybody 

to ever grow up; whenever he says that to any of the grown-ups they just laugh and ruffle his 

hair, as if there's a secret joke he won't understand until he's big. 

They're a little band of mischief makers, the younger Gardner children. They have all sorts of 

wicked reputations with all the locals, especially when coupled with their cousins Meli and 

Molly. Robin and Tom are too little to be in trouble often, and really Ruby is too but she insists 

on tagging along whenever she can; sometimes she's the one who thinks of the funniest games 

to play. Like when they found Dan the cartwright asleep in his garden and covered him all up 

with hay, that was her idea.  

"Thought I'd find you in here," Sam-dad says, leaning against the doorframe. "You shouldn't 

stay shut in so much, lad, you need more colour in your cheeks." 

"Yes, Dad," Sammie answers dutifully. Sam smiles at him and the two of them walk down the 

hall together. 

"Now, young Hope Grubb from over Frogmorton way is coming round this afternoon, and I 

want you lot out of the way while she's here so she can get her work done, you hear?" 

"What's she doing?" 

"Lass wants to gather all the history that folk remember and that they've got written down, and 

collect it into books for a library." 

"Not our book, though, she's not going to take it?" Sammie looks very concerned. 

"No, ninny, that's why she's coming here, to read it and copy out the important parts 

concerning hobbits," Sam explains, reaching into his pocket and drawing out a few bright new 

pennies. "I've given some to Ham already, and I would to Daisy if she'd ever stay still for half a 

breath. You're to take Primrose and Bilbo, and Ruby if she's in a mind to come with you, and go 

cause trouble somewhere else for the rest of the day." 

Sammie nods, and jams the small fortune of money into his lefthand pocket. The right one has a 

tear in it, he hasn't told his mother yet because she always grumbles at him when he rips new 

clothes the first time. Says he's as bad as Pippin used to be, which Sammie finds difficult to 

believe. He and Daisy try and fix things themselves, sometimes, and Mummy never seems 

pleased with that either. Sammie isn't sure why, because brown pants look nice darned with 

blue wool. 



Mum's got Tom in the bath, there are bubbles and splashes all over the place, she's pouring soap 

flakes over his head and he's shouting "Snow! Snow!" and kicking up big waves. Robin's very 

methodically dropping bright building blocks into the water one after the other; Mum hasn't 

noticed that yet. Sam goes to help her and Sammie runs off; he doesn't want to get stuck 

cleaning up sudsy babies, even very cute ones. 

Uncle Frodo's in the study, with the big red book open infront of him. It's never smelt like 

ordinary paper, there used to be a little flower pressed between two pages. Elanor long ago 

claimed it to frame and hang in her bedroom, but a whisper of the scent still remains. The book 

smells like dusty sunshine; it makes Sammie think of lazy afternoons, even though there aren't 

many of those in the story itself at all. Uncle Frodo gives Sammie a few coins as well, coupled 

with a vague smile. The bounty of the day is almost enough to buy a sack of potatoes or a new 

set of glass cups, if Sammie had any interest in spending the money on such boring, ordinary 

things. 

Hope Grubb arrives with her smaller sister, Delphinium, and Sammie decides he likes the look 

of them. They're related to the Baggins family in some close way or another, and that gives 

them wide cheeks and small chins and burbling laughs. Delphinium endears herself to Daisy 

instantly by pulling on Sammie's hair sharply and calling him a "queer little elf-boy, but fair 

enough, considering". Hope's hands are all stained with ink, and Sammie knows from nothing 

more than this that she's going to get along with Uncle Frodo very well.  

"What're we going to do? What're we going to do?" Primrose asks in a sing-song, jumping 

around her older siblings and their visitor.  

"We're going to sneak around under the window and listen to them talking about the 

adventures in the book," Bilbo says as if there's no argument about it. 

"But why? I thought we could go for a walk, and buy some candy apples, and show 

Delphinium all the secret places to hide treasures in," Ruby scowls. "I hate the book. It's too 

scary, I like happy stories."  

"Don't be silly, Ruby, the book's great fun. The stories you like are baby stories. Good idea, 

Bilbo." Ham, as the oldest, has declared himself the leader of the ragtag group.  

"She's not silly, she's got more sense than you," Mummy Rose puts in, sneaking up behind the 

boy without his knowing, holding a mop under one arm and a sodden Tom under the other. 

Ham jumps in surprise.  

"But Mum -" 



"No buts. Your Dad told you to go out and out you'll go." Rosie brandishes the mop 

menacingly. "I'm not going to say it again," she warns, but the children can see her smile 

twitching in her cheeks, about to break free.  

"All right, all right." Ham grumps. "C'mon everyone, we'll go outside." 

"Sooks." Bilbo snipes at Ruby and Primrose as they file down the hall. "Only babies get scared 

by the book." 

"Then why did you beg me not to put the candles out, after last time you crept in to listen to it?" 

Sammie shoots back at his younger brother. Bilbo scowls. Delphinium giggles. 

They walk down to a little thicket of trees near the brook that has become their headquarters 

lately, there are lots of knotholes perfect for storing various mathoms and snacks in. 

Delphinium, as the guest, gets to choose the game. 

"Tiggy," she promptly replies. "And Sammie's It." 

"No, we have to choose who's up more fairly than that," Sammie protests, ignoring Bilbo and 

Ham's mutterings about baby games. "Prim, you count it out." 

"All right." Primrose points at each of them in turn. "One for the mouse, one for the crow, one to 

rot, and one to grow. My mother said to pick just one and it is... you!" her finger comes to rest 

on Ruby, who turns and taps Bilbo's arm without missing a beat. 

"You're It now!" she runs off before he can protest. Sammie pauses long enough to store the 

money in his pocket away carefully under a tree root for later, and then darts away from Bilbo 

with a laugh.  

"I'm not It! That's not fair!" 

"Is too!" 

"Ha ha, can't catch me!" 

Being a grown-up seems all well and good, but Sammie's in no hurry to finish this particular 

chapter of his story. 
Storms and rainbows 
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It was getting harder every year. Sometimes Frodo tried to write it down, use his pen and ink 

like a bloodletting, trying to expel the sickness; but he could never find the right words. There 

didn't seem to be words at all for it, which made him glad. It meant nobody had ever felt like 

this before.  

Frodo wouldn't have wished the feeling on anyone. 

The ground was warm under him, it was a peach-coloured evening. Sam and Rosie hadn't 

wanted to let him go outside, but Frodo didn't want to stay in his dark little cave of misery for 

another moment. The fact he carried it with him wherever he went made escape problematic, 

but he wasn't going to put his family through it for another moment if he could help it.  

Family.  Frodo never got tired of thinking that word. 

Perhaps he would be at peace, over the sea. He could be sitting on the sand, holding a shell in 

his hands and watching the waves. Perhaps Sam and Rose would be happier, if he was gone. 

It wasn't a matter of shelving the past in choosing a future, after all. All the reasons he'd had to 

leave then were still present, multiplied tenfold by time.  

He'd heard Sam and Rosie arguing about it the day before; or perhaps he'd dreamed it. Time 

had blurred and doubled and folded for a while, there, reducing him to ancient wounds and 

emptiness.  

"Why can't it ever be enough?" Rosie had been raging, pressing a cool cloth to Frodo's forehead. 

She'd been talking to Sam, who was trying to work some warmth back into Frodo's hands. 

They'd never found a way to balance his temperature, even after so many chances to trial and 

error different methods. He'd been slipping in and out of his daze, half-hearing them as they 

whispered.  

"What's that, Rose?" 

"We've never been enough for him. We can't make him whole, I used to think we could but 

there's never been a hope of it. Not you, or me, or any of the babes. When Sammie grew long 

enough to be born, I said to myself 'Well, Rosie, maybe this will make your Frodo right at last'. 

He's always wanted for family, it's not hard to see that, and though we've always thought of 

him as part of ours, perhaps he hasn't felt the same way. But now there's a bonny little boy 

sitting out on the front step with his brothers and sisters, serious and quaint already at four 



years old, and still Frodo doesn't heal. It..." Rosie paused, or maybe it was simply Frodo's 

perception of time that made a stretch of silence before she spoke again. "It almost makes me 

relieved, that Sammie hasn't changed him, and then I feel like crying for thinking something so 

terrible. But at least now I know it doesn't make a difference to Frodo if it's you or him who 

fathers the little ones." 

A tear struck Frodo's arm, hot against skin gone to ice. Rosie cried less when she was really 

unhappy than when she was confused.  

"He can't heal, love." Sam's voice choked a little, too. His hands on Frodo's skin were careful and 

tender. "And no number of babies, his own or mine - he thinks of them as his own no matter, 

can change that fact. We can't make him whole, but we can make him happy." 

"Words. It's all just clever ways of putting words together," snapped Rosie. "He deserves better 

than this, Samwise, and so do we." 

 

The evening was turning from peach to blueberry, the first faint stars shining silver-white. He'd 

have to go home soon, it was almost time for dinner. Elanor would be fussing about making 

sure the tablecloth didn't have marks on it; she took her role as the eldest child very seriously. 

Merry and Pippin would probably be helping her, or grumbling about being forced into 

helping. Rosie would be feeding wee Bilbo, and Sam might be going over the records and letters 

from the mayoral office.  

The twilight wind brushed against Frodo's skin in a chilly gust, making him shiver. He smiled 

at the sensation. It was good to feel things. 

Frodo-lad and Rose-girl were sitting out on the front steps again, watching Goldilocks and 

Hamfast trying to juggle three small yellow balls between them in the middle of the road. Frodo 

hung back around a small bend in the pathway, listening to the conversations of the children. 

"Idiot! You can't stop once you've caught one, you have to throw it back straight away!" 

"Easy, Goldy," Frodo-lad scolded gently. He was bouncing Sammie on his knee, watching to 

make sure Daisy didn't wander off too far as she explored the garden. Looking for bugs, it was 

more than likely, as the girl had recently developed a fascination with the way caterpillars 

became butterflies and spiders spun their webs. 

"I love the way babies smell," said Rose, inhaling the scent of Primrose as she held the toddler 

carefully. "I'm going to have lots of my own someday, even more than Mummy and Daddy. 

And not a single one of them is going to be named after another person." 



"I like having a name that belonged to somebody before me. Look at us here, we're Frodo and 

Rose and Sam, just like our parents. They gave us life, and they gave us their names," replied 

Frodo. "And Goldy and Prim are named after other people, but have nicknames that are just 

theirs. Nobody gets you confused with Mum." 

"I suppose." Rose shrugged. "I reckon we're going to have another brother or sister before too 

long, Mum's been sick in the mornings." 

"Hope it's a brother, then. Too many girls already." 

"Oh, you shut your mouth." Rose laughed, swatting at Frodo's head before raising her voice so 

the other children would hear. "Come on, you lot. Time to wash up for dinner." 

"Not yet," Sammie complained. "I want to stay out here with Fro." 

"We'll be in soon," Frodo promised Rose. She nodded, ushering the others inside. 

"Fro, Grandpa Tom and Granny Lily were talking about me with Mummy yesterday, and they 

said I was an apple in a pear tree. What does that mean?" Sammie asked when the two boys 

were alone. 

Frodo paused, considering.  

"I don't think I should be the one to explain this to you, lad. It might be a job better done by 

Mum and Dad and Uncle Frodo." 

"But I want to know now." 

"Wouldn't you rather hear a more exciting story? I could tell you about Merry and Pippin, not 

your brothers, the older ones, and how they got so tall and splendid looking." 

"Please?" Sammie begged, resting his chin on Frodo's shoulder and twining his small, chubby 

fingers in his brother's sandy hair. "I want to know why I'm an apple in a pear tree. Does that 

mean I don't belong?" 

"Sam-lad, no." Frodo shook his head, more angry than sad. "Never think that. Hm... when a 

mother dog is going to have puppies, there are things about the puppies that depend on who 

the father dog was. It's the same for trees, I suppose. Different seeds in the same earth make 

different trees, and different fruit." 

Sammie nodded, forehead furrowed as he thought about this. "I think I understand, Fro, but I 

don't completely. It's about Gamgees and Bagginses, isn't it?"  



Frodo nodded. Sammie chewed on his small thumbnail, and then nodded to himself. "I thought 

so. But we're Gardners now, aren't we? So I don't know why it's important at all." 

"You're wiser than your grandparents, then, but don't let them catch you repeating me on that," 

Frodo-lad laughed, hugging Sammie. "There are more important things, much more important 

things, than who sires which baby in a family. Things like who teaches you to read, or to plant a 

flower in a pot, or ride a pony. Those are what matters, and we've got the two best Dads, and 

the best Mum, in all the Shire." 

Frodo the older, still hidden by the bend in the road, blinked back a sudden prickle in his eyes 

and walked around the corner. 

"Hullo, Uncle Frodo!" Sammie cried, jumping down off Frodo-lad's lap and running to meet 

him. "We were just talking about you. Fro said you have to teach me to ride a pony." 

"Not quite," corrected Frodo-lad, standing up with his hands in his pockets. "Trust this one to 

pick that up as the most important part of what I said, though. Are you feeling better?" 

"Much." Frodo nodded, smiling and picking Sammie up. "The bad days come, and they're bad, 

but they pass again. Storms and rainbows, as your mother would say." 

"I'm glad to hear you say that," Frodo-lad admitted. "Sometimes I think you wish you'd gone, 

over the sea with the Elves. I can't say I blame you, if you do." 

"And miss this? Not likely, my boy, not likely," Frodo laughed. "Come on, I can smell your 

mother's coffee cake from out here, and my stomach wants to see if it tastes as good as it 

promises." 

They walked up the stairs and through the front door, sitting down around the long table with 

the others. Dinner was as noisy and bright as ever. Frodo reached past the knocked-over cup of 

milk that Pippin had spilled seconds before and took Sam and Rosie's hands. 

"I might now be whole on my own," he told them softly. "But you fill all the spaces left empty, 

right up to the brim and over. I'm sorry you have to go through the dark days with me every 

year." 

"What else could we do? Leave you to weather them on your own?" Rosie asked, smiling. "Now 

eat your carrots, Mister Frodo, or I'll mash them up and spoon them to you like I do for little 

Bilbo." 

"You don't to say sorries for it," Sam assured him, and Frodo realised that was the truth. It 

didn't need to be said, anymore. It never had.~ 



Diamond shoes 
Aislin had heard stories about 'those folk on the hill' for as long as she could remember. There 

was always, it seemed, some reason to gossip about them. And oh, how grand they sounded, so 

many fat little babies running about that even their parents couldn't keep track of how many 

there were some days. That's what people said, anyway. Aislin didn't know how anybody could 

possibly forget even one.  
Owen was the only brother Aislin had, and a little whiny one at that; older than her in years but 

smaller in height and less serious of purpose when it came to important matters. He hated the 

way she never shut up about the Gardner family, but had a fascination with them of his own. It 

wasn't fair, after all, that those laughing children should have three parents where Owen and 

Aislin didn't even have one. They were being raised by their Aunty Kiara, who was nice enough 

but so Tookish in her makeup that she was prone to vanishing for weeks on end, coming back 

with a lot of sunburn but no explanation. 

Once Owen had questioned the fact that they thought of their aunt as just that, an aunt, but that 

Frodo Baggins, whom the Gardner brood called 'uncle', was the same as a father or a mother, 

and not an uncle at all. Aislin had looked at her brother in her usual annoyed way and called 

him a stupid old bald-foot. The Gardners weren't like ordinary people, they were more like 

fairy story characters, and didn't have to play by boring regular rules in matters of family. They 

were special. 

Aunty Kiara was their father's sister; sometimes when she'd been gone for a few days Owen 

and Aislin went to see their only other living relations. Mum had had a sister, too, and Aunty 

Lila was almost as strange as Aunty Kiara in some respects. She insisted that all her children, 

and Owen and Aislin too, had to wish on stars before bedtime, and kiss the morning hello when 

they woke up.  

Owen didn't like his cousins, he told Aislin that this was because they had a proper family but 

secretly Aislin thought it might be because they never let him cheat at hide-and-seek. There was 

Flora, who had black hair and needed a special glass to read books with, she was the oldest. 

Then came Aster, who was as daffy as her mother and twice as scatterbrained. Basil, who 

thought Owen was a brute, and wanted to be a leatherworker like his father. Last came Adair, 

who had been named after the baby that Owen and Aislin's mother had birthed too soon. Both 

mother and babe had faded away before dawn that night, and the father had been clumsy with 



the horses a month later out of loss. Neither of the orphaned children liked Adair very much as 

a result, they felt he was somehow responsible by proxy for their situation.  

There was another reason to hate Adair, too, one that seemed far more unfair than things that 

had happened six years before. Adair was friends with Ruby and Robin Gardner, and Bilbo 

(when the older boy was feeling magnanimous), and this was more than Aislin and Owen could 

bear.  

"They don't know how many babies they have, it's said. We could walk right in and pretend 

that we belonged," suggested Aislin once in a while, but they knew it would never work. The 

Gardner children tanned in the sun, or grew sprinkles of brown freckles on their noses. Aislin 

and Owen had the same queer orange hair and abundant orange freckles as their parents; they 

didn't look like anyone except each other.  

They liked to pretend they could, though, and creep up to crouch under the windows and 

watch dinnertimes. There were so many children, some so big they were almost full-grown 

hobbits, but nobody was squished up on the corner of the table. Everyone had a plate and a 

mug, and enough food to fill their tummies up to bursting. It made Owen and Aislin's own 

stomachs hurt to see them; they had good enough dinners of their own usually, but none of the 

other comforts enjoyed by the Gardners. It wasn't fair at all, but they could never stop looking.  

They were doing just this, one night when Aunty Kiara had wandered off again and Aunty 

Lila's husband had taken his family to visit other relatives near Hardbottle. Aislin and Owen 

knew well enough how to make themselves a bite to eat and put themselves to bed, but the 

temptation to walk up to Bag End and spy on their fairy-story family was too great to resist.  

"That's Elanor. She's the oldest," whispered Aislin, watching a fair-haired tween mend the hem 

on a doll's dress.  

"Shhh, I know, ninny! Be quiet!" Owen hissed in reply, punching Aislin on the arm. Inside, 

Elanor looked up and smiled at her uncle as he sat beside her. 

"Ouch! That hurt, you mean pig." Aislin shoved at Owen, scowling, and sent him sprawling into 

the small shovel someone had left propped against the wall. The shovel fell to the ground with 

a clatter and a thud, and Frodo and Elanor looked at each other in surprise and puzzlement. 

Aislin and Owen wore matching expressions of wide-eyed terror as Frodo Baggins, who 

generated more gossip than the rest of his family put together twice over, opened the window 

and looked down at them. 

"Hullo there. You two are the biggest nasturtians Sam's ever grown, I must say," he said with a 

smile. 



Aislin gulped. "We were just... just..." she looked at her brother, hoping he had thought of 

something. He hadn't. 

"Why don't you come inside while you work out your excuses, hmm?" Elanor asked, joining 

Frodo at the windowsill. "You can have some of my carrot cake; my rotten brothers and sisters 

wouldn't eat a single bite because they knew I'd made it." 

"Doesn't look like they need any more carrots. Or pumpkin, or oranges," joked Frodo.  

"Oh, hush, Uncle Frodo, you of all people should know that it isn't nice to tease those who look 

different." With that gentle chiding, Elanor offered her hand down. "Here, climb in, it's a big 

window." 

Struck speechless, Aislin and Owen stood in the study of Bag End. The sounds of a heated 

argument were cut off abruptly in another room by the stern tones of an adult. 

"That's Rose, the mum," Aislin whispered to Owen. Frodo and Elanor exchanged another smile. 

"What were you doing out there, little nasturtians?" Frodo asked them in a soft, kind voice, 

leading them over to the cushions strewn about near the fire, obviously meant for children to sit 

on while listening to stories. Elanor slipped out the door as Frodo spoke again. "Where are your 

parents?" 

"Dead," answered Owen, shrugging. "Since I was three and Ais was one and a half. She can't 

remember them, but I can sometimes." 

"You poor things." Frodo sat down beside them on the floor, as if he was a little boy himself and 

not a grown-up gentlehobbit who had written books and gone on adventures and raised lots 

and lots of children. "My Mum and Dad died when I was small, too. I grew up with my 

cousins." 

"We have cousins, but our Aunty and Uncle don't have enough money to look after us as well 

as them." Aislin felt that the whole situation was so like a dream that it didn't matter at all if she 

said too much. After all, they couldn't really be here in Bag End, could they? 

"I know that look, Elanorelle." Sam's voice sounded from the hallway. "It's the same one Frodo 

gets when he's got a scheme up his sleeve. So long as there are no more burns on the carpet or 

breaks in the windows, I'll turn a blind eye. I know better than to try and meddle in the things 

you get up to." 

"Thanks, Dad," laughed Elanor. "We'll just say you never saw me smuggling carrot cake into the 

study and be done with it." 



"Right." 

Elanor opened the door and carried the supper inside, still chuckling from the joke with her 

father. 

"Now that we've got rations," said Frodo. "How would you children like to hear a story with 

two endings?" 

Aislin and Owen looked very puzzled. Elanor, covering a yawn with her hand, departed again, 

leaving storyteller and audience alone. 

"You see," Frodo explained. "This story struck young Hamfast's fancy so much that he's made 

up a different finish to it. Perhaps you'd like to hear it?" 

"Yes!" the children chorused, in agreement for once. Frodo smile, and then began to read the 

story out of a book with a brown leather cover and rounded corners on the pages. 

Once upon a time there was a girl. Maybe she was a hobbit, perhaps she was something else. People didn't 

worry so much about things like that, back then.  

Whatever she was, she was good-natured, and clever, and her eyes were clear and her mouth enjoyed 

smiling. Her name was Sarah, and she worked as a servant for a very rich family who treated her 

abominably. Sarah had no parents and no friends, but she had dreams aplenty and was happy, even if she 

was lonely too. 

One day a white bear came to the house of the very rich family and knocked on the door. He wanted to 

take Sarah away with him, because he loved her, and was willing to give the rich family a dozen chests of 

gold for her.  

Of course, the family said yes, because they were terribly greedy. Sarah was a bit afraid of the bear, and a 

bit curious too, because nobody had ever loved her before. 

The bear carried Sarah on his back for a day and a night, until at dawn they reached a magnificent castle. 

Then, to Sarah's surprise, the bear transformed into a man; he had white, white hair even though he was 

no older than she was.  

"Sarah," said the man. "My name is Blake. I am king of this castle, and all the lands you see around it. 

But I am only human once each day, at sun-rise, so it wouldn't be fair to make you my queen." 

Sarah cried then, because she had fallen in love with Blake, and wanted to marry him. 

"Don't cry, for there is hope for us yet. If you marry me, and then we do not touch for a year, the spell 

will be broken and I shall be a man always." 



Sarah's crying turned to laughing, and she nodded and said yes.  

Sarah and Blake were happy, usually. They had to be very careful when they sat down to breakfast, not to 

brush hands when passing the salt or butter. 

When Sarah watched Blake, shaped as a bear, sleep in the sunshine, she longed to touch his silky fur. 

When Blake saw Sarah braiding her hair and singing, he wished to hug her soft belly. But they couldn't, 

so they didn't. 

What Blake hadn't told Sarah was that the bear-spell had been placed upon him by a cruel sorcerer, who 

wanted the kingdom for himself. This sorcerer saw that Sarah and Blake were only days away from 

breaking the curse, so he scowled and waved his hands and enchanted them to opposite ends of the world. 

Nobody knows what had happened to make the sorcerer so sour, except perhaps the man himself, and he 

never told. The fact remains, however, that he was a wicked and hard man, hungry for power. 

He locked Blake in a house made of diamond, with only a magical doll made of rags and ribbons for 

company. Sarah was imprisoned in iron shoes, which pinched her toes and made her heels bleed when she 

tried to take a step, and the only company she had was a tin soldier with one leg. 

Blake had no choice but to sit and wait and sit, inside the diamond house with the ribbon-rag girl. Sarah, 

however, gritted her teeth and learned to ignore the pinching in her toes, and after a while her heels grew 

tough and stopped bleeding with each step. She set off, with the tin soldier hopping along beside her, in 

search of her love. 

They walked through deserts, where they found bottles with spirits inside and men who could charm 

snakes to dance. They walked through forests where witches ate children and wolves ate grandmothers. 

They sailed over oceans where fish jumped out of the water and eels sparked like lightning.  

They had thousands of adventures, Sarah and the tin soldier, some of which are recorded elsewhere, and 

some of which are forgotten entirely. The iron shoes wore away to nothing, so Sarah went to a cobbler and 

had shoes of mithril made. Eventually those wore away to nothing too, for these adventures had stretched 

over years and years. So then Sarah and the tin soldier went to another cobbler to buy a pair of boots made 

of the two biggest diamonds the world has ever seen, before or since. The left was slightly smaller than the 

right, and left part of her ankle bare, but Sarah didn't mind that in the least. 

And they walked and journeyed and adventured, and bards wrote songs about them, and eventually they 

reached a land as far away as daydreams. Sarah's shoes had worn away to little more than nothing, and 

then to nothing at all, when at last they reached a house that glittered like sun on water, made out of 

diamonds.  



Blake saw Sarah, and Sarah saw Blake, and they longed as longingly as anyone has ever longed to touch 

each other, for the bear-curse had been broken a dozen times over while they were apart. 

Now, Sarah's feet had grown tougher with every step on her journey, tougher than iron or mithril or, 

eventually, diamond. So she raised one foot and flexed the toes and kicked and kicked and kicked, and 

knocked down the diamond house. Then Sarah and Blake embraced each other, and kissed, and got 

married all over again, and lived happily ever after. 

Frodo shut the book and looked up at Aislin and Owen again. "Now, that's the story as it was 

written years and years ago, by a hobbit much wiser than you or I. Primrose refuses to hear any 

version but that one, she feels it only proper to leave the story unaltered." 

"I agree," sniffed Owen, trying to look as if he was too big and brave to be so soppy about a 

fairytale.  

"I want to hear the other way for it to end," demanded Aislin. "That ending's nice and poetical, I 

suppose, but I'm sure that there's more to it, other ways for it to go." 

"Well, in the other ending Ham's writing for it, Sarah kicks down the wall just the same, and 

hugs Blake, but then they both sort of stand there looking uncomfortable. Because Blake's fallen 

in love with the rag-and-ribbon doll, and Sarah's grown very fond of going on wild journeys 

with the tin soldier. So they hug again, and wave goodbye to each other once more. And 

although this way of finishing the tale doesn't have a misty and distant happy-ever-after for 

everyone to stay in forever, it has the promise of more stories to come, which some would say is 

just as satisfactory as a conclusion." Frodo sat back and let the children think about that for a 

moment. Aislin nodded, a smile on her face. 

"Oh yes, I think so. I like that way." 

"But it's not true. It's just what somebody thinks would be a nice way to finish it, it's not the 

really-real end," objected Owen. 

"It's all imaginings anyway, no ending's more real that another. At least with both on offer the 

reader has a bit of choice about it." 

"And the characters, too," Aislin piped up. "I bet they like having more than one finish to live in 

if they want to." 

Frodo laughed gently. "Perhaps. People too often forget to give their characters a say in the 

proceedings, don't they? You've got the makings of a writer about you yourself, I think. Would 

you like to help Ham write his story?" 



Aislin nodded again. "Yes, yes, yes! I would love to." 

"It'll wait until morning, though. Time for little nasturtians to be in bed. Now, there isn't a lot of 

room here, it's a big home but we're a big family, and we only just fit. If you two don't mind a 

bit of a walk, though, I know just the place for you to stay." 

"You don't have to -" Aislin started to say, but Owen pinched her. He was very sleepy, and 

wanted a rest in a warm bed, and didn't feel guilty at all about accepting hospitality.  

Frodo walked them down the hill and along the lane and up a neat gravel path with yellow 

flowers growing either side. He knocked on the door, then took a step back as if he was afraid 

of whatever was on the other side. Owen and Aislin couldn't imagine anything in the world 

that Frodo Baggins could possibly be frightened of. 

A lady hobbit with plump cheeks and eyes that didn't look like they were happy very often 

opened the door, obviously surprised to have visitors so late. 

"Marigold, I hope you don't mind me dropping in. This is Aislin, and this is Owen. They need 

somewhere to stay." 

"Two rooms please, I don't want to share with this ninny," Owen said with a grin, elbowing 

Aislin. He liked the look of Marigold; she seemed the type to hug well. 

"I'm sure we'll find the room somehow." Marigold smiled at them, ushering them inside. "Hot 

milk for you both, and a wash of your faces, and then to bed. The rest can be sorted out in the 

morning." Then she looked up at Frodo. "You are a queer one, I can never pin what you'll do 

next... tell that rabble of my brother's that I said hello." Marigold paused. "And tell your lad, 

Sammie, tell him hello too."  

The light from the entryway behind her cast a golden halo around her head, softening her often 

pinched features and making her smile break brightly through the shadows. Frodo returned the 

expression. 

"They're all mine, Marigold, every last one of them. And Sam's, and Rose's. Family is whatever 

you make it." 

"Ouch, Ais, stop poking me!" a young voice called from somewhere inside. The two grown-ups 

laughed together, the first time they'd ever felt at such ease in each other's company. 

"Well, that sounds like proof of your prophecy." Marigold said through her laughs. "See you 

later, Mister Frodo. And no more unexpected visits without proper warning for a while, please." 

Frodo waved goodbye, and set off home. 



What Happened Then 
Frodo wrote stories, Hope wrote histories, but truth and fancy overlap in patterns. Sometimes 

they worked together, taking battles and important events from the past and putting a fairytale 

sheen on them. They never changed the facts, but they edited them for clarity and flow; it was 

easier to deal with some of the things they studied when it was at one remove, through the 

glass of imagining.  

More than once Rosie had snapped at Frodo for the ink marks on his clothes, where they'd 

thought of an idea when no paper was handy. One of his finer shirts had been demoted to a 

playdress for Ruby, due to the scrawl across one arm. But that was in another country, and besides, 

the wench is dead. Neither Hope nor Frodo could remember which of them was actually 

responsible for the line, and neither particularly wanted credit for it either. It seemed too final, 

and too unknown. There didn't seem any way for the line to belong to a happy story. 

"She's sweet on you, you know," teased Rosie after Hope went home late in the evening one 

day. "El went with her to a dance and said the lass wouldn't give a round to anyone, not even 

our Merry, and he asked every time." 

"I'm too old for Hope." Frodo climbed into bed beside Rosie, careful to hide the new dark 

splotches on his cuffs from her.  

"I hope that's not the only reason you have for turning her down, then." Sam was putting a 

bandage around his wrist; he'd banged it on a doorframe the day before and a bracelet of 

bruises was rising through the skin. Walking from room to room in a house full of children and 

children's toys was, seemingly, a task beyond even the heroes of the age. 

"Well, one can't remain an eccentric old bachelor forever, you know," Frodo mused. "Rose, 

you're stealing all the covers, as usual." 

"I'm not, you just feel the cold more. And most bachelors, in my experience, don't know half as 

much about nappy-changing or how to keep a home as you do." 

"You are, it's not me 'feeling the cold' or whatever you call it. You've got at least half the blankets 

there. How many bachelors have you experienced anyway, dare I ask?" 

"There, have more covers then." Rosie kicked the blankets towards Frodo. "Ask me no questions 

and I'll tell you no lies." 



The years had been kind to them, in Sam's opinion. Rosie had been pretty in her youth, but like 

most girls with peaches-and-cream skin and blushed lips, the prettiness had faded away to a 

comfortable softness, warm smiles taking the place of plump pouts. She'd never fully regained 

the weight she'd lost before Sammie's birth, which was a pity, but Sam thought that she looked 

fine indeed, and still held a candle to those quite a bit younger. 

Frodo's strange fairness had eroded, worn away by illness and time, yet he'd never lost the still, 

strong cast to his features that had caught Sam's eye before he'd scarce been old enough to 

understand what he felt. 

As for Sam himself, he'd ended up looking much like he'd expected to look - perhaps a little 

rounder, more cared for, more given to smiling than the Gaffer had been. 

Put together, they were an old and long-lived piece of bedding, worn at the edges, not as smart 

to look at as once upon a time, but moulded to a perfect fit, and as comfortable as a thing could 

be.  

"So while I was engaged in my illicit affair, what did you two do with your day?" Frodo 

wriggled until he was pressed against Sam's side from hip to shoulder. 

"Illicit affair? With Prim and little Annabel Fairbairn in the room?" Rosie chuckled. "What a 

terrible example you set for the young ones. How is the child, anyway?" 

"Very thoughtful. There's not much call for talking in her household, because her father's 

hearing's all but gone." 

"I still have trouble thinking of Jack as anything but that boy who used to sauce everyone and 

steal new bread off the windowsill," said Sam. "Even after you fished him out of the river with 

his ears ruined, he was the cheekiest lad I've met for longer than I care to think of." 

"Oh, Anna's got her share of that spark, believe me. And she asks a thousand questions in one 

breath. But I want to hear about your days now, I didn't get outside the study much at all and I 

want to know what I missed." 

"Well, Goldy and Fro helped clear out the hayloft, or so they say. There seemed to be more 

throwing of straw than scrubbing of floorboards, from where I stood." Sam slipped his leg over 

Rosie's thighs, her skin warm against the cool bedsheets. The bedding smelled like lavender. 

"I had to call in allies," Rosie confessed. "We were invaded by a rabble, Delphinum Grubb and 

Meli Took and Molly Brandybuck. As if there aren't enough terrors in residence here already! I 

lasted until afternoon teatime but it was too much for one hobbit to deal with, so Marigold came 



to the rescue. We don't get along as sisters-in-law should, perhaps, but I'll admit she's good with 

the children, and sweet when she wants to be." 

"What were the children doing that was so difficult?" Frodo asked. They were all drifting off to 

sleep, the pauses between questions and answers growing longer.  

"Everything and then some. Miss Meli was in a bit of a sour mood to begin with, because Molly 

had declared she planned to live with 'Pippin and Meli' in the future, and I think the poor girl 

was hurt is wasn't 'Meli and Pippin'. She and Daisy were off somewhere, and Sammie and 

Delphinium were playing spies on them. Then the four all raced back to where I was watching 

the others and insisted that they had found a baby dragon behind the chimney. Ruby and Robin 

wanted to see it, of course, and Bilbo too - though he pretended he didn't, as usual. Then the 

four story-tellers said the dragon had run away already, and Meli and Molly chummed up 

merry as a pair of larks, their quarrel forgotten completely. To make up for the absent dragon, 

the five of them took all the smaller ones down to where the new smials are being put into the 

hill. They were playing at the Battle of Bywater, and they all wanted to be killed so they could 

be buried in the piles of dirt. Daisy was in her new blouse, but she was the cleanest of them by 

the end because she's careful of her clothes. Sometimes I think I should dress the rest of you all 

in brown sacks and save myself a great deal of trouble." 

"Trouble nothing! We're an excellent example to everyone in our behaviour, the whole lot of 

us." Frodo laughed, flicking at Rose's nose with his thumb and forefinger. 

"Oh, to a storyteller we'd seem nice enough, I suppose. But stories and life don't always match. I 

mean, on paper your sicknesses might seem sad and romantic, I'm sure fairytales would paint 

you as a marble-skinned doll, frail and languishing in bed and coughing once in a while, and 

not a crabby, ill-tempered fellow who refuses to eat out of contraryness more than stomach 

upset, who grumps and grumbles if he's forced into a bath or, goodness forbid it, out into the 

sunshine." 

"Hush." Sam's order was good-natured, because Rosie's tone was obvious teasing. "We'll start 

on your faults and failings if you don't shut it." 

"If we started that, we'll never get any sleep." Frodo pecked a kiss on Sam's cheek, close to the 

point where his jaw reached his ear, then turned and reached out to kiss Rosie in the same way. 

"No bickering at bed-time, just as we tell the children." 

They all settled down into comfortable breathing, thoughts slipping into dreams. Then Rosie 

propped herself up on one work-red elbow, face scrunched up in thought. 



"Why do you suppose it is we hardly ever fight, the three of us? We argue from time to time, 

but never like my Ma and Dad did. We're none of us easy to get along with." 

Frodo groaned, annoyed at being woken out of his half-doze, and turned over without 

answering.  

Sam thought about the question for a while, then answered carefully. 

"I reckon it's to do with how much trouble we've had from others, if you take my meaning. 

We'd never have any peace at all if we fought each other. Or," he smiled. "It could be that we're 

just out of energy by the end of the day, and that makes us placid." 

"Hope thinks we're adorable," Frodo muttered, his face still buried in the pillow. "She says 

seeing us so happy has spoiled her, that she won't ever be content with an ordinary match now 

that she knows how happy love can be." 

"So you're not sneaking down behind the mill with her, then?" Sam chuckled, remembering the 

numerous times his sons had been chased home by peevish fathers after being caught with a 

hand up a skirt or down a corset.  

"I remind you again that Annabel was there with us today, and Primrose, and Elanor was in 

and out as well. Even if I wanted to, I'd scarcely have a chance. Anna was helping us collect 

fairytales today, and she never wants them to end. 'And then what happened? And then what?' 

- she never lets it rest." 

"That reminds me of someone else I've known," Sam teased. Rosie smiled sleepily, and kicked 

her heel gently against his shin. 

"So what did you tell her?" Rosie asked Frodo. 

"Well, she was particularly interested in the story of Winter's road. Demanded to know how the 

story would end." 

Sam scratched his eyebrow and yawned. 

"I've wondered that myself. What was your answer?" 

"I told her the truth. That one day Winter heard a child crying for help, and even though his 

legs were tired and his heart was heavy he knew he'd have to help. So he bit through the black 

thread with a chomp of his teeth, and ran to save the child." 

"And then what happened? What happened then?" Rosie asked with a giggle. 



Frodo laughed. "You sound just like her. And then they all lay down and went to sleep, because 

it was bedtime, and lived happily ever after." 

"Finally! I thought the poor dears would never have a rest. It must be a hard life, being a player 

in a tale," Sam mused. "I'm glad it ended well."  

"Annabel was too." Frodo smiled, thinking of the little girl. "She adores Elanor, wants to be her 

when she grows up." 

"No wonder, Ellyelle spoils her rotten. Now, we've talked enough for tonight, it's time to sleep, 

and in the morning the whirlwind can start all over again," Rosie declared. 

"Ah, now that's my sort of ending." Sam settled down happily with a goodnight kiss for Rose 

and for Frodo, and the three of them slept together. 

 

Old things and new things 

Diamond Took. It sounds such an important name, and she supposes that it's an important life 

in many respects. After all, she's wife to the Thain, and mother to his children. That's Peregrin 

Took, and that's a very important name indeed. People a thousand worlds away, who have 

never heard of hobbits, know that name. Diamond and Peregrin. 

Or, of course, Dinny and Pippin. He's made her laugh more times than anyone could count, and 

made her cry, too, but never from cruelty or harshness. Little hobbits don't fit big names, 

though sometimes they have to wear them for the sake of presentation. Estella fared best, and 

worst, out of the business of naming; in full she is Estella Melilot Poppy Ralinna Heather 

Brandybuck, nee Bolger. 'Estella' hardly needs to be cut short at all, but it's only the top of a 

precarious pile of labels.  

Diamond can't remember who first called her Dinny, but everyone has ever since, so it hardly 

matters anymore. She's a terrible cook, her father used to joke that her only option was to marry 

above her and rely on others to lay the table, but deft with a needle or quill. She's been told she's 

too soft-hearted, sometimes she finds Estella's jokes too hurtful to be funny when they're really 

not anything more than teasing. 

Estella's like that, though. She's got a forked tongue in her head, as Merry puts it: one side to 

soothe you and the other to sting. It's not nastiness, really, for Estella's got as sweet a temper as 



any hobbit, more a sly wit without restraint. If anyone is ever hurt by her remarks, though, 

Estella will crawl backwards over thorns to make amends, and her 'sorry jam' is considered 

quite the treat to eat with fresh bread.  

Dinny has loved Estella for as long as there has been an Estella to love, which is always. Dinny 

was eight and Estella eighteen when they met, and from the first moment they were firm 

friends. Dinny was thoughtful and wise for her years, and Estella terribly immature, so they 

met in the middle of their age difference quite comfortably. They were both the odd one out in 

their families - Estella used to complain loudly and constantly that looks had not been 

portioned out fairly between the children of her parents, with Fredegar more than living up to 

his nickname of Fatty and her own arms and legs tending towards knobby. Diamond was taller 

than everyone save her grandfather, who called her Little Big Lass and joked that she'd have to 

marry a Man to be fully content in life. 

But, as it was, little big Dinny didn't want a man or boy at all. She wanted Stel, who could make 

her laugh and squirm with playful tickling fingers, who stopped looking at her like just a friend 

as the years went on. Dinny was barely twenty when the pair of them were out on an 

expedition for blackberries and Estella muttered 'oh, frog it, nothing ventured nothing gained' 

and kissed her firmly on the mouth. 

And that, as her grandfather had always been fond of saying, was that.  

Dinny still feels like the odd one out, even now that all the odd ones are collected together. 

There are dark shadows lurking behind Pippin's eyes when he watches the fire burn down in 

the grate, and a shake in Merry's hands as he strikes a match to light his pipe. And Stel never 

talks about the dark days when Sharkey was in charge, when her beloved brother was whipped 

and starved, and their pretty things smashed on the ground, but there are places on her body 

that even Dinny isn't to touch, and old songs that are never sung anymore. 

But Dinny's just plain Dinny, playing cubby games with her lovely little Meli girl (named for 

one of Estella's sundry labels) and Stel's sweet sturdy little Molly. Farry and Borry are growing 

up fast as magic beanstalks, in Merry's words, and look as if they'll be fair and tall as their 

fathers. 

Dinny never expected to fall in love with Pippin, though she finds it less difficult to believe that 

Diamond and Peregrin are matched. On the surface they make a handsome couple, and Dinny 

finally feels properly small when she stands next to him. It was supposed to be a joke, after all, 

an excuse to put on big parties (as if they needed an excuse to begin with). Estella would wed 

Merry, and Dinny would take Pippin's name. 



As time went on, though, it became clearer and clearer that there was something in each of them 

that the others needed. Stel and Merry spar with words, back and forth and bawdy and clever. 

Pippin and Dinny dig pearly shells out of the silty dirt of the riverbank and display them on the 

shelves at home. It isn't Merry and Estella's way to think about things like that, or, if they do 

think it, they don't say so. Pippin seems to understand, though.  

"It's new things and old things, isn't it? You love the old things but sometimes you need new 

things too, or you'll just remember all the sad parts that go with the old things," is about as good 

as she can manage as an explanation.  

A lot of people were very relieved when Merry and Estella announced they were going to 

marry, and even more when Dinny and Pippin made a similar declaration a few days later. It 

seemed to the world as if silly youthful love affairs were being put aside in favour of something 

more sensible. Of course, it wasn't really like that at all. Dinny lies with Stel as often as she lies 

with Pippin, and on one memorable occasion she and Merry tried to make a go of it. It was a 

terrible mess of bumped noses and fumbling hands, because they're both the type to prefer to 

do the leading. In the end they gave up and read to each other from the swashbuckling tales 

favoured by Merry's mother, putting on voices and flourishes where the text demanded them. 

For the most part, their lives are good and light. The children are bonny and happy, the wives 

are sensible and kind, and the husbands proud and noble. And all of them are strange as 

tomatoes hiding in with apples, though this is not a bad thing in any way. 

 

Nightmare 
Daisy had a very shrill voice when she was scared. Not loud, exactly, but piercing. 'Glass-

cracker', Elanor had called her more than once. Everyone knew about it, when Daisy was 

troubled, and it was becoming less uncommon that the girl would wake in the night, crying out 

in terror.  

On this particular occasion Sam was unable to sleep and happened to be watching the drip-drip 

of water down into the rain barrels through the window when her sharp cry cut the air. Daisy 

was sitting up in bed, her pale curls a wild halo around her frightened, shadowed face. 

"Shh, Daisy, quiet down or you'll wake the trolls on the mountainside with that yelling." Sam 

sat down on the edge of the bed and hugged her close. "Another nightmare then, pet?" 



Daisy nodded, sniffling. Her small shoulders were shuddering. The room smelt of dried 

flowers, the older girls had been making scent-pouches to store with the winter clothes. The 

smell was a warm, dusty sort of tickle in the back of the nose. 

"Daise?" a soft voice called from the doorway. Sammie padded across the floor, expression 

slightly muddled from sleep and his nightshirt buttoned crooked. He climbed in next to her and 

kissed her on the cheek. "You make my arms and legs go all shivery when I hear you 

screaming."  

Daisy put one arm around her little brother's shoulders and kissed him back before returning to 

the crook of her father's elbow. 

"Any of your brothers wake?" Sam asked. Sammie shook his head. 

"No, Daddy, don't think so. They all sleep like big logs, and Merry snores." 

Daisy giggled, face still buried against Sam's arm. 

"Goldy does too. She sounds like a big honky goose." 

"Hush, you two," said Sam, trying to sound scolding. "I wish you'd tell us what your dream-

terrors are, my little poppet." 

"They're just... might-have-beens. Awful ones. Sad things." Daisy shrugged as best she could 

without letting go of her father. "Different ways for things to be." 

"Well, they're only dreams." Sam spoke in his most soothing voice, but yawns kept fracturing 

the words.  

"I had a dream that I was never born at all." Sammie piped up. Daisy pulled away from Sam 

and hugged her younger brother fiercely, as if daring the world to take him from her. "I was 

sad, in it, because I like being real and playing King Of The Mountain with Ham and Daise and 

having sticky cakes for supper." 

"Dreams can't hurt you," Sam said firmly. "Don't let them make you think they can. You're real 

enough to upset the washing water all over the ground, so you're real enough to play and eat, I 

reckon." 

"Can we come stay in with you? Just for this one night? Please?" Daisy begged. "To keep us safe 

from nightmares." 

"Please?" Sammie added, waking up a little at the thought of this rare treat. 



"Oh, all right, just this once." Sam smiled, ruffling Sammie's hair. "But you have to be quiet as 

mice in the hallways, or everyone else will wake, and we can't fit them all." 

"There aren't any mice in Bag End, are there?" Sammie looked quizzical. "The cats would gobble 

them up, crunch crunch!" 

"Grind their little bones!" Daisy giggled. 

"No wonder you have bad dreams, with all that gore filling up your head," said Sam. "Come on, 

then." 

The three of them crept down the hallway, bare feet silent on the carpets and floorboards. Baby 

Ruby was in her cot, and Frodo and Rosie were curled up on one side of the bed, a deep dent 

beside them showing where Sam had been resting. 

"We've got some visitors." Sam lifted Daisy and then Sammie up onto the mattress. Frodo rolled 

over, and smiled to see the children.  

"Hello there. Interlopers, are you? Spies?" 

"Nope. We're..." Daisy paused. "What are we, Sammie?" 

"Tickle monsters!" Sammie jumped at Rosie, giggling as she fought him off. 

"Here now, that's not a game for bed-time." Sam tucked them under the covers. Daisy patted at 

her mother's stomach as Sammie sneaked in a tickle at Frodo's ribs. 

"Is there really a baby growing in there?" 

"Yes, duck. Just as you did, and all your sisters and brothers," answered Rosie. 

"And me?" 

"And you, Sammie. You kicked like anything. Maybe you were playing tickle-monsters even 

then." 

"I don't think that would surprise any of us." Frodo chuckled, getting his own back with an 

attack at Sammie's armpits. The little boy squealed and wriggled away.  

"Lamb Boffin says that babies come from the cabbage patch," said Daisy. 

"You've spent enough days weeding the one out the back with me to know that's not the truth," 

Sam retorted. 



"Now settle down, and sleep, all right? It's almost morning." Rosie planted a kiss on Daisy's 

sandy hair, then on Sammie's dark mop. Then, for good measure, she did the same for Sam and 

Frodo. 

They were all silent for a few heartbeats, until Sammie spoke again. 

"Mummy, what happens to people who aren't ever born?" 

Frodo breathed in sharply at the question, and stilled in his slight shifting around the bed. Rosie 

considered her answer before speaking. 

"I don't rightly know, dear, though I'm sure it's all worked out somehow. Perhaps they wait for 

us, wherever it is that we all go when we're through here. That makes sense, doesn't it?" 

"But won't they be lonely?" Daisy wanted to know. 

"I don't know. Perhaps they've got tickle-monsters to talk to, who can say? But to sleep now, my 

babes, and no more big horrid thoughts like this in your little sweet heads." 

Another short time of silence, and then... 

"Is it going to be a girl baby?" 

"Maybe. I've given up guessing, I was never much good at it. Now hush, Daisy, or I'll name the 

new one Thistle and tell her that it was your doing." 

Satisfied with the answer, Daisy rolled over and squeezed her eyes shut. She could hear her 

Mummy and her Daddy breathing, and that would keep her safe from nightmares. Parents 

could do that, it was a special magic. And she could hear Sammie and Frodo too, and that 

would keep the nightmares from coming at all. Because somehow Daisy knew that the might-

have-been dreams couldn't touch them, inside that safe little room. 

Lessons 
"El." Daisy's voice was mournful. "El, come bake with me. Let me hold your wool as you knit. 

Give my hands something to do before they flutter off my wrists with boredom." 

"Oh, Daisy, stop bleating like a nanny goat. Rainy days are lovely for growing things; look how 

soft and grey the sky is. Go help the others pick worms off the front stairs for fishing later." 



"Ham and Prim are going to throw mud dollops in a minute, and I don't want to ruin my dress," 

Daisy sniffed.  

"That dress has survived worse than a little mud and come out well enough. And before you 

ask, the answer is no. You cannot help me stitch this runner for the drawers in the boy's room." 

"Why not?" whined Daisy. 

"Because your crossing stitches go every which way and you don't bat an eyelash. They're all 

supposed to be one direction, see?" Elanor held up the fine linen fabric, dotted with half-

finished dragonfly shapes. Daisy made a face. 

"Don't see why. The boys won't care." She paused, then sighed in a very dramatical sort of way.  

Elanor shot her a pointed and stern glare, and then said "Go away, Daisy, and find something to 

do." 

"You're still sore about those biscuits, you selfish pig!" Daisy sassed, scampering out of 

thwacking range. "They were awful anyway." 

Elanor gave a huff of exasperation that turned into a loving grin as soon as Daisy was out the 

door. 

Uncle Frodo was reading a story to Robin and Tom, the patter-hiss of the rain outside and the 

cheery candle-light inside making it all very snug. Daisy sat and listened, too, it was an old 

story but stories never got worn out from overuse.  

When it was done, Uncle Frodo shut the book carefully and smiled at Daisy, nodding towards 

the smaller ones. They were both asleep.  

Rather than move them and risk grumpy wakings-up, Uncle Frodo pulled a patchwork quilt 

over them and smiled at Daisy again. Daisy loved Uncle Frodo's smile, it was so silly and 

happy, as if he had done quite enough being sad and didn't hold any further truck with it. But 

the sadness was there anyway, somehow, and it was a tiny sting that whipped at Daisy's heart 

and left it tender. 

"Come on, we'll go somewhere else," he said, taking her small hand in his own and moving out 

into the hall. 

"Where did you get to?!" exclaimed a piping voice as they rounded a corner. Sammie, Molly and 

Meli were all perched on stools with their backs close to the fireplace, with Delphinium and 

Ruby at their feet. All five of them had mouthfuls of pumpkin bread preventing conversation. 



"We were sensibly dry." Uncle Frodo shook his head in disbelief. "Something you obviously 

didn't think of." 

"We're dry," argued Meli. "Well, almost." 

"We were down at the Bracegirdles' paddock. Did you know that the children there have a 

room just for pretty clothes, and another room for toys?" 

"Did you actually see these rooms?" 

"No, but Brownie and Sil hardly ever lie," insisted Delphinium. "And their clothes are always 

fine." 

"If they were wearing fine clothes out in the rain, their parents are stupid as well as 

extravagant," Uncle Frodo said placidly. 

"I hate them." Daisy took the piece of bread Sammie offered her and spoke around the crumbs. 

"Brownie told on me when I borrowed those pillowcases to play treasure-sacks with, and then 

Sil wouldn't let me hide in their toolshed when I was being chased. Nasty rutting so-and-sos." 

"Daisy." Uncle Frodo did not look amused. "Language like that is disappointingly uncreative. 

You keep your clothes clean; please do the same for your mouth or I'll wash it out with soap." 

Daisy looked suitably abashed. "Sorry." 

"We're going to the Digg-Tooter's party in a moment, once we're dry. Will you come along?" 

begged Ruby with a bright smile. 

"Your mother and father would never forgive me if I was having fun while they're trapped in 

that society conference." Uncle Frodo laughed and shook his head. "It's a pity, too; I knew Mrs 

Digg-Tooter back when she was still flirty little Lila Proudfoot, and Proudfoots never forget 

perceived rejection." 

Sammie thought for a moment in his stern, serious way, then grinned. "What if we promise to 

rescue Mum and Dad? Will you come then?" 

"Don't go causing more trouble." Frodo put his hands on his hips. "Widow Belldown and her 

committee work very hard at their record-keeping and organising." 

"They don't like us," said Molly and Meli. "They say we're too confusing to put in lists and 

tables." They giggled together. 

Daisy grumbled another string of curt words, low enough that Uncle Frodo didn't notice. 



"We'll behave," Delphinium promised. "Please come? Parties are so lovely after rain, all snug 

and fresh." 

"All right, go rescue them then, little heroes," said Uncle Frodo. "But take an umbrella!" 

They trooped down the hill towards the very official and fussy-looking Hall that was used for 

meetings. They met Aster and Flora Digg-Tooter on the way, carrying large baskets of small 

sponge cakes towards their smial.  

"Hullo," Sammie said shyly, his cheeks pinking as Aster nodded in greeting. Delphinium and 

Daisy both rolled their eyes. 

"Floria!" Ruby hugged her occasional babysitter. "Merry says you have to visit us much more 

oftener." 

"I'm sorry I haven't been, Rubienne." Flora smiled. "Want a cake?" 

"We're off to save Sam and Rosie," explained Meli. "Want to come along?" 

The girls nodded excitedly and joined the procession. 

Hobbiton Hall was still new enough to make visits to it interesting, especially on infiltration and 

rescue missions. The children climbed through a slightly ajar window at the back, leading into 

the small kitchen.  

"The tea and biscuit room," Flora snorted derisively.  

"Don't you like the ladies' meetings, Floria?" Ruby asked. Delphinium hissed for them to hush. 

Taking turns, they clambered up onto a table and then through an airing-hole leading into the 

broad low-ceilinged space just below the roof, filled with old stored things like ropes and party 

tents. Sammie had to go first so that he couldn't 'peek up skirts like a slimy old Sandyman' (in 

Aster's words. Sammie turned awfully pink), but eventually and with many a muffled thump 

all eight of them were crouched and creeping until they were perched in a line beside a gap 

between two boards, giving them a wide and narrow view of the meeting below. 

Molly licked a bit of pink icing off her thumb and hummed in contentment. 

"Where did you find that?" Meli asked in a hushed whisper. 

"There's a whole tray of iced cake slices in that tea-room," Molly whispered back. "I borrowed 

one." 



"I still can't believe you didn't get in trouble when you pinched all those sugar roses that my 

Mum had for decorating food." Meli covered her mouth with her hand so she wouldn't giggle. 

"I can't help it if your Dad's a pushover for the Brandybuck charm." Molly fluttered her 

eyelashes. Meli snorted. Delphinium and Daisy hissed for them to quiet. Eight pairs of eyes 

peeked down. 

Hope Grubb, Delphinium's sister, was scribbling down the minutes of the meeting, pausing 

often to stifle a yawn. Sam, sitting at the head of the table in the mayoral chair, had dozed off 

with his chin propped up on one hand, his elbow on the table. As the children watched his arm 

slipped and he jerked awake, blinking blearily. Rosie, sitting on his left, was startled into 

alertness by the movement too.  

Widow Belldown, wearing a string of anemic-looking pearls and a foxfur stole that appeared to 

have been specially fluffed for the occasion, was reading out a motion for a 'set of public 

decorum rules' in a rather nasal voice. The other women at the table were nodding sagely at 

every punctuation. 

"It's worse than I feared," muttered Delphinium. "We need a plan, and fast." 

"Who needs plans? This is easy," Ruby declared. "Watch." 

She crawled back over and down into the kitchen, and they heard her footsteps fade away as 

she ran back outside and around to the front door. Ruby knocked, curtsied hello to the 

assembled group, and walked meekly over to her parents. Standing on tiptoe, she put her hand 

up in a cupped half-shell and whispered in Rosie's ear. Rosie listened, nodded, then stood.  

"I'm terribly sorry, ladies, but I'm afraid I must leave at once." Rosie's voice wavered as if she 

was biting back terrible concern, and she wrung her hands together. "Samwise, you'd better 

come too." A pause. "And Hope. It might be best if the three of us tackle the trouble together. 

My apologies again." Rosie was already halfway to the door, beckoning for Sam and Hope to 

follow. 

"Not very original," Sammie said critically. "But it got the job done well." 

"Good. It's done. We can go now." Flora breathed a sigh of relief. "I can feel all the colour being 

sucked out of me." 

With a nod, they all began crawling back through the stored-away things. Meli knocked a 

broken-handled mop over with a clatter and everyone stilled, barely breathing, to wait and see 

if they'd been discovered. Fragments of the conversation drifted up from the women below in 

the quiet. 



"...such a flighty girl, that Hope. Drawing all day, painting and sculpting..." 

Delphinium growled, scowling at the unseen speaker. "Nobody with any sort of eye for pictures 

is complaining," she muttered. 

"...they say that Frelera Plum's new hat was bought with ill-gotten money..." 

"...Lavender Hornblower's with child again, and her last's not even six months yet." 

"Nothing unrespectable about that," sniffed another well-preserved voice. "Thought that in itself 

is rare enough in these times. If there's one word I never thought I'd use about a mayor's wife, 

the word is 'cuckolded'." 

Daisy's mouth opened wide to shout out at that, the other girls jumping on her in a heap to 

keep her quiet. Sammie hissed at them to shut it, and his face was white and bloodless and his 

blue eyes lit with cold fury. 

The conversation below paused at the thumps from the roof.  

"Rats, likely," someone said. "My father was mayor for a spell back in the thirteen-fifties, and 

he's turn over in his grave to know there were rats in the Hall roof." 

"They didn't even have a Hall in the 'fifties, Laurel," another put in argumentatively. "Still, I 

know your meaning. That Samwise has no business holding the position, and I don't know why 

so many folk vote for him each time. Who ever heard of someone from a family like that 

moving up so high above his place? And all those children running about, I wouldn't be 

surprised if they never saw a bath from year to year." 

"Let me go! I'll kill them!" Daisy struggled in Molly and Meli's grip. Aster and Flora were poised 

to hold Sammie back if he tried to make a run for the group of ladies but he was still and quiet. 

His fists were shaking at his sides. 

"Del," he whispered, holding one hand up to tell Daisy to hush. "Are there any soap flakes still 

in the pot by the mop there?" 

"Yes." Delphinium held the small wooden jar up for him to see. "A few handfuls, I should 

think." 

"Well, bring it quickly. Into the kitchen, come on." Sammie led the way down and, seeing his 

expression, Aster made no comment about peeping Toms. 

The Digg-Tooter girls had left their cake-baskets out under the window before climbing in, and 

now Sammie ordered them back out to recover them. Meli and Molly were placed as guards by 



the door into the Hall proper, and Delphinium was given the task of mixing the soap up into a 

paste.  

Daisy and Sammie, meanwhile, opened their umbrella wide and tipped the trayfull of pink iced 

treats into it, closing it as much as they could when they were done. 

Twenty minutes later they were running back up the hill as fast as their legs could carry them, 

pausing behind a cluster of trees to transfer the slightly-squashed pink-iced cakes to Aster and 

Flora's baskets. Then they kept on with the headlong dash. 

The evening was bright and clean, the rain scarcely more than a memory, and the Digg-Tooter 

party was well under way. Lila looked unsurprised at either the lateness in arrival nor the 

unexpected decoration of the cakes her daughters had been sent for. Uncle Frodo, along with 

Elanor, Merry, and Goldilocks, had come after all, and almost everyone else from the local area 

besides. 

Rosie sought out her children and found them giggling over some scheme with their friends. 

Sammie, fresh from a dance with Aster, was looking happy and breathless. 

"Ruby tells me that you lot had a hand in liberating us, so I thought it fair to come say thank-

you." She smiled at them. "Why do you all look so wickedly amused, dare I ask?" 

"No reason, Mum," Sammie promised. "We just taught some people a lesson about using filthy 

words, that's all." 

Patchwork 
Elanor sat down with an unceremonious thud and upended the scraps bag onto the floor.  

"I'm going to make a patchwork," she announced. "A quilt. There are lots of nice little bits and 

pieces in here, it would be a pity not to use them." 

"Want help sorting?" Rosie asked, sitting down beside Elanor. "Here, what about this one?" 

After a while of hunting through worn tea-towels and old tattered clothes, they managed to 

collect a tidy pile of useful fabrics. Brocade, linen, chamlet, cotton, silk, wool, velvet, felt, 

gingham and calico, with thread and needle to stitch them together.  

~ 



Brocade. 

"My Uncle fell out of a tree when he was a boy and broke his hip and he had to lie in bed for 

months and months and months and he was lame forever and he could never work on a farm 

and nobody wanted to marry him." 

A chorus of shocked gasps, and then another voice. 

"Well, it was my fault he was up there, so I'll marry him if nobody else ever wants to, and ask 

my Dad to give him some of our land. It's only right." 

"He hasn't hurt his hip in the slightest," said a much older and more sensible voice. Mr Bilbo, 

Sam thought muzzily, his thoughts beginning to come back to themselves. "Just a knock to the 

head, and a nasty cut." 

"Dad wouldn't let you give him any land anyway, fishface, and nobody would marry you, even 

if you cut their legs off." 

"Shut it, Nibs! If you hadn't thrown my bonnet up there I wouldn't have needed rescuing in the 

first place!" 

"Well I didn't think you were such a ninny as to try and get it down yourself, did I? Mum'll tan 

you when she finds out you climbed a tree and then had to get saved, and then your saver fell 

and cracked his head open and broke his hip!" 

Sam blinked his eyes open, wincing at the sharp midday light. A group of children, including 

Nibs and Rose Cotton, and Mr Bilbo inspecting a sore spot on his head. Someone else was 

holding Sam's neck and back at an angle, too, off the knotty roots of the tree he'd tumbled from.  

"See, he's all right," Mr Bilbo said with a smile. "Don't move, Sam, you've had a bit of a jolt." 

Sam opened his mouth to say thank-you but found that the person behind him was holding a 

piece of cloth to his jaw. The skin felt raw and wet and tender, and Sam realised that he must be 

bleeding. It was all a bit hard to piece together, somehow. 

"Don't worry," someone soothed, threading his fingers through Sam's hair gently. "Just wait a 

minute." Sam recognised the voice, and felt shame through his confusion. Fancy Mr Frodo 

seeing him fall out of a tree!  

"Is he going to have a scar?" Nibs asked enthusiastically. Rose put her hands over her mouth in 

worry and guilt. 



"No, no. See, the bleeding's almost stopped already." Mr Bilbo reached over and lifted the cloth 

away from Sam's chin. For a moment Sam thought that the whole fabric was red from blood, 

then he realised that it was Mr Bilbo's brocade waistcoat, ruined and stained.  

"Don't worry," Mr Frodo said again. "He's got lots of other clothes, but we've only got the one 

Sam." He leaned over so that Sam could see his face upside-down. Mr Frodo was smiling, and 

Sam would have smiled in reply if not for the ache in his head. 

"I think it's time for everyone to go home." Mr Bilbo put on his sternest voice and motioned for 

the gawkers to clear off. Rose hung back, doubt still clouding her face. 

"I'll look after him, I promise," Mr Frodo assured her, still stroking Sam's forehead with light 

fingertips. "I'll keep him safe for you." 

 

~ 

Linen. 

Merry Brandybuck felt very, very sorry for his cousin Frodo. Living off in Hobbiton, where the 

homes were small and echoing and empty. All right, perhaps not echoing, for the rooms were 

too full up with heavy furniture for that. Still, it seemed a terribly lonely way to live, just two 

hobbits in a silent smial.  

And Frodo, for all the wicked playfulness he'd indulged in while he and Merry grew up, didn't 

seem to mind at all. Merry thought that was even worse, somehow. To not mind that you were 

lonely.  

Merry was never lonely. Sometimes he was alone, because there were secret crannies in the 

depths of Brandy Hall known only to him, but the sounds of his family and friends were never 

muted around him. And if he wasn't in Brandy Hall, he was to be found over in Great Smials, 

playing games with the children and tweens there. Many's the time that the steaming-hot 

laundry rooms were a scene of quick pursuit, Merry chasing Pippin Took about, darting in 

between the huge tubs of boiling water and stirred linen. Nobody could ever catch either lad, 

unless the boys especially wanted to be caught right then. 

They could have had as much to eat as they could stomach if they'd asked the kitchen folk, 

because everyone from the Thain downward was enchanted by the clever and mischievous 

faces of the pair. But food was more delicious when it was sneaked and borrowed, gobbled up 

between laughs. 



~ 

 

Chamlet. 

There were not many memories of his parents in Frodo's recollection. The ache of losing them 

was difficult to forget, but all that went before it was a hazy, happy blur of a cushioned and 

comforted infancy. He remembered his mother's hands, carding wool and explaining how it 

would be weaved with goat hair to create chamlet. She loved to make things, dainty things and 

sturdy things, to write tripsy verses for friends. Her laugh had been a tinkling thing. 

Frodo remembered her fondly, but did not exactly miss those days. He'd miss Hobbiton and 

Bywater, though, every stump and rock and pathway stamped with a ghost of an afternoon or 

evening. That tree was where Samwise had fallen and knocked his head, this hill had been right 

for sitting on at sunset. He'd taken the Gamgee children down to swim at a particular curve in 

the riverbank, he'd watched with a smile as young Rose Cotton had picked the wildflowers by 

the old stile over to the lefthand side of the field. Visiting cousins had helped him play cruel 

jokes on clumsy, brutish Lotho, dear Uncle Bilbo had told him wonderful stories while they 

walked on long rambles together. 

But Uncle Bilbo had been gone seventeen years, and all those children were grown up, and now 

Frodo himself would have to leave. He was in two minds about whether this saddened him or 

not, and couldn't decide which way to let his opinion finally settle. But anyway, it didn't matter, 

because he'd go regardless. He had to, for those ghostly memories. Sam's gangly childhood 

form, now grown so strong and strapping. Snappish little Rose, now older and lovelier but just 

as thorny and proud. Frodo's mother's clever hands, weaving exotic cloth by firelight. He'd had 

those moments, carried them in his heart even now that they were gone forever. And it was up 

to him to see that new children, new weaves, new sunsets, would come in the future. 

He sighed, nodded to himself, and patted at the pocket that held a plain gold ring. 

~ 

Cotton. 



"Fellows want to marry a bride and be wed to a wife," the old aunts used to say sagely, but 

blithe little Rosie Cotton had ignored them all. She'd no desire to be bride or wife or both 

together, so what did it matter?  

And then, quite out of the blue, little Rosie Cotton found she did want something, though it was 

hard to say exactly what. A sweetheart in shining armour, maybe, a hero of the land. Or was it a 

sensible solid husband, to bounce babies on his knee and put good food in the kitchen for her to 

cook, that she wanted? The silly blatherings of gossipy gammers made a sudden sense: it was 

supper-cake and lunch-bread, smiles and solemness. Rosie wanted to be a bride and a wife, and 

she wanted a lover and a friend in one for a husband, and it didn't matter how contradictory the 

thoughts were. 

There was a decided lack of romance in Sam Gamgee, but he was good-natured and as practical 

as they came, and at least daydreaming about Elves was more whimsical than usual hobbit 

behaviour. Yes, he'd do nicely, Rosie decided. He was a dependable choice, and she felt proud 

of how well she'd selected a mate. 

Of course, traipsing off with Mr Frodo to places unknown wasn't exactly practical or expected, 

and for several months Rosie was too busy feeling surprised to miss him much. Then her initial 

shock gave way to the realisations that she wanted him home, that she was horribly jealous of 

Frodo Baggins, and that perhaps she'd never had the faintest idea who Sam really was. 

Time went on, and the Shire became an uncomfortable place to be, and for all her wishing Rosie 

never, ever let herself hope that she would see Sam and Frodo again. If she began to hope she 

might be let down, and that thought was unbearable. So she sat and remembered but never 

hoped, and never dwelt on the fact that somewhere along the way her thoughts had stopped 

being 'Sam' and started being 'Sam and Frodo'. 

Frodo was nothing like her girlish daydreams of a husband. He was fair enough to look at but 

not sensible in the least, not strong or sociable or even friendly, really, except with his few close 

chums. He was always polite enough to Rosie, in a vague and absent way. It was such a flighty, 

silly, stupid thing to do; to fall for an austere, solitary gentlehobbit who didn't know her from a 

turnip. Rosie felt very exasperated with herself. 

She had always been one to go all or nothing, and one not-very-special morning Rosie knew 

that she would either have to start hoping with her whole heart or give up completely. 

Naturally, she let herself hope, even though by this stage she was almost certain it would end in 

heartbreak. Everyone was saying that Sam and Frodo were dead, yet she could never look out 

the window without expecting them out on the path. So Rosie threw caution into the wind, and 

hoped and hoped and hoped that she would have her happy ending. 



And now, well, even though Sam was the hero-sweetheart as well as the husband she'd 

dreamed of, Rosie didn't know if she could be what Sam wanted in return. She could guess 

what that might be, but it only took plain sight to see that Frodo required a lot of care and 

helping and that he couldn't give much back. Sam couldn't do it alone, and even if Rosie wasn't 

exactly what they wanted, she could be what they needed. 

For now all this talk and musing was shoved aside, though, because for now Rosie Cotton was a 

very flustered young hobbit in a breezy sky-coloured dress with crochet down the front in a 

way that was very bridal and not at all wifely, and her mother's ancient and grease-spotted 

apron, mitts on her hands as she pulled a tray of biscuits off the stove. Oh yes, a fine and 

romantic way to spend the hours before her wedding, fixing up extra food because her brothers 

had eaten what was ready. 

"Rose?" 

Rosie bit back a groan. She cared about Frodo, she did, but right then she had a dozen things to 

do and only two hands. 

"What are you doing here?" she snapped, then paused and took a breath. "I'm sorry, Mr Frodo. 

Just a bit overwhelmed." 

"That's why I'm here," said Frodo with a smile. "I ran into Jolly down the lane - that's quite a 

black eye he's sporting - and he said you were up here alone with a lot to do. I thought I might 

be a bit of help." 

Rosie felt later that perhaps her doubt was a bit unfair, but there was at least one memory from 

her girlhood involving Frodo and some very burnt food, and the thought of serving charred 

vanilla slices to her new husband's sisters was not a comfortable one. But beggars and choosers 

aren't bedfellows, and Rosie needed all the help she could get. 

"If I give you the recipe, do you think you can make a marmalade roll?" 

Frodo nodded. "Yes, Rose. Go brush your hair out of that baker's knot and wash the flour off 

your face." 

He meant well at least, thought Rosie as she combed her curls into order and untied her apron. 

And that counted for a lot, even if the sweets did end up charred.  

But somehow everything went as it was meant to, and when Rosie was finally satisfied with her 

fingernails and the folds of her skirt, the air smelt of warm oranges and pastry.  



"Well, how do I look, then?" she asked, coming into the kitchen with a theatrical flourish 

designed to get a laugh out of her unexpected cook. Frodo didn't laugh, though, gazing at her as 

if he'd never seen anything so fine and graceful. Frodo, who had seen queens and Elves and 

magic! Rosie's vanity was very pleased at the reaction. 

"Oh," he breathed. "You and Sam... you'll be very happy... you'll make each other happy." It 

seemed that his eyes couldn't decide whether to be terribly happy or incredibly sad, and welled 

up from indecision. Rosie's heart felt as if it had been cleft cleanly down the middle and pulled 

apart. She wanted to run to Frodo and shout 'I can make you happy, sir, if you'd only let me'. 

But what about Sam? She loved him, too, loved him butterflies-in-the-stomach and tears-before-

bedtime; and it was her wedding day, hardly an appropriate time to make confessions of secret 

love in the kitchen. It was all so confusing that Rosie's head felt swimmy. 

Just as she thought that to herself, Frodo's eyes clouded and he leaned heavily against the edge 

of the table. 

"Are you all right?" Rosie rushed to help him down into a chair. 

"Yes.. yes, I'm quite all right. Just lightheaded, I must have forgotten breakfast this morning." 

Typical, Rosie thought to herself with a snort. Most likely he forgot supper and dinner the night 

before as well, what with Sam away and unable to remind him.  

"Here, then." She picked up a knife and cut a healthy thick slice off the marmalade roll. "This 

should help." 

"Don't - that was for this afternoon." Frodo's protests were feeble but emphatic. "Sam -" 

"None of us will live to see the day when Sam would fault me for tending to you, Mr Frodo. 

Now hush, eat." 

Frodo blinked rapidly, eyelashes flecked with droplets. "Oh, Rose, you and Sam shall have a 

honey moon, and sugar stars, and rain kisses, for all of the days of your life." 

"And will you be there with pretty poetry when we're fighting and old and grumbling?" Rosie 

shot back with a laugh. "Hurry up, eat, eat, we've got a wedding to go to." 

~ 

Silk. 



One day, Sam knew in his heart, there would be a dozen young voices come to greet him as he 

pushed in through the gate. Searching his pockets for trinkets and treasures, demanding stories 

and cuddles. For now there were only three voices, but they were the sweetest sounds his ears 

had ever heard. Elly was far too young for words yet, only three months and a sprinkle of days 

since she emerged, blinking and serious, into the world. Rosie and Frodo, however, were more 

than glad to shout hullos to Sam as he came home at dusk-time.  

"Oh, we're a bunch of ninnies, aren't we?" Rosie had laughed the night before as they sat down 

to dinner in the firelight. "All this time we wasted edging around each other in a dance, and 

there was no reason for any of it." 

Rosie always looked at the hours and weeks and months that came before happy moments as a 

careless use of precious time, but that wasn't Sam's way. He saw the yesterdays as a path that 

had to be trodden to get to anywhere. If he'd never tasted bitter, he wouldn't know sweet when 

it met him. And they were home, finally, in the warm evenings out chatting in the garden, in 

Elanor's splashy, laugh-filled morning baths. Sam didn't care about the yesterdays that had 

been wasted and spent on other things, not anymore. Today was all it should be, and the 

tomorrows to come were like clear glass beads one after the other on a string before them. 

Today had Elanor's silky-pale hair in tiny soft curls, and Rosie's frequent and cheerful laugh, 

and Frodo's wry and clever jokes. Today had the most uncomplicated happiness Sam had ever 

thought could exist.  

Today had shadows at the edges, but clever jokes and cheerful laughs and babyfine hair in 

ringlets chased those shadows back. Today was theirs, and they weren't going to waste a minute 

of it.  

~ 

Wool. 

Once upon a time there was a boy who threw caution into the wind and stood still when he 

should have kept on walking. There were reasons for his choice, but there are always reasons in 

some form or another. He had reasons enough to walk on, too, and perhaps his eventual 

decision surprised even himself. 

Nevertheless, the boy stood still. And Time (which can be cruel or kind but it known more for 

the former) decided to knock him down. Time had reasons, but there are always reasons, and 



Time's reasons were flimsy, petty things. So as September turned to October, and the boy stood 

still and proud, Time conjured up a bitter wind of ice and sent it whirling. 

The boy struggled to stay standing, but the wind was so cold, so strong and sharp on his skin. 

"See, see?" Time crowed. "You should have walked, you should have walked." 

And the wind blew and blew, and the boy forgot how to see, or hear, or laugh, or dream, or 

breathe, and Time smiled mockingly. "You should have walked." 

But still the boy stood. 

The wind became fierce as a dragon, painful as a knife in the dark, insidious as poison.  

"No," a new voice said in the wind. 

"No," said another. 

Two children, younger than the boy and not as brave but sturdy and steadfast, stood there in 

the gale.  

"Yes," Time said. "What can you possibly do against my wind?" 

"What we can," the children said, and stood beside the boy. They threw a blanket of soft wool 

around his shoulders, and reminded him how to breathe. Dreaming and laughing and seeing 

and hearing could come later, when the wind was passed.  

The wind went on and on and on, but the children and the boy did not fall, even as their warm 

blanket was ripped away and they were left naked in the cold. 

"Stupid children," cried Time. "Stupid, selfish children. You cannot stand against me forever." 

"You cannot blow your wind forever, either," the children shouted, and with their help the boy 

breathed and breathed. All through the night the wind blew, and then, as dawn came, the 

world was still again. 

"You haven't won," Time spat. "I shall come back, and I shall triumph." 

But the children did not hear the words, and did not care what Time had to say. They were 

busy reminding the boy what laughing was, and music, and sunshine, and love.  

And they made a new blanket to keep warm under, and stood together in the morning light. 

~ 



Velvet. 

You, Estella was fond of saying to Dinny. You are made of pears and velvet. 

You, Diamond would always reply to Stel. You are made of musty rooms and crystal bells. 

The soft swells of their flesh fitted and crushed together, and their mouths smiled lip to lip. 

You, Stel would whisper. You are everything. 

You, Dinny would reply. You are all.  

~ 

Felt. 

"They're so little!" Frodo-lad muttered in a mimicking, spiteful voice, earning a stern look from 

his father.  

"Here, now, no cheek from you. Eldarion's never seen a hobbit before, and there's naught wrong 

with being small." 

Frodo-lad made a face and sat himself down on the edge of the bed he was sharing with Merry, 

Pippin, and Hamfast. "I don't want him thinkin' I'm a baby. I've two years and a month on him." 

"Yes, we'll be sure that nobody forgets it," Elanor assured her brother with an enraptured smile. 

"Oh, Dad, wasn't it all so lovely? Goldy couldn't even say hello, she was so taken by it all. And 

Queen Arwen is the beautifullest lady in the world, and King Elessar's very noble isn't he?" 

"Careful to pause for breath, there," Rosie put in. "Now to bed, everyone. Your uncle's out 

rounding up the small ones from where they've fallen asleep, and you bigger folk can set an 

example." 

"Are you going to sleep now, too? If you're staying up, may we as well?" begged Frodo-lad, but 

his eyes were dropping closed and he put up no resistance when Rosie tucked him into bed. 

"Can I be called Meril for always, Mum?" Rose-girl asked, her face lit up from romantic 

thoughts. "It's much prettier than an ordinary name." 



"'Rose' is the prettiest name of all." Uncle Frodo's voice was sweet and teasing as he herded 

Merry and Pippin into bed, Hamfast asleep against his shoulder. "If we'd known it was this easy 

to get them all exhausted, we'd have invited royalty long ago." 

Sam smiled, his own face showing a deep wish for bed. "Come along, girls, young Goldy will 

steal all the pillows if you leave her in the bed alone." 

"But I want to see the Elves again, Dad!" 

"Hush, Ellyelle. The Elves will still be there tomorrow, and your eyes will be clearer to see them 

after a rest," Frodo soothed her. "And even Elves and kings need sleep, you know." 

"Oh, all right," Elanor sighed, as if she was making a terrible sacrifice. "Come on, Rose." 

With all the children taken care off (Rosie had a sneaking suspicion that there would be much 

after-hours creeping, but there was nothing to be done about that for now), the grown-ups went 

to their own bed. The babies were nestled together in their crib like a mewling litter in a basket, 

sleeping contentedly. They were growing so fast, not long now until Daisy would be wobbling 

about on chubby legs. Primrose had all the sweet complacency of Sam's mother in her face 

already, and was a quiet and placid child to nurse. She was larger than her older brother, but 

wee Sam-lad had a set of lungs unmatched by any of his siblings when it came to yelling. Three 

parents stood looking down on the three tiny dreamers, tucking the soft felt blanket in closer 

against the light chill before walking over to their own blankets and pillows. 

It was funny, Rosie mused sleepily as she lay down. She felt as if she understood the King in a 

way she'd understood almost nobody, save her kin and family, before. Seeing the way that he 

looked at the Queen, his mouth not quite smiling but shaped in a way that suggested a deep, 

endless happiness. Rosie knew that look. 

If Sam had been in Aragorn's position, he would never have even thought of Arwen staying 

and choosing as she had. He'd have cried, sure enough, and spent all his days forever listening 

for the whispers of the sea. But Rosie, well, she wasn't that sort. Dried seeds never rotted or fell 

as fruit trees could, but they didn't bloom or bear fruit neither. Living a life was always worth 

the dying at the end; Imp-eyed Eldarion and little Sam-lad were proof enough of that, and the 

swell of Arwen's belly beneath her royal gown. It made Rosie wish for another on the way, for 

that full-up waiting feeling beneath her own heart. Her wish would be granted soon enough, if 

the current count was anything to go by. And that made her glad, glad, glad. 

For all the pain life might bring, all the aching and aging, Rosie knew that Arwen had made the 

only sensible choice. After all, what sort of consolation could the alternative possibly offer? 



Some shiny little beach off over the waves, with no arguments or summer parties or growing 

sons? 

She heard Frodo chuckle softly beside her as a stealthy group of childish footsteps crept past 

their room. Sam laughed too, planting a goodnight kiss on Rosie and Frodo's foreheads and 

laying his arm across them.  

No, there was never a forever that was worth giving up moments like this.  

~ 

Gingham. 

Aislin twirled and smiled broadly, splitting her dances between Borry Brandybuck and Ham 

Gardner. She wore a carefully made dress with a wide collar of gingham ribbon, and sang and 

laughed with the heady freedom of the young. 

"Do you know who I'm reminded of?" Sam asked in close to Rosie's ear as they watched the 

dancers. Rosie snorted. 

"Frodo, I reckon. Look at the skin on the girl, it's clear and pale as milk fresh from the byre. Our 

Ruby's the only other I've seen with hair that bright. How lovely it is." 

"I'm partial to brown woven with silver myself," confessed Frodo, sitting the other side of her. 

"It smells nice on the pillow beside me in the morning." 

"Is that me or Samwise you're speaking of?" 

"What, you mean I have to choose one or the other?" Frodo's voice was indignant, and they 

laughed long and loud.  

~ 

Calico. 

Ruby was still too small to reach the washing line, so while her mother pegged up all the clean 

clothes she sat nearby and worked on her mending skills. Ruby didn't care much if a hem was 



even or not, but doing it badly would just result in unpicking and resewing, so she'd learnt to 

bite back her boredom and just get it finished. 

"Mum," Ruby said to Rosie in an inquisitive sort of voice. "What's a moon-rag?" 

Rosie looked slightly surprised at the question, the wind whipping Hamfast's good going-out 

shirt about as she pegged it on the line.  

"Womenfolk and lasses that are almost grown up use them when they're not carrying a baby. 

Your body tills the soil, like, to keep it ready for planting." 

Ruby made a face. "Sounds horrid." 

Rosie laughed. "To hear the way Rose-girl bellyaches about hot water bottles and chocolates, it's 

easy to think the whole business rather grim. Whatever made you ask, anyway, dear?" 

"Just something I heard one of the fellows down at the market say. He was selling that new 

calico just come in, and he was shouting out to all the people. 'Nappies, moon-rags and winding 

sheets, good for everything' he was calling. I know what nappies and winding sheets are, so I 

was curious." 

"Well, what he said is a load of rot anyway." Rosie put the basket of wet clothes aside and came 

to sit beside her daughter. "Only hobbits with too much sour and not enough sweet in them 

could ever think in such a way. Calico can be made into a lot of other things besides those you 

mentioned; there are pretty skirts and dresses for girls to swan about in, and curtains for sunny 

kitchen-rooms. Party tents and castle turret flags. And between moon-rags and nappies, my 

little one, there has to be a set of bedsheets made. And what about bindings for books, and 

shawls for chilled old shoulders?" Rosie shook her head. "Nappies, moon-rags and winding 

sheets. That's a terrible thing to say, I see why Mr Frodo says that some folk need shaking out of 

their stupid ways. Don't you dare forget that there's more to living than birthing and dying, 

Ruby. Even small furry things in the forests know better than that."  

~ 

Thread. 

If you knew where to look, there was an imperfectly mended twist of ribbon on the hem of 

Mother's old dancing dress. Goldy had offered to mend it on several occasions, complaining at 

the way it spoiled the design. 



"It's coarse black thread, see? It's not visible from the front, really, but if you turn the edge up 

it's an awful knot. I'd hate for people to see it and think I was responsible." 

"Maybe you should be more careful about who you let look up your skirt," retorted Rosie, 

smiling at her daughter's glare. "It's part of the dress now, and I'm not changing it." Her face 

went sad-looking, at some memory Goldy didn't know about. "It's only a little black thread, 

darling, and it's hidden well. It's not enough to complain about, not when you think at how 

much worse things could be." 

Goldilocks got the distinct feeling that they weren't talking about clothes anymore, and hugged 

her mother tightly without another word.  

~ 

Needle. 

"How's that patchwork coming?" Rosie asked Elanor one day as the girl sat sewing. 

"Nearly finished." Elanor smiled. She was a graceful, methodical lass whose voice seemed 

always bubbling with an unshed laugh. She put her work aside with a wistful sigh. "Do you 

want to go with Sam-dad and Fo and the little ones to decorate trees for Yule?" 

"Ankle-deep snow and pine-needles poking all over, and those overgrown boys misbehaving 

worse than their children?" Rosie paused, then nodded with a wide grin. "Yes, sounds like fun. 

Come on, then." 

Elanor put the half-completed patchwork aside and followed her mother out the door, the high 

sounds of play drifting up to greet them 

The Canary's Lament 

By Daisy Gardner. 

First things come first: mud washes out 

and won't hurt the grass in the field. 

We needed the saucepan - please, Mum, don't shout 

It was a shining strong shield. 



 

Dovey was playing as Eowyn, see 

riding bravely atop a strong pig 

We hadn't a mountain, so instead used a tree 

but real horses, alas, were too big. 

 

I acted Sam-dad and Crow carried a ring 

Elly said we might use it, matching in with the book. 

It was just made of wire, just a trinkety thing. 

Lacking volcanoes, we were bound for the brook. 

 

The Lark and the Sparrow were terribly brave 

when captured and carried by orcs. 

I bet that real heroes are never told to behave 

and their swords aren't just rusted old forks. 

 

So Molly and Dove sat atop their fine steed 

while the Took stabbed through trollskin and warts. 

But, playing this game, what the ringbearers need 

is a guide, a companion of sorts. 

 

'Twas the Buzzard, not me, I tell you no lies, 

who wheedled, sneaked, hissed out her esses. 

Truly, Mum, I got quite the surprise 

to find all that dirt on our dresses. 

 

If I'd known it would be quite so messy, well I - 

I would never stop playing, being fair. 

And Del looked so tragical, pretending to die, 

I just had to put mud in her hair. 

 

Since she was deaded, I didn't expect 

the attack on my back as I turned.  

I fought hard and dirty, Master dear to protect 

We had to get away or be burned. 

 

Except, down by Doom River, real lava is rare 

so into mud-lava we fell. 



Then Eowyn fair, and her holbytla pair 

gave a cheer, and jumped in as well. 

 

Now, Mother, I know that you're much unenthused 

When we come home all swaddled in muck. 

Yet, think of the outcome if It had been used, 

and you'll see that this ending's good luck. 

 

I've learnt a lesson today, truly I have, I'll babble it out in a flood 

Before my punishment's picked (sticks and fiddles!) 

It's: friends in the mud are more fun than blood, 

swords lords or kings, rings and riddles. 

Paint Cake 

Marigold offered her support in the form of a typically Marigoldish gesture: she sent Aislin up 

the hill with a dish of warm apple crumble. Rosie made token complaints along the lines of 

what, does she think I can't cook one myself? and then called the little ones in to eat it up. They were 

playing rambunctiously under the heavy October sunlight, earlier in the day than their usual 

outdoor romps.  

Aislin hovered around the table with a nervous smile and Goldilocks couldn't resist the chance 

to snicker quietly at the big brown moo-eyes that Ham made at the girl. Aislin was learning the 

way of dairymaiding from Marigold, and the work had given her freckled skin a healthy colour 

not unlike the fresh cream she spent her days with.  

Sam saw the snicker and sent Goldilocks out of the kitchen to go find the children unaccounted 

for. Goldy usually didn't take nicely to being bossed but Dad had that look and Goldy hated 

that look because it made her own eyes all stingy and her heart sort of heavy, so she meekly left 

the table. She found Pippin and Elanor dusting the shelves in the wine cellar, El giving off 

delicate little sneezes and Pippin coated in clingy grey muck. Ruby and Bilbo were painting 

bright blobby pictures of variously shaped bright blobs, and Daisy and Sammie were sitting in 

the overstuffed orange armchair that had once-upon-a-time been the favourite reading spot of 

Bilbo Baggins. They were sitting as still as dolls, their eyes owlishly large. 

Goldilocks considered asking what in all the farthings they were up to, then shook her head and 

decided she'd rather not know. It was bound to be troublesome, and wouldn't end well.  



"We're being quiet and well-behaved," explained Daisy in answer to the unasked question. 

Goldy wasn't going to cry, she wasn't wasn't wasn't. 

"Come on, we'll go see if there are any books about beekeeping at the town hall, since you two 

gobble up so much honey you can just start growing it." Goldy's voice was chirpy and cheerful. 

Daisy and Sammie forgot their vows of obedience and silence instantly and jumped up in 

delight.  

Ruby watched the three of them walk out the front door and down to the lane, chattering away. 

She looked down at her finished painting, which (to the trained eye) was a large cake with 

candles on it, done in lovely shades of blue and yellow and pink. It looked like a most delicious 

cake, if Ruby did say so herself. 

It was really hot in the grown-ups' bedroom, a warming pan at the end of the bed and the 

curtains all shut up. Ruby squinted in the yellow candle-light, her eyes still adjusted to the 

cooler shades of sunlight. Uncle Frodo was reading a letter, his shoulder all wrapped up in a 

towel with a herb-y smell hanging around it. He looked restless and uncomfortable. 

"Hullo. Can I stay and visit?" Ruby asked. Uncle Frodo turned and smiled and gestured for her 

to climb up onto the bed. Ruby did so quickly, knowing that Dad and Mum would scold her for 

sneaking in if she wasn't in there for a proper reason. 

"I drew this for you." Ruby handed over the still-damp painting. "It's a cake," she added before 

Uncle Frodo said anything self-incriminating. She doubted she'd ever forgive Merry for his 

'That's a lovely cat, Ruby-blue!' when she'd shown him her drawing of Bag End. 

"Why do I get a cake, then?" Uncle Frodo's voice was a bit raspy but as jokey and nice as always. 

"It's not my birthday." 

"No, but it's the any... annivers... anniversary of you being brave," Ruby touched hesitant fingers 

to the herbal wrap. "Does it hurt a lot, Uncle?" 

"Sometimes. I feel very cold, like there's ice inside me where you've got ordinary bones and 

blood." 

"Yuck," Ruby stuck her tongue out and wrinkled her nose. "I'm glad I'm not brave, then." 

Uncle Frodo smiled at her, and Ruby felt like she was as tall as a tree. "Yes you are, pet. You 

were brave enough to come in and visit me, even though I get very grouchy and nasty on days 

like this." 

"That's not brave, silly," laughed Ruby. "That's love." 



Uncle Frodo just held the picture like it was the best thing he'd ever gotten, and cuddled her 

close in to the side that wasn't hurting him. Ruby didn't even mind that she wasn't finding out 

about bees, it was so nice to see her uncle's smile. 

The business of names 

The pounding on the round green door of Bag End was loud enough to attract even Frodo's 

attention, and he'd been busy reading an absorbing Elvish text on the many uses of corn cobs. 

Opening the door and squinting out into the brightness, he was surprised to see the lanky forms 

of Borry Brandybuck and Farry Took, a pair whose considerable height was often missed beside 

their even taller fathers. 

"Hullo lads. Where are your sisters?" he asked them, ushering them inside. 

"Oh, they're still down the path with Sam and Daisy," answered Boromir. "We didn't mean to 

intrude, but, well..." 

"Our Mums are over visiting Long Cleeve." Faramir cut in, as usual exasperated by Borry's 

roundabout way of getting to the point. "And Uncle Merry's working on his book of herblore all 

the time, so we're hungry as anything and we wantedtocomeandeat." He paused for breath. 

"And we knew you'd give us something." 

Faramir's Tookish charm was in full bloom on his freckled face, the imp-like grin causing 

Frodo's own mouth to widen in a smile reflexitively. 

"I can't say that your father strikes me as the sort to let his brood go hungry, Farry." 

"It's not that," Boromir answered desperately. "We're just sick of porridge, that's all. It was nice 

enough for the first week, but there's only so much a hobbit can eat."  

"All right my boys, you'd better come in and fill your stomachs in that case," laughed Frodo.  

Farry and Borry followed their uncle down the hallway towards the kitchen, already bewitched 

by the scent of the cottage loaf that Rosie had removed from the oven moments before.  

Primrose, curls tucked up under a bright blue scarf and dress protected by an apron that had 

survived all the Gardner girls since Elanor, nodded hello to them as she passed them in the 

passage. Prim liked Borry and Farry well enough, for they were a jolly and friendly pair, but she 

had never been as sociable as typical hobbits and preferred her own company. 



She was going to visit Uncle Nibs' farm down past Bywater, to see the two new baby goats 

there. Primrose loved all animals, and wee ones best of all, and her uncle had said that she 

might name this new pair, so all her thoughts were taking up with thinking of names.  

Oh, they were lovely to see, two bleating wobbly little things on shaky legs in the warm 

darkness of the Cotton barn. Primrose clapped her hands in delight, turning to her uncle with 

shining eyes. 

"Can I stay with them? Just for a little bit, just so I can get to know them. If I don't know them 

well enough, you see, the names I give them might not fit." 

"All right, lass, your Dad's coming by at dinner time to bring me down some seedlings I asked 

for, so you can stay until he comes if you like." 

So Primrose sat down on the clean hay-strewn floor and coaxed the nervous babes to come close 

to her. 

"Hello there. I'm your cousin, of sorts. Primula Sofie Dawn Gardner, only I don't think I've ever 

been called that at once." She chuckled as the bolder of the two came over and nibbled at her 

fingertips, testing to see if they were good to eat. "Everyone knows me as Primrose, which is a 

less frilly way of saying Primula and not as much a mouthful. My Dad likes short names on 

people, says they wear better, but my Uncle Frodo's Mum was a Primula and all the other boys 

and girls up at Bag End are named after somebody from earlier generations and I'm no 

different. So I'm Primula on paper and Primrose to everybody." 

Primrose shifted to make herself more comfortable, scritching at the chin of the little goatling 

closest to her. "My Uncle Frodo's not actually my uncle, but it's the word that makes the most 

sense to use for him. He's... he's just Frodo, really, as my Mum is Rosie and my Dad is Sam, 

though I expect that goats don't need to worry about working that sort of thing out. You just are 

the way you are and that's that.  

"I don't want to name you two after anybody, because it gets awfully confusing if everyone 

shares their name with somebody else. F'rinstance, I've got a brother named Merry, and he's 

chums with Borry Brandybuck, but Merry's name is the same as Borry's Dad's and Borry 

himself is called after one of the Men in the stories in the Red Book. The Red Book is a tale about 

all sorts of adventures that my Dad and Uncle and Mr Merry and Mr Pippin - not my brothers, 

the other ones - and a lot of other folk had years and years ago. Some of them are grand 

adventures and some are dreadfully sad, but I suppose it's better to have both sorts than no sort 

at all. 



"Borry and Farry - that's for Faramir, who was the first Borry's brother but this Farry and this 

Borry aren't really brothers, just sort-of brothers - live in a house in Bucklebury usually, though 

they've got homes in Brandy Hall and Great Smials as well. Their Bucklebury house is their 

proper home, though, and it's not really a house at all, it's two houses on one bit of land. If you 

think having a Frodo, a Sam and a Rosie for parents is confusing, then Borry and Farry go one 

better because they've got a Merry-Dad, a Pippin-Dad, a Stel-Mummy, and a Dinny-Mum as 

well. There aren't as many children there as at Bag End, though with two mothers about the 

place you'd expect lots and lots, wouldn't you? There's just Farry and Borry and Meli and 

Molly. My Mum says I'll understand why there aren't more when I'm bigger, but I don't tell her 

that I sort of guess why now." Primrose giggled, a blush rising under her brown freckles. The 

baby goats continued their nervous exploration of the world of the barn and this new warm 

chattering person with soft hands and cotton skirts to nibble on.  

"I like having a lot of sisters and brothers, they're all very interesting people. Some of them, like 

Elly and Fro - do you begin to see my point about using names over and over? - are almost 

grown entirely, and some are still small as, well, as small as you, my little lamblings. Sammie, 

he's the next oldest just above me, says that I should call you Beren and Luthien, but I think 

that's a burden that baby goats simply shouldn't have to bear. I think that you should be given 

nice useful names." 

Primrose paused, cocking her head to one side as she gazed at the two goats. 

"You," she pointed to one. "Should be Sugar, because your little face looks so sweet, and your 

almost-sister can be Salt because her hair's all in little waves like the sea." Primrose put a hand 

to her small round tummy. "I do hope it's dinner-time soon, talking works up quite an appetite!" 

It was indeed almost dinner-time, and before long Sam arrived to collect his daughter. Because 

there were (as usual) a lot of people up at Bag End and a lot of food to be eaten, dinner was up 

under the big tree on the hill. All sorts of lovely flowers, pale and vibrant and strong-smelling 

alike, were in bloom about the place, and butterflies and dragonflies and bees flitted around the 

assembled hobbits as they tucked into their food. Borry Brandybuck and Merry Gardner were 

in deep discussion on the subject of pony breeding, with Delphinium Grubb and her older 

sister, Hope, listening politely. It seemed to Primrose that Hope was sitting as if she'd like 

nothing more than to pounce on poor Borry and gobble him up. He was a fair-faced lad, much 

resembling his father, but Primrose thought that this was hardly reason enough for intentions of 

devouring. Delphinium seemed to be choking back a laugh at Hope's expression. 

The other members of the neighbourhood pack, a group notorious for trouble which included 

Delphinium among its prime offenders, were playing King of the Mountain around the exposed 

roots of the tree. Daisy and Sammie Gardner, Meli Took, Molly Brandybuck, and the marginally 



better behaved Aster Digg-Tooter. Little Bilbo had once asked Sammie mockingly if he ever got 

tired of playing with girls, only to be asked scathingly if Bilbo himself ever got tired of being a 

ninnyhammer. 

"What're you thinking of, Prim?" Sam-dad asked her, pulling her onto his lap as he had done 

when she was smaller.  

"How much I like people, Dad. I like how laughing sounds, and if we didn't have people then 

there wouldn't be anybody to laugh." 

"That's a good thing to be thinking of, I reckon," Sam said with a grin. "So what did you end up 

naming Nibs' little goats, then?"  

"Sugar and Salt, but I told Uncle that he could call them Beren and Luthien if he liked those 

names better." 

"And what did he say to that?" 

"He said Sugar and Salt were good goaty names and would do nicely. Do you think they're 

good names, Dad?" 

"I do indeed, Primrose. Would you like it if I started calling you that instead?" 

Primrose laughed. "No, Dad, I like the names I've got just fine, thank you." 

Second helpings at supper 
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"He was happy, they all were. They hadn't let themselves hope it, so it was a surprise, but 

there's no doubt they were happy." 

Frodo nodded, leaning back against the bark of the tree that shaded them. It was the eighth of 

October, and Merry had come up the path to Bag End's door just in time for afternoon tea.  

"I'm glad you caught them. I didn't want them wondering, you see. I didn't want to wonder." 

Frodo looked down at his hands, cracking a sunset-coloured leaf into smaller and smaller 

fragments, the brittle texture crumbling like ash. "Bilbo wasn't, he wasn't upset, was he? 

Perhaps I should have gone, it would have been right for us to go together." 



"Frodo," Merry said sternly as one eyebrow quirked, the movement pushing the scar on his 

forehead up in a second exasperated curve. "It's right that you stay here. Bilbo knew that." 

Merry's bemused annoyance gave way to a tender smile. "He wished you the best, he was 

pleased that you weren't there. Cousin, listen to me... no, don't look down at your hands, you 

really are the most frustrating... will you listen now, or do I have to hold your head up so you'll 

face me? The Lady Galadriel smiled when we said you weren't going to join them. She smiled, 

Frodo, they all did. Bilbo loves you enough to let you go, because he knows it's better for you." 

"Is it, Merry? I had a bad turn the day before yesterday, I cursed at poor Sam and Rose. The 

things I said -" Frodo blinked, hard, and turned his face aware from Merry's concerned 

expression. "What have I doomed them to, by staying? What have I given up? What if this is the 

worst decision I have ever made in my ridiculous life? 'Your body might have healed, but your 

heart would still be here', Rosie said to me. And she's right, much as I hate to admit it." Frodo 

gave a small laugh, tears escaping the corners of his eyes. "Elanor's got a cough, and last night 

we all stayed up with her, singing lullabies and trying to make her feel better. And I was sitting 

in the rocking chair, watching Rosie pace back and forth on the hearth with El in her arms, and 

Sam came in with a drink of water for me and I thought how could I have thought that anything 

was worth more than this?, but how am I going to feel when March comes, or next October? I'm 

weary, and I won't find rest here." 

"Well, with a Gamgee and a Cotton in your bed, you shouldn't expect much resting," Merry 

teased. "Don't dwell on it, Frodo. The choice is made, and if you want my opinion on it you 

chose correctly. We're all changed by what happened, and we can't ever go back to who we 

were before it began, but we're here and we're alive, and the seasons turn the same as they 

always did. Hobbits aren't meant for noble endings, we're too fond of epilogues and second 

helpings at supper." 

Frodo nodded, then laughed to himself. "I already wrote my noble ending, as you call it, into 

Bilbo's book. Off over the sea, with Sam coming home to all that he deserves to have. There's a 

moment that comes at about nine o'clock at night, when most of the lights down in Hobbiton 

are out and the stars are so bright and clear in the sky, and the candle-light looks so golden and 

warm through the windows as you walk through the gate. The air smells like soil and wind and 

new bread, and Elanor's usually yelling like a demon because she doesn't want to be put to bed. 

I could see it as if it had happened, when I wrote the words, and I put them there together. My 

Sam, my Rose, my Elanor. I thought that was the most perfect ending I could give the story, and 

I thought if I knew it ended like that it would be easier to say goodbye to. It would have been a 

goodbye worth saying." 



"Hello's more friendlier still to say," Merry pointed out, refraining from clipping Frodo about 

the ear as he might have done when they were children. "All right, maybe you've got a rocky 

path out ahead of you, but you've picked the road and you've put your feet on it, so stop 

bellyaching and march forth!" 

Frodo laughed, tossing the shredded leaf-remains aside and resting his head against the sturdy 

tree trunk behind him. "How's Pippin? And Estella and Diamond?" 

"They're all well, we're thinking of coming to stay with you lot for Yule. That is, if you don't 

mind having us." 

"Oh, we'll manage somehow." 

"Good, means we'll save a bit on accommodation. These Hobbiton inns are highway robbery, 

you know." 

"You're welcome up at Bag End all the year round, and you know it." 

"Ah," Merry gave a theatrical wink. "You might not like the noise. We don't have to take a baby 

into consideration on a regular basis, after all." 

"No. Just two pairs of giddy children." 

"I resent that on principle," Merry sniffed, grinning broadly. "After all, most children - giddy or 

otherwise - are not nearly so skillful in borrowing vegetables from overburdened gardens." 

"My mistake," conceded Frodo. "Anyway, if you're paying so much for your rooms I should let 

you go get your money's worth. Thank you for coming and telling me how things went at the 

Havens, Merry. I would have gone..." 

"Yes, I know you would, which is why we went instead." Merry hugged Frodo for a long time. 

"We'll all come up to visit tomorrow, if you're well enough?" 

"Don't think I'd let you stay away. Look, it's gotten dark while we've been talking out here, 

Rosie will have my head if I catch a chill. Come by in the morning, all right?" 

"All right, Frodo. I'll see you then." 

The cobblestones of the stairs were damp with evening dew, cool under Frodo's feet as he 

stepped up to the front door. The hinges on the front door had rusted slightly during the time 

they'd been away from the Shire, but since their return Sam had kept them oiled and cleaned, 

and there was no stick or squeak as Frodo pushed the door open. Elanor was coughing and 

crying, Sam's voice raised in a nursery song as he tried to soothe her. 



Bell horses, bell horses, 

What time of day? 

One o'clock, two o'clock, 

Time to away. 

Bell horses, bell horses, 

Long shall you roam. 

Three o'clock, four o'clock, 

Time to come home. 

Rosie, hearing the soft click as Frodo closed the door, stuck her head out of the doorway to the 

kitchen and beckoned him in. There was pumpkin and carrot and garlic sausage for dinner, and 

cider to drink, and a vase of periwinkle and hollyhock blossoms on the crocheted cloth beside 

his plate. Elanor, lulled into a doze by her father's voice, was a beautiful doll of silver and gold 

and cream against Sam's shoulder as he came in to join them. Rosie plucked a small piece of leaf 

from the curl above Frodo's ear, smirking at him as she flicked it aside. Elanor murmured 

fretfully, lapsing back into quiet when Sam patted her back with one strong and careful hand.  

"Well, here we are," said Frodo. 

Could have 
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Daisy had been fidgety again, so Elanor was in with the little ones for most of the evening. 

Goldy had knocked her bed-time glass of milk over onto the coverlet and pouted up at her 

older sister petulantly, saying "want Mumma", and Hamfast had complained of a sore toe that 

somehow prevented him from cleaning his teeth and had begged for Mumma too.  

But Mumma was lying in bed feeling poorly, as usual. Elanor did her best, but she was no 

match for the capable hands of her mother and the children made her feel the difference keenly. 

By the time she got them all tucked in and dozing, she was ready to fall down dreamless 

herself.  

She padded through the near-silent smial, keeping one hand against the curve of the wall to 

guide her way in the dark. The parlour lights were still burning, the red-gold light through the 

tinted glass of the lamps making the room look warm and soft.  



Rosie was asleep in the carved rocking chair, errant curls of hair ghosting over her forehead like 

cracks in pale china. She looked so wan, so tired and frail, that Elanor's heart wanted to tear in 

two. There was something sick and bad inside her mother, had been for months. What if it 

never left? What if Mum ended up with the burden of poisons and wounds that she'd never 

suffered? And perhaps the baby would be a bad sort, if it managed to come at all. Elanor 

thought of her noisy, difficult brothers and sisters, who were really little sweetlings underneath 

it all, and tried to imagine what a truly awful child might be like. 

"All right, El?" a tired voice asked from just beside her, and Elanor whirled in surprise. Frodo 

looked at least as tired as Rosie, worry and illness and a dark twist of fear competing for space 

in his clouded eyes. Elanor bit back on the cruel words she wanted to say, because it was all 

greys and maybes and Fo hadn't asked for any of this, really.  

"Yes, Uncle. I'd better be getting to bed." Oh, her heart hurt. Why was everything so confusing, 

why did love and pain go together like they fitted? 

Hot tears of anger stinging at her eyes, Elanor pushed past Frodo and ran for the safety of her 

bedroom. Thank goodness she was eldest and had a place of her own, where the only confusing 

thing was the puzzle Sam-dad had made her out of two twisted nails. Elanor wanted to curl up 

on her bed and have a good cry into her pillow, let some of the confusion out. 

She misjudged the number of doors she had run past, though, and when she'd pushed one shut 

behind her she found herself in the study. 

The Red Book stood on its stand, as always, a child's handprint in sticky marmalade residue 

smeared in one corner of the cover. Merry, that had probably been, he was just getting old 

enough to try and muddle out the words of the story on his own. Elanor's breathing evened out 

as she rested her back against the door. She turned, snibbed the lock, and sat down on the 

carpet. She'd always liked the study, it smelt like autumn all the time.  

The window was slightly open the light breeze outside rustling the loose pages strewn about. 

Elanor felt that this was one of those moments where the world is as thin as a soap bubble, all 

sorts of things just on the other side of a shimmery wall. Anything could happen on a night like 

this, especially to a thirteen-year-old girl with a head full of stories. 

Perhaps it was because she was so tired, and everything in the world seemed so large and 

confusing, but for a moment Elanor felt as if even stories might be close enough to touch. Close 

enough to weave into the fabric of the world. Before she really knew what she was doing, 

Elanor stood up and walked over to the wooden stand beside the fireplace. 



Carefully, surprised as always at the weight of the volume, Elanor lifted the book and placed it 

on the desk, opening it to the last pages. Even after all these years, nobody had bothered to 

change the ending that was written there. Frodo saying goodbye, sailing away out of the story, 

Sam-dad coming home to her and Mum.  

"It would have been better, perhaps," Elanor murmured, feeling so sleepy she couldn't really 

keep her eyes properly open. She'd stopped feeling like she needed to cry, and her hands were 

steady as she ran her fingers over the ink of the words. "I wish, I wish, I wish..." 

Just as she finished speaking the third 'wish', a particularly strong gust of wind battered against 

the side of the Hill, blowing the window wide open and sending papers whirling around her. 

The book's pages fanned up like a flapping bird, and Elanor stepped away from the table in 

surprise. She must have caught her heel on the edge of the carpet, because the next thing she 

knew she was flat on her back, and the wind had stopped. 

Rubbing the back of her head, which she'd cracked on the floor, Elanor sat up. She felt quite 

awake, now, and the dreamy mood was broken. It took her a few seconds of checking for 

bumps and bruises before she noticed that the room was suddenly alien, somewhere she had 

never been before. 

Oh, it was the same room, with the same lovely old furniture and nice big fireplace, but nothing 

else was as it had been a few seconds earlier. The ink bottles on the desk, which Frodo 

habitually left open to the air and doomed to dry out, were stoppered neatly and lined up just 

so. The messy collection of papers and books on the shelves was tidied, too, as if nobody used 

them very much. The Book was there, of course, but Merry's jammy fingerprints were missing. 

"It... I couldn't have, could I?" Elanor whispered to herself. It wasn't possible, after all.  

She crept over to the desk, suddenly feeling nervous in the very room she'd spent at least half 

her growing-up in. Frodo kept a block of very expensive and extremely delicious chocolate in 

the lefthand drawer of his desk, which Elanor had pilfered small chunks from many a time. 

If that was gone, Elanor would know that things were somehow all switched about and shaped 

to fit her sort-of wish.  

There wasn't any chocolate, only the little blue book that Elanor recognised as her own. She'd 

been given it when she was ten, back in the real - back in the old way that things had been. It 

had made her smile, all the bits and pieces her Fo had thought she might like to look at. This 

book wasn't nearly as ragged as her copy, of course, having rested unread in a dusty drawer for 

a lot of years. This other Elanor hadn't gotten hers yet, obviously. 



"But there's isn't another Elanor. It's me, now," Elanor whispered to herself. How queer that 

was, to think of. 

She pushed the door open, not really that surprised to find that it wasn't locked. It was 

tempting to explore everything, find out each and every change in this new world she'd found 

herself in, but Elanor was overcome by a sudden sleepiness and had barely put her head on her 

pillow before the sun was tickling her eyelids and waking her up. 

Mum was cooking eggs and sausages for breakfast, singing one of those silly nursery songs she 

liked so much. Elanor, who hadn't heard her mother sound so jolly and healthy in months, ran 

up and gave her a kiss. 

"Good morning to you too, miss." Rosie smiled. "What's got you so cheerful, then?" 

"It's a cheerful sort of day," Elanor replied with a shrug.  

"Yes, it is rather, isn't it?" Sam-dad said, coming in and catching Mum up in a big hug. Elanor 

clapped her hands in delight, because they both looked so nice and solid and ordinary and well. 

Noisy baby-cries came in suddenly from the big bedroom, and Elanor skipped down the hall to 

greet her baby sister in this lovely clean new world.  

"Hullo Daisy!" she cried, picking the little girl up and ticking under her arms. "Isn't it nice? 

Mum and Dad are happy, and Uncle's in Valinor where he won't ever be sad or sickly ever 

again. Oh, but I'm glad I made my wish." 

Daisy put one chubby fist into her mouth and dribbled a bit in response. 

"And you won't have a bad brother or sister to worry about, either, because Mum's not in a 

family way and all poorly from it." Elanor paused, then shook her head and smiled. It was hard 

to stop smiling. "No, that's not right for me to say, really, for no baby's ever really wicked... 

why, I fancy even Aunt Marigold would have been nice enough if she'd had you and me and 

the other little ones to grow up with. P'rhaps the baby would have been rather sweet, since 

Uncle was and all. When you're bigger I'll teach you how to listen to sea-shells, and hear the 

ocean." 

"El, Fastred's here!" Pippin called, wandering down the hallway past the big bedroom with his 

hair knotted up in a mess and his pajamas buttoned wrongly. Elanor laughed again, because it 

seemed that her brother was a messy thing no matter how different the world got. 

Fastred looked the same as always, all freckled and nice and ordinary, except that he had two 

big fishing rods over one shoulder. The Fastred Elanor had known didn't like going near water 

much, on account of his brother's accident when they were small.  



"What's got you so cheerful?" he asked.  

"That's exactly what Mum asked me!" Elanor laughed. "Aren't I allowed to be cheerful?" 

"Here." Fastred handed her one of the fishing poles as they walked down towards the Bywater 

Pool together. "Yes, you're allowed to be cheerful, I'm just wondering what's made you that way 

in particular." 

Elanor hesitated for a moment. Fastred was her dearest friend, she loved him just as much as 

any of her brothers and sisters (in fact, she rather thought of him as the older brother she didn't 

have, though he'd never liked her calling him that - Fastred's own experience with older 

brothers did not leave the term as a compliment), and if anybody was likely to believe her, it 

was him. So as they walked, Elanor explained the strange happenings of the night before and 

the changes to the world this morning.  

"So you'll have to tell me all about everything that might be different, so I don't make mistakes 

when talking to people," she finished as they reached the edge of the water. 

"All right, if you tell me about how things were before last night," agreed Fastred. "It must have 

been terribly interesting, growing up with Frodo Baggins. I can barely remember him, and I 

don't expect that you would at all in the ordinary way of things." 

"No, I don't suppose I would." Elanor cocked her head to one side. "How terribly queer! I hadn't 

thought of that, I must have been just six months when he sailed away. Poor Rose-lass and Fro 

and Merry and the rest, never having him to play with, though I'm sure Mum and Dad were 

good playmates on their own."  

"They always have been when I've visited," Fastred said with a nod. "Bag End's the nicest place 

in the whole Shire. Are your brothers and sisters any different now?" 

"I don't know, I haven't seen them yet," admitted Elanor. "Rose-girl's been a bit melancholier 

than usual lately, though everyone's been a bit dour with Mum being sick and all. I worry Rose 

is going to grow up sad. She hates being the only girl with brown hair, she wanted the new 

baby to be dark like her." 

"She's sad here, too," Fastred said. "But only sometimes." 

"Yes, only sometimes," Elanor echoed. "Everyone has sad days, really. Do Mum and Dad seem 

to miss Uncle very much?" 



"If they do, they hide it well. They give away a lot of mathoms and coins and things on his 

birthday, and make a special donation to all sorts of charities and libraries every Yule, but 

otherwise I don't think I've ever heard them talk about him." 

"Uncle loved Yule. I wonder if they have it in Valinor? He used to get lots of dried oranges and 

spinning tops and glass baubles and put them in his coat, and then he would chase all us 

children around and around the garden. Only he wasn't really chasing us, because if he caught 

us he'd just sit us on his knee and make silly faces. 'What has Old Mad Baggins got in his 

pocketses?' he'd ask, and we'd put our hands in and find all the things I just told you about, or 

toffees, or little pots of bright red ink to write holiday stories with." 

Fastred smiled, as much at Elanor's happy grin at the memory as at the story itself. "It sounds 

wonderful. If I had an Uncle like that, I don't know if I'd be so happy to wake up and find he'd 

vanished." 

Elanor's smile twisted into a pondering curl. "I'm not really happy that he's gone. I'm happy that 

the sad parts are gone, even though that means a lot of happy parts are too. It was very difficult, 

sometimes. I've got a scar, here -" Elanor turned her palm up to show Fastred, then stared at it 

in surprise. "Well, there you are, my scar's disappeared. The sad things are coming untrue. But I 

used to have a scar there, because I'd had to fight Uncle one day when he was sick. He had bad 

turns, and now he'll be healed and whole over the sea." 

"Hmm." Fastred nodded. "I expect you're right, Elly, seeing as how you're the one who saw 

what it was like." 

"Yes," Elanor answered, and they settled down to fishing. 

That evening Elanor helped Mum make supper and then wash up afterwards, and went to sit 

and talk to Sam-dad while the little ones were put to bed.  

"Not too late, my lovely girl, you're still too small to sit up for long," Sam-dad said. "When 

you're bigger you can stay with me, but growing hobbits need their rest." 

"I wanted to ask about Un-... about Frodo of the Ring, Sam-dad," Elanor said, pushing her hair 

behind her ears. "If you ever wish he'd stayed." 

"Well, my girl, I'll show you something if you like. I've left this part out, when I've read the 

Book out to you lot, because it's too much for little ones to get their head around. Fairy stories 

and happy endings all tied up with the real way of things would just confuse them. But you're 

so big now, getting bigger every day it seems, that I think you're old enough to understand." 



Sam-dad pulled the Book down and opened it to the last pages, and Elanor breathed in sharply 

in surprise. In this Book, someone had bothered to fix the ending. The story finished with Frodo 

deciding to stay, sitting down to dinner with his family and looking forward to a good life in 

the Shire. Not always well, not always happy, but good.  

"Is that how you wished it ended, Sam-dad?" 

"Don't think I don't love my life, Elanorelle, for I do. But your Mum and me, we miss him. And 

it could have gone like that, I'm sure of it, just as it could have gone like it did. I figure that both 

ways are right, like, and since one's being told each day with living, there's no harm in telling 

the other way on paper." 

Elanor patted her father's arm comfortingly and nodded. "Yes, I think you're quite right." 

When everyone else was asleep and the smial was dark and quiet, Elanor climbed out of bed 

and walked to the study as silently as she could, which was very silent indeed.  

There was lots of spare paper in the study, and lots of ink too. Elanor chose the red sort, because 

it looked strange and gory on the tip of the quill and she wasn't so old as to be above 

appreciating good gore. She lit one candle with a match that flared up with a hiss she was sure 

would wake everyone, and settled down to writing. 

She wrote about a family a bit older than the one sleeping in the rooms around her, a bit bigger. 

A slightly older Elanor who was a little more graceful, maybe, because fiction is where wishes 

can sometimes come true. She wrote about parents who loved their children and missed their 

Frodo, and an ending that was happy even if it wasn't perfect.  

Then Elanor folded the pages up and put them in an envelope and sealed it all up with bright 

red wax, and sat back at the desk. 

"There. Er, I'm not really sure who it is that I'm talking to right now, and if I'm speaking too 

quietly for you to hear I apologise but my family are all sleeping. But I'd just like to say thank 

you very much for granting my wish, and I'm very appreciative, but I've had a long think and I 

reckon I'd like to change it back. So I've written some of what might happen in this world, so 

both ways keep being told. And if the Book says that it ends one way, there's no harm in 

following the other, if you follow me. Oh, spit, I'm sounding all shy like Sam-dad sometimes 

does. Look, I don't know who you are but I'm just a hobbit who wants her Uncle back now, 

please, and I'd like Mum to get better and have another nice baby, because I do like my brothers 

and sisters even if they are awful sometimes. I don't know what to say to make the thought 

come out right. I want this world back on paper and I want the proper world back for living, 

and that's that. Not because one is better than the other, but because one suits a story better and 



the other one's more suitable for hobbits to live in. I'm sure Fo wants to be remembered as a 

noble hero who sails away, because that's the sort of twit he sometimes is, but I'm sure that the 

Elves don't bother with Yule and don't play chasing games. So it's better that paper-Fo plays the 

hero and the ordinary one has the ordinary way of being alive. Much more logical." Elanor 

paused, took a few breaths, and tried to stop herself from crying. "Please? I wish, if that's what 

you want me to say. IwishIwishIwish." 

Nothing happened. Elanor felt very afraid. 

"Please," she begged. "I want to go home." She put the envelope with her little ending-story in it 

in the pocket of her apron and paced back and forth. "This Elanor can be the other Elanor that 

doesn't exist here. I'm not nearly so right to be a character in a noble and tragic ever after, I get 

messy and I fight with my brothers and sometimes I pull Rose's hair and I..." Her heel caught on 

the edge of the carpet and she fell flat on her back. 

"El?"  

Someone was knocking on the door. Elanor got up went to open it for them. Strange, she hadn't 

remembered locking it. As soon as she saw Uncle Frodo standing there she jumped at him, 

knocking him breathless and almost sending them both sprawling. 

"El, what's wrong? Are you crying, lass? I didn't want to upset you." 

"Oh, Fo, I'm not upset. I just wanted to hug you so tight that you'd never ever be able to leave." 

"Leave?" Frodo looked down, smoothing Elanor's golden curls off her face. "Where would I go, 

silly?" 

Elanor sniffled and smiled. "Nowhere, I suppose. I just felt very much like hugging you, really." 

"Well, that's nice." Frodo gave her a big squishy hug in return, and tickled under her arms. 

"Your Mum's not going to be poorly for much longer, El, I know it's been especially hard for 

you. But maybe it'll be worth the trouble in the end." 

"Yes." Elanor nodded, then stepped away from her uncle and turned to look at where to Book 

rested amongst the mess of the desk. A sharp corner dug into her leg and she reached into her 

apron pocket, pulling out the little envelope. It should have surprised her, finding it there, but 

somehow it didn't at all. She walked over and tucked it between the last page and the back 

cover of the Book, and set the whole thing back on the stand. 

"What's that you put there, Elanor?" Uncle Frodo asked. 



"A different way things could have ended. It doesn't matter now," Elanor explained. "Come on, 

I want to give Mum and Sam-dad and you goodnight kisses before I go to bed." 

'Tis the season 
"Deck the halls with b.. bo... with lots of holly, fa la la la la, la la la la..." 

"Boughs, dear. It means branches." Elanor smiled over at where Ruby was putting chocolate 

eyes on a batch of gingerbread hobbits. There were several very lopsided faces in the regiment. 

"If I'd been born at yuletime, do you think Mama would have called me Holly?" 

"There's nothing wrong with your name, you silly gosling." Rosie, an uncharacteristically clean 

Tom bouncing on her hip and a row of clothespegs edging the length of her apron, kissed Ruby 

on the top of her penny-red hair. "Now, are those biscuits done? What about that pudding, El?" 

"Just another minute, Mum. Is Fastred here yet?" 

"Yes, he's in the front parlour with your dad and uncle, showing off that wee niece of his. He's 

got a good way with babies, I'll give him that." 

Elanor blushed, ducking her head and wiping her hands on a dishcloth with a great amount of 

concentration. Ruby sighed. 

"Annabel is a dreadfully romantic name." 

"She'll be Anna all her life, which is as plain as a squashed turnip compared to Ruby," Rosie 

pointed out. "Hurry it up, lassie, we're running late as it is." 

"No such thing at Yuletime." Sam took Tom from Rosie and gave her a kiss as payment. 

"Anyway, Mr Merry and Mr Pippin and their families know well enough what a task it is to get 

this rabble moving." 

"I'm sure they've got enough mince pies to sustain them while they wait." Frodo added, joining 

them in the bright warmth of the kitchen. Elanor shot her parents an exasperated look. 

"You've left poor Fastred and the baby all alone in there!" 

"Haven't," smiled Frodo. "Bilbo and Prim are entertaining them." 



Elanor threw up her hands in despair and rushed off to save her Fastred from her high-spirited 

and rambunctious siblings. Rosie, Sam and Frodo laughed at her expression as she stormed out, 

the way curls of her pale-flame hair escaped their elegant plait and wisped about her face.  

"She's so like her mother, isn't she?" Sam said in wonderment. "I know that look on her face as 

well as I know my way around the flowerbed out front." 

"Yes." Frodo nodded in agreement. "Elanor's got an Elvish cast to her, no doubt about it, and 

when she's older she'll be captured in graceful and heartbreakingly lovely paintings, you mark 

my words. But then she moves, or smiles, and it's like seeing our Rose as a tween again." 

"Thank you very much for nothing, Frodo Baggins, if you're saying I'm so different from Elves 

as all that!" Rosie smacked at his arm in mock outrage. "Oh, hullo Pip-lad, I didn't hear you 

come in. So, have you managed to find the lot of them?" 

"Yes, Mum. Merry-lad, Frodo-lad and Hope are saying goodbye to the ponies, and giving the 

Rumble boys an earful of how to look after them properly too I'd wager. Goldilocks is down at 

the stile by the big field trying to convince Odo Dreppit that she doesn't like Farry Took more 

than she likes him, even though she does really." Pippin checked his brothers, sisters, friends 

and acquaintances off on his fingers as he went through the list. "Robin's halfway up the big 

tree on the Hill, and says that Rose went over to the Applegate farm but promised to be back 

very soon. Delphinium got back from visiting the Digg-Tooters half an hour ago, and Daisy and 

Sam haven't gotten tired of teasing her for her change of heart about that Aster girl yet. The 

three of them are making some kind of mathom to take for Meli and Molly-lass, it smells 

disgusting but they swear it's going to be edible and wonderful when they're done. Now 

who've I forgotten? Primrose and Bilbo are playing a pirate game with Fastred that seems to be 

mostly hitting him with some sticks from the garden and shouting a lot, and Ham went to see 

uncle Tom about next year's tea crop or something ridiculous like that, but his face was 

scrubbed clean as a baby's arse and-" 

"Don't you use language like that in front of your mother and your sister, lad." 

"Sorry, Dad. Anyway, he had a little string of green glass beads and he asked me if I thought 

they'd look good on a girl with red hair, so I reckon he's gone down to see the dairymaid that 

works with aunt Marigold." 

"He could have asked me," sniffed Ruby. "It's not like us girls with red hair get much call to give 

beauty advice as it is, without their brothers stealing all their chances." 

Pippin laughed and hoisted his little sister up onto his back. "And all the rest of us are in here. 

So that's that." 



"And to think that I was saying just the other day that spending a fortnight's holiday away 

would be relaxing!" Frodo shook his head. "It's like catching water with a sieve, getting all of 

you at the same place at the same time." 

"Yes, they're a good lot, aren't they?" Sam said with obvious pride in his voice, putting his arm 

around Rosie.  

"I don't think that was quite the point he was making," she pointed out, but the smile on her 

face showed that Rosie obviously thought that it was the point exactly, and Frodo seemed to 

agree. 

"What's Yule like at Brandy Hall, uncle?" Ruby asked, putting the last of her completed 

gingerbread family into their basket.  

"You'll see for yourself soon enough, dearest. You'll have a wonderful time, that much is for 

certain," promised Frodo. "Can I try one of your biscuits, perhaps?" 

Ruby considered the request for a moment and then nodded. "All right, you can have this one. I 

think it's a bit too strange to take, really." 

It was, indeed, the most malformed gingerbread hobbit Frodo had ever seen, obviously the 

result of several more ordinary-shaped ones being put too close together on the baking tray. It 

appeared to have a lot of legs, some of which may have begun life as arms, and three heads. 

"One for each of us, then," he grinned, offering bites to Sam and Rosie. "Mmm, most delicious, 

Ruby, you are quite the talented cook." 

"Owwwwww! Bilbo! That hurt!" 

"I think there's been some stick-related violence," Pippin pointed out helpfully, reaching out to 

get his own gingerbread treat. Ruby smacked his hand. 

"You can wait, since you didn't tell Ham to come ask me about Aislin's present. And anyway, at 

this time of year you're supposed to call sticks and things boughs, you know." 

Tom wriggled out of Sam's grasp and toddled after Ruby and Pippin as they went to find the 

source of the drama, leaving the three adults alone in the kitchen. 

"Happy Yule, my dears," Sam said, giving them each a sticky gingerbread kiss. "Let's hope that 

this new year's as good as the last one, eh?" 

"Of course it will be. They all are," Rosie replied with a smile. "Don't you agree, Frodo?" 



"I suppose," Frodo teased. "Most of them aren't too intolerable, anyway. Some of them are 

pretty good." 

Rosie smacked him lightly on the arm again and the three of them shared a few more 

gingerbread kisses before attempting to round up their family. 
Three silver pennies and a splash 

of green paint 
"Why is it called 'throwing' a pot when you make one, do you suppose? It always makes me 

think of mud fights, clay flying every which way," Rose mused, running her fingertips around 

the curve of the lip of a large jug. Elanor chuckled at her sister's fancy and selected three cups 

from the display of crockery. The market was thrumming with life around them, they'd meant 

to get there early before everyone else was about but it had been such a comfortable, lazy sort of 

morning that getting up had been a task beyond them. 

"Seems your family's always buying cups on market day," the plump gammer working the stall 

commented. Elanor grinned and offered the price in silver pennies. 

"Our brother Pip's been doing the washing up. He's trying his best, but it's a bit rough on the 

cups." 

The old lady laughed, waving Elanor's money away. "Ah, I remember what that's like. My little 

ones are all grown with babes of their own now, so my cups and bowls never crack and shatter 

with slipping from small fingers. Take these to your Mam with my good wishes." 

"Thank you!" the girls chimed happily, stowing the cups away in the basket Rose carried. 

"We could buy some ginger beer and those nice turkey slices that the Dragon sells, since we've 

got some unexpected money now," suggested Rose. "Take it up the hill and call everybody out 

for a picnic." 

"It's going to rain before long, we'll get things to take back for an ordinary indoor lunch 

though." 

"Rain? El, don't be stupid, there's not a cloud in the sky." 



"Still, it's going to rain. And don't call me stupid, you ninny." 

"I didn't call you stupid, I said you were being stupid. Which is true enough and therefore you 

can't get uppity with offence at my saying it. How on earth could you know rain's coming?" 

"My scar." Elanor held her palm up, the pad between her thumb and wrist bisected by an old 

but unfading mark, a thin white line that daggered down like lightning. "It always stings when 

the storms are coming." 

Elanor's hands were equally suited to writing, sewing, and other precise tasks, but as a general 

way of it she favoured the uninjured one for most things. The skin around the old scratch was 

always a bit stiff, and on days which the weather chose to shift became uncomfortable.  

"Oh, all right then." Rose shrugged with a guilty blush. "You could have said." 

"I just did," Elanor retorted. "Rose, stop looking so droopy and timid. It's just a little mark on my 

hand that hurts when damp's on the way. It's hardly like I sit at home and grouch about the 

ache, I don't let it bother me any more than Uncle Merry worries about his own on his forehead. 

It's a nice day, it's not raining yet, and we've got three pennies that nobody needs to spend on 

anything important at our disposal, so stop doing your flawless impression of a wet blanket." 

"I think scars are horrid things." Rose shivered. "I'm glad I don't have any, they seem terrible 

burdens." 

"No." Elanor shook her head with a laugh. "Not really. You can't trust Uncle Frodo to have a 

proper perspective on things, if you took his word for everything you'd expect the world to be 

so much effort that nobody would get anything done. You know what he's like." Elanor put one 

hand to her forehead and sighed, speaking her next words with a melodramatic lisp. "Tham! 

Rothie! My flannel'th warm and my pillow'th need fluffing." 

"El, don't make fun," Rose chided. "That's cruel." 

"Isn't." Elanor dropped her hand and hopped down the lane on one foot and then the other, the 

market's din fading into the distance as they walked away. "I can say it if I want. What's he 

going to do, ring his sick bell at me feebly until I say I'm sorry?" 

"Elanor, stop." Rose looked truly upset, so Elanor held her tongue and continued her 

impromptu hopscotch. The edges of the laneway were yellow with gorse, bright as gold in the 

sunshine. 

"Do you still feel like turkey or shall we stock up on jelly cakes and sausage rolls?" she asked 

Rose, coming as close as she ever did to apologising for teasing. 



"Hmm... jelly sounds -" Rose began, her words cut off by two boys leaning on the fence beside 

the road, calling out as they sauntered over. 

"Look, Bran, it's two of the Gardner witches. They turn hobbits into frogs, I hear, and straw into 

wool. Going home to cast some spells, are you? Put some newts in a stewpot to get your Dad 

elected again?" 

The tips of Elanor's ears began to turn pink with rage.  

"Can't hear me, is that it? Don't understand what I'm saying? Don't you care? Well, where 

there's no sense there's no feeling, my mother says."  

"They say so best who say so knowing," Rose shot back, keeping her eyes on the road ahead. 

"Just ignore them, Elanor." 

"The boys are cracked and the girls are wicked, and half of them are bastards anyway. Is it true 

that Mad Baggins drinks blood, then? My mother says she saw him down near our pigpen with 

red all round his mouth, and two of the piglets were missing next morning." 

"You probably ate them in your sleep," Elanor hissed. "You're certainly pungent enough to have 

been mucking about in a sty." 

"Oooh, she speaks! The Elf witch sinks to talk to a regular hobbit, who'd have thought it? But 

then, she's not half as bad as that Frodo Baggins. My mother says he went off years ago to try 

and help a king or find a treasure, or something peculiar anyroad, and then he lost his nerve 

and went bad. That's why one of his fingers is gone, that's what they do to criminals in foreign 

parts." 

"Elanor -" Rose said in alarm as Elanor whirled about to face the boys, but the warning didn't 

come fast enough to stop El's fist shooting out and planting the closer of the two in the dirt of 

the road, blood arcing out from his nose. 

"You crazy bint!" the other shouted, pushing Elanor back hard enough that her feet almost 

skidded out from under her. She retaliated with a rake of her short fingernails down his arm, 

and the fight was on in earnest. Rose stepped back from the scrabbling, snarling tangle of limbs; 

dust clouding the air and coating the neat linen of Elanor's dress in muck. 

"El, don't, El, stop," Rose pleaded, but Elanor's eyes seemed to barely see her younger sister as 

she fought the two boys who had dared to insult her kin.  

"Girls? What's going on?" Frodo's voice made Rose jump in surprise, and she grabbed at his arm 

gratefully. 



"Uncle, it's El, she's fighting those boys and I don't know what to do." 

"All right, Rose, hush. Hie, you lot, stop scuffling like chained dogs and be off, then! Elanor, 

come here." Frodo beckoned her over, wincing in sympathy at the purple-green bloom on her 

cheekbone. "Oh, El, your Mum and Dad have enough trouble with the boys and Daisy getting 

into this sort of predicament. What on earth made you so angry?" 

"Doesn't matter." Elanor shrugged, doing her best to keep the sullenness out of her voice. 

"Well, I don't think that bruise is going to be as bad as it could be, but we'd better get a balm for 

it anyway." Frodo inspected Elanor's injuries with the trained eye of one who lives in a houseful 

of rambunctious young folk. "Rose, dear, if you want to come with us you're welcome, but I can 

give you some money if you'd rather go look at the bangles and beads and ribbons." 

Rose nodded eagerly, hurrying off before the second windfall of the day could be retracted. 

"She's so much like Sam," Frodo said thoughtfully, watching as Rose walked away. "It makes 

me worry." 

"What do you mean?" Elanor's voice was curious. Frodo shook his head as if to dismiss the 

question, and then paused, thinking, and nodded to himself. 

"This is as good a time as any, I suppose, and I've been meaning to talk to you. Want to come to 

lunch at the inn with me? You can have chocolate in your milk." 

"Uncle, I'm not eight anymore," Elanor laughed. 

"No, you're not," Frodo agreed with a slightly wistful sigh. "All right, you can have whatever it 

is that lasses drink when they think they're too old for chocolate." 

They sat inside, the sky above looking too overcast by now for outdoor eating to be sensible. 

"What did you want to talk to me about, Uncle?" 

"Elanor, I worry about Rose because I know she'd do anything in the world I asked of her." 

"Yes, she's like Dad in that, isn't she? I hadn't thought of that before." 

"Yes. And it makes me worry because it means she might get very badly hurt someday." 

Elanor blinked in surprise, taken aback by Frodo's urgent tone and words. 

"You're not like that, though," he went on. "You don't need me to be a hero figure like little 

Rose, you joke and make fun of my whining all the time." Frodo smiled as Elanor tried not to 



blush in mortification. "I know that if things ever got truly bad -" At this they both looked down 

at the old scar on Elanor's palm. "That you would do what you needed to do. I know it isn't fair 

to ask this of you, but life's often like that. Those who can accomplish a task are the ones called 

to do it, even if they should never have been asked in a fair world. Rose is too much like your 

parents, and the boys wouldn't have the heart to either. Their love is too strong." 

Elanor's jaw clenched, and she blinked hurt and angry tears away. 

"Oh, my Elanorelle, no, I didn't mean that. I know the name-calling and the jokes don't mean 

you don't care about me. All the hobbits in the Shire put together don't have as much capacity 

for love as you do. But you've never been a sentimental type." 

"You're saying all this because it's March soon, aren't you?" Elanor almost kept the wobble out 

of her voice. "It's a neat little irony, isn't it, that one of your sick, dangerous times is so close to 

the day where I get older each year." 

"Elly, dear heart..." Frodo swallowed, his eyes are bright as Elanor's own. "I can't protect you 

from myself, but I can make sure you're ready for that task on your own. I would say that I'm 

sorry, but I'm so selfish, and... anyway, let's get some food, eh?" 

Elanor nodded, glad to have the difficult and painful discussion done with. Sometimes she 

hated being the eldest, the trusted confidante. But that was how things were, and that was that.  

"There used to be an inn near Brandy Hall," Frodo was saying as he scanned the chalked-up 

specials above the bar. "Called the Finch and Bairn, but everyone called it the bird and babe. 

They made wonderful pumpkin soups, which were inexpensive enough for tweens to buy with 

rag money. And there was one lad - just about your age, really - who used to sit in the bird and 

babe and write tragical poetry and wait for his Luthien to appear." 

Elanor smiled as Frodo told the story, blinking away the last of the sting in her eyes.  

"This lad's cousin got terribly exasperated with the lovesick sighing, especially considering that 

the fair maiden of the constant poetry had quite utterly failed to materialise. The cousin came in 

one day and pick up the lad's cup of water and tipped it unceremoniously over his head, and 

said 'folk who think their glass is empty all the time end up with a wet head'." 

Elanor covered her mouth with her hands in an effort not to laugh, instead giving in to her 

other impulse: to reach gracelessly across the old scarred table and hug Frodo tightly. 

"And did the boy ever find his Luthien in the end?" she asked playfully as they broke apart. 

Frodo shook his head. 



"No, but what he ended up with was just as good. The thing is, I've never really lost that 

melodramatic streak, despite Merry's sage and drenching advice. I still see the glass as empty 

unless something reminds me otherwise. I think of that first year back in the Shire and it could 

have turned out to be so different if I hadn't been so surrounded by metaphorical glasses being 

tipped end-up on my head. Your mother and father... in all my wildest daydreams I never 

expected such luck in finding them, in having them find me. But it wasn't just Sam and Rosie 

that saved me. I was - I still am, much as we all pretend it isn't so - hollowed, raped by the 

burden I carried. And that would have been the end of me, save for one tiny thing, one small 

gift that carried me through the darkest of nights." 

"The Evenstar." Elanor nodded. Oh, thank goodness for that miraculous gem that had saved 

their Frodo. 

"No, my silly dear. Not the Evenstar. The sun star. You see, Elanor... it feels strange to say this, 

it's not the sort of thing your mother and father think about if they can help it, so I've never put 

it into words before now... the ring was created out of cruelty, malice. It didn't just take life from 

those who bore it; it took their hearts and thoughts. But you..." Frodo's voice wavered, his chin 

and eyelashes trembling as he spoke, his gaze never leaving Elanor's face. "You were this small, 

sweet, beautiful thing, and you'd been forged from love. You had been created simply through 

the existence of Sam and Rosie together, and suddenly I knew that there was something in the 

world a thousand times more precious and powerful than any ring could be. You didn't take 

life, you were a life grown out of joy and into a brand new hobbit. And that made me hope for 

the first time, in all that despair, that perhaps life could bloom in me again, if there were things 

so much stronger than the poison in my heart. No, don't speak, not yet. I've wanted to tell you 

this all your life. All the babies have taught me this in their unique ways, because you are all 

unique - that's the wonder. I love you all more than the whole sky could give me breath to say. 

And every time I feel joy, or sorrow, or pain, or boredom, or mirth, I remember the first time I 

held you in my arms and saw your tiny face. Whole oceans of love for you poured over me, and 

made my head as wet as it could ever be." 

Frodo paused to breathe, and Elanor tried to find her voice to speak, the words coming to her in 

a measured, careful rhythm that collapsed into chatter as she went on. 

"I remember when Farry was born, how Uncle Pippin looked, and how Aunt Dinny was crying 

but told everyone that she wasn't hurt, nothing was torn badly, but she kept crying and crying, 

and Uncle Merry was too and so was Aunty Stel and then Aunty Stel started laughing and put 

her hand on her belly and said that the little fellow inside was kicking to come out and play 

with his new friend. But mostly, I remember Uncle Pippin's face. It almost hurt to see it, the 



light in his eyes. I thought for certain his heart would crack in two from the force of his 

happiness. I never imagined anyone felt that about me." 

"We all do, El. You were what we fought and died for, the idea of you and your sisters and 

brothers." 

"No. Not died. You didn't die. You lived." And now the tears overwhelmed Elanor, and she 

began to sob. "I had a dream once, Fo, that the story ended as it does in the Red Book, and -" 

Taking a deep, shuddering breath, Elanor shook herself and wiped her eyes with a snuffly 

laugh. "Mum would check out temperatures for fever if she heard us talking so. Terribly 

unhobbity conduct, she'd probably accuse you of getting me drunk, too."  

Frodo laughed at that, shaking his head. "Our conversation might not be properly in keeping 

with our race, but our conduct is. Big People would think it quite odd to laugh and cry so much 

in so little time, and in a public inn. They wouldn't think it was ordinary at all." 

"But..." Elanor shook her head in disbelief. "Don't their hearts explode from keeping everything 

in without a vent?" 

"Somehow, no. Perhaps it's why they're so fond of weapons, it gives them release to strike a 

blow." 

"Pfft." Elanor waved her hand in derision. "Do you think the pumpkin soup here is as good as 

out Buckland?" 

"Let's see, shall we?" Frodo suggested with a smile. 

The pumpkin soup was very good, as were the small loaves of new bread that came as a side 

dish. Frodo told a story of when Pippin Took had been very young and had declared to his 

parents that, instead of inheriting the Thainship, he wanted to work in a bakery. 

"Merry talked him out of it eventually. Explained that most bakers actually have to sell cakes 

and rolls to other people and not eat them all." 

After their cheerful meal, Frodo and Elanor went for a meandering walk down along the edge 

of the river. The threat of rain still hung heavy and low in the air, but no drops had fallen yet. 

"Why is it called 'throwing' a pot? Rose asked this morning and I don't think I know the 

answer." 

"Hmm. Might have to research that. I'm sure at least one of the books that clutter every surface 

and underfoot in the office at home has a satisfactory answer," Frodo said. "Your Dad probably 

knows, anyway." 



Elanor nodded, satisfied with this, and scuffed at the scrubby grass with her foot. 

"Uncle, you know those letters from Gondor that arrive from time to time, the ones with the 

stories in them. Do they make you angry? Do you laugh at them? Or," Elanor ducked her head, 

letting her bright hair fall in a curtain as a shield from Frodo's possible answers. "Do you wish it 

could have been like that?" 

"You mean the romance sagas about Sam and me? Oh, El, I'm surprised your heart doesn't 

explode, with all the secret worries you keep there. Aragorn sends them to us because he finds 

them entertaining, the polite ladies of his court revealing such epic and debauched passions in 

their writing. I don't think your parents and I have ever thought much about them at all, except 

for vague amusement at some descriptions of my flawless skin." Frodo rubbed at a cluster of 

pockmarks along the curve of one eyebrow, the legacy of childhood measles. "It's like marble 

statues in the Mathom House museum, really. The original idea of the things might have come 

from what happened, but the writers have taken it and made it into something new, something 

their own. The characters they call Frodo and Sam aren't my, or your father's, property to 

control. That part of us belongs to the world, now." 

"That's why you've never fixed the ending in the Red Book, isn't it? Because it's the way things 

have to end for Frodo in the story. People reading it in future years won't understand, they 

won't see how terrible and horrifying it was if they think it had a happy ending. They won't 

know what a difficult quest it can be to find life and love sometimes. How much effort a happy 

ending takes to maintain." 

"Yes." Frodo nodded. The mud was thick and dark and sticky between their toes as they 

wandered. "I do write stories of how it really is, sometimes, though. For my own fancy, because 

you're all growing up so fast and I want to never forget what these years were like to live. 

Sometimes I daydream that in a hundred generations, when the Red Book is almost considered 

a fairy tale, some inquisitive tween will find all my extra papers filed away in a box - that is, if I 

ever become organised enough to do any neat filing - and maybe share the stories with a few 

friends. And then they will begin to argue about which ending is true, until they realise that it 

barely matters at all. Because it was all so much bigger than the people in the middle of it." 

"Will there still be hobbits then, Uncle? You really think so?" Elanor gazed out into the distance, 

her eyes following the twists and curves of the river ahead. "I wonder. Folk still call a good 

thing a 'proper fourteen-twenty', as if they're sure another year so good will never come. And 

the hobbits are changing; more are being born fair-haired and pale-complected each season. 

Even the old names are dying out, and it's not just because you and Dad brought back so many 

new ones from your journey, in the years before you left there were already Fastreds and Firiels 



turning up in many of the great families, Orald and Forn on twin boys or Clair and Isobel on 

sisters." 

"Change isn't the same as loss, dear one. Everything changes. Here, crouch down and put your 

hand in the river water. No, here, where the current's strong. Cup your fingers. See how the 

water pools and overflows? You can't hold back change; you can't hold a ripple frozen in your 

hand. But there's always more water, more ripples. Hobbits are skilled at adapting, if they 

weren't I'd see the reason for your worry. But we're hardy stock, we don't die easily and we 

breed prolifically. The time of hobbits is long from over, no matter how changed our way of life 

becomes through the ages." 

"Look at that, you great galumphing brute, your footsteps are so heavy you've disturbed all the 

worms in the riverbank," Elanor teased, standing and wiping her hand dry on her skirt. "Look 

at them wriggling about. I wonder if we look as strange to worms as they do to us?"  

They walked for a while in silence, each caught in their own thoughts. Eventually Elanor spoke 

again. 

"I wonder how different the real Luthien was from the one in tales and stories. She was very 

brave, anyway. I think more people are than most suspect, actually. I think most folk would do 

grand things, dangerous things, if they had to. At least, I like to think so. I like to think that all 

parents know that their babies are precious as Elven jewels and stones, too." 

"I hope you never lose that faith, dearest of Els." Frodo smiled. They stood there, parent and 

child in all but blood, sweetest of friends, and then their touching moment was rudely 

interrupted by a fat raindrop falling onto the end of Frodo's nose. 

Laughing, they ran home as quickly as they could in the downpour, the hems of their clothing 

spattered with mud by the time they got there. 

"The afternoon did get away from us, didn't it? I'm going to go write for a while and then go to 

bed, I think. Don't give me that look, Miss, when you're as ancient as I am you'll have early 

nights whenever you can too." 

Elanor laughed, kissed Frodo on the cheek, and went to hunt down her brothers and sisters. 

Frodo sat down at his desk, making notes of his conversations with Elanor, planning to write it 

out in full in the morning light. But once he'd started writing, as often happened, he forgot how 

to stop, and after several hours of work Frodo put his head down on the desk, closed his eyes, 

and began to snore. 

"Frodo dear?" 



Frodo blinked, sitting up and peeling off the piece of paper that had decided to stick to his 

cheek. Sam was standing beside him, smiling. 

"You're always here when I wake up," Frodo said, smiling back. "I really am the luckiest hobbit 

in all the world." 

"Oh, I can think of a few others in line for that title. They all live under this here hill, though," 

Sam replied. "Come on, come in to bed." 

Frodo let Sam help him to his feet, and they walked down the now-dark hall together. Rooms of 

sleeping children branched off on either side, and Bag End felt like the snuggest place to be in 

the warm night, residual rain still pattering outside.  

Rosie was watching the wind in the trees through the bedroom window, silhouetted by the faint 

lights of other homes down the road. With her hair braided back off her face and the high collar 

of her nightgown (a Yule gift from her eldest son and several inches too long at the ankle) at her 

throat, she looked like the newlywed young mother of many years earlier, the lass who had 

stood transfixed in a doorway by the sight of her Sam asleep in the arms of the haunt-eyed 

bachelor who shared his home with them. In that long-ago moment, Rosie had been afraid that 

her hard-won happiness would be taken from her, the dream shattered. 

Now, the Rosie that young girl had eventually become smiled, turning to look at the solid, 

loving companions who shared a life and home and bed with her. 

"What was my Rosie thinking of with such a serious look?" Sam asked, catching her up in a hug 

from behind and nuzzling at the graying curls twisting free of their ribbon. 

"How things change, my Sam. My Dad's mother used to say 'everything changes, nothing is 

lost'. It's a nice way of thinking, isn't it?" 

"Yes." Frodo joined them by the rain-spotted window, the branches outside shifting in patterns 

of light and shadow. "It is." 

"Samwise!" Rosie said suddenly in surprise. "Your feet are covered in dry green paint." 

"Ruby and Robin had to save Primrose from a nasty dragon. Knocked over most of the hay in 

the loft as they did it, and when I went to give them a scolding they said I was a troll come to 

eat them. This here paint's Elvish wards and magics, seemingly. Now, Frodo, don't pull your 

shirt over your head like that, you know it stretches the shape out of your buttonholes. Here, 

stand still." 



Rosie smiled indulgently as Sam unfastened Frodo's shirt and slipped it off his shoulders. 

Frodo's body, despite the standard balladic descriptions of pale silk and sensitive smoothness 

provided in tales and stories, was a map of remembered aches and ordinary living; from the 

friction burns on the back of his neck and the more defined and equally malevolent looking 

slice on one shoulder to the ink stains on his fingers and the small paunch above his trousers. 

Like Sam's, like Rosie's, Frodo's body told the stories of all the places time had led him, good 

and ill alike. 

"What are you pondering so dour-like, then?" Rosie teased. "Whether the moon is made of 

yellow cheese or something equally mad, I shouldn't wonder." 

Frodo shook himself and grinned. "Nothing, nothing. To bed?" 

"Well, I wasn't intending to go apple-picking in this getup," retorted Sam, now clad as Frodo 

was in a sleeping shirt. 

Frodo climbed in under the freshly washed sheets, breathing in the scent of the pillows with a 

contented sigh. 

"Mmm, this bed smells like soap and lavender." 

"Well, enjoy that while it lasts, for Sam had cabbage with dinner and we'll be holding our breath 

before the night's out." 

"None of that now, go to sleep." 

"Your feet are cold, Frodo. Should make you go sit with them up on the hob for half an hour." 

"You're just unnaturally warm. Hot-blooded with a temper to match." 

"Now then, the pair of you, I've got a mayoral meeting tomorrow noon, and if I drowse off 

during an important speech I'll place the blame where blame is due and eat cabbages every 

night for a week to get you back." 

"You wouldn't dare, Sam. Rosie would box your ears." 

"I'll box your ears in a minute." 

"All right, enough. Hush," Sam said firmly, drawing them both in close against him. He kissed 

them both goodnight and smiled as they kissed each other, and then they settled down to sleep. 

The room was quiet but for gentle breathing and the sounds of rain until Frodo spoke again. 

"So why is it called 'throwing' a pot, anyway?" 



Honey 
"No, it's true, if you put honey on wounds then infection won't take hold."  
Frodo coupled the argument with his most pitiful and wide-eyed stare and a slightly jutting 

lower lip, but Rosie was well accustomed, long immune and utterly unimpressed when it came 

to the persuasive powers of Frodo's pout.  
"First of all, that cut's never infected, it's just turning rainbow-shaded because it's covered in 

ink, which is making it sore and red and causing your dramatics. Next, if I allow you to 

convince me that honey's a good cure for it, then you'll take every chance you can to think up 

ridiculous treatments in the future." Rosie ticked her reasons off on her fingers, her smile 

verging on a laugh with every word. "And you'll go back to your books, 'wounded' finger and 

all, and get honey all over, and then you'll be sticky for days."  
Frodo nursed the finger in question, the skin broken by a long paper cut from knuckle to nail, 

and looked at Rosie reproachfully.  
"You could lick it clean before I go back to work, then."  
"If I lick it off, how will the honey do any good at fighting that infection you insist is there?"  
Frodo paused, looking for a route around the solid and unmoving mountain of logic in Rosie's 

arguments. "It would make me feel better?" he hazarded, making sure he was out of range of 

any flicked tea towels. Rosie didn't appear to have anything at hand she could thwap out at 

him, but after ten years Frodo had learnt that there was always something nearby that would 

do in a pinch when Rosie felt he was being exasperating.  
"You of all people should know what a hurt finger feels like, dear, and that's not a hurt finger." 

Rosie let her laughter fall freely, and gave the injured finger a soft kiss. "There, is that better? 

The little boys always feel properly repaired when I do that."  
"Oh, I think I'll survive," Frodo said.  
Must be a Tuesday 



"'m worried about Frodo," Merry says as he traces patterns over Pippin's bare back with his 

fingertips. It's so late that it's probably beginning to count as early, the dark outside shot 

through with pale hints of the coming dawn.  
Pippin grunts. "Must be a Tuesday, then."  
"No, it's Friday."  
"I was being facetious, my dear Merry," answers Pippin, rolling over and poking Merry in the 

stomach. "Now stop thinking so much and go to sleep, you ass, I'm tired."  
They had visited Bag End a week earlier, Merry and Sam had needed to discuss the season's 

herbs or somesuch thing that Pippin didn't have an interest in following the thread of, and as 

was becoming usual they found the head of the household in a bad state. Short-tempered, skin 

blotchy from chills and fever, hair hanging down in a damp, listless knot.  
"It's the same illness that caught Stel by surprise a month ago, it's doing the rounds amongst 

folk who don't get enough fresh air. You didn't keep me up all night jabberin' with worry about 

her." Pippin nuzzles in against Merry's neck and breathes out contentedly, the sound becoming 

a sigh midway as Merry continues to talk and fret.  
"Our Estella's a hardy lass, though. Frodo doesn't have much strength left in him, I think."  
"He'd give you a thick ear if he heard you say that. Or Rosie would. Sam's too polite."  
"Not a failing he shares with you, then," Merry says with a smile, tangling his fingers in Pippin's 

thick hair.  
"Frodo's always been able to find his way about in the dark," Pippin points out with a yawn. 

"He'll be all right soon enough."  
Dignified 
"Ouch! Don't!"  
"Your great clumping hoof was in my face, ninny. I'll pinch if I like!"  
Sammie glared down at Daisy from his perch on her shoulders. "You're the one who told me to 

get up here and see about finding those bottles of wine left over from Yule. Why don't you stand 

on my shoulders and fumble about for them?"  



Daisy put her hands on her brother's ankles to hold him steady as they wobbled a bit.  

"Because I'm a girl, of course. Girls have to be... er... dignified, or somesuch. So Goldy tells me, 
anyhow. Not to mention that you're much lighter than I am, you are far younger after all."  

"Not even a year," Sammie shot back, his head buried in the musty recesses of the high 
cupboard. "And just because I'm not as fat as old Lalia Took was..."  

"El's the only one skinnier'n you, and at least she's got the looks to make up for it," Daisy 
sniped. "At least you freckle properly, or else nobody would believe you were a hobbit at all. 
They'd say you were a ridiculously short Elf."  

"They wouldn't." Sammie's voice held a note of grumpy denial. "Anway, they'd probably think 
you were a dwarf, if it came to that."  

Daisy just snorted. "Whoever heard of a dwarf with blonde hair? They don't go out in the sun 
enough to catch the rays." She had to make a quick readjustment to her stance as Sammie 
moved unexpectedly. "And I didn't really mean it, Sam, about you bein' Elflike. It was just 
teasing."  

"Well," Sammie paused, accepting the almost-apology. "I only sort of meant what I said about 
you being a fat old dwarf. You're not really that fat."  

He fell to the ground with an indignant crash, barely having time to catch his breath before he 
was set upon with tickling.  

Treasure 
"Frodo."  
"Mmm?"  
"Frodo."  
Frodo cracked one eye open and looked up at Sam. "What?" he replied, putting the same slightly 
insistent inflection on the word as had been used on his name.  
"There's a knock at the door."  
"Good for the door, then." Frodo rolled over. "There has never been a social call bearing good 
news at seven in the morning, Sam, and I'm in no mood for any other sort of visit. Now get back 
under the covers, you're letting all the warmth out."  



"It's probably letters for Elanor," Rosie murmured, only half-waking in her comfortable nest of 
pillows and warm skin. "If that addlepated Fastred insists on writing to her every day that he's 
off traipsing about the Shire, then she can lose the morning lie-in herself."  
"They've been knocking for a good while, now," Sam said doubtfully.  
"So why haven't you gone to look, then?" Frodo asked, eyes closed and a smile playing at his 
mouth.  
"Well, it's nice and warm here, and my bones are still right sore from heaving those saplings 
about yesterday."  
"If you're not willing to get out, I don't know why I should be," replied Frodo, letting his fingers 
creep up to the nape of Sam's neck and trace lightly over the soft hairs there.  
"Nobody's getting out of this bed at this time of the morning," Rosie declared with a note of 
finality. "I forbid it, and we've got enough naughty children in this house without you two 
defying me as well. So pull that cover up and let a hobbit get some sleep."  
Daisy Gardner pulled her parents' bedroom door shut as quietly as possible, tip-toeing down 
the hallway and letting Sammie back in through the front door. Now that they'd checked for 
certain that nobody was in the mood to get out of bed, they could do some serious exploring 
without fear of discovery. After all, nobody was really, really sure that there wasn't treasure 
hidden somewhere in Bag End.  

My name is Ruby 

My name is Ruby Gardner and I am nine. My hair is red which is why I am called Ruby. Some 
of my sisters have fair hair and so they have fair names, mostly after flowers. Ruby is not a 
flower, ruby is a jool. My Uncle Frodo says I can have a ruby to wear around my neck when I 
am thirty-three, but that is twenty-four years away which is a very long time.  

I live in a smial in Hobbiton called Bag End. It is very big which is good because a lot of people 
live here. My Uncle Frodo is the Master of Bag End, and Mummy Rose is the Mistress even 
though she is not married to Uncle Frodo. She is married to Sam-dad, who is the mayor and has 
a wax seal for letters that tells people that he is the mayor. He gets to boss all the other hobbits, 
but Mummy bosses him sometimes too.  

I have a lot of sisters and a lot of brothers and some cats and a bird, it is not really my bird but it 
sings outside the window of the bedroom I share with Primrose and Daisy who are my sisters 
and so I like to say it is my bird.  



My friend Peony Ann says it is confusing, so many in one family. She has two brothers and a 
Mum and a Dad and a Gammer. She says it is better to have a flower name than a jool name 
because she can have peonies any time she wants and I don't have any rubies. But her hair is 
brown and mine is red, and Mummy says that makes me stand out like a poppy in a nettle 
patch. Poppy is a nice name, and there are a lot more poppies than rubies to be found in the 
Shire, but I have had my name for all my life now and am used to it.  

Hope and Del live with us too, Del's name is longer than just Del but I cannot write it properly 
yet. Hope works with Uncle on writing things, like I am writing this. I do not need help with 
my writing except for some of the spelling, which my sister Rose is helping me with.  

My sister Rose has some bruises on her arm that look a bit like a hand without the proper 
number of fingers. I think I know how she got it, but she says it does not matter and I should 
not meddle. I am not meddling, I am finding things out. My sister Rose takes care of Uncle 
Frodo when Mummy and Sam-dad are busy with the rest of us children and with bossing 
hobbits around.  

Uncle Frodo can fold paper into the shape of a bird and make the wings flap, and he gives very 
good hugs and cuddles when he is happy. It is very sad when people are sick and sometimes 
people die which is what happened to Peony Ann's Gaffer the winter before the one before the 
last one. Mummy says I am talking nonsense when I ask if Uncle is going to die from being sad 
which is good because we all love him a lot and it would be sad.  

My brother Merry says I can have a try on his pony if I am very careful so I am going to stop 
writing for now. The End by Ruby Gardner.  

No more, no less 
"I hear you've been teaching some of the younger ones from hereabouts how to read and write," 
Sam said to the lad named for him, pulling the bucket-rope up out of the well as he did so. 
Sammie had decided to make a small pond for frogs and tadpoles but, at barely seven, did not 
have the strength to carry the bucket. It seemed unlikely he'd ever be as hardy as his brothers, 
Sam though privately, but there was no telling what tomorrows brought so there was no point 
in fretting neither.  
"Yes." Sammie nodded, the word limping a little under the hiss of a lisp. He'd lost a lower front 
tooth to an apple several days before, delighted to find a penny under his pillow as an 
unexplained result.  



"You're very young to be playing guide to smaller folk," Sam pointed out, smiling. It was 
difficult for him to stop smiling around Sammie - around any of his little ones, but Sammie was 
so miraculous and unexpected that the feeling was doubled.  
"Young is as young does," Sammie shot back, using one of his Sam-dad's own sayings against 
him.  
"All right, then. If you feel you're ready to be teaching, then I hope the class learns proper like." 

"Sam-dad..."  
"What is it, lad?" Sam put the bucket aside and crouched beside the small boy. "What's the 
matter?"  
"Everyone is always talking about me, I hear them when they think I'm not listening. I... I don't 
think I can be what they all think I can. I'm not special, and I'm not well-behaved... I try to be 
good, Dad, I really do, but there are so many exciting things that aren't allowed and I don't 
know why they're not allowed so it just doesn't seem to make sense not to do them -"  
"Sammie, Sammie, hush." Sam enveloped him in a hug, stroking Sammie's thatch of dark hair. 
"Other folk's disappointment is no concern of yours. Your Mum and your Dad and your Uncle 
love you for who you are, which is Sammie Gardner. No more, no less. If we all spent our time 
trying to be as big and bold as stories ask us to be, there'd never get any cooking or weeding 
done, if you follow me."  
"Are you sure?" Sammie sniffed against his father's weskit.  
"Yes. Now help me with this bucket, and we'll go make your pond."  

the Endless 

One day in summer, when the heat was too heavy to play outside and the air too thick to do 

chores comfortably, Daisy and Sammie and Meli and Molly and Delphinium and Aster and 

Ruby, who refused to be left out of it, decided to make a tarot deck. Now, hobbit tarot decks are 

not quite like the ordinary sort, and feature cards whose meaning has been lost.  

There was Desire, which Delphinium drew with careful charcoal lines. Cruel, beautiful, 

everything that the heart has ever wanted. It was Frodo, standing on the edge of a bright crack 

in a dark mountain, a gold ring held in one thin hand.  



There was Destiny, fate that will eventually come and cannot be avoided (except, perhaps, that 

it can, really). Sammie took charge of that one, sketching the sad eyes of a Lorien queen who 

had sailed west years before his birth.  

There was Dream, all things that the heart creates and strives for. Ruby drew her mother, telling 

a fairy story to the assembled little ones grouped around her chair.  

There was Death, which means change and growth and life as much as it means endings. Meli 

drew that, for Meli had always loved to paint the dark curls of Queen Arwen's hair, the proud 

line of King Elessar's jaw.  

There was Despair, and Aster insisted on taking care of that one. What she drew was simple 

enough, Sam watching the shore of the ocean. But all the things that this meant, the thought of a 

world without Frodo and dear Sammie, was enough to send a shiver of deepest Despair 

through all the children's hearts.  

There was Destruction, Molly picked up her coloured pencils with a giggle and drew a very 

neat and realistic image of several extremely muddy hobbits with very large smiles.  

And lastly, there was Delirium, the card Daisy spent the lazy afternoon absorbed in the creation 

of. Delirium could be a happy card or a sad card, halfway between dreams and despair, and 

Daisy wanted to make sure she got it right. Uncle Frodo felt the touch of Delirium on his bad 

days, but so did the children at their most creative and boisterous. The picture had to capture 

both these things, the duality of the emotion.  

Then it started to rain, as it usually does after hot and heavy days, and the children galloped 

outside to frolic in the raindrops. Daisy shrugged, picked up a brown crayon and scribbled out 

a quick sketch of a clump of pipeleaf, and ran out to join the others. Perhaps it was better not to 

try and capture Delirium on card after all, since it was more fun to find it for oneself.  

The Important Bits 
For Frodo the Halfling, it is said, at the bidding of Mithrandir took on himself the burden, and alone with 

his servant he passed through peril and darkness and came at last in Sauron's despite even to Mount 

Doom; and there into the Fire where it was wrought he cast the Great Ring of Power, and so at last it was 

unmade and its evil consumed.  
"Hmph." Daisy sniffed, and put the book back in the pile.  



"What's wrong?" Sammie looked up from his own reading, a collection of myths and 

adventures from the oral traditions of the Rohirrim. The pair had been fortunate enough to be 

the only ones at home when the mail cart came by bearing packages of every shape and size. 

Uncle Frodo had decided, obviously, to give books as presents on his upcoming birthday. Most 

hobbit children would find the prospect of such gifts sorely disappointing, but the Gardner 

brood considered it more than satisfactory.  
"Just a stupid Elf book," Daisy said in a grouchy voice, clasping her hands around her knees and 

looking into the flickering fire that warmed the study. "Left out all the important bits."  
"Well, they have got an awful lot of history to fit in," Sammie pointed out, guessing at the 

exclusion that had wounded his sister so. "They can't name everyone."  
"Wouldn't be a problem, if they didn't all have such complicated names of their own." Daisy 

didn't intend on being placated until she'd had a right good grumble first. "And it doesn't say 

what happened next, either. If they got home. And Uncle Frodo still hasn't changed the ending 

in his stupid Red Book." She put on an imitation of Frodo's slightly plummier accent. "'Oh, lass, 

I don't feel like walking those paths again. Your Dad or Elanor will change it some day', and 

you just know Dad and El are never going to do anything of the sort. So if the Elves are going to 

be stupid and leave all the important things out, and Uncle's going to be stubborn as a 

Bracegirdle mule, then eventually nobody is going to remember the way everything turned out." 

"Someone will know," Sammie said in an authorative voice. "Someone always remembers that 

kind of thing, Daise. One day, somebody will make a note of the things that need changing in 

the Book."  
"But what if they don't?" Daisy's voice was almost pleading. "If they think Uncle sailed with 

those stupid abbreviatin' Elves, they'll never even know you got born."  
"So?" Sammie shrugged. "I know it, don't I? Don't see how anyone else's opinion on the subject 

matters much."  
Gooseberry and elderflower 
Every year Marigold Cotton makes gooseberry and elderflower jam. Her mother taught her 

when she was very young, and it's difficult for Marigold to get through the cooking of it 

without having a bit of a cry. She misses her mother, who died when her children were still 

small, and though the Gaffer was kind and sweet he had none of his late wife's tenderness. And 

Marigold misses the babes she hasn't got, too, wishes there was some curly-headed lassie beside 



her to watch the process of wrapping the elderflowers in muslin to simmer with the 

gooseberries. She wants to teach a daughter how to sew and dance and laugh, oh how she 

wants to.  
Marigold loves Tom, despite their fighting. They argue 'til they're blue in the face, and then they 

pounce at each other with hungry urgency and tup until blue turns flushed. It seems terrible 

cruel that a husband and wife with such an appetite for each other should be cursed with an 

oven cold.  
Tom, for all he can be gruff and stupid, has never raised his hand to her and never said words 

of blame, and Marigold's deeply thankful for that. It's obvious that the fault lies in her, after all, 

as she can catch the seed well enough but never carries it to blooming.  
But then, Marigold's sister-in-law Rosie has her share of miscarriages, and it doesn't seem to be 

any lacking in her womb. The real reason for it isn't the sort of thing polite folk bring up in 

conversation, but, as Tom affectionately reminds his wife from time to time, Marigold's not 

known for her politeness. There's something wrong with Mr Frodo, something that taints any 

children so bad they can't be born. But there's nothing of that sort in her Tom, so why can't they 

be as lucky as his sister?  
Sam can pass on the recipe and way of making the jams their mother put so much love and care 

into on to his children, and Marigold can't, and that makes a curl of nasty rot twist in her heart. 

It's not fair, as if life was ever that.  
"Anything I can help with?" a voice asks by the kitchen door. Marigold wipes her sniffles away, 

ashamed to be caught blubbing like a tween. It's Aislin, come in from making up the butter pats 

for market tomorrow. Marigold smiles as well as she can at the girl, glad of the company. Aislin 

and Owen are good workers, quiet and respectful and eager to learn. One night after they'd 

headed home, Tom commented that they were a pair starved of love and Marigold thinks that 

may be true. It was hard enough to lose a mother young, to lose both parents with only one 

sibling to lean on must have been horrible.  
Marigold doesn't know if she can feed that hunger in the children, worries that her own 

bitterness has tainted any warmth she might offer. She aches to hug Aislin close and call her 

duck, as Rosie does to her own daughters, but fears that neither of them would quite know how 

to behave in such a situation.  
But there are other hungers more easily filled.  
"Come in closer, girl, I'll teach you how to make my mother's special jam," Marigold says with a 

smile. 



Summer fading 
Summer fading, winter comes - 

Frosty mornings, tingling thumbs, 

Window robins, winter rooks, 

Rocking horses, story books.  
Sam smiled, looking up from his raking at the softly singing Primrose. She'd fashioned a swing 
out of a loop of rope and a plank leftover from the new dock, and was currently letting herself 
twist idly this way and that in the wind on it. She was getting so big, all the small ones were, 
even little Tom who would be eight on his next birthday.  

It had seemed that there would never be an end to the new babies at Bag End for a good twenty 
years there, and with a few unfortunate exceptions each of those years had brought a boisterous 
new voice to the cacophony. Fourteen lads and lasses, each as bonny and fair as they should be. 
But then, the summer after wee Tom had come squawling into the world, a particularly 
unfortunate exception had knotted Rosie's insides and kept her bleeding for weeks.  

They'd only just got back from visting the King and all sorts of far-off fairy places (Ruby's term 
for things Elanor had described over and over to her), and it seemed a terrible irony would rob 
Sam's children of their mother when they'd just gotten her back. "I've killed her, I've killed her," 
Frodo would mutter darkly, wandering about Bag End in a distraction and doing no work on 
his writing from day in to day out. Sam wanted to be a comfort to him, but there wasn't any 
comfort it his heart; only worry and dread and aching.  

But Rosie had strength in her as sure as Frodo did, and came through her own black journey as 
close to right as he had from his. Sam and Frodo and all the children had wept and cheered and 
wept again, in joy and relief, and Rosie and Frodo had teased that it would be Sam's turn for a 
stay in bed next.  

It was Frodo, though, who ended up sick and pale and fevered, just this last year passed. It was 
the hardest year Sam had ever lived through, and that was including all the other years that 
some might expect him to exclude from the statement. But the year was nearly done, and Frodo 
was on the mend.  

There had been one night, with the children down at Marigold's just in case things ended badly, 
when Sam and Rosie had feared that their Frodo would be lost to them forever.  

"I should have made him go. Back when El was a baby, and he was planning for it. I shouldn't 
have told him to stay," Rosie muttered to herself, wiping Frodo's face with a clean wet cloth. 



"We both should have. He wasn't meant to stay." Sam looked out the bedroom window at the 
lights of the village down the hill. They hadn't lit any lamps that night, the light seemed to hurt 
Frodo. He hadn't been properly awake for days.  

Then a rattling breath, and Sam's belly clenched as he waited, hoped, needed to hear the 
exhalation. It came, and Rosie let out a sigh of her own. Any gasp might be the last to come 
from Frodo's lungs. The night wore on, and it seemed as if dawn was waiting silently for the 
end, the whole night around them still and tense.  

Coughing, huge sobbing breaths of air and more coughing as Frodo brought up phlegm and 
muck and blood-laced spit into a basin, coughing and coughing and coughing. Sam thumped 
his back as hard as he could bear to, afraid that fragile ribs would crack under the slightest 
touch.  

"Water," a voice that was barely Frodo's croaked, one feeble hand holding the cup carefully and 
sipping with chapped lips.  

"You came back," Rosie whispered, smiling through her tears.  

"I wouldn't have left, even if you'd told me to," answered Frodo, and Sam and Rosie hugged 
him breathless just so they could hear him draw the air back in with ease.  

Oranges and Custard 
Delphinium stabbed the sharp little knife through the rindy skin of the orange, slitting the 
pocked surface just enough for the juice to bleed out over her fingertips and then fixing her 
mouth to the cut.  
"You are the only hobbit I know who can play at being a vampire with fruit as your innocent 
victim," Daisy said, peeling the skin off her own orange as she perched in the tree beside the 
other girl. They were situated just out of sight beside the Frogmorton road, content to wait and 
bicker amiably until someone interesting happened by.  
"I bet vampires have to eat dozens of oranges," answered Del. "Because otherwise they'd get 
scurvy, and I've never seen a vampire with scurvy."  
"You've never seen a vampire at all, ninnyhammer."  
"Have so." Wiping excess juice from around her flushed mouth, Delphinium looked deadly 
serious. "Hiro Thatcher never goes out before dark, ever. And he keeps those big black dogs 
with the sharp teeth. And he doesn't have scurvy."  



Daisy laughed, kicking at Del's shins. "You're such a liar. He was out with his wife and their 
eldest boy buying a new bridle yesterday, you asked him if you could have a puppy from the 
litter."  
"I'm going to name it Fang, and teach it to bite stupid little girls."  
Sighing, Daisy bit into a wedge of her now-peeled orange. "She's all right, you know. Her 
brother Basil is mean as custard to her."  
"As custard?"  
"Well, Mum's always saying that clever people are keen as mustard. So that means horrid 
brutes are mean as custard, doesn't it? Makes sense." Daisy shrugged. "Anyway, I think it's sad 
you two aren't better chums. It would make it a set - Meli and Molly are knotted up so close I 
can't imagine one without the other, and there's me and Sammie, and then there could be you 
and Aster."  
"But it's always her and Sammie. He doesn't need you anymore," said Del in a cruel tone, 
making another slit in her orange's skin with a vicious push of the knife.  
"The only reason that it's just the two of them working on the story together is because Aster's 
got the neatest hand. Sammie wants it to look lovely for Mum's birthday, she's gotten him a big 
bag full of marbles and he wants to make the words look special. He spent hours and hours 
writing it, and it's worth taking the trouble to get the best calligrapher to copy it for him. If he 
tried to use me or you it would look like a beetle had stepped in the ink bottle and then walked 
on paper." Daisy wanted to pat Del on the shoulder but didn't especially relish the thought of 
having her fingers bitten off. "Anyway, look, here they come now. Hie! You two! Come up and 
join us, we're making sure we don't get scurvy."  
Sammie clambered up to the fork in the branches with agility born of practise, and after a 
second's hesitation Aster followed.  
"Why don't we all go down to the Pool and look for frogspawn?" Sammie suggested. "There 
should be lots this time of year, we can collect it in jars and things."  
"Mum said I could use the crocks left over from our old dinner set," piped up Aster. "I was 
going to ask your Dad for some flowers to put in them." Delphinium made a derisive snort. "But 
we could use them."  
"Brilliant!" Daisy clapped. "Del's very good at finding the best spots, aren't you?"  
Delphinium shrugged. "I suppose."  



"Well, come on then." Sammie grinned. "No point in making sure you don't have scurvy if you 
just sit about in trees all day." 

Mistress Lobelia's tale 
"It's poetical irony," Frodo sighed in a resigned voice. "Fate eventually repays us for the things 

we do, I suppose."  
Sam rolled his eyes. "I don't think fate's in the business of handing out rashes, begging your 

pardon."  
"My pardon doesn't require begging, my dear Sam." Frodo turned from the mirror to look at 

Sam sitting on the end of the bed and gave him a wry grin. "I'm mostly amused. Well, to be 

truthful I'm mostly itchy, but amused comes second on the list."  
Cob Bracegirdle of Hardbottle was coming to stay, being a distant relation of Frodo's in need of 

a spell amongst the slightly more sedate flora of Hobbiton. It was Spring, which meant silky 

russet blooms and fat yellow pollen and eye-watering allergies. Nobody at Bag End had ever 

suffered this malady, through virtue of hardy noses and well-clipped gardens.  
That is, nobody had until now.  
"It's because you leave your hair without soaping until it gets greasy as Marigold's garlic 

chicken," Rosie said, hitting some bounce back into the pillows and tugging the coverlet 

straight. "Honestly, sometimes I wonder how you ever made it through your tweens without 

Mr Bilbo shaving you bald."  
"Getting two insults in for the breath of one," Sam scolded. "You're both thrifty and cruel."  
"And you're the ass stupid enough to marry me," replied Rosie with a sunny smile. "Do you 

want me to fill another bath with the herbs we were using last night, Frodo? They seemed to 

soothe you."  
"No, no, it's all right." Frodo shook his head. "I should go down and wait for the cart at the 

lane."  
"Delphinium and Hope are down there, they'll give us a bellow if he arrives," Sam said.  



Frodo nodded, giving his reflection one last look. His cheeks, chin and forehead were covered 

in sore red blotches, some sections rubbed raw from frantic scratching with blunt fingernails. 

The lovely look of seasonal excema.  
"It's fate, it must be fate. Cob would be old Lotho's second cousin, if I've got my family tree 

right. Merry and I used to make Lotho miserable with our teasing when we were young, we 

called him every cruel name we could think of or make up. Pimple, gravelface, goblin... and 

now, when I've finally got a chance to make amends for how I treated a clumsy fat little boy 

with a bad rash on his face by taking in his relation, I've come out in spots as bad as any Lotho 

ever had."  
Frodo looked up at some arbitrary point on the curve of the ceiling.  
"Are you haunting me then, Lotho? A spirit with a knack for itches? It wouldn't be unlike you to 

wait the years out for this oppurtunity."  
Rosie and Sam laughed.  
"They're heeeeeeeeeeeere!" Delphinium shouted from outside. Frodo covered his face with his 

hands and then sighed, walking to the door with the biggest smile he could muster.  
Cob was a shy sort, or perhaps he was just conscious of the thick sniffle in his voice from the 

allergies and didn't speak much as a result. The Gardner brood tended to bring out the talkative 

side of people, but the boy seemed immune.  
He asked if he might spend the time between dinner and supper in the study with Frodo and 

Hope, a request they were happy to oblige. It was hard to work up the will to write in such 

pleasant weather, and the scholars had spent the majority of their recent evenings making up 

fairy stories to amuse the children.  
"I could tell you one, if you'd like," Cob offered, a blush rising to his cheeks and making him 

almost as red as Frodo.  
"Please do, lad, that would be wonderful." Frodo smiled, settling into his chair.  
"Mistress Lobelia used to tell it to the little ones in the year before she died, and we've kept it 

passing since. She had a knack with words, though few knew it," Cob explained, then began to 

weave the story.  
"Once upon a time there was a Queen. She was quite old, and had a son whom she was very 

fond of. The prince fell in with bad company, though, and died before he'd grown wise enough 



to save himself. The Queen was heartbroken by this, and left her kingdom to return to the land 

she'd grown up in.  
"In her place, other rulers took over the running of the land. Two Kings, and a new Queen with 

a bonny laugh and a sharp tongue. They were wise rulers, and good and kind, but the subjects 

in the country did not see how lucky they were. They spat at the Queen, and said cruel things to 

her, for it wasn't usually done for two Kings to rule at once with one Queen between them. The 

old Queen, watching from afar and still weeping for her lost son, saw that the new Queen was 

losing her fire and spirit. Word travels between lands and royalty, you see, and rarely can 

secrets be kept for long.  
"So one day the old Queen came to the kingdom, and gritted her teeth and walked up the hill to 

the palace she had left in grief. It hurt her to do so, but she did it anyway. Queens are like that. 

"And the old Queen greeted the new Queen, and they sat together and drank tea and talked of 

fairy tales. They shared a love of a story about a king who was very stupid, and believed a tailor 

was making him the finest suit in the land when really the king was naked as a jaybird. It's a 

long and rather funny story, but time prevents a full retelling now. They two Queens laughed 

together over it that day in the kitchen of the palace, though.  

"And then the old Queen took the sad young Queen's hand and said softly 'there's a second 

moral to that story that few know, my girl. At the end, the fool spits at the king's feet and none 

can stop him. But the king is still the king, and the fool is still the fool. Never forget that'.  
"The old Queen went away then, and died a week afterwards. The new Queen didn't tell 

anyone of the visit, or of the lesson she'd been given from the old woman. But she didn't forget 

it, either, and so in a way the old Queen lived on forever."  
Cob sat back, then smiled at his audience.  
"You can scratch your face now, sir, if it's itching you. I won't be offended," he said kindly. 

Flattery 
"Raspberry tea tastes like old shirts dipped in sugar," complained Goldy, screwing her nose up 

and taking the barest of sips from the lip of the cup.  



"It's good for infection, though, and that cut on your forehead's not healing as I'd like it to," 

Rosie retorted. "Now, where have Daisy and Sammie gotten to? I told them to get a start on this 

washing up."  
"We did get a start on it, Mum." Daisy bounded through the doorway with one of the high 

bunches she wore her hair in coming loose. "But then we saw a duck outside, right in the 

garden, and we thought it looked like it wanted to have a friendly visit with us. It had walked 

an awful long way, we couldn't make it wait."  
"No, of course not." Rosie's voice was dry but not really scolding. "Where's your brother now?"  
"Which one? Merry and Fro and Pip are all off mucking about with that pony Dad let them take 

charge of. And Ham's learning his sums down by the Party Tree, and Bilbo's helping Dad with 

the taters. I've got a lot of brothers, Mum, you'll have to be more specific."  
"You know very well which brother I was talking about, my girl, and don't think I didn't notice 

that you left him out of the roll-call."  
Daisy's conversational tone switched to one of helpful attendance. "Want me to start on that 

washing up then, Mum?"  
"Daisy." There was a warning in the tone. Goldy hid a self-satisfied smile behind her cup of tea. 

Rosie didn't play favourites with her children, not at all, but for all Daisy's wicked behaviour it 

was Goldy who caused the most exasperation in her mother. To not be the one in trouble made 

a nice change.  
"He's reading with Uncle," Daisy admitted regretfully. "Don't be cross, Mum, it wasn't Uncle's 

idea. Sammie begged and begged."  
"I'm not cross, Daisy-duck. The washing's still going to be there when they're done with their 

strange words. I just like to keep a vague idea of where my brood's causing trouble at a given 

moment."  
"Oh, all right." With a surprised grin, Daisy turned to return to her garden and her new duck 

friend.  
"Daisy." Rosie stopped her. "The washing, please?"  
"But you said -"  
"Leave half for your brother, and get yours done now. And no grumbling!"  



Rosie walked down the hallway as quiet as a hobbit could be, still light on her feet after all these 

years of chasing after naughty babies and scrubbing at fingerprint-marked windows. Sammie 

and Frodo were sitting side by side at the desk, a blank book open before them to copy letters 

into.  
"Yes, that's it, wilwarin. You're very quick with these," Frodo said, patting Sammie on the 

shoulder. The little boy beamed at the praise.  
"And what's that mean?" Rosie asked, rapping her knuckles lightly against the open door by 

way of knocking.  
"That's butterfly, Mum!" Sammie informed her. "And laisi is baby, and lindele is music."  

"Well, my little laisi, go and help your sister with the washing now. More lessons after supper, 
all right?"  

Sammie nodded and climbed off his chair, running off to teach Daisy all the new words he 
knew.  

"He's a clever lad." Rosie came over and rubbed at Frodo's shoulders. He leaned back into her 
touch with a sigh. "Though that's hardly surprising."  

"With a mother like you, perhaps not." Frodo smiled with his eyes shut.  

"Oh, so it's flattery now is it, Mister Baggins? I've never trusted flatterers," teased Rosie.  

"Really? I've found they're the most rewarding people to trust. They never let the truth get in 
the way of a compliment."  

"Oh, there are enough compliments in the truth to keep you warm for all your days, Frodo."  

"Flatterer."  

Wouldn't make a difference 
"I won't."  

Elanor's jaw was set, a rapid pulse ticking in her throat below her chin and eyes blazing. 

"He's calling for you, El," pleaded Rose in a hushed voice, sitting beside her older sister in the 

hallway.  



"So? He doesn't want me, in another minute he'll be asking for someone else, somebody who 

can't possibly go in like his Mam or Gandalf. Snakes and adders, I don't care if he screams all 

night." 

Rose rolled her eyes. Elanor had the stubborness of both her parents in her blood, and the 

contraryness of her uncle learnt into her as well. Mum and Dad were having a holiday because 

they'd been ten years married, and Rose had leapt on the chance to play head of the house to 

her brothers and sisters, even if really Uncle Frodo was still in charge. El didn't have the knack 

of bossing folk like Rose did, which made Rose feel rather nice. 

This wasn't one of Uncle Frodo's turns; Rose had seen a few of those and they were horrible but 

this was just the usual mutters and cries in his sleep. When Mum and Dad were home, they 

quietened him with kisses and cuddles, but now he was all shut up and alone in that big 

draughty room. Rose knew that not a single puff of air could infiltrate Bag End's bedrooms 

unless it was wanted, but somehow it seemed appropriate for cold wind to be creeping in. 

"Why didn't he go with Mummy-Rose and Sam-Dad, anyway?" Elanor muttered, face draining 

colour as her uncle whimpered again. She wouldn't go in. She wouldn't.  

"He likes them to have holidays from looking after him, though he'd never say so," explained 

Rose in a matter-of-fact voice. "You know that, El. Please stop being such a ninny and go in to 

him, he's crying for you." 

"He's crying for a baby that's a grown up now. I'm not going in there," Elanor snapped. "He 

wouldn't know me from a troll at any rate, not when he's half-asleep like this." Standing, looked 

over at the closed door for a long pause and then shook her head. "No. I love him, Rose, you 

know I do. He's Fo. But he's not Fo right now, and he wouldn't care if I was El or not." 

Elanor walked back to her bedroom, shoulders slumped in something between exhaustion and 

defeat. Rose sat by herself for a little while, until she heard another whimper from inside. Then 

she reached up for the doorknob (she was still too small to turn in with one hand, but she was 

shooting up like beans and corn and would be a big girl eventually) and padded inside. 

"El?" Uncle Frodo asked in a fevery sort of voice. 

"No, it's me, Rose," Rose felt a terrible wish to run away as she stepped closer to the bed. The 

room looked so looming and dark at night-time, and she wanted her own snug little blanket 

and felt oliphaunt toy and the sounds of her brothers and sisters asleep around her. 



"Oh, Rose, I didn't mean to wake everyone up." Frodo sounded so apologetic, and Rose knew 

that Elly was wrong. He was Uncle Frodo, but he was an Uncle Frodo who was lost and needed 

a friend. Rose was a friendly sort of little girl, so everything would be all right now. 

"You didn't, just me." It wasn't really a lie, because Elanor would be back to dreaming about 

Elves and wizards and sugar cookies by now.  

"I just get confused, when your parents aren't here," he admitted in a sleepy ashamed voice. 

Rose clambered up onto the big chilly bed and burrowed down under the tangled covers.  

"It's all right, I'm here now," she said in her best impression of her mother's comforting tone. 

"No need to worry," she told him with a pat on his cheek. Her palm felt the wet of salty tears, 

and Rose was very glad that she had been brave enough to come in.  

Uncle Frodo chuckled, and planted a kiss on her cheek with lips that were as icy as Yule snow. 

Holding her shiver in, Rose threw her small chubby arms around his neck and kissed him back.  

"Goodnight Uncle Frodo." 

"Goodnight, sweet Rose." 

Mornings by myself 
Being the first awake, the first out of bed, was a state of existence that Sam had come to accept 

as inevitable. Almost every morning it would be him who had to carefully navigate the 

dreaming tangle of warm bodies in his bed, to climb out without waking Frodo or Rosie. 

Sometimes one or the other of them would shift irritably, sensing his leaving with a small sound 

of unconscious protest. When this happened, Sam would pause and wait, still as midnight 

water, for the sleeper to return to sleep. Much as he disliked leaving the warmth and comfort of 

his bed, he preferred to be the first and only to rise in the early morning.  
One morning, a bite of approaching autumn in the air and a fine mist hanging over horizon off 

Michel Delving way, Sam was surprised to find young Sammie sitting on the garden bench 

with a book on his lap.  
"What are you doing out here, lad? All your brothers and sisters are still wrapped up snug as 

puppies in their blankets."  
"Good morning, Dad. I know they're all still asleep, that's why I'm out here. I like to have a taste 

of what the day's like before it gets trodden on by everyone."  



Sam grinned. "Why, I do believe that's the reason I like the mornings too, though I've never 

thought to put it like that. Come along with me now, we'll go help your auntie Marigold milk 

her cows."  
"Really? Hurrah!" Sammie jumped to his feet and impulsively hugged Sam. "I like the mornings 

by myself, but I think I like them even better with you in them."  
Good with bees 
"OWWWWWW!"  
"All right, all right, just wait still a moment while I pull the stinger out." Rosie pinched her 

fingers carefully around the sharp bee-splinter in Frodo-lad's arm and pulled sharply, 

extracting the painful little dagger from his soft childish skin. "You'd think nobody was ever 

caught pilfering a hive before."  
"We were careful, too. Merry smoked the bees out an' everything, and Elanor got a whole big 

sticky comb out without a single sting." Frodo-lad pouted, snuggling in against his mother's lap. 

She was getting round with another baby, and it wouldn't be too long before she didn't have 

enough lap to sit on for a while, and by the time she got it back Frodo-lad would be ten and that 

was much too old for lap-sitting.  
"Our El's got a touch most hobbits aren't blessed with, my boy. As you grow up, I think you'll 
find she's got a lot of talents with natural things that you and your other sisters and brothers 
will have to work doubly hard for."  

"But we're a gardener's children, same as she is."  

"You only have to look at her to see that she's got an Elvish grace to her, Fro. I think it was The 
Lady's gift to your Dad, a special extra present because she loved us hobbits so."  

"Don't see why The Lady couldn't have made me good with bees too, then." Frodo-lad wriggled 
grumpily.  

Mistletoe 



"That one, there!" Daisy pointed one plump gloved finger at a small fir tree, pushing her scarf 

back over her shoulder distractedly. "That one, Dad!"  
"You're right good at picking out the little ones, girl." Sam smiled, pushing his shovel into the 

frozen soil at the trunk's base. No Yule tree was ever cut down for the parlour at Bag End, they 

were dug up neat as pansies and then planted back where they'd come from when the season 

ended.  
Daisy and Sammie were the only children to come on this year's adventure, an epidemic of 

sniffles and coughs keeping the rest snugly under their mother's eye. Daisy was wearing her 

new grey gloves and hat, not caring that they didn't match with her faded yellow jacket and not 

inclined to wait three days for the new coat she'd been promised as a present. Sammie had a 

baggy woollen cloak, a hand-down from Ham and Merry before him, around his shoulders and 

a pair of lambskin boots on his feet. Daisy felt terribly sorry for him, because he couldn't feel the 

lovely crunch of the snow between his toes, but she supposed it was better that his feet stay nice 

and warm. Sammie got coughs in his chest, awful wracky things that made their parents look 

worried.  
Uncle Frodo wore shoes too, but his were made of tooled leather and came from far away. The 

four of them put the little tree into the wheelbarrow they'd brought with them and set off, 

plucking bright holly as decoration and chattering merrily about the fun they were having over 

the festive period.  
"Look, mistletoe!" Sammie shouted. "Can we get some?"  

"I think we've enough greenery to fill the smial as it is, lad," Sam shook his head. Daisy scurried 
up beside her brother and planted a wet smack on his winter-red cheek. Sammie pulled a face 
and wiped at the kiss-soiled spot with the edge of his cloak.  

"Yuck, germs."  

"I don't have germs!" Daisy objected. Sammie kissed her back, and shoved a small handful of 
snow into her collar as he did so. The two ran about, giggling.  

"Happy Yule, Sam," Frodo said, turning his eyes to look at the mistletoe and smirking.  

"Happy Yule to you, too," Sam replied, giving him a decidedly non-wintery kiss.  

Twelve-mile cousin 



Twelve-mile cousin: A hobbit term referring to the birthday tradition of being obligated to 

exchange presents with all relatives within a twelve-mile distance. To be a twelve-mile cousin is 

to ignore the birthdays of those you do not wish to associate with, despite social niceties. Term 

coined by JRR Tolkien and used in his Letters. 

 

~ 
Merry Gardner had always liked Washing Day best out of the whole week. By the time the 

clothes and linens of fourteen small hobbits and three slightly larger ones had gone through the 

tub and the mangle, Mum was so exhausted that the younger children could clamber up onto 

her with impunity as she sat by the fire. Often as not Hope would lose the standard argument 

with Rosie over the washing of her and Delphinium's clothes - 'put them in the water, lass, I 

won't notice two frocks and two blouses amongst all this... blast it, how does Pippin get so 

dirty?' - and would bribe all the trouble-makers into good behaviour by way of a thank-you.  

Dad would come home for luncheon and roll his sleeves up and go out into the garden, 

claiming that he only needed a minute's air to clear the cobwebs that came from dealing with 

political folk all morning. Usually this minute lasted all afternoon, because Washing Day was so 

noisy and cheerful that being Mayor seemed like a poor second prize in comparison to staying 

at home. Uncle Frodo and Hope would venture outdoors as well, collecting whatever children 

were within shouting distance and using them as a critical audience for recent writings. The 

afternoon would turn into yells of 'oooh, do your teeth really fall out if you don't eat vegetables? 

How gruesome!' and 'please let the goose-girl find the secret trapdoor, I couldn't bear it if she 

doesn't escape', and sometimes the occasional 'you borrowed that from the other day, that's just 

what happened when Fro and me tried to steal... er, nevermind. Lovely story'. 

And then after a put-together tea (which was Merry's private name for the dinnertimes where 

everyone ate whatever they felt like making for themselves, lots of crackling and bread-and-

butter and fried mushrooms in the crowded kitchen air) everybody would curl up in whatever 

spot they found most comfortable and have drowsy conversations about things that didn't 

mean very much. It was a lovely time, and the one that Merry felt sure he'd remember clearest 

when he looked back on his tweenaged years. 

"Can we have a song, Mummy?" Ruby asked, snuggling up against the crook of her mother's 

arm. "Please?" 

"Oh, I suppose," Rosie said with a smile. "What sort of song would you like?" 



"One about horrid slimy things!" Bilbo said before his sisters could suggest anything flowery 

and stupid. "Things that go bump and squish in the dark." 

"I think I know just the song, then." And Rosie began to sing. 

"Goblin wood has creepy stairs 

and twisty dark tree thickets 

and Goblin men as quick as hares 

and quite as brown as crickets 

 

I put on my scarlet coat 

and scarlet cap-a-bobbin. 

For, if they see me there, I thought, 

They'll take me for a robin!" 

At this line Robin clapped in delight and the other children giggled. 

"Down the Goblin stairs I crept 

to see the Goblin caveses, 

the little men in caps of iron, 

I did not feel much braveses. 

 

Goblin wood has Goblin snares 

and Goblin-dark tree thickets. 

When I went down Goblin stairs, 

I didn't stay a minute!" 

~ 

"Can I have some clippings from your lovely yellow tea roses for my birthday, Marigold?" 

Aislin asked, winding long skeins of bright green wool around her fingers while Marigold 

shelled equally bright peas on the front step beside her. 

"It's not polite to ask for what you want, girl," Marigold grinned. 

"But how else will I ever get it?" Aislin grinned back. "I've been collecting interesting mathomy 

things to give everybody and thinking about it so much that I completely forgot that other 

people will be wanting to give me things too. And I just remembered, so I thought I should say 

so." 



"Well, all right, clippings you shall have." 

"Did you know Sammie Gardner has the same birthday as me?" 

"Aye." Marigold's voice was short.  

"He and I decided to have a joint birthday party, so that we can each have twice the food. You'll 

come, won't you? It's to be at Bag End. Sammie's giving my cousin Aster a brooch that was 

made by really-real Elves, he showed it to me and it's the prettiest thing I've ever seen, though I 

don't think I'd like to have one myself for fear I'd lose it. I always seem to lose things, even 

though I do try and be careful." 

"How you have a chance to breathe with your tongue always dancing I'll never understand." 

Marigold picked up the bowl of shelled peas and stood. "Come on, Tom and Owen will be back 

before long, let's get a start on dinner." 

Chopping and stirring didn't interrupt Aislin's talking.  

"I found Owen an adventure-book about dragons in the Pincup library, they've sold off a lot of 

their old stories because they haven't the room anymore. Well, Hope Grubb found it for me, but 

she knew I was looking. Sammie's giving a lot of people books, too. It seems such a nice thing, 

doesn't it, to feed somebody's imagination?" 

"Imagination's well and good but you'll need to get another onion out, that one's not enough to 

feed four in a stew." 

"Oh, Marigold," Aislin sighed. "How unromantical you can be. What have you gotten for 

Sammie, then?" 

Marigold didn't answer, concentrating on the adding of salt to the pot. 

"Marigold! You haven't not-gotten a present, have you? You're more like a twelve-mile cousin 

than an aunt. It's downright awful, and I know you're not really awful. Just a shade sensible." 

Marigold scowled at the criticism. "You'd do well to be more sensible yourself. And I'm not his 

aunt, as any with eyes can see." 

"Family's more than blood. Why, we're not related at all and we're close as kin, aren't we? What 

with my brother apprenticed to Tom and me helping you in the dairy every day. And Tom's 

still Mrs Rose's sister, even if you're going to get uppity about your brother not really being 

Sammie's dad. Sammie calls him Dad, which is the only thing that should matter if you pardon 

my say-so. So you are his aunt, and I'm sure he's got something to give you. Please, Marigold? 



He's such a nice little boy, on he's not so little on account of the fact he'll be having a birthday on 

Tuesday next and he'd so love it if you were nice to him." 

"Go fill the water jug, there's a girl," Marigold mumbled. Aislin clapped her hands. 

"Hooray! You're going to get him something now, I can tell. You are a dear." 

"Careful! You're going to upset the pan if you don't pay heed!"  

~ 

"I found them, Stelly!" Pippin called, pushing the door to the tiny store-room open wide and 

crouching beside the two little girls. If he'd tried standing tall his head would have crashed 

against the low beams of the roof, for the Bolgers had always been rather short and had built 

their home accordingly. 

Estella came to the open doorway, the annoyance on her face melting into concern. Ruby and 

Primrose were huddled together, faces blotchy and filthy in a manner that can only be achieved 

by having a very long cry in a particularly dusty room. 

"Girls? Whatever's the matter?" Estella put down the two bottles of stout she'd been carrying 

and sat beside Pippin. 

"Mr Fr-Fr-Fredegar was tellin' us stories," Ruby managed to answer after a few moments. 

"And... and... he told us about the... I can't say it prop'ly, Prim." 

"The Bean-Nighe." Primrose was gulping so much and her nose was running to the point where 

the words came out as wet jumbles of letters.  

"Sometimes I want to put that hobbit over my knee and tan him as our mother did when he was 

small," Estella muttered angrily. "Of all the stupid -" 

"Girls." Pippin cut into Estella's vitriol with a calm voice. "The Bean-Nighe -" and without gulps 

and sniffles and with a proper Tookish inflection, the name came out like three little taps. Ben 

Nee Jah. The fabled ghost-woman of old stories, fated to wash the bloodied clothes of those 

about to die. The Bean-Nighe, the tale went, were those who'd lost their lives giving birth. Of all 

the things to tell two of the children of Rosie Gamgee, who had spent near on twenty years in a 

family way (and not always with a happy result) and another year again atop that recovering 

from the last of her miscarriages.  



Pippin and Estella shared an angry, horrified look, remembering their own childhood terror at 

the story and imagining how sharpened it must be for these girls. Fredegar's future suddenly 

included quite a bit of shouting. 

"- the Bean-Nighe," Pippin finished saying, "is not anything more than a story. You don't have to 

fear it. Here." He pulled the cork out of one of the bottles on the floor. "Have a sip of this, and 

dry your faces, and we'll all of us rest for a minute." 

The girls spluttered at the taste of the strong drink, but it did help calm them and made them 

feel better. 

Estella, ignoring the damage done to her skirt by the dust, drew her knees to her chest and 

gazed around the store room. 

"This used to be my hiding spot, too, when I was just about the age you girls are now. I would 

come here and cry and cry." 

"Why?" Ruby asked, squirming her way onto Pippin's lap. 

Estella gave a sad smile, pushing an errant lock of Ruby's bright hair off the girl's face. "Because 

I knew I was different. I liked lasses instead of lads. It can be very hard to know you're not the 

same as other people." 

"There's why there are so many Gardners. So that we can have lots of other people to be 

different with," Ruby explained happily. "But you like lads as well, don't you?" 

"There are one or two I find tolerable." Estella grinned at Pippin. "But no, Ruby, not the way you 

mean. Sometimes you can love somebody enough to lie with them even if your body doesn't 

think it's very exciting, if they want it. I love Merry and Pip as much as I love Dinny, but it's 

never lads that make my heart go thud-thud." 

"One... one of the Gardner girls is like that," Primrose put in quietly. "She doesn't cry or 

anything, I think she knows deep down that nobody will much mind when she tells them. She 

was awfully sweet on Del Grubb for a while, but Del's got eyes for nobody but Sammie, and the 

Gardner girl got bored with unrequited affection. She likes Ness Tanner from Michel Delving 

now, she can't help blushing whenever Ness brings mayoral things for Dad, Ness is so nice to 

talk to." 

"But Prim, you're the only one who talks to Ness. The two of you are always prattling and 

scheme... oh." Ruby shut her mouth with a snap, eyes big and round. Then she shrugged. "Well, 

most boys are awful anyway, I can see why you'd want nothing to do with them." 



"Oi!" Ruby got a poke in the ribs from Pippin. 

"I said most boys. Anyway, you're not a boy. You're a grown-up," Ruby said, as if it were 

another breed entirely. They all chuckled at that, and Estella gave Primrose a big big hug.  

"And what about Sammie? Does he love Delphinium in return?" Stel asked the girls. 

"In a way," Ruby answered, glad to be able to offer useful information. Fancy Prim coming out 

with a revelation like that! "But he's going to marry Aster when we're all grown." 

"He seems very young to know that," Pippin pointed out. 

"Oh, he's known for always and ever. They both have." Ruby's tone was breezy. 

"Really?" Estella and Pippin looked surprised. 

"Yes," Primrose said before Ruby could. "I think Sammie liked to take care of someone, because 

everyone's always taking care of him... or trying to, anyway. And Aster needs someone nice and 

kind, so she lets Sammie protect her." 

"How do you know all this?! I don't know any of it." Ruby was incensed. 

"I actually pay attention and listen instead of just making a racket," Primrose retorted, earning a 

glare from her sister. 

"What's Aster like?" Pippin asked Primrose. Ruby's scowl deepened, and Estella couldn't help 

smiling secretly at that. Poor Ruby always wanted to be the star, a role she rarely got in her 

sprawling family. 

"Aster... Aster's the sort that knows that pleats need ironing with a damp cloth, and that an 

inside-out glove can scatter a fairy ring. She's sensible and daydreamy all at once, which is a lot 

like Mum, really. She's not a bossy sort like Mum, though." 

Ruby, despite her bad mood, couldn't help but giggle at Prim's daring to speak of a parent like 

that with their aunt and uncle present.  

"And your brothers and sisters? Do any of them have sweethearts?" Estella asked. Prim, 

warming to her role as a gossip font, considered her answer for a beat before speaking. 

"Elanor's always been a bit taken with Fastred, but she's not in any hurry. She's still sad because 

of Goodwill." Estella and Pippin nodded. The boy's death had been a blow to them all. "And 

Fastred's always liked El, but he liked Pug... Goodwill, too, so he didn't mind so much, and now 

he's guilty that he and Elanor are starting to be happy again." 



Ruby wriggled, disliking the melancholy turn in the conversation, and stood up. 

"I'm going to go see what everyone else is doing," she said, leaving with a smile and going off in 

search of something more cheerful. 

Hamfast was carrying two large baskets of currant buns down the lane as Ruby walked up it. 

She took one of them off him and fell into step beside her brother. 

"Ham, do you think I'm pretty?" 

"Why, yes, Ruby, I do indeed." 

"Are you going to get married and be a Dad one day?" 

"I expect so. Most everyone does, except those who don't wish to." 

"So you'd want your children to be pretty, wouldn't you? With red hair?" Ruby asked archly, 

gloating that there were some things she knew and miss clever-cap Prim didn't. Hamfast shot 

her one of his rare grins. 

"Playing matchmaker, Ruby?" 

"Just asking questions, Ham." 

"Of course." 

They walked along in cheerful silence.  

~ 

"Give it to us, Delly my love. It's my birthday, and I wants it." 

Delphinium giggled helplessly as Sammie pawed at her, kicking out as his fingers found 

ticklish spots under her ribs. "All right, you git, take it!" 

Ripping the paper off, Sammie crowed in delight. "Liquorice! Thanks, Del!" He crammed a 

handful into his mouth. "Your preshent ish over there on the table." 

"Don't talk with your mouth full," Sam tried to scold in the din. The whole household was 

awake and romping about underfoot, for even though birthdays were a regular even at Bag End 

they were always met with delight. Merry Brandybuck, who always gave ridiculously 

extravagant presents, had given a slim telescope (made by Elves and quite the marvellous 



novelty) in a leather case, and there were books and toys and sweets aplenty both provided and 

recieved by the now-slightly-closer-to-grown-up Sammie. 

Ruby was carefully tying Robin up with her new skipping rope, dodging the blunt arrows Bilbo 

fired from his old play-bow. He'd long ago lost the original quiver-full, much to the relief of his 

parents, but Sammie had thoughtfully given him a brand new set. 

Daisy was at the window with her new kaleidoscope (which, in her opinion, was much better 

than a telescope. Who wanted to see ordinary far-off things instead of nice shiny patterns 

anyway?) and gave a shout as two figures came up the lane. 

"It's Aunt Marigold and Aislin come to visit! Oooh, I hope Aislin has presents for us." Uncle 

Frodo gave her a stern look. "I mean, er, it's very nice for her to come and visit on her birthday. 

Especiallyifshebringspresents." 

Uncle Frodo laughed, going back to the story he was reading out from young Tom's new book. 

Rosie and Sammie and Ham went to open the door, Ham hanging back shyly as Aislin stepped 

inside. 

"Happy birthday, lass," Rosie was saying, giving Aislin a kiss on the cheek. "If you'll stay a 

minute, Elanor and Rose are just getting one of those carrot cakes you like so much out of the 

oven." 

"Can't stay now, sorry, got lots to do before the party this afternoon. And tell Daisy she'll have 

her present then and not before, and that her voice carries when she shouts at an open 

window." 

Rosie laughed, doing her best to give Marigold some of her smile. She'd spent so many years 

teaching her children how to behave, she could at least feign politeness to Sam's sister. "Hullo, 

Marigold." 

"Hello, Rose. Happy birthday, Sam-lad. Here." Marigold thrust a small package into his hands. 

"We'd best be off. Come along, Aislin." 

"See you at the party, Ham," Aislin said with a curtsey before leaving. 

"What's in it, then?" Goldy asked impatiently, the number of hobbits in the hall having swelled 

considerably very quickly. 

"It's a book of sums and divisions! What a thing to give!" Pippin groaned. "Hard luck, Sammie." 

"It was right nice of her to try and make an effort, though," Frodo-lad pointed out. 



"Hear hear," Sam agreed. "Now all of you out in the sunshine, something - or someone - is going 

to end up lost or broken if you all stay indoors. Yes, even you big grown-up folk, it's too nice a 

day for squashing about inside." 

The years had shown a tendency to widen their rumps, but Sam and Frodo and Rosie still fitted 

well enough side by side on the bench.  

"We've done all right, haven't we, really," Rosie mused as they watched the brood of small and 

not-so-small children dash about with whoops and shrieks. 

"Easy enough to say when they're behaving," Frodo pointed out. 

"Good luck and good stock have made us blessed as the Elves ever were, I reckon," Sam said. 

"And now we get happily ever after." 

"Owwww! Mummy, Primrose pinched me!" 

"I didn't! I didn't, Mum, he's lying. Ow! Now he's bitten me!" 

"You pinched first!" 

"Didn't!" 

"Well," Frodo laughed. "You can call it that if you like Sam. For my part, I think I might go seek 

out the Goblin cave in Rosie's song. Have some peace and quiet." 

"Goblins? Where? I'll fight a Goblin, cut off his head with a swish of my trusty sword!" 

"Robin, that's a picket left over from the old fence." 

"So? 's as good as a sword. Bet I really could kill a Goblin with it." 

"Or take a hobbit's eye out, more like," Sam confiscated the splintery post. "Go play something 

nice with your brothers and sisters." 

"What, like the game that Del and Daisy are at, pretending to cannibalise Sammie? They're 

saying it's a special birthday ritual in foreign parts, all the boys get et as soon as they're big 

enough." 

Sam tried to keep a stern face despite the giggling that Frodo and Rosie had collapsed into 

behind him. Robin smiled a gap-toothed smile, the picture of innocence. 

"Yes. Go play that. Tell them that their Dad says that no birthday boys are to be eaten until after 

the party this afternoon, you hear?" 



"Crisis very neatly avoided there, Sam," Frodo said through a smile that was on the verge of 

being a laugh again. 

"Well, I'm not mayor for nothing," Sam answered proudly, putting one arm around Rosie's 

shoulders and the other around Frodo's, watching as the children experimented as to how many 

of them could fit in the loop of Ruby's skipping rope at once.  

Wild Cherry Tea 
Little Miss Muffet 

Aster Digg-Tooter has never been almost dead, has never had a terrible tragedy befall her 

unexpectedly, has never gone hungry beyond the nice sort of hunger that makes dinner taste 

better. She has lived a very bland, flavourless sort of life. If she were cleverer it might occur to 

her that her tragedy is that she has no tragedy, but mercifully this irony escapes her entirely. 

Sat on her tuffet 

Well, there was the winter where she and Adair had ended up with mild pneumonia, and had 

required so much wild cherry tea that their father had joked he expected them to grow a good 

crop of berries when the weather turned. But no, there had never been any real worry about 

them, in fact the only concern expressed had been Basil's that nobody would pay attention to 

him because he wasn't coughing and complaining of tiredness. That incident certainly doesn't 

rate up with the sort of Proper Tragical Things that Aster is seeking in her personal history. 

Eating her curds and whey 

And sometimes Aster feels like perhaps, were another Adventure to pop up unexpectedly, 

she'd be left at home like Fredegar Bolger and Rose Cotton had been once upon a time. But 

Fredegar had had adventures of his own, awfully romantic ones with prisons and rebellions and 

everything. And Rose, well, Aster's not so dim that she doesn't see what a lot of people think of 

Rose nowtimes. Aster thinks it would be hateful to be disliked for so many years for such a 

stupid thing. 

Along came a spider 

Aster sometimes dreams of talking to Rose, saying is it terribly difficult, being nice to people who 

want to slap your face and make you cry?, but Aster wouldn't ask because she already knows the 



answer. It's not so difficult, after a while. A bit like dancing, really. Aster's always had a skill for 

dancing, she's been told that all her life. She knows it's her best talent. 

And sat down beside her 

She'd ask Rose do you ever wish that people's hearts did sensible things?, except she knows the 

answer to that one as well. Don't you wish that people loved you more? - Aster heard little Ruby ask 

her mother that, once, and Rose had answered Duckling, everybody I want to love me does so, so I 

don't much think about the rest. So Aster knows the answer Rose would give to that, as well. 

And frightened 

One question that Aster will ask Rose eventually is isn't Sammie supposed to have writing in his 

blood? which might seem saucy as anything, especially considering gossip, but it's half-genuine 

and half-teasing and Aster thinks that Rose probably won't mind. But, oh! Sammie's poems can 

be painful sometimes, and it's all she can do not to bury her face in her apron and run home 

giggling. Honestly, rust with callistephus with nonpluss... it's enough to make her swat him over 

the head, or fall in love with him. 

Miss Muffet 

But sometimes Aster's heart does wish that other people had more sense, so after a prickle-eyed 

night of reading Flora's big plant books, Aster had given Sammie a poem of her own, that 

rhymed larkspur with transfer and prefer and deter. Sammie just gave her an indulgent smile and 

said 'for me, Aster? How lovely!', and endured Daisy's teasing and kissy-kissy noises for the 

next half-hour before ducking her in the millpond. Aster wonders if he'd have noticed the 

words more if her handwriting wasn't so neat and pretty. 

Away. 

Aster, because she is quiet and docile and placid and stupid, gains admittance to places others 

are not privy to. Aster hears conversations and sees confrontations. She was sitting by the 

window of the Bag End study with her sewing one rainy Tuesday when Sam and Frodo 

discussed their big Red Book with all the whithertos and whyfores of their adventure in it.  

"Folk are going to wonder where this 'Rosie' person came from when they get to the end, you 

know." 

"I... I don't like putting her in more than I absolutely need to, Sam. It's not a story she deserves 

to be thrown into." 



"Same's true for all of us, and therefore none of us. We already get those right queer stories that 

Aragorn finds so amusin', the love-poems that ladies of the court write about you and me. 

Imagine what they'll say if they get wind of this ending you wrote in here and still won't fix 

after so many years, they'll cry foul and say that the writer made our Rosie up so's that nobody 

would say we were close like that, just to be the nice little wife." 

"Let them say what they like, I don't care." 

"Rosie might." And Sam's voice had sounded dark. 

As far as Aster knows, Rose doesn't care, but Aster imagines that this is probably wholly due to 

Rose's nature and would not be the typical reaction of one caught in the situation.  

She can't help being who she is. Much as she wants to and often as she tries, she can't create a 

tortured past or an interesting affliction to spice up the pale-eyed reflection that blinks back at 

her in the mirror, for she's already lived those comfortable and stuffy years behind her and can't 

go back to fiddle with them. She never asked Sammie Gardner to love her best, though it seems 

sometimes that this has all she's ever wanted in her whole life. Perhaps the writer made me up just 

to be the nice little wife, Aster muses to the darkness of the night-time, because she can't imagine 

that there are Adventures (or even just plain ordinary lower-case adventures) in her future any 

more than there are in her past.  

So Miss Muffet has gone 

But... would the writer bother to give her mild pneumonia, that didn't threaten her or require 

some dashing hero (if Sammie with his pants dirt-crusted at the knees and beetles in his pockets 

could ever be such a character) to brave storm and lightning to bring her medicine? Would the 

writer bestow a peripheral character, a wife-to-be, with such an obnoxious brother as Basil, or a 

mother quite so daffy as Aster's own?  

To live under a hill 

And after all, the lady who was once upon a time named Rose Cotton does an awful lot of 

things that never got written into songs and stories. Perhaps Aster will have a fate like that, to 

be unknown to any but herself and those who share her tale. That doesn't seem so terrible, 

really.  

And if she's not gone 

Maybe the characters in stories move and dance when their books are shut, like Aster had 

believed dolls to do in empty rooms when she was very young. Maybe they have secret 

adventures that the writer never gets to see and hear about. Maybe there are little girls in every 



margin on every page of every fairytale, little girls that nobody reading the story likes very 

much but who laugh and think and breathe all the same. It's not so bad, to be one of those little 

girls. In fact, in a lot of ways it's better. Maybe best. Better than best, perhaps. 

She lives there still. 

She'll tell herself that every day until habit turns into truth. Nobody's ever bothered to teach 

Aster very much (except Delphinium, who did it out of loathing and contempt and a burning 

corrosive envy that made Aster shrink in fear), because she's too dull to be worth the effort, so 

she's learnt to self-school her mind in whatever subjects need learning. It takes time, but once 

the lesson's taught it's not forgotten. 

And perhaps one day she'll learn to like dancing on the edges. 
And so 
And so your day begins when you wake up with dew on your back. Warm hands pull you to 

your feet and a warm voice says, You are a duffer, Mr Frodo, wanderin' out here in the night 

and lying down up under the big oak. And you smile, although your head feels a little unsteady 

now that you're standing, but it's good to smile because it's good to hear the words said with 

humour rather than concern. Such behaviour is not nearly so worrisome in summer.  
The pair of you go inside and another warm voice with warm hands says, Grass stains on 

another nightshirt, I should have known better than to end up with a gardener and a dreamer 

who likes to fall asleep outdoors. Grass stains! They'll finish me off for certain.  

And then four warm hands pull the grass-stained nightshirt up over your head and remind you 

of being young almost beyond memory, and the way your mother would change your clothes 

with careful hands. There's something right and sad and good in comparing the two occasions, 

for love so unconditional comes to few people even once in their life, and you have somehow 

had the fortune to find these two warm soft bodies just when it seemed certain all your luck 

was spent.  
I'm so lucky to have you, my Sam, my Rosie, you say, blinking eyes that sting with hot tear-

prickles.  
Now now, it's too early in the morning for that, come and have your breakfast, your Rosie says, 

but your Sam rubs your back gently and plants a kiss on the shoulder that isn't always slightly 

sore. And oh, how did you end up so lucky, what do two children of the sun and earth so warm 



and soft and solid and warm want with you, with your tremulous hands and sharp-angled face 

and cold sallow skin? And yet somehow they do want you, even after all that has been and 

might have been.  
Elanor is still too young and sweet to resent the tiny creature that smells of soap and milk and 

lies in her old cradle. She likes having a big grown-up bed of her own, and you know she's only 

on the other side of the wall and safe and snug every night but it's so strange to think that your 

family is now too big to sleep in one room. Elanor, mischeviously, has decided not to begin 

talking grown-up language yet and you could listen to her conversations with baby Frodo for 

hours, the cheerful chatter in a tongue you've long forgotten.  
Later in the morning when the dew has been soaked up by the earth and pulled up into the sky 

by the sun, you all lie up under the oak and watch the sky. Your heads lie close together, you 

and your Sam and your Rosie, while Elanor and baby Frodo nap contentedly against the folds 

of their mother's skirts. You're the spokes of a friendly sort of wheel, toes pointed out in three 

directions and hands linked together. If there were clouds above, you'd be watching for patterns 

and shapes in them, but there aren't any clouds, and the storm that's gathering near the horizon 

looks like nothing but a storm. You don't mind the storm, though, for it's far off and you have 

learnt not to borrow trouble.  
The way of stories 
"Ba!" 

"Is that her word for her doll?" Sam asked, as Elanor bounced up and down in the circle of her 

toys and chanted 'ba, ba, ba ba ba' gleefully, shaking the doll in question in one chubby hand. 

"It seems to be her word for everything," Rosie answered with a shrug. "She's been saying it all 

morning. Hold still, Sam, I can't get a good look at your bruise if you twist away like that 

whenever I come close." 

"It hurts," Samwise the Stouthearted, hero of songs and stories in distant lands, said petulantly.  

The injury was a bruise in the same way that the Shire had a lot of grass in it. Sam's beloved 

pony, Bill, had lost his usually sure footing on the road down to Bywater, knocking Sam down a 

short and steep hill into a large rock at the base of it. Sam's hip was a ripe purple-blue from 

waist to thigh, and his arm was criss-crossed with gravel rash.  



"Here." Frodo pressed a mug of hot, dark liquid into Sam's hand. "Drink this, it'll cut the pain 

down and make you feel nice and drowsy." 

Sam smiled with a nod of thanks and brought the drink to his lips, only to pull it away with a 

splutter a second later. "That's horrible!" 

Frodo smirked at Rosie. "There, you've heard a second opinion. I told you so." 

"Pair of complaining babies, you are. Can't even swallow a bit of tonic without complaining! 

Here, let me taste it." Rosie took a sip, choked it down, and handed the mug back to Sam. "All 

right, it's a little bitter. Put some sugar in it and swallow it down, now, no sense in hurting if 

you don't have to." 

"You never let me put sugar in it when you make me take that nasty stuff!" Frodo cried in 

outrage. "It's a conspiracy, I'm sure of it, you're trying to kill my tastebuds so I won't notice your 

cooking." 

"Go see to the baby, will you?" Rosie replied blithely. "I'll get Sam's hurts looked at and we'll 

come in and join you." 

Frodo walked off, still muttering about disgusting remedies, and went in to see what his small 

namesake was making a racket about. If Elanor was a baby with a healthy pair of lungs, then 

wee Frodo was twice as healthy again, and had a loudness to match. 

"All right, lad, need a new nappy there?" Frodo picked up the small wriggling creature and 

patted its rump. "Ah, yes. Well, let's get that taken care of so we can have a relatively peaceful 

evening, shall we?" 

Frodo-lad gave his uncle a droll babyish look.  

"Mind you don't stick him with pins when you fasten it!" Rosie shouted from the other room.  

"I never do!" Frodo shouted back. "Honestly, my boy, your mother is far too protective, isn't 

she? Woe betide the charge that tries to cross her when she's their keeper." 

"I heard that!" 

Later, when the grown-ups were comfortably propped up with pillows and baby Frodo was 

asleep in Sam's arms and Elanor was trying to play pat-a-cake with Rosie without having any 

idea how to play it beyond patting her mother's hands and squealing a lot, Frodo flicked 

through the pages of one of his books. 



"What tale would you like to hear, Sam? You get to choose, since you had to drink that awful 

muck that Rosie calls a tonic." 

"I think I'd like something with Elves in. One of the old stories." 

"Not one of the battle ones, if it's all the same to you bloodthirsty lads. I don't want Elly and 

Fro's heads all filled up with gore and fighting." 

"What about Beren and Luthien, then? There's not much blood in it," Frodo suggested. "I know 

you're not fond of Elven princesses, Rose, but I think you'll like this one if you give it a chance." 

"All right." Rosie nodded. "Because it's what Sam would like." 

So Frodo read to them from the story of Luthien, an Elven girl, and Beren, a boy of the race of 

Men, and the ridiculous amount of trouble that can happen when a girl and a boy meet by 

chance in the forest. 

"I've heard some of those tales before, only they were called by different names. Rapunzel, and 

the Luck Child. 'Bring me a treasure and you can have my daughter', that's in more stories than 

I can remember. As if lasses are things to buy and sell." Rosie snorted. "But you're right, Frodo, I 

did like it. It was lovely." She smiled and kissed him on the cheek. "Can we hear more?" 

"Is our dear Sam still awake or has he fallen into the fell grip of your potions?" 

"I'm awake, the words are too pretty to miss with sleeping," Sam said. "Just letting my eyes have 

a rest." 

"All right, I'll read you some more, then. And I'll think you'll find, Rose, that there are other 

tales you recognise in this one. That seems to be the way of stories, that they keep being told 

and never tire of it." 

And Frodo read to them of more of Beren and Luthien's adventures, of dark disguises and 

prisons and songs of hope, and of love and bravery and companionship, and of treasures and 

bites and blood and loss. 

"Ba!" Elanor offered, making flapping wing-shapes with her hands. 

"Oh, so it means 'bird' now, does it?" Frodo laughed. "They were very useful birds, weren't 

they? There's another story, with Maedhros and Fingon - I'd never thought of it until now, but 

it's not so different from Beren and Luthien, in some ways. But anyway, they were happy for the 

birds as well, I'm sure. And then there's another story, about a queen who transforms into a bird 

after she's ended her life, so that she can fly over the sea and be with her lover. And then -" 



"Yes, yes, that's very nice, I want to know what happens to Luthien and her Beren now," Rosie 

cut in, choosing to ignore the gentle teasing laughter of Sam and Frodo at her words. Frodo read 

to the very end of the story, through wind and fire and hardship and right down into death 

itself, and then back out again from darkness and into the light. 

"As if there could have been any choice at all, when those were the two ways offered," was 

Rosie's opinion on the end of the story, where Luthien is offered everlasting joy in a land over 

the sea or a mortal lifetime with her beloved. "She'd have been right mad to go to so much effort 

for a lad and then say good-bye when things were just getting settled proper." 

Frodo kissed her on the end of her freckle-strewn nose and whispered "I think Sam's gone to 

sleep." 

"I haven't." The candle-light gave them all a golden glow and made Sam's broad hands look like 

they were wrought of copper. "No chance of it even if I'd wanted to, with you two nattering on. 

What happened to those other two, then? Maedhros and what's his name?" 

"Fingon. Well, some of the books say that Fingon never married or had children, but there are 

many tales told about the clever and brave things his son managed to do, so I don't think that's 

true." 

Rosie snorted. "It's sometimes wise to remember that books only say the parts that the writers 

want them saying. Likely his wife didn't want her name shoved in with all the melodrama." 

"Yes, dear," Sam placated absent-mindedly. "What about the other, Frodo?" 

"Maedhros? Oh, that's a dreadfully sad ending, that one," Frodo said. "Completely unsuitable 

for children. He had a dark doom on him, you see. Best not to dwell on it." 

"I don't want to know it," Rosie agreed. "Now we should all be getting to sleep, I'll tuck the baby 

into his cradle and put this little bird-girl to bed." 

"Ba!" Elanor called to Sam and Frodo, waving over Rosie's shoulder as she was carried from the 

room. 

"Ba-ba, Elly! Sleep well!" they said with a wave in return. 

"So what did happen, then?" Sam asked, checking to see if Frodo-lad needed changing again 

before bed.  

"It doesn't matter, Sam, truly. The tale's been told again since to better ends," Frodo answered 

with a small smile. "And maybe it's better to forget some things." 



"You've got me all curious now, I won't sleep right until I know it." 

"He got what he'd wanted, in the end. It had eaten him up inside for so long, but at the finish of 

it his treasure was in his hand at last," said Frodo. "But, well, he fell, Sam. Into a river of fire." 

"Urk." Sam shuddered. "You're right, that is a horrible ending." 

"It was a long time ago. It doesn't matter now." Frodo wriggled down until he was lying flush 

against Sam's unbruised side. "Now we should be quiet, before Rose comes in and hears us 

talking of violent things." 

"Too late for that," Rosie put in from the doorway. "All right, my little baby boy, to cradle with 

you." 

Plucking Frodo-lad out of Sam's hands, Rosie carried him over to the cradle under the wide 

round window. The thin light of other homes and stars outside cast a faint halo around her 

profile as she bent low to kiss the baby's forehead. "You are a sweet one, little lad, even if you 

are made of mud and slugs and wicked stories like other boy-children." 

"Oh, and what are girl-children fashioned out of, then?" Sam asked with a laugh. Rosie went 

around the bed and climbed in on the other side of Frodo, trapping him between their warmth 

as they usually did.  

"Hmmm. Kittens and junipers," she answered, snuggling in against Frodo's back. Frodo 

snorted, thankful that Rosie was too sleepy to retaliate with more than a light slap to his leg. 

"Kittens wielding jars of evil healing tea, perhaps," Sam offered diplomatically. "Junipers who 

eat the oysters out of a chicken before serving a plateful of pieces to the table, for certain. Kittens 

-" 

"All right, enough sauce from you, Mr Gamgee, or you'll be left without anybody to wait on you 

tomorrow while you recover from your fall." 

"Mr Frodo will wait on me." 

Now it was Rosie's turn to snort. "Good luck to you both, then. I'll bet you a gooseberry pie that 

it's not half an hour before you need my help with summat or other." 

"Sounds like a good bet to me, what do you think, Frodo?" 

"Up to you, my dear Sam, for if we lose it'll be you cooking the pie. My gooseberry pies usually 

end up looking more like gooseberry mush with pastry strewn about in it." 



"Well, to keep things fair Frodo can bet a week's worth of seed-cakes instead," Rosie offered 

generously. 

"I bake those anyway." 

"Yes, but this way I can gloat while you do so." 

"Goodnight, Rose." 

"Goodnight, Frodo. Goodnight, Sam." 

"Goodnight, Rosie. Goodnight, Frodo." 

"Goodnight, Sam. Shall we have another chorus of goodnights? It's rather like playing Buckland 

whispers." 

"Goodnight, Frodo." 

Four 
"Happy Birthday, dear Elanor, Happy Birthday... to... you!" 

The song ended and, amidst the cheers, Elanor took a deep breath and blew out the four candles 

on the cake with a hearty puff. 

"Now, who'd -" Rosie started to say, the end of her question lost to the chorus of 'yes please'-es 

from the assembled guests. 

"Saxifrage Burrows is engaged to Ned Rumble now," the Gaffer told Sam conversationally as 

Lily Cotton slapped Jolly's hand off the icing-spoon and threatened to belt him purple if he 

didn't stop acting the joker. 

"Good," Rosie cut in. "Sass Burrows was always mooning about and flirting with Sam like 

anything. I ain't going to share my husband with -" 

Pippin seemed to be having trouble with his wine suddenly, spluttering into his glass with a 

choked gulp. Frodo kindly provided him with a heavy thump on the back, to help with his 

breathing, and shot a polite smile at Gaffer Gamgee. 

"You're still in close with the Rumbles, then?" Sam asked, the faintest arch note to his voice. 



"None of that sauce, I don't care if you've a dozen mugs of good ale in you," the Gaffer snapped. 

"Hobbits are like wolves, I always say. We pick a mate and we're locked tight until all's said and 

done. Vera Rumble and I are too busy pulling our addle-pated children out of the muck to do 

naught else, never mind a kiss and a cuddle, at our age. Speaking of it, Marigold, when're you 

going to get on and give me more grandchilder to teach in the way of the world? Rosie here's 

not been married to our Sam as long as you've been with her brother, and she's six months on 

with her third babe. You'd best start soon if you're going to catch up." 

Marigold, who had been discussing besom-making with a fascinated Estella, shot her father a 

look that none could read. 

"Fo-o-ohhhhhhhh!" Elanor shrieked from the next room. Excusing himself from the 

overcrowded table, Frodo wiped his hands on a napkin and went to save the day. 

Sam's older sisters had near a dozen children between them, including several girls old enough 

to enjoy doting on tiny Frodo Gamgee. Elanor was standing apart from this group of squealing 

tweens, and ran to jump into her uncle's arms when he came into view. 

"Hullo! 'm a birthday girl," she informed him cheerfully with a bounce of her yellow-gold curls. 

Her party dress smelt of the scents of the evening, Rosie's delicious garlic chicken and the 

sharpness of rain and the rich green of the grass outside and candle-smoke and sugar and milk. 

"I know." Frodo lifted her up and pressed his forehead against hers. "Four years old." 

"Not me. You're four." Elanor wrinkled her nose and giggled. 

"I am? How old are you, my dear?" 

"Eleventy-one!" the little girl crowed. "Eleventy, eleventy, eleventy-one!" 

"Oh, well, in that case it's time you were in bed, little gammer." 

"No bed!" Elanor was overloaded on sweet things with little nutritional value and felt the need 

to raise her voice to the rafters. "Presents!" 

"All right, soon, your uncles and aunties and grandparents want to have an after-dinner chat 

and a smoke first." 

"A chat about wolves." Elanor's expression was serious and wise. "I heard Sam-dad's Gaffer say 

so. Are we really like wolves, Fo?" 

"Maybe, El. I don't really know enough either way to say so." 



"What do wolves do if there's not enough to go around? Being lonely forever sounds horrible." 

Elanor shuddered. "Shouldn't like that at all, even if it meant more cake at parties with nobody 

to share. Can I have more cake? Mummy made it just for me and my teeth won't get dirty black 

holes, I'll wash them clean as new paint. Please?" 

"You can have more cake tomorrow, lass, if you have any more now you'll grow gingerbread 

out your pretty little ears. And tomorrow we'll look up wolves in my books and find out the 

answer, all right?" 

"The answer to what?" Sam asked, coming up behind Frodo. Elanor giggled and hid her face 

against Frodo's shoulder. 

"Daddy's made of taters," she whispered, her warm breath tickling Frodo's skin. "We should fry 

him up for supper." 

"Full of the clever ideas tonight, aren't we?" Frodo raised his eyebrows. "I fear our birthday girl 

is too excited to open her presents, Sam. We'll have to feed them to the ponies." 

Elanor's foot kicked Frodo in the stomach, causing him to curve over theatrically with an 'oof'. 

"Now, none of that." Sam plucked Elanor up out of Frodo's arms. "Birthday lasses have to be 

good and sweet." 

A snort announced Rosie's arrival on the scene. Sam turned and greeted her with a grin, and 

considered revisions to his statement. 

"All right, then, they need to be well behaved or Mr Merry will send that gay little parcel back 

to the Lady Eowyn and you'll get buttons and tacks instead." 

"With any luck we'll be free of mirrors this time," Frodo muttered with a wry grin. Rosie shot 

him a scolding glare and picked his hand up, kissing a small white scar on the palm.  

"P'raps it's a horsie. Frodo took my old one," Elanor pouted, despite the fact she had never 

shown especial interest in the small carved animal that was now owned by her brother. There 

was no confusion with names, as far as Elanor was concerned. There was Frodo, the small 

creature prone to crying and burping and curious aromas, and there was Fo, who knew stories 

and liked to have cuddles when he was sad. 

"We should go back inside, really. Can't hide from a party in our own home," Sam sighed. 

"What about all the other presents? I haven't got anything to give everyone!" Elanor realised 

with a jolt of alarm. 



"Oh, sweetling, you're too little yet to worry about that," Rosie assured her. 

"And you're the best present we could have, anyroad," Sam added. 

"I must say, El, I've never before seen one so fair of such a great age." Frodo gave her a tickle 

and a kiss on the cheek. 

"Silly Fo, your eyes are all dribbly." 

"It must be the smoke in the air, you blew those candles out with quite a draft." 

"I'm a dragon, as well as a wolf!" Elanor cried with a clap of her hands. "Oh, what a noise I 

could make! Rrrwoar! And I could eat whole sheeps, with wool on them and all." 

"Sounds delicious," Sam said skeptically, carrying his daughter back inside to her birthday 

party, Rosie and Frodo in tow. 
How Curious 

And he thinks, how curious that the droplets look like they're blooming in the white dip of the 

bowl, drip, drop, oh dear another nosebleed Rose will be cross when she sees the ruined collar 

of his nightgown.  

And he thinks, why, Sam, you feel so warm against me, I thought you said I was feverish, I feel 

as if your skin could melt me like a flame. Moths, moths, drawn to the flame, to the fire, are we 

walking to the fire again?  

And he thinks, oh, of course, I'd forgotten, how silly of me, we finished that. It's finished. Over 

and gone. Lost.  

And he thinks, it's so dark. Rose your hair smells like lavender soap. Sam's hands are rough like 

the gently tongue of a kitten on my cheek. I didn't know I was crying. Thought it was just a 

nosebleed.  

And he thinks, so lost Sam, so lost, I know you had so much to go back for but we had to come 

here and I'm sorry and I'm glad you're here with me at the end of it all.  

And he thinks, did this already happen? Are we real, or is it another fit of dreaming?  

And they say, shush, it's all right, you're all right, try and go back to sleep, there's a dear.  



And he thinks, not lost. Found.  

And he thinks, safe.  

The Old Stories 
There's a story sometimes told at parties, when everyone's brain is right sozzled with good beer 

and all the children have fallen asleep, sugar-sticky and warm, by the fire. It's a story of a year 

when things was rough in local parts, when bad Big Folk (this was back before the rules about 

no tresspassin', you see) came and knocked down good homes and strong trees.  
Now in this story (which ends well enough, so don't let your womenfolk be too scared by the 

telling or they're like not to catch a babe in their bellies until next springtime, it's said) there's a 

lass and her brother, name of Bolger and living down Budgeford way.  
The brother, who was Fredegar to his mum and Fatty to everyone else, he was one who didn't 

think much of the ruffians who had turned up recent. He got together a band of lads and they 

was plotting a rebellion, revolution they called it but things weren't really so bad as yet to need 

revoltin', in most parts leastways. Up Bywater and Hobbiton way the going was rough, sure 

enough, but otherwise folk was content to go about their usual lives and turn a blind eye to the 

rest of it. Those times weren't like it is now, you wouldn't see such happen in the new way of it. 

Warranted or not, the rebels were set on their task, and no matter what else is said about them 

they did do some good for a lot of those with naught left. Caught and thrown into lockholes in 

the end, for the Big Folk were ruthless and canny as foxes in the henhouse. 

And they stopped at nothing, it's said when hardier souls than mine tell this story. Things were 

done in the name o' one 'Sharkey' that would pull the curl right out of your footfur. Fredegar 

had a sister, if you remember, a skinny girl who was fair enough in a sharpish manner and a 

clever talker. Named Estella for a relation she had never met, called Stelly by those not put off 

by her bluntness.  
Don't cry now, her story's not so sad when it's all known. She was Mistress of Buckland, and if 

that ain't a happy ending then you're right malcontented, I say. She and her husband was dear 

friends, and there's a story or two about her and the Thain and his wife, but you can't trust 

what's said about those queer Tooks.  
The point of this story comes in what happened years later, when Fredegar and Estella and her 

husband were all old and grey. The laws concerning Big Folk were already in place then, so 



when the Master of Buckland (who had journeyed far in his youth, it's said) wanted to visit his 

comrades he had to go to where they lived on the Plains of a-land-far-away. No, I don't know 

the real name of the country, it's not important is it? Oh, hush up your questions and listen now. 

The Master and his Estella-called-Stelly were frequent visitors to the land-far-away, they were, 

and right close with the lords and ladies of that land.  
Estella was friendly with Lothriel, who was a Queen such as is seen in fairy stories and songs 

and epics. It's said they sat and spun together in the evenings as their husbands remembered 

old adventures, and talked of children and of Estella's Diamond, she who was the Thain's wife. 

Lothriel loved the stories of Diamond, the tale goes, for when Estella spoke of her the words 

seemed to glow with the love put in them.  
But, one night when the wind was high and the talk had turned to melancholy things, Estella 

told her friend the stories of that year when things got dark. Of her brother, locked away with 

nothing comfortable, and of the Big Folk who stopped at nothing.  
And Lothriel cried with Estella for wounds long turned to scarring, and then (when Estella had 

fallen asleep to dream of her children and her home and her Diamond) Lothriel went to her 

most learned subjects and had letters written to all the lords of Gondor (which is another land-

far-away. See, I do know some of the names, so stop pouting so). And these letters were sent out 

without Estella and her husband ever knowing of them, but it's said that soon after there were 

five men hanged in a village three days away from Bree.  
For though some Big Folk are wicked, some are not, and Lothriel wanted all the world to know 

that this new way of the world didn't go about toleratin' harm to us hobbits. We're protected, 

and avenged when that protection falls short, for it's enough for the Big Folk to know we're 

happy here, even if they're not allowed to come and see it for themselves.  

Now, there, if that's not a story fit for a fireside chat I don't know what is.  

There in the dark 
Sam wakes up with a shout and Frodo moves as if he was already in motion before Sam jerked 

up in fright, wrapping one cool naked arm across Sam's shoulders that still feel warm, always 

warm.  
"I'm here, Sam, it's all right, I'm here," Frodo soothes in a whisper. "It's all right, see? Feel it, the 

skin's all healed." And Frodo moves Sam's palm to cover the small scar that might have been a 

bite, a spider sting, if it wasn't so much larger than any spider sting could be.  



And Sam gulps down the tears that the nightmare wrung from him, and nods, and touches 

Frodo's skin as if he's afraid that this is the dream and the memories of a moment in the dark 

are the real truth. Rose stirs but doesn't wake, and neither Sam nor Frodo would disturb her 

comfortable rest for all the treasure in the world.  
"It's all right, Sam, it's over," Frodo murmurs, and Sam shakes his head.  
"No, that's the thing... I thought it were over, that you were... that you had left me." Sam has to 

pause and swallow and blink, and his hand over Frodo's skin tremors like a leaf in the wind. 

"But it ain't over. You're here, safe, and me and Rosie can keep you protected."  
Frodo smiles, biting back the retort that he's not a faunt in need of mollycoddling because he 

knows how desperately important it is to Sam's happiness that he can care for Frodo as he does. 

So, instead of speaking, he guides Sam's hand to rest over his heart, so that the pulse can serve 

as a reminder that the story didn't end there in the dark.  
Lo for short 
My aunt Elanor is keeper of the Red Book. The Thain and the Master of Buckland, the old ones, 

not uncle Farry and uncle Borry but those who was their dads, had copies too, but those ones 

are in Gondor now or some other far-away fairytale place. I know where my auntie El's is, 

though, because me and my cousins Goodwill and Firiel found it one time when we were 

treasure-hunting. They live down near the sea and they've got no pirate treasure, it's a terrible 

shame.  
But, anyway, my Mam don't like the Red Book. She says that it's all well and good as far as 

stories go but that folk should have a knowledge of what really went on. Lady Hope who's 

married to Mr Borry says so too, because she's all interested in history. History's a book-learned 

thing, so I don't really much have an opinion on it. There's too many things going on outside for 

books.  
My Mam's in the Book, in the back with the family trees, back when she was still called Daisy 

Gardner. She's Daisy Bracegirdle now, on account of my Dad being Mr Bracegirdle, only 

everybody calls him Cob because that's his name as well. My name's Lo, it's supposed to be 

Lobelia but nobody calls me that except my Mam's uncle Frodo. I've got an uncle Frodo as well, 

he's nearly as old as Elanor but he doesn't live down near the sea where the air smells all salty. 

See, in Elanor's book (and in the ones in Gondor too, I expect), there's all sorts of things left out. 

My uncle Sammie's not in there, which means there'd be no Cora and Dora and Lora for me to 



play with! And no Drogo to play jokes on. And aunty Aster would have to marry somebody 

else, which would be boring because it's bad enough to have to pick one fellow to put up with 

all the time, but having to go through the mess twice just because a book tells it wrong seems a 

crying shame.  
So my sister Verity and me have a plan, we're going to ask Mam and all her brothers and sisters 

and friends, and granny Rose and gaffer Sam and Mam's uncle Frodo and everybody else what 

remembers the olden times, and write down all the things they say (even the kissing parts, yuk) 

and make a special book all of our own. I want a purple cover but Verity says that's too much 

like red and votes for green. She is stupid and she smells bad because she's a baby. But the only 

books we could find that weren't written in were blue, so that settles that I suppose.  
I want to call it 'the Pretty Good Year and What Happened After', but Verity says we should call 

it 'the Proper And True Account Of The First Years Of The New Age'. Which is stupid. I am 

going to put worms in her hairbrush when she is having her bath. Mam will say I am 

incorrigable and then she will send me to bed without supper but Verity will have been taught 

a lesson and that is more important than bread and dripping and a cup of sweet tea. And Dad 

will bring me some when Mam is not looking anyway.  
Winter Witch 
She knew that some folk said she was a witch. 

It was no great surprise, really. Any excuse to talk about any of her family was gobbled up by 

gossips, and what else could she be with hair red like a peppered pumpkin? Everyone knew 

witches had hair like that. Except when they had black hair. But oftentimes, at least, red was a 

signifier. Witch, witch, little Ruby Gardner is a witch. 

It annoyed her when these things were said, because she wasn't little and there was a large 

difference between being 'the youngest of the girls' and being 'perpetually thought of as eleven'. 

She was twenty-nine, her Uncle Pippin had been no older when he set off on the Quest. Ruby 

liked words that were capitalised.  

Anyway, she preferred to think of her hair as red like copper, rather than peppered pumpkin. 

If the gossips had seen her out walking in the forest one extremely cold winter morning, 

chasing the mists her breath made from clearing to clearing, they would have chalked it up to 

queer witch behaviour, or the more use-worn queer-gardner-behaviour answer that still got 

pulled out as often as possible. Really, Ruby was just running away, which was a regular event. 



She didn't go that far, really. Only far enough that it seemed she could keep going and have 

adventures if the fancy took her. 

One day, she told herself, she would keep running.  

Her parents knew where she went, of course. Her dad would tap and the ice-reddened toes on 

her feet and say "Looks like our Ruby's been out witchin' again," and make her sit down by the 

fire in the study, which was always extra-warm. Uncle Frodo would read her bits and pieces 

from stories, and Ruby would feel an itch begin down past her ankles; she wanted to gallop 

through the tales and knock over crockery, tweak the noses of kings with no clothes and help 

Hansel and Gretel catch a proper dinner so they didn't eat so much gingerbread.  

The stories that made her most irritated were the ones about those people unlucky enough to 

fall in love with Elves, and the Elves silly enough to return the favour. It really did seem far too 

much trouble, there was so much wailing and gnashing of teeth and shining clean ladies who 

decided to spend time with men who could do with a bath. There was a story that some of her 

cousins and siblings had made up, years and years ago, about an Elf and a hobbit, and her 

Uncle had once confessed to Ruby that parts of this tale were actually a true thing that the story-

making children had plucked from their memories without realising and given a happy ending. 

And it, unlike the ones about Beren and Luthien (who were very brave but a bit too fond of 

poetry) and Aragorn and Arwen (who were perfectly sensible nice people on their own whom 

Ruby liked very much but got so dreadfully goopy when they were together), was not a story of 

something that ended happily ever after. Which Ruby thought was possibly a truer kind of 

ending, if stories from the real world can hold different degrees of the truth. After all, Elves 

understood much better than ordinary people what 'ever after' was. 

So even if it wasn't a nice ending, to say that the hobbit maiden had never felt deserving of such 

a beautiful lover, and that the Elf princess had grown restless with such a simple friend, and 

that their love had slowly faded back into the air like breath on a winter morning... well, it was 

better to be true than to be nice, wasn't it? 

"Ah, Ruby," Uncle Frodo had said when she voiced these objections. Uncle Frodo was old, older 

even than Mum and Dad, but his eyes were still twinkly. "You're not thinking about the story. 

Histories are a different matter, the writing-down of what really happened takes a different part 

of your head. In stories, things aren't just what happened, they're things disguised as other 

things. Symbols and the like." 

Ruby nodded. She'd heard this sort of argument before.  



"Yes, but Uncle, why have the lovers live happily ever after? Nobody really believes that 

happens to anybody." 

Uncle Frodo smiled one of his goopy smiles that meant he'd stopped paying attention to the 

conversation and was thinking about Mum and Dad. Ruby cleared her throat loudly. 

"You're right, Ruby. There's no such thing as just 'happily ever after'. But love is so big, so 

powerful and strong, that it feels like it could never ever be broken by anything. Sometimes that 

feeling lasts for someone's whole life, even when they're arguing about messes or money or 

things like that. And sometimes it doesn't last very long at all, but the hugeness of the feeling 

made it as big as forever, even if it was only for a little while. You can't write something like 

that in a story-book - they lived happily and were very very in love and then their stories went apart as 

easily as they had come together - that sounds too much like a sad ending. Most people don't want 

to think that stories stop where they do because that's the moment where the happiness feels like 

it will be forever." 

Ruby contemplated this. "No offense meant here, but you and Dad and Mum are still stuck 

together. I mean, I don't know if I'd call you happily-ever-after, you all make too many jokes 

about each other and do too much scolding, but in your book it's the other sort of ending. 

Why?" 

"That was a story about something else. It's mostly a history, some of the rougher edges rubbed 

smooth but not really very different from what actually happened. And when I wrote that 

ending, it seemed like that was what was going to happen, and it felt right that the whole thing 

should finish like that. It wasn't a neat story, after all, like a fairy-tale. It was messy and difficult 

and sometimes it was difficult to tell who was bad and who was good, because nobody's really 

one or the other outside books. And some parts were long, and some parts were sad, and some 

parts were silly and strange, but I left all those things in because I wanted people to understand 

that real things aren't like stories. And that ending... even though, as you say, it turned out not-

true after all... it was right for the story. Because it said that, sometimes, happily-ever-afters are 

just too complicated no matter how much you want them. I wanted people to think about that 

for a change." 

This made sense, somewhat, to Ruby, so she didn't argue. Uncle Frodo blew his nose and 

blinked a bit, and pretended that the fire was smoking up the room again.  

"Stories teach us, that's their purpose. They're lessons for the heart, like facts are lessons for the 

head. People have been telling lies in stories in order to make the truth clearer for thousands of 

years. Do you honestly think that Maglor the Elf still wanders the seashores, regret and sorrow 

weighing him down? He was a storyteller himself, and understood that this was the ending 



people needed to hear about - otherwise the story wouldn't last the ages, and it was a tale worth 

remembering. People have a notion that unhappy endings are somehow weightier and more 

important than the other kind. No, he went home eventually, for even the ageless cannot bear a 

grudge forever. But you certainly didn't hear that from me, and I certainly didn't hear that from 

a Queen in Gondor who still keeps an eye on the race she grew up with." 

"Didn't hear what, Uncle?" Ruby deadpanned, then sighed. "Stories are so tricksy. I'd much 

rather have a real adventure, where a thing happens or it doesn't. Symbols and mettyfors make 

my head hurt." 

"Sore head, sore feet! Sounds to me like you're beyond repair, Ruby-blue. We'll have to give up 

on you, I'm afraid. Nothing we can do." 

"Oh ho, if that's the case then I'll just sit here by your fire and ask irritating questions all day 

long, and you'll rue the day you washed your hands of my fate. Not that you actually do much 

hand-washing, your nails are horrid. There's moss under them, I'm sure." 

"There is not!" Uncle Frodo laughed, pretending outrage. "Moss, indeed. There's a romantic 

notion for a story, Bronwe athan Harthad and his mossy fingernails." 

"Perhaps I'll write just that, someday. When I'm through with real adventures, I'll write about 

them," Ruby said. "Stories about witches, and loves that aren't forever but are worth 

remembering anyway." 

Uncle Frodo smiled, and promised to put aside a pot of ink for her eventual use. 

"My Rosie" 

My Rosie... 

- loves her mother and father but has never felt close to them. 

- likes Tom best of her brothers even though she fights with him more than anyone else she 

knows. 

- made herself ill the winter she was eleven with guilt over envying Frodo and Diamond their 

lack of parents and their cheerful adopted families. 



- once asked Diamond if it felt strange, calling someone who wasn't really her father 'Dad', and 

never forgot that Diamond shook her head with a giggle and said 'of course not, silly, because 

in my head he is my Dad'. 

- never once thought of envying Sam for not having a mother. 

- spent much of her childhood daydreaming about the family she would one day have, but 

didn't really think that often about who she would end up marrying. 

- cannot understand that Marigold would rather have her hatred than her pity. 

- is more afraid of losing those she loves than she is of dying herself. 

- feels an exasperated affection for Queen Arwen because she reminds Rosie of Frodo in a lot of 

ways - this does not mean, however, that Rosie thinks Frodo is Elvish in the least. Addlepated, 

perhaps, but that's no rarity in Bagginses. 

- has often been heard to remark that 'it's menfolk who write stories down, for lasses and their 

mams are too busy with the telling of them', and thinks that the only thing that saves the Red 

Book from being downright mournful are the voices Frodo and Sam put on when they read out 

of it. Her favourite is the breathy tones of Frodo's Goldberry, which he obviously thinks is a 

rather alluring reenactment but sounds to Rosie like a canary with athsma.  

- keeps a sharp kitchen knife hidden (out of reach of small hands, of course) near the front door 

to Bag End, just in case it's ever needed. 

- has never told Sam or Frodo about this sharp kitchen knife.  

- doesn't know near enough words to tell how much she loves her two dear, silly boys, and 

sometimes feels her heart is going to burst from the wellspring trapped inside it. 

- considers her children to be the embodiment of this love she can't find the language for.  

- has met the children who were not born in her dreams, and knows each of their names. 

- knows that Ham's secretly allergic to cats, and that he doesn't say so because his brothers and 

sisters like them so much.  

- would like to believe in an afterlife, but only if it's not too Elvish. 

- first caught Sam's attention and affection because of her cheerful laugh, but does not know 

this. If she did, she would make a withering remark about sentimental ninnyhammers. 

- fell in love with Sam because of his cheerful laugh.  



- realised that she was in love with Frodo when she noticed that he always warmed his chilly 

hands on the kettle before picking Elanor up.  

- is keenly aware that Frodo is sometimes a danger to the children. 

- is torn in two by this awareness, and makes herself sick with indecision. 

- is amused and bemused by those who believe Sam and Frodo are soul mates. 

- thinks soul mates probably don't argue over the last lamb chop at dinner. 

- snores, but never believes Sam and Frodo when they tell her so. 

- can feel the other ending, with ships and tears and goodbyes, always the thickness of a blink 

away from the world. 

- blames this uneasiness on the fact that it's what Frodo wrote in the Book, and has come to 

believe that writing a thing down for history to remember makes it almost as real as earth and 

wind. 

- hopes the other-Rosie shares some of the joy that fills her own life. 

- leaves a candle burning late into the night, to guide lost spirits to their rest and so that she can 

see the treasures of her life sleeping peacefully beside her. 

Where do babies come from 
"Uncle Bilbo." Frodo looked up from his comfortable spot on the parlour carpet. "Where do 

baby hobbits come from?"  
"Wh.. what's that, lad?"  
"Baby hobbits. I asked Aunt Esmerelda, and she said you'd be only too happy to explain."  
"She did, did she?" Bilbo Baggins had only been an adoptive uncle for three weeks, and already 

he was beginning to think he'd bitten off more than he could chew (a rare experience for a 

hobbit).  
"Yes." Frodo paused for a beat, then his mouth curled up and he shook his head. "I'm only 

joking, Uncle... you should have seen your face! You needn't be so scared of me, you know."  

Bilbo couldn't help but laugh, patting the boy on the head and going back to his reading.  



Curative  
Frodo woke late, the ale he'd drunk at Bilbo's birthday the night before making his ears ring 

uncomfortably. There was a smell of hot buttered toast and freshly-cut flowers in the air, and 

the curtains on his bedroom window had been drawn open to let the sunlight in.  
"Sam," he said, stumbling in and sitting down at the table. "How do you have any energy this 

morning? You had just as many half-pints as I did."  
"Just my way, I suppose, sir," Sam said cheerfully, washing up some leftover crocks from the 

party with a song humming under his breath.  
Frodo snorted. "I don't believe that for a minute. Now, what is it really that has put such a 

spring in your step?"  
Sam blushed, mumbling something.  
"What? Didn't catch that."  
"Rosiegavemeakissgoodnight."  
"Ah." Frodo smiled a knowing smile and sipped his tea. "I thought that might be it."  
A loud knock on the front door fractured the morning calm. Frodo winced, putting a hand to 

his forehead.  
"Remind me not to drink that much again, Sam. Or, if I've a mind to, remind me to ask Rosie for 

one of her miraculously curative kisses afterwards."  
Go on, Sam 
"Go on, Sam, ask Rosie for a dance."  
Frodo can't stop the laugh bubbling up from inside him, somewhere low and warm in his belly. 

They're shiningly, achingly lovely together, Sam's nervous and shy grin and the flirtatious arch 

of Rosie's neck.  
There's something of an odd layering to how Frodo feels when he watches the two cheerful 

tweens together. Envy is perhaps part of it, because it was never in his nature to be young and 



social and it looks like it might have been fun. Genuine mirth, too, because Sam is such an 

earnest lad and acts wise well beyond his years. It's lovely to see him like this, to push him into 

the hurly-burly of the springle ring and watch the seriousness fall away like summer rain. 

Desire, yes, desire for comfort. Some day, together in all likelihood, Rosie and Sam shall be 

parents. They'll have laughing daughters and brave sons, and kiss the nightmares of these 

children into mist and smoke. Frodo loves Bilbo, who is friendly and jolly and knows lots of 

stories, but Bilbo can be stiff and uncomfortable in the face of too much affection. Probably, 

Frodo muses, this is why his uncle has never married. 

And maybe, buried so deep he hardly has to admit that it's there inside himself, there is another 

sort of desire that stirs and stretches at the sight of Sam and Rosie's dance.  
He likes being alone, and hardly ever calls it lonely. He likes his space, and his quiet.  
But all that seems a little, well, empty somehow. Frodo's hands open and close as if wanting for 
the waistband of a dress or the sleeve of a jacket to cling to.  

It should make him sad, this realisation of solitude. It should make jealousy flare to watch the 
way that Rosie and Sam wander over to the cakes and fruit and drinks together, talking about 
something unimportant and amusing.  

Instead, Frodo's laugh bubbles up again, full of a joy he hardly understands or knows the name 
for.  

Head in the clouds 
"What's caught your daydreams now, then?"  
Rosie Cotton looked up at her mother and shrugged, scratching at a mosquito bite on one 

shoulder idly as she watched the night sky's reflection ripple on the water.  
"Nothing in particular."  
"I would have thought you'd be over with Tolman and his Marigold at her cousin's midsummer 

party," confessed her mother, sitting down on the soft grass and twisting a stray leaf of clover 

between her fingers. Rosie snorted.  
"Marigold and I aren't what you'd call friendly, as a general way of things. I can't see her 

inviting me as a third leg on her trysts with our Tom, and I wasn't going to turn up without a 



reason. April Goodchild doesn't make a mouthful more than her family and their guests can eat, 

and none of them would appreciate sharing."  
"Oh, I think one or two of them wouldn't mind so much," Lily Cotton teased her only daughter. 

Rosie just smiled to herself and gazed down at the river at the bottom of the hill. "Don't try and 

tell me you're not sweet on him, lass, I see the way you find excuses to trip up the hill to Bag 

End and sit there in the garden. As if you'd any interest in learning your letters, my sensible 

little Rose? I'd sooner expect to find you learning how to build a tower."  
Rosie's expression couldn't be deciphered as her mother kept talking. "Still, it was a clever way 

to play it. All those afternoons in the shade with Mr Baggins teaching you to spell things out, 

you must have gotten a good long look at little Sam."  
"He's not so little, Mum, twenty-five's quite grown." Rosie's voice was soft, and she still had her 

head down. Her hair fell in a soil-dark curtain in the last light of the day, brushed into ordered 

curls, and Lily felt proud that her daughter was growing into a right pretty thing.  
"I suppose not. All the little ones grow up so fast," sighed Lily. "That's the way of it, though." 

She stood. "Anyway, must get back in and see about dinner. Don't stay out here too long, girl, 

the midges will bite you red and blue."  
Lily walked back through the gently sloping paddock to the house, turning at the door to make 

out the shadowed silhouette of Rosie with a smile.  
"I like being able to read," Rosie said when she was alone. Only the stars, the clover and the 

river heard the confession. "I like knowing the stories and the histories, even if Mum doesn't see 

the sense in it. I think I'd like my own babies to learn their words under that tree with Mr 

Baggins some day, he's a good teacher." Rosie's young mouth curled up in a smile at the 

memory of her mother's teasing. "I expect Sam would agree with me, too."  
Trust me 
He sleeps with one eye open, always has. At least, that's what his aunts in Brandy Hall used to 

say, because it seemed that nothing ever escaped his notice. Now it's as true as a statement like 

that can actually be.  
There's an ithildin bracelet on the bedside table, a gift from Queen Arwen along with her 

necklace. It keeps the room from ever losing light entirely, even after all the lamps and candles 

go out. There's always a crack in the curtains for the moonbeams to sneak through.  



His eyelashes look like cracks, when his eyes are almost closed and they mesh together in a 

black criss-cross. Cracks in the world. And when his eyes are closed, the world ends entirely. 

He sleeps with one eye open, looks up at the sun at midday until purple spots dance across his 

vision and the darkness is almost, almost burnt away.  
Then there's a touch to his hand, skin on skin, and Sam's whispered voice in his ear carried on 

hot breath. Close your eyes, Sam whispers. It's all right. Trust me.  
And Frodo does.  

Now we are five 
Elanor yawned, burrowing in against her father's side, small toes curling as she drifted off to 

sleep. It was her fifth birthday in another half-hour, and she had insisted with trademark 

Gamgee stubbornness that she be allowed to stay up for the exact minute of the event. Sam had 

taken her down to sit under the mallorn so that her boisterous excitement didn't wake her 

sleeping siblings, and it wasn't very long at all before drowsiness overcame the tiny girl and she 

settled down.  
"Wake me up at midnight, Sam-Daddy," she ordered, her thumb sneaking up to her mouth. 

She'd picked up Frodo's habit of nail biting, the half-shells on the ends of her pink fingers 

chewed ragged.  
Sam sat, his little El breathing in warm puffs against his arm, the lights of Bywater strewn about 

like fairy lanterns down the hill. There was a candle burning in the window of Bag End, despite 

the late hour, because Rosie could never fall asleep until all her darlings were home safe.  
"Elly, El, wake up," Sam whispered after a little while. "It's midnight, dear."  
"Really?" Elanor looked down at herself. "I think I'm bigger, don't you?"  
"Yes, duck, I do. You're bigger and beautifuller with every single day. Now up we go, to nice 

soft beds and sweet dreams." He pig-a-backed her up to the front door of the smial, gave her 

five kisses as a birthday blessing, and gratefully fell into bed with a contented sigh.  
Flint 



Sometimes - not often, but often enough to notice - there is a flinty flatness to Frodo's quiet 

stare. Like flint, it sparks, but instead of hearths and bonfires it makes Sam think of dark places 

and searing heat inside old mountains. Frodo's soft, kissable mouth twists up at the corners, a 

wider smile than his usual amused grin but not as welcoming.  
It's not that he ain't himself when he's in these moods. It's still Frodo, still buried in a book or 

watching the flicker of the fire. But this is a Frodo whose fingers aren't gentle in their touches, 

whose private words for Sam and Rosie's ears aren't pleas so much as they are orders. Harder. 

Faster. More.  
This mouth doesn't lap the tongue onto candle-lit skin, it nips with even white teeth and draws 

bruises up in the soft hollows of throat and wrist. Frodo watches them, watches Sam kiss Rosie's 

breasts, and Frodo's expression is as still as a predator's.  
Later, when he comes back to himself, Frodo always seems a little frightened of himself, but 

Rosie and Sam do their best to keep the worries at bay. They'd never say it to him, for it's not a 

thing he'd like to hear, but their hearts beat a little faster on those nights when their lover's eyes 

are cold.  
Nomadic 
Hamfast and Aislin Gardner's brood of children were almost more trouble than their uncles and 

aunts had once upon a time been. Little Bell in particular, who was smack dab in the middle of 

the seven and seven years old herself, was a terror. Since her dad was a roper, she figured it 

only made sense to learn the art of tightrope walking, to teach herself to fling a noose, and to 

become proficient in the art of lashing her poor put-upon siblings to trees.  
Her especial playmate was her cousin Rowan, daughter of Goldy and Farry Took. The pair of 

them would scramble over rocks and under fallen trees, learning the geography of the land so 

well they could probably have walked from one farthing to the next with their green eyes 

screwed tightly shut.  
The lay of the Shire was changing, Sam-gaffer said. Settling into an autumn after a long and 

glorious spring and summer. It was the way of things, the cycle.  
"But what will we do when winter comes?" Bell would ask, her wee freckled face screwed up in 

concern.  



"We'll stay snug for a time, dear," answered Sam-gaffer, bouncing her on his knee until she 

giggled. "And then... well, hobbits were once travellin' folk, and I expect we will be again. It's 

wrong to fear change, girlie, and there's naught reason to at any rate."  
"I could join a carnival. I can walk all the way along a rope when it's tied up in two branches, 

and I don't wobble much at all." Bell grinned, and Sam-gaffer laughed.  
"Whatever you do in your life, you'll shine at it, mark my words," he said, and Bell puffed up 

her small chest in pride.  
The rats and the piper 
Once upon a time there was a town plagued with rats. They were horrible rats, smelly and dank 

and foul creatures that crept about in the dark and nipped at children with their sharp teeth. 

And the people of the town were in a fix, for they didn't know what on earth they could do to 

fight this terrible affliction that had befallen them.  
Then, one day much like all the others, a man came to the town carrying a wooden flute, and 

said 'I will lead all the rats away from your city and to a far-off country, if you will give me the 

best and fairest children as a reward, to take home to my white palace across the waves'.  
And the people didn't want to give their children up, of course, but the rats were horrific 

creatures and eventually they cried 'yes, yes, all right, you may take our best and fairest 

children as a reward, to take home to your white palace across the waves'.  
So the man with the flute began to play a tune, and led the rats away into the dark, and the 

town was never troubled again. And the people cheered, although they were sad at heart, for 

they knew they would soon lose their beloved children.  
The man with the flute came back and began to play another song, and this song was happy 

and sad and tears and laughter all at once on every note, and the best and fairest children 

followed him down to the shores of the sea with laughter on their voices. And there they 

climbed aboard tall white ships, and waved goodbye to their friends and families.  
But there was one lad who paused on the dock, and turned to look at the boy and the girl he 

loved. And then he faced the man with the flute and said 'I am not best, nor fairest, though 

some think me so. I am simply myself, and wish to be an ordinary lad in an ordinary world, for 

I believe that to be better and fairer than a white palace across the waves'.  



'But you shall have beautiful clothes, and beautiful music, and beautiful companions, if you 

come to the white palace' the man with the flute said. And the lad said 'Yes, I know, thank you 

very much for the offer, sir, I'm much obliged, but I think I like worn clothes with ink-stains and 

the wails of a baby with colic and the dear homely faces of the boy and girl I love much better 

than I should love the beautiful things in the white palace'.  
And the man smiled, and nodded, and the lad ran back to the boy and girl he loved, and lived 

an ordinary life until the end of his days, in a town entirely free of rats.  
Swing 
One of my strongest memories from my childhood is the summer before my brother Robin was 

born. It seemed always to be summer when I was young, winter served only to give us Yule 

gifts and snowball fights and autumn was not so different from spring excepting shade and 

hue, and those seasons were simply bookends to the real heart of the year.  

My younger sister Primrose was called Prim by most people, but she was as far from prim as a 

child can be. If soil was dusty or sandy, she would build towers with it, and if it was muddy she 

would dig trenches and toss in motley handfuls of seeds. 

Prim and I had no especial friends amongst the brothers and sisters of our family, though we 

were always a close-knit rabble as a whole. There was too much of a gulf between me and my 

closest elder sister, Rose, and Daisy - who fell after me but before Prim - was fast and firm with 

our brother Samlad. Ruby, who would in later years tag along with whichever sibling was 

having the best adventure, was too young then to have an interest in our doings. 

Anyway, the summer when our mother was preparing for another babe to care for, I was 

entrusted with the task of keeping Prim out of trouble.  

Not that she caused much, that was Daisy and Sammie's particular talent. But Prim could make 

a stir when the fancy took her, and our parents decided that I was old enough to keep an eye 

where an eye was needed. 

Before I go further, I must explain a little of the time and place I grew up in, or readers in later 

ages will not understand. 

I wasn't, of course, the Lady Goldberry and wife of Thain Faramir in those days. I was little 

Goldilocks Gardner, Goldy when my usual nickname felt too long. I had hair as yellow as you'd 

expect a child of that name to have, and I was a little too vain and slightly too dramatical for my 



own good. My eventual husband was just stupid Farry Took with the biggest ears in the world 

and I thought him dreadfully stuck up ('Blue blood bleeds red as any other', my uncle Frodo 

would say as if it were an important lesson to learn. I did not consider it to be such at the time). 

Sometimes I dared, behind a giggling smile, to call him Farty Farry and then run away. Back 

then he chased me only to pull at my thick flaxen plaits. 

I lived in Bag End, which is an old smial atop a hill in Hobbiton. Hobbiton was, and still is to 

some degree, a place where nobody wants anything strange to happen. Nothing odd or unique 

is allowed if it can be helped; most families did not even hold with indoor water pumps in those 

days. 

Here, now, we would not seem so odd a family, but Hobbiton is a long way from Tuckborough 

in more than simple distance, and this was many many years ago. 

The Gardner clan were called queer folk by the more polite members of local society, and many 

other less charitable names besides. But we were as happy as we were strange, and loved our 

family dearly. 

Hobbits habitually distrust outsiders, and though Bag End received letters from far-off 

countries and long-lost kings we perhaps had even more wariness than less outlandish hobbits, 

for we feared even our neighbours for their cutting words. 

The power of words was much respected in my childhood home - my uncle Frodo ('uncle' was 

used as a title of respect, for save one notable exception he was blood kin to none of us and 

more a father than uncle in role and function) wrote tales and stories in his smoke-hazed study, 

and my father had learned his letters in that very room as a boy. My mother could read when 

she needed to, with a careful finger tracing her route across the map of ideas, but she preferred 

the stories that lived in voices and tellings.  

My eldest sister, Elanor, was quite the scholar herself, and my nephews and nieces still preserve 

her writings now. When this sheaf of my own papers is completed, I will ask them for copies of 

her words to put beside my own, so that more of the story may shape itself from the memories 

therein. 

I didn't care much for paper and ink then, though this record stands as proof that I learned the 

art of spelling and grammar as well as any children of that age did. 

But I knew the way words could become weapons better than most children ever have reason to 

discover. 



One story of that childhood summer I wish to tell loses something in the transcribing, for 

languages grow as gardens do and old words are pruned from time to time. I will explain the 

meaning of such words as they appear but like any joke the humour is dulled with explanation. 

Prim wanted our father to make her a swing, for the closest we had to one was a rope by the 

riverbank put there by our elder brother Merry, who charmed sweet-faced tweens into illicit 

swimming excursions on balmy nights. Prim did not like the water, for she'd decided that if 

even one sturdy foot was submerged then Gollum would drag her down and eat her up. 

Gollum may seem like a fairy story to the children of today, but despite assurances that he was 

dead and gone he seemed very real to us. 

My mother was a woman who liked nothing better than being in charge and looking after 

things. Her particular and ongoing project was Getting Our Dear Mister Frodo Out In The Fresh 

Air, and we could all hear the capitalised letters when she said it. So when our father took a 

plank of wood and two lengths of rope up to an old oak tree to make a swing, Uncle Frodo 

came along too.  

Soon enough the swing was made, and Prim clapped in delight and took first turn. I considered 

myself far above such games, and to tease my haughtiness both my distinguished mayoral 

father and my learned writer uncle tried the newly-made toy themselves.  

A few days later, Primrose and I happened to be in the butcher shop, as buying sausages for our 

family's dinner was a job for two. In the shop with us were Mrs Cotton, who was our aunt 

Marigold and sister to our father, and Mrs Rusher-Overhill, and the widow Belldown. 

"Your mother's confined again, ain't she?" the butcher asked. It was common knowledge that 

our twelve would soon be thirteen, and our mother had never been 'confined' for a day of her 

life save for the occasional bout of vague illness and before the birth of little Sam. The question 

was idle small talk, as any shopkeeper will make.  

"My Rom never knew what to do with himself when I was in a family way," the widow 

Belldown said. "He'd feel 'confined' in his own sense, if you take my meaning. He never knew 

what to do with himself." 

If I had not been well brought up, I might have said something terrible. Prim was too young to 

understand, of course, but I thought that it was utterly vulgar to speak in such a way with a 

child nearby. As I said before, those were different times. 



"Your Tom's lucky, Marigold, that you've never been in that position." Mrs Rusher-Overhill's 

comment seemed like nothing on the surface, but my aunt flinched and left the store quickly. I 

was not fond of my aunt, but loyalty made my fists clench nonetheless. 

"What does your father... oh, and your, er, 'uncle'... what do they do while your mother is in a 

delicate condition?" the widow Belldown asked Prim and me in a voice so cloyingly sweet it 

was sickly. I knew that the two old busybodies wanted some idle reply rich with gossip-fodder, 

and I wished that I had my sister Daisy's clever tongue to retort scathingly with. 

Before I could say a word, though, Prim answered the query. 

"They swing!" she said merrily, picking up one of the baskets of sausages and walking to the 

door. 

It took all my strength of will to follow her outside without crying with laughter, for the 

expressions on the faces of those two ridiculous biddies was cool wind on my fury. In those 

days, you see, a 'swinger' was... well, let me simply say it was one of the uglier words used 

about my mother, father, and uncle. I still hear the term from time to time now, but the meaning 

is freer, more relaxed in tone and without the cruel edge to the meaning. Back then, though, 

there was little freedom and tolerance outside our easy little home, and the word was one no 

properly-bred child would utter in the context of that meaning. 

Primrose was as well-bred as any mayor's daughter could be, to such an extent that she did not 

even know the crude and salacious translation her words would have. I, on the other hand, 

found a curious release in the situation, the horrid cast those bitter souls would put over the 

pure and joyful truth of the answer my sister had offered. Truth and meaning are, in the end, 

the choice of the audience. 

That is why I write these words down now, to share with the readers of other ages: so that you 

may each find the lessons you require, the meanings you wish to read into words. There are 

many things I have not outright explained about the way we lived and the reason those gossips 

first began to whisper, but I have not kept them secret either. 

Those truths are there for those who have need of them, for love is not bound to any time or 

place. 

I am an old woman now, and have lived many other tales and stories since that summer. 

Perhaps, some day, I may share them with you, for my inkwell and quill have life enough yet 

for that.  



But for now I feel I am that girl in that far-off endless summer, racing her little sister up the path 

with a basket of sausages hanging off one wrist. 

There were warm, friendly smells on the air, and shouts hello and goodbye from inside our 

never-bolted door. Doorways have much in common with the covers of books, and both will 

close upon this last picture from my recollection: my sister's face flushed from our run, kissed 

by our uncle's dry lips as he paused in his own ink-crafted quest to bid us good evening. 

I think I knew for the first time that day how wonderful my family was, and in that knowledge I 

stepped one small remove away from my childhood. Awareness costs us innocence, that's the 

beauty and ache of it. 

Winter and summer, you see, are things defined by each other. 

But - as my uncle knew that afternoon and I know now, and now and then are not so far apart 

as all that - the cost of a thing is a measure of its value, and experience casts a particular kind of 

sweet light over the small good things a life can hold. 

Spilt Milk 
It seems somehow cheeky now, what with them all so grey and aching and plain ordinary old. 

Cheeky to call her Rosie in his head, when she's been Rose and Mistress Rose and Mother Rose 

and Gammer Gardner since the days when she was Rosie.  

But she's still just Rosie to Sam, always. She walks with a cane; her back still straight but her 

legs sore from long years of long washdays, bending to pick up clothes ready to be pegged up 

in the path of the notorious Hill winds.  

Sam knows he should be using a walking-stick same as Rosie but he can't bring himself to. It 

would feel like a betrayal of sorts: telling his poor old feet that he doesn't trust them any longer. 

Those feet have carried him long miles over the years and the least he owes them is a dignified 

retirement.  

And Frodo, well. Frodo is Frodo, who is a handful of years older than Sam or Rosie and looks 

another handful older still. They tease him for his vagueness, for the way he hunts about for his 

glasses when they sit tucked atop the thinning mess of peppery curls above his forehead. The 

deftly curved lenses are Elven, of course, one of the last beautiful things left as a legacy of a 

beautiful race. But Frodo is not vague underneath that ordinary everyday forgetfulness... which 

Sam knows is a tactic to goad Rosie into teasing more than anything else.  



Frodo forgot everything once, lost it all in the dark. For years and years since that moment he 

has dedicated himself to the preservation of ideas and histories, written things down and 

pinned the thoughts so they have no chance to slip into the abyss. Now age seeks to blur the 

edges of his sharp intelligence, dim the lights ever so slightly at the periphery of memory, and 

Sam suspects that this time Frodo can see it will be not a defeat but instead a gentle surrender. 

They are visiting Elanor, meeting the first of their great grandchildren. A small squalling pink 

creature, grey-green-eyed and showing signs it will grow to have the same pretty shell-like ears 

which a much younger Rosie was once so proud of. The baby's name is Layla, which Sam says 

is a nice return to the old sort of style - too many of his grandchildren have fancy, modern, 

brittle names. Frodo finds this disgust of Sam's a continued source of amusement, and Rosie 

agrees. They chuckle whenever Sam complains about it, they say it's turnabout for the solid and 

well-worn names he insisted on for those long-ago grown-up babies who once raced up and 

down Bag End's hallways as if there were no tomorrow. Seems that turnabout's been turned 

about again, now, and the babies who got fancy Elvish-inspired and so-called 'poetical' titles are 

choosing Layla and Marigold and Saradoc for their own wee ones. 

Late, so late the sky is starting to lighten back into early again, the three of them go walking. 

The ocean is quiet for once, perhaps it somehow knows they are close and has hushed itself as a 

small gift. They do not like the sounds of the waves, it unsettles them somewhere too deep-

down for explanations. Eventually walking is too tiring and they sit on a low dune, sand getting 

into all sorts of uncomfortable places but remaining unremarked upon. The quiet of the sea has 

become contagious and they have caught it, some reverence in nature they do not wish to break. 

"So many stories," Frodo says. His voice is still clear, though the scratch of years with a pipe is 

there to hear. "And yet I never did tell ours as it happened." 

"Goldy did," points out Sam. "She wrote it down. And Samlad, his copy of the Book has 

footnotes and amendments all over the place. That Aster, she didn't want any side-stories left 

out or overlooked." 

"Those copies are their stories, even if they're about things that happened to us. Nobody will 

ever read it quite the same as anyone else; nobody will ever retell it quite the same either. It's 

out of our hands now," Frodo pauses, smirking at the unintentional pun as he looks down at his 

nine knotted fingers. "It has been since that first song was written for us." 

"What you're really saying." Rosie's tone is soft, but not sad. "Is that our story isn't ever going to 

be known. Not as it really happened, not how we lived it. Maybe not at all, depending on which 

version survives longest. History is written by the history-writers, and who's to contradict them 

if they say it finishes with a goodbye?" 



"Don't all stories?" asks Sam. The first sea-birds of the morning are beginning to stir as the stars 

become fainter above.  

Frodo yawns. "Oh, Sam, it's much too early for philosophy." 

"Hear hear," Rosie chimes in. "Way I see it, the story will end up whichever way it's needed 

most, and there's naught we can do about it seeing as how it's well out of our hands. So the 

milk, to be properly metaphorical, has been spilt, and there's no point wondering what we 

could have done different." 

"Truly -" Frodo yawns again, and the yawn is catching and Sam follows him. "- profound, my 

dear Rose. Now, shall we seek out our wonderfully feathery bed?" 

The question is so redundant that neither Rosie nor Sam bother to grace it with an answer. They 

begin their walk back towards Elanor's graceful home, their footprints washed back into flat 

sand behind them by the tide.  

Pausing, Sam turns to look at where they sat, the scuffs and shapes in the sand all the evidence 

of their conversation. It seems terribly sad, for a moment, that all their small and vital stories are 

no more lasting than that.  

Then Rosie turns and yells "Do hurry up, Samwise!" and it's a call which echoes back and 

reminds him of a hundred green seconds in the sunlight, a thousand inflections on those words. 

Always running to catch up, always following as dutifully as he knew how. And sometimes he 

was the one waiting, for small feet and piping cries, for Frodo's grumbling laziness in the 

mornings to subside after a few cups of tea. Leading, following, walking side by side by side 

together. Sam finds he doesn't care anymore if his life is recorded in books and tales. 

"What were you thinking, Sam?" Frodo asks as he slips his arm around Sam's rather generous 

middle. Rosie mirrors the gesture, the three of them clinched as close as stiff joints and extra 

padding will allow.  

"Nothing important," says Sam. "Just remembering things." 

"Which sort? Good or bad?" queries Rosie. Sam grins. 

"Yes," he answers, expecting a snort of exasperation from one or the other of them for his cryptic 

answer. None comes, however, and the only reply is the sound of the sea beside them. Sam 

looks to his left and then his right, checking to see what Rosie and Frodo are thinking. Their 

mouths curve in small smiles. 

 



 

 

 

ETU oV �h� SWŋ: 

 

Plait 
"Don't fidget," Rosie said again, pushing Elanor's shoulders straight again as Rosie braided the 

seven-year-old's golden curls into some semblance of tidiness. "You have to look your nicest."  

"But I always look nice, don't I?" Elanor smiled cheekily. "That's what you usually say."  

"Face front," was Rosie's only reply, securing the end of the braid with a length of cornsilk 

ribbon.  

"Do you think Frodo of the Ring knows that we have a party for his birthday, Mum?" Elanor's 

voice was musing. "With cake and mathoms and all?"  

"I'd say he wouldn't be surprised that your Dad insists on it, yes." Rosie gave her eldest one last 

glance over and nodded to herself. The mid-morning sun came through the kitchen windows 

and painted the pair of them gold.  

Elanor twisted the end of the ribbon between two slim fingers. "Is he giving presents to all the 

folk around him, then? Since he can't give them to us?"  

"He gave us Bag End, didn't he? And that book you're always begging Dad to read from. Don't 

bite your ribbon!"  

"But my gums are achy," complained Elanor, who currently only had one front tooth.  

"A ribbon's not going to fix that, lass. Only time."  



"Stupid time," Elanor grumbled, sitting down on a kitchen chair and tapping her fingers on the 

wood of the table. Then she stopped, and looked up at her mother guiltily. "Sorry. I expect you 

hate it even more than I do."  

Rosie looked puzzled. "Why on earth would I hate time, El?"  

"Because... it makes things go away," Elanor trailed off.  

"It makes new things come, too." Rosie patted her plump stomach with a gentle smile. "Don't 

look at me like I'm cracked, girl, I know a slight more about things like this than you're aware of 

yet. Sometimes love is like... well, it's like that plait you're biting at. The three bits all twist 

around each other as it goes on. First it was me who was the one apart from the other two 

pieces, when your Dad and Mr Frodo went off on their journey. Then we all came back 

together, just like in plaiting, and then another had to be the one alone. We didn't want it, of 

course," Rosie blinked a few times and Elanor decided that the kitchen was terribly smoky and 

needed a good airing. "But he's happy where he is, and we're happy where we are, and that's 

more than enough for all of us, for now."  

"But how do you know he's happy?" Elanor could never let a mystery rest. She was gaining 

quite the local reputation for trouble. Her mother just gave one of those infuriating 'you're-still-

a-baby-and-this-is-not-a-baby-lesson' smiles that were mostly shut up in a person's eyes. "And 

what's 'for now' mean?"  

"Well, the plait's not ready for a ribbon yet. I know it scares small ones to hear it, but some day 

I, or your Dad, will finish doing the living we've got ahead of us. And then there will be one left 

apart here, and they'll go find Frodo again. Then it will be two together and one apart, more of 

the plait. And then, after that, the two that are together will set out on another journey and find 

the third, and none of us will be apart again."  

 

Itch 
"I hate this blouse. It prickles and itches and sticks to my neck!" Rose complained, running to 

catch up with Elanor. "It's just stupid ol' Harmony Burrowes, anyway." 



"If Dad caught you talking like that about a gammer he'd have words to say, you know," Elanor 

pointed out sternly, though secretly she felt the same. It was hateful to be gussied up in good 

clothes on such a lovely afternoon, while everyone else was out splashing about on the 

riverbank and playing tiggy under the trees.  

"And why's it only us? Why don't the boys have to be polite and go visiting?" 

"Because Miz Burrowes wanted us special. Now hush, you're yelling and we're nearly there." 

Rose once again crossed her fingers that their Mum's next baby would be a girl - a girl with 

brown hair, too, not yellow like Elly's. Rose wanted a sister who looked properly the same as 

her, and not all skinny and white like an Elf. 

Then, feeling guilty at such uncharitable thoughts, she trotted to fall into line beside her sister 

and slipped her hand into El's.  

"Do you think she'll let me play with her little china dogs?" Rose asked meekly. Elanor gave her 

tiny sister a smile.  

"Oh, I 'spect so. I won't, though. Eight's much too old for china dogs." 

Rose rolled her eyes. Elanor did get airs sometimes, being the oldest and the only one who'd 

met... him. 

Harmony Burrowes' cottage was practically buried by a thick hedge that ran around the outside 

of it, the only hint that it wasn't a proper smial lying in the upper-storey windows peeking out 

from the greenery. Rose was a bit timid of that, stairs weren't sensible things to climb like tree 

branches were. Why, there wasn't anywhere to wedge your feet if you got tired and needed a 

rest. 

"Oh, girls, you do grow quickly. Come have some jam tarts, they're new out of the oven and it's 

been driving me to distraction waiting for you with the smell wafting about." 

"Hullo-Miss-Burrowes," Elanor said with a curtsey. "How-are-you-today?" 

"Quite well, thankyou Elanor. Come on, stop looking so shy and hovering in the doorway and 

come sit! I wanted to see you two especially today, without all those messy brothers of yours." 

"Pip's the only really messy one," Rose put in timidly, nibbling on a tart. Ooo, it was yummy. 

Harmony sniffed. "Never had much time for boys, did I. Well," she shook herself and opened 

the drawer of the sideboard. "I wanted you to have these. They were given to me by your 



grandmother Bell as you never knew, your Dad's mum. I found them t'other day when I was 

cleaning and thought 'those nice Gardner girls should have these, by rights'." 

"Thank you!" Elanor took the sheaf of old papers reverently. "They're addressed to Sam-dad! I 

didn't know granny Bell knew her letters." 

"Oh yes, quite the dreamer she was. Lot like your mum, really. She wanted to travel all over the 

world, used to listen to Mr Bilbo's stories of far-off places for hours on end. Her Sam was her 

favourite, if she were a favourite-player which she weren't, really. Used to pig-a-back him up 

when she brought Hamfast his noonpiece in the Bag End gardens, and encourage him to play 

with Master Frodo. She worried about that lad, said he was too quiet for a regular hobbit." 

Elanor and Rose exchanged an excited look. Him! They almost never got stories about him at 

home unless Dad and Mum were in a very good mood, or a very sad one. 

"Was he? Too quiet, I mean?" Rose asked. 

"Some might say," Harmony nodded. "But when he played with your parents... though they 

weren't your parents yet then, being small themselves... he would laugh so. I never heard 

another hobbit laugh quite like that, I didn't. Lovely boy. Such a shame..." 

And then she shook herself, and smiled, and asked if Rose would like to have a careful go at 

dusting the pair of little china dogs on the endtable. 
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Artwork by Van Donovan

 



Guide written by Mary prior to Van's wonderful drawing: 
 
Elanor Gardner (25) - slightly built, tall and thin, lopsided smile with a small dimple. Adores wearing her mother's 
old rose-hued dancing dress with the flowers along the hem. 
 
Frodo Gardner (23) - Brad Renfro. Heh. Seriously, Frodo-lad looks a lot like his father, with a slightly longer face and 
an ever-present grin. Probably in overalls and a workshirt. 
 
Rose Gardner (21) - as pretty as Elanor, but in an utterly different way. Round, plump face, wide hips but small 
shoulders and hands. Hair in loose pigtails, dressed in a simple rust-red dress and a white apron. 
 
Merry Gardner (19) - taller than his older brother by a few inches but still not quite up to Elanor's height. Heavily 
freckled and wearing green pants and an off-white shirt, doing the 'bunny-ears' (coney-ears?) behind Hamfast's head. 
 
Pippin Gardner (17) - messiest of the lot, no question. Clothes are usually ripped or at least crumpled, the original 
colour faded to a uniform gray-brown, and his face smudged. Smiles with his eyes more than his mouth. 
 
Goldilocks Gardner (15) - a very pretty hobbit and she knows it. Extremely curly hair and wide blue eyes. Likes 
dressing up in her good clothes frequently, a light green party dress in much the same style as Rosie's outfit at Bilbo's 
party.  
 
Hamfast Gardner (14) - Slightly sullen, a head-down-hands-in-pockets type. Chubbiest of his brothers, brown pants 
and a striped green shirt.  
 
Daisy Gardner (13) - Wears her hair pulled off her face, errant strands escaping during her daily adventures. Always 
has some sort of bruise or another somewhere, and the same wide eyes as Goldy. Likes to wear cream or patterned 
dresses. 
 
Sam-lad Gardner (12) - feels the cold easily and wears a jacket to compensate, Frodo's old brown velvet one more 
often than not. Has the same eyes and mouth as Frodo, and dark hair. Smiles when Daisy's nearby.  
 
Primrose Gardner (11) - looks a lot like her sister Rose but with a snubbed nose and freckles. Hair in plaits and 
dressed in a pinafore. 
 
Bilbo Gardner (10) - wants to be exactly like his daddy when he grows up, so is more than likely holding a small 
spade or a watering can. Lightest hair of any of the boys, fair as Goldy or Daisy. 
 
Ruby Gardner (8) - reddish-brown hair and hazel eyes. Brandishing a wooden sword and wearing a sheet like a cape 
in order to play a ringwraith in a game with Robin. 
 
Robin Gardner (6) - currently mostly obscured by a large dark green cloak and a big floppy hat with a feather stuck 
in it. Front tooth missing. 
 
Tolman Gardner (4) - hiding behind Goldy's skirt to escape the scary game Robin and Ruby are playing. Dark brown 
hair, very chubby with baby fat and wearing a long shirt with no pants.  
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From March to May in the year 2002, Mary Borsellino wrote a Lord of the Rings story entitled Pretty Good Year. For 

various reasons which mostly remain a mystery to the writer herself, this story inspired other people to pen other 

tales set within or partially inspired by this small sub-universe created within Middle Earth. 

 

First there were a few stories, and then a few more, and then things got really weird and there was a whole bunch of 

other stories and it eventually got to the point where they deserved a home of their own, because the Pretty Good 

Year website didn't have a big enough hot water system to allow so many guests a proper turn in the bathroom and 

and the parlour was getting smelly. 

 

So now there is this collection, 'Storytellers'. The name is taken from a story written by Meli, one of the first and most 

prolific of the writers archived within. As well as being among the earliest examples of Pretty Good Year fanfiction, 

'Storytellers' is a story about many of the things which are typical of the works appearing within this site. The 

characters central to 'Storytellers', while often somewhat peripheral to the West of the Moon stories by Mary 

Borsellino, take centre stage in countless fan-written stories. The story these characters tell their uncle in Meli's short 

tale makes reference to people and relationships that existed within the community of writers at the time, another 

commonly-found theme in the fanfiction archived here. In short, Meli's story summed up much of what was to come 

within the Pretty Good Year fandom, and seemed an extremely apt reference to draw the title for this site from.  

Not always coherent, not always adhering to the canon of the original Pretty Good Year, rarely sane, often extremely 

clever, these stories represent a niche of the Lord of the Rings fandom in which happy endings are sometimes 

possible, marmalade roll has a dozen unconventional uses, and hobbit tweenagers cause more trouble than they're 

worth as often as they can. 

 

Mary, who is typing this and therefore having to refer to herself in third person, is still to this day extremely baffled 

by the interest in what was never meant to be anything more than a small exploration of what might have happened 

between the paragraphs of a modern classic. She hopes that those who find this collection will find enjoyment in 

these stories and adventures ostensibly derived from that first tale... stories which, in truth, stand on their own and 

illustrate how twice-removed fanfiction can be as original and unexpected as any other sort of writing. 



Pre-1420 stories: 

What Happened Before  

by Mary Borsellino and Hope 

 
"Farmer Cotton, sir?" Halfred Gamgee's straw-coloured hair was stuck to his face with late-
summer humidity, and he was out of breath from running. "Begging your pardon, barging in at 
suppertime and all, but I was wondering if Mrs Lily could come up to the Row for a while? 
Mam's taken another turn and we think this might be the crisis night coming."  

"Oh, of course." Lily Cotton stood up and wiped her hands on her apron. "Rosie, get my coat."  

Barely twelve years old, Rosie had watched in nightmare-inducing terror as Mrs Gamgee grew 
thinner and paler over the warm season, while everything else was ripe and blooming. To think 
that mothers could die just like weak foals and old pigs was something she couldn't make 
herself believe, even when it was right before her for the seeing.  

Perhaps it was the extended lengths of time between when she saw Bell Gamgee that made the 
Gammer's deterioration so startlingly terrifying. In the long months of Summer, Rose hadn't 
been allowed to see Sam as much as she'd have liked to – definitely not as much as they had for 
the past Summers, for as long as she could remember: endless days of tumbling through thick, 
cushioning grass with all the Cotton and Gamgee children combined; half-drunk with the 
pollen-thick air of Summer. But this Summer... She could count on the fingers of one hand the 
number of time's she'd seen Sam; when, without fail, her mother would place Diamond in her 
arms and send her off up to the gardens of Bag End - a veritable paradise, with flowers and 
trees and arbours and hidden corners brought to life from her fairytales - to where Sam was 
moping about, making a show of clipping the grass under Mr Frodo's window, "filling in" for 
his Gaffer, who was of course, back down at Bagshot Row.  

She always managed to cheer him up, though, if only by plopping Diamond down into his arms 
where the baby proceeded to squeal and latch onto the wooden buttons of Sam's home-spun 
shirt, legs kicking in excitement. Yes - an armful of warm, chubby baby was always guaranteed 
to draw Sam's slow smile back from where it was hiding behind a storm cloud.  

Now, Rosie sat up all night, leaning out of the window of her bedroom and watching the lights 
of Bywater, and Hobbiton beyond it. Since she was the only maidchild in the family, her room 
was a small loft-space beside the store room on the upper level of the house. Rosie hated 
sleeping on her own, and had often vowed to have lots of both sorts of children so that they 



would never want for company. The wind seemed, well . . . windier somehow, up so high. Most 
other hobbits would have felt light-headed at such an unnatural altitude, but Rosie didn't mind 
it so much. Right now, she felt she'd sleep a dozen stories above the ground if only the world 
would go back to the usual rules.  

Despite her best efforts, at some point she drifted away into sleep, because her mother's hand 
on her shoulder made her start awake.  

"Oh," breathed Rosie, seeing the red cast to her mother's eyes. Shaking her head from side to 
side, Rosie felt her own eyes sting. "No. What about Sam and Marigold and all the rest? Who 
will read them stories and kiss them when they fall off the barn ladder?"  

Lily gently stroked a lock of hair from Rosie's eyes and shook her head briefly.  

"I don't know, lass... It's just the way of the world. We all have to go at some time, it's not for us 
to decide when, whether that's fair or not." She took a deep breath, rising from where she was 
sitting on the edge of Rosie's bed. "But come now, Rose-lass -- we may not get to decide, but we 
can help those who get taken by surprise. Or not, in this case, Bell's been wasting away for 
months..." her last comment seemed more to herself than to Rose, her voice quiet and sad. She 
lifted it again, helping Rose out of bed and handing her a dress to put on, "Sometimes death 
isn't sad - for the person dying, that is. Sometimes they have to go."  

"That doesn't make it any less sad for the people who they leave behind, though," Rose 
interjected, and Lily smiled fondly at her, studying her daughter's young and determined - 
always determined - face.  

"No, it doesn't," she said firmly, helping Rosie with laces as she did every morning. "That's why 
we're going to Hobbiton this morning. Young Sam, not to mention all those brothers and sisters 
of his, has lost his Gammer."  

"I can be his Gammer, then," Rosie said fiercely. "I can kiss him when he falls of the barn ladder, 
and Mr Frodo can read him stories. He already does that already."  

 
 
She picked a pocket full of wildflowers on the walk up to Bagshot Row, then thought that might 
not be a good thing to do. Pansies and posies couldn't fix anything; Rosie didn't know how 
anything would ever be fixed again. A tiny, terrible voice in her head kept telling her that, as 
terrible as today was, at least it wasn't her Gammer being washed and laid out to be sat up with. 
It wasn't her and her brothers facing night after night without bedtime kisses.  

She felt very young and small when the Gaffer came up to her mother and grabbed one of Lily's 
hands between his own. He was all shaky and tired looking, and almost as thin as his wife had 
been the last time Rosie had been allowed to see her.  



"Mr Baggins came and took the smaller ones up to Bag End about a half-hour ago, said I wasn't 
to ask for them back until I was good and ready for them. But I've naught idea how I can ever 
be ready again. Bell, oh my Bell..." he started to cry, and Rosie wondered if anyone would be 
giving him goodnight kisses anymore.  

A dull, unfamiliar ache rose up inside her as she watched the Gaffer's shoulders begin to heave 
under her mother's soothing arm. It wasn't right that the Gaffer was crying; crying was for 
babies and for burns on the cooking stove, for nightmares pressing in on her late at night . . . 
Not for the Gaffer, not for any adult who ought to be smiling and patting her head as they gave 
her sweets, or even arms crossed and scolding. But not crying . . .  

"Rose-lass," her mother said softly, perhaps sensing her distress. "Take Dia and go up to Bag 
End. You can tell Mr Baggins that I'm here now to take care of things."  

"No need for that, Mistress Lily," said a voice from a little further up the hill, and Bilbo Baggins 
came walking quickly down the road, a basket slung over one arm.  

"But... Mr Bilbo... You don't have to..." The Gaffer gasped, dragging a sleeve across his eyes in 
an attempt to wipe his tears.  

"Now now, none of that, Ham," Bilbo said stoutly, handing the basket - from which was wafting 
a delightful (if perhaps slightly burnt) smell - to Lily as he came up to them. "You've taken care 
of us Bagginses long enough that we oughtn't hesitate to return the favour.  

"Pies," he said, looking down as a loud grumble from Rosie's stomach caught his attention. He 
ruffled her hair. "Frodo-lad made some pies this morning. You can't be expected to be thinking 
of cooking at times like this," he said, cutting off another objection of the Gaffer's with an arm 
settled around Ham's shoulders. "And Frodo is watching the young ones, so there's no need for 
you to worry. Or you, Rose-lass," he said over his shoulder as he guided the Gaffer back 
through the front door. "Half of the batch is still up at Bag End, so you'd better hop up there as 
fast as you can before young Samwise gobbles them all up." He winked at her before he 
disappeared in the smial, but Rose waited for her mother's approving nod before she settled 
Diamond on her shoulder and set off up the Hill.  

The garden outside Bag End seemed especially pretty, Rosie thought perhaps the flowers were 
trying to cheer everyone up. She dug the flowers she'd picked out of her pocket and put them 
into a cup that someone had left beside the small wooden bench out the front. Little Diamond 
made a complaining noise and tugged on Rosie's hair.  

"All right, all right, we'll go find the pies. You behave today, you hear?" she ordered the little 
girl.  



Daisy, May and Marigold were all swinging their feet in time, without doing it purposely, 
sitting in a line at the table and munching on the hot pastries. Frodo was attempting to scrape 
the burnt section off the side of a loaf of bread.  

"Where's Sam?" Rosie asked, forgetting all the sweet, kind words she'd been turning over in her 
head to say to the children.  

Frodo glanced up at the sound of her voice, smiling a little when he saw who it was, but Rosie 
could see a tight unsureness around his eyes. "Rosie!" he said, straightening from where he was 
scraping the loaf and turning back to the table. He gestured towards the empty tray sitting in 
front of the children. "Would you like some--" - then glanced down. "Oh." Marigold giggled, the 
sound visible through tiny flakes of pastry puffing out of her tightly not-quite-closed mouth, 
cheeks full. Daisy elbowed her.  

"Sam's gardening," May said bluntly. "Said the violets 'round the back need taking care of."  

Diamond had started shrieking again, tiny,chubby hands grasping futily in the air for the tray.  

"Here." Rose thrust the baby into Frodo's arms. "She won't mind about the burnt bits."  

Frodo fumbled with the baby for a moment, balancing Diamond awkwardly in his outstretched 
arms and looking quite sure that he was about to drop her. He didn't have a chance to reply; 
Rosie was already striding purposefully past them all towards the back gardens of the smial.  

"Sam!" Rosie called, catching sight of him by the violets. Some of the bushes and flowers were 
taller than him, he'd not had the growth spurt of his teenaged years as yet and stood the same 
height as Rosie herself.  

"Oh, hullo Rosie. Your hair's shorter again, I see." Sam turned and gave her the same smile he 
always had for everyone, but today it was twisted and tight, Rosie patted at her trimmed curls 
nervously.  

"Jolly got treacle on it and my mother had to cut it out," said Rosie before catching herself and 
wincing internally. If there was ever a day not to mention mothers...  

"Do you want a hug, Sam?" she asked after an uncomfortable moment. "I'm good at that, I've 
had a lot of practice with little Dia lately while Mu - while my family looks after her for the 
summer."  

"Best not, lass." Sam looked down at his dirt-marked clothing. "I'd get your finery all stained. 
That's a pretty blouse you're wearing."  

"It's my best," admitted Rosie.  



Rosie frowned as she watched Sam absently shred a petal with his fingernails, blank gaze set on 
the ground before her feet. This wasn't right . . . When she was with Sam he was always open 
with her - head held high as he gazed her in the eye, hands on hips or caressing a nearby flower 
or leaf . . . Not destroying them.  

"I brought Dia with me," she said, desperate to get back his attention from wherever he was. 
Sam looked up, blinked, frowned.  

"Where is she then?"  

"I left her with Mr Frodo."  

Sam's eyes opened comically wide. "You left Dia!? With Mr Frodo!?"  

Rosie tilted her head to the side, slightly puzzled. "Of course. But you don't need to worry about 
her, I'm sure Mr Frodo knows how to take care of a baby."  

"It's not Dia I'm worried about," he said wryly, and Rosie chuckled softly, the sound suprised 
out of her before she could think about it. Sam looked at her for a long moment, lips pursed.  

Rose felt something suddenly surge up in her chest to her throat, like pain but warmer; and Sam 
made a grunt of surprise as she threw her arms about him.  

"Rose-" he said, his voice somewhat muffled, and pulled away - reluctantly, she thought. She 
quickly grasped his hand.  

"Come on then," she said firmly, starting back to the front garden and tugging him behind her.  

"But the... the garden--"  

"Oh rot to the garden," she said; a bit risky perhaps in front of Sam... But she wasn't going to 
coddle him, she decided. He didn't need people reminding him of his pain - reminding him of 
what he'd lost. He needed people there to fill up the empty spaces. And that couldn't be done 
with quiet, pitying, meaningless words. "Mr Frodo's been baking, and you don't want to miss 
that rare occasion, do you?"  

Sam laughed, a quiet sound that seemed to choke out after only a moment, but genuine 
nonetheless. "I'm not sure if I don't want to miss out, actually . . . I could smell the smoke almost 
from Bagshot Row."  

"Well, burnt bread's supposed to be good for you, I think." Rosie nodded. "Just pretend it's on 
purpose and it'll go down easier. You don't want your master to think you don't like his 
cooking, do you?"  



"He's not my master yet." Sam's face was thinner than Rosie remembered it. It seemed to her 
that everyone was becoming less real to her, fading away. It gave her a queer rocking sensation 
in her feet, like the time she'd ridden on the Bucklebury ferry, back and forth all afternoon.  

"There's a 'yet' there, though," she pointed out. "If it's too terrible, just say you've a pain in your 
tooth and can't chew. Then he won't feel slighted."  

"You know an awful lot about avoiding trouble." Sam looked wary.  

"Sisters make you sweet, brothers make you wicked, that's what I've always heard. I've just got 
brothers, so I'm no good to anyone." Rosie made her voice breezier than she felt inside. It was 
just like playacting, pretending to be happy when she'd never been less happy in her whole life, 
ever. As they'd been talking, she'd coaxed him back through the door, and now the two of them 
re-entered the kitchen.  

"Would you like a bit of pie, Sam?" Frodo asked, balancing a pile of plates on one steady palm, 
pie dish (with pie half-eaten) in the other. "And don't worry, I didn't cook it. It's one that Mrs 
Rumble sent up while you were out the back."  

"Yes, please," Sam said with a swallow, and Rosie wondered how long it had been since 
anybody had offered him food.  

"Good, good." Frodo nodded to himself absent-mindedly, then shook his head to clear it. "Better 
run your hands under the pump first, though, otherwise you'll end up with more mud than 
beef in your mouth."  

"Erk, mud pies!" giggled Marigold, then caught herself and blinked in surprise at her own 
mirth. Frodo smiled softly.  

"I think we're all too old for mud pies, except perhaps for little Diamond."  

At the mention of her name, Diamond squealed, and Rosie started at the sound, not knowing 
where it was coming from at first, until she spotted a pair of chubby legs kicking energetically 
out of a basket near where the girls were sitting. Frodo blushed apologetically.  

"I couldn't hold her and hold a pie," he said.  

"Widow Rumble looked at him funny," Daisy said loudly.  

"And Dia blew a raspberry at her," Marigold added.  

"And the spit got on the pie," May said, wrinkling her nose. Sam choked around his mouthful.  

"Baby spit is perfectly hygenic," Frodo said, sounding more sure than he looked.  



"No it isn't," Rose interjected. "I spat on my brothers all the time when I was a baby, and look 
how they turned out."  

Sam choked again.  

"Enough about spit!" Frodo exclaimed, exasperated. "If you don't want to eat pie garnished with 
baby spit, there's always my bread." The all fell silent, except for Diamond, whose shriek was 
followed by a heel of burnt bread - quite soaked in spit - flying out of the basket. Frodo sighed.  

"Can we show Diamond around the gardens after we've eaten?" May asked. "There's not a 
garden as fine in all four farthings." She held up her chin proudly. Frodo chuckled.  

"That's true enough, but I think she's too small to care about well-tended snapdragons just yet."  

"Sam was pulling and patting at plants before he could even walk a step," said Daisy.  

"Yes, because Sam's halfway to being a plant himself, or a king of them at least," Frodo retorted. 
"If nobody wants my bread we could go feed some of it to the ducks down at the Pool."  

"Ducks are right smart little birds, though. Mam tried to catch one for Yule and had to chase it 
all around the garden. Then it got out the gate and ran down the lane!" Marigold started 
laughing again, and didn't stop when May shot her an icy look.  

"I hope you're not insinuating that intelligent animals don't want my bread, Miss Marigold." 
Frodo arched one eyebrow imperiously.  

"I want to see a swan," sighed Rosie. "Every time I go to the Pool I check all the ugly duckings, 
to see if they're changing, but they just end up growing into ugly ducks."  

"I don't know if we've got swans round here," said Sam. He'd brightened a little with a stomach 
full of food and his younger sister's laugh in his ears, but the shadows hadn't left his face and 
the years seemed to weigh his young heart down all at once.  

"Well, we'll go on an expedition and find some, then!" declared Frodo. "And we're taking the 
bread along, too. If nothing else, it'll keep us from getting stuck in the mud. We can dig our feet 
out using the crust."  

Frodo went to pick up the Diamond-basket, but it swung dangerously with the baby's 
excitement so Rosie leaned in to pick her up, clucking her tongue. Frodo flushed again, 
apologetically, then replaced the baby with the bread, which was soon joined by a pie-crust, a 
beetle shell and a careworn ragdoll with only one eye. Diamond grabbed at the doll and 
claimed it for her own, cooing happily.  

"All packed then?" Frodo said, looking down at the children.  



The three younger girls nodded, eyes wide and solemn.  

"Right then, follow me," Frodo said, and started down the hall of Bag End at a march. The three 
Gamgee girls followed him in line, imitating his exaggerrated stride, and Rosie dropped in 
behind them, walking more smoothly with the baby in her arms. Sam fell in beside her, silent 
once more.  

Age had never much seperated Rosie and Sam - four years wasn't really much, in the scale of 
things, unless it was her brothers pulling rank on her. But she'd never felt so distant from him 
before - He seemed thinner, smaller than when she'd seen him last, yet it seemed he'd gained 
many years - he was distant, quiet. Usually on a walk through the garden she wouldn't be able 
to silence him, reaching out absently to free tiny shoots from shady corners or guiding 
searching tendrils onto trellises as he spoke.  

"I love the river." Frodo's voice was conversational, but there was a catch of breath behind the 
words. "It flows down from far-off mountains, and stops a while in pools and lakes, and then it 
keeps going. Carries everything away, but nothing's ever lost in the river. It just moves on to 
somewhere else."  

Sam bit down on his lip, the delicate skin turning white with the pressure. Frodo caught the 
gesture and dropped back to walk beside Sam and Rosie, nodding for the others to walk on 
ahead. "She was very sick, Sam, you know that. Her life and light was fading away, and I know 
how it hurt you to see the pain it put her in. I'd say the garden got more tears than water this 
season, but don't be sad forever. Her light won't ever fade now, and the river." Frodo drew in a 
long breath. "The river keeps flowing."  

Rosie concentrated on watching how Diamond's tiny dimpled fingers pulled on the wool hair of 
the ragdoll.  

"I'm not sad for her, Mr Frodo. Our Gaffer let us have a peek before he sent us out of the house, 
and she looked all rested and well again. Like she wasn't hurting anymore, but a bit sad 
nonetheless. I fancy it's a little bit like how Elves would look, were I to see them. No, I'm sad for 
Marigold and her sisters, they that are to grow up in a house of menfolk. With that sort of luck 
they'll turn out as rough as Rosie."  

Rosie cast him a sidelong glare in response to that comment, but could see that Sam was really 
hurting under his joke, so she put out a hand and squeezed his fingers lightly.  

"It's all right to miss her. You'll find other people to love, but there's always going to be a place 
just for her inside your heart." Frodo touched Sam's sun-bleached hair lightly, like he was 
stroking the soft fur of a whimpering dog. Rosie had always thought that Mr Frodo was a 
distant sort of fellow, a bit cut off from everyone. Old Mr Bilbo could always be counted on for 
a story or a spare penny, but Frodo seemed wrapped up inside himself. This was the first time 
she'd ever seen him talk to Sam beyond polite questions about the garden, and for a fleeting 



second it occurred to Rosie that maybe this empty feeling Sam was having was something that 
he had in common with Frodo.  

Then she shook her head, the thoughts too big and strange and sad for her, and went back to 
doting on the impatient baby.  

"All the rivers meet the same sea, in the end."  

Rosie squeezed her eyes shut. She didn't want to listen to any more of it, because it didn't seem 
to mean anything except that there was no reason to be sad. And she could think of a thousand 
reasons, a thousand thousand reasons, to be sad, and it hadn't even been her own mother who 
had up and died and left her babies all alone. Rosie was nursing a hot, formless anger at Bell 
Gamgee, because it just wasn't right for grown-ups to leave children behind and go off to... well, 
Rosie wasn't exactly sure where people went when they died, but it was somewhere too far 
away for her liking.  

Her mother had tried to explain about living and dying, because this final outcome for Bell had 
been obvious for many weeks now. But Rosie didn't want to understand pretty stories about 
how rocks never grew or changed like flowers did, and that growing and changing had to have 
wilting and fading along with it.  

"Diamond doesn't have any parents either," Rosie said matter-of-factly, wanting to stop the 
slow, inexorable sadness of Frodo's soft voice. "Her mam died when she was born and her dad 
soon after. So we take care of her sometimes now." She handed the baby to Sam, his arms 
automatically cradling her against his chest. Diamond squealed happily. "She doesn't have a 
proper family to take care of her anymore, but she's still happy."  

"I don't see how she could be anything but, Rose, with you to care for her," Frodo said softly, a 
smile in his voice.  

"I'm not sure about that," Sam said, face buried in fine baby-hair, voice still a little unsure, as if 
he were speaking for the first time. "She seems fairly happy to leave Rosie for me, don't you 
think?"  

Rose pouted, putting her hands on her hips and trying to hide her smile. She wasn't sure if she 
wanted to cry or laugh, still, and Sam looked the same. Frodo looked tired. The three younger 
girls ran forward as they came to the last trees bordering the garden, running down the easy 
slope of the hill to where the river glimmered like a strand of silver threaded through the green 
grass.  

"Ho, steady on there!" Frodo called out as a cloud of ducks, squawking quite indignantly, burst 
up and wheeled over their heads. "We don't want to scare them of before they've even tasted my 
bread!"  



Diamond seemed quite happy to chew on another heel of bread herself as they sat by the banks 
of the river, willows weeping above them, yellow leaf-tears sticking to the legs of the Gamgee 
girls as they waded in the shallows, chasing salamanders with their skirts tucked up. A few 
curious ducks had returned, chattering sparsely to eachother as they hopped cautiously closer 
to the three pairs of hairy feet stretched out on the grass, startling back a little when Diamond 
shrieked. Frodo absently tore bits of bread from the loaf, tossing them out and watching as the 
birds darted forward.  

"I didn't think they'd come back after all that racket the girls made," Sam mused quietly. 
"They're not usually that loud," he amended after a moment.  

Rosie snorted. "Yes they are, Samwise Gamgee, and I think you should know that better than 
anyone."  

Sam frowned, tearing up a few blades of grass and splitting them with his thumbnail, 
concentrating on them fiercely.  

"Yes, but . . ." he paused, swallowed. "Not today."  

"Sometimes people don't know how to react," Frodo said, his voice soft, more musing aloud 
than sympathetic. "They don't know how they ought to feel. The girls are younger, maybe 
they're feeling more the relief that it's over than grief that their Mam's gone."  

Rosie swallowed. All day she'd been torturing herself with 'what if?' scenarios... What if it was 
her mam? What if it was her? She'd lived out in her head the imagined reactions of her family, 
her own reactions . . . But really, Frodo was right. Losing Bell Gamgee had seemed to lose a part 
of Sam as well, the bright innocent part that chattered to her cheerfully as they lay looking up at 
the light shifting through leaves; the part the grumbled at having to help his Mam clean up after 
supper, but grinned nonetheless as he splashed her with soapy water. And with that, perhaps, 
Rosie had lost a part of herself.  

"But there isn't a way you have to feel," Frodo continued, the splashing and giggling of the girls 
sparkling in the background like the sunlight on the water. "And you'll be losing yourself as 
well if you try and force it."  

Rosie looked up, startled, but Frodo was still watching the ducks, face distant and a little sad.  

Sam was silent, he sat still, head bowed, strands of grass now clutched desperately in one fist. "I 
just..." he choked, the squeezed his eyes shut. "I just wanted..."  

"She knew, Sam," Frodo said, turning to him at last, taking Sam's fist and unfurling it gently. 
"And she'll miss you too, no doubt, but you'll all be together in the end. Even if you have to wait 
a little longer." He rubbed his thumb over the back of Sam's hand soothingly. "And it's never 



too late. If you want to speak to her, speak to her now! I imagine she can still hear you." Frodo 
smiled softly.  

"I don't know if I like the sound of that," Rosie said, her voice a little rougher than she thought it 
would be, perhaps because it was straining to get through the sudden heaviness that sat low in 
her throat. "I know I'd be quite glad to be free of the Gamgee children, bothersome as they are," 
she softened her words, placing her hand over Sam and Frodo's. Sam laughed like sobbing, 
smiling at her through watery eyes. Diamond shrieked again, perhaps upset she was missing 
out on all the fun.  

Sam laughed again. "Dia doesn't seem to think so," he croaked.  

"Sam!" Daisy's voice suddenly called excitedly from the river. "May caught one, Sam, come and 
look!"  

Sam dragged his sleeve across his nose, not improving his somewhat bedraggled appearance a 
whit, and called back, "What colour is it, Daisy-lass? They say the gold ones are magic."  

"Gold!" Marigold gave a shout of laughter. Her skirt had come untucked and a dark stain of 
water had seeped up almost to her thighs. "Magic! Don't be silly, Sam!"  

Frodo chuckled. "She's right, you know," he said. "It's the silver ones."  

"If I was magic," declared Rosie. "I would give myself spangly sparkles to wear every day, and 
build palaces up in trees for the birds to live in."  

"Really?" Sam asked.  

"Well, no, probably not," she admitted. "I'd most likely do boring things like mend the crumbled 
wall down on the old grain tower, and make the harvests good."  

Sam shook his head, which surprised Rosie. "You shouldn't use magic for things like that, it's 
not right somehow. Magic's for strange things. Magical things, if you follow me. There's nothing 
magic in making the crops strong."  

Frodo grinned and clapped Sam on the shoulder. "To you, maybe, lad, because you've got that 
kind of magic in your blood. For some of us, though, coaxing little green things to come up out 
of the ground is even stranger than making fireworks and enchantments."  

Sam's eyes went wide and his cheeks flushed from the praise. May shrieked in horror as Daisy 
put a minnow down the back of her collar, and Marigold kicked up a bright arc of water 
droplets.  



Diamond made a long blurting noise, smacking her toothless gums together and patting at the 
top of her blanket. Rosie pressed her index finger to the end of Dia's tiny nose, and giggled.  

"Babies are lovely, aren't they?" she asked the boys.  

"I'm a bit afraid of them, myself," admitted Frodo. Rosie saw Sam duck to hide the slight smile 
on his lips.  

"There's nothing to be afraid of, silly. They're just extra-small hobbits, nothing scary about that. 
Here, you hold her."  

Frodo took Dia off Rosie and bounced the baby gently on his knee. Diamond gurgled in delight.  

"See? She likes you. You should hear when Tom tries to pick her up, she screams like a little 
goblin."  

"Her eyes are darker than they used to be," noted Sam, inspecting the small face. "They were 
blue like cornflowers, and now they're hazel-green . . . like dry grass after rain."  

"Most babies have blue eyes when they're born." Frodo sniffed the air and then adjusted his grip 
on Diamond. "Nobody thought to bring nappies, did they?"  

"You're the one who's looking after us," Rosie teased. "So you can carry the little stinker all the 
way back to Bag End."  

"Marigold didn't have blue eyes, hers were sort of pale and yellow when she was growing." 
Sam's hands were still picking at the grass and wildflowers around where they sat, skating from 
texture to texture as lightly as wind.  

"Well, I said most babies did. Some don't. And some keep their eyes all scrunched up for days 
and days after they're born, like my little cousin Pippin. Now that he can walk he's getting into 
all sorts of trouble, getting his fingers pinched in box lids and sticking his smeary face against 
clean windows."  

"Can I look after your babies, when you have them?" Rosie asked Frodo. He looked surprised at 
the question.  

"Why do you suppose that I'm going to have babies, Rose?"  

"Well, you're much bigger than me or Sam, so you'll be getting married before we do. And I 
don't want to wait twenty more years to have babies, I want to play with them now! That's why 
I love having Dia around, I pretend she's my own little one."  

"Not everybody gets married, you know."  



That one threw Rosie for a moment, then she shook her head. "Why on earth not? And you, 
especially, with that huge smial to play in? It's be a right shame to let that space go unused." She 
rolled her eyes. "Anyway, I don't care what silly bread-burning folk say, I want lots and lots of 
babies. More than I can count, even, like the Old Took had. What about you, Sam? You're not 
going to be silly like Mr Frodo and say 'no babies' are you? Your babies would be quite fair to 
look at, I think."  

Sam had lapsed into thoughtful quietness again, and just gave a small shrug in response. Rosie's 
throat felt blocked up and trembly again, and she dug her fingernails into her palm hard to 
keep from crying.  

"Perhaps it's time to head back up the hill," Frodo said gently. "Come on, Sam, why don't you 
toss the rest of the bread to the ducks and then we'll collect your sisters, if they haven't soaked 
each other by now."  

"All right, Mr Frodo." Sam's voice made Rosie's heart hurt. Why couldn't she be grown already, 
so that she could be the mother he needed? It wasn't fair at all, that she should be so small when 
everyone's problems were so big. She stood up.  

"Here, I'll help you," she offered, grabbing the bread and breaking off knuckle-sized chunks. 
With a flick of her wrist she sent one sailing straight at Sam's face, catching him squarely on the 
forehead. Sam gave a little jump of surprise and then tossed a section of the loaf back at her. The 
ducks darted in and out around their feet, gobbling up the ammunition as it was hurled back 
and forth.  

"Careful, some bits are so blackened they're likely to be hard as horseshoe nails!" Sam warned, 
hitting Rosie on the elbow. The girls had climbed out of the water and were sitting beside 
Frodo, all laughing over Diamond's expressions. Marigold watched the ducks for a little while, 
eyebrows furrowed in thought.  

"How can you make quill pens and pillows out of feathers, then? One's sharp and the other's 
soft."  

"Different feathers, and different parts of the feathers," explained Frodo. Marigold didn't look 
convinced.  

"Still doesn't make sense to me."  

"It's like plants," Sam said, glancing back over his shoulder as he retreated under a hail of bread. 
"Sometimes the prettiest ones are the most poisonous."  

Rosie gave a shout of victory as Sam caught his heel on Daisy's shin and sat down with a 
thump. He grimaced. "And some vegetables are poisonous unless they're cooked a certain way."  



Frodo raised his eyebrows. "You tell me this after you've cooked me several meals."  

"I'm not the one who burnt the bread," Sam retorted, and Daisy gave a surprised burst of 
laughter, shoving her fist into her mouth to stifle it.  

"Now now, children," Rosie chided, trying to keep a straight face but glad at the re-emergence 
of Sam's wry humour. Frodo seemed to feel the same, grinning a little at the remark then 
struggling to his feet.  

"Come on, then," he said, then wrinkled his nose. "I really do wish you'd told me we'd need 
nappies, Rose," he said, holding a wriggling Diamond at arms length.  

Rosie snorted. "Where else did you think all that bread would go?"  

"It's a good thing ducks don't wear nappies, then," Daisy said thoughtfully. "Otherwise the 
smell would be awful."  

Frodo looked at her, a look of such utter puzzlement on his face that Rosie had to laugh. "You 
don't spend much time around children, do you Mr Frodo?"  

"Can't say I do," Frodo said. "Except Sam . . . Though Sam is definitely not a child anymore."  

Sam blushed, ducking his head at the praise, and May snorted. "You don't see him at home."  

"I'm sure Sam is a perfect gentlehobbit at home, as he is in my gardens," Frodo said firmly.  

"Mam used to say if he used his manners on his family like he did on the plants the dinner table 
would be a more pleasant place," Marigold piped up.  

"I don't know about that," Frodo said. "Your Mam's cooking was enough to make any dinner 
table pleasant."  

"Not any more," May said, sadly. "Who's going to cook our dinner now?"  

The other girls were silent for a moment, as if sudden realisation had struck them.  

"Sam's a good cook, and I'm sure you girls will learn soon enough," Frodo said.  

"But who's going to mend our clothes?" May retorted. "Sam may be able to plant a seed, but he 
couldn't thread a needle if his life depended on it."  

"I can sew," Rosie interjected. "My Mam taught me. It's easy enough, I could teach you."  



"But Mam's always made my clothes," Marigold said, voice high and wavering. "She know my 
favourite colours, and what length to make my skirts."  

"Well, you know those things yourself, so you can make up your own patterns and styles. I 
really don't mind teaching you the ins and outs of it," Rosie insisted. A sudden thought struck 
her. "Who makes your clothes, Mr Frodo?"  

"My uncle Bilbo buys our things from a tailor."  

Rosie snorted. "And you say you've no wish for a wife. It's a good thing that you can't get babies 
without mothers, or you'd end up with squalling mouths to feed and nappies to change, and no 
idea how to do it."  

The Gamgee children were still too deep in dismay to be cheered by Rosie's gentle teasing of 
Frodo, and the fact made Rosie feel desperate. It was like racing against her brothers, and 
keeping pace for a little while but knowing that eventually it would all be too fast and too 
much.  

"Don't worry, girls," Frodo was saying. "Until your fingers are sure with hemlines and biases, 
Bilbo and I will see that your clothes are made as you want them."  

"Mr Frodo -" Sam cut in, hesitantly shaking his head. "You don't have to do that."  

"'Have' is an odd sort of word, really. I don't see how there's much at all in life one 'has' to do at 
all. Except change babies, perhaps." Frodo amended his statement with a quick glance down at 
Diamond. "Now, what do you lot want for lunch?"  

"Pickles!"  

"Chicken!"  

"Ham sandwiches!"  

Frodo blinked. "All right. What else?"  

"Sponge cake!"  

"Treacle tart!"  

"Candy apples!"  

"Peach pies!"  

"Grape juice custard!"  



"Gingerbread houses!"  

"You'll all end up fat as oliphaunts if you eat all of those at one sitting... gingerbread houses?" 
Frodo gave Marigold a long look. She shrugged.  

"Well, where else do gingerbread men live, then?"  

"I worry more about where the gingerbread men that don't get eaten live," said Sam. "When 
they're crumbled up for pie bases and suchlike."  

"Doubt there's going to be any leftover gingerbread men with you lot around," Frodo assured 
him. "Come on, let's go take a look in the store rooms, then."  

 
 
They managed to find quite a feast of cold milk and crunchy fresh carrots, and Frodo promised 
to make them a vanilla slice as soon as he could make head or tail of the recipe. Rosie giggled, 
and graciously offered to help him, but Frodo smacked her lightly on the rump with the 
wooden spoon and told her to go out and play with the others, which she did so without 
further argument. Bag End's garden was lovely for all sorts of games.  

Frodo had turned out to be fairly good at changing babies, as far as Rosie and Sam could tell. 
He didn't poke Dia with pins or make stupid revolted faces, as Rosie's brothers tended to do at 
times. Rosie thought it might be very good for everyone involved if old Bilbo Baggins found a 
wife and had some babies, for then Frodo would have almost-brothers and almost-sisters to 
play with. She'd offer her services as a babysitter from time to time, of course, but really did 
want the wee ones to be born more for Frodo than for herself. And for Sam, too, because maybe 
Mrs Baggins could be like a mother to the Gamgees as well.  

Getting clothes made by a tailor, what ridiculousness! Rosie held back from saying so to Sam, 
because she knew he was terribly protective of Mr Frodo, but in her opinion it was the silliest 
thing she'd ever heard. Why, the tailor might get the lengths wrong, or sew everything with 
itchy wool thread! Mothers and aunts knew better than to do things like that, but who knew 
what a tailor might end up doing?  

"Would you be angry if your Gaffer decides to marry again some day?" Rosie asked Sam as they 
hid together from May's seeking. He shook his head.  

"Mam wouldn't be cross at him for it, I reckon, so it's not something I could be angry about 
either. And the girls might like an older lass to help them with their growing up. But I'm too old 
to need mothering, so it don't matter either way to me."  

"Too old..." Rosie put her arms around Sam before she could even think about making noise and 
being found. "Oh, don't ever say that! That's horrid!" She kissed him hard on the cheek, feeling 



the tremble in his arms before she pulled away. He wouldn't like it at all if he ended up crying 
in her arms.  

"Mr Frodo seems to be doing enough mothering for five mothers anyway," he mumbled.  

"He's worried about you," Rosie said, hearing a shriek from down the hall as Marigold was 
discovered.  

"I know," Sam sighed heavily.  

"Even if he shows his concern by trying to poison you."  

"I heard that, Rose," came a voice, making them both jump. Frodo's head appeared, peering into 
the darkness under the bed.  

It vanished again just a quickly with a shout, and Sam and Rose looked at eachother in silence 
as Frodo's - somewhat shaky - voice tried to scold over May's giggling "Now now, May, there 
was no need to startle me like that - I'm not even playing."  

"Well now you are," she retorted. "You're it!"  

Frodo sighed, mock-disappointed. "Very well, then," he said, then proceeded to thrust a hand 
under the bed and grip Sam's ankle. "I just discovered Sam, so that makes him it."  

"Well seeing as I was hiding with Sam, that makes me it too." Rosie said, crawling out after him.  

Marigold wandered into the room as the two of them straightened, Daisy in tow after her. She 
wrinkled her nose. "What's that smell?"  

Frodo went very pale, then groaned. "Oh no," he whispered. "The vanilla slice!"  

 
 
"It's not all ruined," Rosie said as she watched Frodo poke mournfully at the discoloured 
dessert, patting Diamond's back and swaying slightly as the baby dropped off to sleep on her 
shoulder.  

Frodo sighed. "Maybe. I think the food is trying to tell me something though."  

Rosie laughed softly. "What, 'stick to books and letters'?"  

Frodo quirked an eyebrow at her. "Perhaps. They certainly don't decide to burst into flames as 
soon as I turn my attention to them."  



"I don't even know my letters," Rosie said, dropping a kiss on Diamond's sleep-warm hair.  

"Don't you?" Frodo said in surprise, then quieter; "No, I suppose not." He smiled at her, 
listening for a moment at the sudden sound of Sam's laughter coming from deep within the 
smial, followed by loud complaints from one of his sisters. "Then again, you have lots of 
brothers to take care of, not to mention Diamond. I've had a lot of time, here on my own with 
Bilbo, to learn my letters, amongst other things."  

Rosie pulled a face. "All my brothers are older than me, though, I don't really need to take care 
of them." She thought for a moment. "My Mam taught me stories, though."  

Frodo smiled. "They may be older than you, but then again so is Sam - and I've seen you taking 
care of him quite a lot today."  

"Sam takes care of you too. Well, your garden anyway," Rosie amended. "Even more than his 
Gaffer does, sometimes. He can't wait to take over the care of Bag End, though he'd never say 
so."  

"No, I suppose he wouldn't," Frodo mused. "Sam is like that a bit, isn't he - never speaking for 
himself. Which is not necessarily a good thing." He turned to look her in the eye, strangely 
intent. "Sometimes he needs someone just to think of him, Rose, especially when things like this 
happen. He needs as much taking care of as anyone else."  

Rose nodded solemnly, not fully understanding what Frodo meant but feeling the import of his 
words nonetheless.  

Frodo sighed, finally abandoning the remains of the vanilla slice. "I suppose there are some 
things you can do better than me, Rose," he said wryly, pulling off the oven mit. "Though I 
would like to hear your stories." He leaned a little closer, dropping his voice to a whisper. "Don't 
tell Sam this, but even Bilbo's grand elf tales get tiresome after a while."  

"Well," Rosie said, puffing up a little with pride despite her best efforts. "I'm sure I could tell 
you some, if you really want to."  

Frodo smiled again. "I do indeed. But--" he raised a hand to his lips, chewing a fingernail 
absently as he thought. "--Perhaps we could do it in the study? I wouldn't mind taking notes."  

Rosie raised an eyebrow; he glanced at her and flushed. "I'm thinking of writing a story of my 
own," he confessed. "And I like the idea of using other stories to explore with."  

Rosie shrugged. "I do that, sometimes. Change stories around a little bit so the person I'm telling 
them to enjoys it more. I never write them down, though."  

"Would you like to?"  



Rosie thought a moment. "Perhaps. I would like to know what you see in all those little scribbles 
you put down on paper - I can't see the sense of it myself."  

"Sometimes the letters have special meanings of their own," Frodo said as they walked down 
the hall. "It makes the story even better, because you can see certain sounds and imagine certain 
pictures when you're reading it, just from the shape of the letter."  

"Like sound effects when you're telling a story?" Rose asked.  

"Yes, in a way," Frodo answered thoughtfully. "And besides, having a story all written down 
means it lasts forever - even if the person who wrote the story dies, people can still learn from 
what they've written. The story doesn't die with the teller."  

Rosie frowned a little. "Perhaps," she said as she stepped through the door of the study after 
Frodo, wrinkling her nose a little at the dry smell of parchment. "But stories change as time goes 
on - If I told you a story now, it would be a little different than what my Mam told me, but no 
less important. Stories have to change, even if it's just a little bit, if you want them to mean 
anything. The story my Mam told me could be a hundred years old, and changed a little bit 
each time someone told it - but if it was exactly the same now as it was then, it might not mean 
anything to me."  

"You're mighty wise for one so young, Rose," Frodo said, a curious, unreadable expression on 
his face. He fell silent again, beginning to sort through the loose papers scattered on the desk.  

At length, Rose broke the silence with a heavy sigh. "I don't know what I'm supposed to be 
saying, to make it better." She mumbled the admission, not looking at Frodo.  

"You can't, Rose. Nobody can."  

"I know that," Rosie snapped, exasperated. "I just mean, I don't know what I'm supposed to be 
doing. Should I be giving them hugs? They don't want to be hugged, or at least I don't think 
they do."  

"I know how you feel." Frodo looked at her with the small smile that he gave when things were 
bittersweet. "That's why I've been baking all day. I can't cook to save myself, but when I was 
small and my parents died, I remember a lot of people giving me food. Huge steaming dishes. 
Cooking them seemed to give everyone something to do, because they didn't know what else 
they should be doing."  

"What did you want them to be doing?" Rosie had never really thought about Frodo's parents 
dying. It just seemed one of those things that had always been, but never actually happened.  

"I don't know." Frodo shook his head and then shrugged. "Holding me, mostly. I was terribly 
lonely, and though they couldn't really stop me feeling like that, it helped a little when they 



were there. But here, now, let me show you how to write your name. That is, if you want me 
to?"  

Rosie nodded. "Yes, please. Perhaps I'll write down stories of my own one day, if I know how."  

Frodo smiled, finally settling on a seemingly random piece of paper from the vast piles, and 
scribbled down three words.  

"These are our names, you see. This one," he pointed to the first. "Is Rosie. And this next one's 
Sam, and then Frodo. See how longer words take more letters to write?"  

Rosie nodded, staring at the ink lines with deep concentration, willing herself to understand the 
pattern.  

"And the same sounds are always written the same way. So, here, we've got an R and an O in 
Rosie, and here are the same letters again in Frodo. And this other one that looks like a snake is 
an 'ess' noise, like in 'Sam', and in 'Rosie' as well."  

Rosie clapped her hands in delight. "Oh, I see it, I do! How many letters are there altogether?"  

"Twenty-six in the common tongue, and then the Elves and some of the other races have their 
own languages as well. But we'll start with the ordinary alphabet, for now."  

Rosie didn't know how long they'd been at it when they were interrupted. Long enough for her 
to learn how to make an 'R' shape, anyway, and 'S'. And 'F', despite Frodo pointing out that 
there wasn't one anywhere in her name. She vowed to herself that she'd learn all the rest 
eventually, and read stories in books and write them herself, but for now those were the most 
important three out of the way.  

"You do look a clever pair," Sam stood in the doorway, watching them. "What're you up to, 
then?"  

"I can write part of our names, look!" Rosie beamed proudly, holding up the paper with her 
rounded, shaky penmanship on it.  

"That's a marvel, you're picking that up quick as a fish in water." Sam smiled at Rosie and 
Frodo. "I'll be asking you to help me with the seed lists in no time at all."  

"Well, not just yet, Sam, she's only just started. I daresay your own skills could do with a polish, 
if you want to join us. Where are your sisters?"  

"They're all asleep on Mr Bilbo's bed, if that isn't a bother. It's been difficult to shut both eyes 
together in our house lately, and they could do with the rest."  



"You look fairly exhausted yourself," said Frodo kindly. "The letters can wait until later, if you 
want to have a lie-down on my bed, Sam."  

"I think I might take you up on your offer, sir." Sam blinked a few times. "If it's no trouble."  

"Not at all. Come on. Do you want to go in with the other girls, Rose?"  

"I want to learn more letters!" Rosie said decisively, despite the fact her own eyelids were 
beginning to feel rather heavy indeed.  

"All right, all right. you practice making the shape of those ones while I get Sam settled and 
check on everyone else, and then I'll come back and teach you more."  

The room seemed very silent after Frodo and Sam had left - she couldn't even hear them 
walking up the hall. Rosie looked around her. It was late afternoon, and a small round window 
looked out onto the east of the house, so it was quite dark in the room - what light there was 
was cool and grey. She shivered. She didn't know how Frodo could work in here all day. 
Though, from what Sam had told her, he did come out on occasion, watching Sam absently with 
an open book forgotten in his lap.  

She glanced down at the page. All these letters were well and good, but really - at the end of the 
day they were only meaningless shapes, cold and distant on the page. She rose, sighing, and 
settled Diamond on her shoulder before making her way up the hall.  

Frodo looked up in surprise as she poked her head through the door. He was sitting on the edge 
of the bed by Sam, who was stretched out atop the covers.  

"Rose," Frodo said. "Is everything alright?"  

"Oh... yes," Rosie said, a little embarrassed. "It's just . . . well, I really am too tired to keep going." 
She shifted a sleeping Diamond from one shoulder to the other. "Could I... stay here?"  

Frodo smiled, patting the empty space on the bed next to Sam. "Of course. That is, unless Sam 
objects...?"  

Sam, hearing his name, started out of sleeping drifting and blinked blearily, shaking his head.  

"Here, give me Diamond . . . She seems more tired than the both of you put together!" Frodo 
took Diamond carefully, cradling her gently in his arms - obviously more confident with the 
task than he had been that morning.  

"She ought to be, with all the excitement she's had today," Rose mumbled, lying down on her 
side, pillowing her head on her hands and gazing up at th baby over Sam's still form.  



"We've all had a lot of excitement," Frodo murmured, rocking Diamond slightly. He was silent 
for a long moment, gaze fixed on the baby, then looked up at Rose and smiled, blinking. "We 
should make a bed for her, I think my arms will drop off if I have to hold her for the rest of the 
afternoon."  

Rose lay still, examining the soft lines of Sam's face and the occasional flutter of his eyelashes; 
his chest rising and falling with his slow, even breaths. Frodo returned, carrying the basket 
again, this time empty. Setting it down by the bed, he shifted Diamond up to rest on his 
shoulder as he arranged pillows and blankets in the basket, then lowered Diamond carefully, 
cradling the small head in his hand and breathing a sigh of relief as he withdrew again. Rosie 
propped herself up on an elbow to watch him.  

"You know, you're not as bad with babies as you make out."  

Frodo smiled wryly. "Maybe, but I doubt I could take care of them for longer than a day."  

"You've been taking care of Sam for quite a while, though," Rose said, watching Sam for a 
reaction. Sam grumbled a bit, squinting one eye open.  

Frodo laughed quietly, reaching out to brush Sam's hair back from his forehead soothingly. Sam 
grunted, eyes sliding shut again.  

"Frodo," Rosie said softly after a moment, watching Frodo's pale hand move against Sam's sun-
dark skin.  

"Hmm?"  

"Could you tell us one of your stories?"  

Frodo frowned a little, a slight tightening of his brow. "I don't have any stories of my own," he 
said at length. "But I can tell you one of Bilbo's, or an old elf tale."  

"Don't be silly," Rosie scolded gently. "Of course you have your own stories. Everyone does."  

Frodo shook his head. "No, I've never written any of my own," he said.  

"You don't have to write a story to make it your own," Rosie said sternly. "Just open your mouth 
and let it come out itself."  

Frodo raised an eyebrow, looking at her dubiously.  

"Oh, come here," she said, shifting over a little and patting the bed between and her Sam. "I 
always think up stories when I'm about to fall asleep. So it'll help if you lie down."  



Frodo hesitated for a moment, then climbed over Sam and settled down on the bed, lying on his 
back and looking quite uncomfortable. He was silent for a long while, shifting and fidgeting.  

Rosie sighed. "What's wrong then?"  

Frodo started, turning to look at her with wide eyes, then starting back again when he realised 
how close she was. "Nothing, it's just . . . I'm not used to sleeping with other people."  

"Well good," Rosie said matter-of-factly. "Because you're supposed to be story-telling, not 
sleeping." She settled back on her back again, and gave a contented sigh. "Go on then."  

Frodo fidgeted some more. "I don't know how to start," he said at length.  

"Just open your mouth."  

Frodo took a deep breath. "Once upon a time there was a boy..." He paused, uncertain.  

"Yes, that's a good way to start," encouraged Rosie.  

"He was an only child... no, wait. He had an older brother, and his brother was a knight. His 
brother had gone on a grand adventure, a long time ago, and brought back a huge treasure.  

"Now, the boy was very lucky to have an older brother with a huge treasure. It meant he had a 
nice place to live, you see, and someone to talk to when he got lonely. And he had his books to 
keep him company, too, full of adventures like the one his brother had been on.  

"But it can be a difficult thing, too, living in the after-time of an adventure. Everyone knew his 
brother now, you see, for they were very famous. But the boy didn't want to be famous, he just 
wanted his books and his garden and a spot to sit and think."  

"Why did he like the garden? You didn't mention it before." Sam mumbled.  

"You of all people should know how much there is to like in a garden, Sam my lad. This garden 
was especially loveable, for it was the prettiest garden in all the world, and twice as nice again. 
The boy never felt quite so happy as when he was in his garden.  

"But he felt as if he were little more than a shadow, sometimes, for his brother was so very 
famous, and had so many riches. And who was he, but a boy with a book in the garden?  

"So one day he packed a bag and set out, to have an adventure. He was quite young, you must 
remember, and rather silly. This was not entirely his fault, as he had been brought up by 
cousins equally lacking in sensibility, but that was how things were nevertheless. He thought 
nothing more natural than setting off one day in search of a great quest.  



"And, as tends to happen when silly boys set off without thinking, the boy became lost. He 
wandered deeper and deeper into the forest, having no idea which way it was to anything. 
Presently, he met an Elf, sitting on a fallen log and playing a song on a silver flute."  

Sam opened his eyes, interest piqued. Frodo smiled, noticing, and went on.  

"The Elf smiled at the boy, and smiled at the small pack on the boy's back. 'Where are you 
going, little mortal?' the Elf asked.  

"'I'm going to seek an adventure,' explained the boy proudly. 'I want to go on a great quest.'  

"'But why do you want that?' the Elf smiled curiously at him.  

"'Because I want to be the sort of fellow who has been on a journey, of course!' the boy 
answered.  

"'Very well,' said the Elf. 'I shall give you a task to complete. Fetch me the purest warmth this 
age has known, for a need a lining for my winter coat.'  

"So the boy set off to find the purest warmth the age had known. He burnt his fingertips in the 
campfire when he tried to cook himself supper, but even that heat wasn't right for the Elven 
task he was appointed to complete. Come morning, the boy walked and walked, and reached a 
large gilded cage filled with beautiful and terrible birds. Phoenixes, they were, birds that burn 
up and rise again from their own ashes. But even with beautiful songs and firey feathers, they 
weren't enough for what the boy needed.  

"He searched north as far as he could walk in a day, and then south, and then east, and then 
west, and still the boy could not find the purest warmth the age had known. Having failed, the 
boy went back to the Elf and apologised, saying he had not found what he had been instructed 
to seek. The Elf nodded, and gave the boy a penny for his trouble. The boy started on the long 
walk home, feeling very dejected and worthless. It was nice to see his brother waiting for him, 
though, for he'd missed the knight more than he had expected to.  

"'I tried to go on an adventure, but I failed. I wanted to be like you!' the boy cried, and his 
brother just laughed gently.  

"'Don't try to be me, lad, for the world already has more of that than it needs. Be yourself, and 
be happy with that.'  

"So the boy went out to his garden, and sat down with his book. And then he noticed that there 
was a beam on sunlight dancing over the words, and he put his fingertips to it, and laughed. 
For it was the purest warmth the age had known! And he looked around his garden, and 
smiled.  



"'Why, I looked to the north and the south and the east and the west, and all the time it was here 
waiting!'"  

 
 
There was a long silence, broken only by the sound of their soft breathing, rising and falling and 
filling the room with easy warmth.  

"He could have just asked his gardener in the first place," Sam mumbled.  

Rosie groaned, rolling over again to reach over Frodo and swat at Sam. "That's not the point, 
silly," she scolded lightly.  

Sam poked back lazily, sleepy arm not quiet ready to be dragged back to wakefulness just yet, 
instead flopping heavily against Frodo's own. "What do you know about it, anyway, it's Mr 
Frodo's story," he grumbled.  

"Yes, but if he chooses to tell it, it means he's letting whoever hears it take whatever point they 
want from it. It becomes their story."  

"That doesn't make sense at all," Sam said, voice still thick with looming sleep.  

"Yes it does," Frodo said softly, then fell silent again, as if he'd surprised himself. "What use is 
there telling a story if others don't enjoy it? And everyone enjoys stories for different reasons."  

"But why would they write the story in the first place if they didn't enjoy it?"  

"They enjoy it because other people enjoy it," Rose said firmly.  

Sam grumbled again. "I think sometimes stories need to be written for the writer. Even if they 
don't enjoy it. It's like gardening. It hurts to pull up thistles, but come spring, there's a lot more 
room for the flowers to grow."  

"Perhaps," Frodo murmured. "I don't know if I've read many stories like that, though."  

"It don't always have to be stories, I think," Sam mumbled, sleep overtaking him at last. He 
rolled over, breath warm against Frodo's shoulder. Rosie gazed at him over the slow rise and 
fall of Frodo's chest, eyes half-lidded and heavy. "Otherwise you've been telling our story all 
day."  

 
 
By the time Bilbo found them, they had relaxed together into a complicated tangle of arms and 



legs and dreaming, and it would have taken a hard-hearted hobbit indeed to wake them from it. 
So they stayed like that until morning, and kept each other company.  

 

 

The little boy who lives down the lane  

by Mary 

"Happy birthday to you, you're a hundred and two. Happy birthday to me, I'm a hundred and 
three..." 
 
Bilbo looked up from his porridge in surprise. "What on earth is that racket?"  
 
Frodo stood, going over to the window and glancing outside. "It appears to be Jolly Cotton 
tormenting one of the Rumble ewes." 
 
Bilbo nodded, as if this was much the sort of explanation he'd expected. "Well, tell him to do it 
quietly. First breakfast time is hardly a suitable hour for noisy games." 
 
By the time Frodo finished his own meal and went to see what the trouble was, however, Jolly 
had grown tired of the game and wandered down towards the Pool with his brothers. His sister 
was there, watching the wary flock as they settled back into ordinary sheep routines.  
 
"Good morning, Rosie," Frodo said, leaning on the fence beside her. "What're you thinking of, so 
serious?" 
 
"Poetry." 
 
Frodo raised his eyebrows. "Oh yes?" 
 
"Mm." Rosie nodded. "About how stupid it is." 
 
That got a surprised chuckle out of Frodo. "What?" 
 
"You heard me. It's stupid. Like 'baa baa black sheep'. What does that even mean? Sheep can't 
talk, and even a talking sheep can't cut its own wool off." 
 
"It's just a nursery rhyme. I don't think the composer was worried about technical accuracy, 



Rose." 
 
"Well, they should have been." Rosie sighed, then muttered the rest of the verse to herself. "One 
for the Master, one for the Thain, and one for the little boy who lives down the lane... I don't see 
what any of them need the black wool, anyway. The Master of Buckland and the Tuckborough 
Thain have lots of sheep of their own, and Sam's got that nice red jacket his sister May knitted 
last winter." 
 
"So Sam's the little boy who lives down the lane, then?" Frodo grinned. Rosie Cotton's perpetual 
exasperation and grudging fondness for Sam Gamgee was endearing to watch, and both Frodo 
and his uncle suspected that it would last through childhood and for the rest of their lives. Bilbo 
had even put a little bag of the "Smaug vintage" gold aside as a wedding present already.  
 
"Well, you're not little, and I'm a girl, and there's hardly anyone else worth mentioning. So, yes, 
Sam it is." 
 
"No wonder you dislike poetry so much, with such a logical head on your shoulders." 
 
"I never said I disliked it. I said it was stupid. Not the same thing at all," Rosie sniffed. "After all, 
I like you all right, don't I?"  
 

Blindfold by Singe 

Terribly large and strong hands guided Frodo this way and that, sometimes pushing, sometimes pulling, 

often lifting him into the air and over obstacles he couldn't see. Those same hands would occasionally give 

him a comforting pat on his shoulder, his back, even his stomach once. Frodo was not reassured. The black 

blindfold covered his entire, sweating face and he was desperate for air but he dared not lift his tied hands 

to tug at the cloth. He heard a thud and a small "Ah!" of pain from an equally bound Sam. Frodo stopped, 

alarmed. 

"I beg your pardon, Little Sir." said a deep and contrite voice far over their heads. Frodo turned towards 
it, towards Sam, wanting so badly to see. "I didn't see that root."  

"Neither did I." Sam's muffled voice groused and Frodo heard the Big Man help Sam up and dust him 
off. Faramir's men weren't bad people. But they were so, so terribly dangerous... 

"I shall guide you better in the future." the man apologized. 

"Oh, I'm alright. You're too tall to see anythin' on the ground anyway." Sam answered and Frodo 
smiled, unseen behind his mask of a blindfold. Dear, forgiving Sam...his own guide prodded him and 



Frodo started walking again. He felt a stir of familiar air and was overjoyed to realize that his friend was 
directly beside him now. Sam obviously sensed him, too, and, they reached for each other. Walking slowly 
they clasped their tied hands together the best they could. Frodo stroked Sam's fingertips, feeling the dirt 
on his skin and his ragged nails, giving the best comfort he could and dreading the moment when they 
would, inevitably, be pulled apart again. If only he could see. 

Suddenly a strong, welcome memory came to Frodo and he pinched. "I think I can guess you...I 
think...you're Rosie Cotton?"  

He was rewarded with a surprised gasp of smothered laughter. "Oh, NOW you guess Rosie? Well, wrong 
AGAIN!" Sam said before rough terrain separated them and the Men lifted their prisoners high. Frodo's 
fingers were cold again. Tired, afraid and lost in a dark world he desperately escaped into the memory he 
had teased Sam with...a much different place...a happier time...another blindfold... 

Tooks. Tooks everywhere at the Great Smial's Yule Gala. Dancing, drinking, laughing, drinking, 
eating, gaming, drinking, singing and drinking some more and Frodo Baggins was in ecstasy 
amidst the crush; the dim, empty tunnels of Bag End a far and unpleasant memory. Pretty 
Emmemine Took threw her arms around him and landed a kiss on his chin but danced away 
before he could reciprocate. Frodo was grasping at thin air and realized he'd drunk more 
blackberry wine than he truly needed. But he needed more if he was going to drown his sudden 
disappointment and the wine was so cool, dark and luscious. Where did he see that wine barrel 
last?  

"C'mon, Frodo! Come and play!" Merry's welcome voice rose above the shouts, giggles, music 
and breathless talk that surrounded him. Merry and at least fifty cheerfully inebriated Tooks, all 
friends and relatives of Frodo's, were crammed into one corner of the packed dance floor. They 
surrounded a single plush chair and Merry held a strip of blue silk high in his hands. "We're 
playing Guess Me!"  

Frodo balked. "NOT I!" he shouted and began to swim through the crowd in the opposite 
direction.  

Merry shouted "GRAB HIM!" and Frodo was absolutely staggered to find himself seized by 
Nick and Jolly Cotton. They dragged him backwards towards the laughing crowd and dumped 
him in the chair. They were big, burly Hobbits, the Cottons, and for all their plain, tough 
homespun and thick Bywater accents, their joy and delight made them practically 
indistinguishable from their rapturous hosts. 

Frodo gaped up at them, surprised but pleased that the hard-working brothers were obviously 
having a wonderful time in the Smial of his kin. "What are you two doing here?!"  

Nick slung a friendly arm around him and leaned in too close, Frodo's eyes almost crossed. 
"Weez invited! By Master Pippin! Love 'im! Love the Tooks! Love you!" He fell over. Jolly, 
grinning, grabbed him under the arm and hauled him out of the way. Frodo stood up but an 



entire passel of revelers pressed him back down again. Frodo yelped as he felt the cool press of 
Merry's silken band on his forehead and he slapped at his cousin's hands. 

"Stop that! I'm too old for this game! Merry! I'm too old!" Frodo struggled to get out of the chair 
but he was firmly shoved down again. 

"Awwww!" Merry sympathized and gave Frodo's jaw a sarcastic squeeze. He snatched his hand 
back before Frodo could bite him. "Does Cousin Frodo look too old to you?!" he asked his young 
friends. A great chorus of NO rose up almost loud enough to drown out the dancers and the 
beat of their feet on the floor as they whirled to an old, lively tune. 

"He's barely out of his tweens from the looks of him!" 

"He's just a BAY-BEEEE!!" 

"I'm almost fifty! Let me up!" Merry plopped down in his lap and Frodo dumped him to the 
floor. 

"YOU! Hold him down!" Merry shouted and strong hands on Frodo's shoulders sat him firmly 
in the chair. Other hands joined in to hold him in place. There was no fighting them and Merry 
scrambled up to wind the silk around Frodo's eyes. Merry's flushed and grinning face was cut 
off from Frodo's sight and for that, at least, he was grateful. He shook his head in blind disgust 
and gave in, holding still at last. One of his guards, the one with the impossibly strong hands, 
gave him an apologetic pat.  

"I'm too old. I'm too old for this..." Merry adjusted the silk. "Stop fussing, Merry. I can't see a 
thing. But this isn't at all dignifiedâ€¦"  

"Oh, shut up, you were a master at this game, I heard tell..." girlish giggles broke out of the blue 
darkness. Merry got out of his lap and Frodo made a show of brushing off his party trousers. 
More giggles. The too-old Master of Bag End sat still, then, and smiled and waited, his good 
humor completely restored but he kept his arms sullenly crossed to tease everyone. "Who's 
first?" Merry called. A whispered 'me!' floated to Frodo's ears and he recognized the voice. His 
smile threatened to become a grin but he stifled it just in time. It would never do to play your 
hand, as it were, too soon. He truly was a master at this game. This and ring-toss and chess. 
"You?" Merry asked. "My heart is breaking but all right...now, Frodo, guess who this is? And no 
touching!" Frodo planted his hands firmly on his knees. He heard the rustle of skirts...there was 
a light touch on his shoulder and a brief scent of ale and cinnamon before warm lips pressed 
against his own. Frodo returned the kiss with a great smack. 

"Estella!" he called and applause rang out from the circle. He could hear Diamond crowing with 
laughter at Estella's dismay and wondered if the North Took was going to be next.  



"Stel's too easy." Merry ignored her insulted shout of 'I am not!' Dinny guffawed again. "Who's 
next?" Merry called as Frodo tried to recall all who was in the circle around him. There had been 
Diamond, Estella, Jolly, Nick, Olly, Red, Chica, Lollo, Merry...Merry? Where was Pippin? There 
was a sudden smell of apples and cake and his mouth was playfully mashed by his cousin's 
lips. Frodo jerked back and made a show of wiping his face with his sleeve. 

"Bleah! There you are, Pip!" Frodo shouted and he felt Pippin give him a swat on the head for 
the insult. He could hear Pippin laughing as he was dragged away by Merry.  

"Oy, Pip, stay away from there. I mean it! Don't give me that innocent look, I know you!" Merry 
played the part of The Jealous Lover to a tee and he was cheered. Frodo clapped his hands and 
laughed. The dancing was becoming impossibly louder, now that he couldn't see it, and he 
found himself tapping his foot in time to the music. The world was silky blue and full of music 
and laughter and the scent of rich foods and perfumes. This was fun! He really must come to 
Great Smials more often. "Frodo needs a challenge." Merry decided and his voice lowered into a 
stage whisper. "Bring me Pot's prize-winning piglet!" 

"NO!" Frodo screamed. "NOT AGAIN!" He lurched to his feet in feigned terror. 

"Hold him!" The strong hands on his shoulders were back as well as Merry's arse on his lap and 
Frodo's struggles came to a quick end. Hands petted and soothed him and he allowed himself 
to be 'calmed' as he choked back his laughter. "Guard him. Watch him carefully. He's tricky." 
Merry admonished and Strong Hands grasped Frodo's collar and shook him to show they 
meant business to the great amusement of everyone.  

"I hate this game!" Frodo declared and clutched his chest. "Yuck!" He got a sympathetic stroke 
on his hair for his distress and he leaned into it to show his appreciation. Then his guard's 
hands rested comfortably on his shoulders. 

"YOU!" Merry suddenly yelled. Frodo heard the thuds on the floor and felt the vibrations as 
Merry jumped up and down and called to someone in the distance. "You! C'mere! We're playing 
a game! Have you ever...don't speak, just nod your head. We don't want him to hear you. Have 
you ever played Guess Me before? No? You kiss him and he has to guess who you are. That's 
all. He gets three guesses and, don't worry, he can't touch you. All right? Oh, c'mon!"  

Frodo tilted his head towards the conversation. This game was popular in Brandy Hall and the 
Tooklands. Who was this person that hadn't heard of it? "It's not fair picking someone I don't 
know, Merry!" 

"You know her." Merry assured him. "Or him, I mean. Balls, I gave it away!" Pippin laughed at 
him. "All right, it's a her, Frodo. Good luck! Not like you need it, though!" Frodo laughed and 
tilted his head up, resisting the ridiculous urge to pooch out his lips. Certainly he had had too 
much wine. He felt gentle fingers on his chin. They quickly disappeared. She, whoever she was, 
was hesitant. 



"Go on!" Pippin urged. "Go on! He won't bite much!" More encouragement and applause from 
the circle rang out. She moved closer. Frodo could feel her skirts brushing against his hands 
where they rested on his knees.  

"It's all right. They mean no harm." Frodo whispered. "Neither do I. You don't have to play if 
you don't want to." The soft fingers were back on his face and, suddenly, Frodo felt a keen 
anticipation. It surprised him. She leaned in and he breathed deep. He could smellâ€¦hay. The 
sun. The kiss was quick and soft. Warm. Chaste. Just a sweet peck, really, he barely felt it on his 
lips. He could smell roses. He could dimly smell...cotton? He froze. Rose Cotton. Oh, oh, oh, this 
was Rosie! She moved away and Frodo swallowed in shock. Rosie. Laughing, warm, alive, 
beautiful Rosie. What was she doing here? Of course, of course, she came with her brothers. 
Frodo winced. 

"Well, Frodo?" Merry asked. "Who is it?" 

They were beautiful together, Sam and Rosie. They watched each other. They flirted. Nothing 
more than that. For now. Where was Sam? Was he back at Bag End weeding Frodo's garden? 
Was he here? What would he think if he saw this? Wait, he had to be here, somewhere, Jolly 
and Nick were his best friends and they wouldn't leave him behind as long as someone could 
take over his duties for a spell. Would Sam be angry with him or... 

...would he take a turn? 

The opportunity to, ah, guess Rosie AND Sam? Now that would be a wonderful, wonderful 
opportunity. And it was just a game, really, just a game. Rosie. Rose Cotton. Frodo lost control 
of his words. He lost control of himself. It was Yule! It was a party! Where was the harm? 
Really. "I...I don't know who it is." 

"Whaaaat?" He could hear the doubt in Merry's voice. Frodo shrugged.  

"I don't know. I haven't a single, solitary clue." He tried to sound innocent and several Tooks 
laughed. Frodo smiled. With three tries possible, guessing wrong, obviously so, was also part of 
the fun. Yes. Good, clean fun. 

"Oh, dear!" Merry was sarcastic and the circle was cheering again. Frodo could hear Jolly 
laughing hardest of all and Nick, awake again, was practically howling. "You have two more 
tries, cousin. As you well know. AHEM! M'lady?" Frodo tensed. This was part of the game, too. 
Rosie wasn't stupid. She could refuse. She knew that he knew, after all. And she knew that he 
knew that she knew. And he knew that she knew that he...  

Her timid mouth was on his again and his reason disappeared. Ahhh, yes. Rose. Strong, almost 
tortuous, memories of past temptations surfaced in Frodo's addled mind. Rosie laughing up at 
him in the morning sun of his garden. Rosie resting her hand on his shoulder as she bent over 



his book, her curly, soft hair falling forward into the sunlight streaming through the window, as 
she argued with him about what the characters were truly up to.  

Frodo felt her begin to draw away so he quickly leaned forward and followed her mouth with 
his own, gentle but insistent. No, no. Don't go away just yet. I have to thank you, I have to show 
you...and here was another memory of Rosie telling him earnestly that she thought he was 
wonderful, really, even if everyone else believed he was a tad bookish and odd. Oh, she had 
hugged him that time and her hair had smelled of Spring and her body... 

Such a tortuous multitude of instances when he had wanted so badly to lean in, to close that 
small distance, to just do this. Claim this. Give this. This and this and this. And she was kissing 
him back, gently, she was kissing him, she was indeed, and their mouths were open, just 
enough, and they were drinking each other in, oh, delicious heat and salt and sweet, sweet, 
sweet...  

His tongue pressed at her lip and she broke away with a gasp. Oh no, too much. Too, too much. 
Was she angry? Was she disgusted? He really was a bit strange, after all, he had no illusions 
there. What was she feeling? Frodo felt the heat from Strong Hands seeping through his 
waistcoat and his shirt. At least he knew how his guard felt. Small consolation. Curse this 
blindfold. Curse Merry, curse all the Tooks and Cottons. Frodo's face burned and he hoped the 
lanterns and torches weren't bright enough to give him away. Music, laughter, dancing feet. Oh. 
The Yule party. It was still here.  

So was Merry. "Lovely! Lovely! Ah, I'm envious!" The circle agreed, laughing. Lovely, just 
lovely. "Who is it, Frodo?" 

"Uh." Frodo began a debate with himself. Rosie's desires weren't something he could ask about 
over tea. That would be humorous, Rosie, would you like sugar or honey? Cream? Would you like 
me, too? If he asked for a third try and she accepted then he'd know she didn't mind him so 
much. Wait. Rosie was his friend. Why was he doing this? Because. Because it was Rose. And 
Frodo wanted, more than anything, he wanted more and he wanted it now. "I still have no idea, 
Merry." Everyone cheered and whistled and clapped. Frodo managed a smile and another 
helpless shrug. His palms were sweating and he surreptiously wiped them by tugging his 
waistcoat. She could still refuse. It was a game! Just a game! A game to be laughed over later. A 
game to be dreamed about during the nights he was so tortured with longing he was sure he'd 
go mad before morning. Weak. He was weak. 

Merry was laughing. "My dear lady, it's up to you. Personally, I think Cousin Frodo is a lying 
sack and should be dumped into a ditch. I really do." He was answered with cries of 'Hear, 
hear!' and Frodo blessed his cousin. It was up to Rose. All up to Rose. If she said noâ€¦if she 
said yes...either way he would die.  

"Yes? No? YES!" Merry cheered. Frodo's heart simply stopped. Yes. She said yes. "Make it good, 
then!" His cry was taken up...make it good, make it good, make it good! 



Frodo felt soft fingers on his face and breathed in deeply as all became right with his blue 
world. Rosie tapped his mouth gently and he smiled as she ran a tender fingertip over his 
sensitive bottom lip. All the Tooks shouted their approval with Merry, Pippin, Jolly and Nick 
baying loudest of all. Her hands embedded themselves into his hair and Frodo leaned his head 
back into their caressing support. He felt delirious chills circle all through his body as his 
anticipation built and the happy shrieks from the crowd grew louder. She was going to make it 
good. "I CAN'T STAND IT! KISS HIM ALREADY!!" Estella shouted as Frodo barely succeeded 
in keeping his hands down, though his traitorous fingers caught at and held the fabric of Rose's 
skirt. Then his mouth was attacked and Frodo moaned. 

Roses, he could smell heat and roses and he had what he wanted, her lips, at last, and there, her 
tongue, and she wasn't disgusted with him at all, at all, oh, yes. Rosie was sweet and warm and 
gloriously willing and if she thought she was going to escape his bed tonight she was insane. 
Frodo leaned back, another trick of the game he knew well, and she followed, practically 
climbing into his lap, and kissed her even more deeply as he cheated and reached up to wrap 
his hands in her hair. He was dimly aware of the circle of Tooks stomping and clapping in 
unison and giving out veritable yowls of encouragement... 

...before Strong Hands jerked him to the side and separated them. "Sam!" Rosie cried. "Don't!" 

Frodo lifted the blindfold and looked up, blinking. Strong Hands was Sam. He was here. And 
he was angry. Oh, no. No. Sam's face was red and he still held Frodo's collar in a tight-fisted 
deathgrip. "'Ere, Rosie, that's going a bit far!" 

"It's a game!" she practically screamed and Frodo stood. The lights and the colors were painfully 
bright, even the embroidered flowers on Rosie's best party dress were almost too much for his 
eyes.  

"Sam! I didn't mean..." Sam let go and stood back, away from him. He didn't look up, he kept 
his eyes on Rosie as if Frodo didn't exist. "Sam! It was a game! Listen to me!" Frodo insisted. 

"Hmmph. Tweren't no game and I know it." Sam's arms were crossed and he wasn't looking at 
anyone now. Frodo wanted to kill himself. His lips were moist and he wiped them with his shirt 
cuff. 

"You don't know anything!" Rosie's fists were on her hips and her eyes were blazing.  

"Both of you, listen to me!" Frodo shouted. The three of them were suddenly surrounded and 
forcibly dragged apart. Jolly and Nick had Frodo again and hauled him East while Pippin, 
Estella and Diamond went for Rosie and pulled her North. Sam disappeared Westward 
practically carried aloft by a crowd of Tooks. 

"He was angry, Jolly. He really was. But I didn't know! I didn't know they had an 
understanding." Frodo mumbled. Nick gave him a sorrowfully drunken hug. 



"They don't have an understanding." Jolly reassured Frodo, thumping him repetitiously on the 
back as if he were choking. "They've been dancing around each other forever but they've never 
said yea or nay one way or t'other. Well, this woke 'em up, didn't it, Nick?"  

Nick nodded and then gasped, suddenly horrified. "Don't sack Sam! He din't mean to hit you!" 

"Sam din't...he didn't hit me." Frodo began to straighten his clothes as his heart tried to bash its 
way out of his chest. The shoulders of his waistcoat were damp and puckered. "Too old. I'm too 
old for this." He wanted to scream. He wanted to get out of this haze of smoke and racket. He 
hiccupped. 

"He din't? Oh. That's lucky, then. Sam could break you in two." Nick decided and fell over 
again. Jolly and Frodo just let him fall. 

Merry burst out of the clamor. The game, Frodo noticed coldly, was continuing with 
Emmemine in the chair and she was giggling wildly as her eyes were covered with a checked 
handkerchief. Frodo realized he was still holding the blue silk. He stuffed it in his pocket. Merry 
reached them and stepped over Nick. He was distraught. "Frodo! I didn't know! I swear, I didn't 
know! I never dreamed Sam would get jealous!" 

"No one knew." Jolly reassured him. "I don't think even they knew, really." Frodo had a sudden 
grim thought. Did Rose play along to make Sam angry? He had been standing right there with 
his fingers digging into Frodo's shoulders... 

"Mister Frodo!" Rosie suddenly hurtled out of the crowd and into his arms. He stared down at 
her in shock. "Estella Bolger said I did it to provoke Sam but I didn't! I wanted to!" She was 
crying.  

"I told you not to listen to Stel! You know how her mouth is." Diamond appeared and took hold 
of her. Dinny was much taller than Rosie, taller even than Frodo, but she had a struggle on her 
hands. Rosie aimed an angry swipe at Merry as the cause of all her troubles and he ducked 
behind Jolly.  

Frodo rushed to reassure her, catching her hands. "Now, please, Rosie, don't be upset. 
Everything's fine. It was just a game, after all. It didn't mean a thing." 

That seemed to bring Rosie up short and she blinked. "You...you're sure?"  

"I'm positive." he lied and gave her his best smile as he let her go. Her hands hovered in the air 
for a moment before they dropped to her sides like leaden weights. Frodo straightened his 
waistcoat again with a fussy jerk. If he looked directly into her eyes he'd be lost. 

Rosie then took Dinny's arm and began to back away. "Well, good. Good. All right. Everything's 
fine then." Frodo concentrated on her left ear and nodded pleasantly. She nodded back. Maybe 



it was his imagination but she didn't seem comforted. He thought she'd be relieved, at least. She 
had stopped crying. Suddenly, Rosie spun around and walked away, hauling the North Took 
with her, and Dinny threw a look over her shoulder at Frodo that he couldn't quite interpret. 

Merry reappeared. "I'm going with 'em. I want to talk to Stel about that mouth of hers." Merry 
ran to catch them and stretched up to put his arm around Dinny's shoulders. Frodo sighed.  

Nick came awake again and pulled himself up Jolly to stand upright. He spotted something 
over Frodo's shoulder. "Uh oh." he said conversationally. "Look out." 

"Mister Frodo!" Frodo turned around and became horribly alarmed. It was Sam, barely a foot 
away, and he had three Tooks hanging off him.  

"Run, Frodo!" one of them gasped but Sam suddenly had Frodo by the waistcoat and wasn't 
letting go. Frodo tensed but Sam only hung his head, his entire body a picture of regret and 
misery. 

"Mister Frodo!" he cautiously looked up. "I'm sorry! I'm not mad. I am so, so sorry." The Tooks 
relaxed and flanked Sam to show their support. 

Frodo was relieved and he patted his best friend on the shoulder. "Don't apologize. Please. I'm 
sorry, too. I didn't know."  

Sam was shaking his head, dismissing everything Frodo was saying. "No, you don't know. I 
mean...listen I...I promise I won't get jealous again. I didn't mean to..." Sam blushed. "...wreck 
everybody's fun. Please come back to the game." 

Frodo looked at Sam with wide-eyed horror. "Go back to the game? Oh, no, Sam, I think I've 
had quite enough for one night...wait, that sounded wrong..." Nick was snickering. 

Sam drew in a deep breath and looked Frodo straight in the eye. "Are you sure you've had 
enough, Mister Frodo?" He asked and his small chorus of Tooks looked at Frodo keenly. 

"I'm sure, Sam. It was just a game. Just a game." Frodo nodded encouragingly and turned away. 
"At my age I can only stand so much fun." The Tooks were disappointed and all three gave Sam 
commiserating glances and pats on his arms and back. Frodo wondered why. And people 
thought HE was strange? 

"All's well!" Jolly hastily reassured everyone a little too loudly and pushed Sam away. "C'mon, 
Nick, let's put Sam to bed before things really go wrong. And you, too, you soused idjit." The 
brothers were big and strong, especially Nick, and Sam was dragged sorrowfully away. The 
three Tooks disappeared into the dancing.  

"I am not a soused idjit." Frodo protested weakly to no one. 



"He was talkin' to his brother." Pippin cheerfully informed him and Frodo looked around 
wildly at his cousin and wondered where he had sprung from. People come and go so quickly 
at Great Smials. Pippin tucked his arm around Frodo and led him towards the door. "But he 
might as well have been talking to you, too. Idjits. All three of you."  

"I didn't mean to." 

"Yes, you did." 

"Yes, I did. And it was glorious." Pippin grinned but Frodo sighed. "Ohhh, what have I done, 
Pip?" he groaned and Pippin tightened his grip. 

"Nothin' much, love. Nothin' that won't be laughed away later." He laid his head on Frodo's 
shoulder in a comforting sort of way. 

"That's what I'm afraid of."  

On this day, this frightening, bleak day, Frodo finally realized what he regretted the most. Not playing 
the Game itself. Not the fact that he had tried for more with Rosie and failed. Not making Sam angry. No. 
He regretted running away. He had lain low until the following morning had dawned cruelly bright and 
his hangover was immense. Frodo had crept out a side door and there they were, Sam and Rosie, walking 
hand in hand in a sunlit field and obviously in accord at last. Frodo wanted to join them so badly. He 
wanted to...what? Break their joined hands apart and jump in the middle? What a ridiculous notion. He 
crept back inside instead and tried very, very hard, to keep his resentment down. What right did he have 
to be jealous?  

The game, what people could remember of it, was indeed dismissed lightly and Frodo, Sam and Rosie, 
though awkward around each other for days, never mentioned it. Until today. And Sam had laughed.  

Perhaps the time had come to talk about it. Perhaps Frodo would tell Sam that he had fully intended to 
give the blue silk handkerchief back to Merry but he put it in a drawer instead. Maybe he'd tell Sam that 
sometimes, when the night was ticking away horribly slowly, he would take it out and breathe it in, 
remembering music and dancing and strong hands on his shoulders and warm lips on his own. He would 
insist that the game was one of his grandest memories that still stood out clear and bright in the grey mire 
that his mind had become. Maybe they'd talk about Rosie and Frodo could finally and genuinely 
apologize.  

Maybe Sam would explain what he had meant by 'Are you sure you've had enough, Mister Frodo?' if he 
had meant anything at all. Maybe they could sift through Rosie's words together and find a deeper 
meaning there. Though 'I wanted to.' was painfully direct, wasn't it?  

Frodo shook his head. Maybe Faramir would kill them both. And Sam would never know, never guess, 
never assume, just how much he meant to Frodo. Neither would ever return to Rosie. Rosie would never 
know. Ah, if Frodo ever had another chance, if Faramir let them live... 



Fool. He imagined himself bolting from the dim safety of Great Smials and chasing down Sam and Rosie 
as they walked hand in hand in the morning sunlight of their meadow and shouting 'Wait for me, please, 
wait for me! I didn't mean it!'  

Why did he understand so much now? Why did it take war and pain and horror for him to open his eyes? 
He loved Sam. He loved Rosie. And it wasn't inconvenient or lewd. It just was. And Frodo was weary of 
not acknowledging it and, no, it was no game at all. Sam had been right all along. There was passion and 
there was love, here, here in the Shadow. The truth of that gave him hope as he fumbled about the land in 
the dark.  

He breathed out a deep sigh of regret and the coarse blindfold spread the heat of it all over his face. Still, he 
was comforted. He couldn't see but, at last, he was no longer blind. 

 
End  

 

Want by Hope 

He'd visited Bilbo once, before that memory of his mother's lips blue and ribbons clinging wet 
to the side of her face, come alone because he was a Big Boy Now, old enough that he didn't 
need parents. Didn't need parents to accompany him across the Shire, at least, for a visit to his 
favourite cousin's grand smial - all hidden tunnels and gardens you could have Adventures in. 
Uncle Bilbo talked a lot about Adventures, and he thought he might like to go on one of his own 
one day, to see the elves and dwarves and mountains, Frodo, mountains, which Bilbo seemed to 
think were awfully exciting, but Frodo didn't really see their appeal. Mountains. It was awfully 
hot that day he'd visited, though he recalled it had been snowing the night before, which didn't 
make sense, or maybe it was the month before because he seemed to remember his shouler 
being awfully cold; maybe it had been left poking out of the blankets one night and he hadn't 
noticed? His mothers lips were blue, she must have been awfully cold, but he couldn't 
remember her even drawing the blanket up over his face when he was that cold; though, they 
were adults, they knew what was best. Ribbon wet against her face, he wanted to peel it off and 
brush her hair back, in her mouth like that. He'd wanted to go on an adventure, find treasures 
of his own and Bilbo had smiled, too many teeth in his mouth, and Frodo reached for his breast 
because no, he couldn't... have it, it's--, Bilbo had smiled, and clasped a hand on his shoulder, 
warm, so warm, and said "Come on, my lad, I'll show you where you can find real treasures," and 
had led him out, with a finger to his lips (blue) and eyes sparkling (mine, you can't--) down the 
Hill, but not far, on that day it was so hot, and why was it so difficult to walk down hill? It never 
had been before, Frodo was sure of it, though perhaps they were going up... down the hill, but 
not far, to a smaller garden, smaller door, flowers black and red and black and sharp and (no, I-- 
can't, I--) Bilbo's hand, knocking lightly and echoing in Frodo's skull so that it hurt Bilbo's hand, 



knocking lightly until Ham Gamgee poked his head around from the back garden with a 
mouthful of surprised greetings; and then Frodo had mouthfuls of dust, and ashes and then 
Frodo had mouthfuls of sweet cakes, marmalade roll and pumpkin pie, and when his belly was 
full enough and something was was heavy, so heavy that -- and when his belly was full enough, 
a soft look from the Gammer and a wink from the Gaffer had led him into a small room, 
smaller, tinier than his own (such a little thing) even his own at Brandy Hall, smelling of warm 
milk and something else, something that got stronger as Bell Gamgee placed something small in 
his arms, (smoke) something small and wriggling, something that wrapped tiny fingers around 
his thumb and made a startlingly loud noise "He likes you, Master Frodo, see how he just told you?" 
and oh, he had never so much before wanted . . . 
 
"I have come," he said. "But I do not choose now what I came to do. I will not do this deed. The 
Ring is mine!" 

Care by Meli 
Frodo comes into Bag End, soaked to the skin, and Bilbo clicks his tongue and hurries his young 
nephew out of his wet things. Wrapped in a dry blanket and ensconced before the fire with a 
cup of tea, Frodo chatters merrily about the fun he had playing with his cousins. Bilbo listens in 
delight, absently noting the mud dripping down Frodo's neck.  

"Time for a bath, lad," he says when Frodo runs out of story, and hustles the boy into the 
bathroom, drawing him a warm bath. Drying Frodo's hair after the bath, Bilbo is struck by the 
feeling of wasted time. How long has he been alone? And why did he wait so long to welcome 
Frodo into his life?  

Frodo goes obediently to bed after a late snack of cake and tea and apples. Bilbo sits up for a 
long time, smoking and thinking, his mind awhirl with the newfound pleasures of taking care 
of someone else.  

 

Raspberry by Meli 
"Raspberry scones."  

Frodo blinked and looked over his book. "What, Rosie-lass?"  

Rosie Cotton, hands on her hips, pointed to a basket at her feet. "Raspberry scones. I made 
them. For us. When we have tea."  



Setting aside his book, Frodo rose from his chair and picked up the basket. The scones smelled 
delicious, and Frodo smiled at Rosie. "Thank you."  

Turning to take them into the kitchen, he noticed Sam sticking his tongue out at Rosie. Rosie 
stuck hers out in return, and Frodo shook his head, hiding a laugh. Sometimes his two 
'students' were the most amusing things ever.  

 

 

Mushy Apples by Meli 

Frodo frowned at his paper. "Don't see why I have to learn this," he mumbled, glancing 
longingly out the window. He could hear the shrieks of the other Hobbit children at their play.  

Bilbo smiled kindly and patted his head. "Elvish is one of the most beautiful languages. And the 
Elves have such lovely stories. It'll be worth it, my lad." He moved over to the desk and sat 
down, engrossing himself in one of his books.  

Pretending to study, Frodo waited until he was sure Bilbo wouldn't notice, then crept from his 
chair and snuck over to the window. As quietly as he could, he slipped out of it, and ran down 
the hill.  

Rosie greeted him by flinging a mushy apple at his head. Sam tackled her into the leaves and 
tickled her mercilessly, and the others pelted both of them with more of the soft missiles.  

Frodo picked up an apple and joined in. 

Dancing by Meli 

Rosie Cotton sat at the edge of the Ring and sighed. "I wish I could dance like that," she said, 
her eyes on the dancers spinning and twirling in the ring.  

Sam Gamgee shook his head. "Not me. Dancing's for girls."  

Rosie put her hands on her hips. "Is not," she declared. "Look, there's Mr. Frodo," she said, and 
pointed.  



Sam followed her finger and saw Frodo laughing, twirl among the others. "Oh," he scratched his 
head and frowned. "Well, maybe I will learn to dance then."  

Rosie stuck out her tongue. "Not before me."  

Sam sniffs and turned away. "Will so," he muttered, and beside him, Rosie stiffled a giggle.  

Happily ever after by Meli 

"And they all lived happily ever after."  

"Or at least until they had their first fight."  

"Rosie!"  

"What? It's true. Nobody gets a happily ever after. People aren't like that."  

"I do declare, Rosie Cotton, you have the most depressing way of looking at things."  

Rosie smiled cheekily at her brother. "Only if you think of it as depressing. I think you can have 
a perfect wonderful life, even if it isn't always happy. There are good times and bad times and 
the bad makes the good seem better."  

Nick shook his head. "I pity the man you marry."  

Sparkles by Nunki 

"Sparkles!" 

"No, darling, don't run, I need your help..." It was too late, and Bell's mother sighed as her small 
daughter ran out the door, chasing at full speed the cart which had just rolled by.  

*Gandalf and his magic. Ah well, I was a child once... and I remember fully how the showers of 
colours enchanted me.* She closed her eyes, the memory of a particularly brilliant blue, green, 
and purple starburst coming unwarned into her mind. Blinking, she acted - tossing the 
dishcloth onto the table, she also ran down the lane, following her daughter and the streams of 
hobbit children in a mad-happy run after the fireworks cart...  



Force of habit by Slipstream 

Frodo was tired all the time. He slept a lot, taking random cat-naps in the oddest of places 
throughout the white city. Dinner, the ordering of arms, Gimli's tale of the passage through 
Rohan, all had been events interrupted by the soft snorts Frodo made in his sleep. Pippin had 
often looked up from some random task to find himself staring at the mop of black curls resting 
against folded arms, pale pointed ears poking out comically.  

Once Pippin had come back late from guard duty and found Frodo asleep in their little garden, 
curled into a tight ball on the hard ground with his head roughly pillowed by a misshapen 
pack. When Pippin shook him awake, demanding quietly that he come in to the warmth and a 
soft bed, Frodo had grinned bashfully and complied. 'Sorry,' he apologized, indicating his 
sparse bedroll. 'Force of habit.'  

He dozed on horseback while they rode through the grasslands of Rohan, curled up on the 
ground close to the fire at night whenever they stopped to camp. While visiting the Lady 
Eowyn he seemed more apt to end up on the hard stone floor than in bed, something Pippin 
observed with growing alarm. Even in Rivendell his nightly rest was broken with nightmares 
and he seemed to nap more easily on hard benches and the occasional corner in the vast 
expanses of corridors.  

Yet despite all this random sleeping he grew more wane and sick, the shadows under his eyes 
darker with each passing restless night. A tiny voice which Pippin preferred to ignore thought 
that perhaps Frodo was doing this to himself, purposefully seeking out pain instead of comfort. 
Try as he could to reverse this, his cousin just sank further and further into himself, only even 
barely responding when Sam, no matter what part of Middle Earth they made camp in, came to 
carry his too-thin form back to a proper bed.  

This continued even they were in Hobbiton, and when Merry and Pippin finally left for home 
the young Took had to resign to himself that nothing would ever change, Frodo would never 
allow himself the comforts he so truly deserved as the Ringbearer.  

Thus it came as some surprise when, upon visiting Bag End a few months after Sam and Rosie's 
marriage, Pippin witnessed Frodo willingly preparing for bed and retiring early (with the 
proper apologies, of course), to the master chamber, emerging the following morning refreshed 
with cheeks glowing in health. Only when this happened every night for several nights was he 
convinced it was not some ruse, and he sought answers from Rosie one morning at elevencies.  

'How did you do it, Rosie? How did you convince our stubborn Baggins to stop being daft and 
sleep on a mattress like a proper hobbit?'  



She smiled at him across her tea, her eyes twinkling in mischief. 'It was hard work, getting him 
away from that rock of a cot he insisted on sleeping on, but Sam and I are very stubborn 
ourselves and would never let the master not sleep in the biggest and best bed in the house.' 
Frodo chose this moment to return from the kitchens carrying a fresh loaf of surprisingly 
unburnt bread, and Rosie grinned wickedly at him. 'Besides, I do believe that Sam and I can be 
very convincing when it comes to who sleeps in what bed. Don't you agree, Frodo?'  

The master of Bag End blushed the color of the strawberry spread and sat down quickly, hands 
coming to rest in his lap. Pippin exchanged a rather wide eyed look with a quietly smirking 
Merry while Frodo stammered in response to Rosie's and Sam's light kisses on either cheek and 
decided that it wasn't such a bad idea after all.  

Sweet and sticky by Slipstream 

When packing the little bag he would carry on his quest, Frodo was sure to sneak in amongst 

the bread and cheese and apples and other such vittles one freshly baked marmalade roll. While 

Gandalf wasn't looking, he removed some of those pesky fresh shirts the wizard insisted on him 

taking to make room for his precious bundle, wrapped in a red cloth to keep it warm. He could, 

after all, wear the same shirt more than once, and one never knew when one might be in the 

mood for something sweet and sticky. He smiled mischievously. And, as it was likely to be a 

cold and arduous journey, and he was low on warm blankets, it was probably best that he 

brought Samwise along as well. Who knew, perhaps his gardener liked sweet and sticky things 

as well. 

Hobbit of constant sorrow by Singe 

Frodo has wealth. He has a remarkable constitution, in fact, he hasn't aged in years. He has the 

grandest home for miles. He has fine food, fine wine and uproarious and true friends to help 

him share it all. He has talent with a pen and a fine singing voice. He has beauty, charm, wit 

and brains and he works hard to do good and to be good. He even has a magical ring, of all the 

extravagant things, that makes him invisible when he wants to escape his unwanted visitors 

and helps him play baffling pranks on the unsuspecting.  

 

He has a burning hot bitterness that's eating him up from the inside out because having all 

these wonderful things means less than nothing if he can't have what he wants. What does he 

want? Those two. He wants to give himself over to that one's strong, caressing hands and 

breathe in light and warmth and the perfume of the blooming garden. He wants to slip his arm 

around the other's slim waist and dance down the hall to his bed in a whirl of laughter and 



desire and long, streaming hair just the way they dance together. He wants them. 

 

He can't have them. What would they want with him when they have each other?  

 

So he hits himself in the head and laughs at his folly. And when he's feeling truly sorry for 

himself he puts his talents to use and writes and sings sad, disappointed songs. Sometimes he 

even sings his creations to them and they praise his originality. He smiles. Sometimes he 

overhears them singing his tunes and is pleased that they've reworked his grand, useless words 

into something simpler but much more powerful and pleasing to them. Oh, he loves them so 

much. They are his greatest joy. And his constant sorrow. 

 

"Maybe your friends think I'm just a stranger, 

a face you'll never see no more. 

But there is one promise that is given. 

I'll meet you on that Golden Shore." 
 

Pretty Good Year (canon): 

Favourite things by Meg. 

 

There are few things Sam likes better to watch than the sight of Frodo's 

slim, pale body half covered by Rosie's dusky curves. One of the other 

things is the look on Frodo's face when Sam looks up mid-thrust and catches 

Frodo's eyes when he chooses to watch rather than take part. The pale pink 

of his barely open mouth and the half dreaming, half studious look in his 

eyes - almost as if he was trying to burn their images to his mind. Engrave 

them there forever, as if he was afraid he'd blink and they'd be gone. 

 

Rosie doesn't like that look, Frodo is always so distant and far away then 

and she dislikes that, preferring to keep Frodo grounded and close to them. 

If Sam stares too long, she'll look up, narrow her eyes and reach out one 

hand to tug Frodo closer to them, pulling him into contact with them in the 



hopes that he'll come back to them and *stay* with them instead of wandering 

off into the memories. 

 

That's another thing Sam likes to watch. The *look* that spreads across 

Rosie's face when she's decided that Frodo is about to disappear into his 

memories. It's half worry, half anger, a lot of love and just the tiniest 

bit of fear and he's never been so glad that she's taken them both into her 

heart, knowing that Sam loves Frodo and that Frodo is broken and she's 

determined to fix him, not just for Sam but for her as well. 

 

His favourite things, Sam notices, are all linked. Because Frodo ends half 

up under Rosie, her head on his chest, her mouth travelling his skin, and 

Sam covering them both with his body, his skin, like the sun covering his 

flower and her seeds. Rocking his hips slowly causes his final favourite 

thing to watch to appear - the pleasure that fills all of them and turns 

blue and brown eyes soft and hazy as they lie tangled together, breathing 

each other in. 

No Ordinary Hobbit by Hope. 

Rosie had been fond of Bilbo Baggins' tales when she was a lass. She had early, brightly formed 
memories of the softness of the thick, green grass of Bag End's front garden under her skirt, her 
eyes half closed as she drifted beyond the Shire in the warm haze of sunlight. Half her attention 
focused on tales of dwarves and gold and dragon's fire; the other half on the steady *clip-clip* 
of gardener's shears nearby. Sam would always linger as close as possible, fooling no one – he 
could barely hold up the weight of the shears on his own – but his father had given them to 
him, and the bench in Master Baggins' garden was always set amongst the longest grass.  

She'd been fond of the tales, yes – epics of adventure in which a hobbit was the hero; but the 
fairytales she'd listened to in the cradle of her mother's lap for as long as she remembered were 
what she *loved*. Princesses being rescued (or even better, rescuing *themselves*), the 
reciprocation of a love against all odds – age, death, ugliness. . . These were the things she 
found herself clutching tight to her breast as she ran across the fields of the Shire, singing out 
nonsense songs and feeling as if if she ran a little faster she would take off and leave the ground 
altogether, and her heart would burst for the joy of it.  

Yes, she preferred those stories -- *her* stories. Where everything was clear and simple, and 
always with happy endings. She was fond of the adventure in Bilbo's tales – flying with the 



eagles and fighting off wolf attacks with fireworks – but she couldn't tell who were the heroes 
and who were the villians. And that didn't give it a very happy ending, true or no.  

She sighed, clucking and hushing softly as Elanor squealed at the movement, flailing her tiny 
fists.  

“Come on now, sweetling, time to get up,” she whispered, and winced as she heaved herself up 
from the small cot set flush against the wall of the bedroom. “No wonder he can't sleep at 
night,” she murmured, rubbing the small of her back gingerly.  

It was early – no later than half an hour past dawn – and despite the gap of several hours since 
she'd first lain down in the bed, her heart still leapt painfully in her chest at the sight of the two 
of them, barely shifted at all. Frodo's left hand was tightly laced with Sam's, the contrast of light 
and dark in their skin all the more obvious in the early morning light.  

Elanor grumbled softly.  

“All right, all right,” Rosie murmured, bouncing her daughter gently on her hip as she tiptoed 
out of the room, sweeping up the old rag doll – it had been hers, as a child -- from Elanor's 
cradle and placing it in her chubby grasp. “Here's your dolly then.”  

Rosie thought that maybe she should feel different than this – the brief surge in her chest 
seemed to be from something other than pain. If her mother was here she'd tell her to be jealous. 
Tell her to stop what she was doing right *now* and leave the kitchen, leave the smial. Run back 
home to her mother, her childhood.  

But it was her mother's voice that still rang in her ears, in the brightly woven shell around her 
heart. *Fairy tales aren't going to get you anywhere, Rose-lass. You're a woman now. You have 
you're own roles to play.*  

But what kind of tale had she slipped into?  

*Slipped* into, that was wrong – Sam's voice echoed even closer, even deeper than her mother's 
. . . *“I should warn thee before your heart's all set. Mr Frodo's more important to me than air or 
water, and that's not a feeling that can be put away in a box.“*  

And she *hadn't* wanted it to be put away in a box, had she?  

There were boxes in her fairytales, boxes given as gifts never to be opened for the chaos they 
contained. Rose was no fool – she knew the difference between reality and fantasy, despite what 
her mother might have to say about it. They'd come back from their adventure changed, and 
that was real. But Sam's box of earth, that was real too, for all the tales she heard of lads trading 
their most valuable possessions for magic seeds.  



And Frodo . . . Frodo seemed to be another box to her, one with big tangled ball of darkness 
wrapped inside, and oh, if she could just find the key she could unravel it and his thread could 
weave with theirs, where it belonged.  

Where it belonged.  

Rosie felt a tiny hand grip her ankle and she glanced down. “Hello lassy, what're you after? 
Hungry, are you?”  

She swooped down to pick up Elanor from where she sat on the floor-- rag doll still gripped in 
chubby fingers – and groaned a little at the protesting ache in her back. “At least *you* got a 
good night's sleep,” she murmured to her daughter as she sat carefully, unlacing the front of her 
bodice and freeing a breast. Elanor latched on eagerly.  

Sighing softly, Rosie leant back against the wall. “What do you think, then, my little elvish 
flower?” She brushed Elanor's fine baby-locks from her forehead. Elanor hummed happily, and 
Rosie laughed.  

“You're the most beautiful thing I've ever seen,” she whispered, leaning over her baby and 
closing her eyes the breathe in the fresh scent deeply. He heart felt like a butterfly, long, elegant 
sweeps of delicate wings floating about inside of her. “Well, *one* of the most.” She began to 
sing softly.  

The song continued beyond Elanor's breakfast, filling the kitchen brightly as she prepared the 
family's more solid foods. A joyful shriek from her daughter brought her attention to the 
doorway and she smiled softly at the figure half-hidden behind the doorframe, looking as if he 
were about to enter a dragon's lair.  

“That cot-bed of yours is mighty uncomfortable,” she said breezily. “My mother used to tell me 
tales of a princess who could feel a pea through her mattress, but I'll wager you're hiding 
pumpkins under that one.”  

All by Hope. 

Rosie couldn't remember if she'd ever wanted Sam for her all. Wanted all of Sam, to be all of 

her. She remembered rolling her eyes at other lasses mooning after this lad or that, sighing that 

Oh, if I can't have him I might die! 

 

Rosie couldn't see the sense in that. Most of the lads didn't even seem to notice them anyway; 

lasses were convenient because their dresses (whilst occupied, of course) were convenient 

storing-places for frogs and other slimy creatures -- why would you want to die for something 

like that?  



 

She'd never wanted Sam for her all. Never wanted all of him, of course not. 

 

She'd quashed the sudden lurch in her belly when her father had come home one night, come in 

still warm from the sun and booming conversationally Hamfast tells me the Baggins is taking 

himself to Buckland, and he's taking young Samwise with him. Plate and mug shaking in her hands 

for only a moment; her father giving her a brief, queer look. Lying in bed that night with hands 

clenched into hot-wet-salty fists, telling herself stories of heroines that rescued themselves. And 

of spinsters and jealous witches with poisoned apples, red apples shining like revenge against 

those who had what she coveted . . . 

 

She had never wanted Sam for her all. For her own, but not her own entirely; a long year 

wasted allowed a lot of time for thinking, and his return only proved the true nature of her 

thoughts. 

 

Their return. 

 

She had never wanted Sam for her all, and she never needed him for her all; she needed this: The 

colours of their bodies as they moved together or slept together. Woke together. Spoke, 

laughed, cried, fought. The colours and smells, and tastes and sound of even breathing when 

the darkness was still and soft. The way her body, her smells, her sounds fit into this; her breath 

and her colour; a matched set, never a pair.  

 

That was her all.  

Yellow by Hope. 

"Come on Fastred, you're yellower than a baby chicken!" 

 

"I am not!" 

 

"Are too." 

 

"Am not! Mam said we weren't to go into the river without an adult there to watch us." 

 

"What are you, afraid of a little water? Is little baby Fastred afraid of getting his foot-hair wet? 

Hey --! Don't ... shove...me!" 



 

"Don't shove me! You heard what she said as well as I did, that we'd both get a hiding if we came 

back with so much as our toes dripping." 

 

"Well it looks like raining soon, so I don't see how that can be avoided; besides, we're going 

boating, not swimming. How much danger could it be?" 

 

Fastred frowned.  

 

"And besides, think of how grateful Mam will be for bringing her home some fish to cook up for 

dinner." 

 

Fastred frowned again, wavering; the water looked smooth like rock, grey-slate with layered 

ripples that seemed almost to be floating upstream rather than down. The boat looked like the 

carcass of some giant creature washed up on the shore; something from Mr Baggins' tales -- old 

and hoary, dried river-weeds stuck to the worn belly of it like green-grey foot hair. 

 

"Come on, then," Jacky grinned, sliding his fingers under the lip at one end. Fastred frowned 

one last time -- nothing good would come of this, except perhaps a few fish, if they were lucky -

- and helped his brother heave it over. 

Star flower by Meli. 

It isn't the Ring, he tells himself, but it's enough. The white stone from Arwen Evenstar shines 
between his fingers and Frodo draws strength from it.  

Huddled deep in the blankets, it takes him a moment to realise there's someone else in the 
room. Elanor's chubby baby fingers are warm against his chilled skin, and draw him away from 
his memories and into the present.  

Blue eyes and blond hair peep at him. "Are you alright, Fo?" she asks, and Frodo racked his 
mind for words. Slowly, language returns and want recedes.  

"I will be, sweetling," he tells her, and helps her onto the bed. Rosie finds them sleeping 
peacefully later, Frodo's hands clasped tight around an Elven stone, and a Hobbit flower.  

Doorways by Slipstream. 



Big Folk doors were tall and narrow, remembers Sam, rectangles made of sharp edges and hard lines. 
They were heavy and hung on great hinges of iron, hard to swing open and closed. They were often 
barred shut, locked by great thrusts of wood or complicated mechanisms which rusted easily and needed 
a great deal of oil to be coaxed into moving again. Nothing like hobbit doors, great open circles made of 
light wood with quaint handles and cheery colors. Hobbit doors opened easily and merrily to visitors, 
often accompanied by the tingling of a door-bell. They were quaint and snug and brought images of 
home and welcome.  

Frodo’s eyes had been like that, long ago before their quest. Warm, inviting circles of deepest blue with 
sparkling pupils that welcomed visitors. He opened up easily, laughing at small pranks and even stealing 
from pantries with his cousins on occasions, a past-time many considered childish for one who had 
entered his majority. Sam used to smile when those eyes said ‘Pass the butter’ and laugh when too much 
ale lit them with fiery sparks and feel something more when the irises caught the flickering of firelight 
and held his for long, quiet moments.  

But that was then. Now the blue paint is faded and peeling, dull and flat, showing plainly the harsh signs 
of wear and storm-damage, the wood buckling beneath the weight of the years, the doorknob broken off 
and the hinges rusted shut. No one is invited or received into the dusty cobwebs of his master’s mind, no 
matter how insistently or loudly they knock.  

Sam had thought that the happy things like Elanor and the coming of summer would be enough to give 
those eyes a fresh coat of paint. But the wood there has been dry and dusty for ages, and though it drinks 
in happiness as though dying of thirst, none of that blue cheerfulness has returned life to the depths of 
Frodo’s irises. Coat after coat Sam paints, and the wood drinks, but still you can see the long strips where 
the paint peeled off completely, revealing horrid knots and ugly twists in the grain.  

Sam does not grow discouraged. He has fixed many doors in his life, the one at Bag End often. He knows 
how to clean hinges so that they swing clean, how to repair the intricate workings of the lock and polish 
the iron plate to a high sheen. And he knows that no wood, no matter how old and dry and stubborn, can 
withstand enough painting, and, given time and patience and the right mixture, the door will shine in the 
bright colors of its youth and become warm and inviting once again, swinging open to admit visitors and 
sunshine and clean spring air.  

Sam and Rosie will keep giving Frodo fresh coats of paint, as long as it takes. Babies and summers and 
lazy mornings and tales told at the feet of rolling green country. They will paint and polish and tinker, 
and one day their Frodo will swing open with a tinkling of chimes and invite them in again.  

Stars by Janette. 

Sam's hand traced the angle of his hip so gently, gently, soft golden warmth on the white skin 

like a benediction. Slowly, slowly; candle light dancing in flickers of yellow nothingness like 

fairies' ghosts, playing in the shadows of Frodo's ribcage for a moment and then departing to 

leave only their laughter behind. Frodo moved languorously, twisting ever so slightly into the 

touch, and there were soft stroking fingers following the lines of his face as he tipped back his 

head, cupping the spasmodic movements in a strong palm. 



 

And, oh, even as he moved away from Sam half-unconsciously she was there behind him, 

Rosie, eyes soft and dark and heated as she pressed cool lips to his temple. One hand traced the 

line of Sam's arm, his shoulder, the nape of his neck; the other steadied Frodo's face, brushing 

back curls that clung damply to his forehead, lightly chasing a chiaroscuro of shadow to brush 

and tangle her fingers with Sam's. 

 

No words now, no words before; somebody's mouth like living fire on Frodo's, sweet and sure, 

and through the haze of warmth he could not even begin to calculate whose mouth it was 

because it didn't matter any more. Hands; his own dancing uncertainly across Sam's shoulder, 

down his arm, spanning Rosie's wrist encountered in the gap that loomed between their bodies.  

 

Sometime, never, always; a confused jumble of half-thoughts trickled teasingly in and out of 

Frodo's brain like stars half-seen through a gap in the curtains as he turned his head to breathe, 

the air cooling his damp face as suddenly as water. Somebody caught his hand and the fingers 

were Sam's, but the voice was Rosie's, soft and gasping and wordless in the quiet filled only by 

incoherent thought. 

 

He felt softness on the scars now, felt it because his eyes were shut against the blinding rush of 

starfire; felt Sam's curls threaded across the gap where his finger once was and Rosie's breath, 

warm and tinged with a heated dampness, on his collarbone.  

 

Not far now, not far; there were beams of light even behind his eyes so that he couldn't shut 

them out any more than he could close his ears to Sam's cry or stem the helpless juddering that 

wracked him like an enchantment. He could hear his own heart thudding along with theirs, 

propelling the sparks coursing fiercely through his very blood with an intensity born of 

something close to fear. 

 

The air was very cool on their hot skin afterwards, and they lay there for long moments 

listening to each other's breath in the darkness of the quiet room.  

Pretty Good Year (inspired by): 



Wedding night by Molly. 

Sam sat in the big chair in front of the fire and rubbed his eyes with the heels of his hands. 

Sighing, he kept his eyes closed as he let his arms drop, leaning back into the chair’s softness. 

He tried to relax. The day had been long, but happy, and according to several of the older male 

hobbits of the Shire the ‘best was yet to come’. He knew what they meant as they had nudged 

and winked at him; the wedding night was suppose to be more fun for the groom than the 

wedding day. A smile played across Sam’s lips as that entered his brain. The wedding. His 

wedding. He was married!  

 

Partly to distract himself and partly because he still couldn’t believe it, Sam let the events of the 

day drift through his mind. His father waking him early and helping him get dressed; fussing 

over Sam’s attire and spouting bits of husbandly advice while blushing with embarrassment. 

Arriving at Party Field and seeing how it had been decorated for the occasion; garlands of 

flowers and ribbons all around. Shaking the hands of more hobbits then he even knew, all 

wishing him well.  

 

And Rose. His sweet Rosie, dressed in his favorite shade of blue as she made her way down the 

aisle to stand by him and take his hand in the afternoon sunshine. She wore flowers in her hair 

that Sam himself had grown and cut for her. Her face was smiling and sure, her voice steady as 

she spoke her vows, her lips soft as she had kissed him then laughed, overcome with happiness. 

And Mr. Frodo had been there through it all, looking pale but in good spirits.  

 

Sam’s forehead creased as he thought of Frodo now. Frodo encouraging Sam to marry Rosie, 

inviting them both to live with him at Bag End. He didn’t understand Frodo’s generosity. Frodo 

had insisted that Bag End was far too large for just himself and wanted to repay Sam for all he 

had done for him. Sam still felt he was the one to be thanking Frodo. 

 

Unbidden, their night in Rivendale replayed in his mind. Sam had been overcome with 

happiness at finding Frodo alive and well and had all but leapt into his arms. Frodo had been 

deeply touched at Sam’s reaction. Grateful embraces had turned into shy caresses. Bolder 

touches had melted into breathless kisses. And deep in the night, clinging together, they had 

revealed their love for one another. Sam felt it was this declaration alone that had given them 

the strength to complete their quest.  

 

But once the Ring had been destroyed, Frodo had been too weak to do anything more than hold 

Sam’s hand and look upon him with grateful, yet haunted eyes and sleep curled against him. 



They didn’t speak much on the journey home, and neither of them had spoken of Rivendale 

since.  

 

Back home, finding the Shire in ruins had put all thoughts of desire out of Sam’s mind, save for 

the desire to restore his home to its former beauty. Bag End had been reinstated and given back 

to Frodo; Sam’s box of earth from Galadriel had worked magic on the fields and trees. And 

through it all Rosie had taken care of not only Frodo, for he was still often weak and ill, but of 

Sam himself. Sam had no thought of making sure he kept himself fed or clean. Rosie was 

always there with hot food and clean shirts, and more importantly, sweet smiles and gentle 

touches.  

 

Before he knew what had happened, Sam had proposed to Rosie, a sudden deep need for a wife 

and children consuming him. And he loved her. There was no question of that. He supposed he 

had always loved her, as they had grown up together and were so alike. Both of large loving 

families, deeply connected with the earth, sharing many interests. Aside from Frodo, Rosie had 

always been someone Sam could talk to, or not, and she understood him. It seemed the most 

natural thing in the world when he asked her to share the rest of her life with him. 

 

‘But what of Mr. Frodo?’ Sam now thought to himself. He was still in love with him. Very 

much. He didn’t love Rosie any less for it, but was troubled at what would come of his 

relationship with Frodo now that he had taken a wife. Once Frodo was recovered and well 

again, how would he feel? The wedding had seemed to happen so fast that Sam had not the 

opportunity to speak with Frodo about it. And now he was gone for the night, so the 

newlyweds might have some privacy, and Sam didn’t know how he felt about that. 

 

“Samwise…” Rosie’s soft voice broke his thoughts. Opening his eyes, Sam was surprised to see 

Rosie sitting across from him. He wondered, embarrassed, how long she had been there. But 

then he took in the sight of her, his new wife, and couldn’t suppress a smile of delight. She had 

left him to sit by the fire to ‘freshen up’, as she had put it. She had unbound her golden hair, 

and it hung long across her shoulders and down her back. She wore only a gauzy chemise in 

soft blue with full sleeves and a deep neckline. The light from the fire licked across her smiling 

face, setting her light hair aglow. 

 

Sam swallowed, his mouth suddenly dry. “Rosie…” he breathed. “You…you look 

wonderful…” His voice was no more than a whisper, but his words sent a shiver down Rosie’s 

back as she watched his eyes roam freely over her full form. 

 

Standing, with a smile playing across her lips, Rosie stood and resettled herself in Sam’s lap. 



She wrapped her arms around his neck loosely and rested her head on his shoulder. 

 

“There now, that’s better. Don’t you agree, husband?” Sam’s reply was to wrap his arms 

around Rosie’s waist and snuggle her close against him. He buried his face in her hair, 

breathing her in. She smelled like sunshine. 

 

Not moving from Sam’s shoulder, Rosie said, “Tell me what’s troubling you, Sam.” Her voice 

was still soft, but there was a note of worry in it as well. When Sam didn’t reply, she looked up. 

 

Sam stared deeply into Rosie’s clear green eyes, then sighed and gazed at the fire. ‘There’s no 

use lying to her’ Sam thought to himself. Pulling her back to him he kissed the top of her head. 

“I don’t rightly know how to tell you, Rose, for I don’t understand it all myself.” 

 

“You’re concerned about Mr. Frodo.” Sam flinched, ‘How does she do that?’ he thought 

incredulously. Feeling his body stiffen, Rosie knew she was right.  

 

“Aye, Mr. Frodo…I…that is…” Sam trailed off, unsure of how he should tell her. 

 

Rosie looked up again, studying Sam’s face for a long moment. “You love him.” She said at last. 

It wasn’t a question; she knew it to be true. Sam only stared; he didn’t know what to say.  

 

Seeing that Sam was still unable or unwilling to talk, Rosie continued. “You love him and you 

are concerned about your relationship with him now that you and I have married.” 

 

Sam, eager to reassure his new bride, finally found his voice. “Oh, Rosie, I love you with all of 

my heart. Please-” but Rosie cut him off, placing her fingertips over his lips. 

 

“Sam; I don’t understand what the two of you went through on your journey; I don’t care to. 

That is between you and Mr. Frodo. But now you two are bound to each other. How could I 

possibly ask you to give that up? I know you well, Sam, better than you probably know 

yourself, and I know that you have enough room in your heart to love us both.” 

 

Sam sat dumbfounded for a moment, and then found his voice again. “So, you know my 

feelings for Mr. Frodo and know that I love you no less because of it?” 

 

“I would not have married you otherwise.” Rosie smiled, and then paused, picking her next 

words with care. “Me and Mr. Frodo spent a lot time together when he was sick or when you 

were away. I love him too, Sam. I love him not only because of the fine and gentlehobbit he is, 



but also because of how much he loves you. And he needs us. I want the three of us to share our 

lives together.” 

 

Sam, overcome with delight, swept Rosie up into his arms and kissed her. “Oh Rosie!” he 

exclaimed as their lips separated. “You don’t know how happy you’ve made me. I can’t believe 

this is happening…you…you’re really all right with this?” 

 

Rosie didn’t answer, but untangled herself from Sam’s lap and stood up. “Come with me, 

husband,” She held her hand out to him. Sam clasped it firmly and stood up. Looking at his 

new wife, he was surprised to see that her eyes had darkened with desire. “I haven’t given you 

your wedding present yet.”  

 

Rosie led Sam down the hallway to the main bedchamber, his question forgotten. The chamber 

had been Bilbo’s when he still lived at Bag End, and after Bilbo had left Frodo had never found 

a reason to move out of his own chamber and into it. When it had been agreed upon that Sam 

and Rosie would live at Bag End, Frodo insisted they take the spacious chamber, rationalizing 

that they would need it more than he. 

 

Sam could see that bedroom candles were lit, their warm glow illuminating the hallway. He 

followed Rosie, grinning like a bit of a fool as he went. Excitement tingled through his body, 

despite his earlier concerns; this was, after all, his wedding night, and he was eager to learn all 

about his new wife. 

 

Entering the room, the first thing Sam learned about his new wife was that she was 

devastatingly sneaky. Sitting on the bed, dressed in only a deep blue nightshirt, was Frodo. Sam 

stopped in the doorway, stunned. Rosie pulled a bit at his hand, but couldn’t move the stout 

hobbit. He was rooted in place. 

 

Frodo, his eyes sapphire in the candlelight, looked from Sam to Rosie and back again. He 

seemed a bit stunned as well. Rosie silently encouraged Frodo to speak.  

 

“Hullo, Sam…” Frodo’s voice was soft, but it carried across the small space of the room and hit 

Sam in the chest with a great force. Sam’s suddenly couldn’t breathe and his mind was 

spinning. Rosie had known all along about his feelings for Frodo- she had arranged this. And 

now, here, in his marriage bed sat Frodo. He was painfully beautiful to Sam, sitting on the bed. It 

reminded Sam of how he had looked in Rivendale. A flush spread across Frodo’s pale cheeks; 

he was thinking the same thing. 

 



Rosie watched the silent exchange with interest. She could almost feel the energy between two 

hobbits, and she smiled, silently patting herself on the back. 

 

Rosie decided it was time to break the silence. She moved across the room to Frodo and sat on 

the bed next to him. Placing her arm around Frodo’s shoulders, she crinkled her nose up in a 

naughty grin and said, “Surprise.” 

 

Sam opened his mouth to speak, but no words came out. He knew he must look like a codfish 

gaping at them, but he didn’t know what to say. Heart beating wildly in his chest, Sam looked 

at the two hobbits he loved more than anything staring back at him, waiting for him. Rosie was 

still grinning her wicked little smirk and Frodo was blushing, but his eyes danced merrily.  

 

Not knowing what else to do, Sam began to laugh silently. His body shook as he tried to stop 

himself, but trying to stop only made it worse. Thinking that possibly he had snapped, both 

Frodo and Rosie rushed to Sam’s side as he lurched against the doorframe, his eyes squeezed 

tight and his arms around his middle. Sucking in a deep breath as they touched him, Sam was 

overcome with gales of laughter, and threw his head back. Rosie and Frodo were soon laughing 

too, giddy with relief. They helped Sam to his feet and made him sit on the bed as he struggled 

to catch his breath. 

 

Wiping his eyes with his sleeve, Sam looked up to Rosie and Frodo, both of whom were 

standing above him. “’orry…s-orry…” he managed to choke out between snorts and labored 

breath. Frodo reached out and placed a hand on Sam’s quivering shoulder. 

 

“Are you all right?” Frodo’s concern took the last of Sam’s giggles away.  

 

“Aye, Mr. Frodo…just overcome with a bit o’ giddiness at all of this. I’m a mite surprised, if you 

take my meaning.” Frodo smiled, cupping his palm against Sam’s flushed cheek. 

 

“Yet you’re happy?” Frodo was concerned for Sam’s feelings about him being here. This was, 

after all, Sam and Rosie’s wedding night.  

 

For an answer, Sam turned his head and kissed Frodo’s palm, then placed it back against his 

cheek, covering it with his own. “Aye, Mr. Frodo…I am. I don’t think I have ever been happier.” 

With his other hand Sam reached out to Rosie. He circled her waist and pulled her close. Frodo 

and Rosie closed the circle and the three of them just held each other for a long moment, feeling 

and smelling and experiencing each other. 

 



Rosie was the first to pull away, eager to move on from cuddling. Taking Frodo’s hand, she 

moved them away a step from Sam and the bed. “Now just lie back, Sam; I haven’t finished 

giving you your present yet.” Not sure what she would so, but eager nonetheless, Sam scooted 

onto the bed fully and lay on his side, propping himself up on his elbow. 

 

What Sam saw next made his breath catch in his throat. Rosie reached up and, tangling her 

fingers into Frodo’s dark hair, pulled Frodo’s mouth to hers and kissed him. The kiss was shy, 

gentle, but it didn’t stay that way for long. Frodo snaked his arms out and around Rosie’s waist. 

Their bodies moved closer, pressing from chest to hip. Sam watched, fascinated, as Frodo 

leaned deeply into Rosie’s mouth and pressed her tighter against him. 

 

Sam could feel himself growing aroused as he watched, but he was also mesmerized by how the 

two looked together. Rosie was all a hobbit lass should be; sun streaked and brown, well 

rounded and curved in all the right places. Frodo was the complete opposite; dark haired and 

moonlit skinned, lithe and lean limbed. They were so different, yet complemented each other 

perfectly. Sam had never seen anything so beautiful in his entire life. 

 

As Sam continued to watch, Rosie began to unbutton Frodo’s nightshirt. She sneaked a glance 

at Sam as she worked; he was slack jawed and breathing heavily, his hazel eyes having turned 

deep green with desire. Grinning wickedly to herself, Rosie began to trail little kissed across 

Frodo’s jaw and down his throat. Frodo’s head dropped back and moaned out loud as he held 

onto Rosie for support; his knees had suddenly grown weak. Sam whimpered on the bed, his 

groin tightening painfully. 

 

Rosie finished opening all the buttons and pulled away from Frodo’s embrace. She moved 

behind him and, gazing directly at Sam over Frodo’s shoulder, slipped the nightshirt 

sensuously down Frodo’s arms, letting her hands trail down his flushed skin. It fell to the floor 

in a whisper of silk.  

 

Both Rosie and Frodo stared at Sam. Sam took in the scene before him, shaking with need, but 

not wanting to move for fear of Rosie or Frodo stopping. Rosie’s hands began to busy 

themselves on Frodo’s exposed flesh. Around his waist, she let her palms caress his stomach 

and chest, gently brushing against his nipples with her fingers. Frodo leaned back into her, eyes 

burning into Sam’s as he panted for breath. Sam pressed the back of his hand against his mouth 

to keep from crying out as he watched.  

 

Sam could see now that Frodo was fully aroused as Rosie teased him from behind. She kissed 

his neck and shoulder, letting her hands roam freely over his body. But she never took her eyes 



off of Sam. She was a little surprised that he was still on the bed. Her and Frodo were only a 

step away, yet he stayed there. She could see that he was aroused as Frodo and wondered 

faintly why he didn’t join them.  

 

Pulling away from Frodo again, Rosie stood before them both and slipped her nightgown over 

her head. Maybe a bit more encouragement was needed. She was now as naked as Frodo and 

waited eagerly to see what Sam would do. But Frodo, not wanting to wait, reached for Sam and 

pulled him off the bed. “Come here,” Frodo’s voice was rough with desire, but his hand, though 

firm, was gentle on Sam’s wrist. 

 

Frodo directed Sam to stand before Rosie. Behind him, Frodo gripped his hands on Sam’s 

shoulders. “Look at her Sam.” Frodo whispered in Sam’s ear. Sam shuddered as Frodo’s hot 

breath moistened his neck. Sam’s gaze raked over Rosie’s exposed flesh. She was stunning and 

Sam nearly swooned with desire. Frodo let his hands wander across Sam’s back as he 

continued. “She’s so beautiful; oh, Sam, you’re both so beautiful…” Frodo kissed Sam behind 

his ear.  

 

Rosie moved closer and Sam took her into his arms. Sam claimed her lips hungrily, overcome 

with want. Frodo continued to kiss Sam’s neck and ear, rubbing against his back. Sam thought 

he would come right then, and moaned raggedly into Rosie’s mouth. Her tongue was against 

his as her deft fingers unbuttoned his shirt. Sooner than he thought it could be done, Frodo and 

Rosie had Sam completely undressed. They both pressed him back into the bed eagerly, 

covering his body with both of theirs. 

 

Sam was lost in a blind haze of yearning. He didn’t know where Frodo’s kisses ended and 

Rosie’s began. Their hands and lips were everywhere on his body as he held them close to him. 

Both bodies felt so different against him, and yet both so right. His heart was near to bursting 

with love as his body was near to bursting with need. Sam felt as if he held the Sun and the 

Moon themselves and was overcome with the need to never let either of them go. 

 

Before he knew how it happened, Sam was covering Rosie with his body, filling her with his 

desire, and Sam could feel Frodo, moaning and kissing and pressed against them both. Rosie 

and Sam held Frodo close as they moved against each other, all kissing and caressing, 

whispering sweet words of endearments to each other deep into the night. 

 

Sam didn’t know how much longer it was when they had finally had fallen together in an 

exhausted heap, but the candles were low in their holders and both Frodo and Rosie were 

asleep, each damp and curly head on one of his shoulders. Rosie held Frodo’s hand firmly 



against Sam’s chest, their fingers intertwined. Sam laughed softly at this, still giddy with 

happiness, and kissed both of his lovers sweetly on their soft and untroubled brows.  

 

Noticing Frodo’s missing finger reminded Sam of all they had been through, but now, in the 

deep of the night with these sweet bodies pressed heavily against him, it seemed a thousand 

miles away. Last year had been bad…horrible. “But this,” Sam whispered as he kissed Frodo 

and Rosie again, “this is starting out to be a pretty good year.” Sam’s eyes finally slipped closed 

and a moment later, he was asleep.  

Bathtime by FrodoAtBagEnd. 
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Sand-Pictures: Bathtime  

He'd been in bed for two days now, gazing up at her or Sam with those mournful blue eyes and 
merely shaking his head in response to questions of how he was feeling or offers to carry him 
into the parlor to lie on the sofa, tucked up in blankets. When one of them offered a rubdown, 
he would turn onto his still-hollow belly, allowing them access to his skeleton-thin form. She'd 
succeeded in coaxing him to eat a bit, to let her feed him small spoonfuls of nourishing soups 
and broths, sometimes soft-cooked eggs or mashed vegetables. . .but even at that, he ate less in a 
day or two than most hobbits did in a single meal, and that made her heart hurt. It wasn't her 



cooking, that she knew. Sam had tried too, and she knew that the two of them were outstanding 
cooks even by hobbit standards.  

But she had an idea.  

A package had arrived. There were all sorts of lovely things inside: a soft, cuddly doll for baby 
Elanor; a special assortment of seeds and small tools for Sam; hair-combs and ribbons for her, 
and two bolts of fabric softer even than silk. For Frodo there was a soft lamb-skin, large enough 
to cover the bed, and small packages of dried herbs, including the kingsfoil she'd become so 
familiar with these past few years. There were a few books as well. . .but also a large, carefully 
wrapped jar of herb-laced salts for the bath. In the letter addressed to them all, explaining 
which gifts were for each member of the family, the Queen noted that they were a healing 
mixture, prepared especially to ease the spirit and body.  

It was then that Rose knew just what she'd do.  

The kettle put on and a pot of soup set to cooking, she bustled into the bedroom. Frodo lay 
tangled in the covers, gazing listlessly out of the window. . .yet not looking at his surroundings, 
a distant stare she'd become all too accustomed to. Quietly she came to the bed, taking a seat 
beside him, putting an arm about his waist as she spoke softly.  

"Frodo-dear, you should see what just arrived. . .soothing bath salts all the way from Gondor, 
sent by the Queen herself. . .and something nice and soft for your bed; she said it'd be good for 
you to rest on with your being so thin and all. . . . And herbs for tea: the kettle's on. . . . Come 
now; Rosie will draw you a nice hot bath, get some warmth into those bones. I'll change the bed 
while you're in the tub, and then you can lie on clean sheets and that nice lamb-skin, with fresh 
blankets, and have some soup. . .and tea made with herbs sent 'specially by the King and 
Queen. . . ."  

One fragile hand stirred, the delicate fingers brushing the gemstone on its chain about his neck.  

"Queen Arwen. . .and Strider. . .sent them?"  

"Aye, that they did, and I suppose they'd be mighty pleased to know you were enjoying those 
presents instead of letting them sit in a box."  

He said nothing, but that in itself was something. He wasn't fighting her, at least, and she chose 
to take that as a win. Rising, she set about preparing the bath, filling the tub with hot water and 
adding the recommended amount of the bath mixture. Swishing the water with her hand, she 
tested it until it was the right temperature, just as she tested Elanor's bath. Then she turned back 
to the bed.  

Frodo had hardly moved, still lying tangled in his covers. As she approached, kneeling to brush 
back his curls and coax him up so she could help him, he shook his head.  



"Rose. . .I'm sorry. I don't think I can. . .not today. I'm sorry. . . ."  

"Oh, no, you don't, Master Baggins. You're not about to let me go to all that trouble, all that 
work, and then lie abed because you're too sorry to get up and walk the few steps to that tub. 
Now, we'd not have done something so silly as put a bath-tub in the bedroom, but you were 
that frail, and Sam and I don't want you hurting a bit more than you have to. The least you can 
do is let me get you out of bed and into that good hot water." The words stung her lips. Poor 
thing, he looked like next to nothing lying there, weak as a newborn kitten. . .but she forced 
herself to hold fast. She'd never held with nonsense, and she wasn't about to start now.  

Reluctantly Frodo sighed, slipping a slender hand into hers.  

"There's a good lad." Gently she slid her other arm behind him, easing him up as she might her 
baby, finally allowing him to rest against her while she rubbed his back. She could count every 
rib, and that took her breath. Nonetheless, she managed to smile a little, easing the two of them 
out of the knot of blankets, taking her hand from his to help him set his legs over the edge of the 
bed. He faltered as they stood, and she caught his slight weight against her sturdy frame, 
supporting him.  

"I'm sorry - "  

"No. . .no, it's all right, sweetheart. There now. Just like we're dancing, see? Step. . .and pause. 
And step. . .and pause."  

He laughed, but the sound was hollow. Yet it was not without a trace of its music, and Rose 
breathed easier to hear it. . .especially as he moved with her, complying with her instructions. 
At last they reached the tub, and she eased him onto the chair beside it, bending to unbutton his 
night-shirt. He offered no protest, allowing her to undress him before helping him rise once 
more and step into the waiting bath.  

Even in the dim light of late autumn afternoon - and an overcast day at that - he took her breath. 
Such delicate features, fair and fine as the most expensive porcelain. . .yet at the same time, 
frighteningly spectral, a haunting mingling of beauty and trapped pain. The small white mark 
on his left shoulder seemed the worst: he guarded that side fiercely much of the time. There was 
the scar at the base of his neck. . .the spider's sting, she knew by now.  

There was so much of him that she didn't know, though, she felt at times. It was like another 
person. And yet. . . .  

"Rose. . .is there some soap?" He leaned back in the tub, resting his dark curls on the folded 
towel she'd laid there as a pillow for him.  

"Aye. . .let me get it." Catching herself out of the reverie, she took a fresh cake from the basket 
on a nearby table. Honey and chamomile, just the thing to soothe jangled nerves without 



clashing with anything in the special bath salts. She dipped it into the water, dampening it 
before placing it gently into his left hand. "Let me get the bed changed, and I'll help with your 
hair. . .just say the word if you need me sooner."  

"All right." He soaked the wash-cloth in the water, releasing it at last to bob lazily through the 
water while he bathed. Taking fresh sheets from the closet, Rose set herself to changing the bed, 
removing sweat-dampened sheets and fluffing the feather mattress and pillows, keeping them 
still in proper order: Sam's on one end, flat as griddle-cakes from being squashed steadily all 
night; Frodo's in the middle, never quite flat enough, for he was so light and tossed and turned 
so often that his head never really made a good dent in the pillows, for all he was near 
surrounded by them in their efforts to prop his limbs in comfortable positions; her own at his 
other side, just a bit less squished than Sam's, for there was the getting up with Elanor, not to 
mention that she made chamomile tea with more success than Sam, and as such was generally 
the one to get up with Frodo first, Sam waking to comfort him when she went to make the 
warm drink, mixing it with milk and honey to try and get a little nourishment into him any way 
she could. The blanket-layers, too, had their tales: Sam's left as the sheet and one quilt-layer 
over the light blanket, the upper layers folded over to be double covering for Frodo; Frodo's 
covers not only the sheet and cotton blanket, but several layers of soft blankets topped with two 
quilts, as if he could never quite get warm enough, even when feverish; again hers, folded back 
to only the sheet and a light blanket for her - she could never abide over-warmth. Spreading the 
soft lamb-skin out, she glanced back at the tub to see how he was doing.  

In the soft glow of the candle-light and the dim lamps, he seemed to have almost an 
otherworldly glow. Dark eyelashes rested against his face, brushing the high cheekbones - too 
thin, she'd have to make certain he got every drop of that soup down - and accentuating the 
shadows about his eyes. She was relieved to see a bit of tension easing from the alabaster 
features as he soaked, the scent of fragrant healing herbs still strong in the room. She'd better 
take advantage of the situation and hurry up a bit. Finishing the bed quickly but carefully, she 
returned to the tub.  

"Ready to let me help with your hair?"  

"Mmm." He nodded faintly, reluctantly sitting up a little, allowing her to help him scoot 
forward a little, sliding further toward the front of the tub so she could pour warm water over 
his curls. The effort of staying in the semi-reclining position seemed too much for him today, 
causing her to promptly put out an arm, cradling him carefully.  

"There now. Just you rest."  

She was soaking her sleeve, but that didn't matter. The warm water seemed to do him so much 
good, and as she lathered his hair, he sighed contentedly. Pouring fresh water over his locks 
until that ran clean, she finally guided him back to rest his head upon the folded towel once 
more.  



"Would you like to soak a bit longer, or come back to bed now? Either's fine. You're good and 
clean, and I don't want you catching a chill."  

"Bed's fine. . .thank you, Rose. . .that's a little better now. . . ."  

He sounded drowsy. . .and as Rose helped him out, sliding arms heedlessly around his wet 
body, she could hardly help feeling relieved. He would rest, not merely lie there staring into the 
darkness like some small ghost. Gently she wrapped him in a freshly warmed towel, again 
easing him to the chair before taking another and rubbing him dry, even fluffing his heavy curls 
to reduce their soppiness to mere damp before slipping a fresh night-shirt over his head.  

"There now. . .if you don't look a proper gentlehobbit all cleaned up."  

Frodo smiled wanly as they ventured their cautious dance back to the bed. "I'd hate to hear 
what my aunts would have to say about that assessment. . . ."  

"Well, you do! Better, at any rate. Now, easy there. . . ." She helped him sit, then lie down, 
ensuring that his gown was pulled smooth beneath his angular body, settling him on the soft 
lamb-skin before tucking him in. As much as a part of her still hoped he'd be well again, she 
knew: knew that no amount of wishing would change anything, and on days like this, the best 
thing was to get through it the best she could. "I'll go and fetch our lunch, and with any luck, 
Elly won't want hers till we're done."  

But he was already gone again, staring absently in the direction of the window. . .and though he 
did seem a little more comfortable, it made chills creep down her back.  

She hurried to fetch the tray, and sat beside him on the bed, between him and that blasted 
window, stroking his curls and trying to coax a bite into the bow-shaped mouth. Chicken soup 
with plenty of vegetables, the special tea sent for him, a bit of cinnamon custard. Yet after a few 
bites in near-silence, he shook his head.  

"Thank you. . .but that's all I could manage just now. . . ."  

It was then that she realised.  

It couldn't be stopped, that eerie gaze. But distraction. . .that was another story, and perhaps 
there she could help.  

"And you'd let a busy mother slave in the kitchen for two bites of everything? Surely you can do 
better than that. . .unless you want to come and finish the dishes."  

It worked. He smiled faintly, blinking up at her.  



"I suppose it's the frying-pan or the fire, then, Rosie-lass? Very well, then! A bit more. I'll. . .I'll 
try."  

She smiled. It might not be the war, but a few battles she could still win. And this one she was 
beginning to cherish even in its bittersweet stubbornness.  

'Some things are worth fighting for,' Frodo had said to her once.  

He was right.  

Some things were very much worth fighting for.  

Tell me by Lora. 

"Tell him to come to the table. Dinner’s getting cold." 

"I don’t think he’ll be hungry." 

Rosie stood facing Sam with her hands on her hips. Blowing a little on damp curls straying 
around her face, she fixed him with her best "I know what’s best here" look, but it did no good. 
Sam stared her down. 

"Don’t you remember what day it is?" he asked. 

"Washing day to me. And a hot one at that--too hot for March." 

"It was two years ago that we were on Mount Doom. He’s taking it bad today." 

"Sitting shut up in that stuffy study would make anyone feel bad any day. The way he locks 
himself up there day after day scribbling away in that book … it’s a wonder he’s not stark 
raving mad at this point." 

"He has to … to write it all down." 

"Who for?" 

Sam sputtered a bit. "Well, to finish what Bilbo started, I reckon. It helps him to get it out." 

Rosie laughed and sat down on his lap, draping her arms around his strong neck. "Oh, Sam, I 
do love you, but you’re such a ninny about him sometimes." 

"Whaaat?" 



"How can it help him if he just writes it down but doesn’t tell anyone direct? The way I see it, 
the poison goes out his fingers and then comes right back in through his eyes. Do you see him 
getting stronger? Do you see him getting well? If you do, you’ve better eyes than mine. Looks to 
me like he’s wasting away more every day. Missing another dinner isn’t going to help that." 

Sam sighed and stroked Rose’s head, brown fingers kneading her tired neck. "I know. But what 
can I do? I can’t make him come out, can’t make him stop working at his book. It wouldn’t be 
right." 

Rosie looked down at her Sam, a shrewd light in her eyes. "Does he tell you? You spend enough 
hours locked up with him in that room." 

"Tell me what?" 

She shrugged. "Tell you what happened." 

"Why would he? I was there too, you know, every step of the way." 

"I know that, and I know every step you took with him like I walked them with you. Makes me 
shiver when I think of it, of all you went through." 

"Then what do you mean?" 

"I don’t know, I guess I mean does he tell it from his side? Tell you how it felt to him?" 

Sam rested his cheek on Rose’s head, spoke softly against her curls. "No, not much. I asked him 
once or twice when I was in a remembering mood, but he didn’t want to. Said it was better to 
leave it be. I can’t force him, can I?" 

"No, Sam, you can’t. Not you of all people." 

Rosie slid off Sam’s lap and sat down at the table. "Come on, dinner’s not going to improve if 
we sit here all evening." 

She was quiet and thoughtful the rest of the evening. In the middle of the night, as she was 
walking Elanor up and down, she saw a flickering light under the door of the study but didn’t 
go in. 

 

The next day dawned hot and fine. Sam rose early to work in the garden, meaning to check on 
some of his plantings near Bywater in the afternoon. 



Rosie puttered around Bag End--washing up the breakfast dishes, bathing Elanor. There was no 
sight or sound of Frodo. 

Around noon, she went to his room, but it was empty, his bed unslept in. Sighing, she moved to 
the study and went in. 

Frodo sat asleep at his desk, his head pillowed on a sheaf of papers, fingers curled around 
Arwen’s crystal.  

Rose felt a stab of regret that she had not come in to the study the night before and made him go 
to bed. She stood behind him and took him by the shoulder, shaking him lightly. 

Frodo started awake. He looked up at her, violet smudges beneath his eyes that seemed to grow 
darker every day. 

"Rose. What time is it?" 

"About noon. That was bad of you not to go to bed last night." She kneaded the tight muscles 
around his neck, listening with satisfaction to his groans of relief. 

"That feels good." 

"And well it should. That desk is no proper pillow for your head, you know. Come into the 
kitchen for some food. You missed dinner again last night." 

"In a little while. I’m not hungry." 

Rose let go and moved aimlessly around the room, picking up a dropped book and putting it 
back on a shelf, straightening disordered papers. She kept her back to Frodo so he wouldn’t see 
her pursed lips. 

Her voice was soft when she spoke. "I missed your anniversary yesterday. Sorry." 

She turned around and didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at the sight of Frodo sitting bolt 
upright with his eyes shifting from side to side. ‘He looks like a coney ready to bolt. Well, here’s 
one coney who’ll not get away from me,’ she thought. 

"Truly, I meant to say something to you yesterday. Guess I missed my chance when you didn’t 
come in to dinner." 

Frodo stared at her, his mouth working. Finally, he breathed out hard. "That’s all right. It was 
just another day." 



"Ah, another day. Another day of locking yourself up in here and torturing yourself with those 
memories you tell to no one but that damned book." 

He said nothing, just looked at Rosie with his impossibly wide eyes pleading for her to go away 
and leave him to his book. ‘He uses that look a little too often. It’ll not work on me today.’ 

She said, "You know, I really should apologize to you." 

"For what?" 

"For not asking you about your adventures. Lord knows I’ve heard it all time and again from 
Sam, there’s a little of the braggart in even the most humble hobbit. But I don’t believe I’ve ever 
heard a peep from your own lips, Master Frodo. I reckon I’ve missed the most important stuff." 

Frodo tilted his head like a hypnotized bird. "No … no. Sam will have told you everything 
important." 

"Oh, I doubt that." 

Rose drew a chair close up to Frodo and sat on it. Leaning forward, she pressed her hand to his 
heart and felt it beating wildly. 

Frodo whispered, "Please … it doesn’t matter … not important." 

"I think it is. It matters to me. How do you think I feel seeing you getting thinner and paler 
every day? Not much of a compliment to my cooking."  

Rosie smiled at Frodo, wincing inside at the pinched look on his pale face. ‘Has to be done. It’ll 
come right in the end even though it hurts now.’ 

She took his hands into hers, gently rubbing his stump with her thumb. 

"You can’t get well if you don’t tell anyone but that blasted book." 

"You wouldn’t understand." 

"How do you know unless you try? My, you’re not exactly bowling me over with your 
compliments today." 

"It wouldn’t be right for you to hear such things. You shouldn’t have to hear them. No one 
should." 

"That’s right. No one should, not even you." 



Frodo tried the pleading look again. 

"And that’s not going to work, either. You’ve used that sad, soft look on me for the last time." 

Frodo blinked. Rosie laughed (it was laugh or cry and she couldn’t afford to cry right now) and 
stroked his cheek, feeling sharp bones under paper thin skin. 

She said tenderly, "Tell me your story." 

Frodo slumped into his chair and looked at Rosie with a resignation that made her crow inside 
a little. "Well, I … I ..." He laughed and said, "I don’t know where to start. Where do you want 
me to start?" 

"Well, most people start at the beginning. But seeing as you’re not like most people, you just 
start anywhere you like and I’ll ask you if I don’t understand." 

Frodo nodded gravely and began, his soft voice eventually growing a little hoarse from lack of 
use. He closed his eyes first, and then Rosie closed her eyes as the gentle voice went on and on 
and on, telling her things she could not have imagined even from the darkest nightmare. 

‘So much pain.’ 

And his voice went on in the dim little room while outside birds sang in the bright sunlight of a 
Shire afternoon. 

Scrambled Eggs and strawberry jam by 

Lora. 

"Are you hungry, Sam?" 

 

"And how did you know it was me coming in?" 

 

Rose hmphed at the pot of porridge she was stirring with a steady hand; the porridge hmphed 

right back at her with a gentle gloop. "As if I wouldn't know my own husband's footsteps." 

Sliding the pot away from the fire--scorched porridge never did anyone's disposition any good, 

even one so naturally sunny as her Samâ€"she turned round and smiled at him. Oh, my, she 

thought as she watched him leaning against the doorway drying his face from his morning 

wash. What'd he do, bring a little of the sun inside with him?  

 



"Set yourself down. Breakfast is almost ready. Hungry?" 

 

"That I am." On his way to the table, Sam bent over Elanor's cradle, a wide smile splitting his 

face as he stroked his sleeping daughter's cheek with the backs of his scrubbed fingers. His chair 

squeaked on the flagstone floor when he drew it up to the table and dug into the steaming bowl 

Rose placed in front of him. Of course, it wasn't just a plain bowl of bland oatmeal, no indeed--

not with the brown sugar carving little gorges, a thick pat of butter melting into the pool of 

yellow cream floating around the bowl's edge, the dried currants winking up at him. Oh, it was 

as fine a bowl of oatmeal as you could want, and the first bite proved it. 

 

Only one thing made it less than perfect.  

 

"Should I go get him?" Sam asked. Rose put down her spoon and looked at it thoughtfully for a 

minute. 

 

"No ...not today. Let him sleep." She shook her head and picked up the spoon again, scooping 

up a mound of the warm sweet cereal. "He's earned his rest, I'd say." 

 

Sam nodded. "Aye, he did. I don't think I've seen him sleep so easy in months ...nor so long and 

hard. It was a good thing you did yesterday." Reaching across the table, Sam squeezed Rose's 

hand. "Thank you. I couldn't do it myself." 

 

A bright flush crept up Rose's neck, and she pushed Sam's hand away though not without an 

extra tight squeeze before she let go. "You did what you needed to do when it counted the 

most." When Sam said nothing--just stared at Rose with the steady look that always made her 

feel like she was a tweenager again watching him out of the corner of her eye as she walked 

along Bagshot Row--Rose backed away from the table and turned toward the stove. While she 

was waiting for the cast iron skillet to heat, she pulled out eggs and bacon, cut thick slices of 

bread for toasting. 

 

The clink of spoon against bowl was the only sound in the room until the bacon hit the hot pan 

with a hiss and a sizzle. As the salty sweet aroma filled the kitchen, Rose asked, "How do you 

want your eggs today ...fried?" 

 

"Scrambled," came the answer but not from Sam. 

 

Rose didn't turn around; she didn't have to and didn't want to, not with the sudden tears 

stinging her eyes. "Scrambled it is ...and you, Sam?" 



 

"That'll do me as well ...hey!" 

 

A fierce struggle over the remnants of Sam's oatmeal met Rose's eyes when she turned around 

to see what the commotion was. Smiling broadly, she dipped her ladle into the pot and plopped 

more porridge into what was now Frodo's bowl. Passing him the sugar and cream, currants and 

butter, she said with her mouth quirked to one side, "Are you sure you can eat all this? Not that 

I'm complaining, you know ..." 

 

If Rose thought Sam had brought a bit of the sun inside, when Frodo looked her in the eye, she 

knew that the sky had come in as well. The clear blue untroubled sky of the Shire on a warm 

spring morning such as this.  

 

It was a good thing that Rose didn't mind Frodo devouring the oatmeal, for she got nary an 

answer from him but for a sort of muffled "mmm ...". And that was the best answer she could 

have hoped for. 

 

"Rose-lass ...the bacon?"  

 

"Right, Sam!" She turned back to the stove and rescued the curling rashers just moments before 

smoking incineration. "Will you toast the bread for me, Sam?" 

 

Joining Rose at the stove, Sam took the thick slices of bread and loaded them into the hearth 

toaster before kneeling at the cheerful blaze and grilling his face as well as the bread. He and 

Rose took turns studiously keeping track of toasting bread and frying bacon and scrambling 

eggs--weaving around each other as they set the table--and giving each other little glances of 

delighted surprise. For when Frodo had finished his bowl of porridge (only licking it would 

have cleaned it out more completely), he wandered over to Elanor's crib while he waited for his 

bacon and eggs.  

 

Frodo picked up Elanor and held her against his cheek, the bright gold of her curly head nestled 

against his pale skin which, Rose was sure, wasn't quite so pasty white as it had been yesterday. 

Surely there was a rosy tint in his cheeks that wasn't just due to the heat of the kitchen.  

 

When Rose felt the telltale prickles at the backs of her eyes again, she shook herself and said, 

"Are you planning on feeding her if she wakes? Because I'm going to be enjoying my breakfast." 

 

Frodo smiled, and not only with his lips. After a quick nuzzle on top of Elly's sleeping head, he 



laid her down gently in her cradle and tucked the covers around her.  

 

A minute or two later--it seemed like half an hour according to Frodo's growling stomach--the 

three sat down to the main course. The honey-cured bacon was fried to a perfectly caramelized 

crispness, which made the scrambled eggs seem that much more velvety and buttery as they 

melted on eager tongues. The tall stack of toasted bread which had seemed way too much to 

Sam when he had been grilling it was in fair danger of disappearing in a matter of minutes. A 

round pitcher of new milk sat in the center of the table, condensation beading on its exterior. 

 

Seeing as these were three hobbits breaking their fast, there wasn't much in the way of talk 

except for "pass the salt, please" and such things. After a few minutes of concentrated eating, 

Frodo raised his head and asked, "Is there any jam?" 

 

Rose jumped up. "Of course ...I just forgot. What kind?" 

 

"Oh, strawberry ...why would I want any other kind?" Frodo and Sam exchanged a quick look 

and rolled their eyes. Rose's strawberry jam was acknowledged to be the finest in the Shire, 

being that it had won the blue ribbon at last summer's Free Fair on the White Downs. Even 

Marigold didn't disagree with that assessment, though it sorely tried Rose to give up even one 

jar of the precious stuff to her. 

 

Before Rose even had the chance to sit herself back down at the table, Frodo asked, "Are there 

more eggs?" Sure enough, a quick scan of his plate showed a distinct lack. 

 

"My goodness, that was quick work. Where are you putting it?" Rose exchanged another quick 

look with Sam, both of them grinning now like the happy fools they were. "You'd think he'd 

been out checking on saplings with you along the Bywater road instead of lurking inside with 

me yesterday." She tipped the rest of the eggs onto Frodo's plate and added another rasher of 

bacon to keep them company. 

 

Frodo took a bite. "Talking is hungry work ...thirsty, too." 

 

"Was it worth it?" Sam asked, his voice grown gruff for fear that it wouldn't come out at all. 

 

"It is today." 

 

Neither Rose nor Sam could argue with that, not that they were of a mind to do so. Not even 

when Frodo loaded his fork with another bite of sunny yellow eggs and dipped them into the 



glistening pool of sweet strawberry jam, an outlandish combination that somehow seemed just 

the right thing this fine spring morning at Bag End. 

Another year by FrodoAtBagEnd. 

The warm glow of autumn sunset felt at once comforting and unsettling. A reminder. Had it 
been only a few short years? Sometimes it seemed ages ago. . .and at other moments, only 
yesterday. . .time flowing like liquid glass in his mind.  

It was a fairly good day. One of his first in some time. The bad days came with disturbingly 
increasing frequency now, consuming entire weeks, sometimes months, with their darkness. 
He'd been in bed the better part of a fortnight this time, lying staring at the ceiling except when 
Rose or Sam curled beside him, clasping his hand and kissing him, their light golden and warm 
in the darkness of the bedroom. 

That was how he saw most things on the worst days. . .shades of light and dark, shadows about 
him. It recalled memories of the desperate journey from Weathertop to Rivendell, and he hated 
the thoughts that trapped him unbidden. 

They did their best to hold back the darkness. Rose fussed over every dish, making puffets in 
tea-cups and miniature puddings to tempt him into eating, preparing things easy for him to 
swallow without much effort in chewing. Nothing dry. . .always moist and delicately arranged, 
with plenty to drink. . .milk or tea with honey, sometimes apple juice, other times plain chilled 
water or white wine as he wished. Sam helped him from one location to another, giving a 
supportive shoulder and arm or simply carrying him. . .it was a rare occasion when he would 
leave the bedroom while feeling unwell, but now and then they would coax him into going 
outside, wrapped up in warm quilts. . .or to the parlor, where he could lie on the sofa or sit in 
his arm-chair, feet propped on the over-sized footstool he used to sit upon as a tweenager 
newly arrived at Bag End. Sometimes he would take Elanor, cradling her against him while she 
napped. That seemed to keep away the shadows best of all.  

Tonight was better, though. They had come outside for a picnic in the garden, Sam spreading a 
thick layer of blankets on the ground before assisting Frodo, the two followed by Rosie, 
carrying a picnic-basket on one hip and little Elanor on the other, gladly settling the babe to 
play next to Frodo while she and Sam set out the meal. Playing pat-a-cake, Frodo had been 
startled to find himself hungry at the sights laid out before him. He lived mainly on custard, 
soup, and eggs these days, with the occasional bit of toast or some mushrooms. Thankfully, 
Rose didn't complain, though she was forever trying to coax him into a bit of regular food. But 
she never failed to make something he could manage. . .hearty vegetable soup or creamy 
chicken and mushroom soup, delicate cup custard, egg toast or toast-points with jam and 
marmalade. But tonight's fare was a bit different. . .sandwiches cut into small triangles: 



mushroom or chicken or roast beef, and plenty of mushroom and cranberry catsups to spread 
on them. . .apple turnovers still warm from the oven. . .cream of pumpkin soup with cinnamon, 
served in mugs. . .a layer-cake covered with frosting. . . . 

"Elanor, STOP that!"  

Frodo laughed, watching as Elanor again poked her fingers into the frosted cake, swirling the 
icing around delightedly despite her mother's protests and her father's best efforts to stop her. 
"It's all right, Rosie, really! I prefer my cake finger-painted. . .makes it taste better." 

"Well, I don't prefer her dresses finger-painted, or your shirts, and we all know that's how it'll 
end up!" Despite her severe tone, Rosie laughed as she retrieved the child. "Well, Master Frodo, 
another year and you'll have her so spoilt I'll not be able to do a thing with her. She only does 
this because she knows you'd let her get away with jolly well anything. And don't think you 
aren't half as bad, though only half!" she added, offering Sam an amused glare.  

Another year. 

He hadn't the heart to say it, any more than he knew Rose or Sam would have the heart to hear 
it. 

There would be no other year. He was dying. 

Arwen's gift. . .perhaps. Part of him wanted to remain here, to take his last breaths with their 
arms around him, with Sam's dear voice in his ears and Rose's soft scent of ginger and nutmeg 
close and comforting. Elves were wonderful, but they were not hobbits. Even in Minas Tirith 
and Rivendell, with the finest healers in the world dedicated to his care, it was Sam who knew 
how to comfort him best, generally, finding things he could eat when nothing else would stay 
down, chasing away his nightmares with strong hands rubbing his back. He knew they would 
make him as comfortable as possible, and stay with him till the very last.  

He could see Elanor take her first steps, perhaps. 

But then, too. . .something like him. . .dying, full of darkness and shadow, hollow inside. . 
.something like him belonged elsewhere. He had no right to poison their lives with his fading. 
There would be other children: did he really want the first of them to spend their earliest days 
in the shadow of his slow dissolution?  

The thought made him feel sick. 

He would still die, wherever he went. That much he knew: Arwen had come to his room one 
night, carried him off to her chambers as if he were a child, laid him between herself and 
Aragorn in their grand bed and talked to him for hours, speaking of the possibilities. . .how they 
would care for him should he choose to remain in Minas Tirith, how Elrond would welcome 



him in Rivendell until he himself sailed West, what little they knew of what would lie ahead 
should Frodo choose to accept that gift and sail West as well. . .and how they would help him 
return to the Shire, should he choose. He had chosen the last, and was glad of it, despite all the 
sorrow he had faced in the return. But Arwen had reminded him that night, as he was about to 
fall asleep, that he could still sail West if he wished, regardless of where he chose to live. Her 
gift could not prevent death, no. . .but perhaps it could give him somewhere to find peace and 
comfort before that time. 

He had hoped to have more time to make this decision. 

Much more time. 

But there was nothing for it. He had already noticed a change. . .as had they. Now he no longer 
really recovered from the illnesses that troubled him. They were more like a darker point on the 
same continuum. Even Arwen had suspected something, from afar, with her Firstborn 
sensitivities: she had written, sending gifts particularly calculated to help comfort an invalid. . 
.mixtures of herbs for tea and for seasoning soups, specially prepared creams and lotions, 
special oils like those she had rubbed him down with when caring for him both in Rivendell 
and Minas Tirith. 

He knew it would be like that where he might go. Not Arwen herself, of course. . .but other 
elves; Elrond and Arwen and Gandalf had taken pains to reassure him that no matter what, he 
would be cared for in the Blessed Realm. Mortals would still die there, Gandalf said: that was 
inevitable. But there Frodo could be healed, and would be taken care of until his death, and 
buried with honour. 

The thought was more than he wanted at the moment, and he forced himself to take a sip of tea 
from the cup Rose had just refilled, adding honey and a touch of milk for him.  

Would elves know how to make chicken and mushroom soup? 

He'd no doubt they could learn. Probably they had it in a book somewhere already. But would 
they know how to add just the extra pinch of this and that which Rose always added? 

Pillows. 

Sam knew just how Frodo liked his, and kept them properly arranged no matter how Frodo 
tossed and turned. He and Rose never complained, though sometimes Rose would tease a little 
about sleeping with a restless oliphaunt. Never on his bad days, though. . .when those came, 
she'd let him sleep as late as he could, then come back in when he woke and creep into bed 
beside him, putting her arms about him and letting him snuggle into her warmth. Sometimes 
Sam would slip back in and join them, the three of them curling up in a comfortable tangle of 
limbs in the middle of the day. And then he would feel warmer, less chilled, sandwiched 
between them. 



Come to that, perhaps there were some things he didn't really *want* the elves to do. 

The thought brought a slight smile to his lips, and he saw Sam smile with relief, watching him 
closely. Rose's smile, though, didn't reach her eyes. She knew what he was thinking about, 
always knew, with that frightening way ladyhobbits had of always knowing just what one 
might be thinking. At first he'd thought it was only his mother who'd been that way, but his 
aunt Dora was like that, as was Sam's mother, both of whom had always seemed to know just 
what was on his mind.  

Sunset faded to gloaming twilight, and Rose handed Elanor to Sam, rising and going to bend 
over Frodo where he sat close by them on the blanket. 

"Time for a good warm bath, I think, and cake inside before bed. I aired out an extra quilt for 
the bed for tonight, thought we might be wanting it dear enough, cold as the nights are 
turning." 

He knew she and Sam slept with few covers, layering quilts on the bed only because he was 
always so cold, always needing extra warmth. 

"Aye. Let me just take Elly on in, and I'll be back to help." Sam lifted the giggling babe high in 
his arms, pulling her down for a kiss before rising and heading inside the warm glow of Bag 
End, leaving Frodo with Rose, who began quietly packing up the picnic-things. 

"You know, I think night always comes on too soon." Sighing, she set the cake, still Elanor-
finger-swirled, aside carefully. "But there's nothing half so lovely as watching every last bit of 
light one can get in a day." 

Elves certainly wouldn't leave finger-swirls in cake-icing. 

The thought made him smile again, somewhat suddenly, though Rose seemed to notice that it 
didn't go all the way through his eyes. 

He might have more time there. If he were healed. . .a normal hobbit lifetime would give him 
another forty years, or even more. . .perhaps as much as sixty years. More time over again than 
he'd already lived.  

But there was no guarantee of that. 

And though Sam could come too, it would not be for many years. And only Sam. No more of 
Rose's soft singing to Elanor in the mornings, or the smell of her blue-ribbon pumpkin bread 
baking, or blackberry cobbler bubbling as she took it out of the stove. No more of her way with 
arching an eyebrow at him and glaring until he had to eat a bite. . .or lie down and rest. . .or 
whatever she was trying to coerce for his health at the moment. No more of Elanor's burbling 
smiles as Frodo picked her up. No more pat-a-cake games. 



"You don't have to decide the fate of the world tonight, Frodo Baggins, and I don't want you 
deciding anything right now except what you want with your cake. . .milk or coffee or more tea, 
but I won't be sitting up with you all night if the coffee keeps you awake." 

Involuntarily he laughed, bringing a pretty smile to Rose's face. 

"All right, then! A cup of milk, after I've had a little more tea." 

"Good." She rose, smoothing her skirts. "I wouldn't want to wake up and find it just Sam and 
me in our bed tonight." 

Neither would I, Frodo mused suddenly. Neither would I.  

"You won't. I promise. I'm not going anywhere. . .not tonight."  

Changes by Janette Le Fay 

Supposing 

 

"Do you suppose it'll be very different when I'm married, Mr Frodo?" Sam brushes wayward 

curls back from Frodo's forehead, watching the fading firelight play over the fragile curve of his 

cheekbone. 

 

"Oh, not so different," Frodo answers, hand stroking gently down Sam's spine. "We'll all be 

together, and that's what matters, isn't it? Whether there's two or three, it's all the same." 

 

Sam chuckled. "Rosie won't let you leave the bed unmade." 

 

"She will." Frodo's lips ghost along Sam's jawbone, whisper soft. "She can't possibly be as 

fastidious as you, Sam dear, so really we've nothing to worry about."  

 

Jigsaw 

 

"Mr Frodo, take your feet off that chair, if you please." Rosie glares at him pointedly from under 

her eyebrows, the ghost of a smile playing about the corners of her mouth. He sighs and screws 

up his face in complaint.  

 

"They're not on the chair, Rose." 

 



"Yes, they are." Sam chuckles to himself, but Rosie spots that and smacks him playfully across 

the head with the flat of her hand. "Don't encourage him, Sam. Off the chair, Frodo." And she 

disappears with a smile and a brush of her fingers against Frodo's temple, the last piece of the 

jigsaw. 

 

Enough 

 

"Rosie-love, I think you've done enough for one day," Sam says as Rosie lifts his feet to sweep 

the fender. 

 

"If I don't do it it'll never get done," she says brightly. 

"It will. C'mon, I'll do that." He lifts her bodily by the waist and deposits her on the sofa. She 

begins to protest, but Frodo catches her eye and smiles. 

 

"Rose, when Sam's made his mind up there's no changing it, you know."  

 

She rearranges her skirts and laughs. "I know that well enough." 

 

"Well, best get used to it," Sam says gruffly as he stokes the fire. 

 

Post 

 

Frodo meanders into the kitchen humming softly to himself, and the tune's a merry one. Rosie 

glances up from the pastries she's glazing and smiles; she can see by the light in his eyes that it's 

a Good Day. 

 

"Any post, Rose?" He wraps his arms about her waist from behind and brushes his lips against 

her cheek; she laughs and shoves his hands away. 

 

"No, Frodo, no post."  

 

He flashes her a grin and his hand steals past her to snatch a pastry from the tray before she can 

intervene. "Good." 

 

She smiles and flicks the glaze-brush against his nose. 

 

 

Beautiful 



 

"Rosie..." She's beautiful, soft and warm and smiling, her curls near-golden against the pillow in 

the candlelight. She tastes like sunshine and rain, like home and peace and dreaming, and Sam 

can't quite believe she's his. 

 

Oh, she's not beautiful as Elves are, not beautiful like the Lady Eowyn, not even beautiful as 

stars are, cold and radiant. 

 

She's not beautiful like Frodo, with his strange, ethereal eyes and finely-cut features, his face 

haunted now by the ghost of a tortuous pain. 

 

She's beautiful like Rosie, like a homecoming from the Shadow, and that's all Sam wants her to 

be. 

 

Nursing 

 

"Frodo, you are not getting out of this bed!" She plants her hands firmly on her hips and glares 

at him sternly. "You've had a nasty turn. You're to stay right here. Sam'd have my head if -" 

 

"Don't tell Sam," Frodo breaks in hurriedly. She frowns slightly, and he continues, "He's got 

other things to worry about, Rose, please...I'm sorry..." 

 

She sighs, the frown giving way to a look of concern as she sinks down beside him on the bed. 

"Don't be sorry, Frodo dear. You can't help it." She presses a kiss to his forehead. "I won't tell." 

 

Dusk 

 

Sam shifts a little, burying deeper into the soft grass. Frodo murmurs wordlessly in his sleep 

and tightens his hold on Sam as if to reassure himself that he's still there. Sam smiles and kisses 

him softly on the temple, stroking his dark curls out of his eyes. 

 

"Is he asleep?" Rosie asks quietly. Her hand strokes gently up and down Sam's stomach, deft 

fingers pushing up under his shirt. 

 

"Yes," Sam replies. She raises herself on one elbow and kisses his cheek, then his mouth.  

 

"He sleeps sounder when you're with him." 



 

"I know," Sam says quietly. "I know." 

Bath Time by Poppy Hilldweller 

As the evening drew on, Frodo woke up again, and he found he no longer felt in need of rest or sleep, but 

had a mind for food and drink, and probably for singing and story-telling afterwards... 

~ The Lord of the Rings, Book II Ch. 1 'Many Meetings' p. 226. 

 

But first thing was first. Frodo needed a bath, and wondered what kind of baths were to be 

found in the House of Elrond. Likely something much nicer than his simple tub at Bag End. But 

then again, thinking of some of the times he and Sam had shared in that tub... 

 

Frodo felt himself heat at the mental images of Sam and bathtubs, and began examining his 

room to distract himself. He found that a green robe of the softest silk had been laid out for him, 

along with several big fluffy towels. Someone clearly knew what he would want before 

anything else. 

 

'Sam,' he whispered with a smile. 

 

Just then Sam burst through the door. 'Mr. Frodo! Bless you, you're awake!'  

 

He ran to Frodo and shyly took his left hand, stroking it gently and then turning away with a 

blush. Frodo placed a finger under Sam's chin and turned the beloved face back toward him. 

There were few things more endearing to him than Sam being shy, but this seemed a bit odd. It 

had been several years since Sam had been shy or embarrassed when the two were alone 

together...unless Sam felt he had done something wrong. 

 

'Why so shy, Sam? I'm right as rain. And I know that you have had much to do with it. Gandalf 

said you hardly left my side.' 

 

'But that's just it, Mr. Frodo. All those days I couldn't leave your side. Not for a moment. They 

tried to make me take a rest or a bath, but I was so afraid...so afraid that you'd wake up and not 

find your Sam there and think I'd gone and left you. And then I go and fall asleep and miss you 

just when you needed me the most. I don't see hows I can forgive myself that.' 

 

Sam looked miserable and close to tears, and Frodo knew only one thing which would fix it, so 



he threw his arms around him and hugged him as tight as his still weak body could manage. 

'Oh, Sam. I knew you were there. Every moment. I don't think I could have come back if you 

had not been there. So stop this silliness and kiss me.' 

 

Sam hesitated only an instant before hugging Frodo in return and planting kisses all over his 

face, whispering, 'I thought I'd lost you, Frodo.'  

 

'Never, Sam. How can you lose me when you never let me out of your sight? But enough of this. 

There is a feast to get ready for and elves to see and stories to hear, and if you don't mind me 

saying so, we both are quite in need of a bath before any feastingâ€¦or other activities.' 

 

Sam stepped back and grinned, 'Well, I did bathe you a few times while you were sleeping, Mr. 

Frodo.' 

 

'And didn't take a moment to rest or take care of yourself. Oh, Sam, what am I going to do with 

you.' 

 

Sam's grin suddenly turned wicked, 'I guess you'll have to scrub my back.'  

 

********* 

 

The sound of Sam's chatter echoed through the corridors as they made their way to the fabled 

pools of Imladris. 

 

'Merry and Pippin says the baths are a wonder to behold. The water is heated underground, 

and then they has these pipes, sir, pipes that bring the water in to baths as big a swimming hole, 

and the water is always moving, it never gets cold and it always stays freshâ€¦OH' 

 

No description could prepare Frodo or Sam for what they saw as they entered the vast chamber. 

Its domed ceiling was covered in a mosaic of tiles, depicting Ulmo rising out of the sea to 

instruct Tuor. And there were pools of every different shape and size, all steaming and frothing 

with foam as the water flowed through them. Some pools were clearly meant for large groups, 

but nestled within alcoves were smaller pools for private bathing.  

 

The room felt somehow solemn and stately. Not the kind of place for normal hobbit bath-time 

frolicking. So when the two hobbits heard giggling and splashes coming from one of the 

alcoves, they immediately knew they weren't hearing elves. 

 



'Oi, Merry, stop that, yer ticklin' me!' 

'That's what I'm trying to do, you silly Took.' 

 

Sam began grumbling about not having any privacy and couldn't those two have picked a 

different time for a bath, but Frodo only grinned and made his way to the noisy alcove where 

he found Merry and Pippin in one of the smaller pools (though large enough for at least 5 

hobbits).  

 

'Hullo, cousins' 

 

'Frodo!' squealed Pippin, 'You're awake! Merry, Merry, Frodo is awake!' 

 

'I can see that Pippin,' Merry grumbled, while at the same time scrambling out of the pool to 

swamp Frodo in a soggy hug, followed by an (if possible) even soggier hug from Pippin. 

 

Sam scowled at the sight of the two young, NAKED, hobbits hugging his Frodo and cleared his 

throat meaningfully. 'Here now, don't you go soaking Mr. Frodo's robe. And be careful! He only 

just woke up and he's still weak...' 

 

'Oh, Sam, I'm fine. Come on! Let's get in the bath. It looks perfectly splendid.'  

 

'Yes, join us. We just were scrubbing each other's backs and we can give yours and Frodo's a 

scrub as well, Sam,' Pippin coyly offered with a wink, climbing back into the steaming pool. 

 

'I know what you was scrubbing, if you don't mind me saying so, Master Pippin, and it weren't 

no back either. So don't you even be coming near me-OR Mr. Frodo. That's my job.' 

 

'Then come and do your job, Sam!' said Frodo with a laugh, having already shed his robe and 

slipped into the pool with a splash.  

 

Sam felt himself blush from the tips of his toes to the roots of his curly hair. It wasn't that he 

hadn't bathed with other hobbits before. He had shared plenty of baths with his brothers and 

sisters and cousins growing up. But since he had starting sharing his baths with Mr. Frodo, 

bath-time had come to mean something entirely different and private to him, and sharing pool 

with that Brandybuck and Took when all he wanted was to get Frodo alone (and his body 

already betraying this in a horribly obvious manner)....he just wasn't up for the teasing he 

would receive from those two. 

 



'Sam?' 

 

Frodo's voice was beginning to sound concerned, which Sam could not abide. 

 

'Oh, I'm coming. Just make those cousins of yours turn their heads while I get these clothes off.' 

 

'What, Sam? It's not like we haven't seen naked hobbit before,' Merry cried in mock indignation. 

 

'Turn yer heads,' Sam growled, and the two complied after a stern look from Frodo. 

 

Sam hung their towels from convenient hooks, and quickly dispatched with his trousers and 

shirt, folding them neatly and placing them on a wooden bench on the wall of the alcove. He 

then absent-mindedly began to fold the wet robe Frodo had discarded on the ground. 

 

'Sam!' Frodo called impatiently. 

 

'Coming, sir,' he replied, turning to see Frodo smiling broadly at him with Merry and Pippin 

obediently facing the wall. 

 

Sam awkwardly climbed into the water and let out a long sigh, feeling the tension ease from his 

body. It was heavenly, no doubt. Frodo slid over to him, placing an arm around his stout waist 

and laying his head on Sam's shoulder, just as Pippin and Merry turned back around. Merry 

opened his mouth for some witty comment, but closed it just as fast, finding that all he could do 

was smile at the sight of Frodo, bright-eyed, awake at last, and cuddling with the hobbit who 

had cared for him day and night. 

 

'I am glad you are back with us, cousin,' Merry commented when his eyes dried and he found 

his voice again, 'Sam wouldn't join us even once for these splendid baths while you were sick, 

and I was worried he was going to stink up the whole valley and give us hobbits a bad 

reputation.' 

 

'Like I would want to be in a bath alone with the two of you,' Sam complained lightly, splashing 

at Merry across the pool.  

 

His mood had lifted considerably with the steaming warmth of the water flowing around him 

and Frodo's arm tucked around his waist. He reached for a large sponge he had spied on the 

side of the pool, along with a bottle of Elvish bathing salts that smelled of strawberries and 

made a delightful foaming lather when wet. Frodo practically purred as Sam began scrubbing 



his back. 

 

Sam continued his loving ministrations, humming softly to himself, nearly forgetting about the 

other two across the pool until Pippin's raised his voice in an overly loud and somewhat 

raunchy hobbit bath song. 

 

'Spare us, Pippin!' Merry cried out, dunking Pippin's head under the water. 'He's been singing 

badly all afternoon on purpose just to annoy me!' 

 

Pippin came back to the surface, spluttering, 'Well, it was entirely too quiet in here, so if you 

don't want me to sing, then you had best sing a bath song yourself, Merry.' 

 

'I have a better idea. Frodo, you sing us something. It's been too long since we've heard that 

voice of yours. In fact, I think it was Bree.' 

 

'And that really helped matters,' Frodo responded, chuckling. 'But, for the sake of our ears, I 

guess I must,' he added, turning to Sam with a huge grin that under any other circumstance 

would have made the younger hobbit melt. But instead Sam froze, his eyes wide. 

 

'No, Mr. Frodo. Not that song! Please.' 

 

'Oh, Sam, it is the best bath song I know. AND it's your favorite. You were just humming it a 

second ago.' 

 

'Not in front of those two! And not where the elves might hear!'  

 

'Well, now you simply must sing it, Frodo,' Merry commented wryly. 

 

'Please, Sam?' Frodo began to flutter his long eyelashes and stare at him with the big blue eyes 

Sam had feared he would never see again. 

 

Sam opened his mouth in protest, but then shut it again and meekly shook his head. 'Mr. Frodo, 

no,' he softly complained, knowing that it would do no good. 

 

'Samwise Gamgee, yes,' Frodo teased, using the voice he used only when he was in an 

exceptionally fine mood. 

 

'Oh, alright. But only because you've been sick.' He couldn't say no to Frodo. Not even when it 



meant humiliation at the hands of a certain Brandybuck and Took. 

 

'It all started a few years ago,' Frodo began as Sam felt himself turning a brilliant shade of red. 

'Sam drew my bath every evening, and I thought there was nothing more heavenly than the 

warm sudsy water and nice fluffy towels he had warmed by the fire. That is, until the first time 

Sam offered to scrub my back with a nifty scrub brush he had made. Bathtime became my very 

favorite part of the whole day. Pretty soon I was asking for baths twice a day. And then came 

the day when I asked Sam if he wanted to join me in the bath, and I discovered that there was 

something else that made bathtime so fun, and that if you touch Sam in just the right way, he 

squeaks! So I made up this song, just for my Sam. And he loves it! He makes me sing it every 

time we take a bath.' 

 

Sam groaned and put his head in his hands, waiting for the inevitable. 

 

Oh, Samwise Gamgee, you're the one. 

You make bathtime lots of fun. 

Samwise Gamgee I'm awfully fond of you. 

Bo bo bo bee do. 

 

Samwise Gamgee, joy of joys 

When I squeeze you, you make noise  

Samwise Gamgee you're my very best friend its true. 

 

Merry and Pippin were howling with laughter as Frodo gave Sam a big squeeze, and Sam, 

despite himself, squeaked. By this time, Frodo was on a roll, and Sam knew it wouldn't stop. 

 

Oh, every day when I make my way to the tubby, 

I find my favorite hobbit who's 

cute and chubby and cuddly. 

Sammy Sam Sammy 

 

Samwise Gamgee, you're so fine. 

And I'm lucky that you're mine. 

Samwise Gamgee I'm awfully fond of you. 

 

Sam seriously considered drowning himself as Merry and Pippin cheered Frodo on and began 

humming backup music and imitating Sam's squeaks. Frodo grabbed the sponge and started 

what normally would have been Sam's favorite part of the whole song.  



 

'Hey Samwise Gamgee, would you like me to scrub your back with this nifty little scrub brush?' 

To which Merry and Pippin squeaked 'Yes!' all the while humming the tune as Frodo spoke. 

'You would?' (more squeaks from Merry and Pippin) 'Ok. How's this?' (multiple squeaks and 

giggles). 'Hey, you want me to scrub behind your ears?' (multiple squeaks) 'Ooo, I see, those 

ears are mighty sensitive, aren't they? Especially when I nibble on them' (giggles and squeaks). 

'So how 'bout your tummy?' (squeaks) 'Scrub his tubby Sammy tummy.' (multiple squeaks). 

'Ooh, he's ticklish.' (many squeaks and giggles). 'What? Lower Sam? Where do you want me to 

scrub?' 

 

'FRODO!' Sam shrieked. 

 

Oh, every day when I make my way to the tubby 

I find my favorite hobbit who's 

cute and chubby and cuddly 

Sammie Sam Sammy 

 

Samwise Gamgee, you're so fine 

I'm so lucky that you're mine 

Samwise Gamgee, I'd like a whole pond of 

Samwise Gamgee I'm awfully foooooooooooond oooooooooof yoooooouuuuuuuu. 

 

Even as Frodo's voice and Merry and Pippins howling laughter echoed through the chamber, 

Sam was horrified to become aware of another presence at the entrance to the alcove.  

 

'Pardon me,' asked an impossibly elegant blue-eyed elf with silver-blond hair streaming down 

his back, 'I've never before met a Periannath. Does your kind always enjoy such mirth whilst 

you bathe?' 

Bound by Singe 

“Mr. Frodo, you can’t go crawlin’ back into bed after breakfast!”  

“Haaaa, that’s what you say.”  

Rose smiled as she followed Sam’s scandalized protests and Mr. Frodo’s defiant mumblings 
deeper into Bag End. She had a good surprise for both of them or she would never have gone 



near Mr. Frodo’s bedroom, especially while he was still, stubbornly, in bed. Young ladies do not 
go into such forbidden places or who knows what would happen? But it was only Master 
Baggins after all, where was the danger there? Rose peeked inside. Sam saw her immediately 
and pointed at his sluggard Master. “Rosie, look at him. It’s nigh on ten o’clock and he still has 
his robe on!” Rosie looked, yes, he was swimming in a red velvet robe and he looked tousled 
and comfortable and…Rosie shook her head. Young ladies don’t think of such things.  

“Rosie?!” Mr. Frodo rose up out of his pillows long enough to verify that she was indeed there, 
smiling in the doorway. His head dropped again with a sigh. “Go ‘way.” He rolled onto his 
stomach and covered his head with his arm.  

“Aw, Mr. Frodo,” she wheedled, tiptoeing daringly inside his sanctuary. “Look here. I’ve got a 
whole basket of the Widow Rumble’s Spring cakes, hot from the oven!” Sam startled and was 
instantly by her side as she lifted the cover of her basket. He chose his and bit in with real 
pleasure as warm honey-laden steam filled the room. Rose fanned the aroma towards the bed 
with her free hand. “Get up and have a couple for second breakfast.” Frodo raised his head and 
peered at her with half-lidded eyes and, my goodness, a more burningly playful look she’d 
never gotten in her life. Sam choked on his cake and Rosie blushed. Frodo’s expression 
entertained self-conscious surprise before he covered his head with a pillow.  

“No, thank you,” he mumbled. Sam and Rosie shared a glance and began to snicker.  

Suddenly reckless, Rosie decided to try again. “C’mon, now, she doesn’t make these every 
day.”  

“I don’t care. It’s the principle of the thing.”  

Sam approached the bed and gave the mattress a kick. “Up with you!”  

Frodo refused to look at them again. He grabbed the ornate wooden bars in his headboard and 
held on. “No. And you can’t make me.”  

Sam and Rosie looked at each other in sheer delight. A challenge! Rosie dropped the basket and 
with one shout both tweens leapt at the bed. Frodo screamed and twisted and the fight was on! 
There was a brief moment of confusion as Rose and Sam tried to pull Frodo out of bed in two 
different directions and almost snapped him in half. He suddenly surprised Sam with a strong 
kick, sending him ass over end onto the floor. Sam squawked and gasped for breath. Rose 
doubled her attack. Frodo’s robe had come open and she could see his bare chest and his under-
breeches. They were blue colored. Blushing, she pushed at his shoulder with her fingertips. He 
almost managed to elbow her completely off the bed but she clutched his collar and regained 
her balance. “FINE then!” She put the flat of both her hands against his bare chest and tackled 
him. She could feel the heat of his skin all the way to her toes and laughed at the fun, fun, fun 
they were having!  



She didn’t laugh long. One strong twist from Frodo and she landed on the rug, too. He was 
much stronger than he looked! “No!” Frodo stood and bounced in the middle of the bed as he 
grinned at them. His glee faded as both of them began to crawl, like dangerous predators, 
cautiously but determinedly towards him. He backed up, his hands out.  

“Rosie!” Sam gasped. “Wrap him in the covers an’ we’ve got him!”  

“No, Rosie! Help me wrap Sam! Let’s get Sam!” Frodo pointed a vengeful finger at his servant.  

“Help ME!”  

“No, help ME!”  

Rosie froze and considered the delightful implications. Helpless Mr. Frodo or helpless Sam? She 
couldn’t choose! All three were standing on the bed now and Mr. Frodo and Sam were 
shouting, fighting over her, waiting for the attack. Helpless Frodo or helpless Sam?  

“Wrap him up!”  

“No, wrap him!”  

The solution came to her quickly. “Wrap ME!”  

Oops.  

She clapped her hands over her mouth and turned to leap away but it was entirely, entirely too 
late. “I didn’t mean it!” A strong hand yanked her back and down by the sash on her dress. She 
landed on her back and sank into the mattress. Pinned, she shrieked and laughed and squirmed 
and fought. She’d yank one hand away from Sam only to have Mr. Frodo catch it again. Twisted 
sheets slithered over her skin.  

“Done!” Sam crowed as he sat comfortably on her legs. Frodo laughed as he tied the final knot 
in the pillowcase that bound her arms. Rose tried to move and couldn’t. She growled at them 
both and they chortled with delight. She was helpless, swaddled and pinned under their warm 
weight and her eyebrows went up. Mr. Frodo leaned over her with a smile. But suddenly his 
smile faded and he blinked down at her. And then he looked at Sam.  

There was a very, very awkward pause.  

“I’m…I’m ticklish, Mr. Frodo,” Rosie breathed helpfully and Sam stifled a moan.  

Rosie looked at Sam who looked at Frodo who gazed down the length of her and cleared his 
throat. The tweens waited for him to make up his mind. He wavered and his breath was warm 
on her mouth. But then he decided and turned his face away. “Er. Well! That was…” he leaned 



back and began to pick at the knots. “That was fun. Um.” His face became closed as he began to 
loosen his perfect bindings in earnest. He was red. Sam watched Mr. Frodo’s suddenly 
determined labor for a moment, then reluctantly moved off of Rose's legs. He dropped his eyes 
and began to untie her ankles. Her heart sank further and further into her stomach and then she 
was freed. It was awful. She sat up and her bottom lip began a definite wibble as Frodo retied 
the sash on his robe tightly and Sam slid completely off the bed and stepped away. Everyone 
was breathing hard.  

Oh, poop.  

Frodo paced aimlessly back and forth for a moment, his back to them both, then he spied her 
cake basket. “Well!” he said again. “I’m up!” Sam and Rosie smiled weakly. Frodo sighed. 
“Come on. Let’s have second breakfast.” He picked up the basket and walked stiffly out the 
door.  

“I’m sorry, Rosie.” Sam mumbled as he turned to follow.  

“Sorry for what? You didn’t do anything!” Rosie snapped.  

“Aye, that’s why I’m sorry.” he whispered. Rosie gave out a choked laugh and then he was 
gone, too.  

Rosie got off the bed and straightened her skirts, her lesson well learned. Young ladies really 
SHOULDN’T go into forbidden places.  

The sheer disappointment was murder.  
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Bag End had not been this full since Bilbo?s farewell party. Women from the Cotton and Brown 

families bustled in and out, some cooking, some decorating with garlands and greenery, some 

unloading and arranging Rose?s things in the big cupboard in the master bedroom. Frodo 

floated in and out of the bustle, glad of the company but looking a bit lost. He sat down on the 



bed in the second-best bedroom, which would be his after today, and turned over a pile of shirts 

and trousers. They needed to go somewhere; they couldn?t stay on the bed. It seemed so 

overwhelming a task. He pushed the piles aside to make room to lie down, and his fingers 

touched a grey silkiness. At the bottom of the pile was his elvish cloak, rescued from the wreck 

of Mordor in the very teeth of the armies of Sauron. Why had Gandalf done that? Why had he 

thought it worth the risk? 

 

He picked it up and buried his face in its folds for a minute, leaning back against the headboard. 

 

He let the fabric slide across his lap, and his fingers touched the brooch at the neck of the cloak. 

His fist closed around the beautiful thing, leaf shaped, golden and green.  

 

Sam surprised him there, bustling in, beaming, "Mr. Frodo, the lads from the Dragon want to 

know where to put the wine cask...I thought...." 

 

Sam trailed off. Frodo hadn?t moved, but his eyes steadily regarded Sam and a slight nostalgic 

smile played on his lips. His friend stepped closer, reached to stroke the folds of the cloak. 

 

"Some treasures we?ve kept, aye, Frodo?" Sam said gently, worried to find the other hobbit in 

this mood. 

 

Frodo straightened, stood. "And you are bringing home the best treasure of all, tomorrow!" 

Leaving the cloak on the bed, he put his arm around Sam?s shoulders and guided him out of 

the room. "I think we can put the wine under the back porch roof," he said heartily. "It should be 

out of the sun there, but easy to get to. What do you think?" 

 

When Sam had gone off to help unload, Frodo slumped against the doorway of the study for a 

moment. He closed his eyes. I will not give in to this. I really am happy for them. I am, he 

admonished himself. 

 

The elven cloak. Lorien. Galadriel. Their boats had slipped down the Silverlode and into the 

Great River, and it had seemed that they were standing still while she and her enchanted land 

were receding into time, slipping away. 

 

He felt Sam -- his dear Sam! -- and Rose were doing the same -- fading from him into a strange 

place where he could never follow. 

 

Angry at the potential he had for spoiling the wedding, he vowed again to get hold of himself. 



Sam knew him too well. He would know Frodo was upset, and would definitely not draw the 

correct conclusion. He would worry until he got to the bottom of it, and Frodo would never 

forgive himself if he ruined Sam and Rosie?s day. 

 

He stood up straight, and went out into the garden. Surely there was something he could do to 

keep busy. 

 

*** 

 

That evening after dinner, everything organized and ready for the morrow, Sam and Frodo 

stepped outside for a smoke. Several sets of chattering Gamgees and Goodchilds, as well as 

Merry Brandybuck and Pippin Took, were staying at Bag End for the night and the two resident 

hobbits felt quite suffocated. 

 

Strolling through the garden, smelling the flowers and the grass, they talked of trivial things 

related to the party. After a pause, Frodo said, "I am so very happy for both of you, Sam. Rosie 

will be a very lucky woman." 

 

"I hope so," Sam said. "I hope I?m doing the right thing. It?s a lot to take on -- family life. I hope 

she?ll find me tolerable day by day. You know courting is not the same as chores and laundry 

and fixing breakfast -- having a routine. But I still don?t feel I?ve thanked you properly for what 

you?re doing for us." 

 

"Sam, you?ve thanked me over and over. Besides, I?m not doing it for you," Frodo grinned, 

"I?m doing it for me!" 

 

"Well, it does seem right, somehow, coming home here." Sam smiled at his dear friend, put a 

hand on his shoulder. Something seemed to crackle in the air between them for a moment. 

Frodo stepped close and hugged him. Without hesitation, Sam hugged him right back. 

 

"Congratulations to the groom, in advance," Frodo said into Sam?s hair, and released him. 

 

Frodo turned to walk toward the door, knocking his pipe against the heel of his hand, and Sam 

followed after a moment, dimly sensing that words hung in the air, unsaid and unheard, but 

not unfelt. 

 

*** 

 



Under the new arbor, twined with flowers, in the back garden of Bag End, Rose?s parents and 

Sam?s father were saying the traditional words of welcome to the new daughter and the new 

son. 

 

Eyes shining, yet looking so shy and overwhelmed, Sam and Rose joined hands and gazed at 

each other. 

 

Certain that he was the very last person anyone would be looking at, Frodo sat to one side, near 

the front of the crowd but not in the first rows. It was only Merry who caught a glimpse of his 

face and wondered what in the world could be making Frodo so sad on this day. 

 

Benches and tables had been set up on the lawn for the noon meal. There was singing and 

cheering and toasts for the husband and wife. As the ale and the wine went round, the younger 

friends and relations began joking and making ribald suggestions. As was only right, because 

the custom in the Shire was for the bride and groom to leave the feast for their own private feast 

of one another, while their guests to reveled through the afternoon. Then, the suspense over for 

the restless and impatient couple, the tradition was that they join their guests once again for an 

evening of dancing and more feasting. 

 

Everyone was laughing and drinking the health of the bride and groom, and urging them to get 

on with it -- hadn?t they had enough lunch? The ribbing was innocent and bawdy, all at the 

same time.  

 

Merry, at Frodo?s table, was laughing with the rest. "You could give him some advice, now, 

couldn?t you, cousin? As I recall, you kissed her first!" 

 

"Yes," Pippin put in, "and Sam practically killed him!" 

 

"You remember," Merry went on. "It was the same Yule party, the winter before we left, where 

you destroyed Stella Bolger?s reputation." 

 

"`Too easy,? I believe your words were," Pippin guffawed. "Oh, she?s never lived it down -- has 

she, Merry?" 

 

The cheers began again, louder, and at the head table Sam and Rose got up, hand in hand, 

laughing and bowing. 

 

Frodo was on his feet, too. "You?ve reminded me that this belongs to you," he said, pulling 



something from his pocket and draping it over Merry?s shoulder as he hurried away. 

 

Merry turned, puzzled. Pippin saw, lying over his cousin?s shoulder, a blue silk handkerchief. 

 

Their eyes met. 

 

Frodo had slipped out of his garden and walked up the path away from Bagshot Row, grimly 

joking with himself that it would have been a perfect opportunity to use the ring and disappear. 

 

He had bespoken a room at the Green Dragon, feeling it would be best to leave the newlyweds 

to themselves for their first night and day together. No reason he couldn?t leave, go on down 

there now for a quiet drink. The party was getting so loud. It hurt his head. 

 

As he stalked along the path, Frodo gave in, putting into words the plain fact that had been 

crashing through his emotions for weeks. He was jealous. But of whom? He trudged on, out of 

place and not at home. 

 

*** 

 

Giggling and breathless, Sam and Rosie shut the door behind them and stood in the hallway of 

the grand hobbit hole, kissing again. Rosie laid her bouquet on the table as Sam pulled her 

down the hall. 

 

In the master bedroom, they sank into the big bed, still in all their finery. 

 

"How did I get so lucky?" Sam said, pushing the garland of flowers up from her brow, and 

kissing her again. 

 

"No, how did I get so lucky," Rosie corrected him, hands on his cheeks. 

 

Suddenly impatient, they undressed each other, so happy to have no constraints, to not have to 

stop themselves from all they had wanted to do for so long, so long. 

 

Afterward, Sam leaned on his elbow and pushed the bedclothes away, wanting to look at 

Rose?s lovely body, the sun-browned skin and the hidden white, moving his hand across her in 

long strokes. She smiled into his eyes. 

 

"My wife," he said. "Rosie." 



 

There had been another bed, not quite as big as this, and a cold room in the dead night of 

winter, instead of a sunny day on the threshold of summer. Rosie, next to him under the quilts, 

had been so close, so tantalizingly close, yet somehow not tempting him. He was so glad she 

was there, such a comfort. His happiness even outweighed his surprise that she would do 

something so bold, coming to him despite Frodo?s presence and the threatened wrath of her 

imposing father. All that winter, their first back home in the Shire after their great journey, was 

spent at Rosie?s family farmhouse in Bywater. Sam had been weighed down by fear and his 

focus on Frodo. All those nights, Frodo had lain just as close to Sam as Rosie in that bed, 

sleeping uneasily, sweating, crying out. No such joy as this for Sam that winter, but he had felt 

peace -- both his beloveds so near, as the black hours went by. Sometimes he had waked to find 

his arms wrapped around her, his breath warming her ear. Sometimes he had waked to find 

himself holding tight to Frodo, Rosie pressed against his back.  

 

He closed his eyes, shocked at the wave of longing and sadness that moved through him -- on 

his wedding day -- his wedding day to Rose! What was wrong with him? Frodo, he thought, 

where are you? He realized he was out of Frodo?s call, not certain where Frodo was. Sam had 

not felt this separated from Frodo since ... well, it was a memory he certainly did not want to 

revisit on his wedding day; the memory of the worst day of his life, his worst failures. Far away 

from his beloved master, too far. 

 

Frodo, where are you? 

 

Rose, ever sensitive to his mood, snuggled closer, hugged him tight. "I?m so glad, so glad, you 

came back to me Sam. I love you." 

 

"I love you too, Rose -- dearest Rosie," Sam whispered back, kissing her. She wouldn?t wonder 

why there were tears in his eyes. She would see them, and then tenderly kiss them away. 

 

 

*** 

 

Frodo sat at the bar of the Green Dragon, another tankard in front of him. He really wasn?t well 

enough to get this drunk and he was a little afraid of what it might do to him, but it was so nice 

to be numb, to not think. 

 

Yes, it was so nice to not think about what Rose would look like, sprawled in the big bed, his 

bed, naked, with Sam enjoying her, his skin so golden in the afternoon sunlight, smelling of 



good red wine and pipe smoke. It was just wonderful to be drunk enough to blot out their faces, 

to stop feeling the hole in his heart and the ache in his groin. Ale was, indeed, a wonderful 

thing. He took another drink, and fumbled for the chain at his neck. 

 

Later, Merry and Pippin found him slumped in a corner of the common room and helped him 

get to his rented bed. They talked it over and decided it would be best if Merry stayed with him. 

 

Late-lingering regulars watched the scene with great interest. 

 

"I always said he was sweet on her. Well, he didn?t speak up, and his gardener got the Rose," 

one said to the other, and got a big laugh. 

 

*** 

 

After dances and supper and many, many bad jokes, Rose and Sam were back in the big bed, 

exhausted and tipsy. Sam reached up for the candle snuffer and his hand touched something 

cold. His eyes widened. 

 

He pulled his hand out of the niche in the headboard, and in it was a cold phial of priceless 

crystal.  

 

"What did you find, love," Rose yawned. 

 

Sam turned toward her. "It?s something of Frodo?s. The Lady gave it to him; like she gave me 

the box of earth for the gardens." Rose reached for the heavy thing and Sam found himself 

hesitant to give it to her.  

 

But she touched it reverently. No glimmer of light, no wisp of star- silver did it offer in her 

hand. It was dark and solid, keeping its secret. She looked up at Sam, only a little curious, 

started to hand it back to him, ready for sleep and not explanations. Sam stared down at the 

phial. 

 

..."May it be a light for you in dark places, when all other lights go out...." 

 

"The star-glass?" muttered Frodo, as one answering out of sleep.... "Why, yes! Why had I 

forgotten it.... And now indeed light alone can help us...." 

 

...He was still in the same place, and still his master lay beside him dead. The mountains had 



not crumbled, nor the earth fallen into ruin. What shall I do, what shall I do, he said. Did I come 

all this way with him for nothing? 

 

Sam covered his face with his hands and burst into tears. 

 

Rosie, shocked into wakefulness, hugged him close, comforted him as she would a frightened 

child. "There, there, dearie, it will be all right. It will be all right." 

 

Sam could not stop sobbing for a long time. 

 

When he found his voice again, he said, "Oh, Rosie, I am so sorry. So sorry, my love. What have 

I done, what have I let you in for?" He clung to her, ashamed of himself. 

 

She knew better than to try to solve anything then. She knew she was seeing the aftermath of 

their terrible journey, memories that had waked into nightmares, like looming monsters, in 

Sam?s mind. 

 

"Just rest, Sam. It will be all right. I?m right here, I?m not going anywhere. It will be all right." 

 

 

*** 

 

Frodo woke to the late sun in an unfamiliar window and his heart skipped and raced, as his 

eyes found no familiar thing to rest on. Memory pieced back together. He was at the Green 

Dragon. Who was that snoring? 

 

Frodo sat up and saw Merry, then slowly lay back down. He groped again for the gem at his 

neck, found it, sighed. He held it tight in his wet palm until he felt the muscles of his neck and 

shoulders start to ease, his breathing slow to what he called normal, his heart stop hammering. 

 

He stared at the ceiling beams for a long time, until he realized he was shatteringly empty from 

hunger, and nauseated with his hangover. Merry kept snoring. 

 

Blessed be, the wedding day is over. Soon he could go home. He had gotten through it. The 

wedding day was over at last. Go home. He didn?t know whether he felt relief or fear. Tears 

squeezed out of the corners of his eyes.  



Famous for its Weddings 2: Star brightest 

Sam woke and slid carefully away from Rosie. He heard Frodo keening in the room across the 

hall, caught in the web of nightmare. Rolling out of bed, he paused to pull on his breeches, and 

carefully slipped out the door. The routine was sadly familiar to Sam after only a couple of 

weeks in the beautiful hobbit hole he now shared with his new wife and with Frodo. He looked 

back. He hadn?t waked her. 

 

The flagstones of the hall were cold on his feet, but a smiled warmed his face. Frodo?s room 

was now quiet, and it wasn?t dark. Sam saw a glimmer of starlight, steadily increasing as he 

walked in and knelt by the bed. 

 

Taking Frodo?s free hand in his, Sam?s eyes followed Frodo?s to the center of the soft white 

radiance now pouring from Frodo?s cupped hand. The tears on Frodo?s face sparkled as he 

gently moved the crystal phial, sending true starlight chasing shadows around the room. 

 

"Aiya Earendil Elenion Ancalima," Sam repeated softly, still kneeling, and was relieved and 

cheered to hear Frodo whisper the ancient words along with him. Since the day Sam had first 

seen the full light of the star-glass, he had learned a thing or two about mercy and miracles. 

And he had insisted on learning by heart the ancient Elvish words that had poured through 

them both, driven by some other power, on that never-to-be- forgotten day. 

 

"What was it this time, master....wraiths, or the spider?" he asked softly, stroking Frodo?s hand, 

then putting it against his cheek. Frodo just shook his head without speaking, but Sam felt his 

hand beginning to warm against Sam?s warm face. 

 

Still holding on, Sam moved to sit on the bed, leaning back against the carved headboard. 

 

"That was the worst time of my life; thinking you dead, then learning you weren?t dead and I 

had left you there" -- his voice cracked -- "for those cursed orcs to find." 

 

Frodo?s eyes were still on the crystal. He gently shook the hand that held Sam?s, as if to wake 

his friend up. 

 

"Sam. We made it back somehow, though. Dear Sam. We did it together. I never would have 

gotten through it without you; you know that."  

 



"I can?t believe it sometimes; either that it all happened, it was all real, or that we?re back. 

We?re home. Rosie?s here; Strider is king. I can?t take it all in sometimes. It?s too much." 

 

Sam kissed Frodo?s hand, lingering over the lump of knuckle that was all that was left of 

Frodo?s ring finger. With his other hand he caressed Frodo?s forehead. It, too, was warming 

again. He stroked the fine skin, still damp with sweat. It must have been a very bad dream. 

 

"You try and sleep, Frodo. I?ll stay here by you for a bit." 

 

"I could sleep, Sam. Thank you. But you shouldn?t be here; go back to bed. Rosie will be 

missing you." 

 

"Now, Frodo," Sam tried to smile, "she knew I had this job first -- helping you. I took that on 

long before she and I were married." 

 

"Well, it?s gone on a lot longer than is fair to you, I must say. Much too long." 

 

"Let me be the judge of that. Now try to sleep. Don?t be taking this away from me quite yet," 

Sam finished, and kissed Frodo?s hand again. Frodo rolled toward him to give him the phial, 

now fading to no more than a lightning bug?s glow on a summer lawn in the Shire. Sam 

carefully put the treasure in its niche as Frodo clasped Sam?s other hand in both of his, sighed, 

and closed his eyes. 

 

Sam watched him for a long time, watched his breathing softly move the covers over his 

ribcage, the little movement drawing a twinkle from the gem on its chain, almost buried in the 

bedclothes. By the light of the phial, like a nightlight, he saw color return to Frodo?s face as he 

slipped into a peaceful sleep. 

 

Rosie found them there when she looked in in the morning, Sam sound asleep sitting up, his 

head against the carvings, both Frodo?s hands in his.  

Famous for its Weddings 3: Circling 

thoughts 

They were still now except for their breathing, tangled together in the big bed at Bag End. The 

rising moonlight slanted through the diamond panes. Sam watched it touch Rosie?s hair, 



lighting it with silver. He suddenly wanted to let in the smell of the garden. It was May, cool 

and beautiful under the moon. He carefully shifted Rose so that he could get up and open the 

window. A soft breeze stirred. He breathed deeply, smiling, and when he turned he saw Rose 

smiling up at him. She purred and curled against him as he slid back under the covers. They 

could hear crickets.  

 

"What do you think of married life, Rosie," Sam asked, more to hear her voice than anything, 

caressing her idly. 

 

"Silly question, love. You know I have practically everything I ever hoped for, this minute. 

Setting up housekeeping in a place as grand as this? With you? It?s too good to be true, having 

you back, and having Mr. Frodo back safe. I never gave up hope, Sam, but I missed you so 

much." 

 

Sam shook his head. One of his strengths was his way of staying in today, not looking back or 

looking ahead much. He was reluctant to go in memory where Rosie?s words took him -- 

acknowledging how very close he and Frodo had been to not coming back at all. 

 

"We are safe, Rosie. At least mostly. I wonder -- I hope -- surely Frodo will be well again some 

day." 

 

He inhaled the warm clean smell of her hair, and with it the cool sweet scent of the night. A new 

thought gripped him. 

 

"It?s not fair." 

 

"What isn?t?" 

 

"I?m not ungrateful, I?m not complaining..." 

 

"Sam, what?" 

 

"Frodo!" he burst out. "I have you -- love -- this beautiful place -- his place -- and night after 

night he?s in there alone with his nightmares. We?re in our honey moon, and he?s all alone. 

And all we owe him, all everyone owes him. It?s not fair. He should be this happy. He deserves 

it if anyone does." 

 

"I know, Sam." She paused, stroking his hip where it pressed against her backside. She snuggled 



against him, feeling his heat. Already they fit so well, so easily. "Maybe he?ll marry. And surely 

he?ll get well, given time. Hasn?t there been some lass to catch his eye? Who did he like, before 

he had to go away? Before all the trouble came, and your journey?" 

 

"No one," Sam answered glumly. "There?s been no one." No one except me, he thought with 

sudden insight. No one?s been as close to him as I have. 

 

Sam closed his eyes, tightened his arms around his wife. He turned his face into her neck, deep 

in her curls, as if to ward off the pain that came with the sudden memory. He and Frodo, alone 

in the terrible dry plains of Mordor. Two small hobbits in a desert of death. For two weeks they 

had struggled toward the volcano in desperate attempt to destroy the ring, held to their 

purpose by sheer will. In the cold exhausted silence as they rested, one impossible night after 

another, Sam had comforted Frodo. They had clung to each other as if to life itself. 

 

His reluctance to remember was useless. The memory was so clear -- the one cloak of Lothlorien 

that they had left, covering them. Their heads pillowed on Sam?s tattered pack, side by side, 

lying as close as he and Rosie were now. Her hair smelled like lavender and morning glories 

and sunlight. Frodo?s hair had smelled like torch smoke and rotting weeds and dust. He 

smelled it now, felt the sharp lava digging into his side, felt the pain in his feet and in his 

tormented, waterless lips and throat. 

 

Night after night Frodo had curled against him, back to Sam?s stomach, hugging Sam?s arms to 

him, night after night using Sam as his protection from terrors without, and from the brutal pull 

of the ring within. 

 

It was love that had sent Sam there and kept him there -- love stronger than death, love eager to 

die rather than to abandon his beloved. He knew it at the time, knew it and said it, then and 

later -- he could gladly talk to Gandalf and to the others about Frodo and how dear he was to 

Sam. And that was good.  

 

But now he was realizing how much more there was to it ... as if his utter lack of a word like 

"wife" or "marriage" with which to label it had kept him from understanding exactly what he 

felt. 

 

He was realizing all this, because Rosie had taught him, and had needed not a word. Because of 

her, Sam could bypass words entirely, give up all guessing or wondering. Now he knew 

exactly, expertly, how healing and silly and beautiful the love of the body could be. He was 

living it, in his bones, in his flesh. On that thought, he pressed his lips against her naked 



shoulder. His hands loosened and one moved down her side. 

 

Nothing sweeter than this, that no singer, no poet, could ever run out of words for or tire of. 

Passion so beautiful between two people. And whatever this was, Frodo was part of it for Sam. 

Like a puzzle piece clicking into place, he suddenly felt the entirety of his love for Frodo, as if 

revealed to him for the first time. He closed his eyes again and felt, oh, so vividly, how it would 

be if Frodo were here, now, in Rosie?s place. His smooth, pale skin. His hair, which smelled like 

lemons and parchment and soap. Sam inhaled sharply.  

 

He was staggered. How was it possible to want them both like this? No one Sam knew had been 

in such a state; not that he?d ever had occasion to consider it, and Sam rarely worried without 

an occasion. He was not given to tormented theories. But he could think of no one. Two men? 

Not in the Shire. Well, that wasn?t exactly right. He could think of relatives and neighbors here 

and there through the years, but certainly only as a matter of gossip among the tweens that had 

been his friends.  

 

He felt he might never understand it, but that didn?t matter. It was still true and real. He tasted 

the beautiful truth again: He loved and yearned for Frodo just as he loved and yearned for 

Rosie. And as his thoughts came back in a circle, he thought again that no one had been as close 

to Frodo as Sam, that no two hobbits he had ever heard of in the Shire had a bond as close as 

theirs -- the bond of love and quest and healing and return. He knew, again without words and 

without question, that Frodo loved him. And again he was slapped by the unfairness of it all -- 

that he should now have his heart?s desire, and Frodo have nothing. They had been meant to go 

on their quest together -- that was certain. And he was sure they were meant to be together now 

that they were home. 

 

"Sam," Rosie whispered back to him, drawing out the soft vowel, "I can hear you thinking; I can 

hear the wheels turning in there.... What is it? Corn under the wheel at Sandyman?s mill? 

Hello," she cooed to him, rolling over, meeting his eyes, running a nail down his cheek. 

 

"Rosie, can you -- do you --" 

 

He frowned into her eyes. He was raving. What was he about to ask her -- his new bride, his 

legitimate and respectable wife, the only daughter of the solid and well-established Farmer Tom 

Cotton of Bywater? Madness. 

 

She frowned back, seeking to understand him, as she always did, seeking to follow his thoughts 

wherever they led. 



 

"Frodo has no one," Sam began again. He went very red. "No one but me. And I --" He blinked. 

Solid Tom Cotton and the Bywater farm....Another memory, immeasurably better than Mordor, 

a memory of the Cotton family and the welcome they gave the four travelers, a welcome like 

summer rain. 

 

"Rosie, remember those days when we first came back? Last winter, that we spent at your 

Dad?s? You would come. You would crawl in bed with us at night." 

 

They had never talked of it before. There had seemed to be no need. 

 

She smiled. "Dad had put you in their room, because nothing but the best for Mr. Frodo. He put 

Mother in with me and he bunked with Nibs." 

 

"I had to stay with Frodo then. I couldn?t leave him, the nightmares were so bad. And in the 

spring they got worse. March is the worst of all.... But Rosie, those nights with all three of us in 

the big bed at your Dad?s...those were the sweetest times I ever had, until now. Do you see?" 

 

He paused, still less than sure of his sanity and suddenly terrified of her reaction. 

 

"I know you love Frodo," she said slowly. "You stuck with him, and would have died with him. 

You two passed through something that no one else understands." 

 

"Yes. But it?s more than that." Sam watched her intently -- her expression so open, so loving. 

Her eyes made him brave, despite how crazy it still sounded out loud, even to him. 

 

"I do love him, Rosie. And now that I have you, I see how it could be with Frodo. I love him, 

too, and I want him, too. I don?t know what I?m saying. I love you, Rosie -- if anything?s clear, 

that should be, but what we have....he could share it." His voice dropped. "I could give it to him, 

I could love him like this." 

 

He closed his eyes as a wave of desire washed over him. 

 

"Yes, I see," she said thoughtfully. "I see how there?s probably enough of you to go around." 

And she pinched his waist where it bulged over his hip bone, after weeks of betrothal feasts and 

home cooking. He laughed, desperately grateful she hadn?t burst into tears or struck him, or 

worse. He hugged her tightly. 

 



"Rose, I?m mad. Raving. I don?t understand what I?m saying. But it?s true. I love you both. So 

much." 

 

"Sam, Frodo is a beautiful hobbit. An elvishly beautiful hobbit. Anyone can see that. You don?t 

have to convince me," she said, smiling. 

 

"He is beautiful," Sam agreed, amazed at being able to put this into words with her. 

 

"And I am thinking we could share," she said, smiling and biting her lower lip. "Hmm...Now 

that?s truly something for me to think about -- me, under one roof with two fine and handsome 

and strange hobbits as can be found anywhere in the Shire!" 

 

She raised on one elbow and grinned at her husband as she began to nibble on the pointed tip 

of his ear. She whispered between nibbles, "I wonder if Frodo ... knows how to do this.... I 

wonder if Frodo?s lips ... are this ... soft." 

 

Sam moaned. His voice clogged. With what fleeting coherency remained to him, he decided his 

new and respectable wife wasn?t nearly as proper as he had been led to believe. They didn?t 

speak again for a long time; their mouths had other business. 

 

As the night grew old and they faded into a damp and tangled sleep once again, Rosie 

murmured, "Sam...You have to promise me one thing." 

 

"Mmmm?" 

 

"You have to promise to forgive me for being the one to kiss him first." 

Famous for its Weddings 4: Morning all new 

Sam felt he had slept only a couple of hours after his talk with Rosie, when he awoke at the 

regular time. He was shaping up as the only early riser in the household, partly because he 

liked the dawn, and partly because of longstanding habits. Cows that needed milking didn?t 

care how late their milker had been up the night before, talking about love or demonstrating it. 

 

He had resumed, after his return to Hobbiton, the chore he had had since he was 14 years old: 

doing the morning milking for the neighbors that shared two cows. They were kept in a shed 

down the lane from Bagshot Row, and Frodo was talking about buying a third now that his 



household had grown. It was a blessed relief to Sam to go back to doing things the way he 

always had, to have familiar sights and smells around him.  

 

He dressed, peeked in the room across the hall to see Frodo sleeping peacefully, for once, and 

quietly left his new hole. He felt very foggy from lack of sleep. 

 

The cows greeted him with angry impatience. He might be the hero of the age and rumored as 

the next Mayor of Michel Delving, but all the cows knew was that he was late and they were 

miserable. He found his stool and arranged his buckets, leaning his head into the big brindle 

cow. 

 

As his head slowly cleared, he realized the morning felt different, brighter, because he was 

different. Finally in touch with something so important about himself, something so new and so 

familiar all at the same time. His words with Rosie had pulled it into the light where he could 

see it....He said it to himself again -- might have actually said it out loud to the cow. I love her. I 

love Frodo. I want them both. Incredible thought. His innate optimism took over and he began 

to think that maybe it would work out, that he could have them both. 

 

Pondering the mystery of love and desire propelled Sam through the milking in record time. 

When he had finished, he turned out the cows, their tranquility restored, into the commons. He 

came up the walk to Bag End, carrying his share of the milk, and heard the two familiar voices 

through the kitchen window, open to the May morning. He smelled bread and frying bacon. 

 

When he walked into the warm kitchen, his eyes were drawn to Frodo, curious what he would 

see. 

 

"Good morning, Sam," Frodo said. 

 

"Good morning." 

 

Sam washed his hands, fell in to help with laying the table, found the butter crock and the 

napkins. He responded to comments about milking and mowing. But all the time his eyes were 

on Frodo, judging that it was one of his master?s good days, hearing him laugh, noticing -- 

surely he had always noticed -- how blue Frodo?s eyes were, how deep and clear. How his dark 

brown hair curled around his ears and fell to the low collar at the back of his shirt. Since their 

return, Frodo wore his hair longer than he used to, long enough in back to hide the puckered 

scar where the spider had marked him forever. 

 



Sam watched Frodo?s hands as he poured the steaming tea, brushed his fingers to take his mug. 

Frodo?s forearms were exposed by the turned up cuffs of the old white shirt. Sam noted how 

his energy was returning with the warmer weather. How quickly he moved, almost danced, like 

one of the beautiful colts of Rohan that they had admired after Lady Eowyn?s betrothal feast, 

highbred and skittish. How tall he was, how slim. 

 

His eyes followed Frodo past Rosie, as Frodo went to fetch a big pitcher for the milk Sam had 

brought. Rose caught Sam?s eye. She smiled, and stepped around the table to kiss him. 

 

"He is beautiful. Didn?t you know I always saw it, too?" she whispered, sitting down in Sam?s 

lap. "Beautiful like an elf. Like I imagine them." 

 

Sam shook his head, his mouth dry. Married less than a month...what next? He would never, 

ever be like other people. He smiled. 

 

Sam became surer and surer over the next few days that he wasn?t crazy. That his heart was in 

exactly the right place and that he would find a way to make it all work out. He felt a blooming 

sense of physical contentment, expanding around him like a cloud or like a soft blanket that he 

could wrap Frodo in, too. And underneath a tingle of suspense. 

 

He found that he was reveling in simple touch. There was just more of it, more touching. If he 

sat down for lunch and his knee bumped Frodo?s, he left it there instead of reflexively moving 

away out of politeness. If he before would have grabbed Frodo?s shoulder, or cuffed him as he 

did Rosie?s brothers, now he hugged him. 

 

These small things, simple and significant as the signs of spring all around them, seemed to 

affect Frodo below the level of thought. If Frodo noticed anything, it was just to comment to 

himself that home with the newlyweds was warmer and sweeter than ever. He felt lucky, and 

more than a little jealous. 

 

Rosie watched her men and waited. Sam would put things right. He always did. 

 

One morning soon after, Sam came running back early from the milking, out of breath. He had 

left the full buckets just outside the shed and dashed. 

 

He found Rosie in the kitchen, took her by the arm to Frodo?s room. "Come on, you?re not 

going to believe this. Frodo, are you awake? Come on, I have to show you something." 

 



His eyes shining, he wouldn?t say another word. He impatiently waited for Frodo to stuff his 

nightshirt into yesterday?s breeches. He grabbed both their hands, hurrying their pace until 

they came to the turn in the lane. 

 

"Look," he said, pointing. 

 

The mallorn in the party field had bloomed. 

 

At the first touch of the dawn on its crown, it had burst into a riot of golden blossoms. They 

were brighter than sparkles on water, richer than real gold. The mallorn of Lorien had bloomed, 

on a cloudless May morning in the Shire. 

 

He stood between Rosie and Frodo, arms around them. They all had tears on their faces.  

 

Word spread quickly from Bagshot Row to the country round. Very little work got done that 

day. If the hobbits had needed any excuse to celebrate summer early, this was the best one they 

could think of. 

 

Soon a flute player was sitting under the tree, joined by a singer or two, then a lutist, a 

drummer, and a girl carrying rolls and butter and strawberries. Then the Twofoot family spread 

out a blanket for a late breakfast. Then someone arrived with a beer barrel, and a chess set. 

 

And before you could say elevenses, it was a fair and a party and a midsummer revel of the 

highest sort all rolled into one. There was dancing, and picnics, and maypoles for the second 

time in a month. Someone dug a pit at the edge of the field and started cooking and roasting. 

Someone else composed a new song for the occasion and taught it to everyone. Frodo sat in a 

circle of rapt listeners and told the story of Lothlorien all over again. They insisted that Sam 

pass around his now-empty box, and tell about Lady Galadriel, so beautiful and wise. They 

fingered the silver rune on the lid -- someone said it meant "G" for her name, or for Gardener, 

no one was sure which. And then bonfires and supper, and wine, and dancing, more dancing. 

 

Someone had to drag Sancho Proudfoot down from trying to climb the tree. Everyone knew 

better than to try that, except him, it seemed. Even the Bucklanders and Tooks who were 

beginning to trickle in. Several people bedded down, inadvertently or on purpose, right there 

on the lawn and seemed to have no intention of stirring until morning. 

 

But long before that, weary, delighted, drunk, and full of gratitude, Rose, Sam and Frodo 

trudged up the path to the front door of Bag End. The last rim of the sun was still to be seen, 



touching the tree tops.  

 

Turning to watch the sun set, Sam remarked, "It?s too lovely to go in quite yet." He sat down on 

the bench by the door, the one Bilbo had sat on so many times to blow smoke rings. 

 

"How about a pipe," Rose offered, as she slipped inside. 

 

Frodo, glancing back to make sure he was not taking her spot, sank down beside Sam with a 

sigh. He leaned his head back against the shingles. Neither spoke. Soon Rose reappeared with a 

tray. Three plain silver goblets, full of wine as red as the sky, and beside them the pouch and 

two pipes. 

 

Before Frodo could get up, she had set the tray beside him on the bench. Shaking out the folds 

from the blanket she had over her arm, she wrapped up, sat on the ground at Sam?s feet and 

snuggled up to his knees. She pressed close to Frodo in reaching around him for her cup. She 

leaned her head against his knee and one of Sam?s. 

 

Distant sounds of revelry and music wafted up from the field. The sun sank. The flare of the 

tinder seemed loud in the fast cooling air as Frodo lit a pipe and handed it to Sam, then filled 

his own. As he took the pipe with one hand, Sam eased his other arm around Frodo?s waist. 

Mellowed by gratitude and the wine, Frodo sighed and leaned against his friend. 

 

The three of them silently smoked or sipped their wine, as the stars flowered in the sky. Rose 

wrapped a corner of the blanket around Frodo?s feet. Still they lingered. The pipes died. Full 

night fell. The wine was gone. 

 

Frodo had dozed, his head sinking against Sam?s shoulder, Sam?s arm and hand pressed 

against his ribs, warmer than ever in the still air. With his other hand, Sam stroked Rose?s curls. 

 

At last even Sam felt the chill creeping up his legs. Rosie yawned. They stirred, waking Frodo. 

They all stood, stretched, and moved to the door, leaving the tray and the blanket. 

 

In the hall, Rosie turned. 

 

"Goodnight, Mr. Frodo," she said softly, and she hugged him tight, pressing up against him, 

putting her face in the hollow where his neck met his shoulder, arms around his neck, a hand 

cradling the back of his head. 

 



Frodo inhaled the scent of her hair, felt her breath moving, the warmth of her back under his 

arms. He felt tears prick his eyelids. Her breasts pressed against his shirt. She was so warm, so 

real. She pulled away, but only far enough to smile and to press her mouth to his, as gently and 

as easily as they had kissed at the Yule party in Tookland, for the famous game of Guess Me. 

 

Frodo kissed her, feeling his entire being reduced to the point where their mouths met. Time 

stopped. By some other sense than hearing or even smell, he felt Sam standing near. 

 

When she finally moved away, his eyes met Sam?s, who was smiling in the genuine Samwise 

manner, as Pippin might have said. A half smile that pretended it was being suppressed, a vast 

store of wry humor just underneath. 

 

Now Rosie was gone, their bedroom door creaking open, and Sam said, "Goodnight, Frodo. It 

was a wonderful day." Then, as if he did it every day instead of never before, Sam gently 

cupped Frodo?s jaw in both his big hands and kissed him. Not a furtive brush, or a searching 

seduction, just a solid, warm, lingering kiss. He tasted of the good Southfarthing tobacco smoke, 

and the wine. As the kiss held, deepened, Frodo put his hands up to cover Sam?s, surprised, but 

not as surprised as when Rosie had kissed him moments before. Then, still smiling, Sam turned 

away. 

 

The bedroom door was open behind Sam. Frodo stood there a moment, took a deep breath, and 

followed them into the big bedroom, the master?s bedroom, of Bag End. 

Famous for its Weddings 5: Frodo's wedding 

night 

Frodo?s smile was nervous but real. The room was dark and as his eyes adjusted, he located 

Rose and Sam standing near the bed. He caught the tail of a whisper -- whose, he couldn?t say -- 

Yes, of course he?s coming... Rose?s arms were around Sam?s neck, his arms around her waist. 

 

As Frodo approached, they opened their arms to encircle him. Frodo felt that if he had not 

braced against them, he would have fallen to the floor in relief and anticipation. Sam kissed him 

again, without hurry, opening Frodo?s mouth with his lips, meeting his tongue. So gentle, his 

face level with Frodo?s, so familiar. He smelled of wine and a warmth like tomato vines in the 

sun. It was Sam, dear Sam, Sam all along. Of course. 

 



Rosie?s lips were on his neck, on his collar bone, as she undid his top button, then the next, to 

make a downward path for her lips. As she bent to her task, Frodo felt Sam gently guiding his 

shoulders to the bed and he was grateful. Flat, flat was better. They lifted his legs onto the 

mattress, moved pillows. 

 

Sam kept slowly kissing his face. Frodo?s lips, his eyelid, his lips, the underside of his jaw, his 

lips, his ear...Sam?s breathing was getting faster. Rosie had Frodo?s shirt open now and was 

retracing the path of her lips, picking up some spots she?d missed on the way down, while her 

hands were busy with the fastening of his breeches -- just as well; they were uncomfortably 

tight.  

 

He slid further up the bed, so precisely aware of Sam?s lips, his stroking hands on Frodo?s 

chest, of Rosie bustling near, her skirts gathered under her arms, one shin against his hip bone. 

Then all other sensations were blotted out, as she carefully slid onto him, all the way down, the 

heart of the fire, of the sun. Her delicious weight in his lap. Unless she was bleeding, Rosie 

Gamgee never bothered with underclothes. 

 

Frodo opened his eyes in sheer astonishment, just in time to see Sam help Rosie loosen the 

bodice of her dress, and strip it and the petticoats off over her head. Sam was struggling out of 

his own shirt, eyes closed, leaning over to kiss and suck his wife?s breasts as she began to move 

against Frodo, who moaned, overcome, gone. He flailed a hand up to find Sam?s face. She sat 

on him, slow and heavy, knees on either side of Frodo?s stomach, feet tucking under his thighs. 

So tight, so deep. 

 

She cradled Sam?s head with both her arms. He leaned across them, supported on one arm, the 

other around her, his lips against her nipple. Rocking, rocking, rocking... 

 

She was moaning now, too, moaning and screaming and screaming. She fell, shuddering, across 

Frodo, sobbing as the climax crashed over first her, then him. He put his arms around her, felt 

hot tears slide down his temples. She lay on him, legs folded flat against his sides, their 

stomachs together. Sam was lying on his side, pressed against them both, his arm around them 

both, kissing Frodo, kissing Rosie. She was still sobbing, but not as wildly. 

 

"Don?t worry, Frodo, the lasses always do that when it?s really, really good," Sam said in a 

rather breathless voice. He seemed to notice suddenly that he still had his breeches on, and tore 

them off in one movement, throwing them into the darkness. 

 

At his words, Rosie laughed as she cried, raising up to support herself against Frodo?s chest 



and, still laughing, reached her free hand over to slap Sam as hard as she could. He ducked 

expertly, as if he had done this before. Frodo, chuckling, stroked her breasts, lifted his head to 

kiss. It had been so long, so long.... But no memory was as sweet as this, a tenth as sweet or as 

important. Sam. Rosie. Sam. He felt hollow. His mouth was dry.  

 

Frodo sighed as he was slidingly released from her hot center, and helped as Sam pulled Rosie 

towards him, turned her. She lay on her back between them now, and it was Sam?s turn to ease 

across her thighs, parting them with his knee, one hand helping him slide in. He wrapped an 

arm around Frodo?s neck as he sank toward the bed on top of her, and Frodo sank, too, pressed 

against them both as the rocking began again. Sam?s hand moved down Frodo?s side, across 

his hip, and Frodo eased apart from the lovers just a bit, so that Sam?s hand could find its way 

into the space between and curl around the flesh now hard again. Frodo was surprised at 

himself. Maybe he wasn?t too old for this. 

 

All eyes closed, hot skin seemed to fuse and melt. Sam thrust slowly into Rosie, over and over. 

She was wet, so wet -- partly hers and partly Frodo?s. Rosie opened her eyes to see them 

kissing, their heads just above hers. She slid a finger into their kiss, kept her eyes open as Sam 

began to push harder, faster, to growl deep in his throat. Soon she had to close her eyes, but 

Frodo watched for her. 

 

Sam?s mood changed and he slowed, pulled away, wordlessly pressed on her thigh so that she 

would roll over. She did, knowing immediately what he had in mind, and she added an idea of 

her own. He reluctantly released Frodo as Rosie, now on hands and knees, moved back against 

Sam, capturing him again between her thighs. She shifted, and Sam moved with her, so that her 

face brushed Frodo?s stomach. Frodo rolled on to his back, let his bent legs part as her face 

dropped lower, and they were all moving together again -- Sam in Rosie, Frodo in Rosie?s 

mouth. Someone was moaning. 

 

Skin gently slapped. Sam shifted his weight back and held Rosie?s ass so tightly, found and 

gripped Frodo?s knee with his other hand. Frodo?s spine arched as his hands tangled in Rosie?s 

hair. He cried out. Skin slapping harder now, faster. 

 

Soon, Sam?s voice caught, and he held his breath for what seemed like an impossibly long time, 

then silently sank against Rosie?s back. She was crying again, shuddering down onto Frodo, 

careful not to crush him with both their weight. She heard Frodo moaning, felt his hands slide 

across her breasts.  

 

Frodo, on his back with the two of them sprawled across him, said, "I can?t believe you two 



have been holding out on me like this. How dare you." They all began to laugh, or maybe they 

were crying. Frodo caught the scent of Sam?s sharp sweat, the deep spicy smell of Rosie, and 

tasted his own tears. His thighs were sticky where they lay pinned under hers.  

 

The blessed night would never end. They were making up for lost time, wiping out lost years, 

old pain, erasing old curses with their lips, tongues, fingers, folds of skin, thighs, in pairs, in 

three, one watching, one sleeping. Sometimes with the crash of the climax like a great wave. 

Sometimes a long, long ebb tide, splashing and rippling. Laughing. Collapsing. 

 

The light of dawn was coming through the diamond paned window before they were all asleep 

at the same time. In the morning, much later, Frodo couldn?t remember if he?d had a single 

dream. 

 

 

 

*** 

 

 

When Sam woke, he was hungry. Extremely hungry. Nothing else would have driven him out 

of the bed, away from the beautiful heat and scent. Drawing a deep breath, stretching, he 

yawned and fumbled into the kitchen, finding a heel of bread and some strawberries. 

 

Oh, no -- the cows, he thought, and so, so reluctantly, grabbed some clothes and rushed down 

the lane. The neighbors would guess exactly why the new bridegroom had so sadly abused the 

cows this morning, and skewer him with their teasing. He smiled. At least, they would think 

they guessed why. 

 

Left behind in the bed, Rosie and Frodo vaguely heard him go. Later, they, too, woke hungry, 

and lazed naked into the kitchen to eat whatever they could find, and wait for him. Rosie 

managed to get organized enough to put the kettle in the banked coals. Eventually they could 

have some tea.... 

 

They didn?t say much, but they gazed at each other, noting lines, curves, reviewing the feel of 

fingers, of a spot on the neck. They found they had to touch, couldn?t stay apart. Taking their 

cheese and the rest of the strawberries back to bed, they spooned into the covers, content. 

 

"I feel as if that was my wedding night, Rosie," Frodo said, kissing her ear as he pressed against 

her back. 



 

She smiled. "Well, I?m glad you didn?t insist on waiting for a big fancy party. Or meeting the 

mother of the bride!" 

 

She craned her neck around to kiss him. "I told Sam there was plenty enough of him to go 

around, and I was right, wasn?t I, Frodo?" 

 

"Master Frodo," he growled, thinking of something he had forgotten to do last night...How 

could he have overlooked this? He had a fleeting moment of regret that they wouldn?t be able 

to wait for Sam. Oh, well. Sam would catch up. 

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

They were dozing again when they heard whistling. Rosie had opened the window to throw 

out the strawberry tops, then had brushed a few tidbits of cheese off the bed and climbed back 

in beside Frodo. The sound of bees came in with the breeze. 

 

When they heard the whistled tune, bright as the morning, Frodo stirred, lingered to hug Rosie 

once more, then rolled out of bed. He briefly considered finding his trousers, and found the idea 

silly. Rosie behind him, Frodo went down the hall to meet Sam in the kitchen. Sam turned from 

putting down the milk bucket and a basket to find the two of them embracing him, both naked. 

He burst out laughing, the only difficult decision being who to kiss first. 

 

"Well, the cows were certainly upset with me," he spoke into Frodo?s hair, "and then that 

Widow Rumble had to tease me unmercifully about how a new bridegroom can be counted on 

to neglect his morning chores." This sentence against Rosie?s neck. "The only good part about 

that was, she gave us some bread and rolls from her baking this morning. And I got a cup of tea, 

something sorely missed." Sam was a creature of habit and counted on his tea first thing. 

 

"How nice -- I?m still starving," Frodo said, hefting the basket on to the table and opening the 

napkins that covered it. "We have unaccountably forgotten to cook breakfast. It?s sliding 

around here -- a sad state of affairs." Sam was trying to pour some tea but he found himself 

continually interrupted. He was thirsty for the hot drink, but his hands wanted to stroke 

Rosie?s cheek, her hip, to see if they remembered the curve of Frodo?s neck, the shape of his 

lips. Pouring out the tea took about five times longer than it should have, but after only half a 



cup, his mouth full of rolls, Sam found himself being firmly escorted back to bed. Frodo had the 

basket in one hand, Sam by the other. 

 

By some unspoken plan that was clear to Frodo and Rosie the moment their eyes met, they 

launched an assault upon the doomed Sam. Rose pushed him backward onto the bed. She and 

Frodo worked together to take off his clothes, stroking, kissing, petting. The morning light in 

the room was bluish white. Frodo, seized by a sudden smile, closed the window. 

 

He turned back to the bed to find Rosie kneeling at Sam?s shoulder, kissing him. He laid a 

warm hand on Sam?s ankle and slowly drew both hands up Sam?s legs as he climbed onto the 

bed. Frodo knew that Sam wouldn?t mind the abruptness of his idea at all. Sam?s warm 

softness was soon stiffening, climbing further into Frodo?s mouth all by itself. Sam moaned. 

Frodo closed his eyes ... his lover smelled of hay and the mingled richness of last night. Frodo 

rolled to his side, bringing Sam with him, wrapping his legs around Sam?s legs, his hands 

firmly around Sam?s ass, as his mouth and tongue explored all the edges and folds and corners 

of Sam, as this skin of Sam?s had explored Rosie?s sweetness in the night. 

 

Sam was panting and still, the muscles of his ass clenching under Frodo?s hands as he strained 

into Frodo?s mouth, forcing himself not to thrust wildly. It occurred to Frodo that he heard not 

a rustle from Rosie, and he opened his eyes to see where she was. She was sitting cross-legged, 

watching intently, her hands busy in her own lap. Rosie saw a smile curve his lips even as he 

continued to lick and suck. After another minute he pulled away, beckoning, still smiling 

wickedly. 

 

"Take over," he whispered. 

 

Sam opened his eyes to see the change of partners, stunned by the latest way he had 

encountered Frodo?s beautiful, mobile mouth. Frodo was rummaging in the basket, sure that if 

Widow Rumble had sent bread and rolls she would not have left out the....yes, oh good. 

 

He climbed back in bed behind them, one hand carefully cupping something. He moved to 

spoon in against Sam, leaning on one elbow, his mouth near Sam?s ear. Rosie was unhurriedly 

pursuing her assignment in Sam?s lap. 

 

"Why should Rosie have all the fun? It?s not fair. I think you?ll agree she shouldn?t keep this 

part for herself..." Using the butter he had found to smooth the way, he gently pushed against 

Sam, finding the opening as Sam went limp in every corner of his body--except one. 

 



Both were moaning as Frodo slid slowly in. Rosie discovered Sam could get even harder, harder 

than she had ever felt him. She carefully slowed her attentions, not wanting this to end too 

soon. Keeping a hand on Sam, she sat up to watch their faces as the slow thrusting began. 

 

Frodo?s head was thrown back, his eyes closed, dark patches of passion like bruises rising 

under the skin of his eyelids and under his eyes -- a beautiful change from the dark circles of 

weariness Rosie was more accustomed to. She leaned across her husband to kiss Frodo?s open 

mouth. Her stomach against Sam?s chest, she held the kiss, offered Frodo her tongue, feeling 

against her body the rhythm that Frodo was creating for Sam. 

 

Then Sam...her mouth met his, and his lips were slack as he moaned. His focus was 

overwhelmingly deep inside himself. He limply stroked a hand across her cheek, caught at her 

curls, let the hand fall. Rosie smiled and watched him, the sweat standing on his forehead, his 

cheekbone, his arms hugging Frodo?s around his chest. She felt weak, felt herself getting wet. 

They were so beautiful, so beautiful together -- Frodo?s pale skin against Sam?s outdoor tan, the 

muscles rippling in their arms and shoulders, the tense line of Sam?s neck. Her eyes drank them 

in, her hand gently keeping Sam company as Frodo and he thrust together slowly, now faster, 

faster..... 

 

The climax was coming now, she could tell, both of them panting, moving with new urgency, 

growling.  

 

She wanted to be part of it, and slid down to hold them both close, her arms stretching around 

Sam to touch Frodo, her mouth on Sam once more as the explosions began. 

 

It was a good thing Frodo had closed the window. 

 

.....Rosie wiped herself with the sheet and drew it across the momentarily unconscious lovers, 

her whole body shaking with giggles and still-building arousal....She remembered something, 

and slid out of bed to disappear down the hall. In a few minutes she returned with mugs of 

steaming tea. 

 

"I swear, you two are so useless," she complained. "I bring the wine, I bring the blanket, I bring 

the pipes, I bring the tea. I wonder you didn?t send me out for the butter, Frodo." 

 

He sighed and reached for the mug and the tea towel she offered him. "You?re right, my dear. 

We don?t deserve you. We are dead weight, helpless lunks. Dull as sleeping cows." 

 



Sam, moving extremely slowly, rolled onto his stomach and piled some pillows for Frodo, who 

was leaning back to wipe himself off. Propping his head against Frodo, Sam accepted a mug 

from Rosie. She snuggled in against him and pulled up the sheet. 

 

"Moon and stars, lass, you never told me it was like that," Sam said after a sip of tea. 

 

"Well," Rosie drawled, "Maybe not quite like that. But close enough. And we lasses have to have 

some secrets from you gentlemen; can?t let you know all you?re missing, now, can we?" 

 

They lay there, basking, until Frodo had finished his cup of tea and said, "Rosie, I?ve just got to 

try to make it up to you. Please accept some recompense for all your slaving for us." His voice 

shook with laughter. 

 

Idly wondering what he was up to, and giggling at the sudden energy in the normally languid 

and sad Master of Bag End, Rosie and Sam watched him carefully arrange some pillows.  

 

He made a grand show of walking up to Rosie?s side of the bed and giving her his best "calling 

on the quality" bow. She laid her hand in his, still giggling, and he assisted her in lying back 

gently in the nest of pillows he had created. She -- the tingling beginning in her stomach as she 

took in exactly what Frodo was going to do -- noted Frodo had made sure Sam would have a 

lovely view. 

 

She lay her head back and sighed as Frodo?s kisses began above her navel and continued 

downward, past the triangle of curling hair, his fingers gently seeking, stroking, now two of 

them disappearing, as his lips and tongue found the places that made Rosie pant and moan and 

clutch the air. 

 

Sam, watching them, sighed in delight, and thought it was a indeed a good thing that someone 

had closed the window. 

Famous for its Weddings 6: Mother, 

daughter 

1454 
 



It took no persuading after lunch to get Rose to take a stroll with Elanor. The younger woman 
knew it was healthy to take a nice easy walk at least once a day, keeping her breathing even, her 
back from getting stiff. Now, near the end, walking was much more comfortable than standing 
to wash dishes or set a table. And sitting? Only on the floor. Please, no chairs. 
 
These weeks had been so sweet, set off like a picture in a frame from the rest of their lives that 
year, which itself was especially sweet anyway, as years went.  
 
It had been a long, slow ride from the Westmarch, but the road was excellent and the fine 
wagon had big metal springs. No one had liked the idea of Elanor trying to wait until the last 
minute to come home to have her first baby. No one liked her being away from Fastred that 
long either, but it would be so nice to have a finished home to bring the baby to. Though he felt 
very torn, Fastred wanted to press on. So much work to do in the new settlement, so many 
things to plan and build and organize. He could get to Hobbiton within a day if he used a fast 
pony and pressed it hard. And, what could be better, Mr. Peregrin had loaned him one. So 
Elanor came home in her seventh month. Sam was taking no chances with their first grandchild. 
 
All the details settled, with Elanor again at Bag End, the remaining Gardeners had only to enjoy 
and to wait. Half the children grown and gone, the other half getting so old they could take care 
of every chore (if Rosie nagged them). Why, Baby Tom was 12 years old now. Don?t you dare 
call him baby, and of course, he knew everything already. 
 
So Rose and Elanor walked, and reminisced, and made plans, and argued about names. Their 
stroll after lunch became a routine. Sometimes Goldilocks came along, sometimes Rosie-lass. 
But one day they were alone, and as their steps turned down the lane toward the mallorn in the 
meadow, Elanor tried to put an odd question into words. 
 
"It just seemed so right, so ordinary," she said to her mother without preamble. Rosie cocked her 
head, smiling. "Really, only since I married have I wondered about it at all, tried to understand, 
as if it were someone else I was thinking about. To see it from outside, if you see what I mean." 
 
"I see," Rosie said, and waited. 
 
"The three of you never seemed to worry about it, but plenty of other people did. We heard 
gossip we never repeated to you, and the cruel things children say, before you and Dad and Fo 
taught us to just not hear it." 
 
Rosie nodded, admiring the noon spring light in her daughter?s golden hair. Since she was five, 
Elanor could not be made to wear a hat. She cheerfully got a red nose in the summer, and her 
hair bleached almost white. Rosie never got used to Elanor?s breathtaking loveliness. Queen 
Arwen had told her once how much Elanor reminded her of her Noldorin foremothers. Rosie 
wondered what Celebrian and Galadriel must have looked like. More than mortals were able to 
handle, she was sure. 



 
The almost-elvish face was frowning. "But now I have Teddy, and I just... Mother," Elanor 
finally blurted, "Tell me how it works! I can?t imagine it -- being in your place. I can?t imagine 
sharing him. How did you make room for Frodo? Or was it Dad you made room for?" 
 
Rose laughed, letting the question rest easily in the air. What should she say? 
 
"It worked, and it works. It really hasn?t changed at all, it?s just so much more easy and 
familiar. And, it does work beautifully in that big bed up at Bag End. No need to blush, child, 
with that belly! And you married three years. It works in as many ways as your pretty blonde 
head, I?m sure, can imagine." 
 
Elanor laughed even as she still blushed as pink as her mother?s namesake flowers.  
 
"Yes, I have learned quite a bit about the bed part of loving since I left home, though this baby 
slowed that down quite a bit lately! But you know all about that, after fourteen." 
 
Elanor could picture part of it now, if she tried -- imagine her mother, pregnant with herself at 
about the same age, in the lovely familiar rooms of Bag End. Rooms surely quieter and more 
orderly with only her three parents there. Much quieter than the old hole had ever been in 
Elanor?s entire memory! 
 
Her mother, now going grey, but at 70 only in a comfortable middle age by hobbit terms. 
Middled aged and serene, a mellower version of the bubbling, adventurous lass that Elanor 
imagined she must have been. Beautiful and strong, her hands rough from years of laundry and 
cooking, her hands gentle from years of caressing skin and wiping tears. 
 
"And how long had you and Dad been married when I was born?" 
 
"A year. No, not quite -- eleven months." 
 
Elanor nodded. "And Fo was there all along. Oh, mother, I?m not being curious in a nosy way. 
Believe me. I just never saw it before I had a man of my own and children to think about. I love 
you all so much and now, I?m imagining it was just amazing, especially at first. Did you find it 
odd? Or scary? Is it wrong of me to ask?" 
 
The words tumbled out, but without fear. Rose put her arm around Elanor?s waist as they 
walked and was rewarded with a solid baby kick to the wrist. She laughed, and thought it so 
typical of her beautiful, ethereal girl -- always yearning, needing to know. Never leaving a thing 
alone until she had it all in her hand, complete. Who did that remind her of....Yes, well, amazing 
was certainly one word you could use. Some memories she did not intend to share with Elanor! 
 
"No, Ellie, you know you can always ask. We?re your parents -- who else do you ask, who else 



should explain it to you, even if they thought they could? I knew the minute it occurred to you, 
you would ask, and I never tried to talk to you about it until, because what would be the point? 
 
"Yes," she went on, "certainly Frodo was there from the beginning because he asked us to live at 
Bag End. We moved in on our wedding day. But Sam and I almost were betrothed even before 
their journey. He put off asking me, and did an entirely poor job of explaining, or not 
explaining, why. I didn?t know whether to feel impatient or jilted! But at the time, you know, 
the fact that Frodo had to leave, had to go to Mordor with Mr. Bilbo?s ring -- it was a big secret. 
No one knew he was leaving, and certainly no one knew Sam was going with him." 
 
Elanor nodded. She knew the story by heart, had heard it from her uncle, from Sam, had read it 
for herself from the Red Book, but she realized she had never heard this part, and never from 
Rose. And the story she had asked for was the love story. Somehow those never got into the 
history books.  
 
"Sam and I had known each other forever, almost grown up together. Bywater tweens were 
always underfoot in Hobbiton. It was big stuff to us to go up to the village, to the market, to the 
fairs. Frodo was older, and quite above us in those days. You may not entirely realize, Elanor, 
how generous he has been to us. How the Cottons and especially the Gamgees have come up in 
the world by associating with the Bagginses -- so very NOT respectable though the connection 
has turned out to be!" She laughed again. "And of course Sam became well known in his own 
right after their journey, and after he planted all the trees and became the mayor. But think: His 
dad was Mr. Bilbo?s gardener -- his help." 
 
Elanor took all that in. 
 
"Well, did Dad mind that you and Frodo fell in love, too? After all, you could only marry one of 
them." 
 
"No, no," Rose said gently. "I can see you?re leaving out something very important, sweetheart. 
I?m not the one in the middle of this tangle, or at least, I wasn?t at first. Though we each have 
certainly had our turn in that spot over the years. 
 
"No, Ellyelle, you must understand, it was Sam. Sam woke up one day and found us both in his 
heart. You see, they had loved each other long before Sam ever brought me home to Bag End." 
 
A kind of illuminating glimmer played on Elanor?s face. 
 
Rose went on, sounding surprised, "In fact, they may have loved each other the most all along. I 
don?t know if that?s true; I?ve never said it out loud before, but even if it is true, it doesn?t 
really matter. What we have didn?t need to be divided up and counted like that. It really has 
carried us, you know, rather than us having to coddle it." 
 



"So much love, so big, to keep three of you together and to share with all of us. I always figured 
that was why you were so good at having babies -- because there were two husbands there with 
you. You got more than most other wives, and so had more to give." 
 
"Maybe so." Rose smiled to herself. 
 
It was a comfort, Rose saw, to say these things to the day and to Ellie, to say things she had not 
said to Frodo or Sam for years, not needing to. It was all said and learned by heart long ago, and 
never taken for granted, unless a person could take sunlight and fresh air for granted, or 
morning. 
 
"Well, this is what you are really asking, Ellie: They certainly loved each other first, but I got to 
be there and watch them discover what that meant. And I wouldn?t have missed that for the 
moon and the stars." 
 
Elanor was intent, her eyes on her mother?s face, their arms around each others? waists. She let 
the older woman pick the path and watched as Rose carefully chose her words. So much joy in 
her face, Elanor thought, such secret joy in those memories -- thirty years of living with Dad and 
Fo in what Elanor, only now, was learning married love could be like.  
 
"In a way, those two got married, for lack of another word, on their terrible journey. Not that 
there was any time or much desire for kisses or lovemaking. But it marked them, and joined 
them together, Ellie. You?ve seen that. They saved the world for us. They did! The two of them, 
alone." 
 
She paused. It was history, and it was hers ... so hard to keep the two together. So hard to 
believe it now, it was so long ago. Her Sam?s gentle face, strong hands.... The stories they 
carefully put in the Red Book had made her blood run cold when she had first jarred them out 
of Frodo -- barely healed even now, his mind a fragile thing that took careful tending.  
 
"We don?t have a place in the Shire for the menfolk who fall in love, Ellie. But your dad and 
Frodo aren?t the only ones. And after living with them so long, I can tell you, for sure, that it?s 
not some different kind of love. It?s the same old wanting and marrying kind -- whatever body 
your beloved wears, or you wear.  
 
"I imagine you and Fastred have it, and," she paused, uncertain if she should bring up such a 
memory," I imagine you and Goodwill would have had it, too." 
 
Elanor didn?t flinch, only smiled, glad to know her mother had not forgotten the dear boy. 
 
"I really don?t think it?s different -- Frodo for Sam, or Sam for me." 
 
"Ah, then, but what about Frodo for you?" Elanor laughed. 



 
"You should ask him sometime. He might even tell you. I wonder what he?d say." Rosie?s 
answering laugh cascaded along the path like the water in the brook they were following. 
 
"I think at first he didn?t know what to think. Remember, dear, we had no map. No guidance. 
We were as confused as you are now! Especially Frodo, I think. But he had been hurt the worst. 
 
"How much I was part of the package that came with Sam, and how much he thought of me, 
right at first, I don?t know. But it wasn?t long before he and I were as interested in each other as 
we both had been in Sam all along. 
 
"Frodo.... Frodo, thirty years ago!" She glanced sidelong at her daughter. "I?m sure you?ve 
noticed by now, Rosie, what a handsome hobbit your uncle is. No, it wasn?t hard to fall in love 
with him. He and Sam were so close, even before they left, that it was hard to separate them in 
my mind. I may have been in love with them both all along. But it certainly was not considered 
proper. You know, I think some of the awful gossip aimed at me was just simple jealousy. 
Think about it -- me, ordinary as dirt, with both of them in my bed? The richest, most famous 
hobbits in the Westfarthing? My." Rose sighed with satisfaction. 
 
"Those were awfully sweet days. And then we had you right away, and you were someone new 
to love and take care of. And love for babies is a whole new, different kind of love, Ellie, as 
you?re about to find out. We were very, very busy for a long time with the babies.... And don?t 
forget we had Frodo?s illness, too. He scared us and worried us to death for years." 
 
"I remember," Elanor said. That part wasn?t new to her; she had seen Frodo?s demons up close. 
They held no terror for her now. 
 
No, what her mind toyed with, veered away from, was the idea, the picture, really, of her 
mother and Frodo as lovers, her mother and Sam, and harder for her and stranger, Sam and 
Frodo.... They certainly loved each other first, but I got to be there and watch them discover 
what that meant. How had she missed that part? 
 
But that was all right. Until Fastred -- or Goodwill, for he had given her a fleeting taste of it -- 
she didn?t understand, couldn?t have understood.  
 
And she knew exactly what Rose meant about the different kinds of love -- between lovers, and 
then between parents and children. With it all explained, or as explained as much as such a 
mystery ever could be, Elanor?s mind came to rest, satisfied. 
 
"Here?s another new one for you, then, mother -- grandmother love. I imagine that will be a 
whole new kind of adventure." 
 



"Huh. I imagine you?re right." 
 

by the same author: 

Gather Ye Roses 

Part One: Sam 

 

All the new trellis needed was a splash of cheery white paint and it would be perfect. Sam 

paused in his work and looked up at Bag End's light-filled windows. They were, sadly, much 

easier to see than they had been a year and more ago, so many of Mr. Bilbo's beloved twining 

vines had been pulled down and ruined. But the more persistent plants were already sending 

shoots upward, seeking their familiar holds. Sam missed the clematis especially, the white and 

the purple. They would come back, their roots were undamaged, but that didn't mean they 

couldn't use a little help.  

 

He had no end of volunteers to help him set Bag End's garden to rights but, in truth, Sam 

wanted to do this job all by himself. He wanted to get his hands around it, believe it. Revel in it. 

He was back. He was home. Sam tilted his head back and basked in the warmth of the Spring 

sun. He had survived. 

 

Earlier that day, he'd overseen the arrival and placement of Frodo's belongings from 

Crickhollow and had had a wonderful time with Merry and Pippin, who'd brought over all the 

old familiar furniture. Frodo had...Sam sighed and opened his eyes to stare accusingly at his 

trellis. Frodo, under the guise of 'not getting in the way,' had avoided his cousins and the 

Buckland help they had brought with them as if they were all diseased or dangerous. He had 

made an appearance at lunch, and Merry and Pippin had left soon thereafter so he could 'rest.' 

The ever-present worry for Frodo galvanized Sam into taking a break and he dusted himself off 

and went around to the front door, grumbling. 

 

Framed by the doorway, Frodo stood as if waiting for Sam. He was leaning against the jamb 

with his head down and his hands in his pockets. He looked haggard and tired, and some of 

Sam's irritation leached away at the sight. Frodo looked up, and Sam's heart railed and 

screamed against his horrible suspicion that the best part of his beloved Frodo had died, many 

long days ago, when, against all hope, the two of them had managed to kill the greatest evil 



their world had ever known. A golden Ring. That Thing had been powerful beyond his 

comprehension and Sam now suspected it had left a vengeful ghost behind that was 

determined to take Frodo down into death with it. Nothing and no one, not even Frodo himself, 

was able to stop it. It wasn't fair. It wasn't fair at all. 

 

"Tea?" was all Frodo said. Sam nodded and followed him in. 

 

Sam sat his friend at the table and put the kettle over the coals himself. He opened the pantry to 

see which of the many newly delivered delicacies they should sample first. "Frodo, I do believe 

these are real truffles! Did Pippin bring them? I've only seen them once before in my life, at the 

party Mr. Bilbo had for the Mayor's first election." 

 

"I'm sure if anyone could come up with truffles, it would be Pippin." Frodo put his head in his 

hands.  

 

Sam glanced over. His regard was caught and held, as it still often was, by the uneven pale 

striping against the dark hair--those three fingers where, by rights, four should be. He put down 

the truffle bowl where he had found it, walked over and took Frodo's right hand, intending to 

kiss it. But Frodo pulled his hand back. Eyes down, he turned his shoulder towards Sam. 

 

Miraculously, Sam found his voice to be steady. "You're tired. Would you like to lie down in the 

parlor? I could bring tea to you there." 

 

Frodo's eyes were now on Sam's hands. "No, it's not that. I'm not tired, I'm just thinking." 

 

"About what?" Sam pulled out a chair and sat down. 

 

"Nothing." Frodo replied and Sam felt his jaw tighten at the same tired evasion he'd been 

hearing since Mordor. Nothing's wrong. Nothing. Nothing at all. There was entirely too much 

'nothing' going around for Sam's comfort. Frodo, as usual, turned the question back on Sam. 

"You looked rather deep in concentration yourself. What were you thinking about in the 

garden?" 

 

"I was thinkin' about how most of the trees in Hobbiton were going to be the same age and how 

odd that was going to be. Thinkin' about the Gaffer and him complainin' about how it will be a 

couple of years at least before he breaks in his new kitchen," Sam answered, and Frodo smiled. 

The kettle began to whistle and Sam stood to attend to it. He scooped a new blend of dried 

leaves into the teapot, poured in the boiling water and put the lid on to let it steep. "And I was 



thinkin' about Rosie," he finished and fetched cups.  

 

"Rosie." Frodo seemed to savor the name. "Tell me." 

 

Sam smiled and just barely managed to keep himself from sighing like a lovesick lad as he sat 

down again. "I was as surprised as anyone to find she had waited for me. It was beyond hoping 

for, really. But she did." He had forgotten the sugar. He jumped up to get it. "But...ah...I haven't 

spoken yet." 

 

"Sam, the entire Shire has been expecting you to marry Rose Cotton since the two of you were 

children. For heaven's sake, what's the delay?" Sam sat down again and Frodo reached for the 

sugar bowl. 

 

Sam watched Frodo stir until he couldn't stand it anymore. He pushed his own teacup out of 

the way. He could feel his heart beating and each throb was a pain in his soul as he gathered his 

strength and reached out for Frodo again. Lightly drawing his thumb along the sensuous curve 

of Frodo's mouth, he brushed the pale cheek with his fingertips. "I am that torn in two, Frodo," 

he whispered. Frodo leaned back and Sam's hand was left alone in midair. "Frodo, please..." 

 

"No, Sam," Frodo gasped and the pain in his eyes was the first life Sam had seen in them for 

weeks. Frodo clutched his teacup and he took a quick, scalding swallow. "See here," Frodo 

continued. "Here's what you should do. Get married as soon as you can, and then move in with 

Rose. There's room enough in Bag End for as big a family as you could wish for." 

 

Sam blinked. "You want Rosie to move in?"  

 

"It will be glorious." Frodo nodded. "You and Rose and an entire battalion of children. Bag End 

will be full of singing and laughter and noise and everything good. You deserve it, my dear 

Sam." 

 

"So do you." Sam sat up straight with a joyous gasp. "So do you. What a wonderful idea, Frodo!" 

 

"Eh?"  

 

"You and me and Rosie!" he laughed. "You poor thing! No wonder you've been so skittish 

lately. What an idea! Oh, it's perfect, if we can get Rosie to agree to it. It'll take some convincing, 

I'm sure, but the two of us... she surely can't resist!" 

 



"Convincing? Sam, Rosie's just waiting for you to ask her." Frodo shook his head. Sam saw a 

curious progression of moods chase across the face he knew so well. Sorrow, regret and 

resignation he recognized, and then the mask came down again. 

 

That's the face he showed Captain Faramir, it is, when he thought the Big Man was going to do us in. 

Sam thought. Why is he showin' it to me? "It's a brilliant idea," he insisted. 

 

Frodo took a deep breath, and when he spoke it sounded rehearsed, like a speech long 

prepared. "There's nothing brilliant about it. There's plenty of room here, and it really is the 

easiest solution. You would have to wait quite a while to hold the wedding if you had to look 

for a place, and I don't imagine you want to move in with your in-laws, as wonderful as the 

Cottons are. The two of you will be happy here, I'm sure of it." 

 

"The two of us? What about you, now?" Sam began to suspect he had misunderstood. 

 

Frodo shrugged and his eyes were lifeless and sad. "What about me?" 

 

"You, me and Rosie," Sam repeated. Frodo threw him an uncomprehending look and Sam felt 

his sudden hope drain away. He tapped a finger on the smooth surface of the kitchen table and 

decided to pursue the matter. It really was the perfect solution, for both of them. "You, me and 

Rosie," he nodded his head for emphasis. "We're going to have to get a bigger bed." 

 

Frodo had chosen that moment to take a sip of tea. It left his mouth in a incredulous spray and 

Sam had to wipe his face off with his sleeve. "What?" Frodo coughed, his hand scrabbling for a 

napkin. "What?" When he recovered, he stood up and shoved his chair under the kitchen table. 

"What an idea, Sam, honestly. No." 

 

"But Frodo! Then, then you're thinking I've chosen Rose, and decided that I can't love you any 

more. I will love you until I die. That's all!" 

 

Frodo looked at Sam as if he had been slapped. He opened his mouth to speak. Failed. Tried 

again. "Sam. I want you to have what you deserve. A home. A family. It's right that you should 

have those things. Rose is the only one who can give them to you. She is the only choice you can 

make." 

 

Sam stood, too. "But, me dear, how could you think, with us not even talking about it, that I 

would throw you away without even a word?" Sam shook his head and his jaw was set at his 

most stubborn angle.  



 

"What's there to talk about, Sam? It's over. The quest is over. We're back where we belong. 

We're home." Frodo put his hand over his face, half turned away. "We can't have what we had 

before." Frodo let his hand drop and met Sam's eyes at last. "Everything has changed. 

Everything. Don't you see? I'm so tired, Sam. So tired. I have nothing left for you." 

 

"Frodo. No. Don't turn me away. Don't turn us away. Your idea about Rose...well, you didn't 

mean it that way but it was, too, brilliant. Won't you even think about it? You, me and Rosie?" 

 

"No. Sam, I barely have the energy to ... to write, much less to care for the two of you. Put it out 

of your mind." 

 

"I will not. Now, I know you love me and I think you cared for her once, too. I seem to 

remember a game you two played before you and I went off East." 

 

Frodo's eyes were suddenly round as shields. "That was just a game, at Yule. We were in front 

of a crowd of Tooks. It meant nothing." 

 

"Looked like it meant everything. I was there, remember?" Sam crossed his arms as he 

remembered, quite vividly, the passion on display at the Great Smials Yule Gala. He managed a 

chuckle. "I was right put out that night. Watching the two of you, I felt I was going to pop, or 

melt, or something. It was so beautiful and so ... unsettling, if you take my meaning." 

 

Frodo found himself sidetracked for a moment. He gently smiled at Sam. "Think how I felt. I 

thought you were going to punch me in the nose." 

 

"Ha. Kiss you on the lips meself, maybe, but not punch you in the nose." Sam laughed outright. 

Frodo was silent. Sam watched him for a moment, then added, "What I wonder is, what did 

Rose think?" 

 

"I don't know." Frodo ignored Sam's encouraging smile and shook his head again. "And it 

doesn't matter because I don't matter. Rosie wouldn't have me if I were served on toast. You 

will marry Rosie and you will have a home and children and..." 

 

His good humor gone, Sam was on the verge of shouting. "Don't turn your back on yourself! 

And don't make up my mind for me, either. You can't. And you can't tell me what Rose Cotton 

will or won't do. That's up to her!" He paused, drew a breath. "I can't believe this. We're here at 

home, finally in the one place we wanted to be, the one place we thought we'd never see again, 



and we're fighting over whether or not I should marry Rosie. This beats all." 

 

Frodo was aghast. "Of course, you're going to marry her! And then you'll be healed and whole. 

It's what you deserve. You shouldn't be torn in two." 

 

"Well, that's what I am." Sam paused. "It's like you're the Moon, and she's the Sun. And who 

could choose one over the other? I'm going to talk to Rose and we'll just see. At least I can say I 

tried."  

 

"Impossible," was Frodo's last word on the subject, and he quit the room. 

 

"We'll just see," was Sam's, and he began to clean up the tea things. 

 

 

 

Sam's heart was pounding the next morning as he climbed the steps to the Cotton's farmhouse, 

the dogs circling around his legs, licking his knees, and tripping him in their eagerness to greet 

him. 

 

He went down the broad porch to the left hand door, which was the kitchen. He knew the 

family would be sitting down to breakfast about now, after doing the morning chores and 

feeding the animals. After the winter he had spent there, he knew their routine as well as his 

own. He knocked twice, then opened the round door and poked his head in. 

 

"Good morning!" 

 

"Why, Sam," said Mrs. Cotton, looking up from the bacon she was serving. "Good morning to 

you. Pull up a chair." There was a chorus of greetings from the other Cottons gathered around 

the big square table. He caught Rose's eye, and she was beaming at him. 

 

"Thank you, Mistress Lily. It all smells wonderful." 

 

There was nothing for it but for Sam to sit down and join in with breakfast, even though he 

found himself not a bit hungry. The Cottons were full of pleasant questions about the 

restoration of Bag End, the health of Sam's gaffer, and other minute gossip. When everyone had 

their fill of food and talk, and the boys began sliding in their chairs and picking up the empty 

dishes for their mother, Sam spoke again. 

 



"Ma'am, I wanted to ask if I could borrow Rose for a bit." 

 

"You are going to bring her back, aren't you?" Farmer Cotton joked. 

 

"This time, yessir. It won't be long, just an hour or so this morning." Sam winked at Rose and 

she looked quite surprised.  

 

"You're sure I don't need to send Will, here, along with you, now?" Farmer Cotton teased 

further. He was probably wondering, along with half the village, what was taking Sam so long 

to propose? Wasted a year, people were saying. Sam had heard it. 

 

Sam forced a laugh and muttered something unintelligible while the Cottons giggled. He stood 

waiting, his hands on the back of his chair, while Rose went for her cloak. 

 

"Don't do anything I wouldn't do," her brother was saying, to the amusement of everyone. 

 

"Oh, what have you ever done?" Rose, returning, asked as she worked the clasp. 

 

Lily turned on them all in exasperation. "Everyone, hush now! Rose, we'll see you at the looms 

soon enough, you hear?" She frowned up at her sons. Rose was laughing at all of them as she 

came outside with Sam and firmly closed the door behind her. 

 

He looked down at her, taking in her brilliant blue eyes, her wide smile. She was more beautiful 

than any lass he had ever seen, the Queen of Gondor included. She took his arm, looking up 

into his face the while. "Can we take a bit of a walk?" he said nervously.  

 

"If you like." 

 

As soon as they were out of sight of the house, they stopped and kissed. Sam held her close, 

absorbing the smell of her hair, the feel of her warmth through her simple workday clothes, as 

she leaned into the embrace. Her head fit so nicely on his shoulder. 

 

Arm in arm, Rose and Sam walked down South Lane away from the farm and from town and 

cut off on the path that led, through the orchards, to the Three Farthing Stone. At this time of 

morning there was no one about. They strolled along the path until Sam found a sloping patch 

of sunny grass and drew her down beside him. There was no wind, the sky was blue and still, 

and the early touches of green were just showing on the tree's tips. 

 



He had never been so nervous. 

 

 

Part Two: Rosie 

 

Sitting in the sun, Rose reveled in the rare chance to be alone with Sam. He looked just the same 

as he always had, perhaps a bit thinner, a bit quieter. The deep crow's feet at the corners of his 

eyes, as well as the lines around his mouth, were new. But he was still her Sam. Mr. Frodo now, 

oh, he looked so beaten and lost. He responded to nothing. No book, no baked treat, no threat 

seemed to move him back to life. Rosie had been tempted to try other things. Other means of 

persuasion and pleasure, but she just didn't have the courage. After all he'd been through? 

Rosie blushed and put the thought out of her mind. She was loyal to Sam and now was not the 

time to be thinking of such things. 

 

Sam put his arm around her, stroked her shoulder absently as he talked. He rambled a bit, 

trying to find the place to start to say his piece and Rose patiently nodded in all the right places. 

 

Finally he said, "I was so surprised when we got back last fall and found you unwed. I was sure 

someone had snapped you up. It was a long year, with no news. A long time to wait." 

 

"Nonsense. I couldn't give you up without knowing for sure what had happened. We had heard 

about what happened to Mr. Fredegar in Crickhollow when those...things came for him. He and 

everyone else tried to tell me that you and Mr. Frodo and the others were never coming back, 

that you had been gone too long and that your enemies were too dangerous, but I would never 

believe it. I had faith." 

 

Rosie rested her head on his shoulder and squeezed back as he caressed her hand. She began to 

be sure that he had chosen this strange time and place to finally ask her to marry him, and her 

heart beat faster. Why now, and not with her father present? What did he have to say to her that 

no one else should hear? They couldn't stay away too long or her brothers would come looking 

for her, out of a teasing interest more than fear of Sam's intentions. They were all such good 

friends.  

 

Sam turned to her, searched her face, still holding her hand. "Rose, you know I love you. I 

imagine I've never said it properly before. There's a lot I never have done proper, but that can't 

be helped now. I love you, and I loved you before I left, but I had a job to do." He paused. 

 

"I love you, too, Sam. I have for a long time." She drew his hand up to her lips, kissed and rested 



it against her chin as she held it tight. She frowned because he was frowning. Whatever he was 

trying to say, it was hard. A formless worry began to creep into her mind. He put his free hand 

to her cheek, acknowledging her words of love and smiling at her with one corner of his mouth. 

She wanted to kiss that, too. 

 

"Rosie." He swallowed hard. "I have been thinking ever since we got back, and years before 

that, that I would love nothing more than to marry you. I wanted to before I left with Frodo, 

and I still want to. But the job I had to do was helping Frodo and I'm not through with that yet."  

 

Worries over Mr. Frodo and a marriage proposal in the same breath weren't very romantic. Or 

was it a marriage proposal? Rose decided to be direct. "Sam, what's wrong? What has Mr. Frodo 

got to do with us getting married?"  

 

"Rosie, understand. I'm not asking you to marry me yet. I'll do that proper, ask your father, and 

everything the way it should be. But I have to talk to you first about Frodo." 

 

Rose was getting irritated. This was NOT how one asked for a lady's hand. "Well, what about 

him?"  

 

"You know what he did. Taking the Ring to Mount Doom. It took everything he had and more. 

We needed all our strength, together, to get there." His eyes had a far away look and a stern 

change came over his face. He wasn't seeing the trees and sky any more but horrors, dark 

horrors that Rose couldn't imagine. "I had to put him on my back and carry him up that burning 

mountain. And there were worse things than that. But what happened between him and me..." 

 

He took another deep breath and met her eyes squarely. 

 

"Rose, we drew very close while we were gone. We're different now, him and me. I love you, 

but I love him, too." His chin came up, as if he was daring her to defy what he had just said. 

 

"Sam, what do you mean?" 

 

"I love him and I love you," he repeated. "And I can't tell you it will ever be different now that 

we're home, because it will never change. And I can't be wanting to marry you, and not tell you 

that. You have to know, beforehand. It wouldn't be fair, otherwise." 

 

Rose frowned, trying to understand. She said, slowly, "You love him. Of course you do. You 

went through terrible things together, fighting monsters, and thirst and hunger. I'm sure no one 



understands what that did to you both." 

 

"It brought us together, Rose." He paused. "We needed each other. In every way, or we would 

have died." Sam breathed in deep and squeezed her hand again. "Rose, we lay together." 

 

Rosie felt the blood drain from her face. She swallowed and carried on bravely. She was a 

grown hobbit, after all, she could accept this. "Well. That's...surprising. But you were both in 

great pain, Sam. I understand." 

 

"I fell in love with him, Rose. And he loves me." 

 

Not a proposal at all, then. Sam was going to leave her, Sam didn't love her anymore, and she 

had been a fool to wait. "You love him?" she repeated and her voice broke on the last word. 

"You love him?" Of course he did. Frodo was simply a fine thing. Rose's face twisted in pain. 

 

"Oh, Rose! Listen, listen to me." Sam kissed her hand and rushed ahead. "Yes, I do. And I meant 

it when I said I loved you, too. I do, Rose. You've known that for a long time. I want you to 

marry me, and I want to stay with him. I've been taking care of him my entire life and I am not 

going to stop now. But I am asking you, even still, to wed me." 

 

She looked away, not answering, not able to, trying to absorb what he had told her. Sam and 

Frodo. She seemed to shrink, huddling into herself. "If you love him so much, why? You don't 

have to marry anyone, you know. The Bagginses have always done just as they pleased." She 

had to stop, her voice was choked. 

 

"Oh, Rose, I am so sorry to make you cry. I don't mean to." He leaned his head in his hands for a 

moment, his elbows on his knees. "It's so different, what I feel for you." He put his hands on her 

shoulders. "I want you to be my wife, and the mother of my children. I have wanted that for 

years so, so much, and I still want it." He paused and took away his hand. Rosie looked at him, 

at last. "I want to keep taking care of him. And I want to marry you."  

 

Rosie's eyes began to narrow. "If you want a brood mare you can just look elsewhere, Samwise 

Gamgee..." 

 

"Rose, no. Listen to me. You don't know how many times I thought of you on the journey, how 

many times the memory of you kept me going. I love you. I wish you could believe it." 

 

She stared at him. "Sam, what exactly are you offering me? You say you two are lovers. If I 



marry you, am I marrying him, too?" 

 

Sam reached for her hand. "I imagine that would be between you and him. See, I know you two 

care for each other. We've spent a deal of time together, the three of us, over the years. You 

could have him. And you could have me. And Bag End! And...just everything." 

 

She put a hand on his chest. "Oh, Sam," was all she said. What an idea. What did Sam think he 

was going to do? Alternate between her bedroom and Frodo's? Or maybe they'd all just pile into 

one room together. They'd have to find a bigger bed. What would her family think? What 

would Sam's Gaffer say?  

 

Sam covered her hand with one of his, put the other against her cheek. 

 

"Rose, if you can think of this, if it makes any sense to you at all, please say yes. Because he 

needs us. He needs us worse than I realized. Talking about our wedding has got him thinking 

ofâ€¦of settling things. He's giving away everything that was important to him! Giving it all to 

me. He's trying to see you and me safe, and set up nice and pretty in Bag End, where he won't 

ever have to worry about us again. As if he's trying to die in peace!"  

 

"Die?" 

 

"Aye, it's like he thinks he's already dead. He's been pushing me away for weeks. He wants for 

you and me to marry and settle in Bag End so he can, I don't know, live through me or 

something. It's crazy, Rose. He's disappearing before my eyes. I'm afraid for him. What if he 

should really die? Or leave the Shire? Whatever he's up to, I won't allow it!" 

 

Rosie shook her head as an anxiety from an entirely unexpected quarter hit her. Frodo Baggins 

dead? Frodo Baggins gone? Gone forever, this time. "Oh, no, Sam. Don't say that." 

 

"I want to stop him. And I want you to help me," Sam continued. "He can battle me forever and 

not give an inch, but he can't take on both of us. He's not that strong." Sam took her hands 

again. "We can keep him together. I'm yours, Rose, never doubt that, but you can have him, too, 

if you're willing. Rosie, you could have everything you ever wanted! Don't think I've never seen 

you look at him. Just help me!" 

 

"So he doesn't know you're asking me this?" 

 

"I told him I would. He was shocked. He's sure you'll knock me flat. And before you even think 



to ask it, no, I'm not doing this to keep him. I'm telling thee, all three of us could have 

everything we ever wanted, Rose, everything!" 

 

"Sam. Dear. I have to think. I am so surprised, so very surprised...." 

 

"I know. Remember, I do love you. 'Til the day I die. And I wouldn't be here asking if I didn't. 

And I had to ask. I had to try. We could all gain so much!" 

 

Rosie put her head in her hands and was still for several long minutes as she silently pleaded 

with herself not to give in to screaming or running or both. Slowly, she began to calm. Sam 

wisely stayed silent. A chill breeze shook her cloak and snapped her back to attention. "We 

should go back. Nibs and Jolly will send the dogs out looking for us." she said. 

 

Sam bowed his head. "Well, I guess it wouldn't be too good to be licked to death, then." He 

scrambled to his feet and pulled her up. 

Gather Ye Roses part 2 

She searched his face, stunned. Then, as if drawn by a spell, she stepped close, threw her arms 

around him and laid her head on his shoulder. Was this still her Sam? Her Sam so full of 

strange news and stranger proposals? He felt like the same Sam. The fabric of his coat was 

rough against her cheek. His arms came up and crushed her against him. 

 

"I do love you, Rose," he said into her hair. "Forever. And you and Frodo; he loves you, too. I'm 

certain of it. Please. Think about it." 

 

She shivered. "I can't think about anything right now. But it's good to hold you." She stood there 

a minute, just feeling his warmth, his solid presence. He was like a rock, like a tree, her Sam. No 

one stronger, she knew for a fact. Not in heart, not in body. Frodo knows it, too, and better than 

you, came the whisper in her mind, and she choked back a wail.  

 

She broke away. "Let's go back, Sam. I have a lot of work to do today." 

 

He held her hand on the silent walk back, and she let him. She was painfully aware of how his 

hand felt cupped around hers, how warm it was, where his fingers touched hers, his calluses. 

 

Frodo. Her friend was dying? She saw Frodo's face, his enchanting eyes so dull now. He was 



weary and sad. Almost desperate. What was to become of him? 

 

Her mind strayed back to the winter hours in his study at Bag End bending over the letters and 

the quills. And that kiss, that intoxicating Yule party. Three kisses, in fact, that she herself had 

had from Frodo Baggins. Then, abrupt and vivid before her eyes: Sam and Frodo, kissing, their 

eyes closed, their mouths locked together. It was true; they were lovers. 

 

She felt overwhelmed. Tears formed again in her eyes as she walked.  

 

At the gate, Sam turned to her, tears in his own eyes. She didn't stiffen or turn away when he 

folded her in his arms again. 

 

"I love you, Rose. Never doubt that. I want to see you soon. May I?" 

 

She put her arms around him, again laid her head on his shoulder. Then she looked into his 

brown eyes, nodded, turned and went through the gate, as he watched her out of sight. 

 

Rose went straight across the farmyard to the heavy door of the weaving barn. It was standing 

open, but the barn was empty and chill. The light from the big north windows was filling the 

bare room, its tables piled with the spools of homespun thread of both the local wool and the 

Southfarthing's cotton. The loom frames cast geometric shadows on the smooth-worn planks of 

the floor. 

 

She left the door open, to take advantage of the light and the swiftly warming day, and went to 

the big loom she had left the day before. She wiped her eyes, stretched, and then sat down on 

the bench, putting her hands to the task. 

 

It was plain muslin this time, destined to become shirts or sheets sometime next winter. They 

were a bit behind this spring, because of all the uproar last year. She and her mother and 

Marigold Gamgee were putting in extra hours, hoping to have a good lot to sell at the big 

midsummer fairs. There were few in the Four Farthings who had Lily Cotton's touch when it 

came to making cloth, for all she came by the name by marriage and not by blood. And she had 

taught her apprentices well.  

 

Rose's head was spinning, and she was glad that the fabric was not some complicated pattern or 

delicate thread such as her mother usually took responsibility for. She could slam down the 

shuttle, her hands and feet knowing their jobs, and try to absorb what Sam had told her. 

 



Like pictures from a dream, the faces of Sam and Frodo still hung in her mind, as they had on 

the walk home. How could it have happened between them? How could her Sam have changed 

so much, from serving Mr. Frodo to loving him like that? 

 

She found she wasn't so surprised to learn it of Frodo; there had been furtive rumors about him 

for years, and about Mr. Bilbo before him. She herself remembered the gossip that cropped up 

at the time of the grand Hornblower-Whitfoot wedding, for all she was only sixteen. People 

were amazed that Frodo had been invited and that he had actually showed up, as she recalled. 

But he had, and seemed serenely happy for the groom and had even kissed the bride. 

 

She shook her head. She had counted herself as someone who knew Frodo better than most. At 

first, as a child, she had tagged after Sam to play at learning from Mr. Frodo, but found she had 

enjoyed the lessons and the tales just for themselves. She had been in and out of Bag End for 

years. Frodo was part of the landscape, Himself, the Mr. Baggins of Bag End. There had always 

been an eccentric Baggins under the Hill in Rosie's Shire. She was too young to remember the 

days when Baggins had been another way to say "predictability." For all that Mr. Bilbo had had 

no family, and no heir but Frodo, he had left his stamp on the name forever. So she grew up 

expecting moonshine, tales and romance from Frodo, and she had had them. And loved it! 

 

As she grew up and began noticing boys, especially Sam, she had noticed Frodo, too. How 

could she not? He was handsome, tall, rich, mysterious and so much older. Irresistible, but 

never a realistic possibility for any sort of union. And her mother would have been quick to 

point that out, if she had ever admitted how taken she was with his looks and his quirky ways. 

But a girl could dream, couldn't she? 

 

Still, in the light of the waking world it was a given, in her own mind, at least, that it would be 

Sam she would settle down with. Slow as he had been to speak, she knew very well how much 

he loved her, how he sought her company. And him kissing her this winter, and she letting him! 

Never knowing, never dreaming who else he was kissing. 

 

She put her head down for a minute. She felt faint. This was a fine problem he had given her to 

worry over, now, wasn't it? 

 

Rage and embarrassment flared. Why had she waited for him? What foolish, idiotic thing had 

she done, turning away Basil Brown and Hal Tighfield and at least two others she could name, 

waiting for Sam. Why did he have to make it so hard for her? He had complicated what should 

have been so simple, so easy. And his news about Frodo...Frodo withdrawing, trying to 

manipulate the two of them, giving them what he felt he could not have. Such a terrible 



problem. 

 

And what a solution! Sam's plan for the three of them? She shook her head. The tears wanted to 

come; she tried to swallow them.  

 

Marigold's loom was in front of her, strung with a heavier warp, for work pants and coats, and 

as Rosie idly noted the progress of her friend's cloth, she saw the reason for the open barn door. 

Someone, her brother, most likely, had left Marigold a huge bouquet of her namesake flowers, 

tied to a covered basket perched on the loom's bench. Rose smiled, as she pushed the heavy 

shuttle, reminded of the romance she had been watching all winter. She was glad of a 

distraction, however momentary, from the crush of her own thoughts. At that moment 

Marigold Gamgee came bustling through the door. "Good morning, Mari." Rose called, quickly 

wiping her face. "You have a surprise." 

 

Her friend turned from hanging up her cloak, eagerly buried her face in the peppery scent of 

the orange, gold and bronze blossoms, then looked under the handkerchief covering the basket. 

"Oh, Rose, it's rolls and cake and cheese. And where in the Shire did he get the flowers? It's 

much too early for them. Sam hasn't been back long enough to grow these for him." Marigold 

suddenly studied Rose for a long moment but her voice remained deceptively light. "Who has a 

greenhouse, and would want to go to the trouble?"  

 

Rose chose not to notice her interest and began to prattle. "Maybe someone from Overhill. 

Mistress Boffin dotes on flowers, and doesn't your cousin Halfast have her greenhouse?" she 

offered.  

 

"You're right. Oh, that Tom. He went to a lot of trouble, didn't he? I hear they have basil and 

parsley all year round at Overhill. No dried stuff in the winter for them." 

 

"It is a lot of trouble." 

 

Marigold pursed her lips and brought Rose a big roll with a shiny egg glaze, and a wedge of the 

mild white cheese. "There. That should hold you until second breakfast." Rose accepted the gift 

with her head down. 

 

"Thank you, Mari." Was Mari ever going to say Yes to Tom Cotton? "You have quite a decision 

on your hands, don't you, sister?" Rosie gently teased, then fell silent at the implication of her 

own words.  

 



Marigold laughed. "Yes, I suppose I do. But there's no rush!" She flourished another sweet roll 

and Rose just smiled, not wanting to encourage any more talk. She bent towards her work as 

her expression turned serious and Sam's incredible proposal returned to her mind. 

 

She closed her eyes, felt Sam's warm hands, his sweet kisses under the cool spring sun, just this 

morning. Then her treacherous memory reached back, bringing before her, just for comparison's 

sake, it seemed, a big room, bigger than the weaving barn, dense and heavy with pipe smoke 

and the breath and sweat of dancers, and most of all, the blindfolded Master of Bag End, her 

own hands buried in that shining mahogany hair, her curves melting into his lap. His mouth, 

red as a girl's, on hers, and standing behind him, watching the whole thing unfold, had been 

Sam, with his eyes wide and shocked. A game. It meant nothing. Only a game that had given 

her a thrilling sort of insomnia for weeks. Did she want more of that? Was he truly determined 

to die? What about Sam? 

 

How to choose? And what if we didn't have to? 

 

Her eyes flew open. 

 

"Rose, I said, did your mother want another whole length of this heavy muslin, or should I 

switch to the shirt weight?" 

 

Rose murmured, breathless, "The heavy weight, Marigold, please." 

 

She stared at her loom, but she didn't see it. 

 

 

 

 

True to his word, Sam had let her think. Several days went by with no word from him, and 

Rose found no excuse to go up to Hobbiton. Not even to see the beautiful repairs to the Bag End 

garden. Then, nearly a week after Sam had come to breakfast, Rose walked into the great room 

of the Cotton farmhouse.  

 

She saw her mother, and at the same time, the flowers. 

 

Her mother heard her gasp, and turned, smiling, into a shaft of sunlight. "I imagine you can 

guess who these are from, Rosie? There was no note." 

 



"Oh, mother. Who brought them?" 

 

"The youngest Twofoot. Aldo, I think his name is. He said naught, just gave them to me in two 

bundles and was on his way. Just now." 

 

Rose stood still. 

 

Her mother had arranged the fat, half-opened roses in two big bowls on the table, just as they 

had been sent: twelve white, and right beside, twelve of deepest red. Their fragrance was filling 

the room already. 

 

"Funny of Sam, to send two bunches like that. And roses in March! Where did he get them? I 

wonder when the lad will make up his mind to speak." she shot a sharp glance towards her 

daughter. 

 

Rose just shook her head, her eyes pinned to the flowers. 

 

 

 

 

Two days after Sam had sent the roses, Rose was out before the sun, searching. It was too early 

for roses and marigolds in all but the hothouses of the gentry, but the wildflowers she needed 

would be just blooming in the sunny lanes, near the fencerows, she was sure. And she wouldn't 

need many. 

 

She was quick and silent, as only a secretive hobbit lass can be. She climbed The Hill and 

headed for the cow shed, knowing that Sam always came to the lane near Bagshot Row, New 

Row, she corrected herself, every morning to milk the Hill's cows. She was out of sight of the 

neighbors. Perfect. She didn't have much time; her family would wonder soon enough where 

she had gotten to. Rose slipped inside the shed and sat on a milk stool. She scratched a cow's 

chin. It kept nudging her, asking to be milked, and she apologized while she waited. She didn't 

wait long. She stood when she heard a step outside. 

 

Sam came in, and his eyes widened. He set down his empty buckets. 

 

"Sam," she said, holding out the bunch of tender, wild daisies, some not even open yet. His 

hands folded around them, barely brushing hers.  

 



"Daisies. That means you're 'Thinking About It.'" he said. 

 

"Thinking," she agreed. Her cheeks were flushed. She could feel the heat from them. 

 

He smiled slowly. "And what are you thinking, me dear?" 

 

She blushed even pinker, dropped her eyes, and then met his again. "About you and Frodo. 

About us." His eyebrows went up. She stretched out a hand and gently touched the daisies as 

he held them. "You've given me a lot to think about, with your talk of having ... everything." 

 

One of the cows gave a honking, impatient moo, and Sam and Rosie jumped. Some of the 

daisies escaped their ribbon, falling to the straw-strewn floor. 

 

With a distracted expression, Sam handed the bouquet back to Rose, found his buckets and 

moved the stool, tending to his work. Rosie found her heart was beating quite fast. She could 

smell the dew on him, the Shire grass. He smelled like spring and sunlight. And cows. Well, no 

one was perfect. Rosie moved so she could see his face. She felt a tingle, a suspense and a 

warmth in her soul not unlike waiting for a kiss. She was surprised at herself. 

 

"Rose, you don't know how relieved I am to see you this morning. I've been thinkin' of naught 

else. It has to seem very strange and selfish of me, what I'm askin'. Greedy." He closed his eyes, 

seemed to keep his hands moving only with difficulty. "I just want to love you and him. I want 

to save him. I can't put it any plainer than that." 

 

"I love you, too, Sam," she admitted quietly. She let her hand trail over his shoulder, then drop. 

There. She had said it again. And it was still true! 

 

Sam quickly turned his head, smiled at her, and, blushing, turned back to the cow. He sighed in 

a self-calming sort of way. He said, tentatively, "And it's something to think about, him and 

you. I do think you were sweet on him before. Maybe more than I realized?" She was smiling. 

She couldn't help it. His hands stopped their work again. "If Frodo and I hadn't left, maybe this 

talk would be going quite different. Maybe I would be congratulating the two of you, hmm?" 

 

She found another stool, dragged it over quite close to him. His eyes were on her face. "I don't 

know, Sam." she said. "Even then, it seems to me, he was thinking of you, of what would be best 

for you. He thought the world of you all along, you know. And he certainly has it all set out in 

his mind now, worse than the Bywater biddies!" She looked down, slowly, hesitantly, touched 

his knee. "You understand now, don't you, much better than I could explain it, why I was so 



taken with him?" All she could see was his lips, the curve of his cheek. He had stripped all the 

milk from the first cow. She raised her eyes to his. His great, warm eyes. The shed seemed to 

disappear. 

 

"I understood then. I understand even better now," he said slowly. "And I know he's taken with 

you, too, and has been for a long time. It's not just any lass he's thinking I should bring home to 

Bag End, Rosie. It's you." 

 

They were very close, their knees touching.  

 

Rosie put her hand on his thigh, warm through the rough cloth. 

 

She suddenly laughed and felt a great weight slip off her soul, "You know, I'm very jealous of 

you two. I don't have to try to tell you what a catch Frodo Baggins would be." She stood, pulled 

him up and laid her hands on his chest. "I can't stop thinking about your 'proposal,' Sam. It's 

like nothing I've ever heard tell of, not even in Mr. Bilbo's tales of Elves and stars and 

moonlight." 

 

"Yes." Sam whispered. 

 

"Oh, Sam, you understand how I feel, I know you do. Because," her voice dropped to a whisper 

as she finally admitted, "we both want him." 

 

His scent so warm, his eyes so close, the ideas painted bright in both their minds, she couldn't 

stop herself. She leaned forward and Sam pulled her against him and kissed her, hard, more 

passionately than he ever had, and she was kissing him back, falling against him. Warm lips, 

bodies pressed close, memories of Frodo, sweet sensations of now, it was all an urgent jumble in 

her mind. Their mouths devoured each other for several reckless moments. 

 

She pulled away first, both of them breathless. 

 

She put a hand to her breast, inhaled. 

 

Sam's eyes were soft, his lips bruised. He touched her cheek, took a long ragged breath himself. 

"Well, we're in agreement about us, at least. Aren't we?" 

 

She tilted her face into his touch, both of them hanging back, standing still. They could resist, 

for now, because something was missing. Rather, someone. 



 

She found her eyes were closed. She opened them, raised a hand to his. 

 

"Sam. I think I know what to do now." The other cow mooed impatiently, but the two hobbits 

didn't move from the fascination of each other's eyes. Finally Rose turned, picked up the 

scattered daisies, gave them all to Sam. Their eyes met again. "I'll do it. I'll help you, Sam. I'll 

help you take care of him." 

 

"We'll make him see. He belongs with us." Sam was overjoyed. 

 

She nodded and gave him a teasing grin and slowly drew a finger from the left side of his chest 

to his right. He closed his eyes and moaned. She felt as if the power in her body could ignite the 

shed if she let it. "Leave it to me now, Sam." She touched her lips, her eyes half closed, almost a 

caress, missing the feel of what she had just had to stop lest the slide of breathless desire 

become an avalanche.  

 

"You'll be paying attention, eh, lad?" She laughed outright at the heat in his eyes. She slowly 

turned, opened the door of the shed, and started back home. Poor Frodo didn't stand a chance. 

 

 

Part Three: Sam 

 

The knock at the front door of Bag End was insistent. Sam heard it from the kitchen and silently 

cursed. A pause, and it was repeated, even harder. 

 

"Frodo?" Sam reluctantly called. "Frodo? Can you get that? I'm up to me elbows in meat stuffing 

for these pies." 

 

The knock again. 

 

Frodo had been in the study, but when Sam had last checked on him he was dozing in the big 

armchair, the Elvish text he had opened wavering in his lap. He had not been sleeping well, at 

all, at night.  

 

Sam, from the kitchen, heard shuffling footsteps, the groan of the door. He heard murmured 

voices, but caught no words. 

 

He waited, his hands in the mounded, ground meat and spices, half of it already in the 



piecrusts. He was suddenly tense. Who was at the door, so early? No one was expected. He 

heard the door close and latch. 

 

"Sam." He turned, and there was Frodo in the kitchen doorway, holding a large bouquet 

carefully tied with a white ribbon. "It was Ivy, the goose girl from the Cottons'. This must be 

from Rose. I know these are snapdragons but what are these? Do they mean anything?" 

 

Sam realized Rose's plan in a flash and turned away quickly to hide the unholy glee in his eyes. 

 

Frodo voice was suddenly worried. "Sam? What do they mean?" 

 

Sam took a deep breath and allowed a sad little quaver to enter his voice. "I spoke to Rosie. I 

asked her to marry me." Sam sniffed. "But them's pinks, sir. And with them and snapdragons 

both together, well, it's 'No.' A pretty firm no. More like, not ever. Forget it." Sam was stunned 

and impressed. If there was one thing that could lure Frodo, it was this. Rose had grabbed the 

bait of Sam's proposal and headed for the horizon, like he had heard tell of in stories of great 

fish dragging fishermen into strange seas. Like a dice player, she had doubled the stakes in the 

blink of an eye. 

 

Frodo stood still, all the color draining from his face. He carefully placed the bouquet on the 

kitchen table as if it were a snake that would bite him. "No? What does she mean, no?" 

 

"I told her about you. That must be why." Sam hoped Frodo couldn't see his face in the 

reflection of the kitchen window. 

 

"She can't say No! Not on account of me; I don't matter! She has to...she's...Rosie's supposed to 

marry you!"  

 

"I reckon she can make up her own mind who she wants." Sam allowed himself a deep sigh and 

hoped he wasn't overdoing it.  

 

Without another word, Frodo left the room. 

 

Sam waited until he heard the front door slam before he lost himself to laughter. All right, lass, 

we'll play this through to the end, Sam thought. He hummed a little martial tune that he had 

learned in Gondor, and leaned on the counter. Get him! He turned back to his piled meat and 

his waiting crusts. 

 



 

Part Four: Frodo 

 

Frodo stood in the lee of a huge and ancient elm, biting his lips, looking at the back fence of 

Tom Cotton's farmyard. As still as he was standing, swathed in his Elven cloak, no one, not 

even another hobbit, could have marked him. The weathered wooden fence was quite tall, 

blotched with the tree shadows, and seemed to be smooth and without flaw. 

 

His eyes scanned further along the fence. A cool breeze stirred the branches of the elm, and its 

neighbor elms down the fence, stirring the shade. Suddenly he saw a single break in the smooth 

wood. The big roots of the tree, thrusting under the fence, had slightly dislodged one of the 

fence panels. The breeze now revealed, now concealed, a narrow, slanting gap, the exposed 

fence rails behind it. Footholds. 

 

Frodo looked behind him, all about, making sure there was no one to see. Then he was up and 

over the fence, quick as the rascal of Buckland he had been thirty years before. The weaving 

barn was just beyond the byre. He crept close enough to see through a window that Marigold 

and Rose were alone at their work. There was no sign of Lily Cotton. He heard them laugh. The 

bottoms of the tall north windows were propped open, letting in the cool breeze.  

 

Frodo moved around to the open door, no longer concerned with concealment, as he was out of 

sight of the main house. The hobbits looked up and saw him. Marigold was clearly surprised; 

Rose's reaction was unreadable. 

 

"Good afternoon, Mr. Frodo. How nice to see you," Sam's sister said. 

 

"Hello, Mr. Frodo," Rose murmured at the same time, as they both stood. 

 

"Good afternoon." Frodo was searching for the right words for his next polite sentence, but 

there was no need. Rose had touched Marigold's arm, was whispering to her, her eyes never 

leaving Frodo's. 

 

Marigold whispered her reply and, her expression becoming guarded, headed for the door. As 

Frodo moved to let her by she looked sidelong at him with suspicion. Rose watched her go, 

watched the heavy door swing to as Marigold closed it behind her. "She agreed to make sure 

we're not interrupted. And Mother is already starting supper." 

 

"You know why I've come, then," Frodo said, taking a few steps toward her. 



 

She also came a bit closer. Her hand rested on the frame of the big loom. "Why have you come, 

Mr. Frodo?" Rose echoed lightly, her chin coming up. Frodo was suddenly reminded of Sam in 

one of his rare moods of defiance. 

 

"Because of the flowers you sent. I'm sure it's all over the village already that you have refused 

Sam." 

 

"And what if I have?" Her voice was neutral, calm. 

 

His fingers restlessly sought the wool spools on a table next to him. He looked down, looked up 

at her. "Rose, it's my fault. I know I'm to blame. You can't, you mustn't hold what I've done 

against Sam. Please." 

 

"Just what have you done, then, sir?" 

 

She certainly isn't going to make this easy. But what did I expect? he thought. He clenched his 

jaw for a moment. "I know that Sam told you about...about him and me. But I am here to tell 

you that nothing should stand in the way of this wedding. I am begging you, Rose, don't hold 

my weakness, my taking advantage, against him. Please. Surely the two of you can start fresh." 

 

"The way you talk, whatever was between you two is over." 

 

Frodo paused. "It is over. It has been for some time." He closed his eyes. The loss moved inside 

him, as he imagined a cold sea wave would feel. His fingers left the spool he was worrying, 

opened to lie flat on the table, take the weight of his arm. He felt chilled. He opened his eyes. 

She was standing just as still as he, but she turned her head and he saw the glisten of unshed 

tears. She leaned down, was fumbling with something near the loom, bending to remove 

something wrapped in a handkerchief from underneath a jumble of square fabric patterns. 

 

She held up, twined together, two carefully dried roses. One white, one red. 

 

"What did you mean by these, Mr. Frodo?" 

 

"Sam did that," he stuttered. "He meant, he meant that he loved you. That's always what roses 

mean, you know that." 

 

"Well, then, I did the right thing with my snapdragons, if that's what the roses meant." 



 

She lowered her hand to her side, the roses drooping. 

 

Frodo frowned. He clenched his jaw again. "He loves you. Don't do this." 

 

She glanced down at the roses again for a moment. "Mr. Frodo, you've got it all wrong. I love 

Sam. Desperately." 

 

"You do?" 

 

"Of course I love him. That's not the point." 

 

He felt dizzy. "Rose, what are you saying? If you love Sam, and if I have promised you that I am 

not...will not...interfere...then what? Why can't you get married? Why did you say no?" 

 

"I told you, Mr. Frodo." 

 

He was lost. She was making no sense at all. He was the problem, he was. He always had been. 

If he could just make them see, make them stop worrying over him long enough to see what 

they could have together, should have together. What else could he do? "I don't understand." 

He stood there, helpless. He felt trapped. It wasn't working. He could do nothing. 

 

She looked up, tilted her head to one side. The ghost of a smile stole across her face. "Maybe I 

can help you understand. Maybe you just need a little help ... remembering." 

 

She walked toward him, picked up his unresisting hand, and laid the roses in it. His fingers 

closed automatically around the stems, flinching a bit as a thorn found his fingertip. 

 

She was standing well within arm's reach now. He felt her warm breath. He froze. 

 

She was reaching past his head on either side, picking up the generous, sagging hood of the 

grey cloak of Lothlorien, gently, slowly pulling it up over his head and down, until it covered 

his eyes, drifted to the tip of his nose. 

 

"Remember the rule...no touching," she breathed. In the dark, he felt her lips brush his, the 

barest brush, the slightest taste. 

 

..."It was a game! Just a Yule game! A game to be laughed over later. A game to be dreamed about during 



the nights he was so tortured with longing he was sure he'd go mad before morning. Weak. He was 

weak." 

 

Lips brushed his and withdrew. He heard nothing, not a creak of the floor, not a breeze at the 

window. Blackness surrounded him. He dropped the roses and they landed with the faintest 

rustle on the floor. 

 

"Well, Frodo? Can you guess who it is?" Rose whispered. He felt her breath on his lips, her face 

was so close. 

 

And then her lips were on his again, staying put, not a brush, but a real kiss now, a sweet one. It 

was a dream, or a memory as small and vivid as a dream, a dream wakened by her lips. He 

heard faint music and the distant stomp of dancers, and soft echoing threads of laughter, like 

the shreds of Elvish singing in an autumn forest. No. He never had dreams like this, or 

memories. He had blackness, if he was lucky, or dreams of a Ring of flame filling his vision. 

Sometimes he stood on a rocky cliff in a hot, low-ceilinged cave and knew with the last shreds 

of his own will that the best and kindest thing he could do was to jump. These were his dreams, 

his only dreams. But here were Rose's lips, Rose's breath, sweet invasion, and the music was a 

band of his own beloved Tooks and the floor under the dancers, struck by their mad feet, was 

the plank floor of Great Smials and it was real, the laughter was real and once it had been his 

laughter. 

 

He pressed his lips to hers, answered her kiss, bent one elbow to close his hand around her bare 

forearm and he felt her smile. She said against his mouth, "No touching," and he immediately, 

obediently, dropped his hand as if her arm had burned him. And Frodo, who once, somewhere, 

had been a Ringbearer, smiled faintly, too. 

 

Rose, however, was still cheating, holding his arm with one hand, the other keeping his hood 

pressed against his head. She went on kissing him, and he found he had time to breathe, to take 

long, sweet inhalations of the smell of her hair and her skin, breathing between the slow, short 

kisses. Still blind under his hood, he kissed her. So strange, so different from Sam. It had been 

an age, an Age of the Sun and more than an age. 

 

He found himself breathing harder, more of his mouth wanting to become involved in these 

kisses, and his tongue touched her lip, his mouth opened a bit more, matched by hers, by her 

tongue, and now he was very dizzy indeed and he couldn't help breaking the rules, he reached 

up with both his hands and held her shoulders tight. 

 



Her lips pulled away; she was still in his grip. 

 

"You're cheating, Mr. Frodo," she whispered. "Now, it's time to guess. Who am I?" 

 

He stood, breathing hard, the hood over his face, feeling the planks under his feet, feeling like a 

swimmer come up for air, feeling her strong, warm flesh under his wet palms.  

 

"I remember you," he said. "It's Rose." 

 

Her arms were moving, her feet coming up on tiptoe, her breasts bumping his chest as she 

pushed the hood back and folded it carefully down behind him as before. She rested a finger for 

a moment on the priceless brooch that pinned his cloak. Then her hands smoothed across his 

shoulders and up around his neck. She looked up at him. His arms had somehow found their 

way around her middle. 

 

In the time he had been under the hood, the room had grown dimmer as the sun fell below the 

huge elms that shaded the farmyard. He could still see her eyes, though, blue, round, sparkling 

like stars. 

 

She was saying, "We were interrupted, you know. I never learned what the prize was for 

winning the game."  

 

He shook his head. "There's no prize. The fun is in the playing." He was awake and asleep, lost 

and found. He looked into her eyes and without a decision found himself bending his head and 

kissing her again, drinking her mouth like it was tea with warm honey on a cold winter 

morning. Traveling now, tracing the corner of her mouth, her jaw, her neck. So smooth, so 

sweet, so different. So used to Sam he was, familiar Sam, like home, like the garden. What had 

Sam said? Rose was the Sun, yes, and, oh, she was warm. Her skin was warm. Like summer. 

Like the smell of mown grass, like gentle rain on steaming, sun-warmed stone, like every hot, 

dripping peach he had ever stolen from a Buckland orchard. 

 

He bent and bent and kissed down her neck, halted, his lips pressed against the circle where her 

pulse beat, steady and warm. Her hands were on his shoulders. She was leaning into him. She 

moaned. 

 

"Frodo, Frodo," she was saying, her voice low and clogged with passion, "Don't you see? I don't 

want this to stop. I won't marry Sam unless I can have this, too. Why give him up? Why give me 

up, now that you've..." 



 

"Remembered," he finished for her, his lips against her neck. 

 

He raised his head and looked at her face. She captured his face between her palms, pulled it 

down and kissed his mouth again, claiming him. 

 

When the breathless, deep kiss finally ended, she held him close, laid her head on his shoulder. 

When she could speak again, she tilted back her head and said to him, quite clearly:  

 

"I said no to Sam, to Sam without you. Oh, Frodo, you're worth it. You deserve this. Don't you 

know that?" 

 

"Rose, this is madness." 

 

"Is it?" The challenge was there again, the echo of Sam in the determination in her eyes. Their 

faces were just far enough apart that they could look at each other. He stared at her a long 

moment. And made his own choice.  

 

"Oh, Rose. I guessed you, but you win. You win this game." He leaned his forehead against 

hers, tears in his eyes. 

 

She stepped back half a pace, took his hands. She was smiling, but there were tears in her eyes, 

too. 

 

"Let's go tell Sam. Let's tell him right now. I think we are all going to have a lovely time making 

up." 

 

Frodo looked at her, mingled fear, wonder, relief and anticipation dancing across his face. He 

could only shake his head. What had he just agreed to? What next? 

 

*** 

 

"Then be not coy, but use your time 

And while ye may, go marry: 

For having lost but once your prime 

You may forever tarry." 

 

--Robert Herrick, "To the Virgins, to make much of Time." 
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Sam and Rose came in the front door of Bag End after bidding farewell to her parents at the 

gate. "It was a lovely day, my dears." 

 

"Take good care of my girl, now, Samwise." It was past tea time, but tea time had blended in to 

the seemingly endless wedding feast, with its many delicious dishes, dancing and wine.  

 

They should have been tired, but they weren't. They had a great deal to look forward to. 

 

As they came in, they heard Frodo at the back door, sending off the girls who had served and 

cleared and washed, and they joined him in the spotless kitchen, spotless even by Sam's 

standards. 

 

"Help me with this, would you, please?" Sam said to no one in particular. He had loosened the 

ties at the sides of his mail shirt, but needed help getting the heavy thing over his head. Rose 

and Frodo both moved toward him at the same time, bumping into each other. They laughed, 

and Rose hung back. 

 

"I imagine you've had more experience with those things than I, Frodo." 

 

"Let's hope, shall we, that this is the only kind of occasion for wearing mail shirts from now on," 



Frodo said, helping get the mailshirt over Sam's head. Sam pulled his arms out, and Frodo hung 

the jingling heirloom on one of the kitchen chairs. 

 

Rose was pulling at her wilting garland of white roses, in search of the last pin that would 

release it from her curls. Sam helped her, then combed her hair with his fingers. Frodo watched 

them, smiling. 

 

"Now get, you two. Can't I keep you out of the kitchen for once? It's your wedding day!" 

 

He grabbed a damp dishtowel, snapped it at Rose's bottom, then at Sam. Laughing, Sam caught 

it in mid-snap and a sharp tug-of-war ensued, to giggles all around. It ended with Frodo being 

hauled hand-over-hand into Sam's arms. Meeting Rose's laughing eyes over Frodo's shoulder, 

Sam tilted his head and kissed Frodo firmly and briefly. They clung together, still laughing. 

Rose caught her breath. "Now that's what I've been waiting to see," she said, her voice husky. 

 

"Oh, is it, now?" Frodo turned to her, still caught in Sam's embrace. Her eyes drank them in: 

tousled, laughing, Frodo with two spots of pink high on his cheeks, Sam's eyes, so knowing and 

soft. 

 

"Sam," Rose breathed, her voice even lower, "kiss him again." 

 

She heard Sam's deep chuckle as he pivoted to put them in profile to her. He slid one hand up 

to cradle Frodo's jaw, his fingers twined in the dark hair and resting on either side of Frodo's 

ear. Frodo glanced at Rose, closed his eyes, tightened his arms around Sam. 

 

She was breathless. 

 

Sam closed his eyes and proceeded to thoroughly kiss Frodo, parting his lips just a bit, gently 

tasting Frodo's waiting mouth. Frodo kissed him back, his fingers tightening on Sam's 

shoulders. 

 

Rose had to put out a hand to the table edge to steady herself. A melting feeling crept up her 

body. 

 

Sam, eyes still closed, his lips curved in a tiny smile, deepened the kiss, opening his mouth, 

Frodo matching it. Rose felt her face flush as she watched Frodo's head fall back a bit, his mouth 

locked to Sam's. She could see the pulse beat just under his jaw. Sam slid his hand down to rest 

on the small of Frodo's back, pressing him even closer. She could see his neck muscles bunch 



and work and could only imagine what he was doing with his tongue. Rosie's hand fluttered to 

her breast; Sam had never kissed her quite like this! 

 

Someone moaned; it sounded like Sam but she couldn't be sure. 

 

The deep kiss broke, finally, punctuated by several smaller ones. Frodo opened his eyes, looked 

at Sam with a kind of wonder, Rose thought. Then Frodo looked at her, his eyes dreamy and 

soft and smiling. Sam was grinning at her, his chin up. Well, how was that? his gaze seemed to 

ask. 

 

"Oh, lads," Rosie breathed. She took several hesitating steps toward them, and Sam reached out 

his hand to her shoulder as she rested trembling fingers on Frodo's cheek as his smile widened. 

 

He started to speak, cleared his throat. Sam's arm was still around him. "Don't you two have 

some business in the bedroom this evening?" he asked, wrapping an arm around Rose's 

shoulders. 

 

"Only if you're joining us," Sam answered. 

 

Rose felt a dazzling bolt leap through her at his words. They were both so close. She smelled 

tobacco and soap and sweat and the tomato-vine scent that was Sam. 

 

"I....I...." Clearly, Frodo didn't know what to do. Rose felt a moment of giggling pity for him -- 

indeed, he hadn't stood a chance! She rocked closer and kissed his mouth, just once, gently, 

slowly. 

 

"Just come with us, then, love," she said. And added in a whisper: "At least you can watch." 

 

She heard Sam's breathing catch, felt his shoulder muscles tighten under her hand. She took his 

hand, and Frodo's and began pulling them down the hall. 

 

*** 

 

In the master bedroom, Frodo watched as Sam began to light the candles. He was standing, 

awkward, by the door, but Rose drew him down to sit on the bed beside her. Her arm went 

around his waist. The same sense of stunned amazement was on him as on that day he had 

climbed over the fence to find her. The bud of memory and bliss that had bloomed in him that 

day was still there, deep inside. He felt like a boat caught in Sarn Gebir, but without any sense 



of danger. The current was flowing, taking him where it would. He was in their hands, but they 

were hands of love. He sighed. Rose's fingers stroked his back as they both watched Sam. 

 

Sam finished lighting the candles and turned, measuring the room with his eyes, the distance 

from the bed. He moved a rush-seat, ladder-back armchair from near the door to nearer the bed, 

and looked quizzically at Frodo. 

 

"Here, or with us, Frodo?" Suppressed laughter brightened his voice. Frodo could tell Sam was 

loving this. 

 

Still with that swept-downstream feeling, which he suspected would only get worse, Frodo 

gratefully moved to the chair. The others moved to either side of him, bending down to nuzzle 

his neck, caress his chest through the weskit and blouse, press brief kisses to his lips. He leaned 

his head back against the ladders of the chair. 

 

Rose and Sam left off their attentions and stood in front of him, and Rose unbuttoned Sam's 

white shirt. It was another treasure, another memento of their days in Gondor, woven from 

some thread unknown in the Shire, and the fabric was light and smooth. Silk, their servants had 

called it -- rare and precious even in the South kingdom. 

 

Rose seemed to be taking a professional interest in the fabric and the round, pearl-like buttons, 

each slow move she made gentle and smooth. Sam's eyes drifted closed as she lingeringly slid 

the full sleeves from his arms, pressing a kiss to his neck. She folded the shirt untidily in half 

and tossed it to Frodo, who brought it to his face, feeling the fabric like a caress, and burying his 

nose in the scent of Sam. 

 

He watched Rose enjoying Sam's skin, apparently in no hurry to investigate the buttons of the 

forest green, velvet breeches, which Frodo could see were already swelling from her touches on 

his chest. Frodo could see Sam was breathing deeply. Rose ran her hands lightly over the 

golden skin, lingering over his nipples, bending to kiss. Then kneeling, her arms around him, as 

she kissed her way down the smooth track of hair toward his navel. Sam swayed, re-planted his 

feet as she turned her head to the side and pressed against his groin, her ear against the velvet 

swelling, her arms around his buttocks. He steadied himself with hands on her shoulders and 

when his eyelids slowly lifted, he was looking straight at Frodo. Both their lips parted, and 

Frodo felt the warmth in his throat, his face flushing. It was as if another kiss hung in the 

candlelit air between them. 

 

Rose sighed and moved slowly, standing again, sliding against Sam's skin, kissed him, and 



brought up her hands to loosen the ladder of drawstrings that held her bodice closed. She found 

one of Sam's hands, brought it up to remind him to help her and he did, breaking his 

smoldering glance with Frodo to untie and to loosen. 

 

Now he was helping her pull the soft creamy linen over her head, pull down the crisp 

petticoats, leaving her in the embroidered shift that did not quite reach her knees. He stepped 

away to drape the beautiful dress over another chair, and it was Rose's turn to look at Frodo.  

 

She was beautiful, he thought, standing there so straight and so bold, simply waiting. His eyes 

lingered on her lips, traced the curve of her neck, her collar bone, her bare shoulder, the curve 

of a breast. Then Sam was near again, sliding a hand along her jaw, under her ear, bringing her 

face up to his and kissing her. 

 

Frodo watched as Rose had watched them in the kitchen, marveling at this new view of Sam. 

Frodo knew those lips, that sweet tongue not by sight but by taste, and he felt each kiss as if 

Sam were giving it to him. At the same time he found it almost unbearably arousing to watch 

Sam kissing his new wife, to watch Rose's body melt against him as Sam's other hand strayed 

down to cup one breast through the fabric, then loosen the drawstring at her back and gently 

push the shift aside and down as he continued to kiss her. She was whimpering now, barely 

audible to Frodo, as Sam's lips moved from her mouth to her jaw to her neck, to the soft curves, 

pink nipples. He was pushing her shift from her shoulders and she pulled first one arm, then 

the other out of the garment and gripped Sam's bare shoulders. He lingeringly kissed one 

breast, moved to the other. 

 

Frodo found his own hands tight on the arms of the chair, almost forgetting to blink as he 

breathed hard and watched them. 

 

Sam stood up, then, and it was golden skin on white from their waists upward, and, arms 

around her, he moved against her like a cat stretching as he kissed her mouth even more 

insistently and glided his hands up and down her back, lingering over the curve of her soft hips 

and buttocks. 

 

He rested his chin on Roses' shoulder then, still pressing his upper body against her, as he 

reached down to unbutton his breeches. Rose helped him push them down, and he stepped out 

of them, expensive velvet forgotten in a crumple on the floor as she backed toward the bed and 

he followed, still pressing close. 

 

She was on her back then, and Sam was on his side, facing Frodo across her, as she and Sam 



together pulled her shift the rest of the way off. 

 

Sam caught his breath at the sight of her exposed body, and Frodo did, too -- the hidden white 

skin, her tanned arms and neck, the soft, curling triangle of hair. Sam rested his hand on it, 

pressing with the heel, and Rose and gasped and moaned and arched up into his touch, her 

eyes closed.  

 

A moan escaped Frodo, too, and he found his hand pressing to his own crotch, so hard already.  

 

Sam stroked her thighs, began to gently explore the warm wetness between her legs as he bent 

to kiss her face, and she moaned again. Watching them, Frodo was pinned on a sharp point of 

desire, wanting to stretch out the delicious arousal, fearing that he wouldn't last himself. Sam 

was entirely engrossed in Rose, touching her as he kissed her neck and her breasts, leaning on 

one elbow as he pressed the length of his body against her side. 

 

They were staring into each other's eyes, now, Frodo saw. 

 

"Oh, Sam," Rosie said. "See if you can...If I'm ready." She wrapped her arms around his neck, her 

face hidden from Frodo but her words clear. "You're the first, you know." 

 

Sam may have known that already, but Frodo had not, and he closed his eyes for a moment. She 

had waited for Sam, for him -- in every way. How much she, how much both of them, were 

choosing to share with him. It was too much. 

 

If Sam had answered her, Frodo had missed it, lost for a moment in his own thoughts, but now 

Sam was kissing her softly, looking into her eyes, watching for signs of pain or hesitation as he 

slid a finger into her, two fingers, further. His thumb stayed buried in her curls, giving her 

something to press against, and press she did, moaning. 

 

"There, lass, that's good," Sam breathed. 

 

Another moan escaped from Frodo and the tide had him then, the current was sweeping him 

inexorably downstream. The distance between himself and the lovers was intolerable. The only 

thing he could find to ease it was to give up entirely, to slide his hand into his own damp 

breeches, as Sam kept kissing her face and neck as his careful fingers slid deep, stroking into 

Rose. Frodo curled his own hand around himself and knew he was too near the edge to pull 

back. He touched the shaft, wiggling halfway out of his breeches, curled his hand around the 

head to stroke. So beautiful, so close... 



 

He wanted to keep his eyes open, did try to, as his exhaled breaths turned to gasps, as the 

candle flames at the edge of his vision seemed to melt, obscuring his view of the lovers with a 

golden haze. His gasps turned to moans and he heard them as if disconnected from his own 

throat, his own voice, even his thoughts as they drifted somewhere in the blurry golden haze 

that was all his vision. Everything that was Frodo had converged on the taut, firm warmth 

gripped in his hand. He shuddered, spurted, and the golden mist cleared just enough to show 

him Sam and Rose, making one dim silhouette on the bed. He felt the hard slats of the chair 

against his head and his back, his sticky hand. And as his vision cleared a bit more, he saw them 

both watching him, their cheeks flushed, lips parted, eyes bright. 

 

"Oh, Frodo," Sam said. 

 

Rose reached out a hand to Frodo and they were all moving, changing places. Frodo found 

himself standing, reaching for Rose's hand, and Sam leaned over to help Frodo out of his 

breeches entirely, as Rose sat up and scooted back. 

 

Frodo settled on his side on the bed, closest to the door, his back to the chair, as Sam lay down 

on his back beside him, pulling Rose toward him. 

 

"Here, love," Sam said to her, "this way." He was gently pulling and urging her atop him and 

she settled across him, sitting up, her knee not quite touching Frodo. "This way you can take it 

in easy, like -- you can stop if it hurts you." 

 

She was looking down, caressing his length, their hair curling together as she sat atop him, and 

Frodo saw her raise herself until she was kneeling, eyes closed. Sam rested his hands on her 

thighs, waiting, and watching her. She leaned on Sam's shoulder with one hand and eased him 

into her with the other, and Frodo found he was holding his breath, watching first her face, then 

Sam's, as the lovers closed their eyes, all focus on those few square inches of hot, trembling skin. 

 

"Sam, my Sam," Rose murmured. 

 

Frodo's hand seemed to move by itself to cup her breast, and she opened her eyes and smiled at 

him, moving slowly, slowly, finding Sam's way in. 

 

Sam moved one arm to Frodo's back, urged him closer, and he snuggled in, his head on Sam's 

shoulder, watching Rose, caressing her. Her eyes were closed again, both her hands on Sam's 

chest now and she bit her lip and opened her eyes. 



 

"I think it's going to hurt a bit no matter what we do," she said to both of them, "So..." 

 

She abruptly sank with all her weight onto Sam's hips and he moaned, she moaned and Frodo 

watched them rocking, his hand now gripping Rose's arm. 

 

She lowered her torso to Sam's after a moment, turning her head away so that Frodo's face was 

in her curls, and he felt more than saw the rhythm they created, Rose doing most of the 

thrusting, her hips coming up and down, Sam quieter under her. Sam's arm was tight around 

Frodo. Frodo nestled closer. 

 

"Hard to hang on, isn't it, Sam," he murmured, sweet revenge, and then Sam was arching into 

her, breathing hard, gasping. 

 

Frodo heard Rosie laugh as "Yes, yes," she said, and tears came to his eyes. So close to them, his 

dear ones. That they would let him in, that he could be here. Sam sighed, long and relaxed, and 

Rose raised herself, turned to Frodo and kissed him. Sam was spent, but she was still panting, 

and Frodo, lost in the kiss, heard Sam chuckle. 

 

*** 

 

It was too sweet for words, her warm, strong body, and Frodo right there -- his beloved Frodo, 

no longer pulling away, fading, but there, his eyes so bright, his lips red and stung. Sam had 

never been happier, with this pure stab of bliss and delight. He watched their faces as they 

kissed, Rose leaning toward Frodo, and as her weight shifted against his hips, himself still 

inside her, he smiled and made a moaning purr of pleasure. 

 

He watched them kiss, tasting, lingering. 

 

Rose slid away from him, and he sighed at the separation and drew his legs up to give her room 

to sit. She twined her legs around his knee and leaned toward Frodo, who was sitting up now, 

too, a hand on Sam's chest. She undid the buttons of his weskit and Sam chuckled. How had 

they gotten this far with that still on? Frodo shrugged out of it and tossed it to the chair he had 

left, and she unbuttoned his shirt. Sam took care of the cuff buttons of the right hand, and then 

Frodo was offering him the left wrist, too, smiling at him. 

 

Rose drew his shirt off and tossed it to the chair. She pulled the chain of his jewel pendant 

gently over his head and carefully let it slide to the floor at the foot of the bed. Then she hugged 



Frodo and leaned against him, pushing him back on the bed almost on top of Sam, and his arms 

went around them both in a confused pile as Rose kissed Frodo again. Sam felt warm arms, 

smelled lavender and sweat. 

 

Sam eased backward and his lovers rolled toward him and there was Frodo atop Rose, Rose's 

arms around him as they kissed again. Sam sighed and settled on his side, one hand resting on 

Frodo's shoulder. 

 

She wasn't finished, yet, no, and it seemed Frodo was ready again as Sam rested, because Sam 

watched them rearrange their knees, watched Rosie's brown hands grip the smooth skin of 

Frodo's backside and he knew when Frodo found the sweet entry because both of them gasped 

and their eyes squeezed shut. 

 

Sam purred and watched, stroking Frodo's shoulder, as the rhythm grew stronger and rougher. 

He had no idea how long it had been since Frodo had been with a lass, but clearly he had not 

forgotten what it was all about, for being so out of practice. 

 

"Rosie," Frodo murmured, his face in her neck. 

 

Now it was Sam's turn to wonder, amazed, at how beautiful they were, how all his dreams and 

longings were folded together into this one place, this one bed. All of my dreams have come true, 

he thought, and tears came to his eyes. 

 

Frodo was up on his arms now, his lower lip between his teeth, his chin out, and Rose's hands 

were clasped behind his neck. Frodo's thrusts had a slamming finish to them (Oh, my, he does 

remember how, Sam thought.) and Rose began to make panting moans in time with each one, 

shorter and louder and louder until they dissolved into a long "Aaaaaah," and Sam saw how 

Frodo pressed into her until she burst into tears and pulled him down on top of her. 

 

"Am I too heavy, love?" he asked, his forehead on hers. 

 

"No, oh no," she murmured, her eyes opening and one hand searching for Sam. 

 

Sam leaned in and kissed her, his cheek meeting Frodo's, and hitched closer. They all relaxed 

together then, skin pressed close, as the sweat dried on Frodo's back and their breathing 

slowed... 

 

Sam caught himself waking from the light doze he had fallen into. Frodo had slid to the other 



side of Rose, his knee across her belly, dozing too, but Rose looked thoughtful, peaceful, 

watching Sam as his eyes opened, then turning her head to glance at Frodo. She smiled. 

 

Sam had thought Frodo asleep, but he murmured. "You know, there's a special bottle of wine 

down the well, to keep cold.... Samwise, why don't you run and get it? Hurry up." 

 

Sam chuckled. 

 

Rose did, too. "Oh, so the celebration is just beginning, then." 

 

They were all heavy, solid, feeling glued to the bed. 

 

Sam caressed all of them he could reach for long, sweet moments. Then a thought struck him 

and he rose on one elbow, thinking he should rescue the candles from making even more of a 

mess. He slowly slid away from Rosie, who made a disappointed meow at losing the heat of his 

body and snuggled closer to Frodo. Sam stretched, then went around the room, pinching the 

candles that were burning down or guttering, and paused to glance at the bed. 

 

My loves. 

 

He realized he was hungry. He felt the crumpled velvet of his breeches against his toes, and 

pulled them on. Humming to himself, he headed first for the well, then for the pantry. 

 

*** 

 

They feasted, cross legged in the bed, on the chill white wine, a special treat; spicy goose liver 

spread on crusty bread, fruit and cheese and cold chicken and sliced cold potatoes with garlic 

sauce, and cold beans in oil, and shortbread and seedcake. Rose had pulled on Sam's silk shirt, 

just to feel it. 

 

Finally they turned down the covers of the big white bed and cheerfully argued over who 

would be happiest in the middle. 

 

It made sense though, in the end -- Sam on his back between them, a tousled head on each 

shoulder, Rose and Frodo's fingers linked over his chest. 

 

Silk and candlelight and many blessings for sweet dreams, though the waking was sweet 

enough. A dream come true, for all of them. 



Three for Breakfast 

Third in the "No Ordinary Love" series. The morning after the wedding night. 

 

Thanks to Singe, whose story "Blindfold" started me on this, and to Serai, for the excellent and 

thoughtful beta, as well as the oh-so-warm introduction to slash. "Blindfold" is here already, of course, 

and "Gather Ye Rosebuds" and "Silk and Candlelight" were posted here recently. So enjoy. 

 

 

Frodo woke slowly, his eyes still closed, and felt warmth and the weight of bodies. Memory 

flooded back, prompting blissful tears to form and swim, unshed. Without moving, he let his 

skin tell him the truth of what was. Himself, part of a jigsaw puzzle of warm limbs. 

 

Here was Sam’s arm and firm shoulder, under his neck and ear. Frodo felt Sam’s curling hairs 

tickling his nose, felt the quiet, steady rise and fall of Sam’s sleeping breath. Sam’s other arm 

was a weight on his ribs, and Frodo’s arm was stretched around Sam, met by Rose’s arm, 

coming the other direction to snuggle around Sam’s middle as she pressed against his back. 

Frodo’s legs were almost at the bottom of a pile of legs, pressed into the soft feather bed. One 

knee was nestled in the astonishingly warm haven of Sam’s groin, the other had one of Rose’s 

legs hooked around it. 

 

Frodo sighed. From the way the light reddened his still-closed eyelids, it must be full morning. 

All he could hear was breathing, snug inside their Hill. 

 

He had no wish to move, except to open his lips in a gentle kiss, a taste of Sam. Listening to Sam 

and Rose's breathing, feeling Sam’s heartbeat through his skin, he thought, No dream could be as 

perfect as this. 

 

Something had surrendered inside of him, in the area of his ribcage, just under his heart, some 

tightness, some defense no longer needed. He felt loose, flat, safe, as he had not felt since... he 

could not remember since when. Since before he had carried the Ring, certainly. Even in Minas 

Tirith, feeling as if he had come back from the dead, and, more recently, on the day his good 

dreams had been awakened by Rose’s kisses, he had not felt this well. As if he would never 

have a worry again. 

 

Frodo had no idea if the feeling would last, but he found nothing keeping him from reveling in 



it. It was morning in the Shire. He was home. He had seen Rose and Sam married, and he was 

included in their love. To have Sam again, and Rose -- like summer after winter, that he had 

never thought to see again. So much more than he had dreamed or deserved: Sam, and Rosie, 

too. 

 

She wants me. He could hardly believe it. He had tried his best to put aside his desire for her, 

tried to be content with knowing that he could love her as Sam's beloved. Before their journey, 

their paths crossed less and less frequently as she gradually abandoned her childhood lessons 

and was claimed by women's work on the farm. He had watched Sam shyly court her, 

encouraging him all he could. He had ached for them both so long that the pain had become a 

familiar friend. And that last Yule before they left, he had dared to kiss her. Thank the Lady, he 

had given in, for once. What had seemed like weakness and failure had turned out to be, 

instead, the key to a triumphant bliss he had never thought would be his. 

 

How the memory of that night and that kiss had comforted him. It was one of the last times he 

and Sam and Rose had been together before he had had to leave. And then somehow, beyond 

all possibility, he and Sam had come through the fire, fused together by their trials. I owe him 

everything. Everything. If the entire Shire was mine to give him, it wouldn't be all he deserved. He had 

known with stabbing certainty that his two friends belonged together. But until the day Rose 

had stood before him with those twined flowers in her hand, he had poured all his desires and 

his longings into them. He was empty; they should be full. He had thought only to make them 

happy, to make sure they had everything good that life had to offer. He suddenly felt like 

laughing, like a sparkling flash of sunlight had come to rest in his heart. But they both had had 

something very different in mind than his proper plans. Sam's love he had finally, unworthily, 

been able to accept. But now he had Rose, too. Relief and joy washed over him again. The fall 

would come -- October with its cold nightmares, the endless cold winter that seemed to start in 

his shoulder and spread its message of death outward from there. But now it was summer, and 

he was surrounded by skin as warm as meadow clover at noon, buzzing with bees, sweeter 

than honey. 

 

He sighed, felt a niggling need to stretch, and to visit the chamber pot, but he did not want to 

get up or even move. Not one bit. He kept his eyes resolutely closed. 

 

Rose decided for him. He felt her fingers stroke his arm, heard her yawn. He squeezed her 

forearm, slid his hand down to tickle her palm to tell her he was awake. 

 

"I’m hungry," she said softly. "I wonder what time it is." 

 



"Who cares?" murmured Sam. Frodo heard the voice rumble against his cheek as much as in his 

ear, and Frodo chuckled. 

 

Sam took a deep breath and snuggled Frodo closer. Rose rolled closer too, sliding her hand up 

Frodo’s arm as far as she could, stroking the skin, running curious fingers around the knife scar. 

Frodo finally opened his eyes, tilted his head back to see her smiling at him over Sam’s side. 

 

"Good morning," she said. 

 

"Good morning, Mistress Gamgee," he said. And Frodo laughed, for the sheer joy, 

ridiculousness and impossibility of it all. Great glory and splendor -- All my wishes have come true.... 

 

"I hate to get up," Rose said, "But I want some tea." She raised on her elbow, leaned precariously 

over Sam to kiss Frodo, then pressed a kiss to Sam’s ear and tousled his hair. 

 

As she slid off the bed, Frodo watched the curves of her breast and ribcage stretch and turn in 

the morning light, and admired her back with its web of muscles. She stepped towards the 

wardrobe, and the door creaked as she rummaged inside. She pulled out her robe and 

disappeared. 

 

Frodo lifted his chin and kissed Sam, who still had his eyes closed but kissed him back, quite 

enthusiastically. Then Frodo slid away himself. Not bothering to dress, he went down the hall 

to the bath chamber, pausing only to find his white gem on the floor and hang the chain on the 

wardrobe‘s knob on his way out. 

 

He returned wearing his dressing gown, hanging open and unbelted. He carried a mug of water 

to offer Sam, and found him lying on his back, staring at the carved ceiling beams, arms folded 

behind his head. Frodo watched him for a moment. The familiar face was as relaxed as Frodo 

had ever seen it. 

 

Sam met his gaze. 

 

"You know, I feel home now, more than ever. And I thought I was home before." 

 

He got out of bed, took the mug and drank, set it on the end table and folded Frodo close, his 

arms sliding easily inside Frodo‘s robe. Frodo pressed against him, in simple enjoyment of the 

familiar warmth, the friendliness of Sam’s dear skin. 

 



Sam pulled his velvet breeches back on; they were impractical, but at hand. Frodo waited for 

him, smiling a little at the melted heaps of beeswax under all the candelabra, and followed Sam 

down the hall to the kitchen. 

 

The kettle was on the fire, but Frodo did not see Rose. Then he felt the touch of cool, moving air, 

and rounded the corner past the pantries to see her standing in the open back door, wrapped in 

a robe, looking at the morning glories and the sunshine. When she heard them, she turned her 

head and Frodo could see the happy tears on her cheeks. 

 

She stepped back into the kitchen and pulled him close, reached for Sam. They stood there, 

locked in a circle of arms, until the kettle boiled. Fortified by the strong tea and feeling little 

need to talk, they made breakfast, deftly getting out of each other's way. Rose fried sausage and 

scrambled eggs, Frodo sliced the cheese, and Sam the bread for toast, and the other jobs divided 

up as if by magic. The pantry was crammed with gifts of food and leftovers from the wedding 

feast, enough for ten breakfasts. 

 

Frodo sat across from Sam and Rose, and when he could spare a moment’s thought from his 

eggs and jam and strawberries and sausage, he found himself gazing at Rose, thinking again of 

what he had learned in the night. He reached across the table to stroke her arm, and she caught 

his hand to her mouth, kissed the palm and the gap where his finger used to be. He squeezed 

her hand. 

 

"I didn’t know, Rose, that you had waited for us...That Sam was your first." 

 

Still holding his hand, she leaned her head against Sam’s shoulder, smiling. Sam pressed a kiss 

to the side of her head. 

 

Rose said, "Well, in a manner of speaking, you know. Lasses have to worry about the babies 

coming before the wedding, so we’re careful. Surely you remember the games to be played that 

don’t risk that." 

 

"Yes, and if I forget, Sam can demonstrate, with your help, of course." 

 

They all laughed. 

 

Rose said, "We all had our share of tween games, I imagine. But it’s a sweet thing, to be thinking 

of welcoming a child, instead of worrying about it." 

 



They were all quiet, smiling and thinking of the children that would surely come. Eventually, 

Frodo sighed over his full stomach and looked at the two sitting across from him in the bright 

kitchen, Rose’s shoulder against Sam’s bare one. 

 

Rose smiled at Frodo and turned to Sam. "Now it’s time to go back to bed." 

 

Sam glanced at Frodo. 

 

"You’ll not get any argument from me, my dears," Frodo chuckled. 

 

Rose reassured Sam, "I think, just this once, we can leave the washing up for later." 

 

"It’s only the first of many rules we’ll break," Sam said, kissing her. 

 

This time Frodo led the way down the hall. But then, struck again by the unexpectedness of it 

all and feeling suddenly a bit shy, he pulled the sheet up as he shed his dressing gown and slid 

into bed. Sam was climbing into bed from the other side, but instead of following him, Rose had 

settled into the chair they had set for Frodo the night before. She kept trying to control the grin 

that wanted to stretch her lips, and stifle her excited laughter. 

 

Sam had slid to the middle of the bed, close against Frodo. 

 

"Oho! Your turn to watch, is it, wife?" 

 

She didn’t answer, only nodded, still trying and failing to repress a grin. 

 

Frodo’s eyes widened as Sam snuggled to a comfortable spot in the pillow and pulled Frodo 

close. Without hurry, he began to kiss Frodo’s cheek, moving around to his jaw, his temple, his 

ear. Frodo caught his breath, but as his head turned he caught sight of Rose, watching, and a 

wave of that chilly shyness swept over him. 

 

"Rose, I can’t. Come on. Come over here," he said apologetically, leaning toward her, stretching 

out his hand. 

 

She immediately crawled onto the bed, letting her robe trail off her shoulders as she did, 

stretching across Sam‘s legs to hug Frodo. 

 

As Sam stroked her back, she kissed Frodo’s cheek, his lips. 



 

She said, "I’m very hungry for seeing you together; I don’t know why. I’ve thought about it so 

much, I guess." 

 

"Not from so far away. It makes me awkward, somehow." 

 

"This is better, love?" 

 

She slid under the sheet with him, slid across him to curl against his back, leaning on her elbow 

to meet Sam’s eyes over Frodo’s shoulder. She ducked her head, nuzzled Frodo’s neck. He 

sighed, content, and reached back to caress her. With her skin against his, somehow he didn’t 

mind that she was watching. Certainly he had enjoyed watching them.  

 

Sam pressed against him once more, his hot breath on Frodo's ear. Then Frodo felt his tongue 

gently tracing the delicate edge, around the tip and nibbling toward the lobe. Warmth swept 

through Frodo and pushed aside the chill shyness as quickly as a grass fire. 

 

Frodo whimpered and Sam snuggled closer. Frodo could feel him already hard against his 

thigh. Sam kissed and nipped at Frodo’s ear and then kissed slowly down his neck to his 

shoulder. Frodo lay back, tangled his hand in Sam’s hair, his eyes closed, and felt another set of 

lips press a kiss to the scar on his left shoulder. A soft hand feathered its way down his side. 

 

Frodo was melting, the food making him sleepy, the sensations of skin on skin transporting him 

to a floating realm outside time, where all that could be done was rest, sink and let these 

sounds, these moans and gasps, trail out of his mouth to be caught by Rose’s lips. He could feel 

her pressed against his side as Sam’s hot mouth continued down, lingering on his nipple, 

making him flinch and gasp. 

 

He heard a whisper of laughter from Rose as she shifted and there was her mouth, mirroring 

Sam’s on the other side, on the other nipple, and the doubled sensation made Frodo arch his 

back and moan. He bit his lip.  

 

This attention to both his nipples went on for an excruciating amount of time, as Frodo grew 

harder and harder and began to leak and then feel that he would have to demand, right away, 

that some one lend a hand and touch him. Not that he wanted to complain or seem too greedy, 

but his hips were writhing and he had one hand in Sam’s hair and the other over his head, 

scrabbling at the headboard, and then Sam took pity on him and moved his mouth slowly 

downward. 



 

Each rib got a kiss. Rosie lifted her head to watch as Sam's hand, rough where Rose's was soft, 

found Frodo's thigh, and he buried his face in the curling hair for a moment, kissing the crease 

where leg met groin, then took Frodo in his mouth. 

 

Frodo began to breathe in deep gasps. He opened his eyes and thought of the tengwar, of the 

names of all the items they had had for breakfast, of the exact names of the flowers planted in 

the window boxes, the Sindarin names, if possible, because he didn't want this to stop, and he 

needed a serious distraction. 

 

Here was one. Rose, her cheeks flushed, bent to kiss his mouth. 

 

"Oh my," she said, and kissed him again, and he knew it was no distraction. It was too late, his 

tongue sliding into her mouth, his fingers finding her nipples, the impossibly soft, warm skin 

curving back from them, and he couldn’t help it, couldn’t stop it. He moaned into her mouth 

and came, and he wrapped his arms around her neck and kept moaning as the last spurts 

followed the first flood into Sam’s mouth. 

 

The world was gone, was nothing but the tea and jam taste of Rose’s mouth, the spent warmth 

between his legs, cradled by Sam’s hand, now so gentle and slow, and he opened his eyes. They 

were both watching him, heat and love in their eyes. 

 

Hard as it was to move, he did, wanting to thank Sam, to show him, to give him -- to show Rose 

-- oh, no words for it at all but he had to move, had to slide his way down Sam’s body, his heart 

still hammering from the climax. Sam was leaning on his elbow, all the beautiful, golden front 

of him turned toward Frodo, and as Frodo moved down to put his lips against Sam’s wet tip, he 

felt Rose again at his back and knew she watched. 

 

He didn’t care a bit anymore and he closed his eyes and slid one arm around Sam, the other 

hand between his thighs, and tasted Sam’s cock, took as much of it in as he could, tongued it, 

his hand playing between Sam’s legs, his other arm urging Sam closer.  

 

It wasn’t long before Sam was moaning, though the sound was muffled. Perhaps Rose was 

kissing him, too, but Frodo didn’t look, only tasted Sam, feasted on Sam, loved the feel of him 

filling his mouth, and then Sam began to quiver and Frodo knew he was holding back the 

thrusts of his hips by an enormous effort of will. Frodo went on enjoying him, until he moaned 

again and came, hot and salty and the best dessert Frodo could have imagined. 

 



Frodo sighed, relaxing against Sam's legs, holding him tight, feeling his lover's breathing slow 

and the beautiful tension drain out of him. Then Rose was touching his hair, burying her fingers 

in it. Frodo rolled onto his back and looked at her, upside down, and an upside down kiss was 

his reward, as she tasted the remains of Sam’s climax in his mouth. 

 

"Frodo-love, now we have to think of something to do for her," Sam said, not yet entirely in 

control of his voice or his muscles. 

 

"That we must." Frodo was grinning up at Rose and sat up, turned and hugged her, loving the 

feel of her breasts against his chest, her warm mouth, her blue eyes bright with passion. He 

kissed her several times, feeling Sam’s hand on his back, and then put his mouth to her ear. "Is 

this real? Are we really here?" 

 

"Yes, I think so," she said, laughing at him, and he took her by the shoulders and eased her 

down between him and Sam. 

 

Their eyes met over her neck, and they smiled as Rose sighed and shifted. Sam and Frodo 

leaned together for a long kiss. Then with nothing more than a raised eyebrow and a tilt of his 

head, Frodo indicated where he was going to start, and Sam, holding back a giggle, slid around 

her to start at her feet. 

 

"It will be ... like ... a very... slow ... race," Frodo said, between kisses to Rose’s forehead and ear. 

"A race ... to meet ... in the ... middle." 

 

Sam won. But then, he had only the arches of her feet, the lovely curve of calf and thigh to 

contend with. Frodo had rather more ground to cover, and he wasted any lead he might have 

had by giving much too much attention to the round, firm breasts, sagging a little to each side, 

the crinkling nipples that reminded him of nothing so much as her name, to say nothing of the 

interesting way her stomach curved toward her navel. Yes, Frodo got lost, and Sam won. 

 

Poor Frodo felt rather at loose ends as Sam continued kissing and licking and stroking Rose in 

the warmest, wettest corners he could find, his head pillowed on her thigh. So Frodo found an 

appropriate job for himself when he saw that Rose’s moans, and her hips by turns pressing into 

the feather bed and lifting off of it, were making Sam quite hard again.  

 

Not that it was fair to distract Sam, of course, but he found he wanted, needed to have that 

salty, hot taste in his mouth again. And soon Sam’s moans were joined to Rose’s. But Frodo, 

eyes closed and engrossed, felt warm hands sliding up his legs, long curls tickling his thighs as 



Rose bent at the waist to complete the circle. Frodo thought he would melt as she took him into 

her warm mouth, her lips and his tender skin humming together as Sam made her moan. 

 

And it was another kind of race then, all of them lost in the divided sensations of lips and lips 

and fingers and cock.....Rose gave up first, Frodo felt it, as she gasped around him, the gasps 

coming faster, and finally she had to pull her mouth away, replaced by a kind hand as she 

writhed and moaned and came, with Sam following her, so hard in Frodo’s mouth as Frodo 

smiled and stayed with Sam until he was spent. And in just a moment, as Frodo slid his head 

away from Sam’s thigh, he felt Rose’s mouth again, amazed and grateful that she wanted to 

help him finish. At the end, when he was arching into her mouth, gasping himself, he felt Sam’s 

lips on his neck, Sam’s teeth on his ear, and Rose’s hands slid up his stomach. He heard her 

moaning, too, but then he could hear nothing but the blood beating in his ears and feel nothing 

but the waves of ecstasy following her hands up his body. 

 

When the waves died away, Frodo took a deep breath and turned his head, reaching to find 

Sam. Rose was tangled in their legs, her head on his hip. He searched blindly for her face with 

his fingers, and she pressed a kiss to his hand. 

 

"I love you." Frodo said it first, but soon the sun-washed room was full of soft echoes of those 

words, those words and three names, one after the other, like one of the old rounds that starts in 

one place and winds itself into the hearts of all listeners before fading into silence. 

 

*** 

 

Frodo felt himself drifting awake, thinking of sunlight on ripples, the sound of a waterfall -- a 

scrap of dream blending into the white daylight filling the room. 

 

"Mmmm," he said. Rose slid up the bed between them, curling into Frodo, her head tucked 

under his chin. His arms slid around her. Sam stirred just enough to spoon against her back. 

 

"It’s nice in the middle," Rose murmured. "You’ll have to try it, Frodo." 

 

"I suppose I shall." 

 

When they woke again, it was time for lunch. 
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Spring Cleaning by Hope 

Frodo winced a little as Rosie threw back the curtains, but she bit her tongue and resolved 

herself not to comment on it; pressing her lips together briefly then turning from the window 

back to the bed. 

 

"Well there's no doubt it's springtime outside, even if it doesn't feel like it in here," she said 

breezily; and Frodo's eyelashes fluttered on his stark cheekbones as his mouth twisted into what 

might have been intended as a smile; but didn't look entirely painless. 

 

"I think I'll stay in bed for a little longer," Frodo said, not fooling Rosie in the least with his light 

tone frayed at the edges. "Sam will be out and about in the garden, and you in the house; I 

wouldn't want to get in your way." 

 

Rosie clucked her tongue. "Wouldn't want to risk having to do any work, you mean," she said, 

nevertheless straightening the covers neatly over Frodo's chest. He didn't open his eyes, cold 

fingers creeping slowly to grip the edge of the blanket then lock together over his chest; 

becoming even whiter in the struggle to suppress shaking.  

 

Something caught in Rosie's throat, somewhere between anger and helplessness, and she 

swallowed hard as she straightened again, looking down to where Frodo seemed to have sunk 

into the bed, or collapsed in on himself; all warmth from countless nights before banished by 

the unsteady line of his body under the covers. An indignant cry came from the direction of the 

kitchen; Sam had no doubt taken Frodo-lad in there when he'd woken before them in the 

morning, mindful of his son's rather enthusiastic cries upon waking. 

 



"Both Frodos are awake now, it seems," Rosie said brusquely, relieved at having an excuse to 

break out of the feel of lethargic despair permeating the room. 

 

 

 

Rosie was greeted to the sight of a tiny bare foot - still young enough to be mostly hairless - 

thrust up into the air, straight as a beech; and arrived just in time to see a second foot follow it, 

tiny fingers gripping onto the thick knit of the sock and pulling it off; the action accompanied 

with a cry of triumph. She managed to catch the flying sock just before it hit the floor, scooping 

up the first as well where it rested an impressive distance from the cradle.  

 

Frodo pulled a face as she tried to slip them back on his feet, kicking frantically and gnashing 

gums, and Rosie eventually gave in. "All right, then, if you don't think you need them." She 

lifted him up with a swinging motion; he squealed in delight. "You can probably feel the Spring 

like your Da, can you?" He kicked again in excitement, promptly taking one of her loose curls in 

his fist and shoving his whole hand in his mouth.  

 

Rosie sighed; knowing the strength of her son's grip enough to understand it was useless trying 

to retrieve the curl now that he had a hold of it, and she grinned and blew a raspberry on his 

already-sticky cheek. Startled, he pulled back a little, mouth still stuffed full, and looked at her 

in wide-eyed amazement. Blue eyes; but then all babies had blue eyes at first; and his hair was 

rich wheat-gold like Sam's, not the wispy white cotton of babyhood either. He was growing 

fast, as Elanor had done; already rewarding them with enthusiastic (if slightly uncoordinated) 

movements and seemingly random sounds of delight or disapproval. Rosie poked out her 

tongue at him and screwed up her face, and was rewarded with a grumble and a very wet hand 

patting at her cheek, slimy fingers creeping into the corners of her mouth. She laughed. 

 

 

 

 

Rosie could hear Sam's quiet, intent voice coming from outside when she returned to the 

bedroom. The room was filled with the fresh scent of the morning already; air and soil and 

grass and pollen already creeping into breath, and she plopped the baby down on the bed by 

Frodo's still form and eyed the room critically. The new light had revealed surfaces made dull 

with dust; and the slow dancing of motes in the beam of sunlight where her footsteps had called 

them up from the rug. The baby made a determined grunting sound, then latched one plump 

fist on the join of Frodo's fingers; pulling them apart and drawing one up to his mouth, sucking 

thoughtfully.  



 

"Has he been fed, Rose?" Frodo asked, blearily gazing at the baby from half-lidded eyes. "He 

seems awfully hungry." 

 

"If he was hungry, we'd sure know about it," Rosie replied, beginning to push the furniture off 

the rug and into the corners of the room. "And he had a feed shortly before dawn; that's why 

he's slept so long now." She glanced back to the bed for a moment, pressing the slight ache in 

the small of her back from pushing a heavy armchair. "And at least he isn't biting his own nails. 

We don't want him to get into that habit." 

 

Frodo ignored the faint note of reproval in her voice and shifted slightly, pushing himself a little 

further up on pillows and watching his namesake intently. "Maybe he's teething?" 

 

"Perhaps he is. Can you feel anything?"  

 

Fine bones shifted in the back of his hand as Frodo moved his fingers carefully over the baby's 

gums. Frodo-lad gave a surprised (and surprisingly loud) gah, and gripped the hand tighter 

with his fists. Frodo laughed. "Maybe. I can't feel that any have broken through, at any rate." 

 

"No," Rosie said thoughtfully as her son made his odd, unique buzzing sound of contentment, 

somewhat muffled by Frodo's fingers. "I suppose we'd know if he was; he seems a fair sight 

noisier than Ellie ever was, and she screamed like there was no tomorrow when she was 

teething." 

 

"I suppose you're right," Frodo said, then grinned a little. "As always." Rosie mock-scowled, 

making a shooing gesture in his direction.  

 

"I'll have none of that lip from you, or you can get right out of that bed now and help me beat 

the rugs instead of laying about with the baby." 

 

 

 

"Hullo, Frodo-lad," Frodo murmured after Rosie had left the room, hauling the rug behind her 

and followed by a cloud of dust. The baby grunted again, tightening the squeeze of his sticky 

fingers. "You have quite a grip there." Frodo shifted a little again, cautiously -- his body still felt 

as if it were made up of broken glass, held together with his thin skin -- and rested on his side, 

curled about where the baby sat. He could hear Sam's voice outside, closer to the window now, 

patiently explaining why daisies were white. Frodo-lad perked up a bit at the sound of his 



father's voice, taking the fingers out of his mouth (but still holding them tight in his fist) and 

attempting to crawl towards the sound. He floundered slightly on the softness of the mattress 

and lurched forward, tiny hands landing on Frodo's side and gripping tight for support; legs 

wobbling unsteadily. 

 

Frodo tensed; expecting pain at the sudden contact -- even the slightest touch could burn like 

ice sometimes -- but the only sensation was the warmth of the tiny hands spreading through the 

blankets and onto his skin. "Well," he said a little more forcefully than he had intended; 

realising he'd been holding his breath. Frodo-lad looked up at him in surprise, then stuck out 

his tongue and made a rather wet buzzing noise; obviously something he'd only learnt recently 

from the amount of baby-spit that now covered his chin. 

 

Frodo lifted a hand and exaggeratedly wiped his face. "Why thankyou for that, I needed a bath." 

The baby laughed, bouncing in delight then freezing with another look of amazement as he 

discovered the movement it created on the soft surface of the bed. 

 

"Where's Frodo?" came Sam's slightly raised voice from outside the window. Both of the Frodos 

inside perked up a little at the mention of their name. 

 

"Inside, both of them," came Rosie's voice, slightly breathless, then the sound of a faint whoomp 

as she heaved the rug over the line. "You could probably see them through the window, if you 

were so inclined."  

 

There was a silence for a moment, except for the dull thwomp of the beater on the rug; then a 

head, bright with golden curls, appeared above the windowsill. "Fo!" Elanor squealed, waving 

her grasping hands into the room, and Sam adjusted his grip around her chest a little before 

peering into the room also.  

 

"Still in here, then, slugabeds!" Sam said, mock-sternly; but nevertheless with a note of concern 

in his voice. He already had a smear of dirt across his cheekbone; Elanor had several. Frodo 

grinned at him weakly; Frodo-lad increased his bounces to match his excitement. 

 

"Some of us like winter, you know," Frodo said imperiously, then "Oof!" as the baby lost his 

footing and landed heavily. Frodo-lad's face began to crumple, but with the offer of another 

finger he was soon sucking happily again. 

 

"Only because it gives them an excuse to lay about even longer," Sam retorted, and Frodo raised 

an eyebrow; remembering long mornings that bled into nightfall, endless hours in bed, warm 



and sleepy. "Besides," Sam said, smiling. "It's spring now, time to do your laying about 

*out*side." 

 

Frodo-lad made a guttural noise of concentration and Sam wrinkled his nose. "Yuck!" Elanor 

declared, wriggling out of his grasp. Frodo looked up at Sam desperately. 

 

"If that's Frodo-lad needing to be changed, those of us who *don't* have work to do can take 

care of it," Rosie's voice called out with a note of finality, and Sam shook his head apologetically 

before disappearing from the window once more; sweeping up Elanor (or so it sounded) as she 

made another shrieking round of the garden. 

 

Frodo looked at the baby again; who didn't seem to be at all apologetic, gazing up at him with 

wide eyes. Frodo sighed, sitting up tentatively, trying to decide what was worse: a baby with a 

soiled nappy or recurring memories of a trip to Mordor. 

 

 

 

Several other rugs had joined the first thrown over the line by the time Frodo finally stepped 

out of the smial on shaky legs, Frodo-lad heavy but gripped firm in his arms. The baby squealed 

and held out chubby arms as they approached a rather sweaty and dusty Rose, who wiped at 

the dust-sweat on her brow ineffectually with her forearm before leaning forward to kiss her 

son briefly on the nose, creeping fingers up his sides until he shrieked and kicked.  

 

"Hoy, there," Frodo protested, struggling to maintain a hold on the wriggling baby; and Rosie 

straightened to give him an apologetic peck on the nose before turning back to haul the rugs off 

the line again. Frodo walked on a little further; lowering himself shakily to the grass near where 

Sam was working -- freeing new shoots from the grasp of bitter winter plants -- and leaning 

back on his elbows, closing his eyes to the brightness of the sunlight and soaking it up with his 

skin instead. Frodo-lad sat in the grass by his hip; grasping earnestly for the butterflies that 

wafted around them lazily.  

 

The quiet hiss of grass and Sam's soft chuckle was the only warning Frodo got before a pair of 

small but rather strong arms wrapped around his neck; and he opened his eyes to blink into 

blonde curls and then squint at Elanor's determined face as she drew back a little to press a firm 

kiss to the corner of his mouth. She had a white daisy tucked behind her ear; still crisp and fresh 

as the day, and her breath was warm and smelt like jam as she whispered, "Mummy said to 

keep quiet because you weren't feeling well," and raised a finger to her lips solemnly.  

 



"That's a pretty flower," Frodo said, lifting his hand to trace the shape of her ear; feeling his 

limbs tingle as the sunlight slowly warmed him from the outside in. Elanor giggled and 

plucked another blossom from the green ocean of grass, pushing back Frodo's hair with tiny 

hands to thread it behind his ear. Frodo-lad gave an explosive shout (as he tended to do quite 

frequently), and Elanor crooned at him before tucking a flower behind his ear as well. The baby 

smacked his gums together and reached up a hand curiously to the tickle above his ear then 

grasped the offending flower in his fist and shoving it into his mouth. 

 

Elanor wrinkled her nose. "Baby's hungry," she declared; still struggling to comprehend that 

this squirmy little baby could be Fo when Fo was sitting on the grass beside her, tall and sad. 

She plucked another handful of daisies and laid them reverently on Frodo's chest then, 

encouraged by his smile, crawled a little further away to find more.  

 

"Well, there'll not be much need for clipping the grass this season," Sam said reflectively as he 

stood from a nearby flowerbed and stretched, watching his daughter deposit yet another 

bouquet onto Frodo. Frodo grinned up at him, patting the grass nearby. Frodo-lad bleated held 

out his arms in demand as Sam lowered himself to the ground; then crooned in delight as he 

was swept up. Elanor added more flowers to the rapidly growing pile.  

 

"Good to see you two are getting so much done," Rosie's voice came from above them, poking 

her head out of the bedroom window again, grumbling good-naturedly.  

 

"All work and no play . . ." Sam protested lightly. "Come and join us, lass, you're probably in 

more sore need of a break than the rest of us." 

 

"Rest of us indeed," Rosie sniffed once she'd joined them on the grass, eying Frodo and 

softening her tone with a quirking of the corner of her mouth. "As if I don't do enough for you 

already, now I'm spring cleaning this great hole all on my own." 

 

Frodo shrugged. "Why else do you think I invited you both to live with me? Sam does well 

enough taking care of the outside, but-- ouch!" Frodo tried unsuccessfully to look affronted as 

Rosie cuffed him lightly.  

 

Sam laughed, and Rosie glared at him, mock-stern; then threw her hand against her forehead 

dramatically. "As if bearing your children wasn't enough!" she mourned; and both Frodo and 

Sam laughed as Frodo-lad chose that moment to grumble and snort. Elanor returned with 

another fistful of flowers; her trips taking longer and longer as she went further afield. 

 



"Well I'd bear the children if I could," Frodo said soothingly. "And then you could do all the 

cooking and whatnot without complaint." 

 

"I'm sure you would, Master Baggins!" Rosie retorted with a laugh. "And I won't pretend you 

haven't been trying!" she laughed anew at his still-irrepressible blush; though he grinned right 

back at her. "And we both know that Sam is the master of the kitchen, no matter who's bearing 

the children." Elanor returned again; carefully placing a slightly crushed bundle of flowers atop 

the others then collapsing into her mother's lap. Rosie adjusted her position a little to allow the 

girl to wriggle more comfortably into her lap, then wrapped her arms around her daughter 

loosely. Elanor nuzzled her face closer, then sneezed as the dust lightly coating Rosie crept into 

her nose. 

 

"How are you feeling?" Sam asked Frodo, lying back on the grass as Frodo-lad wormed away 

after another butterfly.  

 

Frodo shifted around a little, rested his head on Sam's belly, hearing the gurgle of his stomach 

and feeling firm muscles under a layer of healthy hobbit-flesh. "Better," he murmured; his voice 

half-muffled to him with the constant rushing rumble of Sam's life under his ear.  

Buying time by FrodoAtBagEnd. 

Sand-Pictures: Buying Time  

"Now there, Mr. Frodo. Sssshhh. Just you tell Rosie what's the matter."  

Frodo sighed, attempting to steady a breath as he lay still on his side, Rose stroking his curls 
lightly, as though he were her baby chick. Feeling another wave of dizziness, he closed his eyes, 
shaking his head weakly. Her cool hand pressed lightly against his forehead.  

"There now, if you don't still feel hot to the touch. . .do you think you could drink something for 
me? Nothing strong, just a bit o'broth that's good for sick folks. . .light on the stomach. . .the 
kind you like. You need to try and get something down."  

He felt a cool cloth against his face. . .damp, smelling faintly of athelas. Bless Sam for teaching 
her how to prepare it, and bless Strider for sending so much of it. Enough that he could have it 
whenever he was ill, when it was more than a simple cold or sore throat. . .which was far too 
often these days. "I could try. Can't promise beyond that. . . ."  

"Well, you have to take more than Elly, who's putting you to shame with eating already."  



Frodo couldn't help smiling weakly. Only ten months old, Elanor was proving herself a hobbit-
child in full despite her nearly elven beauty: when not sleeping, she was constantly eager for 
food, whether the soft snacks Rose had started her on or Rose's breast milk, still plentiful and all 
for her. "All right, then. . .I'll try."  

"There's a good lad." Her voice soft, half-teasing, but half-worried, she rose, tucking the 
blankets over him more securely before disappearing into the hall. Frodo sighed, curling up 
within their warmth, shivering a little.  

He loved sleeping with them in the largest feather-bed. Not only was it comfort from the 
nightmares which tormented him, but they could keep watch in other ways. Rose had woken 
during the night even before he himself did, applying compresses made with athelas to his 
feverish brow, tucking an extra blanket around him to ease the chills threatening to wrack his 
frame. She'd risen to fetch water for him, and later tea, which he'd refused, feeling too ill to 
drink more than a few sips of clear, cool water. Shortly afterward, Sam woke, so embarrassed at 
having slept while his Mr. Frodo was ill that Rose had to shoot him a glare that would have 
withered every plant in the garden to stop his flood of apologies. Not at all upset, Frodo had 
laughed a little. . .but he was feeling weaker, and had had to lie quietly while Sam propped 
pillows around his aching limbs, helping Rosie get him into a fresh night-shirt as the first 
became drenched with icy perspiration.  

The warm scent of fresh chicken and herbs filled the room, a light fragrance as Rose bent over 
him with a mug, slipping her arm beneath his back carefully and lifting him, cradling him 
against her like an infant.  

"There now. Drink up."  

He sipped slowly, blinking in the afternoon sun that filtered through the heavy curtains in 
small rays. On days like this he felt too ill to get out of bed, and was grateful when Rose and 
Sam let him be, coming in only to care for or lie beside him, to offer what comfort they could.  

"Good." Her voice was soothing, and he tried to take a bit more, to please her further. "I'll bring 
you your supper early this evening if you like."  

He paused, shaking his head. "I'm not hungry, Rosie. . .thank you. . . ."  

"Nonsense! I won't hear it, Frodo Baggins, just you be clear on that." Her voice softenened a 
little, as if perhaps she had not intended to sound quite so harsh. "It's just a little cup of mashed 
sweet potatoes, with bits of ham chopped and stirred in. . .some apple cobbler. . .nice mashed 
pumpkin. . . ."  

Laughing weakly, Frodo sipped a little more of the warm soup. "I think you're feeding *me* the 
baby's food. No doubt Elly's chewing up mushrooms and sandwiches over there."  



"If you'd eat anything else, I couldn't move quick enough to fix it for you." Her eyes darkening, 
Rose sighed. "You have only to say what you want."  

"I know." She was right. He'd not been able to swallow more than soft foods for weeks now: 
even though he'd been up and about, managing well enough until last night's turn, nothing else 
would really go down and stay down. His throat felt tight.  

"There, there." Rose cradled him, helping him take as much of the soup as he could before 
setting aside the mug, still holding him close. "You just need some rest and good food. That's 
all."  

He knew it wasn't. He knew in his heart. . .in the ache of his shoulder, the pain at the back of his 
neck, the weariness in every inch of his frame. It merely bought time, and limited time at that. . . 
.  

But it was something.  

And for now, that would be enough.  

Bad Day by Meli 

Elanor Gamgee was having a bad day. 

 

First, her stupid baby brother Frodo had torn off the arm of her favorite rag doll. Elly had tried 

to hit him, but Daddy had picked her up and held her against his chest, and Uncle Frodo had 

done the same with little Frodo. Mummy had picked up the doll and her arm, and smiled at 

Elly. "I can fix it, my dear," Mummy said, then took little Fro from Uncle Frodo and went into 

the kitchen. Uncle Frodo had offered to play 'Spying by Eye' with her, and Daddy had gone 

back out to work in the garden. Elly had thought that the 

day would get better. 

 

She couldn't be more wrong. 

 

After lunch, Elly asked Mummy if they could make some cookies. Mummy agreed, and they 

mixed up the batter and started baking the dough in batches of twelve. Fro had kept trying to 

put his grubby hands into the batter, or spit in it, and Elly had been happy when he'd finally 

wandered back out of the kitchen and left her and Mummy alone. But then Mummy had 

noticed he was gone, and called Uncle Frodo to come help with the baking while she looked for 

Fro. Elly had been most unhappy. As much as she loved Uncle Frodo, he wasn't Mummy, and 

he didn't know just when to pull out the cookies so they looked perfect. Stupid Fro had gotten 



in the way again. 

 

Elly and Uncle Frodo had finished baking the cookies and let them cool a little while they tried 

to make a frosting. When the frosting was finished, Elly carefully decorated the cookies, feeling 

better finally as she looked at how pretty they were. Mummy came back in with Fro, who 

immediately tried to eat some of the cookies. Elly looked away for half a moment, and when she 

turned around, Fro had upset the entire tray, and all of the cookie were ruined. 

 

Nobody had even gotten to try them yet. 

 

Even though she knew it was silly, Elly started crying, and ran out of the kitchen. She kept 

running, out of the door, and out of the yard, then she ran until she reached her special place. 

Elly flung herself down beside the tall Party Tree and cried until she couldn't cry anymore. 

 

"I hate him!" she yelled to the sky, scaring some of the birds into flight. "He ruins everything! I 

wish he'd never been born!" Elly broke out into fresh sobs, and cried until her eyes burned and 

her nose felt like it was the size of a tomato. She wrapped her arms tight around herself and 

hiccuped, her breath still hitching as she tried to calm down. 

 

A twig snapped, and Uncle Frodo sat down beside her, tugging her into his arms and wiping 

off her tears with the damp cloth he'd brought with him. Elly sniffled and buried her face in his 

shoulder when he finished, holding tight around his neck. Uncle Frodo sat rocking her until 

Elly almost felt like she was asleep, and her tummy grumbled loudly, then he lifted her chin 

and smiled at her. "Do you want some dinner, Elly-flower?" he asked, and Elly nodded, feeling 

a little bit better at hearing her nickname. Little Frodo was only Fro, or Frodo-lad, but she was 

Elly-flower. Uncle Frodo stood and set her down, taking her hand as they walked back up to 

Bag End. 

 

Mummy had been busy while Elly had cried. Dinner was steaming on the table, and Elly's 

tummy growled again. There were mushrooms and potatoes, and other lovely things to eat, and 

Elly could smell cookies, too. Fro 

was sitting in his chair, messily eating his potatoes, and he waved at her, getting potato all over 

himself and Daddy. Elly crinkled her nose and looked away. 

 

When her tummy was so full she was sure she'd never be hungry again, and she'd had seven 

cookies, Mummy tucked her in and kissed her forehead. Daddy brought in Fro to say 

goodnight, but Elly was missing the comfortable feel of her doll in her arms and turned away. 

Uncle Frodo came in and told her a story, then kissed her cheek and turned to leave. Then he 



stopped, and sat again by her bed. "Elly-flower, I know you're angry at Fro. But he's little, and 

he doesn't know any better. And Elly, he loves you, and he's trying to tell you that in the only 

ways he can think of." 

 

"But he ruined my doll! And my cookies!" 

 

Uncle Frodo gave her another hug, and stood, moving towards the door. "He won't always, 

Elly-flower, and he isn't the only one who ruined things." He blew out the candle gently, and 

shut the door. Elly lay in the dark, missing her doll, and thought about what Uncle Frodo had 

said. She fell asleep with her head still thinking. 

 

She smelled pancakes when she woke up, and bounced out of bed, hurrying to the table. At her 

place, her doll lay fixed, with an extra set of clothes beside her. There was also a drawing that 

Elly recognised as one of Fro's. It showed two figures, one with yellow hair, standing together 

in front of a tree. There was a red spot between them that Elly realised was a heart. Elly touched 

the drawing carefully, and felt her eyes fill with tears again. Fro was sitting in his chair, happily 

gurgling, and she reached over and hugged him. Maybe he did kind of mess everything up, but 

he was her brother, and Elly did love him. 

 

Fro clapped his hands and spit in her hair. Elly opened her mouth to shriek, then bit her lip. He 

was little. He would learn. Mummy washed her hair that morning, and started to teach her how 

to sew doll clothes for herself. Elly decided today would be a good day, and didn't even 

complain when she poked herself with the needle eight times. 

Blueberry lemonade by FrodoAtBagEnd 

They weren't supposed to grow here. 

 

It made absolutely no sense. None whatsoever. 

 

Even Sam admitted it. That first year he'd scratched his head till Rose fussed that he'd go spot-

bald if he didn't stop. 

 

It hadn't been a good day. Frodo remembered that all too well. He had been ill again, too sick to 

get out of bed for days, then too apathetic to even attempt it. He'd been pondering decisions 

again, which always left him feeling hollow inside, dark and tight and sick at his stomach.  

 



But then Sam had come in, white as a ghost, while Rose was trying to get her patient to eat 

some of the green beans and fried taters she'd made, with sweet corn pudding and sliced 

tomatoes, ripe and red as robin's breasts, strawberries and cream, a lunch fit for the King and 

Queen themselves, though Frodo had been trying to go back to sleep, and didn't want to see it.  

 

"Mr Frodo - " he'd said in hushed tones, eyes wide. "You - you've got to come outside. There's 

something I have to show you. . .you won't believe me if you don't see it for yourself, nor Rosie. 

. .I don't understand it, not one bit, but it's happened." 

 

He had risen reluctantly then, sighing as he sat up, allowing Sam to help him dress quickly in 

plain breeches - dark caramel - and the blue shirt Rosie handed them to offset the pallor of poor 

health before letting Rosie run her hands through his tangled mop of curls. Then Sam lifted him 

and carried him down the long panelled hall of Bag End, Rosie following, making for the 

outskirts of the Party Field, where Sam had planted rows of trees to replace those felled by 

ruffians. Most seemed quite ordinary - apple-trees, boasting green fruit on their boughs; plum-

trees, heavy with beautiful ripe fruit; cherry-trees, their lovely fruit sparkling in the sun - yet in 

the centre of the row stood an odd-looking tree indeed. It bore yellow fruit, and smelled of 

summer and Minas Tirith and hints of flavouring in elvish dishes. 

 

Rosie's mouth dropped open. 

 

"We had pickled limes and lemons once, on my birthday, when a travelling saleshobbit from 

Bree came, and was sellin' them special. . .Mr. Bilbo bought them for all the children in the 

neighbourhood that day. And once we got some to make lemonade for one of my brothers, 

when he'd been real sick." 

 

"We had it from fresh ones, at feasts, for Queen Arwen's wedding," murmured Frodo, still 

blinking in surprise. 

 

"It just don't make no sense!" muttered Sam, shaking his head. "They had 'em from the South, 

and offered me lots o'seeds, but we talked about how the Shire just. . .doesn't grow these things 

real well, not hot enough or something. . .so I didn't take any. But I did take a package the elves 

made up, of fruit trees from Rivendell, to. . .to remember 'em all by. . .but I'd never have 

thought. . . ." 

 

"But look at it." To his surprise, Frodo was the first to interrupt. It was like a flash of memory, 

recalling all of that. . .painful, but pleasant as well. 

 



"The soil ain't right, nor nothin'. . .haven't been waterin' as much as those need. . .but look. . . ." 

Shaking his head, Sam clambered up the stepladder he had left beside the tree, bringing two 

lemons down and offering them for Rose's and Frodo's inspection. "Perfect. It's like it was made 

for here, somehow, but I can't understand how it grows. They wither up and die out." 

 

"Well, perhaps it likes you!" Rosie had teased. 

 

"It must be one of the Lady's blessings," Sam insisted, shaking his head. "She was right special 

like that, y'know. She'd have known." 

 

 

They'd made lemonade then, two years ago, when it happened. 

 

And even now, the third summer of its blooming, Sam still muttered over and over that he 

couldn't understand. . .he was glad as could be, but he couldn't understand it. 

 

Frodo took a long sip from his glass. Rosie had made blueberry lemonade, his favourite, which 

tasted to him like sunshine and Rivendell and Ithilien and Elanor's tiny smiles and Bilbo's 

stories and Sam's grins and Rosie's laughter all pressed to juice and squeezed into a drink. 

Today was a very good day: though weak, as he always was these days, he felt well enough to 

sit outside, watching Sam fuss with the trees while Elanor played on the grass with her dolls 

and tiny tea-set, still more interested in keeping her world inviolate than in inviting her family 

in. 

 

And why not? Let her have it. Let her hold it fast. Such a precious thing. 

 

He nearly choked on another sip, laughing as Elanor tasted a lemon wedge from her dishes, 

making a decidedly sour little face at the unsweetened taste of it, and promptly returned her 

attenttion to her own tumbler of blueberry lemonade, which she drank from with both chubby 

little hands, dribbling a bit down her chin now and then. Rosie was resting for once, eyes 

closed; they'd brought lunch outside. It was one of the days Frodo found himself with a 

considerable appetite. . .enough to steal cookies from Rosie's freshly-baked batches on the 

cooling-racks, and enough to eat every bite of lunch: sandwiches cut into quarters - mushroom, 

cucumber, watercress, tomato, chicken, hard-boiled egg. . .corn on the cob, dripping with sweet 

butter. . .whole peaches. . .green beans and new potatoes, fresh from their garden. . .fried 

chicken. . .fresh rolls and sweet corn muffins. . .lemon jelly. . .blackberry cobbler. . .cherry 

cobbler. . .fruit salad in glasses, sparkling green and purple grapes and fresh strawberries sliced 

up and tossed in with blueberries, with a heavy layer of cream on top. He'd finished the 



sampler Rosie had given him, then asked for more jelly and cobbler and mushroom 

sandwiches, downing his third glass of blueberry lemonade, making her grin and Elanor giggle. 

 

"I was thinking of vegetable soup later this week. Air smells like rain, and that's the best rainy-

day dish I know, even for summer." 

 

Listening to Rosie's sleepy murmur, he nodded, looking back toward the strange tree. "That 

sounds good. I'll help you cut things up for it. . .safer than my making the cornbread. It 

wouldn't be burned, but it wouldn't taste right." 

 

"True. You can Elly-sit instead." 

 

Frodo laughed and took another sip from his glass, settling back lazily into his comfortable spot 

on their picnic-blanket. 

 

'Some things will grow wherever you plant them, if they're meant to grow there,' Sam had said 

once, when Frodo marvelled at the beauty of the exquisite mallorn tree now filling the centre of 

the Party Field. 'Don't matter none, I reckon, whether things *look* right for it. . .they just *are,* 

and somehow somethin' can thrive where nothin' should grow at all, by rights, even when the 

soil looks and feels as dead as the Black Land itself. And those, I reckon, are the most beautiful 

things a body'll ever see in a lifetime, and better'n we could ever hope. They grow out 

o'nothing, it seems. . .or everything. Even when they're as out o'place as a mallorn - or a lemon 

tree - in Hobbiton.' 

 

It shouldn't be true. 

 

It couldn't be. 

 

And yet it was. 

Watermelon by FrodoAtBagEnd 

"Bet I can." 

 

"Bet you can't." 

 

"Just watch!" 



 

Frodo laughed as Elanor, eager to prove her point, spit watermelon seeds intently at the nearest 

tree, trying her hardest to make them gather distance. . .but alas, most of them fell to the ground 

rather close by. Taking another bite of his own slice, he shook his head. 

 

"Told you, Elly-elle. Now watch, but don't tell Mummy. She'll have my head if she finds out I'm 

showing you this." 

 

Elanor made a face, but nodded, watching as Frodo studied the nearest tree, expertly delivering 

a few seeds in rapid succession, all of which managed to cover more than thrice the distance of 

Elanor's, which were mostly dribbling down her pinafore. "How?" 

 

"Just be patient with it. . .and don't blow too quickly. Otherwise they go down your chin 

instead." 

 

She laughed, the music of chimes in the summer air. "Do you know *everything*, Fro?" 

 

"No. . . ." Shaking his head, he pulled her into his lap, tickling her till she giggled merrily. "No, I 

know very little at all, Elly-elle. . .except that if I had a memory-box, I would wrap this 

afternoon up all in red and green and black, and put it in, and keep it forever." 

 

"Me too." She grinned, showing a missing front tooth. "Will you catch fireflies with me tonight?" 

 

"Of course. Race you in to get cleaned up first, though! Mummy will have supper soon, and 

Dad will be in from doing mayor work. . .and everyone will be ready but us - " 

 

She was inside long before he even reached the start of the walk. . .his pace couldn't have 

matched hers, even if he could still run. At the door, he paused to look back at the rich 

spreading glow of the late afternoon sun. 

 

"FRO! Last one in's a rotten egg!" 

 

He smiled. "Coming, Elly-elle!" 

 

Sometimes it was good to be. . .watermelon seeds. 

 

Or bugs. 



 

Or even a rotten egg. 

Coming Home by Hope 

It started innocently enough - Rosie leaping out of the way as she rounded the bend at the 

bottom of the Hill, the farrier's cart blundering within a hair's breadth, kicking up clots of mud 

onto Rosie's skirts. 

 

Which was not unexplainable - it was a tight corner, and hard to see around it if you were 

coming from the base up. Rosie righted herself awkwardly, scowling a little as her toes curled in 

the slushy grass. The biggest clumps of mud she could flick away, but her dress would need a 

good scrubbing that night.  

 

A light rain had begun to whisper down, and by the time she made it to the bustle of the market 

she'd been passed by a Bracegirdle carriage and a Proudfoot carriage, and hadn't even bothered 

raising her hand to hail the coachman of the Hornblower carriage, who had flicked his reigns 

and not looked aside from his intent study of the road ahead, much like the others had. 

 

The first stall she came to had mysteriously run out of pen-quills, though Rosie knew for sure 

that Frodo was the chief consumer of them in all of Hobbiton. The blacksmith likewise didn't 

have a whetstone to spare, and an instant after she set her rather empty basket on the bench of 

the apothecary's booth, the curtain was drawn across quite abruptly and a voice called from 

within "out for elevensies!"  

 

Even though it only was half nine. 

 

Thoroughly frustrated, Rosie toiled back up the hill in the early spring heat, basket not a third 

as heavy as it ought to have been, steam rising from the road and plastering sticky tendrils of 

hair against her face. Deciding to cut across field instead of risking mud showers again, she 

made her way up a small lane that would bring her around the far side of the hill to approach 

Bag End from the Party Field; and then was forced to make her way back down the lane toward 

the road again when no one came out of the Rumble farmhouse to call off the dogs, which 

didn't seem inclined to let her over the stile. 

 

By the time she got to Bag End's gate the weather had turned again and she was soaked to the 

skin, the meagre contents of her basket not much better off. A wave of warmth hit her as soon 



as she opened Bag End's door, the paving comfortably warm underfoot. The damp grass of the 

lawn had served to clean off most of the mud, combing through her toes, so all she had to do 

was stomp them dry on the mat by the doorway before padding toward the parlour.  

 

The door swung open silently on its hinges, soft crackle of the fire underlying the curve of Sam's 

voice around soft consonants. Frodo gazed into the fire as if mesmerised, legs folded under him 

on the couch, leaning heavily on Sam's shoulder. Elanor was sucking determinedly on one of 

Sam's thumbs, while Sam's other hand carefully cradled a worn book in his lap.  

 

Frodo looked up when Rosie stepped in, shifting a little to make space for her on the couch. She 

sighed happily, shaking her hair out and beginning to pick at the rain-soaked laces of her 

pinafore. "Well," she said, settling down into warmth. "I'm back."  

Apple by Meli 

Baby Frodo likes apples, but can't chew the skins, so Sam spends time peeling long curls of 
apple skin. Elly, sitting on the floor at his feet, plays with them, arranges them in crude words.  

Frodo kneels beside her, reshapes one curl into an S. A few other pieces form the A, and two 
identical pieces fit as a curved M. Elly claps in delight and grins up at Sam.  

"Da!"  

Rainbow by Meli 

"Mummy," Elanor tugged on Rosie's skirts. Rosie sighed and shifted baby Frodo to the other 
shoulder.  

She pulled Elanor into her lap and hugged the little girl. "What is it, Elly-love?"  

Elly's curls were tangled with bits of leaves in her hair, testifying to her travels in the garden. 
"Mummy, if I catch a rainbow, will you sew it onto my good dress?"  

Rosie brushed away a smudge of dirt and kissed Elly's nose. "If you catch a rainbow, I'll 
embroider it and make you a lovely scarf, so you'll be the brightest thing in the winter time."  

Elly clapped her hands in glee. "Then I better hurry," she said, and slid off Rosie's lap and back 
out the door.  



First snow by Molly 

Pippin rolled over in the soft bed, burying himself deeper under the woolen blankets in an 

effort to fight off the morningâ€™s chill. He squeezed his eyes tight, willing himself to go back 

to sleep, but something tugged at the corner of his mind and wouldnâ€™t leave him be. After 

another moment of fitful turning, which only succeeded in getting his nightshirt twisted around 

his waist, Pippin tossed the blankets back and sat up.  

 

Looking next to him as he pushed his messy curls from his forehead, Pippin was surprised to 

find the bed empty. â€œI wonder where...?â€  He began as he stretched, but then trailed off as 

his eyes caught sight of the small window. Or, more specifically, what lay beyond. 

 

â€œSnow... Itâ€™s snowing!â€  Pippin leapt from the bed and threw on his warmest clothes as 

quickly as he could, rushing out of the bedroom in search of Merry.  

 

Merry was found at the kitchen table, dressed and sipping a hot cup of tea that Sam had just 

brought him. Both Merry and Sam looked up when Pippin appeared quickly around the corner, 

flushed and smiling widely.  

 

â€œThere you are! I was afraid you had gone out already when I didnâ€™t find you in bed.â€  

Pippin nodded to Sam when he held up the teapot in a silent question, taking the seat next to 

Merry, still grinning. 

 

Merry set his cup down, looking over at Pippin with a raised eyebrow. â€œWell, itâ€™s about 

time you got yourself up. Oh mercy, I recognize that grin. What are you up to, Pippin?â€  

 

Pippin took the offered teacup from Sam with a quick smile of thanks, turning his attention 

almost immediately back to Merry. â€œHave you looked outside yet today?â€  

 

â€œWell, no. I havenâ€™t even had my breakfast yet. Why?â€  

 

Pippin could hardly sit still. â€œItâ€™s snowing. Looks like it has been all night. You know 

what that means.â€  

 

Sam sat down across from the two hobbits with a plate of toast, buttering the slices with a 

practiced hand. He watched as Merry eyed Pippin for a long moment, and then went silently 



back to his tea. But Peregrin Took was not a hobbit to be dismissed so easily, and he smiled 

engagingly at his cousin until the corner of Merryâ€™s mouth twitched up. 

 

Pippin gave a triumphant shout, throwing his arms about Merryâ€™s shoulders and kissing 

him loudly on the cheek. Merry sighed heavily, but he couldnâ€™t hide his smile and patted 

Pippinâ€™s arm affectionately as he stood. 

 

â€œAll right, Pip, letâ€™s get this over with.â€  

 

Sam couldnâ€™t hold back his curiosity any more. â€œWhat are you two going to do?â€  

 

Merry laughed, answering before Pippin could get a chance. â€œWell, Iâ€™m going to get Pip 

all covered in snow. I donâ€™t know what heâ€™ll be doing.â€  Merry motioned to Pippin 

with his head as he straightened his weskit, not bothering to hide his smug smile. 

 

Gasping indignantly, Pippin balled up his fists and placed them on his slim hips. â€œI donâ€™t 

think so, Meriadoc.â€  Seeing the confused expression on Samâ€™s face, Pippin explained. 

â€œEvery year on the morning of the first snow, Merry and I have a snowball fight. Weâ€™ve 

done so ever since I could make a snowball.â€  

 

Merry laughed, heading for the front door. â€œThatâ€™s not true, Pip. You still canâ€™t make 

a snowball.â€  He tossed the younger hobbitâ€™s cloak to him as he followed Merry into the 

entrance hall, and Pippin caught it with one hand, throwing it around his shoulders with a 

flourish. 

 

Sam was right behind Pippin, curiosity making his step quick, and he couldnâ€™t help but 

chuckle as he watched the two cousins eye one another challengingly, buttoning up jackets and 

fastening cloaks with determined fingers.  

 

Pippin opened the round green door, stepping aside and bowing to Merry, hand held out in 

invitation to the snowy yard that lay beyond. â€œPlease, after you.â€  Pippin planed to attack 

as soon as Merry was out the door, but Merry knew Pippinâ€™s tricks and was ready to be 

quicker. Merry stepped out the door, then immediately scrabbled aside, scooping up a handful 

of snow and packing it efficiently. He turned, quickly aiming for Pippin and hitting him in the 

side of the head just as the younger hobbit made his way onto the landing. 

 

â€œAh-hah! First blood!â€  Merry laughed out loud, pointing at Pippin. â€œNow youâ€™ll 

see!â€  Laughing more, Merry scampered around the side of the Smial, cloak flying out behind 



him. 

 

Cursing under his breath, Pippin gave his head a good shake, little wet flakes flying from his 

coppery curls and back to the ground. But he didnâ€™t let Merryâ€™s strike deter him. With a 

grim set to his mouth, he scooped up two overflowing handfuls of snow, following footprints 

that were easily discernable in the fresh powder. He caught Merry just as the older hobbit was 

bent over, packing snow into a large ball, and threw his snowball with a mighty heave. 

 

Merry pitched face-first into the snow as Pippinâ€™s throw hit him square in the seat of his 

breeches. Pippin doubled over with laughter, hooting in victory. Merry lurched up to his knees 

and that was Pippinâ€™s cue, turning on his heel and running back in the direction he had 

come, his laughter carrying over his shoulder.  

 

â€œPeregrin Took, youâ€™ll pay for that!â€  Merry spat as he scraped snow out of his mouth. 

Getting himself up off of the wet ground, Merry changed tactics and continued the way he had 

originally been heading, instead of following his younger cousin, and climbed up to the top of 

the Bag End.  

 

Pippin ran past the front door, not even noticing the rapidly increasing number of eyes 

watching the hobbitâ€™s antics through the front windows, and only paused long enough to 

fill his hands with snow again, turning with a mighty cry. But Merry was nowhere to be seen, 

and it wasnâ€™t until a snowball flew through the air in a graceful arc, landing square on the 

top of his head that Pippin thought to look up. There was Merry, hiding behind the large tree 

that grew out of the top of Bag End, grinning like a naughty child, another snowball right 

behind the first.  

 

Pippin only jumped out of the way by pure instinct, slipping on an icy patch and landing on his 

rump with a soft â€œOof!â€ . He cringed as the wet snow seeped through his breeches, but he 

didnâ€™t let that stop him from throwing the two snowballs in his hand, the second one hitting 

Merry square in the shoulder.  

 

Seeing that Pippin was now defenseless, Merry cried out with a mighty â€œAieee!â€  and ran 

down the hill at top speed, kicking up the fresh powder around his feet as he went. Emerald 

eyes widened at the quickly approaching Brandybuck, and Pippin scrabbled for snow as fast as 

he could, flinging wet handfuls at Merry frantically. But these pitiful attacks didnâ€™t stop 

Merry, and he leapt onto the panicking Took, rolling the two of them over until Pippin was 

pinned under him. 

 



Panting, Merryâ€™s smile widened as he crossed his arms over his chest triumphantly. â€œAh-

hah! You are caught! Now, you will beg mercy, and this entire affair will be over and done 

with.â€  

 

Pippin looked up to Merry, wide eyed and flushed, and couldnâ€™t help but to laugh at the 

smug grin on Merryâ€™s face. Casually as he could, Pippin grabbed a handful of snow with 

one hand, and then sat up quickly, pulling on the front of Merryâ€™s shirt with his other hand 

and shoved the snow inside. 

 

Merry yelped in surprise, wriggling on top of Pippin in a desperate attempt to get his shirt 

untucked from his breeches so he could shake the snow out. Pippin laughed at Merryâ€™s 

comical display, but Merry quickly hushed him by grasping a handful of snow and shoving it 

into Pippinâ€™s face with and indignant cry. 

 

Coughing and sputtering at the snow up his nose, Pippin scrubbed his hands over his face, 

glaring up at Merry angrily. Shaking his head, Pippin sneezed loudly, wiping at his wet nose 

with the back of his sleeve. A moment later Pippin took two fistfuls of Merryâ€™s weskit and 

flipped him back into the snow. Over and over the two hobbits tumbled, the both of them 

laughing and wrestling with each other, trying to put snow down one anotherâ€™s collars. 

 

Estella was the one who finally opened the round green door, wanting to get a closer look at the 

show her husband and his younger cousin were unknowingly putting on for all of Bag-End. She 

had a wide-eyed Daisy on her hip, and the both of them watched the Master of Buckland and 

the Took and Thain of the Great Smials roll about in the snow like a couple of lads. Daisy 

wriggled impatiently in Stelâ€™s arms, wanting to get down and join in the fun. 

 

â€œNo poppet, youâ€™re too mature for that.â€  Stel laughed, and wrapped the toddler 

tighter in the shawl around her shoulders, kissing her temple soothingly. A moment later Stel 

had to move out of the way for fear of being overrun by the rest of the Gardner children, little 

Farry and her own son as well, all of them wearing winter cloaks freshly retrieved from storage 

as they plunged into the snow, laughing and calling out to one another. 

 

Rosie came out last, Sam helping her walk as her belly was round once again, Dinny next to her, 

pulling cobwebs from both their curls. Dinny was about to comment on how long it took to sort 

out all the cloaks when her eyes fell to the spectacle outside, her mouth left hanging open.  

 

Pippin and Merry were both flat on their backs and completely covered in little hobbits. Their 

namesakes had apparently started the attack, as Pippin-lad and Merry-lad could be seen at the 



bottom of the pile, Rose-lass and little Goldilocks both giggling incessantly as they wriggled 

somewhere in the middle. Farry, Borry and Frodo-lad were on the top, grabbing handfuls of 

snow and shoving them in wherever they could fit. Elanor stood off to the side, trying 

unsuccessfully to control her laughter as she held a scowling Hamfast in her arms, cuddling 

him under her cloak as he refused to come out.  

 

Somehow managing to scoop up Goldilocks, Merry-lad and Rose-lass all in his arms, Pippin 

wriggled out from under the pile and spilled the children out across the snow, being far more 

careful with little Goldy than the others. The children shrieked their laughter as they rolled, and 

a moment later Merry had tumbled the rest of the young hobbits off of him, hopping to his feet 

and making a hasty retreat, taking Pippin with him. 

 

When they were a safe distance away from the children, Merry and Pippin shook the snow from 

each otherâ€™s hair with gentle fingers, just like they did every year. Merry leaned over and 

rubbed his cold nose against Pippinâ€™s, kissing him softly before draping an arm over his 

shoulders and joining the other adults on the front step. Children ran all over the yard now, 

laughing, throwing snow, and generally doing what little hobbits do best, and the six of them 

watched in comfortable silence. 

 

Wrapping his arms around Rosieâ€™s full waist from behind, Sam said, â€œI wish Frodo was 

seeing this.â€  Rosie sighed softly and nodded in silent agreement, leaning back against the 

warmth of Samâ€™s chest. A moment later Sam stiffened in surprise as a slim pair of arms 

encircled his own full waist, hugging him as tightly as they could. 

 

â€œI am seeing it, for I simply couldnâ€™t sleep with all this noise.â€  Both Dinny and Stel 

looked to each other and rolled their eyes, smiling. Pippin bit his tongue to keep from 

commenting, snuggling under Merryâ€™s wet cloak instead. 

 

Rosie, however, snorted her laughter at Frodoâ€™s comment, and leaned back over Samâ€™s 

shoulder to give Frodo a peck on the cheek. â€œIf youâ€™re looking for quiet, then itâ€™s sure 

youâ€™re living in the wrong home, Frodo Baggins.â€  

 

Frodo was quiet for a long moment, letting his eyes take in everything around him before he 

answered. The snow-covered and flushed pile of children in the yard, shouting and laughing as 

they ran back and forth. His cousins and two of his oldest friends, both just as snow-covered 

and flushed, able to put aside age and title for what really mattered in this life; the two of them 

rubbing noses and smiling lovingly at one another. Stel and Dinny, now side by side with their 

own swollen bellies, holding hands and cuddling little Daisy between them who was content to 



stay in their arms. And his own Sam, pressed back against his chest so he could smell the sun 

on his skin, even in winter, and their precious Rose who gave everything of herself and had a 

heart bigger than all of the Shire. 

 

â€œNo, Rose,â€  Frodo answered quietly, reaching out with one hand to stroke over Samâ€™s 

where it lay across the curve of her belly. â€œI think Iâ€™ll stay right here.â€  

Black Hallowed by Janette 

The sun is almost up, a pale orb glowing low in the leaden sky, and he watches, blue eyes dull 

in the half-light urging it to rise quicker, willing it to blaze up in all its glory and dispel the pain 

of cold-dark-damp knotted at the base of his back. His fingers ache, stiffened into claws 

clutched tightly around a pen that's no longer there but was when he awoke, and the blood in 

his wrists is thudding, thudding.  

 

He can see the veins like dark mauve lines traced by idle fingers on his pale skin, except that 

these lines are pulsing, moving, alive. It's not a cold morning but last night's sweat still clings 

chill to his aching back like a thin blanket of something that doesn't quite hurt but crawls with 

potent aggravation.  

 

He can hear a thin wail beginning somewhere far away, becoming stronger as the sound 

quavers along the labyrinth of corridors and through the countless doors that seem to divide 

him from the world. He feels so separate now, as if he were sitting in a bubble of darkness 

floating in a beam of light; black-hallowed. 

 

He listens to the cries for a moment, eyes still fixed blankly on the sun, his skin aching and 

pleading for the glow to kiss away the not-quite-pain. Somewhere beyond the peripheries of 

consciousness he hears another voice, making low soothing noises that he can't quite 

distinguish, and the wails slowly quieten. Then a third voice joins the first two, and he can hear 

them all fitting together, twining around each other, making a pattern of short sounds and long 

sounds and higher pitched noises that would maybe make sense if more of his brain were 

listening.  

 

One of them will come and look for him soon, but this morning in the pale grey light of dawn 

he doesn't feel as if they will ever find him. They could look and look, and perhaps they'd see 

him floating there in his bubble, but nobody would ever reach him. 

 



The sun edges its way over the sill, tiny slivers of light dancing over the line of his thumb. It is 

warm and bright and stealthy, sliding slowly across his hand, and he flexes his fingers slowly in 

its glow. Perhaps. Perhaps if they hacked at the skin of the bubble for long enough, they would 

get in.  

 

The voices are closer now; the sounds almost make sense, but he can't quite arrange them 

correctly in his head, can't quite visualise how they ought to go. The sliver of light is wider now, 

a slanting shaft across his whole hand, and the skin of the bubble is thinning slowly. He knows 

that they are coming to snap it; can feel their voices gently gnawing away at it. If it is possible, 

they will do it, even this morning. 

 

The bubble is not unbreakable, but it is strong. It reforms stealthily and slowly, weaving 

together a skin from darkness and dreams and cold-dark-damp mornings and not-quite-pain. It 

never stops spinning and twisting the threads together, not so long as the needle is there. The 

needle is great and black and dark, stronger than diamond and brighter than lightning, a child 

of blood and fire and tears. It takes too much to snap it, too much love and noise and laughter, 

too many promises, too much light. 

 

But when the needle is snapped, the black-hallowed are free. 

Sourire by Janette 

 

The sun is crawling slowly up over the hard line of his shoulder like a weary missionary when 

the door begins to open, but he doesn't see it move. His eyes are closed, long lashes casting 

shadows on his cheekbones, clinging to the presence of heat on his arms and chest in an attempt 

to mask the pain. His lips are moving slightly, muttering nonsense to himself under his breath, 

and Sam's voice in the muted tangle of gold and darkness is a vague and shadowy call.  

 

Sam watches anxiously as the movements of his lips slow and then finally stop, hesitantly, still 

half-parted as if to be ready to resume immediately if necessary. The elegant curve of Frodo's 

mouth draws Sam's eyes, the bow of it dipping and twisting effortlessly in the shadows of his 

mind. Sam tries to summon the will to call again, but suddenly his head is full of the beauty of 

Frodo's face in the morning's glow, light and shadow effortlessly intermingled. Sam's own hazel 

eyes travel slowly across the pale strong line of his cheek; Frodo's jaw is bathed in light and the 

underside of his nose in shadow. He is so still, so fragile; the delicate beauty of his face is 

unchanged and unsullied beneath new lines that snake softly to mesh about his eyes and 



mouth. 

 

"Frodo," he tries to say, but somewhere between brain and mouth the words get tangled. "I love 

you," he whispers. 

 

Frodo opens his eyes slowly then, as if he were waking from a deep sleep. Sam's breath catches 

somewhere on the sharp, snagging edges of their incredulous blueness, his throat filled with 

Frodo's light, suffocatingly sweet. 

 

"Hullo, Sam," Frodo says in a phantom of his old tone, with a wan smile. "Did you say 

something?" 

 

Sam's mind seems to have split into ten thousand tiny pieces; he can see the shards of it 

sparkling and twisting like grains of fairy dust in the air, caught in shafts of golden light like 

flies in cobweb. He can't think, doesn't want to; there's a great gaping hole where his 

comfortable hobbit-sense used to be and he's terribly afraid that the hole has consumed it once 

and for all. "I -" 

 

Frodo raises one eyebrow in the old, teasing way and Sam smiles, smiles that familiar, glowing 

smile that spreads warmth and love and wisdom all over his whole face with enough left to 

spare that it radiates out into the air. Frodo holds out a hand weakly as if to catch it, but Sam 

misinterprets the gesture. "What's the matter, Mr Frodo? Do you need something?" 

 

Frodo is half-aware that he's smiling inanely now; the shafts of light that lie over his shoulder 

pale and fade to nothing in comparison to Sam. Frodo knows, knows utterly that Sam would do 

anything for him, and that is the greatest warmth of all. 

 

"Mr Frodo?" 

 

Frodo shakes his head slightly. "I don't need anything, Sam dear. Just - would you smile for 

me?" 

 

Glory of glories Sam's smile broadens at that, and Frodo disregards the fact that his mouth is 

curving quizzically at the edges because the glow is too much, too strong, washing away the 

darkness into a tiny darkened corner so far within him that for now at least it is trapped. "Smile 

for you, Frodo?" 

 

Frodo nods once and then sits still, contemplating, bathing in the light. His blue eyes are calm, 



absent of any expression besides contentment, and although Sam is puzzled he knows at least 

that there is no pain there, and for now that is enough. 

 

"Frodo?" he says softly. 

 

"Mm?" Frodo opens one eye just enough to smile lethargically at Sam. 

 

"I love you," Sam murmurs. 

 

"I know," Frodo says gently, and closes his eye again against the fierce glare of the sun, now 

brushing the underside of his eyelid. "I know." 

Watching by Janette 

Rosie was a light sleeper. Not restless, nor fitful, for her dreams were rarely troubled by 

anything darker than a grey uncertainty, but motherhood had taught her to wake at the 

slightest sound or movement. Usually she would listen for a second or two to ensure that 

nobody was crying before attributing the disturbance to an owl, or something, and then she 

would go back to sleep. She never had any difficulty in doing so. 

 

Sometimes, however, if the light had begun to grow again, she would catch sight of something 

that would engage her interest. Frodo's face, perhaps, half-turned into the pillow beside her, 

dark curls tumbling unheeded over the elegant moulding of his features, untroubled and 

beautiful in sleep. Or, maybe, Sam's brown arm flung possessively over Frodo's slight body; the 

way the muscles lay just beneath the freckled skin; the contrast between his tanned sturdiness 

and Frodo's white, fragile frame. 

 

Some mornings it would be Elanor she saw, partly obscured by the crib, but lying at such an 

angle that Rosie could see quite clearly all the tiny, perfect features of her face caught in a shaft 

of silvered dawn-light. If she was in a contemplative mood, Rosie might ponder how strange 

and miraculous a thing it was that aspects of both she and Sam should be so easy to detect, 

mingled effortlessly in the face of their daughter. If she was still hazy and stupid with sleep she 

would be content merely to look. 

 

Sometimes she would lie there admiring her beautiful little family until somebody awoke and 

demanded her attention. More often that not it was Elanor, and Rosie would joke to herself that 

motherhood's sixth sense had simply been too eager. Elanor would usually quieten soon 



enough with a bit of singing and perhaps a story if it wasn't too early for that; after all, she was 

Rosie's daughter. 

 

Sometimes it would be Sam who awoke to find her eyes on him, and he would smile at her and 

reach up to kiss her good morning. 

 

"What are you doing up, Rosie-heart?" 

 

"Just watching you, Sam." 

 

He would laugh softly at that, and catch her hand, and mutter something under his breath. 

Sometimes they'd lie there gazing at Frodo together, as motionless in contemplation as if they 

had never woken.  

 

If it was Frodo who awoke, more often than not he'd be fretting over some nasty dream, and 

she'd reach over to stroke his brow and smile. 

 

"Bad dream, Frodo?" 

 

He would smile back wanly and kiss her hand, unless it had been one of his worse dreams, and 

say, "Not bad, Rosie-lass. Just grey. It doesn't matter now." 

 

Sometimes she would go to sleep again before anybody chanced to see her watching them. If 

she were tired, she would shift closer to the warm body beside her and mould herself to the 

gentle curve of a spine or muted muscle of a chest and stomach, breathing with the rise and fall 

of the other's ribcage.  

 

And sometimes it was Elanor who awoke first to see them all three tangled together, her 

parents, and she would open her mouth to fill the silence with her cries, because a night was a 

long time to go without the sound of a familiar voice. 

Itty bitty Elanor by Nanni 

Elanor's Uncle Frodo always says that her Dad and her Mother are the ones who make things 

grow in this family, not him, but she knows that isn't true. He's always growing stories. She 

watches him.  

 



He puts his pen to the paper and words slip out, seeds of stories that whisper and rustle and 

twine across the page, taking on an existence of their own. They live apart from him then, and 

he shapes them, taking out words or phrases, pruning them the way her father prunes the rose 

bushes.  

 

Elanor tried to tell him that once, so that he could see it too, and he smiled, and hugged her, but 

she doesn't think he really believed her, deep inside where it counts.  

 

But that's all right, Elanor doesn't mind. He'll believe it soon enough. She'll make him. And then 

his eyes won't be as clouded anymore. 

Frog by Meli 

Elanor found a frog one day, and after much effort, managed to grab him. She dropped him into 

her apron and carried him up to where her mother stood, hanging the wash. "Mummy," Elanor 

said with all the gravity of a six-year-old, "if I kiss a frog, will he turn into a prince?" 

 

Rosie, her motuh full of clothes pins, looked down in distraction. "M-hm," she murmured. 

 

"Oh, good!" Elanor said, and let out the frog out of her apron. 

Tired as death by Cuthalion 

This summer was like an explosion of new life, it smelled of ripe fruits, spicy weeds and 

sunwarmed earth. Diamond and Estella were mothers for the first time and Merry and Pippin 

sat near the cradles telling their wives stories about the gondorean heroes who gave their 

strange names for the two new born hobbit babies.  

 

It was after a visit in Buckland when Rosie first felt that something had changed. A certain 

warmth filled her belly, like a soft glowing seed planted deep inside her. Late in that night she 

stood at the open window. A sweet smelling breeze cooled her face; behind her, Frodo and Sam 

were two quiet physiques under the thin linen covers on the bed. Rosie laid both hands over her 

tummy, like a shield. She had carried five children to birth yet and each time easily left behind 

the confinement. She knew that she was born to be a mother and her body was facile in creating 

new life. She was deeply thankful for that... her sister-in-law Marigold was an eminently sad 

example what could happen to a woman when her body remained empty.  

 



Suddenly, in the midst of her peaceful contentment, she felt a small icy sting of fear inside her 

heart. For a strange, frightening second the air was filled with the sharp scent of pennyroyal tea 

and her body anxiously seemed to remember an old pain.  

 

What if...  

 

No. She was strong and she was healthy. It couldn't happen twice.  

 

*****  

 

The following two weeks were unusually hot. Rosie struggled with the familiar turns of 

morning nausea. She tried to hide it from the rest of the family without exactly knowing why; 

Sam had seen her carrying five babies already and he was accustomed to the attending 

circumstances. She was sure he would have been overjoyed with the outlook of the next child 

scrambling through the rooms of Bag End, but still she didn't speak. She got up earlier as even 

her husband did and carefully kept her secret.  

 

Day after day the sun burned down on cornfields and colour-flaming flower beds, and the 

green beans growing up the bean stalks like an army of vegetable soldiers threw sharp black 

shadows. Rosie found out that most of her chores could only be done shortly after dawn. On 

midday even simple dish-washing was an unbearable misery.  

 

She hungered for water. In every free moment she was found resting on her favourite arm chair, 

cooling her feet in a tin tub nearly filled to the brim. Finally she couldn`t stand it any longer. She 

left Frodo in his study, the children in the garden and Sam to his endless duty of watering the 

dry earth and escaped to the river.  

 

The water had sunk deeply beyond its usual level. Big, smoothwashed stones lay free and 

offered a natural stair to her weary feet. The water surface sparkled in the dazzling white 

sunshine like a stream of diamonds.  

 

Rosie hid in the dry copsewood and stripped off her clothes. Skirt and blouse, though both 

made of thin cotton, had been a far too heavy burden through the whole morning, and Rosie 

sighed with blissful relief when she got rid of them. She stepped forward carefully and stifled a 

small scream when the coolness of the river sent surprising shivers up her legs and throughout 

her whole body. At last she swam; slow, well trained movements carried her deliciously 

weightless along with the gentle current. The water smelled somehow green, and leaves from 

hanging branches of the trees near the riverbank touched her head and her cheeks with a tender 



caressing. She smiled up to the sky and for a wonderful lazy moment she was sure she would 

never come out of the water again.  

 

The next second, the pain hit her like a sudden strike. It was like a hot, angry fist around her 

belly, burning amidst the cool water and raging through her body like a vicious beast. Rosie 

gasped and sunk, eyes wide open close under the surface. Then she came up again, spitting und 

sobbing. The pain was still growing, holding her tummy in a cruel grip and when she dared to 

look down she saw that the water was not green anymore... it turned red, red, red.  

 

With a last effort she managed to scream; it was not a very loud sound, but it reached the ears of 

Frodo wandering down to the riverbank with a well thumbed book under his arm. He stood 

still, eyes wide open in sheer disbelief... he saw Rosie's head vanishing under the surface of the 

water and he caught a short horrible glimpse of her pale face flowing on the river like a strange 

flower.  

 

Then the book lay forgotten in the dry grass and he dived in. He hadn't taken the time to 

undress, but he didn't care for the weight of his clothes. After three or four swimming 

movements his hand got hold of her wrist and he struggled back and reached the bank, 

breathless and shivering with desperate panic. Her body was incredibly heavy, her long wet 

hair seemed to pull her back into the river.  

 

He kneeled beside her, touching the white, inanimate face with trembling hands, murmuring 

her name with a voice like a choking sob.  

 

"Mr. Frodo? Frodo? What... Rosie!"  

 

Sam. There as always when he was needed. Even Rosie reacted to the comforting, beloved 

voice. She moved her head and moaned, then she coughed and vomited up water. Sam lifted 

her up on his lap and she burrowed her wet face against his shirt and moaned again. Her body 

tensed with agony.  

 

"Sam... Sam... the baby..."  

 

Sam didn't say a word. He carried Rose up the hill, leaving Frodo behind for the moment as if 

he didn't exist. Frodo sat up arduously, staring with blind eyes on the trail of water staining the 

grass. With a shock he recognized that it was not only water he saw. His head fell back and he 

began to cry helplessly.  

 



*****  

 

Seven days since it happened.  

 

She lay still, surrounded by a thick white wall of silence. Carefully tucked in her bed, covered 

with linen, her heavy head resting on a soft pillow. She didn't want to open her eyes. She didn't 

want to see anything. She didn't want to see anyone.  

 

The pain had quietened, but it had left her empty again. Once more her body had betrayed her. 

Not a sister for her little ones. Not a brother. Not this time.  

 

And what if something important was destroyed? What if she never regained her strength? She 

saw herself staying in bed for months and months, a pale shadow of the woman she had been. 

A pale shadow like Frodo.  

 

Her eyes flew open. Frodo sat beside her bed, his head bowed down, his eyes closed. One of his 

hands lay motionless in his lap, the other one was stretched out halfway to reach her fingers. It 

seemed as if he hadn't dared to touch her.  

 

She looked at him, thankful for the fact that he didn't see her. In her heart there was a confusing 

mixup of emotions - sorrow, love, despair, all at once. And in the first place there was a big 

anger, surprising and scaring her at the same time.  

 

It would have been your child. It is your fault, not mine. It is you.  

 

A cold grim voice inside her head, like a judge, passing a strict sentence. She shied away from 

that voice.  

 

"Frodo...?"  

 

His head twitched up.  

 

"Rosie."  

 

She hardly recognized his voice. Even in his worst moments, coming back from one of his turns, 

he hadn't sound that desperate and rueful. The anger vanished into nothing when she saw the 

deep, tired lines in his face, the narrowed lips and shadowed eyes.  

 



"Rosie, I'm so sorry. It must have been me. It was my fault. I'm so sorry, Rosie."  

 

It was like an echo of her own thoughts and that was more than she was able to bear.  

 

"Come here, love."  

 

She opened her arms. For a hurting second he hesitated, then he leaned towards her and she 

pulled him down by her side on the bed. His face lay on her breast and she felt the wetness of 

tears soaking through her nightshirt. She was tired as death, but this time she wouldn't cry.  

 

"It must have been this way when my parents drowned..." A stifled murmur against her skin. 

"I've never been that anxious in my whole life."  

 

He of all people had suffered the greatest of all fears - for her?  

 

Astonishingly enough, she caught herself smiling. A pale smile, but nonetheless a smile.  

 

"You're kidding, dear." she whispered. "What about these black riders? And those Uruk-hai?"  

 

He chuckled and shaked his head lightly.  

 

"This was worse. I love you, Rose. And, to protect you for the future..."  

 

She covered his mouth with one hand and laid her face against his. She saw her twinned 

reflection in the sad blue eyes she loved so dearly.  

 

"Sshh, silly. Quiet now."  

 

The door opened. Sam rushed in, behind him all her little ones… and something grey and fluffy 

in the middle of them all, with a busily waving tail and a mouth that seemed to grin.  

 

"What is that? Where does this dog come from?"  

 

Sam took her in his arms and kissed her. All the children started babbling the same time.  

 

"Mom, he's new... he's ours... Sam-Dad brought him... his name is Arky, mom!"  

 

"Not so loud, my little ones." Sam smiled, but he sounded resolute. "Your mother needs a rest." 



He stuffed the covers carefully around her body and kissed her again. She closed her eyes, filled 

with deep thankfulness. They all went out on the tips of their toes, taking Frodo with them and 

closing the door silently.  

 

She was still tired and deeply wounded. And she was certainly weak. But in the midst of her 

painful loss something new grew inside her again: a warm, tiny, shining seed of courage.  

 

She would never give up.  

 

And she would try again. 

Tired as death in german: Todmüde by 

Cuthalion 

„Dieser Sommer war einer von der fruchtbaren Sorte, für Gemüse ebenso wie für Kinder. Rosie 
wurde ebenfalls schwanger, aber sie verlor das Kind und beinahe auch ihr Leben, als sie beim 
Schwimmen einen Schwächeanfall erlitt. Frodo saß an ihrem Bett und dachte an seine Mutter 
und seinen Vater.“ 
(„Ein wirklich gutes Jahr"/ Westlich vom Mond) 

Dieser Sommer war wie eine Explosion neuen Lebens, er duftete nach reifen Früchten, 
würzigen Kräutern und sonnengewärmter Erde. Juweline und Estella wurden zum ersten Mal 
Mütter. Merry und Pippin saßen neben den Wiegen und erzählten ihren Frauen Geschichten 
über die beiden Helden aus Gondor, denen die beiden neugeborenen Hobbitbabys ihre 
seltsamen Namen verdankten.  

Es war nach einem Besuch in Bockland, als Rosie zum ersten Mal spürte, dass sich etwas 
verändert hatte. Eine ganz bestimmte Wärme erfüllte ihren Bauch, wie ein sanft glühender 
Samen, tief in ihr eingepflanzt. Spät in dieser Nacht stand sie am offenen Fenster. Eine 
süßduftende Brise kühlte ihr das Gesicht; hinter ihr waren Frodo und Sam zwei stille 
Erhebungen unter den dünnen Leinendecken auf dem Bett. Rosie legte beide Hände über ihren 
Unterleib, wie ein Schild. Sie hatte bis jetzt fünf Kinder bis zur Geburt ausgetragen, und jedes 
Mal hatte sie das Wochenbett leicht hinter sich gelassen. Sie wusste, wie sehr sie dafür gemacht 
war, Mutter zu sein, und wie mühelos ihr Körper neues Leben hervorbrachte. Sie war zutiefst 
dankbar dafür... ihre Schwägerin Marigold war ein besonders trauriges Beispiel, was mit einer 
Frau passieren konnte, wenn ihr Leib leer blieb.  



Plötzlich fühlte sie mitten in ihrer ruhigen Zufriedenheit einen kleinen, eisigen Stich der Furcht 
in ihrem Herzen. Für eine seltsame, erschreckende Sekunde war die Luft erfüllt von dem 
scharfen Geruch nach Poleiminze, und ihr Körper schien sich ängstlich an einen alten Schmerz 
zu erinnern.  

Was, wenn... 

Nein. Sie war stark, und sie war gesund. Es konnte nicht zweimal passieren.  

***** 

Die folgenden zwei Wochen waren ungewöhnlich heiß. Rosie kämpfte mit den vertrauten 
Anfällen von Morgenübelkeit. Sie versuchte es vor dem Rest der Familie zu verbergen, ohne 
dass sie genau wusste, warum; Sam hatte sie schon fünfmal schwanger gesehen und war mit 
den Begleitumständen vertraut. Sie war sicher, dass er bei der Aussicht auf das nächste Kind, 
das durch die Zimmer von Beutelsend krabbelte, überglücklich gewesen wäre. Trotzdem sagte 
sie nichts. Sie stand sogar noch eher auf als ihr Mann und wahrte ihr Geheimnis.  

Tag für Tag brannte die Sonne auf Maisfelder und farbenflammende Blumenbeete nieder, und 
die grünen Bohnen, die sich wie ein Heer von Gemüsekriegern an den Stangen hochrankten, 
warfen scharf umrissene, schwarze Schatten. Rosie fand heraus, dass sie den Großteil ihrer 
Hausarbeit nur bis kurz nach der Morgendämmerung erledigen konnte. Mittags war selbst 
simples Geschirrspülen eine unerträgliche Pein.  

Sie dürstete nach Wasser. In jedem freien Moment war sie in ihrem Lieblingssessel zu finden, 
wo sie ihre Füße in einer bis zum Rand gefüllten Blechwanne kühlte. Endlich konnte es nicht 
länger aushalten. Sie ließ Frodo in seinem Studierzimmer, die Kinder im Garten und Sam dort, 
wo er in endloser Pflichterfüllung die Erde wässerte, und flüchtete sich hinunter zum Fluss.  

Der Wasserspiegel war tief unter seine übliche Höhe gesunken. Große, glatt gewaschene Steine 
lagen frei und boten ihren müden Füßen eine natürliche Treppe. Die Wasseroberfläche glitzerte 
im grellweißen Sonnenlicht wie ein Strom aus Diamanten.  

Rosie versteckte sich im trockenen Unterholz und streifte ihre Kleider ab. Rock und Bluse 
waren, obwohl aus dünner Baumwolle, den ganzen Morgen über eine allzu schwere Bürde 
gewesen, und Rosie seufzte in glückseliger Erleichterung, als sie sie losgeworden war. Sie ging 
behutsam vorwärts und unterdrückte einen kleinen Schrei, als die Kühle des Flusses 
überraschende Schauder ihre Beine hinauf und durch ihren ganzen Körper schickte. Endlich 
schwamm sie; langsame wohl geübte Bewegungen trugen sie köstlich schwerelos mit der 
sanften Strömung. Das Wasser roch irgendwie grün, und Blätter von den tief hängenden 
Zweigen der Bäume nahe am Ufer berührten ihren Kopf und ihre Wangen mit einer zarten 
Liebkosung. Sie lächelte zum Himmel auf und für einen wundervollen, trägen Moment war sie 
sicher, dass sie nie wieder aus dem Wasser kommen wollte.  



In der nächsten Sekunde traf sie der Schmerz wie ein plötzlicher Hieb. Er war wie eine heiße, 
zornige Faust um ihren Bauch, er brannte mitten im kühlen Wasser und raste durch ihren 
Körper wie ein bösartiges Tier. Rosie rang nach Luft und versank, die Augen weit geöffnet dicht 
unter der Wasseroberfläche. Dann kam sie wieder hoch, Wasser spuckend und schluchzend. 
Der Schmerz nahm immer noch zu; er hielt ihren Leib grausam im Griff, und als sie es wagte, 
an sich hinunter zu schauen, da sah sie, dass das Wasser nicht länger grün war... es färbte sich 
rot, rot, rot.  

Mit einer letzten Anstrengung brachte sie es fertig, zu schreien; es war kein lauter Schrei, aber 
er erreichte die Ohren von Frodo, der mit einem zerlesenen Buch unter dem Arm zum Ufer 
hinunter wanderte. Er stand still, die Augen weit aufgerissen in schierem Nichtbegreifen... er 
sah Rosies Kopf unter der Oberfläche verschwinden und ihr Gesicht, das für einen kurzen, 
schrecklichen Augenblick den Fluss entlang trieb wie eine fremdartige, bleiche Blüte.  

Dann lag das Buch vergessen im trockenen Gras und er tauchte ins Wasser. Er hatte sich nicht 
die Zeit genommen, sich auszuziehen, aber er scherte sich nicht um das Gewicht seiner Kleider. 
Nach drei oder vier Schwimmzügen bekam er ihr Handgelenk zu fassen; er kämpfte sich 
zurück und erreichte das Ufer, atemlos und zitternd in verzweifelter Panik. Ihr Körper war 
unglaublich schwer... ihr langes nasses Haar schien sie zurück in den Fluss zu ziehen.  

Er kniete neben ihr, berührte das weiße, leblose Gesicht und murmelte ihren Namen mit einer 
Stimme, die eher ein würgendes Schluchzen war. 

„Herr Frodo! Frodo! Was... Rosie!“ 

Sam. Wie immer da, wenn er gebraucht wurde. Sogar Rosie reagierte auf die tröstliche, geliebte 
Stimme. Sie bewegte den Kopf und stöhnte, dann hustete sie und erbrach Wasser. Sam hob sie 
auf seinen Schoß und sie vergrub ihr nasses Gesicht in seinem Hemd und stöhnte wieder. Ihr 
Körper verkrampfte sich vor Qual.  

„Sam... Sam... das Baby...“  

Sam sagte kein Wort. Er trug Rosie den Hügel hinauf und ließ Frodo für den Moment hinter 
sich, als würde er nicht existieren. Frodo setzte sich mühsam auf und starrte blind auf die Spur 
von Wassertropfen, die auf dem Gras zurückgeblieben waren. Mit einem Schock begriff er, dass 
es nicht nur Wasser war, was er sah. Sein Kopf fiel zurück und er begann hilflos zu weinen.  

***** 

Sieben Tage, seit es geschehen war.  

Sie lag still, umgeben von einer dicken weißen Wand aus Schweigen. Sorgfältig eingepackt, mit 
Leinentüchern zugedeckt, den Kopf auf ein weiches Kissen gebettet. Sie wollte die Augen nicht 
öffnen. Sie wollte nichts mehr sehen. Sie wollte niemanden mehr sehen.  



Der Schmerz war gestillt, aber er hatte sie erneut leer zurückgelassen. Einmal mehr hatte ihr 
Körper sie betrogen. Keine Schwester für ihre Kleinen. Keinen Bruder. Nicht dieses Mal.  

Und was, wenn etwas Wichtiges zerstört worden war? Was, wenn sie ihre Kraft nie wieder 
zurückgewann? Sie sah sich selbst für Monate und Monate im Bett liegen, ein blasser Schatten 
der Frau, die sie gewesen war. Ein blasser Schatten wie Frodo.  

Ihre Augen flogen auf. Frodo saß neben ihrem Bett, den Kopf gebeugt, die Augen geschlossen. 
Eine seiner Hände lag bewegungslos in seinem Schoß, die andere war halb ausgestreckt, wie 
um ihre Finger zu erreichen. Es war, als hätte er nicht gewagt, sie zu berühren.  

Sie schaute ihn an, dankbar für die Tatsache, dass er sie nicht sah. Ein verwirrendes 
Durcheinander der Gefühle war in ihrem Herzen – Trauer, Liebe, Verzweiflung, alles auf 
einmal. Und an allererster Stelle war da ein großer Zorn, der sie gleichzeitig überraschte und 
erschreckte.  

Es wäre dein Kind gewesen. Es ist deine Schuld, nicht meine. Du bist es.  

Eine kalte, grimmige Stimme in ihrem Kopf, wie ein Richter, der ein strenges Urteil fällte. Sie 
scheute vor dieser Stimme zurück.  

„Frodo...?“  

Sein Kopf zuckte hoch.  

„Rosie.“  

Sie erkannte seine Stimme kaum wieder. Selbst in seinen schlimmsten Momenten, wenn er nach 
einem seiner Anfälle wieder zu sich kam, hatte er sich niemals derart verzweifelt und reuevoll 
angehört. Ihr Zorn löste sich in nichts auf, als sie die tiefen, müden Linien in seinem Gesicht 
sah, die schmalen Lippen und umschatteten Augen.  

„Rosie, es tut mir so leid. Das muss ich gewesen sein. Es war meine Schuld. Es tut mir so leid, 
Rosie.“  

Es war wie ein Echo ihrer eigenen Gedanken, und das war mehr, als sie ertragen konnte.  

„Komm her, Liebster.“  

Sie öffnete ihre Arme. Für eine schmerzhafte Sekunde zögerte er, dann beugte er sich über sie 
und sie zog ihn neben sich auf das Bett herunter. Sein Gesicht lag auf ihrer Brust und sie spürte 
die Feuchtigkeit von Tränen, die durch ihr Nachthemd sickerten. Sie war todmüde, aber dieses 
Mal würde sie nicht weinen.  



„So muss es gewesen sein, als meine Eltern ertrunken sind....“ Ein ersticktes Murmeln gegen 
ihre Haut. „Ich habe noch nie in meinem Leben solche Angst gehabt.“  

Er – ausgerechnet er – hatte seine allergrößte Furcht ihretwegen ausgestanden?  

Erstaunlich genug ertappte sie sich bei einem Lächeln. Ein blasses Lächeln, aber 
nichtsdestoweniger ein Lächeln.  

„Du machst Witze, Lieber.“ flüsterte sie. „Was ist mit diesen Schwarzen Reitern? Und diesen 
Uruk-Hai?“ 

Er gluckste und schüttelte leicht den Kopf.  

„Dies hier war schlimmer. Ich liebe dich, Rose, Und um dich in Zukunft zu schützen...“  

Sie bedeckte seinen Mund mit einer Hand und lehnte ihr Gesicht gegen das seine. Sie sah ihr 
zweifaches Bild wiedergespiegelt in den traurigen, blauen Augen, die sie so innig liebte.  

„Schhh, Dummkopf. Sei jetzt still.“  

Die Tür ging auf. Sam eilte ins Zimmer, hinter ihm her alle ihre Kleinen... und etwas Graues, 
Flauschiges mittendrin, mit einem geschäftig wedelnden Schwanz und einem Maul, das aussah, 
als würde es grinsen.  

„Was ist denn das? Wo kommt dieser Hund her?“  

Sam nahm sie in die Arme und küsste sie. Alle Kinder fingen gleichzeitig an zu plappern.  

„Mama, er ist neu... Sam-Papa hat ihn mitgebracht... er heißt Arky, Mama!“  

„Nicht so laut, meine Kleinen.“ Sam lächelte, aber er klang entschlossen. „Eure Mutter muss 
sich ausruhen.“ Er stopfte die Decken sorgsam um ihren Körper fest und küsste sie noch 
einmal. Sie schloss die Augen, erfüllt von tiefer Dankbarkeit. Sie gingen alle auf Zehenspitzen 
hinaus, nahmen Frodo mit und die Tür wurde leise geschlossen.  

Sie war noch immer müde und tief verwundet. Und sie war sicherlich geschwächt. Aber mitten 
in ihrem schmerzhaften Verlust wuchs wieder etwas Neues in ihr: ein winziger, warmer 
leuchtender Samen der Zuversicht.  

Sie würde niemals aufgeben.  

Und sie würde es wieder versuchen.  



Of Birthdays by Asta of Mirkwood 

Rosie stood at the counter of Bag End's kitchen, deftly stirring the bowl of cake batter with her 
left hand while feeding bits of bread to baby Elanor with her right. She was now used to such 
juggling acts as this, as she'd been a mother for a full five months now. Elanor was growing into 
a full-fledged little girl. She matured with every baby step she took across the hardwood floor, 
and she was smiling her gummy smile at everyone who passed by these days. Rosie loved 
being a mother, and as of right now, she'd never been prouder of anything in her life.  

The cake was for Frodo. As autumn's crisp apple scent wafted more and more commonly 
through the open air, his birthday drew closer. It was in exactly one week, and Rosie figured 
she'd better get an early start. She and Sam were planning something small, as was usual these 
days in the Baggins-Gamgee household, but still, there were so many things to do in 
preparation for making Frodo's day a good one.  

Elanor squawked in her shill little voice, begging for more bread. A true little Gamgee, Rosie 
thought to herself laughingly as she stuffed the baby to her fill. I mustn't get lost in thought 
anymore while taking care of the little one and cooking at the same time, though. I might be 
clumsy and drop boiling water on her precious fingers. Rosie stretched her aching neck. 
Hunching over a book of recipes for hours at a time was not her ideal afternoon, but anything 
for Frodo. He was getting stronger and more willful every day. Soon, Rosie hoped and prayed, 
he'd be getting back to the way he was before all the darkness had crept in.  

Rosie jumped as she heard Frodo himself walk into the kitchen sleepily. He'd just been napping 
in the back garden, and she hadn't heard him creep up.  

"Good afternoon, Rosie-love. Isn't it a wonderful day outside?" He yawned widely while Rosie 
hastily tried to conceal any evidence of what she'd been doing prior. "Oh, what are you baking?" 
Too late. She fumbled for an excuse.  

"Er... just a little something for... Mrs. Goldwater over in... yes, she had a son last week, and I 
thought I'd make her a little something..." She faltered, and smiled innocently, finishing with a 
vague semblance of a "Never you mind, Frodo dear." He chuckled. It was then that she noticed 
the sweat beading against his skin. "Frodo, are you feeling alright?" she inquired, worried. 
"You're looking faint..."  

"Oh, not entirely too well, but I'll be fine by tomorrow, I promise. I just--" He was cut off by a 
racking cough that exploded from his lungs, shaking his already thin frame with spasms. 
Rosie's hand scrambled over the messy countertop like a small peach crab, groping for a rag he 
could spit into, to clear his lungs, but it was to no avail, and by the time she reached him, he'd 
fallen to the floor in a dead faint.  



"Frodo?!" Rosie cried, panicked. "SAMWISE?!" she called desperately out the back door. "We've 
got a bit of trouble..." 

----- 

They'd propped Frodo up on three feather pillows in the big bed after he'd awakened. He was 
still incredibly weak-looking as he lay with his eyes closed in a restful state, his skin looking an 
unhealthy white pallor against the deep cream of the pillowcases. Rosie stood in the last beams 
of sunlight streaming through the window, and looked at him sadly. She reached out and 
stroked his cheek, to comfort her own self of his solidity if not him.  

"You just sleep now, right, Frodo?" Sam whispered sweetly from the foot of the bed. Rosie could 
see his knuckles were white, gripping the footboard in obvious discomfort. He worried so...  

"Hmm?" Frodo opened his eyes; it seemed he hadn't heard much. "Oh no, I'm not tired, I just 
think I'll rest for a bit, so much to do..." And then he was asleep.  

Both Sam and Rosie kissed his pale cheeks lovingly, and, hand in hand, made their way to 
Frodo's old room. They'd sleep there tonight.  

----- 

Rosie noticed him,while she changed his spread, gazing wistfully out the open window, out to 
the changing leaves of the forest beyond, and the golden ones of the new Party Tree. He caught 
her, and pulled her over to the bed.  

"Why can't I have that, Rose?" He whispered painfully in his husky voice. She grabbed his cool, 
clammy fingers and sat at the edge of the bed.  

"Tell me everything, Frodo. Everything. Don't let it build up, it'll rot you from within..." Her 
voice trailed as his eyes began to tear.  

"I'm already rotten," he began with a heavy sigh. She tried to protest, but he cut her off, putting 
his finger over her small mouth. "I am, Rose. Tainted. I'll never be happy again, can't you see, 
and my soul's been absolutely ripped to shreds. And it's entirely my fault." Once again, she 
opened her lips, but closed them when he silenced her. "I was walking again, Rose. But I 
stumbled without expecting it. And the fall has taken such a toll on me. I'm lifeless now. It's in 
these days when I begin to realize the hold the ring had on me. It squeezed my soul shut form 
all love, I couldn't give it, couldn't take it..."  

"But I thought we were doing so well, I thought we'd near enough cracked through that shell 
for good!"  

"I know Rose, but it doesn't work... the darkness has taken me. I can't fight it, I've fallen in."  



Rosie sighed. "Frodo, if you don't mind my saying so, it just seems that you're sad, not sick."  

"I am sad, and that's why I'm sick. The sadness is my illness. I can't fight it without hope, and I 
have none."  

This was utter nonsense in Rosie's mind. Of course he had hope. Wasn't a child enough for him? 
Elly's growth was what used to bring him out of bed every morning. She told him just that 
indignantly.  

"But Rose, I try so hard, but I can't see that anymore. I'm all in the dark, and I can't find my way 
home. Hope is an empty thought now, and I can't fight. The truth is, I'm scared. Scared of what 
could happen if I chased the dark away."  

"Then we'll fight for you. Those demons in your soul won't stand a chance against the love in 
our hearts for you. Can't you see? We love you so much that it's painful to see you so afraid." 
They were both crying now, big, wet tears that drenched their clothes.  

"Thank you... thank you... I want to be happy... I love you, Rose..."  

"I love you too, Frodo dear."  

They sat like that for a long time, Frodo's head buried in Rosie's chest as she stroked his curls 
gently. 

----- 

"Motherhood suits you, " Frodo commented from the bed as Rosie tidied the fireplace, 
balancing Elly on her hip at the same time.  

"Fatherhood would suit you, too, silly, if you'd stop being so tragically sad." Rosie gave him a 
half smile. It was the truth, he'd make a wonderful father.  

"No," Frodo replied with a sigh. "You and Sam and Elly-duck are wonderful, and you're all the 
family I could ever ask for."  

But his eyes got misty and sad, and Rosie tiptoed out the door, closing it behind her with a 
barely audible click. 

----- 

It became apparent that Frodo's birthday would not be everything they'd planned. Rosie and 
Sam, however, vowed resolutely to make him happier than he'd been yet in the past week. In 
the early hours of the morning, they crept to the big bed, candles atop the cake burning brightly.  



Elanor was set upon Frodo's chest, and squealed happily as she played pat-a-cake with his face, 
waking him quickly. "Oh, my dears," cried Frodo joyfully. "You are the best family I could ask 
for."  

"We love you too, silly duck," Rosie chuckled as Elanor crooned with delight at her family being 
together and happy again.  

They crowded into the big bed, arms holding lovingly and sat in gentle tenderness. "Happy 
birthday, Frodo," Rosie whispered  

Stories about the adult hobbits in later 

years: 

Ache by Hope 
 

All the children were too old to be carried now, even 'baby' Lily, but Rosie still held the ache of 
over twenty years of child bearing (and child-carrying,and child-playing, and piggy-backing) in 
her back. It lay dormant, most of the time, except for the occassional twinge if she lifted a basket 
heaped with washing, or leant over to clean up after some discarded item of Frodo's clothing. In 
the wet, though, it came out; in twinges that felt like they ought to be burning all up and down 
her back, and her spine felt like a needle of fire, stitching her apart (if that made any sense) so 
she couldn't move. 
 
"I wish I knew how to mend you," Frodo said, half-teasing as his hands kneaded balm into her 
sore muscles gently.  
 
Rosie grunted into the pillow, the gentle pressure half-lulling her to sleep while to persistent 
tingle of pain kept her awake. "S'too late now," she mumbled. "'Nless you want to take all the 
babes back." 
 
Frodo laughed quietly, cool fingers stroking soothing lines on either side of her spine. "Don't 
you start that talk again," he reprimanded, a quiet joy in his voice. "'Half the fight to getting 
well's inside your head.'" 
 
Rosie freed her face from the pillow to glare up at him half-heartedly. "Frodo Baggins, I do 
believe you've been waiting for the better part of thirty years to say that." 
 



"I do believe you might be right, Miss Cotton." Frodo grinned. 
 
Rosie snorted and turned her face back into the pillow. "That's Mrs Gamgee, thankyou very 
much," she said, her voice muffled. They both fell silent again, the warm crackle and herb-scent 
of the fire lulling them into memories, the slow rhythm of Frodo's hands mesmerising them 
both. 
 
"Good?" Frodo said at length, leaning down to drop a kiss between her shoulderblades. 
"Better?" 
 
"Mmph," Rosie said, for the most part feeling as if she were asleep; the pain mostly banished by 
Frodo's firm caresses. She turned her head again to face him as he rested his head on the pillow 
beside her's, mimicking her pose with a hand still tenderly stroking up and down her spine.  
 
His hair was almost all grey now, silver some part of Rosie's mind liked to say; and his face 
mapped with fine lines telling stories of his joys and sorrows; and under it all the same fine, 
familiar features, unchanging. She shifted her head a little for a kiss and was stopped by a quick 
stab of pain down her neck; Frodo reached up to ease it with his knuckles as he leant forward to 
press his mouth to hers.  
 
"I never thought I'd see the day where we'd be in this situation," she said after a while. 
 
"What situation?" Frodo asked, surprised amusement in his voice. 
 
"This one. With you tending me instead of the other way around." She tried to blow a wisp of 
hair away from where it had fallen across her eye, Frodo brushed it back carefully. 
 
"Our pains aren't that different, Rose," Frodo said at length. "We've both had our burdens to 
carry." 
 
"I'd hardly call a babe a burden," she retorted. 
 
"I think if you love what you carry, it's a burden," he said softly, and nothing more, and the 
thought that rose on that brought with it the memory of an old ache, caused by the wet of river-
water in Frodo's hair, his soaked clothes; beading on his lashes.  
 
"Well in that case, burdens can be good too," she said firmly. "It might not do my back any good 
to bear fourteen children, but it does my heart a great deal. It's the joy that comes with the 
heaviness . . . It's a lot to carry, but I know it'll turn out just fine and beautiful in the end." 
 
Even after some thirty years that same blank expression on Frodo's face drew up a stab of fear 
from within her; the cold tone of his voice that made her look twice to check he was himself: 
"What if there is no end, Rose? And you end up carrying fourteen children at once? Heaviness is 



only a joy if you can bear it." 
 
She reached up, gripping his face between her hands firmly, ignoring the pang of protest from 
her back. "But you never have to bear it forever. All babies get born at the end of a term, no 
matter how heavy they are. You remember when Sammie was born, he was only a wee lad but 
look how much of a struggle he put up!" She slid her hands back a little, worn hands threading 
into silver curls. Frodo closed his eyes. "And once they've been birthed, others can help you 
carry them as well." 
 
"I wish all I'd ever had to carry were babes," Frodo whispered. 
 
"Well, heavy nuisance as you are, I can't say that I wish I'd only carried babes," she said matter-
of-factly, and Frodo laughed softly. 
 
"What's this?" a warm voice came from the doorway, and the bed sunk a little as Sam clambered 
over to kneel between where their legs were sprawled. "Having fun without me?" 
 
Frodo laughed, and rolled over on his back to gaze up at Sam. His eyes sparkled in the 
candlelight and Rosie's breath caught as Sam's work-roughened fingertips trailed up her back to 
meet Frodo's fingers at the base of her neck. 
 
"Oh, not at all," Frodo said innocently. "We were just. . . Talking." 
 
"I come home to find you in bed with my half-naked wife and you expect me to believe you 
were talking?!" Sam said in mock-disbelief, and Frodo laughed again as Sam growled and 
pretended to fall forward onto him. Frodo opened his arms wide with a shout of joy. 
 
"Hoy there, children," Rosie interrupted their play and they emerged again, slightly more 
flushed. Frodo's hair was sticking on end again; it still amazed her how short a time he would 
have to spend in bed before it was going every-which-way. Sam leaned over to kiss her softly. 
 
"My poor Rose-lass," Sam murmured. "Is your back troubling you again?" 
 
"Not so much now you're here," she said, and Sam quirked an eyebrow. Frodo smiled.  
 
"Why Rose, I never thought you were such a romantic!" Frodo quipped, and ducked a little out 
of habit, expecting an affectionate cuff.  
 
"Maybe I'm getting soft in my old age, whereas all you seem to be doing is getting younger -- in 
everything but looks, I might add," she sniffed. 
 
"Not that you're complaining," Frodo retorted good-naturedly. 
 



"Not that I don't have the inclination to," Rosie scoffed. "But you're such a fragile little thing, 
especially with regards to your looks . . ." 
 
"Now now," Sam scolded lightly. "Enough of that." Frodo wrapped his arms around Sam's neck 
and poked his tongue out at Rosie over Sam's shoulder. "And you too, Rose." 
 
Rose chuckled at the indignant expression on Frodo's face, then swallowed as the expression 
changed into something else; Frodo's eyes drifting half close and his breath quickening as Sam 
shifted a little, moving his mouth slowly over Frodo's throat.  
 
She still couldn't think of anything she liked better than the two of them together, after all these 
years; both of them a little rounder and more careworn, but still fitting together perfectly. 
Frodo's gasps of surprised joy that would still escalate into something more to do with voice; 
she loved the sounds even more now for their familiarity than she had once loved their 
newness. And Sam . . . Sam, who would still blindly seek out her mouth with Frodo wrapped 
around him, mouth tasting rich and fresh like a welcome summer breeze raucous in heavy 
leaves; skin so hot that it felt it ought to burn against her . . .  
 
 
"What were you talking about anyway?" Sam mumbled sleepily when it was over, and they 
were liquid all melted together, warm and comfortable. Frodo was silent, sprawled over Sam's 
back, concentrating hard on the task of moving Sam's hand soothingly over Rosie's back. 
 
"Just my winter aches," Rosie said into the pillow.  
 
"They all pass eventually," Frodo and Rosie said at the same time, and laughed at the jinx. 
 
"I've been trying to tell you that for thirty-odd years," Sam said matter-of-factly, his voice 
slurring then drifting off into snores before either of them could reply.  
 
Frodo lifted his head; hair in even more disarray than before, if possible. He blinked at Rose 
blearily, offering her the same familiar, crooked smile. "Goodnight."  

Summer Stars and Ladies Fair by Dana 

The summer night was warm, a million and one stars shining like bright jewels in the sky. 

There were probably more, so that statement held a certain sense of inadequacy, a falsehood 

that could not be proven right or wrong. There were probably more stars than just that in the 

heavens above. One could never be sure, or so they were wont to say, when it came to the stars. 

 

It was a warm night, whatever the count of stars really truly was, mild and with no breeze to 

curl the locks of the hobbits that sat outside the round front door of Bag End. Frodo sat in his 



good chair from within, having been brought out for the occasion. (Sam had insisted, and Frodo 

hadn't been able to change his mind once it had been decided. Stubborn as a Gamgee, Frodo 

had sighed, and gotten a friendly swat to the hand when he'd tried to help.) Merry and Pippin 

were sitting on the longer bench, and there was something amusing, no, completely hysterical 

about the Thane and Took, especially when he was passed out and leaning heavily against the 

shoulder of the Master of Buckland. 

 

Chuckling, Frodo shook his head and stuffed his pipe. 

 

Gritting his teeth, Merry pushed at Pippin for all he was worth. 

 

"You lazy beast, get of me, Pippin!" He shoved again but Pippin fell back with an audible 

*thwump*. Merry scowled and directed his gaze in the direction of Frodo's laughter. "I don't see 

what's so funny about this, Frodo," he said, narrowing his gaze. 

 

Frodo gaze a helpless shrug, striking the flint and lighting his pipe. "Oh, nothing at all, Merry. I 

was simply reminded of a funny story Rosie told me in the morning." 

 

"Right," Merry said, not believing Frodo at all, for the devious light in his eyes. Merry grimaced 

and shoved at Pippin again. Pippin grunted and Merry rolled his eyes, waving a hand and 

trying to flick something off of his fingers. "Just great. Now he's drooling on me." 

 

"I'm not drooling on you," Pippin replied in a quiet, muffled voice. "You just managed to get 

your fingers in my mouth." 

 

Frodo was laughing harder now and not even that scolding look from Merry managed to quiet 

him. "I did not, you monster. Now get off of me." 

 

"Don't want to," Pippin responded, then wriggled and turned over, letting his head plop down 

in Merry's lap so he could stretch out his legs and gaze up at the night sky. "I'd rather stay... 

right here." 

 

Merry eyed him dryly, and Pippin grinned back at him. "What?" 

 

"You have no manners. How is that you manage yourself, Pippin?" 

 

"Well, it takes a bit of talent, I suppose." Came the reply, with a flippant wave of his hand. 

Merry snorted, and then, with the utmost love and care, he put a hand under Pippin's shoulder 



and then rolled him right off his lap. Pippin yelped in indignation, rolling onto the ground 

without grace. "That was uncalled for, Merry." Pippin commented, sitting back and brushing 

hair out of his eyes. Scowl met scowl. Frodo's laughter was reaching new heights, and his sides 

felt like they were ready to split. 

 

Sam's chuckle was softer and caught Frodo off guard. He gasped for breath and peered up at 

the other, smiling at him through a shadow of unruly curls. "Good to hear you laughing, 

Frodo," he said, shaking his head just a bit. "What are these two scamps up to?" 

 

Pippin shot a look back over his shoulder then climbed up next to Merry, leaning back and 

crossing his arms behind his neck. "We've just been putting on a little show for dear old Frodo, 

is all," he said, his eyes bright with locked up laughter. Merry was shaking his head. 

 

"Sometimes... oh, sometimes, you two." He shook his head, trying not to laugh. 

 

Frodo smiled at Sam and patted the arm of the chair. Sam smiled back at him and eased down 

on it, his back creaking. "I think Rosie's finally managed to get the hoard inside under control," 

he said fondly. "And your Stell and Dinny are two amazing ladies, and that's a fact." Sam 

grinned at Merry and Pippin. 

 

Pippin looked at Merry, and smiled. "We know." 

 

There was a shout from inside, and then a roar of laughter from the children. "I should go keep 

an eye on them, though, don't know what they could be letting the children onto," Sam laughed, 

then squeezed Frodo's arm. He slipped back inside, Frodo watching him fade into the shadow 

of the front hall. When he looked back, Merry and Pippin's gazes were upon him. Raising his 

eyebrows, Frodo spoke. "What's the looks for, cousins?" 

 

"Well, you've known a fine lady or two yourself, cousin," Pippin replied. 

 

"If I remember correctly, there was that time with the lady... oh, what was her name?" Merry 

glanced at Pippin, and Pippin nodded, gasping as a thought came to him. 

 

"Oh! Was it the lady Goldberry, perhaps? Master Bombadil's wife. You were practically falling 

over yourself about her, Frodo. Shameless, really," he shook his head, laughing under his 

breath. How easily it went from one to another. Frodo couldn't help but feel that this was 

planned. 

 



"Now, Pippin, I don't know what you mention. Yes, she was fair..." Frodo replied, and Pippin 

laughed sharply. Now, this wasn't fair. That had been years and years ago, and for them to 

bring it up now. At least, he thought, and that thought was enough to comfort, Sam and Rose 

weren't about. 

 

"You were falling over your feet around her, Frodo. I've never seen you act like that around a 

lady. So, Frodo, tell us, is your lady Rose close to compare?" 

 

Frodo felt the tips of his hears go red, hot and embarrassed. "Now, let's not bring Rose into this," 

he said, and the chair squeaked a bit as he rose. "I'd have thought you two were old for such 

behaviour, but I've been mistaken." 

 

Even that voice, the one that worked so well when it was directed at the children, especially 

when their parents weren't about, didn't do anything when it was directed at Merry and Pippin. 

Really, he should have learned. Merry slung an arm about Pippin's shoulders, and Pippin was 

laughing now, hard and breathless and barely audible. "Well, Frodo, are you going to answer 

us?" 

 

"This is childish." Frodo scowled, but even that was to no avail. Merry nodded, in the most 

serious way possible. 

 

"I know. Well, Frodo, are we going to be waiting here all night?" 

 

The air seemed heavier now and Frodo rocked back on his heels. Well, it couldn't hurt. "Rose," 

he said, and Merry and Pippin's eyes went wide, "is completely beyond compare. I don't think 

there's a lady alive that could out do *her*... Well, is that enough for you?" 

 

"I hope it is, and it's enough for me, too," Rose's voice came from behind him and Frodo giggled 

like a nervous child as he turned to look at her. She was smiling, and looked very pretty in the 

light. "It's good knowing that sweetness comes from you, beyond all the whining and 

complaining." Rose's smile was brighter and Frodo's ears were redder, and she kissed him on 

the cheek, then, with her hands on his shoulders, looked at Merry and Pippin. She gave them a 

look, and Pippin nodded. It would all be explained in time. 

 

"Let's get in, then. We've put the little ones to sleep and Rose-lass and Daisy want to hear from 

their Uncles." She kissed Frodo's cheek again, smiling brighter than any of the stars in the sky. 

Frodo smiled back at her, and found himself thanking the heavens, silently, for all the blessings 

in his life. 



 

"Right, then, let's get in." He embraced Rose, kissing her gently and playing with her hair, then 

skipped past her, feeling for the moment like a tween, and not a hobbit of his age. Rose crossed 

her arms, shaking her head then smiling at Merry and Pippin as they came up to her. 

 

"Well?" 

 

Pippin was grinning. "Have we told you about our time in the house of Master Bombadil?" he 

asked her, and Rose smiled as she was guided into the house. 

 

"I like that one, it's not so heavy." 

 

"Well, there's something about it that we've never told you before." 

 

They went into the shadows of the front hall, then down into the depths of the smial. They met 

with Sam, who went out to pull the chair back in. Things were righted, and it wasn't long before 

the sound of laughter was heard within, out into the night air. 

Sunshine by Janette 

"Sam?"  

"Hmm?" Sam grunts sleepily, building a facade of alertness with a twitch of his head and a 
wordless murmur.  

"Sam, it's time to get up now."  

"Tisn't." It takes Sam ten seconds to accumulate the energy to say the word. Frodo smiles and 
climbs back up onto the counterpane next to him. Blearily Sam opens his eyes to that impossibly 
blue gaze, inquiring. Frodo's very cheerful this morning. Sam closes his eyes again.  

Dimly he hears Frodo click his tongue in exasperation and the corners of his mouth twitch as 
Frodo shoves him hard in the shoulder. "What's the matter with you, Sam? You're always up 
before the sun!"  

Sam's smile broadens and he opens one eye, the other screwed tight against the glare of the 
mid-morning sun on Frodo's white shirt. "Where's Rosie?"  



Frodo assumes an air of damaged dignity. "She has gone off to market, like all respectable 
houswives should when the chance presents itself." He catches Sam's eye and they both laugh. 
Rosie loathes the ideals of respectability and proriety.  

"What's she gone to buy?" Sam asks, when they have recovered.  

"A length of taffeta. Now, come on, I want you out of that bed now." He begins to rise, but 
Sam's hand snakes out and catches his wrist. Frodo makes a show of resisting but in a second he 
is flat on the bed beside Sam and they are both laughing, laughing for nothing, laughing 
because it is sunny and the scent of freshly mown hay drifts through the open window and the 
children are yelling outside the door. Sam pulls Frodo close and kisses him for a moment, and 
then Frodo laughs and remarks, "You taste like lemon tea, Sam. Have you been up?"  

Sam kisses him again before replying. "Before the sun."  

"That's my Sam." Frodo laughs and somewhere in the smial the children are laughing too and 
Sam kisses him again, glad that he tastes like strawberries and sunshine and home. "Do you still 
want me out of this bed?" he asks, grinning.  

Frodo smiles and shakes his head. The sun streams in a wide bar across their bodies and the 
garden beckons, but Sam has his own sun right here in his arms, and it is worth staying indoors 
for.  

Wasting Time by Dana 

The sun was warm, the sky wide and blue. So wide and blue it wasn't hard at all to believe it 

went on forever, even for a sleepy hobbits whose ponies were tied not so far away, a sleepy 

hobbit who was set to meet with his family in Hobbiton. Yawning, Merry rubbed at his eyes, for 

the most part still asleep, for the most part having lost track of the time. "Pip?" He called, but 

there was no answer. "Pip, where are you?" 

Merry fumbled, reaching out and trying to find the other. His hand came back and he clutched 
at fresh green grass. Groaning, Merry contemplated sitting up, but decided that it really wasn't 
that important. He closed his eyes, settling back to resume his nap. 

Of course, as it was the way of things, Pippin decided at that moment to grace Merry with his 
presence. "Oof!" Merry coughed, almost sitting up, but finding that he couldn't. Pippin was 
sitting square on his chest. 

"Merry," said Pippin, sighing and managing to look half his age, though he was a father twice 
over. "You're being rather boring. Get up and do something with me, you great oaf." 



Merry was still gathering breath into his lungs, and at the scowl he shot Pippin didn't seem to 
deflate him one bit, nor get him to budge. With a sigh, Pippin reached out into the grass, 
plucking a long blade, and brought it back to wave in front of Merry's face. 

"Where did I go wrong? You used to be such fun." 

"Well," Merry replied, still scowling, "they say that married life does that to a hobbit." 

"Nonsense," Pippin laughed, shaking his head. He tickled the blade of grass under Merry's 
nose, and Merry's face screwed up comically. 

"Pip... Pip... stop that!" Merry gasped, and then he sneezed. 

Laughing as Merry rubbed his nose, scowling again, Pippin tapped Merry's forehead with his 
index finger, smiling all the way. "Bless you." 

Glaring, Merry finally decided that he'd had too much. Reaching down, he gripped Pippin's leg, 
and it was decidedly easy to flip him over. With a gasp, Pippin hit the ground, and Merry was 
then over him, the grass fallen from his hand. 

"Now, this I like better." Merry grinned, leaned down and kissed Pippin firmly. 

"M-mph." Pippin mumbled, and Merry withdrew with a sly look on his face. 

"We have to be in Hobbiton this afternoon, so we'd better not get that wrapped up. What will 
Stel and Dinny think if we don't show up for dinner? And you know Rosie. She'll have to have 
Words with us." 

"Pippin," Merry said in a serious tone, "if you know what's best for you, you'll worry about that 
then, and not now." 

Pippin grinned. "I do so like it when you put it that way. I can't think of a better way I'd rather 
spend the afternoon." And Pippin kissed Merry, deeply, hands wandering and pressing his 
body to Merry's, who pressed his close in turn. It was after dark by the time they did reach 
Hobbiton, but it was worth it, as far as they saw. 

Hope by FrodoAtBagEnd 

"There's no reason he should be alive, Samwise Gamgee, and you know it same as I do." 

 

Sam sighed, running thick fingers tensely through tousled sandy curls, looking at her through 

the same puppy-brown-sad eyes she found alternately endearing and exasperating. "There's lots 



o'reasons. The Lady - " 

 

"I don't see the Lady here getting him turned in bed or trying to get him to eat. Leave him alone 

and it would be a matter of time. Some days I think it is anyhow." She stirred the soup with a 

fierce jerk, causing a drop to splash further up the side. Wincing, Sam leaned against the closed 

door to the main pantry, watching in silence. 

 

Frodo had taken another of his bad turns. They'd been through it often enough, but this time it 

seemed to keep getting worse instead of abating, and Rosie was finding herself hard pressed to 

keep him from fading into a ghost in their own home. He couldn't sit up, even if they propped 

him on pillows: that made him too dizzy and faint. He couldn't eat half the time, and half of the 

other half Rosie would be darned if she could figure out what he could get down, because it 

didn't seem anything she or Sam cooked suited him. The last quarter was the only thing that 

kept him going, the times when he could actually take spoonfuls of good hot food, cooked 

proper, and keep that down. And those times were rarer than hen's teeth these days.  

 

The children were with Merry and 'Stell, being thoroughly indulged. . .more than she'd have 

liked, but there was nothing for it. All save Elly, who already carried an odd sense of the whole 

business. Though all of thirteen, she could be an odd little lass, but lately she'd taken to trying 

to help out, and insisted on staying. It was she who was sitting with him just now, talking 

quietly to her "Fo" in an effort to calm him. She had been the one to reassure the younger 

children while her mother kissed them good-bye, promising that it was just for a few days. 

 

For a long time Rose had wondered. Years of suspecting. And still she didn't have proof. But 

she had a feeling about it, the sort of feeling she got when she first felt a babe inside her. . .the 

sort of feeling you just *know*, whether anyone can prove it on paper or no. 

 

"What that Lady did that was so special is something we can do more than a bit of, and 

something you've done, and something Elly does. It may not look as grand when we do it, but 

I'll warrant it's not a bit less strong for that." 

 

Sam gave her a quizzical look, brown eyes befuddled. "What's that?" 

 

Pausing, Rose set the spoon aside and put her hands on her hips, studying him. 

 

They had all grown older. Not that they were *old* yet, by any means, but they had aged. There 

were touches of silver in Frodo's raven curls already, and Sam carried more of a mayoral look 

these days. And yet there were things that hadn't changed. . .the same things she'd loved seeing 



when she and Sam first married. When Elly was born. When Sam became mayor for the first 

time.  

 

"For all you're so fond of telling me about how you used to think of me, Sam, I'm surprised you 

can't remember." She found herself unable to hold the scowl, and yielded to smiling a little, 

shaking her head. "When you used to think of getting back, and of seeing me again, and my 

brothers and all. . . ." 

 

The sound of Elanor's soft singing drifted from the main bedroom, a not-entirely-hobbitlike 

melody. 

 

"There's something holds him together. And that's hope. Hope that things will get better. That 

we'll have more good times. That Elly will finish growing up and have the finest wedding since 

that one you go on about, King Elessar's or what have you. . . ." 

 

Sam smiled wanly. "Hope ain't everything, Rosie. It can only go so far." 

 

"Far enough." She gestured toward the hall, where Elanor's voice continued in strange melody, 

some old half-forgotten song her Fo had taught her on some long-ago rainy afternoon. "I think 

hope's one of the finest things there is." 

Home stretch by Hope 

Once Frodo made it clear past Bywater and halfway to Buckland before they realised he was 

gone. He'd smiled vaguely at Rose-lass (who had unofficially taken over the kitchen while her 

older sister and parents were away) as she handed him half a loaf wrapped loosely in calico, 

then had set off for a wander sometime around lunchtime. 

 

An elaborate re-enactment of The Last Alliance meant they hadn't really noticed his absence 

during most of the long afternoon, and when the sudden twillight caught them by surprise, it 

was only with a little bemusement that they stumbled inside to find no meal waiting for them, 

and no Uncle Frodo to give them a crooked smile, insisting they at least wash their hands before 

eating. 

 

Which wasn't too distressing, really; they knew from experience that he was likely to take some 

obscure book off with him and get lost in the words until it was too dark to read. Wander back 

to Bag End as the first stars came out and placidly endure Rosie's soft scolding (which was 



invariably coupled with a mug of something warm and maybe even a slice of marmalade roll). 

 

By suppertime the younger children were grumbling about the sparse meal of dried apples and 

cheese, and the older children were ignoring the discontented growls of their own stomachs in 

favour of something more uncomfortable -- it had been hours since Frodo left. He'd never been 

away this long, even before Rosie and Sam and Elanor had left and he hadn't had any 

responsibilities back at Bag End. The younger ones refused to go to bed without "Uncle Frodo" 

to tuck them in, and Frodo-lad and Merry-lad had just began to argue about who would go out 

in a search party before a pounding on the door made them all freeze where they stood.  

 

"Hello in there!" called a cheerful voice. "You're not going to let us freeze out here all night, are 

you?" 

 

Frodo and Rose exchanged a look of relief as Prim shrieked Uncle Merry! - Merry had probably 

met up with Uncle Frodo on the road and they'd made their way to Bag End together. Goldy 

wrenched open the door, gazing up a the visitors with a grin that turned rapidly into a frown. 

 

"What's up, buttercup?" Uncle Pippin asked brightly, ducking a little as he came through the 

doorway. Merry stepped in behind him, brushing stray autumn leaves off his cloak.  

 

"Move it, Meriadoc," came an indignant voice from outside, and Merry grunted a little as he was 

shoved forward by Stel, Dinny in tow.  

 

"Where's Uncle Frodo?" Frodo-lad blurted, and Stel stopped in her good-natured grumbling 

about the cold to frown. Merry and Pippin exchanged a surprised glance. 

 

"We were about to ask you the same thing," Merry said soberly, and then Prim began to cry. 

Daisy put an arm about her shoulders, other hand gripping Sammie's tightly. 

 

"How long as he been gone?" Pippin was already pulling his cloak back on, fastening the leaf-

brooch at the throat deftly. 

 

"Just after lunch," Rose-lass said in a soft voice and Pippin nodded once, tilting his head 

towards the door questioningly as he exchanged a wordless glance with Merry. 

 

"Come on now, bedtime for hobbit lads and lasses," Dinny said cheerfully, herding the children 

out of the front hall as Merry whispered a few last words to Estella before sweeping back out 

the door. "All will be back to normal in the morning." 



 

 

 

"Rosie," Frodo-lad whispered, and his sister stirred beside him, squeezing his fingers tightly to 

show she was just as awake as he was. Neither of them had been asleep - or at least they 

thought they hadn't; not until the dull moan of Bag End's door creaking open on its hinges had 

startled them both into awareness. It had been dark when they'd been put to bed, and all of 

them had lain awake for what seemed like hours, until the steady, familiar breaths of the others 

had lulled the younger ones into slumber at least. Now the moon shone bright through the 

window, brushing their still forms in blue and silver. Not that Frodo was looking; his eyes 

straining into the shadows of the room, towards the door. 

 

"Can't rest for long." The voice scraped into the silence of the hall, alien and making Rose start 

beside him. 

 

"Shh, now." That was Uncle Merry, his voice was deeper but hushed now; it sounded tired. 

 

"Can't rest for long. No where to rest here, they'll find us." That voice again, making Frodo's 

toes curl and his knees ache to fold up against his body, though he didn' know if he could bring 

himself to move right now, from the tight coldness of the shivers that gripped his neck. Rose's 

hand was clammy around his. 

 

"No one can find you here, Frodo, you're safe," and that was Uncle Pippin's thick Tuckborough 

brogue, his tongue curling differently about the name, Frodo, and -- 

 

"Sam. Dear Sam. I'm sorry I had to bring you this far. Even that poor wretch Gollum doesn't 

deserve to be here. Sam . . ." Frodo-lad swallowed hard and squeezed his eyes shut tight against 

the darkness, willing the burst of colour behind his lids to flourish. The voice went on, rough 

and empty, interspersed with the occassional reasurring hum from Uncle Merry or Pippin; then 

the sound of people moving about in the room next door; the familiar creak of slats on the 

bottom of the big bed, the brief scrape of chair-feet being dragged across the floor, then silence. 

 

Rose-lass sighed, long and tense, and Frodo-lad rolled over, throwing an arm carefully over as 

many children as he could reach. Rose's breath slowed, steadied; her chest rising and falling 

under his arm as she drifted finally into sleep.  

Marmalade by Hope 



"Now how many times have I told you 'never throw something away when it can be used for 

something else'?" Rosie asked smugly, adjusting her grip on Frodo's wrists. Frodo's answer was 

slightly unintelligable, consisting mainly of a whimper that died somewhere behind his teeth 

and emerged instead as a hiss. "Hold still," Rosie commanded.  
Sam lifted his head and licked his lips. "You know," he said thoughtfully, fingers playing idly in 
the dip of Frodo's navel, "jam is much sweeter after it's been cooked."  

"M--m--marmalade!" Frodo blurted, once again descending into writhing incoherence.  

"Not much difference in the taste-- mmm..." Sam mumbled against the smooth skin of Frodo's 
belly, and Rosie laughed breathlessly.  

"You know, Frodo, I'm beginning to get a little suspicious of your motivations for constantly 
insisting on cooking marmalade roll . . . though I use the term 'cooking' very loosely. You think 
you would have learned by now - from the lingering smell of smoke in the kitchen if nothing 
else - that however long you cook it is *too* long."  

"Yes," Frodo gasped, opening his eyes to look up at her, the squeeze them tight again as Sam's 
tongue swiped particularly low. "You think I would have."  

Butterfly by Hope 

Once Rosie took the children - all five, and another on the way - down to Bywater to visit their 

grandparents, leaving Frodo and Sam alone in the smial with a stern command of "Behave" and 

a quick kiss for each.  
Soon enough the emptiness and silence of the place drove them out, lazily circling the new 
party tree (which was just coming into flower again) like honey-heavy bees then making their 
way further afield, towards the small copse of trees that marked the end of Baggins lands.  

Frodo had picked up a stick somewhere along the way - he always seemed to have to carry 
something when he walked - smooth and straight, it fit into his hand perfectly; he swung it idly 
before him as he walked. The acorns dropped last season were sprouting underfoot; brilliant 
green unfurling like fragile baby-hands, a miniature forest of them covering the mulchy floor of 
the copse.  

There came upon a clearing, and Frodo smiled at the memory of the place, throwing his head 
back and turning in a circle in the center; the now slightly-overgrown fairy-ring still 
recognisable. He thought he might even be able to point out the very tree that had had served as 
such a good back rest for a day's reading and reclining, long and lazy, the sun's last rays 



shafting through tree trunks, letting him know it was time to go home when Bilbo's calls never 
penetrated.  

"Sam, *look*--!" Voice a reverent whisper, he beckoned Sam over without taking his gaze off the 
branch that dipped at eye level (though he could remember weeks of trying to leap up and 
swing from it). Sam's steady footsteps padded up behind him, warm presence at his back.  

A bulging drip of whiteness seemed to be hanging by a thread from the branch, and, as they 
watched with held breaths, it shivered, swaying almost imperceptibly from side to side. The 
bottom of the cocoon was breached; a fragile leg emerging, feeling around, then was gradually 
followed by another, then a limp body and wretchedly wrinkled rag-like wings, folded 
uselessly against it.  

"Oh, Sam," Frodo breathed. The light of the setting sun breathed through the interlacing trunks 
behind them, casting his hair a rich russet, skin painted gold and orange. Motes of light danced 
around him and Sam couldn't breathe when Frodo turned to look at him. "Isn't it beautiful?"  

"Yes."  

 

Dessert by Meli 

Rosie made marmalade roll, and now all the children are in the kitchen, looking at it with 
hungry eyes. She shooes them out, smiling as they run into the bright sunlight to play and sing. 
Back in the kitchen, Frodo is in the process of cutting himself a slice and Rosie swats him.  

Frodo takes a bite and grins, leaning over to give her a sticky sweet kiss. "You're as bad as the 
children," she says, and Frodo laughs and pops a bite into her mouth.  

"It's too good to wait. Like love," he says, and they both know they're not talking about dessert 
anymore.  

Big Heart by Meli 

Dinny lay her head on Stel's shoulder and traced patterns on her stomach. Stel stroked Dinny's 
back and kissed her hair. "What is it, love?"  



A sigh, and Dinny's hand stilled. "Meli's in love."  

"What's wrong with that?" Stel smoothed down Dinny's curls.  

"With Molly."  

"And?"  

"And Molly's in love with Pip Gardner. She has been for a long time."  

Stel sighed and lifted Dinny's head so she could look at her. "Meli's found of Pip, too. And 
Molly has a big heart. She loves Meli."  

Dinny blinked back tears. "I don't want to see my girl hurt," she said softly, and Stel kissed her.  

"You won't, love. Believe in them, alright?" Dinny nodded, and Stel smiled, tearing them both 
over. "Good," she said, and proceeded to drive it all from Dinny's mind.  

Boy or girl? by Meli 

"Stel?" Dinny's voice sounds thin in the dark, and Estella reaches to pull her closer.  

"Hm?"  

Dinny nuzzled her face into Stella's shoulder and sighed softly. "You're going to have a baby, 
aren't you?"  

Warm fingers up and down her back, and the ghost of a kiss against her forehead. "You could 
tell, hm? Merry doesn't know yet."  

She reached up in the dark, touched Estella's dark hair. "Of course I can tell. I think I may be 
having one, too."  

"Good. We'll raise them together and we'll all be happy." Stella sounded as though she were 
almost asleep, but Diamond had one more question.  

"Boy or girl?"  

"One of each," Stella declared, and kissed Dinny firmly to make her be quiet.  



Ink by Slipstream 

Frodo somehow manages to get ink in the most unusual of places. The black stains are all over 

his fingers, his wrists, too, sometimes on cuffs and shirtsleeves when ideas strike and paper is 

scarce. These are normal and too be expected. But then there are the other splotches, discovered 

through (mostly) innocent means in the most bizarre sections of Frodo's skin. A dark blue streak 

smeared behind one pale, pointed ear, found while combing his unruly black locks. A little dark 

line along the tip of his nose that was so endearing that Rosie allowed him to go the whole day 

without telling him to clean it off. Little spatterings of the gold tinted ink he uses for the title 

pages over his eyelids where he has rubbed sleep away. Words written in reverse along a high 

cheekbone, evidence of another nap pillowed by footnotes.  
Rosie has found another stain, more black ink between soft folds of flesh. She tisks in 
disappointment and Sam, looking over her shoulder, shakes his head as well.  

'I couldn't help it,' Frodo protests, laying back against their bed sheets. 'I itched, so I had to 
scratch.'  

He's hushed by a kiss, soft lips and warm hands being stained with the black ink as well. She 
smiles, a wicked little grin. 'Frodo Baggins, the next time you feel inclined to itch, tell us so that 
we may scratch it and save some of your good clothes.'  

He blushes prettily in embarrassment and gasps when she touches the blot in question. 'Rose-
dear, I think that I would stain them anyway!'  

Hungry by Slipstream 

One night Sam was rudely awoken by a stifled scream in the bed next to him. His eyes shot 
open immediately but before he could respond a heavy weight landed on his chest and knocked 
the breath out of him. Once his sight had adjusted to the dark he found himself looking 
upwards at wildly staring blue eyes inches from his own.  

He swallowed, willing his heart to slow. 'Frodo?'  

Frodo said nothing, only growled, pulling Sam and Rosie closer together so that he could 
straddle them both. Rosie met Sam's gaze, her eyes round with surprise and a hint of fear. Sam 
moved to sit up but Frodo pushed him back against the pillows, surprisingly strong. Rosie 
stifled a little gasp.  



From this angle, Frodo was lithe and feral, the white moonlight forming a halo around frazzled, 
tossed curls, planing across the hard edges of thin arms wrapped in tight chords of muscle. His 
night shirt was open at the top, revealing the narrow chest and pale skin marred only by the 
thick ring of scar tissue around his neck where It had slowly choked him. The white jewel was 
gone, and Sam found himself frantically trying to think of the date.  

'Frodo, what's wrong?'  

His eyes half-closed, rolling upwards, and for a moment Sam thought that he would either 
come back to them or collapse, but then they opened again, burning with a darkly playful light 
that Sam had never seen, one so different from his other moods. 'Hungry!'  

Rosie was quick to play the comforting mother, reaching out a trembling hand to touch his 
forearm. 'Do you want some tea, or a light something, some toast, maybe!?'  

He snarled again, snatching her small wrist in a four fingered grip, and to Sam the growl 
sounded more like laughter, quick and sharp. The silver light flashed on his teeth, caught 
briefly on a berserker grin, and settled on illuminating the little drops of sweat that trickled 
from his flushed skin. He leaned in close between their necks and Sam could feel the heat 
radiated from the fevered skin, wondered briefly at what illness had left Frodo so before his ear 
was caught in hot breath and he was beyond thinking.  

Frodo chuckled, the sound rattling deep in his chest, and nuzzled roughly at their curled heads. 
'That's not what I meant!'  

Pie by Janette Le Fay 

"Frodo," Rosie said warily, "What is that supposed to be?"  

Frodo looked up sharply from the bench where he was fiddling awkwardly with something 
blackened and rounded that vaguely resembled the ashes of a pie. He brushed his hands on his 
trousers. "It's apple pie, Rosie!"  

Rosie lifted an eyebrow. "Apple pie?" She peered at it. A large section of the crust had collapsed 
and descended into the middle of the pie: Frodo was now attempting to reassemble it with 
leftover bits of mushed-up apple. Rosie coughed.  

"Frodo, dear, when the roof of your house falls in, you can't rebuild it by sticking the old tiles 
back over the hole."  

Frodo smiled. "No, Rosie, but I can't fix this hole any other way, you see? I'm sure it'll be edible. 
It might be slightly deformed, but not useless."  



Rosie smiled back and leaned over to kiss his cheek gently. "That's true, Frodo." She grinned. 
"But I maintain that you've got a cheek to call it a pie."  

"Very well," Frodo conceded, "I call it - modern art!"  

Rosie laughed. "We don't hold with modern art in this house, Frodo, not if it intends to sit there 
doing nothing except look neglected." She linked an arm through his. "Come on, then, let's go 
and see if we can persuade Sam to try this very dubious masterpiece misnamed a pie."  

Wildness by Nanni 

Dinny pulls Stel down the hill into the copse of trees, laughing like the wind over the sea. In a 

broken, burning instant Stel finds herself pressed against a tree trunk, the thick, heavy bark 

imprinting diamond shapes into her back and Dinny kissing her with all the barely contained 

joy that’s been flowing in her all evening. Stel kisses back after a moment of being unable to do 

anything, caught off guard by Dinny’s wildness. And she loses herself in warmth and the heady 

laughter sneaking off always bubbles up in her. Dinny’s hand slides up under her skirt, rubbing 

soothing circles on her thigh and she isn’t surprised at all and her hands get caught in Dinny’s 

curls and the music spills down from the party up the hill, spreading down to where they are as 

if it was splashed wine, rich and sweet and creeping and all of it is good. Every last drop. 

Tuckborough Fair by Janette Le Fay 

Rosie lay on her back, her head in Frodo's lap and her legs spreadeagled in the long grass so 

that it tickled the bare sunbrowned skin of her calves. Above her, the summer sky stretched 

lazily, an expanse of bright blue emptiness beyond her understanding. Frodo's fingers were 

raking sporadically through her hair, and she shifted a little, not quite knowing whether to lean 

into the tenderness of the gesture or tug away from the occasional sharp pain as strands of hair 

caught about his fingers. 

 

"Frodo, what are you doing to my hair?" 

 

"Plaiting it." Frodo's voice drifted absently down to her, carried on a breath of gentle, languid 

breeze. 

 

"You're tangling it up," she complained half-heartedly. When he didn't respond, she pushed 

herself half-up on one elbow and peered into his face, squinting against the glare of the sun. 



"Frodo?" 

 

"Listen." He breathed the word without moving, without looking at her, hands still tracing 

gentle patterns in her curls, and she closed her mouth obediently. A childish voice was singing 

softly at the end of the garden, singing familiar, reassuring words to an old tune.  

 

"Have her make me a Cambric shirt, parsley, sage, rosemary and thyme..." 

 

Rosie smiled to herself. Tuckborough Fair. 

 

"Dum, dee dum, dee, one who lives there..." 

 

A shadow of a frown crossed Rosie's face, and she glanced up to see Frodo grinning down at 

her. "Those are new words to me," he said, laughing. Rosie grinned back and raised a hand to 

clutch his, fingers idly stroking the pad of his thumb. 

 

Somewhere at the bottom of the garden another young voice was complaining petulantly, 

"...that's not right, Daisy; can't you sing the words?" 

 

"Sammie obviously agrees with you," Rosie observed shrewdly. Frodo tapped her on the 

temple. 

 

"Shhh." They listened.  

 

Daisy's voice drifted to their ears, indignant now. "Well, what are the words, then?" 

 

"It's just 'remember me to one who lives there' again," Sammy opined firmly.  

 

"No, it's not. Don't be stupid. One who lives where? In a Cambric shirt?" 

 

"In Tuckborough!" Sammie's voice was sharper now, exasperated, and Rosie had to muster all 

of her self-control not to laugh aloud. She could hear Frodo's breathing shortening to a series of 

tiny outward puffs as he chuckled under his breath, and just to be on the safe side she stuffed 

the fingers of one hand into her mouth to stifle any tell-tale giggles. 

 

"But that verse doesn't say anything about Tuckborough!" Daisy was truly annoyed now, and 

her voice seemed to be getting closer. Any minute now... 

 



"Mum!" Hastily removing her hand and raising herself to peer down the lawn, Rosie saw that, 

sure enough, Daisy was running up the gently sloping bank towards them, braids streaming 

behind her. "Mum, what comes after the bit about the Cambric shirt?" 

 

Rosie laughed. "I don't know, sweeting." Attempting to be inconspicuous, she rubbed her 

fingers across the faint toothmarks on the back of her hand, and Frodo's breath caught tellingly 

on a chuckle above her. 

 

"Oh." A pause. Then, a ring of curiosity once more pervading her voice, "What's a Cambric shirt, 

Mum?" 

 

"I don't know, Daisy. Go and ask your Dad." 

 

Daisy made to run off, then stopped. "Where is he?" 

 

Rosie sighed. "I don't know. Probably tearing his shirt on something, as always, or getting mud 

on my clean floor." She glanced up into Frodo's face, and they both began to giggle again. Daisy 

clicked her tongue audibly and scampered off - in search of somebody else to pester, Rosie 

assumed. Her voice floated back to them. 

 

"Remember me to one who lives there..." 

 

"For she was once a true love of mine," Frodo finished, grinning at Rosie and tangling his 

fingers once more in her hair. 

 

Rosie thwapped him hard on the thigh. "Once! That's nice." 

 

"Once and always," Frodo corrected himself with a grin, and bent to kiss her. 

Precious Qualities by Hyel 

Disclaimer  

All hobbits featured within were made up by an English professor named J.R.R. Tolkien. Then 
along came a lovely lady named Mary Borsellino and made up all new theories about what 
really happened to them in the end, and called it Pretty Good Year.  



Or so people think! In actuality, of course, as both of these writers have admitted, both their 
"works" are based on the Red Book of Westmarch, a hobbit heirloom. Hobbits still live under 
hills around these parts, but they are very secretive, and have probably stolen those memory-
flashing things off the MiB, and so are still known throughout our world only through those 
translated Red Bood volumes called 'The Hobbit' and 'The Lord of the Rings'. Now, Mary's 
translations are a different matter - not actually based on the Red Book but on a companion 
piece chronicling the family history of the Gardners, which reveals some fallacies in the Red 
Book. The most remarkable one is that the ending is actually told wrong in the Red Book - for in 
fact Frodo never sailed to the Undying Lands. He was going to, and so wrote it in the book, but 
changed his mind at the last moment and stayed in the Shire with his two lovers, Sam and 
Rosie. The mistake stayed in the history book for various personal reasons, which are 
chronicled in 'Pretty Good Year'. 

This piece here is rather unoriginal fanfiction based on 'Pretty Good Year'. 
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Precious Qualities 
a Lord of the Rings/ Pretty Good Year fanfic 

 
It was rare that the Shire experienced a summer quite so hot. Animals as well as hobbits flocked 
to the shadows of trees and the dark sides of tall hills, energy sapped by the relentless sun.  

Rosie picked up a notebook that lay discarded on the floor, Frodo's, as always, and straightened 
herself. She yawned, fighting back the strange lethargy brought upon the heat. Her back ached 
slightly, typical at this stage of pregnancy. Baby Elanor was fast asleep on the sofa now, 
although she'd been whinging just a while ago, as distressed by the heat as the rest of Hobbiton. 
Rosie decided not to move her, but would be nearby to see she didn't roll herself off the sofa. 

Relenting to the heat, she flopped down on an armchair. She opened the notebook absent-
mindedly. It was in Frodo's firm flowing script, notes neatly arranged in paragraphs, 
abbreviations she couldn't make sense of, and snippets of text - dialogue, names of places, like 
snapshots of dreams. Intrigued despite herself, she flipped through the pages. 



Rosie hadn't read the Red Book yet. There were vast areas of her lads' journey that she didn't 
know, a hundred details that sat there in the pages, if she'd just open the tome; things that 
might make her think, "oh, so that is why - that is how". Stories that would make her 
understand. 

But if she read them... 

After the nightmares, whether it was Sam's or Frodo's that night, they would both wake and 
reach for each other. They'd lay tangled up in each other on the bed next to her, and she'd 
pretend to sleep, keeping her breathing steady and her arm on Frodo's waist still and heavy, not 
the slightest movement betraying her. She'd fall asleep soon, but for a time she'd listen to them, 
even if she couldn't hear what they murmured to each other. There'd be tears on the pillow, and 
the silence that fell when the murmurs ended was so deep, and so thick, she felt the nightmare 
would creep into her too, from the silence - the air that they all breathed. And she would take it 
into her, drink it gladly, to keep it from them. But that was not what they needed.  

What you share multiplies. She wasn't meant to know. She didn't want to share the thing that 
had taught Sam the look she saw sometimes - as if he'd seen the place where the stars end and 
not even hope survives.  

Instead she would share every lovely thing she had in herself, every ounce of strength and love, 
so that that would multiply instead. Again and again until the loss turned into gain, into peace, 
if not wholeness. You don't have to be whole to be happy. 

She noticed her eyes had become blurry, and choked back a shivering breath. Tears mingled 
with the cooling sweat on her neck. 

'If you don't come back, then I shan't, that's for certain,' said Sam. 'Don't you leave him!' they 
said to me. Leave him! I said. I never mean to. I am going with him, if he climbs to the Moon, 
and if any of those Black Riders try to stop him, they'll have Sam Gamgee to reckon with, I said. 
They laughed.' 

Rosie laughed, a laugh as close to a sob, and closed the notebook.  

I'm glad you didn't go to the moon, Frodo, my love, she thought. The moon is cold and barren.  

She stroked the swell of her belly absent-mindedly, watching leafy shadows play on the wall, 
the window clacking slightly in a merciful breeze. 

Untitled by Hyel 

"Well?" Pippin asked. Dinny stood next to him with her arms crossed, silent.  



Farry pursed his lips. "He was picking on Meli. He was pulling her hair. I asked him to stop like 
you said I should, but he wouldn't. He deserved it!" he added with passion.  

Pippin and Dinny looked at each other. Pippin knelt down to look his son in the eye.  

He opened his mouth to speak, but Farry interrupted. "You can't tell me it was wrong. You did 
the same thing. You made the bad men go away. If you hadn't they'd have kept on hurting 
hobbits."  

At a loss, Pippin looked up at his wife.  

Dinny sighed. "You threw a potato at him. Tommy will only have it in for you and Meli both 
from now on. We can't get involved directly, because Tommy's not our son and it's rightly his 
parents' task to set him straight. But next time you see him picking on Meli... bring Borry with 
you."  

"Din!"  

"And don't hurt him!" Dinny interjected. "Just scare him. And if that doesn't work, tell me."  

Pippin fought back a grin. "I'll talk to his parents. And you're still grounded."  

"But I did the right thing!"  

"Throwing potatoes at bullies is never the right thing. The waste of a perfectly good potato. 
Think on that when you stay indoors studying for, oh... let's say a half-hour."  

Farry grinned. "Okay, dad." Elated, the lad raced up the steps quickly before his parents could 
change their minds.  

Pippin and Dinny looked at each other, smiles tugging at the corners of their mouths.  

"Like father like son," Dinny said at last, starting to laugh.  

Stories about the Gardner children and 

their friends: 

Elanor the Brave by Singe. 



She had a cut on her hand, because her uncle had taken one of his turns and Pip had been so scared and 
had screamed for Ellyelle to save him. Not knowing what else to do, Elanor had knocked Frodo over the 
head with a nearby vase, which had shattered and cut into her palm. 

She'd felt horribly guilty for a week, Frodo wouldn't meet her eyes and Elanor hated herself. But then one 
day he came and sat on the end of her bed, and said how very, very sorry he was that she'd had to do that, 
that she and her brothers and sisters should never hesitate to protect themselves from him. He'd been 
crying by the end of it, and Elanor had scrambled in close to him and thrown her arms around his neck, 
and called him Fo, like she had when she was small.  

Everyone else called her Elanor the Fair, but Uncle Frodo called her Elanor the Brave. -From West of the 
Moon  

Elanor the Brave  

“Oh, I see, Pip…” Merry said, rolling his eyes towards his wife, Estella, at Pippin’s denseness. 
Pippin saw her shake her head at his own wife, Diamond, grinning, and began to feel 
downright irritated. “…Mirkwood’s spiders just happened to cross several rivers, mountain 
ranges and endless wastelands on their OWN? They wandered over here by themselves? They 
would never have survived…”  

“I’m telling you, with Legolas’ people converting Mirkwood back into the Greenwood the 
spiders and other nasty dark things that were living in there are being squeezed out…” Pippin’s 
hands clutched his pony’s reins tightly. Merry was so sure he knew everything he was headed 
the right way for a Took foot up his…  

“It only takes one pregnant female to establish a colony, Pip!” Merry pointed out, raising a 
sanctimonious finger in the air. “Someone brought the spiders in…” 

Pippin raised a finger, too, a rude one. “Who? The same one who brought the trolls into the 
Westmarch, then? Eh? I swear, with all the fighting we’ve been doing we might as well resign 
as Captains of the Bounders and take up being Rangers.” Bag End was finally coming into view 
and Pippin was heartily looking forward to ending the argument that had gone on since the 
four of them had set out that morning. “Why can’t you admit you’re wrong?” 

“Because, I’m not.” 

“Yes, y’are.” 

“Not.” 

“Are.” 

“I am NOT, you thick Took!” 



“You ARE, you Bleating Brandybuck!” Stel and Dinny were laughing again. Pippin looked 
ahead and finally saw the round door of Bag End clearly. To his surprise, eleven-year-old 
Elanor was waiting for them at the gate to the garden. He could just make out her face, staring 
hungrily out at them. She swung the gate open and walked stiffly down the road, evidently to 
head them off. Pippin became uneasy. He held up a hand to forestall any more name calling on 
Merry’s part and pointed at Elanor. The small party became quiet. Elanor’s movements were 
too controlled, too stiff, her blonde ringlets were in a snarl and she had…Pippin’s heart stopped 
as Elanor came closer…she had blood on her hands and on her dress. He jumped off his pony 
and strode forward, his arms held out. 

Elanor did not rush into them. She had evidently decided to be adult with her favorite uncle 
and her voice was unnaturally high and polite. “Good morning.” She clasped her hands behind 
her back.  

Pippin heard Merry, Stel and Dinny come up behind him as he bent his knee to look the little 
girl in the eye. He put a hand on her shoulder, noticing her muscles were strung tight as a bow 
and her face was pale and stained with tears. “Morning, Elly-elle. Where’re your folks?” 

“Mum and Dad went to the market. They said they’d be back in just under an 
hour…and…we’d be fine…” Elanor looked over at her home and Pippin noticed that all of the 
Gardner children were huddled against the fence and gazing out at them like miserable little 
curly-headed animals.  

“Where’s your Uncle Frodo?” 

Elanor’s face twisted with what Pippin could only identify as a sort of…heartbreak. “He’s 
inside. He’s sick. He grabbed Little Pip and told him he couldn’t have ‘it.’ I said Pip doesn’t 
want ‘it’ and to let go but he wouldn’t and Pip got scared and started screaming and I screamed 
and pickedupavaseandcrackedUncleFrodo’sheadwideopen.” She sucked in a great gasp of 
Autumn air. “And he let go.” Her mouth clamped closed again.  

“I just bet he did.” Pippin looked up at the others. Dinny and Stel were staring down at Elanor 
with horror and Merry’s face was blank and pale as he studied the smial, obviously trying to 
see through the door to Frodo inside. “Is Pip or anyone else hurt?” 

“No, he just got scared. My hand got cut…” 

Dinny began to twist the edge of her traveling cloak. “Oh. Oh, Rose is going to be hysterical 
about this.” 

“Rose?” Stel snapped. “How do you think Sam is going to feel? You know how protective he is. 
He’ll simply go mad!” 



“I didn’t hit him that hard.” Elanor mumbled, her eyes darting from face to face. “”And I cut…I 
cut my hand…”  

Merry turned to answer the wives. “What about Frodo? When he comes back to himself how do 
you think he’ll feel? If Elly didn’t kill him, that is. We have to be ready for Sam and Rose. You 
two go herd up the others…” Stel and Dinny broke away and made a beeline for the Gardner 
children. Little Pip held up his arms and Stel possessively scooped him up. Merry turned to 
Pippin. “I’m sure Bag End is a disaster and it might lessen the strife if we cleaned things up a 
bit. We’ll do that. Come on, Elly…” 

“YOU DO IT!!” Elanor exploded. Pippin rocked back onto his heels and Merry gaped down at 
her. “YOU DO IT! I’M NOT GOING BACK INSIDE! I’M NEVER GOING BACK AGAIN!” Her 
face was a perfect mask of scarlet rage and she swallowed a sob so violent she choked on it. 
Coughing, she turned her back to her uncles and began to run.  

“Right, Merry! You do it!” Pippin shouted. Elanor halted and looked back, her fists kneading 
her face. Merry turned to Pippin in shock. 

“What? I…what?” Pippin poked Merry in the chest and Estella and Diamond, covered in 
children, turned to watch, amazed.  

“You think you know everything!” Pippin shouted, loud enough for all of Bag Hill to hear. 
“You remind me of Farmer Grubb. Remember? When his pony kicked you in the chest he 
blessed you out for hurting its hoof.” Pippin leaned close and slowly closed one eye at Merry so 
Elanor wouldn’t see. “Ellie’s been through the mill and you’re worried about Frodo? 
HUMPH!!”  

Merry began to stammer apologies at Elanor who was still inching away, backwards. “I’M 
LEAVING, TOO!” Pippin finished. His cloak billowing in wrath he strode over to Elanor and 
motioned for her to keep going. She took off and Pippin loped along behind her. Unable to 
resist he shouted “AND I’M RIGHT ABOUT THE SPIDERS!” over his shoulder. Merry watched 
them go, his hand on his mouth.  

Elanor ran and ran through the countryside and Pippin, keeping just behind her, flinched every 
time she stumbled or tore through briars without noticing. He listened to her panting, coughing 
and snarling the occasional word or phrase that he couldn’t believe she learned at Bag End and 
knew the end was near when she began to clutch her side as they reached the offshoot stream of 
the Brandywine River known as The Water. Sure enough, almost without slowing, Elanor made 
a militaristic about-face and threw herself at Pippin’s legs, at last, practically knocking him over. 

Recovering, Pippin hauled her up into a bear hug, wrapping his traveling cloak around them 
both as he wandered down to a shady oak tree off the bank of the stream. He sat down and held 
her on his lap as she sobbed, cocooned in the warm wool and the security of his arms. Elanor 



was scratched, bloody, sweaty and miserable and Pippin would rather take on an army of trolls 
(again) than see her so defeated.  

The Autumn wind, smelling of burning leaves and the approaching cold winter, cooled them 
and Elanor’s sobs slowly began to ease. As the shadows of the oak, the cattails and the meadow 
grass began to lengthen she held still and Pippin rested his chin on the blonde rats-nest that had 
been her hair. Finally, he spoke. “Where are we goin’?”  

“Mirkwood.” She answered, somewhat muffled, but with absolute certainty. 

“Now, why Mirkwood?”  

“I wanna meet Leg’less.” 

“Ah. All right, then.” Pippin watched the fluff from the stream’s cattails go floating past on the 
silky breeze and wished he could take Elanor and follow them right out of this world where 
nothing stays right. “Of course, if you want to be patient, Mirkwood will come to you. We’ve 
already got an invasion of spiders to worry about and I don’t doubt that a host of black 
squirrels, black butterflies, creepy trees and pretty elves are on their way, too. You’ll like 
Legolas and all his kin. We can bed them down in the root cellar, I suppose…”  

Suddenly broadsided with something new to think about, as Pippin intended, Elanor blinked in 
shock. “Invasion of bad spiders? Like the one that tried to eat Dad and…” Elanor stopped. She 
didn’t even want to say the name. Pippin said it for her. 

“And Frodo, yes. Well, not quite. These spiders are nowhere near as big and evil as Shelob but 
they’re bigger than boarhounds and twice as hard to kill. A couple of them caught me by 
surprise on the edge of the Old Forest and it took forever for them to go down.”  

Elanor looked up at him, her eyes huge. “Did you kill them with your sword?” 

“With my TEETH!” Pippin pulled his patented Grim Warrior Face and Elanor gave a choked 
giggle, despite herself. He smiled. Then Pippin picked up her hand and uncurled her fingers to 
see what damage had been done. It was a good cut, clean and deep, but the bleeding had 
stopped. She might not need stitches but she would certainly have a thin scar for the rest of her 
life. He sighed and kissed her palm to make it better and Elanor’s head collapsed against his 
chest again. She knuckled her eyes.  

“We came by today to get Samwise the Slayer of Shelob to help us rout the nasty things as soon 
as we get organized. Since Frodo knows which end to hold a sword we were going to enlist 
him, too, but…”  

“Mum and Dad are going to kill me…”  



“Nah, they’re not…” 

“Yes, they ARE. Aunt Stel and Dinny said they were going to be hysterical and…and go 
mad…’cause of what I did…”  

“Oh, no, Elly.” Pippin held her tighter. “Because of what Frodo did. Scaring and grabbing their 
children…they just might finish the job you started. If Frodo doesn’t finish himself first.” 
Pippin’s voice faded away as he pondered the truth of what he said. There was no room in a 
family for someone or something that was a danger to children.  

Goodbye, Frodo. 

Pippin groaned almost imperceptibly. No, no, no. After all that his cousin had done for the 
world, for the Shire, for Elly-elle herself…all that he had suffered…to have it end like this. But 
not only for his service to Middle Earth was Frodo beloved by his family and friends…he would 
be most wretchedly missed.  

“I have to go away.” Elanor sobbed.  

“Aw, love…y’know we’re headed the wrong way for Mirkwood? If we keep to The Water we’re 
going to wind up in Rushock Bog. That’s a rotten place, the blood drinkin’ Mewlips live 
there…” Elanor was crying again and Pippin became silent as he rocked her and let her get it all 
out. 

The sky began to turn gold and the two of them watched the beauty of the sunset together. 
Pippin thought how strange it was that such loveliness could exist without the slightest regard 
for people who were hurting. It was almost disrespectful. Finally, Elanor tried to explain 
herself. “If I leave, then Fo can stay…he was sick, he didn’t know what he was doing.” She 
rubbed her face on Pippin’s sleeve. “He…hedidn’tevenknowwhowewere.” 

“You don’t want him to leave, then?” She shook her head. “You’ll miss him?” She nodded. 
“You’ll miss him even more if you leave. If you leave I’ll go, too. All of Bag End will miss you 
and go chasing after you along with all the folks of Tookborough and the Buckland who will be 
chasing after me. The Shire will be deserted and the poor spiders won’t have anyone to eat.” 
Elanor sniffed. “You don’t want to starve the poor things?” She shook her head. “And think of 
the SCANDAL!”  

“The scandal?”  

“The son of the Thain and the Mayor’s daughter running off together?” Pippin put a hand over 
his mouth in exaggerated horror and Elanor smiled.  

“Aunt Dinny would kill me.” She whispered. 



“So would your Uncle Merry. And Aunt Stel. And Farmer Grubb’s wife. But that last is our little 
secret, all right?” Elanor snorted with laughter and wiped her nose on her sleeve. Pippin stood 
and set her on the ground. She still looked deflated but her sadness only emphasized what a 
very pretty child she was and Pippin suddenly realized that she was going to be beautiful. Give 
her a few more years and Pippin would fear for all the Gentlehobbits of her generation. If it 
came right down to it, he would fear for himself.  

“Are we going back then?” he gently prompted. Elanor squared her shoulders and nodded. 
“Good girl.”  

A doubtful look appeared on her face at that. “What’s going to happen, Uncle Pip?” she asked, 
hopelessly. 

He rubbed his chin with his forefinger and thought for a moment. He decided to be absolutely 
honest for her sake and his own. “I think Frodo is going to be given a second chance. If we can 
keep him from leaving on his own then life will go on as it always has. But if he ever so much as 
scratches any of you again…then that’s it.” He spread his hands in a gesture of denial. 
“Goodbye, Frodo.” Elanor flinched but Pippin could see her acceptance of his judgment. There 
was no room in a family for a dangerous thing. “C’mon. Let’s get cleaned up and then we’ll go 
have dinner and an ale at the Green Dragon while the fireworks go off at Bag End.” Pippin’s 
eyes lit up with anticipation at the thought of the fireworks that would explode if he were to 
bring Elanor home drunk. He would be killed. Should be fun! Well, it would certainly give 
everyone something else to dwell on besides Frodo.  

“I’m too young for ale.” Elanor protested. Pippin picked her up and without any warning 
jumped into the stream with her. She surfaced, sputtering, and Pippin laughed at her shocked 
dog paddles. He hauled her back out and wiped her face and bloody hands with the edge of his 
wet cloak. “You’re awful!” She decided. Then she started to giggle in earnest. 

“You have no idea.” He took her hand and they began to slosh back towards Hobbiton. “You 
know what, Elly?” 

“What?” 

“You’re quite the warrior. You did what Sauron, Nine Nazgul, Gollum, Saruman, Shelob, the 
Balrog and countless orcs and trolls couldn’t. You took out the Ringbearer.”  

Elanor walked along and pondered this. “Well…” she finally said. “I was upset.” 

Home again, home again by Hope. 

(Early 1443)  



"Shh, quiet now lovies. The sooner you settle down, the sooner the morning will come."  

"Mummy, mummy, wait! You haven't heard my new song yet!"  

Daisy groaned. "Maybe not, but the rest of us have, non-stop for the past year."  

"Hush now, Daisy, one more time won't hurt." Rosie smiled at her softly, her tone gentle. "Go on 
then, Prim, but straight to sleep after this."  

Primula - Primrose to her kin - took a deep breath and began, bobbing her head slightly with 
the rhythm of her words.  

"Mary mary quite contrary,  
How does your garden grow?  

With silver bells and cockle-shells  
And pretty maids all in a row!"  

She beamed up at her mother. "It's a gardner song, mum, a gardner song for the Gardner 
family!"  

"It's lovely," Rosie smiled, unable to resist leaning down to plant another kiss on Primrose's 
forehead. The girl wrapped her arms around her mother's neck and pulled herself up, 
squeezing tight. "Oof-!" Rosie exclaimed, mock-breathlessly, but closing her eyes and breathing 
in the familiar scent deeply nonetheless, tightening her own arms about her daughter.  

She turned her head and kissed Primrose again, blowing a raspberry on her cheek . "Yuck! Mu-
um!" the girl exclaimed, writhing out of her mother's grasp. She stilled again as Rosie once more 
settled the blankets about her.  

"Mummy," Daisy said, holding her arms out.  

"Haven't we done this already?" Rosie laughed, settling herself down on the side of Daisy's bed 
and gathering her daughter up. "And Sam-lad, shouldn't you be in the boys' room?"  

The dark-haired lad smiled bashfully, but his eyelids were drooping.  

"Uncle Frodo let him sleep in here with me," Daisy said defensively. "Besides, he gets too cold 
without me in winter."  

Rosie laughed quietly - it seemed there would never be enough laughter tonight - and brushed 
the hair back from Sammie's forehead, kissing it softly.  

"I'm glad you're back, Mummy-Rose," he mumbled sleepily.  



"So am I," she whispered, and tiptoed to the door.  

*****  

Frodo was leaning in the doorway opposite, watching her as she stepped out and shut the door 
carefully behind her. His face and posture was weary, but it wasn't able to mask the glimmer in 
his eyes, his smile. Soft voices could be heard from the room behind him.  

"Elanorelle was asleep on her feet, but no doubt they'll keep her up even longer with all their 
questions," he said softly, nodding his head back briefly towards the door.  

Rosie clucked her tongue good naturedly then stepped forward and placed her palms on either 
side of Frodo's face. "Now to put the *other* children to bed!" she said mock-sternly, and kissed 
him with a loud *smack* on the lips.  

He chuckled softly and slipped his arm into hers as they made their way towards the main 
bedroom. "I think Sam's already in there. He stumbled out of the boys' room not long before 
you and stumbled straight in there."  

"Hmm." Rosie smiled. "I think I hear him snoring already."  

They could both hear him snoring by the time they were standing before the bed. They glanced 
at eachother - both with a raised eyebrow, both with an expression of amused affection - and 
Frodo laughed softly. Rosie hadn't realised how much she'd missed that sound, that kind of 
laugh until then.  

"Here, help me with him, then," she ordered in a whisper, and knelt beside Sam's prone form - 
fully clothed and laying face down atop the blankets as if he'd fallen there - before rolling him 
over and starting to unbutton his shirt. Frodo tugged Sam's breeches off - the hobbit in question 
barely even stirred - before rolling the blankets down under him and folding him in.  

"Could you . . . ?"  

"Of course."  

Frodo halted his own unbuttoning mid-shirt and leaned across to where Rosie was sitting on 
the other side of the bed. He pressed his lips to the back of her neck softly - she held her mass of 
curls up and out of the way with both hands - and set to work on the laces at the back of her 
dress.  

"Thankyou, Frodo dear."  

They slipped into the bed on either side of Sam, pressing close; their bodies settling together in 
old, achingly familiar lines. Too tired to talk any more, their hands met over Sam's chest, 



squeezing with weary smiles. The last thing Rosie saw was the swan-curve of Frodo's neck as he 
leaned back to blow the candle out.  

*****  

Rosie woke gradually, a soft voice as familiar as her own threading into her dreams until she 
blinked them away enough to focus on the words.  

". . . and the gardens in Minas Tirith always seemed to be in bloom, too. All the hot-weather 
plants there, filling the garden like all those bright scraps in Rosie's sewing basket, and the fruit 
- do you remember the fruit? All sweet and sticky, not just plain apples and oranges. Well 
there's more now than there was last time, if you can believe it; but then Strider said since we 
were last there *everything's* bloomed and blossomed, and that their supplies had been down 
because of the War, last time . . ."  

Rosie rolled over. Her eyes were fresh enough from sleep that the frail light of the new moon, 
spilling delicately through the single, round window, made Sam and Frodo perfectly visible. 
Perfectly - Sam seemed to glow gold even in the coolness of the light, perfectly complimenting 
the pale shades of Frodo's skin which seemed to be made of moonlight itself.  

They had somehow switched places while Rosie was asleep - which didn't come as much of a 
surprise to her: Frodo's place was between them, where they could buffer him, protect him with 
their love and comfort and bodies. A year's worth of waking up in crushing embraces, 
hundreds of leagues away from him, had proved that they needed that as much as he did.  

Frodo lay on his back in the middle of the bed, gazing up at Sam's animated face. Sam was 
propped up on his elbow, one leg slung over Frodo's, his free hand slowly tracing the planes 
and lines of Frodo's face, fingertips playing over the skin softly, his words soft but eager.  

". . . and Ithilien! You wouldn't believe the change the gardens there have undertaken, I hardly 
recognised it myself! Captain Faramir - and the Lady Eowyn, of course, the place wouldn't be 
half as beautiful without all the love she puts into it . . ."  

Rosie leaned over and ran her fingers along the line of Frodo's collarbone - stark and fragile in 
the silvery light - following it to the roundness of his shoulder and down his arm. She left a 
light kiss in the soft corner of his inner elbow, stroked her lips against the fine skin of his wrist.  

Sam's words trailed out into soft humming as he descended to press them directly to Frodo's 
mouth; then the only sound was the sighing of their breaths and wetness of their mouths as 
Frodo drew Rosie up to join them.  

Oh, how she had missed this taste, of Frodo and of the both of them together . . .  



"I missed you," Frodo gasped as Sam slid a hand down, stroking his hip. Rosie laughed softly, 
for no reason but for the joy in the taste of his skin as her mouth moved to his chin, his jaw, his 
throat. She drew his hand up to her breast and he caressed the spot over her heart for a moment 
before carefully circling a nipple. The calluses on his fingers were entirely different from Sam's, 
yet brought the same burning, flickering warmth deep in her belly. "This bed was too big and 
cold without you."  

Sam grunted softly, speaking into the hollow of Frodo's throat. "As was ours without you."  

Frodo rolled over onto his side, and Rosie drew Sam in close behind him with her leg thrown 
tight over Frodo's hip. He didn't last long, gasping into Rosie's kiss and the muscles at the back 
of his neck tense then relaxing under Sam's mouth.  

"Well that didn't take very long now, did it?" Rosie teased softly after a while, as Frodo's slow 
caresses drew her and Sam back to sleepy awareness.  

"Mmm," Frodo hummed as Sam stretched an arm over both of them to trace the line of Rosie's 
ear. "Too long without you."  

*****  

"Are you still writing that story?" Rosie asked, kissing each of Frodo's ink-stained fingers in 
turn. "With the boy who finds the sword?"  

"He draws it out of a stone, doesn't he?" Sam asked, breath warm and damp on Frodo's 
shoulder, strong arms banding about them both.  

"Yes, to both of you," Frodo laughed quietly. "The boy's found the sword now, and has been on 
his quest - he became king, and married a beautiful princess." He smiled, pressing his hand to 
Rosie's cheek in a brief caress. "But I haven't written any more for a while now, I'm stuck as to 
what to write next."  

"Does he love her?" Rosie asked, stroking her fingers up the back of his hand and pressing it to 
her face.  

"Oh, very much so. And she loves him, but she also loves another."  

"Another lad or another lass?" Sam rumbled from behind him, and Frodo laughed again.  

"Another lad, one of the King's knights. His most beloved knight."  

Sam softly kissed the spot below Frodo's ear. "Then I don't see what the problem is, if they all 
love eachother."  



"No," Frodo murmured, sliding his arms around Rosie's waist and leaning his head back into 
Sam. "I suppose you're right." His lashes fluttered, lids closing in sleep as the fresh light of 
dawn crept into the room. Rosie and Sam joined him.  

Cradle will fall by Meli 

When Meli Took and Molly Brandybuck got an idea in their little heads, chaos was sure to 
follow.  

Today was no exception.  

Meli had hit upon the bright idea of asking Daisy and Sam-lad to help Molly and her build a 
tree house. The four children had grabbed all the scrap pieces of wood and spare nails they 
could find, two hammers, and climbed up the tallest tree they could find.  

Where they were now all stuck, due to an unfortunate miscalculation with a rope they had 
brought with them.  

Meli was half upside down, tangled hopelessly through two branches very far apart from each 
other and Molly's legs. Molly was slightly better off, as she was actually on top of the branch 
she had been sitting on, but she couldn't move with out potentially dropping Meli onto her silly 
Took head. Sam-lad was tied to the branch above her, and Daisy was lowest in the tree, but both 
hands were bound near her waist.  

The scraps of wood, nails and hammers had fallen in a heap when they had first realized that 
the rope was getting tangled. Frodo looked up at the four troublemakers and shook his head. 
"How on earth did all of you manage to get yourself into this mess?"  

They all started talking at once, and Frodo was overwhelmed by four versions of the story in 
high childish voices. "Meli said-" "Sam was trying to-" "Daisy slipped and we were-" "Molly 
suggested the-"  

Frodo held up a hand and the children quieted at once, Meli holding back a sob as Molly shifted 
and the young Took slid farther off the branch. Sam came around the corner just then with a 
ladder, and Rose followed with a pair of scissors.  

"Well, Miss Took, it looks as though you're worse off than the rest," Rosie said with a laugh, and 
Meli nodded, eyes huge and scared.  

"Are you mad at me, Aunt Rosie?" The little girl was plainly terrified, but she was trying not to 
panic. Molly was part of her support, and if Meli struggled too much, Molly might fall too. Sam 



set the ladder against the tree, then steadied it as Frodo made his way carefully up to where 
Meli was tangled.  

"Now, Meli-lass, you must hold very tight to that branch, all right?" The little girl nodded and 
clung to the branch as Frodo cut the rope holding her in place. He tucked the scissors away, and 
started down the ladder, making room for Meli to get on. "Now, carefully..." Frodo guided her 
onto the ladder, then climbed down, moving aside at the bottom to let Rosie hug little Meli.  

Meli started crying and clung to Rose. "Aunt Rosie! I thought I was going to die!"  

Frodo climbed back up the ladder and cut Molly free while Sam and Rose tried to calm Meli 
down. The moment the young Brandybuck was on the ground, Meli ran over and hugged her 
tight, crying harder than ever and saying how sorry she was, over and over. The other two were 
rescued as well, and Sam took the ladder back to the shed as Rose and Frodo herded the 
children inside and made them tea.  

Exhausted by their ordeal, the four conspirators soon fell asleep in a pile on the rug, clinging 
together as though to reassure themselves even in sleep that they were all together and all fine.  

Rose looked fondly over at the hobbit pile and smiled. "They may have a point, you know."  

Frodo sipped his tea and arched an eyebrow. "What point?"  

"Maybe they should have a tree house. But perhaps you and Frodo-lad could build it, Sam. We 
don't want a repeat of the hobbit child tree ornaments, after all."  

Sam laughed. "No, indeed not. I'll see if Frodo-lad would care to help me. Perhaps if they have a 
place to play they won't get into so much trouble."  

"Perish the thought, love," Rose said, and chuckled. "Those ones'll always find trouble, but 
perhaps a less dangerous kind than this."  

Frodo smiled softly at the four exhausted little bodies. "It's part of their charm."  

Rose and Sam nodded. "Aye," Sam agreed, and they went back to discussing tree house plans.  

In the hobbit pile, the four children held hands together, bound by love and mischief.  

Discoveries by Meli 

"It isn't fair."  



Rosie didn't look up from where she was icing the cupcakes.  Estella glanced up from kneading 
the bread dough, then looked back at her work.  Diamond finished peeling the potatoes she was 
working on, set it down, and looked over her shoulder at her daughter.  "What's not fair, Meli-
lass?"  

Meli moved over to the table and picked up a knife, beginning to chop the carrots left there.  
She sighed, and put a little more force into cutting the vegtables than was strictly necessary.  
"Molly's off with Pippin again."  

"Now, now, my girl," Estella said, brushing by mother and daughter with a couple of pans of 
dough ready to bake, "you'll find a fine young man for yourself someday.  Sammy likes you 
very much."  

Another sigh, and the three mothers exchanges amused looks.  From all the signs, Meli was in 
love.  "I love Sammy, Aunt Estella, but I'm not in love with him. Besides, he isn't interested in 
me like that.  He's been courting Lila Proudfoot's daughter Aster."  

"Is he truly?"  Rosie laughed.  "And all this time I thought he was mooning over you!"  

Meli smiled slightly and shook her head of brown curls, adding the chopped carrots to the stew 
on the hearth.  "No, he's been making me listen to the most appallingly rhymed poems in 
Aster's honor.  And asking me all sorts of questions about how to get her to notice him, and 
want he should say to impress you." She did laugh now, and her face lit up with the affection 
she had for her friend.  "You'd almost think he didn't have a whole pack of sisters of his own to 
ask!  It's all quite silly, if you ask me."  

She began to chop the potatoes her mother was peeling, and Diamond took advantage of her 
closeness to swat Meli.  "Haven't you learned yet not to gossip, my lass?"  She clicked her 
tongue and grinned at her daughter.  

Estella moved back over to the dough and began fashioning into loaves to rise.  "So, Meli-girl, 
you're in here helping us old gammers make the Bonfire Night's feast because Molly abandoned 
you?  Are you two ready to sing tonight?"  

Meli's face fell and she nodded sadly, brightening a little bit again at the mention of the song.  
"We're all set to sing, if she ever gets done flirting."  She sighed and looked down at her 
potatoes.  "She's probably going to make plans to meet him afterwards, too."  It was a murmur, 
half to herself, but the other three exchanges looks again.  

Rosie looked away from her icing and watched Meli. "I would have thought you'd be happy for 
her, Meli. Or did you want Pippin-lad for yourself?"  

"I want Molly for myself!"  Meli froze in shock, then blushed to the roots of her hair.  Rosie 
nodded, mostly to herself, and finished icing the last cupcake, not surprised in the least by 



Meli's outburst.  Diamon set down her knife and potato and glanced over at Estella, then moved 
to put her arms around her daughter.  Meli dropped her knife and turned into his mother's 
embrace.  "I didn't mean to blurt that out-"  

Diamond held her tight, and kissed her forehead.  "Oh my lovey.  I thought you might."  Estella 
joined them and enfolded both of them in her arms.  

"Meli-lass, you know Molly loves you."  Rosie moved quietly around, getting down four cups 
and pouring water into the tea kettle.  Meli had her face buried in Diamond's shoulder, and her 
voice was muffled as she spoke.  

"Not like I love her."  Meli was crying, helpless to stop, and Diamond lifted her face and 
brushed away her tears.  Rosie filled the mugs with chamomile and mint tea and a touch of 
honey, then pulled out a chair at the table.  Estella and Diamond guided Meli over to it and sat 
her down, and Rosie pressed the mug into her hands.  Meli smiled waterly and took a sip of the 
brew, starting to get herself back under control.  

Rose sat down across from her and lifted her own mug. "Don't cry, Meli.  People can love more 
than one other person at the same time.  And there it nothing thats says Molly doesn't love you 
the same way you love her.  Have you asked?"  

Meli shook her head, and Diamond and Estella shared a smile, and wrapped their arms around 
each other.  Her eyes on her mother and aunt, Meli took another sip of tea and a deep breath.  "I 
couldn't ask her.  She's so happy that Pippin likes her.  It's all she ever talks about.  And she 
wants children someday, more than anything."  She stopped for a moment, fighting a fresh bout 
of crying.  "I can't give her children.  Pippin can.  I want-"  Her voice broke, and Estella and 
Diamond squeezed her shoulders.  She cleared her throat and went on.  "I want her to be happy, 
and I don't want her to think that I want her to choose between her dreams and me."  

"Oh you silly goose, I'm sure she wouldn't think that!"  Estella tapped Meli's head gently, and 
wrapped her other arm tighter around Diamond.  "I mean, look at us.  I have all my children, 
and Merry, and Diamond as well.  It isn't necessarily a choice of one or the other."  

Diamond squeezed Meli's shoulder, and smiled at her daughter.  "You really should talk to her, 
before you try to decide what Molly is thinking."  

Rosie nodded when Meli looked at her.  "They're right.  You can't know what Molly wants or 
doesn't want unless you ask her.  She may love you and Pippin exactly the same way and not be 
sure how to tell you."  

"I- I don't know what to say to her anymore."  Meli stared into her teacup.  "She goes on and on 
about how she can't wait for Pippin to kiss her and all I can think is how much I want to grab 
her and kiss her myself."  



"Then why don't you, silly Took?"  Meli froze as Molly slipped into the kitchen and knelt beside 
her.  

"Molly-" it was barely more than a breath, and the three mothers exchanged glances again.  
Diamond touched each of the girls in turn and motioned to the hall.  

"Elanor's old room isn't being used.  You two can talk there.  Now, shoo," and Molly flashed her 
a grateful smile, grabbed Meli's hand, and tugged her cousin out of the chair and down the 
hall.  The three cooks continued with their preparations, laughing quietly.  

The door clicked shut down the hall, and inside, Molly gave Meli a gentle push towards the bed 
and leaned back against the wall.  Meli sat obediently, nervously smoothing her skirts, her gaze 
darting all around the room.  Molly crossed her arms and waited.  

After a long moment, when Meli looked intently at everything in the room but her, Molly 
sighed loudly and pushed away from the wall.  She moved over and sat down on the bed near 
Meli, catching the other girl's arm as she tried to move away.  "Well?"  

Meli blinked.  "Well?" she repeated.  "Well what?"  

Another sigh, and Molly rolled her eyes, sliding her hand down Meli's arm to lace their fingers 
together. "Are you ever going to talk to me?  You talked to them."  

Meli blushed and stared at their entwined hands.  "I- I didn't know how to talk to you.  And I 
couldn't stay quiet anymore.  I love you, Molly, and I want you to be happy, and if Pippin 
makes you happy then by all means, marry him and I'll be happy for both of you-"  

Molly cut her off by lifting Meli's chin with her free hand and kissing her firmly on the mouth.  
Meli made a little sound, and then relaxed, kissing Molly back desperately.  Her hands rose to 
cup Molly's face and Molly smiled into the kiss.  After a long moment, they parted, and Meli 
smiled brilliantly.  

"And Pippin?"  She dropped a hand and curled her fingers through Molly's again.  

Molly squeezed Meli's hand and smiled back.  "Let's just see how things are for now, alright?"  

Meli leaned forward and kissed Molly again, then smiled again.  "All right.  But tonight, will 
you dance with me?"  

Molly laughed and hugged her tight.  "Of course I will, Meli-love.  I wouldn't miss it for the 
world."  



Storytellers by Meli 

The plain white blankness of the page mocked him, but Frodo had no words to put on it.  

Outside his window, he could hear some of the children laughing and screaming in their play.  

In the kitchen, Rosie and Elanor were helping some of the younger girls roll out and decorate 

cookies.  Sam was in the garden, aided by Frodo-lad and a few of the others, and still, the page 

was white, spotlessly pure.  Where had his words gone?  

There was a tentative knock on the door, and two little brunette heads peeped in.  Frodo put 
down his pen and smiled at the two girls.  "Hello, Molly, Meli. Are the others with you?"  

A giggle from the hallway, and the door opened further, letting Diasy and Sam-lad peek in as 
well. "We're here, Uncle Frodo.  Are you busy?"  All four faces looked at him pleadingly, and 
Frodo stifled a laugh.  He stood up from his chair and came around the desk, motioning them 
inside.  

"What can I do for the merriest bunch of troublemakers in the Shire?" he asked, and the children 
laughed as they rushed to hug him.  For a moment he was surrounded by small warm bodies, 
and Frodo laughed as well, stretching his arms to try to hug them all back at once.  They pulled 
back as a group and plopped down on the floor, grinning up at him.  

"We're not troublemakers, Uncle Frodo," Meli informed him.  

"We're not," Molly affirmed, and wrapped one arm around Meli's waist and the other around 
Sam-lad's. "Trouble just finds us."  

Daisy nodded and leaned against Sammy's other side. "We just try to have fun."  

Sam-lad reached around Molly and squeezed Meli's shoulder.  "Exactly.  And besides, the way 
people tell it, you-"  

"And Da," put in Meli.  

"And Da," agreed Molly.  

"And Da," Daisy chimed in, and the three girls grinned at each other.  

"-and Uncle Fatty were quite the troublemakers when you were all young," finished Sammy, 
not missing a beat.  



Frodo laughed again and looked at the four of them. "That's very true.  Did you you come here 
hoping I could give you some new ideas for michief making?"  

Four little hobbit heads shook in unison.  They exchanges glances quickly while Frodo, amused, 
watched them and guessed who their spokesperson would be.  

He was proven right as Meli sat up a little straighter and smiled winningly at him.  "We were 
hoping you would tell us a story."  

Molly nodded and added her smile to Meli's.  "A new one.  With Elves."  

"And Hobbits," added Sam, looking up pleadingly.  

"And magic," finished Daisy, flashing a hopeful grin.  

Frodo held up his hands in surrender, and the children joined him in laughing.  Suddenly 
inspired, he dropped his hands and beamed back at the children. "I have a better idea."  

He was fixed with the expectant gazes of four children, and he smiled more, turning back 
towards his desk.  "Why don't we all tell a story," Frodo moved back around the desk and sat 
down, picking up his pen, "and I'll write it down as we do?"  

All four children jumped to their feet at once, clapping their hands in delight and babbling 
excitedly.  Frodo held up his hand and they quieted, sinking back to the floor and taking up 
what he recognized as their thinking poses.  Meli lay on her side, her head pillowed on 
Sammy's knee, as he leaned back against the wall with both legs flat.  Molly sat tailor-style with 
her back resting against Meli's tummy, and Daisy sat with her legs against the wall and her back 
flat on the floor.  Her skirts fell against Sammy's head, and he brushed them off, mock-scowling 
at her.  "You're not supposed to sit like that, Daisy.  Mum says it's not lady-like."  

Daisy stuck her tongue out at him, but turned back rightside up and curled up next to his 
shoulder. Frodo laughed quietly, and dipped his quill into the ink.  "Are we all set?"  A chorus 
of 'yes,' and he smiled as his hand hovered over the page.  "How should we begin it?"  

"'Once upon a time'!" chorused three voices, but Meli shook her head.  The others looked at her 
in surprise, and Frodo stilled his hand.  

"Meli?"  

Closing her eyes for a moment, Meli lifted one of her hands and traced out the words.  "'A long 
time ago, very far away, there lived a beautiful Elf princess.'"  there were nods from the other three, 
and Frodo wrote it down.  

"It's a beautiful start, Meli.  What was her name?"  



For a few moments there was absolute madness as the four children tossed out, discussed and 
rejected half of the female names in the Shire.  They finally settled on Megolas, and Frodo 
smiled as he marked it down.  

"'And Megolas was very lonely,'" Molly continued, twisting a curl around her finger. "'She lived 
among her kin, and loved them, but she had never found another person that she could be best friends 
with.'"  

"That's silly," said Daisy, and Frodo stopped, glad he hadn't yet started on the second sentence.  

"What's silly about it?" asked Sammy, looking down at his sister.  

"She lived with her family and didn't find anyone to be best friends with?  That would be 
horrible."  

"Yes," Meli piped up, "but she isn't a hobbit.  Maybe she really didn't find anyone special to be 
her best friend."  

Daisy sighed.  "Well, all right."  Frodo rewet his pen and noted it down.  

"What next?"  

Sammy looked thoughtful.  "'Megolas used to ride among the forests of her people, seeking time to be 
alone since she couldn't be happy among her family. Often she would ride beyond the forest, and look out 
upon the meadows, smelling the sweet scents of the flowers growing there.'"  

Meli patted his hand.  "That's great!"  Molly turned and gave him a large smile, silently 
agreeing.  Frodo smiled and took it down.  The four troublemakers were quite adept at making 
up stories, and he was happy to help them record it.  

Daisy cleared her throat and met his eyes.  "Ready, Uncle Frodo?"  He nodded, pen poised, and 
she began her peice of the tale.  "'Then one day Megolas met a very pretty hobbit, wandering among 
the trees at the edge of the forest.  They both stopped, surprised by the other.  The hobbit recovered first.'"  

Frodo's pen flew over the page, and he looked up in surprise when Daisy stopped.  "Well?"  

"Well what?"  

"What happened next?"  Frodo flushed lightly as the children began laughing heartily, 
recognizing the role reversal as well as they did.  He shook his head ruefully and smiled.  "You 
all are excellent storytellers."  

"The story's not done yet, Uncle Frodo," Daisy said, and giggled.  "But I am.  For now.  I can't 
think of anything else."  



"What's the hobbit lass's name?"  Again, Frodo's question provoked mayhem, finally settled by 
Molly and Meli blurting out "Marywise!" at the same time.  The other two were enchanted, and 
Frodo waited to see how the name would be introduced.  

"'While Megolas sat there upon her horse, the young hobbit bobbed a curtesy and introduced herself in a 
soft voice.  "My name is Marywise, lady elf," said the hobbit.  "I didn't mean to intrude upon your 
woods.  I only hoped to gather some wintergreen." Megolas smiled at Marywise and swung down off her 
horse, kneeling to bring them closer to the same height.'"  Molly squeezed Meli's hand, and twisted to 
look down at her.  "Your turn."  

"Um..."  Meli thought a moment, then picked up the story where Molly have left it.  "'"I apologize 
for startling you, and am quite pleased to meet you.  I am no lady, only Megolas."  Megolas held her hand 
out to Marywise.  "I can show you where the best wintergreen grows, if you would like."  Mary nodded 
eagerly, taking the elf's hand.'"  

Meli stopped and tapped Sam's leg.  "Tag."  

Sammy laughed and squeezed her hand, then let it go. "I knew you were going to say that!  But 
I was thinking this time."  He cleared his throat and began. "'From that day forward, the two were 
nearly inseparable.  Marywise had wandered far from the Shire in search of adventure and found it in 
Megolas.  And Megolas had found the best friend she had longed for. The days and weeks and months 
passed, and the two grew very close.  They shared everything together, and cared for each other more than 
anything.  And bit by bit, with all the time they shared, Megolas and Marywise fell in love.'"  

Daisy clapped her hands, and laughed.  "Oh, lovely!" Meli and Molly added their 
congratulations as well, and Frodo carefully wrote it all down, smiling at the lovely tale that 
was filling his empty pages.  

Sammy grinned at all the attention he was getting, and smiled at Daisy.  "Your turn again, 
Daisy.  You ready?"  

Daisy nodded.  "Is it ok if I finish the story?" Meli shook her head.  

"You can almost finish it.  But Uncle Frodo has to finish it totally."  

Four pairs of eyes looked to Frodo, and he laughed. "I would be honored to end the story, 
lovies.  But first, Miss Daisy.  It's your turn, I believe."  

"'They were very happy together, and wanted to stay together forever, but Megolas and Marywise were 
concerned that Megolas' family would not understand them.  So they left the forest together, and moved 
to a place half-way between the Shire and the forest, and set up a home of their own.  And Marywise and 
Megolas lived there together until Marywise was very old, and tired.  Megolas watched her age, and her 
heart ached at the thought of being alone again after finally having found her Marywise.'"  Daisy 



stopped, embarassed.  "I can't think of anything else.  I'm sorry, I thought I was closer to the 
end."  

"It's alright, Daisy," Molly patted her hand.  "I can go on with it, if you like."  

"Please do."  

Molly took Meli's hand and played again with one of her curls.  "'Megolas hugged Marywise, and 
left her for a few days, traveling back to the forest of her family.  She went to the Lord of the forest, and 
asked for his aid, and advice, telling him off the love she had found in Marywise.  The lord of the forest 
listened to her plea and then thought for a long time. Megolas waited in an agony of suspense.'"  

Meli tugged on one of Molly's curls.  "Why'd you stop?"  

Blushing, Molly admitted, "I can't think of anything else either."  

Giggling, Sam-lad took up the challenge. "'Finaaly, the lord of the forest broke his silence.  "You love 
this hobbit, Megolas?"  Megolas nodded, her throat full of tears.  "Enough to die with her, if you must?"  
Megolas closed her eyes for a moment and thought of Marywise's smile, and a cold lonely life without it 
to brighten her days.  She opened her eyes, her gaze steady.  "I am," she said, and didn't regret it for a 
moment.'  

"'The lord of the forest nodded.  "Your love for her is a beautiful thing.  You would both be 
welcome in the Undying Lands."  Megolas gasped, and the lord smiled as he continued.  "You 
must take your love to the Grey Havens, and ask for a ship, sailing to the West.  But-" he held 
up a finger.  "Once you leave the shores of Middle Earth, you can never return."'"  

Sammy stopped, and tapped Meli lightly on the head. "Your go.  Bring it to the end."  

Meli crinkled her nose at him.  "I'm glad you're so sure I can!" she exclaimed, and they all 
laughed. Frodo turned another page and waited.  Meli took a deep breath, then went on with 
the tale.  "'Megolas thanked the lord of the forest, and hurried back to her home.  Marywise was waiting 
for her, thin and frail from age, and Megolas' heart sang as she beheld her love.  To her, Marywise was 
just as beautiful now as she had been the day they had met by accident. Marywise listened carefully as 
Megolas told her what the lord of the forest had said.  "You would leave your home forever for me?"  she 
asked Megolas, holding her hands tight.  Megolas nodded, and they kissed, sweetly, and prepared to go 
the Grey Havens.'  

"As they watched the shores of Middle Earth fall away behind them, Marywise and Megolas held onto one 
another and smiled, safe in the knowledge of their love.'"  Meli stopped, and Frodo finished writing 
the last bit, and looked up to find himself the center of attention again.  

He stretched, looking down at the formerly blank pages.  The children had woven an 
enchanting tale, and now they expected him to finish it properly.  Frodo closed his eyes for a 



long moment, and thought, hard, trying to find the best way to finish the story of the lovers.  
Inspired, he opened his eyes and looked at the four eager young faces.  

"'And legend has it, that in the Undying Lands, live still the two lovers, Marywise the hobbit and 
Megolas the Elf.  They stand as proof that love can last forever, and bring hope to all who hear their 
story.'"  

All that could be heard in the room were the outside noises of the other children still playing 
and screaming.  Frodo waited for the four troublemakers to respond, hoping they liked his 
ending.  

Meli found her voice first.  "That's the best ending ever.  Thank you, Uncle Frodo."  She 
untangled herself from the others and came to stand by his elbow, looking down at their story.  
"Are you going to write it?"  

The others hurried over and watched as well, and Frodo, very conscious of his audience, 
dipped his quill in the ink and wrote down the last two lines. There was a collective sigh, and 
the four children hugged him and each other, more subdued than normally.  

"It's the best story ever," Daisy declared, and wiped away a tear.  "I'll bet nobody else has ever 
written this kind of story before."  

Molly nodded and hugged Daisy tight.  "And even if they have, ours is still the best.  It's my 
favorite."  

"Mine, too," Sam agreed, and entered into the hug, followed quickly by Meli, who looked over 
her shoulder at Frodo.  Frodo laid his pen down and wrapped his arms around all the children 
and held them close.  

"It's a lovely story.  Quite possibly the most lovely story ever."  Frodo was rewarded by 
enormous smiles from all the children.  He couldn't resisit teasing them a little bit, though, and 
his eyes sparkled as he did.  "It's good to see that you four have other talents rather than just 
making mischief all the time."  

Four voices started protesting at once, and Rosie laughed as she knocked gently on the door 
and opened it to peek inside.  "There you all are.  Have you been bothering Frodo?"  

More denials, and Rosie grinned at the children. "Who wants cookies?  Elanor's handing them 
out in the kitchen."  She opened the door and stepped to the side as the mischief makers 
swarmed out, calling exuberant thank-you's over their shoulders.  Frodo smiled at Rosie and 
took her into his arms, kissing her hair.  

"They were quite good.  It was remarkable."  



"What did they want?  To bother you?"  Rosie glanced a the desk.  "I see you did get something 
written after all."  

"No," Frodo said, smiling at the full pages, "they weren't trying to bother me.  They wanted a 
story."  

"So?"  

"So, they told me one.  And I wrote it down, in the Book."  

Rosie laughed.  "It must have been quite the story."  

Frodo smiled and picked up the book, touching the pages gently.  "It was.  I'll read it to you and 
Sam later, alright?"  

"Alright.  Now, did you want a cookie?"  Rosie took his hand and led him out of the study.  The 
wind stirred the pages of the book, and a sunbeam illuminated the last two lines of the story, 
and outside, life went on.  

Spies by Meli 

Sam was only mildly surprised to look under one of the rosebushes and see Meli Took hiding 

there. She held one finger to her lips to ask for silence, and Sam grinned as he looked around to 

make sure there wasn't anyone else in sight. He knelt and smiled at her. "What's the game 

today, Meli-lass?" 

 

Meli motioned him closer, looking like she was trying very hard not to giggle. Obligingly, Sam 

leant forward, careful not to catch himself on the thorns. Meli cupped both hands around her 

mouth and whispered, "It's a top-secret mission." She nodded very seriously when he looked at 

her, and Sam fought laughter. 

 

"A mission?" 

 

"Well, it's sort of a quest, I guess." Meli went to move her head and found that she had tangled 

her hair in the leaves and thorns of the roses. Looking cross, she went on in a whisper while 

trying to unsnarl herself. "Elly made cookies. We decided to undertake the task of getting the 

cookies for ourselves." 

 

Sam brushed her hands away and carefully unknotted her curls. He pulled Meli out of the bush, 

making sure she wasn't easy to see from the window. "Meli, why don't you just ask Elanor if 



you can have the cookies?" 

 

She blinked. "Where's the adventure in that?" Sam laughed and brushed some of the dirt from 

her dress. Meli smiled, then looked carefully around, seemingly on the look-out for anyone 

suspicious. Not seeing anyone else, she looks back at Sam and hugged him. "Thank you, Uncle 

Sam," she said, and slipped out of his arms. She ran swiftly from bit of cover to bit of cover until 

she reached the hedges beneath the kitchen window. Molly popped out of the foliage and 

dragged her in, and Sam chuckled to himself as he went back to his weeding and pruning. 

 

He had nearly forgotten the whole thing when he heard Elanor give a shout. "Where are my 

cookies?!" 

 

Meli, Molly, Sam-lad, and Daisy came skidding over the hole, and pelted full out for their tree 

house. Sam noticed that Sam-lad held a plate of cookies, while Daisy had a covered jug of milk, 

and Meli and Molly both held glasses. The four swarmed up the ladder to the tree house and 

vanished inside, just as Elanor poked her head out the window. "Dad?" she called, and Sam 

stood, looking puzzledly at her. She sighed heavily, then shook her head. "Do they have my 

cookies?" 

 

Sam laughed. "I don't think they're your cookies anymore, Elly-lass." Elanor sighed again, and 

Sam moved over to the window and hugged her. "You know what they're like. If you say no to 

letting them have cookies-" 

 

"They'll find a way to get them anyways." Elanor smiled fondly too, her eyes on the tree house. 

"Usually, I can hear them coming. This time, the cookies were gone before I heard anything. 

They're getting good." 

 

There was laughter from the tree house, and four heads popped over the edge and smiled at the 

two on the ground. Elanor shook her fist in mock threat, and the four mischief-makers shouted 

back good natured insults, and compliments about the cookies. Elanor sighed longsufferingly, 

and Sam chuckled and went back to the gardening. 

 

"Guess I'll just have to bake more," Elanor said as she re-entered the house, and four curly heads 

popped out of the tree house window, grinning to one another.  



Song and Dance by Meli 

Molly Brandybuck and Pippin Gardner were dancing together, their laughter blending with the 

festive music. Sammie Gardner smiled, then glanced around, looking for Molly's partner in 

crime. 

 

Meli Took was sitting at one of the many tables, her chin propped on her hand and a smile 

tugging at her lips as she watched Molly and Pippin prance about. Reluctantly, Sammie made 

his excuses to his date for the evening, Aster, and moved over towards his childhood friend. 

Meli glanced over as he sat down and wrapped an arm around her. "You alright?" 

 

"Why wouldn't I be?" she laughed, and turned to face him, her eyes bright and merry. "It's 

Bonfire Night, the music is toe-tapping, the dancing is lovely, and Molly and I are singing later. 

Are you alright?" 

 

"Well- wait, what do you mean, am I alright?" Sammie's forehead wrinkled in confusion. Meli 

laughed again and leaned up to kiss his forehead. 

 

"Silly Crow," she said playfully, and nodded over his shoulder. "You left Aster all by herself to 

come cheer me up, didn't you?" 

 

Sammie blushed and looked over at Aster, who grinned and waved at him. Meli, deliberately 

misunderstanding, waved back, and stood suddenly, smiling down at Sammie. "I'm going to go 

ask Aster to dance, alright, Crow?" Before he could find his voice, Meli had slipped off, and 

began speaking to Aster. They both laughed, then Meli led her out into the circle and the two 

joined in the dance. 

 

Sammie blinked and stared at them. Somehow he wasn't very surprised at Meli, but he hadn't 

expected Aster to go along with it. Uncle Frodo took Meli's place beside him, and clapped him 

on the shoulder. "Pretty girls, aren't they?" 

 

"Yes, they are." Sammie hugged Frodo, and looked around for his parents. "Where are Mom 

and Dad?" 

 

Uncle Frodo pointed into the ring, and Sammie saw Rose holding onto Sam's shoulders as they 

danced around with the others. He smiled, and stood. "Would you like to dance, too, Uncle 

Frodo?" Frodo laughed and took his hands, and they made their way into the whirling mass. 



 

Almost at once, Meli and Aster swept by the them, and Sammie found himself dancing again 

with Aster while Meli and Uncle Frodo twirled away into the crowd. He smiled down at Aster 

and swung her around, enjoying the music and the night. Bonfire Night was his favorite 

holiday. 

 

Finally, even the most energetic dancers were exhausted. Sammie helped Aster back to their 

seats, noticing that there were still a couple of dancers going strong: Meli and Molly were 

twirling together, their dresses of green and red making them stand out brightly in the thinning 

crowd. The musicians came to a stop, and the two girls reluctantly heeded the music, and ended 

their dance. 

 

Daisy plopped onto the bench beside Sammie and started clapping loudly. She nudged him 

with her shoulder, and grinned, motioning towards Molly and Meli. "Sparrow and Lark have to 

sing now that they have everyone's attention, don't you agree?" 

 

Aster nodded before Sammie could speak and cupped her hands over her mouth. "A song! A 

song!" The cry was quickly taken up by the other Gardners, Tooks, and Brandybucks, and Molly 

and Meli laughed and agreed. They spoke briefly with the musicians, then took their places. 

 

The song began, and the other hobbits listened, tapping their feet and laughing. 

 

An old man came courting me 

Hey duram dum-dum day 

An old man came courting me 

Me being young 

An old man came courting me 

Fain would he marry me 

Maids when you're young never wed an old man 

 

CHORUS: 

He's got no falorum-falarim-falorum 

He's got no faloum-falarim-high day 

He's got no falorum; 

He's lost his ding-dorum 

Oh, maids when you're young never wed an old man. 

 

Then when we went to Kirk 



Hey duram dum-dum day 

Then when we went to Kirk 

Me being young 

Then when we went to Kirk 

I knew it wouldn't work 

Maids when you're young never wed an old man 

 

CHORUS 

 

Then went we went to bed 

Hey duram dum-dum day 

Then went we went to bed 

Me being young 

Then went we went to bed 

He lay as he were dead 

Maids when you're young never wed an old man 

 

CHORUS 

 

So I threw my leg over him 

Hey duram dum-dum day 

So I threw my leg over him 

Me being young 

So I threw my leg over him 

Damn nigh well smothered him 

Maids when you're young never wed an old man 

 

CHORUS 

 

Then when he went to sleep 

Hey duram dum-dum day 

Then when he went to sleep 

Me being young 

Then when he went to sleep 

Out of bed I did creep 

Into the arms of a handsome young lass 

 

Who's got her falorum-falarim-falorum 



She's got her faloum-falarim-high day 

She's got her falorum; 

She's found my ding-dorum! 

Oh, maids when you're young never wed an old man! 

 

At the end, to the laughter of their families, and the shock of the rest of Hobbiton, Molly leaned 

over and kissed Meli firmly on the mouth. Sammie turned to Aster and did likewise, hearing 

Daisy crowing in his ear. Aster's eyes sparkled and her cheeks were flushed when they pulled 

apart. Meli and Molly were standing together proudly, laughing, their hands clasped together, 

and Pippin Gardner came forward and wrapped an arm around each girl. All around, Sammie 

could see hobbits talking excitedly together, and more and more of them shrugging and joining 

in on the cheering. 

 

Another group got up to sing, and Meli, Molly and Pippin joined them at their table. Behind the 

singers, the bonfire leapt high into the night, and Sammie beamed at everyone. Aster laced her 

fingers with his and squeezed, and Meli laughed and lay her head on Molly's shoulder. The 

night grew later and later, and soon they were all yawning, and the dawn brightened in the 

East. The fire had burned down in embers, and Daisy nudged Sammie awake again. 

 

"Are you planning to jump over the embers with Aster?" she questioned, and Meli lifted her 

head up and blinked, then nuzzled Molly. Sammie felt himself blush furiously, and Aster 

giggled, their gazes sliding shyly away. Molly was whispering to Pippin now, who looked over 

her head at Meli. The three of them stood, Pippin moving to stand in the middle, and linked 

arms, heading towards the glowing embers. Aster tugged him up and they followed, watching 

the three gather themselves and take hands. 

 

They ran forward and leapt, holding tight to each other. Sammie realized he was holding his 

breath and forced himself to let it out. They landed easily on the other side, sliding at once into 

a hug, then Meli turned to look at him and Aster. Molly turned as well and gestured them 

forward, and the three moved out of the way. 

 

Sammie looked deep into Aster's eyes and started to ask if she wanted to. Aster leaned forward 

and kissed him, then smiled as she pulled away and took his hand. They ran forward together 

and jumped, feeling the heat on their legs, then landed, and Sammie swept Aster up in his arms 

again and laughed. His family clustered around them and hugged them both tightly, and 

Sammie laughed and held Aster close. Through the crowd he glimpsed Meli and Molly kissing, 

then Pippin came up beside them, and they drew him in as well. 

 



Elated, exhausted, and loved, Sammie stood with his arms around his betrothed, and watched 

the sun rise slowly on the remnants of Bonfire Night.  

A Phase by Meli 

On a beautiful summer's morning, Pippin Took was seated at his kitchen table. His wife, 

Diamond, gave him a kiss as she set down his plate, then moved over to the fire to make him 

his tea. Pippin smiled at Dinny, and started in on his breakfast. 

 

A heavy sigh interrupted him, and Pippin blinked as he looked up at the kitchen door. His 

daughter Meli was leaning aginst the door frame, dressed all in black as though she was going 

to a funeral. Her dress was of black satin, and a matching ribbon had been looped through her 

curls. She'd painted her lips and outlined her eyes in black make-up as well. Pippin glanced 

over at Diamond just in time to see her overfill his mug, too busy staring at Meli to concentrate 

on her task. "Dinny, the water's overflowing," he pointed out. 

 

Diamond squeaked and began mopping up her spill. "So sorry, dear," she said, and glanced up 

at Meli again. "I'll make you a fresh cup. And Meli, dear, would you like some breakfast?" 

 

Meli sighed again and attempted to glide over to the table. She tripped on the uneven 

floorboard everyone always tripped on, but caught her balance and continued her walk. "My 

name is Sparrow, mother," she declared mournfully, sinking into a chair. Pippin forced himself 

to close his mouth and looked down at his food to keep from laughing. 

 

"Is something the matter, Sparrow?" he asked, and took a bite of mushrooms. Meli crinkled her 

nose as she looked at his plate and frowned. Closer, he could see that she'd put white powder 

on her face to make her skin paler as well. 

 

"Nothing is right, father," Meli stated, trying to sound sad and sorrowful. "I am Sparrow for the 

broken-winged bird that is my heart." 

 

Privately, Pippin thought that was a good description, and resolved to share it with Frodo so he 

could use it in one of his stories. Pippin cleared his throat and shrugged helplessly at Diamond. 

 

Diamond brought over two cups of tea and sat beside Meli, reaching to lay a hand on her 

shoulder. "Meli-" 

 



"Sparrow!" Meli snapped, then seemed to remember she wasn't showing any sort of passionate 

emotion and settled back into leaning her chin on her hand. 

 

"Um... yes, sorry. Sparrow, did you have a fight with one of your brothers?" 

 

"No." Meli sniffed and looked disdainful. "My siblings do not understand the heartache and the 

pain caused by the world at all times. Faramir goes so far as to say I am imagining things." She 

scowled. 

 

"But you are imagining things, Meli-sparrow," Faramir said as he walked into the kitchen. He 

leant down to kiss Diamond's cheek and pulled Meli's hair bow out, sending her curls tumbling 

down. As they touched her cheeks, they were dusted lightly with the powder covering her face. 

Diamond bit her lip and tried not to smile. 

 

Meli snatched her ribbon back and glared at him. "You mock my suffering." 

 

Faramir rolled his eyes and plopped down at the table. "It's a beautiful day," Meli snorted, "the 

sun is shining," she shuddered and inched away from the sunlight, "and Mum made blueberry 

pancakes." Meli made a face. Faramir ignored all of her reactions and went on. "You're young," 

she rolled her eyes as she put her hair back up, "you're healthy," a large sigh and a cough, "you 

have a great family," Pippin clapped Faramir on the back and went on eating his breakfast, "and 

your friends are loyal and love you a lot." Meli pulled out her lip paint and a small mirror and 

began redoing her lips. "So why you're dressing like that and acting like we've all died or 

abandoned you, I don't know." 

 

Meli snapped her powder case shut and stood up dramatically, shoving her chair back so hard 

it fell. "You don't understand the darkness in my soul!" she cried, and ran sobbing from the 

room. 

 

Dinny, Pippin and Farry exchanged glances, then burst out laughing. Though his chuckles, 

Faramir managed, "Don't worry, I'm sure it's just a phase," before collapsing into giggles again. 

 

Meli slammed the door to her room and flung herself onto her bed. Although the sun shone 

brightly outside, the room was dimly lit by a single candle. The windows were covered with 

thick blankets, and the darkness was soothing to Meli's eyes. Gethering herself, she moved to 

her desk and began to write, trying to put her despair into the proper words. 

 

She had just found the right mood and was writing along when there was a knock at the door. 



Meli jerked, ink splattering the page of her poem, and she cursed softly as she dabbed 

ineffectively at it. Scowling, she put down her pen as the knock came again. She tried to glide 

over to the door, but tripped on the rug. Catching herself against the wall, Meli leaned her head 

against the door and sighed. "Who is it?" she whispered. 

 

"Meli?" Molly sounded confused. "Why are you whispering? You didn't meet us, are you sick?" 

 

Meli closed her eyes as she felt tears gathering. Lark would understand. She opened the door 

quickly and dragged Molly in, locking the door behind her cousin. Embracing Molly tightly, 

Meli kissed her twice on each cheek. "Your presence banishes some of the turmoil in my mind, 

dearest Lark," she said, holding Molly close. 

 

Molly looked at her oddly and returned Meli's hug. Gently, she felt Meli's forehead. "You don't 

feel like you have a fever..." 

 

"Lark!" Meli pulled away and grabbed both of Molly's hands. "Don't you understand? There is 

so much pain in me, and the world does nothing! There aren't even clouds to console me!" 

 

"Sparrow, you're talking nonsense. Why would you have pain in your heart? We were having 

fun yesterday. Remember how Crow got caught on the fence when we were trying to get out of 

the garden as quick as possible?" Meli looked incomprehendingly at Molly, and Molly sighed. 

"Why are you wearing black lip paint?" 

 

"To show the sorrow inside." 

 

"And dressing like you're dead?" Meli flushed as she drew on a pair of long, silky black gloves. 

 

"I'm not dressing like I'm dead. I'm expressing myself. Wearing clothes that reflect my inner 

desolation." 

 

"Sparrow, I think you need to lie down." 

 

"But Lark, you're supposed to understand!" Meli was getting hysterical again.  

Molly shook her head and went over to Meli's wash stand. Pouring some of the water into the 

basin, she wet a cloth and looked in the mirror to wipe Meli's lip prints off of her cheeks. 

"Sparrow, I don't understand. You don't really have any reason to be all angry and hurt and 

depressed. Now, do you still want to come get some mushrooms with us?" 

 



Meli pouted and crossed her arms over her chest. "No." 

 

"That's fine." Molly kissed Meli's forehead. "Don't look so glum, dearest. I still love you. Even if 

you are a silly Took." Meli stuck her tongue out and Molly laughed, wiping her lips free of 

powder. She hugged Meli once more, then left. 

 

Meli threw herself onto the bed again. "No one understands!" 

 

All that day, Meli stayed in her room. She had resolved not to speak, instead only sighing 

loudly whenever someone would try to talk to her. Faramir climbed through her window at 

lunch time and opened her door so Diamond could leave a tray on her desk. Meli glared at both 

of them until they left, then locked the door and the windows. They left a tray outside her door 

at tea time. Molly brought back both empty trays when she returned from trying to get Meli to 

talk to her. She, Daisy and Sammie had brought back mushrooms, and gave part of them to 

Diamond to cook for Meli. After sitting for a long while listening to Pippin's stories, the three 

left to go home for dinner. Pippin brought Meli her dinner tray and picked up the empty one 

afterwards. Faramir was still amused by the whole deal and knocked loudly on her door to say 

good night. 

 

"You aren't fooling anyone, Meli Took," he told her door. "We know you're in there, and we 

know you're not really depressed. You should have come out. Me and Pippin Gamgee went 

fishing this afternoon. It was a lot of fun." 

 

"Fishing in the river of dreams, you mean. Stealing visions from those who should recieve 

them." Meli's voice was muffled, and no matter what else Faramir said to her, she refused to say 

another word. Finally giving up, he went to his room, determined to talk to her in the morning. 

 

He needn't have worried. The next morning, the delightful scent of fresh blueberry muffins 

filled the air. To Pippin and Faramir's surprise, it was Meli, not Diamond pulling the final batch 

from the stove. Overnight, Meli had apparently abandoned her silly notion of being depressed. 

Today she was dressed in green, her curls pulled loosely back from her face with a red ribbon. 

Her plentiful freckles were plainly visible on her face, and she smiled brightly as they entered 

the kitchen. "Good morning, Pa, Farry." 

 

Faramir tweaked her nose and snagged a muffin for himself. Meli squeaked and swatted his 

hand. "Told you you were being silly." 

 

Meli's cheeks pinkened, but she held his gaze. "Just a phase, brother dear." Faramir choked on 



his bite of muffin. Diamond cleared her throat and sipped her tea. Pippin clapped Faramir on 

the back and grinned at Meli. 

 

When he had stopped coughing, Faramir laughed and swept his sister up in a hug. Giggling, 

she extracted herself and bundled up some of the muffins in a basket. Taking her cloak from the 

hook, she kissed her parents goodbye and left for the day. 

 

At the regular meeting place, Meli was surprised to see only Sammie and Daisy waiting for her. 

They were delighted with her muffins and her transformation back into her normal self. The 

minutes crept back, and still Molly did not appear. Mildly concerned, the three went to her 

house, and knocked on the door. 

 

Estella, looking a bit run-down, opened the door. Delighted by the muffins and their concern, 

she told the three that Molly had refused to come out of her room. Meli, a hunch leading her on, 

knocked softly on the door. "Lark?" 

 

"Sparrow, dear cousin." The door opened and Molly, done up in black dragged her into the dim 

room. Meli sneezed as the powder in the room tickled her nose, and bit her lip to keep from 

giggling. "You have come to see me in my misery." Molly bumped into the end of her bed and 

interupted her dramatic sweep by tumbling onto the mattress. Slightly flustered, she tried to 

continue, but Meli laid two fingers across her black painted mouth and shook her head. 

 

"Silly Brandybuck," she said, and kissed her lightly, not caring about the paint that transferred 

to her own lips. Standing and brushing off her hands, Meli smiled down at Molly. "We'll leave 

you to it, then, but there are fresh blueberry muffins I made if you want to ask your mother for 

one." She moved to the door and let herself out, grinning at Daisy and Sammie. 

 

"I would have sworn it would be Sammie," Daisy said in exasperation, and Meli laughed. 

 

"I half expected it too, but now I'm sure it'll be you tomorrow." 

 

"Never!" Daisy declared, and pouted when Meli and Sammie only laughed and linked arms, 

heading back out to the sunshine and the waiting vegetables. 

On Three... by Singe 



Tom-Kitty gazed boredly down on the candle-lit melee of gold and silver as Frodo-Lad and 

Elanor did fierce battle up and down the lengthy cellar of Bag End. Fro wore his father’s golden 

mail and wielded a broomstick. Elly shimmered in her Uncle Frodo’s mithril coat and swung at 

her brother with a mop. (Playing in their elders’ armor was tolerated but playing with real 

swords or, on one fun occasion, butcher knives and meat-cleavers, was not, mail shirts 

notwithstanding.) Elanor was having a glorious time. She hadn’t played in the mithril coat for 

years and it actually fit her now.  

Fro snarled his best orc-growl. Quite a feat considering he had never heard one. An orc with a 
broom? Elanor grinned at him. Cowering behind Fro were his hapless prisoners; his little 
brother Sammie, Sammie’s devoted sister Daisy and their cousins Meli Took, Molly Brandybuck 
and, enjoying a rare visit, Delphinium Grubb. They were clinging to each other, wailing, flailing 
and crying, and poor Sammie was turning blue within the protective circle of Delphinium’s 
arms.  

“Save us! Save us, Elly!”  

“HELLLP! Helphelphelp!”  

“Del, I can’t breathe!”  

“Take your time, Elly, I’m liking this!” Molly declared, staring up at Fro’s broad, strong back 
encased in gleaming gold.  

“MOLLY!” Meli shouted, aghast.  

“Well, I am!”  

Fro turned to graciously bestow a smile on his little cousin and Elly took advantage of his 
mistake, whacking him in the chest hard enough to wind him. “Begone, foul dwimmerlaik! 
Thou standst between me and my kin!” She declared, pointing at the children behind him and 
they answered her with renewed wails. Tom-Kitty, safe on a crowded top shelf, rolled his eyes 
and began to lick his paw. “Get ye hence or I shall smite thee!”  

“Thou couldn’t smite thy way out of a wet paper sack…” Fro wheezed.  

“HAVE AT THEE!” Elanor charged, knocked his broom out of the way and slammed into him 
with her shoulder. Fro flew back into the arms of his prisoners. Daisy and Meli lost their 
balance completely and toppled into the shelves. “Look out! Look out! I’m so sorry!” Tom-Kitty 
hissed at the sudden swaying and scrambled to a better spot, upsetting a small wooden box that 
had been tucked away in the very back. It spun through the air and bounced onto the floor. The 
latch sprung free and the velvet-padded lid flew back on its hinge. All motion and noise in the 
storage room ceased as every eye turned towards it in sudden fear and fascination.  



There was something inside.  

It was glowing.  

A strange crystalline gleam lit the box up from within and all the children cringed back from it. 
Meli and Molly grasped hands. Del and Daisy flanked Sammie, keeping him well back. Fro and 
Elanor stood between the box and the children, mop and broom raised, breathing deeply, all 
good cheer forgotten. “What is it?” Molly whispered. No one answered her. The light flickered 
like moonlight on water and Tom-Kitty’s eyes reflected it as he peered down from a safer shelf, 
tail twitching.  

Elanor tossed her curls back and grasped her mop firmly. Whatever it was, she would deal with 
it or die trying. “Fro, you stay here…”  

“Elly, don’t. Leave it.”  

“I’m just going to look.” Ready to do battle, as was her accepted duty as the eldest child, Elanor 
crept closer. She hooked the mop handle on the edge of the box and pushed it further away 
from the children who were now all clinging to Fro for dearest life. Then she looked in, the clear 
light illuminating every link of her mithril mail. Her slightest movement shimmered as if she’d 
been dipped in diamonds. Suddenly, she gasped and everyone jumped.  

“Oh! Oh, I know what this is!” She reached down…  

“Don’t touch it!” Fro hissed.  

“It’s all right! Look!” She picked a small crystal phial out of a nest of velvet. It was filled with 
the purest water and the glow of it strengthened in her hand, banishing the shadows 
immediately around her. “It’s the Lady’s Glass!”  

“What?” Fro stepped forward but motioned the others to stay back.  

“Galadriel’s phial! The Star Glass! ‘Let it be a light to you in dark places, when all other lights 
go out...” Elanor’s voice was awed and she smiled at the phial as if it were a dear old friend. In a 
way, it was. Her entire life was filled with the telling and the retelling of her father and uncle’s 
trek to the darkest of places, Mordor, with only this light between them and the Shadow. Fro 
stepped forward, shocked, and placed a timid finger on it as if he were afraid it would burn 
him. His mouth hung open.  

“You’ve never seen it before?” Del asked, obviously confused.  

“No.” Elly answered. “Dad told us that it was in safekeeping. Oh, I never guessed they were 
keeping it safe HERE! Here with the potatoes, carrots and beer.” The children gathered around 
and Sammie looked at it skeptically.  



“It’s not very bright. Shouldn’t it be blinding? It blinded Shelob.” He gently touched it, too.  

“Shelob. Ugh.” Daisy shivered.  

“Maybe it has to be around that kind of evil before it becomes blinding. Serious giant-spider 
evil.” Sammy continued, his huge eyes narrowed in concentration.  

Meli timidly held out her hand. “It’s so pretty, though. All rainbowie-like. Can I hold it?” Fro 
and Elly threw a significant look at each other. Elly held the phial up and her golden curls 
gleamed as she frowned at the children.  

“There…will…be…NO…fighting…over…THIS. It’s too important to be broken. Even if it has 
been in a box for years it will still be our hides if something happens to it. Understand?”  

Meli nodded frantically. “We understand.” she breathed. The others mumbled reassurances and 
Molly went so far as to cross her heart. Elanor handed the phial over and Meli held it in the flat 
of her palm as gingerly as a bird’s egg. The light dimmed. Meli looked about at the 
strengthened dark, disappointed.  

Suddenly, Sammie poked her. “You’ve got to be brave! Remember? Remember the story?”  

“Oh! I…yes.” Meli’s fingers curled around the glass. She cleared her throat. “Ahem! 
Ah…Elbereth?” The phial pulsed once then dimmed again. Del ran over to the beer barrels and 
blew the candles out. The dark was nearly total and the group shuddered, drawing closer 
together. Del sprinted back at top speed and threw her arms around Daisy and Sammie again. 
The three of them giggled in fear and excitement.  

“Say it like you mean it, Meli!” Molly cheered.  

“Elbereth!” Meli shouted at it. The crystal pulsed again. Molly wrapped her hand around 
Meli’s.  

“On three…ready? One, two…ELBERETH!” The phial gleamed brightly enough to light every 
face. “WOOOOO!!!” The terror twins cheered themselves and Molly hopped up and down in 
the rainbow she created.  

“Don’t drop it!” Daisy hissed. “It’s our turn!” Meli held up the phial with exaggerated caution. 
Sammie reached out and took it.  

“I really thought it would be warm, almost hot, the way Uncle Frodo wrote it up but it’s…cool.”  

The dark was very close. “Uh…Sammie?” Del prompted.  



“Sorry! Um…Galadriel!” Again, the glass grew brighter for just an instant. Daisy pursed her 
lips and wrapped her hand around Sammie’s. Del wrapped her fingers around Daisy’s. “We 
have to leave some room for the light to get OUT.” Sammie admonished them. They loosened 
their grip. “All right. Ah…think of something brave that you did and shout’ Galadriel!’ when I 
count to three…”  

“Right.” Del’s lips were a grim line.  

“Right.” Daisy echoed, her eyes fierce. Elanor smiled at them. They were so cute and 
determined.  

“One…two…GALADRIEL!” The light blazed and Elanor yelped. Fro laughed with appreciation 
and applauded. The three courageous ones broke into delighted self-congratulations.  

Meli and Molly looked out of sorts. “We could do that! We want another turn!” Molly shouted.  

“It’s OUR turn! You’ll get another one later.” Elanor took the glass back. “Ready, Fro?” Fro 
rubbed his hands together gleefully and nodded. They grasped the phial and held it above their 
heads. “Want to shout Elbereth or Galadriel? Elbereth? All right…on three…one…two…”  

“Elbereth!” All seven shrieked and the dark fled as a glorious illumination pierced every corner 
of the cellar. Elly and Frodo laughed with sheer joy as the children cheered and clapped and 
danced in the sparkling brilliance. Their armor was glorious and both deeply wished their 
friends could see them now. They slowly brought their hands down. Fro let go and swung his 
arms for a moment, trying unsuccessfully to disguise how proud he was of himself. Elanor 
flipped her hair over her shoulder and beamed.  

“How did you DO that?” Daisy gasped. Elly flicked her fingers at invisible dust on her mithril 
mail and looked down her nose at the children with unbearable faux-smugness. Fro laughed at 
her and Sammie made gagging noises.  

“We’re older.” she explained. "We’ve fought more battles than you have.” Her grin faded a bit. 
Yes, battles no one would ever believe. She banished her heavy memories with a shake of her 
head and smiled again.  

“Could the mayor and Mister Frodo make it glow that brightly now? I mean, there’s no evil 
here so how bright could they make it?” Del asked. “Could they outdo you?”  

“Dad could, I think. I don’t know about Uncle Frodo. He’s…not as strong as he used to be.” Fro 
decided. Elanor nodded in agreement and studied the shimmer in her hand.  

“I wonder.” she said. “I wonder if it would light up at all.” Sammie looked at the floor and 
Elanor bit her tongue for thoughtlessness. She reached out and stroked the dark hair off his 
forehead.  



Meli and Molly were already reaching for the phial again. She decided to tease them to lighten 
the mood and held it over her head. “Another try? You’re sure?”  

“Ellllaanoorrrrr!!” they groaned.  

“I think I’d like a turn,” said a soft, calm voice from the head of the cellar stairs. They looked up. 
Frodo Baggins was sitting on the top step as still as still and obviously had been for some time. 
Elanor fought down a sudden desire to crawl in a hole and die. Fro’s face went blank. “I haven’t 
seen that light in years. I’ve missed it.” Frodo got up, and began to walk towards them. An 
excited buzz began to sound among the little ones.  

“Ooh, we were just talkin’ about you…” Del enthused innocently and rose onto her toes in 
anticipation. Frodo smiled his quiet smile at her.  

Elanor went to meet him. She kept her eyes on his shirt collar. “Why was it hidden? It was in a 
box…”  

“Well…” Frodo was surrounded and he towered over all of them. “It’s not exactly a lamp you 
can read by. And we found that it frightened the cats.” Everyone looked over at Tom-Kitty. 
Unimpressed with all of them, he began to wash his hind leg, stretching it way up into the air. 
They turned back and Elanor offered the Lady’s Glass. Please, she thought inanely. Please, 
please, please. Frodo gently took it and it lay dim and quiet in his hand. Elanor glared at it. 
Please, please, please. Don’t let me be right.  

The water inside it swirled. The phial seemed to be…just waiting.  

No one so much as breathed.  

Frodo glanced up at Tom Kitty and his mouth twisted with real humor. “But if there’s one thing 
I can’t stand…” his voice fell as softly as mallorn leaves in the Spring, “…it’s a smug cat.” He 
clenched the glass.  

“THE SHIRE!” Absolute radiance flooded the cellar, a brilliance that sent all seven youngsters 
ducking to the floor. They shouted in wonder, those that had the strength to shout at all. All 
shadows fled. The darkness was gone as if it had never been and would never be in that place 
again. Tom Kitty jumped straight up into the air, his fur so fluffed with shock he was a perfect 
sphere. He yowled once and was gone, flying up the stairs in a blur of ginger.  

“The Shire!” Sammie cheered.  

“The Shire! The Shire!” Daisy crowed and pounded the floor with her fists.  

Elanor, frozen in astonishment, stared up at Frodo. He was gazing into the heart of the star that 
was blazing in his hand and she wondered that it didn’t burn them all. Frodo seemed clothed in 



white and his face was beautiful and ageless with a loving grace and strength that she could feel 
on her skin and in her heart. She closed her eyes but she could still see him.  

Then, with no further ado, Frodo bent, put the glass in Sammie’s hand and stepped back. The 
light faded and he dwindled again to a simple Hobbit, plain Uncle Frodo, who lived in books 
and cooked terrible meals and had the occasional dark fit. Elanor suddenly realized she, her 
brothers and her cousins were sitting or sprawled on the floor in front of him and gaping as if 
he were telling the most fascinating story.  

“Oh.” Sammie said, and Elanor could see the absolute hero-worship blooming in his eyes. He 
hugged the phial to his chest and the glow of it gave them just enough illumination to see each 
other by. “Oh. That’s how…that’s how that evil Shelob was blinded.” Molly wiggled her fingers 
in front of her face, checking. She dropped her hand in relief and Meli took it.  

Frodo smiled at Sammie and shook his head. “That was Sam-Dad. That’s his glass, really. He’s 
the one that got the best use out of it.” He turned to Delphinium who was leaning like a rag-doll 
against Frodo-lad, her legs stretched out in front of her, and she flinched she was so startled by 
his sudden regard. “If you want to see something bright, hunt down Samwise Gamgee. You 
won’t believe it.”  

“All right.” Del had her orders and she moved to comply at once, grabbing Sammie by the 
collar and yanking him to his feet. Sammie twisted free and launched himself at Frodo, 
throwing his arms around his waist and squeezing as hard as he could. Frodo bent and kissed 
him on both cheeks. Sammie stepped back, rubbing his eyes with one hand and clutching the 
phial as if he’d never let go with the other. He took one last look at his uncle and his pride 
shone. Then he allowed Del to pull him away.  

Fro hesitated and Elanor could see the guilt in his eyes. Then he practically leapt at his uncle 
and hugged him. He jumped away again before Frodo could even bring his arms up. “I have to 
go...I have to see this.” Fro stuttered. He ran for the cellar steps, picking up Daisy and dragging 
her along as he passed her. Meli and Molly staggered more sedately behind them. “Dad!” Fro 
shouted and the cry was taken up by all of them.  

“DAD!”  

“UNCLE SAAAMWIIIIISE!!!”  

“MAYORRRR!!!” They charged the upper floor of the smial and Elanor could hear the 
pounding as they ran from room to room and out into the garden, collecting baffled brothers 
and sisters on the way, in search of her father.  

“Sam’s going to have quite an audience. He’ll hate that.” Frodo laughed with pure mischief. 
Elanor realized she was still on the floor and stood before Frodo could offer her a hand up. She 
avoided his eyes.  



“C’mon, Elly-Elle.” Frodo offered Elanor his arm and she took it. They didn’t move. The only 
illumination now was the lamplight creeping around the cellar door. It was dark and Elanor 
was grateful.  

“Mmms…sss…ssso sorry…” she managed.  

Frodo drew her in and kissed her on the temple. “Please. Sorry for what?” He patted her wrist 
with a four-fingered hand and they started for the stairs, still arm in arm. “Wait until you see 
this. You’ll never get over the sight of Sam with Galadriel’s Glass. I know I never did.”  

Bad days will end by Slipstream 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
“And all your bad days will end.  
And all your bad days will end.  
You have to sleep late when you can,  
And all your bad days will end.”  
-The Flaming Lips “Bad Days”  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

When Sammie found Uncle Frodo sprawled on top of the roof of Bag End, he was a little more 
than slightly surprised, to say the least, at the strange site of his uncle dozing in the grass, his 
arms and legs extended as if to welcome the heat of the mid-day sun.  

Frodo had been missed at tea-time and, whilst Mum and Da were busy with the little ones 
(there were so many!), Sammie had taken it upon himself to search for his beloved uncle. When 
an investigation of his usual haunts (the parlor, his study, the master bedroom) had proved 
useless, the 12 year old had gone out for a look about the garden.  

Outside the world was awash with the golden greens of late summer. The green fields, just 
beginning to ripen, were scattered with marigolds and even the blue of the sky took on a hint of 
green in the buttery warmth of the pale yellow sunshine. Da had been busy pruning back the 
bushes alongside the road and the ground was littered with the dark green boughs, soon to be 
picked up by pairs of careful hands. Bag End itself was in the midst of having its seasonal 
flowers changed for the fall bloomers, and the haphazard, transitional stage of temporary 
untidiness gave the smial an almost fuzzy look.  

Frodo was not to be found in the various hidden nooks and crannies of the gardens, and so it 
was in defeat that little Samwise Gardner climbed to the roof in hopes of spotting Uncle Fro on 
the path towards town. Stumbling suddenly upon the subject of his search had caught the little 
hobbit off guard, and he had barely had the time to register the vision of his uncle napping in 



the tall grass before he had tripped over his own over-large feet and gone tumbling to the 
ground.  

Frodo slowly stirred and blinked sleepily at the dark-curled mass of hobbit child lying guiltily 
across his legs. Wide blue eyes, mirrors of his own, gazed fearfully upwards and the anxiety so 
easily visible in the boy’s face made his voice stammer. “I-I’m sorry, Uncle Frodo…. I didn’t 
mean to wake you from your nap…”  

Frodo gave a final great yawn before settling into the small smile he reserved especially for this 
little one, his eyes still heavy with sleep. “Not at all, lad. Besides, I am sure I should have 
awoken fairly soon, as your mother would not dare to allow folk to believe that Master Baggins 
was a slug-a-bed with no more sense than to sleep on a roof!”  

Sammie’s own face split into a hesitant grin at Frodo’s good humor. He stretched out beside his 
uncle, settling his head into the crook of his left arm. “What are you doing up here on the roof 
then, Uncle? You missed tea.”  

A pale hand came up suddenly and goosed him on the nose. “I *was* having a nap in the 
sunshine, but someone saw to the end of that!”  

Sammie blushed at that and burrowed deeper into the hollow of the shoulder. The arm beneath 
his head was firm and cool. It had always been faintly cold, but today it felt good along the back 
of his neck, less sickly and more comforting, providing a pleasant contrast to the warmth of the 
high grass around him. “I didn’t know you took naps.”  

“That’s because, when I am well enough, I generally take them whilst you are out doing some 
mischief with your sister and the garden is quiet.” Frodo’s tone was mock scolding but looking 
up Sammie could see the glint of wickedness in his eyes.  

“And do you normally nap on the roof?”  

Frodo laughed. “Of course not! I find myself here only because a rather largish army of ants has 
invaded my usual spot and I have not the heart to drown them out today. This is only a one 
time tryst, though it has proven pleasant enough that I may take more of my little sleeps here.” 
He stared thoughtfully at the sky for a moment. “Rose may have something to say to that, 
however, as I am very likely to get burned. See? I am already pink, and I bet to nothing you’re 
just acquiring more freckles.”  

He held up his four fingered right hand in demonstration, and Sammie could see that the back 
of it had flushed a nice shade of pale crimson. Sammie stretched out his own smaller hand in 
comparison and pursed his lips at the aforementioned freckles. “Daisy said that someday I shall 
turn into one giant freckle and be just as tan as the rest of them.”  



The cool fingers of Frodo’s left hand wound themselves in Sam-lad’s hair and began to massage 
his scalp. There was something thick and tender in his voice when Frodo finally replied. “Yes, 
overly fair skin has always been a curse of the Bagginses.”  

Sammie rolled over and met his uncle’s gaze. “Uncle Frodo, if the sun burns you so, why do 
you sleep out of doors?”  

Frodo blinked back, still caught in the sudden stinging of his eyes. The seriousness of the boy’s 
gaze made him think back wistfully to his own days of childish sincerity, days where the setting 
sun was not veiled in the threat of a darkness deeper than that of the night.  

“Well, let us see… can your bookworm of an uncle think up how to explain this?” He squeezed 
Sammie playfully and shifted to find a more comfortable position on the ground, buying 
himself time to think. “Sam-lad, what do you see when you close your eyes at night?”  

Sammie wondered at the odd question. “Why, nothing.”  

“Nothing?”  

“Yes.”  

“Absolutely nothing?”  

What game was his uncle playing at? “Yes. All there is is darkness, because its night and I’ve 
got my eyes closed.”  

Frodo smiled. “Exactly. It is night, time for all little hobbits to be a-bed, because there is nothing 
else for their eyes to see in the darkness. The blackness is a blank canvass for their minds to 
paint lovely pictures on, memories of long days of play and mornings still to come. Why should 
they need any light in that colorful land? Unless, of course, they awaken and get lost on the way 
to the privy, tumbling headfirst into a wash basin full of wet laundry.”  

Sam squirmed at the mention of the misadventure which had resulted in his seven year old self 
explaining to his mother exactly why he stank of old water and was covered in soap flakes. 
Uncle Frodo laughed a little at his discomfort and tweaked his nose again, but continued with 
his description.  

“Now, sleeping outside is different than sleeping snug in your bed, just as a nap in daylight 
differs from a good sleep under the stars. Something makes it more special.”  

“How is it different, Uncle? How can hard earth and sunshine be better than a good quilt and a 
dim lantern?” He snuggled more deeply against the older hobbit, burying his nose in the green 
velvet of his vest, breathing deeply the dusty, sharp scent of books and strong teas embedded in 
the cloth, the sun-warmed gold buttons leaving little pinpricks of heat on his cheek.  



Frodo’s voice was even lower now than before, but Sam was close enough to make out the 
words and feel the humming in his chest as he spoke. “It is in the way light dances through 
skin, a sight which cannot be explained, only seen.” A pause. “Are you comfortable, Sam-lad?”  

“Mmm-hmm…” Sammie murmured a little drowsily.  

“All right, then. Just lay back and close your eyes, and watch the insides of your eyelids closely, 
or you shan’t see it.”  

Sammie thought this a little strange, but he did what his uncle bid him. He squeezed his eyes 
shut, but he saw nothing but blackness. Then, just as he was beginning to doubt whether he had 
done it correctly, the black faded away to be replaced by a warm, red glow. The glow grew and 
grew until it blotted out all else, its warmth pulsating in dizzying swirls. Little gray and white 
spots began to appear, almost too tiny to see. They buzzed about excitedly, like tiny midges, 
their frantic dancing blurring them together and adding to the depth of the red light. They 
washed together in waves, and Sam perceived them as an ever churning crimson tide, similar to 
his mental image of the sea.  

He shifted his head a little, and blue and purple streaks shot across the field of red, leaving after 
images of white and yellow. These negative images floated slowly closer and closer, changing 
from white to yellow to blue and back to purple again, before dissolving into the buzzing red 
background. He gasped quietly in wonder and only faintly heard Frodo’s voice, as if from a 
thousand miles away. “Now, turn your face towards the sun.”  

Sammie did so readily, and was rewarded for the movement with another set of dancing by the 
purple lights. Once they had faded the red sea was quiet again, but then it began to grow 
brighter and brighter as the sun steadily warmed his upturned face. He lost all perception of 
attachment to his body as he floated in that brightness. The sounds of the outside world: the 
occasional twittering of a bird, the constant buzzing and chirping of late summer insects, the 
wind rattling together the nearly dry blades of grass, the gentle murmurs of his uncle, the rising 
and falling of his breath, all wound together to form a supportive net which cradled him as he 
rocked in the soaring warmth. The red waves lapped at each other, the dots cresting in a splash 
of froth, and the white glow became an all consuming light that pulsed in tempo to the roar of 
the sea.  

When he finally opened his eyes, the sun was much lower in the sky. The world looked strange, 
surreal, too sharp and bright after the unhurried visions of blurred dancing. His stirrings 
roused Frodo, who smiled at him under half-lidded eyes. “It appears we’re both slug-a-beds 
now. Did you have a good nap?”  

Sammie yawned and blinked stupidly. “Was I asleep? I didn’t know. I got caught up in the 
dance.”  



“Yes, it’s easy to do that, isn’t it?” Frodo stretched his arms above his head, making the fine 
bones crack, but Sammie stayed curled up against his side, a slight frown marring his young 
features.  

“Uncle Frodo?”  

“Yes, Sam-lad?”  

“Was that… was that the Sea?”  

Uncle Frodo’s sigh was soft and airy, distant enough to be mistaken for the wind. “Yes, child.”  

His brow furrowed in thought. “How is it that we can see it all the way from the Shire?”  

A golden beetle had crawled its way up Frodo’s shirt, and he shooed it away absently. “It is 
Eru’s way of showing us all there is to his creation.”  

This only confused the little hobbit more. “Who’s Eru?”  

Frodo brought up a hand to gnaw at the nail, but, remembering Rosie’s fierce scoldings, 
plucked a strand of grass to chew instead. “Someone I read about in a book, once. The Elves 
believe him to be the creator of all things. He created the two lands, Valinor and Middle Earth. 
The Ainur were his first born, and some, the Valar, later became friends with elves and men and 
help us in times of need. Like Elbereth.”  

Recognition dawned in Sammie’s eyes. “The lady whose name scared off the big spider in your 
book?”  

“None other.”  

Sammie swelled with pride at remembering his family history and was further inspired to 
question his uncle. “But what does Elde… Ebeth…eh… the Lady have to do with dreams of the 
sea?”  

Frodo was quiet for a long time. Sammie was afraid he had fallen asleep again, but when he 
rolled over his uncle’s eyes were wide open, staring intently at the clouds as they crawled by 
overhead, their bellies stained pink in the setting sun. The light hit the jewel around his neck 
just right and the flash of radiance lit ups Frodo’s face in alarming contrast and almost blinded 
the hobbit child. He blinked back the spots and Uncle Frodo was Uncle Frodo again, looking 
sad and quiet as he usually did.  

“There has been no thought of this among hobbits, and very few books written on it even 
amongst the elves, who take it for granted, but I have my own ideas and perceptions on the 
matter.” The strand of grass was reduced to shreds as he rolled it about his mouth, the hard 



little line along his forehead proof he had puzzled long over this. “I almost always dream of the 
sea and only the sea when napping in the sun, and maybe it is the Lady sending us gentle 
reminders of what waits for us. Reassurances that those lands still exist in the world. Perhaps it 
is foreseeing fate.”  

The mystery of this answer and the far off look it gave Frodo worried Sammie, and he suddenly 
remembered the last chapters of the Red Book, and the one in particular where Rose-Mum and 
Sam-Dad had almost lost his uncle to the sea with old Bilbo Baggins. His voice caught. “Uncle 
Frodo… You… you don’t wish you had gone with them, do you? Your Uncle Bilbo and Mr. 
Gandalf and all?”  

Frodo snapped out of his reverie and saw the tears threatening to fall from those wide blue 
eyes. He caught Sammie up in a tight hug, burying his face in the dark curls. “Oh, no no no… 
Never never ever… How could I choose that over you and your father and mother and brothers 
and sisters? No no no… I have never regretted my choice.”  

Sammie clung back in a death grip as he was caught in a sudden fear that no amount of 
sunshine could penetrate. His sniffles threatened sobs and he choked them back against the 
skinny chest. Frodo began to rock slowly, humming one of the nursery rhymes he had cooed to 
each child from Elanor on, the sudden realization of what he could have lost sending tears to fill 
his own eyes.  

“But… but Frodo…” his voice cracked and Sammie cleared his throat and tried again. “But… 
you said that it was fate that you should be across the sea with Mr. Bilbo and Gandalf and the 
others, and here you are stuck with us…”  

The too thin body froze and Sammie feared he had said the wrong thing.  

“Samwise Gardner. Look at me.”  

Sammie pulled back a little and was surprised to see his uncle’s true smile, the one that reached 
his eyes. Though those cerulean depths were still puffy and lined with shadow, they twinkled 
at him with a life that had been absent since the dark period a month before.  

“What a fool I have been, to go preaching elvish philosophy to a young hobbit and leave out the 
most important parts. There are other lands, Sam, beyond Valinor, where mortals and 
immortals alike will meet together in the song of Eru, when the time comes. The sea goes much 
farther than the barriers of the world, further than even the stars. That is why I sleep outdoors 
on my good days. The warmth of the sun reminds me that my worries are nothing when 
compared to those of the cosmos. The sea shall always be there, along with the peoples she 
shelters, and the sun shall rise again. Bad days will end. Yes, I miss Bilbo and Gandalf and 
Legolas and Gimli and the others, but I feel it is my fate to wait with mortals until the day we 
travel that sea of souls. We will sail the sea one day, Sammie, but we shall do it together. You, 



me, your father, mother, Elanor, Frodo, Rose, Merry, Pippin, Goldilocks, Hamfast, Daisy, 
Primrose, Bilbo, Ruby, Robin, and Tolman. We shall all sail together.”  

Sammie’s sweet laugh rang out unbidden and he clung even more tightly to his uncle’s neck.  

The moment was broken by a low grumbling in his stomach and he looked at it in surprise. 
Frodo laughed, an honest, unburdened sound, and gave his hand a squeeze.  

“Ah! We are being lazy! We’ve missed more than tea, I fear. Come! Give me a hand up and 
we’ll go see what Rose-Mum and Elanor have managed with the last of the spring harvest.”  

Sam wiped at his eyes and supported his uncle as he shifted his weight to his feet, his weak 
joints protesting loudly. Frodo tripped once on a ground swallow’s nest, but he waved it off 
with a smile at the indignant squawk of the mother bird.  

Rosie was waiting for them at the little green door, tapping a wooden spoon against her palm 
but unable to hide the quirk at the corner of her mouth. “Now, where have you two been all 
afternoon, shirking your chores?”  

Frodo acknowledged her smirk with a peck at her left dimple. “Not far, I’m afraid. Slept it away 
on the roof like two cats. I’m afraid we were utterly uncivilized.”  

Rose sighed, but the exasperation was a ruse. “Ah… well… Sleep late when ye’ can and bad 
days will end, so they say. Now hurry in and get washed. You two are covered in grass and 
supper’s not comin’ any earlier.”  

She ruffled both of their dark heads simultaneously and the reassuring squeeze Uncle Frodo 
gave his small hand was enough to make Sammie smile. Yes. Bad days *would* end, and they 
would all cross the sea together, fate or no.  

Bedtime story by Hope 

"All right in here, then?" Frodo queried, knocking softly then poking his head around the door. 

 

Ruby nodded silently, clutching the blankets tight up around her chest, trying to suppress its 

heaving from her sudden dash and leap into the bed.  

 

Frodo raised an eyebrow and slipped into the room. "How about a bedtime story, then?"  

 

Ruby bit her lip a nodded again, this time more eagerly, scooting over a little as Frodo sat down 

on the bed next to her, groaning a little at the creaking of his bones. Rosie's time was nearing, 



again; another younger brother or sister, and Robin had been protesting rather noisily about the 

fact that soon he would no longer be the centre of attention. They were all exhausted and at the 

end of their respective tethers -- adults and children both -- so while Rosie took some much-

needed rest and Sam soothed his youngest son, Frodo remembered his own childhood in 

Brandyhall, just one of countless other children for whom there was not time for individual 

good-nights.  

 

"Uncle Frodo?" Ruby asked, the hint of a lisp still softening her consonants. 

 

"Hmm?" Frodo said absently, sliding an arm about her shoulders. "Oh, right, a story! Now. . ." 

He frowned a little, as if in deep concentration. "How about the one with the lass in the tower? 

With long hair?" Ruby pondered for a moment, then shook her head. "The witch in the sugar 

house?" Another shake. "I know! The girl whose granny gets eaten by the wolf!"  

 

Ruby made a rude noise. "I've heard all those," she said, a little exasperated.  

 

"As have I," Frodo conceded. "I've an idea -- why donâ€™t you tell me a story?" 

 

Ruby thought a briefly, then wriggled over a bit further, patting the bed beside her. "All right 

then. Lie down," she commanded. 

 

Frodo shifted down a bit, then obediently laid back; folding his hands carefully on his chest. 

They spent a moment longer arranging elbows and knees, and once they had settled, Ruby 

began. 

 

"Once upon a time there were three little pigs." 

 

"Pigs?" 

 

"Yes." 

 

"This story isn't about hobbits then?" 

 

"No. Now shh or you'll have to go to bed with no story!" 

 

Frodo closed his mouth again. 

 

"Once upon a time there were three little pigs. They wanted to live together, so they decided to 



build a house." 

 

"Not a smial?" 

 

"Uncle Frodo! Quiet! You're ruining the story!"  

 

"Oh, sorry." Frodo looked appropriately ashamed, and smacked his own hand over his mouth 

firmly. 

 

"The three pigs decided to build a house because they loved each other very much and they 

wanted to be together all the time." 

 

Frodo smiled behind his hand. 

 

"First they decided to build their house out of straw, because it was the harvest season and it 

had been a particularly good year, and because the straw was yellow and bright like golden 

sunlight. 

 

"So the three little pigs worked hard, and after weaving for days and days (and only stopping 

for four meals a day), their straw house was finished. 

 

"They moved in and started living together, but soon after a wolf came upon the house they had 

built, and was very jealous." Ruby looked down warningly at Frodo, halting his question. "He 

was jealous because the three little pigs were happy in their house of straw, and the wolf didn't 

like happy things. Except to eat them." 

 

Frodo blinked blearily, struggling to keep his eyes open as Ruby's soft voice and the warmth of 

her body and the bed soothed him. 

 

"The wolf was so angry and jealous that he huffed, and he puffed, and he blew their straw 

house down!" Frodo made an appropriate noise of dismay as she huffed and puffed in 

demonstration. 

 

"Did the pigs get eaten?" 

 

"No," Ruby answered, seeming to have forgotten her earlier threats, rather eager to continue the 

drama. "They managed to escape, all together, and ran far away to where they were safe. But 

they still needed a house."  



 

Ruby pondered for a moment, then looked over at Frodo. "Uncle Frodo!" Frodo started, blinking 

his eyes open wide as Ruby poked his chest indignantly.  

 

"I'm awake! I was just . . . Thinking about the poor little pigs." 

 

"With your eyes closed?" 

 

"Well, yes . . . I can see them better that way." 

 

Ruby snorted. "All right then. Ready for the next bit?" 

 

"Yes please." 

 

"Since the wolf had blown their house down, the three little pigs needed somewhere to live. 

And since the straw had been so easy to blow down last time, this time they used sticks, 

gathering them from the ground under the trees that surrounded where they were going to 

build their new home. They thought about taking the branches from the trees themselves; but 

then they thought they'd better keep the trees on their side -- it would keep them safer -- and 

only take the branches that they were offered." 

 

"Mmph," Frodo made a sound that might have been interest or approval, or just a sound to 

prove he was still awake, and didn't open his eyes. 

 

"It took them longer this time, because it was harder to fit all the branches together than it was 

to weave all the straw, even with their hooves." 

 

"Trotters," Frodo mumbled. 

 

". . . Even with their trotters," Ruby said, as if Frodo hadn't spoken, and Frodo grinned briefly, 

thinking of Gamgee stubbornness.  

 

"But finally, after weeks and weeks, they had a new house, bigger than the last one but stronger 

too, and room enough for children, should they want any. Piglets," she corrected quickly, before 

Frodo could speak up. 

 

"So they all moved in together -- again -- and lived happily for quite some time. But while they 

had been building their new house, the wolf had sniffed out their trail and followed it to where 



their new house was amongst the trees, because he was still hungry. In fact, he was even more 

hungry now, because since he first found the three pigs, all his tummy wanted was bacon, and 

he wouldn't settle for anything less!" 

 

"Like your brother Merry," Frodo suggested.  

 

Ruby giggled involuntarily, then gave Frodo another poke. "Yes, but not even Merry would eat 

a *live* pig. 

 

"Anyway, after the three little pigs had been living together happily for a while, the wolf found 

them! But luckily, the trees, who they'd made friends with, saw the wolf coming and warned 

the pigs that he was on his way, so the pigs quickly ran inside and bolted the door closed! 

 

"When the wolf got into the clearing where the house was he was very angry, because he was 

very hungry and he had been able to hear the sound of the pigs singing as he was walking into 

the forest, and it had made his mouth water. But now there were no pigs to be seen!  

 

"Now because the wolf hadn't eaten for so long, he was very weak, so he decided that instead of 

trying to break into the house he would try and lure the pigs out to where he was, or at least get 

them to let him in.  

 

"'Little pigs!' he called to them. 'Little pigs, let me in! I have been walking long and hard, 

looking for friends, and I'm ever so hungry!' 

 

"'No!' cried one of the pigs from inside. 'Why should we? You'll just try to eat us.' 

 

"'Let me in!' he howled. 

 

"'Not by the hair on my feet!' yelled one of the pigs--" Frodo decided to remain silent on this 

issue of anatomy, given the rather dramatic plotline. "-- And with that, the wolf sucked in all his 

breath, and huffed, and puffed, and blew their house down! He was even so angry that his 

breath blew all the leaves off the trees surrounding the house. The leaves blew about like clouds 

in the clearing where the pigs lived, and they were able to run away before the leaves sank to a 

ground, so the wolf didn't even see where they went!" 

 

"That was lucky," Frodo murmured, the soft spell of Ruby's voice lulling him into an even 

sleepier state, conjuring up images of wolves and leaves and wooden houses behind his closed 

eyelids. 



 

"Yes, but now the pigs were very sad. They had been very happy in their house made of sticks 

and twigs, but the wolf had come and destroyed their home again, even after they had been so 

sure it was strong enough to withstand anything! But now the pigs didn't feel sure of anything, 

and they didn't know where they'd be safe, if ever again! 

 

"They wandered the world for many years, through forests and over mountains and through 

marshes and down rivers. Then, one day they came to a green land full of small, rolling hills 

and little rivers that laughed like the bird call in the morning, and they felt like their hearts had 

come home. 

 

"But still they didn't know where they could live. There were lots of trees about, and fields and 

fields of hay, but they knew from before that straw and stick houses would be no protection 

from the wolf. For a while they despaired. Then, one day, one of the pigs had an idea: 

 

"'I know,' he said. 'Why don't we build a house in one of these hills?' 

 

"'What, like tunnels?' said one. 

 

"'Like a cave?' said the other. 

 

"'No,' said the first pig. 'Just like a normal house, except made of the earth itself. Surely the wolf 

won't be strong enough to blow away the earth!' 

 

"So, as soon as they'd had second breakfast, the three little pigs chose a lovely round hill with 

green grass all over it and with a big tree in the field behind, and started digging. They worked 

hard, day and night, taking turns to have rest through the night as they dug further and further 

into the hill. Eventually, they holes they had dug were big enough, and they searched around 

the green land for the best materials to fit out their new house with -- great fallen tree trunks cut 

up to make wood floors, bricks made from river-mud to put up around the walls, fibre from the 

plants to weave rugs and blankets. One of the pigs even planted some of these plants on the hill, 

and soon they even had a garden! 

 

"Finally, their new home was finished, and they all moved in together for the third time. And it 

wasn't a moment too soon. For the wolf was still hungry, even hungrier than before, and that 

had made him even faster on the road as he had followed their trail. When he came upon the 

green land he was happy, because he knew that the pigs would stay in this land, and besides, 

their scent was stronger here.  



 

"But he searched all over the rolling hills and along the singing streams and saw no sign of 

them, until, in the distance, he saw smoke. Running faster now, he came across a chimney, 

poking up out of the crown of a green hill like a tower on an island. Walking around the hill a 

bit, and sniffing closer, he finally came upon a big round door, green as the grass around it, so 

he hadn't seen it the first time he'd searched the area. He pressed his ear to the door and could 

hear from inside sounds of singing, and his stomach rumbled loudly, for there was the smell of 

cooking coming through the cracks around the door as well, and he was very hungry. 

 

"'Who's there?' called one of the pigs from inside, for the rumbling of the wolf's tummy was so 

loud that they had heard it from in there! 

 

"'It's me!' cried the wolf pitifully, and he must have been a very pitiful sight if the pigs had been 

able to see him - all wasted away with hunger! 'Let me in!' 

 

"But although a two of the pigs felt pity for the wolf, and wanted to let him in to share their 

meal (for they had plenty of food), the third pig remembered how sad and cold they had been 

after the wolf had blown their last two houses down, and cried out in a loud voice: 'No! There 

are vegetables in the garden if you're hungry, but you shan't have us!' 

 

"But the wolf didn't want vegetables, he wanted pork, so once again he took a deep breath and 

went to blow down the little pigs' house, for there were no trees or straw around now to hide 

their escape. But no matter how hard he huffed and puffed, the house stayed put where it was, 

for it was part of the hill itself, now.  

 

"After huffing and puffing for some time, the wolf finally gave up. The three pigs didn't even 

seem to notice he was trying to blow their house down, they had even started singing again, as 

if he weren't even there! 

 

"Now, the wolf might have given up then and gone to seek different prey, but his anger made 

him want to eat the pigs even more than ever, and the smell of food wafting out on the smoke 

from the chimney made him even hungrier. Suddenly, he had an idea! He would climb down 

the chimney, and be right in the kitchen where the pigs were -- he could eat them right away 

and then eat their meal for supper! 

 

"The wolf was skinny enough now that he could fit down he chimney, even such a small 

chimney that was just built for pigs, and so, laughing quietly to himself, he wriggled his way 

down. But he had become skinnier than he thought! And he was so angry and hungry and 



wicked that he had forgotten to think before he got into the chimney, and fell straight into the 

big pot of water the pigs had boiling on the fire!  

 

"Well, the pigs got a big shock at that, but it was too late to save the wolf -- the water was very 

hot and he died before he even knew what was happening to him. So they buried him in the 

garden outside their home, and the tastiest vegetables grew where they planted him, and kept 

the pigs well-fed for as long as they lived there. The end!" 

 

Ruby glanced down at Frodo, because she had been a bit worried about telling a story where 

the wolf fell into the fire, and wanted to see if he had noticed her on-the-spot alteration. "Uncle 

Frodo?" She needn't have been concerned. The only response Frodo made was a soft snore.  

 

Her exasperated sigh was somewhat spoiled by a gaping yawn, and Frodo was awfully warm 

by her side. Wriggling down a little further into bed, she pillowed her cheek on her hands and 

nuzzled close to Frodo, who in turn gave a startlingly loud snort and twitched his arm a little. 

Ruby giggled sleepily, but the soft sound trailed off as she feel into dreams.  

 

Sam came in not long after, cradling an armful of warm, sleeping Robin; and left again with an 

armful of warm, sleeping Frodo, a smile on his face and warmth in his heart; kisses left on 

slumbering faces.  

Wedding by Meli 

The first thing Sammie noticed when he walked into Brandy Hall was the decided lack of the 

bride-to-be. He collared his elder brother Pippin as he walked by. "Where's Lark? And 

Sparrow?" 

 

Pippin gestured vaguely. "In a room, that way." He hurried off, and Sammie went to find his 

friends. 

 

He was back in the main hall only moments later, blushing hotly. Pippin slowed as he walked 

by. "What's wrong with you, Sam?" 

 

Sammie ducked his head and blushed harder. "You didn't tell me they were busy," he muttered. 

 

A raised eyebrow, and Pippin shoved his armload at his brother. "Oh, really?" Sammie gaped as 

Pippin brushed past him, heading for the room. 



 

One of Molly's many cousins snapped her fingers in front of Sammie's dazed face shortly after. 

"Do you know where Pippin or Molly are?" Sammie nearly bit his tongue trying to reply, and 

the lass sighed in frustration. "That's just like them, disappearing for hours on end. Well, you'd 

better come with me, then," she said, and dragged Sammie along in her wake. 

 

Much later he wiped an arm across his forehead, then jumped in surprise as a voice behind him 

said, "Nice job." Meli reached an arm around him to adjust one of the flowers in his centerpiece. 

"Molly'll love it," she grinned, and Sammie felt his face grow hot again. "What's with you? We 

could put you in the center of a red rose bush and no one would be able to tell the difference." 

 

"You and Molly- and Pippin..." Sammie gestured helplessly, and Meli looked confused for a 

moment, then started laughing. 

 

"Oh, poor Crow. It was you who opened the door the first time, then?" Sammie wondered 

vaguely if he'd ever stop blushing, and Meli laughed again. "Don't worry, Sammie, we forgive 

you." 

 

Sammie looked down at the table, then back up at Meli. "If you're done laughing at me," Meli 

swallowed the rest of her laughter and nodded seriously, "I..." he paused, unsure how to phrase 

his question. "Can we go talk somewhere without so many people?" 

 

Meli's forehead crinkled for a moment in thought, then she grabbed Sammie's hand and led him 

through the bustle. After a short while and a mess of passages Sammie had never seen before, 

they emerged in the library. Meli shut the door and the noise faded. Sammie sat on the 

comfortable settee in front of the fire and pulled Meli down next to him. 

 

"Well?" Meli prompted after several moments of silence on Sammie's part. 

 

Sammie sighed and looked away, fidgeting a little. "Meli... I know you and Molly and Pippin 

have your own agreement that you're all happy with, but what happens tomorrow, when 

they're married? What happens to the three of you then?" 

 

He risked a glance up, eyes widening when he saw Meli was looking at him as though he'd just 

announced he'd caught Elbereth and put her in a jar. "What?" 

 

Meli whacked his arm, hard. "Ow!" 

 



"What happens? Samwise Gardner, your parents, all three of them, have been living together 

forever! What on earth makes you think we can't?" 

 

Sammie cradled his wounded arm and watched Meli warily. She'd gotten up to pace after 

hitting him, and having known her since early childhood, Sammie knew that her temper, once 

roused, could be formidable. "I would have thought you of all people would understand! Molly 

and I promised ages ago that we would live together in our own smial when we grew up! And 

Pippin knows that. It's not like he has any problem with it." Meli dropped to her knees in front 

of him and took both of his hands. "Why did you even ask?" 

 

"Won't people talk?" 

 

Meli was giving him that look again. "And I care what people say about me? I'm a Took. My 

father and mother and Aunt Dinny and Uncle Merry have had people talking about them since 

before Farry was born. People have talked about your family since Elly was little. I mean, come 

on. People have talked about the four of us since we were toddlers. People talk. We can't stop 

them." 

 

"True," Sammie acknowledged. He stood, bringing Meli with him and swept her into a hug. "I 

don't know why I thought it would matter." 

 

She snuggled into his arms and sighed. "You've been spending too much time at Council 

meetings. You're becoming a dried up old thing." She pulled back and poked him in the chest. 

"You better marry Aster soon, before you wither so much you'll never be able to have children!" 

 

He tugged one of her curls for that jibe, and laughing, they linked arms and headed back out to 

help with the wedding preparations. Molly pounced on them as soon as they appeared, sending 

Sammie off to help construct the benches and sweeping Meli up to be fitted for her dress. 

Sammie headed outside into the sunshine and lightly punched Pippin in the shoulder. "I guess 

you get twice the congratulations," he said, and Pippin smiled. 

 

"Guess so," he said, and Sammie helped him heft one of the finished seats and move it out to the 

cart. "You alright with that?" Pippin glanced over his shoulder, and Sammie beamed at his 

brother. 

 

The bench fit neatly in amongst the others and the driver shook the reins and set off towards the 

Party Field. Sammie slung an arm around Pippin's shoulders as they watched him go. "I'm fine 

with that, brother. I just wish you luck. Life with Lark and Sparrow will be interesting, I 



guarantee you that." Pippin laughed and tousled his hair. 

**** 

 

The party was in full swing before Sammie managed to track down Meli again. Aster's arm was 

linked in his and she clutched the bouquet. Meli turned as he touched her elbow and beamed at 

them. "Wasn't it beautiful?" 

 

"Yes, it was lovely!" Aster hugged Meli enthusiastically, and Sammie enfolded both of them in 

his arms. "I only hope my wedding is half as lovely." 

 

Sammie felt the tips of his ears turn red, and Molly, overhearing their conversation, laughed. 

"It'll be twice as gorgeous, I promise you that," she said, and Aster blushed. "We'll all help." 

 

Molly wrapped an arm around Meli's waist, kissing her cheek, and Sammie smiled as he 

watched them. "When do you leave?" he asked, and Pippin shook his head. 

 

"As soon as we can slip away!" he cried, and swept Aster into his arms. "Dance?" he asked, and 

Aster tossed the flowers to Meli, nodding eagerly. 

 

Meli looked down at the bouquet and smiled. "You know, I'll never have one of these," she said 

softly. Molly swatted her lightly. 

 

"You never know, love. You could meet someone." Meli shook her head and kissed Molly 

lightly on the mouth. 

 

"I'm not sure my heart could fit anyone else," she explained, and Sammie repaid her for her hit 

from the day before. 

 

"Does that mean you'll not love the children?" 

 

She blushed. "No, not at all, silly Crow." 

 

"Fool of a Took," he retorted. 

 

Molly put a hand over Meli's mouth before she could reply, then leaned forward to cover 

Sammie's as well. "None of that today," she said, waiting until they both nodded. She let them 

go and looked sternly from one to the other. "Promise to stop?" 

 



"Yes, Mother," they said in unison, and Molly slapped them both lightly, then drew them close. 

Daisy joined them then, and for a moment they were all together, like they'd been for years. 

 

"Will we lose this, do you think?" Meli asked softly. "This feeling that only the four of us know?" 

 

Daisy squeezed her hand and hugged the others tighter. "Never." 

 

Sammie nodded. "We'll always be friends," he said, holding them close. 

 

Molly leaned her forehead against three others. "No matter what." 

 

Meli smiled, and kissed them each in turn. "I'm glad." 

 

"Me, too," three voices echoed, and the four birds held each other in the swirl of the party. 

Pippin and Aster fit neatly in with them when they returned from their dance, and the friends 

set to planning how to get the newlyweds and Meli out of the crush of people. 

 

Elly tapped Sammie on the shoulder in the midst of a particularly intricate and daring plan Meli 

and Molly were outlining. "Ready to leave?" she asked, and laughed when six voices almost 

shouted their approval at her. "Come on, then," she said, and tugged Meli down towards the 

ground. "You'll have to stay low." 

 

"We're Hobbits, Elly. We're all low." Molly tugged on one of Meli's curls. "What? We are!" 

 

"Sh!" Pippin pushed them both gently forward and they crept stealthily away from the lanterns. 

Fastred was waiting in the lane with a cart, and Sammie, Aster and Daisy hugged them each 

tightly before the three climbed into the back. Elly ordered quiet, "And none of what you three 

are thinking, there'll be plenty of time for that in a proper bed!" and covered them with a 

blanket, hopping up beside her husband. The cart rattled off into the night, and Sammie 

squeezed Aster and Daisy's hands. 

 

"We'd better go dance," he suggested. "Before they realise the happy trio has made a break for 

it." 

 

"Let's!" Daisy laughed, and dragged them back into the crowd. Sammie wrapped his arms 

around his two partners and smiled. 

 

In the end, he knew, nothing would really ever change. They'd all be together till they died. The 



thought made him happy, and he kissed Aster deeply. 

 

"Oh no!" Aster cried, when they'd pulled apart. 

 

"What?" asked Daisy, who'd been very carefully not paying any attention to the two love birds. 

 

"Meli still has the bouquet!" 

 

Sammie fell over laughing. "And she said she'd never get one!" 

 

Daisy pulled him back to his feet. "Well," she said, giving Aster a hug, "it's not the worst thing 

that you could lose." 

 

"Oh, I know. And if I'm right, Meli'll probably give it back." 

 

"Dried, pressed and mounted in a lovely book," Sammie speculated. 

 

"All the better to keep forever, right?" 

 

Aster smiled and took Sammie's hand. "Right." 

Dig by Slipstream 

They’re digging a hole in the garden. Well, Sam-dad is, but the children and Uncle Frodo are 
watching, Frodo with his arms around all the babes he can reach, holding them together, 
providing something for the children to cling to and burry their sobs in.  

The hole in the garden is for Arky.  

Frodo-lad holds tight to his namesake. Rose-mum would be out here, too, but the new baby 
needs feeding and little Sammie has a nasty cold. Some of the little ones who are too young to 
remember life without Arky are sitting stiffly in the chrysanthemums, eyes big and wide and 
full of tears. Frodo-lad is thinking about the day that Sam-dad brought the little puppy home, a 
warm bundle of barking happiness when Mummy and Uncle Frodo were looking so sad. Elanor 
is strangely quiet.  

The sweat stands out on Sam-dad’s back as he sinks the spade deeper and deeper into the soil. 
It’s a hot day, overly warm for early October. Frodo-lad’s trying very hard not too look at 
anything: the carefully wrapped lump in a clean burlap sack, the little pile of dirt growing next 



to the square hole between the forget-me-nots and the late daisies, the tired, worn look on his 
uncle’s face, or the watery red depths of his siblings’ eyes, so he just squeezes his own tight shut 
and lets the tears come.  

Last night Rose-mum brushed Arky’s still full coat to a beautiful sheen and tied a yellow ribbon 
around his neck. Uncle Frodo emptied the potatoes out of a large sack into a barrel and 
carefully washed the make-shift funeral shroud. Elanor, her hands shaking, stitched five flowers 
onto the hem in green thread, one for each of the five summers they’d had together.  

This morning little Pippin had begun to refill Arky’s blue dish on the kitchen floor with water 
before he remembered and had sat there clinging to the little reminder like it would leave him, 
too.  

It has all shaken Frodo-lad very badly. This is the first time someone he loves has gone away 
and would not be coming back. Elanor remembers the night that Sam-dad’s Gaffer died, but to 
Frodo it’s just a fuzzy baby memory of something he didn’t understand. Late into the night he 
heard her, in the next bedroom, trying to explain it to Rose and Goldy.  

“I tugged Arky’s tail at breakfast last week. Is that bad? I’m sorry I did it…” whispered Rose.  

Elanor’s voice was quiet and reassuring. “We all do things we’re sorry about, we just have to 
know that apologizing is the only way to make it right.”  

“But I never said sorry to Arky, and now he won’t be playing with us any more or eating my 
peas when I don’t want them…”  

Goldy sniffled.  

“But see, its only the little things that change like that. The stars and the moon are still there.”  

“But I don’t want the stars! I want Arky! I don’t want him or anybody else to go away! Foo to 
the moon, how do you keep the little things from changing?”  

Elanor sighed in frustration, as much at herself as towards her younger sibling. “I don’t know! 
Uncle Fo says it so much better…”  

Uncle Frodo. In a few days it will be the sixth, and already his uncle is skipping meals and 
sitting very still for long periods of time, gazing into the parlor fire. Frodo-lad looks at his uncle 
and sees the lean, tired look that Arky had before he fell asleep for the last time. It scares him. 
His grip around his uncle’s waist tightens.  

Frodo notices and brings a cool hand to rest on Frodo-lad’s shoulder. “Hush, child, hush. It will 
be alright.” But he can see that the hand is trembling, the four fingers twittering nervously.  



Uncle Frodo’s left arm doesn’t move at all.  

The hole is deep enough. Sam-dad climbs out, wiping some of the dirt on his hands against his 
pant leg. He then carefully, like he was a newly budded tulip, picks up Arky in his sack and 
places him in the hole. He stands back then, hands on his hips, staring at the grave, face set in 
an unreadable expression.  

Rose-girl makes a little noise of distress and turns away sharply, bare feet pounding the grass 
flat as she speeds away. Sam-dad starts to give chase but is caught by a hand on his trouser leg. 
Elanor looks up with big blue eyes, her voice a whisper. “I’ll go after her.” Then she runs down 
the little path Rose has just fled by, turning one last time to gaze upon the hole and mound of 
dirt. She looks almost glad to be rid of its reminder of mortality.  

Uncle Frodo is holding him just as tightly but he and Sam-dad are sharing a look now, one that 
Frodo-lad doesn’t understand but recognizes. The gaze between the two of them reminds him 
of those glances, thought hidden, between Mum and Da on the darkest night of his life only a 
few months previously, the night that Uncle had screamed and kicked and shouted pleading 
curses in a foul tongue to shadows that had long since vanished. Uncle Fro bites his lip, face 
twitching, but Da is the first to break the lock between them, turning hastily back to the task of 
burying the family dog.  

Frodo and Merry, who named Arky, are the only two children left standing by the grave, 
gazing as their father’s spade places shovel full after shovel full of dirt over Arky. It seems to 
take forever for the grave to be filled, but then Sam-dad is patting the dirt over the little mound 
flat, smoothing it out carefully and making it look all prim and neat.  

Pippin comes forward, carrying a flat rock that Uncle Frodo wrote Arky’s name on in strong 
black ink, the kind that does not wash off in wind and rain. He brushes some imaginary dust 
from its smooth surface and hands it to Sam-dad, who then places it at the head of the mound 
of dirt. Looking at the home-made headstone, Frodo-lad feels the ache within growing only 
deeper, as if the final sign of an end of one life is only marking the beginning of the end of 
another.  

Pippin’s sniffling, wiping at his eyes with the back of one grimy, torn sleeve. Sam-dad sees this 
and draws them all together, Pippin, Merry, and Frodo-lad, in his wide, warm embrace.  

"There now, don't cry," he comforted. "He had a few good summers and all the scraps he could 
eat, and you lot threw sticks whenever he was in the mood for a play. That's as much as any 
pup could want from life, and more than most get."  

Uncle Frodo touches him on the shoulder, and Frodo-lad knows that not all of the tears there 
are for Arky.  



That night dinner is a solemn affair, punctuated by the occasional attempt at a joke or a baby 
dribbling apple-sauce down a chubby chin. The children still manage to put away in the 
manner of hobbits, but Frodo-lad watches his uncle do a whole lot of cutting but barely any 
eating. When Rose-Mum leans across him to wipe at a spill she gifts Uncle a little kiss along one 
pale ear, but he only closes his eyes and puts down his utensils in finality.  

Afterwards Frodo-lad works some of his lessons in the parlor, slowly spelling out a poem about 
a happy puppy running in the fields, his handwriting shaky but with a hint of the flowing grace 
the letters are meant to have. In the corner Elanor plays Peas-Porridge Hot and Where’s 
Thumbkin? with Goldilocks and Hamfast, Daisy set firmly in her lap. Rose-lass sits next to her 
name-sake on the lounging sofa and watches her mother breast-feed Primrose.  

Sam-dad comes in, supporting Uncle Frodo, his two middle sons, dripping wet from their 
evening baths, trailing behind. For their uncle’s sake, the children steadily ignore how heavily 
Frodo leans against Sam-dad’s shoulder as he leads him to the over-sized armchair in front of 
the fire. Once Uncle Frodo is settled, limbs arranged in a way that mimics life, Da fetches the 
softly fretting Sammie from his basket and brings him back to the hearth.  

“Here,” he says, catching Rose-mum’s eye. “He’s wanting you.”  

Something stirs in Frodo’s eyes, bringing some life back to their cerulean depths, and he reaches 
out thin arms to take the babe. Sam-lad quiets almost immediately, nestling in the crook of his 
arms almost instinctively. Frodo-lad watches some of the weariness leave his uncle’s face as he 
plays with the dark baby-curls, the two of them comforting each other in times where no other 
comfort will do.  

Frodo-lad finishes his poem and decides not to read it to the other children, instead slipping out 
the back door to give the first recital to the lump of earth where they buried Arky. When he’s 
finished, wiping roughly at sore eyes, Sam-dad is there to hold the lantern and light his way 
back to the smial. Frodo-lad finds some silent connection with his father’s solid, morose 
posture. In later, darker times, years and years from now, he will look back on this night and 
wonder how much his father had foreseen.  

Inside, Uncle Frodo and Sam-lad have both fallen asleep, the babe’s quiet and peaceful, Frodo’s 
racked by some dream that tangles one hand around soft baby flesh and the other around a 
small white jewel. Frodo-lad is sent off to prepare for bed while Da tucks each dark head into 
their respective bead.  

Later in the night, when he knows not, Frodo-lad is awoken by a soft thump and the light of a 
lantern flickering under his bed-room door. He keeps still and watches as shadows slip by, and 
then two pairs of hobbit feet slowly make their way towards the inner-most part of the smial. 
Uncle Frodo’s voice comes dimly through the thick earthen walls, softened already by 
weariness and pain. “They’re already here… Deep… deep… We’ll have to dig deep this year. 
Dig deep…”  



“Hush…” two voices comfort, but the cries continue, like a small child lost in the gloom.  

Lying in his bed in the deep dark of night, Frodo-lad finds himself wondering how many 
flowers they’ll stitch to the hem of his uncle’s funeral linens.  

Morgul Cooties by Singe 

Hope Grubb was unused to the rustling of a new dress and found herself tiptoeing down the 

hall of Bag End to compensate for the noise. Her hair was still damp and she ran nervous 

fingers through her curls. Muffled voices from the master bedroom slowed her even further and 

she glanced in through the slightly open door.  

 

She watched as Master Frodo Baggins smoothed his new misty-silk waistcoat and fastened up a 

row of silver buttons. He gave it a final tug and turned to Mistress Rose for her approval. Not 

given to extravagant compliments she merely put a fluttering hand on her bosom and sighed. 

Frodo laughed right out loud and turned to the full-length mirror for a more objective opinion. 

It reflected the rich gleam of the oaken bedroom furniture and the brilliant spring colors of the 

patchwork quilt thrown over a deep, comfortable bed. A bed long enough and wide enough to 

sleep three. A strange sort of jolt traveled down Hope’s spine at that thought and she tried to 

banish her imaginings from her head. Still, the mirror reflected all manner of loving and 

beautiful things and Hope imagined that its opinion of them was positive this sunny morning.  

 

“Am I doing the right thing, Rosie?” Frodo softly asked, his delight seemingly dimmed by a 

nagging worry. Rose put her arms around him and hugged him tightly.  

 

“Yes. It’s absolutely the right thing. Right for you, right for Hope, right for all of us.” She stood 

on tiptoe and kissed him on the chin. “You’ll see. And please don’t go out there looking like 

you’re about to take on a dragon. This is a very happy occasion.”  

 

“I’ll try. No, I’ll do it. I’ll look like the village idiot, I’ll be so joyous.”  

 

“Don’t strain yourself. You’re a very delicate and wan person, y’know.” She passed the backs of 

her fingers down his smooth cheek. He smiled.  

 

“Yes, I know.” Frodo lifted Rose completely off her feet and bit her on the neck. Rosie made a 

strange sort of GEEP! noise that set them both giggling and Frodo slid her down the length of 

his body until she touched the floor again. He tilted her head back…Hope blushed a 



magnificent scarlet and rushed past the door before she could be seen.  

 

Master Frodo was so handsome. No, that was the wrong word. Mayor Samwise was handsome, 

his sons were handsome, even Mistress Rose could be called handsome but Master Frodo…he 

was…absolutely…heartbreaking. Even more so when he was worried about her. So sweet…he 

was concerned about the right thing to do? Not nearly as concerned as Hope.  

 

She paused in the middle of the hall and tried to calm herself with deep breaths. Was she doing 

the right thing? Was Master Frodo? In an effort to be brave and, above all, practical, she 

reminded herself that greater and more desperate deeds had been done in the name of safety 

and…security.  

 

“There you are!” Elanor shouted as she burst out of her own room. Hope stifled a scream. “Get 

in here! We need to finish your hair before it dries.”  

 

“I could just braid it…”  

 

“Oh, nonsense!” Elanor seized Hope by the arm and dragged her inside where her sisters Rose-

lass and Goldilocks were waiting, sorting through brightly colored ribbons and fresh flowers. 

“Today’s a special day and you have to be PERFECT!” Hope was thrust into a chair and sat 

quietly while a squabble broke out over just what style, what ribbons, what buds would be 

‘perfect’ enough.  

 

Perfect.  

 

She stole a glance up at Elanor, the mayor’s oldest daughter, blessed by Elves. There was 

perfection. A beauty so staggering it was unreal and unenviable. You don’t envy a star in the 

sky, do you? Hope reckoned that, if they had ever so desired, Master Frodo and Elanor could 

seduce the stones out of the Earth, but they weren’t the ones to blame for today’s inevitable 

ceremony. Frodo wasn’t to blame. No, no, no.  

 

Hope blamed herself. Fool. Fool that she is.  

 

She twiddled with a stray lace and remembered…  

 

Oh, it all started so innocently. Hope’s research into the Great War had brought her and her 

little sister, Delphinium, inevitably to Bag End. Heroes filled that hill: Nine-Fingered Frodo the 

Ringbearer, a far-flung cousin of hers on the Baggins side that she had never met before (her 



very-proper parents had made quite sure of that when they were alive) Samwise the Strong, 

easily the best mayor that Hobbiton ever had, and the Briar Rose, Sam’s wife, also known as the 

Mercy of Bywater due to her unflagging devotion to the needy in that area during the Ruffian 

Siege.  

 

Hope had practically dashed up the Hill, pulling Del behind her. They were introduced to 

everyone: all the golden children, the Ringbearer, the Mayor, the Mercy, and little Sammie, the 

Scandal. Sammie was practically a smaller version of his father and Hope thought it was 

adorable the way he called Master Frodo ‘Uncle.’ Uncle indeed! His huge eyes tentatively stared 

up at her and she just couldn’t help herself. She had kissed him and Del had dragged him away 

to play. Neither realized what a favorable impression their guileless acceptance made. The 

sisters had seen a great deal in their travels and one infamous little boy wasn’t going to faze 

them. Besides, didn’t all the Hobbits in Bywater love Sammie? A darling child like that?  

 

They were permitted to stay for an entire week and Hope was relishing the opportunity to learn 

the Great Ones’ story, to bask in the warmth of their valour. She eagerly unpacked her pens, 

ink, paper and charcoals and carefully set them onto her very own guest bed. Del had her own 

bed, too, and Hope knew she would be in ecstasy over that. Hope studied her as Del ran past 

the window, in hot pursuit of Daisy Gardner, and decided that Del’s dress would last a little 

longer if it was turned inside out and the seams re-sewn. There was nothing she could do about 

the length, though, short of begging the child to stop growing. For now, there was work to do 

and she gathered up her materials. The heroes were waiting.  

 

She didn’t understand…then…that a hero’s unending purpose was to save those that needed 

saving. Whether they wanted saving or not.  

 

Had she known the extent of the interfering compassion she would encounter she would have 

avoided the entire area. Dinnertime was especially trying. “Lass, aren’t you tired?” Mistress 

Rose would get directly to the point as she ladled out bowls of rich beef stew that were passed 

from hand to hand down the long, long dinner table. Del loved this aspect of mealtimes at Bag 

End and enthusiastically passed meat and breads all around her as if she were threatening to 

fling it. Food enough to throw! She was wearing one of Goldy’s hand-me-down dresses and it 

fit beautifully. Hope had slowly turned over a piece of potato in her mouth while she looked at 

it. Reluctantly, she decided to let it pass. Glancing away she caught Master Frodo watching her. 

To her relief, he went back to his soup. Mistress Rose was still holding forth. “You’re barely into 

your tweens and you’re wandering all over the Shire in all weathers. Don’t you want a secure 

place to rest? To stay?”  

 



“Well, ma’am.” Hope had argued. “I am secure. I love what I do. Libraries all over the Four 

Farthings depend on me and I make a living…”  

 

“Barely. I think they’re cheating you, my girl, you’re so young and all…”  

 

Mayor Samwise would back up his wife, pointing at Hope with a carving knife. “Hear, hear, I 

agree with Rosie. I think you need to find a nice position with a well-off family. You’d have 

proper meals and a roof over your head. We’d take you on but we have more than enough help 

built in.” He smiled broadly as his two eldest children, Elanor and Frodo-Lad, came in bearing 

an enormous platter of apple tarts for dessert. “You have to think of Delphinium too, y’know.”  

 

Hope would smile ever so politely while holding back maniacal shrieks. “She’s happy.” She 

reassured them and Del’s giggles at the other end of the table emphasized her point. “We’re 

both happy and we’d really rather not be beholden to any family. We’re quite independent and 

we have a room in practically every library in the Shire. We have standing invitations at any 

number of Grubb homes, Great Smials in Tuckborough and Brandy Hall in the Bucklands. 

Anyone with books! We’re safe. We want for nothing.”  

 

It was true enough. So what if they were the eternal good guests? Always smiling and cheerful 

and entertaining no matter the circumstances? Never quite belonging? The point was they were 

unbound! Independent! They could leave whenever they wanted and go wherever they 

pleased. Freedom under the stars and along the countless hidden paths that run through the 

Shire was worth bearing the cold, the heat, the exhausting work and the occasional hunger. She 

doubted anyone in this well-fed and comfortable family could possibly understand. Besides, 

soft beds made her back hurt. Offers like theirs had been made before and, as usual, she decided 

to lie. “Anyway, I wouldn’t last long. I can’t sew. I have a tendency to break things so I’m no 

good cleaning and no garden would survive me for very long, I’m afraid. I can’t cook.” She 

smiled apologetically at the Mayor, with just a shade of flirtatiousness, hoping to distract him 

from the subject.  

 

“Can’t cook!” he teased, winking back at her. “What good are you?”  

 

Hope shrugged her shoulders in an exaggeratedly helpless way, earning a laugh from Merry-

lad and Little Pip who had her squashed between them.  

 

“Actually, she’s been invaluable to me.” Master Frodo said and Hope was surprised by his 

sudden defense. “I thought she was just going to copy out what bits of history the libraries 

would find important but she’s organized my notes and found that manuscript I thought I’d 



lost. She’s even reading over my stories and poems for mistakes.”  

 

“You poor thing!” The Mayor exclaimed and slid an extra tart onto her plate. Hope burst into 

genuine laughter and Merry and Pippin giggled again as they gazed up at her adoringly.  

 

“The Whitfoots have plenty of room. Perhaps we could arrange something with them?” the 

Mistress Rose mused, cutting into her pie. Hope had the distinct feeling she was not being 

listened to. A flat refusal would be rude, to her mind, and she was desperate to keep her access 

to Master Frodo and his Red Book full of adventure and horror so she kept her peace. Mistress 

Rose began quietly conspiring with Elanor and Hope sighed.  

 

The next morning she had faced a row of Gardner girls staring at her with uncomprehending 

pity at the breakfast table. Elanor was spokesman and she started right in as the entire family 

listened to the fresh attack with relish. “You work too hard, you’ve barely been out of Uncle’s 

Frodo’s study since you got here. What about dances? Lads? Feasts and parties and Holidays? 

You never have fun! You never play!”  

 

Delphinium stopped trying to spear Sammie with her fork and leapt to her big sister’s defense. 

“She does, too, play!”  

 

Elanor looked down the table at Del and sniffed, hugely. “Oh, really? What does she play?”  

 

“She plays Chase!” Del ignored Hope’s frantic shushing motions, determined to defend the 

Grubb honor.  

 

“Chase?”  

 

“Every time we go to Tuckborough, Thain Paladin chases her around and around the dinner 

table…” The sudden explosion of laughter nearly blew out Bag End’s windows and Del 

stopped, surprised. The Mistress Rose choked on her sausage and had to be thumped on the 

back.  

 

“Does he…” The Mayor gasped for breath. “Does he ever catch her, lass?” Hope was miming all 

manner of terrible retribution in Del’s direction. Master Frodo’s eyes were gleaming with 

merriment so Delphinium ignored her.  

 

“No, she ducks under the table and he pokes at her with Master Peregrin’s sword until 

somebody rescues her…” She demonstrated with her fork. Frodo-lad actually slid out of his seat 



and onto the floor. Hope hid her face in her hands.  

 

That night Mistress Rose tucked Delphinium in with kisses and a story about two lost and 

wandering princesses who fought for their lives against an evil witch who wanted to eat them! 

Eat them alive! Through great courage and cleverness the Sisters threw the witch into her own 

oven. They took over the witch’s home and lived there Happily Ever After. The story brought 

Del to tears and Hope fumed. Why? Why all the nagging? What interfering Hobbits! And there 

were so MANY of them and they never gave up…why?!  

 

An answer of sorts came to her after yet another nightmare, courtesy of the dark passages of the 

Red Book, kept her awake. After all the evil, all the pain and terror and suffering that the heroes 

had borne it must be rather a comfort to fret over such a minor thing as the well-being of a pair 

of itinerant girls. Yes, that was it. And if Mayor Samwise gave her just one more heart-

wrenching look of caring sympathy from his big, brown eyes she was going to lose all resolve 

and cling to his legs, forever.  

 

The sisters had left an entire day early. “You act like they have Morgul Cooties!” Del 

complained, loudly. “I like them!”  

 

“Oh, shut up and walk faster!”  

 

"Meli, Molly, Daisy and Sam  

Went to the river and opened the dam.  

Baggins, Gardner, Brandybuck, Took  

Lent over the edge to get a good look.  

Fair hair, black hair, two for dark brown  

Smiled at each other before they jumped down.  

Four little hobbits, all in a row  

covered in water from head-top to toe.  

Crow, canary, sparrow and lark,  

They are my candles that light up the dark."  

 

Meli Took and Molly Brandybuck, staying in Bag End for the summer, were singing and their 

wavering notes drifting through the round window interrupted Hope’s memories. She smiled 

and hoped the girls could learn to carry a tune someday. Soon. Goldilocks blushed and grinned. 

“I can’t believe they’re still singing my song.”  

 

“That’s such a nice song! I want to be in a song! I want to be a bird, too!” piped up a sweet little 



voice that Hope recognized as one of the Gardner’s neighbor’s children, Aster Digg-Tooter. “I 

want to be a dove. I want to be Aster Dove! Y’know, all pretty and soft and nice! What bird do 

you want to be, Del?”  

 

“Uh oh…” Hope cautioned. Elanor went to the window, her hands still in Hope’s hair so as not 

to lose her place in the braiding, so Hope was obliged to follow her or have her head pulled off. 

Goldy and Rose-lass followed curiously.  

 

Delphinium was standing under a plum tree with the others, Meli, Sammie, Aster, Daisy and 

Molly, looking at her expectantly. She ran her fingers under the stiff cuffs of her own new dress 

and thought over Aster’s question with a little smile, drawing out the suspense. Hope knew 

that look and humphed. Del came to a decision, “I want to be…a buzzard. I want to be 

Delphinium Buzzard! Y’know, all mangy and ugly and terrible!”  

 

Aster’s face twisted in disgust. “That’s hideous! You’re not a buzzard!”  

 

“I am what you are not, Asssster. Buzzards eat doves for breakfast.” Del’s hands hooked into 

claws. “They eat sparrows and canaries, too! And larks are yummy and crows taste just like 

chicken!” She lunged and all the children took off screaming. Sammie was pushing Aster ahead 

of him, Daisy ran behind the tree and Meli and Molly…  

 

“Run, Molly-Lark!!” Meli yanked Molly out of harm’s way and tripped over her own feet. She 

hit the ground with a solid thud and curled into a ball. “BUZZARD! NO!”  

 

Del pounced. “Die, Sparrow, die!” She tried to haul Meli away but Molly had returned and the 

two began to pull the Took in half.  

 

“DELPHINIUM!! Stop trying to eat Meli and keep your dress clean!” Hope shouted and the 

girls became still as stone. Meli pouted. Sammie and Daisy, sneaking up from behind, also 

stopped, disappointed. Aster had fearfully stayed well out of the way. “You can tear each other 

apart as soon as the ceremony is over!” Del stuck out her tongue. Elanor tugged and Hope 

obediently went back to her chair. Goldilocks was still smiling, pleased that her song was 

spreading. Spreading horribly, yes, but spreading. Suddenly Rose-lass decided Elanor’s 

braiding was all wrong and the bickering broke out again.  

 

Hope sighed and her thoughts turned again to how she ever got into this predicament.  

 

The Bag End research she had amassed was thorough and extensive and her superiors were 



very pleased. She and Del settled into a cramped and drafty store-room at the Main Branch in 

Hobbiton to organize it all and that work took a while.  

 

They were close enough to Bag End to become regular visitors whenever Hope needed to 

augment what she had learned and the two stayed overnight more often than Hope liked. They 

had to. Mayor Sam wouldn’t let them out the door if it so much as drizzled.  

 

One cold, March morning the girls had come up the Hill to find Master Frodo coming down 

without a cloak, his shirt open and his head down. He was muttering to himself and his face 

was flushed red. Hope had read about his illnesses in the Red Book and had even spoken to Del 

about them but the reality of his suffering frightened her. None of the Gardners had told 

her…none of them had warned her…“Master Frodo?” Hope untied her own threadbare cloak 

and held it out, approaching him slowly. “Stay back, Del. Master Frodo? It’s cold out, sir.” His 

eyes were bottomless depths. Hope’s voice shrank to a whisper. “M...Master? It’s Hope, sir.”  

 

He shook his head while the wind cut them both. “Hope? No…how can you hope, Sam, if the 

Ring should go into the fire and we are nigh? We’ll only need enough food to get there for we’ll 

never get back…” Hope very slowly placed her cloak around his shoulders and turned him 

around. “We’ll never make it back, Sam. We’ll never see Rosie again…”  

 

“Yes, you will, sir. I promise.”  

 

“I know you love her, Sam. I love her, too. I never told her…I never realized…”  

 

“She knows, sir.” Hope kept her arms around him and walked him slowly back up the hill. 

Delphinium followed behind with a sizable rock in each hand, ready to throw, in case he 

became difficult.  

 

The Gardners were actually surprised to see them back again, a few days later. Hope was 

surprised, too. She had to return, though, the work was unfinished, and Del missed her friends. 

Yes, that was the reason. The family became downright clingy and little gifts came from 

everyone. Hope resisted all attempts to be taught how to sew, cook or not break things and 

spent most of her time with Master Frodo, who was back to normal, or as normal as he could 

get, rearranging and organizing his new material for the libraries. Del often popped in herself, 

sitting quietly on the floor and copying the ornate script she found in the many books. The 

study and Master Frodo himself became a strange sort of calm refuge in the center of the 

Gardner storm.  

 



The girls needed a refuge, too. Delphinium Buzzard stuck close to the Fearsome Four, unless 

they were planning a raid on someone’s crops. A true fight had broken out between her and the 

other children as to whether or not they were simply ‘hooking’ or outright stealing. Del said 

they were stealing and disapproved. She turned her back on the protests and accusations of 

being a Stickinthemud and stayed in Frodo’s study with a righteous look on her face until both 

parties missed each other enough to make peace.  

 

Hope caught her fair share of trouble, as well. Mistress Rose still disapproved of her. The nerve. 

Rose Gardner, of all people, passing judgment on her. One rainy night at dinner Hope was 

subjected to the usual. “Fredegar Bolger just inherited an enormous smial on the borders of 

Hobbiton. Fatty has his family and his mother in law, Heliconia Banks, living there. Now, mind 

you, that old lady’s got a tongue that could cut through iron and she and Fatty fight like 

maniacs but it’s a good position…”  

 

“Why aren’t you going to the Took party? It’s Thain Paladin’s birthday and I’m SURE he’d love 

to see you again…” Elanor teased.  

 

“And the Rumbles, just down the hill in #2 Bagshot Row, have all sorts of room and they need a 

nice girl…” Rose continued.  

 

“I can’t…” Hope protested (politely of course) “I have work to do. I’m very busy. And we don’t 

need to settle anywhere. We’re just fine, right on our own. Truly!”  

 

At bedtime Mistress Rose had a new story for Delphinium and Hope lay in her bed and gritted 

her teeth while it went on. It was about a Great Lady who locked herself away in a tall white 

tower of oliphaunt ivory who suffered only a few attendants to come into her presence when 

she needed them. She did nothing but sit at a great wooden loom and work all day and all night 

since she cared for nothing that the outside world had to offer. She did, however, have a faded 

and scratched mirror just in front of her and directly opposite the window at her back so she 

could occasionally glance in it to see the dim reflection of the grounds outside.  

 

One day she stretched her tired spine and looked in the mirror just as a beautiful knight went 

riding through the countryside. Amazed by his face, his form, his very bearing, the Lady got up 

and turned to the window for the first time in her life. The sheer, piercing beauty of the world 

and the handsomeness of the Knight within it, the sun in his hair, was too much for her to take 

and she dropped dead on the spot. Her attendants placed her body in a boat and floated her 

down the river as they couldn’t be bothered to dig a proper grave. The Knight saw her go 

floating past and was struck by her fine features. “I could have loved that Lady.” he said to his 



horse. “We could have had a wonderful life, perhaps, in my castle. But, too bad, she’s dead.” 

The horse agreed. The boat went over the falls and the Lady passed out of all memory. Too bad, 

indeed! The end!  

 

Del gave a mean giggle and applauded Mistress Rose, who curtsied. Hope ignored them both 

by pretending to be asleep.  

 

Even Master Frodo made digs as they sifted through scrolls and books and endless papers. 

“You need to settle somewhere, Miss Grubb. Delphinium will get sick and then what will you 

do?”  

 

Hope remembered swallowing in anger but her face remained pleasant. “Oh, she’s such a 

healthy girl. All this walking has made her very strong, you know. She doesn’t get sick.” Master 

Frodo had smiled at her. Not the smile that gave her butterflies in the stomach but a knowing, 

eerie smile with his eyebrows raised. For the first time she had a sense of Master Frodo, not as a 

fellow scholar, the tired and occasionally ill Master of a smial overrun with children, but as 

someone…distinctly…Other. The Other who had suffered within the Eye of All Evil and been 

forever changed from the norm. Chills raced around her skin as if cold, slimy hands had 

suddenly circled her throat. “She’ll never get sick!” Hope repeated, leaning forward 

defensively.  

 

“Yes, she will. And very soon. I know. I know it as surely as I know the sky is blue and the 

grass is green. Are you going to fight me over it?” He asked, suddenly amused. Hope realized, 

to her horror, that she was out of her chair and looming over the Ringbearer himself, her hands 

out, as if she were about to grab him. She stepped back and sat down. Unfortunately she missed 

her chair entirely and landed on her rear, hard enough to knock the wind out of her lungs. 

Frodo hid his mouth behind a thin hand and snorted. “She won’t get sick!” Hope wheezed, 

defiant to the last.  

 

Naturally, the little monster had come down with a violent fever that very day. Hope thought 

of the drafty store-room at the Hobbiton Branch and cursed herself as she and Mistress Rose put 

Del to bed. Now, they were well and truly trapped.  

 

A day passed and the fever got worse. Del began screaming, cursing, fighting and babbling in 

her fevered confusion while the Mistress Rose caught and held her hands and the Mayor, the 

Mayor himself, changed the hot plasters on her chest. They moved with the ease of long 

practice and Hope didn’t wonder at it. Del was screaming, “Let me go! Let me go! Don’t you hit 

me! I’ll tell my Da and Ma! They are NOT dead! I’ll tell my sister! She’ll kill you, Aunt 



Emeralde! Let me out! LET ME OUT!” Hope, biting her hands in fear, shame and helplessness 

gave the Mistress Rose a very short explanation.  

 

“Our parents died when our smial caved in. We were taken in by Emeralde Grubb, my father’s 

least favorite sister, and her rotten family. They treated us…very badly. They treated us…like 

servants…worse than servants, like slaves…but, after three years I found employment and we 

escaped. They called us…ungrateful…” she balled her hands into fists.  

 

Mistress Rose looked as if she wanted to hear more but Hope wasn’t forthcoming. She 

smoothed back Del’s sweaty curls. “No wonder she loved those vengeful tales of mine so 

much.” she mused. “The ones where the evil queen or aunt or stepmother got their just desserts 

in the end. Stabbed through the heart. Danced to death. Banished. Del loved them. Gave me 

quite a turn, the poor bloodthirsty thing.”  

 

“I admit I loved those, too. I especially liked the one where the evil witch was shoved into the 

oven…” Hope broke down and turned to the wall, mortified at showing weakness and 

ashamed of herself for being embarrassed over her sister’s illness in someone else’s home. 

Worse, the home of heroes. She felt helpless. The Mayor left the room and Del whimpered at the 

loss.  

 

Rose’s voice was low. “I usually make those awful stories up about once a month when I’m 

feeling horrible. And I’m not pregnant. I think that’s one of the reasons I have so many 

children.” She rubbed her eyes. “I’m sorry, Lass. I wouldn’t have teased you with my stories 

and nagged at you if I had known.”  

 

“I know. It’s just…we will never suffer that again. I swore. I swore we’d be free. I swore no one 

would ever take us over again…” she scrubbed her face furiously.  

 

Del suddenly grunted in fear and rage and lashed out again. Rose allowed her to strike at the 

air until she was exhausted and continued to croon a timeless lullaby. The child quieted. Hope 

heard a sniffle at the door and turned just in time to see Sammie dash away. Rose waited until 

Hope’s own tears stopped.  

 

“No, you will never suffer that again. I swear it, myself.” She stroked Del’s hands. “Miss 

Grubb,” Mistress Rose finally said, “I’ve talked it over with Sam and Frodo and we’ve decided. 

Frodo has a proposal for you. And a very timely one, at that. He’s in the garden.”  

 

Hope said nothing. Trapped, she was trapped.  



 

Rose’s voice was soft and earnest. “Please go and hear him out. Trust me.”  

 

Hope slowly stood up as if a giant stone were on her back. At the door she turned, “Master 

Frodo knew she would be sick.”  

 

Rose nodded. “Frodo knows…much. Most importantly, girl, he knows what’s best. Trust him! 

Trust me. You won’t…ever…regret it.”  

 

Trust.  

 

Hope had closed the door behind her and stood in the hall, swaying with exhaustion. She 

considered running away. But what about Del? And where would she go? Bree? Rohan? 

Mordor? There was only one place she could go. She turned and resolutely went to the garden 

where Master Frodo was waiting for her.  

 

“Which brings us to today…” Hope mumbled, fraying the lace she held in her fingers and 

trying not to wince with every rose-bud stem that Elanor jabbed into her scalp.  

 

“Not too many, Elly.”  

 

“I KNOW, Rose! There, that’s finished it. Stand up, Hope!” Hope stood and looked in the 

mirror. She was too terrified to judge herself properly but she seemed pretty. “Oh, you’re 

darling! Look at you!” Rose-lass agreed and Goldilocks applauded. Hope smiled and twitched 

her dress like any four year old.  

 

Merry-lad and Little Pip burst into the room and both were disappointed to see Hope already 

dressed. Nice try, lads. Hope glared at them. “The Dignitary’s here!” Merry-lad announced. 

“It’s time!”  

 

“OUT!” Elanor aimed a kick at them and they ran out again. “It’s time. Are you ready?” Hope 

made a strange sort of gurgle in her throat, which meant Yes and, luckily, Elanor interpreted it 

as such. “Let’s go, then!”  

 

They met the Mayor in the hall. His eyes were very bright. “Aw, Dad…” Rose-lass teased. 

“You’re not going to blubber are you?”  

 

“Have to, lass. These things always make me cry.” He brandished a large red handkerchief to 



show how prepared he was and his daughters giggled. “Let’s see how long I last, eh? YOU look 

lovely!” He kissed Hope on both cheeks. “And you made those cheese pastries for the feast 

tonight, didn’t you?” he accused. “I thought you said you couldn’t cook?”  

 

“I lied. I can sew, too.” Elanor, Goldy and Rose-lass laughed again and poked at her while the 

Mayor beamed. “But I really am awful with plants.”  

 

“Can’t have everything.” he said and offered her his arm.  

 

She took it. “Thank you, sir.” she choked out and off they went down the hall, out the front 

door and into the sunny garden. She looked about for Delphinium and saw her standing next to 

the plum tree along with the other children. To her great shock she saw that Del was still clean 

and completely unrumpled. Del met her eyes and Hope knew why. She was terrified, too, and 

subdued enough to behave, for once. Hope dredged up a reassuring smile. Del simply waved 

back, her face a blank.  

 

“Is everyone ready?” the Dignitary inquired. It was none other than Old Heliconia Banks 

herself. Fatty Bolger had driven her and his entire family in for the treat and he, himself, was 

already edging towards the dessert table. It promised to be a great party with all the Gardners, 

the Bolgers, the folks from Bagshot Row and anyone else who happened to wander by, like 

Aster Digg-Tooter, her older sister Floria, and their Aunt Mimi Proudfoot who had all been 

waylaid on their way to the market. They stood together, a rather large crowd, and tried not to 

step on anyone’s toes as they all tried to get the best vantage point. Someone reassured 

Heliconia that all was ready and Hope found herself before the intimidating old Hobbit and 

standing next to Master Frodo. She wondered if either was fast enough to catch her if she 

bolted.  

 

“We shall proceed, then.” The garden grew quiet and all Hope could hear were the birds in the 

trees. Die, sparrow, die. Speaking of death, if her parents weren’t already dead this ceremony 

would have killed them. “Will the Master of this household and these lands announce himself?” 

Heliconia called out, looking vaguely over Frodo’s shoulder.  

 

“I am here.” Frodo answered and Heliconia focused on him. Hope heard a sob behind her and 

turned to see the Mayor with his face in his handkerchief. Mistress Rose was patting him on the 

arm and grinning. He hadn’t lasted very long at all.  

 

“What is your name and title?”  

 



“Frodo Baggins. I…I am a landowner.” Hope knew that Master Frodo’s actual list of titles and 

accomplishments was long and dramatic so he was hoping to avoid them. But Hobbits lived for 

such things and Heliconia simply smiled pleasantly and waited. Frodo sighed and continued. “I 

am the Master of Bag End and Former Mayor of Hobbiton, Council member of the Shire under 

current Mayor Samwise Gardner, Shire Historian…” He drew a deep breath. ”…I am named 

Counsellor of the North Kingdom by the King Elessar, also named Knight of Gondor and Arnor 

by the King Elessar, named one of the Lords of Ithilien by Prince Faramir, named Knight of 

Rohan by King Eomer, named Respected of the Dwarves by Lord Gimli of the Glittering Caves, 

named Elf-friend by Gildor Inglorion of the House of Finrod, and known to all peoples as the 

Ringbearer and the Doom of Sauron.”  

 

“And he can bake a cherry pie!” Fatty called out, earning himself a laugh from everyone.  

 

“No, he can’t!” Mistress Rose and at least seven of her children refuted. More laughter. 

Heliconia scowled at her son-in-law and waited until it died down. She turned back to Frodo 

again and, indeed, he could have gone on with his various honors until the sun went down 

without repeating himself but he seemed to think he’d said enough and kept his mouth shut. 

Resigned, Heliconia let it go.  

 

“Will the Intended announce herself?” she called, looking over Hope’s shoulder now.  

 

“I…uh….” Hope stammered. Heliconia looked upon her and Hope was surprised to see a 

teasing smile on that dour face. The smile of one who’s seen it all and is mighty amused at the 

fuss before her now. She timidly smiled back and suddenly felt her fear and doubt melt away as 

if the fine old lady had waved a magic wand at her. It truly was going to be alright. Trust. Yes. 

“I am here.”  

 

“Good.” Heliconia nodded at her. “Good girl. What is your name and title?”  

 

“Hope Daffadowndilly Grubb. I am a researcher and archivist for the Combined Libraries of the 

Four Farthings.” A pitifully short list of accomplishments Hope thought. Heliconia smiled 

again.  

 

“Are there any objections to the proceedings?” For one awful moment Hope was afraid that 

Delphinium would object, but she did not.  

 

“Very well, then. Master Frodo Baggins do you take Miss Hope Grubb into your service?”  

 



“I do.”  

 

The ceremony went on, with a great many words and a reading of the rights, under law, that 

both parties were entitled to, a listing of the work Hope was expected to do (the organization 

and keeping of Master Frodo’s books and written business as well as the continuation of her 

work with the libraries and, of course, babysitting) for a period of seven years. Declarations of 

loyalty, protection and service were proclaimed by Hope and Frodo to one another (the Mayor 

sobbed again) five witnesses were brought forward to add their signatures to the service 

contract in purple ink and everyone burst into applause when it was over. It had all been a blur 

to Hope and, dazed, she allowed Merry-lad and Little Pip to drag her towards the food. 

Delphinium was there and she crooked her finger at her big sister. Hope excused herself and 

went over. She leaned down. “Are you all right, Del?”  

 

Del slowly nodded. “I’m scared but I really do like them.” She bit into a sugar-frosted 

strawberry and shrugged. “But, I hope you fare better than Master Frodo’s last servant.” Del 

very, very quietly teased. “G’lum, g’lum!” she gurgled.  

 

Hope allowed a ridiculously lecherous _expression to appear on her face, “Maybe I’ll fare as 

well as his first servant?” They looked over at the Mayor. Frodo was pretending to wring out 

Sam’s handkerchief, then leaned over and gave his former gardener a kiss on the mouth.  

 

“Maybe if frogs had wings…” Delphinium began but she was hauled away by Molly before she 

could finish. It seemed the two of them had a Meli Tug Of War still in question. “DIE, 

SPARROW, DIE!!”  

 

Frogs. That night Hope and Delphinium hosted a Grubb housewarming in their room. By law, 

it was all theirs and no longer Master Frodo’s. By law, they were protected. By law, by lay, by 

law. Their room was snug and comfortable and the sisters loved it. Hope had spent a pretty 

penny of her savings at the market to buy the Gardner children treats they didn’t normally get 

as Mistress Rose believed firmly in home-baked goodies. There were exotic toffees, brightly 

colored hard candies and imported chocolates and all the children were in ecstasy. The Master, 

Mistress and Mayor paid them a visit of state and, unable to get past the crowd, were thrown 

caramels through the door. They went away, laughing, and Hope decided to tell a story.  

 

“’Kiss me.’ Said the Frog to the Lone Princess. ‘Oh, go ahead and give me a nice smooch, I’m 

magic!’  

 

“’You are NOT!” yelled the Lone Princess. “You’re a slimy, warty, ugly old FROG!’  



 

“’That may be.” He answered. ‘And it may not be. But I’m certainly all you’ve got!’ The Lone 

Princess looked at the cold wastelands surrounding her and her heart was heavy for it was so, 

so true. ‘C’mon… I can grant your every wish!’ the Frog wheedled.  

 

“’I wish for warmth, comfort, and a family to love and care for. I wish for a beautiful castle to 

call my own. I wish for security on one hand and freedom to roam throughout the wild on the 

other. I wish for the sun and moon and stars! Can you give me that?’  

 

“’Um…”said the Frog. ‘Yes?’ He smiled a big, insincere smile at her and the Lone Princess 

laughed. He was a bulgy-eyed, hideous frog, yes, but he had also proven himself a good friend 

for he had cared for her when she was ill. She lay down on the ground and moved closer. The 

Frog became very happy, you can imagine. He puckered up his green, warty frog-lips…’” Hope 

demonstrated with grotesque smacking noises.  

 

“EWWWWW!!!” Her audience exclaimed. Delphinium, squashed between Sammie and Ham 

with a baby on her lap almost choked on her chocolate.  

 

Hope laughed at them. “And the Lone Princess puckered up her own pretty, ruby-red lips and 

laid the nicest kiss she could on the Frog. Suddenly, there was a BANG!!!”  

 

Her audience jumped.  

 

“The Princess looked up. She was in a castle! It was warm! The sun was in a golden basket 

hanging from the ceiling, the stars were on the walls and the moon was in the closet. And the 

Frog was gone. In his place was a Prince and behind him was his court of friends and family, 

now her friends and family, too. He was very handsome, even though his eyes were still sort of 

bulgy, and he helped her to her feet.  

 

“’Now…’ he said, ‘Was that so hard?’” 

What matters by Dana-chan 

Sometimes he has dreams, dreams where he doesn't seem to belong. Dreams where he knows 

he doesn't exist; he feels bad for Daisy for having left her alone. He doesn't know how she can 

get along with out him. Somehow she manages, and when he wakes he wonders: does she ever 

think about him? 



 

It's all a game of 'what if' and 'could have been' after all, and in the deep dark corners of his 

mind finds himself thinking about them more often than not. He can't not think about them. 

He's heard the stories, he's put two with two. He'd been tough on Mum during the time she 

carried him. He could have not been born at all. 

 

Where would he be, then, if he hadn't been born? 

 

He didn't like thinking about it but sometimes he couldn't help himself. It creeps up and he feels 

it gnawing at the back of his mind, the stinging of a midge he just can't shoo away. What would 

it be like; what would Meli, and Molly, and Daisy, do without him? They were a set, after all. 

What would they do without him? 

 

He's tired, sitting in the big chair; the afternoon rolls on beyond the depths of the smial and only 

a small patch of light crawls across the floor. Its autumn outside and the air is cool. A fire leaps 

and dances in the hearth and he sits there, watching it, and yet not watching all the same. 

 

What would it be like...? 

 

He doesn't hear it, the gentle pad of hobbit-feet on the floor, and then Sammie shrieks loudly as 

small hands come down to cover his eyes. "Guess who!" a laughing voice cries out, and then 

Sam is batting at his sister's hands in annoyance, scowling as her laughter rings like a bell. 

 

"That was rotten of you, Daise," Sammie mutters, and the gold haired girl continues to laugh; 

she tugs on a clump of his dark curls and motions for him to scoot over, a sweet smile on her 

lips. He does, scowling still, but a bit of her laughter lighting up his eyes. She always knows 

how to get him to smile. Even when... 

 

Those thoughts come back and Sam looks away, crossing his arms over his chest. Daisy leans 

forward, smiling still, and then a worried look settles down. She smoothes her skirt absently 

and leans closer to her brother's ear. "What are you thinking about, Sammie? Is something 

wrong?" 

 

The smell of summer flowers comes with the sound of her voice, and Sam looks back towards 

her, lifting his hand up to shield the light of the glow that seems to surround her. That look 

doesn't seem right on Daisy's face, and Sam knows that no matter how many 'what ifs' or 'could 

have been's there are, those thoughts are only thoughts, and those dreams really are only 

dreams. 



 

They both know that, and he shouldn't dwell. 

 

"Nothing." He says, laughing as he reaches out and tugs sharply on thick strands of his sister's 

done up hair. She shrieks and he laughs still as he races out of the parlor. Daisy is after him in 

an instant; she's laughing, too. 

 

They almost run into their parents, their uncle, but they dart around the trio and race deeper 

into the smial. Sam and Rose share a smile and Frodo a laugh as he looks after the boy, his boy, 

their children, and then he turns to Sam, and to Rose, and they smile. 

 

No words are said and they feel the need to pull together in a tangle of limbs, unseen in the hall. 

In the distance, children are heard. They have what matters, they have their love; they have 

their 'could have been' and the story that they've made their own. 

Keeping House by Janette 

Frodo stood slumped against the round doorframe watching Sam and  

Rosie depart with a mixture of pride and despair, Sammie's small hand  

enveloped in his own, until the pony had diminished to the merest speck in  

the far distance.  For a time the child stood patiently but eventually he  

could no longer contain himself and began tugging at Frodo's hand in  

irritation.  "Uncle Fro?  C'mon, Uncle Fro."  

 

Frodo looked down into the lad's ethereal blue eyes, shadowed by brows  

furrowed in earnest impatience, and laughed.  "Very well, Sam-lad, I'm  

coming."  He struggled into an upright position and shoved the door  

closed with his shoulder.  

 

"Uncle Fro?"  Another, older voice called from the kitchen and Frodo  

looked up to see the familiar face of a stocky, bronzed lad in his tweens,  

grinning.  His face had been familiar, more than familiar, for twenty five  

years before he was born; every time Frodo looked at him he saw Sam.  

None other of the children carried the imprint of their father so clearly.  

Frodo glanced down at Sam-lad and suppressed a laugh.  Well.  None  

other carried so clear a mark of *Sam*.  

 



"Uncle Fro?"  Frodo snapped out of his reverie.  "Coming, Frodo-lad.  Is  

something up?"  

 

The lad shook his head.  "But you can't be standin' there in the corridor  

like that.  Sam-dad said to look after you.  Elanor made tea."  

 

Frodo laughed.  "I'm not an invalid, lad."  He lifted Sammie and hoisted  

him onto the thin ridge of his hipbone with a jolt.  The little lad laughed  

and clung to him.  They both grinned at the older boy as Frodo made his  

way to the kitchen; dark hair tangled together, two pairs of identical bright  

blue eyes, the same little gap between both sets of front teeth.  

 

Elanor was bustling about the kitchen knocking things as if to assert her  

authority over every pot and piece of cutlery, but when Frodo appeared in  

the doorway she hurried over, took Sammie from him and deposited him  

on the stone floor before wriggling under Frodo's arms, her fingers linked  

behind his waist.  

 

"We're by ourselves for a week, Uncle Fro," she stated, trying to assume a  

nonchalant air, but Frodo could hear the smile in her voice. She was tall  

now, taller than Rosie, but still small enough to curl up under Frodo's arm  

or on his lap when she chose. He kissed her on the tip of the nose and said,  

"You'll be a great help to me, Elanorelle."  

 

She grinned at that and pulled away as the kettle on the stove began to  

rattle and shriek.  "Frodo-lad, call the children for me," she requested as  

she lifted it onto the table, and the lad obediently went to the door and  

shouted "Children!  Tea!"  

 

It amused Frodo to see them acting thus, like parents, playing house.  But  

then, they were tweenagers now; it wouldn't be too long before they would  

be 'playing house' for real.  He watched Elanor as she set the table for  

fifteen, her long golden hair tied up out of the way with ribbon.  Not for  

nothing was she called fair; she was very little like Sam or Rosie in her  

looks and although the Elvish tone of her beauty was alike in some ways  

to Frodo's she was as different from him as she was from her parents.  In  

manner, however, she was entirely Sam's daughter.  

 



She reminded Frodo somewhat of Bell Gamgee; Sam's mother.  She, too,  

had been sweet and pretty and good-natured, yet in quite a different way to  

Rosie's comfortable hobbit prettiness.  

 

The children began to stream into the kitchen in twos and threes, no group  

appearing very large as it entered, so that when he turned to see all  

fourteen of them sitting around the long table it caused a lurch in the pit of  

his stomach.  He was still almost unable to register quite how large a  

number of children they had.  

 

He gazed along the row of familiar faces, seeing Sam's nose there, Rosie's  

grin or hair, and lastly his own cerulean eyes in the small, eager face of  

little Sam beside him. Sometimes to see them all together like that took his  

breath away; they were a miracle beyond comprehension.  

 

"Pass the cheese!" someone called shrilly over the dull monotonous buzz  

of jumbled conversation.  

 

"Manners," Elanor chided, holding the dish just out of Merry's reach.  

 

"Please," added the lad hurriedly.  Elanor glanced up and met Frodo's  

eyes, and he smiled at her encouragingly.  

 

"Uncle Fro, can I sleep in your bed tonight?" Ruby shouted from the far  

side of the table.  Frodo peered down at her and grinned.  "Yes, Ruby dear,  

if you'd like to."  

 

"Oh!  Can I?  Can I?"  A sudden clamour of voices around Frodo told him  

he had made a mistake, which he hurriedly attempted to rectify.  

 

"If all of you sleep in my bed I shall have to sleep in one of yours," he  

announced, laughing.  "Mummy and Sam-dad will be away for a week.  

That means we shall have to take turns.  Two tonight, two tomorrow, and  

so on.  All right?"  

 

Pippin, ever-logical, furrowed his brow in consternation.  "But, Uncle  

Fro," he began, "Mummy and Sam-dad sleep in that bed all the time and  

they're much bigger'n us.  So if two of them can fit, there must be room for  



at least -" he made a quick mental calculation "- at least four of us."  

 

"Sam and your mum don't kick," Frodo reasoned flatly, quite determined  

not to allow more than two children into the bed.  "Eat your bread, Pip."  

 

"Can I sleep tonight too?" asked Primrose quietly, turning earnest green  

eyes on Frodo.  He reached across and stroked her hair.  "Yes, Primrose,  

your turn tonight."  

 

Something as close to silence as Bag End knew these days descended,  

broken only by the occasional scuffle or kick under the table, while all  

visible food was quickly dispensed with.  

 

Eventually, having eaten all he felt the need for in a very short time, Frodo  

glanced up to see fourteen pairs of expectant eyes staring at him.  

Remembering himself he stood up, painfully aware that he was doing what  

was traditionally Sam's job.  

 

"You can go," he announced.  "This side first."  As they began to file out,  

tripping and stumbling over each other, another thought occurred to him  

and he hurriedly called, "Whose turn is it to do dishes tonight?"  

 

"Pippin's and Goldy's," Merry said promptly.  

 

"Tisn't!  Merry's turn!" cried Pip in shrill indignation.  Frodo looked at  

Elanor.  

 

"It's Merry's turn," she judged, with a smile for Pippin.  She took Frodo's  

arm and led him into the sitting room.  "And don't break anything," she  

called over her shoulder.  

 

"We won't," Goldy promised, and Frodo grinned.  "You run a tight ship,  

Elanorelle."  

 

She laughed.  "It's your ship, Uncle Fro."  She arranged the cushions on  

his armchair and he sat obediently.  

 

"I'm not a very good captain," he replied with a wry smile.  She smiled  



back and settled herself in his lap.  "You're the best of all captains."  

 

Frodo kissed the top of her head.  "At least it seems we've got through  

tonight without a mishap."  

 

Daisy, Pippin and Sam-lad were engaged in some indistinguisable game  

on the mat but, naturally, as soon as Frodo sat down they wanted to sit on  

him, as was customary.  Following a brief struggle Frodo found Sam  

perched on his lap too and the other two sitting on his feet.  

 

"I won't be happy until they're all in bed and I know I haven't forgotten to  

do anything," Frodo muttered to Elanor, wincing as Sammie pulled at his  

hair.  

 

"Don't worry, it'll be all right," she said encouragingly, patting Sam's arm.  

 

"Done!" Merry announced, hurrying through the doorway with Goldy  

behind him.  

 

"Certain?" Frodo asked him, warningly, and Merry nodded.  "Yes, it's all  

done."  

 

"Well. I believe you.  Thousands wouldn't."  

 

Merry flashed him an impish grin and joined the gathering crowd on the  

floor by Frodo's feet.  Goldy was still hovering in the doorway swinging  

back and forth absent mindedly, and Frodo recognised the look on her  

face.  "What is it, Goldy?"  

 

"Can I go over to see Uncle Pippin?" she asked plaintively, looking at him  

imploringly with brown eyes as persuasive as Sam's.  However, Frodo was  

determined not to be persuaded.  

 

"Goldy, it is far too late to be going off to Tuckborough on your own.  

Why do you want to go now?  Go tomorrow."  

 

She flushed slightly and began picking nervously at the paint on the door.  

"Want to see Faramir."  



 

"Oh."  Frodo smiled knowingly.  "That's it.  And is he expecting you?"  

 

She nodded, and the eager brown eyes were hopeful.  He considered.  

"Well.  You can go if you take one of the big lads with you; Frodo-lad or  

Merry or Pippin.  Your mother'd have my head if I let you go alone."  

 

Goldy grinned.  "Thanks, Uncle Fro.  Where's Frodo-lad, then?"  

 

"Here! Aren't we good enough for you?" demanded Pippin indignantly.  

 

Goldy laughed.  "Well, I know if I go with you I'll have Merry as well.  

And goodness knows what mischief you'd be up to."  

 

"Frodo went to his room, I think, with Ham and Primrose," Frodo  

informed her.  She flashed him a grateful smile and hurried off.  

 

For a moment there was silence broken only by the crackling of the fire.  

Then Frodo asked quizzically, "Who are we missing?"  He glanced over  

the faces of the children nearby.  "Let's see; we've got Elanor, Merry,  

Pippin, Daisy and the Sam-lad; Frodo, Ham and Primrose are off  

 

somewhere and Goldy's tracking them."  He paused.  "That leaves Rose,  

Bilbo, Ruby, Robin and Tom."  

 

"Rose went to do some stitching in peace," volunteered Elanor.  

 

"And I suppose the others are playing together," Frodo said.  "It's certainly  

easy to lose track of all these myriads of children in this place.  He smiled  

and kissed Sam-lad on the forehead.  "How old are you, Elanorelle; twenty  

seven?" he shook his head in disbelief.  "And we've still got five- and six-  

year-olds about the place."  

 

"I hope there's never an end to new babies at Bag End," declared Merry.  

 

Frodo laughed. " I don't think your mum would care much for that,  

Merry."  

 



Merry shrugged.  "Well, it's up to her.  She's the one who makes all the  

babies, isn't she, Daisy?" he said, with a wink at Elanor.  Frodo coughed  

and shifted a little. There was a sudden clatter in the hall and then Frodo-  

lad's head appeared round the door.  "We're off, Uncle Fro," he informed  

the gathered company.  "I'll leave these with you."  He nudged Hamfast  

and Primrose into the room.  

 

"Goodbye, and be careful!" Frodo called after him.  There was a wordless  

grunt in acknowledgement, and then the front door slammed shut.  Frodo  

winced.  "He's so...he just doesn't know his own strength," he commented.  

"He's just like your dad was.  I remember he used to walk about banging  

things and whistling, and yet out in the garden he could tend the tiniest  

flower, and then he'd be so gentle...it was incredible."  

 

Elanor laughed.  "Yes, he's like that exactly."  She glanced down at the  

children still standing awkwardly by the door.  "Primrose, come here.  

Hamfast, do you think you could find the others?  Rose, Ruby, Bilbo,  

Robin and Tom.  And we'll have a story."  

 

Hamfast grinned, nodded and sped off.  Frodo gave Elanor a little nudge.  

"I presume you're telling this story?"  

 

She grinned mischievously.  "No, Uncle Fro, I want to hear about when  

you and Sam-dad were lads.  You've put me in mind of it now."  

 

Frodo shook his head, smiling.  "You must have heard all those old tales a  

thousand times each."  

 

"Well, I'll hear them again.  Besides, there must be other things you  

haven't told about."  

 

"I believe I have recounted all interesting incidents," Frodo refuted airily.  

 

"No," argued Elanor, "You've only told the funny stories, and about when  

things went wrong, and about the Quest and the Party.  Tell me about  

other peoples' parties and about when you went to market and to the Green  

Dragon and just about when you and Sam-dad were at Bag End in the old  

days."  



 

Frodo's smile broadened.  "You mean about Sam's Elvish lessons?" he  

laughed aloud.  "there were some glorious mistranslations.  Once we were  

reading one of Bilbo's big books and Sam translated a sentence as: 'Many  

a weary Elven traveller would eat small men to sustain himself.'"  He  

chuckled.  "The word was 'lembas'."  

 

"Waybread," Elanor breathed.  

 

"Yes. Sam confused it with 'lembathas', which means a small man.  But  

then, we were not as familiar with lembas as we became in later years."  

He caught her eye and smiled a little wistfully.  

 

"Here they are," announced Daisy's shrill voice as the door opened to  

admit the six remaining children.  

 

"Where were you, Ruby?" Frodo asked the red-haired little girl at the head  

of the group.  

 

"In the garden," she replied, and Frodo smiled.  "Are you ready for a  

story?"  

 

She nodded fervently and the children scrambled to sit down, pushing and  

shoving each other in their quest for a space close to Frodo.  When they  

were settled, he asked "Which story would you like?"  

 

There arose a chorus of demands amid which only one word was  

distinguishable: 'Elves'.  

 

Frodo glanced at Elanor and smiled.  "Elves.  You don't mind, do you?"  

 

"No, I've had my little tale of old Bag End," she smiled.  

 

"Very well," Frodo said, "But let me think!  I need to choose a story we  

haven't heard for a while."  

 

Silence fell.  Frodo could hear only the heavy breathing of twelve  

children, the crackle of flames and a steady trickle of water somewhere far  



away.  "Is it raining?" he asked presently.  

 

"No," Bilbo replied, "Leastways, it wasn't before."  

 

"I can hear water," Frodo said, "Listen!"  

 

They listened.  Then Rose announced decisively, "That's not rain.  It's too  

heavy and too steady."  

 

"Yes, it's more like a tap," agreed Pippin.  

 

"A tap!"  Frodo thrust Sam and Elanor off his lap and flung open the  

kitchen door.  

 

It was a tap.  A tap that had been running on full power for long enough  

for the sink to overflow so that the flagstone floor was swimming in two  

inches of water.  For a moment Frodo stared, frozen in disbelief.  Then all  

at once he found his voice.  

 

"Meriadoc Gardner!" he roared.  

 

Merry approached sheepishly.  Frodo pointed to the sink. "Go and turn off  

that tap."  He compressed his lips together as the lad obediently waded  

towards the sink, and then turned back to the others standing in awed  

silence.  

 

"Right."  Frodo was deadly calm, forcing his brain into a state of  

deliberate over-organisation lest panic should spring from chaos.  "Sam,  

Robin, Ruby, Tom -" the children stared, wide-eyed, "- you're too small to  

help.  Stay here.  Everyone else - in the kitchen."  

 

They squeezed in, the remaining seven of them, huddled on a small dry  

island of floor.  Nobody spoke.  Merry pulled the plug, which had by some  

mysterious means lodged itself in the plughole, and the gentle gurgle it  

emitted sounded like a demon in the silence.  

 

"Right," Frodo said again.  "I'm going to need all of you to be sensible and  

help me.  Now, Merry - there are two mops in the cupboard, one for me  



and one for Elanor, because we're too old to be crouching on the floor.  

Pippin, go fetch the buckets.  Rose, cloths."  He paused, calculating, as  

Merry handed him the mop.  "Now, maybe...yes...dustpans."  He pointed  

to the cupboard.  "Dustpans please, Primrose."  He took a bucket from  

Pippin and began scooping up water as he talked.  "Elanor, if you'd mop  

up, please, and wring into that bucket.  The rest of you, cloths please.  

Daisy dear, you could try scooping water into the dustpan with the brush."  

He poured what water he had collected into the sink and began mopping.  

 

Operation Cleanup took about half an hour; Frodo had never been so glad  

of all the children.  When it was complete the kitchen was not only dry but  

cleaner than before; the dustpans, brushes, cloths, mops and buckets had  

been returned to their rightful places and not a trickle of water remained.  

Frodo and the children, however, were sodden and grubby, and Frodo's  

back ached abominably.  He smiled at their anxious, weary faces.  

 

"Thank you for being so helpful," he said.   "Merry, please be more careful  

in future.  Now, go and change into your nightclothes and put your wet  

things in the washbasket."  

 

They dispersed, and Frodo returned to find the younger children asleep in  

the sitting-room.  It was nine o' clock by the time they were all assembled  

again.  A slam of the front door announced the arrival of Goldy and  

Frodo-lad just as the last few trickled into the front room.  

 

"Now," Frodo said, when they were all settled once more.  "We have a  

new story tonight.  It's called -" he glanced at Goldy and Frodo "- The  

Great Flood of Bag End.  But this is a story just for us, mind - you musn't  

tell Mum of Sam-dad or they'll never go on holiday again."  

 

The rest of the week passed much as any other week would, with no  

further mishaps, much to Frodo's relief.  When Rosie and Sam returned on  

the evening of the following Friday, the whole family was gathered in the  

hall to meet them.  

 

The door eventually creaked open to much cheering. Sam grinned at the  

children and bent to hug Sam-lad, who was closest, and then Frodo, who  

was behind him.  



 

"Did you have a nice week?" Rosie asked, moving to hug Frodo too.  

There was a murmur of assent and Frodo grinned.  "Everything went fine,  

Rosie dear," he assured her with a smile.  

 

She pushed open the kitchen door as if to ensure that Frodo had not blown  

up the stove or some such, and immediately froze in the throes of a severe  

shock.  "Why, Frodo Baggins!" she cried in amazement, "I do believe you  

have cleaned the kitchen!"  

 

Elanor glanced at the others, and laid a warning finger on her lips. "Yes  

indeed," Frodo agreed, "Just for you."  But Sam was looking at him very  

suspiciously.  

 

Rosie hurried over and kissed Frodo.  "I'd never have believed it of you,  

Frodo.  It seems you managed without us."  

 

Frodo smiled.  "of course, Rosie, I told you so."  As she made her way into  

the sitting-room, the children clustered around her, Frodo made to follow,  

but a sharp nip at the back of his waist stopped him.  

 

"Ow!  Sam!"  He attempted to turn, but Sam was too strong and his arms  

too tight about Frodo's waist.  He was laughing slightly.  "Cleaned the  

kitchen, did you, Mr Frodo?"  

 

Frodo assumed an air of damaged dignity.  "Why is this so difficult to  

believe?"  

 

Sam kissed his cheek and chuckled.  "If I hadn't spent my precious youth  

pickin' up after you, sir, you'd 'a found yourself sittin' in the middle of a  

pile of bricks wonderin' whatever happened to Mr Bilbo's dear old Bag  

End, beggin' your pardon," he muttered.  "What did you do?"  

 

"I find your distrust quite offensive," Frodo remarked tartly, disentangling  

himself, and grinned back at Sam as he followed the others.  

 

For an hour or so Sam let the matter lie, but as dinner progressed he took  

the opportunity to lean over and mutter, "Come on, what did you do?"  But  



Frodo only smiled and remarked, "*I* did not do anything, dear Sam," and  

turned to speak to Rosie.  

 

Later that night they were sitting on the bed waiting for Rosie to come out  

of the bathroom when Sam asked absently, "So what did you do?"  

 

Frodo threw him a look of mock disapproval, but Sam was unimpressed.  

"And you needn't try distracting me with those eyes, either, because it  

won't work."  

 

"Oh, it won't?"  Frodo laughed.  "I beg to differ."  

 

The eyes proved a useful distraction for a few seconds, but Sam soon  

pulled away determinedly and as Rosie appeared in the doorway  

demanded again, "What did you do?"  

 

Frodo stood up and smiled enigmatically at him as he crossed to the  

bathroom.  "Let's just say," he suggested, eyes glinting, "that Bag End has  

now seen one more great incident to be recounted to future generations."  

He glanced at Rosie and smiled, then meandered back to Sam and  

whispered, "I'll tell you when Rosie's asleep.  And if you don't tell her  

about it, I won't tell her about the hayloft incident."  And he strode off to  

the bathroom to brush his teeth. 

Aster and Mad Baggins by Singe and Mary  

"Bet I can knock his head! I can always get the Twofoot cow when I aim for it, and these rocks 
are better than the loam over that way." 
 
"Don't, Basil, leave it. He's sick, I'll go get someone." 
 
"He's not sick, he's cracked. They should lock him up. I heard that he eats meat while it's still 
raw and bloody." 
 
Adair Digg-Tooter looked up at his older brother in terror. "He wouldn't... hurt anyone, would 
he?" 
 
"Look for yourself." Basil shifted over so that Adair could get a better view of the glade, just 



outside their hiding place in a blackberry thicket at the top of a long shallow incline.  
 
Mr Baggins from up on the Hill was crouched in the gnarled roots of one of the oldest trees in 
the whole Shire, rotten and rambling enough in shape and too isolated to be of interest to 
ruffians and rebuilders alike. He was rocking back and forth, curled in on himself, muttering. 
 
"What are you boys doing?"  
 
Adair jumped at the voice, and was relieved to see that Basil did too. It was awful when Basil 
called him scaredy, but he couldn't very well if he was scared just the same.  
 
"Oh, Aster, it's just you. You gave me a nasty shock. Stupid nosy know-it-all." 
 
"Shut it, Basil, or I'll -" 
 
Adair sighed. Bicker bicker bicker, Aster and Basil were like snickety old hens together. It was 
nice to see their sister with a bit of backbone, though. Not so long ago she'd been wilting and 
shy and jumped if a frog ribbitted loudly, but it did get tiresome how they fought. 
 
"Quiet, both of you, get down! 'E's heard us!" Adair hissed suddenly in terror.  
 
Aster took one look at the scene below and carefully pushed through the thick leaves and 
thorns of the blackberry bush and was striding towards the tree before the boys could stop her. 
 
"Mr. Baggins, what're you doing out here without your cloak on? You'll catch a sniffle, sir," 
Aster said politely. 
 
Adair could barely hear his low answer and it made no sense. "Young Rosie was singing again 
this forenoon, when she came in from haymaking. I could smell him on her, you know. Sam. 
They'd been kissing again. They think I don't know, but I can smell it. But they can't..." Mr 
Baggins' voice twisted up into a plaintive shriek. "Can't. Mine!" 
 
Adair gawped at his sister as she sat primly down on a tree root directly in front of Mad 
Baggins and folded her hands in her lap. "Basil! Go sit with her while I get some help from up 
the Hill!" Adair started to crawl away. 
 
"You sit with her if you're as stupid as she is." Basil snorted and began to crawl away, too.  
 
Adair stopped. "Fine! I'll stay with her while you go up the Hill." 
 
"Don't tell me what to do, brat!" Basil shouted and Mr. Baggins stood up. His wild eyes scanned 
the blackberry bushes and Adair and Basil froze in horror. Mad Baggins was too tall. Too thin. 
Too white. Too crazy. Basil shot to his feet and ran for home, Adair hissing his name in vain. 



Aster reached out a gentle hand and tugged on the lunatic's sleeve.  
 
"It's only my brothers. Adair and Basil. Well, just Adair now." She glared after the cowardly 
Basil as he disappeared over the horizon. Adair stood up, slowly, his heart felt like it was 
beating inside his head, crowding his brain, and he bowed. "Here he is." Those large, haunted 
eyes held no recognition whatsoever and Adair gulped. Mr. Baggins was a gentle, funny, 
scandalous sort of person and his father and both sets of grandparents and all his aunts and 
uncles disapproved of him but highly respected him all the same. He told the most wonderful 
stories. 
 
Mad Baggins was something else entirely.  
 
"Uh...Ahh...Aster...I'm going to go up the Hill now." Adair squeaked. She nodded. "You'll be all 
right?" Adair whispered. To his immense relief Mad Baggins slumped back against the warped 
trunk of the tree, then slid down and sat again. He closed his eyes and leaned his head back, his 
hands lifeless on each side of him.  
 
"I'll be fine." Aster whispered back and snuggled down directly next to the crazy to prove it. Mr. 
Baggins didn't seem to notice. She smiled at her brother fondly and Adair realized that she was 
proud of him. But she was the one braving Mad Baggins! Adair was suddenly deeply 
impressed with his sister, a marked contrast to the disgust he felt for his brother. He realized he 
had put entirely too much stock in the wrong person and smiled back. Then he waved and 
sprinted away. 
 
 
 
Aster watched him go and sighed happily. Her little brother was turning into a good person. 
She smoothed her dress and looked into Mr. Frodo's face. He seemed asleep. She liked him 
immensely even if he did get difficult every once in a while. He was a like a big version of 
Sammie, her favorite person in the world. He had Sammie's humor, Sammie's laugh, Sammie's 
eyes, Sammie's mouth... 
 
"I wish..." he suddenly said, causing her to jump just a bit. "I wish I could keep what's mine just 
once in my life." He opened his eyes and his hands slowly closed around empty air. "Everything 
I have ever loved leaves me." Aster's eyes suddenly smarted with tears. "Sam will leave me. 
When he and Rosie are married they're going to start a farm. I've heard Farmer Cotton talking 
about it to Sam's Gaffer. They're both so pleased. They're studying maps...reckoning up 
costs...Sam is going to leave Bag End." Mr. Frodo's face twisted and he knocked his head back 
against the trunk. "And he's going to take Rosie with him." 
 
Aster was confused. First he was upset about the two kissing and now he's upset over their 
getting married. But the Mayor was already married to the Mistress Rose. They weren't going 
anywhere and they certainly wouldn't leave Mr. Frodo behind. Then Aster understood. Mr. 



Frodo was trapped in the past. Back in the Old Days when he lived with Mr. Bilbo of Legend in 
Bag End and the Mayor was their gardener. Back then they were just Sam and Frodo and Rosie. 
Friends and nothing more.  
 
Aster blinked up at him, surprised. Mr. Frodo had been upset about it? "Are you jealous?" She 
asked before she could stop herself. 
 
Mr. Frodo slowly smiled. "That's another way of putting it. Yes." 
 
"You shouldn't be jealous." Aster decided to play along. "I think they really like you." She 
remembered her one glimpse of the big bed in the Bag End master bedroom and went red. "I 
think they really, REALLY like you." 
 
"No, they don't." 
 
"They do." 
 
"They don't!" 
 
"They DO!" 
 
"THEY DON'T!! They're so wrapped up in each other I could walk up to them with my 
dripping heart in one hand and a bloody fork in the other and they'd say, 'Oh, hullo, Mr. Frodo, 
would you like a cup of tea to go with your nice, little snack?'" He pounded his fists into his 
thighs and gave a strangulated snarl of frustration. Aster was suddenly strongly reminded of 
Del Grubb, her best girl friend, who would sometimes get up from whatever game she and 
Sammie and Aster were playing, calmly walk out of the room, scream, and come back as if 
nothing had happened. What would Del do if she were here now? She would... 
 
She would spin a lie so outrageous..."That's not what I heard." Aster said, a Del-ish look on her 
face. "You wouldn't believe what I heard!"  
 
Mr. Frodo grabbed the front of her cloak and pulled her close. The wind blew through his wild, 
dark hair. "What...did you hear?" 
 
What DID I hear?! Aster thought fast. "Well...er...ahem...I heard...OH!" Inspiration! "I heard that 
the Mis...that Rosie sneaks out at night to watch you swim in The Water."  
 
"What?!" His eyes were huge and unbelieving. Aster nodded frantically. 
 
"Ahem. You skinny-dip in The Water in the middle of the night sometimes because you miss 
swimming in the Brandywine with all those other Brandybucks. Right?" 
 



"How did you know?" If Aster had had room she would have clapped her hands with glee. 
 
"Everyone knows!" It was true. The Mistress Rose had blushed terribly and laughed when the 
Mayor told the story of the path she had worn to The Water from the Cotton farm. The Mayor 
wouldn't have told that story to his older children if he had known that Aster was listening, 
hidden under the table with Sammie. She wracked her brains for something else she wasn't 
supposed to know. Oh, YES! The Mistress Rose had countered with THIS story... 
 
"And the Mayor...I mean Sam...he...ah...you know Master Pippin?" 
 
"Eh?" Mr. Frodo looked confused. Confused but hopeful. Aster tapped his hand firmly but 
politely as she gathered her thoughts together and he let go of her cloak. She smoothed the 
wrinkles.  
 
"Master Pippin drilled a hole into the wall of the Master Bathroom so he could watch people 
take baths. The Mah...Sam caught him and kicked him out but...he...uh...didn't repair the hole 
right away." Aster covered her mouth and tears of hilarious embarrassment leaked from her 
eyes. "Mis...Rose caught him. She...she asked him if the red birthmark on your rear was still in 
the shape of a chicken egg or had it gotten more circular? Sam almost died." Unable to contain it 
Aster let out a yelp at the scandal of it all.  
 
Frodo's mouth hung open and he obviously stopped himself from grasping his backside. "What 
was Rosie doing in Bag End?" 
 
"Visiting Sam. She asked for a turn but he grabbed her up and took her out. She swears he still 
hasn't fixed it. I think it's romantic." Frodo drew his arms around himself as if feeling the chill 
wind for the first time and shook his head. "It's true." Aster asserted. "They've got SUCH a 
crush!" 
 
Frodo shook his head again. "It doesn't matter, even if it is true. There's no room for me in their 
life." 
 
"They'll make room if you ask them to." 
 
"No, they won't." 
 
"Yes, they will!"  
 
"No, they WON'T!" They were nose to nose, now, shouting THEY WILL and THEY WON'T and 
Aster had a serious case of the giggles building up. She did the most outgoing thing she'd ever 
done in her life and grabbed him by the shirt collar, effectively bringing the shouting match to 
an end. 
 



"Well, you'll never know unless you ask. I mean you can sit here and be miserable or you can 
ask. At least you'll know that you tried." Spent of her wisdom, Aster sat back and watched him. 
Suddenly they were hailed and she turned to see Adair coming back with the Mayor himself. 
Aster studied Sam to see what it was about him that would make Mr. Frodo so miserable with 
longing. She decided he had nice hair. And nice hands. And he reminded her of her mother. She 
smiled at him as he came up, and he winked back at her. Adair stopped next to the blackberry 
bushes again and seemed relieved to see her whole and alive. 
 
"Now, Frodo, you're chilled right through. Put this on." The Mayor threw a heavy cloak around 
Mr. Frodo's shoulders and stood him up. Mr. Frodo looked at him suspiciously. "What were 
you two talkin' about, eh?" He looked at Aster in a friendly way that didn't completely mask his 
concern. Aster bounced on her toes a couple times to show him she was all right and he grinned 
at her again. He seemed proud of her. 
 
"Nothing. We didn't talk about nothing. I didn't say anything!" She reassured him. Frodo's 
mouth twitched. Sam looked at him and Frodo stared innocently back. 
 
"Well, then, let's get you home, Frodo, and into a nice, warm bath." Frodo started and looked 
back at Aster in shock. She squealed out of sheer mischievous joy and took off running, 
grabbing Adair by the hand as she went.  
 
 
 
Sam watched her go, confused and apprehensive. He turned back to Frodo. "Eh?" Frodo was ill 
and exhausted but Sam was shocked to see him also...amused. 
 
"I know, Sam." 
 
"You know what?" 
 
Frodo nodded and smiled secretively. "I know." 
 
"Know what?!" They began to walk home and not a single wind-blown leaf could have fit 
through the space between them. Frodo said nothing but he grinned. Then he snaked an arm 
around Sam's waist as if he'd never done it before. "Aw, you don't know anything." Sam 
decided. 
 
"I do, too." 
 
"Do not." 
 
"Do TOO!"  
 



Lazy Daze by Dana 

Sammie lies on his back, arms folded neatly under his head, eyes closed. The clouds pass by 
overhead but he's too far gone to see. 

Meli shifts, an annoyed look on her face, unable to find a comfortable patch of grass. 

Molly watches Meli from the corner of her eye, grins and reaches out when the time is right, 
pinching Meli's unprotected side. 

Daisy rolls her eyes at Meli's sharp yelp, as the Took launches herself at the Brandybuck. Daisy's 
brother's nap is disturbed by the tumbling girls and Daisy can't help but laugh as he's dragged 
into the fray 

Delphinium rolls her eyes, too. Meli and Molly change tactics, working in tandem instead. They 
have Sammie at their mercy, now, and sometimes, times like this, when the laughter seems to 
chew at her mind, Del just doesn't know why she stands their company. 

Aster smiles, too, leaning forward to eye the squealing three. Daisy pushes at Molly's leg as 
she's almost hit in the head, and somehow manages to get sucked into the laughing pile 
somewhere along the line. Aster catches Del's eyes, smiles. 

"Lucky that's not us, eh?" says Aster, and Del thinks a moment, then grins, putting on her Best 
Face. 

"Yes, but you know what they say," Del replies, Aster's eyes going wide as she's pounced. Del 
never does say what they say, but Aster's too busy laughing to even care. 

What's a Silmaril? by Floria 

"Uncle Frodo, what're you doing?"  
"Writing, Sammie."  

"I *knew* that. What're you writing about?"  

"Elvish history. Beren and Luthien, currently. Would you like me to tell you about it?"  

"Yes! Would this take long? Because Mama wants me to help dry dishes in half an hour, and 
this is much more interesting, so..."  



"I don't think that even the heroes of the Elder Days could get you out of dish-drying duty, 
Sammie. All Beren had to do was fetch a Silmaril."  

"What's a Silmaril? And who was Beren? And why did he have to get one, anyway?"  

"This desk chair really isn't big enough for two people. Sammie, let's find somewhere a bit more 
comfortable to sit and I'll tell you."  

When the two historians were comfortably situated, Frodo began, "Once there was an elf 
woman named Luthien Tinuviel. Her mother was Melian, and her father was King Thingol-"  

"Melian and Thingol Tinuviel. Got it."  

"No, Tinuviel wasn't her last name, it was a nickname. It means 'Nightingale.'"  

"Melian and Thingol Not-Tinuviel, and Luthien Nightingale. Got it."  

"And, going on, Luthien was the most beautiful woman in the world."  

"Got it. What did she look like?"  

"Lady Arwen. They're actually related, I think. It's a long story. Well, anyway, beautiful Luthien 
was out dancing in this forest glade because that's what elf princesses did in those days, when 
she ran into Beren and they fell in love."  

"Was Beren an elf?"  

"No, he was a Man. One of the Big People, and he'd been travelling through the wilderness, 
which is how they bumped into each other in the first place. Well, anyway, Luthien's dad found 
out, and he wasn't exactly pleased about it. So he called Beren in for a man-to-elf talk, and told 
him that if Beren got him a Silmaril from Morgoth he could marry Luthien if Luthien wanted 
to."  

"Was everybody in the Elder Days this bossy?"  

"I don't know. If Queen Arwen visits again I'll ask her. Maybe she learned some old family 
stories from Galadriel."  

"Morgoth - isn't that where you had to go on your Quest? Ooh, sorry." Frodo had gotten a hint 
of That Look around the eyes, so Sammie gave him a quick hug and tried to think of a new 
topic.  

"It's okay, Sammie. And that was a good question. Mordor is a country, but Morgoth was a guy. 
Or a spirit. Whatever he was, he was a very, very, very bad lot. A Silmaril is a kind of magical 



jewel that everybody fought over in those days." The whole idea seemed a bit silly to Sammie, 
but maybe elves got bored after a few thousand years of immortality.  

Unfortunately, before Frodo could explain just what a Silmaril was good for (if anything), what 
sorts of adventures Beren went through to get one (if he eventually did), what sort of villainy 
Morgoth was up to (lots, undoubtedly), and what Luthien does about it all, they were 
interrupted. By Rose, no less. As the historians were dragged off to the ignonimity of dish-
wiping and fresh air, Frodo gave Sammie a conspiratorial wink and whispered, "Next time, we 
get to the good parts."  

Broken bones by Hope 

It was somewhat of a shock when Elanor went out into the city with her father and found that 

men bowed before them. Men, women; wearing fine silk and velvet, or the city's emblem on 

burnished breatplates, or simple homespun. Sam-dad always bowed back, which posed a 

problem -- it took them at least three times as long as it ought to have to get from the east 

gardens back to the tower, which left Elanor equal parts frustrated and proud.  

"Mum," she said later, after King Elessar had excused himself to see to 'matters of state' (Elanor 
just thought he'd had enough of Rosie's interrogation with regards to healing herbs). "Why 
didn't Uncle Frodo come to Minas Tirith?"  

Rosie was silent for a moment, not breaking her leisurely pace, head high and eyes thoughtful 
as they drifted through the thick grass beside the gravel path. Elanor half-expected the 'you're 
too young for the truth' answer of *"*Someone* had to stay and take care of the others."* Sam 
was further ahead of them, not on the path either but rather with his toes dug into the rich, dark 
soil, fingers carefully cupped around a white rose; they could see the glowing colour of it from 
that far away.  

"Remember that time when you and Frodo-lad were playing hide-and-seek, and Fro decided to 
hide in the party tree?"  

Elanor frowned a little, nodding. "And I could never find him, until I came out to yell for him at 
dinner and he fell out." She shivered at the memory, so clear; little Frodo pale against the gold 
trunk of the tree; white bone splintering out and stained with red.  

Rosie hooked an arm into hers. "It healed quickly enough, as broken bones are wont to do, but 
you know how it is, when winter comes."  



Elanor nodded thoughtfully, remembering with a slight quirk in her lips her brother's proud 
proclamations of "rain's coming" as he rubbed his forearm knowingly. They were closer to Sam 
now, Elanor could catch snatches of a familiar tune hummed under his breath.  

"Old wounds can heal, but sometimes they never go away," Rosie murmured. "It isn't always 
winter that brings up old pains." The city rose above them, snow-white and gleaming so bright 
it almost hurt her eyes.  

"But it can't be summer forever," Elanor retorted, not quite knowing what she was arguing 
about.  

Rosie's arm tightened for a moment, a brief squeeze before she withdrew. "But you can make 
sure you're rugged up for the cold," she grinned; her face transforming almost startlingly into 
something similar to what Elanor saw in the looking glass every morning, then gone just as 
quick as Rosie turned and ran the short distance further, laughter rising with the fresh scent of 
roses in the garden as Sam caught her and held her fast.  

 

When you're older by Dana 

He scrambled through the front door of Bag End, slamming the door behind him even as he slid 

hard to his knees. Getting up, Sam gasped and pressed all of weight to the door, his heartbeat 

thundering in his ears. That's it, it's all right... they're gone, they're gone. Why! Rose and Frodo would 

never believe -- 

It was the sound of fists pounding on the closed door that knocked the breath from his chest, 
and Sam gasped as he fumbled for the latch. Why, he'd never heard of such persistent creatures 
in all of his life. Monsters, really. Now why were they after him? 

The sound of skipping foots caused him to look back over his shoulder, and Sam found Daisy 
and Sammie standing there with confused looks on their faces. "Dad," Sammie piped up, "we 
need to use the door." 

"Yes, yes, er," Sam mumbled in reply. "Mind going out the back? I, er, I'm inspecting this one." 
Sam knocked on it, even as it was greeted by a chorus of returning knocks. With his ears 
pressed so close, he could hear shrill cries of 'He's in there! Break the door down! Take no survivors!' 
Suddenly Sam didn't think it was such a smart idea to send his children out. "On second 
thought, go see if you can help your mum and Elly in the kitchen. That's it, shoo shoo, be good 
little children." 



"I think Dad," Sam heard Daisy say as they slunk off towards the kitchen, "is losing his mind." 

"You're probably right," was Sam-lad's too clear reply. 

But Sam wasn't going mad! They really were after him (though he had to admit, that did sound a 
bit too loony, especially for his likes), and he wasn't sure what they'd do if they actually got in. 
His hand was still on the latch, and drawing in a breath he moved his hand away. Yes, the door 
shook, but it held. He breathed a bit easier. Maybe if he ignored them, they'd go away... 
Cautiously, Sam began to creep backwards from the door. 

A hand came down on his shoulder, and he yelped before spinning around. He almost fell over, 
but Frodo-lad caught him. "Er, Dad, are you all right? Thought I heard a commotion." 

"I'm fine, I'm fine," Sam laughed, clapping the boy on the shoulder. "Come on, let's go see 
what's going on inside." 

"Actually, I needed to go meet with..." 

"Er, you don't mean you need to go outside? No, no, it's getting far too late for that. Let's see if 
Rose is making anything special for dinner." 

"Dad... are you feeling all right?" 

"I'm fine." Sam replied, pushing his son forwards, shooting nervous glances back towards the 
now still door. Perhaps they had gone away. That thought a comfort, by the time Sam was 
finished pushing Frodo-lad into the kitchen, his worries had for the most part gone away. 

"Hello, Sam, you look chipper," Rose laughed, and Sam swung her into his arms and kissed her 
on the lips. 

"I feel on top of the world." 

"Well, if you're so full of energy, help Frodo and Elly with the potatoes, won't you?" she grinned 
smugly at Sam, and he nodded, sinking down at the kitchen table between his eldest child and 
Frodo. The boy he'd been named after shook his head and left without another word. 

"So, hand me that potato and..." 

They never had heard Sam shriek like a girl before, but here he was, worse than when Rose-lass 
had that bad splinter that one time. He fell back out of his chair with a heavy thud, and Frodo 
and Rose pinned their attention on him. "Sam!" Frodo went to his side. "What's wrong, what --" 



A sudden strange squealing, high pitched, rose in the air, and Sam's eyes widened and he 
pointed forwards, pushing against Frodo as he did. "They're at the window!" Sam shrieked 
again, clinging to Frodo's arm. Frodo petted Sam's head gently. 

"There there, Sam, it's going to be all right." 

Rose, wide-eyed, looked to her husband and Frodo, then to the round kitchen window. 
Scowling, she saw the bespeckled face looking in. The sudden high pitched squealing, could 
now be explained, as well as the flashes of shirts and pins and buttons, quoting such things as 
'Frodo lives! And it's with Sam and Rose!', 'I Love Pretty Good Year!', and 'I'm a modern day girl who 
fell into Middle-Earth and all I got was this shirt'. With a swish of her skirts, Rose moved to the 
window and pulled the drapes closed. 

"Really," she sighed, shaking her head and waving the wooden spoon she'd been holding 
around and around, "fangirls." 

Daisy and Sammie, opposite the table from Elanor, blinked and Sammie said, "Fangirls?" 

Elanor rolled her eyes and shook her head. "You'll understand when you're older." 

Love letter by Meli 

What's that?" Sammie asked, leaning over a subdued Meli who was busily scribbling away at 
something. She covered the paper easily with her apron and grinned.  

"None of your concern, Crow," and laughed when he stuck out his tongue. "Is Molly coming 
yet?"  

Sammie easily scaled the tree they were standing under and looked down the road. "She's a bit 
away, why?"  

"No reason." Meli continued scribbling, finishing with a flourish just as they finally heard Molly 
and Daisy's voices. "There. Now, would you give that to her? Mum made me promise to come 
home early." She shoved the letter at a startled Sammie who took it by reflex, then watched in 
surprise as Meli ran off.  

Daisy and Molly found him staring at nothing. Daisy waved a hand before his eyes. "Sammie?"  

He blinked, and handed Molly the paper. "Meli said to give that to you. Then she left."  



Molly took the letter gravely, unfolded it and began to read. Daisy craned her neck to see, but 
Molly had it at just the wrong angle. She smiled when she finished, refolded it, and tucked it 
away. "We going to go get some mushrooms?"  

Halfway down the road, Sammie stopped and put a hand out to make Molly pause. "It's eating 
at me. What did it say?"  

Molly laughed. "It was just a love letter. Don't worry about it."  

Cooks by Meli 

A smell of scorched air, and Pippin waves his hand to dispense the smoke. "You didn't say you 

were cooking something."  

Coughing, then a raspy voice. "You didn't ask." The windows are thrown wide to clear the air.  

"What was it, anyways?" Pippin prods the unidentifiable lump, but finds no answers. The pan is 
whisked away by mitted hands and scraped off.  

"It wastreacle tart. Now it's a very good match for a brick."  

Meli coughs when she peeks in the kitchen. "Burning down the hole won't be wise, Lark."  

Molly tossed a roll at Meli and frowned. "Nobody asked you."  

A deft catch, and Meli broke the roll in two, offering half to Pippin. "You know, I'd've thought 
you would have remember the tart."  

"With what the two of you were doing?" Molly put her hands on her hips and stared them 
down. "I'm lucky I remembered your names."  

Pippin grinned and swept his wife up in his arms. "And you enjoyed every second of it."  

"I did." Molly admitted. "But now we don't have any sweets for tea."  

Meli kissed her and tied on an apron. "Don't worry, Lark. Pippin and I can make scones."  

"And what about me?"  

Flour and sugar and yeast made their way into Meli's bowl. She grinned over her shoulder. 
"You can go steal the mushrooms we'll need for dinner."  



Visitors by Meli 

A perfectly ordinary day is interuptted by the arrival of the postman with a letter. It's addressed 

to Frodo, who takes and opens it with a slight frown. Rosie gaped at the flowing words, her 

Elvish still sadly lacking. Frodo smiles and refolds the paper, grinning up at Rosie. "How do 

you feel about an outing tomorrow?"  

Rose stirring her batter for a bit before answering. "Where?"  

"Shire's bounds. Legolas and Gimli would like to meet Sam, Merry, and Pippin's families, and 
see me again."  

Rose-lass looks up from the bread she's kneading and smiles at her mother. "Looks like we'll 
have to make lunch."  

"Yes." Rosie strokes Frodo's cheek and grins. "You'd best go find the children so they can spread 
the word. Everyone should stay here tonight, yes?"  

Frodo kisses her hand and stands. "Yes," he replies, and hurries out to find the four birds so 
word can be spread.  

Sewing by Meli 

"Whatcha doin'?" Del poked at Meli, who swatted her playfully, then went back to her stitching.  

"I'm making a pillow. It's for Farry 'n his new wife. So they have something to prettify their 
hole. And they won't forget about me." Meli was sitting much stiller than normal, each stitch 
carefully placed. "I made it from some of our old, old clothes that Mum still had around. And an 
old doll's dress."  

Del looked carefully at the pillow. "What's it's supposed to be?"  

Meli smiled softly, mischief in her eyes. "Moonlight and an apple tree. It's a reminder of 
something silly we did when we were young."  

Bored, Del looked away. "Can we go steal some cookies now? I think Elly's done."  

Rolling her eyes, Meli set aside her work. "I suppose. But then I have to finish this. I can teach 
you how, if you want."  



"What good is a needle and thread?" Del asked as she followed Meli towards the kitchen.  

"You never know when you'll have to sew your brother's britches to a fence," Meli replied, and 
snuck into the pantry for cookies.  

Hunger by Meli 

Sammie leaned his chin on his hand and sighed. Daisy looked up from her book and watched 
him. "I'm bored," he announced.  

"So?"  

"And hungry."  

"You're always hungry."  

Sammie made a face at her. "So are you."  

"True," Daisy said, laying aside her book. "Let's go steal some cookies."  

"I don't want cookies."  

"Muffins?"  

"No."  

"Rolls?"  

"Not really."  

"Apples?"  

"Or that, either."  

Daisy threw up her hands. "What do you want, then?"  

"Tarts. But mum hasn't made them in forever and ever."  

"Guess that means my mum sent me over at just the right time," said Meli, her arms full of a 
basket and her mittens.  

Sammie hugged her tight and snatched a tart. "I love you."  



"You'd better," Meli grinned impishly, and handed a tart to Daisy, then made her way into the 
kitchen.  

Visitors part 2 by Meli 

Having a real, live Elf, and a real, live Dwarf in Bag End made the curiosity seekers flock. 

Legolas and Gimli, safely within the house could hear the exicted chatter of the gathered mob. 

They exchanged glances as they perched carefully on chairs too small for them.  
Another wave of sound came, and Legolas cocked his head, listening. Gimli watched him, used 
to his companions greater hearing. "What is it?"  

The door burst open before the Elf could answer, and Merry and Pippin and their families 
tumbled inside. The four children immediately started shoving on the door, shutting out those 
who had rushed forward. Breathing heavily, one of the two girl began unwrapping her scarf. 
"Why are all of them here, Da?" she grumbled. "You'd think Auntie Rosie was giving out treacle 
tarts or something."  

"Not quite, Miss Molly," Rosie replied as she swept back in. "Farry, Borry, can you go help Fro 
and Pip with some benches? We're trying to make better seats."  

The two boys nodded and hurried off, and Rosie set cups of tea on the low table and smiled 
brightly at the newcomers. "Glad you got the message."  

"Hard to miss it," Dinny replied, and patiently untangled Meli's scarf from her coat and hair. 
"Honestly, my girl, how do you tangle yourself so?"  

Legolas stretched without standing and sipped at his tea. "We didn't mean to be any trouble, 
Mistress Rose. We can leave if it would be easier."  

"Leave?" Rosie looked as if she thought the Elf sick. "You haven't eaten yet. Or seen Frodo and 
Sam, and you're not to leave until you do." Faced with her wrath, the visitors were forced to 
agree.  

Gimli nudged Legolas as they watched the bustle around them. "You love it here, don't you?"  

Legolas smiled and touched Gimli's hand. "As do you. Their unabashed joy is a pleasure to 
watch."  

"It's better to be a part of," piped up a small voice. Meli blushed and hid behind Sammie when 
they looked at her, and Daisy laughed.  



"Silly Took."  

"Sillier Gardner." Meli stuck out her tongue and patted Sammie. "Not you, Crow. You can be a 
Baggins. They're not sill at all."  

Molly poked Meli and dragged her out from behind Sammie. "That's not true. Remember when 
we got Uncle Frodo to play skip rope with us?"  

All four giggled, and Sammie explained the story briefly. "Uncle Fo ended up all tangled in the 
rope. We had to get scissors to get him out."  

"He made the best faces." Molly remarked, nodding.  

Legolas laughed quietly. "It seems as though the Ringbearer has found peace."  

"Peace?" Gimli asked, gesturing to the chaos. Meli had pulled Daisy's dress ribbon undone, and 
Daisy was trying her best to catch the other girl to thump her. Sammie was attempting to make 
Daisy stop long enough to tie her sash again, and Molly was busily blocking the Gardner girl 
long enough for her cousin to slip away.  

Gimli chuckled. "Not peace, I think. But joy, and the sort of life one should have after such a 
burden."  

Legolas nodded and laced his fingers in with Gimli's. "A hero's welcome, indeed." 

Too many cooks by Meli 

"If you're going to steal them all the time, you might as well learn to bake them," Elly told her 

audience of four. Four pairs of eyes looked pleadingly up at her, with four matching pouts 

begging her to let them go. "Now, first you need to get aprons and wash your hands."  
A round of groans, and Elly clapped her hands. "Scoot!" she ordered, and four normally rowdy 
children did as they were told.  

Hours later, there were several dozen cookies and four pleased little Hobbits. "We made 
cookies!" Meli exclaimed and picked one up to try.  

A moment later she was at the pump, sipping at water and coughing. Elly couldn't help herself 
and laughed and laughed. Molly put her arms around Meli and glared. "I knew having that 
much salt in it sounded strange."  

"Can you blame me, little thieves?" Elly asked, wiping her eyes.  



Four glances exchanged, and then flour, sugar, eggs and cookies started flying at the elder 
Hobbit.  

It took another three hours to clean up the kitchen, but all five felt the punishment had been 
worth the crime.  

Someday by Meli 

"Papa?" Meli tugged on his sleeve as Pippin rose to leave. "I'm not sleepy yet. I want another 
story." Her request was punctuated with a yawn, but Pippin sat back down and smoothed her 
hair anyways.  

"What kind of story, Meli-my-lass? Shall I tell you of Faramir, and the Lady Eowyn?"  

"No." Meli's eyes fluttered closed, then she blinked them back open and shook her head firmly. 
"Tell me about Treebeard. You never said what the Ent-draughts tasted like."  

Pippin closed his eyes for a moment, then smiled and looked down at his daughter. "I must 
have told you." Much protesting followed that, and he laughed, hugging Meli close. "They 
tasted like water, but wonderfully refreshing, and a hint of growing things, of wind through 
trees, and the scent of lovely flowers. And we were never hungry after we drank, and like little 
trees, we grew and grew."  

Meli's eyelashes lay still upon her cheeks and Pippin kissed her, pinching out the candles. 
"Papa?" she called, as he opened the door.  

"Yes, Meli-love?"  

"When I get older, will you take me to see the Ents?"  

"Maybe someday, my dear. Someday." The door shut softly behind him, and Meli curled onto 
her side and dreamt of trees that talked.  

Juggling by Meli 

Thump, thump, thump went the apples, right on Sammie's head. Biting his lip to keep from 
crying, he rubbed his head and glared balefully at the fallen fruit. "I'll never learn to juggle."  



Frodo squeezed his shoulder and picked up one of the apples. "The way I learned it, you use 
scarves first. They fall more slowly, so you get used to catching them." He shined the apple on 
his shirt and inspected it.  

"Really?" Sammie asked, eyes shining.  

Frodo nodded and took a bite of the apple. "Really. You should ask your mum for help."  

Sammie nodded eagerly and ran off to find Rosie. Frodo finished the apple and looked down at 
the other two. "Besides, nobody will steal your scarves and eat them," he remearked to himself, 
and picked up the other apples.  

Apple pie by Meli 

A crispness in the air was matched by the crisp taste of apples. Del bit into one gleefully, 
chewing her bite happily. Meli laughed and swung upside down from her branch. "Don't eat 
them all, or we'll get no pie," she scolded, and Del swallowed most of her bite, then stuck out 
her tongue.  

"There's more apples here than even all of us could eat," Del declared, and Meli laughed again, 
righting herself and returning to pulling apples off the tree and setting them gently in her 
basket.  

"Not when we make apple pie and apple butter and apple jelly and apple crumble and-" Meli 
broke off, seeing the ravenous look on Del's face. "Don't worry, Del, you'll get to have some of 
all it."  

Del took another bite of her apple. "Really?" she asked around her mouthful.  

Meli nodded. "They always make more than enough. And everyone gets a share." She grinned 
impishly and reached down to tweak Del's nose. "You might even get to help make them."  

Meli the Gray by Meli 

Meli wandered through Bag End wearing an enormous gray hat that was almost as tall as she 
was. Frodo laughed and called after her. "Meli-lass? Where did you get that?"  

She turned and pushed the hat up out of her eyes. "Elly made it for me. And she's finishing my 
robe. Have you seen Molly?"  



Frodo privately thought that Gandlaf the Gray, wise as he had been, had never been nearly as 
charming as the young lass currentally dressed as him. "She was looking for a staff. For you?" 
Meli nodded and the hat slid down over her eyes again. Sighing heavily, she shoved it back up 
again. Frodo hid his smile. "She went that way," and gestured. Meli nodded gravely, the hat 
falling down again, and walked off in the indicated direction.  

When he was sure she couldn't hear him, Frodo let himself laugh. Sam came to the door to 
check on him, concerned that he might injure himself. "Frodo?"  

"Sam," Frodo gasped, "Have you seen Meli the Gray yet?"  

Sam shook his head, and went to look. He returned a few minutes later and joined Frodo. "You 
haven't seen Molly of Gondor yet, or Daisy of Mirkwood and Sammie the Dwarf."  

Just the image was enough to set Frodo off again, and the two laughed until their sides hurt. 
Rosie peeked into the room and clicked her tongue, then went back to the kitchen, a smile on 
her face at the sound of their mirth.  

Crown by Meli 

It's a lazy summer afternoon, and Elly and Fastred are lying in the tall grass near the river. 
They'd snuck away early, so as not to be dragged into chores, and now, at the hottest time of the 
day, they're cool and well-hidden.  

Fastred stares up at the sky, trying to see shapes in the clouds and thinking. Elly lazily plucks 
daisies, weaving them into a crown. Fastred rolls to one side and props his head up on his 
hand, watching her. "That for you?"  

Elly shook her head and brushed some of her hair back. "For Daisy. She'll be thrilled."  

"Better make one for Sammie, then," Fastred reaches for a daisy, twirls it between his fingers 
and snaps it off. He offers it to her, hoping he isn't blushing.  

Barely glancing up, Elly takes it and braids it in with the others. Their fingers brush when they 
reach for the same daisy, and Elly looks up at him.  

"Are you alright?" Concerned, Elly feels his forehead.  

Blushing madly now, Fastred brushes away her hand. "I'm fine," he says, and plants a sloppy 
kiss on her cheek, then scrambles to his feet. Red as a tomato, he runs away, leaving Elly alone 
on the shore of the river.  



Elly looks down at her daisy crown. "Well," she remarks to herself, and continues with her 
weaving.  

Crystal by Meli 

Aster found a little piece of crystal on the riverbank. She cups it in her hand, enjoying the way 
the light sparkled off and made pretty rainbows on the ground.  

Del stops and crouches beside her. "What's that?"  

"A crystal." Both girls study it for a while longer, then Aster stirs and takes Del's hand, pressing 
the crystal into it. "You have it."  

Del can feel the edges of the crystal pressing into her fingers. "What about you?" she asks.  

Aster smiles and scoops up a handful of mud, heading towards the fray. "Sharing something 
beautiful makes it more fun." She tosses her handful at Meli, who squeals and tackles her. Del 
watches them, holding the bit of shiny rock in her hand, then she tucks it in a pocket and joins 
in. 

So much blood by Meli 

Frantic knocking on the door, and Sammie hurries to open it. He gasps when he sees Meli 

standing there, her arms and dressed stained red with blood. "Aunt Rosie," Meli gasps, eyes 

awash with tears.  
Rosie comes to the door and ushers Meli in, ordering Daisy to fetch her things. Elly comes out 
with warm water and they wash the worst of the blood away. "Molly?" Rosie asks, and Meli 
nods miserably.  

"The baby," she says, then breaks down, covering her face with her hands. "I couldn't, I didn't 
know, and there was so much blood, so much..." her voice trailed off into sobs, and Sammie felt 
a chill. He was only too happy to be ordered out to fetch the cart.  

The trip back to Meli, Molly and Pippin's new home is something of a nightmare, with Meli 
sobbing softly on Rosie's shoulder while his mother soothes his cousin. Sammie can't help but 
imagine all sorts of horrible things, and it's a relief to pull into the yard.  

Pippin greets them at the door, as bloodstained as Meli and just as worried. "She's sleeping," he 
says quietly, and wraps his arms tightly around Meli.  



Elly pulls back the blankets and Rosie takes charge. Hot water and fresh sheets and many other 
things are called for, and Sammie finds himself pressed into service helping. He doesn't like to 
admit how glad he is to leave the room: the sight of Molly, pale and wan, tears at his heart.  

He makes tea, forces Meli and Pippin to sit and drink it, fixes a simple stew, and makes them 
eat. They sit very close together, not looking at the door, but he can tell that all their attention is 
focussed on it anyways.  

Rosie and Elly emerge finally, and Meli spills her tea, she stands so quickly. Rosie takes one of 
her hands and one of Pippin's and squeezes them both. "She'll be fine. She just needs to rest." 
Meli sobs and Pippin holds her tightly, tears sliding down his face. Rosie lets them take soup 
and tea into Molly, and sit with her.  

Sammie hugs his mother and squeezes his eyes shut. "That was scary," he whispers, and Rosie 
nods.  

"Molly's young, and strong. She'll have another babe. But yes, being reminded that you little 
ones aren't immortal is frightening." She sips at her tea. "Did you make Meli eat something?"  

He nods. "And Pippin too."  

"Good. They both needed it, though Meli more. It won't be good for the babe if she forgets to 
take care of herself."  

Sammie stares. "Meli...?"  

Rosie pats his hand. "There'll be other children, I told you."  

"I didn't expect it so soon," he says and studies his bowl. "She never said anything."  

Elly laughs. "Why would she? Meli never likes to steal Molly's glory."  

"What will people say?"  

Meli storms out and throws a roll at Sammie's head, then flounces back into the bedroom and 
shuts the door. Elly and Rosie laugh merrily.  

"Silly Sammie," Elly ruffles his hair. "You think they'll care?"  

Sammie fishes the roll out of his soup and bites into it. "No, why would they start now?"  

"Exactly."  



Mud Castles by Meli 

Frantic knocking on the door, and Sammie hurries to open it. He gasps when he sees Meli 

standing there, her arms and dressed stained red with blood. "Aunt Rosie," Meli gasps, eyes 

awash with tears.  

Rosie comes to the door and ushers Meli in, ordering Daisy to fetch her things. Elly comes out 
with warm water and they wash the worst of the blood away. "Molly?" Rosie asks, and Meli 
nods miserably.  

"The baby," she says, then breaks down, covering her face with her hands. "I couldn't, I didn't 
know, and there was so much blood, so much..." her voice trailed off into sobs, and Sammie felt 
a chill. He was only too happy to be ordered out to fetch the cart.  

The trip back to Meli, Molly and Pippin's new home is something of a nightmare, with Meli 
sobbing softly on Rosie's shoulder while his mother soothes his cousin. Sammie can't help but 
imagine all sorts of horrible things, and it's a relief to pull into the yard.  

Pippin greets them at the door, as bloodstained as Meli and just as worried. "She's sleeping," he 
says quietly, and wraps his arms tightly around Meli.  

Elly pulls back the blankets and Rosie takes charge. Hot water and fresh sheets and many other 
things are called for, and Sammie finds himself pressed into service helping. He doesn't like to 
admit how glad he is to leave the room: the sight of Molly, pale and wan, tears at his heart.  

He makes tea, forces Meli and Pippin to sit and drink it, fixes a simple stew, and makes them 
eat. They sit very close together, not looking at the door, but he can tell that all their attention is 
focussed on it anyways.  

Rosie and Elly emerge finally, and Meli spills her tea, she stands so quickly. Rosie takes one of 
her hands and one of Pippin's and squeezes them both. "She'll be fine. She just needs to rest." 
Meli sobs and Pippin holds her tightly, tears sliding down his face. Rosie lets them take soup 
and tea into Molly, and sit with her.  

Sammie hugs his mother and squeezes his eyes shut. "That was scary," he whispers, and Rosie 
nods.  

"Molly's young, and strong. She'll have another babe. But yes, being reminded that you little 
ones aren't immortal is frightening." She sips at her tea. "Did you make Meli eat something?"  

He nods. "And Pippin too."  



"Good. They both needed it, though Meli more. It won't be good for the babe if she forgets to 
take care of herself."  

Sammie stares. "Meli...?"  

Rosie pats his hand. "There'll be other children, I told you."  

"I didn't expect it so soon," he says and studies his bowl. "She never said anything."  

Elly laughs. "Why would she? Meli never likes to steal Molly's glory."  

"What will people say?"  

Meli storms out and throws a roll at Sammie's head, then flounces back into the bedroom and 
shuts the door. Elly and Rosie laugh merrily.  

"Silly Sammie," Elly ruffles his hair. "You think they'll care?"  

Sammie fishes the roll out of his soup and bites into it. "No, why would they start now?"  

"Exactly."  

Kitten by Meli 

The Sparrow and the Buzzard had found a kitten. It was a tiny thing, a bit of black fuzz with 
bright yellow eyes and a voice loud enough to wake all of Bagshot Row. Their pleading worked 
on the adults, however, and Soot joined the family of Bag End.  

Meli had insisted that Soot stay with Del, despite the fact that she was obviously in love with 
the tiny cat herself. Hope hugged her after Del went to find Soot a bowl, and told her that she 
could come over whenever she liked and visit.  

"I already do, Miss Hope," she replied, mischief in her eyes. "But I can be sure to make Borry 
come with me so that I don't get in any trouble on my way."  

Hope blushed brightly and Meli, laughing, scooted off to help Del prepare Soot for his new 
home. 

Kitten 2 by Singe 



"Oh, to be a cat." Frodo mused as he watched Del massage Soot into a blissful puddle of black 
fur in her lap. Soot didn't even have the strength to purr and contented himself with making 
strange "hllk" noises. His tongue was sticking out from his sharp teeth. Frodo smiled. Meli had 
known exactly what she was doing when she surrendered the kitten to Del.  

Her sister was away and Del was lonely. The Grubb girl had yet to trust any of Bag End's 
residents enough to show them pure, unadulterated affection, save Sammie, and in his case Del 
usually settled for simply hauling him from one place to another, so she lavished all her love on 
the cat.  

"Master Frodo, I'm terribly upset." Del suddenly complained.  

"Why is that?"  

"Someone stole all the bones out of my kitty!" Del lifted Soot up a few inches and he flowed like 
water back into her lap.  

"Oh, dear. What can I do?"  

"Kiss me!" It was a joke of hers. She would demand kisses from Sammie or Daisy or Fro and 
they would scream and run...Frodo bent and kissed her. She gaped at him in pure surprise.  

"Better?" Frodo tried hard not to laugh.  

"Um. Much. Yes. Um. Thank you."  

"You're welcome." Frodo walked away, grinning. Delphinium would have faith in them 
someday. Someday soon.  

Kitten 3 by Meli 

"Oh, to be a cat." Frodo mused as he watched Del massage Soot into a blissful puddle of black 

fur in her lap. Soot didn't even have the strength to purr and contented himself with making 

strange "hllk" noises. His tongue was sticking out from his sharp teeth. Frodo smiled. Meli had 

known exactly what she was doing when she surrendered the kitten to Del.  
Her sister was away and Del was lonely. The Grubb girl had yet to trust any of Bag End's 
residents enough to show them pure, unadulterated affection, save Sammie, and in his case Del 
usually settled for simply hauling him from one place to another, so she lavished all her love on 
the cat.  

"Master Frodo, I'm terribly upset." Del suddenly complained.  



"Why is that?"  

"Someone stole all the bones out of my kitty!" Del lifted Soot up a few inches and he flowed like 
water back into her lap.  

"Oh, dear. What can I do?"  

"Kiss me!" It was a joke of hers. She would demand kisses from Sammie or Daisy or Fro and 
they would scream and run...Frodo bent and kissed her. She gaped at him in pure surprise.  

"Better?" Frodo tried hard not to laugh.  

"Um. Much. Yes. Um. Thank you."  

"You're welcome." Frodo walked away, grinning. Delphinium would have faith in them 
someday. Someday soon.  

Snowball war by Meli 

Meli tackled Molly to the snow and kissed her. Sammie rolled his eyes, then found himself flat 
on his back with Del on his chest. She giggled and kissed his nose, then jumped up and shoved 
Aster toward him. Aster looked nervous.  

Daisy picked Aster up and dropped her on Sammie. Sammie's breath 'whooshed' out of him, 
but he smiled up at Aster just the same. Gently, he pulled her down and kissed her.  

There were cheers and whistles from the others, then Meli, Molly and Del exchanged glances 
and scooped up snowballs, pelting Aster and Sammie. And the war was on.  

Snowball war: redux by Singe 

"Let me get this straight." Del muttered ominously. "I kissed Sammie on the nose?"  

"Right." Aster nodded.  

"I was nice to you..."  

"Yes." Aster almost giggled.  

"And I pushed you at him." Del looked green.  



"Yes!" Aster clapped her hands.  

"That WAS the most bizarre dream. What happened next?"  

"Well, we had a snowball fight and THEN the purple dragons came...!" 

Pillow fight by Meli 

Meli tossed the book across the room. "I'm bored," she announced, and stole the pillow from 
behind Sammie. While he was sputtering, she whacked him firmly with it.  

Molly snatched up a cushion and dove at Meli. The hitting was fast and furious, and in the 
confusion, Meli nearly stepped on Soot. Only Del's quick hands saved him, and she glared at 
the other two.  

Placing Soot carefully out of the way, Del grabbed a pillow and went after Meli. The others 
grabs pillows and joined in.  

No one could remember whose pillow had burst first, but there were feathers all over the floor, 
and Rosie glared at all of them. Picking up and resorting the pillows took much more time than 
the pillow fight had, but was equally as fun. 

So little by Meli 

Lila hurried up the hill to Bag End, trying to shush Aster. She was late already because of her 
little daughter, but she hoped it wouldn't be too much trouble.  

The door was flung open before she knocked, and Meli and Molly attached themselves to her 
legs. "Can we hold the baby? Can we? Can we?" they begged, and Lila had to smile, for they 
were little more than babies themselves. She moved inside and smiled at Rosie, who shook her 
head and grinned at the girls.  

"If you promise to sit very very still, you may each have a turn." Molly and Meli nodded 
eagerly, racing into the parlor and climbing onto the settee. Lila watched them wriggle a bit and 
looked around, taking off her cloak and hanging it by the door. "Where are the others?" she 
asked, and Rosie pointed to the table, where Sammie and Daisy were busily eating slices of 
apple turnover.  

Meli wiggled a little bit more, then forced herself to sit very still. "Can I hold her first?" she 
asked, and Molly looked like she was going to complain, then bit her tongue and didn't.  



Aster blinked up at Meli and Molly, who was leaning on Meli's shoulder. She crinkled up her 
little face and yawned, then reached for Meli's hair. "She's so little," Meli said in awe, and Molly 
nodded.  

"My turn now," she declared, and before Lila could come forward, Aster had been carefully 
switched to Molly's arms. The two girls made faces and giggled at Aster, who smiled and 
stretched out, trying to catch their eyes or their curls. Finally Lila took her daughter back, and 
Meli and Molly smiled very politely.  

"Thank you," they said, then scurried off to join Sammie and Daisy and plan mischief. Lila held 
her daughter to her shoulder and smiled after them.  

Helping by Meli 

Dinny took one horrified look at Meli's dress and ordered her to go change. Molly looked guilty 

enough for the both of them as Dinny turned her attention to her niece. "What were you two 

doing?" she demanded.  
Molly fidgeted and tried to smile. "We were helping this time, really."  

Dinny crossed her arms.  

Looking down, Molly wondered how Dinny could make her feel guilty even though she truly 
hadn't down anything wrong. "Lila was making candles, so we decided we'd help. Her back 
hurts and her ankles are sore from the baby, and Aunt Rosie said she shouldn't stand too much, 
so we said we'd dip the candles for her. And we did. They look very pretty."  

Meli, dressed in a clean frock, slipped her arm through Molly's and nodded. "Really, mum, 
that's what happened. You can ask Lila."  

Dinny threw up her hands and sighed. "I believe you, girls, but next time, wear aprons over 
your dresses."  

Meli and Molly looked at each other and giggled.  

Ugly Step Sister by Meli 

"I'm the ugly step-sister," Del muttered, glaring out the window at where Sammie was talking 
with Aster. Hope patted her on the shoulder.  



"Sammie doesn't think that," she assured Del, but her sister wasn't listening.  

"Why does the princess always have to get the Prince?"  

Meli sat down beside her and scooped up Soot, rubbing her face against his. "She doesn't, 
always. Sometimes the Princess gets swept off by the handsome brave peasant lad, or the 
plucky goose girl." Soot purred loudly and Meli stroked his ears. "Sometimes the Prince gets 
swept off by the same."  

"What about ugly step-sisters?"  

Meli shook her head. "Sometimes they find princes where they least expect them. And I don't 
know any ugly step-sisters. Do you?"  

"Me."  

"That's ridiculous," Meli declared, and handed Soot back. "You don't look at all like an ugly 
step-sister. You're more the enchanted princess under a spell."  

Del laughed bitterly and clutched Soot. "What kind of spell?"  

"A lemon spell. Come on, let's you and me and Molly go get some cookies and sweeten you up."  

Burn by Meli 

Rosie carefully wrapped Molly's hands and tied the bandages off. "Fire is hot, my girl."  

Molly nodded and wiped at her eyes. "I know that, Aunt Rosie."  

"All fires."  

Molly nodded again.  

"Even candles."  

Molly's lower lip began to tremble, and Meli threw herself at the other girl and hugged her 
tight, glaring up at Rosie. "She didn't mean to."  

Rosie stared Meli down, and the young Took dropped her eyes and scuffed her toe. "She 
didn't."  

"I know that, Meli-lass. But you need to be careful. Fire hurts."  



They both nodded and Rosie walked away, hearing part of their conversation. "See? I told you it 
would hurt."  

"But it was so pretty. I just wanted to touch it."  

Meli brushed Molly's hair away from her face and kissed her. "And?"  

Molly grinned. "And fire burns. Pretty to look at, but bad to touch. Like thorns."  

Taking Molly's bandaged hands in hers, Meli nodded. "Yes."  

Midwinter by Meli 

Midwinter Feast, and Bag End is filled with light, laughter and song. Pippin Gardner looks 

around, his heart light in the face of so much joy.  
A hand catches his sleeve and he turns to see Meli Took pointing up. He glances up, vaguely 
remembering bits of greenery. Sure enough, a sprig of mistletoe hangs there innocently, and he 
grins, looking back down. Warm lips are on his before he can react, and his eyes flutter closed.  

When they draw apart, Pippin blinks at Molly's laughing face. "That's not fair," he says in her 
ear. "Where's Meli?"  

Molly giggles and claps her hands. "Over there." Pippin kisses her again, then sneaks over and 
sweeps Meli into his arms.  

"You don't get away that easy," he grins, and kisses her sweetly.  

Not funny by Molly 

"Molly Brandybuck, you come back here right now or I'll ... I'll ... well, or you'll be sorry!" 

Hiking up her skirts more than was most likely proper, Meli ran after Molly, who was already 

far across the sunlit field, her laughter trailing behind her on the summer breeze.  

Two curly heads popped up from behind a gooseberry bush as the pair of hobbit lasses raced 
past at top speed. Fair hair and dark shook in unison, the scene before them a familiar sight.  

"What do you suppose Lark did now?" Sammy asked around a mouthful of ripe berries.  



Daisy grinned, laughing as Molly dodged out of Meli's grasp, skipping back their way again. 
"Well, whatever it was, it must have been something good. Lookit how Sparrow is chasing her!"  

Meli was indeed chasing Molly with her best effort, but everytime the Took lass would get close 
enough to grab hold of an apron string, Molly would change direction, giggling as she pranced 
over the grass. Sammy and Daisy stood from behind the bush, munching absently on 
gooseberries as they watched, matching amused expressions on their sticky faces.  

Growing tired and frustrated, Meli sprung at Molly as she skipped passed. But Molly had seen 
the look in her younger cousin's eyes before she had jumped, and managed to get out of the 
way, falling back in the tall grass with a laugh.  

Meli lay where she landed, face down and unmoving, and after a momnet of not seeing any 
change, Molly crawled over, concern creasing her sweaty brow.  

"Sparrow?" Molly shook Meli's shoulder once, then harder when she didn't get a response. 
"Sparrow? Meli? Meli!" Sammy and Daisy ran over, hearing Molly's cry, and watched as Molly 
turned the other lass over, both of them holding their breaths.  

Meli lay still for a moment, then leapt up, grabbing a very startled Molly, and pinning her to the 
ground with a triumphant laugh.  

"Tup it all, Sparrow, that wasn't funny!" Molly pouted beneath her cousin, but the pout turned 
into a smile as Meil leaned over, giving Molly a sweet kiss on the mouth.  

"Sparrow, what did Lark do anyway?" Sammy asked when Meli sat up again.  

"I kissed her, Crow." Molly answered, smiling.  

"Then why did she chase you like that?" Sammy was completely befuddled.  

Meli laughed, grinning down at Molly. "Because she didn't let me kiss her back. Now she owes 
me two." And Meli leaned over Molly again, taking her second kiss with no complaints.  

Fair hair and dark shook in unison, the scene before them a familiar sight.  

Hot Rock by Singe 

Delphinium picked at the bandages and sulked. She had done a GOOD thing, a NOBLE and 
BRAVE thing, but here she was, in disgrace, and locked in the Grubb Room awaiting her sister's 
return from the Tooklands and further punishment. Hope probably wouldn't understand either.  



Someone had to stop Mr. Frodo when he got into one of his 'moods.' His cold, heartless turns 
that arrived irregardless of the day or the season and lingered for hours or sometimes days. His 
warmth would disappear and his charm would turn sarcastic. Today he broke his all time 
record by making FOUR Gardner girls cry, including Daisy, and Del had decided enough was 
enough.  

Determined to head him off she had decided that a mean mood called for a mean game. The 
meanest game she knew was Hot Rock. A simple activity involving two or more people tossing 
a burning hot coal back and forth until someone cried Uncle.  

Del was not one for surrender and neither was Mr. Frodo. It had been such fun! Laughing and 
shouting curses at each other they had gone through fourteen coals and had nearly burnt his 
study down before they were caught. Oh, the look on the Mayor's face. Mr. Frodo laughed at it 
and laughed even harder when Del waved goodbye with a blistered hand as she was dragged 
away. He had saluted her with his own seared fingers and Del had never felt closer to anyone in 
her life.  

Oh, of course, it hurt! It hurt terribly and holding forks and spoons was going to be awkward 
for both of them for a while but...and she doubted anyone but she and Mr. Frodo understood 
this...sometimes you had to feed the darkness to stop it. 

As Custard by Singe 
"Being morally upright has its disadvantages." Delphinium muttered, imitating Master 
Meriadoc's learned vocabulary, and kicked at a dirt clod by the side of the riverbank.  

"What was that, Del?" Aster asked, looking up from arranging the yellow wildflowers she had 
picked.  

"Nothing." Del whipped a flat pebble into the broad stream and watched it skip all the way 
across to the other bank with satisfaction. Aster was singing a happy tune about sunshine while 
she fiddled with her stupid flowers. Del wanted to strike her. "Aster, why didn't you go on the 
crop raid with the rest of them? Sammie and Daisy especially begged you to go...I begged you 
to go..."  

"You never raid. And I couldn't leave you alone. That would be rude!"  

"You are all sweetness and light." Del turned back to the stream with a sigh. Sarcasm was lost 
on Aster.  

"Thank you, Del, I...AICK!!" Del actually heard the rock strike Aster's teeth with a terrible chik! 
sound and she whirled around. Aster's hands covered her mouth and tears and blood began to 



seep over her fingers. She hunched over in pain. Another rock came flying out of the bushes 
and hit her on the shoulder. "Oh!" Aster sobbed.  

Del ran over, grabbed her by the arm and dragged her behind a stump. She could hear sniggers 
from the bushes and her lips curled in distaste. "Ith Bathil!" Aster sobbed making herself as 
small as possible behind their cover. "Bathil!"  

"Basil...your brother?" Del poked a finger into Aster's mouth to check the damage and found a 
cut lip and a scratched tooth. "Well. He really is mean as custard isn't he?"  

"Cuthtard?"  

"Nevermind. So he likes to throw rocks, huh?" Aster nodded, blood drooling from her mouth. 
Del was enraged. Cruelty against Aster was like...like kicking a blue-eyed baby. "Well, I like to 
throw rocks, too..." Del's hand closed around a smooth river stone and she stood up. Aster tried 
to yank her back down but succeeded only in having Del grab her and pull her up. "Stand up, 
Aster!"  

"No! He'll hit uth!" She couldn't get away.  

"ASS, ASS, ASTER! ASTER THE ASS!" came a crowing voice from the bushes and another rock 
hit Del right in the chest. She barely felt it.  

"Oh, how witty..." Del said and threw her stone as hard as she could, which was mighty hard 
indeed, in the direction the jeering voice was coming from. It cut off with a squawk and Basil 
Digg-Tooter came flying out of the foliage with his hand on his stomach. My, he seemed upset. 
"See, Aster, he should have stayed under cover. Now we can get him good..." Del picked up 
another stone and waited for Basil to come closer. Aster watched intently. WHACK! Del's stone 
impactd Basil's forehead and he stopped, shocked and, perhaps, dazed. Del casually scanned 
the ground and picked up a small chunk of dried wood.  

His eyes uncrossed. "You better not!" Basil shouted. The wood exploded quite beautifully 
against his ugly face. He screamed. "I'm gonna...!" WHACK! Another rock. Basil fell down. He 
regained his legs and took off at top speed, weaving drunkenly.  

"Watch me, Aster...see? Put one foot in front of the other and draw back your arm...like you're 
throwing a spear...now, when you throw put ALL your weight behind it..." Del bounced a 
couple more pebbles off the back of his head for good measure and Aster watched as Basil 
disappeared over the horizon. Her eyes reflected years of bullied fear and Del was truly sorry to 
see it. "We're going straight to your mother. We're going to tell. We'll tell Floria, too. Come on..."  

"But Bathil will get me later..." Aster's eyes were pouring helpless tears. "He thaid tho!" Del 
couldn't help it, she snickered.  



"Hey, Athter..." she mimicked, "After your parenth and your thithter get through with 
Bathil...there won't be anything left of him large enough to give you any trouble. And I'll teach 
you how to fight and throw and thtick up for yourthelf."  

Aster was smiling and her nose was running. "Really?" She flung her arms around Del. "Really? 
Are we friendth now?"  

Delphinium suddenly gave up. She patted Aster on the back and felt a strange sort of release as 
a knot of meanness and unhappiness unravelled inside her heart. "I thuppose tho."  

Compelling Reading by Singe 

'We wants it! My precious!' Delphinium lunged for the 'Ring' and Sammie weaved to the side 
with a shout. Del scuttled after him, snarling.  

Lounging half-hidden against an oak tree Sam shook his head in sheer disgust and whispered, 
'Did she learn that from you?'  

'Never.' Frodo murmured in the shadows to Sam's left. 'It was all I could do just to write 
Gollum's speech.'  

'Brr! Sounds just like him.'  

'Yes. It's as if she truly wants that curtain ring.' Del pounced at Sammie again.  

'She wants somethin' sure enough.' Sam observed and Frodo snickered in his sleeve.  

'That's my boy!' Frodo buffed his nails against his waistcoat and it was Sam's turn to choke back 
his laughter.  

'Give it to us! Nassty wicked Hobbitses!' Del's fingers clutched at Sammie. He swung a good 
sized stick just above her head. Molly, Aster and Meli weren't involved in this part of the drama 
and they cheered and hissed and booed on the sidelines. Daisy had her tree-branch and was 
ready to spring in as soon as she had her cue.  

'Down!' Sammie shouted, poking Del in the shoulder. 'Down! Down, you creeping thing, and 
out of my path! Your time is at an end. You cannot betray me or slay me now!'  

'That's not what you said.' Sam observed, cutting his eyes humorously at Frodo.  

'I decided that 'Sod off!' wouldn't make very compelling reading, Sam.'  



Daisy leaped between Sammie and Del brandishing her 'sword.' She was applauded by the 
other girls and Del hissed at all of them. Sammie looked relieved. Daisy attacked Del with 
perfect fierceness and shouted, 'Quick, Master! Go on! No time to lose, I'll deal with him! Go 
on!'  

'And that was a far cry from 'Get your ass up that hill!'' Frodo observed as Sammie scrambled 
away.  

Sam grinned. 'Did you have to rewrite everything? What we actually said wasn't very poetical 
like but it was honest! And had heart.'  

'Ah, yes.' Frodo nodded. 'The way you told Lord Faramir he could 'shove his suspicions straight 
up his ass until they came out his feckin' eyeballs' showed real heart.' Sam covered his grin with 
his hand. Frodo bumped him with his shoulder. 'Will you never forgive each other?'  

'No. Never. Or, at least, not as long it amuses the life out of the Lady Eowyn to hear us sniping!'  

'It makes Merry jealous the way she keeps after you!goading you on!' Sam went red.  

A great 'ARGH!' of pain rent the air and Sammie was kneeling and clutching his hand as Daisy 
patted his back comfortingly. Del had the curtain ring in her fist and was dancing madly on the 
bank of The Water. 'My Precious! O my Precious!!' She stepped too far!she was on the brink, 
Meli and Molly screamed, Aster covered her eyes, Del was off-balance!her arms pinwheeled 
madly!Daisy and Sammie stared in horror!then she fell. 'PRREECIOUSSSS!!' she wailed as she 
landed with a wet SPLUT! into the mud. She hooked her fingers and toes into the air to indicate 
that she was dead and Sam and Frodo released the breaths they hadn't realized they were 
holding. Frodo had goosebumps on his arms and he rubbed them, sighing.  

Gollum was dead and he took the Ring with him. The world was safe. Aster, Sammie, Molly, 
Daisy and Meli stood on the bank and looked sadly down on Del's pitiful remains. Then Daisy 
picked up a gob of mud and flung it into Del's curly hair as hard as she could.  

The dead arose. 'DAIZE!!' Del threw double fistfuls of gunk at Daisy's retreating back and the 
mud-fight was on. Even Aster joined in, delicately flinging muck in all directions until Sammie 
threw her down and rolled her in it.  

Sam sighed. 'We need to stop them.' Molly actually picked Daisy up and pitched her a good five 
feet into Meli and Del as if she were playing nine-pins. A fountain of mud sprayed the air.  

'Sod off.' Frodo said with finality and the two greatest heroes of the age backed away very 
slowly and quietly.  



Happy Birthday by Singe 

"We're here to steal cookies!" Del announced to the kitchen at large and Meli smacked her 
forehead in exasperation. Elanor looked up from her mixing bowl and raised an amused 
eyebrow.  

"You can steal one apiece, filthy thievses. We're about to have dinner." Del thanked her and took 
two from the heaping plate. She passed one over to Meli with a smirk and left the kitchen to 
munch her own. Meli followed, scowling, and bit into her single, solitary, honest cookie.  

Suddenly, high-pitched giggling floated indoors from the grape arbor and both girls halted in 
shock. Del choked on her cookie and raised up on tiptoe to look out the nearest window. "It's 
her!" she confirmed to Meli. "It's Hope!"  

"Hope doesn't giggle!" Meli exclaimed.  

"She does when Borry is tickling her. Look!" they looked. They downright gawked. They 
goggled. They gaped.  

"Um." Meli finally said. "Um. That's not tickling."  

"It looks like fun, though."  

Meli sprang away from the window. "Well, I wouldn't know!"  

"That's a shame." Their faces burning scarlet, both girls cracked up, loud enough to startle the 
birds, and the lovers, in the garden. "That's some present she's giving to Boromir." Del declared. 
"Good for her! Happy Birthday, at last, to Hope!" Del sang, skipping away down the hall. 
"Happy, Happy!"  

"Happy Birthday to Borry and Hope!" Meli sang along and danced alongside.  

Blessing by Singe 

The sun shone brightly on the borders of the Shire and Sam was in an expansive mood as half of 
Hobbiton and the stately visiting court of Minas Tirith hung on his every word. "Here are the 
children that arrived since your last visit. There's four of 'em..." Sam exclaimed proudly.  

"Four children in five years, Sam. And nine in all. You are blessed, indeed." King Aragorn 
laughed in awe and appreciation and his courtiers, great lords and ladies of Elves and Men, 



nodded in approval with him. "I have only three." He looked accusingly at Arwen, who looked 
down her nose at him, and the crowds of Halflings laughed.  

Sam bowed and grinned. "This is Goldilocks. She's five." Sam held out his arms for his little 
blonde heartbreaker. Rose gave Goldy a nudge and she stepped forward, eyes wide, and 
timidly curtsied to the King and Queen of Gondor and Arnor as she was taught. Then she flew 
to her father.  

Queen Arwen beamed. "Goldilocks. How appropriate. How lovely her golden hair is." Goldy 
blushed and hid her face in Sam's shoulder.  

"This is Hamfast. Named for my Gaffer, y'know..." Ham cut straight from his mother to his 
father and clutched Sam's legs.  

"Master Hamfast." Aragorn acknowledged, with a slight bow. Ham could only stare back.  

"This is Daisy." Elanor stepped forward with little Daisy in her arms. Too young to be 
intimidated, she giggled and stretched her arms towards the pretty, pretty lady who was all 
dressed in glossy soft stuff and sparklies. Elanor set her down and she toddled directly to 
Arwen who was only too glad to receive her.  

"She's an Elf, Daisy." Sam pointed out as Daisy lovingly patted the perfect cheeks of the 
Evenstar.  

"Ef! Ef!" she exclaimed and snuggled in. Aragorn, Arwen and the Elves in their train were 
beyond charmed. Distracted by Daisy they missed the significant, and somewhat humorous, 
glance that passed between Sam, Rose and Frodo. Then Frodo bent and lovingly lifted a 
squirming bundle from a large basket at his feet. He stepped forward and Aragorn caught the 
sudden quiet that descended upon the gathered Hobbits. He wondered at it, at the way the 
crowd of little people strained forward to catch his reaction. He wondered at the protective look 
in Frodo's eyes, the strange, defiant quirk of Sam's mouth and the Mistress Rose's intent gaze.  

Frodo smiled as he moved the blankets from the face of the baby. "This is Samwise." His voice 
was quiet but it carried clearly to the hushed crowd. Aragorn and Arwen leaned forward.  

They looked.  

They gasped.  

Sammie blinked his huge eyes at them and waved a perfect little hand towards his sister still 
sitting comfortably on Arwen's lap. 
He was smiling Frodo's smile. Aragorn stared at Sammie. His eyes traveled then to Frodo, to 
Sam...they lingered on Rose...and he stood. He approached Frodo and the crowd leaned 



forward. Some of the faces were worried. Some were smirkingly vindictive. Everyone held their 
breath. Aragorn stood before Frodo.  

The King knelt and his eyes were on the ground as he placed his hand over his heart to honor 
the Ringbearer. "Frodo." he clearly said so all could hear. "The child is a reward beyond the 
riches of all the Kings. This goes beyond all my dreams for your happiness."  

"Beyond my dreams, too." Frodo's eyes glistened and Aragorn could hear Sam sniff behind him. 
Aragorn held out his hands and Frodo immediately placed the baby into them. Sammie looked 
so small, so helpless in the Man's enormous hands. Aragorn turned and displayed the child to 
his court. The Elves burst so immediately into song that all the Hobbits jumped at the sudden 
unabashed beauty and joy of it. Arwen was weeping and her tears fell on Daisy's golden curls.  

The Ringbearer had been blessed. Frodo of the Nine Fingers had his reward. Sammie was 
passed from hand to hand and the visitors celebrated far into the night as Sam, Frodo and 
especially Rose was honored with gifts and acclamations almost beyond reason.  

This set the spiteful gossip-mongers of the Shire back quite a bit, you can imagine.  

Worthy by Singe 

"All right, Aster, that was very good." Delphinium's compliment was grim. Stupid Aster. 
Stupid, sweet, helpless, blue-eyed Aster. "Now go to the rock and back again and try not to 
splash so much this time."  

"You're trying to drown me!" Aster complained and Del was surprised the little darling actually 
raised her voice.  

"I can't drown you in water you can stand in." Both girls glared soggily at each other.  

"Most Hobbits weren't meant for swimming. Sammie says it's all right if I can't do it. " Aster 
declared. Del's eyes narrowed and Aster stepped back. "Um, I mean...I'm 
tired...and...cold...and..."  

"I'm not Sammie and it's not all right. Besides, the Brandybucks can do it. The Tooks can do it. 
All the Gardners are wonderful at it. Master Frodo swims like a fish and so does Sammie. And 
I'm as good as they are."  

"Yes, but..."  

"DON'T 'BUT' ME!!" Del shouted. Aster flinched. Del counted to ten. "If I can swim, you can 
swim. You can do everything I can do and you will." She decided to make a generous gesture 



and patted Aster stiffly on the arm. "Now, go to the rock and back here again and DON'T pull 
yourself along the bottom this time." Aster sighed, stooped and crawled back into the shallow 
water. "Think Water Nymph! You're a graceful, elegant Water Nymph!" As opposed to a 
cringing little milksop.  

"Water Nymph!" Aster choked, dog-paddling earnestly towards her rock in the middle of the 
stream. "Water...kaff! Nymph!"  

"Once you've mastered how to swim I'll teach you to climb trees!" Del called and smiled at 
Aster's splutter of protest. By all that was holy if Aster was going to be Sammie's choice then 
Del was going to make her worthy of it. Or kill her trying.  

Beat on the brat by Singe 

Dear Prudence:  
Isn't this fine? Another letter! I think I'm improving. I still have Miss Grubb helping me with 
spelling and punctuation and telling things properly but I'll soon be able to make due by 
myself. She says hello. (Hello!) I feel so foolish. Writing is easy. Why did I wait until now to 
learn my letters? Well, we all know why, I suppose. No one would teach an old widow like me 
and what use did I have for letters anyway? Letters wouldn't help me get the work done. But 
young Samwise Gardner (hooray!) has been teaching anyone who is willing to learn since he 
was just a little thing and I decided why not? There are six healthy Rumbles in this smial and 
they do all the work now. I have all the time in the world to master whatever I want! (Hear, 
hear!)  

But there are those who think that Sammie, that's what I call Master Gardner, he insists on it, 
being only sixteen and me ninety, should mind his own business. They say, "What business is it 
of his if people can't read? Who does that elf-boy think he is?" Prudence, I love Sammie (me, 
too) and I would never call him elf-boy but there are those who call him worse (elf-bastard) and 
have threatened to hurt him if he doesn't stop interfering with other people's families. Rolf 
Burrows and those big, ugly Tunnely Twins swear they're going to come by and beat him if he 
doesn't stop. And it's gotten so bad that some folks won't let their children come to the library 
and learn anymore for fear of them getting caught in the middle of it and hurt.  

Sammie has asked the Mayor and the Master to stay out of it and they pretend they are but 
everywhere Sammie goes he has a large shadow with the name of Gardner (Fro), Took (Farry) 
or Brandybuck (Borry) following behind him. It annoys Sammie no end. (It annoys Rolf and the 
Tunnelys, too. Believe it!)  

Prudence, it's time for my lesson. No one is scaring ME away! (Huzzah!) I hope you are well 
and you've enjoyed my letter and Miss Grubb's additions. (Of course you did!) I don't know 



what to do with this girl. (Neither does anyone else.) I will write again and tell you how it all 
works out.  

Very Sincerely Yours,  

Adamant Rumble  

 

"I brought you an apple! It's perfectly round!" Anise Smallburrow twirled the fruit on it's stem 
and gazed up worshipfully at Sammie. "And perfectly red!" She handed it over and Sammie 
made a great show of polishing it on his sleeve until it gleamed. The Widow Rumble thought 
the two of them were the cutest things she'd ever seen.  

"It's beautiful, Annie! Want a bite?"  

"No, its yours!"  

"Well, thank you very much." Sammie put the apple in his pack with his books, papers and 
pens. "I'll have it for lunch, sweetheart."  

Anise flipped her little apron up over her head and rushed to rejoin the other students who 
were sprawled comfortably under the gargantuan oak tree in the front courtyard of the 
Hobbiton Library. At six Annie was Sammie's youngest pupil and her best friend in the class 
was the Widow Rumble who, at ninety, was Sammie's oldest. She looked around herself and 
smiled. All of Sammie's pupils were as different from one another as cherries from eggs but one 
thing they all had in common was a desire to learn their letters. And as long as anyone was 
willing to learn then Sammie was willing to teach. Usually there were more people but trouble 
was leaving a smoke in the air around Sammie's classes and folk were staying away.  

The Widow sighed. Sammie was a smart and a good boy. Only sixteen and growing like a weed 
she was sure he was going to be tall but not as bulky or as strong as his brothers or, heavens, 
even some of his sisters. Which was unfortunate. A thrill of fear rippled through her as she saw 
Delphinium Grubb slink out of the bushes as quiet as a fox and approach Sammie. She 
whispered something in his ear and Sammie turned with a jerk to look at the North Road 
beyond it. "Fine." She heard him say. "Let them come." Del muttered something more and 
Sammie shook his head at her. "I'm ready for them. Tell Fro to stay away. All of you stay away. 
I'm going to handle this on my own." Del looked rebellious. The students were perfectly silent 
now and Anise suddenly took the Widow's arm and held on tight. "Del, please." With a hiss that 
didn't sound quite human Del turned and dove into the shrubbery again.  

 

With a hiss that didn't sound quite human Del turned and dove into the shrubbery again.  



"Oh, no. Look." Aspen Tunnely pointed towards three bulky figures that were slouching along 
the North Road towards the library. "It's my stupid cousins." She turned to Sammie. "They're 
coming to beat you." Anise hiccupped and began to cry. "You need to run, Sammie!" Aspen 
warned.  

"No." He reached out a foot and brought his pack closer. "I'm here to teach and, I swear, those 
three are going to learn."  

"But, Sammie!" Aspen was crying, too.  

"No. Everyone should go. This isn't going to be pretty."  

"We're not goin' anywhere." said the Widow and she brandished her cane. "I'll deal with 'em!"  

"I'LL deal with them." Sammie corrected and then Rolf and the Tunnelys were upon them. They 
swaggered into the clearing and looked at the small assembly with disgust.  

Rolf stepped forward and his thin lips curled. 'What do you lot think you're doing? None of you 
got any decent work to do? Who do you all think you are?! Lazy good-for-naughts!'  

'It's none of your concern how people spend their time.' Sammie's voice was quiet and clear. 
The Tunnely Twins snorted and the Widow's nose wrinkled. Ugh. She could smell them. They 
smelled like manure and stale beer.  

Rolf looked Sammie up and down as if he were a rather tall worm. 'All these squiggles and 
songs and stupid papers are best left to you dried-up gents who ain't got nothin' better to do. 
Don't you know it rots your brain?! I never seen a person that reads that ain't been cracked, too! 
Aspen! Get home!' Aspen blanched and looked at Sammie.  

 

Aspen blanched and looked at Sammie.  

'She's not going anywhere.' Sammie's tone was final and Rolf stepped back in exaggerated 
surprise, his mouth a perfect little O of terror. The Twins laughed. The Widow cast about 
nervously and spied, some distance away, half-hidden by lilacs, Borry Brandybuck, Fro 
Gardner and Farry Took. Any one of them could pick up Rolf and break him with their bare 
hands but they were just standing there, their eyes hooded and dangerous. And there! There 
was Delphinium standing in Farry's shadow, a deadly rock in each hand. Come on! The Widow 
mentally screamed at them. Come on! Help him! What are you waiting for?!  

'You pissant little Elf-bastard! You filthy little dung-sucker!' Rolf shouted. The Widow saw the 
tendons in Fro Gardner's neck bulge despite the distance between them but he still didn't move. 
Why?! MOVE, boy!  



Sammie's eyes drooped with feral amusement and he smiled. 'Oh, dear.' was all he said. Rolf 
charged and the Tunnelys stood back and cheered him on. Anise screamed. Aspen screamed. 
Sammie bent quickly and yanked something from his pack. For one awful moment the Widow 
thought that it was a long, black snake. Sammie threw his arm up into the air and then down 
and it wasn't until the Widow heard the awful CRACK! that she understood what it was. And, 
oh, she could have lived the rest of her life without ever seeing one of those things again. Rolf 
stopped dead in his tracks and Sammie casually caught and coiled the end of the orc whip 
around his left hand while he held the horribly carved handle in his right. Remembered pain 
and terror traveled throughout the Widow's body and she clutched Anise tighter. The poor 
child's face was pale as the moon's.  

 

'You ain't got the guts.' Rolf snarled. Sammie ran the length of brightly oiled black leather 
through his hands and said nothing. 'RUSH HIM!' shouted Rolf and all three foolishly darted 
forward.  

CRACK! CRACK! CRACK!  

Rolf screamed. He clutched his face and screamed again!one of the Tunnelys, clutching his arm 
and howling in shock and pain, broke and ran as fast as he could back to the North Road. His 
brother, cradling his arm, watched him go. Then he jumped at Sammie again.  

CRACK!  

The remaining Tunnely staggered back, his hands on his chest. He took one look at Sammie 
standing there, flushed with fury and breathing heavily, and followed his brother. Rolf gaped 
after them, his obvious pain creating a sheen of sweat on his face. He whirled and lunged but 
CRACK! he was too slow and he clutched his arm to him as if Sammie had cut it in two. The 
Widow almost, ALMOST, felt sorry for him. Those things!those horrible things were designed 
for nothing but burning pain. Sammie could have flayed the skin off them if he had wanted to. 
Old memories of blood and flame filled her mind and she shook herself.  

'Listen to me.' Rolf looked up at Sammie, shocked and uncomprehending. Sammie pointed the 
handle of the orc whip at Rolf and its red eyes glared at him. 'I never want to see you around 
here again. I'm sick of seeing you. I'm sick of hearing you. Find another town to pollute. Do you 
understand?' Rolf's jaw worked and he grunted in frustrated pain. Sammie raised his arm again 
and stepped forward. Rolf gave a shout and sprinted for the North Road. The Widow watched 
him comically kicking up dust and sagged with relief.  

And they were gone.  

Sammie sat on the grass so quickly that the Widow wasn't sure if his legs gave out under him or 
not. His cousins and brother burst from the bushes, cheering, and they surrounded him, 



thumping his back, hugging him, Del kissed him and suddenly Anise broke away from the 
Widow and threw herself into his arms. She was crying still and Sammie cuddled her. 'It's all 
right. I'm all right. It's all right!' he repeated over and over. 'They won't bother us again.' His 
students crowded around, petting him and praising him as if he were a good dog, and the 
Widow leaned on her cane and struggled to her feet. Anise reached for the whip, her eyes 
bright and fascinated!  

'Don't touch that!' the Widow barked and everyone moved away from where Sammie had 
dropped it on the grass. 'Boy, where did you get that thing?'  

'The Ruffians left it behind during the Siege. My Gaffer Gamgee took it for a souvenir. I found it 
in a box!'  

'We find a lot of strange things in boxes!' Fro quipped and Sammie smiled up at him.  

'Burn it.' the Widow ordered. Everyone looked at her in surprise. Should she really be ordering 
the Hero of the Hour about like that? But Sammie understood and so did all his kin. Their eyes 
were compassionate and Sammie nodded.  

'Yes, ma'am. Consider it burned.'  

And that very night, it was.  

Dozen by Slipstream 

There had been thirteen of them for a while, but people had begun to whisper things about 
unlucky numbers and trouble coming in thirteen, giving disapproving glares to the unheard of 
amount of Gardner hooligans. Of course Rosie couldn’t stand to have that sort of nonsense and 
shortly thereafter Tolman had been born.  

“But what’ll we do now?” whined young Hamfast while his older siblings cooed over the new 
babe. “We aren’t a baker’s dozen anymore. Whenever we go to market one of us’ll always be 
left without a cookie.”  

Bilbo looked alarmed. “I’m not giving up *my* cookie!”  

Robin gurgled in agreement. She wanted to keep her cookie, too.  

“Whoever invented how many pastries go in one box?” mulled Hamfast, who liked his pastries 
very much. “Who decided that twelve, or even thirteen, was a normal dozen?”  



Daisy swept into the conversation, bringing Sam-lad and Primrose with her. “Well, have you 
ever heard of a baker with more than thirteen children? Doesn’t seem very practical, does it?”  

Primrose pouted, absently picking up Ruby. “We’re practical. We’ve always been practical. And 
we can be practical with fourteen, too.”  

Bilbo sat deep in thought, wiggling his toes in concentration. “But if we’re not a normal dozen, 
and we’re not a baker’s dozen, then what are we, then?”  

Sam-lad, who had been silent, gave a slight smile and goosed his younger brother on the cheek. 
“Silly. We number fourteen. That means we’re a Gardner dozen.”  

Pulling by Slipstream 

Frodo loved little Sammie, loved him with all his heart. How could he not? That soft pearl skin, 
dark downy curls, wide blue eyes, the gentle fluttering of his eyelashes while he slept! Samwise 
Gardner was a miracle that should have never and almost hadn't been born. Every tiny breath, 
every hesitant caress bestowed by his uncle, only sealed the deep, soul burning love Frodo felt 
for him.  

'Ow!'  

But!  

'Rosie, he's pulling again!' Frodo walked into the kitchen, Sam-lad hoisted over one shoulder. 
His face was a grimace of pain as the babe discovered the joys of pulling at his slightly silver 
locks.  

Rosie only flicked a glance his way and kept washing dishes. 'You've buttered your bread, 
Frodo Baggins. The least you can do is let him tug at your hair.'  

'But he's! OUCH!' Sammie laughed at the stern look his uncle shot his way. Frodo shifted the 
four month old into the crook of one arm and used his free hand to disentangle chubby fingers 
from the tender hairs at the nape of his neck. He eyed Sammie crossly as the babe settled on 
shoving a handful of his curls in his mouth. 'Don't. Do. That!' But the order was half-hearted 
and softened with a kiss on the nose.  

Rosie shook her hands dry and kissed Frodo similarly. 'Don't be such a grumpp, Frodo. This 
babe is entirely yours!' She drew his four fingered hand to her stomach and smiled as she 
deepened the kiss. '! but I promise you that this one will pull Sam's hair.'  



Near grown by Slipstream 

One day while it was storming outside and Rosie was napping, Sam was making his way down 

the main hall of Bag end when he spotted Frodo standing utterly still in the parlor doorway, his 

hands lightly gripping the golden wood of the frame. There was something about the stiff line 

in his back that rang familiar warning bells and made Sam pause in his journey to the kitchen. 

Careful to make enough noise so as not to startle him, he approached Frodo from behind, 

wrapping one tan arm around thin shoulders and using the other to similarly grip the door 

frame while he nuzzled the hair at the back of his neck.  
“What’re you looking at?” he whispered, bringing his head up to peek over one shoulder and 
into the room.  

Outside of mealtimes, it wasn’t very often that all fourteen children gathered together in one 
place long enough for anyone to realize just how many fourteen was. When the rain had forced 
them indoors, the children had, out of necessity, converged together in the largest room in the 
big smial, and even then they nearly filled it to the corners. Elanor and a grumbling Rose were 
sitting on the sofa with a basket of colored wool thread between them, winding it into balls. At 
their feet Primrose has stolen a loop of it and is patiently showing Ruby the beginnings of a 
Cat’s Cradle. Merry and Pippin were enjoying a rather loud and crude game involving a lot of 
spitting and the hot embers of the fire, and Frodo-lad looked up from his letter to Meli and 
Molly to smile at their laughter. Goldilocks sat in a dainty backed chair practicing her posture, 
sighing contentedly over one of her many suitors and brushing the ringlets of her hair. Sam-lad 
had been gazing glumly at the raindrops sticking to the window until a vibrant Daisy had 
roughly whirled him away into a game of tag-and-seek with Bilbo and Robin. Tolman, now 
Tom, who had recently learned to speak, was busy making squealing toddler responses to the 
light tickles and squashed faces Hamfast was making.  

Frodo had been quiet so long, and Sam so caught in observing the little scene, that when he did 
speak it came as a hushed surprise. “The babes are near grown up, Sam…”  

There was a little quiver in his voice and a shiver to his shoulders, and Sam pulled him back 
into the darkness of the hallway for comfort. But when Frodo turned to look at him, he saw that 
yes, those blue eyes were rimmed in red and yes, there were streaks of warm saltwater down 
his cheeks, but the smile curling subtly at the corners of his mouth and the shimmering sparkle 
of his eyes told Sam that these were happy tears.  

“The babes are nearly grown,” Frodo whispered again, his quivering voice concealing awe and 
gratitude. “Oh Sam, I thought I wouldn’t live to see any of it…”  



The call of mud by Slipstream 

The mud had been calling to young Pippin all day. Heavy rains had proceeded the fall holidays, 

turning the road in front of Bag End into a delightfully dark brown mush pit with puddles big 

enough for a hobbit lad or two or three to enjoy without over-crowding. The weather was 

perfect for mud-diving, cloudy so that the puddles wouldn’t dry up and cool enough that the 

slight warmth of the earth could be felt between squishing hobbit toes.  
Pippin, known throughout Hobbiton as the Gardner child with the uniformly faded gray 
wardrobe, had been warned by his mother to not soil his new breeches and jacket. He had been 
tricked into putting on the red and green velvet monstrosity under the guise that the tailor was 
fitting them for a cousin of about the same size, and then he’d been swept off to sit in the parlor 
with Rose-mum and the other older children while relations visited. It was too formal and clean 
for the likes of Pippin, and his suspenders itched terribly. But these were relatives of his 
mother’s, so he had to sit there utterly still and help keep up the pretense that the Gardners 
were a normal, civilized hobbit family.  

Uncle Frodo and Sam-dad had already escaped the harsh scrutiny of Rose-mum’s sister-in-laws 
by leave of a small hobbit child bringing Messages of Utmost Importance for the Mayor, Sir. 
Pippin scowled. He’d bet next week’s desserts that Uncle Fo had slipped the lad a penny-piece 
earlier as payment for their means of escape. It wasn’t fair. He wanted to be outside playing 
instead of inside growing cobwebs.  

He was interrupted from his fantasy mud-ball fight by his mother’s polite inquiry for him to 
fetch the tea things. Here was his chance. It was a move which had to be executed carefully, or 
else his immediate absence would be noted. On his way to the kitchen, Pippin rushed to his 
room and quickly switched shirts. Feeling much better now that he was free of the starched 
wool, he buttoned the jacket back up again and returned to the parlor with the biscuit tin.  

Thus, one by one, he switched his clothing between trips to the kitchen. Rose-lass, less absorbed 
in the conversation of the adults, noticed his plan and secretly envied him. She was the only one 
who saw that, when he brought out the teapot and cups, beneath the ornate jacket he wore a 
pair of threadbare breeches. Giving her a conspiratol wink and the mumbled excuse “Privy” to 
the rest of the room, Pippin dashed as fast as his furry feet would carry him out the back door.  

Long minutes passed while the adults talked about the weather and new babes and hobbit life 
across the river and so forth. Rose-lass sat in her stiff backed chair, nibbling her biscuit, and was 
quite surprised when Pippin reappeared, sulking and again wearing his new clothes. 

“Where were you?” she whispered while her mum poured the tea. “I thought you’d gone out to 
play in the mud puddles.”  



Pippin harrumphed and slid lower in his chair, ignoring the looks his mother gave him. He 
jerked his head towards the smial door, beyond which the sounds of dirt-clods hitting skin and 
little peals of laughter could be heard.  

“Uncle and Da got there first…”  

Stories by Dana 

There's ink on Sammie's fingers and when he rubs his cheek in thought, the ink spreads across 

pale skin like shadowy smudges. Thereâ€™s a funny look on Delâ€™s face as she watches 

Sammie, perched on the end of his bed, staring at him and the way his back is hunched over. 

 

"Whatâ€™s this one, Sam?" Aster asks, standing beside him and looking very much like she's 

meant to be there, pointing at one of the words that have leaked like liquid grace from 

Sammieâ€™s quill, smiling at the dark smudges on his skin. 

 

Sammie smiles; he has a nice smile and it makes Del frown. "This one is romen, and itâ€™s 

Quenya, and this," he taps the paper with a finger, "is run. Itâ€™s Sindarin, and they mean the 

same thing-sunrise." 

 

Aster has a pretty smile, too, and Del can see why Sammie likes it as much as he does. She 

doesnâ€™t want to be here but she canâ€™t seem to get around the silence thatâ€™s lodged in 

her throat. 

 

"Whatâ€™s the point of having two words for the same thing?" 

 

"Well, theyâ€™re different languages, really, so I think itâ€™s alright." 

 

Aster nods, biting her lip. Sheâ€™s grown up a lot, and it shows. Sheâ€™s not the shy creature 

she once was, and sheâ€™s growing into a girl whoâ€™ll be turning heads of her own. But 

Aster only has eyes for Sam. 

 

Sammie smiles back and bends to write more pointing out the words and the different 

variations on the two Elvish tongues. They fit together, Del supposes, but doesnâ€™t need to 

like it. She doubts she ever will. 

 

"What are you up to, Sam?" Del asks, hopping down off the bed and padding over to lean in 



between the two of them, elbowing for space. 

 

"Trying to brainstorm, a bit," he laughs. "I want to write a story." 

 

"What sort of story?" Del asks, her hair curling down and tickling his shoulder. She doesnâ€™t 

push it away and Aster leans forward. 

 

"Yes, Sammie, what kind?" 

 

"I havenâ€™t quite figured that out." 

 

"Maybe," and Del takes his hand (he has such warm hands) and plucks the quill out of it, 

putting it back in its hold, "perhaps thatâ€™s because youâ€™re not old enough to even have 

enough stories of your own, than to go creating them out of thin air." 

 

Sammieâ€™s gaze is serious. "And what do you suggest, Miss Grubb?" 

 

"Why, letâ€™s go out and live a little," she laughs, and itâ€™s sweet sounding and soft, 

something that sheâ€™s not. She gives his hand a tight squeeze and he yelps, pulling his hand 

away. 

 

"Brute," he grins, and Del smirks. 

 

"Sometimes I forget my own strength." 

 

She ruffles his hair, and then on second thought, Asterâ€™s too. "Come on, you two, donâ€™t 

sit about all day." 

 

Del turns and heads to the door. 

 

Sammie wants to create stories of his own, and she just wants to live them. There are lines that 

lie between them that canâ€™t be crossed. Sometimes, though, just sometimes, like now, she's 

not so sure. Del glances back and sees those smiling faces, and she wishes deep down she could 

create stories of her own; then, and only then, sheâ€™d always have her heartâ€™s desire. 

 

Because Sammie and Aster might fit together but Del doesnâ€™t fit between and Sammieâ€™s 

happy ending wonâ€™t be her own. 



Criss-Cross by Dana 

If you were watching the pair it would look as though Sammie Gardner was following 

Delphinium Grubb into town, but it was truly the other way around. It had taken some skill 

and a considerable amount of time for her to cut, unseen, cross country to appear, innocently, 

on the road ahead of him but she had managed it. She made a show of noticing him before 

sticking her nose in the air and turning back to the dirt track. 
Sammie jogged a bit to catch up with her and grinned as he glanced askance at the snooty face 
she was making. "Morning, Buzzard!" 

Her eyes went wide. "Don't be acting so familiar with me, Sir." she huffed, and skipped a couple 
of steps ahead. "You will stay in your right place. Back there." she finished, and crossed her 
arms behind her neck, stretching. 

Sammie moved the proper (never a word a child of the Gardner clan was quite fond of) distance 
away but mischievously placed himself directly behind her. He shoved his hands down deep 
into his pockets. "I'm going to pick up some ink for Uncle Frodo and Hope." He jingled his 
coins. "Maybe for myself, too. A bottle of gold or silver ink, a luxury, y'know. And a few other 
things. What are you going into town for, then?"" 

"Oh, just to look about the market." Del replied breezily, and Sammie smiled. 

"Well, then, we could do that together, Madame. I have a couple more places to go after I pick 
up the ink." 

Del narrowed her eyes a bit, and glared at him over her shoulder. "Well," she said, after a 
haughty pause. "If we must." 

"Oh, we simply MUST." He declared and moved up beside her. Then he pulled her hair. It was 
moments like these that she wanted to kick him directly into the ditch or pull him close to her 
but she let it go with only a swat to his arm. 

 

The market was a cheery place, filled with hobbits bustling about. Sammie and Del dodged a 
particularly large farmer who was leading his pig along and then stopped dead in their tracks 
as a cart loaded with carrots nearly ran them down.  

"Why did we come here when it's so busy?" Del asked, exasperated. Sammie chuckled and 
darted to the side, looking from stall to stall until he came to the one that he needed. 



"Here we are." he said and approached the girl behind the stall. She was their age, short with 
auburn hair pulled back, and pretty green eyes. She looked at Del who gazed evenly and 
unsmilingly back. The girl raised her eyebrows at that and turned to Sammie, smiling sweetly.  

"What can I do for you?" the girl asked, batting her eyes at him while Del began a slow burn. 

"Oh, I need to get this order filled, Peony." he replied, pulling out a scrap of paper. It was the 
wrong scrap, however, and he began to search his pockets. The girl turned back to Del and 
crossed her eyes. Del stuck out her tongue. Peony retaliated with a finger up her nose. Del 
thumbed her teeth at her. Sammie interrupted their pleasantries by finding the correct paper. 
He smoothed it and smiled lopsidedly as he handed it over. 

Peony thanked him and peered at the list while Del wracked her brains for something TRULY 
awful to do. "Well, Sweetie, I can fill this if I can find the right boxes." She tilted her head to the 
side and smiled up at him. "Do you mind giving me an hour? I'm running the stall for my mum 
and I'm a bit backed up." She made sure Del was watching and then patted his cheek with her 
fingertips. Del cracked her knuckles, smiling like an insane cat. Peony smiled back, obviously 
fighting down the giggles.  

Sammie blushed and nodded. "I don't mind at all. There's still a bit of shopping I need to do."  

"Well, I'll count the moments 'til you return."  

Sammie tipped an invisible hat to her, and she laughed, shaking her head, her eyes sparkling. 
Del picked up a potato from the next stall and took aim. Peony ducked down behind the stall 
but Sammie inadvertently saved her as he started back into the throng. Del put the tater down 
and stalked after him. She waited until they were out of sight of the stall before she said 
anything. 

"Honestly, Sam Gardner, that was shameless." 

Sammie blinked, and looked back over his shoulder. "What are you talking about, Buzzard?" 

Del grabbed his shoulder and turned him around, light brown eyes glaring into deep blue. 
"That girl was flirting with you!" 

Sammie's eyes went wide. "What? Never!" 

Del shook him lightly. "You didn't notice? Now, Crow, that's even worse!" She was suddenly 
conflicted. Box Sammie's ears or Peony's?  

"Oh, that's just her way." Sammie said, dismissively waving his hand. "Her mum does the same 
thing. They come from Waymeet and their shop there is really the best. You can't get a better 
price on such fine inks or parchments. It's still good business to be cheerful, I suppose." 



Del's lips twitched into a smile. "She was still flirting with you, Crow. I think I should clip your 
wings." 

Sammie snorted and rolled his eyes. "Really, Buzzard, I don't know what you're going on 
about." 

"You are simply oblivious. To everything. But if you can't see it then I don't know why I should 
make a fuss about it." She sighed. She just might have to box Sammie for innocence, really. 

Sammie blinked at her. "Honestly, I don't understand you sometimes. Let's go to the bakers and 
get some of those sweet rolls before we get finished with the shopping. How does that sound?" 

Del relented and became the Grande Madame again. "Well. If we must. But, my precious time is 
dear to me, young sir." 

"I know," Sammie grinned, "which is why you've been spending it with me." Del was 
momentarily surprised and looked sharply at him. Oh, don't tell her that Sammie wasn't as 
oblivious as he seemed? But he was smiling at her just as open and carefree as ever so she let it 
pass. 

"Any more cheek from you, child, and I shall summon the shirrifs." 

"Child? Honestly, Buzzard, I'm older than you by far." Sammie replied. "An entire month. Shall 
we go, m'lady?" 

Del found that she was having trouble resisting him. As usual. "Oh, all right, but you'll have to 
get me something to drink, too, as is proper if you're paying court to me." She desperately 
hoped he wouldn't mention Aster at that and, to her relief, he didn't. "Don't you have manners, 
Crow?" 

"Oh, I have a ton or so. Mum wouldn't let me out the door without them." He grinned broadly 
and reached for her hand, tugging her along in the direction of the bakers. They passed by the 
writing stall again and Del and Peony saluted each other with the utmost rudeness behind 
Sammie's back. 

Ah, but he was holding her hand and Del's heart was warmed by the touch. However, she 
gritted her teeth to hold back a sigh. One day, she was certain, Crow the Oblivious Or Not was 
going to be the death of her. 

Delphinium's Birthday by Mary and Singe 

"Mmm, that smells delightful. One of your spice cakes, if I'm not mistaken." 

 



Rosie looked up from chopping the carrots and smirked. "Never known your nose to be wrong 

about baking yet, Frodo Baggins. Seems our Delphinium forgot to mention that she's another 

year older as of this morning, I had to make do with what ingredients we had. Ah, this larder, I 

don't know how I manage to keep you all fed." 

 

Which was ridiculous, of course, for Bag End's pantry and cellars were overflowing with good 

tasty things all through the seasons.  

 

"Well, last I saw she and Samlad and Daisy were tearing down the Hill towards the Water with 

shouts of 'don't follow the lights, precious!', so I doubt we'll be seeing them any time soon." 

 

"Good thing I've brought extra towels off the line, then," Sam said, putting an armful of fresh 

tomatoes onto the kitchen table beside Rosie's cutting board. "They'll all be soaked through, if 

they ain't already." 

 

"They're itching for adventures." Frodo's voice sounded almost wistful. 

 

"They're itching for a scolding," retorted Rosie. "If you don't wipe that expression off your face 

this very minute, Frodo, I'll serve you nothing but plain biscuits wrapped in mallorn leaves for 

a week. That'll cure you of wanting to see the world again." 

 

"Rose, I've thanked my lucky stars ever since our wedding day that in all your skill with a 

skillet and pan, you've no knowledge whatsoever of the recipe for lembas." Sam laughed and 

kissed her on the smudge of flour that followed the line of one cheekbone.  

 

"Ah, well, I'll just have to write to the lady Arwen and fix that, shan't I? Now go down and 

bring those drowned ratlings home before they waterlog themselves too full to eat this here 

cake."  

 

 

"Three precious little Gollums in a row we'll be before we get out of the Dead Marshes." Daisy 

groused as she sloshed through another sunlit pool of duckweed and spring-green reeds. 

"Gollum stinks!" 

 

Del hissed and glared up at Daisy from her Gollum-crouch. "Yesss, and Master stinks and YOU 

ain't exactly a spring flower, you fat, nasssty Hobbit!"  

 

"Del, why didn't you tell us it was your birthday?" Sammie asked and Del and Daisy gaped at 



him, thrown off their stride by his interruption.  

 

Del recovered first and waved the question away. "Master follows good Smeagol, yesss..." 

 

"No, I'm serious. Why didn't you tell us?" Sammie insisted. Del sighed and stood up straight, 

flicking water off her hands. She seemed to be uncomfortably stuck for an answer and Sammie 

rushed to reassure her. "Was it because you don't have any gifts for us? That's alright, we 

wouldn't have minded. I mean..." Del's expression was closed and Daisy's was bordering on 

frantic. She was making a chopping 'shut up!' motion with her hands behind Del's back but 

Sammie ignored her. "I mean...we know you don't have much." 

 

"Oh, I have plenty." Del insisted and extended her hands towards Sammie as if she were 

cradling a butterfly in them. She slowly uncurled her fingers and Sammie stepped closer to see. 

Daisy jumped back. "I give to you, Samlad, the finest Smack to the Head that I have." 

 

"What?" Smack! "OW!"  

 

"It's the gift that keeps on giving!" Smackity Whap! "I'll never run out!" Pop! Sammie covered his 

stinging ears and ran behind his sister. "And for Daisy I'll give...a kick to the shin!" 

 

"And for YOU I'll give a yank to the hair! Happy Birthday!" Daisy exclaimed, giving Del's hair a 

hard, but not too hard, pull. 

 

"Oh, thank you!" Del splashed water onto them both. Sammie re-emerged and gave Del his own 

present, a tackle to the wet ground. "OUCH! Thank you, too!"  

 

"You're welcome! Happy Birthday...YOWCH!" They rolled into deeper water. 

 

Water and laughter and exclamations of sincere pain filled the air and the sun created rainbows 

amidst the commotion. The Mayor stopped at the edge of the pool and stared in wonder as the 

children whacked and bit and gouged and twisted and kicked each other with abandon. And 

were thanked for it. "Just what are you ratlin's doin'?!" They stopped and looked at him with 

wide, innocent eyes.  

 

Sammie spit Daisy's hand out of his mouth. "Puh! Del was just giving us her birthday gifts, 

Dad." He rolled off the birthday girl and she coughed up water as she staggered to her feet. 

"Hey, Del, give Dad his present..." Del grinned and held out her hands, cupped around nothing. 

 



"Oh, no, you're too generous. No, thank you, really..." The Mayor turned and ran and the three 

ratlings chased him all the way back to Bag End. 

dEEr DiRY by Hope 

 

dEEr DiRY. iY AM RiTinG ThiS BEcOs UNGKeL FrODO SAyS iY NEd 2 WERk oN mY 

SpEELiNG aN StUF He SED i CooD RiTE OuT eLF STooREYs BuT ThEY R FeR GiRLS LiKE 

ELaNoR WHo R BoRiNG i ARsKd iF He HAD EnE StOOReYS ABOwT MeN BUt He SEd hE 

LENT TAT BooK 2 HoWP HOO LiKs BiG MeN SUMTYmS 2 DaY i SooR A FROg WHO 

LoOKeD LiKE CRoKUS HArRDBOTEL BuT WEN i WEnT 2 ShO HEr SHe SCReeMeD aN HeR 

MuM CAMe An CHASt ME AWAi WiF A BROM THeN i CaM BAcK 2 BAG EDN 2 PLAi iN 

The GARDeN BUT MuM MaDE ME WaSH The PaNS iNsTED WiCH WOOD HaV BiN FUn 

WiTH CROKuS ThE FROG ECSePT i LoSSD HiM DoWN ThE FRoNT OV ROwSeS DReS 

ENEWAY ThEN wE HaD PiE FoRR DINeR aND TATeRS aND GRaVY WITh LOTTS oF 

CaRoTS AnD SPROUtS AnD BrED AnD THeN MARMLAID RoLL UNGKeL FRoDo LEt Me 

HAvE SoME oF HiS PiEP AfTER DiNER WEn MuM WaS PUDDiNG BELBoW 2 BeD ANd 

ThEN SeD WoT R U DOiN To UNGKeL FROdO AND SAmDAD WEN ShE GOt BAk AnD 

SMELD ANd UNGKEL fROdO SED TeeCHING HiM 2 BE A ProPa GROWND UP aND ShE 

SED He DON't EEVn NO HiS LETRS ProPR yET So UNGKEL FRoDO SEd HE SHOOD KEPe A 

DiRY AnD i GOT 2 SEAt At UNGKEL FroDOs DESCK LIK ELaNOr SOmTYMS ECKSEPT ShEs 

A SiLLy GErL ENEWaY MuM SES MY RiTiNG iS GODD nOW bUT i AM STiLL NoT 

GROWND Up ENUF TO STaY UP LAyT LiK THEm GODNiTE DIRY  

 

HaMFAsT 

Threats by Singe 

It was a mighty and noisome struggle but Strongwill Bunce had finally mastered the fiddle. He 
drew the bow across the strings and thrilled to the cry of pure beauty that filled the room. So. 
He had drums, gitar, pipes and now fiddle under his command and his rates for playing at 
parties were going to go through the roof. A string broke and smacked him across the face. 
"Aye, that's what you get for thinking greedy thoughts." he said and rubbed the welt as he 
leaned over in his comfortable chair and trailed his fingers back and forth across the floor until 
he found his music case. He opened it and felt through the neatly coiled lengths of catgut until 
he found the proper string.  



The door slammed and he jumped. He listened keenly for an indication of who it might be and 
was rewarded by a muffled curse from his cousin, Pug. He heard the high-pitched slide of cloth 
as Pug yanked off his vest and braces and flung them to the floor. Then there was another snarl 
as Pug stamped into the kitchen to put the kettle on. The dishes rattled and drawers slammed. 
Will finished restringing his fiddle and plunked at the strings to tune it. It didn't take a genius 
to know what was upsetting his cousin. "PUG! Shall I play you a LUUUUUVV song?!"  

"SHUT UP!" Pug came back into the main room of the hunting hut and another cozy chair 
creaked in protest as Pug threw himself into it. He sighed. And then he was silent.  

Will sighed, too, to show his support. "What's the damage today, cousin?"  

"Hrrmmph. Another black eye."  

"Your green eye or your brown eye?"  

"The green one. Again. I’m getting heartily sick of this. Did you know, Will, that there are three 
kinds of death threats?"  

"No. Tell me about them." Will turned towards the frustrated sound of Pug's voice.  

"The first kind I don't mind so much. They come from her friends and relatives, y'know, the 
people who love her and who don't mind me too much but they still want to get their point 
across. 'Hurt Elanor and I'll stake you out for the ants to eat.' That sort of thing. Of course, Elanor 
has about a thousand brothers and sisters and aunts and uncles so it's a long, involved process. 
Even Sammie showed me he knew the proper way to disembowel an orc or a troll or a Bunce 
'should the need arise.'" Will snorted with laughter. "Don't laugh, I was terrified!" Pug's voice 
went high and Will laughed even harder. "'You just take your sword and sweep it from left to right 
and jump back 'cause orc guts are nasty!'"  

"That family would know, I suppose."  

Pug breathed in deep. "More on that later, my fine friend. Now...the second kind of threats 
came from those who are offended by my...what's a good word? By my cheek, I suppose, in 
courting someone too high above me."  

"Is that what these fights have been about? Oh, please, Elanor's parents are famous, yes, but 
they come from farming stock, same as you." Will's long fingers plucked out a popular barn-
dance tune on his fiddle.  

"Thank you, Strongwill, I just had a mental picture of myself being raised wild by a herd of 
moo-cows. MOO! MOO!" Will chuckled again. He loved his cousin. Pug could wake up missing 
a leg but would still find a joke in the situation. "But, seriously, if you could see Elanor you'd 



know what I mean. The way she moves and talks and smiles, she's like a High and Beautiful 
Lady, a walking jewel, that some of the gentry want badly to grab up and hoard away."  

"A fine possession."  

Pug scooted his chair close and grabbed Will by the shirt. "YES! Like gold or gems or rare 
pearls. She is the best of the best and, for some of those inbred jackals, she's the only thing that'll 
do for their bucktoothed, idiot sons. A One of a Kind Treasure to OWN and brag about..." He 
shook Will with angry emphasis.  

"You're spitting on me."  

"Sorry." Pug let go and leaned back. Will wiped off his fiddle with his sleeve and listened to Pug 
drumming his fingers on the armrest. "It just burns me up. They don't even know her, they 
don't love her, and they come ganging up on me for stealing what's properly theirs? Oh, no. No. 
I've thrashed many a Brandybuck over it already and if it weren't for Master Meriadoc's support 
I would have been drummed out of Buckland by now. 'Ugly Upstart' my arse. And these are the 
SAME cretins that whisper about her and her family, how wrong they are and how scandalous 
and, oh, the Little Bastard Sammie and...I've...I just want to strangle them until their heads come 
popping off and go sailing through the air like wine corks."  

Will swept his hand through the air until he found Pug's arm. He followed it up with his hand 
and squeezed Pug's shoulder. "Elanor and her entire bunch from Bywater don't take to false 
airs, false pride and false privelege that some of those titled families throw around. Don't waste 
your energy getting angry at the likes of them. They don’t stand a chance with her and you 
know it." Will sat back again. "You're not worried that you're not good enough, are you?"  

Pug made a rude spitting noise. "No. As long as she doesn't mind my looks then I'm quite sure 
of myself, thankyouverymuch." Will heard the kettle in the kitchen begin to bubble over. Pug 
ignored it and it hissed away in the background. "Though why she'd ever...with MY looks, I 
mean..."  

Will cut him off, exasperated. "What's the third kind of death threat?"  

"Oh." Pug simply said and became quiet. Will could've sworn that Pug was suddenly afraid. 
Pug afraid? After all he'd been through? Will waited patiently, intrigued half out of his mind. 
Pug finally spoke and his voice was low. "The third kind is the worst kind, the very worst. I'm 
going to have nightmares. You said 'That family would know.' when I mentioned orc guts."  

"Yeh?"  

"Well, they really do know. They know all about guts and goblins and trolls and..." Pugs voice 
dipped into a whisper and Will felt goosbumps spring out on his skin. "They know about Evil, 
cousin. They know all about the things that'll kill your soul."  



"I heard the stories of their adventures. Pretty harsh."  

"The stories ain't the half of it. You know they don't tell us everything when they tell those 
things. Listen." Will leaned in close. "So, there I was...I was walking past the giant oak tree in the 
South field when I felt something behind me. Y'know that feeling you get when you realize a 
snake or a mad-dog or a...poisonous spider is nearby? Like a sense that something wrong and 
dangerous is watching you? I felt that. I knew I wasn't alone. I turned around...and there was 
her Uncle Frodo leaning against the trunk of the tree. I could've sworn he wasn't there before."  

It was a hot afternoon but Will felt suddenly cold. He'd never been introduced to the Master of 
Bag End but he'd been around him and there was something about Mister Baggins' soft voice 
that reminded him of deep, dark wells that may or may not be empty. "What'd he say?" he 
whispered to Pug.  

Pug leaned in closer. "He said 'Hello.' and I just about screamed." Will felt Pug shudder. "I said 
'Hello.' back. He had a handful of plums from the thicket there and bit into one. He ate the 
whole thing, slow, and I didn't dare move. Then he looks up at me again. Those EYES, Will!" 
Pug gasped for breath. "And he says 'Elanor is serious about you.' I said I was serious about her, 
too. And he says 'I should hope so. For your sake.' and walked away." Pug leaned back and 
began tapping the armrest again.  

Will realized that was all and dropped his arm from Pug’s shoulders. He scratched his chin, 
considering. "Not really much of a threat, Pug, really."  

"That’s what makes it so horrible. It wasn't a threat at all. It was a promise. And I've seen echoes 
of that promise in her Dad and Master Meriadoc and even Master Pippin! They just...they just 
look at me and smile but their eyes! I can see it in their eyes that they have it in them to do 
worse than kill me if they have to."  

Will honestly didn’t know what to say to this so he just mumbled "Gracious." in an encouraging 
sort of way but Pug didn’t say any more. His fingers drummed out a rhythm on the armrest 
and Will picked up his fiddle and followed it. Soon Pug was keeping the beat for a quick, 
almost marshal, tune of Will’s own invention. Pug Bunce’s War March. Will waited until Pug let 
out a small snigger of appreciation before he stopped. "You’re forgetting someone very 
important."  

"I am?" Pug asked, wearily. "Who?"  

"Her. Elanor the Fair and Bouncy. Is she worth all this trouble?" 

Pug’s answer was immediate. "Yes." 

"Yes?" 



"She’s...Will, I don’t know where to begin. She’s everything." 

"Mmmmm..." Will smiled. "Well, then. End of discussion." 

"I’m afraid to touch her." 

Will stopped smiling. "What?!" He heard Pug give out an embarrassed snort. "That’s pitiful. I 
thought you were brave?" 

"No one’s that brave. I don’t know what to do. I swear they’re going to murder me." 

"If her uncles or her dad decide to kill you then you might as well die happy." Pug threw his 
head back and laughed. "I’m serious! If you’re going to piss yourself in fear you might as well 
do something to be afraid about." 

Pug thought that over for a while. Then he went to the kitchen and took the kettle off the stove. 
He came back and sat down again. "Hey, Will?" 

"Hey, Pug." 

"Does it ever get tiresome? Being right all the time?" 

"Never. I love it." Will was suddenly dragged into a hug. "Aw, no, no, Pug, save it for Elanor the 
Wondrous." They broke apart and Pug thumped him affectionately on the shoulder. 

"If you could only see her, Will." Pug’s voice was wracked with joy and yearning and Will felt a 
stab of envy. Not for being unable to see. No. It was simple loneliness. What he wouldn’t give 
for someone to love, himself. A girl of his own, soft and light and warm. It was an old, familiar 
desire and he buried it quickly and easily, as always.  

Will shrugged and felt around for his dropped bow. He felt Pug press it into his hand. "Thanks. 
Bring her around, won’t you? I’ll make her some of my special stew." 

"I will." 

"Why don’t you take her for a walk tonight? It’s almost sunset. And there’s a fulllll moooon." 
Will’s voice was mischievous and wheedling and Pug laughed again and stood up, almost 
turning his chair over.  

"I will! I’m not afraid, damn it! Let them kill me, I don’t care!"  

"GO, THEN! GET HER!" Pug went, slamming the door behind him and Will laughed to himself 
for a good five minutes. He brought the fiddle to his chin, brought the bow down on the strings 



with fervor, and a riotous love song burst into existence. He grinned. "Run, Elanor. Thy doom is 
upon thee." Will played to the empty hut for a long time.  

More Threats by Singe 

Elanor set Frodo’s tea down with a violent clatter and it sloshed into his saucer. "And THEN!" 

she continued, pulling open cabinets in an angry search for another cup. "Then...I can’t find 

anything in this kitchen...then Gammer Bunce asks me if there wasn’t someone ‘more suitable’ 

for the high and mighty likes of me." She found a small, purple vase in a drawer and decided to 

drink her tea out of it since the Gardner’s guest kitchen was so ill-equipped. Her family had 

been eating all their meals up in Brandy Hall so their larder was neglected. She poured carefully 

and brought it to the table. Frodo grinned at her and she was just able to smile back. "Don’t 

laugh, Uncle Frodo, it’s all I could find." She sipped her tea from her vase and began her tirade 

again. "It’s as if they think I’m some milksop debutante heiress who has nothing better to do 

than sew, go to socials and ‘toy with the hearts of my admirers.’"  

 

"Ah, you cruel beauty, you." Frodo admonished. Elanor gave out an exasperated snort like the 

dainty lady she was and he laughed outright.  

 

She poked him with her finger to regain his attention. "It’s as I’m a porcelain doll. Those Mighty 

Bunce Hunters all think I’m delicate and vapid and empty just because I don’t know how to 

skin an animal with my teeth or some such rot. Makes me angry! But that’s not the worst part." 

She slumped over the table.  

 

"What’s the worst part? Having Buttercup Bunce fire off an arrow through your open window?"  

 

Elanor laughed. "That was bad but...no. Turns out that arrow is perfect to hang my nightgown 

on." She quickly sobered again and drummed her fingers on the tabletop. "The worst part is 

Goodwill’s being hounded. And fighting! Did y’know he’s been fighting? D’you know some 

people have been threatening him?"  

 

Frodo’s brow creased with concern and he briskly stirred his tea. "No, I didn’t know. How 

shameful." He cleared his throat.  

 

Elanor sighed. "I wish people would leave us alone. He’s been nothing but sweet to me and I 

don’t think I’ve been too terrible to him."  

 



"Maybe you should be terrible." Her uncle propped his head on his arm. "It would set many 

minds at ease. Just...let him go his way until things calm down and the Bunce’s and the 

Gardner’s get to know one another better." Elanor didn’t want to hear this. The Bunces didn’t 

want to know her better and they hadn’t exactly endeared themselves to her. And her own 

family had been treating Goodwill with a sort of horrified fascination ever since he asked her 

Dad openly, at the dinner table, no less, for permission to seriously court her not even a week 

after he met her. She sighed. "Honestly, Ellie, we’re only going to be in the Buckland another 

couple of weeks and the whole situation is driving your Uncle Merry to distraction. He’s being 

beset by bitter old birds. Is Pug really worth all this fuss?"  

 

"Yes." Elanor answered immediately and Frodo winced. "Yes. I like Goodwill immensely. He’s 

intelligent and sweet and..."  

 

"And brave and charming and funny and...please, not the list again." Frodo begged, holding up 

his hand.  

 

Elanor laughed and leaned in close. "He’s just like you. Like you and Dad and Uncle Merry and 

Uncle Pippin." She smiled with admiration. "He’s not afraid of adventures. Quite a few strange 

things have happened to him in the Old Forest. He’s the best hunter in this land. He’s not staid 

and comfortable and dull. He saved Sammie’s life." Frodo looked down at the table and Elanor 

saw a shadow of remembered terror darken his face. She reached quickly to take his hand. 

"He’s good like you. And strong like you. I will say, however, that he’s not as handsome as 

you."  

 

He gave a small laugh. "Who is?"  

 

"No one!"  

 

"Ah, now flattery...flattery will get you everywhere..." Frodo suddenly cocked his head and his 

smile slipped somewhat. "Here he comes."  

 

"What?!"  

 

"He’s coming up the walk. I can hear that great, slobbering beast of a hound of his."  

 

"His name is Huan, Uncle Frodo. He’s a good dog!" Elanor jumped up and tore off her apron. 

She took her vase of tea off the table and hid it under the sink. She smoothed her hair. Frodo 

watched all this with a reserved sort of annoyance. A knock, almost a pounding, sounded at the 



door. "Come in!" Elanor’s voice was innocently neutral and Frodo rolled his eyes. Pug opened 

the door so hard it slammed into the inner wall and he stepped in with a single great stride.  

 

"HELLO!" Pug exclaimed and Huan bounded into the room with an echoing bark, his stump of 

a tail wagging furiously, and ran for Elanor. She gave the huge dog a hug and noticed that 

Frodo was looking at them all with ill-concealed distaste and an air of defeat. She silently 

rejoiced. "Sorry about the door." Pug mumbled.  

 

"Hello, Goodwill. Would you like some tea?" she asked. Frodo’s was the only cup they had and 

Elanor reached for it. Frodo smoothly pulled it away from her hand and took another swallow. 

She gave him the Stink Eye.  

 

Goodwill shook his shaggy head and Elanor noticed with despair that his green eye had been 

freshly bruised. "Ah, no, thank you, Ellie, I’ve come to take you for a walk. It’s going to be a 

BEAUTIFUL sunset!" Goodwill was balanced lightly on his feet and addressed his invitation to 

Frodo as if he were expecting an attack. Frodo ignored him and drank some more tea. Heavens 

help them all should he ever finish his cup. Elanor gave a low growl that only Huan heard and 

he pricked up his ears at her. "Maybe we’ll elope!"  

 

"Goodwill, don’t provoke people. Let’s go." She put a hand on his shoulder and ushered him 

outside. He was still looking over the top of her head towards Frodo and he looked terrified but 

stubbornly belligerent. "Uncle Frodo, I’ll be back."  

 

"All right, then. Fine. Go. Don’t give a second thought to me. Or your Dad or your Mum." His 

voice quavered like an old, bitter Gaffer’s and Elanor laughed as she came back inside and 

kissed him.  

 

Then she turned and followed Goodwill out the door and into the sunset. 
Threats 3 by Singe 

Elanor knew she was beautiful. An endless parade of slack-jawed gawpers, jealous backstabbers 
and shy admirers from the time she was a child reinforced her conclusion.  

But was she desirable? She looked over at Goodwill who was sitting comfortably a good three 
feet away with his arms crossed. They were alone. They were seated comfortably under an 
isolated, shady tree. The sun had set and it had been lovely, but still he made no move towards 



her. He looked uncomfortable and kept looking sharply over his shoulder as if they were being 
stalked by who knew what. Elanor herself was a wreck. One could spend only so many hours 
baking so many, many cookies. "Er..." she began and Goodwill startled and looked at her. 
"Ah...what happened to your eye?"  

Goodwill touched a hand to his face. "I walked into a door."  

"Again?"  

"They’re nasty, malicious things, doors." He insisted and turned his attention to the ground. 
Elanor rose onto her knees and scooted closer to him. He froze.  

"I’m sorry." she sympathized and tilted his head up to very lightly and lovingly kiss his bruise. 
He still didn’t move. "You’ve kissed me before. Why not now?" she murmured without much 
hope. She was going to die alone with a baking sheet in her hand, she just knew it.  

"I wasn’t such an abject coward before." He raised a finger into the air. "Did you know your 
Uncle Pippin could kill a person with his thumb?"  

"What?!"  

Goodwill nodded. "Oh, yeh, he learned how in Gondor. He told me so. Twice. Would you like 
to know what Master Meriadoc can do with a piece of string and a hazelnut?"  

Elanor realized that if she waited for him she’d wait forever. She moved in until her forehead 
was resting lightly against his. "No, I don’t care to know what Uncle Merry can do." She began 
to kiss a trail lightly from his temple to his cheek and she heard him swallow. She decided his 
outright nervousness was much better than indifference and kept going. "Wait, that’s not true. I 
saw him do this once...when he didn’t know I was watching..." She bit him on the neck and he 
made the strangest sound. Sort of like a gasp...but not. Well, he wasn’t pushing her away and he 
had...the nicest neck...warm and muscled and his skin was soft there and he smelled so good, 
like soap and sweat and he was...salty...ah, his neck was more than she’d ever imagined a lad’s 
would be. Ooh, finally, skin to bite into...she wrapped her arms around him and squeezed him 
closer. What did his shoulder taste like? She decided to find out and pulled on his collar.  

He jerked away with a yelp and Elanor was left staring hungrily at him. "What are you doing?" 
he asked and clapped a hand over the red spot she had made.  

Her eyes filled with tears and they shone in the ever dimming light as she curled in on herself, 
away from him. "You don’t want me, do you?"  

"Wait...Elanor..."  



"You don’t want me. You think I’m strange and Elvish, don’t you!" He touched her arm and she 
jerked away. "And you’re afraid of my family. I’ve been fighting Bunces ever since we started 
but do you care? Noooooo...let go of my leg!" Goodwill suddenly had a serious struggle on his 
hands. Elanor lived in a family full of brothers and two enormous uncles and she was adept at 
whupping people much larger than she was. But he was the Top Hunter of Buckland and 
eventually managed to pull her hand over hand into his lap and wrap his arms and legs around 
her.  

"Well, this is certainly romantic..." he observed as she struggled.  

"Shut up and let go!" she demanded and he did. Immediately. She was surprised and rolled 
away from him. Then she felt stupid. Of course he let go, this wasn’t a wrestling match between 
cousins, after all. Elanor sniffed, utterly depressed. Pug stared at her for a long time. Then he 
rolled onto his stomach and slowly walked his fingers across the grass and patted her on the 
foot. Then he pulled himself forward and kissed her middle toe. It tickled...all the way up her 
spine and she felt her anger drain away.  

He tucked a gossamyr strand of hair behind her perfect ear. "I’m sorry, Elanor. I’m sorry. I’m 
sorry. I’m not used to...being wanted. Certainly I never thought that you...honestly, Elanor, not 
that you’ve noticed, oddly enough, but sometimes, when the light catches me just so, I can be 
just a little homely." Elanor looked at him, at his crooked nose, his mottled skin, his green eye 
and his brown eye, and his long, wiry, striped hair.  

"I think you’re wonderful." she declared. He stared at her for a moment and then dropped his 
head and arms down onto the grass, completely overthrown.  

"I think you need your eyes checked, you loon." He muttered. Elanor smiled. Goodwill never 
tried to flatter her with empty words and clumsy poetry. He never boasted of his 
accomplishments and his connections. He wasn’t after her money or her fame. He didn’t shun 
her for being from a disreputable family. He looked her in the eyes. And sincerely thought she 
was demented.  

"You treat me like a person, Goodwill." She lay down next to him and moved his hair away 
from the back of his neck. He dug his fingers into the grass. "I find that very handsome of you." 
She drew her lips across his skin and he actually whimpered. Then he rolled over and pulled 
her on top of him. He was warm and solid and perfect. Elanor grinned and snuggled into his 
chest. Pug shook his head, trying to reproach her for her serious lapse in judgement but she saw 
him fighting a smile, still.  

"Hold still, please, Goodwill. For just a little while?" she whispered.  

Pug slowly smiled and Elanor wanted to scream with joy at the absolute, total, complete and 
undeniable desire in his eyes. Finally, finally, a lad all her own. "I will. I wouldn’t go anywhere 
now if they all came leaping out...nevermind." He raised his knee between her legs and scooted 



her up closer as she gasped with shock. He gently bit her lip. That was a mistake. She yanked 
on his shirt and buttons flew into the night. "AIEE! Elanor, be gentle with me. Please?"  

Elanor wasn’t but Pug could have cared less.  

Right, Wrong by Dana 

"I really would like to see the Elves," Samlad Gardner said in a queer sort of voice, looking out 
towards the Western sky. Looking up from the chain of namesake blossoms she was threading 
into a crown, Daisy Gardner gave her (only slightly) younger brother a queer look in turn.  

"You know that there aren't any more Elves, Sammie," she said with a frown.  

Sammie sighed deeply and shifted where he sat in the grass, crossing his legs. His gaze was still 
out in the Western sky. "But wouldn't you like to see them again, Daisy? I can't think of a world 
that's quite right without the Elves."  

Daisy thought long and hard on this, then nodded. "I'd like it very much," she said, then bent 
her head to the task of flowers in her hand.  

Sammie smiled.  

Sitting there in the sunlight, they were very much extremes of light and dark. Daisy with her 
golden curls, pulled back from her face, and Sammie with darker curls that sometimes seemed 
to be plucked straight from the darkest parts of the night. The thing they most had in common 
were their eyes, though there were times where Sammie's eyes seemed too blue to really be 
true. For the most he was a smiling sort of boy, his temper something that wasn't often seen. But 
there were those in Hobbiton and even farther afoot, who thought that Samlad Gardner wasn't 
a proper sort of hobbit.  

But he wasn't very wrong. He was very, very right.  

Sammie was still smiling as he closed his eyes, listening to the sound of the wind in the trees. 
"Can't you hear them, Daisy? Their song is so beautiful..."  

Daisy lifted her head to retort that he was acting like a loon, but then she paused, and a smile 
flitted onto her lips, peaceful and calm. "I do, Sammie. I've never heard anything like it."  

Their Uncle had gone to the very ends of the earth, once, and had all but died under the burden 
of his task. And their father had been there with him, and if not for Sam, then Frodo would 
never have been able to carry himself and the Ring.  



But that was then, and this is now.  

And sometimes when Sammie smiles and really wants something to be, you really can tell, that 
he's really, truly wrong.  

Ailment by Slipstream 

They were quite the pair, the two of them. Whatever Daisy and Sammie Gardner did they did 

together, so when little Sam-lad came down with a nasty case of the flu when he was seven 

Daisy announced that she had suddenly fallen ill as well and crawled right into bed beside him. 

Sammie had grinned at her a little weakly, face flushed and hair plastered to his brow, and she 

had grinned right back and handed him his tea.  

 

Rosie smiled and permitted this as Daisy was hale and showing no signs of catching Sammie’s 

ailment. But his fever turned into a cough and his cough turned into the early stages of 

pneumonia and Daisy was shuttled from the closed in bedroom into the front parlor with the 

other children.  

 

It was boring in the parlor, the same old familiar maps and other odd bits from Sam-dad and 

Uncle Frodo and Old Bilob’s adventures having been explored a thousand times before. Daisy 

pressed her nose against the rain slick glass and blew, making a steam-face that cried when bits 

of moisture ran down its cheeks. Rain-faces weren’t nearly as interesting without Sammie. She 

frowned at it, restless, and headed back down the hall to the bedrooms. Perhaps she could poke 

her head in and see how he was doing and maybe the adults would let her stay if she was very 

quiet and stayed out of the way...  

 

The door to the room that Sammie shared with several other Gardner children was half-open 

already, so she felt no qualms in having a little peek. Things were very confusing inside the 

little room. There was a bustle of activity, adults rushing everywhere, with Sammie pale and 

white in the middle. Elanor had been recruited into helping, and she appeared to be boiling 

something over the room’s small fire while Rose-mum, Sam-dad, and Uncle Frodo were 

attending the frailest Gardner child.  

 

Daisy stood there, suddenly feeling all awkward, and jerked in surprise when Uncle Frodo’s 

eyes, all big and blue and full of shadows, looked up to meet her own. He seemed very grave 

for a moment, as if frozen in some emotion that he couldn’t unstick himself from, and then his 

features brightened and his smile, though strained, was directed only at her.  

 



"Ah, Daisy! Would you like to help?" She nodded, and he beckoned her in, motioning for her to 

be quiet. "Now, Sammie’s just been a little bit sick, and we need to change his sheets and 

nightgown before we put him back to bed, but it’ll take a little while ‘cause we need to get some 

fresh ones from some of the other rooms and put these out to be washed."  

 

Daisy peered over the edge of the bed at the small bundle that was her brother. He looked very 

pale and sweaty and not at all happy. Uncle Frodo gathered him in his arms while Rose-mum 

stripped the sheets with an efficiency born of long-practice. Daisy followed Frodo and her 

blanket-swadled brother to the cozy rocking chair in the corner.  

 

"Now, Daisy, do you think that you can sit and hold Sammie while we change the sheets? He’s 

very sleepy and shouldn’t be sick again for a while, so you shouldn’t have to worry about that. 

Just hold him and comfort him while we get everything ready and then we’ll put him back to 

bed, alright?"  

 

Daisy nodded, catching the small smile her Sam-dad gave her from where he was crushing 

herbs for a steam treatment by the bedside. She clambered atop the old rocker and sat very still 

as Frodo arranged Sammie on her lap like an infant. Though he was but barely a year younger 

than she was, Sammie had always been a bit smaller and paler, more prone to sickness. But 

now, tangled in his sheets, cheeks flushed with fever, hair tousled, eyes glued together with 

sleep, he seemed no bigger than young Bilbo.  

 

She stared at him, breathing slowly so as not to wake him. He mumbled in his sleep and shifted, 

eyes fluttering but never opening. Holding him, feeling the shallow rise and fall of his skinny 

chest, she felt a surge of feeling she had never known before, and her mind inexplicitly traveled 

back to some of the final chapters of the Red Book and the image of her father carrying Uncle 

Frodo up the side of that fiery mountain.  

 

Sammie made a small noise and shifted in his sleep, scrabbling weakly at the air with his free 

hand. She took hold of it, stilling the movement gently. He opened his eyes and seemed 

confused for a moment until his gaze focused on her.  

 

"’lo..." he mumbled.  

 

"Hello," she said.  

 

He smiled, as if in some private joke. "Knew you wouldn’t leave me alone for long..."  

 



She smiled back. "’Course not. We’re a pair. Now go back to sleep, poof-head, and don’t breathe 

your sick on me." 

Far from home by Meli 

There are times that Elanor thinks longingly of home and being back among people her own, 
proper size. When she feels like that, she looks pleadingly at the Queen, who nods and 
dismisses her. Elanor runs to the gardens or the library, searching for things that remind her of 
her family in the strangeness of Gondor. Heedless of her dresses, she kneels in the garden, 
feeling the soil between her fingers and remembering how Sam-dad always smelled of growing 
things. Or she sits in the library, holding books of familiar Elvish stories that she can only pick 
out a word or two of, smelling the ink and dusty-paper scent that makes her think of Fo. If she 
could, she would sneak into the kitchens, but the warm spicy aromas of the food in there only 
reminds her how far she is from her mother's cooking.  

She treasures each letter, the scrawled, almost indecipherable bits from the youngest of her 
siblings, the funny stories only partially untrue that the troublemakers get together and send 
her, the careful, precise words of Fo's letters, usually mixed in with places where her mother or 
father stole the pen for a few lines. They're slices of the Shire in crisp envelopes, and they keep 
Elanor grounded and whole.  

Still, she can't wait to be home, to see the familiar faces and eat the proper foods. The little ones 
must have grown by now, she thinks wistfully, and wonders if she would recognize them.  

But these moods pass, for Gondor is fascinating, and Queen Arwen is careful to make sure 
Elanor feels comfortable, if not precisely 'at home,' understanding her feelings due to being a 
stranger among men herself. So Elanor tells her own stories in her letters home, and tries not to 
say 'I miss you all so much,' too often.  

After all, she will go home someday, and be among them, and wish herself away, as she had 
when she was young. It's the way things are, and Elanor can accept that.  

Birthday by Meli 

It had been a long labor, but an easy one, and Molly breathed her first free breath in hours. Meli 

was sweat-soaked and sleepy-looking, but her smile was bright as she accepted the squirming 

bundle from her mother. She gently traced her baby's ears with her finger tips, and stared in 

fascination at the tiny fingers. Pippin moved up beside Molly and squeezed her tight, both of 

them watching Meli. 



She looked up at them with a glow of joy so strong Molly almost felt she should shield her eyes. 
"We have a son," she said softly, and held out her free arm to them.  

Dancing by Nanni 

Hope dances, her feet striking the ice floor, the ice shattering and slashing into skin, drawing 

lines and flowing pools of living red on the ground. She wishes she could stop to rest, sit down 

and breathe, in and out, until air comes steadily, and her chest unbinds itself, no longer tight 

and closed. But she has Del to carry, clinging close to her neck, she has to keep her sister safe, 

and to keep her safe she has to keep dancing. She can’t stop, because if she stops than 

something terrible will happen and Del will be hurt. And Hope can’t let Del get hurt because 

Del is the baby and her sister and Hope has be the one who’s all grown up and that means she 

must keep dancing. She has to has to has to has to...  

Maybe there’s a way out, but all there is now is the dancing, and trying to keep her balance on 
the blood slicked floor, and here has to be a way out and she’ll find it, but now she needs to 
keep Del from harm as best she can, which isn’t very well, but she’s trying- And then a soft 
voice threads into the old dream, Hope, wake up, Rosie will be very annoyed with me if I let you miss 
breakfast. And Hope wakes, and remembers, and smiles at Frodo, and her feet are whole, and 
she can hear Del scolding Sammie somehow down the hall, and everything is all right, even if 
her shoulders do ache from a late night writing and a unfortunate way of cuddling into the 
pillows.  

Of course. She’s safe. She only needs to dance when she wants to. So she slips out of bed and 
darts down the hall, hurrying to make sure that she gets to her pancakes before Del steals all of 
the syrup again. And while everyone talks around her, a dozen conversations weaving in close 
to her skin, she wonders how she ever managed to forget all this laughter.  

Lily from Bindbole Wood by Singe 

"What IS this stuff?" Sammie asked no one in particular as he poked at the slimy black gunk 
befouling the edges of the mill stream. It was clinging to the reeds, the tree roots and the sand. It 
was drying into a nasty rust color and it was attracting ants and flies. Sammie swatted at the 
buzzing pests as he picked up a large glob and held it in the palm of his hand. He stirred it with 
his finger.  

"Yuck, don't touch it." Del ignored her own suggestion and pinched and smelled at another 
disgusting blotch. "It smells like soap!"  



"Soap?" Aster and Daisy asked in unison. Daisy waded into the water and stamped about. An 
ugly brown foam appeared and stuck to her legs. "Yeh, it's soapy! Yuck, yuck, yuck. I think it's 
coming from the mill!" The four of them looked upstream towards Sandyman's Mill.  

"Old Ted Sandyman's going to be in so much trouble with Dad if he's fouling the stream." 
Sammie ominously declared. "And I hope I'm there to see it."  

"Me, too! I don't like Mr. Sandyman much." Aster said and scooped up some foam for the 
breeze to catch. The mass dropped back into the water with a plop! Her three friends feigned 
heart palpitations and gasps of shock at the, usually sweet and mild, girl's reproach. "Oh, hush 
up!" she laughed.  

Daisy stomped the water again and new brown bubbles appeared to float serenely downstream. 
"Let's see how much foam we can make!"  

"We should tell Dad." Sammie argued, fussily rinsing his hands.  

"We will. After we do this!" Daisy grabbed her brother and yanked him headfirst into the 
mucky water. He spluttered with disgust and attacked. Aster tried to sneak away. "Grab her 
back, Del!" Delphinium dragged Aster right into the thick of the fun.  

"Dunk her!"  

"Look out!"  

"Ewwww, it's sticking!" Their splashes churned up a brown froth that clung to their skin and 
their clothes. "Don't throw it!"  

Del spit into the water. "Bleah, it tastes awful..."  

"Excuse me, please." said a soft voice from the bank. The commotion stilled as the four looked 
up in surprise and curiosity at the strange girl standing there. She was their age with red hair 
and wearing a calm 'business face' making her subdued good looks downright melancholy.  

"Er...my name is Lily, my family is from Bindbole Wood..."  

"Lily, it's me!" Del exclaimed. "Delphinium, remember? Me'n my sister stayed in your house for 
a few days..."  

Lily's 'business face' cracked and a small gleam of pleasure shone through. "I remember you! 
You helped us clean up Boro Applethorn!"  

"You helped wash somebody?" Sammie asked, confused.  



"Mister Applethorn was gored to death by a bull about two winters ago. We...ah...grabbed some 
ice picks and some scrapers and we cleaned him up off the frost. Lily's family are undertakers 
and don't you dare make that face!" Del glowered at Daisy, Sammie and Aster and their faces 
smoothed into blank politeness. "Lily, is your Mum and Dad on a job here?"  

Lily clasped her hands behind her back and was suddenly all somber business again. "Yes, we 
were called in this morning. There's been a dreadful accident." Aster swallowed and went pale. 
"Ted Sandyman, the Miller, was crushed under his millstone yesterday. We've been..." she 
pointedly looked at Del. "Well, we've been soaping him up all day long. Dad built a special 
sluice to clear...all of it away."  

"Clear it away where?" Del asked. Lily looked at the stream and Del suddenly gasped and held 
out her rust streaked hands. "Lily! Is this Ted Sandyman?!"  

"It WAS Ted Sandyman."  

The World's Most Horrible Pause occured.  

Aster reacted first. "It's. In. MY. HAAAAAIIIRRRRR!!!!!" she screamed and bolted out of the 
gory water. She shook and kicked and screamed some more , trying desperately to jump out of 
her skin. Daisy bellowed and ran for the clean sand on the bank and dove in. She thrashed 
around and scrubbed and scrubbed and scrubbed. Aster ran. Daisy jumped up and ran after her 
and they both disappeared over the hill.  

Del looked at Sammie. He looked back and then he very slowly, and rather gracefully, keeled 
over and splashed face-down into the stream. Del dragged him out of the water to keep him 
from drowning and plopped him on the beach.  

She looked at Lily who was obviously trying very hard not to crack up laughing. "Well, it's 
good to see you again, Lily." She bent over and threw up.  

Lily very kindly reached out and held Del's long hair back. "It's good to see you, too!"  

The Secret Diary of Goldy Gardner, Aged 10 

and three-quarters by Janette Le Fay 

4th Afterlithe  

 

Elanor is annoying me. She said I could help her make a cake for tea, but then when we got to 

the making of it she only let me mix the stuff together. She said it hurt her arm mixing it and 



then she pushed me because I flicked cake mix in her hair by an accident. It was by mistake and 

it was her fault in any case because she made me mix it even when she knew the wooden spoon 

was too big and the bowl was too small and I couldn't reach the table proper-like. So I told Mam 

on her and Mam said to Elanor that she oughted to be ashamed, pushing her little sister, and 

she oughted to, but Elanor said I sounded like Goldilocks in the story where everything had 

something wrong with it. She said I always think there's something wrong with everything, 

which is not true in any case because I don't think there's aught wrong with Uncle Frodo's 

stories or Faramir Took or Mam's pies.  

 

Elanor's pies are yucky. So are Uncle Frodo's, but at least he doesn't make us eat them when 

they get all burnt round the edges and hard in the middle. Elanor thinks hers are nice. I think 

they look like anthills.  

 

5th Afterlithe  

 

Rose has got a cold. Mammy made her drink some horrible brown stuff, so I am glad that I 

haven't got a cold because Rose didn't look very happy about the brown stuff. She made a 

funny noise and it nearly came out of her nose, only Mam said she had to drink it and it would 

make her better.  

 

She's not better yet so I think maybe Mam put something wrong in the yucky brown stuff. I 

hope it doesn't kill Rose. If Rose dies I could have the dress she wore to the party last Yule, only 

I don't want her to die anyways because I like her more than the dress most of the time. Besides, 

the dress would be too big for me and the ribbon is fraying at the back because it used to be 

Elanor's.  

 

6th Afterlithe  

 

Uncle Frodo told me a story tonight. It was about Elves and it had Legolas in it. I like Legolas 

because he can shoot arrows. I wish I could shoot arrows. Frodo-lad said he can but I think he is 

lying, because we haven't got any arrows at Bag End. Uncle Frodo said arrows are not very nice, 

but I told him I thought they were pretty because they have nice coloured feathers on them. 

Then Sam-dad came in and said arrows aren't pretty if they get you in the neck. I suppose they 

wouldn't be because the feathers would get all covered in blood and dirt and things.  

 

Then I went away because Sam-dad started kissing Uncle Frodo, yuck. It's not fair how we have 

to be careful when we're ill in case we give Uncle Frodo germs, but Sam-dad gives him trillions 

of germs all the time. I know all about germs, they are these little animals and you have your 



own sort and they only like you, and if your germs go in someone else's body they eat the other 

person because they want to come back to you.  

 

Frodo-lad said germs were sort of like the Ring, but I think he is lying again because he can't 

shoot arrows anyway. When I grow up I am going to have a long white dress and shoot arrows 

like the Lady Eowyn, and then he'll see.  

 

And now I have to go for tea, because Mammy has made marmalade roll, and Uncle Frodo 

could not have cooked anything because he was reading to me, so it should be safe unless 

Elanor made another pie. 

Ink (sequel to Hot Rock) by Singe 

 

"You'll hate yourself in the morning." Del warned me. I stopped mid-stab. Her hand had looked 

so clean and fine and flawless where it lay on my desk and my pen was so sharp. I had dipped 

it in violet ink. One good gouge and she would have a purple mark on her hand for the rest of 

her life. I considered her words. Yes, I would hate myself and I would resent her, too, as much 

as one could resent a child with bad judgement. How many times has she been told not to 

indulge the lunatic? And dear Sam would be so horrified and Rosie's eyes would snap sparks 

and Hope would give me the silent treatment for days... 

 

But her skin was perfect, just smooth and perfect, save for my mark that she would wear for the 

rest of her life. And she's smiling at me now, she's daring me and I stab down, because she 

understands, I stab down... 

 

...into the wood of the desk because she's entirely too fast for me. That's a new nib ruined. She 

laughs and dances away but the joke's on her because pens can be THROWN as easily as 

daggers and, ha! HA! I got her right in the arm! She doesn't even blink, good girl, and she jerks 

it out and throws it back and I duck...it sticks into the wall in a splatter of violet and red, red 

blood against the cream colored walls. I can only gasp because the sunset is gleaming on the 

stain and I've never seen anything so beautiful. She's behind Hope's desk now and she's 

dipping her sister's pen into a pot of green ink...I shoot for cover behind the bookshelf...too late! 

There's a stinging in my leg and, ah, look, a green mark of my own for the rest of my life, 

however long that will be because Sam was furious over the rock fight so he'll surely kill me for 

this one. 

 



I fling a small bottle at her head and it shatters against the wall in a wave of the Elves' finest 

vermillion ink and broken shards of glass, maybe she'll step on them, and I duck again as a 

pencil dipped in blue comes flying at me. My leg is freely bleeding and so is her arm and we're 

laughing, laughing, laughing because we're alive and in pain and it's so lovely and such a 

blessed miracle. We are marked, marked 'til the end of our days, and my only pain comes from 

the knowledge that I will regret this tomorrow, I will, and I'll hate myself and her, too, but the 

glass and the sharp metal and the blood and the bright ink is so fun and wondrous now... 

 

...and tomorrow is such a long way away. 

The Very True Story Of An Elven High King 

In Love (Through The Eyes Of One Primrose 

Gardner) by Dana 
 

"Once upon a time, there was an Elf named Gil-Galad and he was a King. And there was 
another Elf and his name was Cirdan and he liked to make ships. And they were both boys but 
that didn't stop them from pledging their love and they kissed a lot and they did lots of 
schmoopy stuff and they decided that would exchange rings and..."  

Ruby and Primrose sighed at Primrose's pause, the little girl wearing a toothy grin.  

Bilbo scowled and tugged on his sister's hair. "Tell us a good story, Prim. Not a corny Elf 
romance."  

Primrose launched herself at her brother and after a scuffle that lasted no longer than five 
breaths, she sat on her brother's chest in triumph.  

"Now where were we?" she asked, tapping her forefinger on Bilbo's brow.  

"Their love, their love!" Ruby chorused. "Did they marry? You said they exchanged riiings! 
What did they do!"  

"Well..." Primrose drawled and then launched back into the telling of her tale. "They were going 
to but they didn't. Because Gil-galad went and broke Cirdan's heart."  

"Oh dear!"  



"I know! He went and gave his ring to Elrond instead."  

They two lasses broke into a helpless shower of giggles and Bilbo tried to push Primrose off of 
his chest. She wouldn't budge and he groaned and let his head fall back. There was something 
bad about having so many sisters; they were clearly out to get him.  

Laughter by Dana 

They've been out in the sun and the water all day and now they're resting near the shore, 
breathing heavily. Sammie laughs, poking Aster in the side. She laughs and pokes him back and 
the two descend into a tickling fit. Del simply sighs and shakes her head and thinks they're 
children, even as Merry-lad pushes Frodo-lad into the water. There's a tremendous surge of 
sound and the Mayor and the Mistress laugh as their children splash about and Elanor shakes 
her head and Rose-lass shrieks as Frodo-lad slings a clump of mud her way.  

Frodo-lad's namesake shakes his head and laughs, too, and Del props herself up with her 
elbows and finds her thoughts drifting to their laughter. The Mayor's laugh is deep and 
rumbling and it's just as it should be, sun warmed and strong like the earth. The Mistress' has a 
sort of chime about it, as though the lady was daintier than she seems. And Master Frodo's is 
paper thin, like it could blow away on the wind, but sweet too, and Del thinks the world is 
better each time that it's heard.  

And the children, too. Sammie's is much like his uncles but there's a sort of sunlight there and 
Del can't imagine anything brighter. And Aster's is sweet as a seed-cake, and just as lovely. 
Merry-lad and Pippin-lad's are like two halves of a whole, and they give strength to the other. 
Oh, and Rose-lass, high-pitched like the call of some bird, and Frodo-lad, quick and infectious. 
And Elanor's, and Del supposes that's what it's like to hear an Elf sing. With Hope, it's simply 
nice, and she likes the sound of her sister's laugh, and likes what chances there are for her and 
her joy. There's the little ones, too, and they're like parts of a chorus. When they rise together, 
it's more of a harmony than you'd think it could be, and not a discordant mingling of chortles 
and guffaws.  

She can think of Master Merry and Master Pippin's, as well. One deep and rumbling and strong, 
strong like a mountain, and just as deep, the other like water and just as consuming. Then 
there's Mistress Diamond's, sweet as honey, and Mistress Estella's, quick as a river. Borry has a 
tendency to guffaw and Farry chuckles and Meli's is a bell and Molly's is like some sort of song.  

And there's the others as well, but as she sits there and listens, she thinks of one she's surely 
missing. And at the back of her mind Del wonders what it would be like to listen to the sound 
of Peony laughing. And it's a small enough thought that she nearly misses it at all.  

And she guesses that maybe, just maybe, it wouldn't be a bad sound at all.  



Between by Dana 

"Crow, get up." 

 

Sammie grunted softly, more asleep than not, and wanting nothing more than to be left alone; 

but his slumber had been disturbed, by a whisper, nothing more, and the bed wasn't so 

comfortable, suddenly, and the covers were suddenly too cool. He rolled over, pulling the 

pillow over his head; that soft, insistent voice was still at his ear, and would not be deterred. 

 

"Crow, I know you're awake. Get up." 

 

Sammie groaned and opened one eye, slowly, and shifted so that his face wasn't pressed against 

his pillow; he found his sight filled with his sister Daisy, who was leaning in very, very close. 

"See, I told you so," she said, smugly, with nothing more than a whisper. "Now get up. We 

haven't much time." 

 

"Much time for what?" Sammie replied, softly. "It must be the middle of the night." 

 

"Its closer to dawn," came Daisy's quick reply. Sammie felt her small hand tugging at his own, 

and he gave in, curiosity getting the better of his hobbit sensibilities. "What's going on, Canary?" 

 

Daisy grinned. "You'll see," she said, handing him his coat. "Hurry up." 

 

"I'm going as fast as I can," he replied, annoyed, but wondering, too. He pulled the jacket on 

over his nightshirt and followed his sister as she left the room, similarly attired, in nothing more 

than a long jacket and her sleeping gown beneath. They walked as soft as shadows, so as not to 

wake any of their sleeping siblings, and Sammie knew that their Mum would have a thing or 

three to say, if she found them about, at such a late hour of the night. 

 

Her bare feet whispered against the floor, padding down the hall to the front door. She stopped 

there, and looked back. "I want you to see this, because you're my most favourite brother," and 

Sammie couldn't help but smile, then yawn, and that smile turned to a grin as he rubbed at his 

eyes. 

 

"Well, you know you're my most favourite sister." 

 



They shared a smile and Daisy turned the doorknob, then, and stepped out into the cool night 

air. Sammie followed after her, and the breeze cut into his jacket, chilly and sweet smelling. The 

grass was damp, glistening with moisture in the light of the moon; it seemed to have rained, 

and he could feel it, could taste it, melting on his tongue. 

 

"Daisy?" he queried, and she stopped and turned to face him, then pointed up to the sky, 

instead; Sammie followed her guidance, and looked towards the heavens, gasping at the sight 

of myriad shooting stars, streams of silver and white burning against a sky that was still thick 

and black like midnight. 

 

"They've been like this for a while," said Daisy, and he knew she watched the sky, too. 

 

He wondered, at the back of his mind, why his sister had been out at all, but that thought came 

and went, and he felt her fingers threading with his own; if she would make no offer to tell, 

then it must have been something that needn't be told. 

 

He looked to her for a moment, her hair a mute shade of yellow that was almost grey, in the 

glow of the night, and she smiled but it was almost a frown. 

 

"I'm glad that you're with me, Sammie," she said, very softly, then lifted her gaze back to the 

sky; and Sammie thought that not being in the world, would be like a sword through Daisy's 

heart. 

 

And he'd never want to hurt his sister, not like that. 

 

"Don't you worry then," he replied, and he gave her hand a squeeze. "I've no intentions of going 

anywhere, anytime soon." 

 

And they watched the last shooting stars as they burned up in the pre-dawn sky, with nothing 

but their hands between. 

Inevitable by Singe 

"In my day they were called 'Tooklets' or 'Tookens' or 'Takens.' What are they called now?" 

asked Gammer Starkweather as she studied Peony Baker's burning face. Peony kept her hands 

clenched on the edge of her mother's Pen and Ink table to keep from jerking the old biddy's hat 

off her head and beating her with it. "Those Tooks. Most lasses just can't resist 'em, whether 



they're married or not. You're proof of that, aren't you, girl?" 

 

"What are you doing, Rumble?" asked Lady Rainwater quickly and Starkweather looked away. 

Peony mentally blessed Missus Rainwater for the distraction and forced her hands to release 

their grip.  

 

The Widow Rumble had plucked a beautiful pheasant-quill pen from one of Peony's many 

baskets and was running the long, green feather through her arthritic fingers. "I'm picking out a 

pen, Rainwater!" she announced and stroked the feather across her wizened face with bliss. 

 

"What do you want with a pen?" asked Rainwater as she looked over Peony's selection of 

scented soaps. She picked up a small cake and breathed in the sage and lemon aroma.  

 

"I'm learning to read and write." Rumble answered smugly and her friends turned to her in 

shock. 

 

"At your age?! Never!" Starkweather declared. 

 

"Look here." Rumble scooted Starkweather out of the way so she could reach the scrap paper 

that Peony's patrons tested their quills and nibs on. She carefully dipped her pheasant feather 

into the ink well and wrote MY NAME IS ADAMANT RUMBLE in rather lovely block letters. 

Her S was facing backwards but Peony would never have mentioned it. Rumble flourished her 

paper at her delighted friends. "It says 'My name is Adamant Rumble.' Isn't that fine?" 

 

"That is FINE!" Rainwater declared and Starkweather nodded, smiling. "Who's teaching you?" 

 

"My boyfriend, Sammie Gardner." 

 

Feeling somewhat more relaxed now, Peony forced a laugh. "Don't let Del hear you say that!" 

 

Rumble giggled, a beautifully friendly sound. "We've agreed to share him. I get him in the 

mornings and she gets him the rest of the time." 

 

"What about Aster? Where does she fit in?" Peony teased. 

 

A low, soft voice answered "We do not speak that name, thankyouverymuch." and Delphinium 

Grubb stepped quietly up to Peony's counter with Sammie in tow. He was blushing. 

 



"Hello, Wart-Toad." Del greeted Peony and leaned her hip on the table. "You're looking 

particularly hideous today." Del was smiling but her eyes were serious. 

 

Peony subtly shook her head, deflecting her friend's concern. "Morning, Greasy-Nit." she 

politely replied. 

 

"Oh, you two." Sammie said. "Honestly. Good morning, Miz Starkweather, Miz Rainwater. My 

darling Adamant." The widow blew him a kiss.  

 

Starkweather smiled down at him. "Good morning, Samlad. How appropriate. We were just 

speaking of Tooklets." 

 

"What's a..." Sammie began. 

 

"MY NAME IS BAKER!" Peony shouted. Everyone jumped and Gammer Starkweather looked 

down at the girl with real disapproval. "I'm NOT a Took, my father was Tomas Baker and that's 

all there is to it!" 

 

"Well! I've never seen such rudeness!" Starkweather exclaimed. 

 

"Neither have I, you...you turdlet." Rainwater growled and she chucked the soap roughly back 

into the basket, obviously fed up at last. She took the sputtering Starkweather by the elbow and 

steered her away from Peony's stand. "Will you ever learn to keep your mouth shut?" The 

Widow Rumble sighed and patted Peony gently on the cheek. Then she followed after her 

friends with the pheasant quill still in her hand. Peony let it go. As soon as the Widow realized 

what she'd done, she'd be back to pay for it. Or, if not, then it was just a stupid feather after all. 

Peony gazed at her hands and blinked her eyes furiously to keep them from blurring. She 

scanned the bottles of ink, the quills, and the rolls and boxes of fine paper until she finally 

worked up the nerve to look at her friends. 

 

"What IS a Tooklet?" Sammie asked her quietly.  

 

"It's an old fashioned word. You usually hear it in the North Farthing." Del explained, smiling. 

"A Tooklet is a Changeling." she made a grabbing motion. "Stolen from those irresponsible and 

awful Tooks by the Fairies in the Old Forest and brought to live with decent, upstanding 

families." Sammie grinned with amusement. "They look like Tooks, tall and fair with green eyes, 

and they usually contrast with the families they're placed with for added humor. Which 

explains Peony here, tall and fair and green-eyed, being brought up by the Bakers who are all 



short and round and brown like a family of meatballs."  

 

"Oh, that explains me?" Peony asked and her mouth began to twitch into a smile. "And here I 

thought my Mum had been indiscreet." she mumbled. 

 

"Oh, never." Del answered and began to recite. 

 

"Where did you come from, Baby dear? 

Out of the Everywhere into here. 

 

What makes your cheek like a warm white rose? 

I know something that no one knows. 

 

But how did you come to us, you dear? 

The Fairies thought of you and I am here."  

 

Del didn't spout poetry for just anybody and her voice was warm. Peony felt her anger begin to 

drain away like dirty dishwater. She wanted to grab the Grubb girl and hug her and kiss her 

and never let go. She blushed instead and went to straighten the soaps. "Did you know?" she 

quickly asked them before she lost her nerve. 

 

"We heard some talk." Del answered with a shrug.  

 

"But we thought we'd wait for you to say something." Sammie finished. Peony felt another 

wave of affection for him and the Greasy Nit.  

 

Sammie confidentially leaned towards Peony. She sighed and moved closer. Del joined them 

and she and Sammie made a great show of looking all around the market to make sure they 

couldn't be overheard. Peony laughed, finally. "Which Took was it?" Sammie whispered. 

 

Peony considered not saying anything. What business was it of theirs? But they were friends, 

weren't they? And this was Sammie, the infamous Samlad Gardner, and if anyone would 

understand, it was him. "I don't know. Mum won't tell me." 

 

"Your Mum won't tell you? That's kind of important!" he disapproved. 

 

"I'm too young, she says." Peony answered and her voice was miserable.  

 



Sammie was aghast. "You're thirteen!" 

 

"Too young." Peony repeated. Del stayed quiet and her eyes flicked back and forth from Peony's 

face to Sammie's. "And, anyway, my Dad, Tomas Baker, was the best Dad in the world. I don't 

need to know!" she declared and her eyes welled up again. "I hate this." she sobbed. 

 

Sammie patted her hand. "It's a'right. I know exactly how you feel." 

 

"No, you don't." Peony answered fiercely and Sammie jerked his hand back, surprised. 

 

Then he grinned disbelievingly. "I don't?!" he dug out a handkerchief and handed it over. Peony 

accepted it gratefully and wiped her face and blew her nose. Seeing this, Fredegar Bolger, 

approaching the Pen and Ink stand with a list in his hand, decided to give the place a wide 

berth instead. Peony watched him swerve towards the candy sellers and tried to scrape herself 

together before she frightened away any more customers. 

 

"I'll wash this, Sammie. Thank you." Peony tucked it into her pocket. Sammie was still waiting 

for an explanation and Peony looked at Del pleadingly. The Grubb girl looked quickly up into 

the blue sky and held out her hand, palm up, to check for rain. She wasn't going to get in the 

way of this very interesting conversation. "I really hate you, Delphinium." Del just smiled. 

Peony drew close to Sammie again and her voice dropped to a whisper. "You don't know how I 

feel because everyone concerned with YOU live together up in Bag End like a happy family in a 

fairy tale. Master Frodo and the Mayor and the Mistress Rose all ACKNOWLEDGE you. You're 

not some dirty little Baggins secret like I'm a dirty little Took secret. You're right out in the 

sunlight with TWO dads and they both love you so much. You're not a bastard at all, really."  

 

Sammie's eyes were round as war-shields. "I...oh." was all he could say. 

 

Peony leaned closer, almost within kissing distance, and her voice became cold and hateful. 

"And somewhere out there is a Took who deserves to have his nadgers in a vice." She shook her 

fist in the general direction of the Tookland. "And I swear I'll catch up to him someday and 

he...will...be...sorry!" She jerked Sammie's handkerchief out again and held it to her face. She 

ducked out of sight behind the Pen and Ink stand's pavilion. Sammie followed but Del did not 

as it wouldn't do to abandon the shop completely. Peony was grateful. She sank down onto the 

grass and Sammie sat with her, slinging a comforting arm around her shoulders.  

 

Peony wept and listened to Del greet customers as if she had done so all her life. "Good 

morning, Mister Twofoot. Where's the stationery? Let's see...oh! The stationery's over here."  



 

"We're really very lucky, you know." Peony whispered to Sammie. "We could have been 

dumped into a foundling home or farmed out to distant relatives. Or raised as servants in, say, 

Brandy Hall or Great Smials." 

 

"I know." was all Sammie said and Peony eventually began to calm. 

 

"Hullo, Miz Rumble! Oh, of course it was a mistake, we knew that! Good morning, Master 

Bolger, yikes, that's a long list..." Del continued pleasantly. 

 

"You can't let it get to you, Peony." Sammie murmured. "People are going to talk and you can't 

jump up and scream and shout at all of them. If you try to fight what's obvious, you'll lose and 

go crazy." 

 

"They're just so hateful!" 

 

"No, they're mostly just tactless. Gammer Starkweather is a good old lady. She stood by Mum 

when I was born. Not many people did, y'know. She wasn't being hateful to you, just mouthy. 

And truthful. Why deny what's right in front of her?"  

 

Peony thought about that for a long time and plucked at the grass with her fingers. "You're 

right, Sammie. I've been stupid. I have to apologize to her." 

 

"I get stupid, too, sometimes." Sammie guilelessly admitted. "And we'll both be stupid again. I 

mean, there's no fighting the inevitable." Peony studied him for a moment. Then she leaned 

over and kissed him on the cheek. She could feel him smile just before he tilted his head and 

kissed her back. On the mouth. And what a lovely feeling that was. She stared at him with wide 

eyes for a moment until they both broke down and giggled. "You taste salty." he accused and 

Peony started laughing all over again. 

 

Del suddenly ducked around the pavilion. "Stop having fun back here, it makes me nervous." 

 

"Sorry, Del." 

 

"Sorry." 

 

"Humph. Your Mum's arrived, Lackbrain, so you're free for the rest of the  

day. It looks like I overcharged some people but undercharged others so it worked out all 



right." Peony and Sammie scrambled to their feet and went to greet Mirian Baker.  

 

She does NOT look like a meatball, Peony decided and noticed that her mother's large, brown eyes 

were bright with tears as she looked at her daughter with fondness. Peony turned on Del. 

"Tattletale!" she hissed. Delphinium was checking for rain again and didn't deign to reply.  

 

"C'mere, sweetheart." Mirian held out her arms and Peony shuffled forward for a hug. Young as 

the girl was she was the same height as her mother and Mirian sighed. "You're growing up, eh?" 

Peony nodded, though she wasn't feeling particularly mature at the moment. Her mum kissed 

her. "You and I are going to have a little talk tonight, then." Peony gasped. Sammie and Del's 

eyes practically blazed with sudden interest. 

 

"Really?" Peony asked with a voice as small as a mouse's. 

 

"Really." Mirian smiled and she gave a little shudder of dread and Sammie and Del chuckled 

over it. "Go and play, now. I'll see you at dinner."  

 

Peony felt she couldn't move but her friends seized and pulled her towards the Water. She 

didn't talk again until they reached the banks of the small river. "I'm scared." she decided 

suddenly. "What is she going to say?" 

 

"Well." Delphinium said matter-of-factly. She put her arms around Peony and jerked her head 

at Sammie to follow suit. He did, grinning, and Peony looked from one to the other and tried to 

control the sudden ka-bump of her heart. "Whatever she tells you, Toady-girl, you should know 

that you better tell it to us, too." 

 

"Or we'll drown you." Sammie threatened.  

 

"LIKE THIS!" Del shrieked and the two of them lifted Peony up and pitched her into the water. 

She rose to the surface, coughing and laughing. She could have struggled, she supposed, but 

there really was no sense in fighting the inevitable, after all. 

 

End 

 

Del's poem is by George MacDonald and I tweaked it to fit.  

 

Epilogue: 

 



"Is that Petunia Baker hiding in the bushes?" Merry Brandybuck asked Pippin Took. Pippin 

turned and leaned back in his chair to see around Merry's head into the lilac bushes on the 

borders of Bag End's green lawn. Frodo Baggins couldn't see past his two huge cousins and 

stood up. Merry yanked him back down again. "Don't! She doesn't want to be seen." An arm 

emerged from the flowers and a small stone was thrown into the passel of children playing tag 

among the grape arbors.  

 

"That's her, all right, but her name's Peony, not Petunia." Frodo said. "Is she throwing rocks at 

Delphinium? That's not wise." Another stone was gently launched through the air and hit Del 

on the shoulder. The Grubb girl turned around but didn't see Peony waving at her. She turned 

back to the game. Then another rock, larger this time, was whipped through the air and 

smacked her on the back of the head. Del turned around dangerously slow then and very, very 

carefully scanned the lilacs. To the surprise of the older Hobbits, her annoyance disappeared 

when she spotted Peony frantically waving.  

 

"Get Sammie?" Frodo suddenly said. 

 

"Eh?" 

 

"Peony's whispering 'Get Sammie! Get Sammie!' I can just barely hear her." 

 

"Good ears on you, cousin." Pippin remarked as Del oh-so-casually began to circle around the 

tag players to where Sammie was reading a new adventure book in the thick shade of a fig tree.  

 

She walked directly past him without stopping. "'Peony's here. Her Mum must have told her. 

She looks upset.'" Frodo mumbled with his head cocked towards the two. Sammie looked up, 

startled, and then looked into the lilacs. Peony made a wiggly motion with her hand and 

disappeared.  

 

"And if that didn't mean 'meet me by the Water' I'll eat this chair." Merry decided, slapping the 

arm of his garden-chair with his palm. Del was gone. Sammie very carefully, and slowly, 

marked his place in his book and got up. He walked over to one of Bag End's open windows 

and dropped it safely in. Then he put his hands in his pockets and ambled away, whistling and 

being sure not to be too obvious. "Now why just those two and not the others?" Merry 

wondered, looking over at the small horde of children still shouting with laughter among the 

fruit trees. 

 

"'Her mum told her.' Del said." Frodo mused. "Told her what?" 



 

"Dunno." Pippin answered then suddenly gasped. "Wait, Baker? Mirian Baker? Mum's favorite 

niece?"  

 

"You don't think she finally told someone?" Merry began. 

 

"Now, this we've got to hear, too!" Pippin exclaimed and looked around with a sneaky 

expression on his face. It took a good five minutes for all three of them to saunter, stroll and 

tiptoe away without attracting attention but they managed it and they were quickly in hot 

pursuit of the youngsters. Sammie and Del met up on Oak Lane road and ran along it. The 

Travelers followed at a distance. It was hard going to be inconspicuous on the well-populated 

lane, though, as big as Pippin and Merry were and as notorious as Frodo was. More than a 

couple of people stared after them interestedly as they crept through the hedges. 

 

Oak lane finally intersected the river and the three hid behind a stump as Sammie and Del 

wandered the banks until Sammie spotted Peony in the distance. The entire group moved 

cautiously towards her. She was stomping around and around in a circle with her head down. 

Frodo, Pippin and Merry threw themselves into the reeds and watched them. Peony was 

shaking her head and flicking her hands as if she were a wet cat. "What's she saying?" Merry 

whispered. 

 

Sammie put his arm around her and Del stood by and tried to look concerned and caring but 

her eyes were on fire with interest. Sammie was murmuring to Peony who was wringing her 

hands. Frodo put his hand to his pointy ear and concentrated. "'Is it really that bad, Peony?'" 

Frodo reported. "'Yes, it's really that bad, Sammie, I couldn't believe it. What was Mum 

THINKING?!' And Del just said 'Your dad WAS a Took, wasn't he?' and Peony says 'Yes.'" 

Merry sucked in an excited breath. 

 

Then Peony burst out with a heartfelt "AAAIIIIIGH!!!" that was clearly heard by the trio in the 

reeds and half the Shire as well. 

 

Pippin frowned. "I'm on the verge of being insulted." 

 

Del put a hand on Peony's shoulder and said something. "'Who was it?' Del just said." Frodo 

clarified. Everyone leaned forward. Frodo could feel the heel of Pippin's hand digging into his 

back. Merry bit his nails. Sammie and Del held very still.  

 

Peony found her courage and said a name. Del jumped back in shock. Sammie's mouth fell 



open.  

 

Frodo choked and slumped onto the ground. He clapped his hands over his ears. "Oh! Oh, oh, 

oh, I don't believe it!" 

 

"Who?!" Merry shook him. "Who, Frodo?!" Del was beginning to giggle and she was blushing. 

Sammie's face sported a rather horrified grin and he patted Peony on the back.  

 

Merry was still shaking his cousin and Pippin slapped his hands away before the children 

noticed the commotion. "Who's the culprit, Frodo?" he whispered. 

 

Frodo flopped onto his back and looked up at Pippin in amazement. The beginnings of a smile 

was on his mouth and Pippin loomed over him threateningly. Finally Frodo whispered, "Oh, 

Pip, I'm sorry. It's Paladin Took. Peony is your little sister." 

 

Pippin looked down at Frodo. Then he slowly turned and stared at Peony who was still shaking 

her head in scandalized bemusement.  

 

Then he fell over backwards and was still. 

Six by Singe  
 

 

Singe's Note: This started life as a PGY round-robin but it was abandoned. I took it over and 
finished it, tweaking it out of all recognition. I really must get my Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder checked out by a doctor. Everything past the kids' entry into the forest is my own. 

SIX 

Kicked out of Brandy Hall for ‘sassing their elders,’ Molly Brandybuck and her three friends, 
Sammie and Daisy Gardner and Meli Took fumed in the heat. Stupid Doll Brandybuck. Head 
Healer or not it just isn’t smart to gossip about the Master of Buckland’s guests within his 
daughter’s hearing. Within the guest’s hearing even! Wait’ll I tell Dad. Molly thought with a 
mental sneer. Well, if the alternative was staying inside and listening to her malign my friends 
then I’d much rather be exiled from Brandy Hall forever, thank you very much. 



She looked around to where Sammie was sprawled on the grass and her heart gave a 
sympathetic beat of pain. From the dark curls on his head to his fine-boned frame to his 
beautiful eyes, Sammie was the very image of Frodo Baggins. Which was rather unfortunate as 
Sammie’s mother, Rose, was married to the Shire’s Mayor Samwise.  The three of them had 
made a home together in Bag End and how they lived and what they did at night is no one’s 
stupid, nosy business! Molly studied Sammie. He was growing tall, she noted. Bony, sort of 
stretched looking. He’s getting older, Molly thought with testy disapproval and turned back to 
the view she had been contemplating. 

The Old Forest was lovely. Dark and Deep. Certainly it would be much cooler under the 
shadow of those ancient trees than the fitful shade of the High Hay, the protective hedge that 
separated the Forest from the Buckland, and Molly Brandybuck so wanted to escape the 
oppressive heat. She wasn’t used to the breast band that her mother was forcing her to wear 
and it made her even more itchy and hot. She hated it. What a day. But there was a gap in the 
hedge, just here. She and the others could slip right through. No one had to know. Molly had to 
go into those trees. She just had to. "I!" she announced, "Want to play, play, play all dayyy!” She 
sang. “And to that end, I have a plan." 

Her three prone companions looked up at her. "A plan for what, exactly?" Meli asked. 

Molly frowned. "Does it matter what it's for? It'll be fun." 

"The sort of fun that gets us in enough hot water to make a stew soooo big….” Sammie asked, 
his arms opening wide. “…as to feed all of Hobbiton?" Daisy fanned herself with a handful of 
broad leaves and said nothing. 

"Well, yes. And since we’re cooking already….c’mon!” Molly wheedled. She just HAD to go. 

Glances were exchanged. Nobody said anything for a long time. Perhaps the heat slowed their 
thinking and Molly sighed impatiently. Finally, Meli shrugged and stood. "Let's go. Might as 
well, the day can’t get any worse." 

Molly hugged her best friend tight and tried not to resent the fact that Meli didn’t need a breast 
band yet. "Knew I could count on you." Daisy and Sammie slowly rolled to their feet with the 
usual complaints and groans. 

Taking Meli by the hand, Molly led the three through the gap and headed directly for the 
woods. Daisy pitched her leaves to the ground and stopped. "We're not supposed to go in there 
alone, Molly. You know that." She balled up her hands and placed them on her hips, looking 
exactly like her formidable mother, the Mistress Rose. 

"Oh, quiet. When did you become such a coward?" Molly didn’t stop walking and neither did 
the others. 



She overheard an indignant gasp from Daisy as the Gardner girl started moving again, 
tromping through the grass with a sullen look on her face. “I’m not afraid of ANYTHING, I’ll 
have you know!” She swatted at Sammie who was beginning to snicker. 

"Hoy, now. Don't be mad at me!" he protested. “Oh, great warrior!” She lashed out again and 
they had a giggling slap fight. 

"Oh, please, both of you, stop it." Molly said finally, as they reached the edge of the woods. Four 
curly heads looked at the trees stretching out high above them. Molly swallowed, her throat 
suddenly dry. 

"Molly. What are we doing again?" Sammie asked. 

Molly chewed her lip for a moment, thinking. She could feel the temperature dropping, even 
here. "We're on a quest." She swiped at the sweat on her face. “A QUEST!” 

Suddenly mischievous, Sammie asked, "Where are we going, Oh Great Leader? Are you going 
to show us something new? Different?" 

Molly played along, "I'm not sure where we are bound, Samlad." she replied. "But, I fear that 
what we find will be more new and different than even such as we can stand." She grinned at 
them and started off through a tangle of blackberry brambles. Being the height of August, the 
bushes were black with heavy, rich berries. The weather was miserably hot, yes, but there had 
been plenty of rain and all the fruits and berries were bursting with sweet juice. I am leading 
them into Shadow came the sudden strange thought and Molly hesitated. Maybe we shouldn’t 
go...we could pick these berries instead… no…no, we need to go now. 

"Are we going to meet fantastic creatures, Great Leader?" Daisy was finally interested. 

"I do believe so, Daisy. Strange and beautiful creatures!" 

As if in answer, they were hailed from across the field. They turned to see Delphinium Grubb 
loping over the grass towards them, Aster Digg-Tooter dawdling just behind her. 

"So," Del puffed as she arrived, "Where're we going?" 

Meli rolled her eyes. "Glad you didn't say this was a secret quest, Molly." 

Molly saw Del become angry. “Good to see you, too, Meli. A real pleasure.” the Grubb girl said 
with mock politeness. 

“Meli!” Sammie hissed. 

"Didn't say I didn't want you here." Meli quickly amended. 

Del ignored her and looked down as Aster joined them and fell over. "Oh, come on, it’s not that 
hot.” 



"Sorry," Aster panted, and stretched out a languid hand to Sammie for assistance. He gallantly 
helped her to her feet and simpered at her. Del gagged. 

”I thought you two were going swimming with Little Pip and the rest?” Sammie asked, his 
hand still holding Aster’s. 

“Pip’s not coming here, is he?!” Molly asked with a sudden wrenching dread. She glared back 
across the field. If he tried to kiss her or snap her band again she’d kill him. 

Del shook her head. “Pip never showed up. We’re thinking he ran away back to Hobbiton to be 
with Merry-lad.” Del watched Aster swinging Sammie’s hand and Molly saw her neck flush 
red. Del had been wearing a breast band for a year but Aster probably had a year to go before 
she picked one up. WHY, Molly thought, suddenly disgusted, do I care about all my friends’ 
breasts!? She irritably scratched her ribcage again. At least Sammie didn’t have any to gawp at. 

“Poor Merry-lad.” Aster sighed. 

“Poor Merry-lad nothing!” Del snapped. “He deserved to be grounded for peeping at my sister. 
Again. The pervert.” Something about the droll way Del said ‘pervert’ set the entire group to 
laughing. Del smiled thinly. “And the swimming hole was a crowded mud puddle. Everyone 
else went back to the cellars but we couldn’t stand it in there. It’s cool but it smells like dead 
mice and mold. So here we are.” Del finished. She eyed Aster and Sammie and bared her teeth 
at Meli.  “Frankly, I’d rather go back to the mudhole. You people have fun.” She turned her 
back on them all and began to stride away through the grass. 

“NO!” Molly shrieked. 

Del jumped and spun around. “WHAT?!” she scanned the ground, raising her summer skirt as 
she went on guard against venomous creatures lurking in the meadow stalks. Molly decided to 
lay it on thick and pushed Meli in the shoulder as she walked up to the irate Grubb. Meli gave 
an indignant squeak. 

Molly took Del by the hand. “You’ve got to come, too. I am leading us all on a glorious QUEST! 
And Meli’s sorry, she didn’t mean to offend you.” 

“But I didn’t offend her!” Meli started but noticed the look on Del’s face. “Oh, I’m sorry! I didn’t 
mean to!” It was Del’s turn to roll her eyes and she pulled away. Molly threw a desperate look 
at Sammie. If anyone could convince Del, he could. Del liked him. A lot. Which pleased him 
immensely because not many people, outside of his family, liked him at all. Oh, Sammie 
Gardner, y’know, the Ringbearer’s Bastard. I swear that sort of indecency shouldn’t be 
ALLOWED! Molly’s fists clenched. 

He sprang into action. “Del!” Sammie let go of Aster’s hand. “We’re going into the Old Forest. 
We’re going to have an adventure.” His voice dropped dramatically. “You don’t want to miss 
out on that, do you?” Delphinium humphed. “It’s dangerous in there and we really can’t do 
without you, y’know.” He reached out and pulled on her arm. 



“Uuerrr.” Del mumbled, looking into Sammie’s beautifully large eyes. He gave her his best 
smile and slid his fingers down to hold her hand. She sighed, defeated, and tucked her hair 
behind her ear as she cocked her head towards him. She batted her eyelashes. “Now tell me I’m 
beautiful and delectable.” 

Sammie grinned and passionately clasped her hand to his breast. “You’re beautiful! You’re 
delectable!” Aster giggled. “Meleth!” He continued. “Darling! Sugar Dumpling! Sweetie-boos! 
Uhhh…” Del was giving him a look that Molly couldn’t describe but it was making her own 
stomach do strange flip-flops. Sammie went red. “My air! My light! My all!” he gasped and 
Aster giggled louder. Molly was suddenly frantic. If Del thought Sammie was making fun of 
her she would leave. If Del left, Aster, an intensely loyal friend, would follow her. And Sammie 
would follow Aster and… 

Del pulled away and stopped him, laughing. Molly was relieved. “Fine. Fine, I’ll go. If only to 
save you idiots from being eaten by the trees.” 

“Eaten by the trees?!” Aster asked, suddenly alarmed. 

Del bit a finger in mock horror. “I’ve been in there before. They move around. They watch. They 
wait.” 

"Shall we go, then?!" Daisy demanded, glaring at Del who was enjoying Aster’s panic. Daisy 
rather obviously needed a breast band but she wasn’t wearing one. Molly smacked herself in 
the head and looked away. Meli blinked at her, puzzled, but Molly didn’t explain herself. She 
couldn’t. She just couldn’t. Oh, the trees…they were perfectly still, cool and inviting. Too 
inviting? Molly sighed. What an imagination. Why would trees want to lure them? “FOLLOW 
ME!” she shouted and snatched Meli's hand as the two took the lead again. 

“I really am sorry, Del.” Meli muttered, looking back. Del shrugged a shoulder and Molly 
frowned. Del better not throw any rocks at Meli. 

One by one the six slipped out of the sunlight and into the gloom of the forest. Yes, the heat 
wasn’t as bad but there was such a gloom here. Molly suddenly shivered. Picking a path she 
resolutely continued walking. 

The trees seemed to close in, breathing down their necks as if trees could breathe. Spiderwebs 
shrouded their branches. “No, it’s moss. Just moss.” Molly decided. 

“Hm?” 

“Nothing.” Faster, Molly, you must go faster. Molly obeyed the strange sense of urgency and 
set a quick pace for the others to follow. 

 

The shade just wasn’t helping. Maybe if I went and rolled in the mud. Merry thought wearily as 
he leaned against a water barrel and surveyed the prone bodies of countless Brandybucks, 



several Gardeners, a Baggins, a Bunce, a Grubb and a Took trying to escape the heat underneath 
a towering oak tree. Buckland was sweltering and its Master was miserable. “Master 
Meriadoc?” said a small voice near his knee. 

Merry jumped and looked down at the young Hobbit nervously bowing to him. “Hullo! At 
your service!” 

Clearly heartened by the cheery greeting the boy straightened. “Farmer Bunce said you wanted 
to be told when his new racing pony was foaled.” 

“It’s happening now?!” 

“Yessir.” 

“PIP! Hoy, Pip!” Merry called, striding over to the one Took. Master Peregrin opened one eye. 
“Bunce’s new pony is coming. I’ve got twenty silver pennies and the old goat’s entire plum 
orchard riding on what color it is. Let’s go!” 

“I might as well die on my feet.” Pippin agreed and crawled upright. “Frodo! You too!” 

The lone Baggins winced. “Bunce’s farm is three hours ride away.” he complained. 

“Just on the off-chance that it’s cooler there than here?” Pippin pleaded, reinforcing his request 
with action as he hefted Frodo bodily off the ground. 

Frodo staggered. “Well, if you put it that way. Sam? Coming?” 

“Nngh.” 

“C’mon, Sam. Or I’ll send Pip over there.” Sam started and slowly got up, yawning. Merry was 
amused, and just a touch resentful, at the way Sam’s Rosie and all their children immediately 
followed his example and soon the Gardners were ready to leave, too. He wished his own son 
was so ready to go wherever Merry led but the lad was an independent cuss…speaking of 
whom, Boromir Brandybuck and Pippin’s son Faramir soon joined the party. And since Rosie 
was going Hope Grubb, Estella and Diamond also struggled to their feet. Merry decided the 
younger children, his own Molly and her friends out playing at the waterhole, last he heard, 
could last the day in Brandy Hall without them. 

Sam’s oldest daughter Elanor, called Elanor the Fair and rightly so, walked past to join her 
family and Merry saw one of Brandy Hall’s hunters, Farmer Bunce’s own youngest grandson, 
watching her as she went. Not unusual in and of itself but the lad had such a sad smile on his 
ugly face. As if he were watching a glorious and unattainable dream fade away but was glad of 
the treat of seeing it. Merry doubted Elanor even knew his name. Poor lad. Moved, Merry called 
out to him. “Pug Bunce!” 

Pug lifted his head from where it was resting on his panting hound dog, Huan. “Sir!” 



“You’re in charge while I’m gone. Try to keep everyone from getting too excited.” Pug’s eyes 
widened in surprise and delight and he looked around at the mass of collapsed Brandybucks. 

“I can only try to restrain these wild beasts, sir.” He vowed and several people laughed. 

One of his friends, Ardal Brandybuck, found the strength to roll over and tease him. “If any 
trouble comes up you can just frighten it away with your looks!” 

Pug was nothing if not good-natured. “It’s worked before!” he exclaimed to more laughter and 
gave Merry a salute before dropping his head back onto his dog. Elanor looked at him 
interestedly and Pug, pretending not to notice, self-consciously lowered the brim of his hat 
further over his eyes. Merry chuckled. Well, at least she’d seen him. And a Bunce in charge of 
the Brandybucks? This should be an interesting day. 

 

“When does the fun begin, Molly?” Daisy groused.  

"Hey, wait up! We've left Aster behind!" Sammie turned around and jogged back to where Del 
was threatening to drag Aster by the hair. Everyone stopped. Aster was wailing about briars 
and Meli dropped Molly’s hand to nurse a sore arm. Molly stared blankly at them all and 
restrained herself from stomping in frustration. 

"I think I’ve had enough of this Quest. You're pulled my arm off, Molly. We want to take a rest 
and the further we go the darker it gets." Meli began to reason. 

There's no time. 

"There's no TIME!" Molly shrieked. "We have to hurry!" Meli stepped back, shocked. Molly’s 
panic echoed clearly through the dim, gnarled trunks and branches. The six of them bent 
slightly under the sudden forbidden shadows of the dark, dark trees. Molly clapped a hand 
over her mouth and tears suddenly gleamed in her eyes. I’m afraid I’m afraid I’m afraid we 
should have picked blackberries. She watched as Meli turned fearfully to Daisy who turned to 
Sammie who turned to Aster who turned to Del who…oh no… 

…had abandoned Aster and Sammie and was striding towards Molly with the cold, sweet smile 
she usually reserved for people who were about to get a thumping. “Ehhssxcuse me?” Del 
asked as she leaned towards Molly. 

“We…can’t stop…we can’t rest…there’s no time!” Molly begged. Del studied her carefully and 
her sharp grin faded away. “Del…Meli…please…” Something wet on her face…drips from the 
moss? No. Tears. Tears were sliding down her face and Molly wiped at them, horrified and 
confused, as if they were blood. Meli sidled up next to her and threw an arm across her 
shoulders. It only made Molly feel worse. “We have to go on!” 

“All right! Molly, it’s all right, I’ll go with you.” Meli soothed. 



“Molly?” Del pressed and her voice was uncharacteristically gentle. 

“I don’t know. Please, we have to hurry.” Molly stopped crying. Crying wouldn’t help. 

The trees suddenly groaned and their branches flexed and waved. But there was no wind. Not 
so much as a breeze. Sammie and Aster gasped. Meli's grip tightened and Daisy darted to 
Sammie's side. Molly was strangely unsurprised and she watched impassively as Del studied 
the boughs above her before putting a cautious hand on the nearest trunk. She ran her fingers 
over the bark. Del looked at Molly again. “Do you have any idea at all what’s going on?” 

“No.” Molly waited a beat. “Do you?” 

Del stared at her. “No. This isn’t my quest.” 

“All I know is we have to go in. We’re NEEDED, Del.” 

“We’re needed.” Del repeated and her chin went up as she quickly decided. “Well, all right, 
then. I’ll go along, too.” Molly closed her eyes in surprise and relief. She had Meli. She had Del. 
She turned around and sized up the others. Then she pointed to the youngest of them. “Aster, 
go back to Brandy Hall.” 

“What? Why?” Aster had gone terribly pale as she wildly gaped at the leaves and twigs 
weaving above her. She desperately returned Sammie’s comforting hug. 

“This…this Quest isn’t for you. Go back to the hall and tell them we’re all in deep trouble. The 
path is clear and you have to run.” 

“What trouble? Where?!” 

“HERE! WE NEED HELP!” Molly shouted. The children had drawn closer together and her 
shout was unnecessary but it soothed her.  “Aster, we’re in deep trouble. We’re going into 
worse trouble. I feel it. You have to bring us help.” Sammie’s eyes were closed as if he were 
trying to listen to sounds no one else could hear. Suddenly, he opened them and they were 
wide with shock and fright. “Get my Dad.” Molly breathed. “Get my Dad. We need help, Aster, 
and you need to go now.” Aster was wringing Sammie’s collar with fright and looked wildly 
around at the black forest. She looked so small. “You…you…I know you don’t want to go 
where we’re going.” Molly looked down the path ahead. She could see nothing, nothing to be 
afraid of, really, just the dark and the trees but her skin, her very breath, was cold with fear. 
"Wherever that is." 

“By myself?” Aster whispered. 

“Who wants to go back with her?” Molly asked the world in general but looked at Sammie in 
particular. Sammie stepped away from Aster and the girl gulped in disbelief. 

“I’m not going back.” He said firmly. “Aster. No. I’m sorry. I don’t know what’s happening but 
I’m sticking with the Quest.” Molly sighed in gratitude. “Daize? You go back.” 



“And leave you? Honestly!” Daisy replied immediately. 

“Don’t even ask me.” Meli stuck out her bottom lip. 

Aster looked wildly about at Delphinium. “Are they joking? This is really mean if they’re 
joking.” 

“They’re...” Del began but stopped as she looked at her own arms with surprise. Molly looked, 
too, and saw Del’s skin rise into shockflesh.  Del continued, rubbing her arms. “No. No. This is 
no joke at all. Go, Aster.” Del made a strange sort of releasing motion, as if she were freeing a 
dove from her hands. “Go back.” Molly saw Daisy whirl around as if a ghost had trailed a cold 
finger down her spine. Daisy brought up her hand and frantically scrubbed at her neck. 

“They feel it, too.” Molly whispered to a pale Meli. “Don’t you?” Meli stood still as a statue and 
didn’t answer. 

“Oh, we’re in for it now.” Daisy said with the utmost conviction. “This is all your fault, Molly.” 

“I know.” the Brandybuck nodded, resigned. 

“But, Del…” Aster was still pleading with Delphinium. 

Molly lost her temper at last. “ASTER, WE NEED YOU TO SAVE US!!” she screamed. Aster 
gasped and jumped back. “We’re depending on you. Bring help. You can do it, I’m sure of 
you.” Tears welled in Aster’s large eyes. 

Sammie gently turned her around until she was facing the direction they had come. He kissed 
her on the cheek. “We have to keep going. Something is here. Something awful and we have to 
stop it.” The trees waved even harder, creaking and moaning as if they were pleading. Aster 
stared up at them. “Save us.” Sammie echoed.  “Go. The path back is perfectly clear.” He kissed 
the back of her head and gave her a gentle push. Aster glanced back at them once. Then she was 
gone, as fast as her small legs could manage, bobbing ridiculously in her fright with her arms 
straight out ahead of her. She rounded a bend and disappeared. 

Molly groaned. “We have to run, too. Hurry. Hurry!” The trees made a path that was clean and 
smooth as a stream. Molly pelted along it, deeper and deeper into the forest, with her four 
friends directly behind her as if all were seized by madness. 

 

It seemed she had been running through the dark forever and Aster gave a great sob of relief as 
she burst out into the bright sunlight at last. Her side was throbbing with pain and her legs 
were cramping but she didn’t dare stop. The heat swallowed her whole and she found it almost 
too hard to breathe. Her thoughts were nonsensical and frantic with panic. She shot through the 
grass towards Brandy Hall. Find Master Meriadoc…he’s big…he can help…find Master 
Pippin…he’s big, too…help help help…She ran and ran and ran. Please help Sammie please 
please…help! 



Molly was crawling. Creeping forward through the underbrush as silently as mist she stared 
straight ahead, fixated on only she knew what. Sammie shivered to look at her but he still 
followed, inching along the ground behind her. Meli was at her side. Sammie himself was 
flanked by Del and Daisy and he felt strangely safe sandwiched between them though their 
over-protectiveness annoyed him under normal circumstances. 

He was terrified for them. His friends were creeping into danger and he would rather be here 
all alone than watch them get hurt. Sammie could count on the fingers of one hand the number 
of good friends he had outside of his immediate family. It wasn’t easy for the Shire’s Leading 
Bastard Child to get close to people. Sammie sighed and counted, tapping the loam with his 
fingertips. Let’s see, there was Aster, Del, Meli and Molly. If anything happened to them, he 
would do himself a fatal injury, he really would. 

Not a single thorn, root or twig impeded their progress and he shuddered as he wondered why. 
Were they being led to Old Man willow? Were they going to be eaten? But no, Aster had freely 
left the forest. So, if the trees had meant them harm then they would have been squashed long 
before now. He wondered if Aster had made it to Brandy Hall safely and if she were afraid. He 
wished he could be at her side now but she was heading away from danger. She was well. It 
was selfish of him to wish she were with him. When was this going to end? He felt Del give him 
a warning tug on his hair and he stopped, cursing himself for not noticing that they had reached 
the edge of a dark clearing and Molly was motioning them to be still. They slithered quietly up 
beside her and looked out. 

What he saw confused him. Opposite the clearing a small copse of saplings were completely 
wrapped in white linen. White linen? Then Sammie saw movement in the dark. Small scuttling 
creatures… his eyes finally recognized what he was seeing. Spiderwebs. The creeping 
things…spiders. Giant Spiders! 

“Mirkwood Spiders.” Molly breathed. “Look! Look, they’re choking that entire grove!” 

“They’re small. They only come up to our knees.” Meli answered. 

“That’s quite big enough for me, thank you.” Daisy murmured and continued, for Del’s benefit, 
“Uncle Pippin killed two on the edge of the forest, years ago. He said they were big as 
Boarhounds. He barely got away.” she was shaking and Sammie rubbed her back. Del was 
visibly impressed. 

“They’re…maybe they’re hatchlings?” Sammie offered. Daisy nodded in agreement. Molly was 
chewing her knuckle, staring out at the creatures. Del and Meli were grim and silent. Sammie 
pointed at the wrapped trees. “Yes, they’re hatchlings. Look at all of them crawling through 
there. It’s a nest! We found a nest.” Sammie watched the arachnids crawl and spin in fascinated 
horror. “It’s huge. If all these grew up and had nests of their own they could blanket the entire 
Forest.” Was that a wince from a TREE? Sammie ignored the sound and fought back his sudden 
nausea. It was all well and good to play at Mirkwood Spider Battles but this! Sammie suddenly 
had a deeper respect for his Uncle Pippin and his long-lost Uncle Bilbo. Attercop, attercop. 



“Nasty.” Del decided. “You can just feel the nastiness. I can practically smell it.” Her face 
twisted with disgust as she followed the trail of one of the monsters with her eyes. “Those 
things are evil.” Sammie swallowed.  He could feel it too. Del could smell it, well, he could see 
it, as if every one of the darting beasts had a foul light within them. No, not a light…a dark. 
Mobile globs of blackness with too many legs. He shivered and Del patted his leg comfortingly. 
He almost jumped directly out of his skin at that and was immediately embarrassed. Del didn’t 
touch him that often and he always overreacted when she did. Fool. 

 

He studied the creatures. “We’d better go back now…” Sammie started to say when he felt Del 
flinch beside him. 

“Don’t scream.” she suddenly hissed to them all. They all looked around frantically but there 
was nothing to see. 

Del wasn’t giving anything away either. Her eyes were fixed on the ground and she rose up on 
her knees to stretch across Sammie. She grasped Daisy with one hand and clutched the back of 
his burning neck with the other. Sammie’s heart was in his throat. “Don’t scream, Sammie. 
Don’t scream, Daisy. You’ll bring them all down on us if you do. They’ll kill us.”  

“Del…what?” Her hands covered their mouths. She nodded at Molly and Molly clapped a hand 
over Meli’s mouth. Meli obligingly returned the favor. 

Seeing they were properly suppressed Del whispered. “I know why Pip didn’t meet us now.” 
she looked straight up and they followed her gaze. Sammie gasped, threw his arm over his 
eyes, and dove into the leaf litter of the forest floor to escape the terrible sight above his head. A 
shrill whine issued from Daisy’s throat and she clawed at Del’s hand. Sammie felt the strength 
in Del as she leaned over him, fighting to keep her hand over Daisy’s mouth. Daisy suddenly 
sobbed and went limp. Sammie sat up, pulled his sister to his chest, and buried his head in her 
neck. Del took her hands away from them both and collapsed in on herself. Meli and Molly 
were clutching each other, their faces turned away, hidden from the awful, awful view, and 
Molly’s shoulder’s trembled with necessarily silent sobs. Sammie watched her shake her head 
back and forth. Back and forth. Back and forth.   

Sammie forced himself to look up again. My brother my brother my brother…Peregrin Gardner 
was hanging head downwards from the branch of a tree directly above their heads. His body 
was tied with sickly pale streamers of spider silk and his empty eyes seemed to gaze directly 
into Sammie’s own. 

He was dead. 

 

Huan raised his head from the ground and whined, staring into the distance. “What is it, dog?” 
With a great bark Huan jumped to his feet and Pug’s head hit the ground. The hound began to 



race across the field. Pug struggled to his feet and stared in surprise after him. Then he saw her. 
A little girl. She was running, running, running towards them. Is she insane? Running in this 
heat? Suddenly Pug could hear her shrill cries. He toed his friend in the chest. “Find the healer 
for me, please, Ardal. Something is wrong here.” 

 

 

“Oh, Pip, I’m so sorry.” Del whispered up to her dead friend. “I’m so sorry for you.” Sammie 
gently grasped her hand and brought it to his mouth. Just as much to comfort her as to block his 
own cries of pain and loss. She squeezed his hand. 

Sammie moved out from beneath his brother and dragged Del and Daisy with him. Did the 
spiders bring Pip here? Or had the trees? Bait to ensure that the children brought help? Sammie 
stared at his brother’s face. This isn’t true. This isn’t happening. 

A string of saliva formed on Pip’s lip and it dripped silently onto the forest floor. Sammie 
watched it fall and sudden fierce hope appeared in his chest. Sammie was a stranger to death 
but he was nevertheless quite certain that corpses didn’t drool. “He’s alive!” he hissed. 

“What?” Daisy muttered, raising her head. 

“Two poisons…the spiders have two poisons!” Sammie shook Daisy for emphasis. 

“Sh!” Del warned. 

“Remember Dad and Uncle Frodo? Dad thought that Uncle Frodo was dead but he wasn’t! And 
Bilbo! And the Dwarves! He’s not dead! Two poisons! One poison to kill and the other to…to 
knock out.” 

“How can you tell, Sammie?” Meli reluctantly studied Pip. 

“He’s slobbering.” They all stared and soon another drop of spit fell to the ground. Molly began 
to cry and buried her face in her bunched up skirt to stifle the noise. Sammie bit his hands to 
keep from whooping with joy. He was alive. Pip was alive! Soon all the children were weeping 
in earnest relief. Even Del was sniffling. 

“We’ve got to get Pip down.” Molly looked as if she barely had the strength to stand up. 

Sammie assessed the situation. Pip was hanging directly above their heads. They could not 
leave the safety of the underbrush or they’d be seen by the countless hatchlings inhabiting the 
nest on the other side of the clearing. The clearing itself was alive with movement. “Del, do you 
have your knife?” Del produced the small clasp blade from a deep pocket and handed it over. 

“Why are you always armed?” Meli hissed at Del. 

“I’m not armed, I’m PREPARED!” Del snarled back. 



Sammie interrupted. “We’ll cut him down with this,” he clicked it open. 

“We’d be seen.” Molly whispered back. “We could go back for help. Your Dad is death on 
spiders. He got Shelob! He’d know what to do.” 

“What if they decide to eat Pip while we’re gone? The sun’ll be setting soon. We won’t even 
have enough light to find our way back to him.” Sammie countered. 

 

Molly turned to him in exasperation. “We can get him down but we’d have the entire nest on 
us. We’ll all wind up hanging like Yule ornaments. And the trees might not let us leave if we 
don’t help that smothered grove. Oh, we’re stuck here.” 

“We can fight!” Daisy decided. 

“No, we’ll get killed.” Meli answered. “Honestly, Daize, you can’t fight EVERYTHING!” 

“Light.” Del murmured, ransacking her pockets again. She pulled out string, a comb, a pretty 
stone and, finally, a tiny tinderbox. Sammie wondered why Del was always prepared with the 
necessities of a Ranger. “That nest looks pretty dry.” Del said. “I bet setting it on fire would 
distract those things long enough for us to grab Pip and get away.” A sudden moan from a 
nearby tree made Del flinch. “It’s alright!” she hissed into thin air. “The NEST is dry but the 
wood isn’t! The grove’ll get a little scorched, that’s all.” She waited for a further protest but 
received none. 

“And just who is going to go over there and torch the nest?” Daisy scoffed. 

Del answered her immediately. “I will. It’s my idea so I’m the one to go.” 

“And you’ll be the one to die, instead of Pip. No. Forget it, Del.” Sammie refused. She looked at 
him as if he were phenomenally stupid. 

“Does anyone have a better idea?” She asked and began to gather dry brush and sticks together 
as the others wracked their brains. She picked up a pine knot, heavy with tar, and tucked it into 
her waistband with satisfaction. She began to gather rocks and dropped them into her pockets. 
Sammie watched her and his panic was rising. He genuinely couldn’t think of a better plan. 
“Look.” she clarified. “I can go through the underbrush of the forest, circle around, come up on 
the nest from behind, throw lit pinecones in and take off running. They’ll be distracted from me, 
too.” She began to tie her skirt into knots to keep it out of her way. “And the trees will help. 
WON’T you?” The branches above her head swayed in an agreeable manner and Pip’s body 
bobbed up and down. Del skidded over to the nearest trunk and gave it a hug and kiss. With 
her skirt up like that Sammie could see all of her legs. Her thighs were pale as moonlight and 
looked soft to the touch. Sammie yanked his own hair for thinking of such a strange thing at 
such a time. 



The other girls began to tie their skirts up, too, and Sammie sighed. Looked like Del’s plan was 
it, then. He rolled up the wide cuffs of his trousers. 

Molly was thinking hard. “Sammie and me, we’re the strongest, we’ll carry Pip.” she decided. 
“Meli, you’re the smallest. You climb the tree, go out on the branch and cut him down as soon 
as the nest catches fire.” She took Del’s knife away from Sammie and handed it to Meli. Meli 
took it and shuddered. 

 

“What about me?” Daisy asked, her hands balled into fists. 

Molly answered her. “You go with Del.” Sammie tried to hide his apprehension over that. He’d 
be all alone. If they got out of this he’d never get miffed at their coddling ever, ever again. 
“Guard her back while she lights the fire. Find a really stout branch and get ready to swing it.” 
She chewed her lip. “Get some rocks, too. Clubs. Clubs for all of us.” They busied themselves, 
gathering ammunition and stroking what they found as if they could magically pull courage 
directly from the crude weapons. 

 

“Heat exhaustion.” The Head Healer, Doll Brandybuck, diagnosed, poking at the prone little 
body while Pug, Ardal and Huan looked on. “Damn terrible case, too. This girl has had a fright. 
What did she say again?” 

Pug tried to fit a name to the child and couldn’t. “Just some babbling about the Old Forest. I’ll 
check it out but I think the heat’s got to her, really.” 

“She’s the fifth one today. I wish those storm clouds would hurry up.” Doll patted her flushed 
cheeks with a soaked handkerchief and gave Pug’s hound a dirty look. Huan was worse than a 
mother hen where hurt children were concerned and he had followed Pug right into the 
healer’s quarters. “Well, she’s still sweating so that’s a good sign. Don’t give her anything to 
drink until she’s cooled down more. Certainly don’t dip her in water, the shock could kill her. 
We’ll put her in the cellars. Nice and cool down there.” 

“It smells like mouse turds down there.” Pug countered, wrinkling his crooked nose. Aster 
Digg-Tooter. “Oh, no.” He slapped his head in despair. 

“What?” Ardal asked him. 

“I remember her, now. Her name is Aster. She’s a guest of the Master’s. Came up with the 
Gardners from Hobbiton. She’s a friend of Molly’s.” Pug attention was suddenly drawn to 
Huan. He had thought the dog was sniffing Aster in concern. He wasn’t. His brindle fur was 
rising in a ridge from his neck all the way to his tail and a low growl suddenly boomed from his 
throat. The dog could smell something. Something wrong. Doll stood frozen. 



“Huan! Down!” Pug ordered and the dog backed away, still growling. Aster stirred and Doll 
rushed to her. 

“Oh, if Molly went into the Forest…if anything’s happened to his daughter while the Master 
was gone.” Doll moaned. 

Pug looked at Ardal in horror and pointed at him. “Ardie, please gather up a crowd, there’s 
trouble in the Old Forest.” Ardal gave a grimace of fright and darted out the door. Pug shouted 
after him, “And get my bow! And the other hunters! Have everyone meet back home at the 
Game Cabin!” Pug heard a faint affirmative and turned to point at the healer. “Send someone 
down the road to fetch the Master back.” 

“It’ll be hours before he gets here!” 

“PLEASE!” Pug yelped and Doll jumped and called for her oldest daughter. She kept her hands 
on Aster as if afraid the dog, which was still snarling and pacing, would savage her patient. Pug 
dragged his hands through his long boar-bristle hair and gave his braid a savage yank. Why did 
the Master pick now to leave!? Why did he take the best fighters with him?! WHY did he leave 
ME in charge?! He ran out the door, Huan barking at his heels. 

 

Molly waited, still as a stone underneath the cover of the bushes at the edge of the spider’s 
clearing. And waited. And waited some more. Where were Del and Daisy? Where was the fire? 
How long had it been? It was getting even darker if that was possible. Storm clouds were 
moving in. Where were they? Where was the fire? If it began to rain before the nest was 
destroyed… Molly felt a hand close comfortingly around her ankle.  It was Sammie’s and he 
smiled at her. She took comfort from this. If Sammie wasn’t panicking then perhaps things 
would go well. He had a special sort of foresight that he had inherited from his ‘Uncle’ Frodo. 
Why hadn’t the trees called him? Because it was her quest. Molly Brandybuck’s Quest of the 
Spider’s Nest. No. Molly’s Old Forest Adventure. Oh, that was terrible. Molly’s Last Stand. No, 
certainly not! Where were they? Where was the fire? 

With a crackle and a roar the trees suddenly blazed with scarlet light. The flames shot through 
the dry webs and leapt high. Pip’s hanging body cast a shadow that swung slowly back and 
forth over the pale faces of his family. “Go, Meli, go!” Meli scrambled up the tree. Molly could 
hear the spiders begin to react. They were screaming. The clearing exploded into movement 
as…hundreds of them oh no there are HUNDREDS of them…the creatures began to run, 
burning, from the fire. Molly stood up, ready to fight. 

“Molly, help!” Sammie shouted. Molly dashed to his side. Meli had reached Pip’s spiderweb 
and was having some difficulty cutting him down. Del’s knife was razor sharp but the webbing 
was attached to the underside of the branch at an awkward angle and Meli had to lean 
dangerously far over to hack at it. Suddenly the cord was severed, Meli's branch snapped up, 
Pip fell, and Molly and Sammie crashed to the forest floor as they clumsily caught him. No one 
caught Meli. With a shriek she fell into the bushes. 



“MELI! Meli?” 

“I’m fine.” Meli gasped as she struggled out of the clutching briars. She was scratched and 
bleeding everywhere but still retained a death grip on the knife. 

“THEY’RE COMING!” Sammie screamed and Meli whirled to pick up her own club, lying 
ready on the ground. 

“Hurry, Sammie.” Molly and Sammie hefted Pip’s dead weight between them and began to run 
down the path. 

 

 

 

”What do you mean you won’t go in?” Pug exclaimed. The Chief Hunter, Philo Brandybuck, 
faced Pug with his legs set belligerently wide. The other hunters and gamekeepers, some 10 in 
all, were ranged along the porch of the Game Cabin which was situated within an orchard of 
dogwoods just on the inside of the High Hay and they were all subdued and doubtful. There 
was a gate to the Forest here and it was open. A curious, tense crowd had gathered and the 
cabin was surrounded by Hobbits. 

“We don’t have any PROOF that Molly’s in there! I’m not risking mine or my hunters’ necks on 
a rumor!” 

“Philo!” Everyone turned as Strongwill Bunce, Pug’s cousin and the only non-trapper that lived 
in the cabin made his way carefully down the steps, his fingers brushing alone the rail. “Philo, 
can’t you feel the air? It’s heavy. Waiting. Whether Molly is in the Forest or not, something is 
about to happen.” There was a soft murmur of agreement from the audience. 

Philo ignored everyone. “Don’t give me that nonsense, Will, you’re only backing up your 
cousin.” 

Will turned towards Philo’s voice. “And you’re only a coward.” Will said with finality and a 
shocked gasp went up from all sides. Philo opened and shut his mouth in a sudden rage. “And 
the Master left Pug in charge, not you. We do what he says.” 

“Shut up, you damned blind fiddler!" 

“QUIET!” Pug barked and Philo turned to him with his fists clenched. “We’re going into the 
Forest and that’s it.” 

“Make me, boy!” 

POW! 



Philo hit the dirt and ogled the sky in stunned confusion as blood seeped from his mouth. Pug 
shook his hand and ignored the whoops, gasps and shrieks from the crowd. “Is he still 
conscious?” Will asked with a grin. Pug turned to answer when a horrible, pained groan filled 
the air and the earth trembled. Not even the ice creaking in the Brandywine River in the depths 
of winter was as loud as this and Pug stared around in sudden fear and confusion. 

“THE FOREST! THE FOREST!” someone screamed. 

 

Pug turned and watched the forest in horror as the branches churned and waved. There’s no 
wind. There’s no wind…he thought stupidly and suddenly there was a path before the gate 
leading inside the wood. It hadn’t been there before. People began to scatter, shrieking. “STOP! 
QUIET! They’re not attacking!” he shouted and the panicked Hobbits slowly became still as 
they saw that this was true. The High Hay wasn’t being rushed again. 

“Pug!” Will’s horrified voice rang out. “I just heard a child scream!” 

“I didn’t hear anything.” 

“I…I swear I heard it!” Will’s hands came up to press against his head and the sight of his 
phlegmatic cousin in a confused panic decided Pug instantly. 

“I’m going in.” He tightened the strap on his quiver of arrows and checked to make sure his 
knife hilt was secure. Huan yowled and pelted back and forth in a frenzy. “Anyone else?” 

“Me.” Ardal said at once. His younger brothers, the twins Theovald and Theodore, green and 
frightened but eager, grabbed up their shiny new bows and stood beside their big brother. No 
one else moved. 

“Philo?” Pug asked. 

The hobbit was on his feet and gaping at the Forest. A smudge of smoke was rising from the 
depths of it and Pug wondered what it might mean. Philo shook his head. “No. No, I’m not 
going in there.” 

“It’ll be your ass when the Master comes back.” Will warned him. “Anything happens to his 
daughter and he’ll twist your head off with his bare hands.” 

Philo visibly wavered but then his jaw set again. “I don’t care. I’m not going.” 

“Fine. Make yourself useful on this side of the Hay and close down the Buckland.” Pug ordered 
between clenched teeth. “Get everyone into Brandy Hall and close and lock all the doors. Arm 
yourselves. Will, make sure they do it.” 

Strongwill nodded. “Be careful, cousin.”  he said and his fists were clenched in helpless fury. 



Pug drew an arrow out of his quiver, fitted it loosely to his bow, and looked at his friends. They 
nodded. They were ready. “Let’s go.” was all Pug said and, with Huan howling rapturously, 
they ran into the Forest. 

 

The spiders’ first instinct had been escape. Those that could scattered in all directions as the 
flames devoured the slow and the weak. Several followed the strange instinct that drew moths 
to light and were themselves drawn to their doom. Several more blindly returned to the nest 
seeking the safety it had always been and found none. The smoke confused many and they set 
upon each other, fighting, clawing and killing. The webs burned and burned and burned. It 
didn’t take long before nothing but the green wood remained and the trees and saplings stood 
straight and tall and free, if a little singed, once more. 

The fire consumed a few dead leaves and a scattering of old, rotten branches before it died as 
well. 

The survivors began to reappear. Drastically reduced in number they wandered aimlessly 
through the devastation and hissed and struck at each other. Suddenly a voice like the scraping 
of glass on glass was raised in fury. “Where’s the fresh meat?! It’s gone!” Pip’s tree was 
frantically searched but there was no sign of him. 

One of the larger and more intelligent spiders spoke up. “Stolen! Stolen! Thieves!” 

“Thieves!” 

“Find them! Catch them!” 

The big spider found the children’s trail and raised the alarm. “This way! This way!” With 
horrible speed it bounded away and dozens of its brethren followed. 

“Catch them! Catch them!” 

“KILL THEM!” 

 

The first wave of spiders had run heedlessly past the children when the nest first burst into 
flame. Then Del and Daisy had reappeared and surprised their friends so badly that their 
chorus of screams joined the hatchlings' among the dark trunks of the wood.Molly and Sammie, 
carrying Pip with Meli and Daisy at their sides and Delphinium bringing up the rear with half 
her hair burned off, had passed through and even followed behind several of the deadly 
creatures as they made their escape. Soon, they had left them all behind. But now… 

The hunt was up. 

Molly’s arms and shoulders were throbbing with pain and Sammie obviously was feeling no 
better. His face was red and sweat dripped off the end of his nose. Pip was heavy but they 



didn’t dare put him down to rest. “Move, Sammie, before you fall over.” Daisy was smaller 
than her brother, but just as strong, and she handed her club over to him as she hefted Pip 
easily. Molly, in turn, was bumped aside by Del. Panting, Molly dug a heavy rock out of her 
pocket and untucked a thick stick from her waistband. She looked at Pip’s face, cold and pale in 
the dim light. Stupid Pip. Stupid Pip and his stupid practical jokes and his stupid frogs and 
lizards that he lived to send down the collar of her dress and his stupid warm smile and his 
stupid always-trying-to-kiss-her ways and if Molly couldn’t bring him out of the Forest safely 
she was going to kill herself. 

She heard them before she saw them. They rustled through the underbrush…they shook the 
limbs of the trees… 

“They’re REALLY coming now!” Daisy shouted and she and Del dumped Pip to the ground. 
Del plucked two stones from her deep pockets and Daisy took back her club from Sammie. 
They surrounded Pip’s helpless body and faced out in all directions. 

“Kill them! Kill the thieves!” A terrible, high-pitched voice shrieked as the path became alive 
with scuttling horror. Molly screamed, threw a rock, which went wide, and took her stick in 
both hands. A spider the size of a small dog was lowering itself from a tree branch directly over 
Sammie’s head. Molly screamed again and swung. Crack! One dead, twitching spider. 

“Kill them!” The spiders shrieked. “Kill them!” 

“Attercop!” Del charged and her rock found its target. “Attercop! Attercop! Down you drop!” 
Molly felt the air of Daisy’s swing and another spider fell. Daisy hit it again and again until 
yellow goo burst from its bloated body. Meli batted another back into the trees. Sammie was 
throwing stones, too, and he was joining Del in her rendition of Bilbo Baggins’ Spider Song. 
“Lazy Lob and Crazy Cob are weaving webs to wind me!” Sammie kicked another out of his 
way.  “I am far more sweet than other meat but still they cannot find me!” Sammie and Del 
were laughing and Molly thought it was the most unpleasant sound she’d ever heard. 

One of the smaller beasts was creeping up behind Daisy. Molly took a flying leap and landed on 
it. Disgusting pus oozed from between her toes and a rank smell filled the air. “Oh, my feet’ll 
never be clean again…” The spiders were drawing back and Daisy roared at them, shaking her 
stick. Suddenly Molly realized with absolute horror that she and Daisy were the only ones 
standing next to Pip. “HEY! Come back! Everybody stay together! Come back!”   Sammie and 
Del heard and turned around, Sammie veering to yank at Meli who had been chasing down a 
particularly fat and juicy specimen with a bloodthirsty glare. The Took abandoned her prey and 
came loping along. 

“They’re joining back up together…” Molly panted. The word she wanted was ‘regrouping’ but 
for the life of her she couldn’t remember it. “Let’s go!” Sammie stepped up and he and Molly 
lifted Pip as easily as if he were a baby. Molly didn’t stop to wonder at this, she was simply 
grateful. 



“When they come again…” Del gasped. “You two keep running. Don’t give ‘em a chance to get 
all around us and trap us.” 

“Surround us.” Sammie puffed. 

“Right. What Sammie said.” Del replenished her rock supply as she ran. “Let me and Daisy and 
Meli take care of ‘em.” She whipped a stone into the bushes and Molly heard a shrill death cry. 
“Y’know, these things sound like rabbits! Like dying rabbits! Rabbits caught by dogs…being 
killed.” 

 

“Shut up, Del!” Molly panted. 

“Well, they do!” Del asserted but she did shut up. They ran. In the trees above their head, the 
hatchlings ran, too. 

It was a deadly game the young of the forest were playing. 

 

“Sir! Sirsirsir!” Master Meriadoc watched in horror as Rivendell Brandybuck, the head healer’s 
daughter, rode her exhausted pony right into Gaffer Bunce’s front garden and fell off at his feet. 
“Sir! Sir!” He dropped his drink on the grass and hoisted her upright. The top of her head 
barely reached his waist and she was clearly terrified as she gaped up at him. 

“What?! What is it?” They were suddenly surrounded by fearful Hobbits. 

She gulped in air. Frodo Baggins offered his cool drink to her but she shook her head, refusing 
it. “The Old Forest, sir. It’s gone mad. Branches whipping around…” she waved her arms. 
“…and groaning…frantic...” Rivendell looked into his face, gulped, and took a cautious step 
back, extricating herself from his strong hands. “Aster Digg-Tooter came running into the Hall 
alone, sir. She was hysterical…Muh…Molly…” At his expression she quailed and took another 
step back directly into Elanor’s arms. Ellie hugged her tight and whispered some words of 
encouragement in her ear and the girl immediately calmed. Elanor had that effect on people. 
Merry, however, was going to start screaming soon. Rivendell looked up at him again. “Aster 
was exhausted by the heat but she’s fine. She woke up long enough to give me and my mother 
the story before I left. Molly’s in the forest, sir. So is…” She looked around and swallowed. Ellie 
rubbed her back. “So is Meli Took.” Pippin and Diamond flinched. “Sammie and Daisy 
Gardner…” Sam and Rosie and all their children went pale. “And Delphinium Grubb.” 

“That little monster. I’ll kill her!” Hope began to wring her hands and Boromir put a steadying 
arm across her shoulders. 

Merry exploded. “WHY?! Did she say why they went in?” 



“Aster said Molly was taking them on a Quest.” Rivendell cringed at the torrent of curses from 
all directions at that.  “But the further they went in the stranger things got. Aster said something 
was awfully wrong in the forest and the children were being drawn towards it. She said she 
was ‘let go’ to bring back help.” 

“How long ago was this?” 

“We don’t know how long ago they went in, sir. But it took me two hours to get here.” 
Rivendell guiltily looked at her wheezing pony. She was now solidly hidden behind Elanor and 
had a death grip around the girl’s waist. 

“And it’ll take us that long to get back. Where is Pug Bunce? What is he doing?” 

Her answer was muffled in Elanor’s back. “He told us to lock down the Bucklands. Then he got 
the hunters together and went into the forest after them.” Gaffer Bunce drove his cane into the 
ground with fury and worry. All the Bunces, who had laughed so heartily when Merry told 
them their own Pug was temporary Master of Buckland, were terrified now. Pug was much 
beloved, the homely pride of his extended family. 

“Your ponies are tired out from the heat. Take ours.” Gaffer Bunce declared. He waved his cane 
at his children and grandchildren and they all scattered to saddle up their own ponies for their 
guests. 

“Thank you, sir.” Merry said. “You wouldn’t happen to have any weapons?” 

“We’re hunters as well as farmers.” Gaffer Bunce puffed out his chest. “We’ve got all kinds of 
things.” He waved his cane again and Merry followed him into the barn. 

 

Too many there’s too many there’s too many…Meli slashed with the fruit knife again and again. 
A high-pitched and evil voice rose up, like the squeak of thin ice breaking underneath her. “It’s 
got a nasty little sting, has it?” A heavy weight hit her in the back and she went down. “Got 
you!” the thing gloated. Meli twisted and stabbed. Eight legs raked eight cuts down her front 
and long fangs dripped venom into her face. She stabbed again. And again. And again and 
again and again. 

“Yes. I’ve got a sting.” Meli struggled to her feet in time to see Daisy being pulled down by 
three of the beasts. Meli charged and they scattered. Daisy staggered back up. Her face was a 
mask of sweat, dirt, tears, yellow spider filth and blood. Her hair was tangled with webbing. 
Meli knew she looked no better. Ah, we’re going to die here. She wasn’t particularly unhappy 
about it. They had all gone through abject panic long ago and now they simply struggled to stay 
alive. But if they couldn’t do that…it would be kind of a relief, really. Meli thought of her father. 
“You can always tell the measure of a person by how well they face death.” He had said. “But I 
hope you never have to find out the truth about someone like that, Meli Lark, my darlin.’” 

“I’m a Sparrow!” she had corrected. 



“Whatever. Fly birdie!” he had yelled and threw her into the air. 

Meli looked at her friends and decided that they were measuring up just fine in their last 
moments. Molly had been bitten, and was slowing, but she still stood over Pip’s body and was 
swinging, swinging, swinging with her club. The spiders were leaving a good ten feet of space 
around her - save those stupid enough to try to drop on her from above.  Twitching bodies with 
cracked carapaces surrounded her and Molly’s face was grim and cold. 

Daisy was fighting with her bare hands. She would grab a leg, whip the creature into the air 
and slam it onto the ground. Or she would use it to batter its brethren to death, adding insult to 
injury. She was weeping hopelessly and quietly and Meli’s heart broke at the sight. This was the 
first fight Daisy had no chance of winning and she knew it. 

Del and Sammie were taking the fight to the spiders, picking their victims and leaping on them 
with glee, stomping, slashing and tearing, keeping count and singing songs. Attercop, attercop. 
They were entirely covered in gore and their voices were hoarse with shrieking laughter. 
Suddenly there was an ambush from the undergrowth and Sammie gave a shout and clutched 
his leg. Poison seeped from between his fingers. Del speared his attacker with a long branch 
and flung both branch and corpse aside. Sammie showed Del the venom on his palm and Meli 
saw her take his hand, draw him in, and kiss him on the mouth. It was all the girl could do. 
Sammie’s eyes went wide…and then he melted, simply melted, against Delphinium and his 
eyes drifted shut. Meli looked away. 

She heard a hiss directly behind her and she turned and stabbed with a quick upward thrust. 
The beast shrieked and dropped to the ground. Meli stood and panted, resting. “I shall give you 
a name.” she said to her knife. And it really was hers; if Del ever asked for it back she’d get such 
a punch. But Del wouldn’t. The dead don’t care much for possessions. Unless they were 
wraiths. Meli wondered what it would be like to be a wraith. Well, she’d soon find out. “You 
shall be called Sting Junior.” Not the most original name but she was finding it hard to 
concentrate at the moment. Another wave of monsters leapt from the bushes and floated down 
from the trees on long, cold strands. Not as many as there were before but more than enough 
for the five exhausted children. Meli watched them come with a bitter detachment. Why 
weren’t the trees helping? Possibly, they had decided that as long as their clearing was burned 
clean then what further use were the Hobbits? 

Did her father feel like this? When he stood in front of the black gates of Mordor watching the 
trolls come for him? Probably. He was saved by the eagles. No eagles would save Meli. Or 
Molly. Or any of them. This was it. This was simply it. The wave crashed into her and she went 
flying, streamers of spider-silk drifting along in her wake. She hit the ground hard, her head 
struck a hard root and the last thing she heard was Daisy’s scream of despair. 

That and a dog barking. 

 



Buckland was still, the Old Forest quiet. Everyone they passed was going about as usual but 
Merry’s group might as well have been invisible. No one called to them or so much as offered a 
cup of cool water and their eyes were turned away. The danger, whatever it had been, was 
obviously past but at what price? They know. Merry thought as a crow’s claw of despair raked 
his soul. They turned into the long, broad avenue of cherry trees that lined the front entrance 
lane of his ancestral home. They know but they’re not telling. It’s not their place to tell. We’re 
too late. Molly. Oh, my baby…blank, unspeaking and uselessly armed the group reached the 
huge, elaborately carved front door and gardens of Brandy Hall. Pug Bunce was waiting for 
them on the lawn. Merry heard Gaffer Bunce breathe out a deep sigh of relief. Behind Pug on 
the wide marble steps were arrayed Merry’s mother, Esmeralda, the Elders of Brandy Hall and 
leading representatives of all the guilds, Cooks, Tailors, Artisans etc. that the Hall contained, 
some thirty Hobbits in all. They were regally dressed in their best but free of jewelry or any 
other adornment. It was a gesture of respect. It was a sign of mourning. 

Merry groaned and dimly felt rather than heard his wife, Estella, begin to weep. Pug was a 
marked contrast to the gentry. His clothes were torn and bloody, his hair had pulled free from 
its dwarfish braid and flew wild around his face, which sported a freshly stitched gash in his 
cheek, as if he weren’t ugly enough. A full canvas bag was lying at his side. Merry stopped and 
dismounted, they all did, in brittle silence, and the exhausted ponies were led away. Merry 
strode forth to meet Pug, Estella on his right and Boromir on his left. Frodo, Sam, Pippin, 
Diamond, Rose and all their children fell in behind him. Merry was the Master of leagues upon 
leagues of land and thousands of people but without that support he would have surely fallen 
to the ground. 

He saw Pug miserably seek out his grandfather’s eyes. The Old Hobbit nodded firmly and, 
strengthened, Pug stepped forward, alone, to meet his Master. He bowed low. “Master 
Meriadoc.” 

“Hunter Bunce.” Merry answered, bowing back. 

“I have terrible news I must impart before I give you my report. I have your leave?” 

“You do.” Pug walked away from him, to Merry’s guilty joy, and all the Hobbits in Merry’s 
train went pale.  Pug passed Frodo, he passed Pippin and Diamond, he passed Hope Grubb, 
who staggered against Elanor with relief, and stopped in front of  Mayor Samwise and the 
Mistress Rose. Now it was Hope’s turn to bear up Elanor as Pug bowed again. Sam turned 
away in horror and Fro, his eldest son, caught and held him. His daughter, Goldilocks, 
wrapped her arms around them both, shock contorting her pretty face. Faramir helplessly 
rested his hand on her back. Rose, alone, stepped forward to return Pug’s courtesy and her face 
was rigid with icy control. 

Pug wasted no one’s time. “Mistress, your son, Peregrin, has been killed.” The Gardners 
clutched at each other but they kept silent. 



“Pip?!” Rose gasped. Merry was confused. Out of Sam and Rose’s children, Rivendell had said 
that only Daisy had gone into the Forest. Rose controlled herself. “How?” Esmeralda and Doll 
began to descend the front stairs. They slowly closed in on her. 

“He was killed by a new invasion of Mirkwood Spiders.” Rose closed her eyes and a chorus of 
despair and anger rose up from the Gardners. 

“Daisy and Sammie? The others?” she asked tonelessly. 

“They are hurt but they will recover.” Pug reached out but pulled back before he could touch 
her. “Somehow, they knew. They went in after him. They destroyed an entire nest to bring him 
back. I’ve never seen…I mean…I…” Pug, his eyes overflowing, opened his mouth to say more, 
a useless apology or meaningless consolation but Rose kindly put a hand on his arm, stopping 
him. She wordlessly waved him back towards Merry and Pug, bowing again, gratefully went. 
Esmeralda and Doll caught Rose by the arms and began to escort her inside the Hall. Stunned 
and numb she was easily led away. Goldilocks and Fro followed with their father between 
them. 

Frodo watched them go, his hand clutching the jewel around his neck with a white-knuckled 
grip, but he stayed on the lawn, obviously determined to hear how this nightmare happened. 
He moved to Merry’s side, and Borry gave way to him. Borry and Farry sought each other out 
and began to mutter grand schemes of revenge. The other children were gently halted by 
Diamond, Hope, Estella and various Elders and matronly aunts before they could follow their 
parents into the Hall. It would not be wise to allow all of the many Gardners into their brother’s 
death chamber at once. 

“What’s in the bag?” Merry whispered and his hands were clenched, trembling with sorrow 
and rage. 

“Spiders. Spiders the children killed themselves. Proof in...in case you didn’t believe me. I’m 
sorry. It was stupid to bring them here. I’m not thinking straight. Everything’s gone wrong. I 
haven’t done a single thing right since you left…” Pug began to babble. He wiped at the blood 
that was beginning to seep from his stitches. Merry caught Pug by the scruff of his neck and 
gently shook him. 

“How did my daughter get away?” 

“I brought her out, Sir. Ardal, Theo and Theo, and me. And my dog, Huan. A path led straight 
to them…they’d been hit pretty hard but they were alive, except for the boy, Peregrin. We ran 
out of arrows fast and took to using daggers. I could feel the trees watching us…just watching 
us…they didn’t help us at all.” Pug looked wildly up at the sky and breathed deep. Merry’s 
hands clenched his shoulders and shook him again. Pug’s tears fell then and he didn’t try to 
stop them. “After all they’d been through…the boy was dead…there weren’t many spiders left 
and they fell back. We got out of the Forest. They didn’t follow. The kids’re sleeping now in the 
healer’s quarters. They’re alright. They’re…they’re sleeping.” Pug put a hand over his mouth to 
shut himself up. 



Merry nodded. “You did everything right then. Good lad.” 

“He’s a VERY good lad.” One of the Elders, Marjoram Brandybuck, spoke up and her eyes were 
blazing though she continued to stroke Elanor’s hair tenderly as the beautiful girl cried and 
held tight to Rose-lass, her best friend and sister. “Strongwill tol’ me what happened. He and 
Ardal and Ardie’s two brothers were the only ones with the guts to go in after ‘em. All six 
would be dead if it weren’t for him.” The old lady sniffed and violently wiped at her eyes. 
Elanor looked up at Pug and he turned away from her with something very close to horror. 
Merry thumped him on the back. 

 

“Good lad.” He said again. “Good lad. We are all in your deepest debt.” Pug shook his head 
and looked on the verge of collapse. Merry understood. Killing monsters that could scream and 
curse at you were leagues away from trapping coneys in a snare. 

“Lemme take him, Master.” Gaffer Bunce said and, without any preamble, gently led his 
grandson away.  

“At first light we’ll go in and clean the survivors out.” Merry muttered to Pippin who simply 
nodded, too pained to respond.  

Marjie handed Elanor and Rose-lass off to someone else and approached Merry. “I hate to…I 
hate to tell you this but somebody’s got to. The shock has gotten to the children. They insist Pip 
isn’t dead. They kept screaming about two poisons and ‘Shelob’ and ‘Uncle Frodo’ and Bilbo 
and Dwarves and spit and all kinds of nonsense and Doll dosed them to shut them up.” 
Marjie’s face was disapproving but she looked up at him with dim hope in her eyes. “Does that 
make any sense to you? Are there two poisons?” Merry slowly turned to Frodo. 

“SAM!!” the Ringbearer exploded and, shoving aside all in his way, pelted up the stairs after 
Sam and Rosie. “ROSIE! SAM! WAIT!” 

 

Oh, the tears. Molly had woken up clean and bandaged and, somehow, it was too much for her 
to take. Her Mum was there and she lifted Molly into her arms. Her Dad pulled them both onto 
his lap and Molly cried so hard her eyes and the skin of her face were flecked with red from the 
small blood vessels that had burst. All was well. Everyone was alive. A hole had been dug for 
Pip but it was empty. He was awake and confused. He remembered nothing. She slept again.  
Healers and well-wishers came and went and there were so many of them. They all seemed to 
know what had happened and Molly wondered how. Certainly she hadn’t told them. She 
wondered who did. Too much. Just too much. There was another dose of something and 
another deep sleep. 



Then it was dawn and the rain beat against the windows. The heat was ended. It didn’t take 
long for the six heroes, plus Pip, to stagger about in search of each other and when the lost were 
found they fell against each other with terrible incoherencies of relief. More crying.  

Pug’s room was the biggest and everyone gathered there to convalesce. Doll was inclined to 
protest but Master Meriadoc had told her to leave off, or else. Pug welcomed his guests and he 
was a very comfortable and easy person to be around. One by one the children settled in; Daisy 
and Delphinium with their bruises and burns, Sammie, Pip and Molly, herself, with their 
terrible spider bites that would have been fatal to them if they had been slightly younger or the 
spiders slightly older, Meli with her concussion and lacerations and Aster without a mark on 
her playing nurse to all of them, despite Doll’s disapproval, and enjoying every second. Pug 
himself had been bitten as well and blamed his breakdown in front of his Master on the spider's 
poison. Ardal, Theo and Theo, severely banged up but still mobile, allowed him this with only a 
token amount of mock-condescending sympathy. 

 

As soon as he could comfortably move again he was going to get 'em, he swore, and everyone 
had laughed. He enlisted the support of the Spider Slaying Six, as he dubbed them, and they all 
plotted revenge. The Brandybuck hunters feigned terror. It was fun. Everyone laughed just a 
touch too loudly. It was a relief when another visitor, Pug’s cousin, Strongwill, arrived and with 
barely a hello, took out a violin and played them all to sleep. 

Now Pug was leaning weakly against the headboard of his large bed and Molly was under his 
left arm and Daisy was under his right.  Sammie and Aster were flopped down across the foot. 
Pip was wrapped in blankets on an old, faded settee and his limbs, as well as Molly’s, Sammie’s 
and Pug’s, would occasionally shake uncontrollably. An aftereffect of the poison Frodo Baggins 
had said and he would most certainly know. It was awful. Molly couldn't stop staring at Pip. 
Every once in a while he'd look towards her and she'd drop her eyes. She didn't know why. Del 
and Meli were sprawled on the rug and Huan, missing half a tail, was draped across their laps, 
in love with both of them. They were easing their nerves by petting and massaging and 
generally squishing the dog into happy submission and his tongue was lolling out so far Molly 
was afraid someone was going to step on it. 

Del was telling the story of a horrible attack from an entirely unexpected quarter and everyone 
that had the strength was laughing. "Daisy was whacking me on the head! I turned around and 
was about to smack her back when I heard...I didn't feel 'em I HEARD 'em...flames in my hair! 
She had caught my hair on fire and was trying to put me out! So, there we were, surrounded by 
webs and stings and fangs and trees with eyes and we were rolling around in the dirt beating 
the life out of each other. That's where I got this black eye." 

Daisy put her red face in her hands. "You ran into a branch! And anyway, I was trying to help 
you."  Ordinarily, Daisy would have leapt at Del for such a ridiculous accusation but she had 
been quiet and controlled ever since she’d left the forest. She seemed beaten. 



"Did you have to help me so much?" Del laughed and rubbed her poor, shorn head. Daisy just 
smiled and looked at her hands. 

“It’ll grow back…lad.” Pug teased Del and the Grubb gave him a growl that was too broken to 
be very convincing. 

Del’s voice was rough and cracked, a perfect complement to Sammie who could barely speak at 
all. We've all got raw voices. Molly thought. But those two were screaming and laughing and 
singing so hard. They had downright shocked her, the way they had thrown themselves into 
the battle with terror, yes, but joy, too. Molly knew that Del, personable as she was, could be 
wild and mean but Sammie’s reaction was a total surprise. He just seemed so gentle and quiet 
with his books and his letters and...and…every other person he met calling him foul names. 
Maybe Sammie had what her Dad called ‘pent-up anger.’ Maybe Del did, too. Maybe they just 
didn't care whether they lived or died. Maybe. Molly sighed and Pug tightened his arm on her 
for a moment. She dropped her head on his shoulder. She had always liked Pug. Now she loved 
him. She was going to marry him. Her eyes wandered over her closest friends. They had 
survived her Quest. Alive. They were alive. She hadn’t killed them. They had saved Pip. They 
had destroyed the nest. 

Molly noticed Pip watching her again and she stared at the tremor in her hands until he looked 
away. She hid her face against the hunter and drifted into sleep. 

 

Pug was on the floor, contentedly teaching Aster, Sammie, Del, Huan and Daisy how to cheat at 
cards when he saw Pip slowly get off his settee and approach the bed where the Terror Twins, 
Meli and Molly, were reclined. He climbed in next to them and Pug could just barely hear him 
and Molly murmuring to each other. Something about no more lizards or frogs or band 
snapping. Pip smiled and agreed. He threw an arm around both girls before all three dozed off. 
Awww! Thought Pug. I say those two…those three? Well, with that family anything is 
possible…he looked at Sammie and wondered if he dared to ask the boy if the rumors about the 
one big bed in Bag End’s master bedroom were true. He decided against it for now and looked 
over at the three sleepers again…those three are going to be married before they get out of their 
tweens. He smiled at them, warmed at the thought and silently wished them all the best. 

“H’lo, Elly!” Sammie suddenly brightened as his golden sister entered the room with baked 
treats heaped on a silver platter. Oh, no. Not her. Not again. I can’t stand it. Pug drooped visibly 
and Daisy bumped him with her shoulder. 

“It’s only Elly-Elle.” she whispered. 

“Yes, I knoowwww.” Pug whispered back and, out loud, thanked Elanor’s perfect feet as he 
blindly took a pastry from the tray she offered him. 

“Pug loves you.” Daisy helpfully informed the most beautiful, kindest, warmest Hobbit lass 
ever born and Pug wished the spiders had gotten him rather than suffer through this. 



“Well.” he tried to jokingly amend. “I don’t hate you, anyway. Maybe.” He took a bite. “These 
are delicious.” 

“Thank you. I made them.” Even her voice was exquisite. She could cook, too. Pug shook his 
head at the horror of his situation as she squeezed into the circle beside him. He wanted to put 
some space between himself and her but the kids weren’t budging from their tight circle. She 
was warm. If Ardal could only see him now...he’d see how miserable Pug was. She was smiling 
at him and Pug reluctantly smiled back for the briefest moment. “I’ve never seen a person with 
one green eye and one brown eye before.” she said conversationally. 

“I like his hair.” Del decided. “All wild and wiry. Like a Wild Man of the Forest!” 

“Ghan Buri Ghan.” Daisy agreed, nodding. Now they were all appraising him. Pug showed 
them his profile. 

“He’s strong and fast, too. And nice.” Aster pointed out. Her cards were showing. The girl 
didn’t have an underhanded bone in her body and Pug sighed. “And I like his nose.” She 
leaned conspiratorially towards Elanor. “He broke it falling out of a boat but he claims a troll 
did it. He told us not to…tell…oh, I’m sorry!” 

“And he’s funny. And the scar makes him interesting!” Sammie said. Elanor was still smiling at 
him with her perfect teeth and the sun existed only to shine through her gossamer hair. Pug 
wanted to die. 

“Yes.” He smiled. “I’m so ugly, I’m beautiful.” 

“Now, that IS funny.” Elanor answered. “If I had a gold piece for every time I heard someone 
say ‘She’s so beautiful, she’s ugly.’ I’d be a very rich person.” Pug scowled and glanced at her 
again. What sort of jealous beast would say a thing like that? Elanor the Fair gazed calmly back. 
He realized they were staring at each other. A revelation hit him all at once. She understood 
him. She didn’t judge by appearances as she had been judged all her life. As he had been 
judged. She actually liked him. He smiled again and this time, it was genuine. 

“Awww!” Del exclaimed. “I think they’ll cancel each other out. Their children will be all normal 
looking and boring.” Even Pug laughed at that. 

“’Pug’ can’t be your name.” Elanor said. “What’s your real name?” she leaned towards him 
expectantly. 

My real name is Kiss Me Ere I Die. “Granddad named me Goodwill.” he murmured. 

“Goodwill.” Elanor smiled. “It suits you.” 

“Ehrr…” 

“And thank you. Did I thank you?” 

“Thank me for what?” 



“For saving my brothers and sister.” 

“Ummm…” 

Elanor kissed him on the cheek and blushed. Pug couldn’t believe it. She’s gone red. She’s gone 
red over me. 

“He saved us, too!” Del declared. “Me and Meli and Molly. So that’s three more kisses!” Pug 
expected Elanor to insist that Del kiss him, then, but she didn’t. She leaned over and gave him 
three more in three different places on his right cheek. Her lips were sssoooo soft. 

“And one for Huan! Pug got that spider off his tail with his bare hands.” A kiss for Huan’s sake, 
then. Right under his green eyes on the left side. All the kids still awake were giggling. Let ‘em 
giggle. 

“And one for me!” Aster declared. 

“He didn’t save you, you saved yourself.” Sammie countered 

“Quiet, boy.” Pug warned and quickly, before he lost his nerve, leaned in and pecked Elanor on 
the lips. SOFT! They were SOFT! Before she could even react he had pulled away and was 
studying his cards again as if nothing untoward had happened at all. Aster squealed and the 
others cheered and applauded. 

Elanor was flustered and laughing. “Why, thank you!” 

“Miss Elanor.” There were no words for the way he felt. He had caught a dream in his hands. 
“You’re welcome.” 

 

It was a bright and glorious day and Meli and Molly were wandering the grounds and 
watching the children play in the sunshine. “I just feel so strange. I feel like nothing will ever be 
the same again.” Meli said and her voice was low and confused. “Del and Sammie aren't 
speaking to each other. Daisy’s suddenly afraid of her own shadow. Aster was impertinent to 
the healers. And you and Pip like each other.” 

“And you’re armed.” Molly pointed out. 

Meli closed her hand around Sting Junior in her pocket. “I’m not armed! I’m…prepared.” Del 
had let her keep the knife without complaint and was herself gifted with a gold and mother-of-
pearl inlaid replacement from Peregrin Took to her complete delight. Hope had tried to take it 
away for safekeeping but Del wouldn’t allow it. She could keep it safe herself, thank you very 
much. Surprised, Hope had backed down. We’re all so full of surprises, lately, Molly thought.  
“Nothing’s right anymore.” Meli finished. 

“Well, what’s wrong?” 



“Nothing. Nothing’s right, nothing’s wrong. It’s just…” Meli was stuck. 

“Different.” Molly finished for her and remembered Pip’s face as he cornered her under the 
cherry trees the previous night. Thank you, Molly. I owe you everything…and he had slowly 
leaned close for the thousandth time to kiss her and for the first time, ever, she had let him. It 
had been wet but nice and Molly smiled to herself, remembering. She would let him do it again. 
And speaking of Pip, ”There he is, telling stories.” 

Pip had been morbidly fascinated by the deep hole that had been hurriedly dug for him, days 
before. The terrible heat and the oncoming storm were the two major factors that almost got 
him buried alive and he was frightening his little brothers and sisters with gory tales of pale 
hands reaching out of fresh graves. Suddenly his mother appeared, coming out of a side door 
with Frodo and Merry Lad in tow, and rebuked him. The children scattered and some 
regrouped around the two girls and clamored for their attention. Molly teased them 
distractedly as she continued to watch the Gardners.  Pip gave his mother a strong hug and a 
kiss and Rosie returned them fiercely. Then she let him go so he could join Merry and the two 
wandered off. Rose sagged against Frodo and he put his arms around her. Suddenly he noticed 
Molly watching them and beckoned her over. Meli was distracted by some outrageous story 
little Bilbo was telling her about spiders hiding in the cellars so Molly left her and went. Rose 
wiped her eyes and smiled as she approached and Molly smiled back. 

“Feeling better today, Canary?” Frodo asked. 

“Lark.” Molly corrected and gave him a Glare ‘O Doom. He did that on purpose, all the grown-
ups did. He grinned at her and pulled a small silver calendar out of his pocket. It was a clever 
little device that kept the proper year and date with just a few twists of a jeweled knob and 
Molly’s eyes opened wide when she saw it. It twinkled in the sun and Uncle Frodo handed it 
right over. 

“For you. I gave one to Pip, Pug and Sammie, too. Everyone who was spider-bit. You can all get 
together every year and moan and complain about being wounded by Fang and Claw without 
hope of healing, as I do.” 

Molly was delighted. “Thank you! But I don’t think our Spiders were as bad as yours was.” 
True. The wound on her arm was red and ugly but it was a mere mosquito nip compared to the 
bite Frodo had suffered. 

“Shhh!” Frodo warned. “Don’t say that. Milk it for all it’s worth.” Molly and Rosie laughed and 
Rosie swatted at him. Frodo caught her hand and kissed her palm. Molly watched his mouth 
linger on warm skin and felt her stomach fill with rampaging butterflies. How odd and horrible 
and wonderful and…her smile was suddenly set strangely on her face and she turned away. 
“Here comes the hunters back.” she gasped. Merry, Pippin, Sam and a selection of volunteers 
and the hunters of Brandy Hall (only four in all, Pug, Ardal, Theo and Theo, as the rest had left 
the Buckland out of shame and fear of Master Meriadoc Brandybuck) were returning from 
another foray into the Forest, empty handed, except for Pug who had a brace of pheasants over 



his shoulder. “You were right, Frodo!” Sam called over. “We’ve got the lot seemingly. The trees 
didn’t want us there. Poor Ardie got a branch on the head.” Meli was abandoned as the 
youngest Gardners ran for their Dad and clamored for his attention. 

“I told you. If any of the spiders were still alive the trees would have welcomed you.” Frodo 
sounded smug which earned him another poke from Rosie. Elanor, Aster and Sammie came out 
of the hall and approached the scout party. Pug showed off his pheasants. Elly and Sammie 
praised him but Aster looked a little ill. Pug was laughing at her. He then very slowly and very 
calmly and carefully draped his arm across Elanor’s shoulders. She let it remain and Ardal and 
the rest of Pug’s friends nearly fell over themselves with joyful shock. Ellie laughed at their 
reaction and smiled up at Pug and there was such a heat in their eyes…Molly looked away 
again.  She tucked her calendar into a deep pocket and thanked Frodo again, who didn't hear 
her as both he and the Mistress Rose were staring, surprised and rather appalled, at Pug. Molly 
wandered off to rejoin Meli. She still found it bizarre that people were giving her gifts instead of 
punishing her for going into the Old Forest in the first place. She gazed at the dark trees off in 
the distance. Her imagination had one of the branches slyly waving at her. 

“If you hadn’t gone in there your head would have exploded.” Meli muttered in her ear. Molly 
stared at her in shock. “Stop looking at the trees. You couldn’t help it. So, in you went.” 

“But Meli…” 

“Don’t ‘but’ me.” Meli gently said. “Don’t ‘but’ me.” she repeated. “Don’t say anything.” 

Molly was on the verge of weeping and wanted to slap herself. Tears again. What was wrong 
with her? How could she go from laughter to anger to tears and back again in so short a time? 
“Meli, I saw you fall. I saw Daisy fall. I thought…” 

“I know!” Meli began to cry outright. “It wasn’t your fault! Will you just shut up?” 

Daisy came out of the hall then and, spying Meli and Molly, slowly walked towards the two 
girls though she looked as if she’d rather not. She scratched at her ribcage with an expression of 
tired disgust. Ah, the Mistress Rose had noticed Daisy’s need. Molly sympathized, completely. 

Suddenly Merry-Lad and Del pelted into view with a score of hero-worshipping children and a 
laughing Pip on their heels. “HOLD STILL! YOUR HEAD’S ON FIRE!” Del shouted. 

“NO, IT’S NOT! YOU’RE TRYING TO KILL ME!!” Merry shrieked back in a girly voice. The 
little Brandybucks were falling about laughing. Del and Daisy’s ‘misunderstanding’ in the 
Forest had grown more gruesome and violent with every re-enactment. This one involved 
tackling, kicking and Del beating Merry’s skull against the ground. “OW! OW! OW! OW! OW!” 
This was too much for the babies to resist and the two disappeared under a wave of 
Brandybucks. “HELP!” Del’s voice called. “Brandybuck Spiders have us! HELLLPP!!” Molly 
shuddered and watched Aster and Sammie come running to the rescue as Pip dove into the 
fray. 



“C’mon, Molly. This looks like a job for the Spider Slaying Six!” Molly hung back and Meli put 
a hand on her arm. “C’mon, Molly. It’s just playing.” 

“Just playing.” Molly echoed and saw Sammie dash to Daisy’s side to pull her into the melee. 
She smiled at him and went, if not with full enthusiasm then at least not reluctantly. Sammie 
plucked a strangling child off Merry’s neck and ignored Del, which was just fine as Del was 
ignoring him as well. The two were maintaining a heavily charged distance and Molly didn’t 
wonder why. 

“…they are weaving webs to wind me! I am far more sweet than other meat!” Aster was singing 
and all the Brandybuck Spiders, even Sammie and Del, joined in. “But still they cannot find 
me!” 

“Think of it this way…the Quest was a success, Molly.” Meli insisted. “We won. We’re alive. 
And we certainly found something new and interesting!” 

Molly nodded. “Strange and beautiful creatures, yes.” Pip was laughing and Molly watched the 
sun shine warm in the softness of his hair. She adjusted the constricting band that she hated and 
made sure her calendar was secure. Far more sweet…sweet, sweet, sweet... 

She nodded at Meli and smiled. Meli whooped and shot towards the battle. Molly followed and 
no one heard her say, “I don’t want to play anymore.” 

 

Contention by Singe 

Point #1 

 

Ah, such a summer day, warm and fragrant, empty and meaningless. All of Strongwill Bunce’s 

senses were as lifeless as his eyes and his head was down. Even his enormous dog, Huan, was 

listless as the two stumped down the road. Will invariably acknowledged passersby with some 

mumbled courtesy, but no one and nothing could dissuade him from his task.  His steps never 

slowed once. Best to get it over with. 

 

Will had not visited Elanor since she had arrived in the Buckland with her family for their 

yearly summer visit and he couldn’t put it off any longer. Had it really been a year since they 

had lost Pug? Will remembered the letter his cousin had left them. Ardal Brandybuck, Pug’s 

best friend, had kindly read it to Will as often as he had wished and he had memorized it. 

 

… you shall all look for my coming but I shall never grace the long Road again. There will be an 

empty place at the dinner table. A missing note from a song. A few bricks short of a load. And 



Ardal will raid my underwear drawer, the sick bastard, and all of you will fall on my things like 

a flock of vultures, I just know it. 

 

I don’t care. Take my things. Fight over them. Enjoy them. Remember me. Remember the fun 

we all had. Remember the money you loaned me because you’re never getting it back now! 

HAH! 

 

Goodbye, my Elanor. I loved you at first sight, I love you now and I will love you forever. I 

promise I will watch over you. Especially when you’re in the bath. 

 

Goodbye, Strongwill. I’m pretty damn fond of you, too. Be sure to feed the dog. Don’t feed him 

any ham, it makes him fart something awful… 

 

 

Typical Pug. Will shook his head and thought about the irony of life. For instance, how he, a 

blind Hobbit, not even out of his tweens, who had never so much as fired an arrow, could 

replace Pug as the Top Hunter of the Buckland was absolutely beyond him. Well, there was a 

great deal of organizational duties involved with the job; scheduling the hunts, maintaining the 

expenses of the Cabin and making sure everyone stayed in line. Issues the others, though they 

had eyes like eagles, were ill-equipped to bother with, so Will had taken them over. He had 

thrown himself into the work, excelled, and Master Meriadoc had made his position official. Oh, 

Pug would have laughed and laughed. 

 

Pug. Another irony. He'd loved life so much. He'd loved his profession, his friends, his family 

and, oh, he'd loved Elanor.  He'd worshipped her, but none of it had kept him from throwing it 

all away. Worse, the impetuous Goodwill had planned it coldly and carefully over the course of 

months. His enemy? Not a wild boar or a wolf or even a giant Mirkwood spider. Irony of 

ironies, the former Top Hunter had sacrificed his life to destroy a tree. Old Man Willow would 

never take innocent lives again. 

 

That had been a year ago but the pain would not, not, not stop. Will sighed and Huan gave him 

a comforting nudge that nearly knocked him over. He reached up and scratched the big dog’s 

shoulder. “Good boy, Huan.” 

 

The sudden wailing and screeching of a popular dance tune filled the air and the two stopped 

in horror at the sound of the wrecked music.  Will realized he'd finally arrived at Rowan Row, 

the guest smials of Brandy Hall.  He heard a door slam and young laughter filled the warm 

summer air. The hideous playing stopped and a familiar voice snapped “Del! Where are you 



taking the babies?” Ah, yes, Rose-lass Gardner, Elanor’s sister. As if he weren’t miserable 

enough. He found the strength to continue walking. There was a row of low plum trees lining 

the road and they hid his approach as he listened keenly.  “Del? I asked you where are you 

going?” 

 

“I’m going to set Master Merry’s hair on fire and Robin and Tom are helping me. And they’re 

not babies, right?” 

 

“Right!”  The two little boys proclaimed. Will smiled. 

 

Rose-lass was not pleased. “Very funny. I told you to pick plums!” 

 

“I could have sworn Mistress Rose told you to do that.” Del answered with a laughing 

contempt in her voice. The children snickered at their sister. 

 

“I have to practice my music!” 

 

“Is that what it’s called?” Del asked. “Don’t worry, Rose-lass, the plums will be waiting for you 

when you’re through. Let’s go, my minions!” With a shout the three were away and their 

giggles receded into the distance. 

 

“Ellie, I can’t stand her! She never listens to me!” Rose-lass shouted. 

 

“You mean she never gives in to you,” answered Elanor’s lovely voice and, despite the 

circumstances, Will felt glad to hear it again. He could tell they were facing away from him.  He 

and Huan quietly walked closer. 

 

“Just because everyone’s impressed with her ‘tragic and colorful’ life doesn’t mean she can just 

mock me and run about doing what she pleases…” 

 

“Rose, practice your music.” Elanor sighed. 

 

“This thing has no tone.” Rose-lass complained and Will heard the instrument hit the grass with 

a thonk! He winced at the abuse. “Violins lose their tone if they haven’t been played in a long 

time and this one had been put away for decades before Uncle Frodo gave it to me. It’s ruined!” 

 

“Let me try it.” Will said and enjoyed their surprised exclamations and the rustle of the grass as 

they turned around. 



 

“Will!” He practically felt the ground shake as Elanor ran forward. Strong arms were thrown 

around him and cut off his breath. He hugged her back fiercely and laid his cheek on top of her 

head.  “I’m so glad to see you. Buckland’s not the same and… I’ve missed you.” 

 

“I missed you, too.” He kissed the top of her head and stepped back before he fell apart. 

“You’re still horribly skinny. Don’t they have food in Hobbiton?” he complained and poked at 

her arms and shoulders with faux disgust. Elanor laughed at their old joke. Huan happily 

snuffled at her and she stretched up to hug him, too. 

 

“As if anyone cares how thin she is.” Rose-lass muttered. 

 

“Ah, my darling sugar, how I’ve missed your cheery disposition,” Will said with an over-

obvious lack of joy.  Rose began to sputter and Elanor cleared her throat. Will relented. 

 

“Give me the violin,” he commanded and held out his hands, palms up. Rose-lass huffed with 

disdain, picked up the violin and the bow from the grass and passed them over. Will ran his 

fingers along the smooth, warm wood and flicked his thumb along the strings. Oh, it was a fine 

and well crafted work of art but it had been such a long time since he had made any music. He 

had smashed his own fiddle after he had played it at Pug’s funeral. The hole in Will’s heart 

opened up just so much wider and he strummed a simple chord. It was in tune. Rose-lass knew 

how to do that much at least. 

 

He took a step back and steeled himself as he settled the instrument under his chin. Without 

thinking, he brought the bow down with just the gentlest touch on the strings. The lullaby was 

simple and pure, and its sound reached out, more beautiful than the voice of any elf, drawing 

them into a melody, into a dream, into a gentle paradise of music. Too late, Will realized what 

he was playing. This was the lullaby he, Pug and Elanor had spent a tipsy afternoon inventing 

naughty new lyrics for and his sudden pain lent a melancholy to the notes that would have 

made a stone troll weep. 

 

The last note faded away and Will’s arm dropped. The silence hurt worse than the song. 

 

"Oh."  Elanor caught him by the back of the neck and pulled him down.  She kissed his cheek.  

"Thank you so much.  Wait here, I'll bring us all something to eat."  She stepped back then, and 

whispered, "I'm too skinny, I know.  I need to eat…"  He heard her quick steps, then the door of 

the smial opened and closed.  Dimly her sobs sounded on the other side. 

 



“There she goes yet again. We shouldn’t have come back this year.” Rose-lass said.  Will sucked 

in his breath, infuriated by her dismissive choice of words. He felt a tug on the violin and 

tightened his grip. “Well, give it back!” Rose snapped. 

 

“So you can pitch it to the ground again?” Will snarled and jerked it away from her. The grief 

and anger in him became too much and he lashed out at the only person available. “You don’t 

deserve an instrument as fine as this. You can’t play it.” 

 

“That’s not my fault, you…!” 

 

"You!" Will jabbed her with the bow. “You make me sick. It’s never your fault, is it?” 

 

“You filthy pig. It’s not my fault!” 

 

“That’s right, beast.” With all the noise she was making it was easy to find her. He reached out 

and seized her collar. She gasped. “It’s Elanor’s fault you can’t stand your looks. It’s Del’s fault 

your past isn’t as exciting as hers.” He brought her closer. “It’s the violin’s fault you can’t play!” 

He felt the sharp pain of a blow to his face and pushed her away from him. Huan whined, 

distressed. “As long as I’ve known you you’ve been determined to be nothing! You are nothing! 

And this violin is coming with me. You don’t deserve it, you don’t deserve anything. ” 

 

"Give it back!" 

 

The bow whistled through the air and Rose-lass ducked just in time. “Huan!” The dog moved in 

close. “We’re going home.” Huan gave a strange sort of yip. “Give my regrets to Elanor.” Will 

shot over his shoulder and stormed away. 

 

 

 

Point #2 

 

 

 

Buckland’s six hunters sat on their cabin’s front porch the next morning and waited for the 

inevitable. Rose-lass’ violin lay prominently situated on a stool next to Will’s horsehide rocking 

chair and Will drummed his fingers on his leg. He hadn’t played it since the day before, despite 

a surprisingly strong temptation to run through his repertoire. It had been so long since he had 

given up his music and this fiddle was so fine. He mustn’t get attached to it, he must not covet 



it, he must not. 

 

“Well, of course, her Dad's going to beat him. That’s his job as a father.” Theovald said, 

reasonably enough. 

 

“Her Dad’s the Mayor of the Shire. He’s too important to deal with this.” Theodore countered. 

If the twin Brandybucks ever stopped arguing with each other, Will decided, they would surely 

drop down dead. 

 

"He's not too important to avenge an insult, I say," Buttercup pointed out.  A cousin of Will's 

and a new addition to the ranks, Buttercup Bunce was the archery champion of the East 

Farthing, and could shoot a deer in the eye at a great distance.  Still, she preferred to crochet in 

her spare time, and the  scratching sound of her rough, wool yarn was now annoying Will. 

Everything was annoying him. 

 

“Actually, Rose Junior is a guest here and, as her host, it’s up to Master Meriadoc to avenge her 

insult,” Toro Brandybuck said. He was another new addition and the best trapper anyone had 

ever seen. He could also read and was constantly haunting Brandy Hall’s library. “Which is 

lucky for you, Will, ‘cause one swat from that big fist and it’ll all be over. Nice and fast. No 

drawn out pain for you, y’know.”  

 

“It won’t be Master Merry. He had a problem with his fireplace yesterday and he doesn’t want 

to be seen in public until his hair grows back a bit.” Ardal Brandybuck, the twins’ older brother, 

informed them all. Will smiled but said nothing. Ardal continued, “I say it’s going to be one of 

her brothers, probably Frodo-lad.” 

 

“We’re forgetting the Mistress Rose.” Buttercup said. Toro made a rude sound. “You be quiet. 

She’s quite fierce, I understand. I wouldn’t want to cross her.” 

 

“Don’t any of you have anything better to do?” Will asked. There was a chorus of amused No’s 

and This we gotta see’s and he groaned in irritation and brought his hat down to completely 

cover his face. 

 

Ardal laughed outright. “Who else are we forgetting? Master Peregrin! And young masters 

Borry and Farry …” 

 

“And me,” said a haunted voice. Toro gasped. Buttercup dropped her bone-crochet hook. Will 

heard it break as it hit the boards. The very air was suddenly too thick to breathe. Every last 



drop of Will’s blood ceased its circulation and, well, hid. What a horrible sensation.  He slowly 

set his hat straight and sat up. 

 

“No one ever takes me into account,” the soft voice continued sadly. “It’s most depressing.” 

 

“M… Muh… Master Frodo! Good morning.” Ardal stammered. 

 

“Good morning.” Frodo Baggins replied, ever so politely, and climbed the porch steps. Ardal’s 

greeting was breathlessly repeated by Toro, Buttercup and the Twins.  Master Frodo pleasantly 

hailed them as well. “I’m sorry about your hook, Miss Bunce, I’ll be sure to replace it.” 

Buttercup assured him it was unnecessary but Master Frodo wouldn’t hear of it. 

 

There was some nervous chit-chat among all of them about their families health and the fine 

weather and, my goodness, will Huan never stop growing? Will wanted to scream. Several 

years later, Master Frodo got down to business. “I hate to deprive you all of this morning’s 

entertainment but I was hoping to have a few words with Master Strongwill alone?” 

 

Will heard his friends shuffle their feet as they fearfully thought that one over.  Resigned, he 

gave his orders. “Buttercup, see if you can’t give Master Meriadoc a treat and find him some 

partridges. Twins, the coney hutches need to be repaired and the coneys separated. They’re 

breeding faster than we can eat them. Ahhh, Toro and Ardal, walk Huan, I guess.” 

 

There were mumbled affirmatives, then they all stood up and were gone as if a cold wind had 

swept them all away. Will was dimly annoyed by their obedience. They could have, at least, 

said goodbye. 

 

He was alone. 

 

Alone with the legendary Frodo of the Nine Fingers, the Ringbearer, the single most heroic and 

renowned Hobbit ever born. And, oh, yes, he was also Mad as the March Wind and potentially 

deadly, mustn’t forget that. Though Frodo was usually quite mild and ordinary, Pug had seen 

the Master when a ‘fit’ had taken him and he had passed his shock and horror on to Will. Share 

and share alike, the two had had nightmares for a week. 

 

Will stood up and faced the direction he’d heard the voice last. “Good morning, Master Frodo.” 

 

“Morning.” The whisper sounded directly in his ear and Will jumped back, almost falling over 

his rocker. He felt a flush of anger and forced himself to be still.  Hobbits were naturally quiet 



but that little trick was extraordinary, especially on this squeaky porch. One for Mad Baggins. 

 

There was a pause, then he heard the strings of the violin being plucked but Master Frodo 

didn’t pick it up. “This was my mother’s.” 

 

“Was it?” Will’s voice was neutral. 

 

“Oh, yes, and it’s one of Rose-lass’ most prized possessions. I’m surprised she didn’t chase you 

with a rake all the way here. Telling, that.” 

 

“She’ll appreciate you taking it back then.” 

 

“I won’t be taking it back.” Master Frodo sounded amused. “You will.” 

 

“I won’t.” He knew he was digging quite a hole for himself but, should the worst happen, Will 

could live quite comfortably away from the Buckland if Master Merry kicked him out for 

defying his kin and guests. Strongwill lived up to his name and knew it. Master Frodo would 

know it, too, before they were finished. Master Frodo laughed, then, for no apparent reason and 

Will clenched his teeth. 

 

“Allow me to explain myself, Mister Bunce,” Frodo replied.  Will braced himself. His former 

plan to take what was rightly coming to him faded away. If Master Frodo became dangerous 

then Will would fight. He seemed to be roughly Will’s height and was reputed to be thin. “I 

don’t want you to publicly humiliate yourself. I want you to give Rose-lass music lessons.” 

 

It was a moment before Will could speak. “Sir?” 

 

“I talked it over with Sam and Rosie, er, the Mayor and the Mistress Rose, and we think you’d 

be good for her.” 

 

“I …” 

 

“She needs a decent teacher. It shouldn’t interfere too much with your duties here and I’ll pay 

you handsomely. Just until we all go back to Hobbiton.” Will picked at a worn spot on the wide 

brim of his hat and said nothing. “You two could be the very best of friends if you tried.” 

Master Frodo continued softly. 

 

Surely he isn’t matchmaking?  Will retreated into politeness. “Sir, I do regret what I did. Please 



take the violin and understand that I won’t be troubling Rose-lass or you or any of your family 

again. I apologize. But lessons would be impossible.” 

 

Another laugh from the older hobbit. “I could make you, I suppose.” 

 

Will cleared his throat. “No, you couldn’t.” 

 

“You’re not as strong as you think you are.” 

 

“Try me.” Will sneered before he could stop himself. 

 

“All right.” Master Frodo agreed pleasantly. 

 

Silence on the porch. 

 

Ordinarily, Will could sense the whereabouts of any living creature within ten feet of him, but 

he couldn’t pinpoint Master Frodo at all. Not a breath or a rustle of clothes could he hear and 

not a scent could he smell. Had he crept away? Will reached out and immediately felt Master 

Frodo’s chest. He was standing very close. Will jerked his hand back. Then he felt his hat being 

twitched off his head. He clutched for it but it might as well have disappeared into a void. He 

swept his arm in front of him. Mad Baggins was out of reach, too. 

 

Old, horrible memories of childhood bullies tormenting him rose up and Will’s anger became a 

very real and hungry beast. The wind blew his hair back as he taunted his opponent to bring 

him within reach. “Pug was afraid of you, y’know.” he said into the quiet. “Something about 

your eyes disagreed with him. But, sorry, you can’t ugly me to death.” 

 

“I will always regret Pug’s dislike,” said that low voice and Will grabbed. There! He had Master 

Frodo by the front of his shirt and he bunched his hands in the cloth tightly. He wasn’t sneaking 

away again. “I especially regret the fact that I earned it,” the older Hobbit continued as if 

nothing untoward was happening at all. He moved his arm and Will heard his hat land on 

Buttercup’s vacant chair. “Quite the interloper, that boy.” 

 

“He was not! Pug asked both the Mayor and the Mistress Rose for permission to court Elanor. ” 

 

“Well, he didn’t ask me. Neither did Ellie, I recall.” 

 

“Why should he ask you?! And who are you to dictate to Elanor?” His hands tightened their 



hold. 

 

Pause. 

 

"No one," came the defeated answer. He still made no move to pull away.  Will was at a furious 

loss. He couldn’t throw the first punch. 

 

Could he? No one. No one? Will had the sudden realization that his questions had hit home. He 

had expected punishment or a fight; blows, cursing, insults, anything but this awful, calm 

standoff. And he certainly hadn’t expected to cause pain. Real pain. How had he managed it? 

Why was Master Frodo hurting? Well, how much fun was Mad Baggins for the Gardners 

anyway?  Not much. No one. 

 

It must be terrible to be mad.  As bad as being blind? Yes. Will, too, was no one. That brief 

moment of empathy staggered him and his fury bled away. This mess was all his fault, anyway. 

His grip began to loosen. He took a breath, hesitated, then said what he felt he had to. “I’m… 

I’m sorry.” 

 

“So am I.” Frodo whispered and Will released him, ineffectually running his fingers over the 

cloth in a token straightening gesture. He leaned back, thoroughly lost.  What a very strange 

morning this was turning out to be. 

 

Will began to stammer. “I was angry at Rose-lass. I don’t know how I got that angry and I 

shouldn’t have done it. She drives me insane.” 

 

“It’s been a terrible year for everyone. Yours isn’t the first fight to come from it.” Frodo’s voice 

was soft and compassionate. “It’s so hard, facing such a loss.” 

 

Will nodded his head, ashamed. What could he say? He felt he had to make it right, somehow. 

“Listen Master Frodo, Pug wasn’t that afraid of you, really. He respected you. He liked you, in a 

way.” He decided to take a chance on a, hopefully, funny secret.  “He even drew you a picture 

on one of the blank pages in the back of the Red Book.” 

 

“What?”  Frodo sounded astonished.  

 

“Yessir.” 

 

“It was Pug that drew ‘The Ringbearer Undraped And Surrounded By Sheep?’ We thought it 



was Del!” The strange tension in the air frayed as Master Frodo began to laugh outright, not the 

weird, secret chuckle he had let loose before but a genuine laugh and it brought a surprising 

warmth and light into his voice. Relieved, Will couldn’t help but respond to it with a musician’s 

appreciation. It reminded him of Elanor and he tilted his head and slowly smiled. 

 

Why, Master Frodo sounded almost all right when he laughed. 

 

“It was Pug.  He was artistic but he kept it a secret. Hunters don’t draw pretty pictures, 

y’know.” Will confirmed, nodding. 

 

“Poor Del. We owe her an apology.” Frodo decided. He caught his breath and was silent for a 

moment. Will sobered immediately. 

 

And waited. 

 

“I owe Goodwill an apology, too. But it’s impossible.” Frodo continued quietly. “He’s dead.” 

Will listened to the wind blow through the trees as Master Frodo got some of his own back. 

 

He’s dead. He’s dead.  Goodwill Bunce was never coming home. 

 

Will tried to speak and failed. He tried again. Failed again. For the first time in his life, his world 

was truly dark. He felt Master Frodo’s hand take his. He's warm. Odd, that. Will would have 

bet all he owned that Mad Baggins would be cold. Despite himself he held on to that warmth 

tightly as he fought for control. He would not break down. Not now. Not after all he had gone 

through. He wouldn’t dishonor Pug now in front of…  

 

“No, let it go, lad.” Frodo murmured. “Let it go.”  And as if he were only waiting for someone’s 

permission, Will did. His face twisted in bleak horror and felt himself being gently pushed back 

into his rocker. 

 

“Take… take the violin.  Take it and go, please.” A terrible, searing ache was in his eyes and, ah, 

it hurt, crying burned so.  Will never cried and his best friend was never, never coming back 

and... he gasped for breath.  Dimly he felt Master Frodo kneel next to the rocker and put a 

comforting arm around his shoulders.  Will shook his head. “Please take it back.” 

 

“I can’t.” Master Frodo ran a gentle hand through Will’s hair and that was the end of the 

hunter’s vaunted strength. Insults and beatings and banishment he could endure but not 

kindness. He turned his face away, clapping a hand over his mouth as he began to sob. “Ah, 



you’re just like my Ellie,” Master Frodo said. “She mourns him so. She always will. You always 

will.” His fingers stroked through Will’s hair and his arm was a comforting weight. 

 

Will wanted to collapse, he wanted to wander into the woods and die, he wanted Pug to stomp 

onto the porch and declare it a hideously long and bad joke and what was there to cry over, you 

sissy? But it was all impossible. Pug was never coming back. Will’s shoulders shook with a 

storm of grief and pain and loss and the tears fell. Ah, it hurt, so much that he wondered if there 

was blood streaming down his face.  

 

The tears seeped over his fingers. Master Frodo stayed by his side. 

 

“Pug! Bunto delivered a message from the Hall. Master Merry’s put in a request for venison at 

the High Table tonight.” 

 

“At this short notice? He’ll be lucky if I can track down a crippled milk cow with a bell around 

its neck in time for supper, much less a deer. Besides, I’m busy.” 

 

“I told that snot as much and it went over real well, you can imagine. But I got rid of him fast 

enough. What are you busy doing?” Will asked. The air was squeezed out of his lungs as Pug 

suddenly seized him in a tight hug.  Surprised, he slowly reached up and patted his cousin’s 

broad back. 

 

“Will, I’m …” Pug sighed and stepped back. “I’m off to do some pruning. Goodbye.” He kissed 

Will on the cheek. 

 

“Now, have you been drinking?” 

 

“Buckets,”  Pug replied.  Will could hear the grin. 

 

“Good!” They laughed and Will wondered what was wrong. Pug was acting rather strangely 

but Will couldn’t smell a single drop of ale on him. 

 

“I’m off, cuz, goodbye.” Pug whispered. 

 

“There’s no moon tonight so be back before dark.” 

 

Will laughed again and was gone. 

 



Forever. 

 

Will’s nails bit into his palms and he began to master himself. He realized he had a 

handkerchief and wondered where it came from. Where else? He mumbled thanks and wiped 

his face. He didn’t want to give the sodden mess back so he pocketed it. 

 

“It’s not fair.” he choked out. 

 

“No, it’s not,” Master Frodo replied. 

 

“I’m not some stupid spoiled brat. I know the world isn’t fair. But Pug… why did it have to be 

Pug? Why couldn’t it be someone no one would miss, like me, or a great hero, like you? Why 

did he have to do it?” 

 

“He was the only one that could do it. And you ...” Frodo pulled in a great breath of air. “You 

have to remember that Pug chose to do it. He sacrificed his own life so no one else would be 

tapped by fate to take on the job. And so no one else would be lured to death in the Old Forest. 

He did it out of love, Will.” 

 

“If he loved us so much he wouldn’t have gone.” Will felt Frodo’s fingers on his mouth and he 

stopped. 

 

“It was because he loved us so much that he died for us, Will. There’s no greater expression of 

love than that.” 

 

More tears then, hot and fast and Will wiped them away with his sleeve until they, too, 

stopped. “Yes.” he finally admitted. “You’re right.” His forehead dropped on Frodo’s shoulder 

and he was still at last. 

 

He concentrated on breathing for a few more moments. He felt like an old shirt that was just 

one more wearing away from the rag pile but nevertheless he felt clean. Strange, that.  And 

what a way to go, no wonder his cousin’s note had been insufferably smug. Pug Bunce, hero of 

song and tale, ‘til the end of time.  Perfect. What a perfect way to die.  Good for Pug. 

 

Will was so weary he was beyond surprises. Which is why he didn't wonder at, or even mind, 

Frodo Baggins, of all people, holding him.  He felt strong hands glide through his hair and he 

had just enough energy left to wonder which was the hand with only four fingers. 

 



Heroes. 

 

“Thank you,” he whispered to them both, the one living and the one dead. “Thank you.” He 

tried to lean back, break away from Frodo’s warmth and his comfort, but he couldn’t manage 

more than a brief twitch. He couldn’t do it. He simply could not stop the contact and he sighed. 

He couldn’t even care. “I’m sorry.” 

 

Frodo tilted Will’s chin up. “I can’t believe you’re so closely related to Goodwill. You’re very 

handsome.” 

 

“Pug was handsome.” 

 

“He was?”  An amused note of doubt crept into Frodo's voice.  

 

“He said he was. He wouldn’t lie to me!” Will grinned and Frodo laughed. There it was again, 

that free and lovely sound. Will leaned towards it and suddenly felt Frodo’s hands on each side 

of his face, gentle and strong and warm. He had just time enough to think He’s not… before 

Frodo did. Just the briefest touch, the slightest, comforting breath of a kiss and then it was gone. 

Soft. Those lips were soft. 

 

A lifetime of loneliness compelled Will to reach out and bring him back. What did the 

Ringbearer look like? He touched Frodo’s face. Long lashes brushed his fingertips as his thumb 

stroked full lips. Warm, soft skin was against his palm.  Hero. A hero’s love. He leaned in again 

and asked for a drink of comfort from that mouth. Frodo hesitated, then gave it. A very 

welcome, warm draught for a very thirsty and desperate tween. 

 

The kiss was generous, warm and perfect and Will basked in the sudden heat. He did live up to 

his name, then, and crushed Frodo against him. Another kiss then, slow and powerful and 

hungry. He was alive, alive and breathing and desire woke his beaten soul. 

 

Suddenly, the last vestige of his self-control tapped him politely on the shoulder. What are you 

doing? And to who? I mean, technically he’s not married.  But the Mayor could snap you in two 

and I hear the Mistress Rose can be fierce and, well…  

 

Will stopped with a gasp. He had Frodo across his lap in an iron grip. One more moment and 

he would have had him down on the porch.  Finger by finger, he relaxed his tight hold and 

Frodo slid away.  They were both breathing hard. 

 



“I’m sorry.” Will whispered. “I’m sorry, sir, I’m not myself. I’m so sorry.” 

 

Frodo crawled up the porch railing until he was upright. “No… need to… apologize.” Will 

heard him straighten his clothing and frantically tried to remember where exactly he had been 

clutching the older hobbit. “Will?” 

 

“Sir?” Will asked. 

 

“You simply must find someone and soon.” Frodo sounded on the verge of astonished laughter. 

 

Will felt his face burn.  “No one wants a blind fiddle player.” 

 

Will heard the boards creak as Frodo moved close again. “I do,” Frodo admitted into his ear, his 

voice low and intimate. He breathed out a warm breath as he kissed the lobe. Will’s entire body 

flushed and his hands flexed. Frodo wisely jumped back. Will wanted to laugh and was 

surprised by the feeling. “And where there’s one, there’s bound to be others. Listen, being 

strong and being courageous are two completely different things. You’ve been strong your 

entire life. Time to be brave, don’t you think?” Will shrugged. Frodo moved close again. “So, 

will you teach the Beast to play?” he whispered. 

 

Will gave a hint of a smile and shook his head. “I can’t. It’s been so long. That song yesterday... 

It was like drinking poison it hurt so much. I’d have to learn to play again myself before I’d be 

any good for Rose-lass or anyone.” 

 

“But you will teach her someday?” 

 

“For you, yes, I’ll do my best. If she and I don’t kill each other, of course. We’ve never gotten 

along.” Will promised. Frodo softly laughed and his breath was warm. 

 

“Keep the violin, then.” 

 

“Sir?” 

 

“Rumor has it you smashed your own. You need something to play and it would please me 

very much to know that Mum’s fiddle was helping you find your music again.” 

 

“But it’s Rose’s.” 

 



“Rose-lass has become rather a shrew despite all our efforts. Why she should be so envious of 

others when she has so much is beyond me. This should open her eyes.” 

 

Will shook his head in sympathy. “You don’t think this will make her even more angry?” He 

felt Frodo shrug. “It’s too fine for me. I can’t accept it.” 

 

“Then just borrow it. Bring it back when you find one of your own and you’re ready to teach. 

All right?” 

 

That fine, fine violin. Music. The crush and smoke and applause of an appreciative audience. He 

would finally play the songs they were singing about Pug and he’d show them just how it was 

done, damn it. That was more than all right. “That would be wonderful, sir. Thank you. Thank 

you so much.” 

 

“Good luck, then. And for my own safety I will also wish you a good morning.” 

 

Will understood that wisdom and nodded his head. “Good morning, Fro… Master Frodo.” 

 

“Just Frodo, Will. Bring the violin back to us when you’re ready.” 

 

“I will.” He felt fingers stroke his cheek in farewell, then the porch steps squeaked as Frodo 

took himself away. Will could feel every step he took down the road and knew Mad Baggins 

would never be invisible to him again. 

 

 

 

Will sat on the porch for a long time, feeling very much like a burned out building, and slowly 

became aware of the life of the summer day around him. The bees and the crickets flew, buzzed 

and chirped. The birds twittered and sang maniacally. His heart beat hard and fast. All around 

and within him was a regular racket. Why hadn’t he noticed it before? He hadn't bothered to 

pay attention before, obviously. All year long he’d been deaf and mute and senseless. 

 

Now, as he rocked in his chair, the warm air filling his lungs, he lifted his head and began to 

listen again, at last.  Such a raucous, jolly sound that carried on age after age after age regardless 

of heartbreak and turmoil. It wasn’t a constant, though. No. It arrived in the Spring and held on 

until the grey Winter drove it to fade, fade away into nothing. But it always came back. 

 

Life. Awake and breathing and often hard and cold as granite in the moonlight but so 



worthwhile, still, even after it’s gone for good. Will mulled over that and felt peace begin to 

creep back into his soul as he listened and listened hard. 

 

And at that very moment, he heard a sound that made him gasp in delighted, disbelieving 

shock.  

 

Pug! Pug's voice, and he was laughing! Laughing! 

 

Wherever Goodwill Bunce had fetched up Will knew in his soul that his cousin was laughing 

his spectral ass off. After what he had just witnessed, of course he was. He was rolling and 

howling and pointing as clearly as if he were on the porch and Will grinned, amazed. There was 

joy in the sound and sudden joy in Will’s spirit. Will broke and laughed with his cousin. He 

absolutely guffawed. “Cuz! Did you see? Did you see what I did? Oh, my!” Then he wept again. 

 

It was glorious. 

 

Will’s hands badly needed something to hold, so he seized the violin and clutched it to his chest 

as the wind blew through his unkempt hair. That was how Ardal and Toro found him when 

they crept back up to the Cabin not ten minutes later, Huan panting at their side. 

 

“Oh, he’s a wreck!” Toro whispered. 

 

“Great day in the morning, Will.” Ardal sympathized softly. One of them gently handed Will 

his hat. He took it, then dropped it. Pug was still snickering.  “What did Mad Baggins do to 

you?” Ardie whispered. 

 

“Frodo,” Will murmured “Gave me quite the earful.” 

 

 

 

 

Point #3 

 

 

 

It was like mastering a musical instrument in a way, Will decided as he caressed her soft skin. It 

took control, sensitivity, imagination and practice, practice, practice to get the proper… she 

arched her back and screamed her pleasure… to get the proper results. Will smiled as she 



collapsed back into his arms and he gripped her close, burying his face in her gossamer hair. 

 

Will was the best musician in the Shire. 

 

But, somehow he doubted that Frodo had meant Elanor when he advised him to find someone.  

Will had decided to be brave, however, and she had accepted him. She needed him. They 

needed each other desperately and had found a greater comfort in this, the ecstasy of their 

bodies, than anything else in the world.  It would end when she went back to Hobbiton, but 

they would never forget what they had now, or regret it. 

 

As Will drifted into sleep he could hear Pug applaud. Elanor could not. She’d never let her first 

love go if she knew he was still about. Will kept the secret, though it made him sad, and hoped 

fate was holding someone special in store for the beautiful, beautiful girl. He had uncertain 

hopes for himself, a great change from the bleak despair which marked the beginning of his 

summer, but, for now, his fingers passed softly across her breast, at least he had this. 

 

 

Point #4  Two summers later. 

 

 

Even with Pug gone his Spider Slaying Six (Daisy Gardner, her brother Sammie, Aster Digg-

Tooter, Meli Took, Molly Brandybuck and Delphinium Grubb) held to their allegiance and 

affection for the residents of the Hunter’s Cabin and were perfectly at home there. 

 

A long table separated the kitchen from the large main sitting area, so there was plenty of room 

for the six teens and the six hunters plus Huan. Ardal sharpened blades with Sammie's and 

Daisy’s assistance at one end of the table. Aster sat well away from all three of them and their 

deadly toys at the other end finishing a warm shawl Buttercup Bunce had started. Buttercup 

herself was in the main room, showing Meli and Molly a basic chain-stitch, as Toro avidly read 

a new book in a nearby chair. 

 

Theo and Theo had finally found something they agreed on, Del Grubb, and, seated side by side 

at the center of the table, they watched her every move as she helped Will in the kitchen. She 

had confided to the musician, under her breath, that the Brandybuck Twins had grown to look 

entirely too much like Master Meriadoc for her comfort.  She was now relating the latest 

Hobbiton gossip, specifically the sordid tale of Rose-lass Gardner's crossbow wedding to Del's 

own cousin, Slodo Grubb. 

 



“Slodo did it to escape Grandfather," she confided.  

 

Will startled. “You have a grandfather?” 

 

“Can I tell him, Del?” Sammie asked and Del generously assented. “Only Del’s immediate 

family is dead. Her grandfather is Hardash Grubb.” 

 

Will whistled, impressed and heard a horrified Eeeuuugh! from Ardal and the Twins. Buttercup 

and Toro expressed their sympathies as well and Del laughed. Sammie’s voice showed he 

clearly enjoyed the reaction to his revelation as he went on. "The Grubb of the North Grubbs, 

thank you very much, and he disowned his grandson faster than a whip crack. His parents 

aren’t saying a peep against the old crab and Slodo’s happy to be free of them all.” 

 

Del took the story back. “My cousin just couldn’t take the family millstone around his neck 

anymore and became desperate. We suspect he decided disgrace was the way to go. He saw 

Rose-lass singing and dancing at a big Hobbiton party and latched on to her. They both got 

drunk and, well… ” 

 

“If I were her father,” Ardal said, his blade making a whisking sound as he sawed the air with 

it, “Slodo would have become incapable of ever accomplishing such a thing again.” 

 

“We don’t think he meant to take it quite that far, to tell you the truth. And we told her not to 

marry him,” Daisy stressed. “We don’t put much stock in propriety, anyway, but it was 

important to Slodo. He didn’t want to make a complete disgrace of himself or Rose and she, 

well, she went along with it, oddly enough.” Ardal cursed at that and his knife zipped through 

the air a few more times until he calmed down. 

 

Will was confused. “Rose-lass singing, dancing and drinking too much ale? That doesn’t sound 

like the bitter little wallflower I remember at all.” A mercifully small whetstone bounced off the 

back of his head. “Ow.” 

 

He heard Sammie chortle as the boy retrieved his stone. “My sister’s much nicer than she used 

to be. Starting from when you took Great Aunt Primula’s violin away, two years ago. Rose-lass 

threw a fit. She didn’t like you, she didn’t like music, she didn’t like this, she didn’t like that or 

the other and finally Uncle Frodo asked her if she liked herself?” 

 

“Aaah, the Big Question!” Toro called from the main room, not as absorbed in his book as he 

appeared, and Meli and Molly made loud humming noises of assent. 



 

Sammie continued his gossip blithely and Will wondered how he had ever thought Sam-lad 

was shy. “Rose-lass didn’t have an answer to that and cried for two days.” 

 

“It’s a rotten time of life. A hard, miserable age for a girl.” Buttercup declared. “Especially if 

you’re high-strung the way she is and the way I was at that age. I was truly unhappy.” 

 

“Must you turn every story around to you?” Toro asked mischievously. 

 

“Hit him, Miss Molly.” Buttercup ordered and Will heard a slap. 

 

“Aigh, my leg! I’m complaining to your dad!” 

 

“I’ll hit him, too!” Molly declared and the kitchen fire nearly blew out from the force of the 

snort of disbelief that went up from all sides. She giggled. 

 

“Anywayyy,” Sammie laughed, “She must have thought it over and all the fight went out of 

her, it seemed like. She just gave up. Then Uncle Pippin took her over and packed her off to 

Great Smials for a year by herself.” 

 

Will sputtered. “What? Alone in Great Smials with all those Tooks?” 

 

“Uncle Pippin decided she needed to get to know herself a bit. Find her feet. Grow up. He 

practically had to kidnap her out of Mum and Dad’s hands but he won in the end and away she 

went. It worked!” 

 

“Tooks are good for what ails ya.” Meli Took intimated and they all enjoyed a round of wicked 

laughter. 

 

Sammie spit on his whetstone and picked up another blade to sharpen. Will heard the gritty 

slide of the blade.  “When she came back she was much better. Calmer.” 

 

“Resigned.” Del said. 

 

“I say mature,” Sammie disagreed and Will was amused. Both teens sounded like a couple of 

old grannies rehashing a decades old argument. “She got to know herself a bit and she was 

away long enough that she really came to appreciate what she had left behind. She doesn’t boss 

us anymore, she doesn’t have to win every argument. She has fun. She even gets along with Del 



and she used to just about HATE her.” 

 

“We have a lot more in common than we used to.” Del said and her tone was hard to fathom. 

 

“But then, two months ago, she met Slodo.  Now she’s Rose-lass Grubb and is due in the 

Spring.” Sammie finished. 

 

Daisy took up the story. “She seems happy. They have a small house in Hobbiton and we visit 

her all the time. She loves the thought of giving Mum and Dad and Uncle Frodo their first 

grandchild.” She sighed, then. “It’s not agreeing with her, though.  The healers are making her 

stay in bed until it’s born. We bring her flowers.” There was silence for a while as everyone 

worriedly hoped for the best. 

 

“I haven’t heard a word from Aster.  Is she still alive?” Will finally asked, testing the beef roast. 

 

Aster gasped. “I’m here.” 

 

“What do you think of it all?”  It was mean of him to put her on the spot like this, shy as she 

was, but Aster was the closest thing to an average Shire Hobbit they had and he wanted to 

know what the common consensus to all this was. 

 

Aster cleared her throat. “I, well, no one minds, really. They got married and that’s the 

important thing for the baby. So it doesn’t matter if the union actually lasts, which everyone 

says it won’t,” she finally managed. Will reckoned he could feel the heat of her blush even at 

this distance. Considering the fact that her beau, Sammie, was clearly illegitimate it was 

probably painful for the reserved girl to be so blunt. “And no one blames Slodo for skipping out 

on the North Grubbs. They’re an awful bunch of, er, what was it again, Del?” 

 

“Snobbish kill-joys.” Del said. “Except for Da and Ma, who were practically worshipped before 

they got squished.” her voice was fondly sad. Aster began to sniffle. “Oh, Aster don’t! Forget I 

said anything.” 

 

“I can’t help it.” 

 

“Sammie,” Will interrupted. “Come with me. Watch the roast, Del, and don’t kill the twins 

while I’m gone.” 

 

“Awwww.” she answered and the Theos laughed, not realizing that neither Will nor Del were 



joking. 

 

Will led the boy towards the back of the long cabin where the bedrooms were. Will turned into 

his own room and motioned for Sammie to follow him in. “Sorry about the mess. If I can’t see 

the clutter, it doesn’t exist.” 

 

“Uncle Frodo’s study is worse. He says he loses two weeks progress on whatever he’s working 

on if anyone cleans.” Sammie laughed and Will could hear him poking about here and there as 

Will drew a low trunk out from under his bed.  “Dog hair’s everywhere.” 

 

“That’s Huan. Buttercup could practically knit me a new dog out of all this.” There were no 

locks on his trunk, no need to protect his things from Pug’s ‘What’s mine is mine and what’s 

yours is mine, also.’  philosophy anymore and Will sighed.  

 

“Sometimes I feel that Pug is still around.” Sammie whispered. 

 

Will knew Sammie well enough not to be surprised by his uncanny insights. “He is,” he simply 

answered. 

 

Ain’t! 

 

Sammie turned around sharply but Will was used to it and snickered. Pug loved to tease, still. 

Would Sammie scream the way Ardal had? No. Suddenly, he could actually feel the boy 

grinning and Will couldn’t believe it. Anyone else would have been disturbed instead of 

gleeful. Ah, well, Sammie was different, anyway. 

 

 

“Look here, lad.” He picked what he wanted out of the trunk, closed the lid, and slid it back 

under the bed with his foot. He held an old, battered instrument case in his hands. “Here is 

Primula Baggins’ violin. I have my own, now, of dwarf-make, even, so you can take all this back 

to Rose-lass. She’s having a rough time and this should make her feel better. And tell her I 

apologize for trying to whack her with the bow.” 

 

Sammie carefully took the box. “You won’t take it back to her yourself?” he murmured. 

 

“You know, I suspected Master Frodo of matchmaking, two years ago. Now I’m suspecting 

you.” 

 



“Don’t suspect. I admit that’s exactly what I’m doing!” 

 

“She’s married.” 

 

“Feh.” Sammie whacked Will’s arm as he dismissed the marriage that everyone else was easily 

dismissing, too. “Didn’t you promise to give her lessons?” Sammie insisted. He was nothing if 

not tenacious but Will shook his head. “You two are just alike, Will. You’re both… ” Sammie 

hesitated. 

 

“Both what?” Will asked cautiously. 

 

Alone, still. 

 

Will flinched and Sammie gasped. “I don’t want to hear it. From either of you.” Will said. 

 

How do you lay a porcupine? 

 

“Pug!” 

 

“How do you lay a porcupine?” Sam-lad whispered mischievously. 

 

Very carefully. 

 

Sammie laughed out loud. Yes, there it was. He had his father’s laugh, free, lovely and wild 

despite all the pain and nonsense that often surrounded him. Despite everything.  Will lost the 

battle and laughed with him. He would always love that sound. 

 

Sammie put a hand on his shoulder. It was unexpected and Will jumped. “Sorry, Will, we’re 

sorry.” Sammie said. “But everyone thinks you two would be wonderful together.” Will had 

long since been disabused of the notion that no one wanted a blind fiddle player, but he wanted 

more. Something good and soft and joyous. Something fine. He wanted love. He didn’t want to 

settle for a disappointed hobbit-lass just because she would have him. 

 

“I’m not taking the fiddle home.” Sammie asserted. “You have to do it.” 

 

Will groaned and moaned and complained.  He even tried logic.  But Sammie had a strong will 

of his own and he was soon obliged to take the case back. “Your entire family gives me a 

headache, I just want you to know that.” Will decided. 



 

“We give everyone a headache. It’s fun!” Sam-lad laughed again and Will basked in the sound. 

 

“Sammie, hold still a moment.” he said as he raised his hand. 

 

“Um. All right.” Sammie suddenly sounded uncertain. 

 

"Nothing to fear from me, lad," Will assured him. He calmly reached out and ran his fingers 

through Sammie's hair.  Yes, just as soft and silky as Frodo’s own. Sammie’s forehead was a 

gentle curve and his long lashes blinked against Will’s palm. His hand continued downward, 

yes, the same nose, the same soft skin and the same full mouth. Will dropped his hand and 

shook his head. “You and your ‘uncle’ could be twins. Everyone tells me so but I had to see for 

myself. So to speak.” 

 

“I have freckles, though.” 

 

“Do you?” Will grinned. “I can’t feel those.” Though he was rather tempted to try. 

 

“How do you know what Uncle Frodo looks like?”  Sammie asked with his typical 

forthrightness. 

 

“You know he was the one who came to kick my arse when I took that violin from Rose-lass.” 

He beckoned to Sammie and they rejoined the party. He could smell nothing burning so the 

roast was all right.  The Theos were laughing at something so they were still alive and 

continuing to drive Del up the wall. It wasn’t a proper answer at all but it was all he was willing 

to admit. To his surprise, Sammie let it drop. 

 

 

 

Point #5  Two More Summers Later 

 

 

 

Guilt finally prompted Will to head for Rowan Row and the visiting Gardners with Primula's 

polished and restrung violin in a traveling pack slung over his shoulder.  He’d had it for four 

years and he figured that one more day would make it officially stolen.  He couldn’t bear that. 

As he walked towards the Row, Huan thundered around and around him in a circle, chasing 

bees and barking at nothing. 



 

Progress was slow. First, Mrs. Eulalie Rushock waylaid him to ask him to play at her daughter’s 

wedding along with her son’s band. Surely they weren’t going to try to get him to join 

permanently? Probably they were but Will pleasantly agreed anyway. They were good people 

and good friends. The wedding promised to be a great party. 

 

Second, Old Marmaduke Brandybuck stopped him with a serious complaint.   Toro was setting 

bear traps in his flower garden.  It was a while before Will could soothe him enough to accept 

the Top Hunter’s formal apology and he stalked away, muttering. Either the old fellow was 

mad or Toro was having a joke at his great-uncle’s expense. Will suspected the latter and began 

to plan a ‘stern’ lecture. 

 

Finally, Sammie and Daisy Gardner and a horde of little brothers, sisters and cousins thundered 

up to him and politely asked if they could borrow Huan for a game of Warg Rider. Will didn’t 

even have time to answer before the enormous dog was away with Ruby Gardner clinging to 

his back and the others running fast behind. Will was very glad the violin case was hidden in 

his shoulder pack or Sammie would have given him no end of teasing grief over it. He 

continued on, enthusiastically chatting with anyone that chose to stop him. It was a beautiful 

day and he was in no hurry. 

 

Will was singing when he finally arrived at the smial. He hadn’t been there in four years but the 

plum trees still lined the road and he could still hear… 

 

“Eeeehhaaa!” squealed a young lass’ voice. 

 

What in the world? 

 

“Eeeeyyagh!” She was mimicked by a baby, just learning to talk from the sound of it and Will 

smiled. 

 

“Helloooo!" 

 

"Heerroh!" 

 

"Wugga wugga wugga!" 

 

The baby was game, "Wughraahrawub!" and the girl laughed. The child laughed back and the 

two nearly had conniptions as they giggled and guffawed and gasped for air. Will almost 



fainted from the wonderful racket, and grinned as he walked forward. 

 

“Hello!” he greeted them warmly. 

 

"Eeee!!" He had arrived and the child’s life was complete. Will heard the whisk! whisk! whisk! 

of a diaper as he was rushed and felt a warm weight land on his feet. He put down his shoulder 

pack and picked up the squirming thing, comfortably settling it into the crook of his arm. 

"Hegrowh!" 

 

“Hello to you, too!” Will laughed. 

 

"Bbuuzzhahshh!" the baby opined. 

 

“So you claim. I don’t believe a word of it.” Little arms were thrown around his neck and he 

caught a very slobbery kiss on his chin. “Blick!” He stroked its head and felt curls tied with 

ribbons. “A little girl, eh? A little girl or a very maltreated little boy.” He pinched a ribbon with 

distaste. 

 

“She’s a girl. Her name is Lillian,” answered a low, cheerful voice from the ground. 

 

“Oh, Rose-lass’ daughter. I’ve heard all about you, squirt.” Will confided and Lillian giggled, 

throwing his hat to the ground. Will just let it fall and enjoyed the wind and sun in his hair. “Is 

her mother lurking about anywhere? I have to talk to her.” 

 

“Heh. I’m right here, Will.” 

 

Will jumped and Lillian giggled. “That can’t be you, Rose-lass.” 

 

“Yes, it’s me. The Beast in all her glory.” She laughed again. Will was absolutely staggered. The 

harsh, whiny edge to the girl’s voice was gone, leaving behind the clean, rather husky, tones of 

a mature Hobbit-maid. What a change. 

 

“Amazing,” he said. Lillian crawled up his arm and onto his shoulders like a happy little weasel 

as he bent, felt around, found and opened his pack. 

 

“Amazing?” 

 

Will didn’t clarify. He pulled out the violin case and heard her gasp. “Here. I’m releasing your 



violin from captivity.” He handed it over without preamble and she took it. 

 

“Oh!” she exclaimed, as he heard the fastenings snap. She opened the case and breathed in 

sharply. “Oh.” He heard her fingers stroking the strings. And then he heard her begin to cry. 

Will felt mighty low, suddenly. 

 

Lillian began to struggle and he set her back on the ground. “Muuumeeee!” 

 

“I’m all right. Mummy’s all right.” Rose-lass reassured her and Will heard her give a comforting 

kiss. 

 

He cleared his throat. “Ah. Well. I’m sorry. If I had known how much it meant to you I would 

have brought it back sooner.” She snorted. He wasn’t sure, himself, if that was true or not. Will 

sat down in front of the two. “I wouldn’t have taken it at all.” Definitely untrue.  Sniffling, 

Lillian crawled into his lap, obviously wanting comfort from everyone. He hugged her and 

kissed the top of her head. 

 

She pulled his hair. “Purdy.” 

 

“Thank you.” He gently tugged her own fine curls. “You’re purdy, too.” An awful SQWONK! 

cut through the air and he and the baby clung to each other in sudden fear. Rose-lass was trying 

to play. SKREEEENK! Will still felt too guilty to say anything but the thought of that beautiful 

instrument being delivered back into the hands of an incompetent pained him. 

 

Mercifully, Rose-lass stopped. “I’ll never be able to play it no matter… I mean… I say! You two 

make a lovely picture, there in the sunshine.” Rueful pleasure was in her voice and Will smiled 

in surprise at the unexpected turn-around and compliment. Rose-lass Gardner passing up an 

opportunity to complain or slight herself? She had indeed changed. Drastically. Where was 

Slodo? Oh, yes, Buttercup had told him he had skipped out to Bree. Good riddance. “I’m glad 

you came, Will.” 

 

“You forgive me then?” he asked, surprised. 

 

“Are you actually apologizing?” 

 

“No.” 

 

She hesitated and Will listened to the grass rustle. Was she offended? Did he care? Then “Well, 



there’s no need to apologize, really,” she finally sighed as she put the violin back in the case and 

slowly shut it with a regretful snap.  “I admit I was a piece of work. I still am, really, don’t be 

fooled by my innocent loveliness.” She laughed but it was tinged with a heavy maturity. 

 

“You can’t fool me with appearances, I’m afraid. I judge people by their actions.  Owwww!” 

Lillian was yanking on his ear. He flipped her up and bit her on her chubby leg. “And I’m 

judging you right now, brat!” Lillian squealed and giggled and kicked and he put her down 

before she could break his nose. She clung to his arm. 

 

“My, she likes you! She doesn’t take to just anyone.” 

 

“Neither do I.” Will tickled the baby, and she shrieked and laughed some more. He wondered if 

Rose-lass was insulted by him calling Lillian a brat. He decided that he would be. 

 

He asked himself the question again. Did he care what Rose-lass thought? To his great surprise 

he realized that, yes, he did. She had grown into a, well, a better person. Will did not consider 

himself a great prize but he had grown, too, these past four years. They were so changed they 

might as well be two strangers meeting for the first time and neither of them were fine but, oh, 

they had the potential. Will came to a decision.  He could already hear Pug beginning to gloat. 

 

“Would you like lessons?” he asked. He could hear her picking and tearing at the grass. “We 

have all summer and Frodo told me, four years ago, that we could become friends if we tried. I 

understand he’s usually right.” 

 

“Don’t you mean Master Frodo?” Rose asked. 

 

“Nooo, I mean Frodo.” Will smiled. Let her chew on that for a while. Lillian clambered back up 

onto his shoulders. 

 

Rose-lass pulled at the grass some more. Will imagined she was surrounded by a ring of bare 

earth by now. “Elanor told me about you,” she finally whispered and Will laughed outright. 

The baby laughed with him. 

 

“I’ve been ruined!” he whispered dramatically. She laughed out of sheer surprise. What, she 

didn’t think he’d admit to it? “But listen,” he leaned forward and took hold of Lil’s fuzzy feet so 

she wouldn’t tumble over his head. “I really am just offering violin lessons.” 

 

“Mum! Mummy, mummymummumumummyyy!!” Lillian sang to Rose-lass and Will waited. 



He wasn’t anxious but he would admit to some disappointment if she refused. 

 

YES! Pug shouted. 

 

"Yesh!" Lillian shouted back. 

 

“Yes!” Rose answered, startled. 

 

“All right, then.” Will said. “Take up the violin.” He braced himself for the trial to come. “And 

let’s give it a whirl.” 

 

 

Home Early by Singe 

 

 

Through great concentration of will, and several cups of hard cider, Delphinium Grubb 

managed to stay at Rollo Bolger’s birthday party right up until his final thanks to his neighbors, 

the musicians, his family and his friends. She loved Rollo to pieces. Like his father, Master 

Fredegar, he was a cheery and sweet person (who looked like a cheese wheel with legs 

whenever he wore yellow) but if she had to put up with his neighbors, the musicians, his family 

and his friends one more moment she was going to kill herself. 

 

The final toast did not indicate that the party was over, by any means, and Del left behind the 

entire Gardner clan to weave her way home early to catch a nice, leisurely bath before bed. 

 

“A bath, a bath!” she sang as she opened Bag End’s round front door. “Water hot poured down 

the back, juicy sweet and all that…dum de dum…however it’s supposed to go…” she hung up 

her cloak and carefully walked down the corridor of the dark smial. Where were the lamps? 

There should be at least a couple of lamps for those staggering back from a successful birthday 

bash. The fire in the main sitting room had burned down low and the coals’ warm glow was 

gentle and soothing… 

 

…a strong hand grabbed her by the back of the neck and jerked her to the floor. A weight hit 

her stomach and she gasped as she looked up, dumbfounded, to see a sword’s sharp point 

hovering a bare inch over her face. 



 

“Who are you? What are you doing here?” was snarled in Elvish. 

 

Del kept her hands in plain sight as she stared up at Frodo Baggin’s pale face. His eyes were 

wild and frightened, he was sitting on her and it was Sting he was threatening her with. Sting. 

Sting. As a child, she had once gotten into a bit of trouble with Mayor Samwise when she had 

used Sting to hack a dead tree down to a blunt stump. It had been so marvelous the way the 

Elven blade could just cut through anything, anything, cut through anything, it could cut 

through her as easily as if she were made of smoke. She felt a smothering sensation and realized 

Master Frodo’s other hand was a dead weight on her chest, pinning her down…he had seemed 

all right this morning…“Who are you? What do you want?”  

 

“Mellon! I am your friend! Hello, please, good morning!” Oh, why didn’t she spend more time 

learning languages? 

 

“What?” 

 

“I am lost! What time is it! Elbereth!” 

 

Frodo’s face twisted in confusion and the ominous trembling in Sting’s bright edge began to 

still. “Elbereth? Elbereth?” He was saying the name as if he were recalling a long-lost friend and 

his face twisted with pain and confusion. Del seized the opportunity to calm down and think. 

All right. Master Frodo had left the party early, too. Obviously. He was not ‘himself’ at the 

moment. Obviously, again.  The fireplace poker was out of her reach as well as the firewood 

and the cast iron doorstopper shaped like a pointing dog. She slowly stretched out in all 

directions, her fingers and feet lightly scrabbling on the rug as if she were making a snow angel, 

but she found nothing to use against him. Nothing. She had nothing. 

 

Well, that wasn’t entirely true. 

 

She smiled and tried to look as lovable and pleasant and unconcerned as she could. “Master 

Frodo, everything is going to be all right,” she murmured and cautiously patted him on the 

knee. He flinched and Del showed him the palms of her hands until he calmed. She patted him 

again with both hands then. Sting never moved from her face. She drew as deep a breath as she 

could with a grown gentlehobbit sitting on her and began to sing. She couldn’t speak the 

language but she could certainly sing it for that was the magic of the Elven minstrels. Their 

songs stayed in the hearts and minds of their listeners until death and Del had heard a great 

many beautiful songs around the bonfires on the beaches of the Havens. 



 

From the Desert I come to thee 

On a stallion shod with fire; 

and the winds are left behind 

in the speed of my desire. 

Under thy window I stand, 

and the Midnight hears my cry, 

I love thee, I love but thee 

with a love that shall not die. 

 

Frodo’s eyes blinked slowly with a numb surprise and Del’s hands lovingly, comfortingly 

petted and stroked his knees in time to the music. She wondered what she was singing. It had 

an intimate, low pulse to it so she doubted it was about daisies. Perfect. 

 

My steps are nightly driven, 

by the fever in my breast, 

to hear from thee breathe 

the word that shall give me rest. 

Open the door of thy heart, 

and open thy chamber door, 

and my kisses shall teach thy lips 

the love that shall fade no more. 

 

It was working, Sting was wavering and Del reached up and moved the point away from her 

brow with one finger. Frodo pulled it out of her reach and leaned back, looking down on her 

with caution and doubt…maybe something more. He licked his lips, thinking. Del hopefully 

smiled up at him again and tugged on his waistcoat. “Come here.” she said in the common 

tongue and did her very best to look harmless. He shook his head. She had to get the sword 

away. He’d never forgive himself if he killed her. “Oh, now, really, Master Frodo. Come down 

here.” 

 

“I’m…I don’t know where I am,” he whispered. “I…” the fear began to creep back into his eyes. 

 

“You’re with me.” she answered in her most reasonable and intimate tone. “You’re safe.” Her 

hands flattened out and she willed them to be warm as she moved them past his knees and onto 

the tops of his thighs. She slowly began to raise herself off the floor. He retreated back. Her 

hands settled on his hips and she pulled herself upright. She very carefully did not look at the 

sword. “Trust in me.” 



 

“No.” 

 

“Pleeeeease?” she allowed herself a small laugh and she blinked her long lashes at him as she 

tried to radiate any number of delicious possibilities. We are great friends, you and I, and 

nothing whatsoever odd is going on here. Really! 

 

“No.” 

 

She very slowly moved closer until her head was resting against his chest. His shirt was 

unbuttoned almost to his navel as if he had gone mad in the middle of undressing for bed. 

Perhaps that was exactly what had happened. Her cheek was against his warm skin and he 

smelled of Rollo’s party, he smelled of smoke and heat and clean sweat. He smelled of fear. 

“Trust me and everything will be all right. Everything will be fine. ” Del assured him. She 

expected him to lean completely back but he became immovable and tense. 

 

“I don’t believe you,” he whispered. She didn’t answer and slowly and carefully put her arms 

around him. She pressed closer as she tried to express warmth and safety and security with the 

strength of her arms. She caressed his chest with her cheek, rocking slowly from side to side as 

she drew her hair across his skin. Feel how soft my hair is. Feel how smooth my skin is. Put 

down that pig-sticker.  “Who are you?” 

 

“It’s me,” she said as if that answered everything and stretched up to softly kiss the underside 

of his jaw.  He didn’t move. Relieved and encouraged, she kissed his neck. She kissed his chest. 

She was aware, suddenly, of his breathing. There, in the warm dark, it was very loud. 

 

Deep, strong breaths. Warm air stirring her hair and raising a delicious chill down her spine. 

The pulse of his heart underneath her mouth. The weight of him. The heat of him. Oh, yes. 

 

Del froze, suddenly afraid and painfully aware of the seriousness of the situation. But what else 

could she do? What if someone were to wander in while he was armed and panicked? What 

would the Mayor and the Mistress Rose think? Nothing good! And would Frodo 

understand…later? Del sincerely hoped so. 

 

She decided, then, and buried one hand into his soft hair and slowly began to knead the back of 

his neck with the other. She breathed a warm sigh across his flushed skin. Would a small bite be 

too much for him to take? If she did it very, very slowly…perhaps not… 

 



Del gently ran her teeth across his bare collarbone. She heard him gasp and quickly caught his 

mouth with her own before he could panic or retaliate. He twisted his head but she took a risk 

and didn’t let him go. 

 

He was tense and still…and then he kissed her back as if he’d been starving all his life for it. Del 

gasped with surprise and broke away. She immediately felt stupid. What else had she expected? 

His mouth returned and she made sure to accept it. 

 

And then, ahhhhh, let’s throw this lamp oil on an open fire and see what happens, shall we? 

Mm, his mouth. 

 

Oh, yes. Oh, oh, yes, the sacrifices she made for other people’s safety. 

 

He pushed her away then and Del allowed it, theatrically flopping back onto the rug. If he felt 

strong, he wouldn’t be so afraid. Maybe. 

 

He reached down. His hand hovered over her breast and Del held very still. Very, very still and 

she bit her bottom lip. Oh, oh, yes. 

 

But he drew away and ran his fingers through his hair as he swayed. Del looked up at him in 

astonishment. He was going to, yes, he was going to lose consciousness. Frodo’s eyes rolled up 

into his head and he slowly collapsed on top of her. Del caught him with a “Whuf!” of expelled 

air. He was heavy. Pushing with her legs she was able to roll him onto his back. She pried Sting 

out of his fingers and slid it out of reach across the floor. 

 

WELL! How clever! She did it! Actually, she didn’t do it but she won. Isn’t that nice, now? Del 

blocked her mouth with her arm and screamed as loud and as hard as she could. Then she 

balled up her fists and beat the floor. Frodo remained comatose, damn it. Ai, ai, ai, no wonder 

the Mayor and the Mistress Rose were so devoted to him. Oh, no wonder at all. 

 

She gave a violent sigh, reached over him (mmhmm) lifted the edge of the soft, old rug and 

covered him with it, lovingly tucking the edges in. Del leaned down to hover over his face. “I 

could eat you alive. I really could,” she whispered as she pecked him on his soft lips and 

resignedly crawled away to reach for Sting. 

 

The sword was gone. 

 

She looked around in confusion. 



 

Oh. 

 

Mayor Samwise had it. 

 

He was standing there, holding it in his left hand, and the Mistress Rose was standing beside 

him. Both of them had the most…unreadable expressions on their faces. “Hello.” Del said. 

“You’re home early.” 

 

Then, for the first and last time in her life, she fainted. 

 

 

A light in the window by Cuthalion 

„Though I`ve been gone so long, the light`s been shining on, 

guiding me home through the wind and the rain.” 

(„Song of the Lamp”, Sally Oldfield) 

 

„Last week the picnic at the Chubbs, yesterday the big party at the Proudfoot farm and today a 

dancing at the Fairchild’s. Really a great summer for feasts, I must say.”  

Rosie stood in the doorframe and watched her daughter, half dressed in bodice and petticoat, 

brushing her hair. Most of the time she avoided telling Elanor how beautiful she was; it would 

have been thoughtless to praise her appearance too often while there were enough sisters that 

might be hurt this way (especially Rosie-Lass who bitterly envied her fairhaired sisters and 

wasn’t aware of her own loveliness at all). Here and now, though, the heart of Mother Rose was 

filled with warm pride at the sight of her first born child. As they had so many times before, the 

strangely elvish features of Elanor brought back another delicate shaped face to her; she sighed 

and suddenly remembered why she had come. 

„What dress will you wear this evening, birdie?” she asked.  

„The yellow one, with the violets on the skirt.” Rosie-Lass had  stitched the tiny flowers as a 

present for Elanor two Yuletides ago; a fact that Elanor really appreciated for she knew how 

much her sister detested embroidery.  

„I don’t know, Ellyelle…. It must be a little too short after three years, isn’t it?”  



„Maybe.” Elanor opened her wardrobe chest and drew the dress out. 

  

When she held it against her body, the hem barely covered her knees.  

  

„See, love?” Rosie smiled broadly. „And the blue one with the daisies has a long tear.”  

  

„That was Goodwill Whitefoot,” Elanor said quickly.„he stepped on it while dancing with 

me…” 

  

„…and after two or three ales more than he could stand.” Rosie added dryly. 

  

Elanor didn’t answer, but she couldn’t refrain from grinning. She wasn’t able to bear Goodwill a 

grudge, however. He was far too kind and handsome to be angry at him ( Besides, he had 

apologized half a dozen times since last weekend). 

  

„I’ve got something for you.” Rosie said. „Come with me.”  

  

Elanor followed her mother to the parents’ bedroom. The window was wide open; the sunshine 

streamed in and made the room bright and friendly. Eleanor caught the vague scent of the 

lavender twigs her mother used to keep the bedclothes fresh. A big colourful quilt was spread 

out over pillows and white linen covers. And spread on the quilt there lay a dress.  

  

„Mummy!” Elanor gasped, and then she carefully touched the soft pink silk. „This is the most 

beautiful garment I’ve ever seen… it must have been made for a princess!”  She sat down on the 

bed and let the hem slip through her fingers, admiring the ornament of dark red roses.  

  

„Thank you very much.” Rosie bowed slightly. „In fact, it was made for me. It once was a 

present from Mr. Frodo and your father after I… after I had been ill. You were still a baby then.” 

  

Elanor’s eyes widened with surprise.  

  

„Frodo of the ring gave you this dress?” she whispered. 

  

„And your father, too. They both wanted to please me.”  

  

Rosie still smiled, but there was a look in her eyes Elanor didn’t really understand. It was 

something between a joyous remeberance and deep unappeasable sorrow. Suddenly she 

realized that there had be a time when Rosie Gamgee was someone else than she was today – a 



pretty young woman, dressed in Pink, laughing and singing. But though she was a mother now 

and the beloved center of the household, deeply familiar to her children and husband, she still 

kept some secrets. Elanor looked down at the dress and felt very small and insecure for a 

moment.  

  

„Want to try it? I´d like to know if it fits, dear.”  

  

The insecurity vanished; Elanor smiled and slipped into the marvel. The hem of the skirt 

touched her ankles, red roses entwined her shoulders and the soft, old silk rustled quietly with 

every movement she made. She was so happy and grateful for this precious gift that she had to 

stifle a shout of sheer joy. 

  

„Wear it this evening, Elly, to impress Fastred even a little bit more – if that’s possible at all.” 

  

„Thank you! Thank you so very much!” Elanor rushed out, her golden curls flying behind her.  

  

Left alone in the quiet room, Rosie sat down on the bed, clasped her hands in the lap and closed 

her eyes. The sight of her beautiful daughter wearing that special dress had brought back many 

memories… too many, perhaps. She sank into the past with a irresistible stream of time: she 

saw two hands, one of them missing a finger, sewing on a red rose with black wool.  

  

She took a deep breath and shook her head. Then she stood up and went out, closing the door 

not only to the bedroom but to the memories as well.  

  

                                 ***** 

  

The dancing at the Fairchild’s was a great success and Elanor barely had a chance to sit down 

for hours. She flew from arm to arm; near midnight Fastred brought to her bread with cheese 

and fresh chive and she dashed down three glasses of the currant lemonade Mother Fairchild 

was  famous for. Now songs were sung, stories were told and Elanor changed to Mother 

Fairchilds strawberry wine that was even more famous (and better) than her lemonade. She still 

tried to be careful, though, and when she went home her head was still clear… nearly, at least. 

  

Fastred and Goodwill had insisted on escorting her to the beginning of the former Bagshot Row. 

Neither of them was really drunk, only a little jaunty and tipsy.  It took all her arts of 

persuasion, a lot of laughter and two kisses for each of her merry „knights” to send them back 

home again. 

  



Finally she was alone. She leaned her head back and took a deep breath of the sweet smelling 

night air. A full moon washed the quiet landscape in clear silver, and the stars sparkled on the 

dark blue background like jewels on the gown of a queen. She wandered slowly up the hill 

along the green hedges, her feet soundless on the ground. The hobbit holes along the way were 

dark, their inhabitants already sleeping. Then she reached the gate of Bag End and – as always, 

when she was the last one of the family to come home -  the light of a single lamp shone behind 

the window like a warm, golden welcome.  

  

Elanor closed the gate behind her and walked to the familiar green door, passing the richly 

blooming flower beds of her father. When she touched the doorknob and opened the latch, she 

suddenly stopped and turned her head.  

  

She looked down to the gate across the garden. The moon lightened  the place as bright as 

daylight; she could see everything clear and plain. 

  

Later she never knew if what happened next had to be blamed on the strawberry wine or too 

much dancing. She also never figured out if it was real or only a confusing dream. What ever it 

was, she never forgot it for the rest of her life.  

  

Someone stood there, close to the gate, the head covered by a big hood. He didn’t move; one 

hand lay on the post of the gate, the other one was hidden under his grey cloak. Near his chin 

she saw a delicate gleam of green and silver… a brooch, seemingly, and with a sudden shock 

Elanor realized that she knew both, brooch and cloak. Her father had brought them back from 

that famous journey and they had been given to him by the elves.  

  

„Sam-Dad?”  

  

She was scared by her own voice; it sounded uneasy and doubtful in her ears.  

  

Nonetheless, the silent phantom seemed to have heard her; the visible hand lifted up and 

stripped back the hood. Elanor stood with bated breath. Dark, curly hair. A white, strangely 

beautiful face, old and young at the same time. Widened eyes, blue like a morning sky, staring 

up to her with longing, joy and sorrow. Elanor didn’t dare to move, but she felt her knees 

trembling. The last time she had seen him she had been a baby, but without the shadow of a 

doubt she knew who he was.  

  

Suddenly, a single cloud moved in front of the moon. For a moment everything was dark. And 

when the cloud passed, the place near the gate was empty. 



  

It took several minutes until Elanor was able to move again. She touched her face with numb 

fingers and wasn’t really surprised when she felt the tears. Finally she managed to open the 

door and closed it behind her carefully. Still walking on shaky legs, she reached her room, took 

off the precious dress, slipped into her old nightshirt and sank into her bed. It was the first night 

for weeks this summer that she was urgently in need for the warm covers. 

  

She didn’t find much rest this night. Every time she closed her eyes she saw that face again and 

she remembered the way he had looked up to her.  

  

Such longing and such a deep love.  

  

Suddenly Elanor also remembered her mother’s face earlier this day when she had told her 

about the dress. The expression in her eyes was an exact reflection of the one she had seen this 

night in front of the gate in the eyes of that … ghost? And when her parents told her and her 

siblings stories about the famous Frodo of the ring, there was always a moment when they went 

silent at the same time. Then their eyes met and Elanor saw the same longing, the same love for 

the one who would never sit among them at the table again.  

  

                                      ***** 

  

When Rose came to look after her daughter late next morning, she was still asleep, the face half 

hidden behind her tousled hair. Under Elanor’s  hand lay the open book that Frodo had made 

for her almost twenty years ago. Carefully, Rosie pulled it away and let her eyes rest on the 

opened page for a long time. She saw the two blue prints… tiny baby fingers and a maimed 

hand. Very tender she touched them both, then she closed the book, put it on the desk and 

silently walked out of the room. 

  

A light in the window in german: Ein Licht 

im Fensterby Cuthalion 

 

"Letzte Woche das Picknick bei den Pausbackens, gestern das große Fest auf dem Stolzfuß-Hof, 

und heute eine Tanzerei bei den Schönkinds. Wirklich ein großartiger Sommer zum Feiern, 

muss ich sagen."  



 

Rosie stand im Türrahmen und sah ihrer Tochter zu, die sich, halb angezogen in Mieder und 

Unterrock, die Haare bürstete. Die meiste Zeit über vermied sie, Elanor zu sagen, wie schön sie 

war; es wäre gedankenlos gewesen, ihre Erscheinung allzu oft zu loben, wenn es genug 

Schwestern gab, denen man damit wehtun konnte (vor allem Jung-Rosie, die ihre hellhaarigen 

Schwestern bitter beneidete und ihre eigene Lieblichkeit überhaupt nicht wahrnahm). Hier und 

jetzt allerdings war das Herz von Mutter Rosie von warmen Stolz erfüllt beim Anblick ihrers 

erstgeborenen Kindes. Wie so oft brachten Elanors seltsam elbische Gesichtszüge noch ein 

anderes, fein geschnittenes Gesicht zu ihr zurück; sie seufzte und erinnerte sich plötzlich, 

weshalb sie gekommen war.  

 

"Welches Kleid trägst du denn heute abend, Vögelchen?" fragte sie. 

 

"Das gelbe mit den Veilchen auf dem Rock." Jung-Rosie hatte die winzigen Blüten zum 

vorletzten Julfest als Geschenk für Elanor aufgestickt; eine Tatsache, die Elanor wirklich 

würdigte, denn sie wusste, wie sehr ihre Schwester das Sticken verabscheute.  

 

"Ich weiß nicht, Ellyelle... nach drei Jahren muss es ein bisschen zu kurz sein, oder?" 

 

"Vielleicht." Elanor öffnete ihre Wäschetruhe und zog das Kleid heraus. Als sie es gegen ihren 

Körper hielt, bedeckte der Saum kaum ihre Knie.  

 

"Siehst du, Liebes?" Rosie lächelte breit. "Und das blaue mit den Gänseblümchen hat einen 

langen Riss." 

 

"Das war Gutwill Weißfuß." sagte Elanor rasch, "er ist draufgetreten, während er mit mir 

tanzte..." 

 

"... und nach zwei, drei Bier mehr, als er vertragen konnte." ergänzte Rosie trocken. 

 

Elanor antwortete nicht, aber sie konnte sich ein Grinsen nicht verkneifen. Sie brachte es nicht 

fertig, Gutwill die Sache übelzunehmen; er war viel zu liebenswert und freundlich, um wütend 

auf ihn zu sein (nebenbei hatte er sich seit dem letzten Wochenende ein halbes Dutzendmal bei 

ihr entschuldigt).  

 

"Ich habe etwas für dich." sagte Rosie. "Komm mal mit."  

 

Elanor folgte ihrer Mutter ins Elternschlafzimmer. Das Fenster stand weit offen; Sonnenlicht 



strömte herein und machte den Raum hell und freundlich. Elanor spürte den schwachen Duft 

der Lavendelzweige, die ihre Mutter benutzte, um die Bettwäsche frisch zu halten. Ein großer, 

farbenfroher Quilt war über Kissen und weiße Leinendecken gebreitet. Und über den Quilt 

gebreitet lag ein Kleid.  

 

"Mammi!" Elanor schnappte nach Luft, und im nächsten Moment berührte sie vorsichtig die 

weiche, rosa Seide. "Das ist das schönste Kleidungsstück, das ich je gesehen habe... es muss für 

eine Prinzessin gemacht worden sein!" Sie setzte sich auf das Bett, ließ den Kleidersaum durch 

ihre Finger gleiten und bewunderte die Verzierung aus dunkelroten Rosen.  

 

"Vielen Dank auch." Rosie verneigte sich leicht. "Tatsächlich wurde es für mich gemacht. Es war 

einmal ein Geschenk von Herrn Frodo und deinem Vater, nachdem ich... nachdem ich krank 

war. Du bist damals noch ein Baby gewesen."  

 

Elanors Augen weiteten sich vor Überraschung.  

 

"Frodo mit dem Ring hat dir dieses Kleid geschenkt?" flüsterte sie.  

 

"Und dein Vater auch. Die beiden wollten mir eine Freude machen."  

 

Rosie lächelte immer noch, aber da war ein Blick in ihren Augen, den Elanor nicht verstand. Es 

war irgend etwas zwischen freudiger Erinnerung und untröstlichem Kummer. Plötzlich begriff 

sie, dass es eine Zeit gegeben hatte, als Rosie Gamdschie jemand anderes gewesen war als heute 

- eine hübsche, junge Frau, in Rosa gekleidet, die tanzte und sang. Aber trotz der Tatsache, dass 

sie mittlerweile eine Mutter war und der geliebte Mittelpunkt des Hauses, ihren Kindern und 

ihrem Ehemann zutiefst vertraut, behielt sie ein paar Geheimnisse für sich. Elanor schaute auf 

das Kleid hinunter und fühlte sich einen Moment lang sehr klein und unsicher.  

 

"Willst du's anprobieren? Ich würde gern wissen, ob es passt." 

 

Die Unsicherheit schwand; Elanor lächelte und schlüpfte in das Wunderwerk. Der Saum 

berührte ihre Knöchel, rote Rosen umrankten ihre Schultern und die weiche, alte Seide raschelte 

leise bei jeder Bewegung. Sie war so glücklich und so dankbar für dieses kostbare Geschenk, 

dass sie einen Schrei reiner Freude unterdrücken musste.  

 

"Trag es heute abend, Elly, um Fastred noch ein kleines bisschen mehr zu beeindrucken - falls 

das überhaupt geht." 

 



"Dankeschön! Vielen, vielen Dank!" Elanor stürmte mit fliegenden, goldenen Locken hinaus.  

 

Allein zurückgelassen in dem stillen Raum setzte sich Rosie auf's Bett, faltete die Hände im 

Schoß und schloß die Augen. Der Anblick ihrer Tochter, während sie dieses besondere Kleid 

trug, hatte viele Erinnerungen zurückgebracht... zu viele, vielleicht. Mit einem 

unwiderstehlichen Zeitstrom sank sie hinein in die Vergangenheit; sie sah zwei Hände... an 

einer von beiden fehlte ein Finger, und sie befestigten eine rote Rose mit schwarzer Wolle.  

 

Sie holte tief Luft und schüttelte den Kopf. Dann stand sie auf, ging hinaus und schloß nicht nur 

die Tür zum Schlafzimmer, sondern auch die zu ihren Erinnerungen. 

 

 

 

*****  

 

 

 

Die Tanzerei bei den Schönkinds war ein großer Erfolg und Elanor kam stundenlang kaum 

dazu, sich hinzusetzen. Sie flog von Arm zu Arm; kurz vor Mitternacht brachte ihr Fastred Brot 

mit Käse und frischem Schnittlauch, und sie stürzte drei Gläser der Johannisbeer-Limonade 

hinunter, für die Mutter Schönkind berühmt war. Nun wurden Lieder gesungen und 

Geschichten erzählt, und Elanor wechselte zu Mutter Schönkinds Erdbeerwein, der beinahe 

noch berühmter (und besser) war als ihre Limonade. Sie bemühte sich allerdings um Vorsicht, 

und als sie heimging, war ihr Kopf noch klar - jedenfalls beinahe.  

 

Fastred und Gutwill hatten darauf bestanden, sie bis zum Anfang des ehemaligen 

Beutelhaldenweges zu eskortieren. Sie waren beide nicht wirklich betrunken, nur ein bisschen 

übermütig und angeheitert. Es brauchte Überredungskunst, eine Menge Gelächter und zwei 

Küsse für jeden ihrer fröhlichen "Ritter", um sie wieder nach Hause zu schicken.  

 

Endlich war sie allein. Sie legte den Kopf zurück und nahm einen tiefen Atemzug von der süß 

duftenden, nächtlichen Brise. Ein voll gerundeter Mond wusch die Landschaft in klarem Silber, 

und die Sterne funkelten auf dem dunkelblauen Hintergrund wie Juwelen auf dem Umhang 

einer Königin. Sie wanderte langsam den Hügel hinauf, entlang an den grünen Hecken, die 

Füße lautlos auf dem Erdboden. Die Hobbithöhlen am Weg entlang waren dunkel, ihre 

Bewohner schliefen bereits. Dann erreichte sie das Tor von Beutelsend, und - wie immer, wenn 

sie die letzte der Familie war, die nach Hause kam - leuchtete das Licht einer einzelnen Lampe 

hinter dem Fenster wie ein warmer, goldener Willkommensgruß.  



 

Elanor schloss das Tor hinter sich und ging zu der vertrauten, grünen Tür, vorbei an den üppig 

blühenden Blumenbeeten ihres Vaters. Als sie den Türknauf berührte und den Riegel öffnete, 

hielt sie plötzlich inne und wandte den Kopf.  

 

Sie schaute über den Garten hinweg hinunter zum Tor. Der Mond machte die Stelle taghell, sie 

konnte alles klar und deutlich erkennen.  

 

Später wusste sie nie, ob das, was dann geschah, dem Erdbeerwein zuzuschreiben war oder 

allzu vielen Tänzen. Sie fand auch nicht heraus, ob es wirklich gewesen war oder nur ein 

verwirrender Traum. Was immer es war, sie vergaß es nie wieder für den Rest ihres Lebens.  

 

Jemand stand dort, dicht am Tor, den Kopf von einer großen Kapuze bedeckt. Er rührte sich 

nicht; eine Hand lag auf dem Torpfosten, die andere war unter seinem grauen Mantel 

verborgen. Nahe seinem Kinn sah sie einen Schimmer von Grün und Silber... scheinbar eine 

Brosche, und mit einem plötzlichen Schock begriff Elanor, dass sie beides kannte, den Mantel 

ebenso wie die Brosche. Ihr Vater hatte diese Dinge von seiner berühmten Reise mitgebracht, 

und die Elben hatten sie ihm gegeben. 

 

"Sam-Papa?"  

 

Sie erschrak vor ihrer eigenen Stimme, die ihr unsicher und zweifelnd in den Ohren klang.  

 

Nichtsdestoweniger schien die stille Erscheinung sie gehört zu haben; die sichtbare Hand hob 

sich und streifte die Kapuze zurück. Elanor stand mit angehaltenem Atem. Dunkles, lockiges 

Haar. Ein weißes, eigenartig schönes Gesicht, gleichzeitig alt und jung. Geweitete Augen, blau 

wie ein Morgenhimmel, voll von Sehnsucht, Freude und Trauer. Elanor wagte nicht, sich zu 

rühren, aber sie spürte, dass ihre Knie zitterten. Das letzte Mal, als sie ihn gesehen hatte, war sie 

ein Baby gewesen, aber sie wusste ohne den Schatten eines Zweifels, wer er war.  

 

Plötzlich schob sich eine einzelne Wolke vor den Mond. Für einen Augenblick war alles dunkel. 

Und als die Wolke weiter glitt, war die Stelle nahe dem Tor leer.  

 

Es brauchte mehrere Minuten, bis Elanor wieder imstande war, sich zu bewegen. Sie berührte 

ihr Gesicht mit tauben Fingern und war nicht wirklich überrascht, als sie die Tränen fühlte. 

Endlich brachte sie die Tür auf und verschloß sie wieder sorgfältig hinter sich. Sie erreichte ihr 

Zimmer auf immer noch wackeligen Beinen, zog das kostbare Kleid aus, schlüpfte in ihr altes 

Nachthemd und sank ins Bett. Es war in diesem Sommer das erste Mal seit Wochen, dass sie die 



warmen Bettdecken dringend nötig hatte.  

 

Sie fand nicht viel Ruhe in dieser Nacht. Jedes Mal, wenn sie die Augen schloss, sah sie wieder 

dieses Gesicht vor sich und erinnerte sich, wie er zu ihr hinaufgeschaut hatte.  

 

Solch eine Sehnsucht und so eine tiefe Liebe.  

 

Plötzlich erinnerte sich Elanor auch an das Gesicht ihrer Mutter früher an diesem Tag, als sie ihr 

von dem Kleid erzählt hatte. Der Ausdruck in ihren Augen war ein genaues Spiegelbild von 

dem, den sie heute Nacht vor dem Tor gesehen hatte in den Augen dieses ...Geistes? Und wenn 

ihre Eltern ihr und den Geschwistern Geschichten erzählten von dem berühmten Frodo mit 

dem Ring, dann gab es immer einen Moment, in dem beide gleichzeitig verstummten, Dann 

trafen sich ihre Augen und Elanor sah die selbe Sehnsucht, die selbe Liebe darin für den einen, 

der niemals wieder gemeinsam mit ihnen am Tisch sitzen würde.  

 

 

 

***** 

 

 

 

Als Rosie spät am nächsten Morgen kam, um nach ihrer Tochter zu sehen, lag sie noch in tiefem 

Schlaf, das Gesicht halb verborgen hinter ihrem zerzausten Haar. Unter Elanors Hand befand 

sich das Buch, das Frodo vor fast zwanzig Jahren für sie gemacht hatte. Rosie zog es vorsichtig 

heraus und ihre Augen ruhten lange Zeit auf der geöffneten Seite. Sie sah die beiden blauen 

Abdrücke... winzige Babyfinger und eine verstümmelte Hand. Sehr zart berührte sie beide, 

dann schloss sie das Buch, legte es auf den Tisch und ging leise aus dem Zimmer.  

Trick or treat by Meli 

Meli squirmed and pulled, trying to get away from the brush. "Mama! my hair is fine! Maaa-

maaa!" she whined, and Diamond ingored her, wrestling Meli's dark curls into some 

sembelance of order despite her protests.  

"There," she said finally, and tied back Meli's hair with a red ribbon.  

Sulkily, Meli peered at herself in the mirror. "My hair was fine," she grumbled.  



Dinny coaxed her up off the bed and into the hall. "All full of brambles and dirt? How is that 
fine, my lass?"  

Meli shrugged into her cloak and sighed loudly. "I wanted to go as a werewolf."  

"You and Molly always go as witches, I thought."  

Meli scuffed her foot. "I wanted a change. Molly's going as a werewolf."  

"Well, you can be a vampire. Now off you go!"  

Cut scene from 'Six' number 1 by Singe 

“Er, Aster, dear, I want to ask you a question.” Doll Brandybuck’s voice was secretive and low 
and Sammie paused before he went into the healer’s quarters. When Sammie woke from 
another nap Aster had gone to help Doll with tea for the invalids and he had decided to find her 
and help.  

“Are you really Samlad’s friend?” Sammie pulled back into the deep shadow next to the door. 
He’d heard that deceptively sweet tone before.  

“Yes. He’s my best friend.” Aster said. Sammie cautiously looked into the room. Doll was 
leaning over Aster who was obviously trying hard not to step back. Doll’s daughter, Rivendell, 
was there, too, and she frowned at her mother as she arranged the tea things on a large tray.  

“Now, Aster, I’m only saying this because you’re sweet and I’ve become quite fond of you.” 
Doll patted Aster’s cheek. “I think, when you go back to Hobbiton, you should leave Samlad 
alone.”  

“Mum! She’s too young for that sort of thing to matter!” Rivendell reproached.  

Doll sniffed. “Hardly. This one’s thirteen and in need of a warning. Since her mother obviously 
hasn’t said anything then I’M going to.” She turned back to the girl. “My dear, the Gardners are 
great people. Legends. Heroes. Wealthy and learned. Powerful. They’re used to doing what 
they like, however they like.” Rivendell put the sugar dish on the tray with a loud clatter. Doll 
ignored her. “People will judge you badly if you mix with that sort.”  

“Heroes?” Aster asked and her eyebrows drew together in confusion.  

“Scandals. Of course give Master Frodo and the Mayor the respect they deserve but at a 
distance. Samlad’s your best friend NOW but do you think he’ll stay your best friend in a year 
or two? A rich, troublemaking bastard boy with no sense of right or wrong, ‘cause certainly his 



parents aren’t setting a decent example…” Doll paused for breath. “A boy like that and a pretty 
little thing like you? You could get hurt. He could take advantage of you.”  

Aster’s face went white at the word ‘bastard.’ Sammie, used to it, didn’t so much as blink. “Take 
advantage of me?” she gasped.  

“He could do bad things. Touch you. Lie to you. Ruin your reputation. And you’d have no 
justice because everyone would blame YOU for not staying away from him in the first place.” 
Doll’s face was red and her daughter looked over at her with surprise.  

Aster’s eyes were horrified and Sammie felt was afraid. He could count his friends on one hand, 
just one hand.  

But Aster’s eyes narrowed. “He would never,” she said. “He’s never done a bad thing to me 
before and I doubt he ever will. You don’t know what you’re talking about. I love him all to 
pieces. And I’m leaving.” Doll stepped back in shock and Aster went out the door without a 
further word. She didn’t see Sammie there in the shadows. He took one last glance into the 
room and saw Rivendell smiling and Doll looking insulted. Then he silently followed after 
Aster. She ducked into an empty side room and stood in the middle of the floor, sniffling. He 
had never seen her put someone so thoroughly in her place before and he was amazed.  

“Aster.” She whirled around. Sammie came into the room and shut the door after him. The 
room was dim and warm. Quiet. “I love you all to pieces, too.” She wiped her eyes and came 
towards him. He threw his arms around her and they stood there for quite a while.  

“You know I would never, ever…” he began.  

“I know.” Aster sniffled into his shirt.  

Sammie murmured into her hair. “May I kiss you?” She looked up at him, surprised and 
Sammie wanted to kill himself. She was so warm and the room was so peaceful and they were 
all alone and, oh, please don’t let her think he was taking advantage but he liked her so much…  

“Yes.” she suddenly said. Sammie felt a sudden panic but he stifled it, bent his head and kissed 
her lips. He straightened and she gave her mouth a quick swipe with her fingertips. He wanted 
to laugh and cry. He stepped back and she smiled at him. He smiled, too, and they hugged 
again. They held hands as they walked back to the others and Aster swung his arm as she 
always had done before they ever went into the forest.  

Cut scene from 'Six' number 2 by Singe 



Aster, Daisy, Del, Pip and Sammie had finally been released by the healers and the Gardners 
were celebrating their return. Daisy was telling her version of events to a large audience of her 
mum, dad, Uncle Frodo and all her brothers and sisters. Farry and Borry were there, too, 
visiting Goldy and Hope respectively and Daisy delighted in their attention. They were so tall 
and handsome. “When Pug and his friends came bounding towards us I was so HAPPY!” Daisy 
emphasized her point by raising her arms and jumping into the air. Everyone exclaimed in 
relief. The Six were saved! But the Mistress Rose suddenly laughed.  

“Oh, dear, you’re growing up aren’t you?”  

“Huh?” Daisy asked, wondering why that was relevant to her thrilling story.  

“Jump again.” Rose said. Mystified, Daisy gave a hop. Elanor, Goldy and Rose-lass suddenly 
began to snicker. Hope covered her mouth. Rose turned to her husband, “Another teen in the 
house.” she informed him and he suddenly groaned in mock-horror.  

“What?” Daisy asked. Half the gathering was suddenly highly amused by something and she 
looked from one person to another, smiling, and hoping for an explanation. Del was the only 
one not even remotely pleased and her eyes were brimming with uncharacteristic sympathy. 
Daisy looked at her questioningly but Del just shook her head. “What is it?” she asked her 
mother.  

Rose pointed a finger at Daisy’s chest. “You’re getting just a little bit LARGE to be jumping and 
running around freely.” Daisy looked down at her breasts. Well, yes, they were bigger but…she 
suddenly realized that everyone else was looking, too. Uncle Frodo was looking. Farry and 
Borry were looking. Everyone. Everyone was looking. “You can borrow one of Del’s breast-
bands until I make you a few of your own.” Rose decided. Daisy moved to cross her arms over 
her chest and just managed to stop herself. Everyone was giggling, pointing and shaking their 
heads. Farry and Borry were grinning. “Go on with your story, Daisy. The rescue is my favorite 
part.”  

Daisy sat down and hunched over with her arms under the table. Her face wasn’t just burning, 
it was blazing. “I’m finished.”  

“No, go on! Tell us about Pug…”  

“I’M FINISHED!”  

The Mistress Rose sighed. “Yes, another moody teen. I just don’t understand them.”  

Cut scene from 'Six' number 3 by Singe 



Webs, webs gently winding her arms…Delphinium woke with a scream but her voice was too 
ragged and weak to make a sound. She frantically fought off the webbing and it landed on the 
floor of her room. Her…her room? Where were the trees? Where…she stared down at the rug 
while her heart hammered. She was in bed and she had defeated a shawl. A light and delicately 
crocheted shawl, with fringes, was lying in a round patch of moonlight.  

She heard the swish of a nightgown and her sister was there. “There now.” Hope murmured in 
a low voice thick with sleep. She picked up the shawl and wrapped it around Del’s bare arms 
again. “There. Everything’s all right. The Spiders aren’t here.” Del feigned going back to sleep 
as Hope ran her fingers through Del’s shorn hair. There wasn’t a soul alive that could resist 
doing that, it seemed. “Softer than gossamer!” Master Frodo had declared as he had 
sympathetically cut away the burned, snarled bits until nothing was left but a dark brown halo 
around Del’s head.  

Soon, Hope went back to her own bed. When her breathing became deep and steady Del 
pitched the shawl to the floor again and shuddered.  

Her hair. Half the people in the Buckland had had their hands in what was left of it, pulling on 
her dark curls and exclaiming how silky it was and, fear not, it’ll grow back, my boy. Del didn’t 
mind. But some of those hands would suddenly slow and fingers would pass caressingly down 
the back of her neck and Del would go cold and twist away with a laugh and a ready joke.  

Sammie had been bitten, poisoned, and Del was helpless. She did the only thing she could and pulled him 
close and gave him the kiss she'd always wanted to. It was good, so wonderful, and the Spiders were 
going to kill them both but neither cared.  

It was hard, so hard, to leave that deadly happiness behind in the dark forest. She curled into a 
tight ball and protected her neck with her hand but she slept no more that night.  

Wait for Spring by Nanni 

The thing about being hurt all the time is that it numbs you. Dries out your heart and freezes up 
the corners of your eyes where the tears come from. You have to let part of yourself die all the 
way back to the ground so that the rest of you can keep living.  

Frodo knows that. He knows there are ways to dig past the hurt and coax up new leaves. All it 
needs is a little bit of help.  

So he lets Hope take over his library, and waits for safety and love to thaw both girls out.  



Thaw by Singe 

It took five long years and the near-destruction of Bag End before the Grubb Girls had a 
startling realization. That night the blazing fire blew out the kitchen windows in a frightening 
explosion of glass and they both cursed and redoubled their efforts in the bucket brigade. They 
hauled and pitched water, shivering in their nightgowns, their faces black with soot and grime, 
until midnight saw them, the Gardners and their neighbors on the Hill victorious over the 
smoking ruins that was once the Bag End kitchen and its adjoining dining room. The long 
trestle table that had accomodated three adults, fourteen children and two suspicious orphans 
was nothing but a lengthy, smoking ash pile and the Grubbs looked down on it in insulted 
horror. Lovely, lovely Bag End had almost been destroyed.  

Then the shouting began. "I did it!" Master Frodo began. "I did it. I left a candle burning in the 
kitchen when I ate the last of the fried chicken! I forgot to blow it out."  

"It wasn't you, it was me!" Elanor denied. "I blew your candle out on my way to bed. It probably 
didn't go out completely and I didn't stop to check!"  

"No, it was me! I forgot to bank the coals in the oven!" Goldilocks exclaimed.  

"I banked them." the Mistress Rose shook her head. "I must have done a poor job. It's my fault."  

"No, it's my fault." Frodo-lad proclaimed.  

"How could it be your fault?" Primmy asked. "You and Merry were at the Green Dragon!"  

"I don't want to be left out of the fun." Frodo-lad grinned down at her and she smacked him on 
the leg. "Ow."  

Merry-lad wandered over to Hope and the black soot emphasized the deep smile-lines in his 
young face. "By the way, it was lovely to come home and see you in your nightgown, backlit by 
the flames. You make my life worth living. Just so you know." He hiccupped and wandered 
away again.  

"You ate the last of the fried chicken?" the Mayor asked Master Frodo and his arms were folded.  

Del and Hope exchanged a long, incredulous glance. Other families would be shrieking in 
horror at the near-disaster. Other families wouldn't find any humor in the situation at all. Other 
families would be pointing fingers at each other in a desperate bid for a scapegoat to punish.  

But these were the Gardners. And finally, after five long, cautious years, the Grubbs allowed 
themselves the luxury of admiring this odd family wholeheartedly. "It was the stove-pipe." 



Hope announced with such utter finality that everyone turned to stare at her. "The join 
connecting it to the back of the stove is worn, remember? A stray spark must have escaped. It's 
no one's fault." She felt a warm weight against her leg. Robin, the youngest Gardner, was 
leaning against her and rubbing his eyes. It had been a nasty blow to him, the day he realized 
that Big Hope and Delly-Del weren't actually his sisters. Without another word, Hope scooped 
him up and took him to his bed. Del followed. He was asleep before he touched the pillows. 
They watched him for a moment as they listened to the Mayor herd all the others towards the 
washroom and bed while the Mistress Rose thanked the New Row neighbors for their help.  

Hope finally said the fatal words. "Del, I think we're...lucky to be here."  

"I think you're right." Del quietly replied and only Hope could appreciate what an astounding 
admission that was from the girl who had made distrust into an art form.  

Hope kissed Robin on the forehead and Del kissed him on the cheek and then both girls went 
back to bed.  

Aliums are out to get yooou by Sanguinary 

Lily and Del got along, oddly enough, despite how different the two could be. Where Lily was 
solemn, Del was cheerful. Where Lily pondered for hours before making a decision, Del threw 
reason to the wind and jumped in with both feet. Lily spoke some simple elvish and knew sad 
funeral songs to sing over graves for the dead. Del knew all the words to "The Hedgehog Can 
Never Be Buggered", plus a few verses of her own invention. Lily's hair had eternally been 
bound back in long braids from the day she learned to manipulate the hair, while Del's flew 
around freely, ranging in length from waist long to a simple nimbus around her head.  

Odd as it seemed though, Lily counted Del as the only true friend she had. Which was the 
reason why it was Del that Lily told her theory to.  

"Elves are..."  

"From the stars." Lily pointed up in the sky, picking out the brightest star there, "That one."  

"Why that one?"  

"Because it's brightest. Their world is all burned away by that hot sun, and they had to sail 
across the stars in a ship." They're perched up in a tree outside, sitting side by side on the rough 
bark, and staring up at black sky, uncountable pin-points of light scattered all over, "That's why 
they're so graceful and light. The world they came from was like ours, but everyone there was 
beautiful and kind."  



"Not all elves are kind though."  

"That's because they were born here." She tucked her legs up under her black shirt, steadying 
herself on the truck to keep from falling down and cracking her skull open on the ground, 
"They're cruel because this world makes people cruel. Like poison. And they know it, so that's 
why most of them are sailing away."  

"They're gone to the Grey Havens." Del's voice is hard to read in the dark, and Lily hopes she's 
listening to her.  

"How do you know that? That's what they just say. I think they're sail on the water far enough 
that you can't see them anymore, and then the ship lifts up and they sail up, up into the sky and 
then into the stars and they're going back to find a new home."  

They sit in silence for a moment, both girls studying the star. "They wanted to take Master 
Frodo with them."  

"That's because he's like them." Lily leaned closer to whispers, almost afraid that Frodo would 
somehow overhear, "I think Master Frodo's half-one of them."  

Del looked at Lily and began to shake a little. Lily frowned, reached out to touch her shoulder, 
"Are you okay?"  

That was all it took. Del burst out loud laughing and tumbled off the branch, landing on the 
ground below with a thump and an ow.  

"Del!" Lily dropped off the branch after her, landing on Del.  

"OW! MY LEGS!" Del shoved Lily off her legs.  

"Sorry, sorry. Did you break anything?"  

"I don't think so." They stood up, shaking off dirt and dead roots, "Just don't tell me stuff like 
that when I'm that high off the ground."  

"All right." Lily said, mentally making a note not to mention the idea of birch-bark hats to keep 
the Elves from reading their minds.  

A pumpkin large enough by Sanguinary 

There's a fairy tale about a boy who lost his dog (which he loved eversovery much, much more 
than anything else in the world) and he buried it in the pumpkin patch in early spring, his tears 



watering the earth. All summer, the pumpkins grew, large yellow flowers that bloomed and 
wilted and died, leaving behind little green buds that swelled until they were large and pump 
and orange all over. Then, on All Hallows Eve, when all the other pumpkins had been picked 
and had little faces carved in their orange surfaces, the boy picked the largest pumpkin growing 
over his dog’s grave and took it home. At the very stroke of midnight, the pumpkin shook and 
burst open and the dog was born again from inside the pumpkin, shaking wet stringy gobs of 
plant-guts off his fur.  

Elanor knows this story off by heart. And even though she knows that it's just a story and not 
true, it doesn't stop her from planting a pumpkin seed in Goodwill's grave early in the spring, 
watering it every day and waiting for a pumpkin to grow. A pumpkin large enough to bring 
back the hobbit she lost to Old Man Willow.  

A Fairy Tale Romance, Of Sorts by 

Sanguinary 

Lily's parents met in the most romantic way. Or at least Lily thinks they did. If many other 
people knew the story, they wouldn't think so. But Lily's an odd child from an even odder 
family so how they met makes perfect sense to her.  

Dora Loamsdown was a rather unordinary girl. She spent most of her life out in the forest and 
not enough time learning useful skills. When she reached the age of 33, she has spent more of 
her life hiding in trees and burrowing in holes than baking in the kitchen and sewing in the 
parlour. Most boys, expecting her to be a typical Loamsdown girl, were shocked by her strange 
attitudes and would have nothing to do with her. Dora was all too happy to be left alone by 
Hobbits. She liked nature more anyways.  

Often, she would spend days in the woods, walking among the wilderness and daydreaming. 
During one of these rambles, she came across a spider, larger than any she had seen before.  

It was a pity that Dora had never heard Mr. Bilbo Baggins’ stories; otherwise she might had 
recognized it as being the bastard offspring of a Mirkwood Spider.  

She stepped too close to the spider, trying to decide if it was real, and was bit. By the time she 
managed to return to her home, the poison had coursed though her system and she collapsed 
on her parent's doorstep, leg swelled up and mostly dead.  

Dora was declared dead by all who saw her and the Funeral Hobbits of Bindbale Wood were 
called to take care of the body, since none of Dora's family was able to do so. Her body was left 
in the care of young Merimac Brambleburr. 



Merimac wasn't an ugly child, but he wasn't what most hobbits would consider handsome. His 
skin was far too pale and his hair was greasy and barely curly. At most parties, Merimac could 
be found hiding at the table furthest from the crowd and his words were punctuated by a 
stutter so strong that most Hobbits didn't have the time or patience to try understand anything 
he was saying.  

Because of this, he spent more time with the dead than with the living. And this was how 
Merimac met Dora.  

It was love at first sight, or at least for Merimac. He had never felt anything for girls before, but 
this one was different. Her hair was red as a ripe strawberry, a colour that was rare in Bindbale 
Wood, and her skin was soft to touch. And Marimac was so smitten at the sight of Dora that he 
just had to give her a kiss.  

And when Dora woke to the sensation of lips pressed against hers, and looked at the green-
eyed Merimac, she finally understood why her sisters had been so boy-crazy. And, not knowing 
where she was or why she was naked, she kissed back.  

There was a bit of a panic when Dora walked out of the Bramblerburr home, completely alive. 
Dora's mother had fainted and bashed her head on the ground rather bad, and it took almost 
two weeks before Dora's youngest sister believed that Dora really was alive and healthy.  

It was a rather quick courting for Dora and Merimac, both of them spending any extra minute 
of time with each other. They were married after only a month, much to the displeasure of the 
Loamsdowns, all who refused to attend any ceremony or even acknowledge that it was 
happening. The Brambleburrs were only too happy to receive Dora into their family, hoping 
that someone like her would be able to bring their quiet son out of his shell.  

And when little Lily Nightshade was born, a month earlier than most other babies, there were a 
few wagging tongues. And a few whispers about what sorts of things those Undertakers did. 
But if Merimac and Dora ever heard the rumours, they didn't pay them any heed.  

They were happy with their business and their little girl and really couldn't care less about 
anyone else.  

Midnight Comfort by Mel 

"Daise?" Sammie asked, gently poking his sister's shoulder. Daisy rolled over groggily, blonde 
curls rumbled with sleep.  

"What is it, Sammie?" she whispered, climbing up unto her brother's bed and putting her arm 
around his shoulders. 



"I...don't feel so well," he replied, coughing. Daisy bit her lip. Sammie had come down with a 
long, nasty cough, but in the past few days he seemed to be doing better. She had taken up 
sleeping in his room to keep him company while he was bedridden and to comfort him at night, 
when he often awoke with nightmares. Daisy hated to see her brother sick so often, and she 
quietly and gently rubbed his back while he continued to cough, hugging him close until he 
stopped. 

"Want me to get mum, dad, or Uncle Frodo?" she asked. Sammie shook his head adamantly. 

"I'll be fine. I don't want them to worry about me, anyway," he said with characteristic 
stubborness. Daisy looked at him with question in her green eyes. Moonlight strained through 
the round window and hit Sammie's pale, freckled face, which looked thinner to Daisy than she 
could ever remember. She sighed. 

"Fine," she said. "But if you wake up again I'm getting mum." "She'll just give some more of that 
nasty cough medicine. It tastes like rotten apples," he grumbled. Daisy just tweaked his ear. "I 
know, silly, but if you don't take it, you won't get better. And then we won't be able to go on 
adventures." Sammie pondered this for a minute. 

"Alright." He gave her a tiny, sickly smile. "Daise, can I sleep with you for the rest of the night?" 

"Just don't get me sick, silly duck." She smiled, as they snuggled into the blankets together. 
Daisy gave him a gentle kiss on the cheek, and the two slept for the rest of night, peacefully. 

A Blessing in Disguise by Singe 

There was a frantic pounding on the kitchen door and Merry-lad nearly choked on his chicken 

sandwich as he bolted out of his chair to answer it. He swung the door wide, revealing three 

little girls standing on the top step. Their dresses were neat and trim, but they were red-faced, 

panting and utterly terrified. Their blonde leader raised her head and Merry looked down on 

her splotchy, wet face in amazement. “Hello?” he ventured. 

 

“H…Hello,” she answered. “M…may we see Master Baggins, please?”  

 

“Usually children hide in the bushes if they want a glimpse of Mad Baggins howling at the 

moon.” Merry smirked down at her. She burst into tears and he took a horrified step back.  

 

“IZZAN ‘MERGENCY!” she shrieked. 

 

“SORRY! Sorry, don’t cry. I didn’t mean it. Don’t cry, come in.” They crept into Bag End as if 



entering a troll’s cave, the blonde wringing her hands and sobbing, the other two clearly 

wishing they were dead. Astonished, Merry beckoned to them. “Uncle Frodo’s study is this 

way. Come on.” They left the kitchen, passed through the ornate dining room, and headed 

down the paneled hallway.  

 

“This place is enormous,” one of the girls sniffled and was immediately shushed.  

 

Merry, practically walking backwards the entire way, was beyond intrigued and he knocked 

hard on his Uncle’s door. “Uncle Frodo?” 

 

“Come in,” Mayor Samwise answered and the girls went into a new flurry of panic.  

 

“Shhh, lovies, it’s all right,” Merry tried very hard not to laugh as he opened the door. “Dad 

won’t cook you over an open flame. Mum would but not Dad, I swear.” They all slowly stepped 

inside. Abandoning a card game, his dad and uncle looked at him questioningly but he could 

only grin and shrug. The blonde child drew in a great, bracing breath of air, squared her 

shoulders, and approached Frodo.  

 

He gave her his best smile. “Hello. Who do I have the pleasure of meeting?” He leaned towards 

her and, such was his unexpected, non-howling, charm, she came even closer and put her hand 

on the arm of his chair. 

 

“Gus Goodchilde.” She indicated the other two with her thumb. “M…my sisters May and 

June.” 

 

“Gus?!”  

 

“Short for August.” Merry laughed at that but she ignored him. She looked pleadingly into 

Frodo’s face and her eyes filled with tears again.  

 

“My Mum was a Goodchilde…” Sam began but Gus interrupted. 

 

“We didn’t mean for anything bad to happen. We were just picking on him a little!” 

 

The good humor in the room chilled as Frodo’s smile faded. “Picking on who?” 

 

“Samlad.” 

 



Frodo went pale and Merry-lad shared a worried, and angry, look with his father. “What 

happened? Is he hurt?” Frodo asked. 

 

“Unghh,” Gus sobbed and nearly shredded her dress with despair. “We chased him down as he 

was cutting across the Far Field an’ grabbed him an’ we had an old well rope that we found an’ 

we tied him to a tree,” she drew in another great, ragged breath “And it walked off with him.”  

 

“What did?” 

 

“The TREE!” 

 

Merry jumped. “The tree what?!”” 

 

“We ran here straight away. You have to do something.” She was grasping at Frodo’s arm and 

Merry saw her knuckles turn white. “Really! It walked off! It walked right off!” 

 

“You tied my son to an Ent?!” the Mayor asked in a very small, very calm sort of voice. 

 

“No, we tied him to a walllkiiiing treeeee. You have to believe me!” 

 

“They don’t believe you, Gus!” June hissed. “We have to go after it!”  

 

“What’ll we DO with it?!” Gus answered, facing her sister. “Bite it into firewood?!” May began 

to cry with great enthusiasm as Gus and June sniped at each other. 

 

Frodo raised his hand. “Wait, wait, wait, please,” he soothed and the babble stopped. “I believe 

you. I honestly do. Can you tell me…?” 

 

“HOOM HOM!” 

 

The girls shrieked and jumped at, of all people, Merry-lad for protection and clung to him as the 

echo of that great horn call of a shout echoed over the Hill. Sam shot to the window and looked 

out. Frodo crowded him and stared. “What is it?!” Merry gasped. “Dad? Uncle Frodo?”  

 

Frodo turned back and grinned at Merry with delight and sheer relief. “Here’s a treat. It’s 

Quickbeam!” 

 

Sam made a loose fist as if he were hiding a treat in his palm. “And he’s carrying Samlad in his 



hand. I can see the boy’s grin from here.” 

 

“Quick…really? What…wait!” Entirely abandoning their dignity, the adults bolted out of the 

study. Merry badly wanted to follow them but he had three problems to contend with first. “All 

right, puke-maggots.” He shook them off and they looked up at him in shock. What happened 

to ‘lovies?’ “You’ve been…uh… naughty! And you’re damn lucky Sammie is all right.” If his 

friends could see Merry Gardner’s gall in lecturing others for naughtiness they’d fall about in a 

giggle-fit. The irony was hilarious but Merry had had a fright and he wasn’t going to give in 

easily to a smile now. He coughed, and became properly grim again. “Come on. You can 

explain to one of the Lords of Fangorn Forest just why you had to tie a hobbit to him.” He could 

hear doors opening all through the smial as his family rushed to the spectacle of an ent in the 

garden. An ent! A real live ent! 

 

“Merry! Come on!” his brother, Pip, shouted from the garden amidst the delighted 

exclamations of his brothers and sisters. 

 

“Coming!” He opened the door and pointed out. “Let’s go.” 

 

Gus clasped her hands behind her back. “Oh, no. Really. No. We’ll be going home now,” she 

said with the slightest quaver in her voice as if she was refusing poisoned tea, thanks ever so 

very much anyway. Not being one for the niceties of society, Merry-lad yanked her out of the 

study by her ear. “OOHWW! NO!” May and June gasped, horrified. 

 

“Don’t you ‘no’ me, brat.” He caught June, too, before she could edge completely out of his 

reach and, as he didn’t have three arms, managed to stop May with a glare. “We’re going to the 

garden.” 

 

“We said we were sorry!” Gus wailed. 

 

“No, you didn’t,” Merry corrected. She slapped his hand away and would have run for it but 

she was no older than Sammie’s own nine years and Merry was a tall and fast fifteen year old. 

He easily caught her by the arm again. June didn’t even try to pull away and May, too, just 

stood there and gawped at the shocking violence of it all. 

 

“Let us GO! You can’t DO this!” Gus tried kicking but a good, brief shake from Merry put a fast 

stop to that.  

 

“I can do anything I want. Three good bullies deserve another, right?” He dragged them down 



the hall. “Isn’t this fun?”  

 

“No!” 

 

“Well, I’m having fun anyway. Too bad I don’t have a well-rope.” The front door was wide 

open and Merry hurried out as fast as the cringing girls would allow. From the sound of it, the 

entire Hill was turning out. Yes, there was the Widow Rumble from #3, New Row, and there 

were all seven of the Goodbodies from #2 and all four of the Boffins from #1, Folco Boffin 

having just moved in that Spring with his wife and two sons.  

 

Everyone and the Gardners had formed quite an excited crowd before the ent who was 

blocking the road as bold as you please. Merry’s mother, the Mistress Rose, was there and was 

speaking to the tree-herder, clothespins still in her hand and a brilliant glow in her eyes. When 

Quickbeam saw Frodo and Samwise approach he bowed as deeply as his stiff body would 

allow and the two Ringbearers respectfully returned the courtesy. Then they straightened and 

waved up at Sammie who enthusiastically waved back. Travelers on the lane, loaded down 

with goods from the market or just out for a stroll, were all frozen where they stood, 

mesmerized and more than a little frightened. Wilfred Noake’s cart pony was stamping 

belligerently in its harness. Wilfred was nowhere to be seen.  

 

An ent. An ent here. Here in boring old Hobbiton.  

 

“Bregalad,” Merry whispered and stopped just outside the door, awed.  

 

“Huh?” June whispered. 

 

“That’s his elvish name. In our language it’s ‘Quickbeam.’” Merry explained, quite forgetting to 

be horrible to the girls in the excitement of the moment. “Quickbeam the Hasty Ent.” 

 

“What does he do?” 

 

“He…hastes.” Merry answered offhandedly as he stared his fill. Quickbeam was tall, almost as 

tall as Sandyman’s mill, and slender. His fingers were long and he shook his mossy hair as the 

sun shone on his smooth grey skin. Sammie was on one great shoulder and clinging for dear life 

as Quickbeam swayed gently back and forth looking down at one hobbit and then another. 

With all his graceful movement, Merry wondered how anyone could mistake him for a tree. But 

if he held very still, then, yes, it was possible. Huh! Then Merry’s dad was gesturing at 

Wilfred’s pony, and something he said must have amused the ancient creature greatly. His 



laugh rang over the hill in such a jolly wave of sound that Merry felt he could swim in the 

warmth of it. The crowd suddenly broke and moved out of Quickbeam’s way as he began to 

walk. 

 

With just a few great strides he reached and passed (his shadow and Sammie’s shadow falling 

onto their upturned faces) Merry and the girls. Merry wanted to call out to the strange being or 

at least to his brother but he simply couldn’t. Neither Sammie nor Quickbeam noticed them 

standing there, small and open-mouthed like baby birds. The ent was humming happily to 

himself in a clear voice and Merry was thrilled to hear it. “Boom dahrar ranna aroom. Boraroom 

boom!” The ent stepped up onto Bag End and unhurriedly walked over it, being sure not to 

tread in the Mistress Rose’s abandoned laundry. He was heading for the Party Field and all the 

hobbits of the Hill followed eagerly behind. The hobbits from the lane approached much more 

cautiously. 

 

“Mer, can you believe it?! Can you believe it?!” Pip asked, rushing up. “He came from the 

Buckland and spent a week in the orchards of Brandy Hall. Well, it’s not like they could put him 

up in a guest bedroom, eh? Uncle Merry deliberately didn’t send us word he was coming! 

Wanted it to be a surprise! Who are these girls?” 

 

“Filthy brats. Bring that one and hurry up!” Merry pulled Gus and June into a run. Pip caught 

May around the waist and followed, jogging the hapless Goodchilde up and down. “What is he 

doing here? Visiting?” 

 

“Yep! Says it’s a bounteous, loving country.” 

 

“What, Hobbiton?!” Merry asked and Pip just shook his head. 

 

Quickbeam had stopped in front of the Mallorn that crowned the Party Field. It was a graceful 

young tree and the wonder and hub of the entire Shire. Quickbeam very gently set Sammie on 

the ground and, straightening, spread wide his arms as if he would embrace it and laughed 

again in happy greeting. Surely it was a trick of the sunlight but Merry could have sworn the 

tree was answering the Tree-herder. Stretching its every silver-barked twig and branch the 

Mallorn seemed to tremble its golden leaves with sheer joy. Quickbeam laughed again and the 

hobbits joined in. Even the shocked passersby from the road that were keeping a very safe 

distance found it in themselves to smile.  

 

Quickbeam turned back to Frodo and Merry-lad realized that proper introductions of all the 

Gardners were being made. “Come see his eyes, Mer.” Pip said, “They’re just like Uncle Pippin 



described in the Red Book. But more!” Dazed, Pip abandoned May and wandered in close 

again. Merry lagged behind and waited until his thirteen brothers and sisters, his mother, the 

Widow Rumble and the chief representatives of the Boffins and the Goodbodies all took their 

bows before coming forward himself. He wanted to stand out. More importantly (he firmly 

tugged on his captives) he wanted to see justice done. Sammie spotted them approaching and 

his eyes became huge and alarmed. 

 

His dad smiled. “Ah, this here’s my second oldest boy. Named Merry after Master Meriadoc.” 

 

Merry looked up into the green and gold shot wells of time that looked kindly down on, and 

directly through, him. Pip had been right and he suddenly felt himself to be a tiny, insignificant 

speck staining the long and brilliantly rich tapestry of life that was shining through 

Quickbeam’s bottomless eyes. It was a wonder that the ancient ent deigned to acknowledge him 

much less, as evidenced by his friendly smile, delight in him. Merry smiled back and bowed as 

best he could with his heart threatening to stop completely from the wonder of it all. “Master 

Bregalad,” he murmured. Gus whimpered in the back of her throat. May and June, slack-jawed, 

simply stared and stared and stared, utterly lost in that endless, wise gaze. 

 

“Hoom, now, another Master Merry. Hm, most wonderful.” Quickbeam bowed back. “The 

world is not yet so safe that it wouldn’t welcome as many Merrys as it can hold. And you are a 

blessing indeed.” Merry-lad blinked in pleased surprise.  

 

“And he’s got Sammie’s, er, little friends with him. I believe you met May, June and August 

Goodchilde.” Sam choked back a chuckle. 

 

Frodo looked down his nose at the girls. “Goodchilde in name if not in fact, anyway.”  

 

Gus’s face blazed red. “We didn’t know. We didn’t know it could walk.” Frodo pointed up at 

the ent with a stern expression. Gus took the hint and she reluctantly faced Quickbeam. “I’m 

sorry. We’re sorry. We won’t do it again.” 

 

“Well, I should hope not,” Sam said and earned a laugh from everyone. Everyone, oddly 

enough, except Sammie who stared at the girls with what looked like a rising panic. Merry was 

angry again. What had the nasty little weasels DONE to his brother that would make him fear 

them even now?! 

 

He poked Gus in the shoulder, hard. “Apologize to my brother, too, snake.” Sammie’s mouth 

was working but no sound came out.  



 

“I’m sorry, Sammie,” Gus whispered, her shoulders hunched. May and June came out of their 

fascinated stupor long enough to make apologetic whimpers, too. 

 

“It’s all right! It’s all right, really,” the boy gasped out. 

 

“Now, get out of here and don’t let me catch you near him again!” Merry ordered. Crying 

again, Gus grabbed her nearest sister and turned to run but an enormous grey hand blocked her 

way. She stopped and the girls huddled together. 

 

“Hoom, now, let’s not be hasty.” Quickbeam shook his mossy head at Merry. “Bless my 

branches, never thought I’d say that but we mustn’t get too hot about this, Master Merry.”  

 

“Sir?” 

 

“Hm, it would hardly do for you to send the Good Children away after your brother worked 

hard all morning long to attain them.” 

 

“What?!” Merry exclaimed, forgetting his manners. There was a small stir from the Gardners. 

What was this, now? Sammie was chewing on a thumbnail. 

 

“He must have crossed that field a dozen times before they finally broke and ran after him. You 

can’t punish the little ones for being fairly captured, can you?” 

 

“But we thought,” Frodo began and guilt was in his face. “We thought, you see, Sammie is often 

harassed for…” 

 

“Uncle Frodo,” Sammie interrupted miserably. “Please!” 

 

“We’re going home, now,” Gus proclaimed and her voice was definite. She had obviously had 

more than enough.  

 

Quickbeam leaned towards her and his ruddy red mouth twitched up at the corners. 

“Apologies, little one, for ruining your game.” 

 

She studied the ent with great intensity for a long time. Then she slowly reached out and patted 

his hand that still hovered near her, seemingly more out of curiosity for the feel of it than to 

reassure its owner. An ent is nothing if not patient but it really wasn’t long at all before Gus’s 



face calmed. “I was just scared when you moved. I thought you were going to eat him. We ran 

to get help.” She let out a deep, relieved breath. 

 

“It would seem we owe you an apology also.” Frodo began.  

 

“Hmp,” Gus dismissed, still lost in ancient eyes. The Ringbearer backed away with a rueful 

smile and the Mistress Rose laughed at him. “How come you can walk? Is it magic?” she asked. 

Quickbeam shook with laughter again. 

 

“Gus, I wanna go home.” May whimpered, clutching tight to June’s dress-sash.  

 

Sammie came near and laid a hand on Gus’s arm. She jumped. “He’s an ent. I can tell you all 

about ents,” he assured her earnestly. 

 

But her face had become closed again and she backed away from Sammie and Quickbeam both. 

“We have to leave.” Sammie’s face fell and Merry wanted to jump in a ditch and kill himself. 

Poor Sammie had been reeling in a rare fish, a friend, three friends actually, but now they were 

spooked. Gus sighed, not untouched by wide, pleading eyes, but she was horribly firm still. 

“No, I really mean we have to leave. Hobbiton. We’re from Oatbarten and we were here for just 

a little while visiting kin on our way to the Tooklands. The Farfield Browns? We’re leaving 

tomorrow an’ we’re taking the Brownses with us. They already sold their house and 

everything.”  

 

“I was wondering why I’d never seen you before,” the Mayor said.  

 

Gus nodded, dragged an arm across her face, and turned back to Sammie. “A new family’s 

moving in there soon. The mother grew up around here and she’s always been wanting to come 

back. Lila. The Digg-Tooters. They’ve got kids. Maybe one of ‘em’ll be good for you,” she said 

in placating sort of way. Sammie stared at the ground. Gus looked like she might start crying 

again. “Well, g’bye.” 

 

“Goodbye.” Sammie sounded hopeless and Merry-lad sighed. So wrong. He had been…he was 

so wrong. 

 

Why Quickbeam thought he was a blessing to anything was beyond him. “I’ll walk you back to 

the Farfield, lovies,” he said in his best, most sincerely repentant voice. Gus slowly cocked her 

head towards him. Then she whirled and kicked him in the shin. Kicked him as fast and hard as 

her strong little leg could manage and Merry collapsed in pain. “OHWWW!!”  



 

“HA!” She waved her sisters ahead of her, “GO! GO!” They took off and all three disappeared, 

faster than Merry had ever seen anyone run before, over the horizon. The crowd cheered them 

as they went and there was laughter, too, very much at Merry-lad’s expense. He waved a lazy 

hand in the air and smiled, acknowledging the chucklings and the catcalls, but the usual spark 

was missing from his eyes. He rubbed his leg and avoided glancing at his little brother. 

 

The Mistress Rose stopped giggling long enough to declare that, since everyone was here, there 

might as well be a celebration to honor their guest. She called for food and kegs of beer and her 

children scattered to arrange things. The crowd exclaimed their approval and scattered, too, to 

summon friends and relatives, and to collect whatever treat or musical instrument would be 

perfect for a proper Party Field party. Quickbeam clapped his hands in anticipation and 

chortled at the little hobbits scurrying about like brightly colored bunny rabbits. 

 

Under cover of the ruckus Samlad crawled in close to Merry and the older boy sighed. “Just let 

me eat worms, Sammie…” 

 

“Not everybody in the world treats me bad, y’know.” His voice was sad and irritated. 

 

Merry reluctantly raised his head. “Sometimes it seems that way. Sometimes I just…I…I’m 

sorry. It’s all my fault your girls ran away.” 

 

Sammie sat down beside him and wrapped his arms around his skinny knees. “Oh, s’all right. 

Quickbeam didn’t help matters none, either. And they were gonna leave town anyway.” Merry 

shook his head. There was nothing so painful in the world as the ready forgiveness of a child 

that loves you. But he was grateful. Sammie slid close and rested his head on Merry’s arm. 

Merry lifted it, draped it around Sammie’s shoulders and hugged him tight to his side. “And 

we’ll see Gus again.” 

 

Merry lifted his leg. The red welt Gus left was shaped like a gopher with a hat on and his bruise 

was going to be huge. “I certainly hope not.” 

 

“You’ll make it up to her, Merry.” Sammie’s voice became distant and dreamy. “You are a 

blessing. You’ll see.” Yeh, right. Merry rubbed Sammie’s curly hair and didn’t answer. 

 

They were somewhat startled when two enormous grey hands picked them up and set them on 

their feet again. Merry-lad looked into Quickbeam’s friendly face and, despite everything, 

smiled. The ent was very kindly trying not to laugh this time.  



 

The party was quickly underway and everyone joined in on the fun, though Merry-lad had to 

take quite a bit of teasing for his shameful defeat at the hands, or rather foot, of a nine-year-old 

girl. Merry just laughed, as he felt he deserved everything that anyone wanted to dish out, and 

danced with as many people as his sore leg would allow. Quickbeam laughed loud and often 

and told mesmerizing tales of his people and, even more fascinating, tales of how Hobbits from 

the Shire heroically assisted the ents in the Great War. Bregalad didn’t dance, of course not, but 

he sang to the elven gift, the Mallorn, in his ancient rolling speech and swayed under the rising 

moon. Sammie and the other little ones imitated him with their arms waving gracefully in the 

air, the wind blowing through their curls. There were those who swore that the Mallorn swayed 

in time with them all, back and forth and back and forth in the starlight, but surely that was the 

ale talking. 

Sick Ruby by Asta of Mirkwood 

Hot. And red, and flame, and her cheeks burn like someone just took a cherry-red poker to 
them. And she sweats and flames, and she needs to sleep, but, oh, she can’t because she’ll close 
her eyes and they’ll sting and steam and drown her in red smoke. And, oh, she can’t find cool 
anywhere, not even in a drink of water, because it touches her red-raw throat and evaporates 
and she gets nothing. Nothing of nothing. And she cries, and her tears feel like lava running 
tracks down sooty crimson cheeks. And she can’t keep down food because her throat aches like 
she swallowed volcanic rock whole and if she ate her stomach would roil like Mount Doom and 
everything would come back up again, and she is hungry and burning and tired oh so tired.  

And the blankets, they ensnare her, and she twists herself this way and that but she can’t get 
out, and she feels closed in and swollen at the same time. And her ears roar, and she can barely 
hear the words of comfort whispered to her by her parents. And she is HOT.  

And then, there comes cool, cool like morning breeze and snowy flakes that melt on your 
tongue and hands hold hers tight and squeeze. Smooth, ink-stained fingers that make tinkle-bell 
silk sounds on the pumice-woven rough blankets holding her with a vice-like grip. And then 
she hears a soft butterfly-wing whisper that says delightfully ...Ah, it will be better soon and it’s 
only a bad fever and you’ll be alright.... And the words sound like waterfall to her icy-hot head.  

And then he closes her eyelids tight down and calls her Ruby-red, not Ruby-blue this time.  

Around Again by Dana 



"Crow, get up." 
 
Sammie grunted softly, more asleep than not, and wanting nothing more than to be left alone; 
but his slumber had been disturbed, by a whisper, nothing more, and the bed wasn't so 
comfortable, suddenly, and the covers were suddenly too cool. He rolled over, pulling the 
pillow over his head; that soft, insistent voice was still at his ear, and would not be deterred. 
 
"Crow, I know you're awake. Get up." 
 
Sammie groaned and opened one eye, slowly, and shifted so that his face wasn't pressed against 
his pillow; he found his sight filled with Del and her looming face, as she was leaning in very, 
very close. "See, I told you so," she said, smugly, with a whisper and a wicked grin. "Come on, 
now. I couldn't sleep." 
 
Another grunt and a grumble and Sammie rolled over onto his side. "Leave me alone," he 
mumbled, though it came out sounding more like "lemmewone", as his face was pressed into 
the pillow. 
 
"Come on, Crow, where is your sense of adventure?" 
 
"It's still asleep." 
 
Del laughed, a merry soft sound, but it was whisper soft and she forcibly dragged Sammie out 
from under the covers. He strugged (of course he did), and managed to elbow her in the side. 
Her breath escaped in an oomph and her lips pressed together into a long and tight grin. 
 
"Well, now you're up." 
 
He grumbled something and Del laughed, once more, merry and bright and very not like Del's 
laugh at all. "I don't think your mum'd be too pleased that you're using such language, Sammie 
my lad." 
 
Sammie's look was sour as Del dragged him to his feet. He went, though (it was bothersome 
enough when Daisy did this, but at least she didn't bite or hit), and Del shoved his coat into his 
hand. "It's cold out, and we wouldn't want you catching a chill." 
 
With a yawn, Sammie pulled the coat on, following after Del (who hadn't a coat on, he noticed, 
but he was half-asleep still and couldn't think to care) as they left the sleeping room. "What is 
this about, Del? I could be sleeping still and you should be sleeping and you know how 
grouchy you can get when you don't get a full night's rest and - " Sammie yawned " - I really 
would like to get back to sleep." 
 
"Sleep is boring," Del chirped. "Come on, I promise you that it'll be fun."  



 
"So tell me what it is, Buzzard," Sammie said. Del looked back, grinning, and shook her head. 
 
"I'd rather not. You know how I am about my surprised, Crow." 
 
And he did know, and they had made it to the front door without waking any of his sleeping 
siblings, or his Mum or his Dad or his Uncle; he didn't want to have to explain this late-night 
walk to him, especially when he didn't understand it himself. 
 
But the door was opened and Del's hand (surprisingly warm) grasped his and pulled him out 
into the cool night. The air was sweet-smelling, late-blooming flowers opening their faces to the 
moon and the sky. It was dewy and the path was damp (he wondered if it had rained), and Del 
was walking with conviction down the path. The front gate squeaked as it opened, like it 
sometimes did, and Del walked out into the open road. 
 
"So, I was thinking." 
 
"About what?" 
 
"Nothing much." 
 
"Del, tell me what this is about, or my Da will find an unpleasant surprise when he's weeding, 
one day, and we'll all have been wondering what happened to poor old Del, and then they'll 
find you buried in the kitchen garden. Spill it, Crow, or I'm going back in and I'm going back to 
sleep." 
 
"You really do love me, Crow," Del laughed. 
 
"Well, I could have buried you under the good roses. Don't tempt me, Miss Grubb." 
 
Another laughed and Del put her arms around Sammie's shoulders, put her forehead against 
his shoulder. "Look up, you daft excuse for a hobbit, and tell me what you see." 
 
He did - confused, and curious - but only saw the night sky, black and wide, the soft white light 
of the stars and the brighter white light of the moon. "I see the sky, you silly Buzzard." 
 
"It's amazing, isn't it?" 
 
"It isn't that bad." 
 
That was an understatement, of course, and Del's hands were warm (still warm) at the back of 
his neck. He looked down, and Del had looked up, and her eyes were sparking bright and there 
was a soft smile on her lips. 



 
"Is that why you brought me out here, Delphinium?" 
 
"Mhmm," she replied, with her laughing smile and her laughing eyes. 
 
"Sometimes, I just don't get you." 
 
She pressed her head back against his shoulder (her hair was tickling his cheek), and he lifted 
his arms up so that he could return that hug. "I know," came her mumbled reply. "But that 
hasn't stopped me yet.  
 

drabbles by Dana 

Retelling Tales  

 

Her mother has a story for everything it seems; she has more stories than there are stars in the 

sky. There are happy ones, and there are sad ones, and then there are the ones that make Elanor 

think. Would it have been fair, she wonders, if Winter had been able to cut himself free. 

Autumn, Spring, and Summer might have missed him, but it would have been awfully brave of 

him to go off all alone.  

 

But she's still glad he didn't ... because it might have been brave but being brave doesn't 

necessarily mean you'd be doing what's right. 

Holding A Promise (In His Hand) 

 

Sam is certain that Frodo had meant to leave it behind if only because it had been far too easy to 

find. Tucked away carefully, on a bed of blue velvet in a dusty old box that had been hidden in 

the recesses beneath Frodo's bed.  

 

It glimmered faintly when Sam held it, and he thought of losing Frodo and then finding him 

again. It had been years since Frodo had left him ... them - now, years since he had sailed West.  

 

The warm weight of shaped glass makes it feel as though he's holding a promise in his hand. 

Golden Age by Hyel 



"Once upon a time which was a really long time ago since my dad and mum weren't even born 
yet, or were children, I don't remember which. But my mum wasn't born because my grandad 
and grandmum weren't married yet. There was a party in the beginning, big big party, 
everyone was there, there was even a big man and dwarves, maybe, or then they just were 
around at the same time. But the big man was secretly a wizard, so he told Bilbo he had to go 
away because he had this ring, and it was an evil ring that drove people mad." 

"You're telling it all wrong!" cried Verity Bracegirdle from her perch on the lowest thick branch 
of a maple tree. 

"Am not!" said her sister Lo, tho she wasn't at all certain if she was getting everything right.  

"I want to hear about the dragon," said Tomba Turnhatch. He was over a year younger than Lo 
and in the habit of following her around, and he was her intended audience.  

"That's in the other story!" chorused Lo and Verity, and then looked at each other and laughed. 
Lo hopped up and offered her thumb to be pressed against her sister's for luck. 

"No, it isn't!" Tomba insisted. "The dragon came down to the battle and Meriadoc the 
Magnificent killed the ghost that rode it." 

"That wasn't a dragon," Verity corrected. "That was a... uh..." 

"A fell beast!" Lo concluded. 

"But isn't a dragon a fell beast?" 

"No!" Lo stopped. "Well, maybe it is. But it's just a fell sort of beast. It's not a fell beast. That's 
something completely different."  

"Oh," said Tomba, and didn't insist, tho he wasn't sure he understood. 

"What are you children arguing about?" asked Daisy, Lo and Verity's mum, as she came down 
the path to the riverside with a laundry pail at her hip. 

"Lo was telling the big story all wrong." 

"Was not!" 

"Well, if Lo had breath enough to try and tell that story, she has breath enough to run up to the 
workshop and tell her dad he's needed at the mill." Lo crinkled her nose at the prospect as her 
mother set the pail down. The miller's boy was a nastyhead who threw wet leaves and mud at 
her.  



"Don't amble, hop hop!" Daisy turned her daughter around firmly and gave her a little push. Lo 
sprang up the road without a word; Daisy only wished she was going so fast in order to get the 
errand done, and not, as she suspected, in order to run and hide until evening again. 

Verity had hopped off her branch. "There's some potatoes needing peeling up at the smial," her 
mother told her.  

"But Mum, I did that yesterday!"  

"And you did it well, too, sweetheart," her mother smiled. "That's why you're best for the job. 
Go on, you can play afterwards!" 

As Verity followed her sister up the path somewhat more reluctantly, Daisy turned to Tomba. 
He put his hands behind his back and stood a little taller. "You're the blacksmith's boy, aren't 
you?"  

"Yes ma'am," he replied quickly as Daisy knelt before the river and set the washing board into 
the water. 

"Don't have any errands today, then?" 

He did, but he wasn't going to say that. "Ma'am, was your Dad really Samwise the Stout-
Hearted?" 

Daisy snorted. "My dad is Mayor Samwise of Hobbiton, aye. And my uncle is old Frodo 
Baggins, and my mum is Rose of Bywater, and they still live up in Bag End with some of my 
brothers. They come down here every now and then, but they're not so young anymore, so it's 
more us that go to them. They're as batty as tweenagers, the three of them, especially Dad and 
Uncle Frodo, and Sam-dad don't need to be no braver than brave enough to drive the occasional 
spider out of the broom closet, these days." 

"You mean they're still alive?" Tomba said, eyes round as saucers. Daisy laughed, an easy light 
sound. 

"Aye, that they are. And do you want to know how the big story really goes?" 

"Yes, ma'am!" 

"There was a war, which is like a fight in the same way that a midwinter storm is like a child's 
breath on a feather. Some hobbits went to the heart of it, with death all around them, but they 
survived. The war was won, and the hobbits came home. Then they all settled down and had 
children." She pulled a sheet from the pail and dunked it in the water. 

"But that's not all of the story!" Tomba complained. 



"It's enough of the story. Run along now, before I think of something for you to do." 

The threat worked well enough, and the lad sprinted up the path after Verity and Lo. He took a 
shortcut through the trees towards the mill. Maybe he could find Lo, or maybe the miller's son 
would like to play frog-racing. If he was bigger they could race with ponies. There were a 
million things he could do when he was all grown, and he wasn't going to waste the time on 
settling down and having children until he'd tried at least a few hundred thousand, that was for 
sure.  

The sun was high, and the day was warm, although some trees were already turning red and 
yellow. The light shining through the foliage turned the ground green, and the leaves above 
glowed golden. 

Goldilocks the Brave by Rubynye 

Sam sighed in his sleep, rolling over to wrap his arm around Rosie's waist; she sighed, too, with 
happiness, snuggling into four warm arms, her head tucked beneath Frodo's chin. She was 
awake, as her two lads were not, but Bag End was quiet, and the morning was peaceful and 
new, and the day could wait just a bit longer---  

A screeching broke out at that very moment, and all three of them jumped, Frodo sitting bolt 
upright. It didn't sound like Ruby the baby; in fact, it was resolving into a girl's voice, 
Goldilocks' voice, and into words, and it was coming nearer.  

Rosie sighed. So much for quiet. "Shut up!" she heard an older girl hiss. It sounded like Elanor, 
but Rosie wasn't sure; the racket from Goldi was unabated. "Let go of me! I hate it! Why did you 
stop me! Let go! Let go!"  

"Good morning," said Frodo wryly, just before the door crashed open, revealing Elanor, hair in 
two ties for sleep, dragging a screaming, red-faced Goldilocks, who had a hank of golden curls 
clutched in one hand and a wide, unevenly shorn patch on her head. "Oh, Goldi!" Rosie gasped. 
"What---"  

"She did it to herself, Mam," said Elanor grimly, panting as she hauled her struggling sister to 
her parents' bedside. "Rose-lass and I woke this morning and there she was with the scissors!" 
Rose-lass, coming up behind them, nodded, but whatever she said was lost in Goldilocks' 
scream of, "I hate my hair! I hate it!"  

Sam sighed and said, "Rose-lass, shut the door." She obeyed, shoving Merry and Hamfast back 
into the hallway as she did so, while Sam got up to kneel before his daughters; Elanor released 
Goldi, who threw herself into her father's arms and burst into tears. "I hate my hair," Goldilocks 
sobbed into his shoulder, while Elanor dropped into a chair, wiping her hands on her nightshirt 



with a disgusted expression. Rose-lass shrugged and sat at her feet, and Elanor patted her 
shoulder gratefully.  

Rosie and Frodo looked at each other, and at the sobbing child in Sam's arms. "Why do you hate 
your hair?" Sam asked gently, and after a few more sobs Goldi managed to say, "it's all anyone 
ever sees. It's all anyone ever likes. It's what I was named after! Why did you name me after my 
hair, Da? I hate it!" Rose-lass sighed unsympathetically at this outburst, but Elanor was leaning 
her hand on her head and looking wistful.  

"Come now, Goldilocks. You were born bald as an egg!" Sam smiled reassuringly at Goldi when 
she raised her head from his shoulder. Rosie looked at Frodo again; they had named Goldilocks 
as they had, despite her baldness at birth, because Frodo had held her and looked into the 
distance and told them how she would grow, with a mane of golden curls and bright snapping 
blue eyes. He shrugged now for reply, and she sighed and got up to get a handkerchief for Sam.  

Sam was still talking, rubbing Goldilocks' back gently. "In fact, Goldi, we named you for a, a 
mighty huntress, Goldilocks of the Stout Sword." Sam glanced up at Frodo as he said this, who 
looked puzzled, then smiled. "Yes, indeed we did," Frodo said, taking up the thread of the story 
as Sam wiped Goldi's face and got up to sit on the bed, holding her on his lap. Providentially, 
this was when another child banged on the door, distracting everyone for long enough that 
Frodo could close his eyes and quickly think of a tale; Rose-lass got up to answer it with "go 
back to bed, Mam and Da and Fro are seeing to it," then sat against the door to prevent its being 
opened again until the tale was done.  

Rosie threw the handkerchief in the hamper and walked over to kiss Rose-lass atop her head. 
"Thank you, my dear, and you, Elanor. You're being very helpful." Both older girls smiled at 
her, even though Elanor merely said, "I didn't want her bald again."  

Then Frodo cleared his throat, and all eyes turned to him. "Once, there was a mighty huntress 
named Goldilocks. She was just a lass, but she was very brave indeed, and she had gone away 
one bright spring day to visit friends. When she came home the next morning she found the 
door off its hinges, lying flat in the garden, and the doorway was dark, and when she called out 
for her family no one answered."  

Goldilocks, eyes wide, put her fists up to her mouth, and even the two older girls looked rapt; 
Rosie smiled at her family, and Frodo caught her eyes and smiled at her, before he took a deep 
breath and continued. "Still, as I said, she was very brave indeed, and she walked right in, 
though she found things smashed and bashed left and right. Wondering who could have done 
all this, and where they were so she might pay them back, she came into the dining-room, and 
found three bowls of porridge sitting on the table, just as her Mam would have set out of a 
morning.  

"Now, Goldilocks was a bit hungry, and she knew that she would need her strength to deal 
with whomever had smashed and bashed up her family's smial, so she picked up a spoon and 



tasted the porridge. The first bowl was far too hot; the second bowl was too cold. However, the 
third bowl was just right, so Goldilocks ate it up.  

"Then she kept looking around the smial, calling for her family. No Mam, no Da, no little sister, 
just broken things everywhere. Finally, disheartened, Goldilocks went to sit down in the parlor 
and think and perhaps have a cry. The largest chair was missing its pillow, and was too hard; 
the middle chair was piled with shredded blankets, and was too soft. When Goldilocks sat in 
her favorite chair, the one that was just right, it broke apart! She jumped up, and saw that it had 
been kicked and hacked!  

"That made Goldilocks very angry, and she went to the bedrooms in the back, to find her Da's 
sword, where he had hung it up with his armor, since coming home from the War." Sam and 
Frodo glanced at each other at that, and Rosie watched them twine hands as Frodo continued. 
"Holding it, she felt better; she sat down on her parents' bed, but it was too hard, and her little 
sister's bed was too soft, but hers felt right. Just as she sat on it, she heard voices at the door, and 
so she got into the bed, hiding the sword under the covers, and who do you think it was?"  

Goldi shook her head, fists still clutched to her mouth. "Ruffians?" asked Rose-lass, and Frodo 
nodded at her. "Ruffians indeed, three great brutes, and they immediately saw that someone 
had been there, eating the porridge and sitting in the chairs. They wanted the smial for their 
own, so they went looking all together to see who it might be. Goldilocks waited as they came 
closer and closer, until they saw her in the bed and said, 'it's just a little hobbit lass!' and 
laughed their wicked laugh, and reached out their cruel fingers to grasp her, and then she---" 
Here Frodo paused, and Rosie realized her own heart was pounding, and nearly laughed at 
herself; she held quiet, listening to her three daughters holding their breath, waiting tensely.  

"Why, she jumped up!" At that Goldilocks screamed, thrilled; Rose-lass screamed, too, then 
looked behind her as if someone else were sitting there. "She jumped up, and swung her father's 
sword right before their faces, nearly taking off the nose of the biggest ruffian, and shouted, 'get 
out of my home now!' All her golden hair stood up around her in her fury, making her look as 
big as anything. The ruffians jumped back, and cried, and ran, tumbling over each other, ran 
clear out of the house and the village and the Shire.  

"Then Goldilocks heard, 'is that you, our Goldi?' and out of a closet came her Da and her Mam 
and her little sister, where they had hidden when the ruffians broke into their home. Goldilocks 
laughed and cried and hugged them, and gave her Da his sword, and helped her Mam and Da 
clean everything up and set everything to rights, till the smial looked even more beautiful than 
before, and all the ruffians heard of brave Goldilocks, and never troubled the hobbits again."  

"Hurragh!" Goldilocks bounced on Sam's lap, clapping; with a touch more decorum and broad 
smiles on their faces, Elanor and Rose-lass applauded Frodo as well, and Rosie smiled and 
leaned over to kiss his cheek. He smiled at her, and then smiled at Sam, and then leaned 
forward to take Goldi's hand. "And so, because she was so valiant, we named you for her, our 
Goldi. So, you see, you should be proud of your name, and of your hair." Goldi nodded 



solemnly, and reached up to her hair, and looked as if she might cry again; to reassure her, 
Rosie said, "don't worry, sweeting, after first breakfast your Da will make your hair look nice 
for you." Sam gave her a doubtful look, and Rosie resisted a giggle.  

"Breakfast would be good," Rose-lass agreed, getting to her feet. "We set porridge to cook by the 
fire overnight, didn't we?"  

"Fittingly so," Frodo agreed, getting up out of bed. Goldi promptly stood on the bed, arms out, 
so that he had to pick her up. "Thank you for my story, Fro," she said, arms round his neck, and 
he smiled. "You're welcome, Goldi. You won't do this to your hair again, right?"  

"Never," she agreed, and he kissed her brow; Sam draped his arm round Frodo's shoulders and 
kissed Goldi as well, and Rosie watched them walk out together into the Bag End morning.  

Two stories by Sanguinary 

Beware: Unbetaed strangeness lies ahead. Both stories rated PG/PG-13. The first being Frodo-
centric and the second being Lily-centric. I have no excused for these two, except that they 
popped into my head about an hour ago and demanded that they be placed down on paper.  

// 
 
As A Hatter  

There are dangerous Men (and Hobbits and Elves and Dwarves and Orcs) in this world, and 
every child must learn very young to tell the difference between those who are friends and 
those who are foe. Some are very easy to tell, with their cold faces and hungry fingers and 
hands that snatch and grab at money and flesh and weapons like a drowning man does at 
salvation. And some are hard to tell apart, because their eyes are warm and kind, and their 
hands are soft and comforting until they are drowning, and then it is too late because you have 
become the stick they grasp at.  

A drowning hobbit is the most dangerous thing in the world, for he will kill his rescuer and 
drown both of them in the attempt to save his own life. A drowning hobbit is dangerous to 
everyone around him.  

Frodo was a drowning hobbit. Not all the time. Most of the time, he could swim quite well, like 
an otter or swan, floating gently on the surface of the water and paddling though it around the 
others. He'd play with the children, and write his stories, make love to Rosie and Sam, and 
make peal oranges for Sammie and Daisy to eat as they sat in the shade of the hobbit hole on a 
hot summer's day, waiting for friends to come and visit. During those days, he rocked babies, 
played with children and spoke at length on many numerous topics, including the story of the 



Ring and his journey (though some parts were always left unsaid) and did it all with a sense of 
sanity and levity.  

The drowning times would always come suddenly and unexpectedly, like swift thunderstorms 
that struck without warning and disappeared again, leaving behind shattered trees and deep 
puddles. He would wake up, sing songs to Tolman, listen to Ruby talk about what she had 
found at the top of a tree, write half a story about a princess and two brothers who tried to save 
her from monsters, and then smash every peice of pottery in the kitchen with a pure rage that 
left him shocked and breathless afterwards. Though rare, when he did begin to feel himself 
pulled beneath the water, Frodo would grasp onto anything within grasp or reach. Roses on the 
bottoms of dresses, or golden hair, or soft skin and warm eyes were all just something to grab 
hold of. He would grab onto someone to pull himself up, just long enough to grab a breath of 
air, even if it would sink both of them to the bottom of the pond without a ripple left to mark 
their passage.  

There was no answer, no easy way to keep Frodo from these times of madness when he'd lash 
out at whatever moved, or scream accusations that cut to the bone. All one could do was keep 
an eye out, and watch, and wait. Sam and Rose had their ways of dealing with Sam, and Elly 
had her own, and Del had yet another set that worked, and neither way was wrong, but 
sometimes one way was better than another. Sometimes it took a clean hard slap across Frodo's 
cheek to return him back to sanity and make the crazed look flee back into the dark places of his 
mind. And sometimes, it took a game of tossing hot coals that burnt palms and blistered skin to 
make the unhealthy sheen of madness depart. And when those didn't work, there was always a 
vase or two lying around the house that almost seemed to beg to be smashed against floors or 
walls or heads.  

But these times were far enough between that they could be forgiven, if never forgotten. But 
like any drowning man, there was always one set of eyes upon him, watching to make sure that 
if the wind turned suddenly, someone would be prepared for disaster. And someone would 
find a stick or rope to save him Frodo drowning without letting themselves be pulled into the 
suffocating darkness as well.  

//  
 
And A Candle  

Lily Brambleburr (of Bindbale Wood, as she was oft to introduce herself as) was a whole 
practical hobbit. Her house was never bigger than she needed, just a small hobbit hole with a 
basement for storing food and bodies, a small kitchen, a bedroom and a parlour that both 
entertained guests and served as a guest room on the few occasions that someone would stay 
the night. Her larder kept only the small amount of food she needed, her dishes could be 
totalled using two hands and one foot, and her laundry rarely filled the small clothesline she 



hung between her front window and the small oak in her front yard. Her life was simple, 
meticulous and levelled out like a fine window ledge.  

In matters of business, she chose to let the family set the price. From time to time, there were 
certain hobbits that would set the price far lower than it was customary too, but Lily would 
never argue or heckled the price, performing the same job for those who paid well and those 
who did not pay enough to cover the price of the wood to make the coffin. There was only one 
indulgence she made when it came to price.  

The family would decide amongst themselves what to pay her with; fresh vegetables in the 
summer or an offer to repair a window or build her a new table, or some other barter or trade. 
Lily would listen to their offer and reply, in her measured and calm voice, "And a candle."  

There was some discussion in the Green Dragon late at night, or after the children had all gone 
to sleep, as to why the candle was so important to Lily. She didn't seem to care much about 
what type of candle it was, or how big. All that mattered to her was that a candle was included 
in her payment. There was always some speculation about witchery (after all, wasn't red hair 
the sign of magic hidden in the blood) or dark rites (she did handle dead bodies all day) or 
perhaps some good luck ritual. But in the end, most chalked it up to simple insanity on the girl's 
part. Nothing to be worried about, not like that Mad Baggins, but something to always be alert 
of.  

Lily heard this talk and paid it no mind. She took the candles she was given, large waxy white 
ones or skinny yellow candles, or those of strange and odd shapes, and each made their way to 
her front window where they burnt all night long and into the early morning, a beacon for a 
friend who had gone away a long time ago.  

She was practical and left matters of fancy to those who were not yet adults. But the candles left 
to light Del's way home never disappeared from her window.  

Au Natural by Singe 

 

"They're not dirty drawings, they're figure studies!" Del snatched her sketch back from Missus 

Marigold who gasped at the sheer disrespect. All heads turned to watch. 

 

Marigold pointed an accusing finger at the girl. "Well, Ham's figure is only wearing pants! Can 

you explain that?!" 

 

"I couldn't get him to take them off," Del replied cooly and everyone within earshot nearly fell 

into the flowers, laughing. Even Master Meriadoc, sprawled next to Master Pippin and Master 



Frodo under a fruit tree, gave a snort at that as Ham blushed and stammered denials that she 

had tried to convince him of any such thing. His father patted him on the shoulder and walked 

over to prevent Del's imminent death with as much authority as he could muster. 

 

"Calm down, calm down," he murmured to his sister who was turning a lovely shade of purple. 

"Let's see the filth in question, Del." Delphinium immediately handed the sketch over and he 

studied it for a moment before he rolled his eyes. "He's only gardening, Mari. What's so terrible 

about that? People garden without their shirts every day." 

 

"But they're not drawn!" Marigold insisted. "You can't put that thing on your wall!" 

 

"Can't we? It's very well done." The adults under the tree rolled to their feet and wandered over 

to take a look as Del fought down a blush. If only she hadn't dropped her leather packet of 

sketches as she was walking across the garden. If only Ham's 'figure study' hadn't floated free 

for Mistress Marigold to pick up. How embarrassing. 

 

"Let's see the rest, then!" Marigold demanded as she snapped her fingers at Del. "What else have 

you got in there?!" 

 

"They're not finished," Del said, firmly clenching the packet under her arm. "And they're not 

dirty." 

 

"I'll be the judge of that!" 

 

"Oh, no you won't." Del refused. Marigold's nieces and nephews had to put up with their aunts 

bullyings but Delphinium did not, by any means. One of the very few perks of not being blood 

related to the Mayor. 

 

"Sam, can you even HEAR her?! How do you allow it?" He said nothing and looked at the point 

in the garden where Ham had been weeding while Del drew him, obviously comparing the 

position of the flowers. 

 

"I really like the way the sun is shining through his hair," Master Frodo decided. "Can you color 

this, Del?" 

 

"Certainly, but it's just a rough sketch. I just scribbled that down to get the pose right." Marigold 

threw up her hands in disgust and walked away. Masters Pippin and Meriadoc watched her go 

with vindictive delight but the Mayor seemed on the verge of sadness and Del was sorry to see 



it. Then she noticed that Master Pippin was glancing at the packet under her arm then up to her 

face then back down to her arm in a beautiful imitation of a dog silently begging for a treat. Del 

gathered her courage, smiled and held out the leather. He gloated over it and pulled at the ties 

while another laugh went round the garden at his avarice and Del's burning face. "They're not 

finished," Del apologized. "They're not perfect." 

 

"Oooooooh!" Pippin exclaimed at the first pencil drawing he pulled out and that was too much 

for everyone to resist. Now there was a crowd. Del couldn't bear the fuss they were making and 

abandoned her art to fetch everyone something to drink. Eventually. Face red, she darted inside 

Bag End and was very glad that she kept the, ah, Without Pants figure studies safely hidden in 

her room. The Travelers really shouldn't skinny dip in the Water at night the way they do. 

Honestly. 

Wagons... EAST! by Singe 

What a miserable visit to Great Smials this was turning out to be. There was no answer to her 
knock so the Mistress Rose pushed open the low door of what had once been a smokehouse and 
stepped inside. She blinked in the darkness as all the windows were shuttered for some reason. 
Her eyes began to adjust to the cool dimness and she looked around with tight-lipped curiosity. 
It was all one large oval room. At her end was the teensy kitchen and a rather lovely oak table 
with mismatched chairs. In the middle was the (Rose sniffed with disdain) 'studio' which was 
cluttered with easels and buckets of brushes, large squares of canvas and rolls of paper. And at 
the far end was a comfortable bed set off from the rest of the house by a midnight blue curtain 
embroidered with silver stars. Which made her even more angry, if that were possible. The 
walls were entirely covered with layers of sketchings and paintings and the smell of the oil-
colors mingled pleasantly with the scent of hickory smoke that still clung to the timbers. The 
faces on the artwork were so well drawn that the eyes seemed to be eerily following her about. 
Rose sighed heavily. Well. One thing she could say about that licentious old slut, Delphinium 
Grubb, she was talented.  

A sudden coo from the bed startled her. The baby! The baby? Here all alone? She stepped 
through the clutter of the studio to the neatness of the bed and, yes, there it was, a boy, waving 
his bare arms and legs in the air and burbling. Rose looked down at the little thing as he tried to 
fit a foot in his mouth and felt her heart sink down into the ground. The rumors were all true. 
Every inch of his sturdy little frame and every copper-curly hair on his head spoke of Merry-
lad, that careless, thoughtless idiot. He spotted her and grinned her son's smile in welcome and 
she winced at the painful beauty of it. A bastard child. She was simply going to kill Merry-lad 
for bringing this sort of shame to the family.  



"What are you doing here all alone?" she asked and reached out. A sudden booming growl 
above her head stopped her cold. Hot breath stirred her hair and she fought back a scream. 
Arms still out she slowly turned her head and looked up at a mountain of fur and sharp teeth. 
Mercy alive, it was almost as big as a pony. "N...n...nice dog? Nice dog?" she gasped. She slowly 
and very carefully drew back from the baby and, even more slowly, if it were possible, held out 
her hands to the brindle monster to sniff. "Nice dog, please?" How in the world had she missed 
HIM when she came inside?! Well, it was dark, her frightened mind whimpered as she 
underwent the most thorough smelling of her life by a black nose as big as her fist. "Please be a 
good dog."  

"Huan's a very good dog, obviously," came a low sarcastic voice from the door and Delphinium 
Grubb walked in to set a bucket of fish down on the table. Huan wagged his tail at the 
compliment. "Sit," she ordered and the beast backed away and sat to Rose's great relief. She 
approached the bed then and the baby gave an extra hard kick and squealed. Rose studied her 
and was surprised. She had expected an aged, grinning and avaricious spider that preyed on 
gullible lads but the Grubb was young. Terribly young and colder than a killing frost. Del 
scooped the boy up and away from the matron as if she were diseased. "You can leave the door 
open on your way out," she shot over her shoulder as she wandered back into the kitchen.  

But Rose wasn't gotten rid of so easily as she began to revise who was at fault in this mess. After 
all, the girl had never approached the Gardners with a claim. Had never demanded so much as 
a penny. Honestly, if it weren't for gossiping Tooks, Rose wouldn't be here at all. "How old are 
you?"  

The girl looked at the dog as if tempted to sic him on the intruder but she controlled herself. 
"I'm nineteen."  

Rose gasped in horror. Not even a tween! Merry-lad was a full seven years older and Rose 
wanted to weep for the happy past when she thought he had merely been stupid instead of 
callous. To father a child and not admit it! Not even to his own parents! She was going to kill 
him. She was simply going to kill him dead. She took a deep breath and gave the girl an 
incriminating, and legally binding, admission. "That is Merry-lad's child."  

The look Delphinium gave her would have killed an orc at fifty paces. "This is MY child," she 
corrected and clutched the baby tighter. He drooled on her hair.  

Rose shook her head and then covered her eyes with her hand as she fought for control. Had no 
one taught this girl that there were herbs and potions that could prevent this sort of thing? 
Evidently not. Evidently she had no family at all or she wouldn't be living in a smokehouse on 
the edge of Great Smials. "Any fool can see," she finally said "Whose baby that is."  

"No one has a claim on my son but me," the girl snarled back and Rose raised her head as she 
caught a note of fear. The girl was afraid. Afraid of what? That the wife of the Mayor, with all 
her riches and influence, was going to take the baby away, you dolt, she answered herself.  



"Don't judge us by Merry's behavior," she said. "We won't touch you or the boy." Huan was 
sniffing at her again and she held very still but she refused to be quiet. "You're owed our help."  

"I don't need your help."  

"You and the baby must be owned to," Rose sighed, "Merry-lad will be responsible as he should 
have been from the beginning, damn him, and the three of you will be provided for. The child 
will have a name." She took a deep breath, "It's the proper thing to do. You have to admit it."  

Delphinium's eyes practically glowed in the shadows. "Proper? My sister did the proper thing, 
once." A sister? Rose tilted her head. "She decided to marry a well-off farmer to give the two of 
us a bit of stability when we found ourselves on our own," Delphinium went on. "Everyone 
said, oh, very wise of you. Well." She put the baby on her other shoulder. "Within a year, my 
sister regretted everything. And she blamed me. If she hadn't had to think of me she would 
never have trapped herself in such a loveless, wretched mess. I left as soon as I could." Huan 
whined and crossed over to the girl. She petted him. "You're mad to think I would do such a 
thing to myself. To my child." Her voice became so quiet that Rose barely heard what she said 
last. "To Merry. Just to save the lot of you from embarrassment."  

Rose's eyes went wide as she realized the truth. "Merry doesn't know." A wave of relief swept 
her towards one of the mismatched chairs and she collapsed into it. Oh, thank the merciful 
heavens, her son was stupid and not heartless after all. "You craven little coward, he doesn't 
even know."  

"I NEVER said it was Meh..."  

"And you love him, I know it." Delphinium shook her head in frantic denial but it was too late. 
Rose slapped the table with her hand and the dog jumped. "Or the baby wouldn't be here. Oh, 
my dear, I can see right through you. It's like looking at myself. If I...if I had only had a child, 
some piece of him to keep with me," Rose said. "I would have fought tooth and nail to keep it 
safe. No matter what anyone thought. Or said. Or did. Propriety be damned. Just like you." Her 
face screwed up and she hid her eyes again as she fought for control. Yes, a child. Perhaps with 
dark hair and blue eyes? Oh, if only...was that a flash of sympathy in the Grubb's eyes? Huh.  

Whatever it was disappeared as the fear took hold of Del again. "I never said it. You can't prove 
it, no matter who Miro looks like, he belongs with me."  

"His name's Miro?" came a deep voice from the open door and Delphinium looked up in sheer 
horror. Rose almost laughed. It was Merry-lad. Evidently he'd heard the same rumors from the 
Tooks that she had and had come down from the guest rooms to verify them for himself. He 
saw the baby and clapped a hand over his mouth. "Del," he breathed. "Oh, my Del..."  

The girl was panicking. "You can't! He's mine!" Merry came into the cabin and crossed the 
distance between them in three long strides, backing Del into a corner. Miro held out a friendly 



hand to the newcomer and Merry gently took it, awed. Miro's little fingers were so small in her 
son's large, strong hand. Rose burst into quiet tears. "You...no...he's mine..." the Grubb 
continued to protest.  

"You idiot," Merry murmured. "So am I. I always have been but you wouldn't listen..." Del 
shook her head and gasped as he pulled them both close. "Tell me Mum's right. Tell me you 
love me."  

Del's cold, frightened mask cracked as she looked at him. "Merry!" she suddenly groaned and 
he crushed her to him. Rose sincerely hoped they didn't smother poor, little Miro her first 
grandson! between them and she got up from her chair.  

Huan, alarmed, moved towards the small family but Rose caught his collar and stopped him. 
He could have taken her entire head off with a single nip but he merely looked down at her 
with wide eyes. "C'mon, dog, out the door." She gave him a push that barely bent his fur but he 
complied all the same and they moved out into the sunshine together. Little Miro's sudden 
laughter echoed through the smokehouse. Rose turned to see Merry holding him and looking 
into his face with delight and wonder. Her arms suddenly ached. She had never gotten a chance 
to hold him herself. Well, there was still time. All the time in the world really. Delphinium's 
laughter suddenly joined her son's and Huan perked up his ears as if he'd never heard it before. 
Maybe he hadn't. Rose sniffled and sat on a stump to wait for the young couple to come out and 
humor her. Huan relaxed and plopped down beside her to keep her company and she scratched 
behind his ears. "I'm still going to kill him. And her. But we're getting a beautiful baby out of it 
all. And a good dog, seems like. You ARE a good dog, aren't you?" Huan wagged his tail 
modestly. Yes, yes he was.  

Untitled by Singe 

"You've been away a long time, Folco." Frodo Baggins finally said into the comfortable silence 

and Fredegar Bolger murmured his agreement. Folco Boffin opened one eye and smiled at 

them. Folco was Freddie's age, dark haired, built strong and was handsome when he smiled, 

which was seldom.  

 

"It's good to be back in Hobbiton," Folco agreed and laced his hands behind his head as he 

stared up into the shimmering brilliance of the mallorn tree. It was Spring and golden flowers 

were replacing golden leaves to Folco's wonder. "One more day among my wife's relatives on 

the other side of the Shire and I would have gone mad." He watched his little sons chase the 

Mayor of said Shire around and around a young oak tree on the borders of the party field and 

shook his head, bemused. Not even a day spent in New Row and his entire family was in love 

with Samwise the Brave. Well, everyone but... 



 

"Are you just going to lie under the tree all day?" His wife. Mag. More often than not 

pronounced MMMMAAAHHHGGH by the folks who knew her and wished they didn't. 

Leaving her people had made her even more irritable than usual and she blamed, rather than 

thanked, the mayor who had cleared the way for them to settle right on The Hill itself when 

their old smial in far-off Willowbottom had rather dramatically fallen in on itself after a 

particularly hard rain.  

 

"It's a hot day, so, yes, I think I'm set," he answered as three pairs of cold eyes gazed on her and 

dared her to make an argument. In the distance half of the mayor's own horde of children 

joined Folco's sons in running Sam to ground. It was a beautiful sight, a beautiful sound and 

Mag scowled at it. Suddenly Folco was tired, dead tired and damn sick of it all. "It's so hot I 

think I'll take off my shirt," he decided. 

 

"Don't be ridiculous. People will see," she snapped and turned to watch the runners come 

nearer.  

 

"Let them." Folco unbuttoned his collar. Frodo and Freddie shot an intense look at each other 

and held very still.  

 

"They'll see!" Mag hissed, "And the children will see!"  

 

"Oh, they've seen worse, believe me," Frodo's soft voice reassured her as Folco pulled his shirt 

off over his head. Mag went red and stepped back. Folco's skin was pale, it hadn't seen the sun 

in years. Folco hated being so pasty white, he hated... 

 

"What have we seen?" asked a young voice. They looked over at Daisy who had overheard 

Mag's protests and had left the game out of curiosity. Samlad followed her. He was followed by 

Merry-lad who was followed by Pip and, eventually, everyone downed tools and formed an 

interested audience in front of their new neighbors. Mag was horrified. 

 

"Shall I, Frodo?" Folco quietly asked as Freddie gazed at them both with compassion. 

 

"Yes, if you want, cousin," Frodo was near tears.  

 

Folco looked up at the Gardners who were waiting in sudden suspense. Mag was glaring. "You 

see, everyone, the half-orcs that took over Hobbiton during the Siege were a nasty bunch..." 

Folco ran out of words so he turned his back on them all to let his skin do his talking. He heard 



gasps and muttered curses from the older children and the Mayor as they looked on the savage 

scars the whips had left on his back. They crossed and recrossed with malicious abandon and 

Folco sighed at the memory of it. He felt a gentle touch on his shoulder and nearly fainted with 

shock. 

 

It was Sammie. The boy ran his fingers across the raised skin and shook his head, impressed. 

"Those are bad. Real bad," he said and Folco looked at Frodo in amazement. "Not as bad as 

Gaffer Bunce's though." Folco laughed so suddenly he surprised himself and Mag finally broke 

and stormed away. A few nonchalantly watched her go but they quickly turned back to Master 

Boffin. "Did it hurt very much?" 

 

"Oh, I should say so." His youngest boy, Rudo, crawled into his lap and Folco hugged him. 

Other hands joined Sammie's as they stroked his back in forward, childish interest and Folco 

swallowed a lump in his throat. "But I'm all right now." 

Weather-wiseacre by Sanguinary 

Tolman, youngest of the Gamgee family, always had quite a time trying to fit in. By the time he 
was old enough to start playing in earnest, the siblings above him were all too big and fast for 
him to catch up with, and the grandkids that begun to appear were still too young. For young 
Tom, it was a constant race for him to try catch up with the others, in case he be left behind with 
the babies.  

His shorter legs and smaller lungs almost always guaranteed he was behind the pack, a little 
tagalong that never ran fast enough for the others likes. They scrambled up trees and squeezed 
in holes, leaving Tom always behind enough to miss out on the fun. They didn't do it to be 
cruel, but like all old siblings they always ran that much faster.  

So, more often than not, Tom found himself alone, sitting with his feet in streams and ponds 
while the others climbed trees, or shimmying up old oaks while the others played tag in the 
fields, or lying in the fields looking at clouds while the others swam in the ponds and stirred up 
the mud and sand. But it was funny how Tom began to notice things that the others couldn't 
notice amidst all the noise.  

Like how before a storm came, the clouds didn't just get dark, but they formed shapes in the 
sky, large bumps and how before heavy winds came, the temperature always dropped quickly. 
He noticed how the air tasted different before a heavy rain, and how it seemed to pull taunt 
when drought came. Sometimes, his fingers would ache as a heavy storm moved in, and his 
knees popped on the days when it seemed perfectly fine, but out of nowhere, a heavy wind 
would come in and flatten the wheat in the fields.  



As he got older, Tolman began to realize that it wasn't normal to know what the weather was 
going to be like before it changed. In fact, as it turned out, it was something only a few people 
could do. Weather-wiseacres, was what Samdad called them, hobbits who had the ability to see 
the weather and predict its changes before anyone else could. It wasn't really a special thing to 
have, not like the way Sammie's stories were special, or the way Del could hang from tree 
branches using only her feet, or how animals liked Meli best, but it was a useful thing to have.  

Especially on days like this, Tom thought as he watched the first bit of hail begin to fall down 
across Hobbiton. He was curled up on the windowsill of the house, watching the white ice 
stones fall everywhere. Out in the fields, he could see the other playing children begin to scatter 
and run back towards their homes, chased by the hail. Soon, they'd arrive home in Bag End, 
dripping wet and loud as they always were. And then the colds would start and the house 
would be full of sneezing and coughing. But until then, Tom enjoyed the quiet and waited for 
the rainbow to appear after the storm, like it always did.  

Derivative of (and alternate-universe to) 

West: 

Freezing by FrodoAtBagEnd 

June 1437  

"Where's Fo?"  

Mum shook her head sadly, putting out a steadying arm, and her eyes were too red. She didn't 
have the bottle of cod-liver oil in her apron-pocket, and that made Elanor's breath catch and her 
stomach go all funny.  

"In the bedroom. He's been wanting to see you. He'd planned to ride out and meet you, but - "  

She didn't hear the rest, fairly flying down the hall, curls flying as her hair came loose. She 
didn't care. All those letters. . .a whole year of letters from Fo, keeping her heart up when she 
felt so afraid, so alone in places so full of such big people, so far from home and messy little 
brothers and sisters and Daddy and Mum and Fo. . . .  

And now she *knew*.  



Knew as much as a body could know, at least. Hours with King Elessar and Queen Arwen, 
hearing about Arwen's Ada, as she called her Daddy, who'd sailed away over the sea when 
Elanor was just a baby, before the others were even born.  

The one Fo would have sailed away with. . .but he stayed.  

She'd thought Fo had taught her more history than she could bear to remember, and come to 
find he'd left more out of it than she could imagine.  

You might know how cold it is outside, King Elessar had pointed out, and you might tell your children 
how cold it is, but you don't tell them that you're freezing to death.  

Because you don't want to hurt them.  

She stopped at the door, swallowing, trying to regain her breath to avoid startling him by 
hurtling in. When he was ill, anything that startled him hurt him, and sometimes it would take 
him an extra dose of medicine or Mum and Daddy rubbing his hands over and over and talking 
to him before he'd be all right enough for his breathing to slow back to its usual laboured pace. 
She didn't want to make him worse, not after so long. . . .  

Summer by FrodoAtBagEnd 

From the door-frame, though, she could see him clearly: raised just a little bit on pillows, his 
head raised only enough to ease drinking and breathing. They couldn't keep him propped up 
too much; his heart was tired, she'd learned from Queen Arwen and Lady Eowyn. Even though 
her duties had been to the Queen, wherever they were, they'd found a fair bit of time to teach 
her things, just as Fo had taught her in preparation for her year with them. Slowly she ventured 
closer.  

He was breathing such *short* little breaths. . .not so many of them, just. . .short little difficult 
breaths, the way he sometimes did when he wasn't well. He looked even whiter than usual, all 
pale and damp and feverish, like he might faint if you even tried to move him just a quarter of 
an inch. The room smelled heavily of the familiar athelas (galenas, kingsfoil, "that funny leaf" - 
as the younger ones called it), hot and steamy with extra wood on the fire and steam-kettles and 
basins everywhere. Fo was tucked in beneath the fluffy counterpane and a whole pile of 
patchwork quilts, but still he shivered, trembling as if he were buried in snow instead.  

Strider.  

She now understood the meaning of the strange name he sometimes called out, the name 
besides her father's, the one she'd heard only in stories. Oh, she'd thought she understood it. . 



.but now she found she hadn't at all, and she swallowed tensely, remembering the place they'd 
visited while staying at Evendim, near where Queen Arwen's brothers still lived.  

Slowly she put out one hand, wringing out a fresh cloth from the stack on the bedside table, 
bringing her other hand to help as she shook off the drips and laid it over his forehead. His face 
felt burning hot to her hands. . .except the left side, which was cold as ice. The compress was 
nice and warm, at least.  

"Elly-elle. . .there you are. . . ."  

His eyes slowly opening, blue as ever, Fo looked up at her, his voice worn and tired as cracked 
leather. She smiled, taking another cloth and kissing his thin cheek before stroking his neck 
lightly with the other compress, and he fairly beamed, the corners of his pallid lips turning up 
in that little bow they became when he smiled.  

"I'm sorry. . .I should. . . ."  

"Sssshhh. . .it's all right, Fo."  

Tears sparkled in his eyes, blue as the Sea. "I. . .wanted to. . .to come and. . .meet. . .you 
properly. . . . A few. . .more. . .days. . .and I. . .would have. . .been. . .able. . . ."  

"A few more days would have been too long for me to wait. Winter's cold, and it's time for 
Summer to come melt away all the snow."  

Reaching to her left wrist, she pulled loose the bow of a single purple ribbon tied about another, 
one bound to her wrist in decorative fashion. Slowly she lifted the covers, trying not to jostle the 
frozen left arm., so chilled in contrast to the fever that burned away at the rest of him, even 
though he shivered. . .he was always so cold. . . .  

With careful touch, she tied the purple ribbon gently about his wrist, her voice a whisper.  

"Summer's come home, Uncle Fo. Summer always comes back."  

Woman talk by Meli 

"Rosie, you've got a letter." Frodo sounded more surprised than Rosie thought he ought. After 
all, she got letters fairly often. One glance at the envelope made her understand, though, and 
she snatched it out of his hand.  



Daisy looked up curiously, but Rosie placed the letter in her pocket before anyone else could see 
it. Her head full of plots, Daisy didn't dwell on it, instead gobbling down her breakfast and 
bouncing off for the day.  

Left to herself finally, Rose went to the bedroom and opened the letter. Flowing Elvish script 
greeted her, and her cheeks colored as she read it. Frodo watched patiently from the doorway 
until she was finished, then sat beside her and wrapped an arm around her shoulders. "What 
says the Evenstar?"  

Rosie brushed aside a tear and smiled teasingly at him. "None of your concern, Mr Frodo. 
Merely woman talk." 

Nothing secret by Meli 

Rosie stirred and opened her eyes, feeling the warm sun on her skin. Grass tickled her back and 
she shifted away, moved closer to the other on the blanket. Arwen smiled drowsily and drew 
her close, running one hand gently down Rosie's face.  

The moment broke when giggles in the underbrush came closer. Four young Hobbits tumbled 
out into the clearing and bounced to join them, offering hugs with little care for the women's 
nudity. Arwen, graceful as always, returned the hugs firmly, brushing soft kisses across Hobbit 
foreheads.  

Rosie hugged the four as well, and pulled on her dress, thankful when Arwen's slim fingers 
came to help her lace it back up. "And what are your fathers doing?" Rosie asked, mock-sternly 
looking at them.  

Meli giggled. "The same thing you two are." The other three nodded, and Rosie rolled her eyes, 
standing to help Arwen with her laces.  

"Not exactly, Meli-lass."  

Molly nudged her. "Yes. Mum and Aunt Dinny are the ones who do the same thing."  

Arwen laughed. "Is nothing secret from you?" she asked them, and four heads shook.  

"Nothing," Sammie affirmed. Daisy nodded.  

"In a close family, with all of us children, we know everything."  

Rosie finished tying Arwen's dress back up, and the Elf knelt before her to kiss her gently. There 
was silence until they drew away, then the four children burst into applause.  



"Go on, then," Rosie shooed them, and they did, shrieking and laughing. Arwen took Rosie's 
hand, while they watched them play.  

"You've taught them of love," she said softly.  

Rosie smiled up at her. "What more can any parent teach their children?"  

A heavy step behind them, and Aragorn, King of Gondor sat down next to his wife and 
wrapped an arm around her. "Tolerance, Mistress Rose. Tolerance and love."  

 

Fading by Slipstream 

The day comes too quickly, far too quickly, even though any day would have been too soon. 

The day that Rosie and Sam meet tear-filled eyes over the too oft-used sickbed and know that 

this time there would not be a getting better.  

Frodo's body is racked with fever, his sunken eyes unseeing. He does not know them, which 
hurts the worst, and Rosie often cries over this fallen gentle-hobbit, once so learned and wise, 
left a shriveled, ghostly husk.  

The children visit, hollow-eyed and pale, false smiles painted on their faces. Sometimes he stirs 
enough to squeeze hands in response to gentle hugs, drift in and out of quiet conversations for a 
minute or two. Sammie's birthday comes and he spends the entire day caring for him, his uncle, 
his father, his Fo. At one point Frodo is coherent enough to mumble a very happy birthday and 
many returns, and it is all little Sammie can do to hide his tears and trembling and kiss him on 
his pale-skinned brow.  

One afternoon Rosie comes in with freshly steamed towels to find Frodo with his too-thin arms 
stretched towards the sun-lit window, his expression wanting and his speech reduced to baby 
mewls for a long dead mother. She does all that she can, holding him and rocking him like she 
did with her children, most of whom are grown now and gone, and sings him gentle songs. He 
calms a little and curls against her breast, instinctively seeking out her comfort and warmth. 
Sam enters softly and wraps his strong brown arms about the both of them, settling into the bed 
and adding his own low, quiet voice to the melody.  

Frodo's sobs calm into little hitches and hiccups and soon even out, leaving him limp and 
washed out and soaked in fresh tears. Rosie and Sam continue their singing, not knowing the 
exact words but singing them just the same, subtly swaying with the ebb and flow of the song. 



Outside it is a beautifully sun-filled day and the seasonal plants are blooming with all their 
might in the windowsill, as if light and flowers could counteract this deadly poison that worms 
its way through their love.  

If he were to leave us now, she thinks, with the light striking his eyes, the scent of the season filling the 
room, the feel of strong arms and gentle rocking, the sound of gentle singing, the world washed in salt-
water, would he think that the elves had returned at last to carry him over the sea?  

There is a pause in his breath, and Sam and Rosie both freeze in fearful anticipation until he 
begins to breathe again.  

And if he thought they had returned, would he go gladly, or leap back into the waters and attempt to 
reach the shore until the waves took him?  

 

Character biographies: 

Molly Brandybuck by Molly 

Molly is an eager and intuitive lass, with a sharp mind and a thirst for knowledge. But she's not 
so much interested in books (much to the disgruntlement of her da) but of life and the people 
around her. She loves to figure out how people "tick", as it were...how they think, act and react 
in situations, and how they feel. She loves to help people with their problems, and is a bit 
beyond her years in her wisdom. Her eagerness to help also makes her a bit nosy and a bit 
gossipy, and she has found herself in trouble quite a few times for "just trying to help". She 
doesn't always think before she speaks, a trait that improves, thankfully, as she grows up.  

Though only older than Meli by a few months, she is the more mature of the two, but never in a 
snobbish or bullying way. She is just naturally the leader. Her relationship with Meli mirrors 
their father's relationship, with Molly being the more knowledgeable Brandybuck, and Meli the 
more innocent Took. Molly understands a great deal about her parent's relationship, and that of 
her da's relationship with uncle Pippin and mum's relationship with aunty Dinny. It's just a part 
of life for her, growing up around them and the Gardner family, and she sees no problems with 
any of it, as everyone is happy and loved.  

As a tweenager, she's a smart lass in the ways of love- she knows why the birds don't go with 
the bees, despite the old saying, and she knows that a lass can lie with another lass, or a lad, as 



long as they are happy together. It's just something that's understood to her, and she doesn't 
question anyone's choice in partners. She finds that she has a talent for flirting, and as the only 
daughter and youngest child of her da, she likes to see his fur get rubbed the wrong way when 
the lads come to call. But she's a good girl, and her da is the most important man in her life.  

She becomes sweet on Pippin-lad as she gets older, but Meli is her life-long companion and 
loves her like no other. She does want children someday; not quite the gaggle that the Gardner's 
have, though she loves them all; but wants to have her own babies and have a good life like her 
parents. And she sees no reason why Meli can't be a part of that...Molly is a bit idealistic in the 
thought that she can have Meli and Pippin both. She hasn't yet learned that there may be 
complications with this assumption.  

Delphinium Grubb by Singe 

Delphinium 'Del' Grubb was born into an affluent and rigidly respectable family of Grubbs 

located in Long Cleeve in the North of the Shire. She is remotely connected to the North Tooks 

and the Bagginses but her closest family ties are with the Grubbs, Chubbs, Hornblowers, and 

the Sandheavers. In fact, her family deigned not to acknowledge the connection to the 

Bagginses or the Tooks as they were nowhere near as respectable as the Grubbs were and are.  

 

She had a strict but happy childhood which was horribly interrupted at the age of four when 

her smial caved in, crushing her family. Del and her older sister, Hope, the only girls in the 

large family, besides their mother, had a bedroom towards the front of the smial, further away 

from the cave-in, and were able to dig themselves out. They were the only survivors. Their 

parents had not left a will and the girls, and all of the Grubb possessions, were snapped up by 

their evil Aunt Emeralde Boring, their father's least favorite sister. They were taken out of the 

North Farthing, away from family and friends, to the town of Scary in the East Farthing where 

they became little more than slaves to their Aunt Emeralde's rotten family. Cut off from 

everyone they knew, in shock and in a strange land, they felt they had no one to turn to and 

suffered abuse for over three years until Hope found employment as an archivist with the Shire 

network of libraries and escaped Scary with Del in the middle of the night. They were 

threatened, by letter, with broken necks if they dared to return. In a bit of cosmic justice 

Emeralde Boring met her end when she fell head first into the Brockenborings Quarry and 

broke her own neck. Good Riddance. (Gossip has it that her son pushed her.) Del never forgot 

the nightmare of that time. 

 

Hope and Del did not go back to the North Farthing but wandered throughout the Shire, and 

even as far as Bree, from library to library, eking out a sparse living. Their trust in others, even 



in their own kin that they loved, had taken a severe blow and they preferred to remain self-

sufficient. They developed entertaining and cheerful, but false, personas that ensured their 

acceptance into a variety of families. The older Del got the more angry and frustrated this made 

her. She felt like a grinning hypocrite. The sisters had several adventures and saw a great many 

strange things on their travels. Del became an expert rock thrower, which came in useful when 

she was hunting a meal or defending herself. She actually preferred the wandering life and 

didn't mind the instability. She loved the stars, the hidden paths, the glorious adventure of it all. 

She began to get a little wild and Hope was worried about her.  

 

They eventually came to Bag End, when Del was 10 years old and Hope was 21, to gather 

information on the Great War and laughed at how scandalized their parents would have been at 

that. Not the GARDNERS! Not FRODO BAGGINS! Frodo, King of the Unrespectables, did not 

for a moment believe Del's cheerful act and she respected him for it. She was also greatly 

entertained by his occasional bouts of raving lunacy and would aid and abet his bad moods and 

delusions no matter how injurious that was for both of them. She became friends with Daisy 

Gardner and developed a crush on Sammie Gardner, Frodo's 'nephew.' 

 

Their initial visit lasted only a week but several subsequent visits followed until that one fateful 

day when Del became seriously ill with a life-endangering fever. Unable to leave, Hope decided 

their itinerant life needed to end and became Frodo's servant, providing Del, at last, with a 

stable home at Bag End. During her recovery Del was fussed over by Sammie who read to her 

and brought her flowers and put cool cloths on her head. Her crush turned into something 

deeper but she couldn't show it because Sammie had already picked out the love of his life, 

Aster Digg-Tooter. Del could only stand aside and watch their happiness with hungry eyes. She 

became determined to mold the prissy, fearful girl into someone worth having and actually 

became friends with her when she protected Aster from her bullying brother, Basil. It IS 

possible to be friends with someone you can't stand. Her other good friends included Meli Took 

and Molly Brandybuck and the Six of them became Masters at finding trouble. The children had 

taken on the names of birds and Del happily became Delphinium Buzzard. She enjoyed herself 

as much as her darkness and anger would allow her and retained her sense of humor.  

 

This went on for years. Del couldn't find a reason to love Sammie less but the object of her 

desire remained out of her reach. She never tried to steal him away from Aster but she didn't 

exactly keep her feelings a secret either. Her sister, meanwhile, had fallen in love with Boromir 

Brandybuck and at the end of two terms of service to Frodo, 14 years, she left Bag End at the 

age of 34 to marry Borry and settle down in Buckland. Del, at 24, went with her. She stayed in 

Brandy Hall for two years and was a great help to Master Meriadoc Brandybuck. She had 

always been artistic and became an innovative portrait painter which earned her a decent 



income.  

 

But she was dissatisfied and left the Shire on the day Sammie gave Aster a Promise Ring. She 

wanders the Wild, from Gondor to the Lonely Mountain, furthering her knowledge and art, and 

sends gifts and letters to the people she left behind.  

 

Maybe she'll come back someday. 

 

Hope Grubb by Singe 

Hope Daffadowndilly Grubb was born into an affluent and rigidly respectable family of Grubbs 
located in Long Cleeve in the North of the Shire. She is remotely connected to the North Tooks 
and the Bagginses but her closest family ties are with the Grubbs, Chubbs, Hornblowers, and 
the Sandheavers. In fact, her family deigned not to acknowledge the connection to the 
Bagginses or the Tooks as they were nowhere near as respectable as the Grubbs were and are 
and the Brandybucks and the horrible Gardners weren't spoken of at all. The very idea. 
 
She had a strict but happy childhood full of books, art and parties with the 'right' and proper' 
people of North Cleeve. Her perfect, sheltered life was horribly interrupted at the age of fifteen 
when her smial caved in, crushing her family. Hope and her younger sister, four year old Del, 
the only girls in the large family, had a bedroom towards the front of the smial, further away 
from the cave-in, and were able to dig themselves out. They were the only survivors. Their 
parents had not left a will and the girls, and all of the Grubb possessions, were snapped up by 
their evil Aunt Emeralde Boring, their father's least favorite sister. They were taken out of the 
North Farthing, away from family and friends, to the town of Scary in the East Farthing where 
they became little more than slaves to their Aunt Emeralde. Cut off from everyone they knew, 
in shock and in a strange land, they felt they had no one to turn to and suffered abuse for over 
three years until Hope found employment as an archivist with the Shire network of libraries at 
the age of 18. She escaped Scary with Del in the middle of the night. They were threatened, by 
letter, with broken necks if they dared to return. In a bit of cosmic justice Emeralde Boring met 
her end when she fell head first into the Brockenborings Quarry and broke her own neck. Good 
Riddance. (Gossip has it that her son pushed her.) 
 
Hope and Del did not go back to the North Farthing but wandered throughout the Shire, and 
even as far as Bree, from library to library, eking out a sparse living. Their trust in others, even 
in their own kin that they loved, had taken a severe blow and they preferred to remain self-
sufficient. They developed entertaining and cheerful, but false, personas that ensured their 
acceptance into a variety of families, up to and including the dreaded Tooks and the 
Brandybucks. Hope could imagine the ghosts of her parents wailing at the horror of it all as she 



was polite to all the 'wrong' sort of people. Also, as Hope was very pretty, some of her hosts 
would try to take advantage of her or would outright proposition her. Even Thain Paladin of 
Tuckborough had a habit of chasing her around and around the dinner table but that was more 
out of a sense of fun than anything else. She remained a very prim and proper young lady but 
she had no family to defend her. Despite her best efforts, her most gracious behavior, the Grubb 
Girls' reputation was in dispute and it weighed heavily on her. She felt horribly alone. 
 
One day she came upon Master Meriadoc Brandybuck and Master Peregrin Took swimming in 
a stream in the Buckland. She saw the scars that orc whips had made on their skin and realized 
that she owed her life and her freedom to them, the very people her parents vilified. She 
realized that reputation and respectability didn't really count for much. She became friends 
with Boromir Brandybuck, Master Meriadoc's son, but rejected his advances as she still trusted 
no one but herself and, occasionally, Delphinium. The sisters had several adventures and saw a 
great many strange things on their travels and Hope realized she greatly enjoyed her freedom.  
 
They eventually came to Bag End, when Del was 10 years old and Hope was 21, to gather 
information on the Great War and laughed at how scandalized their parents would have been at 
that. Not the GARDNERS! Not FRODO BAGGINS! Hope developed something of a crush on 
Frodo and delighted in his knowledge and calm humor. She didn't mind his occasional lunatic 
outbursts and she couldn't help but notice that her little sister was flourishing under the eye and 
care of the Mayor and his wife, the Mistress Rose. However, Hope was determined not to be 
trapped by any family and kept her visits as short as she could. 
 
One day Del became seriously ill with a life-endangering fever and the sisters were trapped at 
last. Frodo convinced Hope that their itinerant life needed to end and she became his servant (to 
the absolute shock and disgust of most of their Grubb kin) providing herself and Del, at last, 
with a stable home at Bag End. Bag End, and Frodo himself, was her window to the glorious 
outside world, kings and queens and elves and dwarves and trees that talked, and she 
delighted in living and serving there. Elanor the Fair became her best friend and Borry 
Brandybuck was a constant visitor. The two held a tumultuous courtship that lasted, on and off, 
for fourteen years until Hope managed to tear herself away from Frodo at the age of 34 to 
become Hope Brandybuck, the future Mistress of Brandy Hall. Her parents turned in their 
graves. She became the invaluable keeper of Brandy Hall's enormous library and her life was 
joyous and fulfilling until Del's disappearance two years later.  
 
Borry helped her to realize that Del was no longer her responsibility and Hope was eventually 
able to let go of her panic and delighted in the gifts and letters her sister sent home. Nine 
months later Hope gave birth to her first child and named her Delanor.  
 
Her marriage to Borry is a good one and she loves the constant whirl of people in Brandy Hall. 
She's not alone any more.  
 



Goodwill 'Pug' Bunce by Singe 

Goodwill Bunce is the youngest grandson of the Great Patriarch, and Master Meriadoc's 
respected neighbor and nemesis, Gaffer Bunce. Right away Goodwill was marked as 'different' 
from all the other children. He was so ugly he was fascinating. He had thick boar-bristle hair 
that was striped red and brown and bright gold as if a badger had died on his head and he 
could only contain it by growing it long and wearing it in a dwarf braid down his back. He had 
one brown eye and one green eye and his skin was impossibly freckled. He fell out of a boat 
and broke his nose which was crooked to the end of his days. Still, he had a strong and good 
body, a quick mind and a beautiful sense of humor which earned him many friends. He was 
also independent and left Gaffer Bunce's home for the Buckland where he joined a small cadre 
of Brandybuck hunters. He became an expert in the ways of the Old Forest and often braved the 
ill will of the trees.  

One horribly hot and humid day Pug was named Acting Master of Buckland on a whim by 
Master Meriadoc and everyone was amused. Everyone was much less amused that same day 
when Pug led his best friend Ardal and Ardal's two brothers into the forest to rescue Master 
Meriadoc's daughter, Molly, and her friends from being killed by Mirkwood Spider hatchlings. 
Pug became a great hero and, to his absolute wonder and delight, managed to catch the eye of 
Elanor the Fair, Mayor Gamgee's incredibly beautiful daughter. The two began a passionate 
courtship and Pug became Master Meriadoc's chief hunter. But he never forgot the malice of the 
Old Forest and decided that it was too dangerous to be allowed to continue.  

Through Elanor he had access to the Red Book and learned that the heart of the Forest was Old 
Man Willow, an evil and powerful tree that killed all who passed near. Pug did a great deal of 
research on Old Man Willow and the strange blasting powders that Gandalf the Grey used in 
his fireworks and which Saruman the White perfected to breach Helm's Deep. He developed a 
plan but waited until his beloved Elanor left for a year-long trip to Gondor before he put his 
plan into effect.  

He knew he wouldn't survive. He knew Elanor and his friends and family would be devastated. 
But some things just had to be done. Goodwill 'Pug' Bunce entered into the Forest and blew Old 
Man Willow to smithereens with gunpowder. The death throes of that ancient evil could be felt 
as far as Bag End and the White Downs and Pug was killed instantly. Tom Bombadil himself 
found and carried out the body and handed it over to Gaffer Bunce who was absolutely 
heartbroken. He was buried with great honor and hundreds and hundreds of mourners 
attended. With the death of Old Man Willow the evil of the Old Forest was dissipated. It was 
still a powerful and dangerous place but its directed malice was gone and good things, like the 
sons and daughters of The River and even Wood Elves, began to appear among the branches 
and alongside its clear streams.  



Elanor the Fair mourned Goodwill for years until she journeyed into the deeps of the Forest 
herself. She came across the charred remains of a willow tree and saw, to her wonder, that the 
ground where Pug fell was covered in tall, beautiful flowers. She dug a few up and carried 
them out. She grew them in her garden and took them with her when she removed to the 
beaches of The Towers. At the time of her death they were prolifically growing all through the 
Forest and all along the shores of the sea, waving in masses of red and brown and bright gold.  

 

'My Delphinium' by Singe 

Del has only vague but loving and warm memories of her parents and older brothers. She 

pretends to remember more than she does because it depresses Hope if she doesn't. 

 

She gets along with most everyone in Bag End except for Rose Lass. The older girl is bossy and 

bitter and Del makes it a special point to never, ever do anything Rose wants.  

 

She knows about Primrose's and Peony Baker's crush on her. She wonders what it is about her 

that attracts all these #%@!!! GIRLS and why doesn't it work on Sammie? 

 

Her love for Sammie doesn't interfere with her own crushes on the Mayor, Frodo Baggins and 

Peregrin Took. Sigh! 

 

If Sammie doesn't stop comparing her to Aster she's going to kill him. 

 

If Aster doesn't stop hiding behind Sammie she's going to kill her. 

 

Del knows exactly why her parents couldn't stand the Brandybucks and she dislikes and 

distrusts Meriadoc Brandybuck as a result.  

 

Master Merry knows that she knows and he's not exactly fond of her either.  

 

She has a beautiful singing voice but she only sings to the babies, her cat, and to Master Frodo 

when he's not 'feeling well.' 

 

She knows where the Mist Man lives. 



 

She likes the people at Bag End, she even loves some of them but, despite all assurances to the 

contrary, she knows that she would be the one out on her ear should real conflict arise. Blood is 

so much thicker than water. 

 

She dreams of howling and hunting with wolves. 

 

She made no secret of the fact that she was going to disappear one day but everyone was still 

surprised when it finally happened. 

Delphinium's journeys: 

Buzzard goes to Rhunland: Landing by Rook 

She got off the boat very late in the evening, and avoided the various shouting to find the 

captain, pressing a few coins into his hand. He directed her to a reliable hostelry, thank you 

very much for your patronage, sir, and I hope you enjoy your stay. She enquired when he 

would be returning to Dale; he said he would cast off in two days. She told him she would have 

a letter for him to take there.  

 

This was the furthest east she had ever been.  

 

The shores of the Rhun were warm, even here where the forest began to thicken; people spoke 

Westron well enough, but there was a strange tounge here as well, and she had begun to learn it 

on the boat, wheedling lessons from the cabin boy the captain had insited she keep. She found 

her way to the hostelry, hefting her pack on her back, and knocked three times as she had been 

told.  

 

The man who opened the door had no beard, and his hair was black and fell in barely 

preceptible waves to his shoulders. His skin was as dark as hers, but with a far yellower cast. 

Most of the people she'd seen wandering about looked something like that. It was a relief not to 

have to crane her neck so much, as well - these Men were half a foot shorter than the Men of 

Dale. "Welcome, traveller," he said, not bothering to hide his amazement. "You seek lodging? 

What might we call you?"  

 

"Mr. Buzzard," she said, pushing the door open and stamping her feet a few times. "Captain 



Agnar told me to come here." Always good to know to have a reccomendation. "He said you 

kept a very reliably warm bed and did excellent polenta."  

 

She had kept a warm hammock on Agnar's boat, and he had not questioned "Mr. Buzzard", 

taking the typical view that silver speaks sufficiently loud. Thankfully, the inkeeped did not 

seem inclined to question, either. She had spent months with the dwarves of the Lonely 

Mountain, and had decided to take a tip from their women; her hair was now cropped to her 

ears and she wore comfortable leather trousers, and if she still had the outline of a woman, 

noone was sure enough of it to call her such. Accordingly, she had left the name Delphnium 

Grubb behind, and was "Mr. Buzzard" when necessary and nobody when not. She still got 

stares, as hobbits had not been to these place in long years, and she suspected no hobbit had 

ever been to Rhun before.  

 

The bed was warm, cheap for a freind of Captain Agnar, and the supper was exotic but very 

tasty, especially to one who had not eaten since the morning.  

 

She decided to write her letter in the morning, and curled up, and drempt of the uncharted 

lands to the East, and of Crow in the Shire, and knew she had made the right choice. 

Buzzard goes to Rhunland: To Market by 

Rook 

 

 

Breakfast was even bigger, better, and more exotic than dinner. The landlord blinked in 

amazement when she refiller her plate for the third time. "Do all from your land eat so 

heartily?" he rumbled, and she could imagine the stories he would tell his friends over the bar 

that night.  

 

"Not usually," she said. "But usually we eat six meals a day, and I don't expect to have time for 

more than two here, if I'm to look around the city today." Home in the Shire she would not have 

flinched at a breakfast this size, although she might not have finished her third plate, even if she 

knew she would get all six. But she had found, absurdly, that the longer she walked, the less she 

ate, the less hungry she was. In her youth she had skipped meals on occasion, when she and her 

sister could find no place to stay. Then it had seemed strange and painful to curl up under a tree 



with a stale loaf for supper, knowing the root that was now a seat would have to serve as a 

pillow. Now, soft beds were the rarity; her time on the ship had been one of unnacustomed 

luxury.  

 

"There's a bazaar today," he informed her, and tilted his head. "Merchants come here from far to 

the east, and sell their wares. Fine silks, jewelry, pottery - there are plenty of food-sellers as well, 

if you wish."  

 

"I'll have to go, then, if only to get presents for Crow," she chuckled as she dug into another 

helping of the strange food that he had called tabouleh. "Good thing it's today. Captain Agnar 

said he was leaving in two days. I can send it back with him."  

 

The proprieter handed her another sweetroll. "You are going there, then? Might I ask a favor of 

you?"  

 

"Depends on what it is."  

 

"My daughter has begged me mightily that she might visit the bazaar, to get a new dress. But I 

am busy in the inn, and my wife is visiting her sister in Rudymesto. Might you sheperd her? 

The bazaar is large, and she is young. It is not a place for a child alone. There are strange men 

about. But I see you carry a knife." He smiled awkwardly. "I would not ask such a favour of a 

guest, but I have found no other to do it, and I adore my daughter and wish to indulge her in 

this."  

 

She smiled and bit into the roll. "Of course. It's no great thing, and I wouldn't mind a native 

guide to point out the sights to me." Her face took on a broad grin. "As long as you have a few 

more of these excellent sweetrolls for me!"  

 

The proprieter bowed slightly. "Anything for my honoured guest."  

 

The daughter turned out to be named Poli. She had large brown eyes, dark curly hair, and a 

cleft in her chin. Despite her dark skin the resemblence to Sammie was almost uncanny, and 

caused a small lump to rise in Del's throat. "My name's Buzzard," she told the girl.  

 

Poli tilted her head to one side. "That's Westron for Kanye," she said. "It's a bird."  

 

"Yep." Poli was about eight, she estimated. "You know, I'd love to learn more of your language. 

Why don't you tell me more names for things?"  



 

"Sure." Poli flashed Del a smile. "If you'll tell me all about the place you come from. How old are 

you? You don't look tall enough to be old, but you must be old or Daddy wouldn't say I could 

take you to the bazaar."  

 

"I'm twenty-eight," she said. "Not quite grown up, where I come from."  

 

"It must be nice not having to be grown up," Poli said wistfully. "My sister just got married, you 

know. She's twenty. I don't ever want to get married. Being a kid is more fun, don't you think?"  

 

Del sighed. "Married has it good points. But I don't think I ever shall."  

 

 

 

"This is a good knife," chuckled Poli critically, waving it through the air and causing the 

shopkeeper to lean backward. She had already gone through several, having decided on the 

way that if Buzzard could have a knife, she wanted one too, because there were dangerous 

things out there.  

 

Del lenaed over and took it from her, hefting it. "The balance is a little off."  

 

"Mmm." Poli picked up another. "How about this?" She took another wild swing, causing the 

shopkeeper to murmur something about how a knife really wasn't the best thing for a little girl 

to have, perhaps she'd be happier at the jewelry shop next door? before she ripped a hole in his 

tent? Poli laughed. "Yes. This one is better."  

 

After a few test swings, Del agreed. It was nicely done, with a design of stars inscribed on the 

blade, and the hilt was small enough for Poli's hand but not so small she wouldn't be able to use 

it when she was full-grown. The shopkeeper was glad to accept Del's money and gladder to see 

them out of the tent before they broke something.  

 

"Don't tell your father I got you this," Del said. "I have a feeling he wouldn't approve."  

 

Poli grinned. "I'm not that stupid. He's slow like that. He doesn't like to think about robbers. He 

doesn't even own a sword."  

 

"Perhaps he trusts the soldiers and the guards to keep him safe."  

 



"That's stupid," Poli muttered. "There aren't guards everywhere. You have to do things yourself 

if you want them done right. That's what my mother says."  

 

"She's right," said Del, and watched Poli swing her new dagger one last time before she stuck it 

firmly in its sheath and tucked it in her pack, under the kerchief of sweet rolls. Del found herself 

grinning.  

 

Poli began to stride firmly away, letting the pack of customers part in front of her, but then she 

paused. "Buzzard?" she said almost shyly. "Can you show me how to fight with a sword?" 

Letters by Meli, Singe, and Molly 

 
 
 
Dear Del, 
 
Hope assures me she has a way to get this to you, which is good because it saves me the trouble 
of hunting you down to scold you. I'll be generous and assume the fact we haven't got any 
letters yet is because you've been too busy, not because you've decided to snub us or something. 
I won't be so nice forever. Write to us, Buzzard! 
 
Molly, Pippin and I have a little boy now. His name is Eomer, and he looks to be turning as 
blond as Uncle Merry's stories say the Horse-king is. He's still very small, but he's walking 
already, and I think he means to become a great warrior like his namesake. Molly and I have 
told him many stories of our adventures, most of them featuring Aunt Buzzard. You have to 
come and see him someday, or I will find you and thrash you for breaking my boy's heart. 
 
Molly's about ready to pop, too, and we hope to have a girl. There's an argument, of course, 
over naming her Eowyn. You've never seen anyone as proud as Pippin. Somedays I think his 
chest will swell so much he'll blow away! None of his hats fit anymore, either. 
 
You really must write to us, Del. The letters you send to Hope aren't enough, and we do miss 
you so. I must go help my Lark in the kitchen now, but I'll write again. Take care of yourself, 
Buzzard. Our door is always open to you. 
 
Much love, 
Sparrow 
 
 



Dear Meli: 
 
I may push you off the top of Black Cow Hill and giggle while you roll all the way to the 
muddy bottom but I would never snub you nor any other of my friends. I admit I was more 
than a little hurt not to hear from YOU. But the bottleneck has been found. A thieving, or just a 
lazy, dwarf in one of the waystations along the Road has recently been discovered hoarding 
mail and I was immensely surprised and overjoyed to receive an enormous bag of boxes and 
letters from the Shire just now. I am assured that a similar bag of presents and letters from me is 
on its way, FINALLY, to you. 
 
There is so much to tell but not now. My head is swimming. (Remember the Mayor's old joke 
'How do you eat an Oliphaunt? One bite at a time.') 
 
I can't believe the three of you are keeping house already and none of you are out of your 
tweens! I can hear the dismayed gammers from here! Tell Eomer that I will surely come see him 
as long as a troll doesn't get me. (Returned King or no, there are still trolls and they still have to 
eat!)Tell him the King Eomer is a mighty, golden and handsome man and I would lie down in 
the road and let his horse walk on me to prove my regard for him. Tell him the Lonely 
Mountain is clean and sparkles with jewels but there are deep caverns and tunnels that still reek 
of the Dragon of Erebor. Tell him not to pick on his sister. Especially tell him that I learned of 
his existance just an hour ago but I already love and adore him dearly and whoever hurts him 
will have the Buzzard to answer to.  
 
As for me, I am in Gondor for the winter, living in a fine and comfortable inn. It's a busy, huge 
place and no one takes the time to worry much about an orphan 'boy' making his way in the 
world alone but the old ladies WILL click their tongues and pinch my cheek at the tragedy of it 
all until I want to scream. But I much prefer that to being treated like a marvelous and lovely 
doll to be dressed and redressed in fine satins and silks which is what happened to me when 
my secret was discovered in Dale. (That adventure is included in my afore-mentioned Bag 'O 
Letters.) 
 
Gondor is beautiful and I'm having a lovely time teasing the Lord Faramir who is visiting from 
Ithilien. He is the only one that knows there's a Hobbit loose in the White City for he recognized 
my voice among the cheering crowd that gathered at the gate to welcome him and his 
entourage. He stopped his horse and stared at me. "Whence come you?!" he asked and I nearly 
fell over laughing. Then I ran away. I make it a point to stay hidden and whistle or call to him 
whenever our paths cross and I fear I'm driving him crazy. (Please don't tell your father or he'll 
pull my ears off when next we meet!) 
 
Yours was the first letter I tore open and read from the pile in front of me. I am sending this 
letter, my expanation for my silence, immediately. I will arrange the others by date and read 
and answer them, as well. I have a long night of crying ahead of me and I've already started. 
(Don't tell Eomer THAT, though!) 



 
Love to you and Molly and Pippin and Eomer and the Great Unknown that Molly is carrying. 
Love to everyone else you can lay your hands on, especially anyone under, on or around Bag 
End and Brandy Hall. More letters will rapidly follow this one, I promise. 
 
Nemarie 
 
Delphinium 
 
 
 
Dear Del,  
 
If you push Meli off of Black Cow Hill be sure that I’ll be there to push you right after her. 
Although, knowing you, you’d probably enjoy that, so I’m not sure it would be too much of a 
punishment. We were all worried when we didn’t hear from you, but so glad it’s been sorted 
out. You can be sure that we’d never not keep in touch, even when my belly’s so big now that I 
can hardly see over it to write this letter. I told Sparrow that she’s more than welcome to have 
the next baby, should we have one. My back aches something fierce with holding this one inside 
me and I’ll be relieved when she comes out. Rosie-mum says it should be any day now, and if 
anyone would know it’d be her.  
 
And I did say she because I’m know she’s a girl. I’ve already seen her in my dreams. Meli 
believes me, but Pippin won’t hear it. He wants another boy, and I think he’s convinced himself 
with wanting. But I know boy or girl; he’ll be just as good a dad as his dad is. He’s already 
wonderful with Eomer, and loves him like nothing else. And Eomer toddles after him like a 
little toe-headed shadow. It’s sweet to watch. Of course the two of them never stay clean, but at 
least Pippin and he can share a bath together at the end of the night.  
 
I’m surprised that you’re surprised over our keeping house. It’s not like we three weren’t 
already attached at the hip. My mum and da and Uncle Pippin and Auntie Di and Sam-dad and 
Rosie-mum and Frodo all saw no reason in keeping us in separate houses, so here we are. And 
although Eomer was a bit of a surprise, he certainly wasn’t unwelcomed. You’ve never seen 
prouder grandparents. This boy has three sets and each are set on outdoing the others. You 
think they’d be tired of babies with how many they’ve have between them.  
 
We’re all happy to know you’re having a grand adventure among those Big Folk and that 
you’re keeping Lord Faramir on his toes. Be sure to stay out of trouble and warm and well-fed 
and we hope to see you after the winter if you can come this way for a visit. This one here in my 
belly will still be at the breast by then, so we’ll definitely be here.  
 
Pippin and Sparrow and myself all send our love. And little Eomer too, even though he’s too 
young still to know what that means. Take good care of yourself, Buzzard.  



 
Molly 
 
 
 
Delphinium read Molly’s letter through and through again. She brought it to her face and 
breathed in the gentle perfume of Peony Baker’s finest stationary. A wave of homesickness 
compelled her to whack the paper against her forehead as she sat down at the small desk in her 
room to write a reply.  
 
Dearest Molly! 
 
As large as you claim to be I’m sure you’d make better speed going down said Hill than Meli or myself. I 
can just see you rolling along, flattening all in your path... 
 
Truthfully, I want to throw my arms around you to see if my hands can touch and to feel the baby kick. 
There are Haradrim in the city and their apothecary skills outstrips the best that Minas Tirith has to offer 
(much to the chagrin of the King, it’s rumored) and I will send along their best recipes and remedies for 
childbirth and back pain. Too late to do you any good, obviously, but they’ll be handy for future aches. I 
want to see the house the three of you have set up. I want to see Eomer and baby Eowyn and spoil them 
beyond redemption! But I will be unable to visit after the winter. When Spring arrives I will be traveling 
even further South into Ithilien and possibly on to Harad. It may well be several years before I return if I 
am fortunate enough to do so. I could get stuck between an Oliphaunt’s toenails, you see.  
 
This will make forwarding my mail difficult, to put it mildly, and losing contact with you all again pains 
me. But I must go on for you are not the only one who dreams. With every step I take I become more and 
more confident that I have a Purpose. There is Something I Must Do and my dreams are haunted by 
shadows and great wasted plains of... 
 
Del grimaced and rubbed out those last few lines with a soft piece of tree gum. Her friend 
would have a kitty, a great panther of a kitty, if she read that.  
 
...losing contact with you all again pains me. But I am having a wonderful adventure as you can see from 
the sketches and the bizarre knick-knacks I’ve been sending you. That reminds me, please thank Meli for 
the stocking caps she knitted for me. They hide my ears perfectly and the bright colors frighten the Lord 
Faramir’s horse. Yes, he found me. Of course he did, he is a great tracker after all, but he is amused 
enough to keep me secret as he would wish the silken trappings of court on no one. (One suspects the 
influence of his ‘wild northern’ wife in that. Speaking of the Lady of the Shield Arm, if I ever meet her I 
will surely strangle her for the Lord Faramir is so very, very, very handsome and learned and personable 
and wonderful etc...etc...bliss, my darling...etc.) I share my letters with him and he loves them. He 
confides to me that the Lady Eowyn, like you, is also round as a beer barrel which is why she could not 
accompany him to Minas Tirith. This new prince, Lord Faramir has preminisced it to be a boy, will be 
named Meriadoc and will make his appearance in three months time.  



 
That should please your father but don’t tell him. Lord Faramir wishes to make a grand production of the 
announcement complete with gifts for the Master of Buckland. I asked him to settle the argument between 
you and Pip and tell me what you shall bear. He twisted his face up towards the heavens and thought 
about it. Then he said it shall be a girl but her hair will be dark, not golden like Eomer’s. She will be able 
to dance as gracefully as a wood sprite but she will not be able to sing and everyone will call her Winnie. 
Then he burst out laughing so you might want to take his prediction with a grain of salt. But he is a Man 
of great Foresight so ... give my love to Winnie when she arrives!  
 
Also give my love to Meli, Pip and Eomer and all three sets of grandparents. (What riches!) Love to you!  
 
Delphinium Del carefully folded and sealed the letter in strong wax paper to keep the wet out. 
She slipped on a bright green and red stocking cap, her jacket and her shoes (making a face at 
those.) Her attention was drawn to the window. The sun was setting in the West and its last 
scarlet rays touched on the Ephel Duath, the Mountains of Shadow, to the East of Minas Tirith. 
Like great spear points dripping with blood they seemed. Del gazed upon them for a long time. 
Then she went out to mail her letter.  

East of the Sun guest author stories: 

Rain Dream by Meli 

Baby Lil, who had not been a baby for many years, sat at a window and pouted. "I hate it when 
it rains," she declared sulkily. 
 
Her aunt Daisy shook her head. "Silly lass," she said fondly, laying aside the paring knife and 
apron she had been using. Beckoning to Lil, she left the kitchen, moving swiftly to the foyer. 
"Grab your cloak. I want to show you something." 
 
Not quite sure why, Lil obeyed, and huddled into her hood as Daisy led her out into the 
dreadful weather. They were the only two about, but that seemed to matter little to Daisy, who 
walked with a purpose, her hood falling away from her face. Lil watched her aunt's bright curls 
darken with moisture, and shivered, longing for the fire she'd left behind. 
 
At the top of the highest hill over looking Hobbiton, Daisy paused, and turned back the way 
they had come. "Look," she said, and Lil did, forgetting at once all her complaints of being cold 
and wet. 
 
Hobbiton lay below them, shrouded and transformed by the veil of rain. Above it all, the gray 
clouds stretched like wooly fleece from horizon to horizon, and Lil caught her breath at the 



sight. It looked almost like a dream, soft and hazy and unreal, and Lil realised that it would 
never look this way in the sunlight. 
 
Beside her, Daisy sighed, and turned her face to the sky. "When I was little, I had a dream once 
of standing here in the rain. I was holding hands with a boy I knew was my brother, but he 
didn't look like any of your uncles. He looked like what Da always said Mr Frodo looked, black 
hair, pale skin, and blue eyes like sky and water and lilacs. He was smiling, and I was smiling, 
and the two girls with us were smiling, and holding hands too. They looked alike, but different, 
brown hair and green-brown eyes, dressed in red and green." She sighed again, and Lil looked 
at her, but Daisy was still staring into the clouds. "I woke up crying, and Mum held me while 
we listened to the rain. She told me dreams could show us different lives, things that might 
have been, 'if only.'" 
 
Lil touched her hand, and Daisy looked down and smiled. "They had bird names. I always used 
to think that when it rained, they were flying, those three might-have-beens." She wrapped her 
arms around Lil and kissed her hair. "And that, my dear, is why I love the rain." 
 
"It's like magic, right?" Lil's voice was muffled, but her eyes were bright as she regarded Daisy. 
 
Daisy nodded. "It's very much like magic." 
 
"I like it." 
 
"I hoped you would." Lil pulled back and stretched out her arms, turning her face up to the rain. 
She closed her eyes and thought of dreams and visions, and people who might have been. 
 
When they made their way back, soaked now to the skin, Rose-lass, Lil's mother, scolded them 
soundly. She hurried them out of their wet clothes and made them sit in front of the parlor fire, 
drinking hot tea and eating soup. Lil, made drowsy by the heat, slept and dreamt of birds with 
Hobbit face and voices, laughing as they flew and played among the rainclouds. She woke up in 
her bed to hear water tapping against the glass, and smiled.  
 

Ocean by Hope 

Elanor lived by the sea. Well, not *right* by the sea, but close enough that sometimes she woke 

in the night to the sound of crashing waves; dissolving on waking to Fastred's steady breathing 

beside her. Sometimes, if the weather was fair enough and the wind not too strong, she'd take 

the children with her; babe cradled close in her arms and another one or two with fierce fists in 

her skirt. In the summer, when the water was calm enough, she'd teach them to swim as the 

towers kept watch behind them: no child of hers was going to lose its life to these salty depths.  



Sometimes her parents came to visit. Rosie always refused - politely enough, but still refused - 
to come with her to the water; complaining of joints aching with the wet, instead sitting for a 
smoke and a yarn with Fastred. Sam-dad came with her, but only as far as the uneasy line 
where the tufts of blade-grass met the expanse of sand, dwindling out like freckles, where he'd 
sit with arms curled loosely about his knees, watching the children splash in the shallows.  

Once the young ones were old enough that Elanor didn't have to be mere steps away from them 
as they swam, she sat with her father on the sandy carpet of grass, mimicking his posture and 
glancing at him thoughtfully from time to time. He wasn't so much watching the children, she 
realised now, as staring out past them to where the horizon blended into sky, glowing hazily 
with the promise of something *beyond*. She told him about hearing the waves in her sleep 
once, and he gave her a queer smile, turning away from the sea to look at her - but only for a 
moment.  

Letters by Hope 

Deer Mister Frodo  

Thankyu for savving the woruld. Dad tolld me all abowt it. I hop the mallon trees ther ar as prety as our 
one heer.  

From 
Goldilocks Gardner 
(yu can cal me Goldy if yu want)  

"I'm not writing one." Daisy pouted, crossing her arms firmly over her chest.  

"Come on, Daise," Elanor said softly, crouching down beside her sister, tough grass, deep 
rooted in sand, tickling at her legs with the sea breeze.  

Daisy's lips pressed together, she gazed over Elanor's shoulder to where Rose still sat, the 
campfire casting dense red shadows about her face and creeping into the cracks of the old stone 
tower behind her. "It's stupid."  

"No it's not. Look, I'm writing one too."  

Dear Uncle Fo,  

Things here have come true just as you said they would, except that little Pippin came before Goldilocks. 
Sometimes I miss you terribly (though my memories of you are not extensive!) and I know Rose-mum 
and Sam-dad do sometimes too. We read out of the Red Book lots, Dad has been teaching all the children 
of the Shire about it!  



Love, 
Your Ellyelle.  

Hamfast eagerly held out his small page when Sam gathered the letters together,  

Froodo,  

can I hav yor sord?  

Ham.  

though a few of the older lads and lasses had done this enough times to be able to fold the 
pages themselves.  

As the sun set and the stars rose, several tiny white paper boats bobbed away from the shore, 
borne up by the waves and drifting further out until they were indistinguishable from the 
gleaming white caps of foam. Still they stood on the shore and gazed out to where the sky met 
the horizon, straining their eyes to see as the darkness fell and the stars fell crisply on the water 
below.  

"What did you write, Dad?" Elanor asked softly, sliding her arm into his as the younger children 
lost interest and started burying each other. Ruby shrieked something about mermaids and 
Bilbo started kicking sand into the water, tiny showers like shoals of fish.  

"Never you mind, lass," Sam murmured, turning to Elanor at last and patting her hand; and it 
seemed to her as if the stars were caught in the creases that mapped the skin around his eyes as 
he smiled.  

Untitled by Mel 

Daisy was happy, mostly. She didn't want for friends or playmates, and there was always a 
sibling or two underfoot to drag along on adventures. But she always felt there was something 
missing, somehow, like a piece of her that wasn't filled. She had always hoped Aunt Dinny or 
Aunt Stel would have girl children, but there were only Borry and Farry, and they weren't 
interested in spending time with a much younger hobbit lass.  

Sometimes, when Daisy was younger, she would sit on her mum's lap and listen to her tell 
stories. Daisy loved all of Rosie's stories, but the ones she liked best were the ones most rarely 
told; about the mysterious Frodo of the Ring who had left so long ago. Rosie would take on 
dreamy look, and tell her daughter all sorts of tales. Tales of love, happily ever afters, things 
that might-have-been. Daisy liked the might-have-beens. Sometimes when she lost herself in 
her mother's voice she could imagine they were living them. Rosie never gave too many details, 



but enough to give Daisy enough idea of what she meant; Rosie knew she was a clever little 
lass.  

Those nights, Daisy would fall asleep and dream of three little hobbits she was quite farmiliar 
with by now. She knew their names, their likes and dislikes, the sound of their voices. She knew 
her Sammie, and she woke up crying for him, and for herself. He was her missing piece, and 
she knew no amount of might-have-beens or wishing could bring him to her. Outside her 
window she could hear the caw of a lone crow.  

It was much to Daisy's surprise when, many years later, her first child was born. She and Cob 
had dispaired of ever having them, and after a long and difficult labor and pregnency Daisy 
gave birth to a son. He didn't look like anyone in the Bracegirdle or Gamgee families, and no 
one could understand why. But Daisy only looked at his tiny face and felt, for the first time, 
whole and perfectly happy.  

"Sammie," she whispered to the pale, dark-haired infant in her arms.  

Question and answer by Dana 

"Why is the grass green?" he'll ask his da first, and if there's a hobbit that knows, then it will be 
his Da. Next he'll wonder why this flower is blue when this flower is a softer shade of plum. 
And his Da will laugh and answer him, smiling, and will ask his son if he'd like to help him 
work in the gardens. And the boy will want to, setting his rag doll dragon down in the dirt. 
"What can I do to help?" he'll wonder and his Da will show him how to weed and they'll laugh 
and his Da will tell him stories, too, the best sort, with dragons and elves and fair maidens, too. 
The day will pass by and the sun will warm their backs until its dinnertime and the sun is 
sinking into the West.  

And they talk about everything. About how his Da has always wanted a bi family, lots of little 
daughters and sons, and he counts himself among the very blessed. "Who is your very 
favorite?" he'll ask.  

"Now that's a question," his Da will say, "that I've no answer for, lad."  

It isn't the only one - and Bilbo won't push because he knows his Da won't answer, but he 
imagines if he did, then it would be Elanor (because who doesn't love his very oldest sister, 
Elanor the Fair.)  

In they go, and Bilbo takes his doll along, because he's young enough. Rose-lass made it for 
him, and right now, Rose-lass is serving dinner with his Mum and Elanor, too. "There you are," 
Rose-mum laughs, catching her little one in a pick-me-up hug. "Did you have fun with your Da, 
son?"  



"I did, Mum, I did. He told me about just about everything and there were worms and he let me 
help him with the weeding and he told me stories, too, old ones, and there were elves and - "  

And Rose-mum laughs and hands Bilbo over to his Da. "You get this one cleaned up, and then 
we can sit down," she says and Sam-dad nods, properly chided, and Bilbo latches his little arms 
around his Da's neck, holding onto his doll with one hand, and they walk along to the wash 
room.  

And after that, there's dinner, good and hot and almost too much for them all (though there's 
thirteen, counting little Tom, and Rose-mum cradles him in her arm as she feeds him, sitting 
with Sam-dad at the head of the table.), but they eat it all, and they could eat more. It's late now 
and the fire is burning, but not too late that it's time for bed. When dinner is done and the table 
is cleared, they sit down in front of the fire, children piled from one end of the room to the 
other, and Sam-dad reads from his big red book.  

And Bilbo listens, sitting with Daisy and Primrose and Hamfast by his feet, clutching his dragon 
as he listens to the warm rumble of his Da's voice. And his eyes droop and then he sleeps.  

He dreams of dragons like in his stories, elves singing and fair maidens who take up swords. 
And since he's asleep, he won't see the tears in his Da's eyes, or see Rose-mum grip Elanor's 
hand so tight that her knuckles go white as he reaches the end of his tale.  

Ghost by Hope 

Frodo thinks there might be a ghost in Bag End.  

He was born too early after the Great Danger to giggle into the bed sheets about Lumbering 
Lotho, toes curling and laughter shrieking just to drown out the potential sound of a sniff and 
lurch from the hall.  

When Merry was only a baby, Elanor had made up stories about Frodo Baggins wandering the 
halls in his fevers. Frodo had known that Elanor had been too young to remember the time 
before his namesake had sailed, back when it was just the four of them - Sam-dad, Rose-mum, 
Frodo and Elanor - in the house alone.  

But not alone, really. Sam-dad never talked about it much, that year with just the four of them, 
but Frodo has garnered his own view of it from what his mother has mentioned on occasion; a 
patchwork of memories sewn together in his mind to make a quilt full of gaps and holes, odd-
shaped and too bright in some places, too dark in others.  



In the study late at night, though - when he's lurched and sniffed his way up the hall to shrieks 
of horrified delight from the rooms branching off to the side - and his eyes ache from the candle 
light and the determined stain of black ink on yellowing paper, he hears footsteps of his own.  

Thinks he hears footsteps; he holds his breath and looks up, uselessly - the door is closed and 
there isn't much but darkness beyond the halo of his candles, anyway - but the smial around 
him is thick with silence. No soft pad or slap of bare feet on bare boards, no creak of wood 
underfoot or groan of a door swinging open. No squeaking hinges.  

". . . You will read things out of the Red Book," he reads, eyes scanning over the carefully printed 
words; in his father's hand but not as fluent and worn at the edges as it is in the mayoral 
documents. "And keep alive the memory of the age that is gone, so that people will remember the Great 
Danger and so love their beloved land all the more."  

The candle flickers and it makes Frodo jump, heart pounding until he realises it's his own 
breath making the flame move, his chest hurting from holding it too long. He smiles a little. The 
book smells like old paper and there's sand in the spine at a few places - Smaug's lair, Rivendell, 
Lothlorien - tiny fragments of Elanor's home that stick to Frodo's fingertips; the pages even 
smell a little like salt if he presses his face close enough.  

The smial is silent. The study is deep enough within the hill that the night-sounds - sleepily 
murmuring birds, crickets, the silvery slithery sound of the mallorn leaves brushing against 
each other (on a clear night) - don't carry into the small, close room. Frodo knows that he's not 
the first to make use of this study - and of course, not the last. Rose-mum had spoken of days 
where Frodo Baggins would bring his book out to write in the front parlour; sunlight dripping 
in through the window and Sam-dad out in the garden, planting and weeding. But Frodo'd also 
heard her mention late nights in this room, seen her shiver and brusquely rub her upper arms, 
looking up from the flames on the hearth to look around at them almost sheepishly, and ask 
where she was in her story.  

Sam-dad had used this study up until the day he left; and Frodo remembers the first time he 
stepped into it after his dad had gone - papers ordered, ink-pots empty, chair tucked in and 
fresh quills in the drawer. Frodo wonders if that's what it looked like after Bilbo had left.  

Some nights Frodo thinks he can hear the soft scratch scratch of nib against rough parchment.  

He wonders if Frodo Baggins was very lonely, after Bilbo had left to stay in Rivendell. He'd had 
Sam-dad, of course, the steady clip-clip of shears outside the parlour window and raucous visits 
to the Green Dragon that Sam-dad would recount to his children, behind his hand if Rosie was 
about, but always with a smile on his lips and a gleam in his eye.  

Frodo freezes, page half-turned. He could swear that --  



He moves again after a moment, rubbing the bridge of his eyes and blinking at the uneven pool 
of wax at the base of the candlestick; drips running over and over old drips; red and white and 
honey-yellow. He slumps in his chair, closing the book; it settles with a rich, stuttered sound of 
air escaping the soft parchment, and the leather is smooth, almost polished with use under his 
palm.  

Frodo knows Bag End well enough to navigate the hallways in the dark; and as his hand curves 
around a strand of the great root dripping and curving out of the roof and around a corner, he 
closes his eyes in the darkness and strains to catch the swiftly fading wisps of a whisper. Bag 
End is alive around him, heat and cold and breathing with the smell of fresh earth and wood, 
and smoke and sulphur and skin and sweat.  

His eyes flicker open into a darkness less dense, somehow, and it's silent again with only the 
cool taste of night on the back of his tongue. He starts moving again, taking a step for every four 
beats of his heart, and as he gets closer to the master bedroom he can hear Firiel breathing, slow 
and steady and real.  

Sometimes Frodo wakes up as the sun rises to the sound of shears outside the bedroom 
window. Still half-lost to sleep, the sound intertwines with his dreams in the moments before 
waking, but always gone when he rises.  

 

Fairytales, poems, alternate-universe 

stories: 

They hear him on the sigh... by Janette 

They hear him on the sigh of the cool West Wind, 

Hear him in the shadows where the rivers flow in, 

See him in the moonlight spatters painted on the grass, 

See him there behind them in the bedroom looking glass, 

Smell his scent of new-picked apples, flowers in his hair, 

They turn around to catch him but their fingers close on air. 

They feel him in the darkness tracing patterns on their skin 

They call to him but he's outside and now can't come back in. 

They taste him in the snowflakes winter tosses on their tongues, 



They find him in the ballads that the Elf-kind once sung. 

In each other's hands and eyes, in each other's faces, 

He's been gone for years but they can still find traces 

Of love that clings and weaves a rope to catch them when they fall, 

A love whose ling'ring presence means he never left at all. 

Limerick cycle by Janette Le Fay 
 

There once was a hobbit named Sam 

Whose wife made good raspberry jam. 

He was proper and prim; 

If someone questioned him 

About Frodo he'd close like a clam. 

 

For Frodo had cast his spell 

Over Sam, and on Rosie as well. 

He loved them together 

And they, him, forever 

But at first, nobody could tell. 

 

Then one day a new baby came 

Who added some spice to the game, 

For the Hobbiton spies 

Saw that Frodo's blue eyes 

And the child's were exactly the same.  

 

Well, soon the whole marketplace knew, 

Tom and Marigold later than few, 

And the rumours they spread 

Turned many a head, 

But the thing is - the rumours were true! 

 

But the hobbits, they just couldn't see 

How good things can come in a three. 

But the three of them there, 

They just didn't care; 



Soon the Hobbits just let them all be. 

 

There once was a hobbit named Sam 

Whose wife made good raspberry jam. 

He'd blow Frodo a kiss 

(Although sometimes he'd miss) 

As he rocked blue-eyed boy in his pram. 

 

The Gardners live up at Bag End 

And the kids never want for a friend. 

They've two dads and a mam: 

Rosie, Frodo and Sam, 

What's not broken it's best not to mend. 

Haikus by Floria 

Two tiny fangs prick 
The king of Gondor's ankle 
"Sammie! He's our guest!" 
 
 
Rustic threesome love 
Endures through all things, even 
Angst-fic muse attacks 
 
 
Buried treasure left 
By Brandywine pirates is 
Quite muddy by now 
 

Limericks by Slipstream 

There once was a hobbit named Rosie 

Whose cheeks were as bright as two posies. 

She bedded two lads 

Her sons had two dads 

And they all slept together quite cozy. 



 

Frodo said, "If I had my way, 

I’d mope about angsting all day." 

Sam sighed, "You goose." 

Rose smiled, "Oh you two... 

Now, let’s go have a roll in the hay." 

 

Why was she in trouble, Del thought in a snitch. 

It wasn’t like he’d even flinched. 

It was just that with the sass 

His tush twitched as he passed 

Sammie’s bum had just begged to be pinched. 

Limerick by Hyel 

There was a hobbit lass named Del 

who no amount of scolding could quell. 

She'd toss red-hot coals, 

she'd reach all her goals, 

and to anyone on her way she'd give hell. 

Knotted against the cold, a poem cycle by 

Hyel 

 

 

--Knotted Tight--  

 

There she lies, warm and wrapped  

in limbs all wound about her, trapped  

in soft flesh - her cloak against the cold,  

a method wise and good as it's old.  

 

Rosie opens drowsy eyes and sees  



a familiar face, softened as Stel sleeps,  

and remembers eyes sharp and smart;  

her wit and power, hiding a warm heart.  

 

She ponders on the knots and binds  

that tied them one to one; the kinds  

of loves all wound around each other -  

how they've come to love one another.  

 

From her Sam to his Frodo, and from him  

to cousins cherished, and there to skim  

to beloved friends and wives, all kin  

and friend and loved one; and then to skin  

 

bared and touching, never again cold;  

to shared moments stretching back  

all the way to darkness underlying...  

Their nests, their loves, all knotted tight  

against the cold  

against the cold.  

 

 

--Cousins--  

 

And he dreams  

of the hunters, who know him, so well  

of the gaze that burns holes into his chest  

shaped like rings  

chains and stoppings  

these night-bound things  

 

and of the ones he dragged along  

the ones he wanted safe  

are the ones he'd dragged along.  

 

He dreams of the sadness and age  

in Pippin's eyes  

he sees the mouth inside screaming  



teeth and maw pulling in  

what he'd rather contain within  

himself  

let me be the sacrifice  

 

And of kisses he dreams  

and moonbeam heat, under the ground  

in forgotten wombs, and of  

strength inborn, multiplied by despair  

 

love inborn, multiplied by the night  

the long dark, expecting the light;  

green earth growing the once-forsaken seed;  

the chance to see where the day will lead;  

the chance to watch those sad old eyes  

and the merry beloved friend that lies  

beneath those eyes  

beyond all lies.  

 

And he weeps with gratitude  

because they all lived through  

 

the sacrifice.  

 

 

--The Red Book Condensed As a Limerick--  

 

There are so many things that he's learned!  

He's been gone while many seasons turned,  

to summer from fall -  

he's glad hobbits're small,  

and there was a big enough bed when he returned.  

 

 

--Dinny's Rock Ballad--  

 

I can't hear you fa la laa  

Don't tell me to I should be jealous  



Don't tell me I should spaz  

Just cuz there's two beds for each of us  

 

Cuz there's a decided difference  

Between cheating and sufferance  

And I don't really suffer at all  

Because his choices are not my call  

 

I can't hear you, you go blah blah  

All you want, I'm not listening  

Don't think you can get me to snarl  

When I see him and him kissing  

 

Why do you think that I would mind?  

We each have a lover, of our own kind.  

I love my Estella, my dearest lifemate.  

To my heart, my husband came late.  

 

And there's a decided difference  

Between cheating and sufferance  

And I don't care what you tell me  

Even if you are in the heart of me  

 

My hated jealousy  

 

 

--Friends--  

 

"Mr. Pippin, sir" no more -  

From his tongue the "sir" is washed  

And lost  

By the touch of mine.  

 

Somewhere distinctions faded, gone  

Lie hidden, forgotten; when the day is done  

We are the ones who fought  

The ones who saw what ought  

To be forgotten.  



 

"Pippin, dear," I hear  

So near. I whisper "I am here."  

 

--The Road Goes Homewards--  

 

The road goes ever on and on,  

Down from the door where it begun.  

I'll let the road go where it will  

And stay in by the windowsill.  

 

I look out at the growing night,  

My love lying by in candlelight -  

Her belly high with brand new life,  

Far from toil and from strife.  

 

A calming hand is there always  

To soothe my aching back; he says  

I bear a child for the four of us,  

Just as my dear lover does.  

 

The fireplace glows golden now,  

Here at the end of a day; and how  

Little do all travellers know -  

Homewards happy feet should go! 

Winter by Nanni 

There was a time you spoke seldom,  
smiled less. Oh, you would try,  
your lips would turn up and your teeth show.  
But your eyes never changed.  
 
We worked hard to mend you.  
There were nights without sleep or warmth,  
because your eyes were wide and lost.  
There were weeks of endless worry,  
because your hands shook,  



or bled,  
and you could not stop. 
 
This is our reward.  
You, in the sunshine,  
laughing,  
with the children that belong to us all,  
and with our children's children.  
Such a marvel it is.  
We never thought to see you grown old. 
 

La Belle Perian Sans Merci by Floria 

Oh, what can ail thee, hobbit knight, 

So impatiently loitering 

The sunset's fading from the pond 

And no birds sing! 

 

Oh, what can ail thee, hobbit knight, 

So haggard and so wobegone? 

"My armor's started to itch, but 

The game's not done." 

 

"I met a lady on a quest 

Full beautiful, the Tookland's child 

'I'm Eowyn!' she hissed at me 

Her eyes were wild" 

 

"She set me on her grunting steed 

And off we rode to right some wrongs 

And she sang to me some of her 

And Molly's songs" 

 

"Her mount got bored and bolted here 

She's fetching it for next day's ride 

She told me to wait for her here 

On the cold hill side" 

 



"And that is why I sojourn here 

So impatiently loitering 

Though sunset's fading from the pond 

And no birds sing" 

Shell shock by Hope 

Shell shock, they called it, and sent him back to the front after a couple of months in some rehab 
hospital room that had stank of vomit and old bandages. Sam had found him again, though 
Frodo wasn't sure if he'd ever left his side; dinted helmet a bold line against his forehead. Sam 
always smelt of tobacco and a welcome kind of sweat, familiar as the dull green of their 
uniforms that seemed to wash out Frodo's world but for the flicker of gunfire or blood in the 
corner of his eye.  

Sam's eyes glittering in the reflected starlight, the only way Frodo saw it for months, half-buried 
in the trenches, helmet muffling the world around him. And late at night when the gunfire 
stopped enough that they could hear foreign voices raised in guttural laughter from trenches 
barely a stone's throw away, the dead silence within the trench was only broken by the ringing 
in Frodo's ears and the soft crackle of Sam's cigarettes.  

Those were the moments he remembered, and came awake late at night almost as if he hadn't 
been sleeping at all, with the smell of sweat and tobacco in his nostrils. And he would roll over 
and bury his face in Sam's hair, feel Sam's breath and the shifting of muscle under warm skin, 
and feel Rose shift behind him and press close, flinging one soft arm limply over his side.  

Rose, sweet Rose who had surely had as bad a time of it as they had. Something he didn't envy 
her of, for the thought of being left at home, cut off as surely as if she were in constant blackout, 
was not something he would have preferred to Sam's reassuring murmurs, low and thick in his 
ear even as the shells shrieked above and around them.  

But they'd come back. A elderly cousin of Frodo's - quite the globetrotter in his time - had left 
him a townhouse big enough for the three of them, and as big a family as they could wish for. It 
had taken little convincing on his part for Sam and Rose to lodge with him - a house to big for 
him alone, surely, and after all the loss he'd seen he couldn't let this go to waste . . . And little 
convincing on their part for him to share the master bedroom with them.  

Shell shock wasn't something he could be rid of so easily, though, some nights coming awake to 
find he'd been awake all along, or awake but still in some dark dream that stank of blood and 
gunpowder, the tattoo of the machine guns still in his ears, body aching as if it were pierced 
with shrapnel. His own breath gasping dully and echoing as if the percussive helmet still 
muffled his ears. Sometimes he'd find himself somewhere in the city, backstreets somewhere 



perhaps, smelling like damp stone and urine, his shoulders aching from the strap of his rifle, left 
long behind him now. Many miles, many years.  

White feather by Mary 

She spent the first year going to the talks held in town halls, farm-lads and boys studying for 
their teaching certificates and shopkeepers and poets and doctors and sailors. She stood on tiny 
stages usually used for mayoral meetings or Christmas pagents put on by sunday schools and 
she spoke in a small, passionate voice to that ragtag crowd.  

Better one crowded hour, she said softly, pleaded. Better to die a hero than live a coward. For 
your children's tomorrows, give your today.  

After months of practise, she could almost say the words without feeling the sting of tears. It 
was what Sam had said to her, one night over dinner as he'd outlined his plan to join up. That it 
was often so, in times such as that. To save a thing, someone had to give it up. He'd heard it 
from Mr Frodo, of course. And if Mr Frodo was willing to do that, to be the one to give it up, 
then Sam was too.  

And she was proud. She was proud of her husband, so steady and brave and unflinching in 
such a hard time. Nobody was able to put a white feather in Rose Gamgee's mailbox.  

But every night that she stood before those village crowds of boys and men, she'd end up 
catching the eye of a mother or a wife or a sister out amongst the men. And the gaze of that 
woman, that sister in loss, would echo the thought running through Rose's heart every moment 
of every day.  

Please, don't let it be my lovely one who has to give things up, who lives but one crowded hour and never 
comes back to me. 

Briar Rosie by Meli 

All his life, Sam had been told of the beautiful Princess sleeping in the tower. When he was old 
enough, the task of minding the roses on the Thorn Wall fell to him, and Sam took his 
responsiblity very seriously.  

Sometimes when he would prune a withered branch or pull a weed, he would imagine that the 
princess could see him in her dreams. Eventually, he began to talk softly to her as he went about 
his tasks. The wind would ruffle his hair like a hand, and twist through the thorns with a sound 
of delighted laughter.  



One morning, Sam came to the wall of throns to find someone had been hacking away at them. 
Angry, he followed the crude path inward, determined to give the intruder a piece of his mind.  

A defeaning roar came from overhead, and Sam gasped as an enormous head loomed far above 
his. The dragon took a deep breath, then blew a great burst of fire. The thorns before Sam 
withered and burned, and he hurried through them, hoping he would not be burnt as well.  

There was another roar from the dragon, but this was more a cry of defeat and anger. Sam burst 
out of the burning bushes to see the dragon crumpled before the form of a knight clad in 
shining mail. It was mail unlike any Sam had seen in his books, decorative and light looking.  

The Prince, for so he was, pulled hard on his sword, stuck fast in the dragon's breast. Sam rolled 
his eyes and moved over to help, shouldering the Prince out of the way and taking a different 
hold on the sword. The blade slid free with a rush of black blood, and Sam stepped quickly 
back, offering the sword back to its owner.  

The Prince removed his helmet and accepted the sword, cleaning it carefully on a bit of grass 
and an old rag before sheathing it. "Thank you, my good man."  

Sam crossed his arms and glared. "I'm not your good man. Who do you think you are, coming 
in here and hacking away at all my hard work?"  

A blink, and the Prince looked very startled. "I beg your pardon?"  

"The Wall." Sam gestured to it, wincing as he did so. The dragon's fire had done a lot of damage 
to the thorns.  

"Oh." The Prince smoothed back his hair and shook his head. "I had to hack through it. How 
else would I be able to rescue the princess?"  

It was Sam's turn to blink. "What?"  

Picking up his helmet, the Prince motioned to the highest tower. "Sleeping Beauty. I have come 
to set her free."  

He set off towards the main hall, and Sam trailed after him. "But you can't do that!"  

"Why not?"  

"Because-" Sam shut his mouth. How could he claim to have fallen in love with a woman he'd 
never even seen?  



They found the staircase, winding up and up, and climbed it. The Prince was panting heavily 
by the time they reached the top, and even Sam had to admit to being winded. A plain wooden 
barred their path and a push at it cleared the last obstacle.  

The room at the top of the tower was dusty and mostly unfurnished. Only a spinning wheel, the 
spindle sharp and wicked looking, and the bed where the Princess lay.  

Sweeping over to her side, the Prince knelt and took her hand. "At last, you are free," he said, 
and kissed her.  

Nothing happened.  

The Prince blinked. Sam blinked. They exchanged glances, then looked again at the Princess, 
who lay as before.  

She slept on, her breathing even and slow. Sam stepped forward and sank to his knees at her 
other side. He looked again at the Prince, who shrugged and nodded, then gently pressed his 
lips to the Princess's.  

He drew back and found her eyes on him, blinking slowly. The Prince squeezed her hand 
joyfully, and she turned to look at him. "Who are my rescuers?"  

Sam cleared his throat nervously. "I'm Sam, the gardner," he said.  

The Prince kissed her hand. "Prince Frodo, at your service, my lady."  

The Princess sat up and smiled at them both. "And I am Briar Rosie. Thank you for waking me."  

Sam blushed. Prince Frodo blushed. Together they said, "It was our pleasure."  

Straw into gold by Meli 

Once a very long time ago there was a young King named Frodo. He loved gold more than 
anything else in the world. One day, as he walked through one of his villages, he chanced to 
hear a miller boasting loudly of his daughter's ability to spin straw to gold. Intrigued by the 
man's words, he ordered the miller's daughter to be brought to his castle.  

The girl, named Rosie, was a very pretty girl, and very deft with a spinning wheel. Alas, she 
could not truly spin straw to gold, and she was afraid of what the King might do to her. Frodo 
led her to a room filled to the ceiling with straw, with only a little space for a spinning wheel 
cleared out. He turned to Rosie and proclaimed that she must have all the straw spun to gold by 
morning, or he would kill her. If, however, she had done that, he would marry her.  



Rosie threw herself down and wept as the heavy door was locked. She was doomed to die in 
the morning, for how could anyone spin straw to gold. A cough at her back made her lift her 
head.  

She blinked in surprise. There before her stood a handsome young man, who smiled and 
brushed her tears away. "I will spin the straw to gold," he said, "if in exchange you give me your 
little ring." Sure that it was some trick, Rosie agreed and gave it to him. To her astonishment, 
the young man sat down at the spinning wheel and began spinning. Straw went in one end and 
gold came out the other.  

The next morning, Rosie awoke to find all the straw gold, and the young man gone. The King 
was most surprised, but then greed entered his mind and he brought her to an even larger 
room, filled with even more straw. If she spun all of that, he said, he would marry her. If she 
could not, she would die.  

Rosie wept bitter tears once again, and as before, the young man appeared and comforted her. 
"If I spin this for you," he said, looking a little bit nervous, "you must give me your little 
necklace." Rosie agreed and gave it to him. When she awoke the next morning, the straw was 
gold as before.  

King Frodo was ecstatic. He had a woman who could spin gold from straw, which pleased him 
to no end. He allowed Rosie out and dined with her, learning more about her than just her 
extraordinary talent. But the greed overtook him again, and he ordered a room even larger than 
the last two to be filled with straw. He locked Rosie inside with the same promise/threat, and 
Rosie was filled with despair.  

She did not cry this time, and when the young man appeared, she looked sadly at him. "I have 
nothing more to give you," she said quietly. "You have my mother's necklace and my gammer's 
gold ring, and I have nothing more to offer."  

The young man knelt beside her and took her hand. "There is yourself," he replied, and kissed 
her forehead. "Come live always with me."  

Before she could reply, the door creaked open, and King Frodo rushed into the room. He had 
suspected something, and now he knew the truth. "No!" he proclaimed. "Both of you must stay 
here with me, and live in my castle."  

Rosie and the young man exchanged glances. "No," they said together, then they both vanished. 
King Frodo was left alone in the huge chamber of straw, and he wept.  

Determined to find them again, King Frodo gave up his throne and wandered the wide world, 
searching for any sign of the two. Everywhere he went, no one had seen or heard of them, and 
Frodo was filled with despair. Slowly, his heart turned from loving gold and began to love only 
them, and he searched ever onward.  



Many years later, when he had almost given up all hope, Frodo heard children laughing. He 
followed the sound and arrived at a splendid cottage, deep in a mystical woods. The children 
stopped and stared at him, and Frodo stared back, for they looked like tiny versions of the boys 
and girl he loved.  

Rosie came out of the house, followed by the young man. They smiled when they saw Frodo, 
and Rosie nudged her husband. "What did I tell you, Sam?"  

Sam took his hand and smiled. "What took you so long?"  

Frodo laughed until he cried. "I don't know," he said, and Rosie kissed him.  

"You're here now, and that's all that matters," she said. And it was.  

Wonderland by Slipstream 

 



Rose blinked out from the rather large arm chair to which she had been led, observing with 
some humor as Mad Baggins and Sam Hare sat bickering over who had got watch gears in the 
butter while the Doorgollum slumbered ever on between them, murmuring happily into his 
toast.  

'Why do you have so many tea things set out if it's just the three of you?'  

Mad Baggins quit banging his pocket watch against the table. 'Well, as you can see it's rather 
crowded here already, and we have to have enough incase Unexpected Guests were to arrive at 
my unbirthday party.'  

'Why, I've never heard of an unbirthday party!' she exclaimed.  

'Birthdaysss, my love!' grumbled the Doorgollum and Mad Baggins unapologetically pushed 
his face further into the jam.  

Sam Hare offered her a bit of plate served on a slice of marmalade roll. Baggins removed a large 
golden ring from his pocket, dunked it into his tea and bit into it, starting to nibble on the 
teacup once he was finished.  

'Why of course you have! You've only got one birthday, after all, and what a nuisance it is to 
give away all those things! You need 364 unbirthdays to get them all back before you give them 
out again!'  

'That's preposterous!' she exclaimed. 'The most ridiculous thing I've ever heard! Why would 
you want back the things you had just got rid of?'  

Mad Baggins only sniffed at her and replied, 'Why is a raven like a writing desk?'  

The Doorgollum twitched. 'We don't likesss riddleses, do we presciousss? Nasssty nasssty 
gameses!' Sam Hare ceased to pretend to be civil to him and attempted to stuff him into a 
teapot, and when that didn't work he settled on using him as a cushion instead.  

'What an odd tea party,' Rose thought to herself, and continued to munch happily on her 
marmalade roll, watching the over large hat slide slowly over Mad Baggins's dark curls.  

O My Brothers by Slipstream 



 
You must believe me, o my brothers, when I say I didn't start life wanting no devotchka or 

malchick to serve me kleb and jammiwam every morning. The pee and em were dead and it 

was just your humble narrator and his droogs, and all was good and horrorshow in the 
world.  

That night had started with me and my droogies sweating it out at some dirty local moloko 

bar, sloshying the screeching music and viddying the lewdies thrash about on the lighted 

floor. There was I, of course, your narrator Frodo Baggins, as well as Sam, Mer, and Pip. 

Mer and Pip were good droogs, not as good with the nozh but enjoying the lubbilubbing and 

living rooker to rot just the same. Mer was more set in his ideas than Pip, who just followed 

whatever that malchick did, but they took orders well and thus made excellent companions. 

Sam was a bit on the slow, with a dazed look about his listo, o my brothers, and always a 

simmering threat of disobedience. But I was faster with my nozh than he with his oozy, and 

so I remained leader.  



We were all dressed in the very height of fashion, being white suits and bowlers with the 

decorative crotch piece, our platties clean and pressed. We were feeling very horrorshow 

and wanting fun and a little deng and the smell of krovvy, so I ordered us out of the shlaga 

and into the streets. At that hour in that metso the millicents were scarce and the nochy 

was very dark, so it wouldn't be a long . Sam kept itching at his yarbles and we couldn't but 
smeck a bit at him, having a bit of cruel fun while we waited.  

After a bit we could sloshy the click clack of heels and viddy a little huddled shape go a-

hurrying up the street. It looked like some old baboochka out for cancers. Us four moved to 

the side to appear unthreatening-like, and I stepped forward as soon as she were close, 
keeping my voice low and smile stretched to show all the zoobies.  

'Excuse us, my dear old cheena!'  

She made a little crark low in her gorlo and I viddied very soon that this was no decrepit 

baboochka but a shapely devotchka, with great big goodies and a good mop of dark brown 

luscious glory and very horrorshow in the litso. Sam and Mer and Pip viddied this quick 

enough, too, and we soon had her all surrounded. She clutched tight some dusty biblio 

which made me smeck, and my droogs joined in. She was naught but a nadsat and all a-
trembling, so I pressed a kiss onto the top of her dark gulliver, words thick with sarcy.  

'No time tonight for the sinny before the regular in-out in-out, love, but you understand 

don't you?'  

Seemed we'd get a bit of ultraviolence after all.  

A Hobbit Limerick by Mary 

There once was a hobbit from Bywater 

Who had several sons and a daughter 

She'd two beaus, was the rumour 

which was a cause for good humour 

And for two times the dowry they bought her. 

Shire Noir by Mary 

The apartment's dirty. The apartments always are. Sam sighs, glad that the smell of the cigarette 

he smoked on the way over still clings to his raincoat and his hair and covers the scent of mould 

and desperation. There's a window broken, gauzy curtains flapping listlessly in the drizzly 

afternoon, a mangy ginger cat yowling on the fire escape outside.  

"So what've we got, then?" he asks Ted, the beat cop who radioed in the scene. Sam's never liked 
Ted, who takes crisp envelopes under the table from Sharkey's boys and sleeps around with the 



girls they pull off the pavement on Bagshot Row, and Ted hates Sam for making detective and 
getting a nice little office all of his own.  

"Not a lot. Couple of photos stuck behind the radiator that we fished out, some old newspapers 
stuffed in cracks in the bathroom walls. Looks like they cleared out at least three days ago."  

Sam nods, then proceeds to ignore Ted entirely as he wanders the room and runs his finger 
through the dust on the cracked kitchen counter. The photos are strewn in a heap, some stuck 
together from the wet in the air. The faces in the pictures are ones Sam has come to know as 
well as his own over the past three months.  

Frodo Baggins and Rosie Cotton. Stupid small-time kids, Sam's got it from all accounts that the 
fella, at least, was a junkie. Usually to be found borrowing the cash registers from diners and 
liquor stores, or the occasional larger scam in conjunction with two or three other no-hopers. 
There were thousands of couples just like this Frodo and Rosie in the city, and Sam had seen 
them come to all sorts of ends a thousand times before.  

But these two were different. These two had managed to outrun half the force week after week 
after week, and most of the underworld was on their tails too. When the wolves and the foxes 
are both after your blood, you don't stay alive in the forest for long, yet somehow they were.  

"Why did you do it?" Sam asks the snapshot of Frodo, wearing a singlet and suspenders with 
black pinstripe pants, laughing (had Rosie taken it? Were the pair lovers, brother and sister, 
enemies locked together?). "Why'd you take Mr Smeagol's ring?"  

Of all the people to rip off, why rip off the Don of the biggest Family this side of anywhere? 
Why take the single thing most likely to bring a bloodhunt down on your heads? Why stay in 
the city, only a step ahead of those who pursued you?  

Sam ran one exasperated hand through his hair and sighed, wishing there were answers to 
those questions locked inside this shithole of an apartment. Wishing there was an answer to 
why he couldn't get these two stupid kids out of his head, out of his dreams.  

Shore Leave by Slipstream 

 

It was crowded in the little room with the speckled scarlet wallpaper. The furniture was old and 

a little frayed at the edges, the polished wood suggesting some grand history before they had 

come to inhabit the only room without a mattress in that shabbily glamorous brothel housed in 

an aging Victorian a few streets over from the main wharf. But the alcohol flowed freely and the 

more they drank the less the patrons seemed to care about their seedy surroundings, and the 

party only grew in volume as clamoring male voices drowned out the tinny phonograph 



recording of â€œWhen Johnny Comes Marching Home Again.â€  

 

Frodo shifted uncomfortably in his starched uniform, twirling his hat nervously in his right 

hand while running the chewed stubs of fingernails on the left across the freshly shaven skin 

that had once boasted a mop of dark curls. â€œGod, I donâ€™t even know why I let them talk 

us into thisâ€¦â€  

 

Sam glanced over, his gray eyes and tanned face matching smartly with the navy blue and 

white trim of his uniform. He opened his mouth as if to say something, but a sudden roar of 

laughter from the huddled group next to them drowned him out. The happy drunk amoeba of 

flesh broke into separate cells and Merry and Pip, their faces bright with alcohol, stumbled 

through the crowded parlor to greet them.  

 

â€œâ€™Lo boys!â€  Pippin hooted, swaying a little and laughing at his own two feet. â€œYou 

ready for the real fun to begin?â€  

 

â€œI donâ€™t know why I let you talk us into thisâ€¦â€  Frodo repeated grumpily, settling 

against Samâ€™s strong shoulder and draining his glass in a swig. 

 

â€œBecause youâ€™re drunk,â€  Merry slurred, stabbing him in the chest with a thick finger. 

â€œYouâ€™re drunk, youâ€™re horny as hell, and youâ€™ve been stuck on that god-damn 

boat for four months. Thatâ€™s why.â€  Frodo opened his mouth to protest, but Merry 

dismissed him with a wave of his hand. â€œOh, donâ€™t try to deny it. Weâ€™ve heard you 

â€˜swabbing the deckâ€™ at night, youâ€™re rather loud, actually, so just shut yer yap and 

enjoy yourself, cousin.â€  

 

Sam and Frodo exchanged nervous glances but their companions were far too drunk to notice 

or insinuate anything. â€˜Does heâ€¦?â€™ mouthed Sam, and Frodo shook his head, mind 

reeling, and was brought back down to earth when warm hands brushed against his quivering 

knuckles before subtly wrapping themselves around the tips of his fingers. He calmed, sending 

Sam a grateful smile, and was about to risk leaning over to lick the sensitive spot right below his 

ear and then blame it on the booze when a burst of cheering and clapping drew his eyes up and 

away.  

 

At the foot of the narrow stairs stood a stout older woman, perhaps in her forties, wearing an 

only slightly out of fashion dress suit and a pound of face paint. She smiled, holding up one 

heavily ringed hand to signal for silence. When the crowd of navy men had calmed sufficiently, 

she spoke. 



 

â€œEvening, boys! Having a good shore leave?â€  There was a roar of clapping. â€œReady to 

have a better one?â€  The roar was deafening. She smiled, the red shine of her lipstick cutting 

through the haze of smoke. â€œThe girls and I would like to thank all you men and boys for 

protecting us and keeping business goodâ€¦â€  Laughter. Frodo was beginning to get a 

headache and all he could think about was leaving and finding a nice, quiet place with Sam all 

to himself. 

 

â€œâ€¦Hell, you arenâ€™t really listening to me, are you? I know who you really want to see, 

and I wonâ€™t keep you apart any longer.â€  She stepped aside, gesturing upwards, and a line 

of girls, all gaudily clad nearly to the point of indecency, came tittering down the stairs. The 

cheers and catcalls from Merry and Pip made Frodoâ€™s head pound and he rubbed at his 

forehead absently, admiring the cheap eye candy but inwardly wondering how much longer 

theyâ€™d have to stay. 

 

Then SHE came down. His mouth 

dropped open slightly and he 

could feel Sam tense as well and 

shift his focus from the slow 

circling of Frodoâ€™s fingers 

along the back of his hand to the 

top of the stairwell. 

 

Rich chestnut curls cascading over 

a slim milk-white neck, big eyes 

hidden under dark make-up and 

full lips drawn into an almost-

frown. She wore what obviously 

used to be a house dress made of 

a tacky explosion of flower 

patterned cloth, with the war and 

fabric rationing that was to be 

expected, but she had tailored it 

to better suit her profession. The 

neckline dipped dangerously low 

across her breasts, the shoulder 

straps slipping suggestively down 



bare arms, a wide belt cinching the flared skirt at the waist. The skirt! Oh, it was much, much 

shorter than what some dusty house-wife had originally intended. Frodoâ€™s eyes roved 

hungrily over the creamy exposed thigh, traveling up, up, up the slit that seemed to go nearly to 

her waist, and he felt a flush of heat blush over his body at the sight of the black lacy slip and 

the rose tattoo barely hidden beneath its silky folds. 

 

Frodo and Sam surprised each other by shouting in unison, â€œI want the Rose!â€  Their gazes 

whipped at each other in shock and then back up to the stairs in embarrassment.  

 

The girl looked a little taken aback, but looking down upon the two furiously blushing sailors 

her dark lips broke into a gentle, loving smile that melted them in its inviting warmth. She 

cocked her hips and flung her head back, her gaze flirting with them beneath long lashes. 

â€œBoys boysâ€¦ no need to fight. You can have all the Rose you want, that is, if youâ€™re 

willing to share.â€  She winked, her smile curling suggestively before turning to climb back up 

the stairs with sashaying hips. The sailors around them whistled loudly and pounded Sam and 

Frodo on the back.  

 

The two looked at each other a final time, came to a decision, and pushed their way frantically 

through the heated press of bodies, clambering up the stairs on suddenly clumsy feet, tugging 

at too-hot collars and touching each other in anticipation. 

 

They didn’t mind sharing. No, not at all. 

 

(image by Hyel) 

A bloom is born by Starred Meriadoc 
 

The crowd surrounded the red carpet, poking their faces in and out of the excitement, the light 

bulbs to their camera flashes popped at a regular beat. The Hobbiton Press took note of all the 

happenings. A shining, coal black limousine pulled up to the crimson carpet and the crowd 

swelled behind the barriers.  

The back door to the limousine was opened by a gloved hand and a pale, red-high heeled leg 

slid out. Then came the frilled bottom of a bright red dress. Rose Cotton climbs out. At first 

everything went still and in slow motion. Everyone gasped. Rose was the most beautiful 

hobbitwoman these hobbits had ever seen.  



Immediately, light bulbs popped popped popped, hands waved beyond the barrier, and 

another hobbit climbed out. Frodo Baggins shook his black curls and the women swooned. 

Frodo gave Rose his arm and escorted the hobbit star down the red carpet. At last, another 

hobbit tried to climb out of the limo, but tumbled head first on the carpet. 

"Miss Rosie! Miss Rosie! You left your rose hairpin!" he cried, as he brushed his suit clear of any 

dust. The maddening crowd roared with laughter at this unsophisticated man. Miss Rosie 

Cotton completely ignored the hobbit as he rushed into the theater. BAM! the door slammed. 

"Sam, I told you not to speak to me on the red carpet." 

"But Rosie... I--" 

"Don't call me Rosie, either. I'm Rose now." Sam's face fell as he turned and walked back to the 

limousine. Oh Rosie, look at him, she thought.  

"Sam! Sam! Samwise Gamgee! Return your furry-footed carcass to me, Rosie Cotton, right now!" 

Sam had his hand on the door, pulled the door pull and walked out. Rosie ran after him, losing 

her left high heel on the red carpet. The limousine had gone, so Rosie found Sam plodding 

along sadly on the side of the road. Rosie ignored the laughter of the crowd as she chased him. 

"Sam, I'm sorry I--" 

"I don't want to hear it. I know they think I'm a country bumpkin. I heard how they laughed. 

I'm sorry. I'm sorry. I'm sorry. I'll leave you be." 

"No Sam, I acted irrational. I'll miss my premiere for you." With that, Rosie reached toward 

Sam's shoulder, pulled him closer to her, kissed him, and a camera bulb flashed. 

The next day, the headlines read, "Actress Rose Cotton in love with country fool, her gardener." 

She sighed as she spilled her coffee on her nightgown and kissed Sam again. Sam was her one 

true love, even if the headlines hated her for it. 

The neon sign by Starred Meriadoc 

i gazed at the sparkling picture... a vision before me, what never was. the neon sign blinked 

before me a rhythm. the sign pleaded, "frodo's heart... now open..." i couldn't stand to watch it 

flicker, so i pulled the plug. the sign went black and in my mind, i could see him fall, lying in a 

puddle of blood. where was frodo? and sam, for that matter? they had been gone for months... 

they seemed like years. i just wanted to spend five minutes being productive and not knitting 

an afghan for sam's and my first child and bothering if sam and frodo were coming home soon.  

 

I always knew i was promised to samwise. i always knew i would have an army of children 

with him. but at this moment, i was afraid sam would never come back so i could have an army 

of children with him. who knew what they were doing? travelling the world, trying to find 

themselves? being at one with nature? i wanted them back. frodo in my arms for the miniscule 



few seconds samwise would allow... feeling his encompassing warmth... a chill down my back. 

and then torn away only to be caught in one of sam's sloppy kisses. i loved sam... i loved him 

dearly... but frodo satisfied every length of sensual gratification i desired... some men were 

meant to be heroes... others were meant to be gardeners. 

 

i picked up a daffodil by the roots. one sam had planted for me. it had grown tall and proud, 

trumpeting sam's love for me. i put it in a vase with water, wishing i could save it. sometimes, it 

was ironic. it would seem i was pushier than every boy, but then i would see the daffodil year 

after year... touch its petals... fall to the ground and weep with happiness. 

 

i could see the weeping willow blooming out the round windows. mr. frodo's tree, sam always 

said. "i never seen such a mellon collie tree as a weepin willer and a hobbit as mr. frodo." i 

couldn't help myself if i loved both men... the soft, silly, rustic samwise gamgee and the free, 

melancholy, cosmopolitan frodo baggins.  

 

putting down my knitting and looking at books, the clock chimed three o'clock. i noticed it was 

rethe 14. they'd been gone since halimath... for too many months gone. i was beginning to 

wonder... the minute i pulled the plug from the neon sign, did frodo fall into a puddle of blood? 

or was he cold and shivering, trying to find his lost way? i suppose i would never know until 

they come home. if they ever come home. 

Edwardian Egyptologist hobbit by Nanni 

Frodo cornered me at the train platform. It was my own fault, I suppose. I had failed to pay 
close enough attention to the crowd.  

"Hello, Sam," he said, causally walking towards me. I retreated, which left me with my back 
against the station wall. This was a rather awkward position, as walls at one’s back are quite 
useful in a fight, but tend to make it difficult to duck away. "It’s no use trying to call for 
someone to catch me, you know. I’d rather enjoy keeping you quiet, but I don’t expect that it 
would do wonders for your reputation."  

I looked at him appraisingly. I knew from past experience that he was a good deal stronger than 
he looked, but still... "You couldn’t kiss me for very long."  

He laughed. "My dear Sam! Always straight to the point. No, I dare say I couldn’t, but I could 
certainly kiss you long enough to render you unconscious by other means." He smiled as I 
shifted my weight defensively. "I won’t though. I just wanted to say goodbye to you under 



more...pleasant circumstances than my last goodbye." He looked a trifle rueful. "I am a hopeless 
romantic, I’m afraid."  

I glared at him. "The tomb. However did you manage..."  

He blinked. "What? I admit one of my weaknesses and you... Ah, but that is like you. It wasn’t 
hard. No one paid much attention to the photographer. I...uh...did have to seek Sir Glorfindel’s 
assistance for the technical end of things. The shots I took on my own the first day did not turn 
out at all well."  

I groaned. "So there is no photographic record after all?"  

"No, no, there is a complete photographic record. Every item, every angle we could devise." He 
smiled at me, "I’ll publish it one day, even though I can’t now. After all, the disappearance 
of...ah...certain objects would be noted if I did."  

I shook my head. "You never change."  

"To the contrary, Sam. I have changed. A few years ago I wouldn’t have bothered with the 
record at all." He leaned closer to me, "I did it for you, Sam. It really is true that loving a good 
man and woman redeems a person."  

He straightened and smirked. "Give all my love to Rosie. And a nice, long kiss. The thought will 
keep me warm as I travel in the cold."  

My exasperation must have shown, because he burst out laughing. "Fare thee well, Sam, I am 
ever at your service should you need me."  

With that he vanished neatly into the crowd. Most annoying.  

I told Rosie all about it, of course. Honesty is very important in a marriage, and besides, I 
always tell the truth, unless there is a very good reason not to. She was annoyed, but not overly 
so. I seem to recall the term ‘melodramatic fool’ being used in reference to Frodo. I felt this was 
a very apt description, though in the interests of fairness to those not present to defend 
themselves I did not say so.  

Scissors for hands by Slipstream  

Sammie wasn’t quite as elegant with the pen as his forbearer yet, but some of the tales that 
sprung from his hand caused Frodo to pause and look them over once again.  



"Tell me what this one is about, Sammie," Frodo said one day from his sickbed as he sorted 
through the children’s school papers. He picked up the piece of parchment in question and 
tapped it with his good hand.  

Sammie fidgeted, squinting at the paper as if to remember all of the details. "Oh, it’s just some 
story..."  

"Continue..."  

He squirmed, blushing. "Well, it’s about a hobbit who had scissors for hands..." He ducked his 
head, but upon seeing that his uncle wasn’t laughing or poking fun his wounded puppy 
expression softened.  

"Scissors for hands, eh?" Frodo squinted at the paper. The black ink strokes stood out on the 
golden glow of the paper in the candlelight. "How ever did he get that way?"  

Sammie shifted a little more, but Frodo could see that he was easing into the role of story-teller 
rather than trying to run from it. "Well, it’s like the little button dolls that Primrose and Robin 
make... A wizard was lonely and needed a friend so he strung together all of the useful little bits 
he had around, forks and phials and old parchment quills and the sort, and then magiced them 
together in the shape of a hobbit. But see, he was an old wizard and a little forgetful so he forgot 
to finish his hands, and before he could, an Urgent Matter called him away and he was involved 
in various grand and dangerous adventures that he never came back from."  

"That’s terribly said," Frodo mused. Sammie nodded eagerly and pointed to a dark scribble in 
the lower left hand side of the paper.  

"See? That’s him. Del drew him for the story. She helped me write it."  

Frodo held the paper a little closer to his face and indeed what had formerly been an inkblot 
transformed into a rather dark sketch with thick, dark lines, of the head and torso of a hobbit, 
his clothes all in tatters, hair a mess, eyes dark and face tragic, with long shears for fingers. The 
tenderness in which Del’s normally violent hand had rendered him made him stop and catch 
his breath.  

"Del helped you?"  

"Yes. She was the one who said it ought to be scissors in the first place. I was all for pen-quills 
but she said they weren’t dramatic enough."  

"She’s a good head, that girl." He indicated to a portion of the hobbit’s face that seemed to be 
speckled with dots and lines. "And what are those?"  



"Oh. That was Del’s idea. He was sad that the wizard left but every time he tried to rub away 
the tears he’d only cut himself and make new red ones."  

"She’s a flair for the dramatic, as well..." murmured Frodo, but inside he was thinking of how 
the little drips of blood would roll down pale cheeks and onto metal spikes. And then the skin 
would scar and there would be little tear-trails there for ever and ever.  

"What happened to him? The hobbit with scissors for hands?"  

"Well, some nice hobbits with a good smial found him and thought it best that he come and live 
with them."  

"And his hands? Wouldn’t that make things terribly awkward? There’s no magic in a smial to 
make them soft so they wouldn’t hurt the babies."  

Sam-lad waved his question away with a little posh posh gesture his mother used. "Oh, there’s 
magic enough. They’re still working on it, and eventually it’ll be fixed. Besides, with four hands 
betwixt them it really doesn’t matter."  

Frodo hugged him close and kissed him then, and Sammie had no real knowledge of why.  
 
 

Illustration by Singe 



 

Supernatural-themed alternate-universe 

stories: 

Fizzy by Meli 

When Pippin least wants company, it is almost assured to seek him out. His cousin's voice is the 
very worst sound he can imagine at the moment, the more so because he knows he's wrong. 
Frodo stands behind him, arms crossed and blue eyes angry. "Pippin, what did we agree about 
the Men?"  

Boromir lay behind Pippin, his trousers undone and tugged aside to allow access to his thigh. 
Blood scent is heavy on the air, and Sam, flanking Frodo, licks his lips. Frodo rolls his eyes and 
nods to Merry and Sam, who move over to Boromir's insensible body. Pippin crosses his arms 
as well and attempts to match Frodo's stare. "But there's so much blood. And I was hungry."  

"If we eat our companions, who will help us if the wraiths appear again?"  

Pippin feels his face slipping into a pout. "Don't see how that's fair. Gimli gets to feed from 
Legolas whenever he wants. He told me Elf blood is fizzy."  

Frodo squeezes the bridge of his nose and sighs. "Boromir is not an Elf."  

"Oh, I know. His blood isn't fizzy at all."  

"That isn't the point, Pippin!"  

Merry wipes his mouth as he stands up and slings an arm around Pippin's shoulders. "Come 
on, Frodo. Pippin's younger than we are. He gets hungry sooner. And it's not like we've taken 
enough to hurt him." Sam stands as well, and Pippin glances back at the Man. Two glistening 
bites on his inner thighs, but they're starting to clot and close. Soon there won't be an evidence 
of his mistake.  

Frodo sighs again. "Very well, but not again. Not for a while. Or you might kill him." Boromir 
stirs a little, and the Hobbits exchange glances.  



"We should go, right? Leave it to Pippin to explain." Sam claps him on the shoulder and starts 
back toward camp. Frodo frowns again, then follows. Merry licks a bit of blood from the corner 
of Pippin's mouth, then turns him to face Boromir again.  

"We've got ourselves a half-naked Man in the middle of the woods. What should we do with 
him?"  

Pippin grins, and moves forward. "Whatever we want, I suppose."  

Into the Dark by Meli 

Meli's late, and Dinny paces in the hall and frets. A dream had woken her, and troubled, she 
slipped from Pippin's arms and went to check on her children. Faramir lay lost in his own 
dreams, but Meli's bed was cold.  

As much as her girl loves mischief, Meli always comes home.  

The sun has started to light up the east when Dinny finally hears the thump that means Meli 
has just slipped back in her window. Frantic with worry, anger and joy, she hurries to the room 
and stops, heart in her throat.  

Meli freezes in the act of placing her dress on her chair, her curls tangled with leaves. Her neck 
is a mass of bruises, and her skin paler even than the time she powdered it. Dinny has one hand 
against her mouth to hold in a scream and the other reaches for Meli.  

Pale and fey, Meli shies back, stepping into the reach of the window. She hisses and darts 
forward, slipping past Dinny without a sound. Dinny sinks to the floor, tears falling unchecked 
down her cheeks.  

Meli returns with a thick blanket and covers the window, then lights a candle. The bruises are 
already fading, and Dinny can feel a sob in her throat. She swallows hard.  

"Who?" Dinny whispers.  

Her smile is sad and sharp. "How could I let my Molly-lark go into the dark alone?" she replies, 
and candle light makes the sharp teeth glint ferally.  

Different by Meli 

"Meli and Molly aren't... well, they aren't as they used to be."  



Daisy nods, listens to her mother's awkward words with a sympathetic ear.  

"And I don't know that I like the thought of you and Sam being close as you were with the pair, 
now that things are changed. Now that they're changed."  

Daisy sighs.  

"Mum, I think you put more garlic in the chicken tonight than there actually was chicken to 
begin with. Stop being a superstitious - " softening her words, Daisy gives her mother a smile. 
"They're still our friends, and they're still Molly and Meli, and neither Sammie nor I are 
frightened of them. And don't give me that 'you don't understand' look, either. We understand 
well enough, we've grown up with Uncle haven't we? Sometimes people end up with a rot 
inside them, but that doesn't change the person they are the rest of the time."  

Rosie rubs the bridge of her nose and sighs. "We'll talk more in the morning, all right? I know 
you love your playmates, duck, but I just want to keep you safe. Poor Diamond's half mad with 
worry for what's to become of her Meli now."  

"And you want us to leave them at a time like this?" Daisy's surprised, for usually her mother is 
all for sticking close to dear ones in rough times.  

"No, not really..." Rosie looks out the window at the darkness of the garden. "I just wish your 
brother Pip was home."  

Scent by Meli 

It's taken them most of the night, but finally Meli catches a scent. She puts a hand out to stop 
Molly, and points the way of the trail. Molly squeezes her fingers and takes the lead.  

Meli jumps nimbly out of the way as Pippin comes barrelling out at them, taking Molly down 
beneath him. She grabs at his wrists, holding on to him with every bit of her strength. He hisses 
and fights her, but he hasn't fed, while she is full and rosy with her meal. Eventually he sags in 
her grasp, and Molly wraps her arms around him.  

"Pippin, love, we don't mind." Some of the madness leaves Pippin's eyes, and he turns to Meli, 
who relases him and joins their embrace.  

"We love you, Peregrin Gardner," Meli says, her fingers pressing his face to her neck. "We'd 
never want you to be alone."  

Pippin sobs against her throat, and bites down. Meli clings to him and Molly as her head spins 
and she swoons.  



Bite by Meli 

It's late, later than Rosie's ever been out before, and for the first time ever, she's afraid. Nick and 
Sam had run off ever so long ago, leaving her with only the moon for company. Trudging 
determinedly, she wended her way home.  

A growl from the bushes was all the warning she had, and she threw up her arm as the black 
creature leapt out at her. Pain, terrible pain is her forearm, and Rosie screamed shrilly.  

A yelp, and the heavy weight was gone. Rosie sat in the road for a long while until the chills 
shook her so hard her teeth rattled. Her arm was on fire, and dazedly, Rosie struggled to her 
feet and home.  

Not even the scolding she received truly bothered her, and her mother's worry over the bite was 
reassuring. She bound it tightly and sent Rosie to bed, where she tossed and turned, visions of 
running under the moon haunting her dreams.  

The next morning, her arm didn't feel as bad, and she snuck out of the window to go up to Bag 
End for her lesson. Mr. Frodo started when he saw her wrapped arm. "Why Rose-lass, what 
happened to your arm?"  

Rosie touched the wrap and grimaced. "I got bitten last night."  

Frodo's face went white. "Bit-bitten?"  

She nodded, and Frodo wiped his forehead, closing his eyes tight. "Rose, lass. We need to talk."  

Gossip by Meli 

Gossip around the Shire talked of odd things happening at Bag End. The children were never 
seen during the day anymore, and there were those who whispered of horrible fates that had 
befallen them.  

All fourteen children are at the birthday party of Frodo Baggins, however, so the gossips are 
foreced to admit that the children are indeed alive and well. Mistress Rose looks pale in the 
firelight, and rumors circulate of another child on the way.  

Elanor patted her mother's shoulder and helped her sit. "Alright, mum?"  

Rosie smiled thinly, carefully not to show her teeth too much. "I will be, love. You all were."  



Shining by Meli 

When Meli and Molly lead Pippin back into Bag End, Rosie is torn. Joyful that he son has 
returned, and yet fearful of what he has done. The way the girls touch him, hold him up gives 
her heart, and the fresh marks on Meli's neck tell the rest of the story.  

Outside the sun rises, and she hustles the three into Pippin's room, safeguarded against the 
deadly light. They curl into each other, Pippin safely in the middle and Rosie smiles.  

She shuts the door quietly and leans against it, choking back a sob. Bad enough her Pippin, but 
Dinny's bright Sparrow and Stel's shining Lark lost to the night as well. Rosie wipes away her 
tears and moves into the kitchen, fixing breakfast for her family.  

It will be all right. None of them are alone, and the dark is not so strong in the face of unified 
light.  

Fear by Meli 

People whispered. They always whispered, shied away from Rosie when she went out, hissed 
at her behind her back. Elanor couldn't understand why when she was young.  

Later, after her moon flow had started and Elanor stayed up long nights sewing with Rosie, she 
learned the truth. A late knock on the door revealed a woman who had spat as Rosie's feet only 
the day before. They spoke in hushed voices Elly couldn't quite hear, and Rosie gave the 
woman a flask. Coins fell to the floor and the door banged softly shut.  

Rosie knelt and gathered up the coins, handing them to Sam who had come in unheard. 
Confused, Elly looked from one to the other.  

Sam kissed Rosie's forehead. "You needn't help them."  

The smile on Rosie's face cut into Elly's heart. "You can't deny the power of the blood, Sam. If I 
tried, I'd be worse than Frodo."  

"They hate you," Elly couldn't help but say.  

Rosie shook her head sadly. "They fear what they don't understand, my lass. And fear is almost 
as painful as hate." 



Not dark and not stormy by Meli 

It was a dark and stormy night-  

"You aren't actually using that?" Rosie stared very hard at Frodo. "Because it's not true. It wasn't 
stormy, or I wouldn't have been out. I'm not foolish." The 'like you' bit of her sentence was not 
spoken, but it was implied.  

Frodo sighed and ran his fingers through his hair. "But it's a good start to a horror story."  

Rose crossed her arms. "I am not a horror story, Mr Frodo. It wasn't storming, and it wasn't all 
that dark, what with the big bright moon and all."  

Throwing his hands up in defeat, Frodo crossed out the first setence and began again.  

The full moon hung heavy and low in the sky.  

"That's better," Rose said, and kissed his temple before leaving him to work.  

Rabbit stew by Meli 

Nick Cotton is noticable in his absence on the warm moon-lit nights that the other children 
sneak out on. Rosie makes excuses, but there are those who wonder. And later, when the leaves 
have fallen and the snow covers the ground, tracks are found in the mornings.  

Heavy prints, like a heavy animal, and there is talk of black creatures snapping at people in the 
darkness. The Cotton's yard is always shovelled out early, swept flat in the night. It's only by 
accident that Sam sees the heavy prints near Nick's window, and the frozen red of blood 
beneath the sill. Coarse dark hair, and Sam knows, suddenly, what has happened to his friend.  

Rose comes around the corner, gasping when Sam looks up with horror-stricken eyes. "Did he... 
the Sackville-Baggins?"  

Anger in her face, she hefts the broom and menaces with him. "Don't you even think such 
things, Samwise Gamgee! Nick wouldn't harm a soul, not even one so nasty as theirs." But 
there's blood on the snow, on the outer wall, and Sam scoops it up.  

"What of this, then? Blood got to come from somewhere."  

Rose colors and turns away. "Rabbit stew today, Sam. Would you like to stay for dinner?"  



Sick Rose by Singe 

Oh, Rose, thou art sick! 
The invisible worm 
that flies in the night, 
in the howling storm,  

has found out thy bed 
of Crimson joy: 
and his dark, secret love 
does thy life destroy.  

 
"Rose, where did you get this?" Farmer Cotton demanded, shaking the cream-colored page over 
Rose Cotton's pale face. "Who wrote this awful thing?"  

Rose smiled weakly but happily and snuggled deeper into her sick-bed pillows. "Mr. Frodo 
wrote it for me. He's...he's so learned and so beautiful...and Sam! Sam left me the flowers..." She 
waved a languid arm at the windowsill and Farmer Cotton glowered at the lilies that had 
appeared there overnight. "Sam is so strong...and so loving...he loves me." She pointed at the 
paper. "Mr. Frodo loves me."  

"Tom!" Farmer Cotton shouted and his son appeared at the door. "Go get your mother." Tom 
nodded once and ran out of sight.  

Rose shook her head from side to side and a tear landed on her linens. "I was so sad. I thought I 
would have to choose between them when they came back and I couldn't, couldn't, couldn't do 
it. But I don't have to, now!" Her eyes were joyful. Hopeful. Relieved. "I can have them both!"  

"You can't have EITHER!" Farmer Cotton shouted, worried enough to shatter the peace of 
Rose's sick-room. "They're dead! They didn't come back! Master Meriadoc didn't come back! 
Master Peregrin didn't come back! All four died! They're dead!"  

A humorous expression that was three shades short of sly appeared on Rose's face. "Yes, they're 
dead. And now Estella Bolger is also dead as is Diamond Took of the Long Cleeve Tooks..."  

"Who told you?" her father gasped. "No one was to tell you..."  

"Mister...I mean..." Rose smiled blissfully. "I mean...Frodo told me. He introduced me to 
Diamond. She was pretty before but you should see her now." Rose's voice dropped into a 
parody of the genteel accents of the Long Cleeve gentry. "'I'm so very pleased to have you join 
us, Miss Cotton.' Oh, Dad, they're so sweet. As sweet as cool water and so loving..."  



"Tom!" Farmer Cotton shouted as he went out the door in a frenzy. "Tom!"  

Rose turned to the window and stretched her hand out towards the golden sunset. Her callused 
but graceful fingers stroked through the ending-light and she moaned. "And their lips are so 
very red, indeed."  

I was a tweenaged werewolf by Singe 

'It was in the year 2911 that the White Wolves came.' Pippin began, politely pouring Diamond 

some tea. She received the fine cup graciously and sipped it, her eyes following his every 

movement. Pippin seemingly didn't notice her trepidation. 'That was a bad winter, the Fell 

Winter they called it, and the Brandywine froze solid. It was our only barrier to the wild lands 

of the North and the Wolves just ran right over the ice into the Shire, happy as you please.' Her 

cup was empty. Diamond didn't remember drinking it. Her mouth was so dry...Pippin smiled 

and filled it again.  
'Strange wolves. Smart. Huge. But noble, somehow. Not like Wargs that the Orcs ride on, nor 
like the shadow-wolves of the Dark Lands, not at all. These Wolves!well!' Pippin picked up a 
finger-cake and bit it in half with his sharp teeth. He held up the other half. 'Open your mouth.' 
Caught by surprise, Diamond did and Pippin popped the sweet cake past her lips with a smile. 
She blushed and chewed. 'They were decent. These wolves weren't out to hurt us. They were 
after our livestock. They were hungry, everyone was, that awful year. Cousin Bilbo 
Baggins!Mad Baggins? Of the Dragon?'  

'Yes, I've heard of him.' Diamond congratulated herself on her steady voice and she set her cup 
down.  

'He was my age, just a tweenager, twenty-one years old, and remembers how hard it all was. He 
told us all about it!anyway, he was too young to go fight, and didn't want to anyway, but a 
small army of Brandybucks took up clubs and knives and whatever else they could find that 
was sharp and attacked the invaders. Some Hobbits died.' Pippin's eyes caught her own. 'Some 
were just bitten.' He put his cup down and held out his hands. Despite herself, her fear and 
overall good sense, Diamond took and held them in her own. He caressed her knuckles with his 
thumbs and her heart began to truly beat for the first time in her young life. 'The thaw came and 
the White Wolves went away, back up North. And that's how the Wolf Strain came about, from 
the folks that were bit, and it's been in the Shire ever since. You aren't born into it, you've got to 
be unlucky enough to get chomped...and it's been spreading very slowly into the other families, 
especially into the Tooks, the Bolgers, the Cottons and now, finally, the Bagginses.' Pippin had 
moved so closely to her that she could feel his breath on her lips. She was surprised, she didn't 
remember him moving!  



'It was a Baggins that jumped out at you the other night!I won't tell you which Baggins!but he 
didn't mean any harm!he just wanted to play, I think. He doesn't get out much.' Diamond 
nodded. 'Diamond, we're wolves but we're decent. Like the White Wolves were. Ask Gandalf, 
he's helped us enormously, and he's a wizard so he knows what's bad and what's not!ask him!'  

Diamond nodded again. 'I'll ask and!I won't tell, I promise!'  

'You can tell but no one will believe you.' Pippin laughed and Diamond relaxed enough to 
smile.  

'Did you know that Wolves mate for life?'  

Her eyes flew open in shock. 'Ah! Er!no, I didn't!' Pippins mouth covered hers and suddenly 
Diamond knew nothing whatsoever!her mind was a complete blissful blank and she groaned 
with pleasure.  

Pippin broke away from her lips and nuzzled past her cheek and the soft skin of her jaw until 
his voice was a muffled growl against her neck. 'Well, now you know!'  

Sharp by Singe 

Aster Bolger's youngest daughter looked across the dinner table at her mother imploringly. 
"Please, Mum? Mister Gardner said he wouldn't let any of us drown. And I really should learn 
to swim. And he told me to tell you..." Aster pressed the palm of her hand against the side of 
her neck as she always did when she was nervous.  

Her husband, Rollo Bolger, chuckled as he dug into his baked potatoes. "I don't think so, Missy. 
Your mother has steered clear of the Gardners ever since young Samwise Gardner speared her 
in the neck with a stick when they were playing Kill the Dragon or somesuch." He salted his 
food with relish. "It was the end of a beautiful friendship."  

"Oh, Mum, Mister Gardner is sorry. He said so. And that was a long time ago wasn't it?" Missy 
Bolger's eyes were still wide and pleading. "Years and years!"  

A sharp stick. Yes, that was the explanation her big sister was given by Rose Gardner to explain 
the blood and the bandage..."What's the matter with you, Aster?" Floria asked. "Do you think 
Sammie meant to stick you?"  

"Floria, I...I don't think he could help himself...he cried and his tears were..."  

"Well, then, no harm done. You two will be tearing about as always before long so you might as well 
forgive him now."  



"NO! Oh, no. I am never playing with Sammie Gardner again. Never again...."  

"Mum? Can I go?" Aster wrung her napkin. Rollo looked at her with amusement. "Oh, and 
Mister Gardner told me to tell you, 'specially, to trust him and he was sorry and no harm shall 
befell me."  

"Befall." her father corrected.  

"No harm shall befall me and to trust him." Missy nodded. "And he was sorry." She ticked off 
the important points on her fingers. "Please? Everyone else is going. And it was years ago!"  

Aster's hand went to her neck again. She forced it down. "Yes, it was years ago but...oh, Missy." 
Rollo was beginning to imitate his daughter's pleading eyes. He whined. He sniffled. Missy 
sniffled. She whined. Aster knew they'd begin to howl like puppies next and sighed. There was 
no pain, none at all, but there was blood everywhere, all down her dress, on Sammie's mouth and he was 
pleading Aster I'm sorry I'll never do it again I'm sorry I'm so sorry...  

"Tell Sammie...tell Mister Gardner that it will be the end of him if anything happens to you. And 
I mean that." Missy clapped her hands and cheered. Her father reached across the table and 
shook her hand to congratulate her. Aster smiled at them even while she went back to twisting 
her napkin. Missy enthusiastically turned to her again.  

"And you forgive him? Everything is all right?"  

"Everything is not all right, at all, and I do not forgive him."  

"Aw, Mum..."  

Aster speared a carrot with her fork. "It was a very sharp stick, Missy..."  

Teething by Slipstream 

'Uncle Fo! Uncle Fo!' Sam-lad burst into study, blood-colored tears streaming down pale cheeks. 
Frodo barely had the chance to look up in surprise and alarm before he was bowled over by the 
sobbing mass of hobbit child.  

'There there!' he comforted, patting the dark-curled head with a four fingered hand. 'Whatever 
is the matter?'  

Sammie withdrew from his uncle's embrace long enough to point a shaking finger at his mouth, 
where the left top eye-tooth had gone noticeably missing.  



Frodo's brow furrowed in sympathy. 'Oh dear, that will make things awkward.'  

Fresh tears threatened to spill from the young hobbit's eyes and he wiped roughly at red-
stained cheeks. 'Oh Uncle Frodo, what'll I do now? I didn't mean to loose it, honest! I just bit 
into one of new pears just coming in and it fell out! Now Daisy and Eli and Frodo and Merry 
will all laugh at me!'  

Frodo laughed softly. 'Come now, it won't be that bad! All your brothers and sisters had to 
loose their biting teeth too, you know.'  

Sammie sniffled. 'Even Meli and Molly?'  

He nodded. 'The whole lot. And they all thought it was the end of the world, just like you did, 
that someone would have to help them bite into their food for a few moons. Yes, it's a little 
strange at first, but then the new teeth grown in longer and sharper, ever so much better for 
biting. See?' He pulled back his lip to display long, pointy eyeteeth, prodding a little at the 
gums to make them unsheathe to their full length.  

Sam-lad's eyes rounded with wonder. 'Will *my* teeth grow back to be like that?'  

His uncle chuckled. 'Of course they will, and then you'll be able to hunt bigger and tastier game. 
But until then I'll help you slit your meals' throats.'  

Sammie smiled, the effect a little lop-sided because of the missing tooth and the sharpened 
canines emerged at the mention of food, but still carrying his usual bright sparkle and charm, 
the tears chased away. 'I'd like that, Fo.'  

Bugger the daffies by Mary 

Sam tries to push Frodo off again and succeeds this time, half to his own disappointment. Frodo 
makes a whimpering noise of objection, nudging his nose against the line of Sam's jaw and 
licking at the small graze at the join of neck and shoulder.  

"Mr Frodo, me dear, if you take any more I won't be able to rouse myself out of bed before 
lunch time, and there's those daffies that need potting in the morning."  

"Bugger the daffies," Frodo offers as a solution, pushing Sam down into the softness of the bed. 
"You taste like the sun, Sam."  

"Didn't know that the sun had a taste," Sam manages to say before Frodo's mouth seals around 
the cut again and it's difficult to think of anything but that careful, stinging touch.  



Frodo doesn't answer, cold fingers kneading at Sam's hot damp skin restlessly, spine arching in 
rhythm with the strong pulse that passes from one set of veins to another as Frodo drinks.  

"Mr Frodo, sir, I really must... oh, sir, do that again, please..." Sam murmurs, hands scrabbling 
against the clean angles of Frodo's hipbones.  

Frodo smiles against Sam's skin, glad to finally have a request he's happy to oblige.  

Dirt of the grave by Mary 

One night Frodo comes back from his walk looking pale and worried. He likes living with the 
Cottons, thought he does look forward to the day when Bag End is ready to live in again. Every 
day, his year away seems more and more like something he read about in a story, something 
not quite real. Right now, though, he's not sure that anything is real at all.  

"Mr Frodo? What's the matter?" asks Rose, the only girl-child of the Cotton family, and not 
really a child at all. Frodo likes her, likes her no-nonsense sense of humour, and right now he's 
absurdly grateful for her down-to-earth presence.  

"I... I saw my cousin Lotho, when I was out on my walk," he whispers. "At first I thought it was 
a mistake, and then I was glad. We'd been told he was dead, you see. Eaten by Wormtongue. 
But then he came closer, and..." His wan face pales even further. "The smell. He was covered in 
the dirt of the grave, Rose, and he was cold as death."  

Frodo tilts his head to one side, and Rose gasps at the site of the livid puncture wounds.  

"Oh, sir, let me fetch some hot water."  

"No, no, I'm all right." Frodo's voice is suddenly dreamy, drowsy. "I... I think I would like a bite 
of supper, though. Perhaps there's some of that cherry pie left?"  

"Yes, of course, I'll get you some."  

Rose brings the food back in quickly as she can, a slice of the pie and a cup of strong red wine. 
She's terribly worried about Frodo's colour, which seems to have paled even further in the few 
minutes she was away.  

He takes a tenative bite of the pie and screws his face up as if the taste was foul, taking a quick 
sip from his cup but finding no better refreshment there. As he moves to put the glass back on 
the tabletop, an arc of the liquid spills onto his sleeve. Rose moves to blot at it before it can stain, 
and Frodo draws in a quick breath of shock or surprise as her fingers touch his skin. She looks 



at his face, at the pupils dialated wide in his kindly eyes, and holds in her scream when his lips 
touch her throat.  

Little Silver Spoon by Mary 

One of Rosie's favourite stories, one of the few from The Journey that she liked at all, was the 
story of the River-daughter and Tom-in-the-wood. The idea of a home so safe, a life so charmed, 
was the best of all the sorts of tales that could be told. Rosie liked the way Frodo's eyes would 
catch the light as he spoke of the beauty of Goldberry, the joy of simplicity and comfort.  

Rosie had done everything in her power to make Bag End as safe and as alluring a home as that 
cottage in the woods. Smials were too solid and sensible for fairy-tales, really, but they'd do in a 
pinch. Rosie was skilled at improvising.  

So when her sleep was disturbed one night by a frantic banging on the window, she threw open 
the shutters and pulled her shawl in close around her shoulders against the wind. Frodo and 
Sam shifted irritably in bed at the sudden drop in temperature but didn't wake, thank goodness.  

"We were playing down where the old mill used to stand," Rose-lass told her mother through 
chattering teeth. "The others are still down there."  

Rosie paused on her way towards the front door, stopping to pluck one of the long-coveted 
silver teaspoons from the draining board in the kitchen before joining Rose-lass outside.  

"What on earth were you doing out at this hour, anyway?" she snapped, worried, hurrying 
down the hill to Bywater. Rose-lass bit back a sob.  

"It was a treasure hunt, we'd buried some mathoms in the soft mud last week and we were 
going to dig them up."  

"You're twelve, girl, surely you've more sense in your head than that. Who else was with you?"  

"Elly and Fro and Merry and Pip... they told me they play this every year at this time, and I was 
finally old enough." The girl gulped unhappily.  

"Are they all right?"  

"I don't know! I couldn't find them, my candle went out, and there was howling, Mum. I fell over 
and knocked my head and scratched my elbow, and then I got so frightened I ran home."  

Rosie stopped mid-stride. "Are you all right?"  



"What? Yes, I'm fine, I just got a bit stunned from the fall."  

"Let me see your elbow, then."  

Puzzled, Rose-lass held her arm out, her brown play-dress damp with dew. The fabric of her 
sleeve was torn, revealing bloodied skin. To the eye of a child, it did indeed look like a nasty 
fall, perhaps onto a sharp stick.  

Rosie drew out the little silver spoon and pressed it to the wound. Rose-lass recoiled with a hiss 
of pain, drawing her arm back sharply.  

"Ouch! That was hot!"  

Rosie closed her eyes, breathed in deeply, and seemed to reach within herself for some peace or 
strength.  

"Your brothers and sisters are all right, Rose, don't worry about them anymore. There's never 
been more than one attack in a night, not in all the years folk round these parts remember. Now 
you go back up home while I dig them out of whatever hiding spot they've found, and wake 
your Sam-dad and Uncle Frodo. In the morning, you're going to have a talk with your Uncle 
Nick."  

Kin by Sanguinary Red 

The night wasn’t particularly stormy or dark. However, young Merry had easily remedied that 

by pulling the curtains shut and leaving only a single candle to light the room.  

 

He crouched on the sturdy headboard, casting a Gollum-like shadow onto the wall behind him 

that quivered with the movement of the candle’s flame. The other children were gathered 

around him in a semi-circle. With hands clutched together, they watched Merry weave his 

horror story piece by piece.  

 

“He waits until night falls and then creeps thought the Shire. The Boggity-monster sneaks into 

your room and hides in the shadows. It hides under your bed or in your closet, waiting for a 

plump young child to walk too close. He’ll reach out with long, bony fingers…” He wiggled his 

hands, casting impossibly long shadow-fingers against the wall. Tolman clutched his stuffed 

bear to his chest, staring up at Merry with huge eyes. Daisy stroked his hair, trying to calm the 

young boy but she too was caught up in Merry’s story.  

 

“And when he grabs your ankle, he’ll squeeze tight and never let go. And when you scream for 



help, he’ll grab you with his other hand and pull you under the bed.” Merry crawled back and 

forth across the headboard, barely managing to keep his balance on the thin wooden ledge. 

“And when mum and dad come to wake you in the morning, all they’ll find… are… your…” 

He curled up tighter, voice dropping to a breathless whisper.  

 

The children leaned in to hear Merry.  

 

“BONES!” He suddenly shouted, jumping off the ledge and landing in the circle. The children 

screamed in shock and fright. Merry collapsed on his side, giggling, and he was quickly 

pummeled with pillows and toys and books. Laughing, everyone began to breathe easy again.  

 

Everyone except for Tolman, who was wailing wordlessly with fright. Ruby rocked him back 

and forth, trying to hush her youngest brother while Daisy glared at Merry. “That wasn’t funny 

at all!” she shouted.  

 

Rosie and Sam suddenly burst into the room, “What’s going on?”  

 

“Uh-oh.” Merry looked up at his father, “Um… nothing?”  

 

“Merry was tellin’ us scary stories and scared us all and then Tommy wouldn’t stop crying.” 

Ruby pointed at her brother who was looking sheepish.  

 

Rosie walked over to the bed and picked up Tolman. The boy quieted down, but was still 

sniffling. “You know better than to tell stories like that to the little ones.”  

 

“They aren’t stories!” Merry looked almost shocked, “Freddie swears they’re true! He says that 

one of them got his little sister!”  

 

“You mean Abigail?”  

 

Merry nodded, “He says he saw it grab her in the middle of the night when she got out of bed 

to get a glass of water!”  

 

“Which explains why I saw her staying at her grandparent’s house a day ago?” Rosie 

countered.  

 

“But Freddie said…”  

 



“If Freddie told you that running naked across the top of Bagshot Row would make you a foot 

taller, would you believe him?” Sam asked, his arms crossed.  

 

Merry mumbled an answer that was most likely a no. “Well, then, don’t go believing any of 

those tall tales he’s telling. Now I’m sure it’s time for all of you to get to bed.” Sam said. Rosie 

set the proper example and left the room to put Tom down for the night.  

 

The children stood anxiously in the room, looking at one another. Finally, Ruby stepped 

forward, “Dad?”  

 

“Yes, Ruby?”  

 

“Could you check the closets… just to make sure?”  

 

Sam sighed and nodded yes. He took the entire group though every room in Bag End, checking 

under beds and inside closets as they were pointed out by the children. When they were finally 

satisfied that there weren’t any Boggity-monsters waiting for them, they went to bed.  

 

After tucking everyone in (and double checking closets for each child), Sam finally managed to 

retreat back to the kitchen where Rosie was waiting. She handed him a cup of tea with a wry 

smile. Sam sat down with a sigh and shook his head, “I don’t know where Merry-lad gets those 

stories.”  

 

“The other boys must be telling him things. It’s only normal. We used to tell each other stories 

like that when we were children too.”  

 

“But the Boggity-monster? Whatever happened to the old monsters like the Tommyknocker or 

the Bone Man?”  

 

“I think every generation has their own monsters.”  

 

Sam sniffed his tea, “Yeah, but a monster that hides under beds and in closets?”  

 

The door opened. Two faces peeped in, eyes glowing a dull red. The smaller one’s face was 

covered in blood. Sam smiled at them. “There you are! You were late getting back.”  

 

Sammie ran into the room and jumped up on Rosie’s lap, “I killed a boar! All by myself!”  

 



“You did?!” Rosie looked at Frodo.  

 

He nodded, “I was following a couple of quails when I heard Sammie call for help. By the time I 

got there, he had already brought it down and took out its throat.”  

 

Sammie grinned, “I didn’t break a fang or anything!”  

 

“I can see you didn’t wash your face either.” Rosie grabbed a dishcloth and began to wipe the 

blood off of Sammie’s face. He squirmed uncomfortably.  

 

“It was a good hunt.” Frodo sat down beside Sam, his eyes slowly reverting back to their 

normal blue, “We won’t need to drink again for a few days.”  

 

“That’s good.” Rosie finished Sammie’s face and let him off her lap, “I know someone who 

should be heading off to bed.”  

 

“Can I tell Daisy about my boar?”  

 

“You might want to knock on her door before going in. Everyone’s a bit jumpy from what 

Merry did.”  

 

Concern washed over Frodo’s features, “What happened? Is everyone all right?”  

 

Sam snorted, “We’re fine. Merry got it in his head to tell scary stories about the Boggity-

monster.”  

 

“The Boggity-monster?” Frodo chucked, “It doesn’t sound half-frightening.”  

 

Sammie looked at his parents, “Can I go?”  

 

“Yes, but be quiet. I don’t want to have to check the closets again.” Sam called after Sammie as 

he went running down the hall.  

 

“Closets?” Frodo looked torn between disbelief and laughing.  

 

“And under the beds.”  

 

Frodo gave into laughter, “What kind of a monster would hide under beds and in closets?”  



 

Rosie smiled, “A Boggity-monster of course.”  

 

“Next time they get so worked up, tell them that no evil creature would dare show its face 

around here. Not unless it wanted to end up as a midnight snack.” He smiled, flashing sharp 

teeth.  

 

“I knew having monsters for kin would come in useful.” Rosie quipped and laughter echoed 

around the kitchen again. 

Hurley burly by Sanguinary Red 

First Witch: 

When shall we three meet again 

In thunder, lightening, or in rain? 

 

Second Witch: 

When the hurlyburly’s done, 

When the battle’s lost and won 

 

=> Macbeth, William Shakespeare,  

 

Pale moonlight shone down on the Shire. Inside the smials, families slept deeply. They always 

did on a Witching Night, perfectly unconscious from sundown to sunrise, never questioning 

why no cries from babies or their own aching bladders disturbed their slumber. The Witches 

made sure of that.  

 

Ruby walked down the laneway, naked as the day she was born. It was a warm night, as all 

Witching Nights were, and the free, fresh air felt wonderful against her skin. Ruby's red hair 

looked black in the moonlight, as blood did, and she loved the caressing feel of it.  

 

As she reached the centre of town, she saw two Hobbits already waiting. Peony Ann was there, 

her auburn hair dark and loose around her shoulders.  

 

Delphinium stood there as well, looking like something out of a fairy tale, wicked and beautiful. 

Del was one of the Wild Witches, those who were untamable and spent their lives roaming the 

wilderness, always on the fringe of society. The Wild Ones were among the most powerful of 



the Witches. They were also the most easily identifiable and therefore the first to burn when the 

hunts came. If they were caught. All power comes with a price.  

 

Others arrived one by one. Ruby recognized half of them but the others were strangers. Every 

Witching Night, their ranks grew stronger as more and more Hobbits came from farther and 

farther away to join the ritual.  

 

Finally, as the moon reached the apex of the sky, all of them turned to Ruby.  

 

Her red hair marked her as a natural born witch and that made her the focal point for the 

others. She stepped forward and felt the power begin to creep up her feet from the ground. By 

the time the rituals were over, Ruby would be humming like a rim-rubbed glass and twice as 

full with energy.  

 

As the naked circle closed around her, Ruby took her place in the middle and looked up at the 

full, fat moon hanging in the sky. The face on it seemed to smile, full and toothy like a skull. 

Voices rose on all sides around her, weaving patterns in the light.  

 

And Ruby began to hum. 

Ever so by Sanguinary Red 

Blood looked ever so pretty in the snow.  

 

Goldilocks came to this conclusion while licking the blood off her paws. It had been a rather 

messy kill, but Brandybucks usually were. They fought back, right until the very last moment. 

Of course, it didn't matter in the end. She always finished them off. But when you ate a 

Brandybuck, you always had to clean your fur afterwards. Other werewolves may not care 

about having caked blood hanging off them, but Goldy couldn't stand the thought of letting 

anything dry on her lovely, golden fur.  

 

But, as she cleaned, she thought about blood and how lovely it looked on the snow in winter, 

with just a depression in the middle where the remains of the kill were. That lovely red ring that 

was left for the lower animals to lick clean.  

 

Blood on dirt was disgusting. It merely mixed in the soil and made a dark, thick paste. Mud. 

Ugh. Blood in water was exceptionally nice, but only if the water was moving. Otherwise, that 



pretty unfurling drop would spread out until it was gone and only red-tinted water was left. 

Running water with blood in it was fascinating, but ever so fleeting. By the time the kill was 

over, there was nothing left to prove it had been there in the first place besides some skin and 

bones.  

 

But blood on snow... that was beautiful.  

 

Goldie's ears twitched back as she heard a Hobbit stir in its sleep and call out to another. When 

there was no answer, it began to wake.  

 

Goldie grinned, cleaning the last bit of gore from her face. Looks like she'll be getting seconds 

tonight. And from the sound of it, she'd have herself a Took. Goldie liked Tooks. They all tasted 

like ginger ham.  

 

Goldie leaned back on her haunches and waited. In the moonlight, the bloody circle looked like 

a shadowed eye. 

Dig Deeper by Sanguinary Red 

Sanguiary's note: Before reading the story, make sure you have read Dig by Slipstream. This fic is based 

on her account of the events surrounding the burial of Arky. I also borrow funeral customs from her.  

 

Three days after they buried Arky, Daisy found the dog wandering through the garden.  

 

This didn’t surprise Daisy much. She was three years old and her grip on reality wasn’t strong. 

She had been told that Arky had Gone To A Better Place but here he was, shivering and covered 

in dirt.  

 

The dog weaved closer. A horrible stench surrounded it, causing Daisy to plug her nose and 

mutter, “Pee-you. Arky stink.”  

 

Arky didn’t seem to mind the insult. Arky didn’t even seem to notice that Daisy was there. The 

dog was swaying back and forth, his skin pulling strangely across his bones.  

 

“Nice doggie.” Daisy put out a hand to wipe the dirt off the dead dog.  

 

Arky’s eyes focused on Daisy. He snarled, pale lips curling back from gritty fangs, and lowered 



his head. Daisy’s eyes went wide and her hand dropped. A strange, grainy growl rose from his 

chest and Daisy turned to run but the dog was faster. He sprang, pinning Daisy to the ground, 

its rotting eyes stared straight into her face. She shrieked and he bit.  

 

Daisy’s screams turned into a wet gurgle. By the time the family found her, sprawled between 

two rows of petunias, it was too late.  

 

A family of Funeral Undertakers came all the way from Bindbale Wood to prepare her as the 

heartbroken, shocked family were unable to manage the grisly chore on their own. They 

brought with them a finely crafted wooden coffin, which was terribly, heartbreakingly small. 

The size of a child. It reflected back distorted tears and despair from its polished brown surface. 

They also brought their daughter who was Daisy’s age. Frodo-lad watched as she helped make 

a bouquet of flowers. He wondered if the coffin was modeled around the little girl. He 

wondered what it would be like to hold still as your parents measured you to make a box for 

the dead. Elanor stitched three flowers into Daisy’s winding sheet. None of the younger 

children were allowed to see the body.  

 

It began to rain half-way through the ceremony, dark heavy drops pelting everyone. Most of 

those attending left early, too cold, wet and sad to stay. But not one of the Gamgees left. Even 

Frodo, who was taking another of his sickly turns and was so weak he could barely stand, 

stayed and watched as the casket was lowered into the ground and covered in mud.  

 

The ceremony ended quickly and Frodo-Lad lingered in the rain. His little brother Pippin stood 

near to keep him company as the others slumped back into Bag End.  

 

Suddenly Pippin flinched and turned to Frodo-Lad.  

 

"Did you hear that?" he whispered.  

 

"Hear what?" Frodo-lad turned to look at Pippin. The boy's eyes were huge with fear.  

 

"It's Daisy's voice. I can hear her crying."  

 

Frodo-lad listened carefully. He heard the flowers brushing against one another and, dimly, the 

sound of the new baby wailing, but he didn't hear anything from the filled hole. "Are you sure 

you didn't imagine it?"  

 

"I swear it was her! It was her cry." Pippin blanched, "What if she was buried alive?"  



 

"She... she wasn't alive, Pippin. There was no way she could have been alive."  

 

"But sometimes people are alive and they get buried by accident! Remember when they 

accidentally dug up that old grave near the mill and found scratch-marks inside the coffin?"  

 

Frodo-lad shivered. "I remember. But even if she were alive, she wouldn’t be able to cry. There 

wasn't enough of her throat left to do that."  

 

"But... what if she...?"  

 

"She's not!" Frodo-lad cut him off harshly. Then he sighed and dropped a heavy, but 

comforting, hand on Pippin’s shoulder. "Come on. Let's go inside and help mum."  

 

They walked away.  

 

Another cry issued from the ground, followed by a steady scratching noise. The living quickly 

died from a lack of oxygen while trying to escape a premature burial. There was simply no time.  

 

But the thing buried in Daisy's coffin didn't need oxygen. And it had all the time in the world. 

Vision by Singe 

Sammie saw the daylight hours the same as everyone else did, he was sure of that. Uncle Frodo, 

after all, told him that there was no difference in his own daytime vision after the 'event' had 

happened to him. That was how they referred to his uncle's transformation that he had passed 

down to Sammie, the 'event,' as if it were a little something that had been hastily scheduled into 

an appointment book. Mon: Tea with Widow Rumble. Tues: War concerning the vanquishing of Evil 

and resulting in a monstrous 'event.' Friday of Following Year: Garden Social. The thought amused 

him.  

 

Yes, the day was the same for him as it was for everyone else. Warm. Jolly. Safe. But when the 

day was done the stars and the moon became a silver blaze that lit Sammie's path in all 

directions. Even surrounded by the deepest dark he could see everything; the quiver of a bat's 

ear, the slow blink of an owl, the flight of a pale moth. Uncle Frodo would sometimes sigh and 

mention his regret of the 'difference' that made it possible for the two of them to be aware of 

these strange things. Sammie would nod compassionately but he didn't understand. Sammie 



had been born so and knew no other way. He wasn't sure he wanted to know. Really, he saw 

only disadvantages in always needing candles and lanterns to get around. And watching his 

brothers and sisters run into furniture as they navigated darkened halls on their way to the 

bathroom at night made him giggle. "Oh, shut up, Sammie." 

 

His entire family, except for himself and his uncle, was blind, really. They couldn't see the 

shimmer of the stars reflected on the glistening black leaves of the trees. They were unable to 

trace the invisible paths of the wild under the gloriously turbulent clouds of the moonlit sky. 

They passed unknowingly by the trails of the animals and, oh, the critters were so much more 

active and playful at night, smelling with twitching noses and peering with bright eyes as they 

ran about their nocturnal business of playing and mating and killing and dying. His family was 

missing so much. They couldn't see ANYTHING after the sun went down.  

 

Most horrible of all, his family couldn't see each other. Not the way Sammie could see them. If 

he looked at them just exactly so, at night, they glowed with beauty and life, as if their souls 

were cloaks that they had casually thrown on. He had tried to capture the sight in vibrant 

drawings but they didn't turn out the way he wanted. Rainbow-like chicken scratch didn't 

convey the truth of the matter. So Sammie had to content himself with gazing. It was 

wonderful. They all had their own particular iridescence. Elanor and his Mum and Dad 

radiated a rich Sunset gold with the loveliest and rather melancholy shade of blue swirled in. 

The babies were a pure, shimmering white. Merry, Fro, Goldy, Ham and Pippin were glories of 

color, like blazing fireworks. Ruby and Prim were walking Sunrises, brilliant, new and fresh. 

And Daisy. Ah. Sammie's best friend was magnificent, all green and gold and silver and strong 

and just...everything that was good and pretty. Sammie could stare at her while she slept for 

hours. Or until someone caught him and said "Stop that, Samlad, you look like a ghoul." 

 

He was sure he did look like a ghoul for the colors were at their brightest when he was hungry. 

And he did go hungry every once in a while. Some nights there were terribly violent storms or, 

in the bleakest depths of winter, there was no hunting to be had and the heat and the life and 

the beauty would become overwhelming. Uncle Frodo would retreat with him to the wine 

cellar and they'd read quietly together or talk in low, sad voices until Sammie could control his 

sobbing. His uncle's colors were beautiful, too. The richest, darkest blues and purples with a 

brilliant white lacing through it all like summer lightning. He had once asked his uncle what his 

own hues were and had received a smile and a teasing "Chartreuse." Sammie sincerely hoped 

not. 

 

Uncle Frodo didn't really like to talk about it, his and Sammie's 'difference,' but Daisy did. She 

thought it was fascinating. She'd listen to all his stories about his midnight adventures under 



the cool windblown poplars. Sammie dramatized the taste and the heat and the lush smells of 

the hunt for her. And he'd take her hand and tell of the vivid colors and the shimmering purity 

and love and joy that he could see, actually see with his own two eyes, and she would gasp with 

wonder and envy.  

 

So Sammie made her a promise. 

 

He promised his favorite sister that his difference would be hers, too. He owed her that much. 

One day, he was sure, when he was old enough and strong enough, Uncle Frodo would tell him 

everything. Or maybe Sammie could read all about it in some gruesome elven tome; the hows 

and whys and wherefores of his 'difference' and, most importantly, whether or not he could 

pass it on. Daisy would love it, the sheer fun of it all. 

 

And why stop at Daisy? All his family deserved better than to stumble around in the dark. Yes. 

It would be glorious. On his birthday, as soon as he knew how, perhaps while they slept, he 

would give them the finest gift he had to give. He would open their eyes. 

Friends by Singe 

 

"Can I tell Daisy about my boar?" 

 

"You might want to knock on her door before going in. Everyone's a bit jumpy from what Merry did." 

 

Concern washed over Frodo's features, "What happened? Is everyone all right?" 

 

Sam snorted, "We're fine. Merry got it in his head to tell scary stories about the Boggity-monster." 

 

"The Boggity-monster?" Frodo chucked, "It doesn't sound half-frightening." 

 

Sammie looked at his parents, "Can I go?" 

 

"Yes, but be quiet. I don't want to have to check the closets again." Sam called after Sammie as he went 

running down the hall.  

 

"Closets?" Frodo looked torn between disbelief and laughing. 

 



"And under the beds." 

 

Frodo gave into laughter, "What kind of a monster would hide under beds and in closets?" 

 

Rosie smiled, "A Boggity-monster of course." 

 

"Next time they get so worked up, tell them that no evil creature would dare show its face around here. 

Not unless it wanted to end up as a midnight snack." He smiled, flashing sharp teeth.  

 

"I knew having monsters for kin would come in useful." Rosie quipped and laughter echoed around the 

kitchen again.  

 

 

From 'Kin' by Sanguinary Red 

 

 

 

Del backed hurriedly out of the doorway as Sammie barreled out of the kitchen. There was no 

place to hide. He saw her, froze, and stared. Del stared back. All she had wanted was a drink of 

water but now...this. Sammie stood in the darkened hallway as the grown-ups laughed about 

monsters and kin. The light from the kitchen backlit him and she could barely see his face but 

she could see just enough. He looked more like an owl trapped in the daylight than a monster. 

An owl with a broken wing. Del swallowed a dry lump in her throat. Yep. Sammie looked like a 

broken-winged owl in the daylight staring at a fox that was going to eat it. He was afraid and 

Del breathed out a very silent whoosh of reassured air. He was afraid of her. Very good.  

 

He looked back over his shoulder at the bright kitchen and swayed towards it but Del stepped 

up and pinched his sleeve, stopping him. She crooked her finger at his face and began to walk 

back down the curving corridor. Sammie didn't follow, he was leaning towards the kitchen 

again. "SST!" He jumped and looked at her. Del made a walking motion with her fingers and 

pointed, violently, at the spot next to her feet. Sammie's shoulders slumped and he slowly came 

along the hall after her. Del twisted the ends of her hair. We're going to Bag End, Hope had 

said. We'll meet heroes, she said. You'll like them, she said. Del sighed. Why was nothing ever, 

ever, ever, like it seemed? Why did there always have to be a problem? 

 

Del slipped into the first empty room she came to, Master Frodo's study as bad luck would have 

it, and she closed the door as soon as Sammie followed her inside. "What?!" she hissed as if she 

were hard of hearing. "What?!" 



 

"What?" Sammie whispered back. "What d'you mean what? What did you see?" Del stepped in 

close, close enough to obviously make Sammie nervous. There were embers still burning in the 

fireplace and she studied him in the dim light. His eyes had been gleaming but they were fine 

now. He had bragged about not breaking a fang and grinned at his Mum with them but they 

were gone. His skin still glowed from where his mother had scrubbed it but she had missed a 

spot right under his chin. Del reached out and scratched it off with her thumb and the dried 

blood was a quarter-moon of blackness under her nail. "Del...please..." She was surprised to see 

him near tears. Real tears and he wasn't cold and he didn't radiate darkness and he was 

breathing and he was... 

 

"Alive. Sammie, you're alive." 

 

"Uh? I mean, yes." 

 

"The ones that almost got me'n Hope were dead. They were wondrous scary." 

 

"Dead?" His eyes went wide. "Real live Dead? And they almost got you? Where? When?" 

 

"Outside of Tuckborough last year. Isengar and Hildifons Took. They didn't 'Go to sea.' They 

didn't 'Go on a Journey.' They stayed in the Shire and chased me and Hope all through the 

woods. Now..." Del tapped and rubbed his face with her fingertips and Sammie held still for it. 

In fact he turned his cheek towards her, like a cat wanting to be stroked. That was curious. 

Usually he complained. Well, usually, she had him in a headlock. "You're not like them at all. 

You're warm. You go out in the day. You eat and sleep and burp just like everybody else. Why 

is that?" 

 

"I don't know." 

 

"You don't know?!" She poked at his mouth and bared her teeth. "Go Grrrr!" 

 

"Grrrr!" There they were and, ooh, they were sharp. Del held a fang and gave it a wiggle as if it 

was loose and Sammie suddenly snapped at her hand. She jerked back with a yelp.  

 

He blushed. "Sorry." he whispered. 

 

"S'alright. You missed." She double-checked her hand to cover her fright. "But, really, how can 

you not know why?" 



 

"Because no one knows why." a quiet voice drifted through the study door and the handle 

began to turn. Del clutched Sammie's shirt as her heart simply froze over. Sammie she could 

handle, despite him being able to throw a wild boar. He was quiet and sweet and easily shoved 

around by the people he liked. His 'uncle' was quite a different story. Master Frodo slowly 

stepped into the room and Del would have sworn that fog was louder than he was. The Mayor 

and the Mistress Rose were behind him, all evidently on their way to bed. The three of them 

were gawping with enormous, frightened eyes. Afraid? Yep. But, this time, she wasn't at all 

reassured. Sammie took a step back and looked at her as if to say, ooh, you're in trouble now. 

She had just enough time to glare at him before Master Frodo took a cautious step closer and 

held out a pale hand. His smile didn't quite reach his eyes. "Del? Dear? Come here."  

 

Delphinium Grubb had not survived as long as she had, ten whole years, by being trusting. 

"Don't you 'Dear' me." She backed away. The Mayor and the Mistress stepped in, then, and...the 

door...they closed the door...they LOCKED THE DOOR!! 

 

"All right, darling, then. We have to have a talk." Master Frodo came nearer and he made no 

sound, no sound at all, and the door was still closed and still locked. Locked.  

 

"HHHHOOOOOPE!!!!!" Everyone in the room cringed back and Del was out the window and 

running through the garden towards the Grubb's guest room before even she knew what was 

happening. "HOPE! HOPE! RUN! HOPE! BAD! VERY BAD! RUN!" She tore through the rose 

bushes that bordered the entire smial and pounded on her sister's window with the flat of her 

hand. "HOPE! RUN! RUNRUNRUHHHAAIGH!!" A hideously strong hand clamped over her 

mouth and she was lifted into the air just as Hope Grubb opened her window.  

 

"Hope, please don't worry...I can explain." Master Frodo began while Hope watched him with 

her eyes furiously wide. Del saw the Mayor and the Mistress run into the guest room and 

wrenched her mouth free. 

 

"BEHIND YOU!!"  

 

Hope turned and Del saw the Mayor gently but firmly catch her arms. That was enough for 

Hope. "GET OFF!" She kicked him, yanked her arms free, and backhanded the Mistress Rose. 

They staggered back, obviously shocked that the gentle scholar could and would do such a 

thing. That mistake had been made before by others and Del gave a silent cheer. "DEL!" Hope 

shouted and jumped out of the round window. "Put my sister down!" She charged Frodo. 

 



He ducked and his hold on Del loosened. "Miss Grubb, please! Wait!" 

 

"Hope! Don't touch him! He's like Hildifons! Isengar! Only not dead!" Frodo had her only by the 

back of her nightgown now so Del threw her arms up and slid completely out of it. She landed 

and began to run in her bare skin. "C'mon, Hope!" The entire smial had been roused now and 

the older children were out in the garden with their eyes bulging and their mouths open. Frodo-

lad was there and he tackled Hope around the waist. "NO!" Del turned back and broke his nose. 

He let go and Hope took off again, frantically motioning for Del to follow.  

 

Suddenly, Sammie was running beside them and he was shouting as loud as he could, "STOP! 

STOP! PLEASE!" 

 

"NO! GO AWAY!" Del would have turned and hit him but Hope wouldn't allow it. If they could 

only get off the hill... 

 

The Mayor and the Mistress clambered out of the window to join the fray. Then Master Frodo 

was in front of Del as if he had risen directly out of the ground and she didn't have time to stop. 

She ran right into his arms. His eyes were gleaming red again and Hope gasped in horror. Then 

she was tripped up by the Mayor, himself, and went down. "HILDIFONS! ISENGAR!" Del 

screamed. She fought and clawed and bit and Master Frodo was begging her please, please 

calm down. Both sisters were dragged back into Bag End and Frodo had to pry Del's hands off 

every obstacle she could grab. She was terrified and thoroughly disgusted with herself. 

Captured and recaptured. Pathetic. "YOU'LL BE SORRY!" 

 

"My dear, we're already sorry." He set her on her feet and took her by the arm. She kicked at 

him. 

 

"DON'T YOU..." 

 

"'Dear' you, yes, I know." All the Gardners, even the littlest ones, had gathered in the dining 

room and they were all in their nightshirts, with their hair a tousled mess and sleep in their 

eyes, and they were all frightened. Del bellowed at them and they shrank back. It gave her, at 

least, a little satisfaction. Master Frodo wasn't easing up at all and her arm was going numb.  

 

"By dose iz bleedink!" Frodo-lad was astonished. "They zeemed zo nize when they first god 

here!" He complained and Del called him every name for 'pansy' she could think of. Hope was 

on the floor, clawing it, and the Mistress Rose, Elanor, Merry and Pippin were sitting on her. 

Sammie was still shouting for Del's attention. Tolman was screaming. Elanor was biting her 



nails to the quick and breathlessly trying to reassure her brothers, her mother and Hope all at 

once. Del was looking about for something horribly sharp to poke into any convenient 

Gardner's eye.  

 

"PLEASE!" Master Frodo cried and the bedlam ended. "Miss Grubb...and Miss Grubb. Please, 

listen to me." Del snarled at him.  

 

"You listen to ME." Hope's smothered voice rose up from the floor. "We have friends. We have 

powerful friends and they'll notice if we go missing. You kill us and they'll kill you. They'll kill 

all of you."  

 

Elanor blanched. "Hope! No!" 

 

"YES!" Del shouted, triumphant. "We turn up dead and you'll get it!" 

 

Elanor turned to Del and tears poured down her horrified face. "We'd never kill you! We'd 

never hurt you! Tell her, Fo!"  

 

"Let Hope up." Merry, Pippin, the Mistress Rose and Elanor cautiously moved aside. Hope got 

up, reached out, and yanked Del away from Master Frodo. Del glared around her. Not good. 

This was not good. They were hideously outnumbered and completely surrounded. All these 

Gardners...Mistress Rose really should learn to say No every once in a while. Del tried to ignore 

her hammering heart and glowered at Sammie again. This is all your fault. Sammie sobbed. 

 

"Please listen." Master Frodo began. "We won't kill you. We won't even scratch you. You can 

go." 

 

"Oh, just like that?" Del scoffed. "Mister Half-Dead?" 

 

Master Frodo turned his large, sad eyes on her. He appeared to be so incredibly weary. Sammie 

sidled close and threw his arms around him. Master Frodo ran a gentle hand through the boy's 

hair. Del realized that she was clinging to her sister exactly as Sammie was clinging to Master 

Frodo. It made her feel...strange. Almost...guilty.  

 

His quiet voice continued, "Yes, just like that. You're free to go. I don't care that you've found us 

out. Not to put too fine a point on it but no one will believe you. Two lone orphan girls' word 

against ours? The Mayor? The Ringbearer? No." He shook his head. "No. We're scandalous. 

Always good for an interesting gossip but no one will believe for a moment that we're monsters. 



We have nothing to fear from you." Del narrowed her eyes at him. He was reassuring the 

children, she knew, but if she could have reached him she would have slapped him. "As for 

your 'powerful friends,' well..." His lips curled back from his suddenly pointed teeth and his 

eyes blazed a horrible scarlet. "Let's just say I'm not afraid of them either." 

 

Del took a step towards him and her fists were clenched. "You should be." 

 

Something huge and black crashed through the dining room window. Sharp glass flew 

everywhere and the children ducked and screamed. Master Frodo threw Sammie behind him. 

The thing landed with a nasty crunch at Del's feet and she just managed not to jump back. It 

was an enormous, dead pig. She realized it was Sammie's boar, stiff and broken and covered in 

dried blood. Del looked up in time to enjoy the shock spreading over Master Frodo's face as he 

stared at the broken window. "SST!" He turned to her and she smiled her bestest, sweetest little 

smile at him. "You should be very afraid." She repeated and Hope slapped her on the back and 

gave out a nervous scream of laughter. Del laughed, too. Oh, the relief. Oh, everything was fine, 

now... 

 

"OY!" Shouted a raucous voice from the garden. "May we join the party?" 

 

"YES!" Del and Hope cried together. "Come in! Come in!" 

 

"NO!" the Mayor screamed but it was too late. A cold pillar of mist was forming in the middle of 

the dining room. "Rose! Get the children out!" The Mistress Rose grabbed up Tolman and 

turned for the hall but another amorphous cloud blocked her way. The baby shrieked and 

buried his head in her chest. "NO!" The lanterns guttered and most of them went out. There was 

a strange sound like the rush of wings, a fell terror, and eyes, terrible, cold eyes and two forms 

emerged from the darkness, solid and whole. One was standing full on the dining room table 

and the other blocked the Gardner's escape into the hall. They were cold. Furniture was 

overturned and dishes in the ornate cupboard fell with a crash as the children all separated, 

screeching, into three clutching, panicked clumps around each adult. They shivered and cried. 

Del could feel the chill on her skin and gave a little leap of joy.  

 

The figure on the table, all white skin, green eyes and dead, dead, dead, knelt and looked at her. 

"Now, Del, y'wild thing you, what're you doin' runnin' around in just your undershorts?" His 

wide, red mouth smiled. "You'll catch yer death." 

 

"Hildy!" Del clapped her hands and scrambled up on the table. He knelt and she threw her arms 

around him. It was always like hugging an ice block but she never minded. "Hildifons! That 



was fast!" She was suddenly surrounded by gasps of shock and she enjoyed the Gardner 

reaction very much. This'll teach them to lock doors and chase people. 

 

Hildifons laughed. "We were in the neighborhood. We 'eard the worst squealin' noise tonight 

and went to have a look. Saw that one..." Hildifons pointed a thumb at Sammie who was 

clinging to Master Frodo with all of his strength. "...bring a bloody great pig down. Good job, 

lad, by the way. And we were intrigued! Weren't we, Izzy?" 

 

"Yeh." Isengar answered from his post at the opposite end of the room. His arms were crossed 

and he slouched insolently against the doorframe. "Strangest thing we ever saw. And that's 

sayin' a lot." He suddenly noticed Elanor and grinned at her. She hid her face behind her Mum. 

"But why did you leave the brute behind? A family this big needs all the meat it can get. We 

know! So we, very kindly, brought it along." 

 

"Delllll!" Sammie gasped. "You said they tried to get you! You said they chased you all through 

the woods!" 

 

"We did!" Hildy answered and pinched Del's cheek. "But they were so cuuuute! We let them go. 

For now. They're wonderful girls." Del mussed his gleaming hair affectionately. "Now, then..." 

Hildifons stood and turned to look down at Master Frodo and a very strange wind circled 

throughout the round room, causing the coals in the fireplace to blaze brightly. Hildifon's cloak 

billowed. Del didn't try to hide the smugness or the admiration on her face and she took and 

held his cold hand. "What's all this, eh?" 

 

Master Frodo's hair was blowing and his voice was low when it finally came. "We weren't going 

to hurt them. We were letting them go..."  

 

"Were you? Let's see. Hold very still, Mister Half-Dead, y'counterfeit pretender, you." Hildifon's 

eyes reflected the light of the fire and he became still as he fixed his attention fully on Master 

Frodo. "Let the Real Thing take a look." 

 

Frodo's hands went to his face. "Wait, I can explain...ssstop. Stop." Sammie stared up at his 

uncle and reached for him. Master Frodo gently thrust him back into his sister, Daisy's, arms 

and began to back away. "I..."  

 

"LET HIM GO!" Elanor was up. She shook off Prim and Ruby and charged the dining table 

armed with nothing and dressed in only a white nightdress. "Let him go!" Fro was at her heels 

and then Ham leapt up, too. 



 

"Ellie, get back!" Frodo shouted. She stopped, surprised, and shifted her attention from him to 

Hildifons and back again. Her brothers flanked her, waiting. Frodo's words were slurred but 

steady. "Get back. Let him. Don't anyone move." 

 

"But..." Elanor began to protest. 

 

"No, get back. And don't move." Del wondered who was talking, Master Frodo or Hildifons? 

She decided it didn't matter. Elanor wavered and then grabbed her brothers and moved to the 

wall. Master Frodo's family huddled together and didn't try to resist again. There was a long, 

long pause as he appeared to fall asleep. Hildifons' eyes were closed. 

 

Then Frodo spoke and he sounded far-away and tired. "Gandalf. I know what I must do but I'm 

afraid to do it." He began to slowly retreat again and his back hit the wall with force enough to 

make the portraits crooked. Del nodded understandingly. Hildy was drawing the whole tale 

out of Master Frodo's head in the space of a minute. Sounded like he was starting from the very 

beginning and the whole process did tend to hurt, she knew. She knew very well. Master Frodo 

clutched his shoulder. "I don't know what's wrong with me, Sam. Ever since the Witch King's 

blade I've been so very thirsty. No water or wine satisfies me and...I can see the heat rising from 

your skin."  

 

"Oho." Izzy commented. The Mayor's eyes welled.  

 

Master Frodo shook his head violently and clawed at his temples. Elanor moaned with pain, 

watching him, and the Mistress Rose held the little ones around her even tighter. Sammie was 

crying again and Del felt that strange stab of guilt once more. "I'm a monster, Rose, I'll 

understand if you say no. But, please, don't. I love you. I love you so much. That, at least, hasn't 

changed..." Master Frodo's red eyes suddenly opened wide but they were unseeing. "I have a 

son?" he whispered with a heartbreaking disbelief and joy. Then he collapsed to the floor. 

Sammie broke free of Daisy and put his arms around him. "Miss Grubb, let me explain..." Del 

couldn't stand it any more and looked away. 

 

"Hildy?" She whispered and gave his hand a squeeze. He started and smiled down at her. His 

eyes were tired and sad. And old. He picked her up and, kissing her with icy lips, jumped off 

the table. He handed her over to Hope and her sister tried to warm her chilled arms.  

 

"Now, that was an interestin' story." Hildy pulled out a chair and sat down. He looked at 

Sammie and his expression was indecipherable. "A home, a wife, a husband, even, and a son. A 



son. Ehhhh, some monster." He bent his head back and stared up at the ceiling. 

 

Izzy took that as a cue to relax hostilities and stopped blocking the door. He walked calmly 

across the room, stepping over cringing children, and sat on his brother's right at the table. Del 

and Hope joined them on Hildy's left as Master Frodo slowly got up, steadying himself with a 

hand on Sammie's shoulder. His eyes were back to normal and he studied Hildifons with a 

fearful sort of exhaustion. Hildy beckoned him over. "Come sit down and have a nice little chat 

with us." Master Frodo considered the invitation for quite a while, rubbing his face, before he 

nodded and approached. 

 

Frodo gestured at the Mayor and the two of them slowly sat on the other side of the table, 

directly opposite the Tooks. The Mistress Rose herded her children, Sammie and the older ones 

included, out of the dining room and into the master bedroom. Del could dimly hear her tell 

them all to lock the door and be very quiet. Then she came back and everyone watched her as 

she stepped carefully to avoid the broken glass on the floor. Then she defiantly pulled out a 

chair directly next to Isengar and sat down. He made a kissy face at her and Del almost giggled. 

She hid a shiver instead. It was a cool night and the window was broken. Her flannel 

nightgown was still in the garden somewhere. Hildy and Izzy weren't helping things at all. But 

she was TOUGH; she'd never show she was cold. A finely embroidered piece of green cloth hit 

her hands and she startled. It was the Mayor's waistcoat. She cautiously glanced at him. He 

motioned for her to put it on with a grass-stained hand. She looked at Hildifons. He nodded. 

She threw it around herself and buttoned the copper buttons. Much, much better. 

 

Hildy stood. "This first meeting of the Secret Monsters of the Shire, Cards and Supper Club is 

called to order." He sat. "Now. First of all, I'm Hildifons Took. This is my little brother, Isengar." 

 

"Evenin' folks." Izzy looked expectantly at the Mayor. 

 

"Euhr...hello." He finally said and Izzy collapsed with laughter. The Mistress Rose looked at him 

with distaste.  

 

Hildy continued. "We're two of the Old Took's twelve children. I decided to go off on a journey 

in my misspent youth and came back like this, courtesy of Thuringwethil, the Woman of Secret 

Shadow. One of Sauron's dearies." Frodo's fist clenched and Hildy gave him a small salute. 

"Thanks are in order for what you did, Ringbearer. Later. Long story made short, she died 

horribly and I was free to come home. Isengar was the only one who accepted me. So, when he 

was old and about to breathe his last, I brought him into the fun with me. That was over two 

hundred years ago." Hildifons picked up a silver candleholder. "And in all that time the only 



people who took to me, to us, as easily were these two." He pointed at the Grubbs. "Even after 

we frightened the livin'spit out of them." 

 

"We're so very handsome and charmin', you see." Isengar explained with a belch and Del and 

Hope grinned. Hildifons cast a bright eye on Master Frodo and set the candleholder down 

again. Suddenly the metal began to twist as if unseen hands were bending it and, gouging the 

table, it collapsed, squashed into a mass of metal. The Mayor gasped. The Mistress covered her 

mouth with both her hands. Master Frodo's breathing began to pick up. 

 

"We're the 'powerful friends' you've heard tell about. And, believe me, we're not the only ones." 

Hildifons continued. Then he sat back and patted Hope on the arm to get her attention though 

he continued to direct his comments at Frodo. "But I've been inside your head, Frodo, and 

you're not a bad sort. Neither are you two." He pointed to the Mayor and the Mistress. "So we're 

going to have Peace. Agreed?" 

 

Master Frodo looked at the silver discus that used to be a fine candelabra. "Agreed." He 

whispered. 

 

"Agreed." mumbled the Mayor and he reached across the table to take his wife's hand. 

 

"Agreed." she said.  

 

"Girls?" Hildy prompted. 

 

"Agreed." Hope avowed and Del nodded. Yes, peace was a good thing. 

 

"Good, then. A couple more things before we go...Del. Delphinium. Darlin' Del. You shouldn't 

have panicked." She gasped and started to protest but Hildy held up a finger and she quieted. 

"There you were with your hand in Sammie's mouth with no problems at all but as soon as 

Himself here opens the door you go streakin', literally, through the garden. Screamin' your fool 

head off." 

 

Del crossed her arms and stared straight ahead. Oh, it's always her fault. Fine. Just fine.  

 

"I didn't say it was your fault." Hildy said. Del blinked. It was always disconcerting when Hildy 

answered her thoughts instead of her words. "The very wise sayin' goes 'the apple don't fall too 

far from the tree.' If you thought Sammie was alright then it's likely his Dad's alright, too." Del 

squirmed. True. She had always gotten a sense of a family by how the children behaved. 



Sammie was a doll. A dear. Quiet and soft and sweet and he always knew what she was talking 

about. And he was very easy to look at. Hildy and Izzy laughed and Del's face burned. They 

took mercy on her and didn't explain the joke.  

 

"Well, I got scared." She explained. "They were all in the door and I couldn't get past them and 

then they LOCKED it. I couldn't get to Hope." Would she have to apologize? She hoped not. 

 

Hildy nodded. "It's your fault." he continued, pointing at Master Frodo. 

 

"What?"  

 

"What did you mean jumping into the room like that? Like some kinda..." he smiled. "Boggity 

Monster, just when your boy was making a good friend?"  

 

"Er." Master Frodo ran his fingers along the grain of the wood in the table. "I was afraid as well. 

I didn't know what she was going to do. Or say. I didn't..." he sighed. "I didn't want her to hurt 

Sammie's feelings. And I was afraid, despite all the awful things that I said to them, I was truly 

afraid that they'd turn the town against us if they told our secret." 

 

"Children are canny. They keep secrets. You wouldn't believe what those two know." Del tried 

to look modest. Hope was smiling grimly. "They'll keep your secret, too. Trust them. We do. 

Now, then, Hope's afraid that she's going to lose her position with the library. Is she, Mayor?" 

 

"Eh? No. Not a bit." the Mayor assured Hope. Hope sighed with relief. Del wondered how a 

person could lose a bit of a position.  

 

"She can stay and continue her research?" 

 

"Yes." Frodo answered immediately. "They can stay as long as they like." 

 

"You won't eat 'em?" Hildy asked him.  

 

"NO!" Master Frodo exclaimed.  

 

Hildy turned to Hope. "You won't leave a stake in his heart?" 

 

She blinked. "No." 

 



Hildy smiled. "Lovely. I now pronounce you man and wife." 

 

"Man?!" 

 

"Figure of speech. This meeting is adjourned. Let's go, Izzy. Being good makes me hungry."  

 

"I get the pretty one!" Isengar leered in the direction of the bedrooms. 

 

"No, you DON'T!" Mistress Rose snarled and, with a yelp and a flash of shadow, Izzy was gone. 

 

Hildy stood and stretched, his arms reaching towards the ceiling and suddenly his fingers 

sported the most wicked claws Del had ever seen. They were long and black and thrilling. 

Hildy slowly lowered his hands and flicked them at Master Frodo. "And it need not be said that 

there are monsters...and then there are monsters, eh?" Master Frodo nodded, his face carefully 

neutral at the implied threat. "Take care of me girls. Goodbye." 

 

Frodo stood. "Wait...dont leave yet. We have so much to talk about." 

 

"Aye, we do. But we have time to talk later." Hildifons grimly smiled. "All the time in the 

world." He leaned over and kissed Del goodbye. "Don't be good." 

 

"I won't." she promised. 

 

Hildy kissed Hope, then he quick-stepped over and gave a swift lick to the Mistress Rose's 

cheek. She and the Mayor were hard put to disguise their disgust. Then Hildifons dissolved into 

mist and disappeared as a cold blast of air took out the remaining lanterns. All was dark. 

Master Frodo put his head on the table. 

Del was tired and her entire body was sore. She wanted to go back to bed and pull the covers 

over her head for a million years but no one was moving. She swung her feet and waited. And 

waited. And then got heartily tired of waiting any more. "I'm sorry I called you Mister Half-

Dead." she mumbled at Master Frodo's bowed head. Sometimes she had to apologize to keep 

the peace but she didn't have to like it. He didn't look up. He seemed beaten and Del felt guilt 

again. She was mighty tired of that, too. 

 

"We're sorry we frightened you." The Mayor quickly put in and he was sincere. The Mistress 

nodded. Del made a forgiving sort of noise. 

 



"I'm sorry I hit you and kicked you." Hope joined in. The Mayor and the Mistress waved a 

hand, simultaneously dismissing it. 

 

"I'm sorry I was ever born." Master Frodo muttered. 

 

"Oh, please. You're not that bad." Del replied. 

 

"Del, that wasn't polite." Hope snapped. 

 

"Sorry. You are that bad." Del said again and, after a pause, Master Frodo actually laughed. He 

put out a cautious hand and Del stretched over the table and shook it. He was warm and his 

hand was gentle. Alive. She tapped at his chewed-over fingernails. "But not As Bad as some. All 

right?" Please say it's all right. 

 

His eyes were suddenly playful. "Thank you, my dear." Del decided to let that pass and said 

nothing. Frodo smiled and straightened up, abandoning, mostly, his defeated posture. Del felt 

much better.  

 

There was more sitting. 

 

Finally the Mistress Rose broke the silence. "There's a dead boar in the middle of my dining 

room. It's staining my rug." They all looked at it. 

 

"We'll butcher it tomorrow." Master Frodo decided. "I suppose it was rather stupid of us to just 

leave it out there. Doubly stupid with a family this size to just let our game drop when we've 

drunk our fill. I never considered that before." 

 

"I know a wonderful pork sausage recipe. Ma was famous for it." Hope quietly offered. 

 

"Lovely." the Mistress Rose decided and stood up. She pointed at the Mayor and Master Frodo. 

"You two drag that nasty thing out into the woodshed and board up the window. I'll let the 

children out." She sighed and wearily gazed at Del and Hope. "You two take a bath. You're 

covered in grass and mud and blood." Blood? Del looked down at herself in confusion. Yep. She 

was covered in bloody scratches from the rosebushes. Not good or wise in this home. "I'll keep 

the young'uns away from you until the morning. But you better be ready for a load of 

questions, then." 

 

"Yes, ma'am." Hope replied, her Meek Scholar mask firmly back on. The Mistress Rose paused a 



moment and then she pointed down the hall. The sisters obediently went. "Goodnight." 

 

"Night." The Mayor mumbled and sighed. As they passed it, Del scraped her fingernails over 

the wood of the master bedroom door and smiled at the gasps and yelps from inside. Hope 

smacked her hand down. 

 

Then, "I get the tub first!" Hope called before Del could even think of it and sprinted into the 

washroom. She stuck out her tongue at her sister's back and continued on to the guest bedroom. 

She closed the door and then the window. She lit a candle and righted the furniture. She could 

just hear the Mistress Rose herding all the Gardners out of their fortress. She could hear her 

reassure and comfort them. Everything's all right. Nothing to worry about. Yes, they were real 

live Dead things but they were gone now. No, they mean us no harm or they would have done 

us harm. Dad's fine. Uncle Frodo's fine. They're fixing the window. Del's fine. Hope's fine, too, 

she's taking a bath. Merry! Come BACK here! The boar's in the woodshed, we're going to turn 

him into sausages tomorrow. Sammie killed it, isn't that grand? Yes, Ruby, of course you can 

sleep with us. You can too, yes. Now, we can't fit all of you in there!  

 

Del's vision blurred as she found the poker and stirred the ashes of the small, round fireplace. 

Looking for live coals was calming. She found a few sparks and started to build the fire again to 

combat the cold. It must be nice, having a mother care for you when you're upset instead of a 

sister that you have to fight for the bathroom. She could smell tobacco smoke on the Mayor's 

waistcoat. A Dad, too, would be nice. Ah, well. Some people were lucky and some weren't, 

that's all. At least the fireplace was on her side of the bedroom so she'd be warm soon. She 

heard the faint taps of hammers as the window was boarded up. Then she turned and sat 

numbly on her bed. She would not cry. She would not. 

 

Her window creaked open and Sammie crawled head first into the room with her nightgown in 

his hand. He almost fell and Del, alarmed, jumped up and helped him the rest of the way in. 

Some monster, indeed. "Here." he said, holding out the flannel. 

 

"Thank you." She looked at him. He looked like she felt, raw and pained and tired. Time to 

apologize again. "I'm sorry I went mad, Sammie. I was scared of them." 

 

"Not of me?" He looked as if he was going to jokingly bare fangs and growl at her but stopped 

himself just in time.  

 

Del thought it was cute. "Nah. Unless you want me to be?" She pulled her hair. "Eek!"  

 



Sammie laughed but smothered it quickly before anyone could hear him. "Are you leaving?" 

 

"No. We all decided we could trust each other. More or less. We can't afford to leave right now, 

anyway."  

 

"Oh, good. I mean, I'm glad you're staying. I mean...you can't leave, there are dead things out 

there!"  

 

Del grinned. "And I love them. But I'm glad I'm staying, too." She giggled then as Sammie 

stepped up and clumsily hugged her. She didn't have a Da and Ma anymore but she had a 

sweetie of a friend. She hugged him back, hard, and kissed him on the cheek. She would not 

cry, she would not cry, she would not. "I'll tell you all about them tomorrow." She felt Sammie 

nod and then he kissed her back, right on the top of her head, and her heart broke completely 

open. She gave him another powerful squeeze and stepped back, shy and awkward, and 

dragged an arm across her face. He patted her shoulder. 

 

Suddenly, she became aware of a throbbing pain on the back of her hand. She examined the 

problem. "Ow." She casually pulled an enormous rose thorn out of her skin and a large bead of 

blood welled up. Sammie saw it and blushed. Del was amused. "I suppose the polite thing to do 

is offer you some?" She held out her hand, the blood trailing towards her fingers, dark in the 

dim firelight. 

 

"What?" His huge eyes got impossibly huger. "Er...I don't know. I don't think so. I've never had 

any from a person!"  

 

"I don't think it's poisonous. Go ahead." 

 

Sammie breathed in deeply and his eyes began to glow. He tried to hide them by looking down 

at the floor. "Can I? Are you sure?"  

 

"I'm sure. It's just a little bit." A heavy drop formed on the end of her middle finger. "Go 

Laaaah!"  

 

"Laaa..." she tapped the drop onto his tongue. He closed his mouth. He swallowed and his eyes 

fluttered shut. "Oh."  

 

Del was curious. "Is it as good as a boar's?" Slowly he focused on her hand and licked his lips. 

Every inch of his skin was flushed. "Sammie?" 



 

"Uh! It's...much better, actually. Can...can I have some more?" He looked hopefully at her, not 

even bothering to hide his eyes anymore, and slowly reached out, palms up.  

 

"Sure." She held out her hand. Del was nothing if not generous to the people she adored. And it 

was soothing to her nerves to do something nice for someone but there was a sudden ruckus 

from the hall. 

 

"Merry! I'm telling your mother! You've got to stop that!" Hope was shouting and Del backed 

away from Sammie. 

 

"Here comes Hope. You better go before she catches you." She was surprised to see that Sammie 

looked near tears again. "What's wrong?" 

 

"Nothing. Um. I'll be going now..." He opened the window and practically threw himself out 

onto the grass. His head appeared at the window again. "Del?"  

 

She leaned out. "Yeh?" 

 

Sammie licked his lips again. "Thank you." 

 

"Certainly." Del smiled wonderingly. It wasn't as if she gave him chocolate after all. 

"Goodnight." 

 

"Night." and he was gone. Del closed the window. 

 

Hope opened the door. She was wrapped in a large towel and was cursing peeping Gardner 

children under her breath. "The bathroom's all yours, Del. I thought I could take a bath with the 

light on tonight, at least, but noooo..." Del snickered. "You sound good. Are you all right? I'm 

sorry I took so long, the hot water felt wonderful. What happened to your hand?" 

 

"I found a thorn the size of one of Hildy's claws in there. I'm fine. Did you leave any hot water 

for me?" 

 

"Yes. For a change!" Del grinned again and reached up to hug her sister. "Awww." Hope kissed 

her and pulled her hair. "Things'll be better after some sleep. You're a mess. Want me to guard 

the bathroom door for you?" 

 



"No need." Del gave an exaggerated sigh. "I'm not as interesting as you are." She poked at her 

non-existent chest.  

 

Hope laughed. "Not yet but someday a boy'll find you interesting enough to break down your 

door."  

 

Del blew her sister a raspberry. "Yes. Someday." Del headed down the dark hall towards her 

bath. Maybe, someday, her boy'll just come crawling in through the window.  

 

Someday. 

Wolf by Sanguinary Red 

Aster woke to the sound of Sammie screaming outside her door.  

She ran to the door, dressed in only her nightshirt, and peeked though the crack in the door. 
Sammie stood there on her doorstep, trembling, "Aster! Let me in! They're after me!"  

"Who is?"  

"There's no time to say, just let me in!"  

There came a howling noise from somewhere outside. Sammie banged on the door, "Hurry! 
They'll kill me if they catch me!"  

Aster yanked the door open, "Come in Sammie! Quickly!"  

Sammie ran into the house and Aster slammed the door behind him. She quickly slid the bolt 
across, locking the door. The sound of howls grew louder. "Do you have anything silver?"  

"What?"  

"Do you have anything silver Aster? It's important!"  

"There's great-grandmother's serving platter! It's made of silver!"  

"Grab it and follow me. Hopefully that will be enough to keep them away."  

Aster dashed into the kitchen and dug though the cupboards, searching frantically for the 
platter.  



"Hurry!" Sammie began to tear through the cupboards too, throwing pots and pans onto the 
floor.  

Something heavy slammed into the door. Aster screamed in fright as the door creaked under 
the weight of the creature on the other side. She finally spotted the platter and yanked it out. A 
teacup fell on the floor and shattered.  

The door cracked, then split down the middle. Aster screamed again as she caught a glimpse of 
a yellow glowing eye and teeth snapping though wood. Then Sammie grabbed her by the arm 
and dragged her out of the kitchen and down the hall to the cellar door. He yanked the door 
open and both of them fled down into the basement.  

"Hold the platter in front of you Aster!" Sammie looked around the room and spotted a small 
nook in the wall, just big enough for two to fit in, "They can't touch you if you're holding the 
silver out!"  

"What are they?"  

Sammie looked at Aster, eyes wide with fright, "Werewolves."  

There was the sound of laughter from above them, then the door leading downstairs was 
smashed off its hinges and it fell down the stairs. Sammie yanked Aster back and they crouched 
in the nook, shivering. Aster held the silver platter out in front of her, hands shaking.  

Three hairy monsters came skidding down into the basement, claws tearing at the stairs and 
walls. They yipped and laughed amongst each other, but began to snarl once they spotted Aster 
holding the platter.  

One of them stood up, swaying on its hind-legs. The snarling features began to shift and 
change, revealing a hobbit beneath the fur. Aster almost dropped her platter in shock at Meli 
glared at her. "Move Aster."  

She shook her head, "I-I won't."  

Another werewolf stood up, her features changing back and forth between wolf and Molly, 
"Just stand to the side. What we're doing doesn't concern you."  

"If it concerns Sammie, then it concerns me."  

The third wolf rose. It didn't shift, but Aster recognized the voice as belonging to Farry, "You'll 
regret it if you don't move Daisy."  

"I'm not moving."  



The three werewolves looked at each other. Something silent passed between them, because 
they suddenly dropped down and changed back into wolf form. Two of the wolves headed up 
the stairs, but the third sat and smiled at Daisy, "Just remember we warned you."  

Then Molly too was gone, padding up the stairs. Aster stood as still as possible, trying to stop 
her hands from shaking. When Sammie touched her shoulder, she screamed and dropped the 
platter. He pulled her into a hug, rubbing her back, "It's okay. They're gone now."  

A sob ripped its way out of Aster's throat before she could stop it, "I thought... I thought they 
were going to..."  

"Don't worry. They won't be killing either of us tonight."  

There was a creak from the top of the stairs, followed by Del's voice, "Sammie? Aster?"  

"Down here."  

Aster watched Del descended down the stairs from over Sammie's shoulder, "I thought they 
had you."  

Sammie didn't turn his head to look at Del. He was still hugging Aster, his chin resting on her 
shoulder, "Aster here saved me with that silver platter."  

"What a good girl." Del grinned. Aster shivered at Del's tone, which was more menacing than 
normal. "I'm so glad she was here to help you."  

"I... I should start putting things away." Aster tried to step out of Sammie's arms. He tightened 
his grip, arms holding her tight like bands of iron.  

Del walked closer, light playing over her face. Her eyes suddenly changed, glowing red like 
banked coals in the fireplace. She grinned, sharp teeth shining slick with saliva, "Such a good 
girl."  

"Sammie?" Aster whimpered, "Del's face..."  

"Oh, I know." He turned his head, pressing his lips to the side of Aster's neck, "Lovely, isn't it?"  

Del laughed and Aster closed her eyes, afraid to see Sammie's face.  

Treehouse of Horror by Mary 

"'snot fair." Sammie pouted. Sammie was very good at pouting. "'s discrimination, it is."  



"Isn't!" Meli poked her tongue out. "Discriminatin' is when we don't let you in because you're a 
boy. This time we're not letting you in because you pong."  

"I do not," Sammie drew himself up to his full two-foot-one-and-a-half-inches imperiously. 
"Pong, Melilot Celebrian Emerald Took! You're the one who pongs!"  

Meli shrugged, dropping the rope ladder down as if it were all the same to her. "Fine, climb up 
then."  

"You've got sandbags hanging all around the treehouse!" Sammie wailed. "Meli, this isn't fair."  

"Whining doesn't suit you any better than it suits your uncle," Meli retorted. "Isn't my fault 
vampires can't cross where there's sandbags, is it? Just be lucky you don't have trouble with the 
rivers, my Dad says some of the really bad sort do and think of all the adventures we couldn't 
have then!"  

"Me-li," Sammie pouted a final time and turned to walk away. Meli sighed.  

"All right, whiner. I s'pose next you'll be saying I can't throw silver spoons at Aster no more."  

"Oh, no, keep doing that. She yelps like anything," Delphinium put in, running to catch up with 
Sammie as he hoisted himself into the treehouse.  

"Watch it, you, or I'll tell your sister you were beggin' me to take a nibble again," Sammie 
teased. "You know she hates it when you do that."  

"Hmph." Del crossed her arms. "Don't see what business it is of hers. And I only do it because 
you look so waxy and horrible otherwise. Downright disgusting, puts me off my dinner."  

Sammie and Meli nodded without a hint of sarcasm in their expressions, which really was a fine 
display of self control on their parts. Delphinium ignored them. "Where're the others, anyway?"  

"Molly's gettin' some garlic off - er, I mean, Molly's having a chat to the greengrocer, she'll be up 
directly, and she's certainly not getting any garlic to mash into your after-supper cake, Sammie. 
And Daisy's -"  

"Off looking up nasty things to do to ghoulish little Tooks who're mean to my brother, that's 
where!" Daisy said with a laugh as she climbed up the rope ladder, launching herself at Meli 
with a cry of 'for the Shire! Especially the parts that don't come outside at the midday hour!' and 
a lot of giggling.  

 



The Patch by Sanguinary 

Ruby sat in the pumpkin patch, running her chubby baby fingers over the large orange fruit. 
She traced over the dark charcoal marks on the pumpkin’s 'face' studying the ghastly face that 
wasn’t real yet.  

"Hullo Ruby, what are you lookin’ at?" Sam settled down beside her, digging his toes into the 
cooling dirt. Overhead, the moonlight shone down on both of them, bathing the world in a 
silvery sort of lighting.  

"Da. Punk-in. Punk-in!"  

"You’re right, it is a pumpkin." He studied the face for a moment, "Frodo-lad did a good job on 
that face."  

Ruby hugged the round fruit, patting its sides and listening to the thump-thump her palms 
caused. Sam ruffled her curly hair and waited silently. Other voices began to fill the quiet field 
as the whole of Hobbiton slowly made their way into the patch, dressed in their finest.  

A soft hand fell on Sam’s shoulder and squeezed gently, "Sam. It’s time."  

He sighed and stood up, giving Ruby one last pat on the head. She looked up at him, "Da?"  

"Sorry Ruby. But... the Harvest. It needs new life." He smiled down sadly at her and stepped 
backwards. Ruby watched him move away with Frodo, joining the circle of Hobbits that 
surrounded her.  

"Da?" She turned over onto her hands and knees, crawling in the dirt towards him. "Ma! D-" 
Her calling quickly ended as her legs were yanked out from underneath her and her face 
slammed into the dirt. Coughing and spitting mud out of her mouth, Ruby raised her head and 
wailed, "Daaa!!"  

The pumpkin vines tightened around her ankles and slowly dragged her back towards the lone 
pumpkin, charcoal face beginning to deepen and glow with life. The circle of Hobbits looked on 
as the patch came to life, and Ruby began to scream.  

 

 



The weird, the wacky, the downright silly: 

Merin (crossover with MESPT) by Meli 

It was a bright sunny day when Meli Took found the little creature. She, Molly, Daisy and 
Sammie were being watched by Lila Proudfoot, which meant in actual terms that the four 
hobbit children were doing their best to tire Lila out before she could do the same to them. Lila 
was a good sport though, and still young enough to keep up with whatever the troublemakers 
came up with. 
 
At present, they were playing tag-and-go-seek. Lila was it, and the four children had scattered 
to try to find hiding spots and not get tagged. Meli and Molly ran in opposite directions while 
Sammy ran in a third and Lila chased Daisy. Meli ducked under the hedge and into a thicket, 
where she came face to face with the most unique creature she'd ever seen. 
 
She screamed before she could stop herself, and the strange thing screamed back and started 
crying. Meli clapped her hands over her mouth and stared for a moment, then approached the 
little guy cautiously. 
 
He had dark curly hair, and he was small, though the wings made him seem bigger than he 
was. He had yellow eyes, and tiny fangs, set in a hobbit toddler's face. Large black and green 
wings rose behind him, but his arms and upper body were hobbit. His lower half was that of a 
very small dragon, complete with a foot long tail. He was still crying, and to Meli he sounded 
very young, so she moved a little bit closer and touched his shoulder. "Um, hello? Are you ok?" 
 
The creature hiccuped and a small tongue of flame shot out. Meli jumped back in surprise, then 
made shushing noises as the little creature seemed like he was about to start crying again. "Shh, 
it's ok, you just startled me." Meli held out her hands and smiled at the little crossbreed. "I'm 
Meli Took. Who're you?" 
 
The underbrush crashed, and the creature jumped into Meli's arms as Lila burst into the 
clearing. "Meli, what happened? I heard screaming." She spotted the little dragbit and stared. 
"What's that?" 
 
Meli, who had caught the little guy more by habit than by intent, shrugged, and gave him a 
hug. "I don't know yet, Lila. I just met him. I sort of scared him, and he scared me, so we both 
screamed." She looked at her burden. "Do you have a name?" 
 
The dragbit nodded and smiled. "Me Merin. Who she?" He pointed at Lila, and Meli smiled 
back. 



 
"That's Lila. She's our babysitter for today. I say 'our' because she's watching Sammie and Daisy 
and Molly, too. You'll like them. Now, where are you from? Where are your parents? Who are 
your parents?" 
 
Merin looked horribly confused and rested his head on Meli's shoulder. "They not here. Pasire 
is at home with Bilbo 'n Pamum. Padam is gone." 
 
Meli shook her head and looked up at Lila. "We should take him back to Bag End, right? I 
wanna ask my Ma if I can keep him." 
 
A snort, and Merin poked her shoulder indignantly. "I not a pet. I a little boy." He tilted his 
head to the side and sniffed the air. "More coming," he informed them, and wrapped his tail 
around Meli's waist, furling his wings behind him. 
 
Molly slid into the clearing and looked at Meli. Her eyes widened at the sight of Merin. "Who's 
that?" Sammie tumbled into the clearing behind her and knocked her over, then Daisy fell into 
both of them. Lila clicked her tongue and helped the three children up. 
 
Meli shifted Merin on her hip and motioned to the others. "This is Merin, everybody. That's 
Sammie, " she pointed to him, "or Crow, and that's his sister, Daisy, who we call Canary 
sometimes," Daisy waved obligingly, "and that's my cousin Molly, called Lark." Molly stepped 
forward and extended her hand to Merin. Merin sniffed at it for a moment, then shook it and 
smiled. 
 
"You forgot your other name, little Sparrow," Lila laughed, ruffling Meli's curls. Meli stuck her 
tongue out at Lila and turned to find a better exit out of the clearing. 
 
Merin tugged on a lock of her hair, his little forehead crinkled in thought. "You all birds? Can 
you fly?" 
 
Sammie reached out a hand to touch one of Merin's wings, then paused. "May I?" he asked, and 
Merin nodded. Gently, Sammie ran a finger down the ridges of Merin's wings, enrapted by the 
bones beneath the thin skin. "We're not birds," he answered Merin absently. "My older sister 
Goldie made up a song for us four when we were young, and so we use the names she gave us. 
Can you fly?" 
 
Daisy, having obtained permission, lightly traced the pattern of scales on Merin's tail. "I think 
he's too little, right?" Merin nodded, looking sad. "His wings aren't big enough." 
 
Molly was inspecting Merin's eyes and hands. Meli was the only one to see the look of panic 
flash on Merin's face, and she abruptly stepped forward, turning so that her body was between 
her friends and the little visitor. "Lila, should we go back now?" she asked, ignoring Daisy's 



pout. Merin clutched her shoulders and nuzzled his head into her shoulder. His sigh of relief 
stirred the wispy curls at her neck, and Meli shivered. 
 
Lila nodded, and began herding the quartet and Meli's burden back to Bag End. "I think so, my 
dears. Your parents will want to meet Merin, I think. And you said you had parents, right 
Merin?" A nod, and Lila continued. "So we should probably let Mayor Sam know so he can 
send people to find them." 
 
Obediently, the children started back, Meli and Merin in the lead. Still very curious about their 
guest, Molly, Daisy and Sammie were right on her heels, and Lila shook her head. "And to 
think, I normally have to drag you all kicking and screaming back to Bag End." 
 
Merin wrapped himself tighter around Meli and sighed. "I not where I s'posed to be. Everything 
smells different." 
 
"What do you mean, everything smells different?" Molly looked carefully at Merin's nose. "Your 
nose doesn't look any bigger than the rest of ours." 
 
"I half dragon," Merin said quietly. "Padam can smell good in human form, too." 
 
"That explains the wings," Sammie said. Daisy nodded. 
 
"And the tail!" 
 
Lila shook her head. "I never heard of a dragon that could turn into a human. And even so, did 
you call them both 'pa'?" Merin nodded. "Two men can't have a baby!" 
 
"Why not?" Molly looked very indignant about Lila's declaration, and Lila, knowing well the 
type of argument that would ensue, tried quickly to soothe Lark's ruffled feathers. 
 
"To have a baby, the mummy needs the daddy to share his seed with her. The daddy can share 
his seed with another man, but men don't have a growing place for babies." 
 
Molly crossed her arms defiantly. "Well, that's silly." 
 
Meli nodded. "I think it's silly that people talk about Uncle Sam and Uncle Frodo and call them 
unnatural." 
 
Sammie frowned. "I hate it when they talk like that. I saw two wolves together once, and they 
were both male." 
 
Daisy hit his shoulder. "How do you know? They could have been a girl wolf and a boy wolf." 
 



Rubbing his shoulder, Sammie stuck out his tongue. "I just know." 
 
"The Dark Man made Padam have me," Merin said. All eyes turned to him. 
 
"The Dark Man?" Meli frowned. "What dark man?" 
 
Merin screwed up his face, trying to recall. "He called... Morgoth. Or Melkieor. Padam and 
Pasire no like him very much." 
 
"Morgoth?" Meli looked thoughtful. "There's something about someone with that name in one 
of Uncle Frodo's books. I think. The big one, the one he's translating." 
 
"What's that one called again?" Daisy scrunched up her forehead, thinking hard. 
 
Sammie shrugged. "Don't remember. But it's heavy and thick, and what little bit I read was hard 
to understand." 
 
Molly clapped her hands. "I know! It's about those stones. The Similirion, or something." 
 
"Silmarillion!" Meli exclaimed. "Yes, now I remember. Morgoth was the first Dark Lord. The one 
Uncle Fro and Uncle Sam defeated was one of his servants." 
 
Lila shuddered. "That's all well and good, but that still doesn't explain him. Where would a 
hobbit and a dragon meet a Dark Lord?" 
 
Merin blinked at being the center of attention again, and shook his head. "I no know. There lots 
of gods where I from." 
 
"Lots of gods?" five voices repeated him at once. Merin giggled, then nodded. 
 
"Weird," Meli proclaimed, then they were in sight of Bag End, and Molly, Sammie and Daisy 
ran ahead, shouting for their parents. Lila sighed longsufferingly. 
 
"You know the way, right?" Meli rolled her eyes. "I'm just asking." Picking up her skirts, Lila 
began running as well, trying to keep up with the others. 
 
Merin looked around them in interest as Meli made her way up the road. "You garden nice," he 
told her. 
 
"Oh, that's not my garden," she told him, laughing. "I live in Tookland with my family. And 
Molly lives at Brandy Hall with hers. One day, we'll live together. We promised." She nodded 
firmly. 
 



"Oh," Merin said, and then they were surrounded, adults all peering closely at Merin and 
talking at once. Even Meli, who knew and loved all of them, felt penned in, and looked eagerly 
for an escape. Her pleading gaze caught Frodo's, and he stepped forward, raising his hand for 
silence. 
 
"Hello, Meli-lass," he said, once it was quiet. 
 
Meli shifted Merin to her other hip and smiled. "Hello, Uncle Frodo. This is Merin." 
 
"Hello Merin," Frodo said gravely, and offered his hand to the dragbit. 
 
Merin took his hand gently and shook it, then wrapped his arms tightly around Meli's 
shoulders again. "Hello, Mr. Frodo. I like your garden." 
 
Frodo smiled. "I like it too, but Sam won't let me do much in it. He's afraid I'll make everything 
wither and die." 
 
"Begging pardon, Frodo, but I said no such thing." Sam crossed his arms. At his elbow, Frodo-
lad laughed. 
 
"Oh for heaven's sake!" Rosie stepped forward. "Merin, dear, I'm Rosie. And this is Elanor." 
Merin squeaked, then covered his mouth. Undaunted, Rosie went on. "This is Pippin, Meli's 
father, and Diamond, Meli's mother, and Merry and Estella, Molly's parents. And this is my 
Merry." Merin squeaked again. 
 
"What is it?" Meli touched his shoulder in concern, and Merin buried his face in her neck. 
 
"That my pasire. 'N my Ant Elly. 'N Stel, my friend, only she was small last time I see her." 
 
Meli blinked. "Merry's your father?!" 
 
Merry Gardner and Merry Brandybuck jumped, then looked at each other. "Which of us are you 
talking to?" 
 
"Merry-lad, Uncle Merry." Merry-lad looked very confused. 
 
Merin shook his head against her shoulder. "Not him. Don't smell right. But he the same person, 
only in your world." 
 
Stunned, Meli almost dropped Merin. He squeaked in terror and clutched at her, letting go only 
when Estella stepped forward and caught him. Meli clapped her hands over her mouth, eyes 
huge. "Sorry." 
 



Estella smiled at Merin and stroked his hair. He relaxed with a sigh and closed his eyes as he lay 
his head on her shoulder. "It's all right, Meli-lass. Now, I think you both have had quite enough 
excitement for one day. Tea and scones are in the kitchen, alright?" Meli nodded eagerly and 
hurried off. Estella looked around at the others and clicked her tongue. "You all look like 
vultures, hovering around. The poor little guy's exhausted." Merin nodded against her neck. 
"Are you hungry, Merin?" 
 
"Rabbit?" Merin asked hopefully. 
 
Frodo's mouth twisted slightly and he glanced at Sam. "We'll see what we have, alright?" Merin 
nodded and closed his eyes. Stella stroked his hair as she carried him inside where Molly had 
fixed him a cup of tea with lots of sugar and milk and Meli had set aside a scone for him. Merin 
ate eagerly, then blinked sleepily and lay his head against Daisy's arm. Daisy patted his head 
gently and yawned. 
 
"Sounds like you all need naps," Lila said to the groans of the four young hobbits. Meli shook 
her head sleepily. 
 
"Not tired," she murmured, and Pippin, laughing, scooped his daughter up. 
 
"Sleep now, little Sparrow," he ordered, and carried her into the guest room. She snuggled 
happily into the pillow and kissed her father on the cheek. Molly curled up next her, an arm 
around her waist, and Merin was placed in front of Meli. Meli tugged him back towards her 
and held him close, resting her chin on his head and the three slept. Daisy and Sammie each 
were placed in their own beds and for a short while, all was quiet. 
 
A knock on the door sometime later came as a surprise. Sam held up a hand and made his way 
to the door. He opened it to find a young hobbit with short red hair standing there. "Hi. I'm... 
well, I'm Elanor Gamgee, and I believe you have my nephew." 
 
Sam stared. Rosie elbowed her husband and motioned the girl inside. "Hello, Elanor. I'm Rosie-" 
 
Elanor laughed. "Oh, I know. You look like my mom. My nephew, he's not a normal hobbit." 
 
"You're here for Merin?" Meli's voice sounded very small, and she rubbed her eyes sleepily. 
Molly took one of her hands and squeezed it. 
 
Elanor nodded. "Yes. Somehow, he fell through a hole in our world and landed in yours. That 
sort of thing happens a lot where we come from. But his father and step father are missing him, 
so he really needs to come home." 
 
There was a yelp, and Merin scampered over to hug Elanor's legs. "Ant Elly! You came 'n found 
me!" 



 
Elanor picked him up and hugged him. "Of course I did, sweetie. Did you think I wouldn't?" 
 
Merin shook his head and hugged his aunt tightly. "No, I knewed you'd come get me. I want 
you to meet my friends!" He wriggled, and Elanor let him down and allowed herself be dragged 
over to the two girls. "This is Meli-sparrow, and Molly-lark." Sammie and Daisy came up to the 
others and Merin pointed at them, too. "'N that's Daisy-canary and Sammie-crow. They birds." 
 
Elanor nodded and smiled. "Nice to meet you all." 
 
"Hi," Sammie whispered for all of them. The four children stood close together, looking from 
one Elanor to the other. 
 
"Excuse, miss Elanor?" Meli stepped forward a bit and smiled shyly. 
 
The Elanor from Merin's world picked him up again and smiled at Meli. "Yes... Meli?" 
 
Meli nodded. "If Merin fell through a hole, how did you get here?" 
 
Merin nuzzled his aunt's neck and wrapped his tail loosely around her waist. Elanor rubbed his 
back and looked thoughtful. "Well, I got here because I can move from realm to realm easily 
using my Maia powers." 
 
"What's a Maia?" Molly stepped up beside Meli, who took her cousin's hand. 
 
"A Maia a baby god," Merin said with a nod. "Pamum told me that." 
 
"Oh," Molly said faintly. 
 
Sammie screwed up his courage and came closer. "It was nice to meet you, Merin." He held out 
his arms and Merin hugged him, then hugged the rest of them. Meli hugged him last and kissed 
his forehead. 
 
"You won't forget us?" 
 
Merin shook his head. "No, I promise." 
 
Elanor shifted Merin onto her hip and smiled at everyone. "I'm afraid we really must go. 
Merry's very worried about his son." 
 
"Of course," Sam said, and opened the door for them. "Would you like something to eat on your 
trip?" 
 



"No, but thank you," Elanor smiled apologetically. "Dinner is waiting at home." Merin waved 
over her shoulder as she carried him out, and the Feared Four gathered in the doorway to 
watch. 
 
The two walked for a bit, then suddenly were gone, and the night was filled with the songs of 
crickets. 
 
Meli stepped away from the door and looked up at Frodo. "That was a real adventure, right?" 
 
Frodo nodded. "Do you four want to tell me all about it, and we'll make a story of it?" 
 
The yelps of 'yes!' were deafeaning. Frodo was swept along to his study, and the rest of the 
adult exchanged glances. 
 
"Well," said Rosie, "dinner won't cook itself. Come along, Rose-lass, Elly." Diamond and Estella 
followed as well, and Sam, Merry and Pippin were left in the hallway. 
 
"That was different," Sam commented. 
 
Pippin laughed. "Life around here always is," he replied, and the three went out to sit in the 
garden, and smoke. And in his own world, Merin was hugged and kissed, scolded, and sat 
down for dinner. 
 
Life went on, in its varied ways.  
 

Trancendental! by Hope 

"Not another one," Frodo groaned, dropping the sheaf of papers back onto the desk and shaking 
his head. 
 
"Another what?" Rosie asked curiously from where she stood in the doorway, absently rolling 
up yet another ball of yarn (the feared four had been playing Shelob's Lair again). 
 
Frodo startled a little at the sound of her voice, hand fluttering at his throat for a moment 
(coupled with an expletive Rosie liked to think was never spoken in her household) before his 
shoulders relaxed again. "Nothing." A somewhat sheepish expression crept over his features, 
efficiently thwarting any attempt at nonchalance. 
 
Rosie snorted, sauntering into the room and pouncing on the discarded stack of papers, beating 
Frodo's desperate grab for it by a hair's breadth. Returning back to the doorway, she made a 
show of straightening the papers before holding them at eye level, humming and hahhing a 



moment before beginning to read. 
 
"...And the profound Love of Sam and Frodo transcends all things..." 
 
Rosie snorted again, this time in an effort to restrain her laughter. She lowered the papers a 
little, favouring Frodo's flushed face with a raised eyebrow. "Sounds terribly romantical," she 
said, clasping her hand to her breast for effect. "Where did you get this?" She didn't recognise 
the flowery hand, nor the thick, creamy paper. 
 
Frodo muttered something, turning away from her to shuffle the papers on his desk into a 
slightly different arrangement of chaos. 
 
"What? You didn't write it, did you?" 
 
"No!" Frodo exclaimed, looking quite horrified all of a sudden. "They came from Minas Tirith - 
Aragorn sends them along every few months." 
 
"He writes them?" Rosie said incredulously. 
 
"No!" Frodo said again, unable to supress a giggle of his own. "The artisans of the city do. And 
the bards, I suppose." 
 
Rosie flipped a few pages further into the bundle, scanning the elaborate penstrokes absently. 
"Well they've obviously no--" She stopped suddenly, standing up a little straighter to peer closer 
at one particular section of text, re-reading the lines she'd passed over moments before.  
 
Frodo fumbled with his paperweight for a moment before making a rather nervous beeline to 
where she lounged in the doorway. "What--" 
 
Rosie jerked the papers out of his reach without looking up, turning away and reading closer. A 
moment later she laughed. "Well!" she exclaimed, once again arranging the papers into a neat 
stack and handing them to him. "You never told me you got up to that kind of thing in Minas 
Tirith!" 
 
"I--" Frodo gaped, glancing down at the papers clutched to his chest then back up at Rosie's 
retreating form.  
 
"Romantical indeed!" she said. "They've obviously never had to clean up your shirts and 
drawers." She turned around halfway down the hall, finger raised mock-sternly. "Not to 
mention your weskits! I thought you liked marmalade roll enough to get most of it in your 
mouth." 
 
"But--" 



 
"Rose!" Sam's voice came from somewhere in the kitchen garden. "You wouldn't be able to bring 
me out some water and a clean shirt, would you? I seem to have had a slight mishap with the 
fertilizer." 
 
Rosie rolled her eyes and shared a grin with Frodo. "You should send them some of the stories 
from around here," she suggested, winking. "Though, they'd probably never believe half of 
them."  
 

PIRATES! by Mary Borsellino and Hope 
"Hoorah!" Sammie shouted. "We're playing pirates!"  
 
"will you SHUT UP!" Frodo screamed, clutching his head and slamming the window. 
 
The End. 
 
part 2: 
 
"come now, Mr Frodo," Sam said in a calming voice. "You don't have to be such a bitch all the 
time!" 
 
"Oh, go and fuck your fag hag wife," Frodo retorted, throwing himself onto the bed 
dramatically and missing, falling to the floor. 
 
"What was that?" Rosie said, poking her head through the door, then cursing, withdrawing, and 
opening the door before she looked in again.  
 
"PIRATES!" came the camp shriek from outside, and Frodo sighed pitifully. 
 
"All the way to mordor and back and STILL I can't get my contraception to work successfully," 
Frodo mourned, and Rosie thwapped him.  
 
And thus, frodo emerged from bag end shortly after, and it was total coincidence that the patch 
over his eye (hiding the black eye from Rosie's broom) was a bit piratey. 
 
 
Part 3: 
 
"Sammie," Frodo said wearily, trying to repress the urge to swear very loudly, squinting a little 
in the bright sunlight to see Sammie capering around the garden brandishing a stick. "Where's 
your sister?" 
 



Sammie halted, standing still and eyeing Frodo cautiously. "I can't tell you that." 
 
Frodo sighed, passing a hand over his forehead dramatically. He stepped forward and 
promptly fell over a spade, as half of his vision was obscured by the patch. Once again 
repressing the urge to swear, he asked "Why not?" 
 
Sammie eyed the garden shiftily. "Because pirates can't give away their secret hiding places." 
 
Uh-oh. Frodo frowned, glancing at the spade then back up at Sammie. "You haven't buried her, 
have you?" 
 
BAM BAM BAM 
 
 
Part 4: 
 
Frodo and Sammie dug Daisy up, who was very put out because she'd just discovered a 
particularly tasty colony of worms. Sam and Rosie, who were inside popping out yet another 
squalling brat who would run around and lisp endearingly for the next fifty thousand pointless 
fics, came out to see what they were doing. 
 
"Look, Mum, Uncle Frodo's a pirate!" Sammie cried. 
 
Rosie looked suitably impressed, and wondered if the eyepatch would stay on if it was covered 
in marmalade 
 
"Do you want to be pirates too?" Daisy asked her parents. Sam very quickly remembered that 
he had something important to do, possibly involving being the mayor or gardening or feeding 
his many many many children. 
 
Rosie, however, was slightly stoned and didn't think of an excuse fast enough. So Daisy and 
Sammie recruited her to play a captive, which involved tying her up and making her walk the 
plank.  
 
"Now you save her, Uncle Frodo!" they explained perkily. 
 
"But I'll get girl germs," Frodo complained, and then fell over because he hadn't for a while. 
 
 
Part 5:  
 
"Porn..." Frodo muttered to himself. "Gay porn..." 
 



"What was that, Uncle Frodo?" Sammie asked brightly, and Frodo blinked back into the present. 
 
"Nothing, Sammie, nothing at all. Just pondering how to rescue your mother." 
 
"Were not," Daisy said stoutly. "You were probably plotting to kill her because she stole Sam-
dad from you." Frodo blinked. "There's no use pretending," Daisy continued. "I read all about it 
on the internet." Daisy liked the internet, because it had lots of free porn. 
 
"What's that?" Sammie asked curiously. 
 
"Nothing, Sammie," Frodo said sweetly, glaring at Daisy venomously. "Just a place that likes to 
celebrate your non-existence." 
 
"What's going on here?" came a voice, and Sam suddenly appeared from the bushes as if 
Gandalf had fished him out without preamble. Daisy licked her lips in anticipation. 
 
"oh, Sam!" Frodo said dramatically, draping his slender, yet graceful elvish body with pale skin 
over Sam's chest. "Your children are tormenting me again!" 
 
Sam frowned. "They're your children as well," he said, but Frodo shushed him. 
 
"Shh, we're not supposed to mention that outright!" he hissed. "Only in not-so-obscure bird 
metaphors!" 
 
"What about fruit?" Frodo said, licking his lips in a manner that could be considered suggestive. 
Daisy grabbed Sammie's arm in excitement. 
 
Sam frowned, peeling Frodo off his body much like he would peel a banana. "Mr Frodo, that 
last paragraph didn't make any sense! Unless you're talking to yourself." 
 
Then there was an offscreen explosion involving swearing and various mutters about 
misogynists. 
 
Daisy started. "What the fuck was that?" Sammie clung to her. 
 
"I think it was Mary griping about the anti-mum fandom again," Sam sighed. 
 
Frodo licked Sam apologetically. "Sorry about that, Sam," he said sadly. 
 
"No, no Mr Frodo," Sam said, it's all my fault for saying those things - like 'me dear' and 'i love 
him, whether or no.' The fault's all mine." 
 
"Don't forget that bit where you gave him comfort with your body, Dad," Daisy chimed in. 



 
"Oh, Sam," Frodo said, in a perfect imitation of his movie characterisation. Sammie mimicked 
gagging and Daisy chewed her fingers in excitement. 
 
Suddenly, they were interrupted by the sound of a harpie's shriek, coming from where Rosie 
was tied up in the back garden! Frodo leapt back into Sam's arms in fright. 
 
"What the fuck was that?" Sam called out.  
 
"Nothing!" Rosie called back. "Just a harpie elanor scared from the bushes. When are youcoming 
to rescue me?" 
 
At that, Sam dropped Frodo and stepped forward over him with his hands on his hips in the 
typical super-hero pose. Sammie imitated a cape billowing out behind him. 
 
"I'll save you!" Sam shouted in a sexually endearing Shire brogue accent; his inherent urge to 
rescue rising once again. 
 
Meanwhile Frodo, seeing that he was rapidly losing Sam's complete and undivided attention, 
clutched pitifully at his shoulder, but to no avail. "Curse you, you lusty hobbit wench!" he 
shrieked, ala Dr Claw from Inspector Gadget, but in a higher pitch. "You'll pay!!" 
 
"Who's Uncle Frodo talking to?" Daisy asked curiously. 
 
"I think he's having another turn," Sammie observed. "Probably brought on by all your 
livejournal communities!" 
 
Daisy got distracted then, by some dirt. She liked dirt, and couldn't understand why it made 
Sammie cry. When she next paid attention to her parents it was to find Frodo and Rosie in a 
catfight, and Sam capering worriedly beside them. 
 
"Daisy! What are we going to do? Mum and Uncle Frodo are behaving fanonically again!" 
 
"That's not even a word, you camp idiot." 
 
Sammie brandished his fists huck-finn style and then began to talk in the cutest english accent 
ever, so Daisy stopped teasing him. 
 
Sam, meanwhile, had broken up the fight by eating half a bottle of viagra and shagging both his 
lovers into post-coital silence. He had to do that an awful lot, especially when Frodo was acting 
like a pissy prima-donna.  
 
His prescription had run out several weeks before and now he was using a home-made version 



consisting largely of marmalade and vagemite. 
 
Judging by the fact Rosie had birthed forty babies since breakfast, it seemed to be working all 
right. 
 
Glory n Trumpets: ... 
 
Daisy and Sammie looked up at the sky and screamed, because up on the moon in their Magic 
Meta Moonbase, Mary had reduced Hope to speechlessness again and now it was raining huge 
acidic punctuation. 
 
Rosie and Frodo put aside their differences under the onslaught of deadly grammar and 
dragged a shagged-out Sam under cover. Then they all at taters, which grew to mutantly huge 
proportions in the strange weather. 
 
 
Glory n Trumpets: at taters? 
lustyhobbitwench: yes. It's a new hobbit custom. 
lustyhobbitwench: halfway between ate and et. 
Glory n Trumpets: ooo! 
lustyhobbitwench: it involves porn. 
 
The end. 
 

Life lessons from pgy by Floria Tosca 

1. Even Ringbearers have to eat their vegetables. 

 

2. Female hobbits are much more interesting than some slash writers  

give them credit for. 

 

3. There are fairy-tale metaphors for every occasion. 

 

4. Buy a bigger bed than you think you'll need.  

 

5. Marriage is a good thing. It provides a veneer of respectability  

and lots of excuses for parties, and you may become quite fond of the  

person you're married to as well. (Merry, Estella, Dinny, and Pippin) 

 

6. Hobbit children are the cutest creatures *ever*!  



 

7. Saving the world doesn't give you immunity to being bossed for  

your own good. 

 

8. Never underestimate the power of an alternate universe. 

 

9. Don't underestimate the power of a female hobbit either. 

 

10. The joys and sorrows of domesticity and three-way hobbit lovin'  

are much preferable to going over the sea to be fussed over by Mary  

Sues until your loved ones come to help you fend them off. 

 

11. Angst-ridden authors go back to the early Fourth Age. 

 

12. Never insult any of Daisy Gardner's loved ones in front of her.  

She may be careful of her clothes, but she won't give a darn about  

yours. 

 

13. If Rose Cotton had been the infamous "tenth member of the  

fellowship" instead of some lightheaded teenager from earth, the  

Quest would have turned out much better. She wouldn't have taken any  

crap from some silly enchanted band of metal and big red eye, no  

ma'am.  

 

14. Lock up your pastries when the Feared Four are about. 

 

15. Lock up your cleaning supplies, too. 

 

16. Polyamoury is the key to a balanced life: if one of the people you love is skinny, sickly, 

dreamy, and intellectual and the other person you love is buxom, healthy, brisk, and practical, it 

all evens out. 
 

Angelica's a bit of a babe by Hope 

"So," Merry said absently, flinging himself onto Frodo's bed and flicking disinterestedly through 

a tattered book of poetry, jaw moving rhythmically as he chewed his gum. The minty smell of it 



wasn't enough to mask the stale cigarette smell that permeated his faded black teeshirt. His 

jeans rode low on his ass, revealing a large expanse of carrot-patterned boxers, and frayed 

denim cuffs wrinkled above his worn sneakers. "Angelica's a bit of a babe."  
"She's my cousin," Frodo snapped, snatching the book away and stroking it with his palm before 
placing it carefully back on his night stand.  

"So? Doesn't mean you can't admire her womanly charms." Merry outlined her womanly 
charms reverently in the air, and Frodo scowled. The sound of the lawn mower grew louder 
and softer outside, like a bee circling the room, as Sam made the rounds of the large garden. 
Frodo deliberately turned his back on the floor-to-ceiling plate glass window and eyed Merry.  

"Frodo, dude, where do you keep your porn?" He shifted positions, started digging around 
under the mattress.  

"Merry!"  

"What!"  

"Don't you talk about anything but sex? Or think anything?"  

Merry squinted a little. "Nope." Frodo scowled. "What's up, Fro bro? Not into the ladies 
yourself? Prefer the lads, do you?"  

Frodo cursed the blood rising to his face, and cursed again the sound of the lawn mower 
approaching. He would not turn around. He would not.  

The Phantom by Meli 

"But why?" Viscountess Rose Cotton stamped her foot and glared at the handsome young 

singer before her. "Why won't you say yes and come with me?"  
Sam sighed sadly and turned away. "He'd never let me go, Rosie. And he knows so much, he's 
taught me more than I could ever imagine."  

Rose turned him back to her and brushed aside his hair. "And for that, you'll stay your life 
forever here? With his dictating your every move, and threatening you if you refuse?"  

"He loves me."  

Rosie gasped and flinched back as if struck. "He doesn't!"  



"I do." The voice was quiet and commanding. "I love him, Viscountess. Would you force me to 
give up the one thing the world has granted me?"  

A mask covered his face, and Rose wished it away desperately, wanting to the see the eyes of 
her rival. "You aren't the only one who loves him."  

Sam turned from one to the other, torn. "I don't see why it has to be so hard," he said, mostly to 
himself.  

The Phantom glided forward and rested one white gloved hand upon Sam's shoulder. "It's the 
easiest thing in the world. Stay with me, Sam. And you as well, Viscountess."  

"With you?" Again Rose was taken aback. "We don't even know your name."  

He lifted both hands and undid the ties to the mask, drawing it away. Blue eyes and dark hair, 
and a scar that marred the purity of his face. "My name is Frodo," he said, and for the first time 
ever, he sounded nervous.  

Labyrinth by Meli 

Sam was getting frustrated. Everywhere he went, Rosie was there, following him constantly. 
Finally unable to take it, he screamed to the sky, "I wish the goblins would come and take you 
away, right now!"  

Thick clouds covered the sun, and a flash of lightning split the sky, blinding Sam. When his 
eyes cleared, he was amazed to see a handsome hobbit in pale tight breeches and a flowing 
white shirt. He held a globe of glass in one hand, and there were feathers in his dark hair.  

Rosie was nowhere to be seen.  

Sleepy Hollow by Meli 

Rose Cotton straightened her long skirt and stepped boldly off the stagecoach. She had come to 
Sleepy Hollow to solve the mystery, and solve the mystery she would. It would show them all.  

She walked on through the grey town, noticing the windows closed before her, and the children 
swept inside. Step by step she made her way to the large house on the hill.  

As she waited for an answer to her knock, a moan came to her ears. In the dim twilight she 
could just make out two figures locked in a passionate embrace. Rosie averted her gaze and 



breathed a silent sigh of relief when the doors opened. She picked up her bags and entered the 
light and heat.  

A group of young people moved in a circle at one end of the room. As she moved through 
them, she heard the blindfolded young man in the middle chanting. It was something of a shock 
to find herself grabbed. "Is it Lila?" he asked, tracing her face with his fingers.  

"Your pardon, sir," she murmured. "I am a stranger here."  

Still blindfolded, the man smiled. "Then have a kiss on account," he replied, and kissed her 
cheek. As he drew back, another man caught her eye. Dark hair and blue eyes would have been 
stunning if he hadn't been so angry.  

Her kisser removed the blindfold and blinked. Rose decided to ask away. "I'm looking for 
Hamfast Gamgee."  

"I'm his son, Samwise Gamgee."  

"And you, stranger? We have not heard you name yet."  

Rosie sniffed and looked away. "I have not said it."  

The dark-haired man moved forward angrily. "You need a lesson in manners, girl."  

"Come, come, we'll have no raised voices" said a new voice, and the man of the house himself 
entered. "It is only to raise spirits that my wife and I have opened our home this evening."  

Rosie pulled out her letter of commission and handed it to him, introducing herself as she did 
so. "I'm Rose Cotton, sent from Tookland to investigate the murders."  

All color drained from Hamfast's face. "Yes, well, you'd better come along then."  

Fellowship of nine by Meli 

When the Ring passed to Meli Took, Gandalf urged her to take it from the Shire to the Elves. 
Accompanying her on her quest was her faithful gardener maidservant Molly Brandybuck, and 
her young cousins Daisy Gamgee and Sammie Baggins. After many misadventures, the four 
Hobbits arrived in Rivendell. Meli had been wounded on the journey, but the Ring was still 
safe.  

A council was held to determine to fate of Middle Earth. Meli volunteered to take the Ring to 
Mount Doom and destroy it. Gandalf agreed to go with her, as did Arwen Evenstar of the Elves, 



Faramir of Gondor, and Gimli the dwarf. Halberad of the Dunedain, her guide and guardian 
offered his sword. Not to be outdone, her Hobbit companions declared they were going as well.  

They were a Fellowship of Nine, with a sacred quest, and a mission that would take them 
farther than they ever could have imagined.  

Hobbits in a wardrobe by Meli 

It was completely by accident that Meli found herself in another world. Hiding from Sammie, 
she'd nipped into a large wardrobe, and fearing to be caught, she pressed back, hoping to hide 
behind the coats. Instead, she'd fallen backwards and landed in the snow in a world very 
different than her own.  

Thus began their adventures in Narnia.  

Velvet Goldmine by Meli 

Sam Slade stood at the edge of a clearing, staring at a stage he had recently occupied himself. 
His wife Rosie stood as his side, but he had eyes only for the half-naked dark-haired man 
writhing on stage.  

He'd been called Frodo Wild, and he was the most beautiful thing Sam had ever seen. He 
decided at that moment there was nothing he wanted more than to meet the other man.  

And many years later, after he had become quite famous, he did.  

Spider-Hobbit by Meli  

When Frodo Parker was bitten by a genetically mutated spider, his life changed dramatically. 
Suddenly he had all these new powers, and the responsibilty to use them to help others.  

His roommate and best friend, Sam Osbourn was dating the girl he loved, and Frodo ended up 
accidentally causing the death of Sam's father, but they weathered that and the three of them 
lived happily in Sam and Frodo's large smial. It was a little tense at times, trying to keep his 
lovers from finding out his secret identity of Spider-hobbit, especially since Sam wanted to kill 
Spider-hobbit, but he managed.  

Not even spider powers could stand in the way of love.  



Reign of fire by Meli 

"Are you sure this is the way?" Rosie asked, and Frodo nodded firmly.  

"It nearly killed me when I was a boy, and my mother died down here. I think I know the way."  

Sam sighted along the barrel of his gun. "Better hope it can't hear us," he said. "Now, remember, 
we want the dragon dead. We're taking back the Shire for the Hobbits."  

Rosie nodded and began climbing the ladder after Frodo. "We remember."  

Something completely different by Meli 

Meli shuffled her papers together and looked at the others. "Well? What've we got?"  

As the meeting continued, skits were discussed, tweaked, assigned, played out, rejected, and 
improvised. Finally, the five members of Frodo Baggins' Flying Circus and their token male 
character were set.  

"Right," said Molly. "This is going to be a great show. See you all here first thing Monday 
morning for filming." Daisy, Sammie, Meli, Aster and Del nodded and filed out. 

The nightmare before Christmas by Mely 

Rosie, Sam and Frodo were the best trick-or-treaters in all of HalloweenShire. They worked for 
Mr Oogie Bilbo, the feared boogie man of HalloweenShire.  

All of HalloweenShire hailed to the Pumpkin King, Aragorn Skelton. His best friend Arwen was 
a ragdoll who had been created by Dr. Elrondstien. Arwen was constantly trying to get away 
from Dr Elrondstien.  

When Aragorn hit upon the idea of taking over ChristmasGondor, Rosie, Sam and Frodo were 
given the important task of kidnapping Santa Gimli so Aragorn could take his place. The three 
embraced their mission with pride, and set forth as Aragorn had instructed them. 

The silence of the lambs by Sanguinary 



Special Agent Rosie Cotton walked down the corridor, sensible shoes clicking on the tile. 
Though she was nervous inside, it did not show though the calm expression on her face. Rosie 
had her coat in one hand and her briefcase in the other, leaving She tried to listen to Dr. 
Lobelia's prattling but her mind kept returning to Agent Samwise and his scared face. Sam's 
face was a warning for Rosie to heed, a warning of what would happen if she let herself forget 
for a moment that no matter how charming or how seductive Dr. Baggins may seem, he was 
still a deadly monster. She had seen the pictures of his victims, all ordinary people with nothing 
similar about them other than the fact that they were all rude. When the Baggins case had gone 
to court, his lawyer had tried to prove that the sudden change in Baggins diet had been caused 
by a strange gold ring he came into possession of. However, the jury didn't buy that and they 
sentenced the cannibal for life.  

Dr. Lobelia left Rosie in the hands of a rather large intern. He smiled, trying to put Rosie at ease. 
'Hi, I'm Hamfast. She told you, don't get near the glass?'  

Rosie extended her hand and shook it. 'Yes, she did. Rosie Cotton.'  

'Nice to meet you, Rosie. You can hand your coat up there if you like.'  

'Thank you, I will.' Rosie hung the coat on the hanger, glad to be rid of it.  

'He's past the others, the last cell. You keep to the right. I put out a chair for you.'  

'Oh yes, it's very good. Thank you.' Rosie replied, distracted by her thoughts of Sam. She 
couldn't get the image of his damaged face from her mind. Part of her wondered why she, 
among all the Hobbits in the Academy, had been chosen for this job. Rosie knew that her no-
nonsense attitude had helped in a lot of places, but would it help a psychopath? She stepped 
into the corridor and flinched a little as the bars slammed shut behind her.  

Hamfast must have noticed her flinch because he gave her another smile, 'I'll be watching. 
You'll do fine.'  

Rosie nodded and continued down the corridor towards Dr. Frodo Baggins's cell.  

Special Agent Rosie Cotton by Sanguinary 

Butterflies fluttered around Rosie's head. She tried to bat them away with her free hand as her 
right hand was preoccupied with the gun it clasped. From down in the tunnels, Rosie could 
hear Marigold screaming for help.  

Somewhere in the dark, an old man cackled, 'Preciousssss! Precioussssss!"  



Rosie tightened her grip on her gun. It was no wonder why Frodo had known so much about 
the serial killer. It was too bad no one else had realized that both Frodo and Bilbo had the same 
last name. And with an uncle like Bilbo, it was no wonder Frodo was insane.  

And then there was that 'Precious' that Bilbo kept screaming about. Rosie knew exactly where 
Precious was; down the well in Marigold's arms. Why Bilbo thought the dog was with the 
escaped Frodo confused Rosie. However, there was no time for confusion in the basement. 
Rosie ejected her old clip and slid in a new one, just waiting patiently for Bilbo to make his 
move.  

Suddenly the lights failed, plunging the mouldy basement into darkness.  

Rosie uttered a very unladylike word and pressed her back to the wall. There was only one way 
for her to get out of here alive, and that would require Rosie to shoot Bilbo Baggins.  

Platform 9 3/4 by Sanguinary 

Frodo Baggins stood on Platform nine and three-quarters. He adjusted his thick glasses and 
picked up his bags.  

'Frodo, wait up!' Samwise Gamgee, Frodo's best friend, came running towards Frodo, his hand-
me-down trunk in one hand and Gollum's cage in his other hand.  

'Sam!' Frodo embraced his friend, 'I've missed you this summer.'  

'I missed you too Frodo.' Sam squeezed Frodo and stepped back. 'And so did Rosie.'  

'I can tell him that myself.' Rosie walked up beside Sam, gently chastising him. But though her 
words were meant to be sharp, her friendly tone dissolved any bitter tinge they contained. She 
smiled at Frodo and gave him a quick hug, 'It's good to see you again.'  

'And it's good to see you.' Frodo smiled at his two best friends. 'After this summer, school is a 
welcome change.'  

'Were the Sacksville-Baggins as horrible as ever?'  

'Lotho's grown fat again so everyone was on a 'diet' because of him. It's almost like they want 
me to be hurgry." Frodo shook his head, hair flapping in every direction.  

'You should think about getting this cut.' Rosie pushed Frodo's hair out of his face, her fingers 
brushing against the strange ring-shaped scar in his forehead before dropping away. 'You do 
nothing but fight with it all the time.'  



'I rather like his hair the way it is.' Sam interjected.  

'Thank you Sam.' Frodo smiled at Sam. Sam blushed, his red cheeks matching his red hair.  

The train whistled and steam flooded the platform. 'That's enough lollygagging you two. We 
better hurry if we want to get on the train.' Rosie smiled at both boys and Frodo knew that this 
was going to be a great year.  

'Last one on is a dirty orc!' Frodo cried as he rushed the train, Rosie and Sam running right 
behind him.  

Play it again, Sam by Singe 

"Play it again, Sam."  

"Aw, Frodo, you don't want to hear that..."  

"You played it for HER you can play it for ME!" Frodo shouted. Sam sighed and turned to the 
piano again. The clear notes of the old, gentle song crushed Frodo's head to the top of the bar 
and he pawed a hand through his hair as if he could pull his memories out. The very air tasted 
of the dust of bitter love-lost and Frodo suddenly threw a shot glass against the wall. It didn't 
help. Sam stopped playing.  

"Oh, Sam." Frodo moaned. "Of all the gin joints in all the cities in all the world...she had to walk 
into mine."  

Gone with the Wind by Singe 

"I'm off to the Havens!" Frodo threw on his cloak and opened the door. Sam and Rosie made a 
leap and Frodo found it particularly hard to walk with Sam on his left leg and Rose on his right.  

"But you can't leave us! Whatever shall we do!" Sam wailed.  

"Wherever shall we go! What's to become of us!" Rosie cried.  

Frodo hopped out of their grasp and they fell on their faces. "Frankly, my dears..." He pulled his 
hood up. "I don't give a damn." And he was gone.  

Sam and Rosie clung to each other. "Sam, what happens now?"  



"I don't know, Rosie. I can't think now. But don't lose hope. I'll...think about it tomorrow."  

"Tomorrow?"  

"Yes. After all, tomorrow is another day!"  

The much wackier alternative to 'Fading' by 

Slipstream 

Sam like oliphaunts well enough in poems and at a distance, but would be like one in the tater patch?  

"Sam-dad, there's an oliphaunt in the tater patch."  

"That's nice, Ru- a what?"  

"An oliphaunt. In the tater patch."  

"*sigh* Ruby, there is no oliphaunt in the tater patch. And besides, oliphaunts live leagues and 
leagues away, down south, past Gondor, even. What would one be doing at Bag End, eh?"  

"I don't know the hows or the whys, daddy, I just know that there is..."  

"Go back to those papers, Sam, I'll see to the oversized paciderm."  

"Thank you, Frodo."  

*from outside* "See, Ruby? There is no oliphaunt in the garden, and definitely not in the tater 
paaa-OH ELBERETH!!!"  

CRUNCH.  

"...Uncle Frodo?"  

Opera ghost by Mary 

Fredegar Bolger was the youngest dancer in the company. The young noblemen who can to the 
opera called the ballet corps the 'petite rats', but none of the dancers really cared. It was better 
than being a whore or a factory worker, after all.  



Lobelia was the prima-donna, and nobody ever fitted that title quite like she did.  

The company was hard-working and reknowned, drawing in audiences from all the Shire. It 
was owned by two young businessmen with no music in their souls whatsoever, Mr Peregrin 
and Mr Meriadoc, but what they lacked in art they made up for in savvy, and the opera house 
thrived.  

There were stories, of course. About a ghost haunting the shadows behind the stage, strange 
goings-on that none could explain. Whenever Fredegar mentioned these, though, his friend Sam 
would laugh and shake his head.  

"Don't be daft, Fatty. There's no such thing."  

The secret garden by Mary 

When Rosie Cotton was eleven, her parents died of cholera and she was sent to stay with Bilbo 
Baggins, who lived on the moors in a large drafty smial with lots of rooms. Having very little to 
do, she took to playing in the sprawling gardens of the estate, where one day she met a boy 
playing a small wooden flute. His name was Sam, and he talked with an amusingly rustic 
accent.  

Bilbo Baggins, it should be noted, was a bitter old hunchback who had long ago ordered one of 
the gardens to be locked off, because his beloved Lobelia had adored it and then died and left 
him alone. But Rosie was a curious child, and wanted to find the key to this secret garden.  

Luckily enough, Sam owned a metal detector and they were soon in business.  

Then, one night, when Rosie was lying in bed - exhausted from a day of digging and planting 
with Sam, nudge nudge wink wink - and heard someone whining. She followed the sound until 
she found a small, sickly, grouchy hobbit in one of the many big dark rooms of the big dark 
smial.  

"My name's Frodo," he said. "Are you a ghost?"  

Shallow Grave by Mary 

They'd find a new flatmate eventually. There wasn't a pressing deadline on the task, after all, 
and the interview process was worth its weight in unpaid rent.  



"When is the last time someone said these exact words to you: You are the sunshine of my life?" 
Frodo asked.  

"Do you have a problem with the conducting of Satanic practises within apartment premises on 
a weekly basis?" Rosie queried politely.  

"You're aware, of course, of our all-nude policy?" Sam's voice was conversational.  

Oddly enough, few applicants bothered to make a follow-up phonecall.  

Nerf-herder by Mary 

"You're nothing but a scruffy-looking... NERF HERDER!" Rosie spluttered, unable to find a 
curse strong enough to use, storming off down the corridor.  

Sam paused momentarily. "Hey!" he shouted. "Who's scruffy-lookin'?!"  

Rosie wouldn't have been in such a lousy mood with Sam (except that he really was utterly 
infuriating) if not for the fact she was still terribly worried about Frodo. He was healing well in 
the bacta tank, but being shoved inside a dead tauntaun wasn't exactly the best first-aid an 
injured person had ever enjoyed. Only time would tell how healed he'd be, really. Thank 
goodness Sam had found him.. thank goodness they'd both come back safely. If she lost either 
of them...  

Rosie shook her head. She wasn't going to start thinking about that, it was too confusing, and 
they had bigger problems right now. The rebel base's location had been discovered by the 
empire.  

X-hobbits by Nanni 

Merry and Pippin tumbled into the Rec room, laughing. Merry struck a dramatic pose and said, 
"Oh Sam! I love you dearly, but I know how much you love Rosie! I love her too, and yet- after 
all I have put you through how could I ever allow myself to come between you?"  

Pippin snickered and said, "Oh Frodo! You are Frodo, aren’t you, Merry?" Merry nodded. "Oh 
Frodo! I wish I could be with you and Rosie both, but how could that ever be? Oh Frodo! Oh 
Rosie!"  



"Oh Sam! Oh Frodo! I love you both, but how could we be together as long as we are who we 
are? The X-Men leaves no room for family!" Merry finished declaiming and glanced at Pippin. 
That did it. The two fell onto the coach in a fit of convulsive laughter.  

"Why haven’t they just given up and kissed each other senseless by now?" Pippin asked idly.  

"Angst." Merry said firmly. "Professor Gandalf has been slipping them injections of angst on the 
sly."  

"Really? Why?"  

"We’ve been keeping him up late nights and he doesn’t want to have to deal with another 
couple...er...threesome, disturbing his rest."  

"Ah." Pippin nodded. "Want to go for Root Beer floats?"  

"With Dinny and Stel?"  

"Sounds good."  

"Right. You know, I’ve still got Frodo’s car keys..."  

Fight Club by Sanguinary Red 

First Frodo gets you a job washing dishes at the Green Dragon, next thing you know he's 
shoving Sting in my mouth and telling me the key to living forever is you have to die first.  

People were always asking me if I knew Frodo Baggins.  

He pushes the sword in deeper, grazing the back of my throat with its point, "Any words to 
mark this momentous occasion?"  

With a sword shoved in your mouth, you can only speak in vowels. Careful vowels, while your 
tongue slips along the metal surface, tasting old Orc blood.  

Three minutes until the Shire explodes, and I'm wondering how Orc blood could taste to damn 
terrible.  

Frodo looks at me with those cold blue eyes that suck you in and spit you out when they've 
sucked everything useful out of you. He pulls the sword out and I spit on the floor, trying to get 
the taste out of my mouth. The blade glistens in the twilight, saliva hanging on its surface like 
dew on fresh grass. He gives me a look.  



"I can't think of anything."  

And, as I kneel on top of the grass roof of Bag End, with the full knowledge that there are 
enough fireworks stored beneath us to destroy this entire hillside, I can't help but think back to 
how this all started. Like how all things start.  

With a woman. A woman named Rosie Cotton.  

 

Elanor Elanor Elanor! by Mary 

Here's the story  

of a lovely hobbit  

who was dreaming of six very lovely girls  

and some boys too, eight should do it  

footfur all in curls  

 

Here's the story  

of Sam and Frodo  

who'd be busy with dreaming of their own  

they were two lads, questing off together  

but they were all alone  

 

Until the one day when the lass,  

she met these fellows  

and they knew that it was much more  

than a hunch  

that these three should somehow form a family  

that's the way they all became the Gardner bunch. 
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Useimpina aamuina hän jää herättyään makaamaan aivan liikkumatta, antaen auringon 

suudella paljaita käsivarsiaan ja tilkkutäkin lämmön pitää hänet puoliunessa. Frodo ja Sam 

hengittävät kevyesti muistoissa joita hän ei voi koskaan tavoittaa. Heidän silmäripsensä 

värisevät kuin oudot luurankomaiset hyönteiset, mustina vasten siniharmaita varjoja heidän 

silmiensä alla.  

 

Ennemmin tai myöhemmin he kummatkin tulevat jättämään hänet. Hän puree huultaan ja 

laittaa sormensa ristiin ja toivoo että se myöhemmin ei koskaan tule; mutta jossakin heidän 

sisällään on kohta joka ei koskaan parane. Se on näkyvämpi Frodon tapauksessa, hänen 

hiljaisuudessaan ja arvissaan, mutta Samissa se on myös varmasti. Niin pieni tila, niin pieni 

tyhjyys. 

 

Hän piti kaikki isänsä tilikirjat järjestyksessä kun oli vielä kolmannellakymmenennellään ja osaa 

ommella helman nopeammin kuin kukaan tuntemansa hobitti. Sam huokaa joskus ja sanoo että 

toivoisi muiden ymmärtävän mitä Frodo teki heidän kaikkien hyväksi, ja Ruusa miettii miksi 

Sam ei ymmärrä mitä Ruusa tekee heidän puolestaan yhä vieläkin. Pimeys on yhä heidän yllään 

ja sitä vastaan pitää yhä taistella. Ei se ole ohi ennen kuin siivous on tehty, niinkuin Sam itse 

sanoo, ja heissä on vielä paljon rikkinäistä.  

 

Ruusa tietää että heillä on syitä syidenkin päälle lähteä, kipuja jotka eivät vähene edes unessa. 

Mutta joka päivä hän yrittää löytää uusia syitä miksi heidän pitäisi jäädä, ja ehkä jonakin 

päivänä vaaka tulee olemaan taas tasapainossa.  

 

Hänen vanhempansa eivät pidä siitä että hän lähtee vuoteestaan keskellä yötä ja menee siihen 

huoneeseen missä Sam nukkuu, mutta avioliitto on vain ajan kysymys, joten he eivät toru 



häntä. Mitään ei kuitenkaan tapahdu. Hän vain katselee mielellään Samia pimeinä tunteina 

ennen aamunkoittoa. Ja Frodo ja Sam ovat nukkuneet yhdessä niin pitkään että ovat unohtaneet 

miten nukkua erillään, tai siltä ainakin vaikuttaa.  

 

Nukkuneet yhdessä. Se sanoo eri asioita kuin mitä merkitsee, yleensä, mutta Ruusa ei koskaan 

ole kierrellyt asioita, ja ei siinä huoneessa muuta tehdä kuin nukuta. Kun Ruusa kiipeää 

vuoteeseen ja hengittää sisään Samin tuoksua, Sam liikahtaa heräämättä ja tekee hänelle tilaa. 

Hän on aivan liian tottunut nukkumaan toisten kanssa. Hänen kätensä eivät eksy kutsumatta 

Ruusan vyöteisille eikä hän varasta peittoa. Joskus kun painajaiset ovat erityisen pahoja Frodo 

huutaa unissaan, tai potkii, mutta niitä hetkiä lukuunottamatta Ruusa tuskin huomaa että ei ole 

yksin vuoteessa. Vaikka nuo kaksi ovat niin lähellä hänen leponsa tuntuu yksinäiseltä.  

 

Sam on nyt poissa, istuttamassa ja rakentamassa, uusimassa ja korjaamassa. Ruusa seisoo 

pääportin vieressä ja katsoo varhaisaamun vaunuliikennettä ja tynnyreitä tien laidalla, ja toivoo 

että Sam olisi hänen luonaan. Uusi ja korjaa minut, Sam, hän tahtoo sanoa. Hän tahtoo olla 

itsekäs, tahtoo Samin myös olevan itsekäs. Eivätkö he ole ansainneet edes hieman itsekkyyttä? 

Tuntuu kuin hän olisi odottanut ikuisesti elämänsä matkan alkavan, mutta on vain kulkenut 

ympyrässä samoja vanhoja polkuja.  

 

Kun Sam on poissa, Ruusa nukkuu omassa vuoteessaan, samassa vuoteessa jossa hän on 

maannut kaikki tyttövuotensa uneksien aviomiehestä ja sylilapsista ja saduista, ja Frodo 

nukkuu Ruusan isän hänelle järjestämässä huoneessa. Ruusa pelkää että Frodolle tulee kylmä, 

mutta Frodo ei ole kuten Sam. Samia Ruusa voi pomottaa, koska hän tuntee hänet läpikotaisin 

ja ylhäältä alas, on tuntenut jo vuosia. Frodo, sen sijaan, on aivan toinen tapaus. Ruusa ei tiedä 

miten edes alkaa selvittää hänen arvoitustaan, eikä tiedä haittaisiko Frodoa hänen yöllinen 

läheisyydentarpeensa.  

 

Ruusa rikkoo munan kulhon reunaa vasten ja näkee veritahran munankeltuaisessa, eikä hän 

muista onko se paha enne vai ei. Sillä tuskin tuntuu olevan väliä. Hän laittaa kattilan liedelle ja 

menee katsomaan onko Frodo jo hereillä. Ovi on raollaan, ja hänen isänsä istuu vuoteen 

vierellä. Frodon kuumeiset kädet tarraavat hänen hihaansa ja kiveä Frodon kaulalla.  

 

"Se on poissa ainaiseksi," sanat putoilevat mutinana, hengettä ja kuiskaten. "Ja kaikki on nyt 

mustaa ja tyhjää."  

 

"Hys," Ruusan isä sanoo hieman levottomalla äänensävyllä, samalla jota hän käytti kun Ruusa 

kysyi kanoista ja kukoista tai uusista karitsoista. "Lepää vain, Frodo-herra."  

 



"Minä huolehdin hänestä, jos tahdot," Ruusa tarjoutuu ennen kuin huomaa puhuvansa. Mutta 

voi, häntä koskee nähdä Frodo tuskaisena. "Minulla on aamu vapaana."  

 

"En tiedä tarvitseeko hän erityisesti hoitajaa. Hän nukkuu enemmän kuin on valveilla." Olkiaan 

kohauttaen Ruusan isä jättää tyttärensä leikkimään sairaanhoitajaa. Hän ei ole oikein koskaan 

osannut käsitellä tyttölastaan, tahtoo pitää hänestä huolta ikään kuin hän olisi yhä sylilapsi. 

Pojat ovat helppoja kasvattaa, heihin voi suhtautua kuin oppipoikiin, mutta tyttäret tarvitsevat 

kaikenmoisia rituaaleja jotka on parempi jättää hameväelle.  

 

"Frodo?" Ruusa kysyy ja sujauttaa kätensä Frodon käsien väliin. Huone on suljettu ja varjoisa, 

mutta koska päivä on muutenkin harmaa ja sateinen tuntuu turhalta avata verhoja.  

 

"Sam?" Frodon silmät ovat puoliksi avoinna.  

 

"Ei, Roosa tässä."  

 

Hänen kätensä tärisevät, sydämen syke hänen ihonsa alla kuin pelästynyt lintu. Ruusan nimen 

kuullessaan Frodo tuntuu heräävän hieman harhoistaan ja naurahtaa kuivasti. "Kun olit pieni 

tapasit hiipiä Repunpään puutarhaan kun luulit etten huomaisi, ja varastaa ruusuja kun ne 

olivat vielä nupullaan. Bilbosta se oli herttaista."  

 

"No, ei meillä täällä Virranvarressa ole puoliksikaan yhtä hienoja ruusuja," Ruusa vastaa 

kiusoitteluun, puristaen tiukemmin Frodon nihkeitä sormia kun uusi sairauden tai kivun 

kouristus kulkee hänen lävitseen ja saa hänet haukkomaan henkeään.  

 

"Mutta et koskaan odottanut kunnes ne olivat täysi-ikäisiä, se tapasi hämmentää Samia. 'Ruusut 

ovat sievimmillään täydessä kukassa, miksei hän odota?'" Frodo pitää äänensävynsä kepeänä 

mutta ei voi tukahduttaa pientä tuskan henkäisyä.  

 

"En ole kärsivällistä tyyppiä." Hän koskettaa Frodon otsaa ja huomaa sen olevan nihkeä ja 

kylmä. Frodo on kuumeinen ja kylmissään samanaikaisesti, eikä sille näy olevan muuta 

parannusta kuin aika.  

 

"Merri... Merri sanoi että kotiinpaluu tuntui kuin olisi herännyt unesta," Frodo sanoo, ja 

kostuttaa huuliaan. "Mutta minusta tuntuu kuin olisin vaipumassa uneen. Mikään... mikään ei 

oikein tunnu todelliselta, enää."  

 

"Älä puhu jos se koskee."  



 

"Ei, tahdon puhua. Minun täytyy, se tekee sen todelliseksi." Frodo pakottaa itsensä istumaan 

ylös tyynyjä vasten. "Miksi sinun isäsi ei liittynyt joukon jatkeeksi, Roosa? Melkein kaikki muut 

varakkaat hobitit liittyivät."  

 

"Hän on hyvää lajia," Ruusa vastaa lopulta. Hän ei koskaan ajatellut sitä aikaisemmin. "He 

olisivat rikastuttaneet häntä, mutta... hän olisi päätynyt köyhemmäksi, jos tuosta mitään selkoa 

ottaa."  

 

"Kaikilla on hintansa," Frodo sanoo, mutta Ruusa ei loukkaanu. Hän tietää että Frodo ei enää 

tarkoita hänen isäänsä. "Kaikilla on murtumiskohtansa." Frodo kuulostaa eksyneeltä.  

 

"Kunpa ymmärtäisin mitä sinä ja Samvais koitte," Ruusa myöntää. "Mutta en voi ymmärtää. Se 

tuntuu yhtä epätodelliselta kuin lentävät possut tai kylmänä palava tuli."  

 

"Ei sinun kuulu ymmärtää. Konkari... minun kai pitäisi kutsua häntä kuningas Elessariksi, 

mutta minulle hän on yhä Konkari; hän suojeli vuosikausia Kontua jotta hobittien ei koskaan 

tarvitsisi tietää mitä hän teki heidän puolestaan. Ymmärrätkö?"  

 

"Sinä olet hobitti, ja sinä tiedät."  

 

Frodo suo hänelle pienen, tiukan hymyn, mutta se muuttuu irvistykseksi ja on selvää että tuska 

polttaa häntä pahasti. Kestää tovi ennen kuin hän pystyy taas puhumaan, ja Ruusa yrittää 

muistaa onko Konnussa koskaan aikaisemmin ollut tällaista tautia, mitään mikä voisi auttaa 

häntä keksimään lääkkeen.  

 

"Ehkä jonain päivänä näet valkoisen kaupungin, tapaat sen hallitsijan," Frodo sanoo. Ruusa 

nyrpistää nenäänsä.  

 

"Ehkä. Näkisin mielelläni muita maita, mutta on olemassa suurempia asioita kuin kuninkaat. 

Saduissa heidän päänsä hakataan irti ja heidän linnansa kaadetaan."  

 

Frodo naurahtaa, ja se ääni ilahduttaa Ruusan sydäntä.  

 

"Sinusta tulisi hyvä prinsessa, Roosa," hän sanoo, ja Ruusa hymyilee kohteliaasti vaikka ei 

olekaan samaa mieltä.  

 

"Luuletko voivasi syödä hieman? Saat lientä jos sinusta tuntuu ettet kestä mitään vahvempaa."  



 

"Ei, ei siihen ole mitään tarvetta."  

 

"Minun mielikseni?" Hän ei tahdo pakottaa mutta Frodo vaikuttaa niin hennolta, mikä on 

kaksinkertaisesti surullista ottaen huomioon kuinka terve ja hauskannäköinen hän aikoinaan 

oli. Tuntuu kuin ne vuodet jotka aikaisemmin eivät häneen koskeneet ovat nyt kaikki kaatuneet 

kerralla hänen niskaansa.  

 

Frodo nyökkää, ja Ruusa menee hakemaan jotakin mikä lämmittäisi ja ruokkisi häntä.  

 

Kaikkein kauheinta, Ruusa miettii kun etsii puhdasta lusikkaa, kaikkein kauheinta on se että 

hän tuntee että häntä vedetään kaikkiin suuntiin samanaikaisesti. Hän rakastaa Samia, mutta 

hän vietti niin kauan aikaa huolehtien Samin vaeltelusta että rakkaus sotkeutui hänen 

mielessään siihen matkaan ja nyt hän rakastaa Frodoa myös. Eikä tarvitse olla juuri enempää 

kuin toimiva silmäpari jotta näkee että Sam on aikalailla saman ongelman edessä.  

 

Kauheinta kauheimmassa on se, että se ei oikeastaan ole ongelma eikä mikään, koska Frodo 

ei...  

 

"Säästä sanojasi että riittää huomisellekin, Roosa Tölli," hän toruu itseään, vaikka ei varsinaisesti 

puhunutkaan ääneen. Ei ole mitään syytä murehtia kuin märkä kissanpentu, jonkun täytyy 

ottaa itseään niskasta kiinni ja tehdä mitä tekemän pitää. Sen on Frodo hänelle opettanut, 

vaikka hobitit eivät sitä yleensä tietäisikään.  

 

Frodo tuntuu nukkuvan kevyesti kun Ruusa palaa huoneeseen, mutta siitä on vaikea olla 

varma kun tietää millaisessa kunnossa hän aiemmin oli. Mutta rypyt ovat silenneet hänen 

kasvoiltaan ja hänen hengityksensä on tasaisempaa. Ruusa muistaa tarinan jota hän leikki 

lapsena, tarinan prinsessasta joka ei pystynyt heräämään.  

 

"Pisti sormensa värttinään," Ruusa kuiskaa, ja katsoo hirveää arpea siinä mihin Frodon rystynen 

loppuu kesken. "Ja nukahti, eikä kukaan saanut häntä hereille."  

 

Se tuntuu tuskallisen sopivalta, ja muutama kuuma kyynel tipahtaa Ruusan poskilta liemeen. 

Se on väärin.  

 

Mutta tarinoissa on aina jokin keino millä asiat voi pistää kuntoon. Sotilas nappaa kuoleman 

laukkuunsa, nuorin poika tappaa lohikäärmeen, sisar lakkaa puhumasta ja rikkoo taian joka 

muutti hänen veljensä korpeiksi.  



 

Suudelma parantaa nukkuvan kaunokaisen, jos vain saa raivattua tiensä piikkipensaan läpi.  

 

Ruusa nojaa lähemmäs ja asettaa kulhon yöpöydälle niin että Frodo voi syödä sen myöhemmin 

jos jonkin ihmeen kautta hänelle tulee nälkä. Frodon henki tuoksuu makealta ja kostealta ja 

kulkee ilmassa kuumina puhalluksina. Hän tuskin liikahtaa kun Ruusa painaa huulensa hänen 

huuliaan vasten ja vetäytyy takaisin seisaalleen.  

 

"Nuku hyvin, mutta älä pitkään. Herätän sinut pian," Ruusa sanoo, ja sulkee oven lähtiessään.  
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An den meisten Tagen wacht sie auf und liegt ganz still, während die Sonne ihre bloßen 

Arme liebkost und die Wärme der Quiltdecke sie noch halb in ihren Träumen hält. Frodo und 

Sam atmen leise, tief in Erinnerungen versunken, die für immer außerhalb von Rosies 

Reichweite bleiben. Ihre Wimpern flattern wie seltsam knochige Insekten, schwarz gegen die 

blaugrauen Schatten unter ihren Augen. 

  Früher oder später werden die beiden sie verlassen. Sie beißt sich auf die Lippe und kreuzt 

zwei Finger und wünscht sich, später möge niemals kommen; aber da ist ein Ort in ihnen – 

vielleicht noch deutlicher in Frodo mit seiner Stille und seinen Narben, aber ebenso sicher 

irgendwo in Sam – eine Wunde, die nicht heilen will. Ein ganz kleiner Raum ist es nur, eine 

winzige Leere. 

  Sie hat die Buchhaltung ihres Vaters in Ordnung gehalten, während sie noch in den 

Zwanzigern war und sie kann einen Saum schneller nähen als jeder Hobbit, den sie kennt. Sam 

seufzt manchmal und sagt, er wünschte, die Leute könnten sehen, was Frodo für sie alle getan 

hat. Und Rosie fragt sich, ob er sehen kann, was sie alles tut, hier und jetzt. Die Dunkelheit ist 

immer noch da, nach allem, was war, und sie muss immer noch bekämpft werden. Es ist nicht 

vorbei, bevor der Großputz getan ist, wie Sam selbst sagt, und da ist so vieles in ihnen, das 

gerade jetzt in Ordnung gebracht werden muss. 

  Rosie weiß, dass die zwei mehr als genügend Gründe haben zu gehen, und Schmerzen, die 

nicht einmal im Schlaf nachlassen. Aber jeden Tag sucht sie neue Gründe für sie, zu bleiben, 

und vielleicht sind eines Tages die Waagschalen wieder im Gleichgewicht. 



  Ihre Eltern mögen es nicht, dass sie nachts ihr Bett verlässt und in das Zimmer geht, wo Sam 

schläft. Aber Ehe ist für sie eine Frage des Versprechens, nicht des Zeitpunkts, und deshalb 

schelten sie sie nicht wirklich. Es passiert sowieso nichts. Sie liebt es nur, ihn in den dunklen 

Stunden vor der Dämmerung zu betrachten. Und Frodo und Sam haben so lange zusammen 

geschlafen, dass sie anscheinend vergessen haben, wie man das getrennt voneinander tut. 

  Zusammen schlafen. Das kann üblicherweise etwas anderes bedeuten, als wonach es klingt, 

aber Rosie hat nie ein Blatt vor den Mund genommen und schlafen ist alles, was in diesem 

Zimmer passiert. Wenn Rosie sich dicht anschmiegt und die Gerüche von Sam einatmet, dann 

regt er sich, ohne wach zu werden und macht ein wenig mehr Platz für sie. Er ist fast zu gut 

darin, Rücksicht zu üben; keine unwillkommene Arme um ihre Hüften, wenn sie erwacht, oder 

abhanden gekommene Decken. Manchmal schreit Frodo auf, wenn die Alpträume besonders 

übel sind, oder er tritt um sich, aber jenseits von diesen Augenblicken kann Rosie kaum sagen, 

dass sie ihr Bett überhaupt mit jemandem teilt. Selbst mit diesen beiden so dicht bei ihr ist es ein 

einsamer Schlaf. 

  Jetzt ist Sam fort; er pflanzt und baut und macht die Dinge wieder vollständig und neu. 

Rosie steht an der Vordertür und beobachtet das Kommen und Gehen von Karren und 

Leiterwagen den Weg entlang, und sie wünscht sich, er wäre hier bei ihr. Mach mich wieder 

vollständig und neu, Sam, möchte sie ihm sagen. Sie möchte selbstsüchtig sein, wünscht sich, dass 

auch er selbstsüchtig wäre. Haben sie das nicht verdient, wenigstens ein bisschen? Es scheint, 

als hätte sie darauf gewartet, dass ihre Lebensreise beginnt, aber es geht immer die selben alten 

und ausgetretenen Pfade im Kreis herum. 

  Wenn Sam gegangen ist, hält sich Rosie an ihr eigenes Bett, das gleiche Bett, in dem sie ihre 

ganze Mädchenzeit hindurch geschlafen hat, voller Träume von Ehemännern und Babys und 

Märchen. Frodo liegt in dem Bett, das ihr Vater für ihn hergerichtet hat. Sie macht sich Sorgen, 

dass er frieren könnte, aber mit Frodo ist es nicht das selbe wie mit Sam. Sam kann sie 

herumkommandieren, denn sie kennt ihn vorwärts und rückwärts, in- und auswendig, schon 

seit Jahren. Frodo jedoch ist ein anderes Geschöpf. Rosie weiß nicht einmal, an welcher Stelle sie 

damit anfangen soll, ihn zu enträtseln, und sie hat nicht die leiseste Ahnung, ob ihm ihre 

sehnsüchtige Nähe nach dem Gutenacht-Sagen etwas ausmacht. 

  Als Rosie ein Ei an der Schüsselkante aufschlägt, findet sie einen Blutwirbel im Dotter, und 

sie kann sich nicht erinnern, ob das ein böses Omen ist oder nicht. Es spielt wahrscheinlich 

sowieso keine Rolle. Sie setzt den Kessel zum Kochen auf und geht nachsehen, ob Frodo 

inzwischen aufgewacht ist. Die Tür ist angelehnt, und ihr Papa sitzt neben dem Bett. Frodos 

fiebrige Hände tasten nach seinen Ärmelmanschetten und nach dem Edelstein um seinen Hals. 



  „Er ist fort für immer,“ die Worte überstürzen sich in einem Gemurmel, geflüstert und 

atemlos. „Und nun ist alles dunkel und leer.“ 

  „Ruhig jetzt,“ sagt Rosies Vater mit leicht unbehaglicher Stimme, im selben Tonfall, den er 

hatte, als Rosie nach Hennen und Gockeln fragte und nach neugeborenen Lämmern. „Ruh dich 

nur aus, Herr Frodo.“ 

  „Ich werde nach ihm sehen, wenn du möchtest,“ Rosie macht das Angebot, bevor sie richtig 

begreift, dass sie spricht. Aber ach, es tut weh, Frodo so elend zu sehen. „ich habe heute morgen 

Zeit übrig.“ 

  „Ich denke nicht, dass man viel nach ihm sehen muss. Er schläft mehr, als dass er wach 

ist.“Mit einem Achselzucken verlässt Rosies Vater seine Tochter und lässt sie Pflegerin spielen. 

Er hat nie wirklich gewusst, wie er mit seinem Mädchen umgehen soll, er möchte auf sie Acht 

geben, als sei sie noch immer ein Baby. Söhne sind eine einfache Sache, man kann sie 

heranziehen, wie man es mit einem Lehrjungen täte, aber Töchter erfordern alle möglichen 

Arten von Ritualen, die man besser dem Weibervolk überlässt. 

  „Frodo?“ fragt Rosie, und ihre Hand gleitet zwischen seine Finger, während sie sich 

niedersetzt. Der Raum ist verschlossen und abgedunkelt, aber da der Himmel draußen so grau 

ist, würde es wohl kaum etwas nützen, die Vorhänge zurückzuziehen. 

  „Sam?“ Frodos Augen sind halb geöffnet. 

  „Nein, ich bin’s, Rosie.“ 

  Seine Hände zittern, der Herzschlag flattert wie ein verängstigter Vogel unter seiner Haut. 

Beim Klang ihres Namens scheint Frodo ein wenig aus seinem Fiebertraum aufzuwachen und 

gibt ein trockenes Glucksen von sich. 

  „Als du klein warst, hast du dich immer in die Gärten von Beutelsend geschlichen, wenn du 

dachtest, wir könnten dich nicht sehen. Du hast die Knospen der Rosen geklaut, wenn sie 

gerade erst Farbe bekamen. Bilbo fand das umwerfend.“ 

  „Na ja, wir haben nicht halb so schöne Rosen hier in Wasserau,“ gibt Rosie zurück und 

umfasst Frodos klamme Finger fester, als ein neuer Krampf von Krankheit oder Schmerz ihn 

durchzittert und nach Luft schnappen lässt. 

  „Aber du hast nie gewartet, bis sie voll ausgewachsen waren; das hat Sam immer verblüfft. 

,Rosen sind am schönsten, wenn sie blühen, warum kann sie nicht warten?´“ Frodo behält 

seinen leichten Ton bei, kann ein kleines Wimmern aber nicht zurückhalten. 



  „Ich bin nicht gerade von der geduldigen Sorte…“ Sie berührt Frodos Stirn und findet sie 

feucht und kalt. Er durchleidet Frost und Hitze zur gleichen Zeit, und es scheint kein anderes 

Mittel zu geben, als abzuwarten. 

  „Merry… Merry sagte, heimzukommen sei wie das Erwachen aus einem Traum.“ sagt 

Frodo und benetzt seine Lippen mit der Zunge. „Aber ich fühle mich, als würde ich geradewegs 

in einen hineinstürzen. Nichts… nichts fühlt sich im Moment an, als wäre es ganz echt.“ 

  „Sprich nicht, wenn es wehtut.“ 

  „Nein, ich möchte reden. Ich muss, das lässt es wahr werden.“ Frodo zwingt sich in eine 

sitzende Stellung gegen das Kissenpolster in seinem Rücken und rutscht zur Seite, um Platz zu 

machen, damit Rosie mit gekreuzten Beinen auf der Matratze sitzen kann. „Warum hat sich 

dein Vater nicht den anderen angeschlossen? Fast alle Hobbits mit ein bisschen Geld haben es 

getan.“ 

  „Er ist aus einem guten Stall.“ meint Rosie schließlich. Sie hat nie zuvor darüber 

nachgedacht. „Sie hätten ihn vielleicht reicher gemacht, aber… geendet wäre er ärmer, falls das 

irgendeinen Sinn macht.“ 

  „Jedermann hat seinen Preis.“ sagt Frodo, aber Rosie nimmt es ihm nicht übel. Sie weiß, 

dass er nicht mehr von ihrem Vater spricht. „Seinen wunden Punkt.“ Frodo klingt völlig 

verloren. 

  „Ich wünschte, ich könnte verstehen, was du und Sam durchgemacht haben.“ gibt Rosie zu. 

„Aber ich kann nicht. Es ist so unwirklich wie fliegende Ferkel oder kalt brennendes Feuer.“ 

  „Das verlangt auch niemand von dir. Streicher – ich sollte ihn König Elessar nennen, nehme 

ich an, aber in meinem Kopf ist er immer noch Streicher – er hat Jahre seines Lebens damit 

verbracht, das Auenland zu schützen, und zwar mit der Absicht, dass die Hobbits nie von der 

Mühe wissen sollten, die er sich ihretwegen gemacht hat. Verstehst du?“ 

  „Du bist ein Hobbit und du weißt es.“ 

  Frodo schenkt ihr ein kleines, dünnes Lächeln, aber es ist mehr eine Grimasse und ihr wird 

klar, wie qualvoll die Schmerzen für ihn sind. Es dauert eine Weile, bis er wieder ruhig 

sprechen kann, und Rosie versucht sich zu erinnern, ob es im Auenland je eine Krankheit 

gegeben hat, die ihr den Weg zu einem Heilmittel weisen kann. 

  „Vielleicht wirst du eines Tages die weiße Stadt sehen und ihren Herrscher treffen.“ sagt 

Frodo. Rosie rümpft die Nase. 



  „Kann sein. Ich würde gern andere Länder sehen, aber es gibt größere Dinge als Könige. In 

Märchen sind sie immer die, denen man die Köpfe abschlägt und denen man die Schlösser 

zerstört.“ 

  Frodo lacht ein bisschen, und der Klang macht Rosie das Herz etwas leichter. 

  „Du würdest eine gute Prinzessin abgeben, Rosie.“ sagt er, und sie lächelt höflich, obwohl 

sie seine Meinung nicht teilt. 

  „Denkst du nicht, du könntest ein bisschen essen? Es gibt Fleischbrühe, wenn du nichts 

Stärkeres verträgst.“ 

  „Nein, ich glaube kaum.“ 

  „Bitte…“ Sie will eigentlich nicht drängeln. Aber er ist so zerbrechlich, und das ist doppelt 

traurig anzuschauen, wenn man bedenkt, wie gesund und strahlend er einmal ausgesehen hat. 

Es ist, als seien all die zurückgehaltenen Jahre gleichzeitig auf ihn niedergefallen. 

  Frodo nickt, und Rosie geht, um etwas zu holen, das ihn wärmt und sättigt. 

  Das Schlimmste von allem ist, denkt sie, während sie nach einem sauberen Löffel fahndet, 

das Schlimmste ist, das sie in zwei Richtungen gleichzeitig hin- und her gerissen wird. Sie liebt 

Sam, aber sie hat soviel Zeit damit verbracht, sich dieser Fahrt wegen zu sorgen, dass sich alles 

untrennbar in ihrem Kopf verwirrt hat, und jetzt liebt sie Frodo genauso. Und es braucht nicht 

mehr als zwei gute Augen, um zu sehen, dass Sam in genau demselben Zwiespalt steckt. 

  Obwohl der Gipfel allen Übels der ist, dass es keinen wirklichen Zwiespalt gibt, denn Frodo 

ist nicht… 

  „Spar dir den Atem, um deinen Haferbrei abzukühlen, Rosie Kattun,“ schilt sie sich selbst, 

obwohl sie gar nicht laut gesprochen hat. Es hat keinen Sinn, Trübsal zu blasen wie ein nasses 

Kätzchen. Jemand muss sich an die Arbeit machen und tun, was getan werden muss. Wenn 

Frodo sie irgend etwas gelehrt hat, das Hobbits normalerweise nicht wissen, dann ist es dies. 

Er scheint zu dösen, als sie wieder hereinkommt; schwer zu sagen bei der Verfassung, in der 

er vorher war. Aber die Linien in seinem Gesicht haben sich geglättet, und er atmet ruhiger. 

Rosie erinnert sich an eine der Geschichten, die sie früher nachspielte, als sie heranwuchs: die 

Geschichte von der Prinzessin, die nicht mehr aufwachte. „Sie stach sich an einer Spindel,“ 

flüstert Rosie, während sie die schreckliche Narbe betrachtet, mit der Frodos Fingerknöchel jäh 

endet. „Und sie fiel in Schlaf und niemand vermochte sie zu erwecken.“ Es erscheint ihr 

schmerzhaft treffend, und ein paar heiße Tränen fallen von Rosies Wangen in die Brühe. Es ist 

nicht gerecht. 



Aber es gibt immer einen Weg, die Dinge in Ordnung zu bringen, in den Geschichten 

jedenfalls. Der Soldat nimmt den Tod in seinem Sack gefangen, der jüngste Sohn besiegt den 

Drachen, die Schwester wahrt ihr Schweigen und verwandelt ihre Brüder aus Rabengestalt 

zurück. 

Ein Kuss erlöst Dornröschen, wenn es gelingt, einen Weg durch die Dornen zu schlagen. 

Rosie beugt sich vor und stellt die Schüssel auf den Nachttisch, wo Frodo später essen kann, 

falls er wunderbarerweise Hunger haben sollte. Sein Atem ist kränklich-süß und feucht, kleine 

Stöße aus heißer Luft. Er regt sich kaum, als sie mit ihren Lippen über die seinen streift und sich 

wieder aufrichtet. 

„Schlaf gut, aber nicht lange. Ich werde dich bald wecken.“ sagt Rosie zu ihm und schließt 

die Tür hinter sich, als sie geht. 

 

 

Kapitel 1 

Ein verschwendetes Jahr 
 

Du hast ein Jahr verschwendet, sage ich zu ihm. Er bleibt gelassen, weist mich nicht zurecht. 

Natürlich weiß ich, dass er kein Jahr verschwendet hat. Aber ich will seine Abenteuer nicht verstehen, 

und der beste Weg, ihn von Erklärungen abzuhalten, ist so zu tun, als würde es mich nicht kümmern. Es 

sind nicht meine Erfahrungen, es sind seine und die von Herrn Frodo. 

Beutelsend ist ein guter, solider Ort, um eine Familie großzuziehen, und ich bin sehr dankbar 

für die Güte, die mir erwiesen wird. Wenn Herr Frodo mir so viel geben kann, dann kann ich 

ihm diesen kleinen Teil von meinem Sam überlassen, und nur ihm allein. 

 

 

Kapitel 2 

Wach auf 
 

„Rosie, Liebes, denkst du, du könntest…“ 



„Nein, ich denke ganz sicher nicht, dass ich könnte!“ Sam zog den Kopf ein, um dem 

Klatschen des Geschirrtuches auszuweichen. „Es hilft ihm nicht, und du weißt das.“ Ihr Ton 

war sanft, aber nur mühsam beherrscht. 

„Es ist nur ein Bissen zu essen. Ich mache es selbst, wenn du dich so darüber aufregst.“ 

Rosie rollte ihre Augen in Richtung Küchendecke, die Handfläche ausgestreckt, um ihren 

Ehemann aufzuhalten, als er versuchte, an ihr vorbeizukommen. 

„Versuch nicht, mir ein Schnippchen zu schlagen, vor allem, wenn du weißt, dass ich recht 

habe. Ich bin hier, mit einem Baby im Bauch auf halbem Weg zur Geburt, und ich halte die 

Zimmer sauber und wasche das Geschirr ab. Herr Frodo hat hartnäckig darauf bestanden, dass 

du und ich am großen Tisch essen, und ich sage, das Gleiche gilt auch für ihn. Kein Frühstück 

im Bett mehr!“ 

„Morgens ist er nicht sehr kräftig…“ 

„Und das wird er auch nie, wenn du ihn weiter so verhätschelst.“ 

„Dämpf deine Stimme, Mädel, er wird dich hören.“ 

„Samweis Gamdschie, wenn du dieses Tablett in dieses Schlafzimmer trägst, lege ich dich 

übers Knie wie einen Milchbart und schüttel’ auf diese Weise ein bisschen Verstand in dich 

hinein!“ 

Sams Augenbrauen furchten sich. „Seine Fahrt hat ihn erschöpft, und das ist kein Wunder. Er 

muss sich erholen. Das weißt du.“ 

„Ja.“ Rosie rieb mit ihrem harten kleinen Daumen über die sorgenvollen Linien, die Sams 

Gesicht durchzogen. „Aber nicht für immer, liebes Herz. Selbst der allertiefste Schlaf endet 

damit, dass man wieder zu sich kommt, und es ist höchste Zeit, dass du ihn wachrüttelst.“ 

„Klingt wie irgendwas, das ein Elb sagen würde.“ sagte Sam mit einem kleinen, säuerlichen 

Lächeln. 

„Ich hätte es wohl kaum fertig gebracht, dass du mich bemerkst, wenn ich nicht ein bisschen 

davon in mir hätte – oh, fühl, wie es tritt!“ Sie presste seine Handfläche gegen ihren Bauch. 

Einen Augenblick später war da eine weitere, flatternde Bewegung und Sams Augen weiteten 

sich vor Entzücken. 

 „Ich kann es spüren. So stark!“ 



„Ich wette, es ist ein Junge.“ lächelte Rosie. „Will an der Reihe sein mit Treten und Kämpfen 

und kann es kaum abwarten, raus zu kommen.“ 

„Ein bisschen länger, Bübchen.“ Sam wandte sich mit ernsthafter Miene an die Rundung, mit 

einem Finger wedelnd, als würde er schimpfen. „Werd erstmal groß und komm nicht 

herausgesaust, bevor wir bereit für dich sind.“ 

„Alles in Ordnung?“ Rosie und Sam blickten beim Klang der Frage hoch. Frodo lehnte am 

Türrahmen, dunkle Flecken unter seinen großen Augen, als hätte er seit einer Woche nicht mehr 

geschlafen. 

„Frodo, du solltest nicht auf sein, ich wollte dir gerade dein Frühstück hereinbringen.“ Sam 

übersah geflissentlich, dass Rosie ihn warnend anblitzte. 

„Ich habe laute Stimmen gehört. Keine Schwierigkeiten, hoffe ich?“ 

„Das Baby tritt, komm mal fühlen.“ Rosie winkte ihn zu sich. Frodos Hand war leicht und 

kühl, als sie den weichen Stoff von Rosies Kleid berührte. „Kräftiger kleiner Bursche da drin.“ 

Frodo lächelte. „Setzt dich hin, Rosie, leg die Beine hoch. Sam und ich können alles tun, was 

heute getan werden muss.“ 

„Nein, Herr Frodo…“. Sam protestierte, und Frodo legte seine Hand über die seine. 

„Mach dir keine Sorgen um mich, ich bin kein Kind.“ 

Rosie hob eine Augenbraue in einer klaren „Hab ich’s dir nicht gesagt“- Geste, dann setzte sie 

sich mit viel selbstzufriedenem Schwung in den hochlehnigen Stuhl, der am dichtesten vor dem 

Fenster stand. 

„Also gut, wenn ihr beide mich bedienen wollt, dann solltet ihr mir mein Frühstück besser 

auf einem Tablett herbringen.“ grinste sie. 

 

 

Kapitel 3 

Kleine Blume 
 

Das matte, silbrige Licht eines Sichelmondes warf blaugraue Schatten über Frodos Haut, als 

er durch die Halle schlich, so leise er es fertigbrachte. Seine Hände zitterten, ein Schauder, der 

im Tageslicht nachließ und der fast völlig schwand, wenn er lächelte oder lachte. Aber so spät, 



in der Stille, waren seine Handflächen klamm und seine Knochen erbebten unter alten 

Spannungen. 

Üblicherweise, wenn der Schlaf ihn mied, las Frodo ein wenig bei Kerzenlicht, oder er saß am 

Fenster und betrachtete das schlummernde Auenland. Auf seinem Weg zu dem 

zusammengewürfelten Stoß halb durchgelesener Bücher in der Ecke hielt er inne, weil er ein 

Flackern von Feuerschein aus der Küche bemerkte. 

Rosie saß, ruhig atmend im Schlaf, vor dem erleuchteten Herd. Elanor plapperte in den 

wiegenden Armen ihrer Mutter fröhlich mit sich selbst. Als sie Frodo auf der Türschwelle sah, 

quietschte die Kleine glücklich und streckte ihre rundlichen Finger nach ihm aus. 

„Schh, Kleines, weck deine Mutter nicht auf.“ wisperte Frodo, hob sie vorsichtig hoch und 

überließ Rosie ihrer warmen, friedlichen Ruhe. „Komm mit mir, die Nacht anschauen.“ 

Elanor quietschte wieder und streckte sich, um nach der feinen Kette um seinen Hals zu 

grabschen, dann zog sie statt dessen an seinem Haar. 

„Autsch! Also, du hast die Stärke deines Vaters, soviel ist mal sicher.“ 

Ihre winzigen Finger schlossen sich über den seinen und sie patschte auf den narbigen 

Stumpf, der sich allmählich von rosa zu weiß verfärbte. Große Kinderaugen sahen zu ihm 

auf, als wollte sie fragen, wo sich sein Finger versteckte. 

„Ich habe ihn aufgegeben, kleine Blume. Ich habe ihn für dich aufgegeben, für deinen Vater 

und deine Mutter und all die anderen Hobbits, und die Menschen und Elben und Zwerge. Und 

die meisten von ihnen werden niemals etwas davon erfahren, aber ich bin froh darüber.“ 

seufzte er, „Eines Tages wirst du groß genug sein zum Tanzen und Lachen, und Sam kann dich 

lesen und schreiben lehren, und du kannst dir selbst eine wunderschöne Geschichte 

ausdenken.“ 

Elanor patschte so lange auf sein abwesendes, verdüstertes Gesicht, bis er wieder lächelte. Er 

machte es sich in einem Schaukelstuhl bequem, von wo aus er den Garten überblicken konnte 

und ließ sie auf seinem Schoß auf- und abhüpfen. Ihre kleinen Augen schlossen sich langsam, 

der Mund war von einem weiten Gähnen gedehnt, während sie einduselte. 

„Ich habe so viel aufgegeben, aber es war den Preis wert.“ Der Hobbit hielt sie sanft und 

flüsterte, während sie schlief. „Kein Ring der Welt ist mächtiger als du, Elanor. Ich hoffe, du 

weißt das für den Rest deines Lebens.“ 



Keiner von ihnen hatte sich gerührt, als Sam kurz vor der Dämmerung erwachte, und er 

lächelte beim Anblick seiner samt und sonders auf Stühlen zusammengerollten Hausgenossen. 

Die Wärme des Herdes war kaum mehr als eine Erinnerung, während das frühe Sonnenlicht die 

blaugrauen Schatten mit hellem Gold verjagte. 

Behutsam, um sie nicht zu wecken, bugsierte Sam sie einen nach dem anderen in ihre Betten, 

Rosie und Elanor und Frodo. Er küsste sie auf die Stirn, als er sie niederlegte, als könnte er sie 

irgendwie in ihren Träumen beschützen. 

 

 

Kapitel 4 

Alles, was sie brauchen 

 

Heute muss gepflanzt werden, wie an jedem Tag. Dank der emsigen Arbeit von Sam und 

seiner kleinen Schachtel mit Erde gewinnt das Auenland sein reiches, grünes Leben zurück. Die 

Sonne scheint hell, aber nicht zu heiß, und es ist einer von diesen Tagen, die die weniger guten 

bei weitem aufwiegen. 

Rosie jagt die Spinnen aus den Ecken von einem der gemütlichen Schlafzimmer. Es wird von 

einer schweren Eichentruhe an der Wand beherrscht, und es beherbergt den Besitzer des 

Anwesens. Er versucht gerade, ein Baby zum Aufstoßen zu bringen und gleichzeitig einem 

Dutzend vertriebener Achtbeiner aus dem Weg zu gehen. Es ist einer von Frodos guten Tagen, 

seltener vielleicht als noch vor einem Jahr, aber häufig genug, um Rosie und Sam die Hoffnung 

zu geben, dass er sich möglicherweise doch noch erholt. Er springt vor einer besonders großen 

Spinne weg und lacht, als Elanor gegen die plötzliche Bewegung protestiert. 

„Du willst von keiner von denen gebissen werden, Kleines, vertrau mir. Das ist kein Spaß.“ 

erklärt er dem Baby und zieht ein Gesicht, das sie zum Kichern bringt. 

„Wenn du genug Kraft hast, mit dem Baby zu spielen, dann hast du auch Kraft genug, mir zu 

helfen.“ grollt Rosie und reicht ihm einen Stapel Leinentücher. „Die müssen gelüftet werden.“ 

„Ja, meine Dame.“ sagt Frodo mit tiefernster Miene. 

„Keine von deinen Frechheiten jetzt, Herr Frodo. Sam mag dich behandeln, als seiest du ein 

Elbenkönig, aber ich habe eine Familie voller Brüder überlebt, die dachten, sie könnten über 



mich bestimmen, und ich habe nicht die Absicht, mich jetzt auf diese Art von Spielchen 

einzulassen.“ 

„Komm, Elanor, deine Mutter ist schlecht gelaunt.“ flüstert Frodo laut und deutlich dem 

kleinen Mädchen zu. „Wir gehen hinaus und lassen sie damit allein.“ 

„Du hättest auch schlechte Laune, wenn du so viel Staub wegputzen müsstest! Es waren nur 

drei Wochen, in denen ich das nicht geschafft habe mit diesem schrecklichen Husten, und 

Elanor wurde auch noch krank. Die ganze Zeit habe ich Sam gesagt, er soll alles in Ordnung 

halten, kein Aufstand, gerade genug, damit ich nicht so viel aufholen muss, wenn es mir wieder 

gut geht. Ja, Rosie-Weib, sagt er zu mir, sanft wie ein neugeborenes Lamm. Und dann finde ich 

das hier! Wenn ein Ding nicht aus der Erde wächst oder in einem Topf kocht, weiß er nicht, was 

er damit anfangen soll.“ 

„Das ist alles morgen auch noch da, Rosie. Komm in den Garten mit Elanorelle und mir und 

genieß den Sonnenschein.“ 

„Na ja… ich sollte schauen, dass ich diese Laken lüfte. Irgendwie pfuscht du ziemlich damit 

herum.“ 

„Ganz genau. Ich würde sie wahrscheinlich im Dornbusch vergessen, oder nicht?“ fragt 

Frodo das Baby, kitzelt es unter den Armen und bringt es zum Quietschen. 

„Lass Samweis bloß nicht hören, dass wir einen Dornbusch im Garten haben.“ 

„Er erfährt nie, dass ich das gesagt habe, wenn du es ihm nicht erzählst.“ 

„Also Herr Frodo! Schlägst du vor, ich soll Geheimnisse vor meinem Ehemann haben?“ Rosie 

lässt den Besen fallen und reibt sich mit einem Lächeln die Augenbrauen. „Komm, wir packen 

ein Mittagessen ein und finden heraus, wo er abgeblieben ist. Ich habe ihn sagen hören, er wäre 

diese Woche in der Nähe, um ab und an sicherzugehen, ob wir beide uns gut genug fühlen, 

dass er uns allein lassen kann.“ 

Sie nehmen einen Korb, gefüllt mit frühem Obst, ein paar Körnerkuchen, die vom Frühstück 

übriggeblieben sind und eine Flasche frischer Milch für Elanor und machen sich die Straße 

hinunter auf den Weg. Frodos Wangen färben sich an der frischen Luft, und Rosie ist froh zu 

sehen, dass er gesund ausschaut. Sie hat sich zuletzt von ihm ferngehalten, um ihn nicht mit 

ihrem Husten anzustecken, aber jetzt scheint es sicher genug zu sein, und so legt sie den freien 

Arm um ihn. Sie hofft, dass sie bald weiches Fleisch an seinen Seiten fühlen wird und nicht 

mehr nur zerbrechliche Rippen. 



„Sam, wir kommen dich entführen!“ ruft Frodo, als sie ihn unten in den Feldern erspähen. Sie 

winken einander grüßend zu, setzen sich in das weiche, feuchte Gras und beobachten die 

blassgelben Schmetterlinge, die zwischen den Wildblumen herumflitzen. Die scheinen überall 

zu wachsen, selbst dort, wo das Land besonders vernachlässigt wurde. 

„Wir haben Beutelsend fürs erste den Spinnen ausgeliefert.“ erklärt Frodo zwischen zwei 

Apfelbissen. „Aber nach dem Mittagessen starten wir einen Gegenangriff.“ 

„Lasst es bleiben, wenn ihr euch nicht danach fühlt,“ sagt Sam und sein Gesicht verdunkelt 

sich vor Sorge. „ich kann mich darum kümmern, wenn ich nach Hause komme.“ 

„Du hast ein Kind, Sam, nicht drei.“ schilt Rosie. „Ich glaube, du möchtest die ganze Welt 

retten, aber wenn wir die Jammerlappen wären, für die du uns hältst, dann wären wir es nicht 

wert, als erstes gerettet zu werden.“ 

„Eine Logik, über die sich nicht streiten lässt.“ Frodos Grinsen versteckt sich hinter einem 

weiteren Mundvoll Essen. 

Elanor entdeckt eine pelzige Raupe, die einen Grashalm hinaufklettert. Sie streckt die Hand 

aus, um sie zu anzufassen und zieht ihre Finger rasch zurück, als sie das Tierchen berührt. Ihre 

großen Augen wenden sich den drei erwachsenen Hobbits zu, die sie umgeben. Es ist, als 

würden sie alles für sie in Ordnung bringen, einfach dadurch, dass sie da sind. Sie fangen an zu 

lachen, und das bringt auch Elanor zum Lachen, weil sie es mag, wenn sie fröhlich sind, und 

dadurch lachen sie noch mehr. Alles ist vollkommen, nur für diesen Augenblick. Und ein 

Augenblick, ein Hier und Jetzt, ist alles, was sie brauchen. 

 

 

Kapitel 5 

Schmutziges Wasser 
 

In letzter Zeit weinte Elanor mehr als üblich; sie weckte jedermann Nacht für Nacht zweimal 

oder öfter mit ihrem Geschrei und wollte sich nicht beruhigen lassen. Sam machte sich Sorgen, 

aber Rosie sagte ihm nur, er solle sich nicht so anstellen, sie sei ebenfalls ein eigensinniges Baby 

gewesen und es gäbe keinen Grund, sich aufzuregen. Sie schliefen alle in einem Zimmer, denn 

wenn es nicht das Baby war, das brüllte, dann war es Frodo, der im Schlaf würgte, der wortlos 

klagende, leise Schreie ausstieß und mit flatternden Händen unaufhörlich nach seinem Hals 

tastete. Und wenn es nicht das war, dann kamen Rosies Alpträume, dass Sam erneut gegangen 



wäre, ohne ihr zu sagen, wohin, und Sam konnte es kaum ertragen, zu schlafen, wenn es ihm 

nicht gelang, sie allesamt zu trösten. 

Die Wiege stand an der Wand, die der Außenseite am nächsten lag und die Wärme des Tages 

die ganze Nacht hindurch bewahrte. Im Mittelpunkt des Zimmers befand sich das weiche 

Doppelbett, das Rosie und Sam benutzten. Frodo schlief auf einem kleinen Lager auf der 

anderen Seite des Raumes. Sam hatte das Gefühl, das sei nicht recht, aber Frodo versicherte 

ihm, es sei vollkommen in Ordnung so. Er schien sich allerdings niemals wirklich zu 

entspannen, wenn er schlief und Sam überlegte oft, ob es nicht einen sinnvolleren Weg gäbe, 

die Dinge zu regeln. 

Elanor begann zu wimmern. Sam seufzte in sein Kissen und raffte die Energie zusammen, 

aufzustehen und nach ihr zu schauen. Rosie gab ihm einen sanften Klaps auf den Rücken und 

strich ihm mit den Fingern durchs Haar. 

„Schlaf weiter, Sam, ich sehe nach ihr.“ wisperte sie. Sie schlüpfte aus dem Bett, hob das 

blasse Bündel aus der Wiege und wiegte es hin und her. Das Geschrei wurde lauter und Rosie 

warf einen schnellen Blick hinüber zu Frodo, der sich im Schlaf bewegte. 

„Ich nehme sie mit hinaus, bis sie sich beruhigt.“ erklärte Rosie, glitt aus dem Raum und 

schloss die Tür gegen den Lärm von Elanors Protest. Sam seufzte und versuchte, zurück in 

seine Träume zu finden. 

„Sam?“ 

Seine Augen flogen auf beim Klang seines Namens. „Oh, Herr Frodo, es tut mir leid, dass das 

Baby dich geweckt hat.“ 

„Schon gut. Diese Träume enden sowieso besser früher als später.“ Frodo hörte sich sehr alt 

an in der Stille, einsam, ruhig und traurig. 

„Ist das alles, was du nachts vor Augen hast?“ sagte Sam in das dunkle Zimmer hinein, 

während er versuchte, in der Schwärze ein paar Umrisse auszumachen. „Hast du nicht auch ein 

paar hellere Gedanken?“ 

„Erinnerst du dich an das alte Wasserfass, das die Straffgürtels früher hatten? Sie ließen es 

vollaufen und es wurde stockig und grün von Algenschaum. Und dann haben sie es 

stundenlang ausgewaschen und mit klarem, frischen Wasser gefüllt, aber man konnte immer 

noch die Stellen sehen, wo das schmutzige Wasser gewesen war, und sobald sie frisches Wasser 

hineingegossen hatten, wurde es sofort brackig.“ 



„Vergleich dich doch nicht mit irgendeinem rostigen Kübel!“ Sams Stimme war hitzig von 

Unglückseligkeit und Zorn. Rosie Stimme, die Elanor vorsang, wehte herein. All des Königs 

Rösser und all’ des Königs Mannen brachten Humpty Dumpty doch nicht mehr zusammen… 

„Tut mir leid, Sam. Schlaf weiter.“ sagte Frodo in das lange, wortlose Schweigen hinein, das 

auf Rosies Lied folgte. 

„Ich wünschte, ich könnte dir in deine Träume hinterherkommen. Dort kann ich dich nicht 

beschützen und deshalb weiß ich nicht, was ich anfangen soll.“ Sam hielt inne. „Komm hier 

rüber, es ist genug Platz im Bett. Ich werde dich behüten, so gut ich kann, während du schläfst, 

und vielleicht werden deine Träume davon auch besser.“ 

Frodo lachte weich. 

„Rosie würde ein oder zwei Dinge dazu zu sagen haben, dass ich mich in deinem Bett breit 

mache.“ 

„Na ja, bis du eine eigene Frau hast, wird sie mich halt mit dir teilen müssen.“ sagte Sam 

leichthin. Frodo holte tief Atem und antwortete nicht. „Herr Frodo?“ 

„Sam… ich werde nicht heiraten.“ 

„Sei dir da nicht so sicher. Ich habe auch nie gedacht, dass ich’s tun würde, bevor Rosie mir 

geradezu befahl, sie zu fragen. Sie wusste, ich würde nichts für mich selbst verlangen, bevor 

mich nicht jemand anderes dazu zwingt. Irgend ein Mädel wird schon deinen Blick einfangen 

und du wirst dich wieder ganz wie ein Zwanziger fühlen.“ 

Ein langes Schweigen von Frodos Seite des Zimmers, dann… „Sam, das Wasserfass… als sie 

das schmutzige Wasser ausgeschüttet haben, war es leer. Ausgetrocknet. Es ist nichts 

zurückgeblieben.“ 

„Die Zeit wird dich neu ausfüllen. Ich weiß, das wird sie.“ Sam musste es einfach glauben. 

Wenn es nicht stimmte, wozu war dann das Ganze gut gewesen? 

„Nein. Der…“ Frodo gab einen würgenden Laut von sich, als versuchte er, nicht zu weinen. 

„Der Ring hat mich irgendwie dazu gebracht, nichts anderes mehr zu verlangen als Ihn, und 

außer Ihm wird sich wohl nie wieder etwas je schön oder gut anfühlen. Ich schmecke dein Essen 

kaum noch, selbst wenn du stundenlang dafür kochst, und mein Körper… das einzige, was 

noch fehlt, ist, dass ich sterbe.“ 

Sam fühlte ein Stechen in den Augen. Es war nicht gerecht. Wenn er bei Rosie lag, war er 

imstande, alles zu vergessen, was sie durchgemacht hatten; es war wie die Heimkehr nach 



einem harten Tag auf dem Feld. Zu denken, dass sein lieber Frodo so etwas niemals haben 

würde, brach ihm das Herz. 

Sam schwang die Füße über die Bettkante, tat sein Bestes, den Weg durch das Dunkel zu 

finden und trat an die Seite von Frodos Schlaflager. Er schlug die Bettdecke zurück und hob 

den kleineren Hobbit so behutsam hoch, wie er konnte. 

„Sam, was tust…“ 

„Still, Herr Frodo, es ist schon recht so. Ich dachte nur, du würdest dich in dem großen Bett 

viel behaglicher fühlen.“ Er legte Frodo hin, kletterte neben ihn und ließ seinen Arm über die 

schmale Brust gleiten, deren Herzschlag durch den Stoff des Nachthemdes hämmerte. Frodo 

seufzte, ringelte sich dicht neben Sam zusammen und atmete den warmen Frischluftgeruch 

seiner Haut ein. Sam küsste ihn sachte auf die Stirn, dann wanderten seine Lippen leicht Frodos 

Schläfe hinunter und über die Wange. Frodo seufzte erneut, die Wimpern flatterten und ein 

Atemstoß teilte seine Lippen. Ohne zu zögern, änderte Sam seine Lage, so dass sich ihre 

Münder trafen. 

Frodo machte ein kleines, erschrecktes Geräusch und versuchte, sich ihm zu entziehen. Sam 

ließ ihn nicht; er hielt seinen Kopf unnachgiebig am rechten Platz, genauso, wie er Elanor zur 

Vernunft brachte, wenn er sie im Arm hatte. Einen Herzschlag später schmolz Frodo ihm 

entgegen, seine Zunge glitt heraus, um der von Sam zu begegnen. Da waren Tränen auf seiner 

Haut, aber sie waren heiß, und Frodo war kühl, so kühl, das Sam vermutete, es müssten seine 

eigenen sein. 

Er knöpfte Frodos Nachthemd auf, streifte es langsam herunter und ließ seine Fingerspitzen 

über die dicken, zornigen Narben gleiten, die das weiche Fleisch entstellten. Frodo versuchte 

noch einmal, sich zurückzuziehen, aber wieder brachte Sam ihn dazu, stillzuhalten. 

„Wunderschön. So wunderschön.“ wisperte Sam mit plötzlich heiser werdender Stimme und 

küsste sehr sanft die alten Wunden. Ein Wimmern kam ganz hinten aus Frodos Kehle, und er 

wölbte sich der stetigen, zarten Berührung entgegen. Das genügte, dass Sam seine Hand 

hinunterbewegte und die elegante Linie von Frodos Hüfte streichelte, seine Handfläche 

schweißfeucht auf der seidigen Haut. 

„Sam, oh Sam“ keuchte Frodo, vergrub sein Gesicht in der Höhlung von Sams Schulter und 

ein gebrochenes, halbes Schluchzen entrang sich ihm. 

„Still,“ flüsterte Sam wieder, ließ sein Bein zwischen die Beine von Frodo gleiten und drückte 

sich gegen ihn, um ihn nochmals zu küssen. 



Danach waren sie fast lautlos, wagten kaum zu atmen, aus Furcht, den Zauber zu brechen. 

Frodo zitterte und schauderte. Er weinte leise gegen Sams Haut, seine Hände glitten über Sams 

Rücken, wie von Sinnen umhertastend, als suche er nach einem Rettungsanker, der ihn davor 

bewahrte, diesen Augenblick zu verlieren. Sam hielt ihn, liebkoste ihn, berührte seinen Körper 

überall, wo er ihn mit Händen und Mund erreichen konnte, und das alles mit soviel Zartgefühl, 

als sei er aus feinem Porzellan. Zuletzt fiel Frodo rückwärts gegen die Kissen, nach Luft 

ringend, knochenlos und schweißüberströmt. 

„Jetzt träum nur, ich werde dich beschützen.“ befahl ihm Sam. Er ließ eine seiner Hände 

direkt über Frodos Herz ruhen, damit seine unruhigen Finger ein Ziel hatten, wenn sie im 

Schlaf nach Trost suchten. 

 

 

Kapitel 6 

Morgen in Beutelsend 
 

Diesmal waren es keine Alpträume. Fröhlich konnte man sie auch kaum nennen, schon eher 

grau, dumpf und verzweifelt, aber Alpträume waren es nicht. Das Brennen blieb aus. Er 

erwachte und fand seine heile Hand umschlossen von Sams Händen, und zum ersten Mal, 

soweit er sich erinnern konnte, fühlte er sich warm bis hinunter zu den Füßen, und eher 

schläfrig als müde. 

Die Ereignisse der vergangenen Nacht traten ihm plötzlich klar vor Augen. Frodo setzte sich 

jäh auf und wurde für die schnelle Bewegung mit dumpfem, bedrohlichen Kopfschmerz 

bestraft. Sam regte sich und drehte sich um, ohne aufzuwachen. Niemand sonst war im 

Zimmer. 

Der Vormittag war bereits fortgeschritten; so lang hatten Sam und Frodo seit Monaten nicht 

mehr geschlafen. Der Hauptgang von Beutelsend leuchtete in einem sanften, gelben Licht, und 

der Duft nach Eiern und der Klang eines alten Liedes kamen aus der Küche hereingeweht und 

erfüllten gemeinsam die Luft. Lavendel so blau, dilly dilly, grün der Rosmarin, wenn du König wirst, 

dilly dilly, werd’ ich Königin… 

Rosie stand am Herd, Elanor spielte zu ihren Füßen mit einer recht abgenutzten 

Lumpenpuppe. Frodos Gefühl der Wärme schwand, während sich die Angst in seinem Magen 



zu einem kalten Klumpen zusammenballte. Sie waren alle so glücklich gewesen – oder, was ihn 

anging, wenigstens beinahe glücklich – und nun war alles verändert und verdorben. 

„Dein Feldbett ist mächtig unbequem.“ sagte Rosie heiter und blickte dorthin, wo Frodo 

stand, halb verborgen hinter dem Türrahmen. „Meine Mutter hat mir früher immer die 

Geschichte von dieser Prinzessin erzählt, die eine Erbse unter ihrer Matratze spüren konnte, 

aber ich wette, unter deiner hältst du Kürbisse versteckt.“ 

„Es tut mir leid…“ begann Frodo, aber Rosie hob ihre Hand und brachte ihn zum Schweigen. 

„Mein Samweis ist nicht der einzige, der sich Sorgen um dich gemacht hat. Als er mich 

gebeten hat, ihn zu heiraten, sagte er: Nun, meine liebe Rosie, ich sollte dich warnen, bevor du dein 

Herz verschenkst. Herr Frodo bedeutet mir mehr als Wasser oder Luft, und das ist kein Gefühl, das sich 

einfach abstellen lässt. Möchtest du Tee, bis ich diese Eier fertig habe?“ 

„Oh ja, danke!“ sagte Frodo ein wenig verblüfft. „Aber bist du denn nicht wütend?“ 

„Oh, ich hab dich gern genug, um ihn mit dir zu teilen.“ lachte Rosie, stieg vorsichtig über 

ihre Tochter hinweg und reichte ihm einen Becher mit heißem Tee. „Nach allem, was ich gehört 

haben, werden in jedem Winkel der Welt Balladen über euch beide geschrieben. Und Lieder mit 

ein bisschen Romantik drin mochte ich schon immer.“ 

„Du bist kein gewöhnlicher Hobbit, Rosie Kattun.“ sagte Frodo voller Staunen. 

„Rosie Gamdschie, wenn ich bitten darf, herzlichen Dank. Und in Beutelsend hat kein 

gewöhnlicher Hobbit gelebt, solange ich mich erinnern kann.“ Sie setzte sich an den Tisch. „Ich 

lass die Eier noch ein bisschen abkühlen. Meine Knochen sind völlig verknotet von diesem 

Felsen, den du für ein Bett hältst.“ 

„Komm, lass mich mal.“ Frodo rubbelte die Verhärtungen aus ihrer Schulter. „Besser?“ 

„Mmm, ja. Als wir jung waren, jagten Sam und die anderen Jungs die Mädchen die Hügel 

rauf und runter und spielten Fangen und Küssen. Ich fand es ziemlich furchtbar, wenn einer von 

ihnen mich erwischte, sie waren so klebrig, so stinkig und grob. Du warst größer als wir, ganz 

ernsthaft und ruhig, du kamst mir vor, als seiest du von einer ganz anderen Rasse. Ich sagte 

Sam, ich wünschte, es gäbe mehr Hobbits wie dich und er meinte, ihm ginge es genauso. Mir 

wurde ganz heiß vor Eifersucht wegen der Art, wie er über dich redete. Und danach machte es 

mir nicht mehr so viel aus, Sam zu küssen.“ 

„Das ist eine hübsche Geschichte.“ Frodo schmunzelte und presste seine Finger gegen die 

verkrampften Muskeln in Rosies Rücken. „Darüber sollten sie ein Lied schreiben.“ 



„Nimm sie doch mit hinein in dein Buch.“ sagte Rosie mit einem Lächeln und ließ sich gegen 

ihn sinken, während er die Massage fortsetzte. Von Frodo kam ein leises Lachen. 

„Nein. Das ist keine fröhliche Geschichte. Du und Sam, ihr verdient eigene Bücher, voll von 

Sommern und Babys und Gelächter.“ 

„Und du, Herr Frodo, du verdienst das auch.“ Rosie stand auf und drehte sich um, um ihn 

anzusehen. 

„Vielleicht. Wenigstens würde ich gern sehen, wie alles anfängt.“ gab Frodo zu. 

Rosie beugte sich vor und küsste ihn leicht. Ihr Mund schmeckte ein wenig herb nach der 

Mandarine, die sie früher am Tag draußen vom Baum gepflückt hatte, und ihre Lippen waren 

warm und süß. Als sie sich zurückzog, strich sie mit der Hand über Frodos Wange. 

„Es würde sich weder wie ein rechtes Heim noch wie eine richtige Geschichte anfühlen, wenn 

du nicht darin vorkommen würdest. Und niemand sollte auf dieser grässlichen Pritsche 

schlafen, wenn gleich daneben ein Bett steht, dass so schön groß und weich und fedrig ist.“ 

Sie sammelte Elanor vom Boden auf und legte sie in Frodos Arme. 

„Also, möchtest du Tomaten zu deinen Eiern?“ 

 

Kapitel 7 

Ganz einfach 
 

Es gab zwei Arten von Leuten, entschied Rosie. Es gab die, die mit den Türen knallten, wenn 

sie wütend waren, und diejenigen, die die Türen ganz sachte zumachten, mit einem leisen 

Klicken, während der Riegel einschnappte. Die zweite Sorte war die schlimmere. Sam hatte 

immer zur zweiten Sorte gehört, und Rosie war nicht völlig davon überzeugt, dass dies der 

richtige Weg war, mit solchen Dingen umzugehen. Wenn es in einem Zimmer keinen Abzug 

gab für den Rauch, dann wurde nur alles schmutzig und man bekam keine Luft mehr. 

Als sie nun ihren Hut in der Halle aufhängte und sich die zerzausten Haare mit den Fingern 

kämmte, ließ das leise Schließen der Tür am anderen Ende sie seufzen und die Augen gen 

Himmel rollen. Was für eine wundervolle Art, einen Abend anzufangen; mit der einen oder 

anderen Tragödie. Noch dazu nach einem so schönen Tag. 



„Rosie? Wo ist Elanor?“ fragte Sam und kam zu ihr herüber, um sie zur Begrüßung zu 

umarmen. 

„Tom und Marigold haben sie für heute nacht genommen. Sie haben sich wieder mal wegen 

Kindern in den Haaren, und sie wollten sich eins ausleihen, um Argumente zu haben.“ Rosie 

erwiderte seine Umarmung. „Entweder du hast geweint, Sam, oder wir kriegen Zwiebelkuchen, 

Zwiebelsuppe und obendrein Zwiebelsalat zum Abendessen.“ 

Er nickte und holte zittrig Atem. „Ich weiß, es bringt nichts, aber ich wünschte, es gäbe mehr, 

was man für ihn tun könnte. Er kam mir heute morgen so aufgeheitert vor, aber jetzt ist er 

wieder ganz kalt und schwach. Als ich versucht habe, ihn da rauszuholen, damit er sich zum 

Lesen in die Sonne setzt, sagte er, dass sie seinen Augen wehtut. Aber wenn er nie an die Luft 

kommt, wie soll es ihm dann je wieder gut gehen?“ 

„Ich glaube, es ist nicht ganz so einfach, Sam.“ sagte Rosie traurig, zog die Kurve seiner 

Augenbrauen mit dem Daumen nach und strich sein Haar glatt. 

„Wieso? Wieso kann es das nicht sein? Ich begreif’ das einfach nicht.“ Er fing wieder an zu 

weinen. „Ich habe ihn einen Berg hinaufgetragen, und jetzt schaffe ich es nicht mal, ihn aus 

seinem Zimmer zu kriegen.“ 

„Aber sicher schaffst du das. Was willst du denn auch sonst machen? Das hier ist schlimmer 

als der Berg, und das weißt du. Damals bist du bei ihm geblieben, und du wirst auch jetzt nicht 

aufgeben, nur weil du keine Ahnung hast, was der richtige Weg ist.“ Sie gab ihm einen Klaps 

auf die Schulter. „Kopf hoch! Ihr Gamdschies seid aus einem besseren Holz geschnitzt. Ich 

würde dich nicht als Vater meiner Kinder wollen, wenn du nichts anderes zustande brächtest 

als Jammern und Klagen.“ 

„Du bist mein Rückgrat, Rosie.“ 

„Oh, das weiß ich. Schön, dass es dir auffällt. Also, willst du einen Bissen essen?“ 

„Sam schüttelte seinen Kopf gegen ihre Handfläche. „Nein, ich gehe eine Runde spazieren. 

Ich muss weg von dieser Grübelei.“ 

„Alles klar. Ich wärm dir was auf, wenn du wiederkommst.“ Rosie nickte. „Und – Sam?“ 

„Ja?“ 

„Ich liebe dich. Jeden Tag ein bisschen mehr, falls das überhaupt geht.“ 

„Ich liebe dich auch, Rosieweib.“ 



Als er gegangen war, setzte sich Rosie an den Küchentisch, stützte den Kopf auf die Hände 

und rieb einen beginnenden Kopfschmerz weg. Sie liebte es, Mutter zu sein, aber bis jetzt hatte 

sie nur ein Kind und spürte doch jeden Tag mehr, dass es in Wahrheit eigentlich drei waren. 

Sam sorgte sich so sehr um Herrn Frodo, dass er sie in letzter Zeit kaum noch berührte, und 

Rosie fand das nicht in Ordnung. Denn Mutter und Ehefrau waren Worte, die 

zusammengehörten, und im Augenblick kam sie nur halb zu ihrem Recht. 

Alles war so verworren. Sie empfand für Frodo wie für einen Bruder und einen Sohn und 

einen Geliebten, alles gleichzeitig. Sam hingegen war ihr Ehemann, ihr bester Freund und der 

Vater ihres Kindes, und beide, Sam wie Frodo, blieben gemeinsam in einer Vergangenheit 

gefangen, die nicht enden wollte. Sam hatte recht, wenn er sich wünschte, alles könnte einfacher 

sein, wenigstens ein einziges Mal. 

Rosie schob ihren Stuhl zurück und nickte sich selbst zu; die Entscheidung war gefallen. Sie 

hielt diese Vergangenheit für einen öden, freudlosen Ort, aber die Zukunft konnten sie alle 

gemeinsam formen und gestalten, und sie würde es nicht zulassen, dass noch mehr Zeit mit 

Schwermut vertrödelt wurde. 

Frodo war im Bett; er las nicht, er schlief nicht und versuchte auch nicht zu schreiben. Er 

starrte nur auf seine geschundenen Hände hinunter, unablässig die Finger beugend und 

streckend. Rosie setzte sich neben ihn und nahm seine Hände in ihre eigenen. 

„Du darfst nicht zulassen, dass die finsteren Gedanken dich so sehr heimsuchen.“ sagte sie, 

die feinen Linien auf seinem Handgelenk liebkosend. „Denn wenn sie dir wehtun, dann tun sie 

Sam auch weh, und mir obendrein, und ich weiß, dass du das nicht möchtest.“ 

„Ich kann mir nicht aussuchen, ob ich mich erinnern will.“seufzte Frodo und seine 

Fingerspitzen streichelten über ihre Daumenkuppe. „So einfach ist das nicht.“ 

„Ist es doch.“ flüsterte Rosie gegen seine Wange, und dann, bevor er antworten konnte, 

küsste sie ihn auf den Mund. Frodo gab einen kleinen, überraschten Laut von sich. Rosie 

bezweifelte, dass er in seinem Leben je eine zärtliche Berührung gekannt hatte außer der von 

Sam. Mit ihr, Rosie, war er längst nicht so vertraut, aber das war wichtig und gut. Er musste 

wieder lernen, Dinge zu tun, die er unbehaglich fand, wie das Haus zu verlassen und über 

Witze zu lachen. Ihre Hand strich seinen Oberschenkel hinauf, und sie wünschte sich, die 

Muskeln, die sie ertastete, wären stärker und fester. 

„Du musst mir was versprechen.“ sagte sie, knabberte mit den Zähnen an seinem 

Ohrläppchen und half seiner Hand, ihren Rock hochzuschieben. „Komm öfter nach draußen. Es 

gibt massenhaft Kinder in der Gegend, die noch nie eine Heldengeschichte gehört haben, und 



Bilbos wundersame Erzählungen haben sie auch nie kennen gelernt. Du musst mir versprechen, 

dass du dich einen ganzen Morgen über mit ihnen in die Felder setzt und ihnen von deinen 

Abenteuern erzählst. Wenn du das nicht tust, steige ich auf der Stelle raus aus diesem Bett und 

fange an, zu backen – was auch immer.“ 

„Ich…“ Frodos Atem stockte, als seine Hand unter ihren Unterrock schlüpfte. „Ich 

versprech’s.“ 

Rosie lächelte gegen seine Haut. „Wusste ich’s doch.“ 

 

 

Kapitel 8 

Geschichtenerzähler 
 

Rosie liebte es, Kindern beim Spielen zuzusehen. Sie spielten genau die selben, altvertrauten 

Spiele, mit denen sie und ihre Brüder aufgewachsen waren, Verstecken und Fangen und Mann 

aus Stein. Die Kindheit ging so schnell vorüber, und doch blieb sie für immer, denn es gab 

ständig neue, kleine Füße, die Spuren im Gras hinterließen und ebenso kleine Hände, die die 

frischen Blumen pflückten. 

Im Moment spielte allerdings niemand; ein Dutzend kleiner Gesichter war voll verzückter 

Aufmerksamkeit von Frodos Worten gefesselt, der Geschichten erzählte, die phantastischer 

waren, als alles, was Rosie je in ihren Mädchenjahren gehört hatte. In dieser Fassung klangen 

seine Abenteuer um einiges fröhlicher und um vieles weniger schmerzhaft, und die Kinder 

jubelten ihm bei fast jeder Pause zu. Frodo hatte Elanor auf seinen Knien. Er ließ sie hüpfen, 

während er sprach und brachte sie dazu, in die Hände zu klatschen, während sie ihn breit 

anstrahlte. 

„Es tut gut, ihn wieder lachen zu hören.“ sagte Sam neben ihr und Rosie nickte. Das tat es 

wirklich. Es war so gut, wie irgend etwas nur sein konnte, besser als frische Sahne zum 

Frühstück oder ein neu erlerntes Lied. Frodos Lachen war wunderbar, und obwohl er es lange 

nicht gebraucht hatte, war es kein bisschen eingerostet. 

Sams Hand glitt um ihre Taille, und er zog sie in einer halben Umarmung an seine Seite, 

während sie dastanden und zuhörten. Sie fühlte seinen Arm gut und warm und fest um sich, 

und Rosie glaubte, sie müsse vor lauter Lebenslust bersten. 



„Komm,“ sie lächelte verschwörerisch und zog ihn hinüber zu einem kleinen Kreis aus 

Bäumen, in dem sie früher oft Verstecken gespielt hatte. „Es ist eine lange Geschichte, keiner 

wird merken, dass wir weg sind.“ 

Er presste ihren Rücken gegen die raue Rinde eines alten Baumes. Sie hatte keine Ahnung, 

was für einer es war, aber obwohl sie sicher sein konnte, dass Sam die Antwort wusste, fragte 

sie nicht. Sie war viel zu sehr damit beschäftigt, ihren Mund hungrig auf den seinen zu 

drücken, und dann schlang sie ihren Knöchel um sein Knie. Sie konnten immer noch die 

gedämpfte Melodie von Frodos Stimme hören und den fließenden, freudigen Klang seines 

Gelächters. Rosie wünschte sich, die Fahrt wäre genauso gewesen wie er sie jetzt erzählte. 

Geschichten mussten einfach ein glückliches Ende haben, das hatte sie schon ihr ganzes Leben 

lang gewusst. 

Sie brachten ihre Kleider in Ordnung und tauchten zwischen den Bäumen auf, als das Ende 

der Geschichte erreicht war. Die Kinder rannten davon, um Zwerge und Elben und verborgener 

König zu spielen. Elanor in seinen Armen zurechtrückend, trat Frodo zu Sam und Rosie. 

„Bitte sehr, ich habe mein Versprechen gehalten.“ lächelte Frodo. „Obwohl ich bezweifle, 

dass ihr genug mitbekommen habt, um euch davon zu überzeugen.“ Er langte herüber und 

pflückte einen Zweig mitsamt einem kleinen, grünen Blatt aus Sams Haaren. „Ich bin 

schockiert. Was, wenn die Kinder euch gesehen hätten?“ 

„Die waren viel zu beschäftigt damit, etwas über Feuer und Blut zu hören, als sich für 

irdische Liebe zu interessieren.“ schoss Rosie mit einem Grinsen zurück und zupfte sich das 

wenig schmückende Laub vom Kopf. „Denk bloß nicht, das hätte dir gefallen, Herr Frodo. Wir 

können ganz schön ungemütlich werden, wenn wir in Stimmung sind.“ 

„Ich bin nicht aus Glas, weißt du.“ Frodos Lächeln wurde zu einem Feixen, während er 

Elanor seiner Mutter zurückgab. Sam schaute verdattert drein bei dieser Bemerkung, worauf 

Rosie sein ohnehin zerzaustes Haar liebevoll noch mehr durcheinander brachte. 

„Ich mag ihn viel lieber, wenn er dich schockiert, als wenn du dich seinetwegen ärgerst oder 

dir Sorgen machst.“ Sie wandte sich ab, um Frodo anzusehen. „Obwohl ich sagen muss, dass du 

mir vorkommst, als wärst du bis auf die Knochen erschöpft… und als könntest du auf der Stelle 

umfallen und einschlafen.“ 

„Dann muss ich genauso aussehen, wie ich mich fühle.“gestand Frodo. Sam half ihm so gut 

er konnte, ohne ihn zu tragen, während sie nach Hause gingen. 

„Und jetzt, ist es so bequemer?“ fragte Rosie, als Elanor und Frodo in ihre jeweiligen Betten 

bugsiert worden waren. 



„Viel bequemer, danke schön. Schläfrig bin ich aber noch nicht. Kannst du mir vielleicht eines 

meiner Bücher zum Lesen herüberreichen?“ 

„Nur, wenn du uns was vorliest.“ Rosie lächelte. „Ich würde deine Stimme heute Nachmittag 

gern ein bisschen länger hören.“ 

„In Ordnung.“ Frodo nickte. „Dann komm mal an Bord, ich fange an.“ 

Es war fast, als wäre sie wieder eine kleine Range, dachte Rosie, sich so auf einem Kissen 

zusammenzurollen und am helllichten Nachmittag eine Geschichte hören zu dürfen. Sams 

Hand fand die ihre über Frodos eingesunkenem Bauch und sie verschränkten die Finger, als 

Frodo zu lesen begann. 

„Hier, Sam, das wirst du mögen, es ist aus einem alten Elbentext. Wider das Recht habt ihr das 

Blut eures Geschlechts vergossen und das Land Aman befleckt. Für Blut werdet ihr mit Blut 

entgelten…“ 

„Oh, Blut und Blut und Blut. Ich finde Blut langweilig.“ murmelte Rosie, löste ihre Hand aus 

der von Sam und fing an, mit den Knöpfen an Frodos weitem Nachthemd herumzuspielen. 

„… mit Blut entgelten, und jenseits der Grenzen von Aman lebt ihr im Schatten des Todes. Denn 

wenn auch Eru euch nicht bestimmt hat – oh Rosie, hör auf damit, ich kann mich nicht 

konzentrieren, wenn du das machst! – in Ea zu sterben, und keine Krankheit euch befallen kann, so 

könnt ihr doch erschlagen werden,“ Frodos Stimme geriet ins Schwanken, als Rosie die Hände 

durch den Mund ersetzte und ihren heißen Atem durch den Stoff über seiner Brust hauchte. Er 

schluckte und versuchte, den richtigen Absatz wieder zu finden. „Und erschlagen sollt ihr werden: 

durch Waffen, und durch Leid und Qual; und nach Mandos werden eure unbehausten Geister dann 

kommen.“ 

„Nicht gerade der fröhlichste Text, muss ich sagen.“ bemerkte Sam. Frodo antwortete nicht; 

sein Kopf fiel nach hinten, als Rosie seinen offenen Hemdkragen erreichte und mit der Zunge in 

seiner Halsbeuge Kreise zog. Mit einem tückischen Grinsen blickte sie zu ihm auf. „Na gut, 

dann mach voran mit deiner fürchterlichen Geschichte. Lies weiter.“ 

„Ah…“ Frodo sah nicht so aus, als sei er zu einer Anstrengung dieser Art imstande. Sie 

lehnte sich über ihn hinweg und pflanzte einen ausgiebigen Kuss auf Sams Mund, während 

Strähnen von ihrem langen, lockigem Haar über Frodos Gesicht strichen. 

„Lies weiter.“ wiederholte sie, während ihr Mund zu seiner Kehle zurückkehrte. 



„Dort sollt ihr lange wohnen – ihr zwei seid die allerschönsten Geschöpfe, die die Welt je 

gesehen hat – und um eure Leiber trauern.“ 

Frodos Stimme verlor sich, als er Atemzüge an seiner Wange spürte und sein Mund 

anzuschwellen schien in dem Verlangen, sich gegen den von Sam zu pressen. Er wagte nicht, 

sich umzuwenden, denn er wusste, wenn er innehielt, würde Rosie das auch tun, und sie 

war mittlerweile auf halbem Weg zu seinem Nabel und öffnete sein Hemd, als hätte sie alle 

Zeit der Welt übrig, um sechs Knöpfe zu lösen. 

„Und wenig Erbarmen werdet ihr finden, und wenn alle – mmmmmpf!“ 

Sam bereitete der Vorlesung ein entschiedenes Ende, indem er Frodo küsste, während Rosie 

endlich die gewissenhafte Aufgabe abschloss, Frodo von seinem einzigen Kleidungsstück zu 

befreien. 

„Gut! Dieses Gejammere und Geächze war ja kaum noch auszuhalten.“ sagte Rosie, warf das 

Buch vom Bett und schubste die Decken aus dem Weg. „Ich habe eine Vorliebe für deine 

Stimme, Herr Frodo, aber du kannst sie wirklich besser nutzen als für einen solchen Trübsinn.“ 

Sie ließ ihren Mund hinunterwandern und Frodo stieß einen kurzen Schrei gegen Sams Mund 

aus, als wollte er ihre Theorie bestätigen. 

„Nicht aus Glas, was?“ schalt Rosie milde. „Du könntest mich zum Narren gehalten haben. 

Du brauchst Fleisch auf den Knochen, ganz ohne Zweifel. In deinem Alter so dünn zu sein, ist 

einfach nicht richtig.“ Sie hielt inne. „Eigentlich in jedem Alter, was das angeht. Dem müssen 

wir abhelfen.“ 

Frodos Hand tastete herum auf der Suche nach ihr, seine Augen schlossen sich, als der Kuss 

mit Sam fortdauerte. Er zog sie hinauf und dann dicht zu sich heran, damit ihr Mund die 

Münder von allen beiden berührte. Rosie entschied, dass Frodos Lachen zu hören vielleicht 

doch nicht besser war als alles andere – nicht, wenn man genauso gut dies hier haben konnte. 

„Was bedeutet das denn eigentlich?“ fragte sie, als es vorüber war und sie scheinbar 

knochenlos und warm auf dem großen, weichen Bett lagen. Sam war schon eingeschlafen, und 

Rosie und Frodo waren kurz davor. „Dieses Stück, das du vorgelesen hast.“ 

„Es handelt von einem Land jenseits des Meeres, wo die Elbengeister hingehen, wenn sie 

sterben. Manchmal segeln sie auch dorthin.“ 



„Wieso tun sie das, wenn sie eines Tages sowieso dahin müssen?“ 

Frodo schwieg so lange, dass Rosie schon annahm, er sei eingeschlafen, bevor er endlich 

sprach. 

„Ein Leben endet nicht immer erst in dem Augenblick, wenn das Herz stillsteht. Sie könnten 

am Ende ihrer Kräfte sein. Ihre Lieben und ihre Familien könnten tot sein und schon auf sie 

warten. Vielleicht bleibt ihnen keine Wahl.“ 

„Also, ich glaube nicht, dass ich gern dort hingehen möchte. Nicht, wenn ich weiß, dass ich 

auf jeden Fall irgendwann dort lande. Was mich betrifft, so dürften meine Lieben und meine 

Familie ruhig festsitzen und warten, bis ich hier fertig bin.“ erklärte sie schläfrig und versuchte, 

nicht zu gähnen. „Es gibt immer mehr Gründe zu bleiben als zu gehen, meine ich.“ 

Es kam keine Antwort; Frodo schlief bereits. Rosie rollte sich an seiner Brust zusammen und 

träumte von Wäldern im Sonnenlicht. 

 

 

Kapitel 9 

Abenddämmerung 
 

„Hier.“ Rosie stellte ein hohes Glas mit einer ziemlich undurchsichtigen, braunen Flüssigkeit 

auf den Nachttisch und gab dem Löffel darin eine letzte Drehung. „Das ist Milchdistel, die 

trinkt man eigentlich, wenn man am Abend davor ein paar Bier zuviel hatte. Aber alles in allem 

ist ein Kopfschmerz wie der andere, und ich denke, es nützt dir mehr, als dass es schadet. 

Nichts anderes hat geholfen, vielleicht hilft das.“ 

Sie lächelte, als sie das sagte, aber eine leichte Verzweiflung kräuselte ihre Mundwinkel. 

„Dankeschön, Rose.“ Frodo nippte an dem Gebräu und zog ein Gesicht. „Wenn der 

Geschmack endlich nachlässt, dann hat es sicherlich eine erstaunliche Wirkung. Niemand wird 

sich dieses Zeug antun, ohne dass er sich davon ein Wunder verspricht.“ Damit entlockte er 

Rosie ein Lachen, als sie sich neben Frodo auf die Bettkante setzte. 

„Ich hol dir einen Honigkuchen, wenn du den Rest heruntergebracht hast. Ich hoffe, es 

verschafft dir ein bisschen Linderung.“ Sie strich mit der Rückseite ihrer Fingerspitzen an 

seinem Haaransatz entlang. „Ich hasse es, diesen Schmerz in deinem Gesicht zu sehen.“ 



„Es tut mir leid; ich weiß, du wolltest, dass wir heute alle auf den Markt gehen.“ 

„Der Markt kann warten, der ist auch noch da, wenn du dich besser fühlst. Ich wünschte, ich 

wüsste, wie ich dich heilen kann. Ich fürchte, da ist irgendeine Entzündung tief in deinen 

Narben, und ich habe keine Ahnung, wie ich die herausziehen soll.“ 

„Ich glaube nicht, dass es einen Weg gibt.“ 

„Oh, fang ja nicht wieder an mit diesem Geschwätz! Die halbe Schlacht um’s Heilwerden 

wird in deinem Kopf geschlagen, und wenn du jetzt aufgibst…nun, Sam und ich sind 

dermaßen gesunde Hobbits, wir werden wahrscheinlich fast ewig leben. Und dann müsstest du 

in diesem Elbenland aus deinen Büchern lange Jahre ohne Gesellschaft aushalten, bis wir 

sterben und zu dir kommen.“ 

„Ich könnte die Zeit nutzen, um stricken zu lernen.“ Frodo nahm noch einen schnellen 

Schluck von der sauren Flüssigkeit. Sie hatte überhaupt keine Wirkung auf seinen Kopf. „Oder 

Harfe spielen.“ 

„Da erscheint’s mir vernünftiger, dazubleiben und ein Rudel niedlicher Winzlinge 

aufzuziehen, damit man sich anschließend gemeinsam zur Ruhe legen kann. Du verwöhnst 

Elanor doppelt so sehr wie Sam oder ich, und du kannst nicht gehen und ihr das 

kaputtmachen.“ Ihr Ton blieb leicht, aber ihre Hand lag auf seiner Schulter, als wäre sie stark 

genug, ihn mit allen Mitteln in der Wirklichkeit festzuhalten. 

„Elanorelle braucht mich nicht, sie hat die beste Mutter und den besten Vater, die das 

Auenland je gesehen hat.“ 

„Und wenn du deine Mutter und deinen Vater gehabt hättest, hätte dir Bilbo dann wirklich 

gar nichts mehr bedeutet?“ Rosie hob eine Augenbraue. „Komm schon, raus in den 

Sonnenschein mit dir, die beste Kur gegen Kopfschmerzen, die ich kenne.“ 

„Das ist lächerlich.“ Trotz seiner Qualen konnte Frodo sich ein Grinsen nicht verkneifen. 

„Licht ist überhaupt nicht gut gegen Kopfschmerzen.“ 

„Es ist sowieso schon Abend, die Sonne ist fast weg. Ich hol dir keinen Honigkuchen, wenn 

du nicht aus diesem Bett kommst.“ 

„Das ist Bestechung und Erpressung, und das halte ich nicht aus!“ lachte Frodo. „Also gut, 

hilf mir hoch.“ 



Die sinkende Sonne übergoss die Welt mit tiefgoldenem Licht, schwer und warm wie ein 

Kuss. Sam versäuberte die Ränder des vorderen Weges; ein Schmutzfleck prangte auf seiner 

Wange. Er schaute auf und strahlte, als Rosie die Tür aufzog und Frodo hinausdrängte. 

„Da, schau! War dieser Ausblick es nicht wert, dich aufzuraffen?“ 

„Ja, das ist herrlich. Es ist so wunderschön.“ Frodo nickte, und Rosies Herz tat weh vor lauter 

Sehnsucht danach, dass es ihm endlich wieder gut ging. Ein Schwarm lärmender Vögel flog 

über ihre Köpfe und zerbrach die friedvolle Ruhe des Augenblicks. Rosie war nicht ganz und 

gar unglücklich darüber: in letzter Zeit war es viel zu einfach, traurig und schweigsam zu sein. 

„Gehen wir denn nun heute abend auf den Markt?“ fragte Sam, wischte sich den Schweiß 

von den Augenbrauen und hinterließ eine weitere Schmutzspur. 

„Morgen vielleicht, Sam.“ schlug Frodo vor. Rosie war sich nicht sicher, ob er es ernst meinte 

oder nicht. „Dann haben wir den fünfundzwanzigsten und Elanor ist vier Monate alt. Wir 

können sie in ihr hübschestes Kleid stecken und die anderen Babys mit ihrer Schönheit 

eifersüchtig machen.“ 

„Das wird sie mögen. Sie liebt es, wenn man sie herausputzt.“ Sams Lächeln beim Gedanken 

an seine Tochter war fast noch hinreißender anzusehen als der Sonnenuntergang... in einer 

Welt, die scheinbar so leicht zerstört werden konnte. 

„Lasst uns nach hinten gehen.“ Rosies Stimme klang brüchig, als hätte sie die Tränen, die sie 

schon den ganzen Tag über zurückdrängte, schließlich doch noch geweint. „Wir sollten eine 

Weile an der frischen Luft bleiben.“ 

Frodo lehnte sich mit dem Rücken gegen einen kleinen Grashügel. Rosie fühlte seinen Blick 

auf ihrer Haut brennen, als Sam die Miederbänder ihres Kleides löste und die weichen 

Musselinärmel über ihre Schultern hinunterstreifte. Außer in seinen Augen schien kaum 

Leben in Frodo zu sein. Aber als sie anfing, Sam auszuziehen, flutete ein wenig Farbe in 

seine blassen Lippen zurück und seine Brust hob und senkte sich mit schnellen, flachen 

Atemzügen. 

Sie konnten ihn wieder lebendig machen. Sie würden ihn wieder lebendig machen. Wenn sein 

Herz aufhörte zu schlagen, würden sie ihm ihre Herzen schenken. Wenn sein Atem stillstand, 



würden sie ihm mit ihren Küssen Luft einhauchen. Rosie versprach sich selbst, dass ihre Liebe 

mächtig genug sei, jedes Leiden zu bekämpfen. 

Und bei Rose Gamdschie wurden Versprechen niemals zurückgenommen. 

 

 

Kapitel 10 

Gerede 
 

„Das ist kein normales Kind, merk dir meine Worte.“ 

„Natürlich ist es nicht normal. Normale Kinder haben zwei Eltern und sie hat drei, noch dazu 

allesamt nicht ganz richtig im Kopf, wenn du mich fragst.“ 

„Sie sieht mehr wie ein Elb aus als wie ein Hobbit.“ 

 

Sam hielt den Kopf über das Obstangebot gebeugt, als würde es seine gesamte 

Aufmerksamkeit in Anspruch nehmen. Mit einem Ohr lauschte er dem leicht missbilligenden 

Tonfall der beiden älteren Hobbitfrauen, die Frodo und Rosie begafften, während sie mit Elanor 

spielten. Die Kleine war in einem Korb verstaut und in eine weiße Decke gehüllt, um sie warm 

zu halten. Rosie trug ihren roten Lieblingsumhang. Sie sagte, er gäbe ihr das Gefühl, eine der 

Gestalten aus den Geschichten zu sein, mit denen sie aufgewachsen war. Inzwischen erzählte 

sie diese Geschichten stundenlang ihrem eigenen Kind, wobei es ihr überhaupt nichts 

ausmachte, dass Elanor noch viel zu jung war, um sie zu verstehen. Allerdings handelten sie nie 

von Prinzessinnen, weder von Aschenputtel noch von Dornröschen oder Schneewittchen. Die 

fand Rosie langweilig, und ein Märchen von einem menschlichen Edelfräulein zu erzählen, das 

mit so vielen Zwergen zusammenlebte, hielt sie außerdem nicht gerade für anständig. Statt 

dessen spann sie prächtiges Garn von dem Mädchen, das einen Korb zu seiner Großmutter 

trug, von Mädchen, die sich auf die Suche nach gutem Haferbrei machten, und sie erzählte von 

Schweinchen, die Häuser bauten, die niemand wegpusten konnte. 

Frodo schüttelte eine leuchtend bunt bemalte Rassel von einer der Verkaufsbuden vor 

Elanors Gesicht und zog sie jedes Mal außer Reichweite, wenn die Kleine danach griff. 

„Ärger sie nicht.“ schalt Rosie mit einem Lächeln in der Stimme. Eine der tuschelnden 

Klatschbasen neben Sam verschluckte sich beinahe und er musste sich auf die Lippen beißen, 



um nicht zu lachen. Er suchte ein paar Früchte aus, die in der Erde von Beutelsend nicht 

gediehen, bezahlte und packte sie in seinen bereits wohl gefüllten Ranzen. Sie kamen nicht sehr 

regelmäßig dazu, deshalb musste die Möglichkeit, alles Nötige einzukaufen, genutzt werden, 

wenn sie sich bot. 

Der Märkte rochen für Sam immer nach Abenteuer, schon, als er noch ganz klein war. Auf 

allen Seiten wurden Mahlzeiten gekocht und verkauft, frittierte Kartoffelschnitze und 

knusprige Karottenstreifen. Und es gab Krüge mit allen möglichen blumigen Duftwässern, dem 

Pfirsicharoma, das Rosie gern benutzte und dem Fliederparfum, das ihn immer an seine Mutter 

erinnerte. Die Tiere rochen nicht ganz so einladend, aber ihre erdigen Ausdünstungen waren 

für Sam ein Teil seiner Heimat, also waren sie ihm ebenso willkommen. 

Der Tag war hell und unerwartet heiß geworden; der Morgen hatte noch grau und feucht 

angefangen, gerade recht, um sich unter warmen Decken zu verkriechen und sich dicht an die 

schlafenden Körper seiner Lieben zu kuscheln. Nun aber schien die Sonne über ihren Köpfen, 

und wenn es jemals „einen Tag für Sommersprossen-Wildwuchs“ gab (wie Sams Schwester das 

einmal verzweifelt genannt hatte), dann war es dieser. Sam kaufte bei einem der Händler einen 

riesigen Sonnenschutz aus Papier, klemmte ihn sich unter den Arm und arbeitete sich durch die 

Menge wieder dahin zurück, wo seine Familie stand. 

„Hier, das sollte uns ein bisschen Schatten bringen,“ verkündete er und hielt den Schirm 

hoch. „Wo wir gerade da sind – was brauchen wir denn noch?“ 

„Tinte.“ erklärte Frodo und hielt seine verschmierten Fingerspitzen als Beweis dafür hoch, 

dass ihr Vorrat für Schreibarbeiten verbraucht worden war. 

„Und Garn.“ fügte Rosie hinzu. „Du zerreißt deine Sachen wie ein Junge, der ständig im 

Dornbusch hängen bleibt, Sam.“ 

„He, es ist nicht mein Fehler, dass der Boden stärker ist als meine Ärmelsäume.“ schoss er 

flink zurück. „Besser ein zerrissenes Hemd als ein unordentliches Blumenbeet.“ 

„Bei dir vielleicht.“ Das grollende Gemurmel wurde von einem sonnigen Lächeln begleitet. 

„Und ein paar neue Wasserkrüge.“ erinnerte sich Frodo. „In einem von denen bei uns 

zuhause ist ein Leck.“ 

„Denkst du nicht, dass man das flicken könnte?“ fragte Rosie und schaukelte den Korb mit 

Elanor ein bisschen, damit sie nicht weinte. „Eigentlich ist es eine Schande, eins dieser hübschen 

alten Dinger wegzuwerfen, wenn es vielleicht noch eine Rettung gibt dafür.“ 



„Ich schau’s mir mal an, wenn wir heimkommen. Ich bin sicher, der Sprung ist nicht so 

schlimm, wie er aussieht.“ versprach Sam. „Ich weiß nicht, wie es euch beiden geht, aber ich bin 

reif fürs Mittagessen. Sollen wir nach Hause gehen und auf dem Weg alles kaufen, was wir 

noch brauchen, oder essen wir hier, bleiben noch ein Weilchen und kaufen später ein?“ 

„Lass uns bleiben.“ Rosie schaute sich um. „Die Leute starren uns an, als wären wir so 

ziemlich das Eigenartigste, was sie je gesehen haben, und das macht mir richtig Spaß.“ 

Frodo schaute sich jetzt ebenfalls um, ganz überrascht von dem, was sie gesagt hatte. Er hatte 

die Blicke, die er auf sich zog, überhaupt nicht bemerkt. 

„Sie haben immer schon gedacht, du wärst ein wenig wunderlich, Herr Frodo, und jetzt 

denken sie über mich und Rose genau das gleiche. Schließlich leben wir bei dir.“ 

„Und was denkst du darüber, dass sie so etwas denken, Sam?“ fragte Frodo mit einem 

amüsierten Lächeln. 

„Ich zerbrech mir nicht den Kopf darüber. Egal, was die Leute glauben wollen, uns macht das 

nichts aus.“ 

„Und du, Rose?“ 

„Besser seltsam als langweilig, wenn du mich fragst. Was du ja hiermit getan hast, also sage 

ich dir folgendes: ich bin lieber ,diese seltsame Rosie, die mit Sam Gamdschie und Frodo Beutlin 

zusammenlebt’ als sonst etwas auf der Welt.“ 

„Was ist mit dir, Herr Frodo?“ Sam schaute hinüber zu den beiden Frauen, die er zuvor hatte 

reden hören. Sie ließen sich nach wie vor keine ihrer Bewegungen entgehen. 

„Ich kann mir nichts besseres vorstellen, als wenn die Leute uns anschauen und sich 

wundern. Das heißt, dass wir mehr haben, als sie jemals verstehen werden.“ Frodo lächelte, und 

sein Gesicht erschien voller Freude und Gesundheit im hellen Sonnenlicht. 

 

 

Kapitel 11 

Eine Entschuldigung zum Feiern 
 

Sam träumte häufig von einem Ozean kurz vor Beginn der Dämmerung, wenn die Wellen 

nicht mehr waren als ein Schatten in der Nacht und das kühle Grau der Sterne am Himmel 



verblasste. In seinen Träumen fühlte er sich, als wäre ein Teil von ihm für immer verloren 

gegangen und hätte ihn in einer farblosen Welt ohne Morgen zurückgelassen. Das letzte Mal, 

als er solch einen Traum gehabt hatte, wachte er auf und fand sein Gesicht gegen Frodos bloße 

Brust gedrückt, liebevolle Hände in seinem Haar. 

„Ruhig, Sam, du hast im Schlaf geweint.“ flüsterte Frodo. „Wovon hast du geträumt?“ 

„Ich hatte irgendwas Wichtiges verloren und konnte mich nicht mal daran erinnern, was es 

war. Ich wusste nur, ich würde es nie wieder finden.“ gestand Sam. Er war froh, dass er seine 

Arme um Frodo legen und sich so versichern konnte, dass die Welt noch bestand. Aber in 

letzter Zeit waren Umarmungen eine mühsame Sache; Frodo zuckte oft zurück, als würde 

schon die leichteste Berührung seine spröden Knochen schmerzen. 

„Es war nur ein Traum. Rosie schläft neben dir und Elanor ist in ihrer Wiege. Alles ist sicher 

und ganz in deiner Nähe.“ Die Worte waren leise und beruhigend. „Jetzt schlaf wieder ein.“ 

„Mmmh. Ich fühle mich wohl und gut behütet mit dir in der Nähe.“ Sams Hand streckte sich 

aus und fand Frodos Locken. „Wir sollten einander gegenseitig beim Träumen beschützen.“ 

„Ja.“ 

Sie lagen beide stundenlang wach, und jeder dachte vom anderen, er sei eingeschlafen. 

Nach solchen Nächten kommt man schwer aus dem Bett, deshalb war Rosie längst auf den 

Beinen, als sie endlich auftauchten. Sie war gerade dabei, einen Kuchen zu backen und mischte 

blassen Zitronenzuckerguss in einer Schüssel, die doppelt so groß war wie eigentlich nötig. Auf 

diese Weise konnte sie noch ein bisschen mehr davon machen, wenn sie Lust dazu hatte (nach 

Ansicht von Rosie war zuviel Zitronenzuckerguss etwas, das es nicht gab). Elanor lag in ihrem 

Korb auf dem Tisch, neben ihrer Mutter. 

„Hier sind dein Papa und dein Frodo, Elanor, endlich munter geworden. Ich wollte gerade 

hinübergehen und sie auch mit kaltem Wasser begießen.“ Rosie tippte dem Baby mit dem 

Finger auf die Nase und bedachte Sam und Frodo mit einem Grinsen. „Ich back hier gerade 

einen Viermonats-Geburtstagskuchen, auch wenn der Geburtstag eigentlich gestern war. Wir 

müssen unbedingt damit anfangen, uns mehr Entschuldigungen zum Feiern zu suchen.“ 

„Möchtest du, dass ich noch was anderes koche? Wir könnten ein Fest veranstalten.“ bot Sam 

an. 

„Gerne, zu Hilfe in der Küche sag ich nicht nein. Es gibt viel zu viele Risse und Winkel, in 

denen alles mögliche verschwindet, wenn du mich fragst. Viel zu leicht, die Sachen zu 

verlieren, die man am meisten braucht, bei so vielen Löchern und all den unübersichtlichen 



Ecken. Wenn es dir nichts ausmacht, dass ich das sage, Herr Frodo: du solltest darüber 

nachdenken, die meisten Regale und Geschirrschränke hier zu ersetzen.“ 

„Hört sich an wie eine gute Idee.“ sagte Frodo mit einem Nicken, während Sam sich auf die 

Suche nach einer weiteren Rührschüssel machte. 

„Ein bisschen Zuckerguss?“ fragte Rosie und hielt ihm den großen, hölzernen Löffel hin. 

Frodo lächelte und schüttelte den Kopf, und mit einer plötzlichen Bewegung tupfte Rosie ihm 

schwungvoll einen großen Klecks auf die Nasenspitze. Elanor kicherte und klatschte in die 

Hände. Sam stellte die zweite Schüssel auf den Tisch und lächelte über die Szene vor seinen 

Augen. Er lehnte sich vor, streckte die Zunge heraus und holte sich den Zuckerguss direkt von 

Frodos Haut. Dann zuckte er zurück, als könnte er kaum glauben, was er gerade getan hatte. 

„Jetzt schau nicht so verlegen drein, Samweis. Wenn’s nach mir geht, braucht ihr viel weniger 

Schutz und Trost und statt dessen viel mehr von diesen Albernheiten.“ Rosie hörte auf zu 

rühren. „Also, wie schmeckt’s?“ 

„Ich hatte nicht genug, um das wirklich zu wissen.“ Sams Lächeln wurde breiter und ein 

bisschen hinterlistig. „Besser du gibst mir den Löffel, damit ich sichergehen kann, Rose.“ Sie 

reichte den Löffel hinüber, nur um sich eine Zitronenverzierung auf ihrer Wange einzuhandeln, 

als Sam den Löffel wie ein Schwert schwang. Frodo lachte, sprang zu ihr herüber und leckte die 

süße Spur ab, worauf sie sich loswand. 

„Aach, deine Zunge kitzelt, nicht doch!“ und sie flüchtete auf die andere Seite des Tisches. 

Frodo hatte inzwischen Zuckergusskleckse auf Kinn und Stirn, die er Sam zu verdanken hatte, 

der mit seiner improvisierten Waffe herumfuchtelte. Rosie packte den Rand der Schüssel und 

brachte sie sorgfältig in Sicherheit, um den Rest zu retten. Dann rannte sie zurück, stürzte sich 

auf Sam, riss ihn zu Boden und Frodo gleich mit. 

„Lass das bleiben, du ruinierst dir das Hemd! Guck mal, jetzt hast du das Zeug überall!“ 

„Dann wird es wohl am besten sein, wenn ich mein Hemd ausziehe.“ 

„Na, das bringt jetzt auch nichts mehr, es ist sowieso voll damit.“ 

„Du meinst, ich soll es nicht ausziehen?“ 

„Das habe ich nicht gesagt...“ 

Elanor rollte sich in ihrem Korb auf die Seite und beschloss, noch ein wenig zu schlafen. 

Manchmal konnte Erwachsene schrecklich albern sein. 

 



 

Kapitel 12 

Anweisungen 
 

Manchmal verbrachten sie den ganzen Tag im Bett. Sie standen nur auf, um etwas zu essen 

und sich um Elanor zu kümmern, dann tauchten sie so schnell wie möglich wieder unter die 

Decken. Man sagt oft, für frisch Verheiratete sei der Mond aus Honig gemacht, aber das war ein 

armseliger Trostpreis im Vergleich zu dem Fest aus Sonnen und Sternen, das sie sich 

gegenseitig bereiteten, sanfte Haut an sanfter Haut. 

Sie hatten alle Arbeit getan, die zu erledigen war und wurden nirgendwo erwartet, aber 

Frodo durchlitt einen von diesen Tagen, und das war wirklich ein Jammer. Rosie versuchte 

nichtsdestotrotz, keine Bitterkeit in sich aufkommen zu lassen. Aber während sie neben Frodo 

auf dem Bett lag und ihm das schweißverklebte Haar aus der Stirn strich, wünschte sie sich nur 

eins: Frodos Qualen zu einem kleinen, festen Ball zusammenzudrücken, diesen Ball mit einem 

Fußtritt zur Tür hinauszubefördern und Frodos Haut durch eine gänzlich andere Art von 

Schweiß zum Glühen zu bringen. 

„Tut mir leid, Rose. Du und Sam, ihr solltet ein ganz anderes Leben haben als das, zu dem ich 

Euch zwinge, hier in diesen muffigen Zimmern.“ 

„Muffig? Na vielen Dank auch, du wirst doch wohl nicht meine Putzarbeit beleidigen 

wollen? Und fang nicht wieder mit diesem Blödsinn an, sonst gebe ich Elanor in Zukunft jedes 

Mal, wenn du Kopfschmerzen hast, zwei Topfdeckel zum Zusammenschlagen.“ 

Frodos Lächeln war bleich und voller Liebe. „Ich frage mich, ob ihr ganz wirklich seid, Rose, 

du und Sam. Manchmal kann ich mir kaum vorstellen, dass es euch tatsächlich gibt.“ 

„Oh, wir sind wirklich, Herr Frodo, und du auch, aber diese Krankheit ist es nicht. Das sind 

nur Nachwirkungen und Erinnerungen, und die werden wir jetzt besiegen.“ warf Sam ein, als 

er den Raum betrat. Er legte Elanor in ihre Wiege, gesellte sich zu ihnen aufs Bett und 

schmiegte sich von hinten an Rosie. 

„Ich hatte auch nichts anderes von euch erwartet.“ stellte Frodo fest. „Ich möchte euch beide 

gerade so schrecklich gern berühren, aber ich kann kaum meine Arme hochheben.“ Er seufzte. 

„Mein Blut ist aus Eis gemacht.“ 



„So fühlt sich das aber gar nicht an für mich.“ Rosie legte ihre Handfläche an seine fiebrige 

Wange. „Lehn dich einfach zurück und ruh dich aus, und dann sagst du mir und Sam, was du 

gerne sehen möchtest, ja?“ 

Frodo nickte und schob sich gegen die Kissen in eine sitzende Lage. Dann keuchte er; schon 

die leichte Anstrengung dieser Bewegung hatte ihn erschöpft. 

„Mach den untersten Knopf seines Hemdes auf.“ befahl er Rosie mit leiser Stimme. „Und 

dann den nächsten darüber.“ 

Ihre Finger waren flink, sie entblößte Sams goldbraune Haut Zentimeter für Zentimeter. 

„Küss ihn auf den Bauch.“ Frodos Stimme war kaum mehr als ein Hauch. Rosie neigte den 

Kopf und ließ die Zunge unter Sams Nabel kreisen, ein Lachen unterdrückend, als sie hörte, wie 

einer von beiden gedämpft nach Luft schnappte. „Jetzt mach den nächsten Knopf auf.“ 

Diesmal waren ihre Finger nicht mehr so schnell und sicher. Ohne auf weitere Anweisungen 

zu warten, glitten ihre Hände über die Haut, die sie so gut kannte wie ihre eigene: sie 

zeichneten lieber jeden einzelnen Leberfleck und die Erhebung jeder Narbe nach, als sich von 

der weichen Oberfläche zu lösen. 

„Den nächsten Knopf auch noch.“ 

Sie plagte sich nicht lange damit herum, sondern riss das Hemd mit solcher Kraft auf, dass 

der Knopf mit einem Plopp zur Seite flog. 

„Vorsichtig, sonst hab ich bald keine Hemden mehr!“ 

„Dann zieh sie doch gar nicht erst an…“ grummelte Rosie und ließ ihren Atem den gleichen, 

gänsehautreizenden Weg über seine Brust entlanggeistern, den schon ihre Hände genommen 

hatten. „Was nun, Frodo?“ 

„Küss ihn.“ Frodos Flüstern war jetzt beinahe ein Zischen, und das schickte ein Frösteln ihr 

Rückgrat hinunter. Sie wandte sich um und schaute; aber dies war kein beängstigendes 

Gespenst, nur Frodo mit seinen müden, brennenden Augen und seinem geliebten, allzu 

zerbrechlichen Gesicht 

Rosie hatte viele Stunden ihres jungen Lebens mit Tagträumen von Sam Gamdschies Lippen 

zugebracht, und nie hörte ihr Erstaunen darüber auf, wie viel besser die Wirklichkeit sein 

konnte als jede kindische Phantasie. Das ganze Jahr über lebte der Sommer in seinem Mund, 

heiß, saftig und voller Leben; so, als sei alles Gelächter der Welt darin gesammelt und warte 

darauf, von ihm losgelassen zu werden. 



„Oh.“ Frodos Augen fielen zu und sein Atem beruhigte sich; die tiefe, schmerzvolle Falte 

zwischen seinen Augenbrauen wurde ein wenig weicher. Rosie löste sich von Sam, um einen 

langen Gutenachtkuss auf Frodos Mund zu drücken. Dann wandte sie sich wieder ihrem Mann 

zu und fuhr – nun ganz ohne hilfreiche Anweisungen – damit fort, ihn auszuziehen. 

 

 

Kapitel 13 

Anständig 
 

Als Rosie ankündigte, dass sie ihre Mutter zum Nachmittagstee erwartete, erinnerten sich 

Sam und Frodo plötzlich an ein ungemein wichtiges Treffen mit Merry und Pippin, das 

angeblich schon seit einer halben Woche geplant war. 

„Mir soll’s recht sein.“ antwortete Rosie heiter. „Ich will euch genauso wenig hier haben, wie 

ihr da sein wollt. Ich hatte genug Männergesellschaft, dass es für ein ganzes Leben reicht, und 

ich brauche ein bisschen Weibergeschwätz.“ 

Sie waren allerdings noch nicht gegangen, als Lily Kattun ankam. Sam wässerte das Gemüse 

und Frodo spielte Kuckuck mit Elanor. 

„Wo ist das Blumenkind? Da ist sie ja!“ 

Elanor verzog ihr Gesicht vor Entzücken. 

„Weg mit euch, und sagt Merry und Pippin Hallo von mir.“ Rosie übernahm Elanor von 

Frodo und scheuchte ihn zur Tür hinaus. 

„Hier, ich halte sie.“ erbot sich Lily, als sie allein waren. „Komm zu deiner Großmutter, 

Kleines.“ 

Elanors Augen weiteten sich vor Verwirrung und pummelige Finger klammerten sich an das 

Haar ihrer Mutter, als Lily versuchte, sie auf den Arm zu nehmen. 

„Sie ist ein bisschen misstrauisch bei Leuten, mit denen sie nicht viel zu tun hat.“ 

entschuldigte sich Rosie, nahm Elanor zurück und wanderte mit ihr durch die Küche. 

„Sie würde mich besser kennen, wenn du öfter mal vorbeikämst. Ich habe das Gefühl, ich 

kriege dich nie zu sehen, Rosie.“ 



„Du weißt doch, dass ich nicht oft weg kann, Mama. Es gibt mehr Tage, an denen man sich 

um Herrn Frodo kümmern muss, als andere. Und diese Hobbithöhle ist nicht gerade der 

einfachste Ort zum Sauberhalten.“ 

„Es ist nicht deine Aufgabe, dich um diesen schrulligen alten Junggesellen zu kümmern.“ 

Lily setzt sich an den Tisch und nahm eines der kleinen Törtchen, die Rosie gemacht hatte. „Du 

bist mit Sam verheiratet, nicht mit Frodo.“ 

„Was soll das denn heißen?“ Rosie hielt Elanor einen ihrer Fingerknöchel zum Nuckeln hin, 

um sie stillzuhalten. Sie stand auf der Tischseite gegenüber von Lily, das Gesicht hart wie Stein. 

„Das heißt, dass es Gerede gibt. Man sagt, deine Ehe ist nicht anständig.“ 

Rosie schaute hinunter auf das winzige, vollkommene Gesicht ihrer Tochter und lachte bitter. 

„Du und Papa, wart ihr jemals verliebt? Hast du ihn jemals schlafen sehen und deine Liebe 

zu ihm tat so weh, dass du am liebsten gleichzeitig gesungen und geweint hättest? Nein, du 

brauchst nicht zu antworten. Ich weiß, du liebst ihn auf deine Art, denn er hat dir ein gutes 

Leben und gesunde Kinder geschenkt, aber das war nie das, was ich haben wollte.“ 

„Es sind diese Märchen, die ich dir erzählt habe, als du ein Mädchen warst. Sie haben dir 

Flausen in den Kopf gesetzt.“ 

„Als Sam weg war, habe ich drei Heiratsanträge bekommen, von denen ich dir nie erzählt 

habe – weil ich wusste, du hättest mich dazu gebracht, ja zu sagen. Und ein oder zwei dieser 

Anträge waren von wesentlich reicheren Leuten als von einem Gamdschie aus dem 

Beutelhaldenweg, aber das hat mich überhaupt nicht gekümmert. Es hat nie etwas 

Anständigeres gegeben als meine Ehe, und fertig.“ 

„Du benutzt nie deinen Verstand, du denkst nie nach, was bei einer Sache herauskommt, 

bevor du damit anfängst.“ Lily warf ärgerlich ihre Hände hoch und fegte dabei eine kleine Vase 

voller Blumen von einem Regal hinter sich. Rose hechtete hinterher und warf eine Platte mit 

belegten Broten um, aber sie fing die Vase auf, bevor sie auf den Boden fiel. 

„Vorsicht! Du hättest sie fast zerbrochen.“ schalt sie ihre Mutter, legte Elanor in den Korb auf 

den Tisch und stellte die Vase in ein höheres Regal, wo sie nicht mehr heruntergeworfen 

werden konnte. Ein paar Tropfen waren auf ihre Hand gefallen. Rosie lutschte die honigsüße 

Flüssigkeit abwesend ab und wandte sich wieder dem Streitgespräch zu. 

„Du bist kein Zwanziger mehr, Rosie. Ich sage dir diese Dinge, weil ich dir Kummer ersparen 

möchte. Du bist nicht die Prinzessin in einem Märchen, du musst vernünftig sein.“ 



Rosie dachte an das lose Papierbündel, in das Frodo jeden Tag schrieb. „Nein, ich bin nicht 

die Prinzessin.“ Ich bin das „Glücklich für immer und ewig“, fügte sie im Stillen hinzu, aber sie 

sagte es nicht. 

Nachdem sie ihre Mutter bis zum Ende des Weges begleitet hatte, wanderte Rosie am See 

vorbei hinunter zu dem Feld, wo die Kinder im späten Nachmittagslicht spielten. 

Auf dem weißen Zaun an der Straße sitzend, an der selben Stelle, wo sie Jahre mit 

Tagträumen verbracht hatte, wiegte Rosie Elanor in den Armen, sah den dörflichen Spielen zu 

und dachte über die Worte ihrer Mutter nach. 

Als sie nach Hause kam, war es fast dunkel. Sam und Frodo warteten draußen auf sie. Na ja, 

Sam wartete jedenfalls; Frodo schlief, den Kopf auf seinen Oberschenkel gebettet. Ihr Mann 

schenkte ihr ein tröstliches Lächeln, als sie sich mit einem Seufzen neben ihn setzte und dankbar 

die Pfeife nahm, die er ihr hinhielt. 

„Sam.“ sagte Rosie nach einem kurzen Schweigen.„Wenn Frodo stärker ist, in ein paar Jahren 

vielleicht… können wir dann fortgehen? Nicht für immer, für ein Jahr zum Beispiel. Nur wir 

vier, und die Babys, die wir bis dahin haben. Ich möchte Elanor zeigen, dass es eine Welt 

jenseits von Hobbingen gibt. Dass dies hier eine Art zu leben ist, dass Große Leute und Elben 

und Zwerge aber auch ihre ganz eigene Art haben. Danach wird sie wenigstens wissen, was es 

dort draußen gibt, selbst wenn sie das Auenland für den Rest ihres Lebens nie wieder verlässt… 

dass sie in jeder Weise leben darf, die sie am glücklichsten macht – wie auch immer – dass 

nichts falsch ist an Märchen, und dass es so etwas wie anständig nicht gibt.“ 

 

 

Kapitel 14 

Albernes Benehmen 
 

„Zur Hölle mit diesem Wetter!“ 

Die Küche war das reinste Katastrophengebiet; Regale und Geschirrschränke waren 

leergeräumt und ihr Inhalt lag über den Boden verstreut in einem Wirrwarr aus Töpfen, 

Pfannen, Messern und Schöpfkellen. Elanor döste in ihrem Korb, während Rosie, Frodo und 

Sam versuchten, aus dem Durcheinander herauszusortieren, was sie wirklich noch brauchten. 

Der Regen, der draußen schon den ganzen Tag entweder als Nieseln und als Wolkenbruch 

herunterkam, war auch nicht gerade dazu angetan, die allgemeine Stimmung zu heben. 



„Was ist damit?“ Frodo hielt ein Sieb hoch. Rosie schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Das brauchen wir, aber nicht oft. Wie können es irgendwohin aus dem Weg räumen.“ 

„Und die hier?“ Diesmal ein paar lächerlich verbogene Kuchenzangen. 

„Du hast Augen im Kopf, oder? Frag mich jetzt bloß nicht bei jedem einzelnen Teil, das du in 

die Hand nimmst!“ schnauzte Rosie ihn an und beruhigte sich gleich darauf: „Es tut mir leid. 

Ich hasse es ganz einfach, so viel wegzuwerfen, es kommt mir vor wie Verschwendung.“ 

„Irgendwann wird alles zu Abfall.“ verkündete Frodo philosophisch. Rosie blitzte als 

Antwort nur finster zu ihm herüber. 

„Hier ist der kaputte Wasserkrug.“ Sam hielt ihn hoch. „Jetzt sehe ich, was du gemeint hast. 

Mit dem tiefen Sprung auf der Seite kann er natürlich keine Flüssigkeit halten.“ 

„Also, dann auf den Müllhaufen damit.“ sagte Rosie seufzend. 

Mit einem plötzlichen Lächeln packte Sam den Krug mit einer Hand und rannte aus dem 

Zimmer. 

„Was hat er denn jetzt vor?“ Rosie folgte ihm die Diele hinunter. Er war hinausgerannt, um 

die Ecke und außer Sicht. Sie stand im Eingang und zögerte, sich in das graue Wetter 

hinauszuwagen. 

„Sam! Samweis! Kommst du wohl wieder rein!“ schrie sie. Frodo kam zu ihr und stellte sich 

neben sie; er konnte sich nicht mehr schnell bewegen, egal wohin. Ein Windstoß ließ beide in 

die relative Wärme des Vorraums zurückweichen. 

„Was macht er?“ fragte Frodo. 

„Ich habe nicht die leiseste Ahnung, aber in dem Moment, wenn er fertig ist – mit was auch 

immer! – kriegt er von mir einen Satz heiße Ohren. Das ist nicht das Wetter für albernes 

Benehmen.“ 

Frodo antwortete nicht; er lächelte über ihr verärgertes Gesicht und wich dem Schlag aus, mit 

dem sie nach ihm zielte. Nach ein paar Minuten kam Sam wieder zum Vorschein, den lädierten 

Krug immer noch im Arm. Er war jetzt bis zum Rand mit reicher, schwarzer Erde gefüllt und 

ein Büschel hellgelber und roter Blumen war säuberlich genau in die Mitte gepflanzt worden. 

Er stellte ihn neben die Vordertür, an den Rand des frisch hergerichteten Weges. Es sei aus, als 

hätte der Krug schon immer dorthin gehört. 



„Da, siehst du? Es ist immer noch Leben drin. Nach meiner Erfahrung können die Dinge 

immer noch Kraft für eine zweite Runde haben, selbst wenn sie so aussehen, als wären sie am 

Ende.“ sagte Sam. Er sah aus, als sei er gewaltig stolz auf sich selbst, und gewaltig durchnässt 

war er obendrein. 

Mit einem Lachen reiner Freude rannte Frodo zur Vordertür hinaus, geradewegs hinein in 

Sams Umarmung. Sam wirbelte ihn glücklich herum, und wären ihre Gesichter nicht von 

Regentropfen übersät gewesen, dann hätte Rosie geglaubt, dass sie weinten. 

„Also gut.“ rief sie. „Das ist alles sehr schön, aber jetzt kommt rein! Ihr werdet euch den Tod 

holen, wenn ihr da draußen bleibt!“ 

Die beiden ignorierten ihre Warnungen eine ganze Weile und küssten einander im nassen 

Garten, und die Blumen in dem kleinen Krug saugten sich hungrig mit Regen voll, um zu 

wachsen und zu gedeihen. Als Frodo endlich vor Kälte nieste, stürmte Rosie herbei und zog 

beide ins Haus. Sie schimpfte in ungefähr dem selben drohenden Tonfall mit ihnen, den sie 

gebraucht hätte, um ein niedliches, flaumweiches Kätzchen auszuschelten. 

„Ihr seid einer schlimmer als der andere, ihr zwei! Ich hoffe, dieser Blödsinn war es wert, 

denn ihr werdet morgen mit roten Augen und Geschniefe bezahlen.“ Sie bugsierte sie vor das 

Kaminfeuer, ließ sie ihre Kleider abstreifen, legte ihnen eine Decke um und rubbelte ihre Haare, 

bis sie in feuchten Kringeln zu trocknen anfingen. Frodo drückte einen kalten Kuss auf ihre 

Wange und Rosie konnte nicht anders, sie musste lächeln. 

„Ich hoffe, ich werde immer nur Mädchen als Kinder haben, das ist alles, was ich sagen kann. 

Jungs haben wirklich gar keinen Verstand, nicht ein bisschen. “ 

 

 

Kapitel 15 

Der Riss 
 

Fast eine Woche lang war ihr das Frühstück wieder hochgekommen, und sie spürte dieses 

träge schwere Gefühl des Wissens in sich – das gleiche, das sie empfand, als Elanor zu wachsen 

begann. Doch dann hatte sie angefangen zu bluten, und sie fiel im Garten vornüber, und in 

ihrem Leib tobte ein Schmerz wie von Messerstichen und Peitschenhieben. 



Sie sagte nichts zu Frodo, den die Zeit immer mehr verfallen ließ anstatt ihn zu heilen, und 

sie sagte nichts zu Sam, der schon genug auf seinen starken Schultern zu tragen hatte. Sie 

braute sich einen Tee aus Poleiminze und legte sich still aufs Bett, bis der Schmerz verging. 

Dann wusch sie die Spuren so sorgfältig aus den Bettlaken, wie man es von einer guten 

Hausfrau erwarten konnte. 

Als nächstes spülte sie das Geschirr ab. Das Wasser besänftigte ihre wunde Haut; im 

Gegensatz zu ihren heißen Handgelenken wirkte es eisig. Die Essenreste auf den Tellern 

drehten ihr den Magen um, aber es war nichts mehr übrig, das sie hätte hochwürgen können. 

Sie war ausgehöhlt und leer. 

Als die Tränen einmal anfingen zu fließen, konnte sie sie nicht mehr zurückhalten. Sie hatte 

seit Jahren nicht mehr so lange und so heftig geweint; seit dem Tag, als ein Pony sie abwarf und 

sie sich einen halben Backenzahn ausgeschlagen hatte. Der Zahn brauchte fast einen Monat, um 

ganz herauszufallen, und während dieser Zeit hatten die freiliegenden Nerven ihr das Gefühl 

gegeben, ihr gesamter Mund würde absterben. 

Rosie rollte sich auf dem Boden zusammen. Sie schluchzte und schluchzte, bis sie keine Kraft 

mehr hatte. Wirklich – sie wusste nicht einmal genau, um was sie eigentlich weinte. Es war ja 

nicht so, dass sie gerade jetzt noch ein weiteres Kind wollte, und Frodo würde es sicherlich 

eines Tages besser gehen. Sam würde endlich die Zeit haben, zu bemerken, was ihr fehlte, und 

er würde ihr den Rücken reiben, genauso wie er es für Frodo tat, wenn der sich elend fühlte. 

Rosie stand auf und richtete sich sorgfältig das Haar, und sie wusch sich das Gesicht und war 

umsichtig genug, ein Lächeln aufzusetzen – ganz wie man es von einer guten Hausfrau 

erwarten konnte. 

 

*** 

 

Frodo hörte ein Geräusch wie von einem gedämpften Aufprall, während er versuchte, sich 

auf die Bücher vor ihm zu konzentrieren. Es war schwierig, an eine ganze Welt von 

Geschichten zu denken, wenn er nicht einmal mit der Geschichte in den Zimmern um sich 

her zurechtkam. 



Erleichtert, eine Entschuldigung zum Verlassen seiner Bücher zu haben, schlenderte Frodo 

durch die Diele hinunter in die Küche. Rosie war direkt neben dem Spülstein voller 

Seifenwasser auf dem Boden zusammengesackt, einen dunklen Fleck auf ihrem Rock. 

„Rose?“ Alle Farbe wich aus Frodos Gesicht. „Rosie?!“ Er stürzte an ihre Seite. Sie atmete, 

aber ihre Augen hatten dunkle Ränder wie von Schlägen, und sie waren umschattet von 

Krankheit und Erschöpfung. Er wiegte sie auf seinem Schoß und strich ihr das Haar aus dem 

Gesicht. 

„Sam! Sam!“ Frodos Stimme brach vor Panik, während er schrie. Bei dem plötzlichen Lärm 

begann Elanor zu brüllen. Frodo blickte hinüber zu ihren fuchtelnden Ärmchen, die über dem 

Rand des Korbes auf dem Tisch zum Vorschein kamen. „Still, Elanorelle, still.“ sagte er, so sanft 

er konnte, bevor er erneut nach Sam schrie. 

Sam kam ins Zimmer gerannt, schwer atmend von seinem Spurt durch den Garten. 

„Meine Rosie, Rosiemädchen, was fehlt dir denn?“ Er berührte ihr Gesicht, ihre Schulter und 

ihren Bauch so leicht, als fürchte er, sie allein schon dadurch zu verletzen. „Was ist passiert?“ 

„Ich weiß nicht.“ Frodo schüttelte den Kopf und versuchte, ruhig zu bleiben. „Ich hörte einen 

Aufprall, und dann kam ich und sah, dass sie gefallen war. Ich glaube nicht, dass es ihr heute 

sehr gut ging; heute morgen habe ich gehört, wie sie sich eine Weile hingelegt hat.“ 

„Sam?“ sagte Rosie verwirrt, den Kopf von einer Seite zur anderen drehend. „Was ist 

passiert?“ 

„Ich bin nicht sicher. Du hast geblutet, mein liebes Herz. Fühlst du dich wohl?“ Sam hob sie 

sanft aus Frodos Armen. Blutflecken blieben auf seinen Beinen zurück, wo sie gelegen hatte. 

„Ich wollte nicht, dass du es weißt.“ Rosies Stimme war leise und traurig. „Ich nehme an, ich 

war nicht stark genug, schon wieder eins zu bekommen, so bald nach Elanor.“ 

Sam trug sie ins Schlafzimmer und wusch sie, dann legte er sie so vorsichtig ins Bett, als sei 

sie selbst ein neugeborenes Kind. 

„Es tut mir leid, Samweis,“ Sie begann wieder zu weinen. „Du lässt die Gärten so wunderbar 

wachsen, und ich kann den Samen, den du in mir pflanzt, nicht einmal bei mir behalten.“ 



„Oh, Rosiemädchen!“ Sam küsste sie auf die Stirn und umarmte sie so fest, dass sie sich nicht 

sicher war, ob er sie jemals wieder loslassen würde. „Es ist alles gut. Das Schlimmste ist vorbei, 

und morgen früh wirst du dich besser fühlen.“ 

Er blieb bei ihr, während sie schlief und sah die Träume unruhig über ihr Gesicht flackern. 

Frodo machte die Küche sauber und spielte so lange mit Elanor draußen im Garten, wie er den 

strahlenden Sonnenschein ertrug. Sam kam heraus und gesellte sich zu ihnen; er sah so traurig 

und müde aus, wie Frodo ihn kaum jemals erlebt hatte. 

„Sie wollte ein Weilchen alleine sein.“ erklärte er mit einer Stimme, der die übliche Heiterkeit 

fehlte. Er nahm Elanor in die Arme und küsste sie federleicht auf die Schläfe. 

„Es tut mir leid, Sam.“ flüsterte Frodo und wusste, dass Worte niemals ausreichen würden. 

„Das passiert vielen der Mädels, nachdem sie ihr erstes hatten. Es scheint, als wäre sie 

vergleichsweise noch ganz gut davongekommen, zum Glück.“ Sam versuchte zu lächeln, 

seine Tochter immer noch fest an sich drückend. Sie saßen schweigend, bis Frodo endlich die 

Worte nicht mehr zurückhalten konnte, die ihm auf der Zunge lagen. 

„Denkst du, dass ich das war? Vielleicht bin ich stärker verändert, als wir dachten, und das 

hat sie irgendwie… vergiftet.“ 

„Nein, Herr Frodo, nein.“ Sam blinzelte noch mehr Tränen weg, dann drehte er sich so, dass 

er beide, Frodo und Elanor, gleichzeitig umarmen konnte. „So was ist es nicht gewesen. Fang 

nicht an mit solchen Ideen.“ 

„Das fällt mir schwer.“ Frodo blickte ins Leere, einen bestimmten Anblick vor seinem inneren 

Auge. „Als ich hereinkam, und sie da liegen sah… Ich dachte, wir hätten sie verloren. Ich 

dachte, du hättest deine Rosie verloren, und das hat mir das Herz gebrochen. Da war nur ein 

kleines bisschen Blut, aber sie war so still…“ 

„Allen geht es gut, fang nicht an, über Sachen nachzudenken, die hätten passieren können. 

Du kannst dich um sie kümmern, wie sie sich um dich gekümmert hat. Lies ihr die Märchen 

vor, die sie so mag, bis sie sich erholt hat. Und dann sind wir alle wieder eine Familie.“ 

versprach Sam. 



 

 

Kapitel 16 

Winters Weg 
 

„Wie hältst du das bloß aus, den ganzen Tag herumzuliegen?“ Rosie warf die Nadeln 

entnervt beiseite; die Fäden waren schon wieder zu einem Wirrwarr verknotet. 

„Nun ja, es ist nicht zum Aushalten. Das ist ja gerade der Punkt beim Herumliegen.“ Frodo 

hob die weggeworfene Stickerei vom Boden auf. 

„Oh, sehr komisch! Ich werde hier noch verrückt!“ 

„Gut! Das heißt, das es dir besser geht. Vor drei Tagen noch warst du so süß wie Honig und 

doppelt so fügsam, und ich habe mir ziemliche Sorgen gemacht. Möchtest du einen Schluck 

Wasser?“ 

„Nein. Und bevor du fragst, ich will auch keinen Tee und keine Milch.“ 

„Also gut. Dann eine von deinen Geschichten?“ 

Rosie seufzte. „Die habe ich jetzt schon hundert mal gehört. Kann ich nicht ein bisschen 

hinaus in den Garten gehen? Ich bin sicher, Sam würde sagen, dass das in Ordnung ist.“ 

„Ich habe strengste Anweisung, darauf zu achten, dass du im Bett bleibst, bis er heimkommt. 

Und deine Wünsche abzuschlagen ist viel weniger furchterregend als seine.“ Frodo setzte sich 

lachend ans Bett. „Ich könnte für dich singen, wenn du möchtest.“ 

„Ich hab schon genug Probleme am Hals, ich brauche nicht auch noch wehe Ohren.“ hänselte 

Rosie. „Obwohl, ich könnte mir auch eine Geschichte für dich ausdenken, dann bin ich 

wenigstens beschäftigt.“ 

„Ja, erzähl mir ein Märchen.“ Frodo schüttelte ihre Kissen auf, rutschte neben sie und legte 

sich hin, während sie mit klarer, ruhiger Stimme zu sprechen begann. 

 

„Winters Weg. 

 



Es waren einmal vier Geschöpfe, die lebten zusammen in einem Wald. Da war Sommer; sie hatte ein 

Lachen wie der helle Morgen und ein Lächeln wie der Nachmittag, und ihr Haar war wie Sand im 

Sonnenlicht. Dann gab es Frühling, mit seinen Händen voller Erde und mit festen, starken Beinen. 

Herbst hatte eine goldbraune Haut, und sie schüttelte die Blätter von den Bäumen, um sie mit dem Wind 

tanzen zu sehen. 

Zuletzt war da noch Winter. Er war so sanft und kalt wie frisch gefallener Schnee, und um den Hals 

trug er eine silberne Kette mit einem glitzernden Eiszapfen. 

Sie lebten alle vier an einer Weggabelung der Straße, die durch den Wald führte. Der bisherige Weg 

entlang dieser Straße war sehr schwer gewesen, und sie fürchteten so sehr, einander zu verlieren, dass sie 

ihre Zehen zusammenbanden, mit silbrigem Garn aus Herbst’s Nähkasten. Jeder Haltefaden hatte eine 

andere Farbe, obwohl sie alle vom selben Strang stammten. 

Frühling und Winter verband ein tiefes Blau der Treue und Hingabe. Herbst und Frühling gehörte das 

Rot, die Farbe von Herzblut, als Zeichen für Liebe und Leidenschaft. Die Schnur zwischen Herbst und 

Winter war vom Gelb der Gänseblümchen. Denn beide waren wagemutige Träumer gewesen, bis sie 

herausfanden, dass wilde Aufregungen ihrem Wesen nicht so sehr entsprachen wie der Frieden sonniger 

Nachmittage. 

Die kleine Sommer war mit Frühling verbunden durch das strahlende Grün väterlicher Liebe, und ihr 

Bogen zu Herbst war vom sanften Pfirsichrot der Mutterschaft. Und zuletzt war Sommer an Winter 

festgemacht mit einem Knoten von strahlendstem Purpur. Das war die Farbe der Beeren, mit denen er sie 

gefüttert hatte, wenn ihre Mutter und ihr Vater scheinbar nicht hinsahen, denn er verwöhnte sie, als 

guter Onkel, der er war. 

Jedermann, der die vier an dieser Weggabelung leben sah, war überzeugt davon, dass sich ihre Fäden 

irgendwann verwirren würden, und dass alles in schrecklichem Durcheinander enden müsse. Aber die 

vier wussten es besser, und niemals mehr, als wenn sie ihre Schnüre so eng wie möglich 

ineinanderdrehten. 

Doch war da eine Last auf Winters Seele, denn er wusste, dass sie eines Tages die Reise auf der Straße 

würden fortsetzen müssen. Es gab zwei Wege, die man nehmen konnte. Der rechte war sonnig und voller 

Leben und führte in ein liebliches Land, der linke aber war nebelverhangen und es war kaum zu erkennen, 

wohin er führte. Winter wusste, dass Sommer, Frühling und Herbst auf den sonnigen Weg gehörten. 

Und er hasste es, mit anzusehen, dass sie an der Weggabelung warten mussten, ohne ein glückliches 

Ende zu erreichen. 

Denn außer dem purpurnen, dem blauen und dem gelben Band trug Winter noch eine weitere Schnur. 

Sie war von mitternächtlichem Schwarz und begann weit hinten auf der Straße, die sie bereits hinter sich 



gelassen hatten. Und sie zog sich weiter, den linken Weg hinab in die Schatten, und sie lag so fest um 

Winters Hals, dass er wusste, er würde niemals frei davon. 

Sommer war noch ein Baby, und Frühling hatte so lange sein Bestes getan, Winter vor der schwarzen 

Schnur zu beschützen, dass Winter es nicht übers Herz brachte, ihm zu sagen, dass sie immer noch da 

war. Da wusste Herbst, dass es nun an ihr war, etwas zu unternehmen. 

Sie hatte ein Paar kleiner Silberscheren in ihrem Nähkasten. Manchmal nahm Winter sie heraus und 

versuchte, die purpurne, die gelbe und die blaue Schnur durchzuschneiden, damit Sommer, Frühling und 

Herbst auf dem hellen Weg davoneilen konnten und sich nicht mehr um Winter sorgen mussten. Die 

Fäden lösten sich aber niemals auf, sie waren zu stark. 

Herbst ihrerseits begann nun, die schwarze Schnur zu bearbeiten und Tag für Tag verschliss sie ein 

wenig mehr. Manchmal war die Arbeit schrecklich hart, denn die schwarze Schnur war mindestens so 

stark wie die farbigen, und sie schlang sich so eng um Winters Nacken. Manchmal wurde Herbst derartig 

müde, dass sie ihre Blätter nicht mehr tanzen lassen konnte, aber sie schnitt immer weiter. 

Denn sie wusste, eines Tages würde die schwarze Schnur reißen, und Winter wäre frei, und alle vier 

würden gemeinsam den hellen Weg hinunterwandern. 

 

Als Rosie verstummte, weinte Frodo. Aber sein Mund zeigte das breiteste Lächeln, das sie je 

an ihm gesehen hatte, und das allein war tausend Tränen wert. 

 

 

Kapitel 17 

Vollkommen in Ordnung 
 

„Wieder daheim!“ Sams Ruf weckte Rosie aus ihrem Dösen. „Wie geht es meinem 

wunderschönen Mädchen?“ 

„Halb tot vor Langeweile.“ antwortete sie, als er zur Schlafzimmertür kam. „Lass mich 

aufstehen, Sam, bitte. Ich bin vollkommen in Ordnung.“ 

„Bist du sicher?“ Sein Ton war zweifelnd, „Ich will nicht, dass du dir zuviel zumutest.“ 

„Lass sie aufstehen, Sam.“ schrie Frodo aus dem Studierzimmer herüber. „Wenn du das nicht 

machst, kann ich mir ihr Gejammer bis in alle Ewigkeit anhören!“ 



„Jetzt musst du mich aufstehen lassen, damit ich ihn auseinander nehmen kann!“ 

„Oh, also gut. Komm, ich helf’ dir rüber in die Küche.“ Sam bestand darauf, während des 

Ausflugs den Flur hinunter fast ihr ganzes Gewicht auf sich zu nehmen. 

Frodo schloss sich ihnen an, als sie gerade in die Küche gehen wollten und tauschte ein 

Lächeln mit Sam. Rosie hatte keine Zeit mehr, sich darüber zu wundern. Sie trat ein und 

entdeckte das wunderschöne Kleid, das über einem Stuhl ausgebreitet lag. 

Es war aus tiefrosa Seide gemacht; dunkelrote Rosen aus gekordelten Bändern schmückten 

Rock und Ausschnitt. Ein Band aus dem gleichen, samtweichen Material lag daneben, als 

Schmuck für ihren Hals. Es war das herrlichste Kleidungsstück, das Rosie je gesehen hatte. 

„Wohl kaum das Richtige zum Waschen und Staubputzen.“ brachte sie fassungslos heraus, 

das warme Stechen in ihren Augen wegblinzelnd. 

„Dann musst du eben mehr tanzen und es auf diese Weise abtragen.“ Sam drückte einen 

Kuss auf ihre vom Kissen flachgedrückten Locken. „Wir vermissen dein Lächeln, Rosie-

Entchen.“ 

„Frau Rose, Tom und Marigold nehmen Elanor heute nacht, und Sam und ich haben uns 

gefragt, ob du vielleicht ins Wirtshaus gehen möchtest, um zu feiern?“ 

„Wahnsinnig gern.“ Rosie lächelte. 

Das Kleid passte wie ein Traum, seine weiche Fülle reichte bis fast zu ihren Knöcheln und 

sprang weit auf, als sie sich drehte. Das Herumwirbeln ließ Rosie mit seltsam leichtem Kopf 

zurück, aber sie atmete tief, bis der betäubende Schwindel nachließ. Nichts würde ihr diesen 

Abend verderben. 

Sie gingen in den Grünen Drachen, und es tat so gut, all ihre Freunde wiederzusehen, zu 

lachen und verrückte Trinksprüche mit gutem Bier auszubringen. Frodo und Sam wurden 

überredet, ein paar der Gedichte vorzutragen, die sie auf ihren Reisen gelernt hatten, und sie 

ernteten langen, lärmenden Applaus für ihre Mühe. 

Rosie hatte die Art, wie Sam tanzte, immer schon geliebt, sein Gesicht war so angespannt, 

sein Körper aber so sicher. Frodo sah ihnen beiden zu, und er lachte und klatschte. 

Zwischen den Liedern schlichen sich Sam und Rosie ins Freie, wie sie es schon vor Jahren 

getan hatten, als sie noch lange nicht alt genug waren, um miteinander Ernst zu machen. Sie 

mochten sich schon damals, wenn auch auf eine linkische, befangene Art und Weise; mit 



ungeschickten Händen und Küssen, bei denen die Zähne aneinander stießen. Es kam ihnen 

richtig vor, jetzt dorthin zurück zu gehen, um der Luft und dem Nachthimmel zu zeigen, was 

am Ende der Geschichte aus den jungen Liebenden geworden war. 

Als sie wieder hineinkamen und feststellten, dass Frodo nirgendwo zu sehen war, sagte Sam: 

„Vielleicht fühlte er sich müde und ist nach Hause gegangen.“. Nachfragen bei ein paar 

Freunden bestätigten, dass Frodo wirklich weg war und die Nachricht für Sam und Rosie 

hinterlassen hatte, sie sollten so lange bleiben, wie sie wollten. 

Sie tanzten scheinbar stundenlang, kreisten durch den Raum in einem endlosen Wirbel, bis 

Rosie schließlich den Halt verlor und stolperte. Sam fing sie auf, ehe sie fiel und die beiden 

beschlossen zu gehen, bevor sie sich überanstrengte. 

In Beutelsend brannte kein Licht, als sie näher kamen. Das war eigenartig genug, um sich 

darüber zu wundern. Normalerweise leuchtete, selbst wenn Frodo schon zu Bett gegangen war, 

eine Kerze im Fenster, bis alle sicher zu Hause waren. 

„Herr Frodo?“ rief Sam zögernd und öffnete die Tür. Als sie hineingingen, schnappte Rosie 

nach Luft und wich angesichts des von silbrigem Mondlicht beleuchteten Schlachtfeldes, das 

vor ihnen lag, an die Wand zurück. Zerbrochene Wanderstäbe, Hüte und Mäntel auf dem 

Boden verstreut, umgestürzte und ausgeleerte Truhen. 

„Verloren… verloren…“ Ein dünnes, raspelndes Flüstern. „Diebe! Wo ist er? Verloren!“ 

Frodo kroch aus den Schatten dicht bei Rosie, und eine seiner Hände krallte sich in ihren 

Rock. Die drei Finger und der Daumen waren zu Klauen verkrümmt; sie erwischten eine der 

schmückenden Rosen am Rocksaum und zerrten sie auseinander, bis sie als karmesinrotes Band 

auf der Erde lag. Rosie verbiss einen Schrei und taumelte zurück. Sam warf sich auf Frodo, der 

sich verzweifelt wehrte, und drückte ihn gegen den Boden. 

„Dieb!“ Frodos Stimme war beinahe ein Kreischen; er schlug mit den Beinen aus und trat 

wild um sich, während Sam versuchte, ihn zu beruhigen. 

„Frodo, bitte… ich bin’s, dein Sam, bitte hör einfach auf damit und komm wieder zu dir.“ 

Frodos Augen verengten sich und starrten zu Rosie hinauf. Der Blick machte sie schaudern, 

denn es war darin nichts mehr übrig von dem Hobbit, den sie kannte und liebte. Sie zog ihren 

Rock aus der Reichweite seiner Fußtritte, beugte sich hinunter und schlug Frodo mit aller Härte, 

zu der sie sich zwingen konnte, ins Gesicht. 



Die Vernunft flutete jäh wieder in seine Züge zurück und das Fauchen erstarb, während sein 

Körper zur Ruhe kam. Für einen langen Augenblick sprach niemand, bis Frodo nach Atem rang 

und zu schluchzen begann. 

„Es tut mir leid,“ weinte Frodo, „es tut mir leid, es tut mir leid.“ Sam wiegte ihn sanft. „Es tut 

mir leid… Oh Rose, ich habe dein wunderschönes Kleid zerrissen, es tut mir…“ 

„Still.“ Rosie kauerte sich nieder, um beide zu umarmen. „Das flickt sich fast von alleine.“ 

 

 

Kapitel 18 

Das Beste 
 

Rosie wachte am nächsten Morgen als letzte auf. Es war eine unruhige Nacht gewesen, voll 

halber Träume und sorgenvoller Gedanken, und sie fühlte sich alles andere als erholt. Sie 

klatschte sich kaltes Wasser ins Gesicht in dem Versuch, etwas munterer zu werden, aber alles, 

was dabei herauskam, waren fröstelnde Schauder, die ihr den Rücken hinunterliefen. 

Noch immer wollte sie nicht zulassen, dass irgend etwas ihren Tag verdarb. Sie würde Sam 

und Frodo überzeugen, mit hinunter zum Fluss zu kommen, und die Sonne würde die 

Wasseroberfläche wie Diamanten glitzern lassen, und alles, was dunkel war, würde 

weggewaschen werden. Rose war die Schatten mehr als leid, und sie war nicht bereit, sie noch 

länger zu dulden. Sie würde die lästigen kleinen Spinnen der Vergangenheit mit dem Besen 

erwischen und in Sams Garten hinausfegen. Dort mochten sie die Erde düngen, damit die 

Pflanzen noch schöner wuchsen. 

Frodo saß vor dem Feuer; Rosies Kleid lag über seinen Schoß ausgebreitet und er hielt Nadel 

und Faden in den Händen. 

„Ich wollte den Schaden in Ordnung bringen, bevor du aufwachst.“ sagte er mit einem 

Ausdruck, der einem Lächeln nur ganz entfernt ähnlich sah. „Aber du hattest gar kein rotes 

Garn.“ Er hatte das Band mit säuberlichen Stichen aus schwarzer Wolle wieder angenäht, und 

zwar so geschickt, dass man es kaum bemerkte, wenn man nicht gezielt danach suchte. Drei 

Stiche mehr, und er war fertig. Das Kleid sah wieder besser und neuer aus, als Rosie es je zu 

hoffen gewagt hatte. 

„Das musstest du doch nicht tun!“ Sie umarmte ihn. Frodo mied ihren Blick. 



„Doch, musste ich.“ 

„Reit nicht so darauf herum!“ schalt Rosie. „Komm und hilf mir Frühstück machen. Ich hab 

Sehnsucht nach der Küche.“ Sie hielt einen Augenblick inne. „Normalerweise käme jetzt von 

dir, dass ich nicht mal so gut koche, wie Sam Schlitten fährt…“ 

Endlich sah er ihr direkt ins Gesicht, und sie hätte weinen mögen über die Qual in seinen 

Augen. „Wie kannst du es ertragen, mit mir zu reden, Rose?“ 

„Du dummer Kerl!“ Sie schlang ihre Arme um seinen Hals, bedeckte sein Gesicht mit Küssen 

und berührte jede einzelne Tränenspur mit den Lippen. „Wenn ich nicht mit dir rede, muss ich 

anfangen, Selbstgespräche zu führen, und vor meinem Morgentee bin ich nicht besonders 

unterhaltsam.“ 

Frodo sagte nichts mehr, während sie Brot rösteten und dick mit süßer Marmelade 

bestrichen. Rosie kochte den Haferbrei mit Zimt, ganz, wie er ihn liebte. Sie rief Sam von seinem 

frühmorgendlichen Geschäften weg nach drinnen; genauso wie sie war er vor seiner ersten 

Tasse Tee niemandem sonderlich von Nutzen. 

„Ich werde Elanor besser nicht mehr auf den Arm nehmen, oder in einem Zimmer mit ihr 

schlafen.“ teilte Frodo seinem Teller mit, immer noch, ohne ihnen ins Gesicht zu sehen. „Das ist 

sicherlich das Beste.“ 

„Sei nicht albern.“ antwortete Rosie, als ihr klar wurde, dass Sam nicht in der Verfassung 

war, etwas zu sagen. „Wenn du nicht im selben Zimmer schläfst wie sie, dann bist du auch 

nicht mehr im selben Zimmer wie wir.“ 

„Ich weiß. Vielleicht ist das auch das Beste.“ 

„Jetzt habe ich aber genug davon!“ Sam warf seinen Löffel mit einem Klirren hin und sprang 

auf. Er ging hinüber zu Frodos Stuhl und kniete sich daneben. „Wir wissen doch noch, in was 

wir dringesteckt haben, bevor wir hierher kamen, Frodo. Ich hasse es, dich daran zu erinnern, 

aber ich habe dich schon in viel schlimmerer Verfassung gesehen als letzte Nacht. Wenn ich nur 

einen Augenblick lang glauben müsste, du könntest eine echte Gefahr für meine Rose oder 

meine Elanor sein… nun ja, wir wären nicht hier, egal, wie schrecklich ich mich deswegen 

fühlen würde. Also Schluss jetzt mit diesen traurigen Augen, der Anfall ist vorbei und du bist 

zu uns zurückgekommen, so wie du das immer tun wirst, da bin ich ganz sicher.“ 

„Ich habe schon viel zu viel mit dir durchgemacht, um jetzt aufzugeben,“ fügte Rosie hinzu, 

und sie lächelte, um zu verbergen, wie sehr ihr nach Weinen zumute war. „Oh, Frodo, liebst du 

uns denn nicht genau so sehr wie wir dich lieben?“ 



„Was?“ Frodos Stimme brach. „Wie könnt ihr daran zweifeln? Ich würde mir mein eigenes 

Herz herausschneiden, wenn ich wüsste, dass euch das sicher und glücklich macht.“ 

„Aber das würde es nicht, und genau das ist der Punkt.“ Sams raue Handfläche legte sich 

liebevoll auf Frodos Wange. „ Du machst uns sicher und glücklich, und wir wollen dich in 

unserem Zimmer und in unserem Bett haben, und dein Herz sicher in deiner Brust, alles 

zusammen.“ 

Da lachte Frodo, und er schlang seine Arme mit so viel Schwung um Sams Schultern, dass sie 

beide zu Boden polterten. 

„Vorsicht! Ihr verschüttet den Haferbrei!“ schimpfte Rosie. 

 

 

Kapitel 19 

Genau diese Art 
 

„Können wir heimgehen, Rosie? Bitte?“ bettelte Sam. „Ich mag das nicht.“ 

„Das verlangt auch keiner von dir.“ konterte sie und schickte einen langen Spritzer hinauf 

zur Böschung, wo Frodo und Sam saßen. Rosie stand nur bis knapp zur Hüfte im Wasser, aber 

die beiden hatten sich standhaft geweigert, wenigstens so weit hineinzukommen. Ihr nasses 

Haar hing in dunklen, halb aufgelösten Locken bis über ihre Ellbogen; sie liebte es, wenn der 

kleine Fluss spielerisch an ihrer bloßen Haut leckte. 

Elanor spritzte ein bisschen mit den Füßen, tauchte das Gesicht unter und ließ Blasen 

hochblubbern. Rosie hielt sie fest und lachte über den Spaß, den ihr Baby hatte. 

„Kommt schon! Das wird euch stark und schnell machen.“ 

„In diesem Fall bleib ich lieber schwach und langsam.“ erklärte Sam, legte seinen Arm auf 

Frodos Rücken und zog mit dem Daumen kleine Kreise auf dem Stoff über der knochigen 

Schulter. „Und du wirst dich erkälten, wenn du da drin bleibst.“ 



„Werde ich nicht. Das Wasser ist warm. Und so wie’s aussieht, findet Elanorelle es 

großartig.“ 

„Wieso bestehst du so unerbittlich darauf, dass sie schwimmen lernen soll, Rosie?“ fragte 

Frodo, während er seinen Fuß von der Uferlinie wegzog. 

„Keins meiner Babys soll mit komischen Ideen darüber aufwachsen, was Hobbits können 

oder nicht können. Schwimmen macht eine Menge Spaß. Meine Elanor wird einen großen, 

weiten, offenen Geist haben, er wird nicht zugesperrt sein wie eine staubige Kiste.“ 

„Also möchtest du immer noch für ein Jahr weggehen, nehme ich an?“ 

„Was?“ Frodo schreckte bei Sams Frage auf. „Ihr geht weg?“ 

„Mit dir zusammen natürlich.“ ergänzte Rosie. „Denk bloß nicht, dass du uns so leicht 

entkommen kannst!“ 

„Oh, ich dachte, ihr würdet mich verlassen.“ Frodo seufzte vor Erleichterung. Sam küsste ihn 

liebevoll auf die Stirn. 

„Nein, niemals. Rosie möchte einfach, dass wir auch einmal woanders leben, damit Elanor 

mit mehr als nur einer Ahnung von der Welt aufwächst.“ 

„Lasst uns bald aufbrechen.“ strahlte Frodo. „Das wäre die richtige Art Abenteuer, eine 

glückliche Art. Dann kannst du echte Könige und Königinnen sehen, Rosie, wie in einer 

Geschichte.“ 

„Immer hübsch langsam!“ Rosie lachte. „Elanor ist noch viel zu klein, als dass ihr das jetzt 

schon gut täte. Und du hast es schrecklich eilig damit, auf eine solche Fahrt zu gehen, wenn ich 

daran denke, wie sehr ich mich ins Zeug legen musste, um dich heute zur Vordertür 

hinauszukriegen.“ 

„Ich glaube, sie hat recht, Herr Frodo.“ Sam stimmte zu. „Am besten gehst du die Dinge 

langsam an. Du hast doch darüber geredet, zu Bilbo zu reisen, wenn er in ein paar Monaten 

Geburtstag hat. Schau erstmal, wie dir dieser Ausflug bekommt, bevor du einen noch längeren 

unternimmst.“ 

„Ja, du hast recht.“ Frodos Lächeln war schmal und ein wenig betrübt. „Dumm von mir.“ 

„Nicht dumm, nur ungeduldig.“ Rosie kletterte aus dem Wasser, rieb Elanor trocken und 

verstaute sie sicher in dem kleinen Korb, bevor sie sich neben Frodo und Sam ins Gras fallen 

ließ. „Schließlich ist die Welt nächstes Jahr auch noch da.“ 



„Zieh dich wieder an, du warst nicht gesund in letzter Zeit.“ tadelte Sam. 

„Ich fühle mich wunderbar, gerade so, wie ich bin.“ Sie streckte die Arme über den Kopf und 

lächelte träge. „Ihr solltet mitmachen, das ist genau der richtige Tag zum Sonnenbaden. Und ich 

habe das Gefühl, näher an ein Bad im Fluss werde ich euch wohl nicht kriegen.“ 

„Was, wenn jemand vorbeikommt?“ Sams Stimme klang bedenklich. 

„Die Leute werden ja wohl wissen, wie ein nackter Hobbit aussieht – es sei denn, sie sind 

blind. Und in diesem Fall können sie uns sowieso nicht sehen. Kommt schon! Frodo?“ 

„Nein, vielen Dank.“ Er schüttelte den Kopf, aber Rosie hatte den Grund schon erraten. 

„Ein bisschen Bräune wird deine Narben schneller verschwinden lassen, und dann fällt das 

Rosa auch nicht mehr so auf wie auf der weißen Haut. Du wirst gesünder aussehen und dich 

auch so fühlen. Hobbits brauchen Sonne, genau wie Pflanzen. Also, runter mit euren Kleidern!“ 

Lachend gehorchten erst Frodo und schließlich auch Sam ihrem Befehl. Die drei küssten 

einander, umgeben vom berauschenden Grün des Flussufers, und sie liebten sich den 

Nachmittag hindurch bis hinein ins abendliche Zwielicht… träge, warme Körper im kühlen 

Gras. 

Sam hatte ein paar Längen Zwirn in einer seiner Taschen, und mit diesem Zwirn, einer 

verbogenen Haarnadel und einem Wurm gelang es ihnen tatsächlich, einen fetten, silbrigen 

Fisch zu fangen. Seine Schuppen glänzten im schwindenden Licht wie ein Kettenpanzer. 

Sie zogen sich an und gingen nach Hause, während Elanor immer noch über ihr 

Schwimmabenteuer plapperte. Der Fisch wurde gekocht und mit gebackenen Kartoffeln und 

Zitrone serviert. Sie verspeisten ihn draußen unter dem Nachthimmel, alte Lieder singend, 

deren Worte sie immer wieder vergaßen. 

 

 

Kapitel 20 

Nachmittagslicht 
 

Sam erklärte Rosie oft, sie käme ihm mehr wie ein Elb vor als wie ein Hobbit. Sie schrieb das 

seinem seltsamen Geschmack zu und tat es als Schmeichelei ab. Frodo allerdings war 

offensichtlich nicht immer ganz von dieser Welt. 



Jedenfalls war es nicht noch so einer von diesen trägen Tagen, die man mit allerlei 

Sinnlosigkeiten vertun konnte. Merry und Pippin hatten sich zum Abendessen in einer halben 

Stunde angesagt und waren bereits überfällig, und es gab noch etwa eine Million Dinge zu 

erledigen. Elanor war den ganzen Tag unruhig und gereizt gewesen. Und ausgerechnet diese 

Szenerie musste sich Frodo natürlich aussuchen, um zu malen. 

„Versuch, so zu schauen, als wärst du völlig überwältigt vor Liebe, Sam.“ 

„Ich bin völlig irgendwas, das ist mal sicher. Möglicherweise genervt von diesem Hut, aber 

bestimmt nicht verliebt.“ 

Der fragliche Hut war ein schlappes, dunkelblaues Ding; von seinem Rand hing eine lange 

Pfauenfeder herunter, die jedes Mal Sams Gesicht streifte, wenn er sich auch nur ein paar 

Zentimeter bewegte. Rosie hatte die allergrößte Mühe, einen Ausdruck ätherischer Ruhe 

beizubehalten, angesichts der Tatsache, dass er sie andauernd annieste. 

Frodo hatte sie im Vorderraum postiert; Sam hielt ein Knie gebeugt und blickte zu Rosie auf, 

die auf einem Stuhl stand. Sie sollten Beren und Lúthien darstellen. Umgeben vom Geruch 

kochenden Kohls und von den Geräuschen, die ein launisches Baby von sich gab, und 

obendrein noch dekoriert mit einem lächerlichen Hut, war es schwierig, die rechte Stimmung 

zu bewahren. 

„Kann das nicht warten?“ fragte Rosie zum ungefähr tausendsten Mal. 

„Das Nachmittagslicht ist am besten zum Arbeiten, und wenn ich jetzt anfange, kann ich 

später leichter weitermachen.“ 

„Warum fängst du dann nicht an einem anderen Tag an, bitteschön?“ 

„Sei still, Lúthien, und schau schön heiter und gelassen.“ 

Rosie seufzte und versuchte, ihre Pose zu halten. Sam nieste schon wieder. Lúthien – was für 

eine blödsinniger Name war das überhaupt? Da konnte man sein Kind genauso gut 

Aschenputtel oder Schneewittchen nennen! Niemand konnte Spaß haben mit so einem Namen… 

höchstens herumsitzen und seufzen und darauf warten, dass der Prinz endlich auftauchte. 

Rosie überlegte, dass es viel vernünftiger war, wenn Kinder Däumelinchen, Goldlöckchen oder 

Rosenrot hießen. So ein Mädchen konnte alle Abenteuer erleben, zu denen sie Lust hatte, und 

wenn ein Prinz vorbei kam, war das schön und gut, aber keinesfalls besser als irgendein 

anderer Ehemann. 

Elanor gab in ihrer Wiege im Nebenraum noch einen Schrei von sich, und Rosie stieg vom 

Stuhl herunter. 



„Ich kann sie nicht länger liegenlassen, das hier muss warten.“ Sie schnipste mit Daumen und 

Zeigefinger gegen die Pfauenfeder und verließ das Zimmer. 

„Sollen wir lieber aufhören?“ fragte Sam und stand auf. 

„Nein, ich kann mit den Einzelheiten von deinem Gesicht weitermachen. Setz dich hier zu 

mir.“ Frodo mischte sorgfältig zwei der Farbschattierungen und versuchte, Sams Hautton zu 

treffen. 

„Warum diese Geschichte, Herr Frodo? Wieso musst du gerade die malen?“ 

Frodo lächelte und verrührte ein Klümpchen helles Blau für den Hut. 

„Die Liebe der beiden war so mächtig, dass sie bereit waren, alles dafür aufzugeben. Sie 

bedeutete ihnen mehr als alles andere auf der Welt.“ 

„Ich will ja nichts Schlechtes über die Geschichte sagen – sie ist ja wirklich so schön wie nur 

irgendwas – ich denke bloß, es ist besser, wenn du eine gewöhnliche Art von Leben hast, und 

wenn du eine Frau liebst, die Kohl kocht und sich auch mal aufregt, und die sich jede Nacht 

neben dir im Bett zusammenrollt. Das ist eine viel bessere Art von Liebe als die, die in 

traurigen, schönen Bildern endet.“ sinnierte Sam und versuchte, das Gesicht ruhig zu halten, 

während Frodo seine Züge auf die Leinwand übertrug. 

„Du hast recht. Und diese Art ist womöglich noch kostbarer und sie ist es mehr als zweimal 

wert, alles dafür aufzugeben.“ stimmte Frodo zu, dann seufzte er. „Ich glaube, es ist sowieso 

nicht mehr genug Licht da, um weiterzumachen.“ 

„Vielleicht haben wir noch ein Weilchen, bevor Merry und Pippin aufkreuzen.“ Sam lächelte 

und küsste Frodo auf die Wange. 

„Pass mit dieser Feder auf!“ Frodo lachte, als sie in der blauen Farbe landete. „Jetzt kommt 

das Zeug überallhin. Schau, du hast schon etwas davon im Gesicht.“ Er rieb mit seinem 

Daumen an dem Schmutzfleck herum, aber dadurch wurde es nur noch schlimmer. 

„Du könntest sie ja ab jetzt als Pinsel benutzen.“ schlug Sam vor. „Wie kommst du überhaupt 

zu so einem Hut?“ 

„Ich habe keine Ahnung. Er gehörte Bilbo, aber ich habe ihn das Ding nie tragen sehen.“ 

„Ich kann mir gar nicht vorstellen, wieso.“ Sam bewegte den Kopf und die schwankende 

Feder zog einen Streifen Farbe quer über seine Nase. 



„Ich kann euch da drinnen hören! Wenn ihr nicht mehr an dem Bild arbeitet, dann könnt ihr 

auch kommen und mir helfen!“ rief Rosie. „Aber lasst den Hut liegen, denn wenn ich den noch 

mal sehe, hacke ich ihn wahrscheinlich in Stücke und verfüttere ihn an die Krähen!“ 

Nach einem weiteren, schnellen Kuss machten die beiden sich daran, ihr behilflich zu sein, 

und sie stülpten ihr den Hut auf den Kopf, als sie beide Hände voll und deshalb keine 

Möglichkeit hatte, ihn loszuwerden. 

Merry und Pippin brachten Flaschen mit leichtem, süßen Wein mit und außerdem einen Laib 

Kräuterbrot. Sie zogen Sam und Frodo gewaltig mit der blauen Farbe auf, die sie überall im 

Gesicht hatten. Rosies Gesicht war sorgfältig gewaschen, aber sie hatte immer noch helle 

Flocken aus getrockneter Farbe im Haar, und sie schwor Rache. 

Frodo sah zu, wie alle die, die er auf der Welt am meisten liebte, gemeinsam lachten, sangen 

und tranken. Er entschied, dass Nachmittagslicht zwar gut zum Malen taugte, dass 

kerzenerhellte Nächte aber mindestens ebenso wundervoll waren, aus ihren ganz eigenen 

Gründen. 

 

 

Kapitel 21 

Träumer 
 

Es gab nur einen einzigen unter Frodos Träumen, der nicht schrecklich war… einen einzigen, 

der ihm keine heißen, brennenden Tränen in die Augen trieb, die Sam fortküsste, wenn er 

aufwachte. Einen einzigen, der nicht damit endete, dass Rosie ihn an der Schulter rüttelte und 

ihn zurückholte von den dunklen Orten, zu denen er im Schlaf gewandert war. Er konnte nicht 

sagen, wie oft er diesen einen Traum hatte, oder ob er sich jemals änderte. 

Es war kein sehr lebhafter Traum, eher verschwommene Eindrücke, vermischt mit 

Erinnerungen. Erdboden unter seinen Füßen, Hände, die sich bei kindlichen Kletterspielen an 

Äste klammerten. Seidenraupen, eingesperrt in einer Holzkiste, und beerenfleckige Finger, mit 

denen er ihre fetten, weißen Leiber berührte. 

„Frodo!“ Eine junge Stimme rief ihn, und er versteckte sich im hohen Gras, weil er seine 

neuen, seltsam exotischen Haustiere mit niemandem teilen wollte. „Frodo, Papa sagt, du sollst 

kommen und dich vor dem Abendessen waschen!“ 



Sein Vater war gestorben, bevor er jemals Geschwister haben konnte. Frodo wusste, dass 

dieser Traum mehr seiner Vorstellungskraft entsprang als seiner Erinnerung, und dieses 

eigenartig losgelöste Wissen schien die Szene in zwei Teile zu spalten. Jetzt war er ein 

Beobachter. Er stand auf unsicheren Beinen im abendlichen Feld, die Augen schwer vom Schlaf, 

und betrachtete das kleine Hobbitkind, das sich vor seiner Schwester versteckte. 

Es war offenbar eine ältere Schwester, das Haar zu losen Zöpfen geflochten und eine Hand 

auf die Hüfte gestützt. Die andere spielte mit ihrem Haarband, und diese Geste war der von 

Rosie so ähnlich, dass es ihm unmöglich war, nicht zu lächeln. 

„Frodo, ich weiß, dass du da bist, du machst mit diesen dämlichen Raupen vom 

Maulbeerbaum herum! Rose und Merry nehmen dir dein ganzes Brot weg und tropfen alles 

voll, und Pip und Goldie wollen eine Geschichte.“ Das Mädchen stampfte wütend auf die 

Türschwelle. „Du bist so blöd!“ 

„Nicht so blöd wie du!“ schoss der Junge zurück und sprang auf die Füße. „Du riechst nach 

Ponykacke, und aussehen tust du wie eine zerquetschte Kröte!“ 

„Oooh, dafür krieg ich dich!“ Sie jagte kichernd hinter ihm her. Ein ganz kleines Mädchen, 

höchstens ein paar Jahre alt und noch ein bisschen wackelig auf den Beinen, stand jetzt im 

Eingang. Sie trug eine hübsche, grüne Schürze und einen blauen Hut mit einer 

farbverschmierten Feder am Rand, der ihr mindestens drei Nummern zu groß war. 

„Elanorelle, Mama sagt, du hast die Zwiebeln verkochen lassen, und jetzt sind sie ganz 

eklig.“ 

„Oh, Mist!“ Das ältere Mädchen seufzte und verlangsamte ihre Verfolgungsjagd. „Sag ihr, ich 

komme gleich, Goldig-Goldig-Goldlöckchen, aber zuerst muss ich Frodos Kopf ins Wasserfass 

tunken.“ 

„Davon wird dein Gesicht auch nicht hübscher!“ Der Junge erklomm eilig einen Baum, der 

hoch genug war, um sich vor Feinden auf dem Boden in Sicherheit zu bringen. „Elanor-die-ganz-

schöne-Nervensäge, so sollten dich die Leute nennen!“ 

Der Traum verblasste, als die echte Elanor in ihrer Wiege schrie, und Frodo kam voller 

Staunen zu sich. Er befreite sich behutsam aus der Umarmung von Sam und Rosie, ging 

hinüber und hob das Baby vorsichtig hoch. Er hatte sie seit der Nacht, in der er Rosies Kleid 

zerrissen hatte, nicht mehr im Arm gehalten. In seinem Magen summte ein Bienenschwarm der 

Furcht, dass sie das nächste Mal, wenn so etwas passierte, vielleicht nicht im Haus von ihrem 

Onkel und ihrer Tante sein würde. 



„Warst du das, von der ich geträumt habe, meine Hübsche?“ fragte er sie leise, während er 

ihr die Tränen abwischte und mit ihr aus dem Zimmer hinaus zu einem der Fenster ging. 

„Wirst du wirklich so glücklich sein, und so fröhlich? Ich hoffe, das wirst du.“ 

Sie grabschte nach dem Stein um seinen Hals, der anscheinend nie aufhörte, sie zu 

faszinieren. Frodo zog ihn aus ihrer Reichweite und dachte über Elben und über den Blick in 

die Zukunft nach. 

„Bin ich dann auch noch da? Werde ich mich mit euch hinsetzen und euch Geschichten 

erzählen, oder euch Gedichte vorlesen, wie für Sam, als er noch klein war? Wird Jung-Frodo 

den, von dem er seinen Namen hat, noch wirklich kennen?“ Frodo hielt inne. „Wird eines 

deiner Geschwister aussehen wie ich?“ 

Er wollte es nicht riskieren, Rosie irgend ein Leid zuzufügen, und obwohl es keine wirkliche 

Möglichkeit gab, herauszufinden, wessen Baby sie verloren hatte, fühlte Frodo tief in seinem 

Herzen, dass es seines gewesen war. Aber selbst mit dieser Gewissheit fiel es ihm schwer, nicht 

auf die Zukunft zu hoffen. 

„Es ist eine Sache, die ganze Welt zu retten und allen, die du liebst, viel Freude zu machen.“ 

erklärte er Elanor. „Trotz allem würde ich dir gerne eine Schwester schenken, Elanorelle. Ich 

möchte euch beide so gern in dieser geretteten Welt aufwachsen sehen.“ 

Elanor lächelte nur breit zu ihm auf und zerrte an einer seiner Haarlocken. 

 

 

Kapitel 22 

Drei von einem Schlag 
 

Der Wind, der zu dieser Jahreszeit immer spätnachmittags wehte, sorgte dafür, dass der 

Garten ziemlich unregelmäßig Regen bekam; nichts, was man mit einer Gießkanne und ein paar 

Stunden Arbeit nicht wieder hinkriegte. Das gehörte zu den Dingen, die Sam an Pflanzen 

mochte; sie waren wunderschön und kompliziert, und gleichzeitig ganz simpel. Es war nicht 

schwer, sie zum Gedeihen zu bringen, wenn man sich mit den Grundlagen auskannte. 

Als er sich gerade über ein paar Sämlinge beugte, die ein bisschen Nachhilfe beim Wachsen 

brauchten, klapste ihm eine Hand auf die Schulter. Ein Junge, nicht älter als zwölf oder 

dreizehn; die Knie seiner Hosen waren zerrissen und seine Ellbogen voller Grasflecken. 



„Hallo! Wie heißt du denn?“ fragte Sam, stellte die Gießkanne beiseite und ließ sich auf die 

Fersen zurücksinken. 

„Jacky.“ Der Junge hatte offenbar vor Aufregung einen Knoten in der Zunge. „Ist… ist das 

wahr? All die Abenteuer, von denen die Leute sagen, dass du sie erlebt hast?“ 

„Ja.“ Sam nickte und lächelte. „Die allermeisten jedenfalls. Die Leute fügen halt gern ihre 

eigenen Gewürze und ihren eigenen Geschmack hinzu.“ 

Jacky’s Augen wurden groß und rund. „Elben! Hast du die wirklich gesehen?“ 

Sam lachte und lud den Jungen ein, ihm beim Gießen zu helfen. „Du bist alt genug, eine 

Steckrübe von einem Kohlrabi zu unterscheiden. Also, wenn es dir nichts ausmacht, ein 

bisschen zu arbeiten, während ich erzähle, dann habe ich ein oder zwei Geschichten für dich.“ 

„Müssen deine Hände immer so dreckig werden, bloß, weil du Blumen gießt?“ 

Sam lachte wieder. „Nein, außer wenn ich’s drauf anlege. Die Erde ist lebendig, genau wie du 

und ich. Der Unterschied ist nur, dass du ein Stück davon in der Hand halten und fühlen 

kannst, wie sie atmet und wie etwas wächst. Wenn du keine Angst davor hast, dich schmutzig 

zu machen, dann kann die Erde reden und wird sich von deiner Aufmerksamkeit geschmeichelt 

fühlen. Es macht keinen Sinn, mit ihr auf Kriegsfuß zu stehen.“ 

Jacky lächelte. „Du bist lustig! Hast du jemals einen Drachen gesehen? Oder eine Schlacht? 

Sind die Elben so wundervoll, wie die Leute immer sagen?“ 

„Weißt du, ich glaube, von Herrn Frodo kriegst du noch bessere Geschichten zu hören als 

von mir. Er arbeitet in seinem Studierzimmer. Aber ich bin sicher, wenn du hingehst und an 

diese grüne Tür da klopfst, und wenn du dann mit deiner nettesten Stimme nach einer oder 

zwei Geschichten fragst, dann tut er dir sicher den Gefallen.“ 

„Mein Papa sagt, er ist seltsam.“ gestand Jacky. „Kein anständiger Hobbit. Er sagt, Ihr seid 

hier alle drei vom gleichen Schlag, und ihr seid nicht ganz richtig im Kopf.“ 

Sam war heilfroh, dass Rosie nicht in der Nähe war, um das zu hören. Sie konnte das Wort 

anständig absolut nicht leiden, und Sam ging es inzwischen ganz genauso. 

„Dein Papa sollte seinen Kindern lieber ein bisschen Höflichkeit beibringen. Ich habe jetzt zu 

tun, wenn du die Geschichten also hören willst, dann komm morgen wieder und lass sie dir 



von Herrn Frodo erzählen.“ Sam versuchte, seine Stimme trotz allem freundlich klingen zu 

lassen, und der Junge nickte und hüpfte davon. 

Nach dem Abendessen saßen Sam, Rosie und Frodo am Feuer, während Elanor in ihrer 

Wiege einschlief. Sie pafften ihre Pfeifen und genossen die Tatsache, dass es nicht viel zu tun 

gab. Das war sehr angenehm; niemand, den man beeindrucken oder um den man sich Sorgen 

machen musste, nur Familie, Heim und Frieden. 

„Lasst uns ins Bett gehen.“ schlug Frodo vor und stand auf. 

„Ich bin nicht müde.“ antwortete Rosie abwesend, die Augen auf das Flackern und Tanzen 

der Flammen gerichtet. 

„Na ja, ich auch nicht.“ Frodos Antwort wurde von einem breiten Lächeln begleitet. Sam war 

mehr als froh, das zu sehen, er hatte sich in den letzten Tagen besonders viele Sorgen um Frodo 

gemacht, und es war gut, ihn in verspielter Stimmung zu sehen. 

Sam bezweifelte, dass er es jemals müde werden würde, Rosie zuzusehen, wie sie sich 

auszog… die Sorgfalt, mit der sie ihren Rock über die Beine hinunterstreifte und zur Seite legte, 

ihre Haut, geschmeidig braun bis hinauf zu den Oberschenkeln vom Schwimmen und 

Sonnenbaden. Ihre kleinen, festen Brüste waren wie reife Früchte, und Sam konnte nie dem 

Drang widerstehen, sie mit dem Mund zu berühren und den Geschmack ihrer Haut zu kosten. 

Da waren wellige, blasse Linien über ihren Hüften, wo sich ihr Bauch gedehnt hatte, als sie Ellie 

trug, und Sam liebte diese matten Spuren mehr, als es sich mit Worten sagen ließ, denn es 

waren gute und glückliche Narben. 

Frodo war ebenso liebenswert, auf seine ganz eigene Weise, viel zu dünn für einen Hobbit 

und mit solch alten, traurigen Augen, aber wenn er lächelte, konnte er einen Raum zum 

Strahlen bringen wie die hellste Mittagssonne. Auch seine Narben waren in ihrer Art glücklich, 

er hatte sie davongetragen, während er Dinge schützte, die es verdienten, bewahrt zu werden. 

Sam war jeden Tag aufs neue dankbar, dass sie überlebt hatten, um zurückzukommen und sich 

wieder an dem zu freuen, was sie hatten. 

Mehr als zu allem anderen neigte Frodo dazu, sich zurückzulehnen und Sam und Rosie zu 

beobachten, selbst dann, wenn er nicht müde war. Seine Augen waren weit geöffnet, als 

versuche er, ihr Bild in sein Gedächtnis einzubrennen. Er ließ zu, dass Rosie ihn küsste, aber er 

machte keinen Versuch, sie an sich zu ziehen, damit sich ihr Körper berauschend weich gegen 

ihn presste. Sie drückte Frodo auf das Bett hinunter und geleitete seine Hand zu ihrem Nacken 

hinauf, die Locken beiseite schiebend, damit er ihre bloße Haut berührte. Dann, ganz plötzlich, 

zog sie sich zurück und saß auf der Bettkante, im Gesicht ein breites, anzügliches Lächeln. 



„Ich möchte euch beide zusammen sehen.“ befahl sie. „Ihr seid hübscher als alles, womit man 

euch vergleichen könnte.“ 

Sam liebte es, Frodo zu küssen, liebte den Geschmack von sicher-warm-daheim, der sich in den 

Winkeln dieses Mundes verbarg, die köstliche Weichheit seiner Unterlippe. Es war immer 

wieder überraschend; die Erinnerung verblasste und glitt davon, wenn er nicht wirklich da war, 

um es zu erleben. So gewöhnte er sich nie wirklich daran, und Gewohnheit hätte ihn auch nicht 

glücklich gemacht. Denn weil es sie nicht gab, war jeder Kuss ein Geschenk, das er empfing wie 

beim allerersten Mal. 

Er bewegte sich hinunter, um über die blasse Kehle zu züngeln und daran zu saugen; er 

wusste, dass Rosie den Klang von Frodos Stimme in solchen Augenblicken liebte, und ihm ging 

es genauso. Seine Hand glitt tiefer, der Daumen streichelte in kleinen, gleichmäßigen Kreisen 

über samtweiche Haut. Frodo bog sich der Berührung entgegen, ein Knie angezogen und den 

Fuß in die Matratze gepresst, das andere Bein ausgestreckt, so dass die weiche Unterseite des 

Knies sichtbar wurde. Sam drehte sich herum, bis er die Stelle mit der Zunge berühren konnte 

und leckte daran, während Frodo sich erneut aufbäumte. 

Rosie kam zu ihnen; sie brachte es nie fertig, sich lange abseits zu halten. Sie verfolgte die 

köstliche Kontur von Sams Ohren mit den Fingerspitzen, erforschte jeden Teil von ihm aus 

tiefstem Herzen, bevor sie sich weiterbewegte und die Entdeckungsreise bei Frodo wiederholte. 

Es war leichter als leicht, sich in diesem Gefühl zu verlieren, der Bewegung von Haut an Haut 

und von Atem in Atem, und nach einer Weile ließ sich Sam von dem Zauber überwältigen – 

kein Denken, kein Lernen, ganz einfach Sein, eng verbunden mit zwei von den drei Dingen, die 

er ebenso sehr liebte wie die Erde selbst. 

„Bald ist doch dein Geburtstag, oder?“ fragte Rosie Frodo, als sie wie ein knochenloses 

Puzzle auf dem Bett lagen, halb im Schlaf und halb zu einem Ganzen verschmolzen. 

  „Mmmh, in etwas weniger als zwei Monaten.“ nickte Frodo. „Der von Bilbo auch.“ 

„Du musst nicht alles mit jemandem teilen. Ein paar Dinge kannst du auch für dich allein 

behalten.“ meinte Sam, den Geruch nach altem Papier einatmend, der in Frodos Haaren hing. 

„Es ist in Ordnung, wenn du gelegentlich mal nur an dich selber denkst.“ 

„Wenn jemand in Gondor Geburtstag hat, wird er von den Leuten beschenkt anstatt 

andersherum.“ sagte Frodo beiläufig. 

„Das macht überhaupt keinen Sinn, und nach Spaß für die Person, die Geburtstag hat, klingt 

es auch nicht gerade.“ schnaubte Rosie. „Von meiner Seite brauchst du erst gar nicht auf 

Geschenke zu hoffen, lass dir das gesagt sein.“ 



Frodo lächelte nur, schloss die Augen und glitt hinüber in seine Träume. 

 

 

Kapitel 23 

Manchmal 
 

Wenn er nicht schlafen konnte, ging Frodo oft in sein Studierzimmer und schrieb. Der Tisch 

war immer noch voller Kratzer, Sterne und Wirbel, die er mit seinem Federmesser hineingeritzt 

hatte, als er noch ein Kind war – an langen Nachmittagen, wenn das Lernen ihn langweilte und 

er nichts lieber wollte, als hinaus in den Garten zu entkommen und mit dem niedlichen kleinen 

Sam zu spielen, dem Sohn des Gärtners. 

Er fuhr mit den Fingern über die Spuren im Holz und lächelte, während er sich an die 

Stunden erinnerte, als Rechnen die schlimmste Folter zu sein schien, die das Leben zu bieten 

hatte. Über den Tisch waren lose Papierstapel verstreut, außerdem zwei dicke Bücher zum 

Hineinschreiben, ein paar Tintenfässer in unterschiedlichen Stadien der Austrocknung, und 

eine dicke weiße Kerze für das Licht. Es war eine von denen, die Rosie gemacht hatte, mit 

einem feinen Vanilleduft im Rauch, und mit heller, stetiger Flamme. 

Eines der Bücher war die Geschichte, die für die Welt niedergeschrieben werden musste, der 

dunkelrote Einband an den Ecken abgenutzt, die Seiten knisternd und sauber. Das andere, 

kleiner und dünner, weniger ordentlich und stilistisch weit stärker zusammengewürfelt, gab 

dem langen Abenteuer erst seinen Sinn. In diesem Buch zeichnete Frodo die Feste des 

Auenlandes auf, mit Feuerwerken, die explodierenden Sternen glichen und mit Spielen für die 

Kinder; zum Beispiel dem Papieresel voller Zuckerwerk, den man mit verbundenen Augen mit 

einem Stock treffen musste. Auf den Seiten dieses Buches hatten sie Elanors Hand- und 

Fußabdrücke verewigt, mit der selben blauen Farbe, die an ihrem Malnachmittag überall 

herumgespritzt war. 

Er schrieb es für sie. Er wusste nicht, ob er es ihr jemals selbst geben würde, wenn sie alt 

genug war, um es zu würdigen, oder ob es Sam und Rosie überlassen blieb, das an seiner Stelle 

zu tun. Wie auch immer, sie musste es bekommen, sie musste verstehen. 

Sam macht sich Sorgen, schrieb er. Er hört, wie die Leute über mich reden, und wie unbehaglich sie 

sich in meiner Gegenwart fühlen. Manchmal könnte ich genauso gut unsichtbar sein, aber das macht mir 



nichts aus. Besser sie lehnen einen verwundeten Hobbit ab, als dass sie einem dunklen Herrscher dienen 

müssen. 

Manchmal merke ich, wie ich dem Auenland Lebewohl sage und mich genauso wehmütig 

umschaue, wie ich es tat, bevor ich das erste Mal fortging. Das scheint jetzt sehr lange her zu 

sein. Aber zu anderen Zeiten habe ich das Gefühl, dass ich nie wieder fortgehe; ich werde 

hier sein, um dir Zahlen und Buchstaben beizubringen; der seltsame Onkel Frodo mit seinen 

Geschichten und seinen Liedern. 

Er hatte Alpträume, von toten Gesichtern im Wasser und eisigen Fingern um seinen Hals. 

Danach schreckte er hoch und merkte, dass sie Wirklichkeit waren; seine eigene 

verräterische Hand griff gierig nach einem kostbaren Preis und fand statt dessen nur einen 

silbrigweißen Edelstein. Manchmal fürchtete er sich davor, Sam, Rosie und Elanor zu 

berühren, denn vielleicht würde er sie mit der Krankheit anstecken, die ihn ausgehöhlt hatte 

und die ihn scheinbar innerlich verfaulen ließ. Natürlich überließen sie ihn niemals lange 

diesen Stimmungen. Wenn sich seine Hände öffneten und schlossen und vor Begierde nach 

dem verlorenen Ring zitterten, dann war Rosie zur Stelle mit Gemüse zum Schneiden, mit 

Windeln, die gefaltet und Knoten, die entwirrt werden mussten. 

Wenn er sich in Gedanken verlor, berührte Sam ihn Stirn an Stirn, als wortlose Erinnerung 

daran, dass Frodos Einsamkeit ein Ende hatte, wo immer er auch gewesen war oder je sein 

würde. 

Heute hast du deine Rassel gegen die Ofentür gehauen. Frodo lächelte, während er schrieb. Das gab ein 

schreckliches Getöse, und als dein Vater dich ausschimpfte, hast du ihn nur angelächelt und die Rassel so 

vorsichtig gegen seine Nase gestupst, dass du ihn kaum berührt hast. 

Ich habe ihm neue Pfannen gekauft, als er deine Mutter geheiratet hat. Sein altes Kochgeschirr hat er 

auf unseren Reisen verloren; er hat es in eine Felsspalte geworfen, damit Gollum kein Schindluder damit 

treiben konnte. Das erste, was er mit dem neuen Geschirr gemacht hat, war ein Rosinenkuchen für die 

Kattuns. 

Er sagt, dass er die alten Pfannen trotz allem immer noch vermisst, obwohl die neuen so hübsch 

glänzen. Dein Vater hat ein so großes Herz, dass er nichts und niemanden daraus verlieren möchte, und 



wenn es doch einmal sein muss, zerreißt es ihn beinahe. Es ist ein Segen, dass wir mitsamt unserem 

glücklichen Leben so wunderbar in dieses Herz hineinpassen, findest du nicht? 

Frodo gähnte und hielt sich den Mund mit dem Handrücken zu, die Augen schwer von 

Müdigkeit. Die Kerze war so weit heruntergebrannt, dass sie fast auslief. Wenn sie noch ein 

wenig länger leuchtete, hatte er genug Helligkeit, um ins Bett zu finden, bevor sie erlosch. Statt 

dessen pustete er sie aus, ließ genug Docht übrig, damit man sie noch einmal anzünden konnte 

und machte sich vorsichtig auf den Weg durch die Dunkelheit. 

 

 

Kapitel 24 

Spiel 
 

Hobbits können sich, wenn sie wollen, so leise wie ein Lufthauch bewegen, die kräftigen 

Sohlen so leicht auf dem Boden wie Elbenfüße. Versteckspiele dauern unter Umständen den 

ganzen Tag, denn ebenso wie Schweigen haben Hobbits die Reglosigkeit im Blut, und selbst der 

Lebhafteste kann wie zu einer Steinfigur erstarren, wenn er es darauf anlegt. 

Rosie hatte die Arme bis zu den Ellbogen im Seifenwasser, das Geschirr glitschig und warm 

wie frischer Ton zwischen den Fingern… ein Rest der Wärme von dem dampfend heißen 

Eintopf, den es gegeben hatte. Als sie klein war, hatte sie eine kleine Drahtschlinge von ihrem 

Vater bekommen, die man in die seifige Brühe tauchen konnte, um dann große, irisierende 

Blasen hindurchzupusten. Sie musste daran denken, etwas ähnliches für Elanor zu machen, 

wenn das Mädchen älter war.Sam und Frodo, beide so reglos und leise, wie das nur Hobbits 

fertig brachten, standen nahe der Tür und stahlen sich abwechselnd hinter Rosie. Sie fädelten 

das glatte Band, das die Rückseite ihres Kleides oben zusammenhielt, aus den Ösen – eine 

Aufgabe, die sie überaus langsam und sorgfältig erledigten. 

Rosie pfiff schwach vor sich hin, bewegte den Kopf mit der Melodie und ließ ihre vom 

Spüldampf feuchten Locken tanzen. Inzwischen war Frodo wieder an der Reihe, über den 

Küchenboden zu schleichen und an dem Band zu ziehen, das mittlerweile mitten auf ihrem 

Rücken baumelte. 

Frodo war auf halbem Weg zurück zu der Stelle, wo Sam leise vor sich hingluckste, als Elanor 

in ihrem Korb einen kleinen Schrei von sich gab und die Rassel gegen die Wand aus Weide 

schlug. Rosie drehte sich herum, um zu sehen, was los war, und der Ausschnitt ihres Kleides 



rutschte geradewegs über eine Schulter hinunter. Frodo fror ein, wo er stand, zeigte ein 

schafsähnliches Grinsen und verließ dann gemeinsam mit Sam fluchtartig den Ort des 

Geschehens, bevor Rosie mehr tun konnte, als verblüfft dreinzuschauen über ihren plötzlichen 

Zustand halber Entblößung. 

„Du hast alberne Papas, nicht?“ fragte sie Elanor, hob das Baby hoch und tat so, als wollte sie 

es in die Luft werfen. „Ich wette, bevor allzu viele Jahre vorbei sind, wirst du erwachsener sein 

als die beiden zusammen. Also, wie sollen wir ihnen diesen Streich heimzahlen?“ 

Rosie beschloss, dieses Mal gar nichts zu tun. Denn es war gut, Frodo und Sam lachen zu 

hören wie Kinder, während die beiden sich in einem der hinteren Lagerräume versteckten und 

hofften, sie würde sie nicht finden. Rosie beendete den Abwasch und spielte Backe-backe-Kuchen 

mit Elanor; es war schwer, nicht zu lächeln, als das Gekicher verstummte und einem 

gelegentlichem dumpfen Rumsen wich. Wenn sie wie Zwanziger im Staub herumschleichen 

wollten, dann würde Rosie sie halt lassen. Es hatte keinen Sinn, sich Strafen für Leute 

auszudenken, die sich selbst in die Bredouille brachten. 

Sie deckte den Tisch mit heiß gebuttertem Gebäck, das die Küche und die Diele mit einem 

lieblichen Duft erfüllte, und mit süßem Tee. Dann ließ sie sich nieder und wartete darauf, wie 

viele Sekunden es brauchte, bis sie aufgeben und aus ihrem Versteck kommen würden. 

Die Uhr tickte genau einhundertdreißig Mal, bevor ein staubiges Niesen und das Knarren 

einer Tür ertönten, und zwei verlegene Hobbits draußen vor der Küche standen. 

„Hallo, Rose.“ sagte Frodo und versuchte, sich das Lächeln zu verkneifen. Sam verschränkte 

die Arme mit der Absicht, ernsthaft und würdevoll auszusehen und versagte völlig, was vor 

allem dem Schmutz auf seiner Nase und seinen zerrauften Haaren zuzuschreiben war. 

„Irgendwas Interessantes im Lagerraum gefunden?“ erkundigte sie sich, brachte ihr eigenes, 

aufsteigendes Gelächter unter Kontrolle und hob eine Augenbraue. „Ich dachte, dass sich da 

unten noch ein paar Flaschen verstecken, und jetzt überlege ich, ob ihr sie wohl bemerkt habt.“ 

„Kann nicht sagen, ich hätte welche gesehen. Vielleicht möchtest du das nächste Mal selber 

kommen und einen Blick drauf werfen?“ schlug Sam vor. Plötzlich kam Rosie die blitzartige 

Erinnerung an einen Sommer, als sie und Sam noch klein gewesen waren. Sie hatten sich 

während eines Festes hinter dem Musikboden verborgen und den Erwachsenen beim Tanzen 

zugeschaut. Frodo war von einem Rudel zum Tändeln aufgelegter Hobbitmädchen in die Ecke 

gedrängt worden, und er hatte Rosie sehr leid getan – derart in einer langweiligen Sache 

festzustecken, wenn es so viele Abenteuer gab, die man auf einem Fest erleben konnte! Sie stieß 



Sam in den Bauch und sauste davon, gerade schnell genug, dass er sie nicht erwischen konnte, 

aber langsam genug, dass er die Hoffnung nicht verlor. 

Was sie damals nicht gewusst hatte, und auch jetzt, Jahre später in der hellen Küche immer 

noch nicht wusste, war dies: Frodo hatte die beiden damals aus seinem Weibergefängnis heraus 

spielen sehen. Seine Augen hatten gezwinkert und beim Anblick ihres Vergnügens verzog sich 

sein Mund zu einem Lächeln. Er hatte gehofft, genau das eines Tages wiederzuentdecken: die 

simple Freude an den kleinen Dinge. 

 

 

Kapitel 25 

Alltägliche Geschichte 
 

Oft stellte Rosie fest, dass sie zwei Personen vor sich sah, wenn sie an Frodo dachte. Eine der 

beiden war zerbrechlich, aber freundlich, mit unvollkommenen, aber nichtsdestotrotz 

geschickten Fingern und einem Lachen, so reich und voll wie das eines jeden Hobbits. Der 

andere, der Schatten-Frodo, war still und traurig und reglos und ertrug es nicht, wenn man ihn 

berührte. In seltenen und erschreckenden Augenblicken konnte diese Stimmung damit enden, 

dass er sich mit solcher Gewalt in sie und Sam verkrallte, dass er Blutergüsse auf ihrer Haut 

hinterließ. Danach wich er vor ihnen zurück und duckte sich, bis er wieder zu sich kam und 

begriff, was er getan hatte. 

Zuerst hatte sie sich gewünscht, es gäbe nur den einen Frodo, ohne diesen anderen. Genauso 

wie sie wünschte, Sams Augen hätten nicht schon so früh im Leben so viele Sorgenfalten, und 

es gäbe nicht all diese Narben von Stichen, Kratzern und Bissen auf ihrer Haut. Aber mit der 

Zeit erkannte sie, dass das eine nicht ohne das andere existieren konnte, und dass es so etwas 

wie heiß ohne kalt nicht gab. 

Er war wieder dabei, Elanor vorzulesen, wie er es immer tat, wenn er die Zeit und die Kraft 

aufbrachte. Sam hatte bei mehr als einer Gelegenheit gescherzt, Frodo würde so viele 

Geschichten erzählen, wie er nur konnte, bevor Elanor alt genug war, um ihn zu unterbrechen.  

„,Kaspian, mein Lieber,’ sagte Lucy, , du weißt, dass wir früher oder später in unsere eigene 

Welt zurückgehen müssen.’-,Ja,’ sagte Kaspian mit einem Schluchzen, , aber dies ist doch 

früher.’“ 



„Ich kenne die Geschichte, seit ich ein Mädchen bin.“ sagte Rosie, stellte sich hinter Frodo 

und rieb seine Schultern. Er saß mit dem Baby auf seinem Schoß im Schaukelstuhl, eine Decke 

über den Füßen. „Warum kannst du ihr nichts Fröhlicheres vorlesen? Das hier ist einfach zu 

traurig.“ 

„Es gibt ganz viele verschiedene Versionen davon, wusstest du das? Es ist eine ganz 

alltägliche Geschichte. Ein Mädchen oder ein Junge geht zusammen mit seltsamen Gefährten 

auf eine magische Reise, und dann, am Ende, müssen sie einander Lebwohl sagen und in ihr 

gewöhnliches Leben zurückkehren.“ 

„Ich kann mir nicht vorstellen, dass du irgendwas von dir selbst in diesen Jungen und 

Mädchen findest.“ Rosies Stimme klang gereizt. „Und alltäglich oder nicht, traurig ist es 

immer noch. Lucy und Edmund werden Kaspian in ihrem gewöhnlichen Leben schrecklich 

vermissen.“ 

„Hast du alle Geschichten aus der Sammlung gehört? Möglicherweise sehen sie ihn doch 

noch wieder.“ 

Frodo legte das Buch neben den Stuhl und sprach flüsternd, denn Elanor’s Augen fielen zu. 

Rosie schnaubte. 

„Ja, nachdem sie sterben. Wenn die Geschichten alle so sind, dann bleibe ich bei meinen 

Märchen, wo der jüngste Sohn den Drachen erschlägt und die Prinzessin am Ende den Namen 

von Rumpelstilzchen errät. Viel besser als Wiedervereinigungen nach dem Tod, meiner 

Meinung nach.“ 

„Nicht für Rumpelstilzchen und den Drachen.“ grinste Frodo. „Jetzt hilf mir aufstehen, ohne 

Elanor aufzuwecken, und dann gehen wir nachsehen, ob Sam für heute fertig ist.“ Sein Gesicht 

war so sonnig und froh wie das eines jeden Hobbits, und Rosie glaubte endlich zu verstehen, 

warum Geschichten so oft ein glückliches Ende hatten. Das war das Beste, was es auf der Welt 

gab. 

 

 

Kapitel 26 



Immer Musik 
 

Sam und Rosie sprachen von Zeit zu Zeit über Frodo, ihre Sorgen und Gedanken miteinander 

vergleichend. Er war nicht alles, worüber sie redeten, wenn sie allein waren, aber sie liebten ihn, 

wie sie ihre Herzen liebten, und sie wussten, es war ihre Aufgabe, ihn zu heilen. 

Als Sam seiner Frau mitteilte, Frodo hätte beschlossen, Stricken zu lernen, kaute sie an der 

Ecke ihrer Lippe, bis sie rissig und gerötet war, während ein halb vergessener Schmerz in ihrem 

Magen rumorte. Sie erzählte Sam von dem Buch voll von zärtlichen Ratschlägen und zufälligen 

Begebenheiten, das Frodo für Elanor aufbewahrte. 

Frodos Träume erörterten sie nie, weil sie nichts darüber wussten. Dass er Alpträume hatte, 

war so klar wie der Sonnenaufgang… die Art, wie er um sich schlug und wortlos aufschrie aus 

der Tiefe seiner ureigenen dunklen Welt heraus. Aber die anderen Träume, über 

Kindernachmittage mit häuslichen Spielen im alten Hühnerstall und Rindenbooten, die auf 

dem Fluss fuhren… diese Träume waren noch immer sein Geheimnis. 

Er schrieb darüber an Elanor, so, als richte er seinen Brief an eine Zukunft, die noch weit in 

der Ferne lag. 

 

Liebe Elanorelle, 

 

heute ist der letzte Tag im Juli. Streite dich nicht so sehr mit Sams Ohm herum, und sei nicht so 

unbarmherzig mit ihm. Er weiß nicht, wie er auf ein Kind wie dich reagieren soll. Lern von ihm, soviel du 

kannst, und vergib ihm die Dinge, die er nicht versteht. Ich weiß, er macht dich wütend, aber versuch 

einmal, die Dinge durch seine Augen zu sehen. 

Versuch auch, ein gutes Beispiel zu sein. Goldie schaut zu dir auf, als wärest du ihre Heldin. Du bist 

das einzige Hobbitmädchen, das sie kennt, das genauso helle Haare und Augen hat wie sie. Mein Onkel 

Bilbo pflegte zu sagen, dass Babys mit blauen Augen bei jedem Wetter die Sonne sehen können. 

Wenn er es mit dem Schreiben übertrieb, begann Frodos Kopf zu schmerzen und seine Hände 

zuckten qualvoll. Sam küsste die Schwielen und die abgebissenen Nägel mit sanften Lippen 

und massierte das Zittern mit langen, sicheren Bewegungen fort. Rosie strich dann mit den 

Handflächen durch seine Locken, die längst nicht mehr so voll und glänzend waren wie zu 

früheren Zeiten. Rosie hielt sie nichtsdestoweniger immer noch für genauso schön wie Sams 



windzerzaustes Haar und Elanors babyfeine Strähnen, die sich hell und weich auf ihrer Stirn 

kräuselten. 

Es war Abend. Die Lichter von Hobbingen sprenkelten die dunklen Hügel, die man von 

Beutelsend aus sehen konnte; Kerzen flackerten in der milden Brise. Die Luft roch nach 

Pfeifenkraut und feuchter Erde. 

„Es ist so eine schöne Nacht. Ihr beide solltet tanzen.“ entschied Frodo. 

„Entweder mein Gehör ist hin oder dein Gehirn.“ antwortete Sam lachend. „Es gibt doch gar 

keine Musik, zu der man tanzen könnte.“ 

„Oh, es gibt immer Musik, du musst nur richtig hinhören. Los, Rose, bring ihn dazu, mit dir 

zu tanzen.“ 

„Nur, wenn du mitmachst. Ich spiele doch nicht vor Zuschauern verrückt! Komm schon…“ 

Sie zog Sam und Frodo auf die Füße und nahm sie mit in einen Ringelreihen, schneller und 

schneller, bis es ganz danach aussah, dass sie alle drei auf dem Boden landen würden. Aber sie 

taten es nicht. Statt dessen fielen sie einander zu einem Walzer für drei in die Arme, zum Klang 

einer Melodie, die außer ihnen niemand hören konnte. 

 

 

Kapitel 27 

Am zwölften „Nie und nimmer"  
 

„Wieder zuhause!“ rief Sam von der Vordertür und kam in die Küche. Frodo saß an einem 

Ende des Tisches; Papiere und Notizen lagen wie ein blasser Strahlenkranz vor ihm 

aufgefächert. Elanor kugelte fröhlich über eine Decke auf dem Fußboden und Rosie schälte am 

Fenster Äpfel und schnitt sie in Scheiben. 

„Bin gerade in Dick Bolger reingerannt, wir sind heute bei ihm zum Abendessen eingeladen. 

Er meint, er hätte Herrn Frodo schon letzte Woche Bescheid gesagt.“ 

„Oh ja, hat er.“ murmelte Frodo mit abwesender Stimme. „Tut mir leid, ich hab’s vergessen.“ 

„Also, das ist wirklich perfekt!“ Rosie ließ das Messer fallen und warf die Apfelschalen 

mitsamt den hellen Scheiben zurück in die Schüssel. „Sieht ganz so aus, als würden die Ponies 

heute eine Extramahlzeit kriegen. Du hast ein Gedächtnis wie ein Sieb, Frodo Beutlin!“ 



„Tut mir leid.“ Frodos Tonfall zeigte deutlich, dass er kaum die Hälfte des Gespräches 

mitbekam. Rosie hob Elanor hoch und schnitt Frodo eine ärgerliche Grimasse. „Jetzt kommt 

schon, wir sollten Herrn Bolger nicht warten lassen.“ 

„Es geht das Gerücht, Dick hätte genug Lebensmittel bestellt, dass es für ein Festessen 

reicht.“ überlegte Frodo laut, während sie die Straße hinuntergingen. „Ob das wohl etwas 

damit zu tun hat?“ 

„Wenn du Zeit genug hast, auf Gerüchte zu hören, dann solltest du mir öfter helfen.“ Rosie 

reichte Elanor an Sam weiter, der sie auf die Nase küsste. „Aber ich muss zugeben, das habe ich 

mich auch schon gefragt.“ 

„Hallo! Beeilt euch, wir wollen essen!“ rief eine Stimme, als sie sich an das letzte Stück des 

Weges machten. Es war Merry, und er spazierte oben auf der gesamten Länge des Zaunes hin 

und her, sorgsam balancierend, während er darauf wartete, dass sie ankamen. Dick und seine 

Schwester Estella saßen schon am Tisch, ebenso Pippin und noch ein Mädchen mit sanften, 

freundlichen Augen. Bei ihrer Geburt hatten ihre Eltern ihr den Namen Juweline gegeben, 

seither aber war sie für jedermann nur noch Juli. 

„Setzt euch und esst, bevor es kalt wird.“ kommandierte Estella mit einem warmen Lachen. 

Es gab Bohneneintopf mit Hühnchen, Tomaten und Berge von Pilzen, heiß und köstlich. 

„Also los, Dick, raus mit deinen Neuigkeiten, bevor du platzt.“ Juweline biss in ein 

gebuttertes Brötchen und lächelte verstohlen. 

„Nun…“ begann Dick. „Ich habe mit Merry hier geredet; es bringt mich ziemlich zur 

Verzweiflung, dass er mit Pippin glücklicher ist als mit irgendwem sonst, und Frodo hat sich 

anscheinend für immer und ewig dem Juggesellenstand verschworen, und meine Stel hat die 

letzte Zeit hier mit Juli zusammengelebt… und ich dachte, ich hätte nie mehr die Gelegenheit, 

mal wieder bei einem Hochzeitsfest dabei zu sein. Nicht, dass ich dir dein Mädel nicht gönne, 

Stel…“ 

„Oh, halt’s Maul, bevor du dich voll und ganz hineinreitest, und komm endlich auf den 

Punkt.“ sagte Estella und wickelte einen langen Käsefaden um ihre Gabel. 

„Du hast dir hier eine komische Bande von Freunden angelacht, da muss ich dir schon 

zustimmen.“ Sam dachte an seine eigene Hochzeit, an die überströmende, glühende Freude, 

die er empfunden hatte, als er begriff, was dies alles bedeutete: Er würde seine Rosie für 

immer bei sich haben, und nichts konnte ihren Bund je wieder zerbrechen. Frodo war als 



erster an der Reihe gewesen, Braut und Bräutigam zu küssen, und das Glück, das aus seinen 

Augen leuchtete, war ebenso tief wie das von Sam und Rosie. 

„Wie auch immer, wir haben uns mit Stel und Juli zusammengesetzt.“ übernahm Pippin die 

Geschichte. „Schließlich machen Hochzeiten einen Riesenspaß, und möglicherweise erwartet 

irgendwer von mir einen Erben. Merry ist für einen Haufen Dinge gut, aber zum Kinderkriegen 

wohl kaum.“ 

„Oh, haha, Pip!“ Merry gab ihm eine Kopfnuss. „Was dieser Einfaltspinsel zu sagen versucht, 

ist, dass er Juweline zur Frau nimmt, und ich heirate Estella. Auf diese Weise kriegt Dick seine 

Hochzeiten, und die Familienstammbäume haben nicht mehr so viele halb ausradierte Linien 

zwischen den Namen, wo die Chronisten nicht wissen, was sie schreiben sollen.“ 

„Ich hab jemand getroffen, der gesagt hat, ich wäre Julis Dienerin!“ Estella schnaubte, dann 

wurde sie rot. „Nicht, dass mit dieser Art von Verhältnis irgendwas nicht in Ordnung wäre!“ 

versicherte sie Frodo und Sam hastig. 

„Also, werdet ihr euch alle ein Haus teilen?“ fragte Rosie. 

„Na ja, wahrscheinlich werden wir zwei getrennte Häuser haben, mit uns Jungs in einem 

davon und den Mädels in dem anderen, normalerweise jedenfalls.“ Pippin zuckte die Achseln. 

Plötzlich lachte Frodo. 

„Hast du einen Kalender, Dick? Ich will mal nachsehen, ob wir immer noch Nachlithe haben, 

weil ich mich nämlich deutlich an einen wesentlich jüngeren Peregrin Tuk erinnern kann, der 

erklärt hat, er würde ,am zwölften Sommerfilth heiraten, was soviel heißt wie nie und nimmer'’“ 

„Du hältst wirklich ganz schön viel von deinen Vettern, Merry.“ sagte Sam und versteckte 

sein Lachen hinter der Hand. „Und wann ist nun der Tag der Tage?“ 

Rosie entschuldigte sich und stand auf, um nach Elanor zu sehen, die auf einem Kissen am 

Feuer eingeschlafen war. 

„Nicht ganz so bald. Ich wollte nur, das mein Bruder mit diesem Gejaule aufhört.“ erklärte 

Estella. „Das wird die Gerüchteküche noch für eine ganze Weile am Kochen halten… 

Übrigens, ist irgendetwas dran an dem Gemunkel darüber, was sich in Beutelsend abspielt?“ 

„Stel!“ Dick schaute entsetzt. „So was kannst du doch nicht fragen!“ 



„Und wieso nicht, um Himmels Willen?“ 

„Oh, du solltest Frodo wirklich besser kennen.“ Merry schüttelte den Kopf. „Er glaubt 

wahrscheinlich, Elanor sei auf einem Kohlacker gewachsen, und außerdem denkt er, dass Sam 

und Rosie in zwei getrennten Betten schlafen.“ 

Sam war so rot angelaufen wie die Tomaten, die sie gerade gegessen hatten. Rosie und Frodo 

wechselten einen schnellen Blick, dann hoben sie ihre Becher zu einem Trinkspruch, um ihm 

noch mehr Peinlichkeiten zu ersparen. 

„Auf die glücklichen Paare.“ sagte Frodo. „Wie immer sie sich auch zusammensetzen 

mögen.“ 

„Hört, hört!“ tönte Juli, und so tranken sie also auf zwei der außergewöhnlichsten 

Verlöbnisse, die das Auenland je gesehen hatte. 

 

*** 

 

„Ich finde das schön.“ sagte Rosie später. Sie saß mitten im Bett an Sam gelehnt und spielte 

mit Elanor. Rosie sorgte dafür, dass sie oft genug mit kleinen Vettern und Kusinen zu tun 

bekam, oder auch mit den Kindern von Freunden, und sie hörte nie auf, sich darüber zu freuen, 

dass ihr eigenes Kind so wohlgeraten war. 

„Ja. Da beginnt eine gute Zeit, meine ich.“ stimmte Sam zu. Elanor gurgelte. „Klingt, als 

findet sie das auch.“ 

Rosie bettete ihren Kopf mit einem zufriedenen Seufzen an Sams Schulter. „Ich kann kaum 

glauben, wie glücklich ich bin, Samweis.“ 

„Ich auch nicht, Rosieherz, ich auch nicht.“ 

Sie trieben im warmen Feuerschein in den glücklichen Schlaf derer, die nach einem Tag voller 

Gelächter müde geworden sind. 

Einige Stunden später wachte Sam auf. Rosie atmete ruhig neben ihm, Elanor lag sicher in 

ihren Armen. Frodo war nicht ins Bett gekommen. Er hatte sich angewöhnt, aufzubleiben und 

zu schreiben. Die Papiere auf dem Tisch waren allerdings unberührt, und Frodo war nirgendwo 

zu finden. 



Ein gedämpftes Geräusch von draußen brachte Sam dazu, die Vordertür zu öffnen und 

nachzusehen. Frodo kauerte zitternd bei den Büschen und erbrach sich, so leise er konnte. 

Ich glaube, es geht schon wieder.“ sagte er zu Sam; er schwankte unsicher und machte keinen 

Versuch, aufzustehen. „Vielleicht sollte ich in Zukunft auf Pilze verzichten. Macht nichts, ich 

mochte sie noch nie besonders.“ 

Sam verschränkte die Arme und nahm diese Erklärung als die Lüge, die sie war. 

„Tut mir leid, dass so ein guter Abend durch mich so übel endet.“ Frodo wischte sich den 

Mund mit dem Handrücken ab und ignorierte ganz bewusst die schwachen rötlichen Spuren in 

seinem Speichel und den leichten Kupfergeschmack. 

„Da kann man nichts machen, Herr Frodo. Komm schon, du wirst dich besser fühlen, wenn 

ich dich erst mal sicher ins Bett gesteckt habe.“ 

Frodos Haut war eisig und schien sich unter Sams Berührung nur noch mehr abzukühlen, 

aber die Spannung sickerte aus ihm heraus, während er sich von Sam, der ihn halb tragen 

musste, ins Schlafzimmer helfen ließ. Rosie rutschte ein bisschen, um Platz zu machen, wachte 

aber nicht wirklich auf, und Sam legte sich wieder neben sie. Frodo rollte sich an Sams Seite 

zusammen, sein Herzschlag flatterte unter der kalten Haut wie ein Vogel im Käfig. 

„Es war trotzdem ein guter Abend.“ sagte Sam, kurz bevor sie einschliefen. „Wie er aufgehört 

hat, ändert nicht das geringste daran.“ 

 

 

 

Kapitel 28 

Ein neuer Tag  
 

Die Luft war warm, der Wind mild, und das Sonnenlicht nicht stark genug, um den Augen 

wehzutun. Der Morgen in Beutelsend hatte angefangen wie so oft; Sam wachte als erster auf 

und machte sich ans Melken. Bei seiner Rückkehr fand er Frodo vor, der den Kessel aufs Feuer 

setzte. Frodo legte ihm die Arme um den Hals und gab ihm einen Guten-Morgen-Kuss, und 

wenn es eine bessere Art gab, den Tag zu begrüßen, dann konnte sich Sam das kaum vorstellen. 



Sie brachten Rosie das Frühstück ans Bett; sie machte ihnen diese Freude, so oft sie konnte 

und es war schön, einmal ihr diesen Gefallen zu tun. 

Sie waren allesamt bereits mitten in ihren täglichen Geschäften, als Elanor in ziemlich 

stürmischer Stimmung aufwachte. Die allermeiste Zeit war sie ein so süßes Baby, wie es sich 

drei Eltern nur wünschen konnten, aber wenn die Laune sie packte, konnte es die Kraft ihrer 

Lungen mit denen eines Drachen aufnehmen. Frodo nahm sie mit hinaus zu einem Spaziergang 

, um Sam und Rosie ein paar Stunden Atempause von dem Krach zu verschaffen. 

Sicher in einen Tragegurt verpackt, wurde Elanor ihr eigenes Geschrei bald langweilig; sie 

begann in ihrer Babysprache zu plaudern und brabbelte gutgelaunt vor sich hin, während 

Frodo ausschritt. 

Eine Gruppe Mädchen, die gerade dabei waren, einen Leiterwagen fröhlich bunt 

anzupinseln, winkten ihm zu. Eine von ihnen war wagemutig genug, ihm zuzurufen, dass er 

warten sollte, bis sie fertig waren; dann würde sie ihn auf eine unvergessliche Fahrt mitnehmen. 

„Ich bin nicht mehr ganz in deiner Altersklasse!“ rief Frodo lachend zurück. Das Mädchen, 

so sommersprossig, dass die vielen Pünktchen fast zu einer gleichmäßigen Bräune 

verschmolzen, ignorierte das Gejohle ihrer Freunde und wirbelte herum. 

„Du hast noch genug Jahre übrig für mich!“ konterte sie schlagfertig. „Übrigens habe ich 

läuten hören, dass nicht nur die Lebenszeit der Beutlins ganz besonders lang ist. Ist da was 

Wahres dran?“ 

„Lila!“ kreischte eines der anderen Mädchen entsetzt. „Papa wird dir eins überziehen, wenn 

er das hört!“ 

Frodo warf der unverschämten Göre einen Luftkuss zu und schlenderte weiter. Scheinbar 

standen Blumen in allen Farben, Formen und Größen gleichzeitig in Blüte; sie überzogen die 

Erde mit leuchtenden Regenbögen. Der ganze Tag fühlte sich an wie ein einziges sonniges 

Gelächter. 

„Autsch – Jacky, halt, meine Füße tun weh, und du gehst viel zu schnell!“ Eine junge Stimme 

beklagte sich laut. Frodo hielt inne und schaute sich um, als zwei Jungen, der eine ein paar 

Jahre älter als der andere, den Weg herunterkamen. Der vordere, Jacky, blieb stehen, als er 

Frodo sah. Der kleinere Junge folgte ihm im Dauerlauf, dann grinste er, als er merkte, was Jacky 

aufgehalten hatte. 



„Kann ich dein Baby angucken?“ fragte er. 

„Ja, natürlich.“ Frodo lächelte. „Sei vorsichtig, sie ist sehr klein.“ 

„Sie ist gar nicht deins!“ warf Jacky ein. „Sie ist von deinem Gärtner. Und sie ist auch kein 

anständiges Hobbitbaby, sagt jedenfalls meine Mutter; sie hat komisches, gelbes Haar.“ 

Frodos Augen wurden schmal. „Wie heißt du?“ 

„Jacky Schönkind. Ist das wahr, dass du Elben gesehen hast? Ich hab deinen Gärtner gefragt, 

aber er war grob mit mir, er wollte mir keine Geschichten erzählen. Mein Vater sagt, du 

müsstest ihm mal zeigen, wo sein Platz ist.“ 

„Sieht so aus, als hätten deine Eltern ganz genaue Vorstellungen davon, was ich zu tun 

habe.“ sagte Frodo trocken. „Warum haben sie dir außer all den vielen Ratschlägen nicht auch 

ein bisschen Höflichkeit mitgegeben?“ 

Jacky schniefte, dann starrte er finster auf den kleineren Jungen hinunter. „Komm schon, du 

Schlafmütze, beeil dich!“ Er rannte weg und schrie etwas, das man unmöglich verstehen 

konnte. Der Kleine seufzte und schaute zurück zu Elanor. 

„Hör nicht auf meinen doofen Bruder.“ sagte er zu Frodo. 

„Das ist schon in Ordnung. Ich bin mit Dingen fertig geworden, die schlimmer waren als er.“ 

„Igitt!“ Der Junge zog ein Gesicht. „Jemanden, der noch schlimmer ist als Jacky, will ich nie 

und nimmer kennen lernen. Übrigens, ich heiße Fastred. Sie ist ein sehr hübsches Baby. Und 

gelbe Haare sind schön.“ 

„Sie wird wunderbar aussehen, wenn sie älter ist.“ sagte Frodo mit einem weichen Lächeln. 

„Die Leute werden sich in sie verlieben, wo immer sie auch hingeht.“ 

„Wie kannst du so was bloß wissen?“ 

„Ich weiß es tief in meinem Herzen. Und ich freue mich, dich kennen zu lernen, Fastred. Wir 

waren gerade auf dem Weg zum Teich, möchtest du vielleicht mitkommen?“ 

„Da hab ich schon mal Kaulquappen gefangen!“ begeisterte sich Fastred. „Kannst du Steine 

übers Wasser hüpfen lassen? Ich möchte wissen, wie man das macht, könntest du’s mir 

beibringen?“ 

„Ich fürchte, ich weiß es auch nicht. Vielleicht finden wir das ja gemeinsam heraus.“ 



Sie gingen zum Wasser, und sie spielten mit hüpfenden Steinen herum, und Fastred kitzelte 

Elanor und brachte sie zum Quietschen. Es war eine fröhliche, aber auch eine durch und durch 

schlammige Angelegenheit, und bis zum Mittag waren sie von Kopf bis Fuß braun verschmiert. 

„Das hat mir Spaß gemacht. Kann ich dich ein anderes Mal besuchen und mir deine 

Geschichten anhören?“ fragte Fastred, als sich ihre Wege trennten. 

„Jederzeit.“ versprach Frodo. 

Sam und Rosie amüsierten sich prächtig über den verdreckten Zustand, in dem Frodo und 

Elanor nach Beutelsend zurückkehrten. Sie leerten schwere Eimer mit warmem Wasser in die 

Kupferwanne und schleppten flauschige Handtücher und dicke Seifenstücke herbei. 

„Das ist doch viel zu heiß!“ Frodo schreckte zurück. Rosie krempelte einen Ärmel hoch und 

prüfte die Temperatur an der Innenseite ihres Handgelenkes. 

„Nie und nimmer ist das heiß! Und Elanor ist so fröhlich wie nur was.“ Sie spritzte ein 

bisschen Wasser auf das Baby. „Die Kälte sitzt viel zu tief in deinem Körper. Die Hitze wird dir 

gut tun, und wenn es dir zuviel ist, setz dich einfach hin und warte, bis es abkühlt.“ 

Natürlich waren am Ende alle Kleider durchweicht und jedermanns Haare voller Schaum, 

und das Ganze war mehr eine Entschuldigung zum Herumspritzen als eine 

Reinigungsprozedur. Aber keinem von ihnen machte das irgend etwas aus. 

 

 

Kapitel 29 

Steinsuppe  
 

Rosie glaubte an Geschichten… an die, die ihr Vater erzählt hatte, während sie als kleines 

Mädchen auf seinen Knien saß, an die Abenteuer, von denen Bilbo wieder und wieder 

berichtete, wann immer die Kinder ihn darum baten. An die Romanzen, die ihrer Mutter so viel 

bedeuteten, weil sie so ganz anders waren als das Leben, dass sie kennen gelernt hatte. 

Geschichten, Geschichten. Rosie verleibte sie sich ein wie reife Trauben vom Weinstock. 

Es gab auch Geschichten ganz ohne Worte. Die Geschichte von Frodos Atem, wenn er 

geküsst wurde. Der süße, volle Geschmack von Sams Haut – ein Märchen, genau wie Elanors 



rosiger, kleiner Mund, wenn sie gähnte. Die Legende vom Flattern ihrer Hände auf den 

Armen der beiden, die sie am meisten liebte, wenn sie den Puls unter ihrer Haut ertastete. 

Sie wünschte sich, es gäbe einen Weg, diese Geschichten zu erzählen, sie aufzuspießen wie 

Schmetterlinge und ihre Form zu studieren. Doch andererseits hatte sie es nie gemocht, wenn 

ihre Brüder Schmetterlinge fingen; frei herumflatternd waren sie viel schöner als eingesperrt 

hinter Glas. Rosie vermutete, dass es bei Geschichten ganz ähnlich war; besser, man ließ sie frei 

fließen und sich im Laufe der Zeit verändern. Wenn etwas einmal niedergeschrieben worden 

war, wurde es reglos und flügellahm. Manchmal nahm sie alte Märchen, solche, mit denen sie 

aufgewachsen war wie schon ihre Eltern vor ihr; sie veränderte sie ein wenig, weil sie jetzt eine 

ganz neue, fabelhafte Bedeutung darin entdeckte. Sam und Frodo lehnten sich dann aneinander 

und hörten zu, während sie sprach, gefangen in der Welt, die ihre Worte erschufen. 

 

„Es waren einmal drei Kinder, die lebten in einer Hütte im Wald, zusammen mit ihrem Vater, einem 

freundlichen, alten Schafhirten. Zwei Jungen und ein Mädchen, sie hießen Jasper, Karfunkel und 

Rubinie. Sie waren zufrieden und glücklich, und sie liebten einander mehr, als irgend jemand ermessen 

konnte. 

Eines Tages spielten Jasper und Karfunkel gerade in den Hügeln, als Jasper eine kleine Kiste 

aus leuchtend rotem Holz fand, die jemand aus Versehen dort vergessen hatte. Die Buben 

rannten heim, um sie ihrem Vater zu zeigen, aber der freundliche alte Schafhirte wich voller 

Entsetzen zurück. 

,Diese Kiste gehört der bösen Königin, die am Rande des Waldes lebt. Ihr müsst sie zu ihrem Schloss 

bringen und dort in den Ofen werfen, damit sie zu Asche verbrennt.’ sagte er zu Jasper und Karfunkel. 

,Nehmt diese Gaben für eure Reise.’ und er reichte jedem von ihnen neun Scheiben frisches Brot und 

neun kleine Steine. 

Die Buben wollten nicht gehen, aber sie wussten, dass ihnen keine Wahl blieb, also küssten sie Rubinie 

zum Abschied und machten sich auf den Weg. 

Weiter unten auf der Straße trafen sie eine Spatzenmutter mit einem Nest voller hübscher, kleiner 

Eier; sie sang ein Lied, bei dem sie nicht anders konnten, als zu lächeln. 

,Das ist ein süßes Lied.’ sagte Karfunkel zu der Spatzenmutter. 

,Ich danke dir.’ erwiderte sie. , Aber ich singe, weil ich traurig bin. Meine Kleinen werden bald 

ausschlüpfen, und ich habe nichts zu essen für sie.’ 



,Hier.’ Jasper reichte sein Brot herüber. , Deine Kleinen können das hier essen.’ Er wandte sich 

erwartungsvoll an Karfunkel. Nun – Karfunkel liebte Brot, vor allem das gute warme Brot, das Rubinie 

ihnen gebacken hatte. Aber er wusste, das Jasper recht daran tat, der Spatzenmutter Essen zu geben, also 

bot ihr Karfunkel acht von seinen Brotscheiben an, behielt aber eine in seiner Tasche, um sie später mit 

Jasper zu teilen. 

Genau in diesem Augenblick stieß eine fette, schwarze Krähe herab und versuchte, das Essen der 

Spatzenmutter zu stehlen. Karfunkel holte die Steine aus seiner Tasche und warf sie nach der Krähe, und 

er schrie, um sie zu vertreiben, Jasper tat dasselbe, und als Karfunkel keine Steine mehr hatte und Jasper 

nur noch einen einzigen, da flog die Krähe wieder davon. 

Als Dank zeigte ihnen die Spatzenmutter im Gras ein Messer, das jemand aus Versehen dort 

liegengelassen hatte. Die Buben verstauten das Messer in Karfunkels Tasche und setzten ihren Weg fort. 

Sie hatten das Schloss fast erreicht, als die leuchtend rote Kiste plötzlich zu wachsen begann. Sie wuchs 

und wuchs und wurde zu einem Käfig, und Jasper fing sich darin und saß in der Falle. Ein Rudel 

grimmiger Wölfe kam vom Schloss herunter und holte ihn hinein, und obwohl Karfunkel vor Angst bleich 

wurde wie der Tod, folgte er ihnen doch, denn er brachte es nicht fertig, Jasper zu verlassen. 

Die böse Königin aber hatte die Kiste so verhext, dass sie das Leben aus einem jeden heraussog, der in 

ihr gefangensaß, damit sie dieses Leben in sich aufnehmen und immer stärker werden konnte. Karfunkel 

blieb drei Tage und drei Nächte in den Schatten verborgen und wartete auf eine Gelegenheit, Jasper zu 

retten. Jeden Tag fingerte die böse Königin an Jasper herum und suchte nach seinem Herzschlag; und sie 

stieß ihn zornig beiseite, wenn ihr klar wurde, dass er immer noch lebte. 

Die Kiste verrichtete ihr grausames Werk an dem Jungen, jeden Tag wurde er bleicher und dünner. In 

der dritten Nacht schlich sich Karfunkel aus den Schatten und hinüber zu dem leuchtend roten 

Gefängnis, und er gab Jasper das letzte, aufgesparte Stück Brot, um dem Jungen ein wenig Kraft zu 

geben. Sie weinten, denn sie fürchteten sich, aber sie wussten, was sie zu tun hatten. Karfunkel holte das 

kleine Messer der Spatzenmutter heraus und schnitt einen von Jasper’s Fingern ab, und die ganze Zeit 

über weinte er. Dann warteten sie auf den Morgen, Jasper im Käfig und Karfunkel daneben. 

Als die böse Königin nun ans Jasper herumtastete, hielt er ihr den abgetrennten Finger hin. Dieser 

hatte keinen Herzschlag, und mit einem Schrei des Triumphes öffnete die böse Königin den Käfig. 

Karfunkel rannte hinter sie und stieß sie hinein, während er gleichzeitig Jasper herauszog. Gemeinsam 

schlugen die Jungen die Tür zu und verriegelten sie, dann stießen sie den Käfig mit der bösen Königin 

darinnen in den Ofen. 

Kreischend vor Wut und ihrer Niederlage gewiss schüttelte die böse Königin ihre Fäuste gegen Jasper. 



,Fluch über dich! Du magst glauben, du hättest gesiegt, aber es wird fürwahr ein bitterer Sieg sein. 

Von diesem Augenblick an sollst du nichts anderes mehr essen als Felsen, Steine und Kiesel, und selbst 

angesichts eines Festmahles sollst du hungern und dahinsiechen!’ 

Von Karfunkel sagte die böse Königin nichts, denn sie hatte nicht einmal geahnt, dass er da war. 

Die beiden Jungen flohen aus dem Schloss und rannten heim zu ihrer Hütte. Ihr Vater war 

fortgegangen, aber Rubinie war da, um beide zur Begrüßung zu küssen und Salbe auf Jasper’s Finger zu 

streichen. 

Es war trotzdem nicht alles gut, denn als Jasper versuchte, sein Abendessen zu sich zu nehmen, konnte 

er es nicht bei sich behalten, und selbst die süßesten Speisen machten ihn elend. Karfunkel rang die 

Hände und bekümmerte sich sehr um seinen Bruder, und er erzählte Rubinie, was die böse Königin 

gesagt hatte. 

Rubinie zog den letzten Stein aus Jasper’s Tasche und brachte in einem großen Kupfertopf Wasser zum 

Kochen. Sie ließ den Stein hineinfallen und rührte um. 

,Wenn das alles ist, was du essen kannst, dann soll es eben so sein. Ich werde Suppe machen.’ erklärte 

Rubinie. ,Nun müssen wir sie eine Weile stehen lassen, um den Geschmack herauszuziehen.’ 

Sie saßen und warteten; Karfunkel und Jasper waren sehr verwirrt, denn wie konnte ihre Schwester 

Suppe aus einem Stein machen? Nach einem Weilchen hob Rubinie den Deckel vom Topf, probierte ein 

wenig und nickte. 

,Ja… ja, fast fertig, aber es braucht eine Prise Salz.’ sagte sie leise zu sich selbst und fügte das Salz 

hinzu. Sie rührte noch einmal und probierte wieder. ,Hmmmm… fast richtig. Ich könnte genauso gut 

auch noch diese Karotten nehmen, wo ich sowieso schon beim Kochen bin.’ 

Sie setzten sich und warteten noch ein wenig, und diesmal versuchte Karfunkel die Steinsuppe. 

, Noch nicht ganz… ich frage mich, ob von gestern abend noch etwas Lamm übrig ist? Wäre doch eine 

Schande, es zu verschwenden, wenn es noch welches gibt.’ Und hinein kamen drei dicke Scheiben 

Lammfleisch. ,Und diese Kartoffel wird verderben, wenn wir sie nicht verwenden. Selbst wenn dies nur 

Steinsuppe sein mag – und sie wird wie fauliger Dreck schmecken, was immer wir auch tun – es ist 

besser, wir nutzen die Essensreste hierfür als gar nicht.’ 

Sie saßen und warteten noch ein wenig, dann nahm Rubinie den Topf vom Herd und verteilte die 

Suppe in drei Schüsseln. Natürlich lag der Stein immer noch auf dem Boden des Kupfertopfes, und Jasper 

war immer noch verflucht, nichts zu essen als Felsen, Steine und Kiesel, aber sie hatten der Mischung so 

viele köstliche Dinge hinzugefügt, dass die Kinder das, was bitter war, kaum noch schmecken konnten. 



In Wahrheit war es Rubinie und Karfunkel gelungen, dass Jasper für immer fröhlich von Steinsuppe 

leben konnte, und so besiegte er die böse Königin. 

 

 

Kapitel 30 

Vertauschte Rollen  
 

„Halt, ich will nichts mehr hören!“ jammerte Fastred, hielt sich die Ohren zu und schüttelte 

heftig den Kopf. „Ich hasse diesen Teil!“ 

Frodo lächelte sanft und nickte. „In Ordnung, ich bin ja schon still. He, Kleiner, alles in 

Ordnung.“ Er berührte den Jungen leicht an der Schulter. „Ich bin schon still.“ 

„Ich hasse diesen Teil.“ Fastred schniefte verdrossen. „Der ist traurig und gruselig.“ 

Sie saßen auf einer Bank im Garten; die Nachmittagssonne betupfte alles mit grünlichen 

Schatten und bronzenem Licht. Frodo schaute hinüber, während Sam einen Armvoll Blätter 

und Zweige zum Komposthaufen trug. 

„Aber du weißt doch, dass es gut ausgeht.“ 

„Das ist mir egal, ich hasse es trotzdem. Gollum ist grässlich.“ Er zog die Beine bis dicht an die 

Brust und starrte Frodo schmollend an. 

„Er war nicht grässlich. Es war wirklich nicht sein Fehler, dass er war, was er war.“ 

„Mama sagt das gleiche über Jacky. Sie sagt, er hat Wachstumsschmerzen.“ Fastred rümpfte 

die Nase. Frodo sah Sams Blick und konnte nicht anders, er musste lächeln. Sam bürstete sich 

den Staub von den Händen, kam herüber und ließ sich neben Fastred nieder. 

„Merk dir meine Worte, dein Bruder wird dieser Tage noch mal richtig Ärger kriegen. Zu 

frech, als gut für ihn ist. Wenn du für diesmal mit der Geschichte fertig bist, kannst du dir mit 

mir die Gartenbeete ansehen. Da gibt’s jede Menge schleimiger Würmer im Boden.“ 

Fastred grinste und hüpfte davon. Sam legte den Kopf schief mit der wortlosen Frage, ob 

Frodo mitkommen mochte. Frodo verneinte und sah den beiden zu, wie sie gemeinsam über 



den Hügel liefen, dann lehnte er sich mit geschlossenen Augen zurück, während die Sonne 

rosarote Muster hinter seine Lider malte. 

 

*** 

 

Rosie war in einem der Lagerräume und packte Babysachen, aus denen Elanor 

herausgewachsen war, bis zum nächsten Gebrauch weg. Das kleine Mädchen wuchs so schnell; 

Rosie kam es vor, als hätte sie während eines einzigen Lidschlages laufen und rennen gelernt. 

Frodo trat hinter sie und massierte ihren Nacken genau an der Stelle, wo sich diese 

empfindlichen Knoten bildeten, wenn sie schwer hob. 

„Wenn du versprichst, damit weiterzumachen, dann sollte ich dich eigentlich heiraten.“ 

seufzte Rosie. 

„Das wäre aber gar nicht gerecht Sam gegenüber.“ 

„Oh, der kann dich ja auch heiraten.“ Mit einem Grinsen versetzte Rosie Frodos Hand, die zu 

ihrer Hüfte gewandert war, einen Klaps. „Nicht gerade jetzt! Geh und tunk deinen Kopf ins 

Wasserfass, wenn du in dieser Art von Stimmung bist. Ich habe zuviel zu tun.“ 

„Kommst du nicht raus in den Garten? Nur eine Minute, es ist so ein schöner Tag.“ 

„Nein, weg mit dir, bevor ich dich irgendeinen schimmeligen, alten Balken schrubben lasse.“ 

Frodo lachte, umarmte Rosie und wirbelte sie halb herum, so dass ihr schwindelig wurde. 

„Wir haben plötzlich die Rollen getauscht, Rose. Normalerweise bist du diejenige, die versucht, 

mich aus der Dunkelheit an die frische Luft zu holen.“ 

„ich komme später, wenn ich dieses Chaos von einem Zimmer ein bisschen mehr sortiert 

habe.“ versprach sie. „Husch… raus mit dir in den Sonnenschein!“ 

Frodo tat, wie ihm geheißen und blieb kurz an Elanors Wiege stehen, um nach ihr zu 

schauen. Sie streckte sich aus und versuchte, die Kette um seinen Hals zu erreichen, dann fing 

sie an, die Decke wegzustrampeln und in ihrer Babysprache zu plappern. Er kitzelte sie unter 

den Armen und schlenderte nach draußen. Sam saß auf der Bank und rauchte Pfeife, einen 

Becher mit Tee neben sich. 

„Fastred ist gegangen, oder?“ 



„Ja. Er wollte vor seinem Bruder damit angeben, dass er auf einen dieser hohen Bäume unten 

an der Straße geklettert ist. Dass er ihm auch erzählt, dass ich mit einem kräftigen Schubs 

nachgeholfen habe, wage ich allerdings zu bezweifeln.“ Sam lächelte. Frodo kam und setzte 

sich neben ihn. Sie ruhten sich aus, froh, das friedliche Schweigen miteinander zu teilen. 

„Unsere Geschichte ist wirklich gut ausgegangen, nicht wahr, Herr Frodo?“ sagte Sam 

zufrieden und nippte an seinem Tee. „Besser als sogar ich mir hätte wünschen können, und 

meine Schwester Margerite hat immer gesagt, ich hätte den richtigen Kopf zum Wünschen.“ 

Frodo lehnte sich in der Nachmittagsstille herüber und küsste Sam sanft; er spürte die 

leichten süßen Kräuter des Tees warm auf seiner Zunge, und die Zartheit und Stärke, die Hand 

in Hand gingen, um einen guten Gärtner zu erschaffen. 

„Eine Geschichte kann immer ein gutes Ende haben, wenn du weißt, wo du aufhören musst.“ 

meinte Frodo, als er sich von Sam zurückzog. 

„Es gibt nur wenige Glückliche, die ein gutes Ende bekommen, auch wenn sie nicht 

aufhören.“ Sams kundige Hände zogen Frodo wieder näher; er öffnete die oberen zwei Knöpfe 

seines Hemdes und ließ seine rauen Daumen über die blasse Haut gleiten. „Und wenn ich in 

der Sache was zu sagen habe, werden wir niemals aufhören, für was auch immer.“ 

„Nicht mal fürs Abendessen?“ warf Rosie ein; sie lehnte im Türrahmen, eine Hand auf der 

Hüfte. „Kommt schon, ihr zwei, ihr seht wirklich hübsch aus da draußen, aber ich bezweifle, 

dass der Rest des Auenlandes an diesem Punkt mit mir übereinstimmt. Wir können essen und 

dann in den hinteren Garten gehen, da ist es ein bisschen privater als hier.“ 

„Ach komm, Rosie, geben wir ihnen eine Vorstellung.“ grinste Frodo. „Wir können für 

jahrelanges Gerede sorgen, wenn die richtigen Leute vorbeikommen.“ 

„Dann wollen sie vielleicht mitmachen, und wir müssen sie wegschicken. Kommt mir nicht 

gerade höflich vor.“ bemerkte Sam und Frodo lachte, während sie alle drei hineingingen. 

„Ach, zur Hölle!“ Rosie schnappte sich eine Blumenvase, leerte sie über den Herd und begoss 

damit die Flammen, die viel höher geleckt hatten, als sie sollten. „Eines Tages werde ich eine 

Kerze brennen lassen und hier alles in Schutt und Asche legen, ich weiß es genau.“ 

„Ich habe eine Geschichte gehört, du hättest mal die Haare deines Bruders angezündet.“ 

Frodo reichte Teller über den Tisch. 

„Na ja, nicht wirklich. Ein bisschen angesengt, vielleicht.“ gab sie zu. „Nick stellt sich immer 

so an.“ 



„Mein Feuerteufel!“ lachte Sam, hob Rosie hoch und tanzte mit ihr durch das Zimmer. 

„Wenn das bei dir immer das selbe ist, Mädel, dann solltest du das Kochen ab heute vielleicht 

mir und Frodo überlassen.“ 

„Hmmmpf.“ Rosie verdrehte die Augen. „Das gäbe ein hübsches Stückchen Klatsch. Diese 

Rose Gamdschie, kann nicht einmal ein Haus in Ordnung halten und für ihre Männer kochen.“ 

„Besser, als wenn du am Ende noch uns kochst.“ warf Frodo ein und duckte sich, als sie 

versuchte, ihm eins überzuziehen. 

 

 

Kapitel 31 

Abenddämmer und Morgengrauen  
 

Abend. Rosie konnte ein Grüppchen Zwanziger hören, die draußen herumspielten, alle 

möglichen Regeln brachen und darüber lachten. Das Gelächter wurde unvermittelt zu 

überraschtem Geschrei, als ein neuerlicher Regenschauer herunterkam. Den ganzen Tag über 

hatte es immer wieder geregnet, ein weiches, schnelles Plitscher-Plätscher, und dann zogen die 

Wolken fort und die Sonne kam heraus. Die Einrichtung von Beutelsend lag in honigfarbenes 

Licht getaucht von all den aufgestellten Kerzen und Lampen, die jede Ecke und jeden Winkel 

erhellten und die Schatten verscheuchten. Rosie konnte dunkle Stellen in schönen Räumen nicht 

ertragen. Sam spielte mit Elanor, er sagte Kinderverse auf und klatschte ihre Hände sanft 

zusammen, und Rosie erledigte ein paar Näharbeiten. Rosenbüsche waren wirklich hübsch 

anzuschauen, aber ihre Dornen waren der Tod für jedes Kleidungsstück. Manchmal fragte sich 

Rosie, wieso sich die Leute die Mühe machten, diese schwierigen Blumen zu pflanzen und zu 

hegen, wenn es viel einfachere gab, die genauso schön aussahen. Zu anderen Zeiten erschien es 

ihr wiederum als das Sinnvollste auf der Welt. 

Frodo lag auf dem Sofa und sah ihnen zu. Er war in einer seiner traurigen Stimmungen. Das 

hätte Rosie zwar auch gemerkt, ohne dass er davon sprach, aber er hatte sie beide schon 

gewarnt. „Ich fürchte, ich bin heute abend nicht sehr unterhaltsam, tut mir leid.“ hatte er 

gesagt, als würden sie ihm ein wenig Trauer nicht gönnen. 

„Was ist deine schönste Erinnerung?“ fragte sie ihn jetzt und legte ihr Nähzeug beiseite. 

Besser eine Kerze anzünden, als das Dunkel verfluchen, wie ihr Vater immer sagte. 



„Meine…“ Frodo brach gedankenverloren ab, dann lächelte er. „Dies hier natürlich. Jetzt, in 

diesem Augenblick.“ 

Sam blickte zweifelnd zu ihm herüber. Frodos Augen waren krankhaft dunkel, sein Haar so 

schlaff, dass die Locken fast verschwunden waren. Er sah nicht gerade aus wie ein Bild robuster 

Lebensfreude. 

„Entschuldige, dass ich das sage, aber sehr glücklich kommst du mir nicht vor.“ 

„Bin ich aber, Sam, bin ich aber. Nach einem langen, anstrengenden Tag gibt es nicht 

Schöneres, als in ein gemütliches Bett zu fallen und friedlich einzuschlafen. Und mein Tag ist 

wirklich sehr lang gewesen.“ 

„Oh, genug davon!“ Rosie schüttelte den Kopf und zwang ihren Mund zu einem heiteren 

Lächeln. „Ich mag nicht noch mehr Bauchweh oder dichterisches Getue. Du erzählst mir jetzt 

von einem schönen Augenblick, oder ich komme da rüber und kippe dir Wasser über den Kopf. 

Damit werde ich dich ziemlich schnell aufmuntern.“ 

Frodo gluckste. „Also gut, also gut. Da gab es einen… vor fünf Jahren ungefähr.“ 

„Oh nein, nicht den!“ warf Sam ein, verbarg sein Gesicht in den Händen und lachte leise in 

sich hinein. 

„Doch, genau den.“ Frodos Lächeln wurde breiter. „Folgendes ist passiert: Sam war dabei, 

einen Karottenkuchen zu backen, aber als er eines von den Eiern aufschlug, war da ein Küken 

drin. Das Hühnchen schaute ziemlich verdattert drein, weil es so rüde davon aufgeweckt 

worden war, dass jemand es gegen die Kante einer Rührschüssel knallte. Sam verliebte sich bis 

über beide Ohren. Wie hast du es genannt, Sam?“ 

„Ich weiß nicht, ob ich mich noch erinnere.“ 

„Und ob du das tust, darauf verwette ich all meine Zehen.“ grinste Frodo. Sam murmelte 

etwas Unverständliches. „Was war das? Ich hab dich nicht verstanden…“ 

„Rosie. Ich habe es Rosie genannt. Das weißt du genauso gut wie ich, du wolltest mich bloß 

dazu bringen, das ich es sage.“ 

„Das ist nur zu wahr.“ Mit einem Lachen setzte Frodo die Geschichte fort. „Also, Sams Ohm 

wollte natürlich kein Küken im Haus. Und Sam konnte es nicht ertragen, sich von ihm zu 

trennen. Also habe ich ihm gesagt, dass er sein Rosiehühnchen hier in Beutelsend halten kann, 

in dem alten Stall, der nicht mehr benutzt wird. Niemals in der Geschichte ist ein Vogel 



dermaßen verwöhnt worden. Sam hatte beim Jäten ständig einen Krug dabei, um Würmer für 

sie zu sammeln. Dann dachte er, sie könnte sich vielleicht einsam fühlen und er brachte ihr 

einen Gockel. Rosiehühnchen beschloss, das sie jeden Morgen krähen wollte, ganz so wie ihr 

nagelneuer Ehemann, aber sie bekam den Bogen einfach nicht heraus. Jeden Abend bei 

Sonnenuntergang plusterte sie ihr Gefieder auf, stolz wie sonst was, und sie kikerikiete, so laut 

sie konnte. Endlich beschloss Sam, ihr beizubringen, wie man es richtig machte, und eines 

Morgens wurde ich aufgeweckt durch die harmonischen Klänge von einen Hühnchen, einem 

Gockel und einem schlaftrunkenen Gärtner, die in der Dämmerung um die Wette krähten. 

Natürlich tat ich das einzig Vernünftige und stimmte mit ein.“ 

„Du warst am besten von uns allen.“ grinste Sam. 

„Die Leute kamen vor die Tür, um zu sehen, ob wir in Ordnung sind. Sie dachten, etwas 

Schreckliches wäre passiert, weil wir so einen fürchterlichen Lärm machten.“ 

Rosie schüttelte den Kopf, vor Gelächter zitternd. „Ihr zwei… mir fehlen die Worte, euch 

beide zu beschreiben. Verrückt wäre wahrscheinlich das einfachste, aber ich fürchte, es geht viel 

tiefer.“ 

„Das ist es doch, was du an uns am meisten magst, nicht wahr?“ meinte Frodo, und Rosie 

musste zugeben, dass er recht hatte. 

 

 

Kapitel 32 

Einfach  
 

„Mmmmh… ich rühr mich nie wieder. Meinetwegen kann meine Geschichte hier zu Ende 

gehen, dann muss ich nicht aufstehen.“ Frodo streckte sich auf dem Bett wie eine Katze, dann 

rollte er sich wieder an Sams Rücken zusammen. 

„Es wäre doch eine Schande, etwas zu beenden, wenn es gerade so gut läuft.“ murmelte 

Rosie und schmiegte sich dichter an ihn, um den Geruch nach altem Papier einzuatmen, der in 

seinen Haaren hing. Er antwortete nicht, und seine Atemzüge passten sich denen von Sam an, 

der schon schlief. Aber Rosie wusste, dass er noch wach war. 



„Es läuft doch gut, nicht wahr? Du wirst immerhin kräftiger, jedenfalls teilweise.“ 

„Sam und ich haben einmal über Geschichten geredet, und wir sind übereingekommen, dass 

es besser ist, wenn niemand weiß, wie seine eigene Geschichte ausgeht.“ 

„Sehe ich auch so.“ Rosie legte einen Arm über Frodos Hüfte; sie war immer noch zu mager 

für ihren Geschmack, aber doch besser gerundet als zuvor. „Es macht keinen Spaß mehr, wenn 

man das Ende schon kennt.“ 

„Hast du schon mal bemerkt, dass du das Ende manchmal erraten kannst, wenn du es fast 

erreicht hast? Es mag sein, dass du die Einzelheiten nicht weißt, aber die Umrisse kannst du 

schon sehen.“ Frodo lehnte sich in ihre Berührung hinein und bog den Kopf weit genug zurück, 

dass ihr Kinn auf seiner Schulter ruhen konnte. Sie schob ein Bein über das seine und schmiegte 

sich so fest gegen seinen Rücken, dass sie spüren konnte, wie sich die Wirbel unter seiner Haut 

bewegten. 

„Fang nicht an, Hühner zu zählen, oder ich schicke dich jeden Morgen zum Krähen nach 

draußen.“ neckte Rosie. „Niemand weiß, wie die Geschichte wirklich endet, nicht jetzt. Es ist 

noch so viel übrig davon… leere Seiten, die sich immer weiter und weiter umblättern.“ 

„Vielleicht sind diese Seiten nicht mehr für mich gedacht. Es ist beinahe September.“ 

„Was soll das denn heißen?“ Rosie stützte sich auf einen Ellbogen und starrte auf Frodo 

herunter. „Ja, es ist fast September. Und dann wird es Oktober sein. Und zum Julfest werden 

wir das ganze Auenland schmücken, schließlich ist es für Ellie das erste Mal. Setz bitte keine 

Meilensteine wegen nichts und wieder nichts, sonst machst du Sam bloß das Herz mit Sorgen 

schwer.“ 

„Was ist mit dir, machst du dir auch Sorgen?“ 

„Ich bin viel zu wütend auf dich, um mir Sorgen zu machen! Warum kannst du die Dinge 

nicht einmal leicht nehmen? Wieso kannst du nicht am Markttag im Gasthaus sitzen, deine 

Narben Narben sein lassen und über die Getreidepreise streiten… und dann nach Hause 

kommen und Elanor zum Hüpfen auf deine Knie nehmen? Warum reichen Sam und ich denn 

nicht aus, um dich glücklich zu machen?“ 

„So einfach ist das nicht.“ Frodo schüttelte den Kopf und rollte sich herum, um sie 

anzusehen; er hob eine Hand und strich ihr eine Haarlocke aus dem Gesicht. Es war die 

entstellte Hand, und Rosie dachte, dass er sie mit Absicht gewählt hatte, um sie an die Wunde 

zu erinnern. Na gut, sie war an dieses Spiel gewöhnt. Ihr Bruder Jolly hatte in einem Jahr zwei 

Zehen durch eine Sichel verloren, und diese Tatsache hatte ihn kaum von irgendetwas 



abgehalten. Allerdings beklagte er sich immer dann fürchterlich über seinen lädierten Fuß, 

wenn es darum ging, Hausarbeiten zu erledigen. 

„Wenn du glaubst, ich sitze daneben und schaue zu, wie du dich im Dunkeln verkriechst, 

dann irrst du dich. Du gehörst zu meiner Familie, vom Herzen, wenn schon nicht vom Blut 

her.“ 

„Ich liebe dich, Rose.“ Frodos Fingerspitzen wanderten über ihre Lippen, und Rosie biss 

spielerisch danach. 

„Natürlich tust du das. Und wenn ich alt und tatterig bin, wirst du achtgeben, dass ich einen 

Schal trage, wenn wir spazieren gehen.“ 

Selbst im Dunkeln wusste sie, dass sein Lächeln traurig war. Rosie seufzte und langte 

herüber, um Sam wachzurütteln. 

„Hmmm… was ist los?“ Er setzte sich jäh auf. 

„Nichts, Sam, gar nichts. Ich wollte bloß deine Stimme hören.“ 

„Und da behauptest du allen Ernstes, ich bin verrückt.“ murmelte Sam und drehte sich um. 

„Schlaft endlich, ihr zwei. Wartet mit dem Kämpfen bis morgen.“ 

„Wir haben nicht gekämpft.“ erwiderte Frodo, aber Sam winkte ab und vergrub das Gesicht 

im Kopfkissen. 

„Wenn du wirklich kämpfen willst, dann nur los.“ Rosie küsste Frodo auf die Schulter. „Ich 

wette, in einem Ringkampf würde ich dich besiegen, und wenn es das ist, was du brauchst, 

damit du wieder anfängst zu leben, dann mach ich das.“ 

 

 

Kapitel 33 

Jahreszeitenwechsel  
 

Der Herbst schien sich über Nacht anzuschleichen; er bedeckte die Wege und Gärten mit 

einem Teppich aus kupfernen und messingbraunen Blättern und verlieh der Morgenbrise einen 

eisigen Biss. Herbst bedeutete Zusammenrechen, das Bezähmen von Kupfer und Messing, 

bevor beide das Grün völlig überrannten. Frodo saß auf einem Holzklotz und beobachtete Sam, 

während die Nachmittagssonne die rostroten Farben der Jahreszeit abrundete. Es war ein 



eigenartiger Holzklotz, sehr alt und halb von unsichtbarem Ungeziefer zerfressen, aber 

trotzdem sauber, trocken und solide. 

„Fühlst du dich wohl?“ fragte Sam und fasste den Griff der Harke fester. „Du und Rose, ihr 

habt euch wieder gestritten. Normalerweise passiert das jedes Mal, bevor es dir so richtig 

schlecht geht, beinahe wie ein Naturgesetz.“ 

„Es geht mir gut.“ Frodo klang abwesend, als ob andere Dinge seine Aufmerksamkeit in 

Anspruch nahmen. „Wir haben uns außerdem gar nicht gestritten. Das war bloß ein Gespräch.“ 

„Sie macht sich Sorgen um dich. Sie zeigt es nicht, aber es frisst an ihr wie sonst was.“ 

„Was ist mit dir, machst du dir Sorgen um mich?“ 

„Irgendwie schon.“ gab Sam zu. Er musste das Feuerholz noch fertig hacken, aber die 

Gleichförmigkeit, die darin lag, Blätter zu Haufen aufzuschichten, versetzte ihn in einen 

Zustand friedlicher Benommenheit. 

„Tu das nicht.“ Frodo grinste und wirbelte mit einem Tritt Blätter in die Luft. „Ihr zwei 

verbringt eure ganze Zeit damit, mir zu sagen, dass ich mich zusammenreißen und damit 

aufhören soll, mir selbst leid zu tun, dabei erlebe ich die beste Zeit meines Lebens. Ich bin der 

glücklichste Hobbit im gesamten Auenland, und ich muss nicht dauernd daran erinnert 

werden, um das zu wissen.“ 

Sam sagte gar nichts, aber sein Gesichtsausdruck zeigte nur allzu deutlich, dass er Frodo eher 

die Behauptung geglaubt hätte, der Himmel würde gerade rot statt blau. 

„Schau mich nicht so an, Sam. Wenn Rosie recht hat und es war doch ein Streit, dann ist es 

einer von denen, die sich langsam totlaufen.“ 

„Es gibt einen Grund für diesen Streit, und es ist weder Rosies Fehler noch meiner. Ich glaube 

schon, dass du wahrhaftig glücklich bist, aber es ist kein Glück, das lebt und wächst, wie es 

sollte. Du hältst die Freude so fest, dass du ihr den Atem abschnürst.“ 

Frodo schüttelte den Kopf. „Ich habe überhaupt keine Ahnung, was du meinst.“ 

„Also… wenn ich einen guten Kuchen esse, dann genieße ich ihn wie jede gute Mahlzeit, aber 

ich weiß genau, morgen gibt es wieder einen neuen. Du dagegen scheinst dir sicher zu sein, 

dass es nie wieder ein Morgen mit neuem Kuchen geben wird, also knabberst du so langsam an 

dem herum, den du hast, dass der Tee kalt wird. Wann wirst du endlich begreifen, dass wir 

daheim sind, dass es vorbei ist, und dass von uns nichts mehr erwartet wird, es sei denn ein 



langes Leben?“ Sams Stimme klang beinahe flehend. Frodo blinzelte, als sähe er Sam zum 

ersten Mal seit Wochen ganz deutlich. 

„Du bist wirklich aufgeblüht, nicht wahr, Sam? Es gab Zeiten, da warst du so schüchtern und 

ängstlich wie ein furchtsamer kleiner Vogel. Jetzt aber bist du Vater und Ehemann und Held. 

Du hast Seiten an dir entdeckt, von denen du nicht einmal wusstest, dass sie da waren.“ 

„Ich habe nichts Besonderes gemacht, Herr Frodo, nur das, was jeder andere an meiner Stelle 

auch getan hätte. Du bist der, der die Last getragen hat.“ 

„Versuch nicht, deine Verdienste auf andere Leute abzuwälzen. Einmal hast du sie auch 

getragen.“ 

„Dann entschuldige, dass ich frage, aber sollten wir in diesem Fall nicht beide aufblühen oder 

verwelken?“ 

Frodo antwortete mit seinem traurigen Lächeln. Sie blieben noch eine Weile, bis das Licht 

nachließ und man kaum noch etwas sah, dann machten sie sich auf den Heimweg. Zwei Seile 

waren irgendwo an einem kräftigen Ast festgemacht und schwangen rastlos. Die kleine 

Schaukel, von kleinen Händen ungeschickt aus einem Brett zusammengebastelt, knarrte, 

während sie nach einem langen Tag endlich zur Ruhe kam. 

„Soll ich dich anschubsen?“ fragte Sam Frodo und die beiden kletterten auf das verlassene 

Spielzeug und schwangen sich in immer höheren und weiteren Bögen in die Luft. Dann ließen 

sie sich herunterfallen, und Sam entdeckte plötzlich, wie wunderschön Frodo aussah, das Haar 

wie ein dunkler Strahlenkranz um sein Gesicht, durchsetzt mit metallisch schimmernden 

Blättern und zu wilden Locken zerzaust. Lachfältchen tanzten wie Spinnweben in seinen 

Augenwinkeln, und für einen Moment schien Frodo so unwirklich wie ein Elb oder ein Traum. 

Dann war er wieder er selbst und versuchte, möglichst würdig auszusehen, während er sich die 

Blätter von der Weste bürstete. 

„Du kriegst da ein bisschen Grau in den Haaren.“ neckte Sam. „Wenn Elanor groß genug ist, 

um es ihr zu erzählen, dann sage ich ihr, dass sie dafür verantwortlich ist, schließlich war sie als 

Baby eine wahre Heimsuchung.“ 

„Du wirst nichts dergleichen tun. Schließlich verwöhnst du sie bis zum geht nicht mehr, und 

das wissen wir beide.“ gab Frodo zurück und zuckte zusammen, als er seine Schulter kreisen 

ließ. Es war die schlechte, und er war böse darauf gefallen. Sam registrierte die Bewegung, 

obwohl Frodo den Schmerz mit einem neuerlichen Lächeln verbergen wollte, und er kam, um 

die empfindliche Stelle zu reiben. 



„Also wird die arme Rosie die böse Mutter spielen müssen. Elanorelle wird sich beklagen wie 

nur was – aber Mama, Papa Sam und Onkel Frodo lassen mich immer Beeren vor dem Abendbrot 

essen!“ 

„Aber Mama, Papa Sam sagt, ich bin alt genug, um Pfeife zu rauchen!“ warf Frodo ein. 

„Aber Mama, Onkel Frodo hat mir ein hübsches neues Kleid geschenkt und ich will es anziehen, also 

kann ich nicht saubermachen.“ setzte Sam auf die Liste. „Oh, sie wird wirklich eine Heimsuchung 

sein, wenn sie weiter so aufwächst.“ 

„Wird sie nicht. Sie wird genauso liebevoll und vernünftig wie ihre Eltern.“ meinte Frodo. 

„Das sagt mir mein Herz.“ 

 

 

Kapitel 34 

Geschenke  
 

Éowyn pflegte immer wieder einmal Pakete und Geschenke an ihre Hobbitfreunde zu 

schicken, nie sehr nützliche Dinge, aber immer Kleinigkeiten, die sie zum Lächeln brachten. 

Diesmal war Merry der Empfänger, obwohl er seine Beute selbstverständlich mit allen teilte. 

Stel, Juli, Merry und Pip kam hoch nach Beutelsend zum Abendessen, denn wenn Frodo nicht 

mehr ins Auenland hinausgehen wollte, dann musste das Auenland eben zu ihm kommen. Sie 

pflanzten sich auf bequeme Stühle rund um das Feuer und fingen an, die Geschenke 

durchzusehen. 

Da gab es fein geschnitzten Zierrat, Vögel, Drachen und Schmetterlinge aus Holz und Eisen. 

Eine weiche Puppe für Elanor, fast so groß wie das Kind selbst. Rosie, Juweline und Estella 

bekamen jeweils Kamm, Bürste und Spiegel aus Silber, und weil Éowyn wusste, dass dies allein 

ein allzu feierliches Geschenk gewesen wäre, enthielten die hübschen kleinen Kistchen 

außerdem dünne Flöten, die klare Töne von sich gaben, ein paar Becher mit eingeätzten Blumen 

am Henkel und eine dazu passende Zunderbüchse. „Feuerteufel…“ sagte Sam, als Rosie vor 

Begeisterung aufschrie. 

Es gab stapelweise dickes, cremeweißes Papier und Töpfchen mit glänzend schwarzer Tinte, 

Bänder und Garne und exotische Sämereien, und Paket um Paket voll feiner, neuer 



Kleidungsstücke. Die meisten davon behielten Merry und Pippin, weil die extra langen 

Hosenbeine und Ärmel eine willkommene Abwechslung waren von ihren üblichen 

Schwierigkeiten mit zu klein gewordenen Wintersachen. Sie hatten einst gut gepasst, aber 

jetzt ließen sie frierende Handgelenke und Knöchel frei. Vor allem für Pippin war es ein 

Gräuel, zuzugeben, dass ihm seine alten Lieblingsjacken überhaupt nichts mehr nutzten. 

„Fäustlinge, Schals… was denkt sie denn, was wir damit anfangen sollen?“ Merry schnaubte 

und hielt die dicken Wollsocken hoch, die zu den Handschuhen gehörten. „Die passen doch nie 

im Leben!“ 

„Vielleicht doch. Sie sehen aus, als ob man sie dehnen könnte.“ Pippin schnappte sich einen 

und probierte ihn an. Er reichte nicht einmal über seine Zehen. 

„Siehst du, ich hab’s dir doch gesagt. Außerdem mag ich deine Füße, ich will nicht, dass du 

sie versteckst.“ Merry stürzte sich auf Pippins Füße, zog die Socke weg und kniff ihn in den 

großen Zeh. 

„Vorsicht!“ schrie Pippin, als sein Stuhl das Übergewicht bekam und er rückwärts fiel; er riss 

Merry mit sich zu einem prustenden Durcheinander aus Körperteilen und Päckchen auf dem 

Fußboden. 

„Das ist mein zukünftiger Ehemann, mit dem du da gerade herummachst, also Vorsicht!“ 

kicherte Juli. Merry schickte ein heimtückisches Grinsen in ihre Richtung. 

„Du wirst ihn mit mir teilen müssen, genau wie Rose Sam mit Frodo teilt.“ 

Estella schnaubte hinter ihrer vorgehaltenen Hand, ihr Kopf war ein wenig schwindelig vom 

Wein nach dem Abendessen. Rosie war immer noch viel zu hingerissen von ihrer neuen 

Zunderbüchse, um mehr zu tun, als ihre Augen über Merrys Kommentar zu verdrehen. 

„Nichts da.“ lachte Frodo. „Ich erinnere mich, wie eure Tanten euch die Ohren lang gezogen 

haben, wenn ihr unverschämt zu mir wart. Ich glaube, ich würde eine ziemlich gute 

Nachahmung davon hinkriegen.“ 

Sam war so rot wie nur irgendetwas von der Neckerei, und Merry merkte es, aber ein 

warnender Blick von Frodo erstickte alle weiteren Bemerkungen, bevor sie ausgesprochen 

wurden. 



„Still, Meriadoc.“ warf Estella ein, die den Blickwechsel nicht gesehen hatte. „Du weißt doch, 

dass dieser Klatsch den Atem nicht wert ist, den es braucht, um ihn auszusprechen.“ 

Ich habe auf jeden Fall Verwendung für die Socken.“ Pippin zwängte seine Hand in die, die 

auf seinem Fuß gesessen hatte und ließ den Daumen in der Ferse, während er die Finger 

krümmte, so dass die Hand sich zu einem Mund bog. Das gleiche machte er mit der anderen 

Socke und der anderen Hand, dann stand er auf und ging dorthin, wo Sam saß, Elanor auf 

seinem Schoß. 

„Hallo, Entchen. Lass uns mal so tun, als wären diese beiden komischen Burschen dein Papa 

und Frodo. Haben sie irgendwas angestellt, worüber dein Onkel Pip Bescheid wissen sollte?“ Er 

ließ die Socken in ihre Richtung hüpfen und sie am Bäuchlein kitzeln. Elanor verzog das 

Gesicht; sie sah sehr verwirrt und bestürzt aus über die sprechenden Stoffwürmer an den 

Enden von Pippins Handgelenken. Sie hob ihre neue Puppe hoch und klatschte sie gegen 

Pippins Arm, dann verkroch sie sich mit einem ängstlichen Quietschen in Sams Hemd. Sam 

stieß Pippins Arme weg und umarmte seine Tochter ganz fest. 

„Die Sockenpuppen Sam und Frodo können sich jetzt gleich aus dem Staub machen, vielen 

Dank.“ sagte er bestimmt. „Ellie mag nicht, wie sie sich aufführen, und ich muss sagen, ich 

nehme ihr das nicht übel.“ 

Pippin griente entschuldigend und tätschelte Elanors Kopf. 

„Du warst doch immer so schlau und so witzig, Pippin. Hast du vergessen, wie das geht?“ 

warf Rosie lächelnd ein, um Sams Tadel die Spitze zu nehmen. Pippin streckte ihr die Zunge 

heraus und schien um alles in der Welt in diesem Moment selbst noch ein Kind zu sein. 

Sie waren alle so, dachte Rosie später, als sie das Durcheinander aufräumte. Ein Teil von 

ihnen war alt, ein anderer aber auf eine Art jung und frei, wie sie den meisten Hobbits 

abhanden kam, wenn sie erwachsen wurden. Niemand außer diesen vier würde jemals wirklich 

wissen, wie das war; sie und Juweline und Estella konnte höchstens versuchen, es zu verstehen. 

Sam und Elanor waren beide schon im Bett und Rosie schlief fast im Stehen ein. Ein dünnes 

Rinnsal aus Licht sickerte immer noch unter der Tür von Frodos Studierzimmer hindurch, 

kaum zu sehen und viel zu schwach zum Schreiben. 

Rosie klopfte mit den Knöcheln gegen das alte Holz der Tür. „Komm schon, es ist weit über 

die Zeit, zu der vernünftige Hobbits schlafen gehen.“ 

„Kann jetzt nicht aufhören, oh nein, so viel, was ich noch schreiben muss. Muss all die Worte 

herausbringen, bevor sie mir entgleiten, muss es zu Papier bringen.“ Das Murmeln war beinahe 



unterhalb von Rosies Hörvermögen, aber sie bekam genug davon mit, dass es ihr eiskalt den 

Rücken hinunterlief. 

„Es ist Zeit für’s Bett.“ Ihre Stimme war fest. „Ich komme jetzt rein, also hör auf zu schreiben, 

wenn du nicht willst, dass ich es sehe.“ 

Sie riss die Tür auf, und etwas mehr Licht ergoss sich in den Flur. 

Frodo kritzelte mit fiebriger Hast, die andere Hand öffnete und schloss sich und zuckte 

unaufhörlich. Dunkle, schwere Blutfäden quollen zwischen den Fingern hervor. 

„Was hast du dir bloß angetan?“ Rosie stürzte zu ihm hin und wollte nach seiner Hand 

greifen, aber Frodo stieß sie weg, immer noch mit sich selbst flüsternd. 

„Muss mich an alles erinnern, muss es aufschreiben, muss es festbinden, damit es mich nicht 

verfolgt, wenn ich gehe. Muss es zurücklassen, noch so viel zu tun, keine Zeit.“ 

Herr Frodo, ich muss nach deiner Hand sehen, leg jetzt das Schreibzeug weg.“ befahl Rosie 

und verfluchte den Mangel an richtigem Licht im Zimmer. Plötzlich hielt Frodo inne und saß 

ganz still, während sie seine verkrampften Finger auseinanderbog. Eine Spiegelscherbe steckte 

tief in der Handfläche. 

„Ich habe so echt ausgesehen.“ sagte Frodo mit undeutlicher Stimme und starrte nieder auf 

seine Hand, als würde er sie kaum wiedererkennen. „In dem Glas drinnen. Mein Spiegelbild, es 

sah so lebendig aus. Ich wollte ihn fragen, ob er glücklich ist. Manchmal weiß ich’s nicht ganz 

sicher, also dachte ich, er könnte mir helfen. Dann ist das Glas zerbrochen und ich wollte sehen, 

ob ich blute.“ 

„Oh.“ Rosie drängte die Tränen zurück und zog die Scherbe aus dem Schnitt; gleichzeitig 

presste sie ihren Daumen auf das zerbrechliche Handgelenk, damit der Blutstrom nachließ. 

„Das muss verbunden werden, komm mit mir hinein, da ist mehr Licht.“ 

„Jetzt ist es Herbst.“ sagte Frodo, immer noch mit dieser wesenlosen, unheimlichen Stimme. 

„Hast du mal die Geschichte von Herbst und Winter und Sommer und Frühling gehört? Ich 

kannte sie, aber jetzt habe ich sie vergessen.“ 

„Still jetzt, lass mich die Wunde verbinden.“ Rosies Hände zitterten so heftig, dass sie 

aufhören und durchatmen musste, bevor sie die Baumwollstreifen glatt um Frodos Hand 

wickeln konnte. 

„Warum weinst du denn? War das dein Spiegel, den ich zerbrochen habe?“ 



„Ja, aber das kümmert mich genauso wenig wie ein zerrissenes Kleid. Das ist nicht nur dein 

Fleisch, das du verletzt hast, es ist auch Sams und meines, und ich weiß, du willst uns nicht 

wehtun.“ 

„Sam.“ Frodo lächelte leicht. „Ist Sam hier? Ich würde ihn gern sehen.“ 

„Ich hole ihn dir.“ Rosie nickte, ihre Augen stechend und unnatürlich hell. 

„Ich habe noch so viel zu tun. Ich muss jetzt wieder zurück an meinen Schreibtisch.“ 

„Schon gut, schon gut, ganz ruhig. Bleib hier, bis dein Sam zu dir kommt.“ 

Rosie stolperte den Flur hinunter und rüttelte Sam wach. „Samweis… Sam… wach auf. Frodo 

hat einen furchtbaren Anfall; ich fürchte, du musst dich zu ihm setzen, bis es vorbei ist. Er fragt 

nach dir.“ 

Sam nickte wortlos und stieg aus dem Bett. Nach ein paar Sekunden hörte Rosie leise 

Stimmen aus der Halle. Sie hob Elanor aus der Wiege, rollte sich unter den schlafwarmen 

Decken zusammen, vergrub ihr Gesicht in dem weichen Babyhaar und weinte sich das Herz 

aus dem Leib. 

 

 

Kapitel 35 

Kleines Herz  
 

Sie fand Sam, der gegen die Wand des Studierzimmers gelehnt saß, genau unter dem Fenster. 

Frodo lag an seiner Brust zusammengerollt. Rosie bezweifelte, dass Sam in dieser Nacht mehr 

Schlaf gehabt hatte als sie, aber Frodo döste leicht vor sich hin. 

Sie entdeckte ihr Abbild in dem runden, nicht zerbrochenen Spiegel, der in der Diele hing, 

blieb stehen und starrte sich an. Sie sah wie eine Mutter und Ehefrau aus in ihrem vernünftigen 

Nachthemd, das Haar zu einem nachlässigen Zopf geflochten und Elanor in einer Armbeuge. 

Sekundenlang war sie bestürzt, denn in ihrem Kopf fühlte sie sich noch immer jung und frei. Sie 

hatte überhaupt nicht bemerkt, dass sie irgendwann auf dem Weg erwachsen geworden war. 

Sams Ausdruck war eine Mischung aus Besorgnis und Trauer; seine Hand ruhte sanft in der 

Vertiefung von Frodos bleicher Schulter, wo der Hemdkragen zur Seite gerutscht war. Rosie 

kam und setzte sich neben ihren Mann, küsste ihn zart, liebkoste seine Wange und entlockte 



ihm endlich ein blasses Lächeln. Sie hatte Sams Lächeln schon fast länger geliebt, als sie sich 

erinnern konnte. Er drückte einen Kuss auf ihre Stirn. 

Elanor beugte sich vor und zerrte an einer der Locken von Frodos Haar, das langsam dünner 

wurde; er regte sich mit flatternden Wimpern und stöhnte im Schlaf. Sam streichelte seine 

Wange, bis er in den Schlummer zurücksank; sein Gesicht war so von Liebe und Kummer 

erfüllt, dass Rosie das Herz wehtat. 

Das Zimmer war ziemlich verwüstet – zerrissene Papiere und auf den Boden geschleuderte 

Bücher, gewaltsam auseinandergebogen und zu einem Haufen aufgetürmt. Sam weinte still vor 

sich hin. Rosie nahm seine Hand, drückte sie mit aller Kraft und wünschte sich, es gäbe etwas – 

irgendetwas – das sie hätte sagen können. 

Später, nachdem Sam Frodo ins Bett gebracht hatte und zur Beruhigung seiner Nerven mit 

Elanor herumschäkerte, beschloss Rosie, dass sie das Haus verlassen musste, um nicht unter all 

diesem Elend zu ersticken. Sie taten Frodo keinen Gefallen, wenn sie seufzend herumsaßen und 

die Bescherung noch schlimmer machten, nachdem sie einmal geschehen war. 

Sie hatte ihr Elternhaus fast erreicht, als sie ihrem Vater begegnete. Er kam die Straße 

herunter, ein hinkendes Pony am Zügel. 

„Hallo, Rosie, ich war gerade auf dem Weg zum Schmied. Das Pony von Rumpels hat schon 

wieder ein Eisen verloren. Magst du mitkommen?“ 

Rosie ging neben ihrem Vater her, heilfroh über die schlichte Bodenständigkeit seiner 

Unterhaltung. Tief im Herzen war sie ganz genauso, ein Hobbitschlag, den sie immer typisch 

für das Auenland gefunden hatte – als ob die meisten Hobbits ganz woanders aufwüchsen. Sie 

liebte ihre Träume und ihre Lieder, aber ihre Tochter und ihr Mann wurden davon nicht satt, 

und Frodo kam davon auch nicht hinaus in die Sonne, damit er vom Wind Farbe auf die 

Wangen bekam. 

Rosie lächelte über sich selbst. Sie war tatsächlich erwachsen geworden. 

Sie ließ sich in der Schmiede an der Seite nieder und beobachtete die Hitze und den Lärm 

beim Hufeisenwechsel; in diesem Moment fühlte sie sich fast von Sinnen vor Müdigkeit und 

Sorge. 

„Als du noch ein Mädel warst, Rosie, gefiel dir nichts so sehr, als wenn jemand ein Hufeisen 

machte. Wo fehlt’s denn? “ fragte ihr Vater und setzte sich neben sie. „Was hat meiner Kleinen 

das Herz gebrochen?“ 



„Papa, was kann man für jemanden tun, dem es einfach nicht besser geht? Jemand, der schon 

ein Dutzend mal ganz und geheilt sein sollte, der es aber nicht ist?“ 

„Ist das Herr Frodo, von dem du da redest?“ 

„Stimmt.“ 

Bauer Kattun seufzte. „Sei vorsichtig; etwas an seiner Art sagt mir, dass er niemals gesund 

werden wird. Du und dein Sam, ihr mögt für sein Glück und seine Bequemlichkeit sorgen, aber 

abgesehen davon denke ich nicht, dass ihr etwas für ihn tun könnt. Irgendwann muss man auch 

loslassen.“ 

Tränen brannten in ihren Augen; sie wischte sie mit einem Schürzenzipfel weg und versuchte 

zu lächeln. 

„Liebst du ihn, Rose? Es gibt Gerede unter dem Weibervolk. Sie sagen, du entehrst deine 

Ehe.“ 

„Nie und nimmer.“ Rosie schüttelte den Kopf. „Ich bin Sam nicht untreu, das könnte ich gar 

nicht. Ich würde mir eher mein Herz herausreißen als ihm wehzutun. Aber ich liebe Frodo, das 

kann ich nicht bestreiten. Ich habe noch nie in meinem Leben jemanden so geliebt wie ihn, 

außer Sam und Ellie. Ich sehe, wie er sich quält, und ich weiß, er möchte endlich aufgeben und 

fortgehen. Das mag der einzige Weg für ihn sein, sich zu befreien, aber ich bin selbstsüchtig 

und fordernd, und ich will ihn einfach bei uns haben, und er soll für immer glücklich sein. 

Warum können die Dinge nicht mehr so einfach sein wie früher, als ich noch klein war?“ 

„Das sind sie nie, wenn du einmal erwachsen bist.“ Ihr Vater gab ihr einen Klaps auf die 

Schulter. „Jetzt aber Kopf hoch, Mädel, ich könnte in der ganzen Sache ja auch falsch liegen. 

Vielleicht ist er im nächsten Sommer so gesund wie ein Fisch im Wasser.“ 

Rosie nickte und lehnte sich in seine Berührung hinein; sie wünschte sich, sie wäre noch 

einmal so jung, dass dies allein schon genügte, um sich besser zu fühlen. 

Der Nachmittag war halb vorbei, als sie den Hügel hinauf nach Beutelsend zurückkehrte. 

Frodo, Sam und Elanor waren im vorderen Garten; Ellie spielte mit den gerade herabgefallenen 

Blättern und warf ganze Hände voll davon auf ihren Vater. 

„Ich fing gerade an, mich zu fragen, ob du jemals wiederkommst.“ neckte Frodo. Seine 

Augen waren hohl und dunkel und die Hand immer noch verbunden, aber sonst schien wieder 

ganz und gar er selbst zu sein. 



„Wollte ich auch nicht, aber dann ist mit eingefallen, dass keiner von euch Elanor ihre Milch 

geben kann wie ich, und ich dachte, es wäre besser, ich gehe nach Hause.“ gab Rosie zurück. 

Frodo lachte und begrüßte sie am Tor mit einer warmen Umarmung. 

Ihr Vater hatte unrecht, Rosie wusste es in ihrem Herzen. Frodo würde am Ende in Ordnung 

sein – und wenn sie ihn an den Ohren ins Licht schleifen musste. 
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„Zur Hölle, Rosie, geh nach Hause.“ beschimpfte Tom seine kleine Schwester. „Du bist zu 

klein, um mit uns mitzukommen.“ 

„Bin ich nicht!“ Sie verschränkte die Arme vor ihrem Schürzenlätzchen. Letztes Mal hast du 

Jolly mitgenommen, und er ist noch nicht mal sieben. Ich bin beinahe acht.“ 

Tom schielte zu Sam hinüber und zog ein Gesicht. „Ich wette, Marigold fragt Sam nie, ob er 

sie mitnimmt.“ 

„Marigold ist eine langweilige alte Spinatwachtel.“ schimpfte Rosie zurück und stampfte mit 

dem Fuß auf den Vorderweg. „Sie macht immer bloß Teeparties. Ich mag lieber mit euch Jungs 

spielen.“ 

„Komm schon, spiel mit Marigold. Du wirst mehr Spaß haben, sie ist ein vernünftiges Mädel, 

nicht so ein Dummkopf wie du.“ Tom stieß Rosie gegen die Schulter. „Verzieh dich und lass 

uns in Ruhe.“ 

„Wenn du Marigold so toll findest, dann sollte sie vielleicht besser deine Schwester sein. Und 

Sam kann mein Bruder sein, er ist viel netter als du. Du lässt mich mitkommen, Tom, oder ich 

erzähl Mama, dass du das warst, der die Milch über das ganze Tischtuch verschüttet hat, und 

nicht Nick.“ 

„Rosie!“ Tom stöhnte. „Sei nicht so eine Landplage.“ 



„Ist schon gut, sie kann mitkommen.“ warf Sam ein und schielte nach der Sonne über seinem 

Kopf. „Wir müssen los, wenn wir Herrn Wühler erwischen wollen.“ 

„Wenn wir ihn wegen dir verpassen…“ schimpfte Tom in Rosies Richtung. Sie streckte ihm 

hinter seinem Rücken die Zunge heraus und rannte dann los, um die beiden Jungen einzuholen, 

während sich eines ihrer Zopfbänder löste. 

Sie verpassten Herrn Wühler dann doch nicht; er machte alle vierzehn Tage eine Fahrt zu der 

Kreuzung auf halbem Weg zwischen Hobbingen und der Brandyweinbrücke; sein Karren war 

voller Dinge, die von Familien an der Strecke im Dorf bestellt worden waren. Sam und Tom 

hatten sich die Erlaubnis erbettelt, mitzufahren – unter der Bedingung, dass sie am selben Tag 

auch wieder heimkamen. Rosie hoffte klammheimlich, sie würden es nicht schaffen, denn sie 

hatte noch nie zuvor woanders als in ihrem eigenen Bett geschlafen. Tom ignorierte sie auf dem 

ganzen Ausflug, während sie stundenlang zwischen Mehlsäcken und dicken Seilrollen hinten 

auf dem Karren saßen. Sam war netter; er zeigte ihr, wie man an den dicken Grashalmen, die 

meilenweit am Wegesrand wuchsen, herumkauen musste, damit der klebrig-süße Saft 

herauskam. Er zog die Bänder aus ihren Zöpfen und ließ ihre Haare rund um ihre Wangen 

kräuseln, und sie kicherte und blies ihm eine Pusteblume ins Gesicht. 

Als sie ihr Ziel erreicht hatten, wollte Tom mit keinem von ihnen reden und stakste ohne ein 

Wort davon. Sam zuckte bloß mit den Schultern, und Rosie tippte ihn auf die Nase und sagte 

„Du bist!“ 

Es war einer dieser herrlichen Tage, so herrlich, dass Rosies Zehen sich bogen und ihr Herz 

sich anfühlte wie eine große Seifenblase, ganz strahlend und übersprudelnd und wundervoll. 

Überall gab es Blumen, sie rankten sich über Zäune und waren auf dem Boden verstreut, und 

dunkelgrüne Blätter, und leuchtend grünes Gras und hohe Bäume zum Klettern. 

Sie sprangen herum und gingen auf Entdeckungsreise, behielten dabei aber die Zeit im Blick, 

um die Heimfahrt nicht zu verpassen. Sie verjagten die Vögel von einer alten Vogelscheuche 

und ließen sich dann davon herunterplumpsen, lachend und atemlos. 

„Ich war noch nie so weit weg von Zuhause,“ sinnierte Sam und schaute hinauf in den 

Himmel. 

„Ha! Dann bin ich schon weiter weg gewesen als du!“ prahlte Rosie, sprang hoch und rannte 

noch tiefer in die Felder hinein. 

„Wir sollten zurückgehen.“ Sam setzte sich auf. „Bei der Laune, die Tom hat, müssen wir uns 

ein bisschen in acht nehmen.“ 



Aber Tom und Herr Wühler und der Karren waren schon weg. 

„Der kleine Junge hat gesagt, ihr hättet eine andere Fahrgelegenheit gefunden, und Milo 

müsste nicht auf euch warten.“ erklärte ein Bauer, warf sich einen Sack mit Hühnerfutter über 

die Schultern und ging davon. 

Rosie setzte sich an den Straßenrand und brach in Tränen aus. So weit weg zu sein, hatte wie 

ein tolles Abenteuer ausgesehen, aber jetzt war sie müde und ängstlich und wollte nach Hause. 

„Still, wir denken uns was aus.“ tröstete Sam. „Du solltest aufhören zu weinen, davon wird 

dein Gesicht ganz fleckig.“ 

„Aber jetzt kommen wir tagelang nicht heim, und Jolly wird all meine hübschen Sachen 

klauen, und Papa wird mir die Haare abschneiden, weil ich schon wieder nicht gehorcht habe.“ 

„Also,“ Sam hielt nachdenklich inne, „ich wette, du kannst deine Sachen auch wieder 

zurückklauen. Und dein Haar ist so hübsch wie nur was, kein Zweifel, deshalb wird dein Vater 

es bestimmt da lassen, wo es ist.“ 

„Hast du denn gar keine Angst, Sam?“ schniefte Rosie. „Du musst schrecklich tapfer sein.“ 

„Bin ich nicht. Aber jemand muss schließlich einen klaren Kopf behalten, und du plärrst 

herum wie eine großes, nasses Huhn.“ Sam verstrubbelte ihr das Haar. „Kopf hoch, wir finden 

einen Weg nach Hause. Und dann werde ich in Toms sämtliche Taschen Kuhfladen stopfen, 

weil er uns in dieser Patsche hat sitzen lassen.“ 

Rosie kicherte widerwillig. Sam flocht ihre Haare, so gut er konnte, wieder in zwei Zöpfe. 

Soweit Rosie das sagen konnte, sahen sie ganz ordentlich aus. „Wir marschieren besser los, es 

ist ein langer Weg.“ Sie stand auf, strich ihren Rock glatt und versuchte, möglichst hartgesotten 

und stark auszusehen. Sam nickte und nahm ihre Hand. Rosie war froh über diese Geste, denn 

sie wollte sich nicht wie ein Baby aufführen, aber dies hier war beängstigend und seltsamer als 

alles, was sie jemals erlebt hatte. 

Sie wanderten scheinbar ewig, bis die Sonne ganz tief gesunken war und Rosie glaubte, sie 

würde bestimmt im Stehen einschlafen. Zweimal war sie gestolpert, auf ihre Hand gefallen und 

hatte sich die Haut aufgerissen, und ihr Rock war schmutzig an den Knien. Trotzdem weinte sie 

nicht, schließlich war sie fast so groß wie Sam, und er war so tapfer wie eine Märchengestalt, 

wie ein Prinz oder ein Krieger. 

Als sie endlich vor Müdigkeit nicht mehr weiterkonnten, legten sie sich neben den Straße 

nieder und versuchten zu schlafen. Aber rings um sie her waren Geräusche und Schatten, und 

Rosie stellte sich vor, dass überall Trolle und Monster herumschlichen, sogar mitten im 



Auenland. Sie hörte ein Klipp-Klopp und war sich ganz sicher, dass da etwas käme, um sie 

aufzufressen. Aber es war nur ein Pony, das eine Kutsche zog, wie man sie kaum jemals in 

Hobbingen zu sehen bekam. Sam setzte sich bei dem Geräusch ebenfalls auf, und dann gab er 

einen lauten Freudenschrei von sich und winkte den Insassen zu, als sie an ihnen vorbeikamen. 

„Was denn, das ist ja der kleine Samweis! Was machst du denn hier?“ fragte der Hobbit in 

der Kutsche. 

„Bitte um Verzeihung, Herr Bilbo, aber wir haben uns verlaufen. Könntest du uns wohl nach 

Hause bringen, falls du ein bisschen Platz übrig hast?“ 

„Oh, ich denke schon.“ Die Augen von Herrn Bilbo zwinkerten. „Komm rauf. Und wer ist 

dieses reizende kleine Fräulein?“ 

„Hallo…“ sagte Rosie schüchtern und kaute auf einem ihrer zerfransten Zopfenden herum. 

„Du bist der Herr Beutlin, für den Sams Ohm arbeitet.“ 

„Das bin ich, stimmt genau. Steig rauf, Kind, die Nachtkälte ist ja kaum zum Aushalten.“ 

„Wie war der Besuch bei deinen Vettern, Herr Frodo?“ fragte Sam gerade den anderen 

Insassen der Kutsche, als Rosie hereinkletterte. Er war noch ein Junge, jünger als Herr Bilbo, 

aber älter als sie oder Sam, mit schönen blauen Augen und einem strahlenden Lächeln. 

„Ein Riesenspaß. Scheint, als wären sie jedes Mal, wenn ich dort bin, ein bisschen größer. 

Klein Pippin krabbelt schon überall herum.“ Der Junge grinste. „Und was hast du für 

Abenteuer erlebt, Sam?“ 

„Wir sind verloren gegangen, und beinahe hätte man uns nie wieder gefunden.“ piepste 

Rosie, während ihr Selbstvertrauen zurückkehrte. „Aber wir hatten gar keine Angst, nicht mal, 

als ich hingefallen bin und mir meine Hand verletzt habe.“ 

„Autsch!“ Der Junge hob ihre Handfläche behutsam hoch. „Ich wette, das hat wehgetan. 

Möchtest du einen Kuss drauf haben, damit es besser wird?“ 

„Ja.“ Sie nickte. „Ich bin Rosie.“ 

Der Junge küsste die Schramme so zart, dass es sich wie ein Schmetterlingsflügel anfühlte. 

„Ich freue mich, dich kennen zu lernen, Rosie. Ich bin Frodo.“ 

„Ich bin auch hingefallen, aber ich mach nicht so ein Theater.“ grummelte Sam und 

umklammerte seine Hand, als hätte er doppelt so viele Schmerzen wie Rosie. Dieser 

Riesenschwindler! Rosie hatte seine Hand gesehen und da war fast gar nichts. Frodo lachte und 

küsste Sams Hand auch, und Rosie biss sich auf die Zunge, um nicht herauszuplatzen. Sam war 



sehr nett zu ihr gewesen, als sie sich verlaufen hatten, und Küsse von Herrn Frodo waren etwas 

so Wunderbares, dass es nichts ausmachte, die kolossalsten Lügen zu erzählen, um sie zu 

bekommen. 

„Es ist viel zu spät für solche Winzlinge wie euch, noch wach zu sein. Lehnt euch gegen mich 

und schlaft ein bisschen, und wir wecken euch, wenn wir da sind.“ befahl Frodo. Rosie 

schmiegte sich an seine Seite und begegnete Sams Augen, als er sich unter den angebotenen 

Arm kuschelte. Tom mochte mitsamt seinem Streich in den Fluss springen, sie hatten trotz 

allem viel mehr Spaß gehabt. 

„Keine Angst.“ flüsterte Frodo, während Rosie schon halb auf dem Weg ins Land der Träume 

war. „Niemand geht jemals so sehr verloren, dass man ihn nicht wiederfinden könnte.“ 
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„Hallo, irgendjemand zu Hause?“ 

Sam hastete zur Vordertür und zog sie auf. 

„Herr Frodo? Hab gar nicht erwartet, dich ausgerechnet heute zu sehen. Noch viele fröhliche 

Geburtstage wünsch ich dir!“ 

„Dankeschön.“ „Frodo grinste. „Ich bin nur vorbeigekommen, um dir dein Geschenk zu 

bringen, dann muss ich mich fertigmachen.“ 

„Das hättest du nicht tun sollen…“ 

„Es ist mein Geburtstag und ich tu, was ich will. Es ist sowieso nicht viel, ich dachte nur, dass 

es dir vielleicht gefällt.“ 

Sam wickelte das kleine Stoffpaket aus, das Frodo ihm in die Hände gelegt hatte. Es waren 

ein Messer, eine Gabel und ein Löffel, alles zusammenpassend. Die Griffe trugen ein Muster aus 

eingeätzten Blättern, an den Spitzen waren sie gedreht und bemalt. 



„Es ist deswegen, weil ich für solche Spielsachen jetzt zu alt bin. Von heute an sollte ich 

ernsthaft und weise sein.“ Ein paar kleine Lachfältchen kräuselten sich in Frodos 

Augenwinkeln. 

„Das ist sehr freundlich von dir.“ Sam ließ seine Hände glücklich über die kleinen Geschenke 

gleiten. „Aber ich muss mich wieder an’s Kochen machen. Ich hab gerade erst mit dem Eintopf 

angefangen, und der Ohm und meine Schwestern kommen bald heim.“ 

„Erst angefangen? Das Fest fängt bald an, du wirst zu spät kommen!“ 

„Kein Grund zur Aufregung, ich bin nicht eingeladen.“ 

„Was…“ Frodos Augenbrauen schossen vor Überraschung nach oben. „Natürlich nicht! Feste 

machen nicht halb so viel Spaß, wenn sich nicht noch welche klammheimlich mit 

hereinschleichen! Also, wenn das nicht mein eigener Geburtstag wäre und der von Bilbo, dann 

könnte ich mich selbst ohne Erlaubnis dazwischenmogeln. Ich wollte nie, dass du denkst, du 

könntest nicht willkommen sein, Sam.“ 

„Oh…“ Sam furchte die Augenbrauen. „Nein, das wär’ nicht recht, es wär respektlos. Danke 

für mein Geschenk, ich wünsch dir viel Spaß.“ 

Frodo schnaubte. „Vielleicht bin ich doch noch nicht zu alt zum Spielen.“ Er schubste Sam 

abwärts in Richtung Küche. „Komm schon, ich helfe dir, dann bist du schneller fertig.“ 

Ein paar Kartoffeln warteten auf dem Tisch darauf, gepellt zu werden. Frodo nahm eine und 

zog das Messer so geschickt durch die Haut, dass sie in einem langen Streifen über dem weißen 

Fleisch herunterhing. Sam fühlte die Röte warm in seine Wangen steigen. Alles stand auf dem 

Kopf: es war Frodos Geburtstag, und er war hier und half Sam beim Eintopfkochen, und er 

hatte ihn – jedenfalls irgendwie – zum Geburtstagsfest heute abend eingeladen. 

„Rosie wird keinen Tanz und keinen guten Schluck auslassen.“ sagte Frodo absichtsvoll. „Sie 

dreht sich wahrscheinlich gerade Locken ins Haar und legt sich ein Band um den Hals. Ein 

Mädchen von siebzehn wird wohl kaum die ganze Zeit mit Bilbos alten Freunden verbringen 

wollen, und ich fürchte, ich werde meinen Abend damit vergeuden, gutgemeinte Ratschläge 

abzuschmettern, dass es Zeit für mich wäre, zu heiraten. Du musst kommen, damit sie 

jemanden zum Tanzen hat.“ 

„Magst du Rose? Als Ehefrau, meine ich.“ 

Frodo musste sich auf die Lippen beißen, weil Sam sonst denken mochte, dass er ihn 

auslachte, und er wollte ihn nicht kränken. 



„Ich denke, sie hat etwas anderes im Auge. Und ich würde sie in den Wahnsinn treiben, noch 

bevor eine Woche um wäre. Ich bin kein leicht erträglicher Zeitgenosse.“ 

„Bist du doch!“ gab Sam zurück. „Ich meine, wenn du warten wolltest, bis sie erwachsen ist, 

dann wäre Rosie bestimmt glücklich, dich zu bekommen.“ 

„Ich glaube, du lässt mir mehr Lob zuteil werden, als ich verdiene, aber auf jeden Fall 

dankeschön.“ sagte Frodo. „Deine Rosie würde es vielleicht mehr schätzen, wenn du mit ihr 

zusammen wärst.“ 

„Sie ist die Rosie von niemandem, vor allem nicht meine.“ Sam schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Aber du hättest gern, dass sie’s wäre, nicht wahr?“ beharrte Frodo. Sam antwortete nicht. 

„Dann komm auf das Fest und verbring Zeit mit ihr. Du kannst ihr den Armreif geben, den ich 

ihr zu meinem Geburtstag gekauft habe, wenn du möchtest.“ 

„Ich weiß immer noch nicht, ob ich überhaupt kommen soll…“ Sam zog sich schüchtern 

zurück, als er Frodos drolligen Gesichtsausdruck bemerkte. 

„Und ob du sollst. Geh dir das Gesicht waschen und die Haare kämmen, dann marschieren 

wir zusammen los. Beeil dich!“ 

Die Abenddämmerung hatte noch nicht eingesetzt; die Luft war diesig von einem 

Nieselregen und dämpfte die Lichter der Laternen auf der Festwiese zu flackernden Klecksen. 

Jedermann, den sie auf dem Weg trafen, hielt an, um Frodo einen schönen Geburtstag zu 

wünschen, ihm auf den Rücken zu klopfen und Witze darüber zu reißen, wie es war, erwachsen 

und vernünftig zu werden. Sam lächelte in sich hinein, denn trotz all seiner hervorragenden 

Eigenschaften würde aus Frodo wohl nie ein anständiger, vernünftiger Hobbit werden. Er 

würde immer jemanden wie Sam um sich brauchen, um ihn an Dinge wie Essen oder Schlafen 

zu erinnern. 

Ein kleiner Junge, dessen freches Grinsen eindeutig nichts Gutes verhieß, wurde huckepack 

von einem nur wenig älteren, genauso verdächtig aussehenden Freund herumgeschleppt. 

„Guck mal, Merry, da ist Frodo ja endlich!“ rief der kleinere Bengel und zeigte auf ihn. „Du 

hast mir noch kein Geschenk gegeben, Frodo!“ 

„Das mach ich schon noch, später.“ neckte Frodo zurück. „Merry, trag ihn nicht so herum, er 

ist viel zu groß dafür.“ 

„Bin ich nicht!“ konterte Pippin und schlang seine Arme eng um Merrys Hals. 



„Argh, Pip, lass das, ich krieg keine Luft… ich hab mich schon gefragt, ob du jemals hier 

auftauchst, Frodo. Wir sind auf große Entdeckungsreise gegangen, um dich zu finden.“ 

„Also, nun habt ihr mich gefunden. Ich kann euch sagen, dass euch einiges bevorsteht. An 

eurer Stelle wäre ich nicht derart übermütig, solange ein halbes Dutzend blamierter Tanten 

darauf brennen, euch einen Satz heißer Ohren zu verpassen.“ 

„Das ist aber nicht immer so!“schniefte Pippin hochnäsig. 

„Ist es wohl.“ erinnerte ihn Merry. „Los, Frodo, jetzt komm endlich und sag allen Hallo. Dick 

hat schon überall Vanillepudding verschüttet.“ 

Frodo wandte sich an Sam, der während des kurzen Gespräches zurückgeblieben war. 

„Hier, gib das Rose. Und viel Spaß!“ Er drückte Sam ein kleines Silberarmband in die Hand 

und rannte mit seinen Vettern davon. 

Sam warf einen Blick zurück in den Beutelhaldenweg, in Richtung der ofenwarmen Küche, 

wo sich seine Familie wahrscheinlich gerade zum Abendessen hinsetzte. Dann schaute er auf 

das Armband in seiner Hand herunter und erinnerte sich daran, wie sehr er es liebte, Rosie 

tanzen zu sehen… und er ging den Weg hinunter, dem Fest entgegen. 

 

 

Kapitel 38 

Wind und Regen 
 

Nächtlicher Wind und Regen gingen üblicherweise völlig an den Bewohnern von Beutelsend 

vorbei. Dicke Wände und mollige Decken sorgten dafür, dass sie oft erst am nächsten Morgen 

munter wurden – ohne eine Ahnung von den Stürmen, die sie vielleicht verpasst hatten. 

In dieser Nacht allerdings war einer der Fensterriegel nicht ganz richtig eingerastet, das 

Fenster flog krachend auf und von draußen kam ein Anhauch eisiger Luft. Frodo erwachte mit 

einem Schrei, die Hände in seinen Hals verkrallt auf der Suche nach dem weißen Edelstein, der 

dort hing, und Elanor fing an zu weinen. 

Rosie beeilte sich, das Fenster gegen die Kälte zu schließen und Sam ging, um Elanor zu 

trösten, nachdem er überprüft hatte, ob Frodo wirklich bei sich war. Rosie entfachte ein kleines 

Feuer auf dem Rost und hielt ihre Handflächen dicht darüber, um sie zu wärmen. Sie zog die 



Schultern hoch und lächelte schläfrig. Regen, der draußen herabfällt, während man selbst 

drinnen ist, hat immer etwas Gemütliches. 

„Bring sie hierher ins Bett, Sam.“ ordnete sie an, kletterte zurück unter die warmen Decken 

und zog sie hoch bis zur Brust. 

„Sie ist nicht richtig zu sich gekommen, es war mehr so eine Art Gejammer im Schlaf. In 

letzter Zeit gönnt sie uns immer mehr ruhige Stunden.“ erklärte Sam und kuschelte sich neben 

Rosie. 

„Ja, sie wächst ziemlich schnell.“ Rosie und Frodo sagten es gleichzeitig und mussten lachen. 

Der Feuerschein zeichnete ihre Gesichter mit Herbstfarben und Schatten und ließ ihre Augen 

leuchten, während sie die Flammen betrachteten. Das Bett war warm und sie fühlten sich wohl, 

aber nicht müde, und der Klang des Regens war stark und laut. 

„Hattest du einen Alptraum, bevor du aufgewacht bist?“ fragte Sam Frodo, der einfach nur 

nickte. Rosie richtete sich auf und fuhr mit der Zunge die kleine rote Druckstelle entlang, die 

Frodos stumpfe Fingernägel in seiner Halsgrube hinterlassen hatten. Ihm stockte der Atem, als 

er die Wärme und Feuchtigkeit spürte, und Rosie lächelte gegen seine Haut. 

Sams Hand bewegte sich ihren Rücken hinunter, glitt zwischen die sanften Kurven ihrer 

Schenkel und berührte sie mit der behutsamen Stärke, die seiner Natur entsprach. Sie konnte 

nicht anders als sich diesem Gefühl entgegenzuwölben; ihr Kinn hob sich, als ihr Kopf nach 

hinten sank. Frodo gab ein kurzes Wimmern von sich, als sich ihre Lippen von ihm lösten, aber 

dann kam er zu ihr; seine Finger verloren sich in ihrem Haar und sein Mund liebkoste die Stelle 

an ihrem Kiefer, wo das Blut pulsierte. 

Der stete Trommelklang des Regens ertrank in den sanften, knackenden Geräuschen des 

Feuers; die Welt schien ein sehr großer und sehr dunkler Ort zu sein rings um ihr helles, kleines 

Zimmer. 

Rosie rollte auf den Rücken und zog Sam mit hinunter, bis er halb über ihr lag; sie wand sich, 

bis ihre Hand von Frodos Schulterblatt in die Kissen gepresst wurde. Ihre Nägel waren nicht 

viel länger als seine, kurz durch harte Arbeit, aber glatt durch Pflege. Sie waren aber immer 

noch genügend lang, um aufreizende Spuren über die Ebenen und Kanten seiner Rippen und 

seiner Wirbelsäule zu ziehen. 

Eine von Sams Händen lag flach auf ihrer Brust und bewegte sich gerade genug, dass Rosie 

nach mehr hungerte. Die andere umschloss ihr Hinterteil und hob sie hoch. Frodo ließ 

federleichte Küsse über Rosies Schultern und ihren Arm hinunterregnen, bis dorthin, wo ihre 

Hand sich an Sams feste Seite klammerte. Dann flatterten die Küsse Sams salzig feuchten 



Körper hinauf bis in seinen Nacken. Sam, der kehlig und rasch atmete, bewegte seine Hand weg 

von dort, wo sie Rosies Brustspitze gestreichelt hatte und zog Frodo zu sich nach oben, wo sich 

ihre Münder begegnen konnten. Schlaf und Wärme und Zuhause und der gute Ausgang aller 

Geschichten war versammelt im Geschmack ihrer Zungen, Verlust und Schmerz und 

Verzweiflung und freundlich reinigende Herbststürme, alles auf einmal. 

„Sam.“ sagte Rosie wieder und wieder, das Wort überstürzte sich und verlor seine 

Bedeutung, wurde manchmal zu „Frodo“ oder zu etwas, das gar kein Wort mehr war und das 

mitschwang in der Bewegung ihrer Körper. 

Blitze die draußen ebenso zuckten wie tief in Rosies Bauch, flackernde Lichtstrahlen, die sich 

so gut anfühlten, dass es beinahe schmerzte, ein dumpfer, erfüllter Schmerz, ausgelöst von 

Wärme und davon, gegen saubere Leintücher gepresst zu werden. 

Frodo knabberte jetzt sanft an Rosies Ohrläppchen; er saugte an ihrer Haut und seine Zähne 

bissen fest genug zu, dass sie das Kneifen spürte. 

Sam konnte sich an jede Gelegenheit erinnern, bei der er so voller Liebe gewesen war, dass 

sie fast aus ihm herausbrach… ob draußen in den Obstgärten, mit Schlamm zwischen seinen 

Zehen, der kalt und voller Wachstum war, oder in grausamen Steintürmen, die man besser 

vergaß. Und doch hatte er nie etwas gefunden, das so erfüllend war wie dies hier. 

Ein wenig Regen war den Kamin heruntergekommen und ließ das Feuer rauchen, aber der 

Rauch hatte einen angenehmen Duft nach Kräutern und kitzelte in der Kehle wie Gelächter. 

Sam zog sich ein wenig zurück, als Frodos Hand zwischen sie glitt, um Rosie zu liebkosen. 

Sie gab einen zischenden Laut von sich angesichts der Berührung dieser geschickten, kühlen 

Finger und bäumte sich auf gegen ihren Verlust. Denn Frodo bewegte sich weg von ihr und 

brachte nun Sam dazu, sich stöhnend den selben geschickten Fingern entgegenzuwölben, die 

seine gesamte Länge mit Rosies Nässe überzogen. 

Rosie und Sam küssten sich erneut. Frodo schob sich gegen Sams Körper und Rosies Zähne 

schlugen mit einem scharfen, saugenden Atemzug aufeinander, als Frodos Hand ihre vorherige 

Beschäftigung wieder aufnahm. Sie fragte sich, wie seine Finger wohl schmeckten; sein Aroma 

von Seife und Tinte immer noch stark unter ihrem eigenen, das erdig war und voller Reife. 

Sams Mund lag schmerzhaft fest auf ihrem, als Frodo seine Härte in sich aufnahm. Rosie 

schwang mit im gemeinsamen Rhythmus der beiden, während Frodos Hand sich immer noch 

mit aufreizendem Druck bewegte. Der Regen draußen fiel nun mit aller Macht; drinnen war die 

Luft durch Feuer, Rauch und Feuchtigkeit so berauschend und schwer wie in einem Dschungel. 



Sie wirkten so gegensätzlich… Sam golden und vor Gesundheit glühend, Frodo dagegen fast 

silberweiß, leuchtend und mit einer unwirklichen Grazie. Und doch passten sie zusammen, 

als wären sie füreinander gemacht worden. Rosie begriff mit erstaunlicher Klarheit, dass sie 

imstande war, jeden umzubringen, der auch nur den Versuch machte, einem von beiden 

wehzutun. 

Sam verlor sich völlig in dem Gefühl von Rosies Körper an seiner Seite, darin, wie Frodo 

aussah mit zurückgeworfenem Kopf, den Mund weit offen. Seine Rosie. Sein Frodo. Was sich von 

Anbeginn an in der Welt zugetragen hatte, war geschehen, um sie alle zu diesem Augenblick zu 

führen, hinein in diese vertraute und überwältigende Wärme. 

Rosie und Sam küssten sich unaufhörlich; ihre Münder teilten Geheimnisse, die keine Worte 

brauchten. Frodos Lippen schwollen an vor Verlangen nach ihnen und von dem Wunsch, ein 

Teil dieser Küsse zu sein. Aber auch ohne ihn war dies sein Kuss, jede Einzelheit an ihnen war 

sein. Rose’s unvorstellbare Hitze um seine Hand, Sam, pulsierend, hart und kraftvoll in ihm. 

Ihre Stimmen vereinigten sich stöhnend und nach Luft ringend zu einer und sie näherten sich 

mit jedem neuen Atemzug der Befreiung, so, als läge direkt vor ihnen eine dunkle, warme 

Klippe. 

Dann mit einem letzten Aufbäumen, einem letzten Drängen und einem letzten Stoß sanken 

sie alle übereinander, die Stimmen vereint wie zu einem harmonischen Chor, als sie gleichzeitig 

das Wort „Mein!“ beschworen wie eine Zauberformel. Ihre Augen strömten über angesichts der 

tiefen Liebe, die sie in diesem Moment empfanden, und auch angesichts des Versprechens, der 

Drohung und der Wahrheit, die ein so kleines Wort enthalten konnte. 

„Mein…mein…“ wiederholten sie zwischen sanften Küssen, und Worte wurden zu Geflüster 

und erstarben dann im Schlaf. Der Regen fiel immer noch, ein Wiegenlied, das sie ins Land der 

Träume schickte. 

Bis zum Morgen war der Sturm vorbei; er hinterließ die Welt rein geschrubbt und frisch. Sie 

saßen auf der Bank neben der Vordertür. Frodo nippte an heißem, süßen Tee, Rosie fütterte 

Elanor und Sam rechte die nassen Blätter zusammen, die der Sturm heruntergeblasen hatte. 

Oben im Himmel, in das endlose Grün der Felder ausgestreckt, wölbte sich ein Regenbogen. 

 



 

 

Kapitel 39 

Schön 
 

„Damit haben meine Mutter und ich gespielt, als ich noch ein Mädchen war.“ sagte Rosie, 

ließ eine der Wäscheklammern über das Gras laufen und tippte Elanor damit auf die Nase. „Du 

malst ein Gesicht obendrauf – hier – wickelst ein Taschentuch um die Mitte und die Klammern 

sind die Beine.“ 

Es war ein windiger Tag, flammend in orange und gelb. Nachdem die Wäsche erledigt war, 

ruhte sich Rosie mit Elanor unter dem großen Baum nahe am Rand des Gartens aus. Frodo und 

Sam waren bei ihnen; Frodo schlummerte leicht, den Kopf auf Sams Knie, und Rosie hatte die 

Gelegenheit dazu genutzt, kleine weiße Blumen zwischen seine Locken zu flechten. 

„Erinnerst du dich an das Fest unten in Wasserau – zehn Jahre muss das jetzt her sein. Als es 

zu regnen anfing, und jedermann sich unter dem großen Zelt in Sicherheit brachte, und wie 

dann diese unsägliche Olivia Boffin den Stützbalken umstieß und das ganze Zelt über unseren 

Köpfen zusammenkrachte?“ 

„Oh ja! Und der Ohm gab mir ein ziemlich farbiges Sammelsurium von Namen, als ich nach 

Hause kam und meine feinsten Sachen waren voller Matsch.“ 

„Mmmmh, meine Mama war auch nicht gerade das, was man erfreut nennen könnte. Sie 

sagte, ich würde noch mit dem Gesicht im Schlamm enden, wenn ich nicht mit den Füßen auf 

dem Boden bleibe. Sie meinte, ich sollte mir am besten irgendeinen alten, verstaubten Hobbit 

mit mehr Geld als Verstand suchen, wenn ich meine Sachen weiter so oft ruiniere.“ Rosie lachte. 

„Und sie hat wirklich mehr als recht gehabt.“ 

„Es war ja nicht unser Fehler, dass Livvie da, wo eigentlich ihr Gehirn hingehörte, nichts als 

Federn hatte…“ 

„Sie war ziemlich scharf auf dich.“ Rosie pflanzte mit der Wäscheklammer-Puppe noch einen 

Kuss auf Elanors Nase. „Immer wenn wir zwei zusammen getanzt haben, ist sie mir auf die 

Zehen getrampelt und hat dann versucht, dich mir abspenstig zu machen. Und du hast 

herumgejault und dich schleunigst davongemacht, um zu sehen, ob dein Herr Frodo vielleicht 

Hilfe braucht. Wenn er ein Mädchen gewesen wäre, hättest du dich hinter seinen Röcken 

versteckt und nach deiner Mama geschrien, so eine Angst hat sie dir eingejagt.“ 



„Bei den Jungs, die sich für dich interessiert haben, hast du dich doch genauso schlimm 

aufgeführt – glaub ja nicht, dass ich das vergessen habe!“ stichelte Sam zurück. „Wenn einer 

von denen bloß deinen Arm berührt hat, bist du vor Schreck hochgesprungen.“ 

„Nun ja…“ schnüffelte Rosie. „Das waren keine feinen Herren. Ich wollte nicht, dass die 

Leute über mich flüstern, und das wäre bestimmt passiert, wenn ich mit allen Jungs getanzt 

hätte.“ 

„Dafür flüstern sie jetzt über dich.“ bemerkte Frodo; er war aufgewacht und rieb seine Wange 

schläfrig an Sams Knie. 

„Die Tänze, die ich jetzt abkriege, sind das Geflüster allemal wert.“ erklärte Rosie. „Ich sollte 

allmählich mit dem Eintopf fürs Abendessen anfangen. Kann ich Ellie bei euch beiden hier 

draußen lassen?“ 

Sie konnte Elanor von der Küche aus quietschen und kichern hören; Frodo und Sam führten 

für sie ein Wäscheklammer-Puppentheater auf. Rosie schnitt Kartoffeln, Karotten und Kürbis 

und sang leise vor sich hin. Sie streute Salz in den Topf und warf eine Prise davon als 

Glücksbringer über ihre Schulter, dann verdrehte sie die Augen über ihre eigene alberne 

Tölpelei. Es fing an zu regnen, und sie rief die anderen herein, ohne sich wirklich darüber zu 

wundern, dass sie herumtrödelten. Es versprach ein ziemlich nasser Herbst zu werden, 

vielleicht würden sie dafür einen trockenen Winter haben. 

 

Die Straße gleitet fort und fort 

Weg von der Tür, wo sie begann, 

zur Ferne hin, zum fremden Ort, 

ihr folge denn, wer wandern kann 

und einem neuen Ziel sich weih’n. 

Zu guter Letzt auf müdem Schuh 

Kehr ich zur hellen Lampe ein, 

im warmen Haus zur Abendruh. 

 



Es war eines von Bilbos Liedern und Rosies Lieblingslied. Dinge, die zu einem guten Ende 

kamen, hoben ihr immer das Herz. Leise summend schaute sie auf zu dem Bild, das an der 

hinteren Wand hing; es war das mit den vom Schicksal gebeutelten Liebenden, das Frodo vor 

nicht allzu langer Zeit gemalt hatte. Sam, die Kleidung feucht von der Nässe draußen, schlich 

sich von hinten an sie heran und schlang die Arme um ihre Taille. 

„Schaust du dir unser Bild an?“ 

„Es ist albern.“ Rosie legte den Kopf erst schief, dann schüttelte sie ihn. „Sie sollte wie das 

Allerschönste aussehen, das es je gegeben hat, aber mir scheint, dass sie bloß angestrengt 

versucht, nicht über dich mitsamt deinem blödsinnigen Hut zu lachen.“ 

„Sie ist trotzdem die Allerschönste, kein Zweifel.“ Sam pustete ihr kitzelnd in den Nacken 

und sie wand sich hin und her. 

„Jetzt schau dir diese Flitterwöchner an.“ sagte Tom, der mit Marigold neben sich im 

Türrahmen lehnte. Rosie verfluchte im Stillen ihre Vergesslichkeit; sie hatte nicht daran 

gedacht, dass sie heute alle drei zu Hause waren. 

„Wenn ihr immer noch in der Küche Spielchen spielt und ohne jeden Grund Süßholz raspelt, 

dann müsst ihr frisch verheiratet sein.“ Marigold lächelte, um ihrem Kommentar die Spitze zu 

nehmen und kam herein, um beim Kochen zu helfen. 

„Wo sind Frodo und Ellyelle hin?“ fragte Rosie Sam, der mit den Schultern zuckte. 

„Hier, sind wir, Rosie. Sie brauchte frische Windeln.“ Frodo kam herein, nickte ihren Gästen 

grüßend zu und setzte sich ans Tischende, Elanor immer noch im Arm. Sam ging hinüber, 

nahm sie ihm ab und überließ Frodo seinen Aufzeichnungen. 

„Was denkst du, Herr Frodo? Sind die beiden zwei kichernde Flitterwöchner?“ fragte Tom. 

Er ignorierte, dass Frodo vorgab zu schreiben und ließ sich in den nächstbesten Stuhl 

plumpsen. Seufzend klappte Frodo sein Buch zu. 

„Ja, ich glaube, dass sie sich lieben.“ Er nickte und lächelte sanft zu Sam hinüber, der Rosie 

einen Arm um die Schultern gelegt hatte, während Elanor zwischen sie gebettet lag. 

Marigold schnaubte. „Ein Haus voller Träumer! Liebe wärmt Babys nicht den Hintern und 

bringt kein Essen auf den Tisch. Ihr drei habt zusammen nicht mal eine Tasse voll Verstand.“ 



„Schlag nicht diesen Ton an mit mir, Marigold.“ Sam schüttelte grinsend den Kopf. „Ich habe 

gesehen, wie du und Tom hier euch eines Nachts angeschaut habt, unten im Drachen. Ihr wisst 

genauso gut wie ich, was Liebe ist.“ 

„Das vergeht, Sam, das vergeht.“ seufzte Marigold und schüttete Karotten in das kochende 

Wasser. 

„Tut es nicht – nicht, wenn ich zu bestimmen habe.“ sagte Rosie. 

„Wie kommst du drauf, dass du das darfst?“ schoss Tom zurück. 

„So viel Bitterkeit ist nicht die richtige Stimmung fürs Abendessen, also kannst du genauso 

gut den Mund halten und Herrn Frodo mit seinen Papieren in Ruhe lassen.“ teilte Rosie ihrem 

Bruder mit und übergab ihm Elanor. „Spiel jetzt mit deiner Nichte und sei nicht so ein 

Miesmacher.“ 

„Genau wie du, Marigold.“ stimmte Sam zu. „Ich hab genug Elend und all das gesehen, dass 

es für mein ganzes Leben reicht, also denke ich, es ist nur gerecht, wenn ich alles Glück, das ich 

mir wünschen könnte, als Ausgleich kriege.“ 

„Das Leben ist nicht gerecht…“ 

„In diesem Haus schon.“ Frodo schnitt Marigold das Wort ab. „Die beiden sind das schönste 

Liebespaar, das die Welt je gesehen hat, und jetzt ist Schluss mit diesem Streit.“ 

Tom und Marigold verdrehten die Augen, aber sie sagten nichts mehr. 

 

 

Kapitel 40 

Kesselflicker, Seemann, Schneider und Soldat 
 

Falsche Kamille und Eisenkraut, kleingehackte Pfefferminze und Johanniskraut – Rosie hatte 

mehr gelernt über Kräuter, die die Seele heilten, als sie je für möglich gehalten hatte. Und Frodo 

hatte an mehr holzigen, würzigen Tees genippt, als er sich erinnern konnte. Manchmal halfen 

sie auch ein bisschen. 

Im Moment trug er eines von Sams Hemden, dicker und wärmer als die feinen Stoffe, aus 

denen seine eigenen Sachen gemacht waren, und weit besser dafür geeignet, das graue, windige 

Wetter abzuhalten. Die Ärmel waren an seinen Handgelenken zusammengesteckt und der 



Kragen klaffte am Hals weit auf. Frodo kam sich ziemlich klein und jung vor darin; er fühlte 

sich an längst vergangene Zeiten erinnert. Pippin hatte sich einmal mitsamt all seinen Sachen 

von oben bis unten mit Schlamm oder etwas ähnlich Scheußlichem beschmiert; er hatte sich 

begeistert mit Merrys viel größeren Kleidungsstücken kostümiert. 

Es war nicht gerade der beste Tag zum Herumwandern. Ein Himmel voller Schäfchenwolken 

am frühen Morgen hatte heftige Güsse am frühen Nachmittag versprochen, aber Frodo machte 

das nichts aus. Rosie hatte darauf bestanden, dass er bei seinem Spaziergang einen Schirm 

mitnahm, aber er ließ ihn unten auf dem Zauntritt an der Ecke des Stolzfuß-Anwesens zurück 

und setzte seinen Weg fort, die Hände in den Hosentaschen und das Gesicht zum 

regenschweren Himmel erhoben. 

Es war ein Tag zum Äpfelstehlen, zum Verstecken und für Abenteuer. Ein halbes Dutzend 

Kinder sprang und tollte herum; ihre Eltern hatten zu tun und waren mit der Ernte beschäftigt. 

Ein paar von ihnen waren unten am Wasser und ließen Blätterboote auf dem Fluss 

schwimmen. 

„Addie, du Biest! Ich hab gesehen, wie du den Stein nach mir geschmissen hast!“ schrie ein 

kleiner Junge ein gleich großes Mädchen an und stakste wütend weg. Sie streckte ihm die 

Zunge heraus und wandte sich an ihre Freunde. 

„Hab ich nicht! Ihr habt’s doch gesehen oder? Ich bin kein Biest!“ 

Die anderen Kinder zuckten die Achseln. Der Zauber des Spieles war dahin und sie 

wanderten davon. Zurück blieben nur Addie und ein etwas älterer Junge, den Frodo als Jacky 

Schönkind wiedererkannte. 

„Hallo, ihr beiden.“ Frodo ging zu den beiden hinüber. 

„Fastred hat gesagt, er ist deinen Baum raufgeklettert. Ist er wirklich?“ fragte Jacky und 

wischte den Schlamm auf seinen Händen an beiden Seiten seiner Hosen ab. Trotz des wolkigen 

Tages war seine Nase sonnenverbrannt. 

„Ja, ist er. Du kannst vorbeikommen und es auch versuchen, wenn du magst.“ bot Frodo an. 

„Fastred ist so stark!“ sagte Adaldrida mit einem glücklich klingenden Seufzen. 

„Jetzt hör aber mal, ich bin stärker.“ behauptete Jacky. „Er fürchtet sich bei Stürmen immer 

noch zu Tode, und ich tu das beinahe nie. Und schwimmen kann ich doppelt so weit wie er.“ 

Niemand schwimmt hier, so lange das Wasser so unruhig ist.“ warf Frodo ein. „Du bist alt 

genug, um es besser zu wissen.“ 



Addie pflückte eine der spät blühenden Blumen und zupfte die Blütenblätter im Rhythmus 

ihres Reimes ab: „Kesselflicker, Schneider, Seemann und Soldat…“ Die kleinen gelben Blätter fielen 

wie ein leuchtend gelber Regenschauer auf das Ufer nieder. „ Reicher Mann, armer Mann, ein 

Dieb, der gar nichts hat…“ 

„Ich bin später bestimmt ein reicher Mann.“ erklärte Jacky dem kleinen Mädchen. „Wenn ich 

groß bin, werde ich Advokat. Ich werde einen feinen Anzug tragen und dann musst du mich 

,Herr Schönkind’ nennen. Möchtest du gern die Frau eines Advokaten sein?“ 

Addie schnaubte. „Ich werde die Frau von niemandem sein. Ich werde für immer und ewig 

alleine leben.“ 

„Das hört sich ziemlich einsam an.“ sagte Frodo, während die drei am Flussufer 

entlanggingen. 

„Du bist nicht verheiratet, aber einsam bist du nicht, oder?“ fragte Addie. 

„Nein, aber ich lebe auch nicht allein.“ 

„Fastred sagt, du hättest ein wunderbar glückliches Zuhause, so wie in einem Märchenbuch.“ 

sagte Jacky. 

Frodo lächelte darüber. „Ja, ich glaube, ziemlich genauso ist es wohl, und ich schreibe es auch 

auf, ganz wie ein Märchen.“ 

„Du meinst, all das hier… das Leben in Hobbingen, Boote auf dem Fluss schwimmen lassen 

und Bäumeklettern… das gehört alles zu deiner Geschichte mit den Elben und den Spinnen 

und den Schlachten?“ Jacky’s Augen wurden riesengroß. Frodo lachte. 

„Das ist ein sehr wichtiger Teil. Ich schreibe alles, jedes Wort, auf Papierfetzchen, und dann 

schreibe ich die wichtigen Stücke ab, oder die Teile, die dem Rest einen Sinn geben, und das 

kommt dann in mein Rotes Buch. So bekommen die Leute, die die ganze Geschichte wollen, 

was sie sich wünschen. Und die, die sich nur für das Herzstück interessieren, sind auch 

zufrieden.“ 

„Dann kommen wir also auch darin vor? Du schreibst auf, worüber wir heute geredet 

haben?“ Addie klatschte in die Hände. 

„Ja. Aber es kommt wohl nicht in das Buch, sondern in den Papierstapel. Mit dem Buch bin 

ich heute morgen fertiggeworden.“ 

„Wirklich? Also ist alles vorbei? Das Abenteuer ist zu Ende?“ 



„Zu guter Letzt, Jacky, zu guter Letzt. Und es tut mir nicht leid, dass es endlich vollständig 

ist, denn es war eine furchtbar schwierige Reise bis dahin.“ 

Jacky zuckte die Achseln. Fastred hatte ihm die Geschichten erzählt, und alles hatte sich wie 

ein großer Spaß angehört. 

„Wie geht es denn nun aus?“ wollte Addie wissen. 

Frodo legte den Kopf zurück und ließ die ersten leichten Regentropfen auf seine Wangen und 

Augenlider fallen. 

„Auf die einzig mögliche Weise.“ sagte er mit ruhiger Stimme und lächelte den Kindern zu. 

 

 

Kapitel 41 

Draußen 
 

„Hallo, Marigold. Ich hatte nicht erwartet, dich so bald wiederzusehen.“ begrüßte Sam seine 

Schwester und geleitete sie hinein. Seine Wangen waren vom Heben und Tragen gerötet; er 

hatte in einem der Schlafzimmer Möbel verschoben. Er wollte den Raum für Elanor hübsch 

herrichten, damit sie ihr eigenes Zimmer hatte, wenn sie alt genug war, dass sie mehr Platz für 

sich allein haben wollte. 

Das kleine Mädchen liebte lichte Räume weit mehr als bei Hobbits üblich, also hatte Sam 

einen Blumenkasten aufs Fensterbrett gestellt und alle möglichen, hellen Blumen 

hineingepflanzt, die ihm einfielen; Löwenmäulchen, Sonnenblumen und Kapuzinerkresse, 

damit das Zimmer noch luftiger aussah. 

„Wo sind die anderen alle?“ fragte Marigold, nahm ihre Haube ab und lockerte ihr Haar auf. 

Als sie noch Kinder gewesen waren, hatte sie Rosie mit diesem Haar geärgert, denn es hatte 

warme Erdfarben und ringelte sich in dicken, elastischen Locken um ihre Wangen. Rosies Haar 

dagegen neigte dazu, sich ständig zu verwirren, musste mit Bändern zurückgehalten werden 

und wurde bei trockenem Wetter schrecklich kraus. „Aber meine Ohren sind hübscher als 

ihre!“ hatte Rosie mehr als einmal geschnüffelt, und das war gewisslich wahr. Elanor hatte 

Rosies Ohren geerbt, aber so rotgoldene Locken wie das kleine Mädchen hatte vor ihr kaum je 

ein Hobbit gehabt. 



„Lass mal sehen… Rosie und Ellie sind rüber zu Bella Spachtler gegangen, um sich ihr neues 

Baby anzusehen. Es ist ein Junge und beinahe genauso hell wie Elanor, nach allem, was ich 

höre. Und Herr Frodo schreibt, so wie immer.“ 

„Ich begreif immer noch nicht, wieso du ausgerechnet sie heiraten musstest, wo du doch so 

viel bessere Mädchen hättest haben können. Ich hab mal gesehen, wie sie Lutz Farning vor die 

Füße gespuckt hat, als er sie um einen Tanz bat, und sie hat nicht mal vorher ,Nein, danke!’ 

gesagt. Sally Birkenwald wollte, dass du um sie anhältst – du weißt, dass sie das wollte – und 

sie bekommt den Hof von ihrem Papa, wenn sie heiratet.“ 

„Beutelsend ist zweimal größer als der Birkenwald-Hof je sein wird, und diese Sally ist eine 

flatterhafte, kleine Meckerliese, die Wasser nicht einmal dann warmkriegt, wenn es sich selber 

kocht. Marigold, ich werde nicht dulden, dass du in mein Heim kommst und hässliche Dinge 

über meine Rose sagst, und wenn…“ 

„Das ist nicht dein Heim!“ schrie Marigold und schnitt ihm das Wort ab. „Und nach dem, 

was die Leute reden und dem, was ich mit meinen eigenen zwei Augen gesehen habe, ist sie 

auch nicht deine Rose. Erzähl mir nicht, dass du zu beschränkt bist, das zu merken, Sam. Herr 

Beutlin lässt euch hier leben, weil er mit deiner widerlichen, kleinen Frau schläft. Ich hab immer 

schon gesagt, Rosie Kattun ist eine Dir…“ 

„Jetzt schau her!“ Sams rote Wangen waren weiß vor Wut. „Ich habe meine Hand nie gegen 

dich erhoben, genauso wenig wie gegen Margerite oder Maie, aber das heißt nicht, dass ich’s 

nicht fertigbrächte, wenn es sein muss. Und wenn du dieses Wort beendest, ist es soweit! Rosie 

ist jetzt eine Gamdschie, und du wirst sie als deine Schwägerin respektieren. Ich dachte, du 

wärst was Besseres als eine Tratschbase, Marigold.“ 

Marigolds Fäuste waren fest geballt, ihre Augenbrauen in kaltem Zorn hochgezogen. „Ich 

brauche keinen Tratsch, um die Wahrheit zu erkennen, wenn man sie so deutlich sehen kann. 

Als Tom und ich bei euch zu Besuch waren, hatte Herr Frodo Blumen in den Haaren, wie ein 

Zwanziger frisch von einer Balgerei in den Feldern. Versuch ja nicht, mich anzulügen und mir 

zu erzählen, das sei nicht ihr Werk gewesen! Und er hat Elanor die Windeln gewechselt, als sie 

schmutzig war. Da muss ich doch zu dem Schluss kommen, dass ihr fremdartiges Aussehen 

einen ganz einfachen Grund hat. Wieso sollte er sich so um sie kümmern, wenn sie nicht von 

ihm ist?“ 

Plötzlich lachte Sam, es klang scharf und traurig. 

„Dein Leben muss ein entsetzlich grauer Ort sein, dass du die Liebe so sehr hasst. Rosie ist 

meine Frau und Elanor meine Tochter. Und ich kann nicht ermessen, ob es ein Wort dafür gibt, 



was ich für Frodo empfinde, aber was immer es auch sein mag, es ist, wie es ist! Und wenn Rose 

Frodos Frau wäre und Ellie seine Tochter, dann würde ich die beiden genauso sehr lieben wie 

jetzt auch.“ 

Der Schmerz brauchte eine Sekunde, um einzusetzen, nachdem Marigolds Hand hart gegen 

seine Wange geklatscht war. Ihre Augen liefen über. 

„Was ist bloß aus dir geworden, Sam? Ich erkenne dich gar nicht wieder.“ Ihr Blick zuckte 

hinüber zur Tür des Studierzimmers hinter Sam, und sie stand still und starrte. 

„Ich denke, du solltest besser gehen.“ sagte Frodo sehr ruhig und mit seiner höflichsten 

Stimme. 

„Komm mit mir.“ bat Marigold ihren Bruder. „Überlass die ihrem Leben, und such dir ein 

eigenes mit mehr Anstand.“ 

Sam antwortete nicht. Endlich nickte Marigold und ging hinaus. Frodo umarmte Sam, strich 

ihm mit den Händen durchs Haar und küsste sanft die Stelle, wo sich ein fahler Handabdruck 

auf seiner Haut abzeichnete. 

„Es tut mir leid.“ flüsterte Frodo. „Oh Sam, es tut mir leid.“ 

„Nein.“ Sam schüttelte den Kopf. „Hör auf dich zu entschuldigen, es gibt nichts, wofür wir 

uns zu entschuldigen brauchen. Wenn du das sagst, sieht es so aus, als müssten wir ein 

schlechtes Gewissen haben. Außerdem meint Marigold nicht mal die Hälfte davon richtig ernst, 

sie sagt so was bloß, weil sie in ihrem eigenen Leben so unglücklich ist.“ 

Frodo nickte. „Ich weiß. Setzt du dich eine Weile zu mir? Ich werde noch in Worten ersaufen, 

wenn ich so weitermache; alles hinterher durchzusehen ist noch viel schlimmer, als es zuerst 

aufzuschreiben.“ 

Staubkörnchen tanzten im Sonnenlicht, während sie beisammen saßen, träge Rauchringe 

bliesen und sich über nichts im besonderen unterhielten. 

„Man redet darüber, die Nacht des Freudenfeuers dieses Jahr auf ein ziemlich frühes Datum 

zu legen. Die Bäume haben im Sommer so viel grünes Laub getragen, dass es jetzt mehr 

heruntergefallene Blätter gibt als die Leute wegschaffen können. Sie sagen, der festgesetzte 

Termin ist schon an diesem Sonntag.“ 

Frodo schüttelte voller Verblüffung den Kopf. 

„Die Zeit rast dahin, nicht wahr? Es kommt mir vor, als wären wir erst gestern 

heimgekommen und am Tag davor aufgebrochen.“ 



„Ja, und gleichzeitig, fühlt es sich so an, als hätten wir schon immer mit Rosie hier gelebt. Es 

ist, als gäbe es gleich zwei Sam Gamdschies – der eine ein Abenteurer, und der andere ein ganz 

gewöhnlicher Hobbit.“ 

„Ja.“ Frodo lächelte, dann verfiel er in ein gedankenvolles Schweigen. Endlich, sich selbst 

leicht zunickend, als ob er eine Entscheidung getroffen hätte, sprach er wieder. „Am 

Donnerstag hat Bilbo Geburtstag, Sam. Und dann hat er den alten Tuk überholt. Er wird 

hunderteinunddreißig.“ 

Sam erinnerte sich an Bilbos Fest vor zwanzig Jahren, als Rosie ihn auf die Wange geküsst 

hatte und dann weggelaufen war, die eigenen Wangen knallrot vor Verlegenheit. Das 

Silberarmband, das er ihn in jener Nacht gegeben hatte, besaß sie immer noch; aber sie 

bewahrte es für Elanor auf, denn es passte nicht mehr um ihr eigenes Handgelenk. 

„Wird er das!“ Sam lachte über den Gedanken, dass Bilbo tatsächlich so alt wurde, obwohl er 

im Herzen immer so jung geblieben war. „Er ist erstaunlich. Dein Geburtstag ist es übrigens 

auch, denk ja nicht, dass wir das vergessen werden. Rosie veranstaltet ein unvergessliches 

Fest.“ 

„Jedenfalls, Sam“ sagte Frodo. „ich möchte, dass du mit Rosie sprichst und sie fragst, ob sie 

dich eine Weile entbehren kann.“ Frodo zog einen Stapel alter Mappen aus einem Bücherregal. 

„Dass wir zwei zusammen fortkönnen. Weit fort und für lange Zeit kannst du jetzt natürlich 

nicht.“ Seine Stimme klang ein wenig traurig, fast wehmütig. 

„Allerdings, nicht sehr gut, Herr Frodo.“ stimmte Sam zu. „Du eigentlich auch nicht, so, wie 

es um deine Gesundheit bestellt ist. Obwohl ich glaube, der Zauber von Bruchtal nützt mehr, 

als dass er schadet, und wir werden uns schon irgendwie durchwursteln, bis du zurück bist. 

Ellie und Rosie können nicht allzu lang allein bleiben, sonst käme ich nicht im Traum darauf, 

dich alleinzulassen.“ 

„Natürlich nicht. Aber mach dir nichts draus.“ Frodo hielt Sams Hand mit einer Geste, die als 

Trost gemeint war; die Berührung wirkte ein wenig befremdend durch seinen vernarbten 

Finger. „Du musst mich nur ein Stück auf dem Weg begleiten. Sag Rosie, du bleibst nicht lange 

fort, höchstens vierzehn Tage, und kommst dann wohlbehalten wieder. Und sie muss sich auch 

um mich keine Sorgen machen, denn ich bin glücklich und sicher, obwohl ich meine kleine 

Familie vermissen werde.“ 

Frodo blinzelte ein paarmal, als hätte er den Rauch in die Augen bekommen, und er drückte 

Sams Finger ganz fest. 



„Ich wollte, ich könnte bis nach Bruchtal mitkommen, Herr Frodo, und Herrn Bilbo 

besuchen… aber der einzige Ort, wo ich jetzt wirklich gerne bin, ist hier. Ich bin so 

entzweigerissen!“ 

„Armer Sam!“ Frodo lächelte, die Augen immer noch verdächtig hell von der rauchigen Luft 

und dem Licht des Feuers. „So wirst du dir vorkommen, leider. Aber das wird verheilen. Du 

bist von Grund auf gesund und aus einem Guss und wirst es bleiben.“ 

„Obwohl ich glaube, dass meine Gesundheit an deine gebunden ist. Und wenn du stark und 

gesund zu uns zurückkommst, dann werden beide Sam Gamdschies in meinem Kopf, der 

Reisende genauso wie der Hobbit, so vollständig sein, wie sie nur sein können.“ 

„Sag das nicht.“ Frodo schüttelte den Kopf. „Nimm das zurück, Sam. Es mag sein, dass dieser 

Tag niemals kommt, und du verdienst es nicht, an ein verwundetes altes Spinnennetz wie mich 

gefesselt zu sein.“ 

„Da sind keine Wunden mehr, das sind Narben.“ berichtigte Sam und ließ seine 

Fingerspitzen über den Stumpf gleiten, wo Frodos Finger in einem Gewebeknoten endete. „Und 

ich liebe sie genauso wie alles andere an dir. Halt dich nicht an alten Dingen fest, die alles 

Wünschen nicht ändern kann. Schau nach vorn, was als nächstes passiert. Wir haben immer 

noch ein Tintenfass oder zwei voller Erzählungen vor uns, wir beide.“ 

Frodo legte seinen Kopf auf Sams Schulter und sah zu, wie das Feuer herunterbrannte und zu 

Asche zerfiel. Er dachte an Geschichten und daran, wie es war, wenn sie ein glückliches Ende 

fanden. 

 

 

Kapitel 42 

Drinnen 
 

„Noch Platz am Tisch für einen mehr?“ 

Rosie blickte beim Klang der Stimme auf, lächelte Pippin zu und lud ihn ein, Platz zu 

nehmen. Elanor war drei jungen Bedienungen im Grünen Drachen überlassen worden, damit 

Rosie ihren Nachmittagstee in Frieden genießen konnte. Sie bot Pippin ein Stück Teegebäck an 

und er biss hinein, ohne zu zögern. 

„Ich wusste nicht, dass du nach Hobbingen kommst. Ist Merry auch dabei?“ 



„Ja, und Stel und Juli auch. Genauer gesagt übernachten wir hier, obwohl die anderen gerade 

unterwegs sind, um irgendwelches Unheil zu stiften. Wir sind zum Freudenfeuer morgen nacht 

gekommen, weil ihr hier wahrscheinlich mehr Blätter übrig habt als anderswo.“ Pippin ergriff 

den Teebecher, den ihm eine der Bedienungen anbot, mit einem dankenden Nicken und nahm 

einen kräftigen Schluck, bevor er weitersprach. „Und was machst du hier unten, Frau Rose? Wir 

haben gehört, dass die Bewohner von Beutelsend nicht mehr oft vor die Tür kommen.“ 

„Sehr komisch. Wir waren auf Besuch, Ellie und ich. Wir haben uns das neue Spachtler-Baby 

angeschaut.“ 

„Ah… sie wird dem Kerlchen eines Tages das Herz brechen, weißt du das? Deine Kleine ist 

wirklich mächtig hübsch.“ 

„Ich verwette meinen letzten Keks, dass jedes von deinen Kindern ein schlimmerer 

Herzensbrecher sein wird, als meine es je sein könnten.“ 

„Tja, dann werden wir wohl abwarten und sehen müssen, oder?“ sagte Pippin mit einem 

Lächeln, während er sein zweites Gebäckstück mampfte. Rosie legte die Hand auf den Mund, 

als ihr ein gewaltiges Gähnen entschlüpfte. Pippins Gesichtsausdruck wurde mitfühlend. 

„Ah, das ist ein Blick, den ich wiedererkenne, muss ich leider sagen. Den hab ich im Spiegel 

allzu oft bei mir selbst gesehen.“ 

„Dann hat Merry also auch Alpträume?“ fragte Rosie mit leiser Stimme. 

Pippin nickte. „Ganz schreckliche. Ich hab auch manchmal welche, und ich bin sicher, bei 

Sam ist das nicht anders. Aber Merry und Frodo… es tut ihnen mehr weh, denke ich. Sie sind 

nicht mehr die selben Hobbits, die sie noch vor ein paar Jahren waren.“ 

„Das ist keiner von uns, Herr Pippin, keiner von uns.“ sagte Rosie betrübt, dann seufzte sie. 

„Aber wie auch immer, lass uns von fröhlicheren Dingen reden. Erinnerst du dich noch, wie 

Gandalf vor ein paar Jahren zur Nacht des Freudenfeuers kam – du musst noch ziemlich jung 

gewesen sein – und wie er die Flammen ganz bunt gezaubert hat?“ 

„Ich kann mich an ein paar Gelegenheiten erinnern. Er mochte unsere Feste.“ Pippins 

Grinsen bei dieser Erinnerung war traurig und leicht verkniffen, und Rosie war bestürzt 

darüber, wie jemand, der noch in den Zwanzigern war, so erschöpft aussehen konnte. „Er kam 

letzte Woche, um mich und Merry zu sehen.“ 

„Wirklich? Es wundert mich, dass er dann nicht in Beutelsend haltgemacht hat. Frodo und 

Sam hätten sich sehr gefreut, Besuch zu bekommen.“ 



Pippin zögerte. „Ich glaube, er weiß, dass er sie bald genug sehen wird… Also, Rosie, da gibt 

es ein paar Dinge, die ich dir sagen möchte, und ich tue das nur, weil ich denke, unser lieber 

Frodo würde mich umbringen, wenn ich Sam seinetwegen noch mehr Kummer mache. Aber 

schließlich sollte wenigstens einer von euch beiden Bescheid wissen. Wenn es Merry wäre…“ 

Pippin brach ab, dann riss er sich zusammen, sprach schnell weiter und ließ die Worte wie in 

einem Schwall herauspurzeln. „Frodo wird sehr bald fortgehen. Er wird sagen, dass er seinen 

Onkel Bilbo in Bruchtal besuchen möchte. Aber er kehrt von dieser Reise nicht zurück. Er hat 

vor, mit den Elben zu segeln. Das ist auch der Grund, weshalb Gandalf bei uns war. Er dachte, 

wir sollten das wissen, damit wir sie ein Stück begleiten können.“ 

„Oh…“ sagte Rosie. „Jemand ließ neben der Theke einen Teller auf den Boden fallen und er 

zerbrach klirrend. Elanor gurrte unter all der Aufmerksamkeit, die sie bekam. Das Gebäck, die 

Marmelade und die Sahne auf dem Tisch rochen plötzlich viel zu süß, so, als wären sie 

verdorben. Rosie war, als müsse sie sich gleich übergeben. 

„Oh…“ sagte sie noch einmal. 

„Als ich jünger war, bin ich jedes Mal, wenn ich Frodo besucht habe, herumgesessen und 

Sam auf die Nerven gegangen, wenn er arbeiten wollte. Ich habe ihn dazu gebracht, mir Sachen 

über den Garten beizubringen, und ein paar Dinge, die er gesagt hat, habe ich nie vergessen. 

Selbst wenn man alle Pflanzen aus der Erde reißt, kann dort noch etwas gedeihen. Wenn man 

aber Salz draufstreut, dann verdirbt der Boden und es ist nichts mehr zu retten. Sa… Scharkers 

Stimme war ein gefährliches Ding, und ich denke, er hat Frodo glauben gemacht, er hätte Salz 

im Herzen. Mach ihm klar, dass da immer noch Blumen wachsen können, Rosie. Das ist deine 

Aufgabe. Denn wenn er Sam anschaut, kann er, wenn er will, all die dunklen Zeiten sehen, aber 

alles, was du ihm bedeutest, sind gute, helle Dinge.“ 

„Ist das der Grund, warum ihr, Merry und du, euch mit Fräulein Juweline und Estella 

zusammengetan habt?“ 

Pippin nickte und lächelte weich beim Gedanken an die beiden Mädchen. Bevor er allerdings 

etwas sagen konnte, öffnete sich die Tür und Marigold kam hereinmarschiert. Sie trug weder 

Hut noch Haube und die Haare sträubten sich wirr um ihr Gesicht. 

„Willst du dich uns anschließen, Marigold?“ bot Pippin an und zog einen weiteren Stuhl 

heran. Sie bemerkte ihn und Rosie und starrte sie an, dann sprach sie, trotz ihres aufgelösten 

Zustandes erstaunlich kühl. 



„Ach Rosie, Pippin, wie reizend, euch zu sehen. Und Elanor schaut so gut aus. Sie hat das 

gleiche, seltsame Gesicht wie alle Beutlin-Kinder, aber ich nehme an, da kann man einfach 

nichts machen.“ 

Rosies Kopf fuhr herum wie angestochen; die Bosheit in den Worten war messerscharf und 

völlig unerwartet. 

„Du solltest verschwinden und in Bree leben. Den Männern da macht es nichts aus, wie 

verlottert du bist, und der Größenunterschied ist ihnen auch egal.“ zischte Marigold. „Du und 

Farning, ihr verdient einander.“ 

Stille fiel herab wie der Schwung einer Axt; jedermann erstarrte und wandte sich ihnen zu, 

um zu sehen, was geschah. Pippin wollte aufstehen, aber Rosie legte die Hand auf seinen Arm 

und hielt ihn zurück. Dann schob sie bedachtsam ihren eigenen Stuhl nach hinten. Er kratzte 

laut über den Boden. 

Pippins Augen flammten vor Zorn. Die Erschöpfung in seinem Gesicht entpuppte sich als 

das, was sie wirklich war: als Stärke und Wissen und eine stählerne Art von Liebe, die sich 

unter keinem Angriff beugen und auch sonst niemals erschüttert werden würde. Rosie stand 

auf. Sie war einen halben Kopf größer als Marigold, und sie ballte die Fäuste. Als sie einen 

Schritt vortrat, geriet Marigold ins Wanken, und in ihren Augen erschien zum ersten Mal ein 

Schimmer von Angst. Doch dann schüttelte Rosie den Kopf, wandte sich ab und nahm Elanor 

auf den Arm. 

„Ich habe ganz genau, was ich verdiene, Marigold, und das Gleiche gilt für dich.“ 

Rosie ging durch die immer noch offene Tür hinaus, den Kopf hoch erhoben und Pippin an 

ihrer Seite. Sie schaffte es um die Ecke und auch noch den Weg hinunter, bevor sie sich 

mitten in den Schmutz setzte und zu schluchzen begann. Pippin streichelte ihr sanft den 

Rücken, während sie weinte. 

„Nichts wirkt, Pippin, gar nichts. Weder Nieswurz noch Ingwer, noch nicht mal Königskraut, 

und das hat wenigstens am Anfang geholfen. Ich will, dass er hierbleibt, aber wozu? Damit er 

die ganze Zeit Schmerzen hat und sich obendrein lächerliches Gewäsch von solchen Leuten wie 

Marigold anhören muss?“ 

Pippin schwieg, ließ aber mit seinen tröstenden Berührungen nicht nach. 



„Sie liegt sowieso daneben. El ist genauso eine Gamdschie wie sie, im Geist und im Blut. Ich 

weiß nicht, wo diese Schönheit herkommt, aber Frodo hat nichts damit zu tun. Elanor ist nicht 

sein Kind, obwohl…“ Rosie zögerte. „Es gab da einen Bruder oder eine Schwester für sie, die 

wir verloren haben, und da hätte es sein können.“ 

Pippin nickte. „Das dachte ich mir. Wir haben von deinen Schwierigkeiten gehört und 

konnten nicht anders, als uns ein paar Fragen zu stellen. Rose, Sam wird wieder gesund 

werden, genau wie ich, und ich bin jeden Tag sicherer, dass Merry es auch schafft. Und wenn 

wir alle das hinkriegen, dann kriegt Frodo es auch hin. Du kannst ihm das sicher begreiflich 

machen.“ 

„Ja.“ Rosie trocknete ihre Tränen mit dem Rocksaum und nickte, sich selbst ermutigend. „Das 

kann ich.“ 

 

Kapitel 43 

Freudenfeuernacht 
 

„Freudenfeuernacht, Sterne voller Pracht, jeder kleine Hobbit hat sich feingemacht. Magst du Kuchen 

haben, und ein Pfeifchen fein? Willst du spät am Abend bei den Mädchen sein?“ 

„Fastred, hör augenblicklich auf zu singen.“ Rosie stopfte dem Jungen eine Wurst samt 

Brötchen zwischen die Zähne, um ihn zum Schweigen zu bringen. „Du wirst Elanor 

aufwecken.“ 

„Mmmpf mmmpfth mmm.“ Fastred zog sich das Würstchen aus dem Mund. „Sie sollte 

überhaupt nicht schlafen, sie wird noch ihre erste Freudenfeuer-Nacht verpassen.“ 

Die Luft war rauchig und wurde von flackernden Lichtern aus den knisternden Laubhaufen 

erhellt. Unter freiem Himmel gebratene Würstchen schmeckten ganz anders und viel besser als 

gewöhnlich; jedermann war damit beschäftigt, sich gründlich vollzustopfen. 

„Komm schon, El, wach auf.“ Fastred kitzelte sie, aber sie grummelte nur und schubste seine 

Hand weg. 

„Lass sie in Ruhe, Junge.“ schalt Sam. „Komm her. Ich trag dich huckepack hinunter zum 

großen Feuer, wenn du magst.“ 



Die beiden galoppierten davon und ließen Rosie, Elanor und Frodo auf dem Hügel zurück. 

Die auf den Feldern unter ihnen verstreuten Feuer erleuchteten ihre Gesichter. 

„Eine ziemlich zeitige Geburtstagsfeier für dich, nachdem du am kommenden Donnerstag ja 

leider nicht hier bist.“ sagte Rosie nach längerem Schweigen. 

„Nicht, Rose.“ Frodo legte seine Hand auf ihre. „Lass uns jetzt nicht davon sprechen.“ 

„Also gut, aber so leicht kommst mir nicht davon.“ warnte sie ihn. „Ich hab eine Menge zu 

sagen über diese Sache.“ 

„Davon bin ich überzeugt.“ Frodo versuchte, so ernst zu bleiben wie er konnte, dann nahm er 

sie in die Arme. „Im Interesse der poetischen Gerechtigkeit kann ich nur hoffen, dass Elanor 

genauso viele Stacheln wachsen wie ihrer Mutter-Rose.“ 

„Du bist schrecklich komisch, ganz im Ernst.“ sagte Rose trocken. 

Irgend ein schlauer Hobbit kam auf die Idee, eine Handvoll Knallfrösche in eines der Feuer 

zu werfen und schickte damit einen krachenden Funkenschauer in die Lüfte. 

„Das wird mit Tränen enden, wenn dieser Schwachsinn so weitergeht.“ Rosie hielt inne. „Oh 

nein, ich höre mich an wie eine verantwortungsvolle Mutter, ganz wie meine eigene Mutter 

früher. Was soll ich bloß machen? Am besten, ich springe in den Mühlteich und kuriere mich 

davon.“ 

„Wie war das mit dem Mühlteich?“ fragte Merry, kam das letzte Stück den Hügel 

hinaufgeklettert und ließ sich neben Frodo auf den Rücken fallen. Pippin und Juweline kamen 

kurz danach dazu, und endlich auch Estella, die sich auf Merrys Beinen niederließ. Er grunzte 

protestierend, aber sie schenkte ihm keine Beachtung. 

„Ich habe gehört, ihr hättet gestern in der Bäckerei ziemlichen Schaden angerichtet.“ sagte 

Frodo. „Scheinbar habt ihr die Pfefferkuchenmänner um ein paar körperliche Einzelheiten 

ergänzt, und dann habt ihr sämtliche Rosinen aus den süßen Brötchen gepickt, als euch der alte 

Rondo Weichgrün den Rücken zudrehte. Ich glaube, ihr habt es fertiggebracht, die einzigen 

beiden Mädchen im ganzen Auenland zu finden, die genauso durchtrieben sind wie ihr.“ 

Juweline lachte. „Die Geschichtsbücher werden von Thain Peregrin erzählen, dem Helden 

der freien Völker, und von der Tracht Prügel, die er für seine erregten Pfefferkuchenmänner 

bezogen hat.“ 



„Rondo würde mich nie verprügeln. Er hat mich Nachrichten überbringen lassen, wann 

immer ich bei Frodo zu Besuch war. Er hielt mich für den besten Helfer, den er je hatte.“ 

„Und das auch nur, weil er nichts von den Schokoladenkuchen wusste, die wir ihm immer 

gemopst haben.“ bemerkte Merry diplomatisch. 

„Habt ihr euch für einen Hochzeitstag entschieden?“ fragte Rosie und rieb Elanor den 

Rücken, als das kleine Mädchen begann, unruhig zu werden. Estella schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Nein, es wird nicht so bald sein. Wir sind noch viel zu verrückt, um vernünftig zu werden 

und zu heiraten. Außerdem hat noch niemand ein Bett gebaut, das groß genug für uns alle 

wäre.“ 

Pippin warf eine Handvoll Gras auf Estella und bedachte sie mit ein paar sorgsam 

ausgewählten Ausdrücken. Merry warf noch mehr Gras zurück, zusammen mit genau den 

selben Ausdrücken. 

„Rose hier ist ein lebendes Zeugnis dafür, dass verheiratete Leute genauso verrückt sein 

können.“ 

„Das reicht jetzt wirklich von deiner Seite, Herr Beutlin.“ Rosie reichte Elanor zu ihm 

hinüber. „Sie fängt an, sich aufzuregen, und du bist der einzige, der sie beruhigen kann, wenn 

sie in dieser Stimmung ist.“ 

„Es ist der Edelstein, er fasziniert sie.“ Frodo berührte den weißen Juwel an seiner Kette. 

„Jetzt bist du noch zu klein dafür, Ellyelle, aber wenn du älter wirst, kannst du ihn dir um 

deinen hübschen Hals hängen. Deine Mutter wird ihn bis dahin für dich aufbewahren.“ 

„Brauchst du ihn denn nicht länger, Frodo?“ fragte Merry. Frodo schüttelte den Kopf, 

streckte die Beine aus und wackelte mit den Zehen. 

„Jetzt nicht mehr.“ 

„Ich will noch mehr Würstchen.“ erklärten Pippin und Juli gleichzeitig. 

„Ja, ich auch.“ stimmte Estella zu und kletterte von Merry herunter. „Sollen wir euch welche 

mit raufbringen?“ 

„Wir kommen bald runter.“ sagte Frodo zu ihr, lehnte sich zurück auf die Ellbogen und sah 

den schattenhaften Gestalten zu, die um die Feuer herumrannten und deren Rufe und Schreie 

man aus dieser Entfernung kaum verstehen konnte. Elanor kuschelte sich in die Beugung seiner 

Schulter, immer noch in ihrer Babysprache vor sich hinplappernd. Er streckte eine Hand aus, 

spielte mit den Enden von Rosies langen Locken und fuhr die Linie ihrer Ohrmuschel entlang. 



„Wenn das ein Bilderbuch wäre, dann wäre dies hier die letzte Seite.“ sagte sie, die Stimme 

fest und sanft. „Oben auf dem Hügel zu sitzen und zuzuschauen, wie Sam mit den Kindern 

spielt, deren Häuser er mit aufgebaut hat, während er die Blätter der Bäume verbrennt, die 

durch seine Hände gepflanzt wurden. Ich liebe ihn, wie ich den Sonnenschein und die Luft 

liebe.“ 

Dann wandte sich Rosie Frodo zu und blinzelte die Tränen – leuchtende Spuren im goldenen 

Licht – aus ihren Augen. 

„Und dich, dich liebe ich wie die Sterne und das Wasser. Ich würde tausend Stunden lang auf 

dich einreden, wenn ich hoffen dürfte, das es irgend etwas nützt, aber es gibt nichts mehr zu 

sagen, nicht wahr?“ 

„Doch, Rose.“ Frodo nickte. „Eines noch. Du kannst Lebewohl sagen.“ 

Er weinte nicht. Sein Gesicht lächelte und war voller Frieden, als ob seine Augen 

Geheimnisse gesehen hätten, von denen Rosie nicht einmal zu träumen wagte. Frodo küsste 

behutsam ihre Tränen fort, dann setzte er sich so zurecht, dass ihr Kopf in seinen Schoß ruhte. 

Seine Handfläche strich ihre Haare glatt, während sie Sam zuschauten, der Fastred und Jacky 

um das Feuer jagte. 

„Es ist nicht gerecht.“ sagte Rosie. „Es ist nicht gerecht, dass du so viel gegeben und so hart 

gekämpft hast. Es ist nicht gerecht, dass der Held um ein gutes Ende betrogen wird… dass es 

für ihn keine Belohnung gibt, wenn die Reise zu Ende geht.“ 

„Ich glaube nicht, dass ich betrogen worden bin, Rose.“ sagte Frodo und streichelte ihren 

Rücken. „Ich hatte dich und Sam, und El, nicht wahr? Aber niemand kann für alle Zeit an der 

Weggabelung leben und für Winter ist es Zeit, zu gehen. Schsch, nicht weinen… Nach allem, 

was gewesen ist, hatte ich ein wirklich gutes Jahr.“ 

 

 

1. Epilog 

Westlich vom Mond...  

 

Sie stritten sich nicht an diesem letzten Tag. Rosie hatte streiten wollen, aber sie wachte kalt 

und unglücklich auf; Frodo war schon aufgestanden und Sam schlief noch, eng 



zusammengerollt. Am nächsten Morgen würden sie zu früh aufbrechen, um sich richtig 

verabschieden zu können, deshalb war diese verbliebene Zeit alles, was zählte. 

Sie bereitete all die Frühstücksgerichte zu, die sie je zusammen verspeist hatten, ein paar Eier, 

einige kleine Pfannkuchen und Speck auf frischem Brot. Sie küsste alle beide, als sie zum Tisch 

kamen, dann bat sie sie, auf Elanor aufzupassen, stürzte hinaus zu dem Baum beim Waschplatz 

und kämpfte mit den Tränen. 

Sam versuchte, seine Hände mit allerlei seltsamen Verrichtungen zu beschäftigen, aber es gab 

nicht wirklich etwas zu tun, und der Himmel hing wie ein Gewicht über ihnen, schwer von 

Regen. 

Als Frodo endlich glaubte, unter all den heftigen Gefühlen in seinem gemütlichen, kleinen 

Heim ersticken zu müssen, stahl er sich zu einem Spaziergang davon. Es war nass, kalt und 

windig, aber die Augen davor zu verschließen, dass sein geliebtes Auenland auch diese raue 

Seite hatte, wäre kaum gerecht gewesen. 

Er wanderte gedankenverloren dicht am Fluss entlang, als er den ersten Schrei hörte. Das 

Wasser war schiefergrau und floss rasch dahin, völlig ungeeignet zum Schwimmen oder 

Bootfahren. Der Schrei kam wieder, und als Frodo sich näherte, sah er ein Kind. Es war bis zum 

Hals versunken und paddelte verzweifelt umher, wo der Fluss fast am breitesten war. Frodo 

rannte, so schnell er konnte, ans Ufer und sah sich nach einer Möglichkeit um, dichter 

heranzukommen. Ein halber, abgeschlagener Baum lag im schlammigen Flachwasser, fast vom 

Fluss überspült, aber ein paar Äste ragten noch aus der Strömung. Frodo hielt sich daran fest, 

während er ungeachtet der Kälte ins Wasser glitt und sich auf das Kind zu bewegte. 

Es war Fastred. Seine schwere Kleidung zog ihn nach unten, während er darum kämpfte, sich 

über Wasser zu halten. Seine Zähne schlugen aufeinander und hackten jedes seiner Worte in 

Stücke. 

„Jacky…“ brachte er gurgelnd hervor, als Frodo ihn ans Ufer zurückbrachte. „Jacky ist immer 

noch da unten. Wir waren im Boot und dann ist es umgekippt…“ Frodo hastete wieder zum 

Fluss hinunter, ein brennendes Stechen in der Seite. Er schnappte nach Luft und tauchte hinein, 

bevor er Zeit hatte, nochmal darüber nachzudenken. 

Das Wasser war von den Stürmen aus winterlichen Gegenden ins Auenland gespült worden. 

Es hatte einen frostigen Biss, wie eine eisige Klinge, die bis auf seine Knochen drang. Frodo 

stieß sich mit den Beinen tiefer nach unten; seine Schwimmbewegungen waren von einer 

traumähnlichen, quälenden Langsamkeit. Alles um ihn her war grau und bitterkalt, finster und 

undurchsichtig, und für einen Moment schien es die leichteste Sache der Welt zu sein, einfach 



aufzugeben und sich treiben zu lassen. Mochte der Fluss all die verwirrenden Dinge regeln, mit 

denen Frodo sich an der Oberfläche nicht mehr zurechtfand. 

Dann kam plötzlich auf dem Grund des Flusses das umgedrehte Boot in Sicht. Jackys Taille 

und seine Arme waren in die Schnur verwickelt, die er zum Fischen benutzt hatte. Frodo schlug 

sich sämtliche eingeflüsterten Versprechungen ewigen Vergessens aus dem Kopf und 

verdoppelte seine Schwimmstöße. Jackys Augen waren weit aufgerissen und voller Angst, die 

Sommersprossen wirkten inmitten der brüllenden Schwärze des Wassers wie dunkle 

Farbspritzer auf seiner weißen Haut. Er hatte so heftig darum gekämpft, sich zu befreien, dass 

die Windungen der Schnur, die ihn fesselte, unmöglich zu lösen waren. Ohne zu zögern, packte 

Frodo den Teil der Schnur, der den Jungen an dem ruinierten Ruderboot festhielt, nahm ihn 

zwischen die Zähne und biss die starken, schwarzen Fäden durch. Dabei erwischte er auch 

seine Zungenspitze und spürte heißes Kupfer in dem Geschmack nach kaltem Schlamm. 

Frodo drehte sich, um zu sehen, ob Jackys Beine genügend frei waren, dass er selbst 

schwimmen konnte, aber die Augen des Jungen hatten sich halb geschlossen und Blasen stiegen 

von seinen blau verfärbten Lippen auf. Ohne sich um das Feuer in den eigenen Lungen zu 

kümmern, packte Frodo Jacky am Hemdkragen und stieß sich nach oben ab in dem Versuch, 

die Äste über sich zu erreichen. Der Sog war nicht so stark, wie er hätte sein können, und das 

war ein Glück. Denn Frodo war ganz sicher nicht imstande, mit mehr als einer sehr gelinden 

Strömung fertigzuwerden. Es war nur eine kleine Gnade, aber sie reichte aus, um ihn an die 

Oberfläche zu bringen. 

Sobald er die beiden entdeckte, rannte Fastred zum Rand des Wassers und zappelte vor 

lauter Angst und Sorge von einem Fuß auf den anderen, während sich Frodo Stück für Stück 

die Äste entlang ans Ufer zurückkämpfte. Jackys Nase blutete, und ein wenig wässeriges Blut 

sickerte auch aus seinen Ohren. Er atmete nicht mehr. 

„Komm schon, Jacky, wach auf.“ sagte Frodo im selben Tonfall, mit dem er seine Vettern 

ausgescholten hatte, als er selbst noch ein Kind war. Er entfernte die Schnüre, so schnell er 

konnte und hinterließ dunkle Striemen überall auf der Haut von Jackys Armen und Beinen. 

„Jack… Jack… komm schon, atme!“ 

„Jacky, Jacky!“ schluchzte Fastred. Frodo drehte Jacky auf die Seite, ohne sich darum zu 

kümmern, wie sein Kopf dabei hin- und herschlenkerte. Seine Haut war wächsern und triefend 

nass, das Haar voll kleiner Äste und Schmutz. Nach einer fürchterlichen Sekunde, die ihm 

vorkam wie eine ganze Ewigkeit, hustete Jacky und ein trüber Schwall Wasser schoss ihm aus 

dem Mund. Er rang gurgelnd nach Luft und seine Augen flogen auf, während er begann, den 

halben Fluss herauszuwürgen. 



„Jacky!“ kreischte Fastred und warf seinem Bruder einen Arm um den Hals; den anderen 

hielt er behutsam an seiner Seite. Frodo sank auf den Boden zurück, der ihm plötzlich wie die 

weichste Unterlage vorkam, auf der er je gelegen hatte. Weicher als ein Bett, weicher als jede 

Haut. Weich genug, um darauf einzuschlafen und nie wieder aufzuwachen. 

Als er schließlich doch aufwachte, war er so fest in eine Decke gewickelt, dass er sich vorkam 

wie eine Raupe im Kokon, halb erstickt vor Wärme. Seine Haare waren noch feucht. Einen 

Augenblick lang war alles weich und friedevoll, eine vage Erinnerung an Regen und Wasser. 

Das Gurren von Elanor, die in ihrer Wiege lag, ließ ihn fast wieder in den Schlaf sinken. Dann 

kehrte die ganze Erinnerung zurück und Frodo setzte sich jäh auf. 

„Die Jungen… sind sie in Ordnung?“ 

Sam und Rosie saßen beide an seinem Bett. Sie sahen höchst erleichtert darüber aus, dass er 

sich endlich bewegte. 

„Du hast sie gerettet, kein Zweifel.“ versicherte ihm Sam. „Ihr Vater konnte sich kaum 

entscheiden, ob er sie verdreschen oder umarmen sollte, als ich sie nach Hause gebracht habe.“ 

Frodo seufzte vor Erleichterung. „Oh, dem Himmel sei Dank… also sind sie nicht verletzt? 

Jack hatte Blut in den Ohren.“ 

Rosie nickte und biss sich auf die Unterlippe. „Er hat sein Gehör verloren, anscheinend hat 

die Kraft des Flusses irgend etwas reißen lassen. Eines seiner Augen hat vielleicht auch etwas 

abgekriegt, das kann man jetzt noch nicht sagen. Und Fastred hat sich einen Arm gebrochen. 

Aber immerhin sind sie weg von dort und in Sicherheit.“ 

„Oh.“ sagte Frodo leise und sank in die Kissen, das Gesicht voller Erschütterung. „Dann habe 

ich ihn also nicht schnell genug herausgezogen. So viele Dinge wird er jetzt nicht mehr tun 

können. Der halbe Spaß am Leben wird ihm entgehen.“ 

„Besser den halben als gar keinen.“ bemerkte Sam diplomatisch. „Wenn du nicht 

vorbeigekommen wärst, dann hätte er nicht mal mehr das.“ 

Elanors Brabbeln wurde zu verärgertem Quaken, ein sicherer Vorbote eines ihrer 

Schreianfälle. Rosie ging hinüber, hob die Kleine hoch und sang ein stimmloses Wiegenlied, 

während sie Elanor gegen ihre Hüfte hopsen ließ. 

Frodo seufzte. „Also, ich bin froh, dass sie gerettet sind… ich wünschte nur, ich hätte Jacks 

Gehör und sein Auge auch retten können.“ Seine Finger fanden einen losen Faden am Saum der 

Decke und fingen an, ihn aus dem Gewebe zu ziehen. „Aber es gibt wohl keinen Grund, weiter 

darüber zu reden, oder?“ 



Sam zuckte die Achseln. „Wir haben sonst nichts zu tun. Zum Schlafengehen ist es noch zu 

früh am Tag und Hausarbeit ist auch keine zu erledigen.“ 

„Du hast mir mal gesagt, ich soll mich nicht an alten Dingen festhalten, und dass ich sie nie 

vergesse, wenn ich ständig darüber rede. Also versuche ich, es nicht zu tun.“ 

Sam rieb sich mit einem ärgerlichen Lächeln die Stirn. „Du weißt, ich würde nie ein Wort 

gegen dich sagen, Herr Frodo, aber du nimmst immer alles wörtlich, was du von anderen hörst, 

ohne darüber nachzudenken, was es bedeutet. Es macht keinen Sinn, immer die selben, 

ausgetretenen Pfade entlangzutrampeln, das ist wohl wahr. Aber es schadet sicher nicht, den 

Leuten davon zu erzählen, wie das Leben dich verwundet hat.“ 

„Wieso glaubst du eigentlich, Sam würde nie über seine Schwierigkeiten reden? Ich habe 

noch nie jemanden getroffen, der so schnell Bauchschmerzen bekommt.“ warf Rosie von der 

anderen Seite des Zimmers ein, was ihr ein kleines Glucksen von Frodo eintrug. „Komm jetzt, 

sag uns, was dich beschäftigt.“ 

Frodo schwieg lange Zeit, dann sprach er leise, während seine Finger immer noch an den 

Fäden der Wolldecke herumzerrten. „Als ich im Brandyschloss lebte, habe ich mir immer 

wieder gesagt, dass… wenn ich bei meinen Eltern gewesen wäre in der Nacht, als sie starben, 

dann hätte ich sie retten können. Aber heute, im Fluss… ich hab getan, was ich konnte.“ Die 

Stimme blieb ihm in der Kehle stecken und er sah zu Sam hoch, die Augen tränenglänzend, 

„Ich hab getan was ich konnte, und es war nicht genug.“ 

„Oh…“ Sam berührte sanft Frodos Schulter, dann zog er ihn in eine liebevolle Umarmung. 

„Es war mehr als genug, daran darfst du niemals zweifeln. Nichts geht immer vollkommen aus, 

aber dank deiner Hilfe ist es diesmal ziemlich dicht dran.“ 

Die Tränen wurden zu einem Weinen und das Weinen zu heftigem Schluchzen. Frodos 

Hände zitterten wie die vom Wind abgerissenen Blätter draußen, während er sich an Sams 

Arme klammerte, das Gesicht an seiner Schulter. 

„Du hast dreimal mehr getan, als irgendwer von dir hätte verlangen können. Es ist vorbei 

und zu Ende.“ flüsterte Sam. „Glaub es doch endlich.“ 

„Nein… nein…“ würgte Frodo hervor. 

„Doch.“ Sams Stimme war fest; er hielt Frodos Gesicht behutsam zwischen seinen Händen 

und sah ihm in die Augen. „Verlass uns nicht, Frodo Beutlin. Wag es nicht, das zu tun. Ich bin 

durch die ganze Welt mit dir gegangen, und alles, was ich von dir verlange, ist, dass du 

nirgendwohin gehst. Die Zeit wird dich doch noch heilen.“ 



„Sam, ich…“ 

„Sag nichts mehr.“ Rosie schüttelte den Kopf, kletterte auf das Bett zurück und legte Elanor 

in Frodos Arme. „Es sei denn: ,Ja, meine Lieben, ich werde nirgendwohin gehen.’ Wir haben 

uns beinahe ein Loch in den Bauch geredet. Heim und Herd tragen mehr Heilkraft in sich als 

ein ganzes Leben in…“ Sie hielt lang genug inne, um ein paar Mal schnell zu blinzeln. „… in 

Bruchtal.“ 

„Frodo.“ sagte Sam, dann schwieg er und küsste Frodos tränensalzige Lippen so leicht wie 

ein Hauch. 

Jetzt begann Frodo wieder zu weinen. Rosie konnte sich nicht erinnern, dass sie jemals irgend 

jemanden so hatte weinen hören, schon gar nicht Frodo, der immer so weise und müde zu sein 

schien. Er weinte und umklammerte sie beide, als würde er ertrinken, wenn er sie losließ, und 

trotz der frühen Stunde fiel er in tiefen Schlaf, als alle Tränen aufgebraucht waren. Sam saß und 

wiegte ihn, und Rosie küsste die beiden sanft. Dann ging sie und packte die Taschen wieder 

aus, die die beiden auf die Reise hatten mitnehmen wollen. 

Merry und Pippin kamen am späten Nachmittag. 

Ich hatte nicht erwartet, dich hier zu finden; wir hörten, dass du fortgehst.“ sagte Pippin zu 

Frodo und wechselte einen verstohlenen Blick mit Rosie. Sie nickte einmal kurz und seine 

Lippen teilten sich zu einem breiten, glücklichen Lächeln. „Wir sind eigentlich gekommen, um 

euch ein Stück zu begleiten.“ 

„Du bleibst hier, oder?“ vermutete Merry. Sam wusste plötzlich, was es war, das niemand 

offen aussprach, aber da es nun doch nicht passieren würde, gab es wohl auch keinen Grund 

mehr, darüber zu reden. 

„Und da dachte ich, ich hätte ein paar Wochen Ruhe.“ Rosie goss alle Teetassen wieder voll 

und hielt inne, um einen Kuss auf Frodos Kopf zu drücken. „Obwohl ich zugeben muss, dass es 

mir nicht leid tut, die Gelegenheit verpasst zu haben. Dieser Ort würde mir ohne euch richtig 

einsam vorkommen.“ 

„Aufs Hierbleiben also!“ prostete Pippin. 

„Aufs Hierbleiben!“ 
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„Wenn das so weitergeht, dann kann Jung-Frodo eher sprechen als sie.“ sagte Fastred mit 

einem Seufzen; er hielt Elanor mit der sorgfältigen Ernsthaftigkeit aller Kinder, die ein Baby auf 

den Arm nehmen dürfen. 

„Sie ist erst zweieinhalb. Maie hat kein Wort gesagt, bevor sie vier war.“ bemerkte Sam 

diplomatisch, während sie im Schatten von einem der kräftigen Obstbäume faulenzten. 

„Ja, aber trotz all ihrer Stärken ist deine Schwester nicht gerade das hellste Licht im 

Kerzenleuchter.“ stichelte Rosie sanft. „Ich glaube, Fastred hat recht, es wird Zeit, dass sie 

sprechen lernt.“ 

1422 war genauso gut gewesen wie das Jahr davor, und dieses Jahr schien sich in die gleiche 

Richtung zu entwickeln. Es gab immer noch schlimme Tage, aber sie waren irgendwie leichter 

erträglich und nicht mehr so herzzerreißend. Sam vermutete, dass es daran lag, dass sie 

inzwischen eines wussten: Dem schlechten Tag würde ebenso sicher ein guter folgen. 

Klein-Frodo war ein niedliches kleines Baby, mit warmen, haselnussbraunen Augen und 

stämmigen Beinchen, die unweigerlich jede Decke wegstrampelten. Es war beinahe ein Witz, 

dass er Frodo hieß, weil er Sam so sehr ähnelte. 

Elanor liebte ihren kleinen Bruder, sie brabbelte stundenlang in ihrer fröhlichen Babysprache 

auf ihn ein. Sie war sehr klug und flink, kam überall hin und trat die Erde um die gelben 

Blumen platt, die Sam für sie gepflanzt hatte. Aber das Reden schien sie nicht zu 

interessieren und wenn jemand versuchte, ihr etwas beizubringen, dann kicherte sie und 

versteckte das Gesicht hinter den Händen. 

„Kannst du Fastred sagen?“ fragte Fastred. Sie zog die Nase kraus und kicherte. „Was ist mit 

Mammi? Ich wette, du kannst Mammi sagen.“ 

Elanor schüttelte den Kopf und grinste eigensinnig. 

„Papa. Sag Sam-Papa, Ellie.“ schmeichelte Rosie, aber das kleine Mädchen stellte sich stur. 

Frodo nahm sie aus Fastreds Armen, warf sie hoch in die Luft und fing sie liebevoll wieder auf. 

„Du wirst sprechen, wenn du so weit bist, und wenn du einmal damit angefangen hast, dann 

wirst du so pausenlos plappern, dass wir uns alle nach ein bisschen Stille sehnen. Du wirst 



Worte lieben, Ellyelle, aber es hat keine Eile. Du hast alle Zeit der Welt.“ Er warf sie noch 

einmal in die Luft, nicht so hoch wie das erste Mal. 

„Nein, Fo, hoch! Hoch!“ quietschte Elanor. „Hoch!“ 
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Sam-Papa weinte. Sam-Papa weinte fast nie, und wenn er es doch einmal tat, dann nicht so: 

laut schluchzend auf dem Bett, während Mammi ihn in den Armen wiegte. Onkel Frodo hatte 

alle Kleinen ins Studierzimmer geholt. Jung-Frodo saß mit der kleinen Rose auf dem Schoß am 

Fenster und schaute in den Garten hinaus, und Baby Merry machte nörgelnde Geräusche und 

haute seine Rassel gegen den Fußboden. 

„Ich bin nicht zu klein, um das zu verstehen!“ widersprach Elanor und zog ihren Onkel am 

Ärmel. Dabei war sie in Wirklichkeit doch noch etwas zu klein. Sie begriff nicht ganz, wieso 

Sam-Papas Ohm für immer und ewig fort sein sollte. So lange sie sich erinnern konnte, war 

nichts jemals verschwunden, ohne irgendwann wieder zurückzukommen. Nach dem Winter 

hatte es immer auch einen Sommer gegeben. 

„Schsch, Ellie, still.“ beruhigte Onkel Frodo und strich ihr über das Haar. Jedermann liebte es, 

Elanors Haar zu berühren, es war so weich und leuchtend. „Dein Papa ist jetzt gerade ganz 

durcheinander, du wirst ihn doch nicht stören wollen, wenn deine Mutter es fast geschafft hat, 

dass er endlich schläft, oder? Er hat zwei Nächte durchgewacht, er muss sich ausruhen.“ 

„Letzte Woche war ich eklig zu Papas Ohm. Ich hab ihn einen dummen alten Ziegenbock 

genannt, weil er gemeint hat, ich soll mich nicht mit Jung-Frodo balgen. Ich wollte 

,Entschuldigung’ sagen, wenn ich ihn das nächste Mal sehe, weil du immer sagst, ich soll 

versuchen, ihn besser zu verstehen. Wie soll ich ihm denn jetzt bloß sagen, dass es mir leid tut?“ 

Dann fing sie an zu weinen; sie war nicht ganz sicher, warum, aber sie fühlte sich furchtbar, 

furchtbar unglücklich. Und sie wollte Sam-Papas Ohm wieder sehen und ihn an den Haaren 

ziehen und ihn um eine Geschichte anbetteln. „Geht denn alles irgendwann weg? Werden die 

Bäume auch alle sterben? Und die Sterne?“ 

„Nein, Ellie, nein. Die Sterne sind immer noch da.“ Onkel Frodo küsste sie auf die Stirn und 

hielt sie fest, bis sie einschlief. 
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Dieser Sommer war einer von der fruchtbaren Sorte, für Gemüse ebenso wie für Kinder. 

Estella und Juweline brachten im Abstand von einem Monat Kinder zur Welt, zwei Jungen, die 

Boromir und Faramir genannt wurden. Wenn die Leute dachten, dass das doch seltsame 

Namen für Hobbits wären, dann sagten sie es nicht; ohnehin wusste jeder, dass ein Kind mit 

Eltern wie diesen wohl kaum ganz gewöhnlich heißen würde. 

Rosie wurde ebenfalls schwanger, aber sie verlor das Kind und beinahe auch ihr Leben, als 

sie beim Schwimmen einen Schwächeanfall erlitt. Frodo saß an ihrem Bett und dachte an seine 

Mutter und seinen Vater. 

Um Rosie zu trösten und Frodo aus seinen Schuldgefühlen herauszuholen, ging Sam los und 

brachte eines der Kleinen aus dem Wurf mit, den der Hund von Rumpels gerade bekommen 

hatte. Es war ein Welpe, grau wie eine Sturmwolke, der durch sämtliche Zimmer tollte und sich 

schließlich entschlossen auf dem Boden zwischen Klein-Roses und Goldies Bett niederließ. 

„Wie heißt er denn, Papa?“ fragte Jung-Frodo. 

„Das müsst ihr entscheiden; aber ihr solltet nichts aussuchen, was ihr nicht auch quer über 

ein Feld brüllen könnt.“ 

„Ark! Ark! Arky!“piepste Merry und wackelte ein paar Schritte auf den kleinen Hund zu, 

bevor er auf sein Hinterteil plumpste. 

„Ja, Bübchen, das ist ziemlich dicht dran an dem Geräusch, das er macht.“ stimmte Sam zu. 

„Also dann – Arky.“ sagte Elanor glücklich. „Arky Gärtner von Beutelsend.“ 
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Als Elanor elf war, verbrachte sie ihre Freizeit am liebsten unten bei der Mühle und sah dem 

Mühlrad zu, wie es sich bewegte (Ihre Freizeit war allerdings ziemlich knapp bemessen, weil 

ihr neuer Bruder Hamfast ihre Eltern so auf Trab hielt, dass es oft an ihr war, sich um die 

anderen fünf Geschwister zu kümmern). 

Sie hatte mehrere gute Freunde, und die meisten Leute konnten sie gut leiden. Ihre liebsten 

Spielgefährten waren Dora Straffgürtel, Gutwill Weißfuß und Fastred, der sich ein Vergnügen 

daraus machte, sie an die seltsamen Heldentaten ihrer Kindheit zu erinnern. Elanors 

schlimmste Feindin auf der ganzen Welt war Adaldrida Boffin. Immer, wenn Elanor in 

Hörweite war, sprach sie laut davon, wie hässlich große, helle Hobbits wären, und auch 

darüber, dass die Gärtners noch seltsameres Blut hätten als die Tuks. 

Adaldrida mochte Fastred, und sie hasste Elanor, denn es schien, als hätte Fastred Augen für 

niemand anderen. Elanor hielt das für den größten Blödsinn, den sie je gehört hatte, denn 

Fastred war albern und laut, und er hatte ihr einmal einen Kuhfladen in die Haare geschmiert, 

als sie ihm seine rote Flöte geklaut hatte. Und wenn er Elanor wirklich mochte (was er sicherlich 

nicht tat), dann hieß das ja nicht, dass er Adaldrida nicht genauso mögen durfte (abgesehen 

davon, dass sie eine miese Stinkmorchel war, die es verdiente, in den Fluss zu fallen). Immerhin 

mochten Elanors Mama und Papa und Onkel Frodo ja auch mehr als eine Person auf einmal. 

Sie hatte eine Verletzung an der Hand, weil ihr Onkel einen seiner Anfälle gehabt hatte. Pip 

hatte sich schrecklich gefürchtet und nach Ellyelle um Hilfe geschrien. Weil sie nicht wusste, 

was sie sonst tun sollte, hatte Elanor Frodo eine Vase auf den Kopf gehauen, die dabei zerbrach 

und ihr in die Handfläche schnitt. 

Eine Woche lang fühlte sie sich schrecklich schuldig; Frodo wich ihrem Blick aus und Elanor 

hasste sich selbst. Aber dann kam er eines Tages und setzte sich an das Fußende von ihrem Bett. 

Er sagte, wie furchtbar leid es ihm täte, dass sie das hätte tun müssen, und dass sie und ihre 

Brüder und Schwestern niemals zögern sollten, sich selbst vor ihm zu schützen. Am Ende 

dieser Rede hatte er geweint, und Elanor war zu ihm hinübergekrabbelt und hatte ihre Arme 

um seinen Hals geworfen und ihn Fo genannt wie früher, als sie noch klein war. 

Alle anderen nannten sie Elanor die Schöne, aber Onkel Frodo nannte sie Elanor die Tapfere. 
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Sam wanderte unablässig auf und ab, weil er nicht wusste, was er sonst mit sich anfangen 

sollte. Selbst in den schlimmsten Augenblicken seines Lebens hatte es immer irgend etwas 

gegeben, für das er gebraucht wurde, und das machte die Dinge einfacher. Nun konnte er nicht 

kämpfen oder fortgehen oder helfen, nicht einmal am Bett sitzen und hoffen, wie er es vor so 

langer Zeit in Bruchtal getan hatte. 

Rosies neunte Schwangerschaft (wenn man die zwei zu früh abgebrochenen nicht mitzählte) 

war von Anfang an anders gewesen. Während die anderen Babys ihr hübsches Gesicht 

gerundet und ihren Augen ein glückliches Leuchten verliehen hatten, wurde sie dieses Mal 

blass, müde und unleidlich. Während die Monate verstrichen, ging es ihr nicht besser, und in 

dunklen Augenblicken wünschten sich Sam und Frodo beinahe, die ganze Sache wäre endlich 

vorüber, auch wenn sie es niemals laut sagten. 

„Ich hoffe, es ist ein Mädchen.“ erklärte Klein-Rosie, wann immer jemand zuhören wollte. 

„Mit braunen Haaren, wie ich. Es ist nicht gerecht, dass Ellyelle und Goldie und jetzt auch 

noch Margerite alle goldene Haare haben, bloß ich habe die gleiche Matschfarbe wie die 

Jungs.“ 

„Oh, still, Rosenrot, du wirst noch deine Mutter aufwecken, wenn du so weiterjammerst.“ 

Sam zog sie auf seine Knie. „Du bist genauso hübsch wie deine Schwestern und ich bin sicher, 

du weißt das. Nebenbei, wenn du ein kleines bisschen älter bist, wirst du merken, dass die 

meisten Hobbits dunkle Mädchen mehr mögen als helle.“ 

„Ich hör die Frauen reden, wenn sie Obst pflücken und die Felder abernten. Sie sagen: Oh, 

diese Gärtnermädchen, allesamt Herzensbrecherinnen mit ihren gelben Haaren. Aber ich bin auch ein 

Gärtnermädchen und mein Haar ist nicht gelb.“ 

„Das macht dich zu etwas Besonderem, Dummerchen.“ warf Elanor ein, die mit der dicken 

kleinen Margerite auf dem Arm ins Zimmer trat. „Du bist anders als die anderen.“ 

„Nicht mehr lange! Wart’s nur ab, das Baby wird genauso dunkel wie ich!“ 

Die Monate zogen sich hin, und Rosie schien eher ihr Leben zu verlieren, als dass sie ein 

neues hervorbrachte. Und wann immer Frodo darüber zu reden versuchte, was er und Sam 

dachten, schüttelte Sam den Kopf und ging weg. 



Lily, Rosies Mutter, und Marigold und Maie, zwei von Sams Schwestern, kamen, um den 

letzten Monat hindurch zu bleiben. Elanor wollte beim Wochenbett helfen, aber Sam und Frodo 

verboten es ihr. Es schien unwahrscheinlich, dass die Dinge gut ausgehen würden. 

Und nun war die schicksalhafte Nacht gekommen, um Wochen zu früh, und Sam wanderte 

auf und ab, und Frodo saß neben der Schlafzimmertür mit Goldie und Hamfast auf seinem 

Schoß und versuchte, nicht schon zu verzweifeln, bevor überhaupt etwas passiert war. Sie 

erzitterten bei jedem Schrei, der drinnen zu hören war, bei jedem panischen Wortwechsel 

zwischen den drei Hebammen, und sie wünschten sich, die Schreie würden aufhören. Dann 

hörten sie auf, und die Stille war noch tausendmal schlimmer. 

Endlich, als die Dämmerung anbrach und die Kinder zusammengedrängelt im Korridor 

dösten, kam das sanfte Maunzen einer neuen Stimme aus dem Schlafzimmer. Frodo und Sam 

fielen fast übereinander in ihrer Hast, die Tür aufzubekommen. 

Das erste, was Sam sah, war Marigolds Gesicht, finster wie eine Gewitterwolke, die 

Augenbrauen zu einem harten V zusammengezogen. Er schwankte für einen Moment und 

fürchtete das Schlimmste, und das Blut wurde kalt in seinen Adern. Dann sah er seine Rosie, 

die schweißüberströmt und aufgelöst auf dem Bett lag. Die Laken unter ihr waren zerknittert 

und voll roter Flecken. Sie lächelte ihn an, und Sams schweres Herz hob sich in süßer 

Erleichterung. 

Rosie hielt ein winziges Bündel in ihren Armen, kleiner, als je eines von den andern bei seiner 

Geburt gewesen war, aber nichtsdestoweniger vollkommen. Das kleine Gesicht war vor 

Verwirrung verzogen, Finger griffen ziellos in die Luft. 

Lily und Maie hatten genauso versteinerte Gesichter wie Marigold, aber Frodo und Sam 

bemerkten es gar nicht, während sie den kleinen Jungen bestaunten. Schon jetzt ein tiefdunkler, 

dichter Haarschopf und delikat spitz zulaufende Ohren. Große, ganz unmöglich blaue Augen und ein 

winziger Bogen von einem Mund. 

„Er ist ganz sicher nicht ohne Kampf herausgekommen.“ sagte Rosie und hielt Sam und 

Frodo das Baby entgegen. „Ich glaube, jetzt habe ich mir eine lange Ruhepause verdient.“ 

„Ja, Rosie, Süße, das hast du ganz sicher.“ sagte Sam mit einem weichen Lachen, als Frodo 

Rosie das Kind abnahm. „Ich dachte, ich hätte dich verloren.“ 

Rosie schnaubte. „Was, soll ich etwa euch beiden die Aufzucht der Brut überlassen? Ein 

solches Schicksal würde ich unseren Kindern nicht wünschen.“ 



Nun, und wie heißt er?“ schnappte Lily, die Arme verschränkt und das Gesicht ärgerlich 

verzogen. 

„Sam,“ sagte Frodo und strich eine Locke von babyfeinem Haar aus der kleinen Stirn. „Sein 

Name ist Sam.“ 

Maie stürmte aus dem Zimmer und knallte die Tür zu… womit sie Lily und Marigold zwang, 

sie wieder aufzureißen, als sie ebenfalls das Haus verließen. Über kurz oder lang würde ein 

Flächenbrand von Klatsch durch das ganze Auenland lodern, aber Sam, Rosie und Frodo hätten 

sich kaum weniger daraus machen können. Vom Zuknallen der Tür geweckt, rannten die 

Kinder hinein, um ihren neuen Bruder zu sehen. 

„Nicht noch ein Junge!“ jammerte Klein Rose enttäuscht. „Oh… na ja, wenigstens ist sein 

Haar nicht so braun wie das von allen anderen.“ 

„Hallo, Sam.“ sagte Jung-Frodo und nahm seinem Namensvetter das Bündel ab. „Ich hoffe, 

du magst uns.“ 

„Na klar tut er das!“ piepste Merry. „Wir sind die beste Familie auf der ganzen Welt.“ 
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Rosie erholte sich schnell genug von Jung-Sams Geburt, und im Herbst darauf bekam Klein-

Rosie ihre dunkelhaarige Schwester; sie erhielt den Namen Primula, wurde aber Primelrose 

gerufen, damit die beiden zusammenpassten. Estella bekam eine wunderschöne Tochter, die sie 

Molly nannte, und Juweline brachte ein ähnlich liebliches Mädchen namens Meli zur Welt. Es 

war ein gutes Erntejahr. Der einzige dunkle Punkt in dieser Jahreszeit war Arky. Er wurde 

dünn und lustlos, dann legte er sich neben den Herd und stand nicht wieder auf. 

„Nun, nun… nicht weinen.“ tröstete Sam die Kinder. „Er hatte ein paar gute Sommer und 

soviel Essensreste, wie er wollte, und wenn er Lust hatte, zu spielen, habt ihre jede Menge 

Stöckchen für ihn geworfen. Das ist alles, was ein gutes Haustier vom Leben verlangen kann, 

und mehr, als die meisten kriegen.“ 
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Als Elanor eingeladen wurde, ein Jahr als Ehrenjungfrau der Königin in Gondor zu 

verbringen, war sie so glücklich, dass sie auf die Spitze des höchsten Baumes kletterte, den sie 

finden konnte und einen Freudenschrei losließ. Zu spät stellte sie fest, dass sie nicht so leicht 

wieder herunterkam. Ihre Brüder mussten ihr helfen, und sie riss sich den Rock an einem Knie 

auf, als sie unten landete. 

„Sie will von ganzem Herzen gehen, das ist mal sicher.“ überlegte Sam, als er abends mit 

Frodo und Rosie zusammensaß und etwas trank. „Aber sie ist noch ein Kindskopf. Ich weiß 

nicht, ob es mich glücklich macht, sie für eine so lange Zeit allein weg zu lassen.“ 

„Warum geht Ihr beide denn nicht mit ihr? Macht doch mal Ferien!“ 

Frodo hatte gerade erst ein neues Buch angefangen, diesmal die Geschichte von einem König, 

der ein Schwert aus einem Stein zog. Seine Finger waren voll schwarzer und purpurner 

Tintenspritzer. 

„Was ist mit dir, hast du darüber nachgedacht? Und mit den anderen Kindern?“ fragte Rosie. 

„Mach dir um uns keine Sorgen, wir kommen gut zurecht. Und Tolman kann eine Amtszeit 

als Bürgermeister übernehmen, während du weg bist, Sam. Du weißt, dass er seit Jahren sein 

Herz daran gehängt hat.“ 

„Ich weiß nicht…“ Sam schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Jetzt komm schon, wir haben davon geredet, Elanor die Welt zu zeigen, seit sie ein Baby 

war. Rose, glaubst du nicht, das ist eine gute Idee?“ 

„Das tu ich. Aber es ist ein weiter Weg und eine lange Zeit, um fort zu sein.“ 

„Nicht allzu weit, und auch nicht allzu lang. Elanor wird sich freuen, wenn ihr dabei seid.“ 

„Dein Bruder Tom hat schon eine Weile ein Auge auf meinen Posten geworfen.“ räumte Sam 

ein, an Rosie gewandt. „Wenn du es möchtest, Rosenblume, dann machen wir’s.“ 

„Rosie saß einen Moment tief in Gedanken versunken. Sie nahm einen Schluck Bier, und 

dann nickte sie. 

„Also gut.“ 
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„Onkel Frodo?“ Rosie spähte um den Rand des Türrahmens. „Bist du sehr beschäftigt?“ 

„Nein, nein, komm rein, Klein-Rosie. Wie geht’s dir?“ Frodo hielt einen Moment inne. „Du 

riechst wie ein Orangenbaum.“ 

„Eigentlich Zitronen.“ Rosie schaute auf ihre Füße hinunter. Sie trug ein Kleid, das sie seit 

Jahren besaß. Es war ein bisschen zu kurz, aber in der Miedergegend passte es noch gut genug, 

denn verglichen mit den meisten Hobbits war Rose so schlank wie ein Weidenzweig. 

Unglücklicherweise hatte sie keinen Anlass, darauf stolz zu sein, denn Elanor war noch viel 

schlanker als sie. Und obwohl in den letzten Monaten die Blusen von Rose angefangen hatten, 

sich mit den gleichen, schwellenden Rundungen zu füllen, die auch ihre Mutter hatte, würde 

Goldlöckchen augenscheinlich noch viel runder und kurviger werden. Auf Rosies Rock war ein 

heller Baum gestickt; als sie jünger gewesen war, hatte sie nichts so sehr geliebt wie Geschichten 

von Ents und Entfrauen. Wenn sie jetzt auf Bäume kletterte, dann nur noch, um zu sehen, ob sie 

es besser konnte als ihre Geschwister. 

„Und… “ Frodos Mundwinkel kräuselten sich.„… wieso riechst du nach Zitronen?“ 

„Pisi Pausbacken hat mir gesagt, dass die Haare hell werden, wenn man sich Zitronensaft 

hineinschmiert und sich in die Sonne setzt. Aber mir juckt bloß der Kopf davon.“ Rosie seufzte. 

„Ich werde nie schön sein.“ 

„Wenn du hässlich bist, dann ist ,schön’ wirklich ein atemberaubender Anblick.“ 

„Oh, ich weiß, ich bin nicht unansehnlich.“ Rosie kauerte sich auf einem Stuhl zusammen 

und stützte das Kinn auf ihre Knie. „Aber ich bin nichts Besonderes. Es gibt nichts an mir, das 

sämtliche Zungen in Bewegung setzt.“ 

„Nimm deine Füße von dem Kissen, oder ich erzähle sämtlichen Tratschbasen, was für ein 

riesiges Dummviech du bist. Du bist nie zufrieden! Wenn ich mich benommen hätte wie du, als 

ich jung war, dann hätte mich mein Onkel Goldstreuer mit dem Kopf ins Wasserfass getunkt. 

Im letzten Sommer hast du dich einen Monat lang geweigert, Speckkrusten zu essen, weil du 

dachtest, dass deine Haare davon so glatt würden wie ein Kettenhemd. Das ist kein Benehmen 

für jemanden in deinem Alter. Komm mal mit.“ Frodo gab ihr einen Klaps auf die Schulter und 

geleitete sie zur Tür. „Ich habe eine Idee.“ 



Sie gingen zu einem der hinteren Lagerräume, wo die Dinge aufbewahrt wurden, die sie von 

einem Jahr zum anderen nicht brauchten. 

„Ich wusste, sie ist noch hier.“ Frodo hielt einen länglichen Kasten hoch. Der Glanz der 

Politur war immer noch durch die Staubschicht sichtbar. „Sie gehörte meiner Mutter; deine 

Schwester Primula hat ihren richtigen Namen von ihr.“ 

„Eine Fiedel?“ Rosie riss die Augen auf und hielt überwältigt den Atem an. „Für mich?“ 

„Sie muss gestimmt werden, aber ja, sie ist für dich. Es sei denn, du möchtest deine 

Fähigkeiten im Sticken so verbessern, dass die Leute statt dessen darüber reden.“ 

„Stickerei – pah! Jungs, die sich um so was kümmern, sind zu blöde für Worte. Ich wette, dir 

und Papa ist es völlig egal, ob Mama nähen kann.“ 

„Ah, darum geht es also. Das habe ich mir fast gedacht.“ Frodo lächelte sanft. „Warum willst 

du denn unbedingt einen Verehrer haben? Du bist doch noch so jung.“ 

„Weil Goldie bald alt genug ist, dass die Jungs sie bemerken, und Elanor wird noch viel 

hübscher zurückkommen als sie fortgegangen ist. Das ist meine einzige Chance.“ 

„Rose.“ Frodo umarmte sie. „Du dusseliges, dusseliges Geschöpf! Eines Tages wirst du dich 

in jemanden verlieben, der jedes einzelne Haar auf deinem Wirrkopf anbetet, und er wird dich 

zweimal so schön finden wie deine Schwestern.“ 

„Wenn du das sagt, dann glaube ich es beinahe.“ flüsterte sie. „Komm jetzt, ich möchte den 

anderen meine Fiedel zeigen.“ 
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„Es ist nicht meine Schuld.“ sagte Margerite, das Kinn halb schmollend, halb trotzig 

hochgereckt. 

„Ach ja?“ Goldlöckchen hob eine Augenbraue. Ihre Locken tanzten hochmütig. Margerites 

eigenes Haar, an diesem Morgen noch so sorgfältig gebürstet, war ein chaotischer Wirrwarr mit 

halb herausgerissenen Bändern. Über ihre Nase zog sich eine Spur aus Zuckerguss, und ihre 



hübsche, kleine Unterlippe war gespalten und blutete. Ihr weißes Festkleid aus Musselin war 

allerdings makellos. Margerite nahm sich sehr in acht mit ihren Sachen. 

Jung-Sams gutes Hemd und seine Hosen waren weit weniger glimpflich davongekommen; es 

gab einen Riss am Kragen und Dreck an den Knien. Eines seiner Augen war purpurn verfärbt 

und hatte sich geschlossen. 

„Nicht meine…“ sagte Margerite wieder, „es ist die Schuld von Jemmie Lochner. Er hat 

Sammie ein kleines Ferkel genannt und einen Wechselbalg, und ein Dutzend noch schlimmerer 

Sachen. Ist mir doch egal, ob es sein Geburtstag ist, kein Hobbit redet so über meinen Bruder! 

Ich wünschte, ich hätte ihn noch öfter gehauen, bevor sie mich von ihm runtergezogen haben.“ 

„Nach dem, was ich gehört habe, hast du genug angerichtet. Jung- Jemmie hat zwei Zähne 

verloren und sich einen Finger gebrochen.“ sagte Rosie, die mit einem kalten Tuch hereinkam, 

das sie auf Jung-Sams Auge drückte. „Und wieso müsst ihr überhaupt alle beide auf ihn 

losgehen? Erst springt Margerite auf ihn drauf, und dann schlägert der kleine Sam auch noch 

munter mit. Ihr seid einer schlimmer als der andere.“ 

„Er hatte kein Recht, solche Sachen zu sagen.“ schniefte Margerite und gleichzeitig schrie 

Sam: „Er hat sie gehauen! Dafür musste ich ihn mir einfach vornehmen!“ 

Nicht einmal Goldie konnte ihr Grinsen verbergen, während sie Margerites Lippe reinigte. 

„In Zukunft lacht ihr einfach über die dummen Sachen, die die Leute sagen, in Ordnung? 

Dann seid ihr am Ende weit weniger zerbeult.“ 

„Er ist ein ekliger… Irgendwas!“ grummelte Margerite. Jung-Sam lehnte sich zu ihr hinüber 

und küsste sie auf die Wange. 

„Du bist die beste Schwester von allen, Margie.“ sagte er leise. Sie umarmte ihn und 

verstrubbelte sein dunkles Haar. 
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Es hatte schon vorher schlimme Winter gegeben, wie in dem Jahr, als Ham, Merry und 

Goldie sich innerhalb von zwei Tagen gegenseitig mit Husten ansteckten und drei Wochen auf 

der Nase lagen, oder als die Feuchtigkeit jedermann krank und erschöpft machte. Aber der 



Winter von 1449 war schlimmer als alle anderen zuvor, und er schien sich eine Ewigkeit 

hinzuziehen. Keines der Gärtnerkinder würde dieses Jahr jemals vergessen, nicht einmal Tom, 

der zu dieser Zeit erst sieben war. 

Das Jahr hatte gut genug angefangen; Fastred machte Elanor einen Heiratsantrag und 

Primelrose gewann mit ihrem Gebäck einen Wettbewerb. Dann, im März, wurde Frodo krank. 

Das geschah ziemlich häufig, aber diesmal konnte er die Krankheit nicht mehr abschütteln. Den 

ganzen April und Mai hindurch hielt er sich abseits. Er war teilnahmslos; seine Bücher setzten 

Staub an und eine Schachpartie, die er mit Rubinie angefangen hatte, blieb unvollendet. Sam 

und Rosie taten, was sie konnten, aber nichts befreite ihn aus der Finsternis, in der er gefangen 

war. 

Obwohl sich Frodos Stimmung ein wenig aufhellte, als der Juni begann, schwand seine 

Gesundheit dahin, und er blieb blass und fiebrig. 

„Werden wir weggeschickt?“ fragte Robin Jung-Frodo und versuchte, zu überhören, dass 

seine Mutter in der Diele weinte. „Wie meine Freundin Catrie, als ihre Mama krank war?“ 

„Nein. Catries Mama hatte Scharlachfieber. Das, worunter Onkel Frodo leidet, wird nicht 

besser durch frische Luft und besonderes Essen. Es kommt aus seinem Inneren.“ antwortete 

Jung-Frodo. 

„Wird er sterben?“ 

„Ich weiß nicht, Robin, ich weiß nicht.“ 

Im Juli belauschte Elanor ihre Eltern bei einem leisen Gespräch; sie wachten über Frodo, 

während er schlief. Sie redeten von Elbenschiffen, die davonsegelten, und davon, zu dritt übers 

Meer zu gehen. Aber nicht alle Kinder waren alt genug, um sie zurückzulassen, noch nicht, und 

die Zeit würde ihnen vielleicht später nicht die selben Möglichkeiten geben, die sie jetzt hatten. 

„Ich werde hierbleiben.“ sagte Rosie und strich Frodo das Haar aus der Stirn. „Ihr geht, Sam, 

du und Frodo. Lass ihn heil werden. Ich werde unsere Kleinen großziehen und ihnen alle 

unsere Geschichten erzählen.“ 

„Nein!“ Elanor schrie auf, rannte hinein und umarmte ihre Eltern mit aller Kraft, wobei sie 

sich Mühe gab, Frodo nicht aufzuwecken. „Ich zieh die Kleinen groß, Mama. Du weißt, ich 

kann das, zusammen mit Fastred.“ 



„Nicht doch, Entchen, du hast dein eigenes Leben.“sagte Rosie. „Dies hätte dein Jahr sein 

sollen, El, zum Träumen und zum Planen. Es tut mir leid, dass alles so gekommen ist.“ 

„Das ist doch Froschrotz! Fastred ist noch nicht meine Familie, und Fo wird es immer sein. 

Also ist dieses Jahr ganz genauso, wie ich es haben wollte, und ihr drei seid das Allerwichtigste 

für mich. Obwohl ich ihm natürlich nie diese Krankheit gewünscht hätte…“ 

„Keiner von uns hätte das, El.“ sagte Sam mit müder Stimme. 

Margerite und Prim versuchten Frodo zu helfen, in dem sie seinen Platz am Esstisch vor den 

Mahlzeiten mit Vasen voller frischer Blumen schmückten. Sie legten die besten Messer und 

Löffel für ihn heraus. Niemand fing einen Streit an, und sie benahmen sich alle so sanft wie 

kleine Kätzchen. Auf diese Weise waren der August und der September beinahe friedevoll. 

Aber als das Wetter abkühlte, wurde Frodo von einem Fieber befallen, das ihn in einem 

ständigen Halbschlaf hielt. Die Kinder mussten zu Tante Marigold und Onkel Tom, was keinem 

von ihnen gefiel. 

„Sie sagt, ich bin so dürr wie ein totes Pony.“ stöhnte Elanor. 

„Ich muss beim Schreinern und bei der Aussaat helfen, und bei der Weißwäsche auch noch.“ 

meckerte Hamfast. 

„Die geben uns nie ein zweites Frühstück!“ jammerte Merry. 

„Sie zwicken Sammie.“ sagte Margerite flehend. 

„Lass uns dableiben, Papa!“ klagten sie im Chor, als er sie den Hügel hinunterbrachte. 

„Still! In einem Monat seid ihr wieder zurück, und dann sind die Dinge entschieden, zum 

Guten oder zum Bösen.“ 

Robin umarmte Sam. „Wir werden stark sein, Papa. Sag Mama und Onkel Frodo, dass wir sie 

lieb haben, und dich haben wir auch lieb. Wir wollen, dass es ihm besser geht.“ 

„Das weiß ich doch, Robin, das weiß ich doch.“ 

Sie ertrugen den Besuch, so gut sie eben konnten. Primelrose und Hamfast stellten sicher, 

dass einer von ihnen immer mit Margerite zusammen war, damit sie keine Chance hatte, sich 

mit ihrem Onkel oder ihrer Tante anzulegen. Die Art, wie sie ihren Sammie behandelten, zerriss 

sie beinahe. 



Marigolds giftige Abscheu für die Familie ihres Bruders hatte sich im Lauf der Zeit leicht 

gemildert, und sie liebte inzwischen nicht wenige aus dem Rudel, das Tantchen zu ihr sagte. 

Jung-Sam allerdings bekam den Stachel ihrer Abneigung zu spüren, genauso wie Elanor und 

Margerite. Die beiden trugen schwer an der Last der Hausarbeiten, die sie ihnen auflud. 

Goldie vertrieb sich die Zeit, in dem sie mit dem Lehrjungen ihres Onkels schäkerte; dann 

fühlte sie sich schuldig und verbrachte lange Stunden damit, schmalzige Briefe an das halbe 

Dutzend von Bewunderern zu verfassen, das sie hinter sich herzog wie Anhänger an einem 

Halsband. 

Merry, Pippin, Frodo und Bilbo verbrachten mit Robin und Tom im Schlepptau die Tage so 

weit weg von ihrem engen Zimmer wie möglich. Sie strolchten überall herum auf der Suche 

nach Abenteuern. Rubinie blieb für sich und sah mit ihren wunden, geröteten Augen ständig so 

aus, als hätte sie geweint. 

Rosie schlief lange und überhörte die Namen, mit denen ihr Onkel sie bedachte, Namen wie 

Faulpelz, Schlafmütze und Nichtsnutz. Sie blieb bis weit in die Nacht auf und starrte hinaus zu 

den Lichtern von Beutelsend, oben auf dem Hügel. Ihre Brüder und Schwestern setzten sich 

immer wieder ein Weilchen zu ihr, dann gingen sie zu Bett, aber Rosie wurde ihren 

Beobachtungsposten nie müde. 

Dann, als ihr Aufenthalt in die dritte Woche ging, waren oben in Beutelsend keine Lichter 

mehr zu sehen. Diesmal blieben die Kinder in der Nacht alle wach und wanderten sorgenvoll 

auf und ab (allerdings so leise wie möglich, um ihren Onkel und ihre Tante nicht zu wecken). 

„Was bedeutet das, El?“ 

„Ich weiß es nicht, Robin, ich weiß es nicht.“ 

Mit einer Stimme, die so weich war wie ein Kuss, begann Rose ein Wiegenlied zu singen, mit 

dem ihr Vater sie früher von Zeit zu Zeit beruhigt hatte. 

 

Im hellen Westen blüht es schon 

Auf Bäumen knospenschwer, 

Die Finken üben ihren Ton, 



Wild strömt der Bach einher. 

 

Primelrose kam zu ihr, setzte sich neben sie und nahm die Melodie auf. 

 

Vielleicht auch steht die klare Nacht 

Den Buchen ins Gezweig 

 

Ham, Margerite, Jung-Sam, Bilbo und Elanor sangen jetzt auch. 

 

Hat ihnen Sterne zugedacht 
Als elbisches Geschmeid. 

 

Alle Kinder, auch die, die eigentlich keine Kinder mehr waren, sangen gemeinsam mit leiser 

Stimme. Das war etwas, das sie üblicherweise nie getan hätten, aber in dieser Nacht und in 

diesem Zimmer fühlte es sich irgendwie richtig an. 

 

Führt mich der Weg durch diese Welt 

Auch tief in Dunkelheit 

Von starken Türmen fest umstellt 

Und Bergen hoch und weit 

Die Sonne zieht doch ihre Bahn, 

der Stern den milden Lauf, 

solang der Tag noch nicht vertan, 

geb ich den Sieg nicht auf. 

 



Wir sitzen und gedenken dein, 

du hast den Schritt gewandt 

auf Wegen, alt und lang vertraut 

fort in ein fernes Land. 

Du hast uns stets, an jedem Tag 

Das Leben froh gemacht 

Mit sanfter Stimm’ und ruhiger Hand, 

nun aber sinkt die Nacht. 

Hier sitzen wir, das Herz verzagt, 

du zogst so weit hinaus… 

Oh Frodo, hör doch unseren Ruf 

und komm zu uns nach Haus. 

 

Führt uns der Weg durch diese Welt 

auch tief in Dunkelheit 

Von starken Türmen fest umstellt 

Und Bergen hoch und weit: 

Die Sonn’ zieht weiter ihren Lauf 

Die Sterne strahlen licht 

Wir geben diesen Tag nicht auf, 

uns bleibt die Zuversicht. 

 

Es schien nichts zu geben, was man noch sagen konnte, also gingen sie schlafen. 

 



*** 

 

Margerite war die erste, die am Morgen danach erwachte. Sie überlegte, ob sie sich nicht so 

viel Ruhe gönnen sollte, wie sie kriegen konnte, bevor jedermann munter wurde. Aber ihre 

Neugier trug den Sieg davon. Sie beschloss, Sammie zu wecken und sich ein Extrafrühstück zu 

holen, denn Marigold war ihnen gegenüber immer geizig, wenn es ums Essen ging. 

Sie rüttelte ihn wach und legte einen Finger auf die Lippen, damit er begriff, dass er still sein 

sollte. Bilbo rührte sich auch und sie luden ihn ein, mitzukommen. 

In der Speisekammer fanden sie getrocknete Apfelschnitze; jeder schnappte sich zwei 

Handvoll davon, dann setzten sie sich auf die Vordertreppe, um ihre Beute zu verspeisen. 

„Papa!“ kreischte Bilbo und ließ die Obststücke fallen, während er den Weg hinunter zu 

seinem Vater rannte. Sam hatte offensichtlich eine Weile nicht geschlafen, seine Augen waren 

dunkel und seine Haut bleich, aber er lächelte, als er Bilbo in seinen Armen auffing. 

„Er ist wach.“ Er sagte es Margerite und Jung-Sam, bevor sie auch nur fragen konnten. Ihr 

Hurrageschrei war laut genug, um den ganzen Haushalt aufzuwecken. 

„Was ist los?“ wollte Marigold wissen, die, nur mit einem Hemd bekleidet, zur Tür 

herausgerannt kam. 

„Frodo ist wach!“ schrien die Kinder. Marigold entfuhr ein riesiger Seufzer, und sie umarmte 

ihren Bruder so fest, dass sich Bilbo aus dem Weg winden musste, um nicht zerdrückt zu 

werden. 

Sie wollten keinen Augenblick länger warten und rannten in ihren Nachtkleidern nach 

Hause, mit hastig umgelegten Schals, die in all der Eile immer wieder herunterrutschten. 

„Frodo! Frodo!“ Die kleineren Kinder sprangen zu ihm auf’s Bett und bedeckten sein Gesicht 

mit Küssen. 

„Meine kostbaren Lieblinge, ich habe euch alle so vermisst!“ Frodo erwiderte ihre Küsse und 

winkte auch die Älteren herbei, damit sie sich auch auf sein Bett setzten. 

„Wir haben letzte Nacht für dich gesungen, hast du uns gehört?“ 

„Ich weiß es nicht, Robin, ich weiß es nicht. Vielleicht. Ich war sehr verloren. Ich wusste nicht 

einmal mehr, ob ich meinen Weg zurück je finden würde. Aber eure Mammi Rose und Sam-



Papa haben mir vor langer Zeit das Versprechen abgenommen, sie nicht zu verlassen, also habe 

ich so lange nach dem Heimweg gesucht, bis ich ihn gefunden hatte.“ 

In Elanors Augen stach es und ihr Herz tat weh bei Frodos Anblick – so erschöpft, das 

Gesicht zerfurcht und die Wangen eingesunken. Er küsste sie und strich ihr über das Haar, und 

er lächelte, um ihr zu zeigen, dass es so schlimm nicht war. 

Der Winter war kaum zu spüren, das Wetter war sonnig und nur wenig kalt. Frodo blieb in 

dem großen Bett, und das Zimmer entwickelte sich zum Mittelpunkt des gesamten Haushaltes. 

Tom lernte lesen, während er neben dem Fenster saß und kleine Stückchen von Geschichten 

und Gedichten für Frodo zitierte und für jeden, der gerade in der Nähe war. Es war, als ob die 

Jahreszeit sich niemals ändern würde. 

Dann, in der letzten Nacht vor dem Altjahrsabend, wurde das ganze Auenland schneeweiß 

verhüllt. Die Kinder stürzten ins Freie, bauten Festungen und zettelten Kriege an. 

„Du warst seit Wochen nicht mehr draußen.“ betonte Sam, die Arme verschränkt, als Frodo 

sich ihnen anschließen wollte. „Nie und nimmer gehst du in diese Kälte, gar keine Frage.“ 

Komm schon, Sam, eine Schneeballschlacht. Du, ich, Rose und die Kinder.“ 

„Oh nein, mich kriegst du da nicht hinaus.“ warf Rosie ein. „Immerhin muss ich ein Festessen 

kochen. Geht spielen, ihr ewig unreifen Milchbärte. Ich habe Glühwein und heiße Schokolade 

für euch, wenn ihr wieder reinkommt.“ 

„Ich will aber nicht Krieg spielen.“ schniefte Rubinie. „Ich mach Schneebabys. Sie heißen 

Holly und Efeu, richtig hübsche, kleine Eismädchen.“ 

Daraufhin bewarf Bilbo sie mit einer Handvoll Schneematsch, und mit einem Schrei der 

Entrüstung jagte sie hinter ihm her. 

Sie bildeten zwei Mannschaften; die Mädchen und Sam waren in einen Lager. Sie versteckten 

sich hinter einer hastig halb aufgerichteten Mauer, um den Angriff von Frodo und den Jungs 

abzuwehren. Marigold und Tom kamen an; Elanor, Goldie und Rose folgten ihnen hinein. 

„Ich mach vor dem Mittagessen noch ein kleines Nickerchen am Feuer.“ erklärte Tom und 

tippte sich zur Begrüßung an den Hut. 

„Faulpelz…“ sagte Klein-Rosie leise. Onkel Tom lachte laut und fröhlich und gab ihr ein 

Kaubonbon, bevor sie wieder nach draußen rannte, um sich den anderen anzuschließen. 



Marigold fing an, Rosie bei den Essensvorbereitungen zu helfen, aber als Ellie und 

Goldlöckchen das selbe tun wollten, scheuchte ihre Mutter sie mit einem Geschirrtuch weg. 

„Raus! Zu viele Köche verderben den Brei!“ 

„Brei?“ Goldie zog ein Gesicht. „Ich will keinen Brei! Ich will Kürbiskuchen, und Lammkeule 

mit Minzsoße und Törtchen mit Erdbeermarmelade.“ 

„Dann verschwindet und lasst uns arbeiten.“ schnappte Marigold, und die Mädchen 

erinnerten sich nur zu gut daran, wie giftig ihre Tante sein konnte… gut genug jedenfalls, um 

sich nicht allzu sehr auf ihre Freundlichkeit zu verlassen. 

Sie gingen beide an die Vorderfenster, um den Schneespielen zuzusehen. 

„Schau! Da kommen Meli und Molly und ihre Leute!“ rief Primelrose, als Merry und Pippin 

mitsamt Estella, Juli, Boromir und Faramir über den Hügel kamen. Die beiden Mädchen 

rannten voraus, in zu großen, rotgrünen Mänteln. 

Sam und Prim rannten ihnen entgegen. Frodo rief: „Kriegsrat!" und versammelte auch noch 

die ganze Mädchenhorde um sich; sie bereiteten einen gestaffelten Angriff auf die näher 

kommenden Besucher vor. Goldie seufzte und wandte sich Elanor zu. 

„Er wird nie gesund werden, das weißt du.“ 

„Er ist gesund genug.“ 

„Oder kräftig.“ 

„Er ist kräftig genug.“ 

„Oder glücklich.“ 

Jetzt grinste Elanor und riss ihren Blick von Frodo los, der in ernstem Ton mit den Kindern 

sprach. „Er ist glücklich genug, Goldie. Und geliebt genug. Das kannst du nicht abstreiten.“ 

„Also gut, er ist glücklich und er wird geliebt. Aber das gibt ihm seine Gesundheit nicht 

zurück und schenkt ihm auch nicht mehr Jahre für die Zukunft. Du kannst genauso gut sehen 

wie ich, dass er nicht lange leben wird.“ 

„Lange genug.“ Elanor nickte; ihre Finger spielten mit der dünnen Kette, die um ihren Hals 

hing. Ich weiß nicht, woher ich das weiß, Goldie, aber ich habe die Geschichte fix und fertig im 

Kopf. Sie endet mit einem ,Glücklich für immer und ewig’, mein Herz weiß es ganz sicher.“ 

„Niemand ist glücklich für immer und ewig.“ 



„Möglich, aber es ist so nahe dran, dass man den Unterschied sowieso nicht mehr bemerkt. 

Und das ist genug.“ 

 

 

2. Epilog 

Östlich der Sonne  
 

Sie stritten sich nicht an diesem letzten Tag. Rosie hatte streiten wollen, aber sie wachte kalt 

und unglücklich auf; Frodo war schon aufgestanden und Sam schlief noch, eng 

zusammengerollt. Am nächsten Morgen würden sie zu früh aufbrechen, um sich richtig 

verabschieden zu können, deshalb war diese verbliebene Zeit alles, was zählte. 

Sie bereitete all die Frühstücksgerichte zu, die sie je zusammen verspeist hatten, ein paar Eier, 

einige kleine Pfannkuchen und Speck auf frischem Brot. Sie küsste alle beide, als sie zum Tisch 

kamen, dann bat sie sie, auf Elanor aufzupassen, stürzte hinaus zu dem Baum beim Waschplatz 

und kämpfte mit den Tränen. 

Sam versuchte, seine Hände mit allerlei seltsamen Verrichtungen zu beschäftigen, aber es gab 

nicht wirklich etwas zu tun, und der Himmel hing wie ein Gewicht über ihnen, schwer von 

Regen. 

Als Frodo endlich glaubte, unter all den heftigen Gefühlen in seinem gemütlichen, kleinen 

Heim ersticken zu müssen, stahl er sich zu einem Spaziergang davon. Es war nass, kalt und 

windig, aber die Augen davor zu verschließen, dass sein geliebtes Auenland auch diese raue 

Seite hatte, wäre kaum gerecht gewesen. 

Fastred und Jacky spielten unten am Flussufer mit Murmeln. Frodo rief ihnen zu, sie sollten 

nicht zu dicht ans Wasser gehen, und sie kamen angerannt und stellten ihm Fragen über 

Abenteuer und fremde Orte, so wie immer. Sie begleiteten ihn zurück zum Nachmittagstee 

nach Beutelsend, dann hopsten sie wieder davon, um weiterzuspielen. Rosie, Sam und Frodo 

verbrachten den Rest des Nachmittags und den Abend damit, mit Elanor zu spielen, Kuckuck 

und Rundherum im Garten und all die anderen Spiele, die sie liebte. Nachdem sie eingeschlafen 

war, saßen sie bis spät in die Nacht zusammen, länger, als es bei einer so frühen Abreise am 

nächsten Tag ratsam war. Sie sprachen über alles und nichts, und dann gingen sie gemeinsam 

ins Bett. 



Am nächsten Morgen brachen Sam und Frodo auf; Rosie winkte ihnen am Tor zum Abschied 

zu. Vorher hatte sie beide geküsst. 

„Du kommst zu mir zurück, hörst du?“ sagte sie mit tiefernster Stimme zu Sam, dann wandte 

sie sich an Frodo. „Ich werde es nicht sagen… obwohl ich nachgedacht habe, und obwohl ich 

das Gute an diesem Abschied sehen kann. Aber es ist nicht das Gute, das ich haben will, auch 

nicht für dich, deshalb werde ich es nicht sagen.“ 

„Ich liebe dich auch, Rosie.“ sagte Frodo, und er küsste sie. Und dann ging er. 

 

*** 

 

Sam und Frodo trafen mit Bilbo und den anderen zusammen, und irgendwie hatte Sam 

vergessen, wie lieblich Galadriel war und begriff es wieder ganz neu. 

„Nun, Herr Samweis,“ sagte sie. „ich höre und sehe, dass du mein Geschenk gut verwendet 

hast. Mehr denn je wird nun das Auenland Liebe und Segen haben.“ 

Sam konnte nicht antworten. Frodo und Bilbo sprachen von Geburtstagen und von einer 

bevorstehenden Reise. Und plötzlich verstand Sam, dass seine schrecklichsten Befürchtungen 

schließlich doch wahr geworden waren. Frodo ging fort, und er konnte ihm nicht folgen. 

„Nein, Sam. Jedenfalls noch nicht, nicht weiter als bis zu den Anfurten. Allerdings, auch du 

warst ein Ringträger, wenn auch nur kurze Zeit. Vielleicht kommt auch für dich noch der Tag.“ 

Frodo lächelte. „Sei nicht traurig, Sam! Du kannst nicht ewig entzweigerissen sein. Du wirst 

noch viele Jahre lang heil und ganz bleiben müssen. Du hast noch so viel Freude vor dir, du bist 

und tust noch so vieles!“ 

„Aber ich dachte, auch du würdest noch Jahr um Jahr am Auenland deine Freude haben, 

nach all dem, was du getan hast.“ sagte Sam mit drängender Stimme. 

„So dachte ich auch einmal.“ sagte Frodo leise, schaute auf seine Hände hinunter und öffnete 

und schloss seine verbliebenen Finger. „Aber ich bin allzu tief verwundet, Sam. Ich habe das 

Auenland zu retten versucht, und es ist gerettet worden, aber nicht für mich.“ 

In den nächsten Stunden sagte er nichts mehr, während sie weiter ritten, und Sam ebenso 

wenig. Er verstand jetzt, dass Rosie irgendwoher gewusst hatte, was kommen würde, und dass 

sie dieses schreckliche Wissen für sich behalten hatte. Dafür liebte er sie nur noch mehr, und er 

wünschte sich, er hätte ihren Schmerz lindern können. 



Als der Abend herabsank, hielten sie an und schlugen ein Nachtlager auf. Die Handgriffe, mit 

denen Frodo und Sam ihre Schlafrollen ausbreiteten, waren ihnen immer noch so vertraut wie 

das Atmen, und endlich sprach Frodo wieder, mit einem leisen Flüstern. Die Worte waren für 

niemand anderen gedacht, und sie klangen flehend. 

„So geht es oft zu, Sam, wenn etwas in Gefahr ist. Der eine muss es aufgeben, es verlieren, 

damit die anderen es behalten können. Aber du bist mein Erbe; alles, was ich habe oder hätte 

haben können, hinterlasse ich dir.“ 

Tränen stürzten ihm aus den Augen, und noch immer rührte Sam sich nicht; er ließ Frodo zu 

Ende bringen, was er sagen wollte. 

„Und du hast außerdem Rosie und Elanor; und ein kleiner Frodo wird auch noch kommen, 

eine kleine Rosie, ein Merry, ein Goldlöckchen und ein Pippin – vielleicht noch mehr, als ich 

jetzt voraussehen kann. Deine Hände und deinen Verstand wird man überall brauchen, sie 

waren niemals so ausschließlich für mich allein gedacht. Irgendwie weiß ich in meinem Herzen, 

dass ihr, du und Rose, immer noch einen Platz in der Geschichte habt, die vor mir liegt. Und 

wenn das stimmt, dann bin ich bereit, bis in alle Ewigkeit zu warten, um euch wiederzusehen.“ 

Sam, der diese traurige Ansprache unmöglich noch länger ertragen konnte, brachte Frodo mit 

einem Kuss zum Schweigen. Er öffnete ihm die Hemdknöpfe, genauso, wie er es hunderte von 

Malen zuvor getan hatte, in den Nächten, wenn Frodos Hände zu unsicher oder zu müde 

gewesen waren, um es selbst zu tun. Sie weinten, und sie küssten sich, und sie berührten 

einander, und niemandem, der sie sah, machte es etwas aus. Es hatte nie etwas ausgemacht. 

„Du wirst Bürgermeister, natürlich, und bleibst es, solange du willst, und außerdem der 

berühmteste Gärtner unserer Geschichte.“ fuhr Frodo fort, als Sam seine Schulter an der Stelle 

küsste, wo die Haut sich in einer gezackten Linie runzelte. „Du wirst Kapitel aus dem roten 

Buch lesen und die Erinnerungen an das entschwundene Zeitalter wach halten.“ Seine Stimme 

versagte und er vergrub die Hände in Sams Haar. „So werden die Hobbits der großen Gefahr 

gedenken und ihr liebes Land um so mehr lieben.“ 

Frodo schlief in dieser Nacht zusammengerollt neben Sam, und das war warm und tröstlich, 

und ihre Träume waren liebevoll und sanft. 

„Und du wirst so viel zu tun haben, und so glücklich sein, wie einer nur sein kann, solange 

dein Teil unserer Geschichte noch weitergeht. Die letzten Seiten des Buches, und das glückliche 

Ende danach sind für dich.“ sagte Frodo im ersten Licht vor der Morgendämmerung, als Sam, 

scheinbar schlafend, neben ihm lag. Frodo stand auf, sein Versprechen mit einem Kuss 

besiegelnd, und die Tränen, die aus Sams Augen fielen, sah er nicht mehr. 



 

*** 

 

Rosie saß am Fenster und blickte hinaus auf das Auenland, als die Morgendämmerung 

anbrach. Sie hoffte gegen alle Hoffnung, dass zwei Ponies den Weg heraufkommen würden, 

mit zwei kleinen Reitern, und Frodo würde sie hochheben und sagen: Ich könnte dich nie 

verlassen, Dummerchen! Aber sie wusste, dass das nicht geschehen würde, und dass es – 

vielleicht – so besser war. Sich das klarzumachen war wirklich das Allerschwerste daran. 

Das Bett war ihr riesig und leer vorgekommen und Rosies Herz schmerzte bei dem 

Gedanken, dass es nie wieder so richtig ausgefüllt sein würde. Am sechsten Oktober endlich 

stand Sam vor der Tür, und er klopfte dreimal, zweimal kurz und einmal lang, wie er das 

immer getan hatte. Rosie hatte Hühnchen, Kartoffeln und Erbsen zum Abendessen gekocht, 

und alles war frisch aufgetragen und noch heiß. Beutelsend war zu groß für drei, aber über kurz 

oder lang würden mehr und mehr Stimmen der Stille ein Ende machen. 

Sam setzte sich, und er ließ Elanor, die ihn anlächelte, auf seinem Schoß auf- und 

niederhüpfen. 

Er holte tief Luft. „So,“ sagte er. „Da bin ich wieder.“ 

 

*** 

 

Sie weinten nicht. Es wäre ihnen falsch vorgekommen, zu weinen. Aber sie hielten einander 

die Nacht hindurch in den Armen und lächelten über die Erinnerungen in ihren Herzen. Und 

sie warteten auf den ersten Morgen ihres neuen Lebens. 

 

 

1436 

 

Ein Abend in Beutelsend war so ziemlich die behaglichste Sache auf 



der ganzen Welt. Die Flammen leuchteten und tanzten fröhlich, Kinder rannten herum und 

beklagten sich darüber, dass es viel zu früh fürs Bett sei und absolut noch nicht Zeit zum Baden. 

Es gab ärgerliches Geschrei von älteren Geschwistern, die sich mitten in einem Wettrennen 

wiederfanden, und es gab die einigermaßen sichere Ruhe des Studierzimmers, wo Rosie und 

Sam dem Tumult aus dem Weg gingen. 

Elanor hatte nie gelernt, geduldig auf etwas zu warten, und dies war keine Ausnahme. 

Wieder und wieder hüstelte sie verstohlen und warf ebenso verstohlene Blicke dorthin, wo ihr 

Vater am Tisch saß und arbeitete. Endlich verdrehte sie die Augen. 

„Schreib nicht mehr heute abend. Sprich mit mir, Sam-Papa. Erzähl mir von Lórien. Wächst 

meine Blume da immer noch, Sam-Papa?“ Das Licht des Feuers machte ihr Gesicht älter, als es 

war… aber vielleicht wurde sie auch nur in Sams Einbildung allmählich erwachsen. Schon 

fünfzehn Jahre alt, die Augen so groß und so schön, und so gescheit. Irgendwie fühlte Elanor 

das auch, und sie beendete neuerdings fast jeden Satz und jede Frage mit „Sam-Papa“ oder 

„Mammi“, je nachdem, mit wem sie sprach. Sie hatte es noch nicht eilig, erwachsen zu werden. 

„Also gut, Liebes. Celeborn lebt immer noch dort zwischen seinen Bäumen und seinen Elben, 

und ich habe keinen Zweifel, dass deine Blume dort immer noch gedeiht. Obwohl ich jetzt dich 

zum Anschauen habe, deshalb sehne ich mich nicht mehr so sehr danach.“ 

„Aber ich will das alles selbst sehen, Sam-Papa. Ich will mal was anderes sehen.“ schimpfte 

Elanor. Denn Klein Rosie war den ganzen Tag damit hinter ihr hergewesen, wie hübsch sie 

aussähe, und das war außerordentlich langweilig geworden. „Ich will den Hügel von Amroth 

sehen, wo der König Arwen begegnet ist, und die silbrigen Bäume, und ich will die kleine 

weiße niphredil sehen, und die goldene elanor in dem Gras, das immer grün ist.“ seufzte sie. 

„Und ich will die Elben singen hören.“ 

Sam tätschelte ihren Arm; die kindlich-runde Fülle glättete sich bereits zu erwachseneren 

Kurven. „Dann wirst du das vielleicht eines Tages auch, Elanor. In deinem Alter habe ich das 

selbe gesagt, und lange danach auch noch, und es schien keine Hoffnung zu geben. Und doch 

habe ich sie gesehen, und gehört habe ich sie auch.“ 

„Ich hatte Angst, dass sie alle fortsegeln würden, Sam-Papa. Dann würde es hier keine mehr 

von ihnen geben, und dann würden überall nur noch die Orte sein, und…“ Sie hielt die Worte 

zurück, seufzte wieder und starrte ins Feuer. 

„Und was, Elanorelle?“ 

„Und das Licht wäre verblasst.“ 



„Ich weiß.“ Sam nickte. „Das Licht beginnt auch zu verblassen, Elanorelle. Aber ausgehen 

wird es noch nicht. Und jetzt, wo ich mit dir darüber rede, denke ich sogar, dass es nie wirklich 

verlöschen wird.“ 

Er hielt inne, wie er das immer tat, wenn er nach genau den richtigen Worten suchte, um ihr 

etwas zu erklären. 

„Denn jetzt scheint mir, dass sich sogar Leute daran erinnern können, die es nie vor Augen 

hatten. Obwohl das nicht das selbe ist, wie es wirklich zu sehen, so wie ich das getan habe.“ 

„Als wäre man wirklich in einer Geschichte?“ Elanor kratzte sich seitlich an der Nase und 

kräuselte Mund und Kinn, während sie darüber nachdachte. „Geschichten sind immer anders, 

sogar wenn sie davon erzählen, was passiert ist. Ich wünsche, ich könnte in die alten Zeiten 

zurückgehen!“ 

„Leute wie wir wünschen sich das oft.“ pflichtete ihr Sam bei. „Du bist am Ende eines großen 

Zeitalters auf die Welt gekommen; aber obwohl es vorbei ist, hören die Dinge nicht plötzlich 

auf, wie wir sagen.“ Er lächelte weich. „Es ist mehr wie ein Sonnenuntergang im Winter.“ Sie 

saßen eine Weile zusammen in der Stille und dachten über Dinge nach, die sie noch nie zu 

teilen gewagt hatten. Dann sprach Sam wieder. 

„Die meisten Hochelben sind jetzt fort, zusammen mit Elrond. Aber noch nicht alle; und die, 

die nicht gegangen sind, werden jetzt eine Weile warten. Die anderen, die, die hier hergehören, 

werden noch länger bleiben. Es gibt immer noch vieles für dich zu sehen, und vielleicht wirst 

du es eher sehen, als du es dir erhoffst.“ 

Elanor stützte das Kinn in die Hände, die Augen auf einen weit entfernten Punkt jenseits des 

kleinen, warmen Zimmers gerichtet. 

„Ich habe zuerst nicht verstanden, was Celeborn meinte, als er dem König Lebewohl gesagt 

hat.“ erwidert sie. „Aber ich glaube, jetzt tu ich’s. Er wusste, Frau Arwen würde bleiben, aber 

Galadriel würde ihn verlassen… ich glaube, das war sehr traurig für ihn. Und für dich, lieber 

Sam-Papa, und für Mammi, denn euer Schatz ist auch fortgegangen. Ich bin froh, dass Frodo 

mit dem Ring mich gekannt hat, aber ich wünschte, ich könnte mich an ihn erinnern. Ich 

wünschte, ich könnte mich daran erinnern, wie es war, als wir zu viert hier gelebt haben.“ 

„Es war traurig, als er uns verließ, Elanorelle,“ sagte Sam und küsste ihr Haar. „Das war es, 

aber jetzt ist es das nicht mehr. Warum auch? Denn immerhin ist Herr Frodo dorthin gegangen, 

wo das elbische Licht nie verblasst; und er hat seine Belohnung bekommen. Aber ich bekam 

meine auch, und deine Mutter bekam ihre. Ich hatte viele Schätze; ich bin ein sehr reicher 

Hobbit.“ Sam hielt einen Moment inne, dann senkte er die Stimme. 



„Und es gibt noch einen anderen Grund. Ich habe noch nie irgend jemandem davon erzählt 

oder es in das Buch geschrieben… deswegen flüstere ich jetzt auch. Bevor er fortging, sagte 

Herr Frodo, dass meine Zeit vielleicht noch käme, und dass es in der Geschichte, die noch 

aufgezeichnet werden muss, auch einen Platz gibt für unsere Frau Rose. Ich kann warten. 

Vielleicht hatten wir keinen guten Abschied. Aber ich kann warten.“ wiederholte Sam, und 

Elanor dachte, dass er sich mehr selbst daran erinnern wollte, als es ihr zu erzählen. „Soviel 

habe ich wenigstens von den Elben gelernt: sie kümmern sich nicht so sehr um die Zeit. Und 

deswegen glaube ich, Celeborn ist noch immer glücklich zwischen seinen Bäumen, auf eine 

elbische Weise. Seine Zeit ist noch nicht gekommen, und er ist sein Land noch nicht leid. Wenn 

er es leid wird, kann er ja gehen.“ 

„Und wenn du es leid wirst, gehst du auch, Sam-Papa, mit Mama. Du wirst zu den Anfurten 

gehen mit den Elben. Und dann komme ich mit euch. Ich werde mich nicht von euch trennen, 

wie Arwen sich von Elrond getrennt hat.“ 

„Vielleicht, vielleicht.“ Sam küsste wieder ihr Haar, und er kitzelte sie wie früher, als sie noch 

kleiner gewesen war. „Und vielleicht auch nicht. Viele werden vor die gleiche Wahl gestellt wie 

Lúthien und Arwen, Elanorelle, oder auch so ähnlich; und es ist nicht klug, zu wählen, bevor 

die Zeit reif ist. Und übrigens, mein Liebstes, die Zeit ist sicherlich reif dafür, dass auch ein 

Mädel von fünfzehn Lenzen ins Bett geht. Ich muss noch ein paar Worte mit Mutter Rose 

reden.“ 

Elanor stand auf und fuhr mit der Hand sanft durch Sams graugesprenkeltes Haar. „Gute 

Nacht, Sam-Papa. Aber…“ 

„Kein Gute Nacht, aber!“ lächelte Sam und schubste Elanor sanft in Richtung Tür. „Sogar 

Geburtstagsmädchen brauchen Schlaf.“ 

„…aber willst du ihn mir nicht erst zeigen? Das wollte ich sagen.“ 

„Dir was zeigen, Liebes?“ 

„Den Brief des Königs natürlich. Du hast ihn jetzt schon mehr als eine Woche.“ 

Sam stutzte verblüfft, dann fing er an zu lachen. „Gute Güte, wie die Geschichten sich 

wiederholen! Und mit gleicher Münze kriegt man es auch noch zurückgezahlt und alles. Wie 

wir den armen Herrn Frodo bespitzelt haben! Und nun werden wir von den Unsrigen 

bespitzelt, mit genauso ehrenhaften Absichten, will ich hoffen. Aber woher weißt du davon?“ 



„Es gab keinen Grund zum Bespitzeln.“ sagte Elanor mit einem unverschämten Grinsen, das 

deutlich zeigte, wie weit entfernt sie noch vom Erwachsenwerden war. „Wenn du es geheim 

halten wolltest, dann warst du nicht vorsichtig genug.“ 

Sam zeigte ihr den Brief; er war stolz darauf, wie schnell und mit welcher Leichtigkeit sie 

lesen konnte. Sie plauderten noch ein bisschen länger, von Königen und Königinnen und von 

Abenteuern, dann erhob sich Elanor, um ins Bett zu gehen. Er hielt sie zurück und griff in eine 

der tiefen Bodenschubladen an seinem Tisch. 

„Es war für deinen Zwanzigsten gedacht, aber ich nehme an, ich mache nichts falsch, wenn 

ich’s dir früher gebe. Dies hier ist dein Buch, Elanorelle, geschrieben von Frodo mit dem Ring, 

wie du ihn nennst. Er wollte, dass du es bekommst. Alles Gute zum Geburtstag.“ Elanor nahm 

das schmale Bändchen aus den Händen ihres Vaters entgegen, überrascht und ehrfürchtig. 

„Dankeschön, Sam-Papa. Ich werde es gleich lesen.“ 

„Nein, geh ins Bett. Du kannst es morgen lesen.“ berichtigte Sam. 

„Also gut, also gut.“ versprach Elanor, so flüchtig, dass Sam wusste, sie würde nichts 

dergleichen tun. Lächelnd schüttelte er den Kopf und sah zu, wie sie den Flur hinuntersprang, 

dann machte er sich auf die Suche nach Rose, die draußen vor der Tür die Sterne betrachtete. 

Elanor entzündete eine Kerze, froh darüber, dass sie ein Schlafzimmer ganz für sich allein 

hatte. Sie machte es sich bequem, um in ihrem unerwarteten Geschenk zu schmökern. Ziemlich 

weit hinten lag ein Lesezeichen darin, ein verblasstes, blaues Band. Elanor schlug die Seite auf 

und fand Handabdrücke auf dem Papier. Es gab zwei davon, einer klein und offenbar von ihr, 

als sie noch ein Baby war. Der andere war fein geformt, und ein Finger fehlte. Sie legte die 

eigene Handfläche darüber und dachte über die Berührung nach, die vor Jahren diesen 

Abdruck hinterlassen hatte. 

Auf der nächsten Seite war ein Brief. Er war an sie gerichtet. 

 

Meine liebste Ellyelle, 

 

herzlichen Glückwunsch zum Geburtstag! So – zwanzig Jahre alt. Wie lieblich du sein musst! 

Während ich dies schreibe, liegst du in deinem Korb neben mir auf dem Tisch; du ziehst mich dauernd an 

den Haaren. Zweifellos hast du dir das inzwischen abgewöhnt. 



Deine Eltern haben dir wahrscheinlich tausende von Geschichten über mich erzählt, und alles nur 

gute, will ich hoffen. Jetzt habe ich eine Geschichte für dich, ein Märchen. Deine Mutter liebte Märchen, 

vielleicht tut sie das immer noch. Ich hoffe, du tust es. 

Es war einmal ein Garten. Es war ein wundervoller Garten, voll von allen möglichen Pflanzen und 

Bäumen, und Jahr für Jahr gab es genau das richtige Wetter. 

In dem Garten lebte ein Volk, so fröhlich und freundlich wie nur irgendeines auf der Welt. Einer aus 

diesem Volk hieß… also, lass uns bei der Wahrheit bleiben und ihn Frodo nennen. Obwohl dies ein 

Märchen sein soll, bist du sicher klug genug, zu wissen, dass es einen wahren Kern in sich hat. 

Frodo lebte in seinem Garten, zusammen mit seinem Sam, und er liebte seinen Sam von Herzen. Sie 

waren so glücklich, wie zwei Geschöpfe nur sein konnten, ohne vor Freude zu bersten. Alles war 

vollkommen. 

Der Besitzer des Gartens war ein fröhlicher Mann, der gerne sang, und alle Leute setzten sich, um 

zuzuhören und mit einzustimmen, wenn sie eine Strophe kannten. 

Aber eines Tages saß Frodo unter einem Apfelbaum, und er entdeckte, dass eine der Früchte nicht rot 

und prall war wie die anderen, sondern schwarz und klein und hart. 

Eine geschmeidige, leuchtende Schlange mit schönen, weißgoldenen Schuppen glitt vom Baum herab 

dorthin, wo Frodo saß und sprach ihn an. 

„Dieser Apfel wird den ganzen Garten verderben, wenn du ihn dort hängen lässt.“ 

Dann nahm die Schlange Frodo mit hinunter zum Ufer eines nahegelegenen Flusses, und sie wies ihn 

an, ins Wasser zu schauen. Er schaute hinein und sah den ganzen Garten verdreckt und in Flammen, 

und sein geliebter Sam weinte und wurde geschlagen. 

„Was muss ich tun?“ fragte Frodo die Schlange. 

„Der Apfel muss aufgegessen werden, er muss in jemanden hinein. Dann wird sich das Unheil nicht 

weiter ausbreiten.“ 

„Aber was wird mit mir geschehen? Wird es mir so schrecklich ergehen wie sonst dem Garten?“ 

Die Schlange nickte betrübt. Da weinte Frodo, denn er wollte Sam nicht verlassen. Aber er wusste, was 

er zu tun hatte, auch wenn er sich davor fürchtete. 

Die Schlange wand sich um ihn herum, aber es war keine tröstliche Umarmung. 



Also aß Frodo den Apfel, und er spürte, wie die Fäulnis in ihm gärte wie ein finsterer Sumpf. Danach 

hätte er eigentlich sterben müssen, aber Sam wollte ihn nicht gehen lassen; er pflegte ihn eine Nacht 

hindurch, die länger war als je eine Nacht zuvor. 

Der Garten war nun sicher, und es schien zuerst, als wäre Frodo es auch. Sam schluchzte vor Freude, 

und er nahm ein Mädchen namens Rose zur Frau, die so hübsch war wie die Blüten eines Kirschbaums. 

Frodo sorgte sich, wenn Sam und Rosie ihn küssten, weil er wusste, dass er Gift in sich trug, und er 

wollte ihnen nicht schaden. 

Der Apfel ließ böse Triebe in Frodo wachsen, die sich um sein Herz schlangen und es 

zusammenpressten, so hart wie Eisen. 

Sam und Rosie hatten ein Baby, benannt nach einer Blume, die einem Stern glich. Und dieses Baby 

strahlte wahrhaftig so hell wie ein Nachthimmel voller Sterne. Frodo hielt sie in den Armen, und der 

Geschmack des Apfels würgte ihn in der Kehle. Doch nun wusste er, dass es das Elend und den Schmerz 

wert gewesen war, und dass der Garten noch viel kostbarer war, als er sich je hatte vorstellen können. 

Eines Tages kam der fröhliche, lachende Besitzer des Gartens zu Frodo, und Frodo wusste, dass es Zeit 

für ihn war, zu gehen. Und er küsste Rosie und Sam und ihr Baby zum Abschied, und dann ging er zum 

Tor hinaus. 

 

Worum es in diesem Märchen geht, Elanor, ist folgendes: Manchmal müssen Leute aufgeben, was sie 

lieben, damit andere es behalten können. Wenn Frodo den Apfel nicht gegessen hätte, hätte er den Garten 

trotzdem verloren. Aber so weiß ich wenigstens eines: du und deine Eltern, ihr könnt dort bleiben. 

 

 

1439 

 

Mit achtzehn war Elanor für Hobbitmaßstäbe schlank, ihre Haut schimmerte rosig und 

sahneweiß und ihr Haar zeigte jeden einzelnen der hundert Bürstenstriche, mit denen sie es vor 

dem Schlafengehen bearbeitete. Wenn sie tanzen ging und das Festkleid ihrer Mutter mit den 

Kordelrosen am Saum trug, dann gab es keinen Hobbit, der nicht auf den ersten Blick sein Herz 

an sie verlor. 

Sie wusste das natürlich, und wenn sie es jemals vergaß, hatte ihre Schwester Rose nichts 

Eiligeres zu tun, als sie daran zu erinnern. Aber es bedeutete ihr nicht sehr viel. Die Leute 



sagten ihr, sie sei schön, aber alles, was sie im Spiegel sah, war ihr eigenes, vertrautes Gesicht, 

die Augen ihrer Mutter und den Mund ihres Vaters. 

Trotz ihres ständigen neidischen Gejammers liebte es Rosie, ihrer Schwester zuzusehen, 

wenn sie sich zum Ausgehen fertigmachte und mit einen Bimsstein über ihre Füße rubbelte, bis 

sie fast so weich aussahen wie ihre Hände. Sie plauderten über alles und nichts und machten 

ein paar Witze, wenn Fastred ankam. Im Laufe der Jahre stritten sie sich immer weniger und sie 

wurden einander beim Älterwerden immer ähnlicher. 

Einmal hatte Elanor Rosie belauscht, als sie Prim und Margerite eine Gutenachtgeschichte 

erzählte. Elanor hatte sie auch schon erzählt bekommen und ihrerseits an Rose und Goldie 

weitergegeben. Mit der Zeit hatte sie sich, wie so oft, ein wenig verändert und Elanor fragte 

sich, ob sie die Geschichte wohl eines Tages hören und überhaupt nicht mehr wiedererkennen 

würde. 

„Also stießen die beiden Brüder die böse Königin ins Feuer. Sie wollten eine Spur 

zurücklassen, während sie heimkehrten, damit sie später wiederkommen könnten, um all das 

Gold und die Juwelen mitzunehmen. Aber all ihre Steine hatten sie schon aufgebraucht, falls ihr 

euch erinnert, also hatten sie nur noch Brotkrümel, um eine Spur zu legen. Doch ein kleiner 

Spatz kam herab und pickte die Brotkrümel auf. Und so fanden die beiden Brüder den Schatz 

nie.“ 

Elanor war sich sicher, dass es anders ausging, als sie die Geschichte damals hörte, aber sie 

konnte sich nicht mehr genau daran erinnern, wie es richtig war. 

Oft kam sie nach einem Tanz erst nach Hause, wenn alle schon schliefen. Aber sie ließen 

immer eine Lampe brennen, damit sie den Weg nach Hause fand. Und Elanor brachte es nie 

fertig, die Lampe zu löschen; denn irgendwie schien sie den Weg noch für jemand anderen zu 

erleuchten, damit auch er sicher durch das Tor und den Pfad hinauf heimkommen konnte. 

 

 

1442 

 

Elanor legte die Handfläche der einen und den Handrücken der anderen Hand auf das Glas 

und streckte Daumen und Zeigefinger. So hatte sie eine Art groben Rahmen; sie legte den Kopf 

gegen ihren Arm, während sie hindurchspähte. 



„Was schaust du dir an?“ 

Es war Königin Arwen; die Zeit hatte ihr Gesicht ein klein wenig matter werden lassen, aber 

es war noch immer unvergleichlich lieblich. Als Elanor ihr zum ersten Mal begegnet war, fiel es 

ihr schwer, sich wohl zu fühlen. Arwen war eine wahrhaft königliche und kühle Herrscherin, 

von anderen abgehoben trotz ihrer Sterblichkeit und Liebe. 

„Meine Mama und meinen Papa.“ Elanor schaute wieder hinaus in den Garten. Seine 

wohlgepflegten Rasenflächen waren sehr verschieden von dem kontrollierten Durcheinander 

der Pflanzen zu Hause. 

Sam und Rosie lagen zusammen im Gras; er hatte eine große, rote Blüten aus einer 

Spalierranke gezogen und ihr hinters Ohr gesteckt. Sie lachte und schlug seine Hand weg, als er 

die weiche Innenseite ihres Ellbogens kitzelte. 

„Sie benehmen sich… ganz schmalzig. Richtig liebeskrank. So müssen sie sich aufgeführt 

haben, als sie in meinem Alter waren. Gestern habe ich meine Mama kichern hören… kichern, 

wie ein kleines Mädchen. Sie sind hier sehr glücklich. Ich glaube, meine Mutter bekommt bald 

wieder ein Baby.“ 

„Findest du es schön, so viele Brüder und Schwestern zu haben?“ fragte Arwen mit einem 

kleinen, heiteren Lächeln. 

„Ja. Wir sind eine eigene, kleine Welt nur für uns. Ich habe bloß manchmal das Gefühl, dass 

ich nicht richtig hineinpasse, weil ich so seltsam aussehe. Meine Schwester Goldie – ihr richtiger 

Name ist Goldbeere, aber alle nennen sie Goldlöckchen – hat genauso helle Haare, und 

Margerite auch, aber sie schauen immer noch so aus, wie Hobbits ausschauen sollten. Mein 

Papa sagt, wenn ich die langen Kleider anziehe, die hier alle tragen, und meine Füße sind 

bedeckt, dann könnte ich eher eine von deinen Töchtern sein als eine von seinen.“ 

„Ja. Du ähnelst meiner Großmutter. Dein Gesicht ist geschnitten wie ihres, und du bist fast 

genauso blond.“ 

„Hohe Frau, ich glaube, du weißt mehr über Liebe als irgend jemand anderes. Ich weiß gar 

nichts über Liebe, aber ich habe da eine Frage. Kannst du sie mir vielleicht beantworten?“ 

„Ich werde mein Bestes tun.“ Arwen ließ sich auf einem der hochlehnigen Stühle entlang der 

Mauer nieder. 

„Bekommen Leute, die sich lieben, auch außerhalb der Geschichten ein glückliches Ende? Ich 

weiß nicht, ob ich noch daran glaube.“ 



„Das hat eine Menge damit zu tun, was du für ein gutes Ende hältst.“ Wie immer war 

Arwens Stimme weich und ein wenig traurig. „In der Welt gibt es nichts umsonst, Elanor aus 

dem Auenland. Nach meinem Dafürhalten ist Liebe das, wofür du bereit bist, alles zu verlieren. 

Ich liebe Estel, meinen Gemahl und König, genug, um tausende und abertausende von Jahren 

gegen seine Nähe einzutauschen. Dein Vater und Frodo, der Ringträger, liebten ihre Heimat. 

Eine Liebe wie diese zu haben ist ein Geschenk, dem nur wenige nahe kommen.“ 

Elanor verdrehte die Augen, aber so, dass Arwen es nicht sehen konnte. „Bitte um 

Verzeihung, aber jetzt bin ich sicher, dass ich im Herzen ein Hobbit bin und nicht so elbisch, 

wie mein Vater glaubt. Dass man lieben kann, ist noch kein glückliches Ende, und auch nicht, 

etwas zu retten, das du liebst, es sei denn, du hast hinterher etwas davon. Du liebst deinen 

Ehemann genug, um dein Leben aufzugeben, aber jetzt hast du ein so wunderbares Leben, wie 

man es sich nur wünschen kann. Und mein Vater, er hat alles, was er wollte, oder jedenfalls 

beinahe… dieser Edelstein, den ich um den Hals trage, hat mal dir gehört, nicht?“ 

„Ja.“ 

„Und jetzt ist es meiner. Aber eine kleine Weile hat er Frodo gehört, Herrn Beutlin. Ich 

erinnere mich nicht an ihn, obwohl meine Mutter sagt, er hätte mich genauso sehr geliebt, als 

wäre ich sein eigenes Kind. Warum hat er kein glückliches Ende bekommen? Er hatte es 

genauso verdient wie jeder andere.“ 

„Du scheinst dir so sicher zu sein, dass die Geschichte vorbei ist.“ Arwen neigte leicht ihren 

Kopf und betrachtete Elanor sehr aufmerksam. „Mein Gemahl pflegt zu sagen, dass wir mehr 

zurücklassen als eine Erinnerung. Ich glaube, das ist wahr. Vielleicht bist du in gewisser Weise 

sein glückliches Ende, genau wie für deinen Vater.“ „Aber ich bin nicht Papas glückliches 

Ende. Seines ist genau da unten.“ Elanor wedelte mit einer Hand in Richtung Fenster. „Und 

Frodos bin ich wohl auch kaum, wenn er nicht einmal hier sein kann, um es zu sehen. Und 

meine Mama und mein Papa vermissen ihn, und sie werden ihn niemals wiedersehen, und was 

immer du auch für ein glückliches Ende hältst, das ist es nicht.“ 

Arwens wunderschönes Lächeln wurde beinahe noch trauriger. 

„Vielleicht werden sie es doch. Wir lassen mehr zurück als Erinnerungen. Aber manche 

Dinge können wir mitnehmen, wenn wir diese Welt verlassen. Vielleicht finden sie einander 

jenseits dieses Lebens wieder.“ 

„Also, das will ich doch schwer hoffen.“ Elanor legte ihre Hände gegen das Glas und formte 

ihren Rahmen neu. „Denn dieses Ende ist für manche so glücklich und andere gehen so leer 

aus. Irgendwie ist das kein richtiger Ausgleich, wenn du mich fragst.“ 



„Vielleicht sollte das Schicksal das nächste Mal dich um Rat bitten.“ 

 Arwen konnte ihr Lächeln nicht verbergen, und einen Moment lang fühlte sich Elanor 

beleidigt, dann lächelte sie zurück. 

„Ich werde Abenteuer erleben, weißt du.“ Elanor ließ sich zu Arwens Füßen nieder. „Ich 

möchte die Welt entdecken, so wie mein Vater, ich will Häuser bauen und Städte gründen. 

Besiedelte Orte sind wie warmer Pudding, sie kleben und liegen schwer im Magen.“ 

„Aber im Auenland kann man nirgendwo mehr neu siedeln, oder?“ fragte Arwen. Elanor 

seufzte und schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Nein, da ist schon alles voller Heime und Höfe. Aber ich möchte es nicht wirklich verlassen, 

nicht für immer. Ich würde es zu sehr vermissen, glaube ich.“ 

„Vielleicht könnten die Grenzen des Auenlandes ausgeweitet werden, und du könntest in 

dem neuen Gebiet siedeln?“ 

„Also, das würde Spaß machen!“ stimmte Elanor zu. „Und es gäbe auch niemanden mehr, 

der sagt, ich bin eigenartig, weil ich die einzige wäre, die dort lebt, und dann wäre ich ganz 

gewöhnlich.“ 

„Gewöhnlich ist nicht das selbe wie schlecht.“ erinnerte Arwen sie. 

„Ja sicher, genauso wenig wie baden. Aber erklär das mal meinen Brüdern.“ 

 

 

1443 

 

Sie kamen an einem sonnigen Treowestag (6. April, der Tag der ersten Mallornblüte im Auenland 

– Anm. d. Übers.) zurück nach Beutelsend, am späten Vormittag. Rose und Merry, waren die 

ersten, die auf die heimkehrende Reisgruppe trafen; die Kinder rannten den Hügel hinunter, als 

wären sie nur halb so alt, gefolgt von Goldie und Frodo, die sich um etwas mehr Würde 

bemühten. 



Goldie und Rose gluckten über Baby Tom mit seinem Schopf rostbrauner Haare und seiner 

sommersprossigen Schnoddernase. Die Jungs interessierten sich mehr für die Geschichten, die 

ihre Eltern mit zurückgebracht hatten, Abenteuer aus zweiter Hand. So viele Willkommens-

Umarmungen wurden ausgetauscht, dass Rosie und Sam das Gefühl hatten, ihre Arme würden 

abfallen, wenn noch jemand Hallo sagen wollte. 

Elanor setzte sich mit einem Plumps auf ihr Bett und musste von der aufsteigenden 

Staubwolke niesen. 

„Ich kann immer noch nicht glauben, dass sich keine von euch mein Zimmer unter den Nagel 

gerissen hat, während ich weg war.“ grinste sie über die Schulter in Richtung ihrer Schwestern, 

während sie über das Bett krabbelte, um die Fenster weit aufzustoßen. „Ich habe euch so viele 

Geschichten zu erzählen. Echte Könige und Königinnen, Goldie, wie in deinen Spielen. Und die 

schönsten Frauen dort haben dunkles Haar, Rose, mich fanden sie blass und öde.“ 

„Hast du uns Geschenke mitgebracht, Ellie? Hast du uns Seidenfächer und glänzende 

Haarspangen mitgebracht?“ Rubinie hopste vor Aufregung auf und ab. 

„Ja ja, ich habe etwas für jeden von euch.“ Elanors Jahr in der Fremde klang leicht in ihrer 

Sprache mit, vor allem bei den R’s und den Selbstlauten. „Ich möchte aber auch hören, was ihr 

alles gemacht habt. Primelrose, Margerite, ihr seid so groß geworden! Ich habe das Gefühl, ich 

bin zehn Jahre weg gewesen.“ 

„Adaldrida Boffin und Jacky Schönkind haben geheiratet.“ sagte Goldlöckchen in 

verschwörerischem Tonfall. „Und deine Freundin Dora arbeitet jetzt im Wirtshaus; alle sagen, 

sie tanzt so hübsch wie ein Sonnenstrahl auf dem Wasser.“ 

„Was ist mit Fastred? Und mit Gutwill?“drängelte Elanor. Goldies Lächeln verrutschte einen 

Augenblick lang, aber sie sprach hastig weiter. 

„Nachdem Jacky jetzt verheiratet ist, sind alle Mädchen hinter Fastred her. Er wollte sich mit 

mir sehen lassen, um sie loszuwerden, aber Faramir hat gesagt, wenn er das macht, dann 

zwingt er ihn, verfaulten Fisch zu essen.“ 

„Du und Faramir, Goldlöckchen? Bei all deinen Prinzessinnenträumen, ich muss sagen, das 

hätte ich nie erwartet.“ neckte Elanorelle und brachte ihre Schwester zum Erröten. „Was macht 

Gutwill?“ 

„Elanorelle…“ 

„Was? Was ist passiert?“ 



„Gutwill ist seit sechs Monaten tot.“ 

„Oh.“ 

Es dauerte Stunden, bis Elanor wieder aus ihrem Zimmer kam. Sie ging zu ihren Eltern ins 

Bett, wie sie es getan hatte, als sie noch klein war. Sam und Rosie hielten sie fest, während sie 

schluchzte. Sie streichelten ihr das Haar und ließen sie weinen. 

„Ich fühl mich, als wäre mein Herz entzweigerissen.“ würgte sie endlich hervor. 

„Das bleibt auch noch ein Weilchen so.“ sagte Sam und wiegte sie, als wäre sie noch ein Baby. 

„Aber irgendwann lässt der Schmerz nach. Und dann kannst du auch die Dinge wieder sehen, 

die das Leben süß machen.“ 

„Du wirst noch mehr lachen, weil du jetzt auch für ihn mitlachen musst.“ Rosies Stimme 

klang erstickt von ihren eigenen Tränen. „Vielleicht hast du eines Tages einen Sohn, und du 

wirst ihn nach deiner verlorenen Liebe nennen.“ 

„Ich wusste nicht einmal, dass ich ihn liebe. Ich habe es nie gewusst.“ 

„Doch, Ellie, das hast du.“ Sam wiegte sie immer noch, hinein in einen gramerfüllten Schlaf. 

„Es würde nicht so weh tun, als sei dein Herz entzweigerissen, wenn du ihn nicht aus ganzer 

Seele geliebt hättest. Aber eines Tages wirst du aufwachen und dich wieder vollständig fühlen, 

vollständig und geheilt – auch wenn du ihn immer noch liebst.“ 

 

 

1448 

 

„Rose? Bist du wach?“ 

„Also jetzt ganz bestimmt, du Blödkopf!“ schnauzte Rosie ihren älteren Bruder an. „Fro, es ist 

mitten in der Nacht!“ 

„Ich weiß, aber ich brauche deine Hilfe. Ich will Mama und Papa einen Kuchen backen.“ 

„Lass El das machen. Sie kocht besser als ich.“ 

Rosie versteckte den Kopf unter ihrem Kissen und versuchte, wieder einzuschlafen. 



Ich mag deine Kuchen viel lieber, du bist nicht so etepetete damit, den Zuckerguss ganz 

richtig hinzukriegen und dass die Kuchenstücke alle gleich groß sind, so wie sie.“ 

„Wirklich?“ Sie wurde munter von der Schmeichelei. „Also schön. Aber wieso gerade jetzt? 

Keiner von ihnen hat Geburtstag, und ihr Hochzeitstag ist es auch nicht. Es ist auch keiner von 

ihren trübsinnigen Tagen, an denen sie bloß herumsitzen und seufzen und uns dauernd sagen, 

wie dankbar wir sein sollen für alles, was wir haben. Die kommen im März und im Oktober.“ 

Frodo zuckte die Schultern. „Es ist ein Einfach-so-Kuchen. Das sind die allerbesten.“ 

„Dann geh mal raus zu den Körben und guck, ob noch frische Eier da sind, die geben einen 

besseren Teig. Ich geh den Ofen anheizen.“ übernahm Rose das Kommando. Die beiden 

schlichen durch die Halle. Frodo öffnete die Tür, so leise er konnte und spähte hinaus. Rose 

ging in die Küche und sah nach, ob im Krug noch genug Sahne und Milch vom Abendessen 

übrig war. Dann stellte sie sich auf die Zehenspitzen, um die Zuckerschüssel herunter zu holen. 

Sie war größer als Goldie, aber immer noch kleiner als ihre Mutter oder Elanor, und manche 

Sachen waren viel zu hoch hinaufgeräumt worden von Leuten, die nicht wussten, wie es war, 

normal groß zu sein. 

Als Frodo eine gute Viertelstunde später immer noch nicht mit den Eiern zurückgekommen 

war, ging Rosie hinaus, um nachzusehen, was schiefgelaufen war. Sie stieß sich im Dunkeln die 

Zehen an einem blechernen Wasserbehälter. Mit einem Jaulen und einer gemurmelten 

Verwünschung trat Rose wütend gegen den rostigen Eimer. 

„Autsch!“ sagte Frodo. „Der Krach, den du da machst, tut mir in den Ohren weh.“ 

„Wo bist du denn gewesen? Es kann doch nicht so lange dauern, nach ein paar Eiern zu 

sehen!“ 

„Ich war abgelenkt. Schau dir die Sterne an, Rose. Schau, wie schön sie sind.“ 

„Ja, die sind wirklich schön, nicht?“ stimmte Rose zu und legte den Kopf weit zurück, damit 

sie den ganzen Himmel sehen konnte. 

„Was um Himmels Willen macht ihr beide denn hier um diese Zeit?“ fragte ihre Mutter. Sie 

kam nach draußen und stellte sich neben sie, einen hellblauen Schal um die Schultern. Seine 

Verzierungen hatten ziemlich unter den fehlgeschlagenen Versuchen von Merry und Pippin 

gelitten, alle Kleidungsstücke fachgerecht einzumotten. 

„Wir schauen uns den Himmel an. Und wir backen Kuchen.“ antwortete Rosie und wedelte 

abwehrend, während Frodo sie gegen das Schienenbein trat, weil sie ihnen das ganze Spiel 

verdarb. 



„Also, in diesem Fall sollte ich euch wohl nicht ausschimpfen.“ lachte Rosie. „Braucht ihr 

Hilfe?“ 

„Es sollte ein Überraschungsgeschenk sein,“ gab Frodo bedauernd zu. „Für dich und Papa.“ 

„Oh, dann gehe ich einfach wieder ins Bett. Ich bin sicher, morgen früh werde ich denken, 

das sei alles nur ein Traum gewesen, und ich werde wundervoll überrascht sein.“ versprach 

Rosie und wandte sich ab. „Bleibt nicht so lange hier draußen stehen, sonst kommen die Katzen 

rein, die ihr dauernd mit Essensresten füttern müsst, und gehen an die Sahne.“ 

„Ja, Mama.“ sagten sie pflichtbewusst im Chor. „Und… meine Entchen?“ 

„Ja?“ 

„Ich liebe euch. Das sollt ihr immer wissen.“ 

Rose lächelte. „Wissen wir auch, Mama. Wir sind schließlich dein Glücklich für immer und 

ewig.“ 

Rosie schüttelte den Kopf. 

„Niemand ist glücklich für immer und ewig, Blümchen. Aber manchmal macht ihr alle mich 

so glücklich, dass ich das vergesse, und dann ist es so dicht dran, dass man den Unterschied 

nicht mehr bemerkt.“ 
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Klein Bilbo, der mit achtzehn so klein nicht mehr war, hatte die Angewohnheit, genau 

oberhalb der Eingangstür zu sitzen, mit herunterbaumelnden Füßen, die jedermann im Weg 

hingen, der nicht acht gab. Sam packte ihn immer an den Zehen und zog ihn herunter. Dann 

lachte Bilbo jedes Mal und rannte hintenherum, um wieder hochzuklettern. Es ärgerte 

Primelrose und Rubinie wie sonst was, dass er ihnen vom Alter her am nächsten war, und dass 

sie ständig mit ihm in einen Topf geworfen wurden, als wären sie die gleichen Rotznasen. 

Primelrose war häufig in der feuchten Kühle unter der Brücke zu finden; sie sah dem rasch 

vorbeifließenden Wasser zu. Sie spielte mit einer kleinen Muschel, die sie gefunden hatte, 



kratzte damit über den sandigen Boden und lauschte den Geräuschen eines weit entfernten 

Meeres. 

Tom, der jüngste des Gärtner-Klans, war jetzt zwölf. Aber als Sam und Rosie aufhörten, 

eigene Kinder zu bekommen, kamen auch schon die ersten Enkel. Klein Rosie gelang es zum 

ersten Mal, schneller als ihre ältere Schwester zu sein; sie brachte ein niedliches, kleines 

Mädchen namens Lillian zur Welt, was prompt von allen mit Lil abgekürzt wurde. Es war eine 

eilige Hochzeit gewesen. Bräutigam und Braut hatten nicht viel mehr gemeinsam als die 

Neigung, auf Festen zu tief in den Bierkrug zu schauen. Und als er eines Tages von einem 

Ausflug nach Bree nicht mehr nach Hause kam, zuckte Rose einfach die Schultern und ging 

nach Beutelsend zurück. Es gab Gerüchte, dass sich zwischen ihr und Dorian Apfeltor aus 

Michelbinge eine Romanze anbahnte, aber niemand wusste, ob das stimmte, außer Rose und 

Dorian selbst. 

Klein-Lil war fast so groß wie ihr junger Onkel Tom, und die beiden stellten gemeinsam mehr 

Unfug an, als die meisten sich vorstellen konnten. 

Jung-Frodo, der mit seiner Braut Fíriel auf der anderen Seite des Hügels lebte, erwartete 

einen Sohn oder eine Tochter, bevor das Jahr um war, genau wie Elanor und Fastred. Die 

beiden hatten sich in der Westmark niedergelassen, einer Gegend, die ihnen der König 

geschenkt hatte. Sie war viel rauer und ungezähmter, als dass die meisten, 

bequemlichkeitsliebenden Hobbits sie wirklich zu schätzen gewusst hätten, aber Elanor und 

Fastred liebten sie sehr. 

Fíriel scherzte manchmal, dass sie Jung-Frodo nur geheiratet hätte, weil ihr Name zu seltsam 

war, als dass irgend eine andere Familie sie haben wollte. Sie war nach einem Lied benannt, 

einer traurigen Dichtung über ein Mädchen, das nicht an Bord eines Elbenschiffes gehen 

konnte, als es davonsegelte. Elanor hatte das Lied immer geliebt, aber sie sang es nie, weil es 

ihre Mutter zum Weinen brachte. 
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Sie hatten alles, was gesagt werden musste, schon lange zuvor gesagt, in glücklicheren 

Zeiten. Deshalb sprachen sie nicht mehr, während Sam auf der Bettkante saß und eine von 

Rosies Händen zwischen den seinen hielt. Endlich schlossen sich ihre Augen und sie tat einen 

letzten, seufzenden Atemzug, wie ein Wanderer, der endlich zu Heim und Herd 

zurückgefunden hat. 



Wieder verging viel Zeit, bevor Elanor ins Zimmer kam. Sie hatte den langen Vorhang ihrer 

Haare geflochten und mit Bändern zurückgenommen. Jetzt lehnte sie sich über ihren Vater und 

küsste ihre Mutter auf die Stirn. 

Die Nacht war herabgesunken und die süßen, schweren Düfte des Gartens wehten herein, als 

Elanor die Fenster aufstieß. 

„Schau, Papa!“ Sie klang beinahe überrascht. „Die Sterne sind immer noch da.“ 
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Es war ein milder Sommernachmittag. Goldlöckchens älteste Tochter Romy jagte Bienen von 

Blume zu Blume, während Goldie und Elanor beisammen saßen und ihre Eltern vermissten. 

„Farry denkt, sein Vater plant, zusammen mit Onkel Merry fortzugehen, nach Gondor 

vielleicht. Wie es scheint, sind sie nur geblieben, um Ro vom Baby zum Mädchen aufwachsen 

zu sehen. Jetzt, wo sie elf ist und sich an die beiden erinnern kann, reisen sie ab.“ 

„Ich habe mir immer gewünscht, ich könnte mich an Frodo erinnern, aber in letzter Zeit 

merke ich, dass ich das sehr wohl kann. Er ist genauso sicher ein Teil meines Lebens gewesen 

wie Mama und Papa, in all den Geschichten, die sie uns erzählt haben. Vielleicht lebt er immer 

noch, dort auf der anderen Seite des Meeres.“ sagte Elanor mit ihrer sanften Stimme. 

„Das will ich doch stark hoffen, um Papas Willen.“ schnaubte Goldie. „Woher Papa sich aber 

so sicher war, dass er noch lebt, ist mir ein Rätsel.“ 

„Ich glaube, am Ende spielt es keine Rolle, ob Frodo noch am Leben ist oder nicht. Ich glaube, 

die Dinge sind ganz anders dort drüben, sehr viel unterschiedlicher, als wir uns erträumen 

können. Wahrscheinlich ist dort sowieso niemand wirklich tot oder lebendig. Nur glücklich. 

Und ich denke, Papas Boot wurde den Strand hochgezogen und der Sand war heiß und hell 

unter seinen Füßen, und Frodo und Mama waren auch da, um ihn in Empfang zu nehmen. Und 

sie sagten Hallo Sam, du hast dich ja nicht gerade beeilt, oder? Und jetzt liegen sie alle zusammen 

irgendwo unter einem Baum, und sie träumen vor sich hin und erzählen sich gegenseitig 

Märchen.“ 

Elanor lächelte. Goldie schüttelte den Kopf. 



„Das ist ein hübscher Traum, El, aber wir haben Mama beerdigt. Kannst du dich an das Lied 

erinnern, das sie immer zum Weinen brachte, über die erdgeborene Maid, die nicht mit den 

Elben segeln konnte? Sie ist nicht bei ihnen, Ellie, nicht jetzt und niemals wieder.“ 

„Nein.“ Elanor schüttelte jetzt ihrerseits den Kopf; ihre Finger spielten mit der dünnen Kette, 

die um ihren Hals hing. Ich weiß nicht, woher ich das weiß, Goldie, aber ich habe die 

Geschichte fix und fertig im Kopf. Sie endet mit einem ,Glücklich für immer und ewig’, mein Herz 

weiß es ganz sicher.“ 

„Niemand ist glücklich für immer und ewig.“ 

„Möglich, aber es ist so nahe dran, dass man den Unterschied sowieso nicht mehr bemerkt. 

Und das ist genug.“ 

 

 

ENDE 

  

 

 

 


